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STANDARD INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS (SHORT FORM) 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 

THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE STANDARD FOR ALL REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS ISSUEDBY THE 

PURCHASING DIVISION AND MAY BE DELETED, OR MODIFIED BY INDICATING SUCH 

CHANGE/S BY "SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS." 

1.0 RECEIPT AND OPENING OF PROPOSALS:  

Sealed proposals will be received and date stamped East Providence City Hall, Controllers Office, Room 

103, Attn: Procurement Specialist 145 Taunton Avenue, East Providence, Rhode Island 02914, until the 

time and date indicated on the Request for Proposals. No proposal received after that time will be 

considered. Mark outside bid envelope with item being proposed, and time and date of proposal due date. 

2.0 FORM OF PROPOSAL:  

Proposals must be submitted on and in accordance with the proposal forms attached hereto, blank places 

must be filled in as noted, no change shall be made in the phraseology of the proposal form or in the item or 

items mentioned therein. Additionally, the proposals must contain the name and proper address of the 

proposing firm, and must be signed by a responsible member of the firm with his signature and official title. 

Proposals, which are not complete, or contain erasures or alterations, not initiated by the signer, may be 

rejected. FAXED proposals will not be accepted. 

3.0 SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS:  

3.1 Envelopes containing proposals must be sealed and addressed to the East Providence City Hall, 

Controllers Office, Room 103, Attn: Procurement Specialist 145 Taunton Avenue, East Providence, 

Rhode Island 02914 and must be marked with the name and address of the proposer, date and time of 

proposal due date, and name of item being proposed. 

3.2 The Procurement Specialist will decide when the specified time has arrived to collect the proposals, 

and no proposal received thereafter will be considered. 

3.3 Any proposer may withdraw his proposal by written request at any time prior to the advertised time 

for proposal due date. Telephonic proposals, amendments, or withdrawals will not be accepted. 

Additionally, FAXED bids will not be accepted. 

3.4 No proposal may be withdrawn for a period of ninety (90) calendar days from the date and time of 

proposal due date. The City reserves the right to waive this requirement in order to best serve the interests of 

the City. 

3.5 Negligence on the part of the proposer in preparing the proposal confers no rights for the withdrawal 

of the proposal after it has been opened. 
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3.6 Proposals received prior to the time of the due date will be securely kept unopened. No 

responsibility will attach to an officer or person of the City for the premature opening of a proposal 

not properly addressed and identified as a proposal. 

4.0 ADDENDA 

Copies of all Addenda will be posted to the City's Website. It is the Vendor's responsibility to check and 

download any and all addenda from the City's Website. 

4.1 No Addenda will be posted later than four (4) working days prior to the date for receipt of bids except 

an Addendum, if necessary, postponing the date for receipt of bids or withdrawing the request for bids. 

Each bidder shall ascertain prior to submitting their bid that they have received all Addenda issued, and 

shall acknowledge their receipt in his bid. 

5.0 QUALIFICATIONS OF PROPOSER 

The City may make such investigations as it deems necessary to determine the ability of the proposer to 

perform the work, and the proposer shall furnish to the City all such information and data for this purpose as 

the City may request. The City reserves the right to reject any proposal if the evidence submitted by, or 

investigation of such proposer fails to satisfy the City that such proposer is properly qualified to carry out 

the obligations of the contract and to complete the work contemplated therein. 

6.0 CONTRACT SECURITY 

Only when a Contract Security is required in the Request for Proposal, the Contractor shall furnish a Bid 

Bond in the amount of Five Percent (5%) and a Surety Bond/Performance Bond in an amount equal to at 

least One Hundred Percent (100%) of the contract price as security for the faithful performance of the 

contract and for the payment of all persons performing labor on the project under the contract and 

furnishing materials, equipment and all other incidentals in connection with the contract. The surety on such 

bonds shall be a duly authorized surety company licensed to bond in the State of Rhode Island, and the cost 

of same will be paid by the Contractor. Before final acceptance, the bonds must be approved by the City. 

The bonding company providing surety must be listed in the Federal Register as issued by the Department 

of Treasury, Department Circular 570, latest edition, as well as being licensed in the State of Rhode Island 

to provide surety. 

7.0 BID PRICES:  

Bidders shall state the proposed price/s in the manner as designated in the Bid Proposal Form. In the event 

that there is a discrepancy between the unit prices and the extended totals, the unit prices shall govern. In the 

event there is a discrepancy between the price written in words and in figures, the price written in words 

shall govern.  
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8.0 TERMS:  

Cash Discounts offered will be considered in determining awards. However, discounts for a period less than 

twenty (20) days will not be considered. The discount period shall be computed from date of delivery or 

from date the correct invoice is received by the City Controller, whichever date is later. The date of delivery 

shall be construed to mean the date on which the bid item is determined to meet the specifications and is 

therefore acceptable. 

9.0 RHODE ISLAND SALES TAX:  

The City of East Providence is exempt from the Rhode Island Sales or Use Tax under the 1956 General 

Laws of the State of Rhode Island, Section 44-18-30, Para. 1, as amended. 

10.0 “OR EQUAL” BIDDING:  

When the name of a manufacturer, a brand name, or manufacturer's catalogue number is issued as the bid 

standard in describing an item followed by "Or Approved Equal", this description is used to indicate quality, 

performance and other essential characteristics of the item required. If bidding on other than the make, 

model, brand or sample specified, but equal thereto, bidder must so state by giving the manufacturer's name, 

catalogue number and any other information necessary to prove that his intended substitution of a 

commodity is equal in all essential respects to the bid standard. Bidder must prove to the satisfaction of the 

City Manager, or by person or persons designated by him, that the bidders designated substitute is equal to 

the bid standard; otherwise, his bid will be rejected. 

11.0 AWARD AND CONTRACT:  

11.1 Unless otherwise specified, the City reserves the right to make award by item, or items, or by total, as 

may be in the best interest of the City. 

11.2 A written award (or acceptance of bid) mailed (or otherwise furnished) to the successful bidder 

followed by a City Purchase Order, shall be deemed to result in a binding contract without further action by 

either party. 

11.3 It is the intent of the City to award a contract to the lowest responsible bidder in accordance with City 

Ordinances, Article V. Purchasing, Sec. 2- 243, and provided that the bid has been submitted in accordance 

with the requirements of the Bidding Documents, is judged to be reasonable, and does not exceed the funds 

available. 

12.0 CONSIDERATION OF PROPOSALS REJECTION OF PROPOSALS  

12.1 The City reserves the right to reject the proposal of any proposer who has previously failed to perform 

properly or complete on time, contracts of a similar nature, or who is not in a position to perform the 

contract, or who has habitually and without just cause, neglected the payment of bills or disregarded its 

obligations to sub-contractors, material, or employees. 

12.2 The City reserves the right to reject any or all proposals and in particular to reject a proposal not 

accompanied by any data required by the Bidding Documents or a proposal in any way incomplete or 

irregular, and to waive any informality in the proposals received, and to accept the proposal or parts thereof 

deemed to be most favorable to the best interest of the City.  
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12.3 The City shall have the right to waive any informality or irregularity in any proposal received 

 

12.4 It is the intent of the City, if it accepts any Alternates, to accept them in the order in which they are 

listed in the proposal form, but the City shall have the right to accept Alternates in any order or 

combination and to determine the low bidder on the basis of the sum of the Base Bid and the Alternates 

accepted. 

13.0 DELIVERY:  

All prices bid must be on the basis of F.O.B. Delivery Point, East Providence, Rhode Island. Therefore, 

shipping costs are to be included within the prices quoted. Deliveries must consist only of new merchandise 

or equipment and shall be made between 8:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. Prevailing Time, Monday through Friday. 

No delivery shall become due or be acceptable without a written Purchase Order, issued by the 

Procurement Specialist. 

 

14.0 AFFIRMATIVE ACTION REQUIREMENTS 

MBE/WBE PARTICIPATION 

Any firm or Contractor providing services to or doing business with the City shall adhere to the City's 

Affirmative Action Plan for MBE/WBE Participation. Said plan is on file with the City's Affirmative 

Action Officer. 

14.1 All bidders are required to submit the MBE/WBE Participation Affidavit. 

15.0 INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS:  

The Contractor shall carry the following insurance coverages at his own expense: 

(a) General: All insurance for this contract shall be written by a company (or companies) acceptable to the city 

and all policies or certificates shall be submitted to the City for examination prior to commencement of 

operations by the contractor. In the event any policy or certificate, the amount of the insurance, or the 

company writing same are not satisfactory to the City, the contractor shall secure other policies or certificates 

in form and amount with a company satisfactory to the City. The contractor shall not permit policies to be 

changed, cancelled, or to lapse and all policies shall include a clause to the effect that the policy shall not be 

subject to cancellation or a reduction in the limits of liability or amounts of insurance until notice has been 

sent by mail to the city stating when, (not less than 30 days thereafter) such cancellation or reduction shall be 

effective. All certificates of insurance shall be delivered to the City and contain true transcripts from the 

policy or policies authenticated by the proper officer of the insurer evidencing in particular those insured, the 

extent of the insurance, the location and operations to which the insurance applies, the expiration date and 

the above mentioned notice as to the location and operations involved. 

The Contractor is required to list the City of East Providence not only as Certificate Holder but as an 

Additional Insured as well, on the "Certificate of Insurance". 

If any part of the work is sublet, similar insurance shall be provided by or in behalf of the subcontractors to 

cover their operations. The contractor shall be charged with the responsibility for insurance protection for all 

his subcontract operations and should the contractor's policy not cover each and every subcontractor, 

certificates of insurance acceptable to the City covering each and every subcontractor shall be filed with said 

City prior to the commencement of subcontract operations. 
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Statutory Workman's Compensation Insurance: shall be provided by the contractor for all labor employed 

on the project who may come within the protection of such laws, and Employer's General Liability 

Insurance shall be provided for the benefit of employees not protected by compensation laws. The 

contractor will be charged with the responsibility for proper and adequate workman's compensation for all 

subcontract operations. 

Contractors Comprehensive General Liability and Property Damage Insurance INCLUDING Owner's 

Protective: the contractor shall carry the above insurance for a minimum limit of not less than 

$1,000,000.00 for all damages arising out of injury to or death of one person and subject to that limit for 

each person, a total limit of not less than $1,000,000.00 for all damages arising out of injury to, or death of 

two or more persons in any one occurrence and Property Damage Liability Insurance providing for a limit 

of not less than $1,000,000.00 for all damages arising out of injury to or destruction of property (including 

loss of use) in any occurrence and subject to that limit per occurrence total limit of $1,000,000.00 all 

damages arising out of injury to or destruction of property during the policy period. 

Contractor's Liability Insurance: Shall also include all major divisions of coverage and be on a 

comprehensive general liability basis including: 

Premises - Operations 

Independent Contractor's protective 

Products and completed operations 

Blanket Contractual 

Owned, non-owned and hired motor vehicles 

Broad form coverage for property damage (including explosion, Collapse and underground). 

Comprehensive Automobile Liability and Property Damage Insurance: The Contractor shall carry the 

above insurance covering all owned, hired or non-owned vehicles in the amount of $300,000.00 for all 

damages arising out of bodily injuries to death of one person and subject to that limit for each person, a 

total of $500,000.00 for all damages arising out of bodily injuries to or death of two or more persons in any 

one accident and Property Damage coverage in the amount of $300,000.00 for all damages arising out of 

injury to or destruction of property. 

16.0 OSHA SAFETY AWARENESS PROGRAM 

In accordance with R.I.G.L. 28-20-35, all contractors bidding on construction projects of the City with a total 

project cost of one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.) or more, are required to have an OSHA "ten hour 

construction safety program", for their on-site employees. The training program shall utilize instructors 

trained by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, using an OSHA approved curriculum. 
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MBE/WBE PARTICIPATION AFFIDAVIT 

 
Item Description (as seen on RFP):____________________________________________________________________________ 

Prime Bidder: _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Prime Bidder (Company) Phone Number: _______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Prime Bidder (Company) Zip Code: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Which one of the following describes your business’ status in terms of Minority and/or Woman-Owned Business Enterprise 

certification with the State of Rhode Island? _____MBE _____WBE _____Neither MBE nor WBE 

 

By initialing the following sections and signing the bottom of this document in my capacity as the contractor or an authorized 

representative of contractor, I make this Affidavit:  

 

It is the policy of the City of East Providence that minority business enterprises (MBEs) and women business enterprises (WBEs) 

should have the maximum opportunity to participate in procurements and projects as prime contractors and vendors. Pursuant to Sec. 

21-52 of the Providence Code of Ordinances and Chapter 31-14 et seq. of the Rhode Island General Laws (as amended), MBE and 

WBE participation goals apply to contracts.  

 

The goal for Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) participation is 10% of the total bid value.  

The goal for Women’s Business Enterprise (WBE) participation is 10% of the total bid value.  

The goal for combined MBE/WBE participation is 20% of the total bid value. 

 

I acknowledge the City of East Providence’s goals of supporting MBE/WBE certified businesses. Initial________ 

 

Are you subcontracting with other parties on this project: Yes___ No ____ if yes fill out page 2, Subcontractor Disclosure Form.  

 

Are you using any subcontractors on this job and not meeting the 20% MBE/WBE participation goal: Yes ____ No ____ if yes fill out 

page 3, MBE/WBE Waiver Request Form. 

 

If awarded the contract, I understand that my company must submit to the Minority and Women’s Business Coordinator at the City of 

East Providence (MBE/WBE Office), copies of all executed agreements with the subcontractor(s) being utilized to achieve the 

participation goals and other requirements of the RI General Laws. I understand that these documents must be submitted prior to 

the issuance of a notice to proceed. Initial_______ 

 

I understand that, if awarded the contract, my firm must submit to the MBE/WBE Office canceled checks and reports 

required by the MBE/WBE Office on a quarterly basis verifying payments to the subcontractors(s) utilized on the contract. 

Initial __________ 

 

If I am awarded this contract and find that I am unable to utilize the subcontractor(s) identified in my Statement of Intent, I understand 

that I must substitute another certified MBE and WBE firm(s) to meet the participation goals. I understand that I may not make a 

substitution until I have obtained the written approval of the MBE/WBE Office. Initial__________ 

 

If awarded this contract, I understand that authorized representatives of the City of East Providence may examine the books, 

records and files of my firm from time to time, to the extent that such material is relevant to a determination of whether my 

firm is complying with the City’s MBE/WBE participation requirements. Initial__________ 

 

I do solemnly declare and affirm under the penalty of perjury that the contents of the foregoing Affidavit are true and correct 

to the best of my knowledge, information and belief. 

 

Signature of Bidder________________________________________ Printed Name ___________________________ 

 

Company Name___________________________________________ Date___________________________________ 
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SUBCONTRACTOR DISCLOSURE FORM 

 

Fill out this form only if you WILL SUBCONTRACT with other parties. If you will not subcontract any 

portion of the proposed bid, do not fill out this form. 

 

Prime Bidder: ______________________________________  Primary NAICS Code: _____________________________ 

Item Description (as seen on RFP): _____________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Please List all Subcontractors below. Include the total dollar value that you propose to share with each subcontractor and 
the dollar amount to be subcontracted. Please check off MBE and WBE where applicable. The directory of all state-certified 
MBE/WBE firms is located at www.mbe.ri.gov. Business NAICS codes can be found at http://www.naics.como/search/  

Proposed Subcontractor MBE WBE Primary 

NAICS Code 

Date of 

Mobilization 

$ Value of Subcontract 

     
$ 

 

     
$ 

 

     
$ 

 

     
$ 

 

     
$ 

 

     
$ 

 

A. MBE SUBCONTRACTED AMOUNT: $ 
 

B. WBE SUBCONTRACTED AMOUNT: $ 
 

C. NON MBE WBE SUBCONTRACTED AMOUNT: $ 
 

D. DOLLAR AMOUNT OF WORK DONE BY THE PRIME CONTRACTOR: $ 
 

E. TOTAL AMOUNT OF BID (SUM OF A, B, C & D): $ 
 

F. PERCENTAGE OF BID SUBCONTRACTED TO MBEs 

AND WBEs. (Add A and B. Divide by E and multiply by 100). 

 
% 

 
Please read and initial the following statement acknowledging you understand. 

If the percentage of the total amount of the bid being awarded to MBE or WBE vendors is less than 20% (Box F) and the 

prime contractor is NOT a Rhode Island State-certified MBE or WBE, you must fill out the MBE/WBE WAIVER 

REQUEST FORM for consideration by City of East Providence MBE/WBE Outreach Director. Initial ________ 

 

𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟                             𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑁𝑎𝑚𝑒                                             𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑑 

http://www.mbe.ri.gov/
http://www.naics.como/search/
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MBE/WBE WAIVER REQUEST FORM 

Fill out this form only if you are using subcontractors and did not meet the 20% MBE/WBE participation goal. MBE 

or WBE Prime Bidders that are certified by the State of Rhode Island are NOT REQUIRED to fill out this form. 

Submit this form to the City of East Providence MBE/WBE Outreach Director, Elmer Carvalho-Pina at 

epina@eastprovidenceri.gov  and Procurement Specialist, Jessica Lamprey at jlamprey@eastprovidenceri.gov for review 

prior to bid submission. 

This waiver applies only to the current bid which you are submitting to the City of Providence and does not apply to other 

bids your company may submit for in the future. 

Prime Bidder: ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Company Trade: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Item Description (as seen on RFP):______________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

To receive a waiver, you must list the certified MBE and/or WBE companies you contacted, the name of the primary 

individual with whom you interacted and the reason the MBE/WBE company could not participate on the project. 

MBE/WBE  
Company name 

Individual's 
 Name 

Company Trade 
Why did you choose not to 
 work with this company? 

        

        

        

        

        

 

I acknowledge the City of East Providence’s goal of a combined MBE/WBE participation is 20% of the total bid value. I 

am requesting a waiver of _____% MBE/WBE (20% minus the Value of Box F on the Subcontractor Disclosure Form). If 

an opportunity is identified to subcontract any task associated with the fulfillment of this contract, a good faith effort will be 

made to select MBE/WBE certified businesses as partners. 

 

______________________________  __________________________________     _____________________ 

Signature of Prime Contractor  Printed Name          Date Signed 

 

     _______________________________ _________________________________       _____________________ 

     Signature of City of East Providence  Printed Name of City of East Providence       Date Signed 

     MBE/WBE Outreach Director  MBE/WBE Outreach Director 

mailto:epina@eastprovidenceri.gov
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ANTI-COLLUSION DECLARATION 

The Bidder, by virtue of issuing a Bid certifies that Bidder has not divulged, discussed or compared the Bid 

with other Bidders and has not colluded with any other Bidder of parties to a Bid whomsoever. Bidder further 

certifies and agrees that premiums, rebates or gratuities are prohibited whether with, prior to, or after any 

delivery of material or services. Any such violation will result in the cancellation of this contract and the 

removal of offending parties from all Bid lists. 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

The Bidder and all sub-contractors shall disclose in writing as part of their Bid any possible or potential 

conflicts of interest which are known to, or reasonably should be known to the Bidder or sub-contractors, 

which may exist between their firms and the City of East Providence. 

All Bidders and their subcontractors and business partners must disclose with their Bid, the name of any 

officer, director, agent or employee who is also an employee or family member of an employee of the City 

of East Providence. 

Further, the Bidder must disclose the name of any City of East Providence employee or family member or 

any elected official who owns, directly or indirectly, an investment or other proprietary interest, in the firm 

or any of its parent company, subsidiaries or affiliates. 

The Bidder and all sub-contractors and business partners shall disclose in writing as part of their Bid, any 

familial, personal or business relationships between members of Bidders, sub-contractor's or business 

partner's firms and members of the City of East Providence, whether or not there is any belief that the 

relationship might constitute a possible conflict of interests. 

BIDDING FIRM: 

SIGNATURE: DATE: 

PRINT NAME:             TITLE: 
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City of East Providence 

Attn: Procurement Specialist 

ELECTRONIC BID DOCUMENT NOTIFICATION OF RECEIPT 

In order to compile a complete listing of all recipients of the initial bid package please return 

this completed form by e-mail to Controllers@eastprovidenceri.gov 

It is the responsibility of all potential bidders to ensure any and all addenda are downloaded from 

the City website https://eastprovidenceri.gov/rfp 

The undersigned hereby acknowledges electronic receipt of the bid documents for the 

procurement specified below. 

From: 

Company Name: 

Contact Name: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

Email Address: 

Bid No.: 

Title of Specification received: 

Date:  

 

mailto:to
https://eastprovidenceri.gov/rfp
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Form W-9 

(Rev. October 2018) 

Department of the Treasury 
Internal Revenue Service 

Request for Taxpayer  
Identification Number and Certification 

▶ Go to www.irs.gov/FormW9 for instructions and the latest information. 

1 Name (as shown on your income tax return). Name is required on this line; do not leave this line blank. 

2 Business name/disregarded entity name, if different from above 
5 Address (number, street, and apt. or suite no.) See instructions. 

6 City, state, and ZIP code 

7 List account number(s) here (optional) 

Part I  Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) 

Enter your TIN in the appropriate box. The TIN provided must match the name given on line 1 to avoid 
backup withholding. For individuals, this is generally your social security number (SSN). However, for 
a resident alien, sole proprietor, or disregarded entity, see the instructions for Part I, later. For other 
entities, it is your employer identification number (EIN). If you do not have a number, see How to get a 
TIN, later. 

Note: If the account is in more than one name, see the instructions for line 1. Also see What Name and 
Number To Give the Requester for guidelines on whose number to enter. 

– 
 

Part II Certification 

  Under penalties of perjury, I certify that: 

1. The number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer identification number (or I am waiting for a number to be issued to me); and 

2. I am not subject to backup withholding because: (a) I am exempt from backup withholding, or (b) I have not been notified by the Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or dividends, or (c) the IRS has notified me that I am 
no longer subject to backup withholding; and 

3. I am a U.S. citizen or other U.S. person (defined below); and 

4. The FATCA code(s) entered on this form (if any) indicating that I am exempt from FATCA reporting is correct. 

Certification instructions. You must cross out item 2 above if you have been notified by the IRS that you are currently subject to backup withholding because 
you have failed to report all interest and dividends on your tax return. For real estate transactions, item 2 does not apply. For mortgage interest paid, 
acquisition or abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, contributions to an individual retirement arrangement (IRA), and generally, payments 

other than interest and dividends, you are not required to sign the certification, but you must provide your correct TIN. See the instructions for Part 
II, later. 

Signature of 

U.S. person ▶ Date ▶ 

General Instructions 
Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code unless otherwise 
noted. 

Future developments. For the latest information about developments 
related to Form W-9 and its instructions, such as legislation enacted 
after they were published, go to www.irs.gov/FormW9. 

Purpose of Form 
An individual or entity (Form W-9 requester) who is required to file an 
information return with the IRS must obtain your correct taxpayer 
identification number (TIN) which may be your social security number 
(SSN), individual taxpayer identification number (ITIN), adoption taxpayer 

identification number (ATIN), or employer identification number (EIN), to 
report on an information return the amount paid to you, or other amount 
reportable on an information return. Examples of information returns 
include, but are not limited to, the following. 

 Form 1099-INT (interest earned or paid)  

Give Form to the 
requester. Do not 
send to the IRS. 
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3 Check appropriate box for federal tax classification of the person whose name is entered on line 1. Check only one of the 
following seven boxes. 

Individual/sole proprietor or C Corporation S Corporation Partnership Trust/estate 

single-member LLC 

Limited liability company. Enter the tax classification (C=C corporation, S=S corporation, P=Partnership) ▶ 

Note: Check the appropriate box in the line above for the tax classification of the single-member owner. Do not check LLC 
if the LLC is classified as a single-member LLC that is disregarded from the owner unless the owner of the LLC is another 
LLC that is not disregarded from the owner for U.S. federal tax purposes. Otherwise, a single-member LLC that is 
disregarded from the owner should check the appropriate box for the tax classification of its owner. 

Other (see instructions) ▶ 

4 Exemptions (codes apply only to 
certain entities, not individuals; see 
instructions on page 3): 

Exempt payee code (if any) 

Exemption from FATCA reporting 

code (if any) 

(Applies to accounts maintained outside the U.S.) 

Requester’s name and address (optional) 

 Social security number 

– – 

o r  
Employer identification number 

S i g n  
H e r e  

http://www.irs.gov/FormW9
http://www.irs.gov/FormW9.
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 Form 1099-DIV (dividends, including those from stocks or mutual 
funds) 

 Form 1099-MISC (various types of income, prizes, awards, or gross 
proceeds) 

 Form 1099-B (stock or mutual fund sales and certain other 
transactions by brokers) 

 Form 1099-S (proceeds from real estate transactions) 

 Form 1099-K (merchant card and third party network transactions) 

 Form 1098 (home mortgage interest), 1098-E (student loan interest), 
1098-T (tuition) 

 Form 1099-C (canceled debt) 

 Form 1099-A (acquisition or abandonment of secured property) 

Use Form W-9 only if you are a U.S. person (including a resident 
alien), to provide your correct TIN. 

If you do not return Form W-9 to the requester with a TIN, you might 
be subject to backup withholding. See What is backup withholding, 
later. 

 

Cat. No. 10231X Form W-9 (Rev. 10-2018) 
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By signing the filled-out form, you: 

1. Certify that the TIN you are giving is correct (or you are waiting for a 
number to be issued), 

2. Certify that you are not subject to backup withholding, or 

3. Claim exemption from backup withholding if you are a U.S. exempt 
payee. If applicable, you are also certifying that as a U.S. person, your 
allocable share of any partnership income from a U.S. trade or business 
is not subject to the withholding tax on foreign partners' share of 
effectively connected income, and 

4. Certify that FATCA code(s) entered on this form (if any) indicating 
that you are exempt from the FATCA reporting, is correct. See What is 
FATCA reporting, later, for further information. 

Note: If you are a U.S. person and a requester gives you a form other 
than Form W-9 to request your TIN, you must use the requester’s form if 
it is substantially similar to this Form W-9. 

Definition of a U.S. person. For federal tax purposes, you 
are considered a U.S. person if you are: 

 An individual who is a U.S. citizen or U.S. resident alien; 

 A partnership, corporation, company, or association created or 
organized in the United States or under the laws of the United States; 

 An estate (other than a foreign estate); or 

 A domestic trust (as defined in Regulations section 301.7701-7). 

Special rules for partnerships. Partnerships that conduct a trade or 
business in the United States are generally required to pay a withholding 
tax under section 1446 on any foreign partners’ share of effectively 
connected taxable income from such business. Further, in certain cases 
where a Form W-9 has not been received, the rules under section 1446 
require a partnership to presume that a partner is a foreign person, and 
pay the section 1446 withholding tax. Therefore, if you are a U.S. person 
that is a partner in a partnership conducting a trade or business in the 
United States, provide Form W-9 to the partnership to establish your U.S. 
status and avoid section 1446 withholding on your share of partnership 
income. 

In the cases below, the following person must give Form W-9 to the 
partnership for purposes of establishing its U.S. status and avoiding 
withholding on its allocable share of net income from the partnership 
conducting a trade or business in the United States. 

 In the case of a disregarded entity with a U.S. owner, the U.S. owner 
of the disregarded entity and not the entity; 

 In the case of a grantor trust with a U.S. grantor or other U.S. owner, 
generally, the U.S. grantor or other U.S. owner of the grantor trust and 
not the trust; and 

 In the case of a U.S. trust (other than a grantor trust), the U.S. trust 
(other than a grantor trust) and not the beneficiaries of the trust. 

Foreign person. If you are a foreign person or the U.S. branch of a 
foreign bank that has elected to be treated as a U.S. person, do not 
use Form W-9. Instead, use the appropriate Form W-8 or Form 8233 
(see Pub. 515, Withholding of Tax on Nonresident Aliens and Foreign 
Entities). 

Nonresident alien who becomes a resident alien. Generally, 
only a nonresident alien individual may use the terms of a tax treaty to 
reduce or eliminate U.S. tax on certain types of income. However, most 
tax treaties contain a provision known as a “saving clause.” Exceptions 
specified in the saving clause may permit an exemption from tax to 
continue for certain types of income even after the payee has 
otherwise become a U.S. resident alien for tax purposes. 

If you are a U.S. resident alien who is relying on an exception 
contained in the saving clause of a tax treaty to claim an exemption 
from U.S. tax on certain types of income, you must attach a statement 
to Form W-9 that specifies the following five items. 

1. The treaty country. Generally, this must be the same treaty under 
which you claimed exemption from tax as a nonresident alien. 

2. The treaty article addressing the income. 

3. The article number (or location) in the tax treaty that contains the 
saving clause and its exceptions. 

4. The type and amount of income that qualifies for the exemption 
from tax. 

5. Sufficient facts to justify the exemption from tax under the terms 
of the treaty article. 

Form W-9 (Rev. 10-2018) Page 2 
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Example. Article 20 of the U.S.-China income tax treaty allows an 
exemption from tax for scholarship income received by a Chinese 
student temporarily present in the United States. Under U.S. law, this 
student will become a resident alien for tax purposes if his or her stay 
in the United States exceeds 5 calendar years. However, paragraph 2 
of the first Protocol to the U.S.-China treaty (dated April 30, 1984) 
allows the provisions of Article 20 to continue to apply even after the 
Chinese student becomes a resident alien of the United States. A 
Chinese student who qualifies for this exception (under paragraph 2 of 
the first protocol) and is relying on this exception to claim an exemption 
from tax on his or her scholarship or fellowship income would attach to 
Form W-9 a statement that includes the information described above to 
support that exemption. 

If you are a nonresident alien or a foreign entity, give the requester 
the appropriate completed Form W-8 or Form 8233. 

Backup Withholding 
What is backup withholding? Persons making certain payments to 
you must under certain conditions withhold and pay to the IRS 24% of 
such payments. This is called “backup withholding.” Payments that 
may be subject to backup withholding include interest, tax-exempt 
interest, dividends, broker and barter exchange transactions, rents, 
royalties, nonemployee pay, payments made in settlement of payment 
card and third party network transactions, and certain payments from 
fishing boat operators. Real estate transactions are not subject to 
backup withholding. 

You will not be subject to backup withholding on payments you 
receive if you give the requester your correct TIN, make the proper 
certifications, and report all your taxable interest and dividends on your 
tax return. 

Payments you receive will be subject to backup withholding if: 

1. You do not furnish your TIN to the requester, 

2. You do not certify your TIN when required (see the instructions for 
Part II for details), 

3. The IRS tells the requester that you furnished an incorrect TIN, 

4. The IRS tells you that you are subject to backup withholding 
because you did not report all your interest and dividends on your tax 
return (for reportable interest and dividends only), or 

5. You do not certify to the requester that you are not subject to 
backup withholding under 4 above (for reportable interest and dividend 
accounts opened after 1983 only). 

Certain payees and payments are exempt from backup withholding. 
See Exempt payee code, later, and the separate Instructions for the 
Requester of Form W-9 for more information. 

Also see Special rules for partnerships, earlier. 

What is FATCA Reporting? 
The Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) requires a 
participating foreign financial institution to report all United States 
account holders that are specified United States persons. Certain 
payees are exempt from FATCA reporting. See Exemption from FATCA 
reporting code, later, and the Instructions for the Requester of Form W-
9 for more information. 

Updating Your Information 
You must provide updated information to any person to whom you 
claimed to be an exempt payee if you are no longer an exempt payee 
and anticipate receiving reportable payments in the future from this 
person. For example, you may need to provide updated information if 
you are a C corporation that elects to be an S corporation, or if you no 
longer are tax exempt. In addition, you must furnish a new Form W-9 if 
the name or TIN changes for the account; for example, if the grantor of 
a grantor trust dies. 

Penalties 
Failure to furnish TIN. If you fail to furnish your correct TIN to a 
requester, you are subject to a penalty of $50 for each such failure 
unless your failure is due to reasonable cause and not to willful neglect. 

Civil penalty for false information with respect to withholding. If 
you make a false statement with no reasonable basis that results in no 
backup withholding, you are subject to a $500 penalty. 
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Criminal penalty for falsifying information. Willfully falsifying 
certifications or affirmations may subject you to criminal penalties 
including fines and/or imprisonment. 

Misuse of TINs. If the requester discloses or uses TINs in violation of 
federal law, the requester may be subject to civil and criminal penalties. 

Specific Instructions 

Line 1 

You must enter one of the following on this line; do not leave this line 
blank. The name should match the name on your tax return. 

If this Form W-9 is for a joint account (other than an account 
maintained by a foreign financial institution (FFI)), list first, and then 
circle, the name of the person or entity whose number you entered in 
Part I of Form W-9. If you are providing Form W-9 to an FFI to document 
a joint account, each holder of the account that is a U.S. person must 
provide a Form W-9. 

a. Individual. Generally, enter the name shown on your tax return. If 
you have changed your last name without informing the Social Security 
Administration (SSA) of the name change, enter your first name, the last 
name as shown on your social security card, and your new last name. 

Note: ITIN applicant: Enter your individual name as it was entered on 
your Form W-7 application, line 1a. This should also be the same as the 
name you entered on the Form 1040/1040A/1040EZ you filed with your 
application. 

b. Sole proprietor or single-member LLC. Enter your individual 
name as shown on your 1040/1040A/1040EZ on line 1. You may enter 
your business, trade, or “doing business as” (DBA) name on line 2. 

c. Partnership, LLC that is not a single-member LLC, C 
corporation, or S corporation. Enter the entity's name as shown on the 
entity's tax return on line 1 and any business, trade, or DBA name on line 
2. 

d. Other entities. Enter your name as shown on required U.S. 
federal tax documents on line 1. This name should match the name 
shown on the charter or other legal document creating the entity. You 
may enter any business, trade, or DBA name on line 2. 

e. Disregarded entity. For U.S. federal tax purposes, an entity that is 
disregarded as an entity separate from its owner is treated as a 
“disregarded entity.” See Regulations section 301.7701-2(c)(2)(iii). Enter 
the owner's name on line 1. The name of the entity entered on line 1 
should never be a disregarded entity. The name on line 1 should be the 
name shown on the income tax return on which the income should be 
reported. For example, if a foreign LLC that is treated as a disregarded 
entity for U.S. federal tax purposes has a single owner that is a U.S. 
person, the U.S. owner's name is required to be provided on line 1. If the 
direct owner of the entity is also a disregarded entity, enter the first 
owner that is not disregarded for federal tax purposes. Enter the 
disregarded entity's name on line 2, “Business name/disregarded entity 
name.” If the owner of the disregarded entity is a foreign person, the 
owner must complete an appropriate Form W-8 instead of a Form W-9. 
This is the case even if the foreign person has a U.S. TIN. 

Line 2 

If you have a business name, trade name, DBA name, or disregarded 
entity name, you may enter it on line 2. 

Line 3 

Check the appropriate box on line 3 for the U.S. federal tax classification 
of the person whose name is entered on line 1. Check only one box on 
line 3. 

IF the entity/person on line 1 is 
a(n) . . . 

THEN check the box for . . . 

 Corporation Corporation 

 Individual 

 Sole proprietorship, or 

 Single-member limited liability 
company (LLC) owned by an 
individual and disregarded for U.S. 
federal tax purposes. 

Individual/sole proprietor or single-
member LLC 

 LLC treated as a partnership for 
U.S. federal tax purposes, 

 LLC that has filed Form 8832 or 
2553 to be taxed as a corporation, 
or 

 LLC that is disregarded as an 
entity separate from its owner but 
the owner is another LLC that is 
not disregarded for U.S. federal 
tax purposes. 

Limited liability company and enter 
the appropriate tax classification. 
(P= Partnership; C= C corporation; 
or S= S corporation) 

 Partnership Partnership 

 Trust/estate Trust/estate 
 
Line 4, Exemptions 

If you are exempt from backup withholding and/or FATCA reporting, 
enter in the appropriate space on line 4 any code(s) that may apply to 
you. 

Exempt payee code. 

 Generally, individuals (including sole proprietors) are not exempt from 
backup withholding. 

 Except as provided below, corporations are exempt from backup 
withholding for certain payments, including interest and dividends. 

 Corporations are not exempt from backup withholding for payments 
made in settlement of payment card or third party network transactions. 

 Corporations are not exempt from backup withholding with respect to 
attorneys’ fees or gross proceeds paid to attorneys, and corporations that 
provide medical or health care services are not exempt with respect to 
payments reportable on Form 1099-MISC. 

The following codes identify payees that are exempt from backup 
withholding. Enter the appropriate code in the space in line 4. 

1—An organization exempt from tax under section 501(a), any IRA, 
or a custodial account under section 403(b)(7) if the account satisfies 
the requirements of section 401(f)(2) 

2—The United States or any of its agencies or instrumentalities 

3—A state, the District of Columbia, a U.S. commonwealth or 
possession, or any of their political subdivisions or instrumentalities 

4—A foreign government or any of its political subdivisions, 
agencies, or instrumentalities 

5—A corporation 

6—A dealer in securities or commodities required to register in 
the United States, the District of Columbia, or a U.S. commonwealth 
or possession 

7—A futures commission merchant registered with the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission 

8—A real estate investment trust 

9—An entity registered at all times during the tax year under the 
Investment Company Act of 1940 

10—A common trust fund operated by a bank under section 584(a) 

11—A financial institution 

12—A middleman known in the investment community as a nominee or 
custodian 

13—A trust exempt from tax under section 664 or described in section 
4947 
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The following chart shows types of payments that may be exempt from 
backup withholding. The chart applies to the exempt payees listed 
above, 1 through 13. 

IF the payment is for . . . THEN the payment is 
exempt for . . . 

Interest and dividend payments All exempt payees except 
for 7 

Broker transactions Exempt payees 1 through 4 and 6 
through 11 and all C corporations. 
S corporations must not enter an 
exempt payee code because they 
are exempt only for sales of 
noncovered securities acquired 
prior to 2012. 

Barter exchange transactions and 
patronage dividends 

Exempt payees 1 through 4 

Payments over $600 required to be 
reported and direct sales over 

$5,0001 

Generally, exempt 

payees 1 through 52 

Payments made in settlement of 
payment card or third party network 
transactions 

Exempt payees 1 through 4 

 
1 See Form 1099-MISC, Miscellaneous Income, and its instructions. 

2 However, the following payments made to a corporation and 
reportable on Form 1099-MISC are not exempt from backup 
withholding: medical and health care payments, attorneys’ fees, gross 
proceeds paid to an attorney reportable under section 6045(f), and 
payments for services paid by a federal executive agency. 

Exemption from FATCA reporting code. The following codes 
identify payees that are exempt from reporting under FATCA. These 
codes apply to persons submitting this form for accounts maintained 
outside of the United States by certain foreign financial institutions. 
Therefore, if you are only submitting this form for an account you hold in 
the United States, you may leave this field blank. Consult with the 
person requesting this form if you are uncertain if the financial institution 
is subject to these requirements. A requester may indicate that a code is 
not required by providing you with a Form W-9 with “Not Applicable” (or 
any similar indication) written or printed on the line for a FATCA 
exemption code. 

A—An organization exempt from tax under section 501(a) or any 
individual retirement plan as defined in section 7701(a)(37) 

B—The United States or any of its agencies or instrumentalities 

C—A state, the District of Columbia, a U.S. commonwealth or 
possession, or any of their political subdivisions or instrumentalities 

D—A corporation the stock of which is regularly traded on one or 
more established securities markets, as described in Regulations 
section 1.1472-1(c)(1)(i) 

E—A corporation that is a member of the same expanded affiliated 
group as a corporation described in Regulations section 1.1472-1(c)(1)(i) 

F—A dealer in securities, commodities, or derivative financial 
instruments (including notional principal contracts, futures, forwards, 
and options) that is registered as such under the laws of the United 
States or any state 

G—A real estate investment trust 

H—A regulated investment company as defined in section 851 or an 
entity registered at all times during the tax year under the Investment 
Company Act of 1940 

I—A common trust fund as defined in section 584(a) 

J—A bank as defined in section 581 

K—A broker 

L—A trust exempt from tax under section 664 or described in section 
4947(a)(1) 

M—A tax exempt trust under a section 403(b) plan or section 457(g) 
plan 

Note: You may wish to consult with the financial institution requesting 
this form to determine whether the FATCA code and/or exempt payee 
code should be completed. 

Line 5 

Enter your address (number, street, and apartment or suite number). 
This is where the requester of this Form W-9 will mail your information 
returns. If this address differs from the one the requester already has 
on file, write NEW at the top. If a new address is provided, there is still 
a chance the old address will be used until the payor changes your 
address in their records. 

Line 6 

Enter your city, state, and ZIP code. 

Part I. Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) 
Enter your TIN in the appropriate box. If you are a resident alien 
and you do not have and are not eligible to get an SSN, your TIN is your 
IRS individual taxpayer identification number (ITIN). Enter it in the social 
security number box. If you do not have an ITIN, see How to get a TIN 
below. 

If you are a sole proprietor and you have an EIN, you may enter either 
your SSN or EIN. 

If you are a single-member LLC that is disregarded as an entity 
separate from its owner, enter the owner’s SSN (or EIN, if the owner has 
one). Do not enter the disregarded entity’s EIN. If the LLC is classified as 
a corporation or partnership, enter the entity’s EIN. 

Note: See What Name and Number To Give the Requester, later, 
for further clarification of name and TIN combinations. 

How to get a TIN. If you do not have a TIN, apply for one 
immediately. To apply for an SSN, get Form SS-5, Application for a 
Social Security Card, from your local SSA office or get this form online 
at www.SSA.gov. You may also get this form by calling 1-800-772-
1213. Use Form W-7, Application for IRS Individual Taxpayer 
Identification Number, to apply for an ITIN, or Form SS-4, Application 
for Employer Identification Number, to apply for an EIN. You can apply 
for an EIN online by accessing the IRS website at 
www.irs.gov/Businesses and clicking on Employer Identification 
Number (EIN) under Starting a Business. Go to www.irs.gov/Forms to 
view, download, or print Form W-7 and/or Form SS-4. Or, you can go 
to www.irs.gov/OrderForms to place an order and have Form W-7 
and/or SS-4 mailed to you within 10 business days. 

If you are asked to complete Form W-9 but do not have a TIN, apply 
for a TIN and write “Applied For” in the space for the TIN, sign and 
date the form, and give it to the requester. For interest and dividend 
payments, and certain payments made with respect to readily tradable 
instruments, generally you will have 60 days to get a TIN and give it to 
the requester before you are subject to backup withholding on 
payments. The 60-day rule does not apply to other types of payments. 
You will be subject to backup withholding on all such payments until 
you provide your TIN to the requester. 

Note: Entering “Applied For” means that you have already applied for a 
TIN or that you intend to apply for one soon. 

Caution: A disregarded U.S. entity that has a foreign owner must use 
the appropriate Form W-8. 

Part II. Certification 
To establish to the withholding agent that you are a U.S. person, or 
resident alien, sign Form W-9. You may be requested to sign by the 
withholding agent even if item 1, 4, or 5 below indicates otherwise. 

For a joint account, only the person whose TIN is shown in Part I 
should sign (when required). In the case of a disregarded entity, the 
person identified on line 1 must sign. Exempt payees, see Exempt payee 
code, earlier. 

Signature requirements. Complete the certification as indicated in 
items 1 through 5 below. 

Form W-9 (Rev. 10-2018) Page 4 
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For this type of account: Give name and EIN of: 

14. Account with the Department of 

Agriculture in the name of a public 

entity (such as a state or local 

government, school district, or 

prison) that receives agricultural 

program payments 

15. Grantor trust filing under the Form The trust  

1041 Filing Method or the Optional Form 1099 Filing Method 2 (see Regulations 

section 1.671-4(b)(2)(i)(B)) 

1 List first and circle the name of the person whose number you furnish. If 
only one person on a joint account has an SSN, that person’s number 
must be furnished. 

2 Circle the minor’s name and furnish the minor’s SSN. 

3 You must show your individual name and you may also enter your 
business or DBA name on the “Business name/disregarded entity” name 
line. You may use either your SSN or EIN (if you have one), but the IRS 
encourages you to use your SSN. 

4 List first and circle the name of the trust, estate, or pension trust. (Do 
not furnish the TIN of the personal representative or trustee unless the 
legal entity itself is not designated in the account title.) Also see Special 
rules for partnerships, earlier. 

*Note: The grantor also must provide a Form W-9 to trustee of trust. 

Note: If no name is circled when more than one name is listed, the 
number will be considered to be that of the first name listed. 

Secure Your Tax Records From Identity Theft 
Identity theft occurs when someone uses your personal information 
such as your name, SSN, or other identifying information, without your 
permission, to commit fraud or other crimes. An identity thief may use 
your SSN to get a job or may file a tax return using your SSN to receive 
a refund. 

To reduce your risk: 

 Protect your SSN, 

 Ensure your employer is protecting your SSN, and 

 Be careful when choosing a tax preparer. 

If your tax records are affected by identity theft and you receive a 
notice from the IRS, respond right away to the name and phone number 
printed on the IRS notice or letter. 

If your tax records are not currently affected by identity theft but you 
think you are at risk due to a lost or stolen purse or wallet, questionable 
credit card activity or credit report, contact the IRS Identity Theft Hotline 
at 1-800-908-4490 or submit Form 14039. 

For more information, see Pub. 5027, Identity Theft Information for 
Taxpayers. 

Victims of identity theft who are experiencing economic harm or a 
systemic problem, or are seeking help in resolving tax problems that 
have not been resolved through normal channels, may be eligible for 
Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS) assistance. You can reach TAS by 
calling the TAS toll-free case intake line at 1-877-777-4778 or TTY/TDD 
1-800-829-4059. 

Protect yourself from suspicious emails or phishing schemes. 
Phishing is the creation and use of email and websites designed to 
mimic legitimate business emails and websites. The most common act 
is sending an email to a user falsely claiming to be an established 
legitimate enterprise in an attempt to scam the user into surrendering 
private information that will be used for identity theft. 

Form W-9 (Rev. 10-2018) Page 5 

The public entity 

1. Interest, dividend, and barter exchange accounts opened 
before 1984 and broker accounts considered active during 1983. 
You must give your correct TIN, but you do not have to sign the 
certification. 

2. Interest, dividend, broker, and barter exchange accounts 
opened after 1983 and broker accounts considered inactive during 
1983. You must sign the certification or backup withholding will apply. If 
you are subject to backup withholding and you are merely providing your 
correct TIN to the requester, you must cross out item 2 in the certification 
before signing the form. 

3. Real estate transactions. You must sign the certification. You may 
cross out item 2 of the certification. 

4. Other payments. You must give your correct TIN, but you do not 
have to sign the certification unless you have been notified that you 
have previously given an incorrect TIN. “Other payments” include 
payments made in the course of the requester’s trade or business for 
rents, royalties, goods (other than bills for merchandise), medical and 
health care services (including payments to corporations), payments to 
a nonemployee for services, payments made in settlement of payment 
card and third party network transactions, payments to certain fishing 
boat crew members and fishermen, and gross proceeds paid to 
attorneys (including payments to corporations). 

5. Mortgage interest paid by you, acquisition or abandonment of 
secured property, cancellation of debt, qualified tuition program 
payments (under section 529), ABLE accounts (under section 
529A), IRA, Coverdell ESA, Archer MSA or HSA contributions or 
distributions, and pension distributions. You must give your correct 
TIN, but you do not have to sign the certification. 

What Name and Number To Give the Requester 

13. A broker or registered nominee The broker or nominee 

For this type of account: Give name and SSN of: 

1. Individual 

2. Two or more individuals (joint 

account) other than an account 

maintained by an FFI 

3. Two or more U.S. persons (joint 

account maintained by an FFI) 

The individual 

The actual owner of the account or, if 

combined funds, the first individual on 

the account1 

Each holder of the account 

The minor2 

The grantor-trustee1
 

The actual owner1 

The owner3
 

The grantor* 

4. Custodial account of a minor 

(Uniform Gift to Minors Act) 

5. a. The usual revocable savings trust 

(grantor is also trustee) 

b. So-called trust account that is not 

a legal or valid trust under state law 

6. Sole proprietorship or disregarded 

entity owned by an individual 

7. Grantor trust filing under Optional 

Form 1099 Filing Method 1 (see 

Regulations section 1.671-4(b)(2)(i) 

(A)) 

For this type of account: Give name and EIN of: 

8. Disregarded entity not owned by an 

individual 

9. A valid trust, estate, or pension trust 

10. Corporation or LLC electing 

corporate status on Form 8832 or 

Form 2553 

11. Association, club, religious, 

charitable, educational, or other tax-

exempt organization 

12. Partnership or multi-
member LLC 

The owner 

Legal entity4
 The 

corporation 

The organization 

The partnership 
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The IRS does not initiate contacts with taxpayers via emails. Also, the 
IRS does not request personal detailed information through email or ask 
taxpayers for the PIN numbers, passwords, or similar secret access 
information for their credit card, bank, or other financial accounts. 

If you receive an unsolicited email claiming to be from the IRS, 
forward this message to phishing@irs.gov. You may also report 
misuse of the IRS name, logo, or other IRS property to the Treasury 
Inspector General for Tax Administration (TIGTA) at 1-800-366-4484. 
You can forward suspicious emails to the Federal Trade Commission at 
spam@uce.gov or report them at www.ftc.gov/complaint. You can 
contact the FTC at www.ftc.gov/idtheft or 877-IDTHEFT (877-438-
4338). If you have been the victim of identity theft, see 
www.IdentityTheft.gov and Pub. 5027. 

Visit www.irs.gov/IdentityTheft to learn more about identity theft and 
how to reduce your risk. 

Privacy Act Notice 
Section 6109 of the Internal Revenue Code requires you to provide 
your correct TIN to persons (including federal agencies) who are 
required to file information returns with the IRS to report interest, 
dividends, or certain other income paid to you; mortgage interest you 
paid; the acquisition or abandonment of secured property; the 
cancellation of debt; or contributions you made to an IRA, Archer MSA, 
or HSA. The person collecting this form uses the information on the 
form to file information returns with the IRS, reporting the above 
information. Routine uses of this information include giving it to the 
Department of Justice for civil and criminal litigation and to cities, 
states, the District of Columbia, and U.S. commonwealths and 
possessions for use in administering their laws. The information also 
may be disclosed to other countries under a treaty, to federal and state 
agencies to enforce civil and criminal laws, or to federal law 
enforcement and intelligence agencies to combat terrorism. You must 
provide your TIN whether or not you are required to file a tax return. 
Under section 3406, payers must generally withhold a percentage of 
taxable interest, dividend, and certain other payments to a payee who 
does not give a TIN to the payer. Certain penalties may also apply for 
providing false or fraudulent information. 
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CDEFGHI�J���KILFMFEFNMOP�JQJ�RSTTSUV�WXYZ[\U]̂�SUY_ZT\�]̀\�RSTTSUV�a\bZSc\[\U]̂�dUT�]̀\�ecXfX̂\T�gXU]cdY]�WXYZ[\U]̂h�ì\�RSTTSUV�a\bZSc\[\U]̂�YXÛŜ]�Xj�]̀\�dTk\c]Ŝ\[\U]�Xc�SUkS]d]SXU�]X�lSTm�nÛ]cZY]SXÛ�]X�RSTT\ĉm�̂Zff_\[\U]dco�SÛ]cZY]SXÛ�]X�lSTT\ĉm�]̀\�lST�jXc[m�dUT�dUo�X]̀\c�lSTTSUV�jXc[̂h�ì\�ecXfX̂\T�gXU]cdY]�WXYZ[\U]̂�YXÛŜ]�Xj�]̀\�ZU\p\YZ]\T�jXc[�Xj�qVc\\[\U]�l\]r\\U�]̀\�srU\c�dUT�gXU]cdY]Xc�dUT�]̀d]�qVc\\[\U]t̂�up̀SlS]̂m�gXUTS]SXÛ�Xj�]̀\�gXU]cdY]�vw\U\cd_m�xZff_\[\U]dco�dUT�X]̀\c�gXUTS]SXÛym�WcdrSUV̂m�xf\YSjSYd]SXÛm�d__�qTT\UTdm�dUT�d__�X]̀\c�TXYZ[\U]̂�\UZ[\cd]\T�SU�qc]SY_\�z�Xj�]̀\̂\�nÛ]cZY]SXÛhP�JQ{�W\jSUS]SXÛ�̂\]�jXc]̀�SU�]̀\�w\U\cd_�gXUTS]SXÛ�Xj�]̀\�gXU]cdY]�jXc�gXÛ]cZY]SXUm�Xc�SU�X]̀\c�ecXfX̂\T�gXU]cdY]�WXYZ[\U]̂�dff_o�]X�]̀\�RSTTSUV�WXYZ[\U]̂hP�JQ|�qTT\UTd�dc\�rcS]]\U�Xc�Vcdf̀SY�SÛ]cZ[\U]̂�Ŝ̂Z\T�lo�]̀\�qcỲS]\Y]m�r̀SỲm�lo�dTTS]SXÛm�T\_\]SXÛm�Y_dcSjSYd]SXÛm�Xc�YXcc\Y]SXÛm�[XTSjo�Xc�SU]\cfc\]�]̀\�RSTTSUV�WXYZ[\U]̂hP�JQ}�q�RST�Ŝ�d�YX[f_\]\�dUT�fcXf\c_o�\p\YZ]\T�fcXfX̂d_�]X�TX�]̀\�~Xc��jXc�]̀\�̂Z[̂�̂]SfZ_d]\T�]̀\c\SUm�̂Zl[S]]\T�SU�dYYXcTdUY\�rS]̀�]̀\�RSTTSUV�WXYZ[\U]̂hP�JQ��ì\�Rd̂\�RST�Ŝ�]̀\�̂Z[�̂]d]\T�SU�]̀\�RST�jXc�r̀SỲ�]̀\�RSTT\c�Xjj\ĉ�]X�f\cjXc[�]̀\�~Xc��T\̂YcSl\T�SU�]̀\�RSTTSUV�WXYZ[\U]̂m�]X�r̀SỲ�~Xc��[do�l\�dTT\T�Xc�T\_\]\T�lo�̂Z[̂�̂]d]\T�SU�q_]\cUd]\�RST̂hP�JQ��qU�q_]\cUd]\�RST�vXc�q_]\cUd]\y�Ŝ�dU�d[XZU]�̂]d]\T�SU�]̀\�RST�]X�l\�dTT\T�]X�Xc�T\TZY]\T�jcX[m�Xc�]̀d]�TX\̂�UX]�ỲdUV\m�]̀\�Rd̂\�RST�Sj�]̀\�YXcc\̂fXUTSUV�ỲdUV\�SU�]̀\�~Xc�m�d̂�T\̂YcSl\T�SU�]̀\�RSTTSUV�WXYZ[\U]̂m�Ŝ�dYY\f]\ThP�JQ��q��US]�ecSY\�Ŝ�dU�d[XZU]�̂]d]\T�SU�]̀\�RST�d̂�d�fcSY\�f\c�ZUS]�Xj�[\d̂Zc\[\U]�jXc�[d]\cSd_̂m�\bZSf[\U]m�Xc�̂\ckSY\̂m�Xc�d�fXc]SXU�Xj�]̀\�~Xc�m�d̂�T\̂YcSl\T�SU�]̀\�RSTTSUV�WXYZ[\U]̂hP�JQ��q�RSTT\c�Ŝ�d�f\ĉXU�Xc�\U]S]o�r̀X�̂Zl[S]̂�d�RST�dUT�r̀X�[\\]̂�]̀\�c\bZSc\[\U]̂�̂\]�jXc]̀�SU�]̀\�RSTTSUV�WXYZ[\U]̂hP�JQ��q�xZl�lSTT\c�Ŝ�d�f\ĉXU�Xc�\U]S]o�r̀X�̂Zl[S]̂�d�lST�]X�d�RSTT\c�jXc�[d]\cSd_̂m�\bZSf[\U]m�Xc�_dlXc�jXc�d�fXc]SXU�Xj�]̀\�~Xc�hCDEFGHI�{����FKKID�O�DI�DIOIMECEFNMOP�{QJ�Ro�̂Zl[S]]SUV�d�RSTm�]̀\�RSTT\c�c\fc\̂\U]̂�]̀d]�QJ ]̀\�RSTT\c�̀d̂�c\dT�dUT�ZUT\ĉ]dUT̂�]̀\�RSTTSUV�WXYZ[\U]̂�Q{ ]̀\�RSTT\c�ZUT\ĉ]dUT̂�̀Xr�]̀\�RSTTSUV�WXYZ[\U]̂�c\_d]\�]X�X]̀\c�fXc]SXÛ�Xj�]̀\�ecX�\Y]m�Sj�dUom�l\SUV�lST�YXUYZcc\U]_o�Xc�fc\̂\U]_o�ZUT\c�YXÛ]cZY]SXU�Q| ]̀\�RST�YX[f_S\̂�rS]̀�]̀\�RSTTSUV�WXYZ[\U]̂�Q} ]̀\�RSTT\c�̀d̂�kŜS]\T�]̀\�̂S]\m�l\YX[\�jd[S_Sdc�rS]̀�_XYd_�YXUTS]SXÛ�ZUT\c�r̀SỲ�]̀\�~Xc��Ŝ�]X�l\�f\cjXc[\Tm�dUT�̀d̂�YXcc\_d]\T�]̀\�RSTT\ct̂�Xl̂\ckd]SXÛ�rS]̀�]̀\�c\bZSc\[\U]̂�Xj�]̀\�ecXfX̂\T�gXU]cdY]�WXYZ[\U]̂�Q� ]̀\�RST�Ŝ�ld̂\T�ZfXU�]̀\�[d]\cSd_̂m�\bZSf[\U]m�dUT�̂ô]\[̂�c\bZSc\T�lo�]̀\�RSTTSUV�WXYZ[\U]̂�rS]̀XZ]�\pY\f]SXU��dUTQ� ]̀\�RSTT\c�̀d̂�c\dT�dUT�ZUT\ĉ]dUT̂�]̀\�fcXkŜSXÛ�jXc�_SbZSTd]\T�Td[dV\̂m�Sj�dUom�̂\]�jXc]̀�SU�]̀\�jXc[�Xj�qVc\\[\U]�l\]r\\U�]̀\�srU\c�dUT�gXU]cdY]XchCDEFGHI�|����FKKFM��KNG��IMEOP�|QJ�K�����������P�|QJQJ�RSTT\ĉ�̂̀d__�Xl]dSU�YX[f_\]\�RSTTSUV�WXYZ[\U]̂m�d̂�SUTSYd]\T�l\_Xrm�jcX[�]̀\�Ŝ̂ZSUV�XjjSY\�T\̂SVUd]\T�SU�]̀\�dTk\c]Ŝ\[\U]�Xc�SUkS]d]SXU�]X�lSTm�jXc�]̀\�T\fX̂S]�̂Z[m�Sj�dUom�̂]d]\T�]̀\c\SUh�������� �¡¢£¤�¥¦�¡��¥�§̈� ©��ª¤�£ §¥�� ¤�¡¢¥��¥�� «¬ª��¢®©¤�¬�¬ ®��¢¬̈¤�¢®�¢�¡ ®�© �¡¢��̄��� ®¥�¥¡�ªª�¢§�����̄�����°�±¢�¦© ��¥²³��
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C�DEFEG�HIJ�KLMNOKLP�PLQRSOT�SUVWW�XL�KLYNIPLP�TR�ZOPPLKS�[UR�SNX\OT�V�XRIV�YOPL�ZOP�VIP�KLTNKI�TUL�QVQLK�ZOPPOI]�R̂_N\LITS�OI�]RRP�_RIPOTORI�[OTUOI�TLI�PVJS�VYTLK�KL_LOQT�RY�ZOPS̀�aUL�_RST�TR�KLQWV_L�\OSSOI]�RK�PV\V]LP�QVQLK�PR_N\LITS�[OWW�XL�PLPN_TLP�YKR\�TUL�PLQRSOT̀�H�ZOPPLK�KL_LObOI]�V�cRITKV_T�V[VKP�\VJ�KLTVOI�TUL�QVQLK�ZOPPOI]�R̂_N\LITSd�VIP�TUL�ZOPPLKeS�PLQRSOT�[OWW�XL�KLYNIPLP̀C�DEFED�ZOPPOI]�̂R_N\LITS�[OWW�IRT�XL�OSSNLP�POKL_TWJ�TR�fNXgXOPPLKS�NIWLSS�SQL_OYO_VWWJ�RYYLKLP�OI�TUL�VPbLKTOSL\LIT�RK�OIbOTVTORI�TR�XOPd�RK�OI�SNQQWL\LITVKJ�OISTKN_TORIS�TR�XOPPLKS̀C�DEFEh�ZOPPLKS�SUVWW�NSL�_R\QWLTL�ZOPPOI]�̂R_N\LITS�OI�QKLQVKOI]�ZOPS̀�iLOTULK�TUL�j[ILK�IRK�HK_UOTL_T�VSSN\LS�KLSQRISOXOWOTJ�YRK�LKKRKS�RK�\OSOITLKQKLTVTORIS�KLSNWTOI]�YKR\�TUL�NSL�RY�OI_R\QWLTL�ZOPPOI]�̂R_N\LITS̀C�DEFEk�aUL�ZOPPOI]�̂R_N\LITS�[OWW�XL�VbVOWVXWL�YRK�TUL�SRWL�QNKQRSL�RY�RXTVOIOI]�ZOPS�RI�TUL�lRKm̀�iR�WO_LISL�RK�]KVIT�RY�NSL�OS�_RIYLKKLP�XJ�POSTKOXNTORI�RY�TUL�ZOPPOI]�̂R_N\LITS̀C�DEG�nopqrqstuqov�ow�xvuywzwyutuqov�or�{qppqv|�}os~�yvu�C�DEGEF�aUL�ZOPPLK�SUVWW�_VKLYNWWJ�STNPJ�TUL�ZOPPOI]�̂R_N\LITSd�SUVWW�L�V\OIL�TUL�SOTL�VIP�WR_VW�_RIPOTORISd�VIP�SUVWW�IRTOYJ�TUL�HK_UOTL_T�RY�LKKRKSd�OI_RISOSTLI_OLSd�RK�V\XO]NOTOLS�POS_RbLKLP�VIP�KLMNLST�_WVKOYO_VTORI�RK�OITLKQKLTVTORI�QNKSNVIT�TR�fL_TORI��̀�̀�̀C�DEGEG��LMNLSTS�YRK�_WVKOYO_VTORI�RK�OITLKQKLTVTORI�RY�TUL�ZOPPOI]�̂R_N\LITS�SUVWW�XL�SNX\OTTLP�XJ�TUL�ZOPPLK�OI�[KOTOI]�VIP�SUVWW�XL�KL_LObLP�XJ�TUL�HK_UOTL_T�VT�WLVST�SLbLI�PVJS�QKORK�TR�TUL�PVTL�YRK�KL_LOQT�RY�ZOPS̀�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������C�DEGED� RPOYO_VTORIS�VIP�OITLKQKLTVTORIS�RY�TUL�ZOPPOI]�̂R_N\LITS�SUVWW�XL�\VPL�XJ�HPPLIPN\̀� RPOYO_VTORIS�VIP�OITLKQKLTVTORIS�RY�TUL�ZOPPOI]�̂R_N\LITS�\VPL�OI�VIJ�RTULK�\VIILK�SUVWW�IRT�XL�XOIPOI]d�VIP�ZOPPLKS�SUVWW�IRT�KLWJ�NQRI�TUL\̀C�DED�¡~¢�uqu~uqov�C�DEDEF�aUL�\VTLKOVWSd�QKRPN_TSd�VIP�LMNOQ\LIT�PLS_KOXLP�OI�TUL�ZOPPOI]�̂R_N\LITS�LSTVXWOSU�V�STVIPVKP�RY�KLMNOKLP�YNI_TORId�PO\LISORId�VQQLVKVI_Ld�VIP�MNVWOTJ�TR�XL�\LT�XJ�VIJ�QKRQRSLP�SNXSTOTNTORÌC�DEDEG�¡~¢�uqu~uqov�£wosy��C�DEDEGEF�lKOTTLI�KLMNLSTS�YRK�SNXSTOTNTORIS�SUVWW�XL�KL_LObLP�XJ�TUL�HK_UOTL_T�VT�WLVST�TLI�PVJS�QKORK�TR�TUL�PVTL�YRK�KL_LOQT�RY�ZOPS̀��LMNLSTS�SUVWW�XL�SNX\OTTLP�OI�TUL�SV\L�\VIILK�VS�TUVT�LSTVXWOSULP�YRK�SNX\OTTOI]�_WVKOYO_VTORIS�VIP�OITLKQKLTVTORIS�OI�fL_TORI��̀�̀�̀C�DEDEGEG�ZOPPLKS�SUVWW�SNX\OT�SNXSTOTNTORI�KLMNLSTS�RI�V�fNXSTOTNTORI��LMNLST�¤RK\�OY�RIL�OS�QKRbOPLP�OI�TUL�ZOPPOI]�R̂_N\LITS̀C�DEDEGED�¥Y�V�fNXSTOTNTORI��LMNLST�¤RK\�OS�IRT�QKRbOPLPd�KLMNLSTS�SUVWW�OI_WNPL�¦§̈�TUL�IV\L�RY�TUL�\VTLKOVW�RK�LMNOQ\LIT�SQL_OYOLP�OI�TUL�ZOPPOI]�̂R_N\LITS©�¦�̈�TUL�KLVSRI�YRK�TUL�KLMNLSTLP�SNXSTOTNTORI©�¦�̈�V�_R\QWLTL�PLS_KOQTORI�RY�TUL�QKRQRSLP�SNXSTOTNTORI�OI_WNPOI]�TUL�IV\L�RY�TUL�\VTLKOVW�RK�LMNOQ\LIT�QKRQRSLP�VS�TUL�SNXSTOTNTLd�QLKYRK\VI_L�VIP�TLST�PVTVd�VIP�KLWLbVIT�PKV[OI]S©�VIP�¦ª̈�VIJ�RTULK�OIYRK\VTORI�IL_LSSVKJ�YRK�VI�LbVWNVTORÌ�aUL�KLMNLST�SUVWW�OI_WNPL�V�STVTL\LIT�SLTTOI]�YRKTU�_UVI]LS�OI�RTULK�\VTLKOVWSd�LMNOQ\LITd�RK�RTULK�QRKTORIS�RY�TUL�lRKmd�OI_WNPOI]�_UVI]LS�OI�TUL�[RKm�RY�RTULK�_RITKV_TS�RK�TUL�O\QV_T�RI�VIJ�«KR¬L_T�cLKTOYO_VTORIS�¦SN_U�VS�®®̂ d̈�TUVT�[OWW�KLSNWT�YKR\�OI_RKQRKVTORI�RY�TUL�QKRQRSLP�SNXSTOTNTORÌC�DEDED�aUL�XNKPLI�RY�QKRRY�RY�TUL�\LKOT�RY�TUL�QKRQRSLP�SNXSTOTNTORI�OS�NQRI�TUL�QKRQRSLK̀�aUL�HK_UOTL_TeS�PL_OSORI�RY�VQQKRbVW�RK�POSVQQKRbVW�RY�V�QKRQRSLP�SNXSTOTNTORI�SUVWW�XL�YOIVẀC�DEDEh�¥Y�TUL�HK_UOTL_T�VQQKRbLS�V�QKRQRSLP�SNXSTOTNTORI�QKORK�TR�KL_LOQT�RY�ZOPSd�SN_U�VQQKRbVW�SUVWW�XL�SLT�YRKTU�OI�VI�HPPLIPN\̀�HQQKRbVWS�\VPL�OI�VIJ�RTULK�\VIILK�SUVWW�IRT�XL�XOIPOI]d�VIP�ZOPPLKS�SUVWW�IRT�KLWJ�NQRI�TUL\̀
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C�DEDEF�GH�IJKILMLJLMHNI�OMPP�KQ�RHNIMSQTQS�UVLQT�LWQ�XHNLTURL�UOUTS�JNPQII�IYQRMVMRUPPZ�YTH[MSQS�VHT�MN�LWQ�XHNLTURL�\HRJ]QNLÎC�DE_�̀aabcadC�DE_Ee�fSSQNSU�OMPP�KQ�LTUNI]MLLQS�LH�gMSSQTI�hNHON�KZ�LWQ�MIIJMNi�HVVMRQ�LH�WU[Q�TQRQM[QS�RH]YPQLQ�gMSSMNi�\HRJ]QNLÎjklmnopqr�stuv�wxos�pw�yz�r{pn|v�urywnqrv�stwq�wnqr}~|pq�t�{v�~p~r��ot~zv�t��tqsr��{rqstm��mmrlmp�un||�yr�q�plw{nqqrm����C�DE_E��fSSQNSU�OMPP�KQ�U[UMPUKPQ�OWQTQ�gMSSMNi�\HRJ]QNLI�UTQ�HN�VMPQ̂C�DE_ED�fSSQNSU�OMPP�KQ�MIIJQS�NH�PULQT�LWUN�VHJT�SUZI�YTMHT�LH�LWQ�SULQ�VHT�TQRQMYL�HV�gMSI��Q�RQYL�UN�fSSQNSJ]�OMLWSTUOMNi�LWQ�TQ�JQIL�VHT�gMSI�HT�HNQ�OWMRW�MNRPJSQI�YHILYHNQ]QNL�HV�LWQ�SULQ�VHT�TQRQMYL�HV�gMSÎC�DE_E_��TMHT�LH�IJK]MLLMNi�U�gMS��QURW�gMSSQT�IWUPP�UIRQTLUMN�LWUL�LWQ�gMSSQT�WUI�TQRQM[QS�UPP�fSSQNSU�MIIJQS��UNS�LWQ�gMSSQT�IWUPP�URhNHOPQSiQ�LWQMT�TQRQMYL�MN�LWQ�gMŜ�̀������_���������������������C�_Ee���b�d�d���c������a�C�_EeEe�gMSI�IWUPP�KQ�IJK]MLLQS�HN�LWQ�VHT]I�MNRPJSQS�OMLW�HT�MSQNLMVMQS�MN�LWQ�gMSSMNi�\HRJ]QNLÎC�_EeE��fPP�KPUNhI�HN�LWQ�KMS�VHT]�IWUPP�KQ�PQiMKPZ�Q�QRJLQŜ��UYQT�KMS�VHT]I�IWUPP�KQ�Q�QRJLQS�MN�U�NHN�QTUIUKPQ�]QSMJ]̂C�_EeED��J]I�IWUPP�KQ�Q�YTQIIQS�MN�KHLW�OHTSI�UNS�NJ]KQTI��JNPQII�NHLQS�HLWQTOMIQ�HN�LWQ�KMS�VHT]̂� N�RUIQ�HV�SMIRTQYUNRZ��LWQ�U]HJNL�QNLQTQS�MN�OHTSI�IWUPP�iH[QTN̂C�_EeE_�¡SMLI�LH�QNLTMQI�]USQ�HN�YUYQT�KMS�VHT]I�]JIL�KQ�MNMLMUPQS�KZ�LWQ�IMiNQT�HV�LWQ�gMŜC�_EeEF�fPP�TQ�JQILQS�fPLQTNULQI�IWUPP�KQ�KMŜ� V�NH�RWUNiQ�MN�LWQ�gUIQ�gMS�MI�TQ�JMTQS��QNLQT�¢GH�XWUNiQ¢�HT�UI�TQ�JMTQS�KZ�LWQ�KMS�VHT]̂C�_EeE£�¤WQTQ�LOH�HT�]HTQ�gMSI�VHT�SQIMiNULQS�YHTLMHNI�HV�LWQ�¤HTh�WU[Q�KQQN�TQ�JQILQS��LWQ�gMSSQT�]UZ��OMLWHJL�VHTVQMLJTQ�HV�LWQ�KMS�IQRJTMLZ��ILULQ�LWQ�gMSSQT¥I�TQVJIUP�LH�URRQYL�UOUTS�HV�PQII�LWUN�LWQ�RH]KMNULMHN�HV�gMSI�ILMYJPULQS�KZ�LWQ�gMSSQT̂�¦WQ�gMSSQT�IWUPP�NQMLWQT�]UhQ�USSMLMHNUP�ILMYJPULMHNI�HN�LWQ�KMS�VHT]�NHT��JUPMVZ�LWQ�gMS�MN�UNZ�HLWQT�]UNNQT̂C�_EeE§�¡URW�RHYZ�HV�LWQ�gMS�IWUPP�ILULQ�LWQ�PQiUP�NU]Q�UNS�PQiUP�ILULJI�HV�LWQ�gMSSQT̂�fI�YUTL�HV�LWQ�SHRJ]QNLULMHN�IJK]MLLQS�OMLW�LWQ�gMS��LWQ�gMSSQT�IWUPP�YTH[MSQ�Q[MSQNRQ�HV�MLI�PQiUP�UJLWHTMLZ�LH�YQTVHT]�LWQ�¤HTh�MN�LWQ�̈JTMISMRLMHN�OWQTQ�LWQ��TḦQRL�MI�PHRULQŜ�¡URW�RHYZ�HV�LWQ�gMS�IWUPP�KQ�IMiNQS�KZ�LWQ�YQTIHN�HT�YQTIHNI�PQiUPPZ�UJLWHTM©QS�LH�KMNS�LWQ�gMSSQT�LH�U�RHNLTURL̂�f�gMS�KZ�U�RHTYHTULMHN�IWUPP�VJTLWQT�NU]Q�LWQ�ILULQ�HV�MNRHTYHTULMHN�UNS�WU[Q�LWQ�RHTYHTULQ�IQUP�UVVM�QŜ�f�gMS�IJK]MLLQS�KZ�UN�UiQNL�IWUPP�WU[Q�U�RJTTQNL�YHOQT�HV�ULLHTNQZ�ULLURWQS��RQTLMVZMNi�LWQ�UiQNL¥I�UJLWHTMLZ�LH�KMNS�LWQ�gMSSQT̂C�_EeEª�f�gMSSQT�IWUPP�MNRJT�UPP�RHILI�UIIHRMULQS�OMLW�LWQ�YTQYUTULMHN�HV�MLI�gMŜC�_E����a��b«¬���C�_E�Ee�¡URW�gMS�IWUPP�KQ�URRH]YUNMQS�KZ�LWQ�VHPPHOMNi�KMS�IQRJTMLZ®jklwr�q�qsr��t�{�plm�p{txlq�t��ynm�wrox�nqz����C�_E�E��¦WQ�gMSSQT�YPQSiQI�LH�QNLQT�MNLH�U�XHNLTURL�OMLW�LWQ�̄ONQT�HN�LWQ�LQT]I�ILULQS�MN�LWQ�gMS�UNS�IWUPP��MV�TQ�JMTQS��VJTNMIW�KHNSI�RH[QTMNi�LWQ�VUMLWVJP�YQTVHT]UNRQ�HV�LWQ�XHNLTURL�UNS�YUZ]QNL�HV�UPP�HKPMiULMHNI�UTMIMNi�LWQTQJNSQT̂��WHJPS�LWQ�gMSSQT�TQVJIQ�LH�QNLQT�MNLH�IJRW�XHNLTURL�HT�VUMP�LH�VJTNMIW�IJRW�KHNSI�MV�TQ�JMTQS��LWQ�U]HJNL�HV�LWQ�KMS�IQRJTMLZ�IWUPP�KQ�VHTVQMLQS�LH�LWQ�̄ONQT�UI�PM�JMSULQS�SU]UiQI��NHL�UI�U�YQNUPLẐ� N�LWQ�Q[QNL�LWQ�̄ONQT�VUMPI�LH�RH]YPZ�OMLW��QRLMHN�°̂±��LWQ�U]HJNL�HV�LWQ�KMS�IQRJTMLZ�IWUPP�NHL�KQ�VHTVQMLQS�LH�LWQ�̄ONQT̂
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C�DEFEG�HI�J�KLMNOP�QRST�UK�MNVLUMNT�JK�QUT�KNWLMUOPX�UO�KYJZZ�QN�[MUOONS�RS�\H\�]RWL̂ NSO�\_̀abX�cUT�cRSTX�LSZNKK�ROYNM[UKN�dMReUTNT�US�OYN�cUTTUSf�]RWL̂ NSOKg�hYN�JOORMSNPiUSiIJWO�[YR�NjNWLONK�OYN�QRST�RS�QNYJZI�RI�OYN�KLMNOP�KYJZZ�JIIUj�OR�OYN�QRST�J�WNMOUIUNT�JST�WLMMNSO�WRdP�RI�JS�JWWNdOJQZN�dR[NM�RI�JOORMSNPg�hYN�cUTTNM�KYJZZ�dMReUTN�KLMNOP�QRSTK�IMR̂ �J�WR̂ dJSP�RM�WR̂ dJSUNK�ZJ[ILZZP�JLOYRMUkNT�OR�UKKLN�KLMNOP�QRSTK�US�OYN�lLMUKTUWOURS�[YNMN�OYN�mMRlNWO�UK�ZRWJONTgC�DEFED�hYN�n[SNM�[UZZ�YJeN�OYN�MUfYO�OR�MNOJUS�OYN�QUT�KNWLMUOP�RI�cUTTNMK�OR�[YR̂ �JS�J[JMT�UK�QNUSf�WRSKUTNMNT�LSOUZ�oJp�OYN�qRSOMJWO�YJK�QNNS�NjNWLONT�JST�QRSTKX�UI�MNVLUMNTX�YJeN�QNNS�ILMSUKYNTr�oQp�OYN�KdNWUIUNT�OÛN�YJK�NZJdKNT�KR�OYJO�cUTK�ĴP�QN�[UOYTMJ[Sr�RM�oWp�JZZ�cUTK�YJeN�QNNS�MNlNWONTg�sR[NeNMX�UI�SR�qRSOMJWO�YJK�QNNS�J[JMTNT�RM�J�cUTTNM�YJK�SRO�QNNS�SROUIUNT�RI�OYN�JWWNdOJSWN�RI�UOK�cUTX�J�cUTTNM�̂JPX�QNfUSSUSf��TJPK�JIONM�OYN�RdNSUSf�RI�cUTKX�[UOYTMJ[�UOK�cUT�JST�MNVLNKO�OYN�MNOLMS�RI�UOK�QUT�KNWLMUOPgC�DEG�tuvwxyyxz{�z|�}x~yC�DEGE��\�cUTTNM�KYJZZ�KLQ̂ UO�UOK�cUT�JK�USTUWJONT�QNZR[����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������C�DEGEF�mJdNM�WRdUNK�RI�OYN�cUTX�OYN�QUT�KNWLMUOPX�JST�JSP�ROYNM�TRWL̂ NSOK�MNVLUMNT�OR�QN�KLQ̂ UOONT�[UOY�OYN�cUT�KYJZZ�QN�NSWZRKNT�US�J�KNJZNT�RdJVLN�NSeNZRdNg�hYN�NSeNZRdN�KYJZZ�QN�JTTMNKKNT�OR�OYN�dJMOP�MNWNUeUSf�OYN�cUTK�JST�KYJZZ�QN�UTNSOUIUNT�[UOY�OYN�mMRlNWO�SĴNX�OYN�cUTTNM�K�SĴN�JST�JTTMNKKX�JSTX�UI�JddZUWJQZNX�OYN�TNKUfSJONT�dRMOURS�RI�OYN��RM��IRM�[YUWY�OYN�cUT�UK�KLQ̂ UOONTg�HI�OYN�cUT�UK�KNSO�QP�̂JUZX�OYN�KNJZNT�NSeNZRdN�KYJZZ�QN�NSWZRKNT�US�J�KNdJMJON�̂JUZUSf�NSeNZRdN�[UOY�OYN�SROJOURS��� \¡ ]�cH]� ¢q¡n� ]��RS�OYN�IJWN�OYNMNRIgC�DEGEG�cUTK�KYJZZ�QN�KLQ̂ UOONT�QP�OYN�TJON�JST�OÛN�JST�JO�OYN�dZJWN�USTUWJONT�US�OYN�USeUOJOURS�OR�QUTg�cUTK�KLQ̂ UOONT�JIONM�OYN�TJON�JST�OÛN�IRM�MNWNUdO�RI�cUTKX�RM�JO�JS�USWRMMNWO�dZJWNX�[UZZ�SRO�QN�JWWNdONTgC�DEGED�hYN�cUTTNM�KYJZZ�JKKL̂ N�ILZZ�MNKdRSKUQUZUOP�IRM�OÛNZP�TNZUeNMP�JO�OYN�ZRWJOURS�TNKUfSJONT�IRM�MNWNUdO�RI�cUTKgC�DEGE£�\�cUT�KLQ̂ UOONT�QP�JSP�̂NOYRT�ROYNM�OYJS�JK�dMReUTNT�US�OYUK��NWOURS�¤g_�[UZZ�SRO�QN�JWWNdONTgC�DED�¥z~x|x¦§̈xz{�z©�ªẍ«~©§¬§�z|�}x~C�DEDE��mMURM�OR�OYN�TJON�JST�OÛN�TNKUfSJONT�IRM�MNWNUdO�RI�cUTKX�J�cUTTNM�̂JP�KLQ̂ UO�J�SN[�cUT�OR�MNdZJWN�J�cUT�dMNeURLKZP�KLQ̂ UOONTX�RM�[UOYTMJ[�UOK�cUT�NSOUMNZPX�QP�SROUWN�OR�OYN�dJMOP�TNKUfSJONT�OR�MNWNUeN�OYN�cUTKg��LWY�SROUWN�KYJZZ�QN�MNWNUeNT�JST�TLZP�MNWRMTNT�QP�OYN�MNWNUeUSf�dJMOP�RS�RM�QNIRMN�OYN�TJON�JST�OÛN�KNO�IRM�MNWNUdO�RI�cUTKg�hYN�MNWNUeUSf�dJMOP�KYJZZ�eNMUIP�OYJO�MNdZJWNT�RM�[UOYTMJ[S�cUTK�JMN�MN̂ReNT�IMR̂ �OYN�ROYNM�KLQ̂ UOONT�cUTK�JST�SRO�WRSKUTNMNTg�¢ROUWN�RI�KLQ̂ UKKURS�RI�J�MNdZJWN̂NSO�cUT�RM�[UOYTMJ[JZ�RI�J�cUT�KYJZZ�QN�[RMTNT�KR�JK�SRO�OR�MNeNJZ�OYN�ĴRLSO�RI�OYN�RMUfUSJZ�cUTgC�DEDEF��UOYTMJ[S�cUTK�̂JP�QN�MNKLQ̂ UOONT�Ld�OR�OYN�TJON�JST�OÛN�TNKUfSJONT�IRM�OYN�MNWNUdO�RI�cUTK�US�OYN�KĴN�IRM̂JO�JK�OYJO�NKOJQZUKYNT�US��NWOURS�¤g_X�dMReUTNT�OYNP�ILZZP�WRSIRM̂�[UOY�OYNKN�HSKOMLWOURSK�OR�cUTTNMKg�cUT�KNWLMUOP�KYJZZ�QN�US�JS�ĴRLSO�KLIIUWUNSO�IRM�OYN�cUT�JK�MNKLQ̂ UOONTgC�DEDEG�\IONM�OYN�TJON�JST�OÛN�TNKUfSJONT�IRM�MNWNUdO�RI�cUTKX�J�cUTTNM�[YR�TUKWReNMK�OYJO�UO�̂JTN�J�WZNMUWJZ�NMMRM�US�UOK�cUT�KYJZZ�SROUIP�OYN�\MWYUONWO�RI�KLWY�NMMRM�[UOYUS�O[R�TJPKX�RM�dLMKLJSO�OR�J�OÛNIMĴN�KdNWUIUNT�QP�OYN�ZJ[�RI�OYN�lLMUKTUWOURS�[YNMN�OYN�mMRlNWO�UK�ZRWJONTX�MNVLNKOUSf�[UOYTMJ[JZ�RI�UOK�cUTg�®dRS�dMReUTUSf�NeUTNSWN�RI�KLWY�NMMRM�OR�OYN�MNJKRSJQZN�KJOUKIJWOURS�RI�OYN�\MWYUONWOX�OYN�cUT�KYJZZ�QN�[UOYTMJ[S�JST�SRO�MNKLQ̂ UOONTg�HI�J�cUT�UK�[UOYTMJ[S�dLMKLJSO�OR�OYUK��NWOURS�¤g¤g_X�OYN�QUT�KNWLMUOP�[UZZ�QN�JOONSTNT�OR�JK�IRZZR[K��̄����������������������������������������������°��������������±������������±���������������������²³́µ¶·̧�£���¶¹ºtµ»̧³²́µ¹º�¹¼�}µ»tC�£E��¹½¾{x{¿�z|�}x~yHI�KOUdLZJONT�US�JS�JTeNMOUKN̂NSO�RM�USeUOJOURS�OR�QUTX�RM�[YNS�ROYNM[UKN�MNVLUMNT�QP�ZJ[X�cUTK�dMRdNMZP�UTNSOUIUNT�JST�MNWNUeNT�[UOYUS�OYN�KdNWUIUNT�OÛN�ZÛUOK�[UZZ�QN�dLQZUWZP�RdNSNT�JST�MNJT�JZRLTg�\�KL̂ ĴMP�RI�OYN�cUTK�̂JP�QN�̂JTN�JeJUZJQZN�OR�cUTTNMKg
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C�DEF�GHIHJKLMN�MO�PLQRSTUVWW�XYZV[\]WV�̂[XZ]_]YV̀�_a�Ub\c�YZV�d\TV[�WZbUU�ZbeV�YZV�[]fZY�YX�[VgVhY�bTa�X[�bUU�i]̀WjC�DEk�lJJHmKnNJH�MO�PLQ�olpnqQrC�DEkEs�tY�]W�YZV�]TYVTY�Xu�YZV�d\TV[�YX�b\b[̀�b�vXTY[bhY�YX�YZV�UX\VWY�[VŴXTW]eV�bT̀�[VŴXTW]_UV�i]̀̀ V[c�̂[Xe]̀V̀�YZV�i]̀�ZbW�_VVT�Ww_x]YYV̀�]T�bhhX[̀bThV�\]YZ�YZV�[Vyw][VxVTYW�Xu�YZV�i]̀̀ ]Tf�zXhwxVTYWj�STUVWW�XYZV[\]WV�̂[XZ]_]YV̀�_a�Ub\c�YZV�d\TV[�WZbUU�ZbeV�YZV�[]fZY�YX�\b]eV�]TuX[xbU]Y]VW�bT̀�][[VfwUb[]Y]VW�]T�b�i]̀�[VhV]eV̀�bT̀�YX�bhhV̂Y�YZV�i]̀�\Z]hZc�]T�YZV�d\TV[{W�gẁfxVTYc�]W�]T�YZV�d\TV[{W�_VWY�]TYV[VWYWjC�DEkEF�STUVWW�XYZV[\]WV�̂[XZ]_]YV̀�_a�Ub\c�YZV�d\TV[�WZbUU�ZbeV�YZV�[]fZY�YX�bhhV̂Y�|UYV[TbYVW�]T�bTa�X[̀V[�X[�hXx_]TbY]XTc�wTUVWW�XYZV[\]WV�ŴVh]u]hbUUa�̂[Xe]̀V̀�]T�YZV�i]̀̀ ]Tf�zXhwxVTYWc�bT̀�YX�̀VYV[x]TV�YZV�UX\VWY�[VŴXTW]eV�bT̀�[VŴXTW]_UV�i]̀̀ V[�XT�YZV�_bW]W�Xu�YZV�Wwx�Xu�YZV�ibWV�i]̀�bT̀�|UYV[TbYVW�bhhV̂YV̀jlG}~�����������}�P~��~���G�l}~��C��Es��MNKqnJKMq�R���n�LOLJnKLMN��KnKH�HNKi]̀̀ V[W�YX�\ZXx�b\b[̀�Xu�b�vXTY[bhY�]W�wT̀V[�hXTW]̀V[bY]XT�WZbUU�Ww_x]Y�YX�YZV�|[hZ]YVhYc�ŵXT�[VywVWY�bT̀�\]YZ]T�YZV�Y]xVu[bxV�ŴVh]u]V̀�_a�YZV�|[hZ]YVhYc�b�̂[X̂V[Ua�V�VhwYV̀�|t|�zXhwxVTY�|����c�vXTY[bhYX[{W��wbU]u]hbY]XT��YbYVxVTYc�wTUVWW�WwhZ�b��YbYVxVTY�ZbW�_VVT�̂[Ve]XwWUa�[Vyw][V̀�bT̀�Ww_x]YYV̀�uX[�YZ]W�i]̀jC��EF��pNHq�R��LNnNJLn���nmn�L�LK�|�i]̀̀ V[�YX�\ZXx�b\b[̀�Xu�b�vXTY[bhY�]W�wT̀V[�hXTW]̀V[bY]XT�xba�[VywVWY�]T�\[]Y]Tfc�uXw[YVVT�̀baW�̂[]X[�YX�YZV�V�̂][bY]XT�Xu�YZV�Y]xV�uX[�\]YZ̀[b\bU�Xu�i]̀Wc�YZbY�YZV�d\TV[�uw[T]WZ�YX�YZV�i]̀̀ V[�[VbWXTb_UV�Ve]̀VThV�YZbY�u]TbTh]bU�b[[bTfVxVTYW�ZbeV�_VVT�xb̀V�YX�uwUu]UU�YZV�d\TV[{W�X_U]fbY]XTW�wT̀V[�YZV�vXTY[bhYj��ZV�d\TV[�WZbUU�YZVT�uw[T]WZ�WwhZ�[VbWXTb_UV�Ve]̀VThV�YX�YZV�i]̀̀ V[�TX�UbYV[�YZbT�WVeVT�̀baW�̂[]X[�YX�YZV�V�̂][bY]XT�Xu�YZV�Y]xV�uX[�\]YZ̀[b\bU�Xu�i]̀Wj�STUVWW�WwhZ�[VbWXTb_UV�Ve]̀VThV�]W�uw[T]WZV̀�\]YZ]T�YZV�bUUXYYV̀�Y]xVc�YZV�i]̀̀ V[�\]UU�TXY�_V�[Vyw][V̀�YX�V�VhwYV�YZV�|f[VVxVTY�_VY\VVT�YZV�d\TV[�bT̀�vXTY[bhYX[jC��Ek�����LKKn�RC��EkEs�|uYV[�TXY]u]hbY]XT�Xu�WVUVhY]XT�uX[�YZV�b\b[̀�Xu�YZV�vXTY[bhYc�YZV�i]̀̀ V[�WZbUUc�bW�WXXT�bW�̂[bhY]hb_UV�X[�bW�WY]̂wUbYV̀�]T�YZV�i]̀̀ ]Tf�zXhwxVTYWc�Ww_x]Y�]T�\[]Y]Tf�YX�YZV�d\TV[�YZ[XwfZ�YZV�|[hZ]YVhY�Es b�̀VW]fTbY]XT�Xu�YZV��X[��YX�_V�̂V[uX[xV̀�\]YZ�YZV�i]̀̀ V[{W�X\T�uX[hVW�EF TbxVW�Xu�YZV�̂[]Th]̂bU�̂[X̀whYW�bT̀�WaWYVxW�̂[X̂XWV̀�uX[�YZV��X[��bT̀�YZV�xbTwubhYw[V[W�bT̀�Wŵ Û]V[W�Xu�VbhZ��bT̀Ek TbxVW�Xu�̂V[WXTW�X[�VTY]Y]VW��]ThUẁ]Tf�YZXWV�\ZX�b[V�YX�uw[T]WZ�xbYV[]bUW�X[�Vyw]̂xVTY�ub_[]hbYV̀�YX�b�ŴVh]bU�̀VW]fT��̂[X̂XWV̀�uX[�YZV�̂[]Th]̂bU�̂X[Y]XTW�Xu�YZV��X[�jC��EkEF��ZV�i]̀̀ V[�\]UU�_V�[Vyw][V̀�YX�VWYb_U]WZ�YX�YZV�WbY]WubhY]XT�Xu�YZV�|[hZ]YVhY�bT̀�d\TV[�YZV�[VU]b_]U]Ya�bT̀�[VŴXTW]_]U]Ya�Xu�YZV�̂V[WXTW�X[�VTY]Y]VW�̂[X̂XWV̀�YX�uw[T]WZ�bT̀�̂V[uX[x�YZV��X[��̀VWh[]_V̀�]T�YZV�i]̀̀ ]Tf�zXhwxVTYWjC��EkEk� []X[�YX�YZV�V�VhwY]XT�Xu�YZV�vXTY[bhYc�YZV�|[hZ]YVhY�\]UU�TXY]ua�YZV�i]̀̀ V[�]u�V]YZV[�YZV�d\TV[�X[�|[hZ]YVhYc�buYV[�ẁV�]TeVWY]fbY]XTc�ZbW�[VbWXTb_UV�X_gVhY]XT�YX�b�̂V[WXT�X[�VTY]Ya�̂[X̂XWV̀�_a�YZV�i]̀̀ V[j�tu�YZV�d\TV[�X[�|[hZ]YVhY�ZbW�[VbWXTb_UV�X_gVhY]XT�YX�b�̂[X̂XWV̀�̂V[WXT�X[�VTY]Yac�YZV�i]̀̀ V[�xbac�bY�YZV�i]̀̀ V[{W�X̂Y]XTc�\]YZ̀[b\�YZV�i]̀�X[�Ww_x]Y�bT�bhhV̂Yb_UV�Ww_WY]YwYV�̂V[WXT�X[�VTY]Yaj��ZV�i]̀̀ V[�xba�bUWX�Ww_x]Y�bTa�[Vyw][V̀�b̀gwWYxVTY�]T�YZV�ibWV�i]̀�X[�|UYV[TbYV�i]̀�YX�bhhXwTY�uX[�YZV�̀]uuV[VThV�]T�hXWY�XhhbW]XTV̀�_a�WwhZ�Ww_WY]YwY]XTj��ZV�d\TV[�xba�bhhV̂Y�YZV�b̀gwWYV̀�_]̀�̂[]hV�X[�]̀WywbU]ua�YZV�i]̀̀ V[j�tT�YZV�VeVTY�Xu�V]YZV[�\]YZ̀[b\bU�X[�̀]WywbU]u]hbY]XTc�_]̀�WVhw[]Ya�\]UU�TXY�_V�uX[uV]YV̀jC��EkE¡� V[WXTW�bT̀�VTY]Y]VW�̂[X̂XWV̀�_a�YZV�i]̀̀ V[�bT̀�YX�\ZXx�YZV�d\TV[�bT̀�|[hZ]YVhY�ZbeV�xb̀V�TX�[VbWXTb_UV�X_gVhY]XT�xwWY�_V�wWV̀�XT�YZV��X[��uX[�\Z]hZ�YZVa�\V[V�̂[X̂XWV̀�bT̀�WZbUU�TXY�_V�hZbTfV̀�V�hV̂Y�\]YZ�YZV�\[]YYVT�hXTWVTY�Xu�YZV�d\TV[�bT̀�|[hZ]YVhYjlG}~����¢�����G��G�l����P����l����l£���}�P���C�¢Es�PMNQ�GH¤�LqH�HNKRC�¢EsEs�tu�WY]̂wUbYV̀�]T�YZV�i]̀̀ ]Tf�zXhwxVTYWc�YZV�i]̀̀ V[�WZbUU�uw[T]WZ�_XT̀W�hXeV[]Tf�YZV�ub]YZuwU�̂V[uX[xbThV�Xu�YZV�vXTY[bhY�bT̀�̂baxVTY�Xu�bUU�X_U]fbY]XTW�b[]W]Tf�YZV[VwT̀V[j
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C�DEFEG�HI�JKL�IMNOPQKPOR�SI�QMTK�USOVQ�PQ�QJPWMXYJLV�PO�JKL�ZPVVPOR�[STM\LOJQ]�JKL�TSQJ�QKYXX�UL�POTXMVLV�PO�JKL�ZPV̂�HI�JKL�IMNOPQKPOR�SI�QMTK�USOVQ�PQ�NL_MPNLV�YIJLN�NLTLPWJ�SI�UPVQ�YOV�ULISNL�L̀LTMJPSO�SI�JKL�aSOJNYTJ]�JKL�TSQJ�SI�QMTK�USOVQ�QKYXX�UL�YVVLV�JS�JKL�ZPV�PO�VLJLN\POPOR�JKL�aSOJNYTJ�bM\̂C�DEFEc�dKL�ZPVVLN�QKYXX�WNSePVL�QMNLJf�USOVQ�INS\�Y�TS\WYOf�SN�TS\WYOPLQ�XYgIMXXf�YMJKSNPhLV�JS�PQQML�QMNLJf�USOVQ�PO�JKL�iMNPQVPTJPSO�gKLNL�JKL�jNSiLTJ�PQ�XSTYJLV̂C�DEFEk�lOXLQQ�SJKLNgPQL�POVPTYJLV�ULXSg]�JKL�jLOYX�bM\�SI�JKL�jYf\LOJ�YOV�jLNISN\YOTL�ZSOVQ�QKYXX�UL�JKL�Y\SMOJ�SI�JKL�aSOJNYTJ�bM\̂mno�pqrstuv�wx�ptxowxsquyt�zwu{|�qxt�vw�}t�~u�qu�qsw�uv�wv�tx�v�qu������wo�v�t��wuvxqyv���s��~u{~yqvt�v�t�{w��qx�qsw�uv�wx��txytuvq�t�wo�v�t��wuvxqyv���s����C�DEG�����������������������������������C�DEGEF�dKL�ZPVVLN�QKYXX�VLXPeLN�JKL�NL_MPNLV�USOVQ�JS�JKL��gOLN�OSJ�XYJLN�JKYO�JKNLL�VYfQ�ISXXSgPOR�JKL�VYJL�SI�L̀LTMJPSO�SI�JKL�aSOJNYTĴ�HI�JKL��SN��PQ�JS�TS\\LOTL�QSSOLN�PO�NLQWSOQL�JS�Y�XLJJLN�SI�POJLOJ]�JKL�ZPVVLN�QKYXX]�WNPSN�JS�TS\\LOTL\LOJ�SI�JKL��SN�]�QMU\PJ�LePVLOTL�QYJPQIYTJSNf�JS�JKL��gOLN�JKYJ�QMTK�USOVQ�gPXX�UL�IMNOPQKLV�YOV�VLXPeLNLV�PO�YTTSNVYOTL�gPJK�JKPQ�bLTJPSO� ̂¡̂¢̂C�DEGEG�lOXLQQ�SJKLNgPQL�WNSePVLV]�JKL�USOVQ�QKYXX�UL�gNPJJLO�SO�£H£�[STM\LOJ�£¤¢¡]�jLNISN\YOTL�ZSOV�YOV�jYf\LOJ�ZSOV̂C�DEGEc�dKL�USOVQ�QKYXX�UL�VYJLV�SO�SN�YIJLN�JKL�VYJL�SI�JKL�aSOJNYTĴC�DEGEk�dKL�ZPVVLN�QKYXX�NL_MPNL�JKL�YJJSNOLf¥PO¥IYTJ�gKS�L̀LTMJLQ�JKL�NL_MPNLV�USOVQ�SO�ULKYXI�SI�JKL�QMNLJf�JS�YIIP̀�JS�JKL�USOV�Y�TLNJPIPLV�YOV�TMNNLOJ�TSWf�SI�JKL�WSgLN�SI�YJJSNOLf̂¦§�̈©ª«�¬���«®̄ «§¦�̈°�°���±«�²§°²°³«��©°�§¦©���°©®̄ «�³C�¬EF�aSWPLQ�SI�JKL�WNSWSQLV�aSOJNYTJ�[STM\LOJQ�KYeL�ULLO�\YVL�YeYPXYUXL�JS�JKL�ZPVVLN�YOV�TSOQPQJ�SI�JKL�ISXXSgPOR�VSTM\LOJQ́EF £H£�[STM\LOJ�£¢µ¢¶·¡µ¢ ]�bJYOVYNV�̧SN\�SI�£RNLL\LOJ�ZLJgLLO��gOLN�YOV�aSOJNYTJSN]�MOXLQQ�SJKLNgPQL�QJYJLV�ULXSĝmnu|txv�v�t�yws��tvt�¹n¹�ºwy�stuv�u�s}tx��~uy��{~u��rtqx��qu{�ºwy�stuv�v~v�t����EG £H£�[STM\LOJ�£¢µ¢¶·¡µ¢ ]�»̀KPUPJ�£]�HOQMNYOTL�YOV�ZSOVQ]�MOXLQQ�SJKLNgPQL�QJYJLV�ULXSĝmnu|txv�v�t�yws��tvt�¹n¹�ºwy�stuv�u�s}tx��~uy��{~u��rtqx��qu{�ºwy�stuv�v~v�t����Ec £H£�[STM\LOJ�£¡µ¢¶·¡µ¢ ]�¼LOLNYX�aSOVPJPSOQ�SI�JKL�aSOJNYTJ�ISN�aSOQJNMTJPSO]�MOXLQQ�SJKLNgPQL�QJYJLV�ULXSĝmnu|txv�v�t�yws��tvt�¹n¹�ºwy�stuv�u�s}tx��~uy��{~u��rtqx��qu{�ºwy�stuv�v~v�t����Ek £H£�[STM\LOJ�»¡µ¤¶·¡µ¢¤]�ZMPXVPOR�HOISN\YJPSO�½SVLXPOR�YOV�[PRPJYX�[YJY�»̀KPUPJ]�VYJLV�YQ�POVPTYJLV�ULXSǵmnu|txv�v�t�{qvt�wo�v�t�¾¿�ÀÁ¿��À����EÂ [NYgPORQ
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CDEFGH IJKLG MNKG��OP QRSTUVUTWXUYZ[\G]KĴ_ IJKLG MNKG ǸaGb��Oc deeSZeWfCDEFGH MNKG ǸaGb��Og hXiSj�kliUmUX[fnopqrs�tuu�vwxqy�zptz�t{{u|�t}~��}ru�~q�t{{�w{��tzq��}�w��tz�w}��~q}z��|�}��zpq�qxp�v�z��pq�q��q����q~�������� d�d��YT��SZX�k�����������Q�[XWUZWm�S��jY�STX[�kliUmUX��eWXSe�W[�UZeUTWXSe�mS�Y�fn�}yq�z�zpq�~tzq�w��zpq����� ��¡¢���������� £iS�Q�[XWUZWmU�UX¤���WZfIJKLG MNKG ǸaGb�������� Q�RR�S�SZXWj¤�WZe�YXiSj�¥YZeUXUYZ[�YV�XiS�¥YZXjWTXfM̂]DEG_K IJKLG MNKG ǸaGb��O¦ hXiSj�eYT��SZX[��U[XSe�mS�Y�fn§�yz�pq�q�t}|�t~~�z�w}tu�~wr��q}zy�zptz�t�q��}zq}~q~�zw��w���{t�z�w��zpq�̈�w{wyq~�ow}z�trz�©wr��q}zy����
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SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS 
 
GENERAL 
 
A. These Supplementary Instructions to Bidders modify AIA Document A701, "Instructions to 

Bidders," 2018 Edition. 
 
B. Where a portion of the "Instructions to Bidders" is modified or deleted by these Supplementary 

Instructions to Bidders, the unaltered portions of the "Instructions to Bidders" will remain in effect. 
 
ARTICLE 2 - BIDDER'S REPRESENTATION 
 
Add the following Subparagraphs to Paragraph 2.1: 
 

"2.1.5.1  Additional inspections of the site and building shall be by appointment only.  Contact                       
at tel. Keith Mercy at 617-532-6600 x3737, to arrange a time for inspection.  No casual, unannounced 
inspections will be allowed.” 

 
 
ARTICLE 3 - BIDDING DOCUMENTS 
 
3.2 MODIFICATION OR INTERPRETATION OF BIDDING DOCUMENTS: 
 
Add the following to end of Subparagraph 3.2.1: 
 

". . . In case such ambiguity, inconsistency, or error exists and is not noted or resolved at the time 
Bids are due, the Base Bid Sum shall include, as applicable, the better quality, the greater quantity, 
and the more costly procedure for the work involved." 

 
ARTICLE 4 - BIDDING PROCEDURES 
 
4.2 BID SECURITY 
 
Add the following to end of Subparagraph 4.2.1: 
 

". . . Each proposal shall be accompanied by a Bid Bond or Certified Check in the amount of 10 
percent of the Bid made payable to City of East Providence.  No bid will be considered which is not 
accompanied by such Bid Security.  A Bid Bond, if used, shall be executed by a surety company 
which can comply with State requirements for writing the Payment and Performance Bonds." 
 

 
ARTICLE 6 - POST BID INFORMATION 
 
6.1 CONTRACTOR'S QUALIFICATION STATEMENT 
 
Add the following Subparagraphs to Paragraph 6.1: 
 

"6.1.1  The Owner will make investigations as he deems necessary to determine the ability of the 
Bidder to perform the Work.  The Bidder shall furnish the Owner all such information and data for 
this purpose as the Owner may request. 
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 6.1.2  The Owner reserves the right to reject any Bid if evidence or investigation fails to satisfy the 
Owner that the Bidder is qualified to fulfill the obligations of the Contract and to complete the Work.  
Conditional bids will not be considered." 

 
ARTICLE 7 - PERFORMANCE BOND AND PAYMENT BOND 
 
7.1 BOND REQUIREMENTS 
 
Add the following sentence to the end of Subparagraph 7.1.1: 
 

". . . A Performance Bond and a Labor and Material Payment Bond shall be furnished in favor of                                                 
executed by a surety company authorized to do business in Connecticut.  The Performance Bond 
shall be for 100 percent of Contract Sum and the Labor and Material Payment Bond shall be for 100 
percent of Contract Sum." 

 
ARTICLE 8 - FORM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN OWNER AND CONTRACTOR 
 
8.2 RETAINAGE 
 
Add the following new Subparagraph to Paragraph 8.2: 
 

"8.2.1  The Agreement will be written to include a retainage by Owner of five (5) percent of the total 
amount of each payment due Contractor.  That amount to be retained until Project is complete." 

 
 
 END OF SECTION 
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 BID FORM 
 (submit in duplicate) 
 
 
BIDDER    
 Name 
 
                                                                                      
Address                                                                       Telephone No. 
 
 
ADDRESSED TO: 

Jessica Lamprey 
Procurement Specialist 
City of East Providence 
145 Taunton Avenue 
East Providence, RI 02914 

BID PROPOSAL FOR:    
East Providence Police Dept. Renovations 
750 Waterman Avenue 
East Providence, Rhode Island 

  
In preparing this Bid, we have carefully examined the Bidding Documents for this Work.  We have 
visited the site and noted the conditions affecting the Work. 
 
The Bidding Documents referred to include Drawings and Project Manual prepared by JCJ Architecture 
and entitled “East Providence Police Dept. Renovations, 750 Waterman Avenue, East Providence, Rhode 
Island,” dated June 21, 2024.                                                                                  
 
We acknowledge receiving the following Addenda issued by the Architect. 
 

No. 1 dated                No. 2 dated                No. 3 dated                       
 
We propose to perform the Work described in the Bidding Documents, in keeping with the definitions of 
Article 1 of the Instructions to Bidders, for the Base Bid Sum of: 
 
                                                                              Dollars $                          . 
 
 
ALTERNATES:  These sums are not included in the Base Bid Sum. 
 
In accordance with the Section on Alternates, we submit the following dollar amounts for the Alternates 
listed.  These amounts include the costs of modifying and coordinating related work.  If the Owner elects 
to include an Alternate in the Work, the stated cost will be added to or, as the case may be, deducted from 
the Base Bid Sum. 
 

No. 1  - Add the replacement of flooring, ceiling and lighting in the upper and lower corridors.  Add 
the finish painting of existing partitions on the lower corridor and add the High Impact Wall 
Covering and wall guard on the upper corridor.  Provide carpeting in the Men’s and Women’s 
Locker Rooms ............................................. Add/Deduct   $____________________________                

No. 2  - Add the replacement rooftop Air Handling Units with associated work ....................................  
               .................................................................... Add/Deduct   $____________________________               

 
TIME OF COMPLETION: 
 
We agree that Work of the Contract shall begin within 10 days after award of Contract and receipt of 
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notice to proceed.  Scheduling of the Work shall be in conformance with the Phasing Diagrams and the 
Contract Documents.  Substantial completion for the entire Work shall be no later than February 28, 
2025. 
 
 
BID ACCEPTANCE: 
 
We agree that this proposal shall not be withdrawn for a period of 60 calendar days after date of 
submittal.  We understand that Owner reserves right to accept any Bid or reject any or all Bids and to 
waive any informality in the Bidding. 
 
 
CONTRACT EXECUTION: 
 
Upon notification of acceptance of this proposal, we shall execute a formal contract (AIA Document 
A101, Standard Form of Agreement between Owner and Contractor) within ten days of the receipt of the 
agreement for signing. 
 
At the time of execution of the formal contract, we shall furnish a Performance Bond and Labor and 
Material Payment Bond each in the full amount of the Contract. 
 
 
ENCLOSURES: 
 
Included with this proposal are: 
 

1. Our bid security in the amount of 10 percent of the Base Bid Sum (Bid bond or certified check) 
2. Our completed Qualifications Form. 
3. Our Substitution Listing (as applicable). 

 
Firm Name:                                                                                                       
 
Address:                                                                                                           
 
By:                                                                      Title:                                                        
 (Name Typed) 
 
Signature:                                                        Date:                              , 2024  
 
The Bidder is a/an (individual)(partnership)(corporation).  Names and titles of other officers or partners 
are: 
 
 

                                                                                                          
 

                                                                                                          
 

                                                                                                          
                                                                                                          

 
 
(for corporation, give State of incorporation and affix corporate seal). 
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HIJKL	MN	IOHPQKLRS HTL	QMUHOIQH	VMQWXLUHRY HTL	ZMO[	MN	HTPR	QMUHOIQH\ VIHL	MN	QMXXLUQLXLUH	IUV	RWJRHIUHPIK	QMX]KLHPMU^ QMUHOIQH	RWX_ ]ÌXLUHRa VPR]WHL	OLRMKWHPMUb HLOXPUIHPMU	MO	RWR]LURPMUc XPRQLKKIULMWR	]OMdPRPMURe LUWXLOIHPMU	MN	QMUHOIQH	VMQWXLUHRLfTPJPH	I				PURWOIUQL	IUV	JMUVRIOHPQKL	S			HTL	QMUHOIQH	VMQWXLUHRghi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmt	pkltutm	kv	mhut	wxniisilmy	jklzumuklt	kv	mhi	jklmnopm	{|ilino}y	~r��}isilmon�y	olz	kmhin	jklzumuklt�y	qno�ulxty	~�ipuvupomuklty	wzzilzo	uttriz	�nukn	mk	i�iprmukl	kv	mhut	wxniisilmy	kmhin	zkprsilmt	}utmiz	ul	mhut	wxniisilmy	olz	�kzuvupomuklt	uttriz	ovmin	i�iprmukl	kv	mhut	wxniisilmy	o}}	kv	�huph	vkns	mhi	jklmnopmy	olz	oni	ot	vr}}�	o	�onm	kv	mhi	jklmnopm	ot	uv	ommophiz	mk	mhut	wxniisilm	kn	ni�iomiz	hiniul�	ghi	jklmnopm	ni�nitilmt	mhi	ilmuni	olz	ulmixnomiz	oxniisilm	�im�iil	mhi	�onmuit	hinimk	olz	tr�intizit	�nukn	lixkmuomuklty	ni�nitilmomuklty	kn	oxniisilmty	iumhin	�nummil	kn	kno}�	wl	ilrsinomukl	kv	mhi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmty	kmhin	mhol	o	�kzuvupomukly	o��iont	ul	wnmup}i	��IOHPQKL	Y			HTL	ZMO[	MN	HTPR	QMUHOIQHghi	jklmnopmkn	tho}}	vr}}�	i�iprmi	mhi	�kn�	zitpnu�iz	ul	mhi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmty	i�pi�m	ot	t�ipuvupo}}�	ulzupomiz	ul	mhi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmt	mk	�i	mhi	nit�kltu�u}um�	kv	kmhint�IOHPQKL	\			VIHL	MN	QMXXLUQLXLUH	IUV	RWJRHIUHPIK	QMX]KLHPMU�	\�S	ghi	zomi	kv	pkssilpisilm	kv	mhi	�kn�	tho}}	�i�������	���	��	���	���������	������� 				¡ ghi	zomi	kv	mhut	wxniisilm� 				¡ w	zomi	tim	vknmh	ul	o	lkmupi	mk	�nkpiiz	uttriz	��	mhi	¢�lin� 				¡ £tmo�}uthiz	ot	vk}}k�t��¤���¥�	¦	§¦��	�¥	¦	̈�¦��	��	§���¥̈���	���	§¦��	��	��̈ �̈���̈���	��	���	©�¥���		ªv	o	zomi	kv	pkssilpisilm	kv	mhi	�kn�	ut	lkm	ti}ipmizy	mhil	mhi	zomi	kv	pkssilpisilm	tho}}	�i	mhi	zomi	kv	mhut	wxniisilm��	\�Y	ghi	jklmnopm	gusi	tho}}	�i	siotrniz	vnks	mhi	zomi	kv	pkssilpisilm	kv	mhi	�kn���	\�\	R«¬®̄°®±̄²	Q³́µ²¶®±³°�	\�\�S	~r�·ipm	mk	oz·rtmsilmt	kv	mhi	jklmnopm	gusi	ot	�nķuziz	ul	mhi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmty	mhi	jklmnopmkn	tho}}	ophui̧i	~r�tmolmuo}	jks�}imukl	kv	mhi	ilmuni	�kn��������	���	��	���	���������	�����	¦�§	��̈¹����	���	������¦¥º	����¥̈¦������
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H				I JKL	MNLOP	LQNR				S				T	UNMORVNP	VNWX	YPKZ	LQO	VNLO	KY	UKZZORUOZORL	KY	LQO	[KP\]H				I Ŵ	LQO	YKMMK_̀Ra	VNLOb			c	dedef	ghijOUL	LK	NVjhXLZORLX	KY	LQO	kKRLPNUL	l̀ZO	NX	mPKǹVOV	̀R	LQO	kKRLPNUL	oKUhZORLXp	̀Y	mKPL̀KRX	KY	LQO	[KP\	NPO	LK	iO	UKZmMOLOV	mP̀KP	LK	ghiXLNRL̀NM	kKZmMOL̀KR	KY	LQO	ORL̀PO	[KP\p	LQO	kKRLPNULKP	XQNMM	NUQ̀OnO	ghiXLNRL̀NM	kKZmMOL̀KR	KY	XhUQ	mKPL̀KRX	iW	LQO	YKMMK_̀Ra	VNLOXbqrsturv	rw	xrsy z{|}t~vtu~�	�r����turv	�~t�		c	deded	�Y	LQO	kKRLPNULKP	YǸMX	LK	NUQ̀OnO	ghiXLNRL̀NM	kKZmMOL̀KR	NX	mPKǹVOV	̀R	LQ̀X	gOUL̀KR	�]�p	M̀�h̀VNLOV	VNZNaOXp	̀Y	NRWp	XQNMM	iO	NXXOXXOV	NX	XOL	YKPLQ	̀R	gOUL̀KR	�]�]�������	�			��������	z��c	�e�	lQO	�_ROP	XQNMM	mNW	LQO	kKRLPNULKP	LQO	kKRLPNUL	ghZ	̀R	UhPPORL	YhRVX	YKP	LQO	kKRLPNULKP�X	mOPYKPZNRUO	KY	LQO	kKRLPNUL]	lQO	kKRLPNUL	ghZ	XQNMM	iO				S�				Tp	XhijOUL	LK	NVV̀L̀KRX	NRV	VOVhUL̀KRX	NX	mPKǹVOV	̀R	LQO	kKRLPNUL	oKUhZORLX]c	�ef	��t�sv~t�}c	�efe�	�MLOPRNLOXp	̀Y	NRWp	̀RUMhVOV	̀R	LQO	kKRLPNUL	ghZb�t�� qsu��		c	�efef	ghijOUL	LK	LQO	UKRV̀L̀KRX	RKLOV	iOMK_p	LQO	YKMMK_̀Ra	NMLOPRNLOX	ZNW	iO	NUUOmLOV	iW	LQO	�_ROP	YKMMK_̀Ra	O�OUhL̀KR	KY	LQ̀X	�aPOOZORL]	�mKR	NUUOmLNRUOp	LQO	�_ROP	XQNMM	̀XXhO	N	�KV̀ỲUNL̀KR	LK	LQ̀X	�aPOOZORL]�� ¡¢£¤	¥¢¦§̈	¢©ª«	©¦¤¢£ ©¤¢	© ¬	¤«¢	ª§ ¬¤§ ¡	¤«©¤	®̄¡¤	¥¢	®¢¤	°§£	¤«¢	±̈  ¢£	¤§	©ªª¢²¤	¤«¢	©¦¤¢£ ©¤¢³́�t�� qsu�� �rvµuturv}	wrs	�����t~v��		c	�ed	�MMK_NRUOXp	̀Y	NRWp	̀RUMhVOV	̀R	LQO	kKRLPNUL	ghZb��¬¢ ¤°¶	¢©ª«	©¦¦§̈© ª¢³́�t�� qsu��		c	�e�	�R̀L	mP̀UOXp	̀Y	NRWb��¬¢ ¤°¶	¤«¢	¤¢®	© ¬	¡¤©¤¢	¤«¢	̄ ¤	²£ª¢	© ¬	·̄© ¤¤¶	¦®¤©¤§ ¡̧	°	© ¶̧	¤§	̈«ª«	¤«¢	̄ ¤	²£ª¢	̈¦¦	¥¢	©²²¦ª©¥¦¢³́�t�� �vut}	~vµ	�u�ut~turv} qsu��	��s	�vut	¹º»e»»¼		c	�e½	¾̀�h̀VNLOV	VNZNaOXp	̀Y	NRWb�� ¡¢£¤	¤¢£®¡	© ¬	ª§ ¬¤§ ¡	°§£	¦·̄¬©¤¢¬	¬©®©¿¢¡̧	°	© ¶³́		c	�eÀ	�LQOPb�� ¡¢£¤	²£§Á¡§ ¡	°§£	¥§ ̄¡	§£	§¤«¢£	 ª¢ ¤Á¢¡̧	°	© ¶̧	¤«©¤	®¿«¤	£¢¡̄¦¤	 	©	ª«© ¿¢	¤§	¤«¢	Â§ ¤£©ª¤	Ã̄®³́		
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HIJKLMN	O			PHQRNSJTU	OVW	PXYZX[\\	P]̂_[̀a\U	OVWVW	bcdef	ghij	khhlmncomijd	piq	rcstejo	dgutmooef	oi	ove	kqnvmoeno	us	ove	wijoqcnoiq	cjf	weqompmncoed	piq	rcstejo	mddgef	us	ove	kqnvmoenox	ove	yzjeq	dvcll	tc{e	hqi|qedd	hcstejod	ij	cnnigjo	ip	ove	wijoqcno	}gt	oi	ove	wijoqcnoiq	cd	hqi~mfef	ueliz	cjf	eldezveqe	mj	ove	wijoqcno	�ingtejod�U	OVWV�	�ve	heqmif	ni~eqef	us	ecnv	khhlmncomij	piq	rcstejo	dvcll	ue	ije	nclejfcq	tijov	ejfmj|	ij	ove	lcdo	fcs	ip	ove	tijovx	iq	cd	pillizd�		U	OVWV�	rqi~mfef	ovco	cj	khhlmncomij	piq	rcstejo	md	qenem~ef	us	ove	kqnvmoeno	jio	lcoeq	ovcj	ove				fcs	ip	c	tijovx	ove	yzjeq	dvcll	tc{e	hcstejo	ip	ove	ctigjo	neqompmef	oi	ove	wijoqcnoiq	jio	lcoeq	ovcj	ove				fcs	ip	ove				tijov�	�p	cj	khhlmncomij	piq	rcstejo	md	qenem~ef	us	ove	kqnvmoeno	cpoeq	ove	chhlmncomij	fcoe	pm�ef	cui~ex	hcstejo	ip	ove	ctigjo	neqompmef	dvcll	ue	tcfe	us	ove	yzjeq	jio	lcoeq	ovcj				�				�	fcsd	cpoeq	ove	kqnvmoeno	qenem~ed	ove	khhlmncomij	piq	rcstejo����������	�����	��	�����	����	���	�������	�������	������	�	�������	������	��	����� U	OVWV¡	¢cnv	khhlmncomij	piq	rcstejo	dvcll	ue	ucdef	ij	ove	tido	qenejo	dnvefgle	ip	~clged	dgutmooef	us	ove	wijoqcnoiq	mj	cnniqfcjne	zmov	ove	wijoqcno	�ingtejod�	�ve	dnvefgle	ip	~clged	dvcll	cllincoe	ove	ejomqe	wijoqcno	}gt	ctij|	ove	~cqmigd	hiqomijd	ip	ove	£iq{�	�ve	dnvefgle	ip	~clged	dvcll	ue	hqehcqef	mj	dgnv	piqtx	cjf	dghhiqoef	us	dgnv	fcoc	oi	dgudocjomcoe	mod	cnngqcnsx	cd	ove	kqnvmoeno	tcs	qe¤gmqe�	�vmd	dnvefgle	ip	~clged	dvcll	ue	gdef	cd	c	ucdmd	piq	qe~mezmj|	ove	wijoqcnoiq¥d	khhlmncomijd	piq	rcstejo�U	OVWVO	khhlmncomijd	piq	rcstejo	dvcll	dviz	ove	heqnejoc|e	ip	nithleomij	ip	ecnv	hiqomij	ip	ove	£iq{	cd	ip	ove	ejf	ip	ove	heqmif	ni~eqef	us	ove	khhlmncomij	piq	rcstejo�U	OVWV¦	�j	cnniqfcjne	zmov	k�k	�ingtejo	k§̈©ª«§̈©¬x	ejeqcl	wijfmomijd	ip	ove	wijoqcno	piq	wijdoqgnomijx	cjf	dgu®eno	oi	ioveq	hqi~mdmijd	ip	ove	wijoqcno	�ingtejodx	ove	ctigjo	ip	ecnv	hqi|qedd	hcstejo	dvcll	ue	nithgoef	cd	pillizd�U	OVWV¦VW	�ve	ctigjo	ip	ecnv	hqi|qedd	hcstejo	dvcll	pmqdo	mjnlgfe�VW �vco	hiqomij	ip	ove	wijoqcno	}gt	hqiheqls	cllincule	oi	nithleoef	£iq{̄V� �vco	hiqomij	ip	ove	wijoqcno	}gt	hqiheqls	cllincule	oi	tcoeqmcld	cjf	e¤gmhtejo	felm~eqef	cjf	dgmoculs	doiqef	co	ove	dmoe	piq	dgude¤gejo	mjniqhiqcomij	mj	ove	nithleoef	nijdoqgnomijx	iqx	mp	chhqi~ef	mj	cf~cjne	us	ove	yzjeqx	dgmoculs	doiqef	ipp	ove	dmoe	co	c	lincomij	c|qeef	ghij	mj	zqmomj|̄	cjfV� �vco	hiqomij	ip	wijdoqgnomij	wvcj|e	�mqenom~ed	ovco	ove	kqnvmoeno	feoeqtmjedx	mj	ove	kqnvmoeno¥d	hqipeddmijcl	®gf|tejox	oi	ue	qecdijculs	®gdompmef�U	OVWV¦V�	�ve	ctigjo	ip	ecnv	hqi|qedd	hcstejo	dvcll	ovej	ue	qefgnef	us�VW �ve	c||qe|coe	ip	cjs	ctigjod	hqe~migdls	hcmf	us	ove	yzjeq̄V� �ve	ctigjox	mp	cjsx	piq	£iq{	ovco	qetcmjd	gjniqqenoef	cjf	piq	zvmnv	ove	kqnvmoeno	vcd	hqe~migdls	zmovvelf	c	weqompmncoe	piq	rcstejo	cd	hqi~mfef	mj	kqomnle	°	ip	k�k	�ingtejo	k§̈©«§̈©¬̄V� kjs	ctigjo	piq	zvmnv	ove	wijoqcnoiq	fied	jio	mjoejf	oi	hcs	c	}gunijoqcnoiq	iq	tcoeqmcl	dghhlmeqx	gjledd	ove	£iq{	vcd	ueej	heqpiqtef	us	ioveqd	ove	wijoqcnoiq	mjoejfd	oi	hcs̄V¡ ±iq	£iq{	heqpiqtef	iq	fepenod	fmdni~eqef	dmjne	ove	lcdo	hcstejo	chhlmncomijx	cjs	ctigjo	piq	zvmnv	ove	kqnvmoeno	tcs	zmovvilf	hcstejox	iq	jgllmps	c	weqompmncoe	ip	rcstejo	mj	zvile	iq	mj	hcqox	cd	hqi~mfef	mj	kqomnle	°	ip	k�k	�ingtejo	k§̈©«§̈©¬̄	cjfVO ²eocmjc|e	zmovvelf	hgqdgcjo	oi	}enomij	³�©�¬�U	OVWV́	I[a]µ̀]Z[U	OVWV́VW	±iq	ecnv	hqi|qedd	hcstejo	tcfe	hqmiq	oi	}gudocjomcl	withleomij	ip	ove	£iq{x	ove	yzjeq	tcs	zmovvilf	ove	pillizmj|	ctigjox	cd	qeocmjc|ex	pqit	ove	hcstejo	ioveqzmde	fge��¶�����	�	��������·�	��	������	��	̧�	��������	��	�������·�	����	����	¹����������	���	º�������	»��	������	��	�������·�	���	̧�	�������	̧�	·�¼�����·	���� 		
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H	IJKJLJKJK	MNO	PQRRQSTUV	TWOXY	Z[O	UQW	Y\]̂O_W	WQ	[OWZTUZVÒabcdefg	hci	jgekd	clg	dmnoepg	gl	gqe	rjgqqlstjcu	lv	feghjchuew	dmpq	hd	uecefhs	plctjgjlcdw	jcdmfhcpew	egpxy		H	IJKJLJz	{O|\_WTQU	Q[	RTXTWZWTQU	QP	[OWZTUZVO}	TP	ZU~}	YNZRR	]O	ZY	PQRRQSỲabv	gqe	feghjchue	edghnsjdqet	jc	�epgjlc	�x�x�x�	jd	gl	ne	kltjvjet	�fjlf	gl	�mndghcgjhs	�lk�segjlc	lv	gqe	ecgjfe	�lf�w	jcpsmtjcu	kltjvjphgjlcd	vlf	�mndghcgjhs	�lk�segjlc	lv	�lfgjlcd	lv	gqe	�lf�	hd	�fl�jtet	jc	�epgjlc	�x�x�w	jcdefg	�fl�jdjlcd	vlf	dmpq	kltjvjphgjlcdxy		H	IJKJLJ�	��_O�W	ZY	YOW	PQ[WN	TU	WNTY	�O_WTQU	�������}	\�QU	�\]YWZUWTZR	�QX�ROWTQU	QP	WNO	�Q[�}	WNO	�QUW[Z_WQ[	XZ~	Y\]XTW	ZU	���RT_ZWTQU	PQ[	�Z~XOUW	WNZW	TU_R\|OY	WNO	[OWZTUZVO	STWNNOR|	P[QX	�[TQ[	���RT_ZWTQUY	PQ[	�Z~XOUW	�\[Y\ZUW	WQ	WNTY	�O_WTQU	������	MNO	���RT_ZWTQU	PQ[	�Z~XOUW	Y\]XTWWO|	ZW	�\]YWZUWTZR	�QX�ROWTQU	YNZRR	UQW	TU_R\|O	[OWZTUZVO	ZY	PQRRQSỲabcdefg	hci	lgqef	plctjgjlcd	vlf	fesehde	lv	feghjchue	m�lc	�mndghcgjhs	�lk�segjlcxy		H	IJKJ�	�P	PTUZR	_QX�ROWTQU	QP	WNO	�Q[�	TY	XZWO[TZRR~	|ORZ~O|	WN[Q\VN	UQ	PZ\RW	QP	WNO	�QUW[Z_WQ[}	WNO	�SUO[	YNZRR	�Z~	WNO	�QUW[Z_WQ[	ZU~	Z||TWTQUZR	ZXQ\UWY	TU	Z__Q[|ZU_O	STWN	�[WT_RO	�	QP	���	�Q_\XOUW	���� �����H	IJKJ¡	��_O�W	STWN	WNO	�SUO[¢Y	�[TQ[	Z��[Q£ZR}	WNO	�QUW[Z_WQ[	YNZRR	UQW	XZ�O	Z|£ZU_O	�Z~XOUWY	WQ	Y\��RTO[Y	PQ[	XZWO[TZRY	Q[	O¤\T�XOUW	SNT_N	NZ£O	UQW	]OOU	|ORT£O[O|	ZU|	YWQ[O|	ZW	WNO	YTWO�H	IJz	¥¦§̈©	ª̈«¬§®H	IJzJK	̄TUZR	�Z~XOUW}	_QUYWTW\WTUV	WNO	OUWT[O	\U�ZT|	]ZRZU_O	QP	WNO	�QUW[Z_W	�\X}	YNZRR	]O	XZ|O	]~	WNO	�SUO[	WQ	WNO	�QUW[Z_WQ[	SNOUJK WNO	�QUW[Z_WQ[	NZY	P\RR~	�O[PQ[XO|	WNO	�QUW[Z_W	O�_O�W	PQ[	WNO	�QUW[Z_WQ[¢Y	[OY�QUYT]TRTW~	WQ	_Q[[O_W	�Q[�	ZY	�[Q£T|O|	TU	�[WT_RO	��	QP	���	�Q_\XOUW	���� ����}	ZU|	WQ	YZWTYP~	QWNO[	[O¤\T[OXOUWY}	TP	ZU~}	SNT_N	O�WOU|	]O~QU|	PTUZR	�Z~XOUW°	ZU|Jz Z	PTUZR	�O[WTPT_ZWO	PQ[	�Z~XOUW	NZY	]OOU	TYY\O|	]~	WNO	�[_NTWO_W�H	IJzJz	MNO	�SUO[¢Y	PTUZR	�Z~XOUW	WQ	WNO	�QUW[Z_WQ[	YNZRR	]O	XZ|O	UQ	RZWO[	WNZU	��	|Z~Y	ZPWO[	WNO	TYY\ZU_O	QP	WNO	�[_NTWO_W¢Y	PTUZR	�O[WTPT_ZWO	PQ[	�Z~XOUW}	Q[	ZY	PQRRQSỲ		H	IJ�	±§®²³®�Z~XOUWY	|\O	ZU|	\U�ZT|	\U|O[	WNO	�QUW[Z_W	YNZRR	]OZ[	TUWO[OYW	P[QX	WNO	|ZWO	�Z~XOUW	TY	|\O	ZW	WNO	[ZWO	YWZWO|	]ORQS}	Q[	TU	WNO	Z]YOU_O	WNO[OQP}	ZW	WNO	ROVZR	[ZWO	�[O£ZTRTUV	P[QX	WTXO	WQ	WTXO	ZW	WNO	�RZ_O	SNO[O	WNO	�[Q̂O_W	TY	RQ_ZWO|�abcdefg	fhge	lv	jcgefedg	hufeet	m�lcw	jv	hcixy			́			µ¶·±̧¹º	»			¼±½ª¾·º	¶º½¿¹¾·±¿ÀH	»JK	±§¦®¦̈©	¼Á¦³¦Â§	Ã̈Ä²MNO	�[_NTWO_W	STRR	YO[£O	ZY	WNO	�UTWTZR	�O_TYTQU	ÅZ�O[	�\[Y\ZUW	WQ	�[WT_RO	��	QP	���	�Q_\XOUW	���� ����}	\UROYY	WNO	�Z[WTOY	Z��QTUW	]ORQS	ZUQWNO[	TU|T£T|\ZR}	UQW	Z	�Z[W~	WQ	WNTY	�V[OOXOUW}	WQ	YO[£O	ZY	WNO	�UTWTZR	�O_TYTQU	ÅZ�O[�abv	gqe	�hfgjed	kmgmhssi	hufeew	jcdefg	gqe	chkew	httfedd	hct	lgqef	plcghpg	jcvlfkhgjlc	lv	gqe	bcjgjhs	Æepjdjlc	Çh�efw	jv	lgqef	gqhc	gqe	Èfpqjgepgxy								
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H	IJK	LMNOMNP	QMRSTUV	WVRXYTUMXNZ[\	]̂_	̀a]bc	defghij	j[k	fej	̂[j	\hd[alhm	f_k	chmb]jb[̂	ne\de]̂j	j[	o\jbiah	pq	[r	oso	t[iecĥj	ouvpwuvpxk	jyh	chjy[m	[r	fb̂mb̂z	mbdnejh	\hd[aejb[̂	dy]aa	fh	]d	r[aa[{d|}~����	���	�����������	������				� o\fbj\]jb[̂	ne\de]̂j	j[	�hijb[̂	pq��	[r	oso	t[iecĥj	ouvpwuvpx�				� �bjbz]jb[̂	b̂	]	i[e\j	[r	i[cnhjĥj	ge\bdmbijb[̂�				� �jyh\	}��������		sr	jyh	�{̂h\	]̂m	̀[̂j\]ij[\	m[	̂[j	dhahij	]	chjy[m	[r	fb̂mb̂z	mbdnejh	\hd[aejb[̂k	[\	m[	̂[j	defdh�eĥja_	]z\hh	b̂	{\bjb̂z	j[	]	fb̂mb̂z	mbdnejh	\hd[aejb[̂	chjy[m	[jyh\	jy]̂	abjbz]jb[̂k	̀a]bcd	{baa	fh	\hd[alhm	f_	abjbz]jb[̂	b̂	]	i[e\j	[r	i[cnhjĥj	ge\bdmbijb[̂��W�����	�			��W�� ���¡ 	¡W	¢£¢¤� ¢�¡ H	�J¥	¦yh	̀[̂j\]ij	c]_	fh	jh\cb̂]jhm	f_	jyh	�{̂h\	[\	jyh	̀[̂j\]ij[\	]d	n\[lbmhm	b̂	o\jbiah	p�	[r	oso	t[iecĥj	ouvpwuvpx�H	�J¥J¥	sr	jyh	̀[̂j\]ij	bd	jh\cb̂]jhm	r[\	jyh	�{̂h\§d	i[̂lĥbĥih	b̂	]ii[\m]̂ih	{bjy	o\jbiah	p�	[r	oso	t[iecĥj	ouvpwuvpxk	jyĥ	jyh	�{̂h\	dy]aa	n]_	jyh	̀[̂j\]ij[\	]	jh\cb̂]jb[̂	rhh	]d	r[aa[{d|}̈©ª���	���	�«�¬©�	��	��	«����®	���	®����«�©�©̄	���	���	��	�©�	�����°�	��	���	~�©�������	��°°�±�©̄	�	���«�©����©	���	���	²±©��³ª	��©́�©��©����		H	�JK	¦yh	µ[\¶	c]_	fh	dednĥmhm	f_	jyh	�{̂h\	]d	n\[lbmhm	b̂	o\jbiah	p�	[r	oso	t[iecĥj	ouvpwuvpx��W�����	·			��¢����� �¡£¢	¤W¡̧�¢�¡ ¢H	·J¥	µyh\h	\hrh\ĥih	bd	c]mh	b̂	jybd	oz\hhcĥj	j[	]	n\[lbdb[̂	[r	oso	t[iecĥj	ouvpwuvpx	[\	]̂[jyh\	̀[̂j\]ij	t[iecĥjk	jyh	\hrh\ĥih	\hrh\d	j[	jy]j	n\[lbdb[̂	]d	]cĥmhm	[\	dennahcĥjhm	f_	[jyh\	n\[lbdb[̂d	[r	jyh	̀[̂j\]ij	t[iecĥjd�H	·JK	¦yh	�{̂h\§d	\hn\hdĥj]jblh|}¹�«�	�®®��ªª	�«��°	�®®��ªª	�©®	�����	�©���«����©�												H	·Jº	¦yh	̀[̂j\]ij[\§d	\hn\hdĥj]jblh|}¹�«�	�®®��ªª	�«��°	�®®��ªª	�©®	�����	�©���«����©�												
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J	K	LMN	OPQRSTURPS	TQV	WXSNRYZ	[P\QR]Y	TQV	̂N_NST]]YZ	̀\QV	RMNâN]_N̂Z	RMN\S	MN\ŜZ	NbNUXRPŜZ	TVa\Q\̂RSTRPŜZ	X̂UUN̂̂PŜ	TQV	T̂̂\cQ̂	RP	RMN	deQNS	fPS	RMN	gNSfPSaTQUN	Pf	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTURZ	eM\UM	\̂	\QUPSgPSTRNV	MNSN\Q	̀Y	SNfNSNQUNhJ	i	jf	RMN	OPQRSTURPS	gNSfPSâ	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTURZ	RMN	WXSNRY	TQV	RMN	OPQRSTURPS	̂MT]]	MT_N	QP	P̀]\cTR\PQ	XQVNS	RM\̂	kPQVZ	NbUNgR	eMNQ	Tgg]\UT̀]N	RP	gTSR\U\gTRN	\Q	T	UPQfNSNQUN	T̂	gSP_\VNV	\Q	WNUR\PQ	lhJ	m	jf	RMNSN	\̂	QP	deQNS	nNfTX]R	XQVNS	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTURZ	RMN	WXSNRYô	P̀]\cTR\PQ	XQVNS	RM\̂	kPQV	̂MT]]	TS\̂N	TfRNS pK RMN	deQNS	f\ŜR	gSP_\VN̂	QPR\UN	RP	RMN	OPQRSTURPS	TQV	RMN	WXSNRY	RMTR	RMN	deQNS	\̂	UPQ̂\VNS\Qc	VNU]TS\Qc	T	OPQRSTURPS	nNfTX]Rh	WXUM	QPR\UN	̂MT]]	\QV\UTRN	eMNRMNS	RMN	deQNS	\̂	SNqXN̂R\Qc	T	UPQfNSNQUN	TaPQc	RMN	deQNSZ	OPQRSTURPS	TQV	WXSNRY	RP	V\̂UX̂ 	̂RMN	OPQRSTURPSô	gNSfPSaTQUNh	jf	RMN	deQNS	VPN̂	QPR	SNqXN̂R	T	UPQfNSNQUNZ	RMN	WXSNRY	aTYZ	e\RM\Q	f\_N	rst	̀X̂\QN̂̂	VTŶ	TfRNS	SNUN\gR	Pf	RMN	deQNSô	QPR\UNZ	SNqXN̂R	̂XUM	T	UPQfNSNQUNh	jf	RMN	WXSNRY	R\aN]Y	SNqXN̂R̂	T	UPQfNSNQUNZ	RMN	deQNS	̂MT]]	TRRNQVh	uQ]N̂̂	RMN	deQNS	TcSNN̂	PRMNSe\̂NZ	TQY	UPQfNSNQUN	SNqXN̂RNV	XQVNS	RM\̂	WNUR\PQ	lhv	̂MT]]	̀N	MN]V	e\RM\Q	RNQ	rvwt	̀X̂\QN̂̂	VTŶ	Pf	RMN	WXSNRYô	SNUN\gR	Pf	RMN	deQNSô	QPR\UNh	jf	RMN	deQNSZ	RMN	OPQRSTURPS	TQV	RMN	WXSNRY	TcSNNZ	RMN	OPQRSTURPS	̂MT]]	̀N	T]]PeNV	T	SNT̂PQT̀]N	R\aN	RP	gNSfPSa	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTURZ	X̀R	̂XUM	TQ	TcSNNaNQR	̂MT]]	QPR	eT\_N	RMN	deQNSô	S\cMRZ	\f	TQYZ	̂X̀ N̂qXNQR]Y	RP	VNU]TSN	T	OPQRSTURPS	nNfTX]Rx	pi RMN	deQNS	VNU]TSN̂	T	OPQRSTURPS	nNfTX]RZ	RNSa\QTRN̂	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTUR	TQV	QPR\f\N̂	RMN	WXSNRYx	TQV	pm RMN	deQNS	MT̂	TcSNNV	RP	gTY	RMN	kT]TQUN	Pf	RMN	OPQRSTUR	yS\UN	\Q	TUUPSVTQUN	e\RM	RMN	RNSâ	Pf	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTUR	RP	RMN	WXSNRY	PS	RP	T	UPQRSTURPS	̂N]NURNV	RP	gNSfPSa	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTURhJ	z	{T\]XSN	PQ	RMN	gTSR	Pf	RMN	deQNS	RP	UPag]Y	e\RM	RMN	QPR\UN	SNqX\SNaNQR	\Q	WNUR\PQ	lhv	̂MT]]	QPR	UPQ̂R\RXRN	T	fT\]XSN	RP	UPag]Y	e\RM	T	UPQV\R\PQ	gSNUNVNQR	RP	RMN	WXSNRYô	P̀]\cTR\PQ̂Z	PS	SN]NT̂N	RMN	WXSNRY	fSPa	\R̂	P̀]\cTR\PQ̂Z	NbUNgR	RP	RMN	NbRNQR	RMN	WXSNRY	VNaPQ̂RSTRN̂	TURXT]	gSN[XV\UNhJ	|	}MNQ	RMN	deQNS	MT̂	̂TR\̂f\NV	RMN	UPQV\R\PQ̂	Pf	WNUR\PQ	lZ	RMN	WXSNRY	̂MT]]	gSPagR]Y	TQV	TR	RMN	WXSNRYô	NbgNQ̂N	RT~N	PQN	Pf	RMN	fP]]Pe\Qc	TUR\PQ̂�J	|pK	�SSTQcN	fPS	RMN	OPQRSTURPSZ	e\RM	RMN	UPQ̂NQR	Pf	RMN	deQNSZ	RP	gNSfPSa	TQV	UPag]NRN	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTURxJ	|pi	uQVNSRT~N	RP	gNSfPSa	TQV	UPag]NRN	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTUR	\R̂N]fZ	RMSPXcM	\R̂	TcNQR̂	PS	\QVNgNQVNQR	UPQRSTURPŜxJ	|pm	d̀RT\Q	̀\V̂	PS	QNcPR\TRNV	gSPgP̂T]̂	fSPa	qXT]\f\NV	UPQRSTURPŜ	TUUNgRT̀]N	RP	RMN	deQNS	fPS	T	UPQRSTUR	fPS	gNSfPSaTQUN	TQV	UPag]NR\PQ	Pf	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTURZ	TSSTQcN	fPS	T	UPQRSTUR	RP	̀N	gSNgTSNV	fPS	NbNUXR\PQ	̀Y	RMN	deQNS	TQV	T	UPQRSTURPS	̂N]NURNV	e\RM	RMN	deQNSô	UPQUXSSNQUNZ	RP	̀N	̂NUXSNV	e\RM	gNSfPSaTQUN	TQV	gTYaNQR	̀PQV̂	NbNUXRNV	̀Y	T	qXT]\f\NV	̂XSNRY	NqX\_T]NQR	RP	RMN	̀PQV̂	\̂̂XNV	PQ	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTURZ	TQV	gTY	RP	RMN	deQNS	RMN	TaPXQR	Pf	VTaTcN̂	T̂	VN̂US\̀NV	\Q	WNUR\PQ	�	\Q	NbUN̂̂	Pf	RMN	kT]TQUN	Pf	RMN	OPQRSTUR	yS\UN	\QUXSSNV	̀Y	RMN	deQNS	T̂	T	SN̂X]R	Pf	RMN	OPQRSTURPS	nNfTX]Rx	PSJ	|pz	}T\_N	\R̂	S\cMR	RP	gNSfPSa	TQV	UPag]NRNZ	TSSTQcN	fPS	UPag]NR\PQZ	PS	P̀RT\Q	T	QNe	UPQRSTURPS	TQV	e\RM	SNT̂PQT̀]N	gSPagRQN̂̂	XQVNS	RMN	U\SUXâRTQUN̂�pK �fRNS	\Q_N̂R\cTR\PQZ	VNRNSa\QN	RMN	TaPXQR	fPS	eM\UM	\R	aTY	̀N	]\T̀]N	RP	RMN	deQNS	TQVZ	T̂	̂PPQ	T̂	gSTUR\UT̀]N	TfRNS	RMN	TaPXQR	\̂	VNRNSa\QNVZ	aT~N	gTYaNQR	RP	RMN	deQNSx	PSpi nNQY	]\T̀\]\RY	\Q	eMP]N	PS	\Q	gTSR	TQV	QPR\fY	RMN	deQNSZ	U\R\Qc	RMN	SNT̂PQ̂	fPS	VNQ\T]hJ	�	jf	RMN	WXSNRY	VPN̂	QPR	gSPUNNV	T̂	gSP_\VNV	\Q	WNUR\PQ	s	e\RM	SNT̂PQT̀]N	gSPagRQN̂̂Z	RMN	WXSNRY	̂MT]]	̀N	VNNaNV	RP	Ǹ	\Q	VNfTX]R	PQ	RM\̂	kPQV	̂N_NQ	VTŶ	TfRNS	SNUN\gR	Pf	TQ	TVV\R\PQT]	eS\RRNQ	QPR\UN	fSPa	RMN	deQNS	RP	RMN	WXSNRY	VNaTQV\Qc	RMTR	RMN	WXSNRY	gNSfPSa	\R̂	P̀]\cTR\PQ̂	XQVNS	RM\̂	kPQVZ	TQV	RMN	deQNS	̂MT]]	̀N	NQR\R]NV	RP	NQfPSUN	TQY	SNaNVY	T_T\]T̀]N	RP	RMN	deQNSh	jf	RMN	WXSNRY	gSPUNNV̂	T̂	gSP_\VNV	\Q	WNUR\PQ	sh�Z	TQV	RMN	deQNS	SNfX̂N̂	RMN	gTYaNQR	PS	RMN	WXSNRY	MT̂	VNQ\NV	]\T̀\]\RYZ	\Q	eMP]N	PS	\Q	gTSRZ	e\RMPXR	fXSRMNS	QPR\UN	RMN	deQNS	̂MT]]	̀N	NQR\R]NV	RP	NQfPSUN	TQY	SNaNVY	T_T\]T̀]N	RP	RMN	deQNSh
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J	K	LM	NOP	QRSPNT	PUPVNW	NX	YVN	RZ[PS	QPVN\XZ	]̂_̀	]̂a	XS	]̂b̀	NOPZ	NOP	SPWcXZW\d\U\N\PW	XM	NOP	QRSPNT	NX	NOP	efZPS	WOYUU	ZXN	dP	gSPYNPS	NOYZ	NOXWP	XM	NOP	hXZNSYVNXS	RZ[PS	NOP	hXZWNSRVN\XZ	hXZNSYVǸ	YZ[	NOP	SPWcXZW\d\U\N\PW	XM	NOP	efZPS	NX	NOP	QRSPNT	WOYUU	ZXN	dP	gSPYNPS	NOYZ	NOXWP	XM	NOP	efZPS	RZ[PS	NOP	hXZWNSRVN\XZ	hXZNSYVN̂	QRdiPVN	NX	NOP	VXjj\NjPZN	dT	NOP	efZPS	NX	cYT	NOP	kYUYZVP	XM	NOP	hXZNSYVN	lS\VP̀	NOP	QRSPNT	\W	XdU\gYNP[̀	f\NOXRN	[RcU\VYN\XZ̀	MXSmn NOP	SPWcXZW\d\U\N\PW	XM	NOP	hXZNSYVNXS	MXS	VXSSPVN\XZ	XM	[PMPVN\oP	fXSp	YZ[	VXjcUPN\XZ	XM	NOP	hXZWNSRVN\XZ	hXZNSYVNqmr Y[[\N\XZYU	UPgYÙ	[PW\gZ	cSXMPWW\XZYU	YZ[	[PUYT	VXWNW	SPWRUN\Zg	MSXj	NOP	hXZNSYVNXSsW	tPMYRUǸ	YZ[	SPWRUN\Zg	MSXj	NOP	YVN\XZW	XS	MY\URSP	NX	YVN	XM	NOP	QRSPNT	RZ[PS	QPVN\XZ	]q	YZ[	mu U\vR\[YNP[	[YjYgPẀ	XS	\M	ZX	U\vR\[YNP[	[YjYgPW	YSP	WcPV\M\P[	\Z	NOP	hXZWNSRVN\XZ	hXZNSYVǸ	YVNRYU	[YjYgPW	VYRWP[	dT	[PUYTP[	cPSMXSjYZVP	XS	ZXZwcPSMXSjYZVP	XM	NOP	hXZNSYVNXŜ	J	x	LM	NOP	QRSPNT	PUPVNW	NX	YVN	RZ[PS	QPVN\XZ	]̂_̀	]̂b	XS	]̂ỳ	NOP	QRSPNTsW	U\Yd\U\NT	\W	U\j\NP[	NX	NOP	YjXRZN	XM	NO\W	kXZ[̂J	z	{OP	QRSPNT	WOYUU	ZXN	dP	U\YdUP	NX	NOP	efZPS	XS	XNOPSW	MXS	XdU\gYN\XZW	XM	NOP	hXZNSYVNXS	NOYN	YSP	RZSPUYNP[	NX	NOP	hXZWNSRVN\XZ	hXZNSYVǸ	YZ[	NOP	kYUYZVP	XM	NOP	hXZNSYVN	lS\VP	WOYUU	ZXN	dP	SP[RVP[	XS	WPN	XMM	XZ	YVVXRZN	XM	YZT	WRVO	RZSPUYNP[	XdU\gYN\XZŴ	|X	S\gON	XM	YVN\XZ	WOYUU	YVVSRP	XZ	NO\W	kXZ[	NX	YZT	cPSWXZ	XS	PZN\NT	XNOPS	NOYZ	NOP	efZPS	XS	\NW	OP\SẀ	P}PVRNXSẀ	Y[j\Z\WNSYNXSẀ	WRVVPWWXSW	YZ[	YWW\gZŴJ	n~	{OP	QRSPNT	OPSPdT	fY\oPW	ZXN\VP	XM	YZT	VOYZgP̀	\ZVUR[\Zg	VOYZgPW	XM	N\jP̀	NX	NOP	hXZWNSRVN\XZ	hXZNSYVN	XS	NX	SPUYNP[	WRdVXZNSYVNẀ	cRSVOYWP	XS[PSW	YZ[	XNOPS	XdU\gYN\XZŴJ	nn	�ZT	cSXVPP[\Zg̀	UPgYU	XS	PvR\NYdUP̀	RZ[PS	NO\W	kXZ[	jYT	dP	\ZWN\NRNP[	\Z	YZT	VXRSN	XM	VXjcPNPZN	iRS\W[\VN\XZ	\Z	NOP	UXVYN\XZ	\Z	fO\VO	NOP	fXSp	XS	cYSN	XM	NOP	fXSp	\W	UXVYNP[	YZ[	WOYUU	dP	\ZWN\NRNP[	f\NO\Z	NfX	TPYSW	YMNPS	Y	[PVUYSYN\XZ	XM	hXZNSYVNXS	tPMYRUN	XS	f\NO\Z	NfX	TPYSW	YMNPS	NOP	hXZNSYVNXS	VPYWP[	fXSp\Zg	XS	f\NO\Z	NfX	TPYSW	YMNPS	NOP	QRSPNT	SPMRWPW	XS	MY\UW	NX	cPSMXSj	\NW	XdU\gYN\XZW	RZ[PS	NO\W	kXZ[̀	fO\VOPoPS	XVVRSW	M\SWN̂	LM	NOP	cSXo\W\XZW	XM	NO\W	lYSYgSYcO	YSP	oX\[	XS	cSXO\d\NP[	dT	UYf̀	NOP	j\Z\jRj	cPS\X[	XM	U\j\NYN\XZ	YoY\UYdUP	NX	WRSPN\PW	YW	Y	[PMPZWP	\Z	NOP	iRS\W[\VN\XZ	XM	NOP	WR\N	WOYUU	dP	YccU\VYdUP̂J	nr	|XN\VP	NX	NOP	QRSPNT̀	NOP	efZPS	XS	NOP	hXZNSYVNXS	WOYUU	dP	jY\UP[	XS	[PU\oPSP[	NX	NOP	Y[[SPWW	WOXfZ	XZ	NOP	cYgP	XZ	fO\VO	NOP\S	W\gZYNRSP	YccPYSŴJ	nu	�OPZ	NO\W	kXZ[	OYW	dPPZ	MRSZ\WOP[	NX	VXjcUT	f\NO	Y	WNYNRNXST	XS	XNOPS	UPgYU	SPvR\SPjPZN	\Z	NOP	UXVYN\XZ	fOPSP	NOP	VXZWNSRVN\XZ	fYW	NX	dP	cPSMXSjP[̀	YZT	cSXo\W\XZ	\Z	NO\W	kXZ[	VXZMU\VN\Zg	f\NO	WY\[	WNYNRNXST	XS	UPgYU	SPvR\SPjPZN	WOYUU	dP	[PPjP[	[PUPNP[	OPSPMSXj	YZ[	cSXo\W\XZW	VXZMXSj\Zg	NX	WRVO	WNYNRNXST	XS	XNOPS	UPgYU	SPvR\SPjPZN	WOYUU	dP	[PPjP[	\ZVXScXSYNP[	OPSP\Ẑ	�OPZ	WX	MRSZ\WOP[̀	NOP	\ZNPZN	\W	NOYN	NO\W	kXZ[	WOYUU	dP	VXZWNSRP[	YW	Y	WNYNRNXST	dXZ[	YZ[	ZXN	YW	Y	VXjjXZ	UYf	dXZ[̂J	n�	�����������J	n�mn	�������	��	���	��������	�����m	{OP	NXNYU	YjXRZN	cYTYdUP	dT	NOP	efZPS	NX	NOP	hXZNSYVNXS	RZ[PS	NOP	hXZWNSRVN\XZ	hXZNSYVN	YMNPS	YUU	cSXcPS	Y[iRWNjPZNW	OYoP	dPPZ	jY[P̀	\ZVUR[\Zg	YUUXfYZVP	NX	NOP	hXZNSYVNXS	XM	YZT	YjXRZNW	SPVP\oP[	XS	NX	dP	SPVP\oP[	dT	NOP	efZPS	\Z	WPNNUPjPZN	XM	\ZWRSYZVP	XS	XNOPS	VUY\jW	MXS	[YjYgPW	NX	fO\VO	NOP	hXZNSYVNXS	\W	PZN\NUP[̀	SP[RVP[	dT	YUU	oYU\[	YZ[	cSXcPS	cYTjPZNW	jY[P	NX	XS	XZ	dPOYUM	XM	NOP	hXZNSYVNXS	RZ[PS	NOP	hXZWNSRVN\XZ	hXZNSYVN̂J	n�mr	������������	��������m	{OP	YgSPPjPZN	dPNfPPZ	NOP	efZPS	YZ[	hXZNSYVNXS	\[PZN\M\P[	XZ	NOP	VXoPS	cYgP̀	\ZVUR[\Zg	YUU	hXZNSYVN	tXVRjPZNW	YZ[	VOYZgPW	jY[P	NX	NOP	YgSPPjPZN	YZ[	NOP	hXZNSYVN	tXVRjPZNŴ	J	n�mu	����������	�������m	�Y\URSP	XM	NOP	hXZNSYVNXS̀	fO\VO	OYW	ZXN	dPPZ	SPjP[\P[	XS	fY\oP[̀	NX	cPSMXSj	XS	XNOPSf\WP	NX	VXjcUT	f\NO	Y	jYNPS\YU	NPSj	XM	NOP	hXZWNSRVN\XZ	hXZNSYVN̂J	n�m�	�����	�������m	�Y\URSP	XM	NOP	efZPS̀	fO\VO	OYW	ZXN	dPPZ	SPjP[\P[	XS	fY\oP[̀	NX	cYT	NOP	hXZNSYVNXS	YW	SPvR\SP[	RZ[PS	NOP	hXZWNSRVN\XZ	hXZNSYVN	XS	NX	cPSMXSj	YZ[	VXjcUPNP	XS	VXjcUT	f\NO	NOP	XNOPS	jYNPS\YU	NPSjW	XM	NOP	hXZWNSRVN\XZ	hXZNSYVN̂	J	n�m�	��������	���������m	�UU	NOP	[XVRjPZNW	NOYN	VXjcS\WP	NOP	YgSPPjPZN	dPNfPPZ	NOP	efZPS	YZ[	hXZNSYVNXŜ
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J	K	LMN	OPQRSTURPS	TQV	WXSNRYZ	[P\QR]Y	TQV	̂N_NST]]YZ	̀\QV	RMNâN]_N̂Z	RMN\S	MN\ŜZ	NbNUXRPŜZ	TVa\Q\̂RSTRPŜZ	X̂UUN̂̂PŜ	TQV	T̂̂\cQ̂	RP	RMN	deQNS	RP	fTY	gPS	]T̀PSZ	aTRNS\T]̂	TQV	NhX\faNQR	gXSQ\̂MNV	gPS	X̂N	\Q	RMN	fNSgPSaTQUN	Pg	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTURZ	eM\UM	\̂	\QUPSfPSTRNV	MNSN\Q	̀Y	SNgNSNQUNZ	̂X̀[NUR	RP	RMN	gP]]Pe\Qc	RNSâiJ	j	kg	RMN	OPQRSTURPS	fSPafR]Y	aTlN̂	fTYaNQR	Pg	T]]	̂Xâ	VXN	RP	O]T\aTQR̂Z	TQV	VNgNQV̂Z	\QVNaQ\g\N̂	TQV	MP]V̂	MTSa]N̂̂	RMN	deQNS	gSPa	U]T\âZ	VNaTQV̂Z	]\NQ̂	PS	̂X\R̂	̀Y	TQY	fNŜPQ	PS	NQR\RY	̂NNl\Qc	fTYaNQR	gPS	]T̀PSZ	aTRNS\T]̂	PS	NhX\faNQR	gXSQ\̂MNV	gPS	X̂N	\Q	RMN	fNSgPSaTQUN	Pg	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTURZ	RMNQ	RMN	WXSNRY	TQV	RMN	OPQRSTURPS	M̂T]]	MT_N	QP	P̀]\cTR\PQ	XQVNS	RM\̂	mPQVi	J	n	kg	RMNSN	\̂	QP	deQNS	oNgTX]R	XQVNS	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTURZ	RMN	WXSNRYp̂	P̀]\cTR\PQ	RP	RMN	deQNS	XQVNS	RM\̂	mPQV	̂MT]]	TS\̂N	TgRNS	RMN	deQNS	MT̂	fSPafR]Y	QPR\g\NV	RMN	OPQRSTURPS	TQV	RMN	WXSNRY	qTR	RMN	TVVSN̂̂	VN̂US\̀NV	\Q	WNUR\PQ	rst	Pg	U]T\âZ	VNaTQV̂Z	]\NQ̂	PS	̂X\R̂	TcT\Q̂R	RMN	deQNS	PS	RMN	deQNSp̂	fSPfNSRY	̀Y	TQY	fNŜPQ	PS	NQR\RY	N̂Nl\Qc	fTYaNQR	gPS	]T̀PSZ	aTRNS\T]̂	PS	NhX\faNQR	gXSQ\̂MNV	gPS	X̂N	\Q	RMN	fNSgPSaTQUN	Pg	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTUR	TQV	RNQVNSNV	VNgNQ̂N	Pg	̂XUM	U]T\âZ	VNaTQV̂Z	]\NQ̂	PS	̂X\R̂	RP	RMN	OPQRSTURPS	TQV	RMN	WXSNRYi	J	u	vMNQ	RMN	deQNS	MT̂	̂TR\̂g\NV	RMN	UPQV\R\PQ̂	\Q	WNUR\PQ	sZ	RMN	WXSNRY	̂MT]]	fSPafR]Y	TQV	TR	RMN	WXSNRYp̂	NbfNQ̂N	VNgNQVZ	\QVNaQ\gY	TQV	MP]V	MTSa]N̂̂	RMN	deQNS	TcT\Q̂R	T	VX]Y	RNQVNSNV	U]T\aZ	VNaTQVZ	]\NQ	PS	̂X\RiJ	w	LMN	WXSNRYp̂	P̀]\cTR\PQ̂	RP	T	O]T\aTQR	XQVNS	RM\̂	mPQV	̂MT]]	TS\̂N	TgRNS	RMN	gP]]Pe\Qcx	J	wyK	O]T\aTQR̂Z	eMP	VP	QPR	MT_N	T	V\SNUR	UPQRSTUR	e\RM	RMN	OPQRSTURPSZ	yK MT_N	gXSQ\̂MNV	T	eS\RRNQ	QPR\UN	Pg	QPQzfTYaNQR	RP	RMN	OPQRSTURPSZ	̂RTR\Qc	e\RM	̂X̀ R̂TQR\T]	TUUXSTUY	RMN	TaPXQR	U]T\aNV	TQV	RMN	QTaN	Pg	RMN	fTSRY	RP	eMPa	RMN	aTRNS\T]̂	eNSNZ	PS	NhX\faNQR	eT̂Z	gXSQ\̂MNV	PS	X̂ff]\NV	PS	gPS	eMPa	RMN	]T̀PS	eT̂	VPQN	PS	fNSgPSaNVZ	e\RM\Q	Q\QNRY	q{|t	VTŶ	TgRNS	MT_\Qc	]T̂R	fNSgPSaNV	]T̀PS	PS	]T̂R	gXSQ\̂MNV	aTRNS\T]̂	PS	NhX\faNQR	\QU]XVNV	\Q	RMN	O]T\a}	TQVyj MT_N	̂NQR	T	O]T\a	RP	RMN	WXSNRY	qTR	RMN	TVVSN̂̂	VN̂US\̀NV	\Q	WNUR\PQ	rstiJ	wyj	O]T\aTQR̂Z	eMP	TSN	Naf]PYNV	̀Y	PS	MT_N	T	V\SNUR	UPQRSTUR	e\RM	RMN	OPQRSTURPSZ	MT_N	̂NQR	T	O]T\a	RP	RMN	WXSNRY	qTR	RMN	TVVSN̂̂	VN̂US\̀NV	\Q	WNUR\PQ	rstiJ	~	kg	T	QPR\UN	Pg	QPQzfTYaNQR	SNhX\SNV	̀Y	WNUR\PQ	�irir	\̂	c\_NQ	̀Y	RMN	deQNS	RP	RMN	OPQRSTURPSZ	RMTR	\̂	̂Xgg\U\NQR	RP	T̂R\̂gY	T	O]T\aTQRp̂	P̀]\cTR\PQ	RP	gXSQ\̂M	T	eS\RRNQ	QPR\UN	Pg	QPQzfTYaNQR	XQVNS	WNUR\PQ	�iririJ	�	vMNQ	T	O]T\aTQR	MT̂	̂TR\̂g\NV	RMN	UPQV\R\PQ̂	Pg	WNUR\PQ̂	�ir	PS	�i�Z	eM\UMN_NS	\̂	Tff]\UT̀]NZ	RMN	WXSNRY	̂MT]]	fSPafR]Y	TQV	TR	RMN	WXSNRYp̂	NbfNQ̂N	RTlN	RMN	gP]]Pe\Qc	TUR\PQ̂xJ	�yK	WNQV	TQ	TQ̂eNS	RP	RMN	O]T\aTQRZ	e\RM	T	UPfY	RP	RMN	deQNSZ	e\RM\Q	̂\bRY	q�|t	VTŶ	TgRNS	SNUN\fR	Pg	RMN	O]T\aZ	R̂TR\Qc	RMN	TaPXQR̂	RMTR	TSN	XQV\̂fXRNV	TQV	RMN	̀T̂\̂	gPS	UMT]]NQc\Qc	TQY	TaPXQR̂	RMTR	TSN	V\̂fXRNV}	TQVJ	�yj	�TY	PS	TSSTQcN	gPS	fTYaNQR	Pg	TQY	XQV\̂fXRNV	TaPXQR̂iJ	�yn	LMN	WXSNRYp̂	gT\]XSN	RP	V\̂UMTScN	\R̂	P̀]\cTR\PQ̂	XQVNS	WNUR\PQ	�ir	PS	WNUR\PQ	�i�	̂MT]]	QPR	̀N	VNNaNV	RP	UPQ̂R\RXRN	T	eT\_NS	Pg	VNgNQ̂N̂	RMN	WXSNRY	PS	OPQRSTURPS	aTY	MT_N	PS	TUhX\SN	T̂	RP	T	O]T\aZ	NbUNfR	T̂	RP	XQV\̂fXRNV	TaPXQR̂	gPS	eM\UM	RMN	WXSNRY	TQV	O]T\aTQR	MT_N	SNTUMNV	TcSNNaNQRi	kgZ	MPeN_NSZ	RMN	WXSNRY	gT\]̂	RP	V\̂UMTScN	\R̂	P̀]\cTR\PQ̂	XQVNS	WNUR\PQ	�ir	PS	WNUR\PQ	�i�Z	RMN	WXSNRY	̂MT]]	\QVNaQ\gY	RMN	O]T\aTQR	gPS	RMN	SNT̂PQT̀]N	TRRPSQNYp̂	gNN̂	RMN	O]T\aTQR	\QUXŜ	RMNSNTgRNS	RP	SNUP_NS	TQY	̂Xâ	gPXQV	RP	̀N	VXN	TQV	Pe\Qc	RP	RMN	O]T\aTQRiJ	�	LMN	WXSNRYp̂	RPRT]	P̀]\cTR\PQ	̂MT]]	QPR	NbUNNV	RMN	TaPXQR	Pg	RM\̂	mPQVZ	f]X̂	RMN	TaPXQR	Pg	SNT̂PQT̀]N	TRRPSQNYp̂	gNN̂	fSP_\VNV	XQVNS	WNUR\PQ	�isZ	TQV	RMN	TaPXQR	Pg	RM\̂	mPQV	̂MT]]	̀N	USNV\RNV	gPS	TQY	fTYaNQR̂	aTVN	\Q	cPPV	gT\RM	̀Y	RMN	WXSNRYi	J	�	�aPXQR̂	PeNV	̀Y	RMN	deQNS	RP	RMN	OPQRSTURPS	XQVNS	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTUR	̂MT]]	̀N	X̂NV	gPS	RMN	fNSgPSaTQUN	Pg	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTUR	TQV	RP	̂TR\̂gY	U]T\âZ	\g	TQYZ	XQVNS	TQY	UPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	fNSgPSaTQUN	̀PQVi	mY	RMN	OPQRSTURPS	gXSQ\̂M\Qc	TQV	RMN	deQNS	TUUNfR\Qc	RM\̂	mPQVZ	RMNY	TcSNN	RMTR	T]]	gXQV̂	NTSQNV	̀Y	RMN	OPQRSTURPS	\Q	RMN	fNSgPSaTQUN	Pg	RMN	OPQ̂RSXUR\PQ	OPQRSTUR	TSN	VNV\UTRNV	RP	̂TR\̂gY	P̀]\cTR\PQ̂	Pg	RMN	OPQRSTURPS	TQV	WXSNRY	XQVNS	RM\̂	mPQVZ	̂X̀[NUR	RP	RMN	deQNSp̂	fS\PS\RY	RP	X̂N	RMN	gXQV̂	gPS	RMN	UPaf]NR\PQ	Pg	RMN	ePSli
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J	KL	MNO	PQROST	UNVWW	XYS	ZO	W[VZWO	SY	SNO	\]XOR̂	_WV[̀VXSU	YR	YSNORU	aYR	YZW[bVS[YXU	Ya	SNO	_YXSRVcSYR	SNVS	VRO	QXROWVSOd	SY	SNO	_YXUSRQcS[YX	_YXSRVcSe	MNO	\]XOR	UNVWW	XYS	ZO	W[VZWO	aYR	SNO	fVT̀ OXS	Ya	VXT	cYUSU	YR	OgfOXUOU	Ya	VXT	_WV[̀VXS	QXdOR	SN[U	hYXd̂	VXd	UNVWW	NViO	QXdOR	SN[U	hYXd	XY	YZW[bVS[YX	SY	̀VjO	fVT̀ OXSU	SŶ	YR	b[iO	XYS[cO	YX	ZONVWa	Yâ	_WV[̀VXSU	YR	YSNOR][UO	NViO	VXT	YZW[bVS[YXU	SY	_WV[̀VXSU	QXdOR	SN[U	hYXde	J	KK	MNO	PQROST	NOROZT	]V[iOU	XYS[cO	Ya	VXT	cNVXbÔ	[XcWQd[Xb	cNVXbOU	Ya	S[̀Ô	SY	SNO	_YXUSRQcS[YX	_YXSRVcS	YR	SY	ROWVSOd	UQZcYXSRVcSÛ	fQRcNVUO	YRdORU	VXd	YSNOR	YZW[bVS[YXUeJ	Kk	lY	UQ[S	YR	VcS[YX	UNVWW	ZO	cỲ ÒXcOd	ZT	V	_WV[̀VXS	QXdOR	SN[U	hYXd	YSNOR	SNVX	[X	V	cYQRS	Ya	cỲ fOSOXS	mQR[Ud[cS[YX	[X	SNO	USVSO	[X	]N[cN	SNO	fRYmOcS	SNVS	[U	SNO	UQZmOcS	Ya	SNO	_YXUSRQcS[YX	_YXSRVcS	[U	WYcVSOd	YR	VaSOR	SNO	Ogf[RVS[YX	Ya	YXO	TOVR	aRỲ 	SNO	dVSO	nop	YX	]N[cN	SNO	_WV[̀VXS	UOXS	V	_WV[̀	SY	SNO	PQROST	fQRUQVXS	SY	POcS[YX	qeoer	YR	qer̂	YR	nrp	YX	]N[cN	SNO	WVUS	WVZYR	YR	UORi[cO	]VU	fORaYR̀Od	ZT	VXTYXO	YR	SNO	WVUS	̀VSOR[VWU	YR	OsQ[f̀ OXS	]ORO	aQRX[UNOd	ZT	VXTYXO	QXdOR	SNO	_YXUSRQcS[YX	_YXSRVcŜ	]N[cNOiOR	Ya	nop	YR	nrp	a[RUS	YccQRUe	ta	SNO	fRYi[U[YXU	Ya	SN[U	uVRVbRVfN	VRO	iY[d	YR	fRYN[Z[SOd	ZT	WV]̂	SNO	̀[X[̀Q̀ 	fOR[Yd	Ya	W[̀[SVS[YX	ViV[WVZWO	SY	UQROS[OU	VU	V	dOaOXUO	[X	SNO	mQR[Ud[cS[YX	Ya	SNO	UQ[S	UNVWW	ZO	VffW[cVZWOe	J	Kv	lYS[cO	VXd	_WV[̀U	SY	SNO	PQROST̂	SNO	\]XOR	YR	SNO	_YXSRVcSYR	UNVWW	ZO	̀V[WOd	YR	dOW[iOROd	SY	SNO	VddROUU	UNY]X	YX	SNO	fVbO	YX	]N[cN	SNO[R	U[bXVSQRO	VffOVRUe	wcSQVW	ROcO[fS	Ya	XYS[cO	YR	_WV[̀Û	NY]OiOR	VccỲ fW[UNOd̂	UNVWW	ZO	UQaa[c[OXS	cỲ fW[VXcO	VU	Ya	SNO	dVSO	ROcO[iOdeJ	Kx	yNOX	SN[U	hYXd	NVU	ZOOX	aQRX[UNOd	SY	cỲ fWT	][SN	V	USVSQSYRT	YR	YSNOR	WObVW	ROsQ[RÒOXS	[X	SNO	WYcVS[YX	]NORO	SNO	cYXUSRQcS[YX	]VU	SY	ZO	fORaYR̀Od̂	VXT	fRYi[U[YX	[X	SN[U	hYXd	cYXaW[cS[Xb	][SN	UV[d	USVSQSYRT	YR	WObVW	ROsQ[RÒOXS	UNVWW	ZO	dOÒOd	dOWOSOd	NOROaRỲ 	VXd	fRYi[U[YXU	cYXaYR̀[Xb	SY	UQcN	USVSQSYRT	YR	YSNOR	WObVW	ROsQ[RÒOXS	UNVWW	ZO	dOÒOd	[XcYRfYRVSOd	NORO[Xe	yNOX	UY	aQRX[UNOd̂	SNO	[XSOXS	[U	SNVS	SN[U	hYXd	UNVWW	ZO	cYXUSRQOd	VU	V	USVSQSYRT	ZYXd	VXd	XYS	VU	V	cỲ ỲX	WV]	ZYXdeJ	Kz	{fYX	ROsQOUS	ZT	VXT	fORUYX	YR	OXS[ST	VffOVR[Xb	SY	ZO	V	fYSOXS[VW	ZOXOa[c[VRT	Ya	SN[U	hYXd̂	SNO	_YXSRVcSYR	VXd	\]XOR	UNVWW	fRỲ fSWT	aQRX[UN	V	cYfT	Ya	SN[U	hYXd	YR	UNVWW	fOR̀[S	V	cYfT	SY	ZO	̀VdOeJ	K|	}~���������J	K|�K	������	w	]R[SSOX	USVSÒOXS	ZT	SNO	_WV[̀VXS	[XcWQd[Xb	VS	V	̀[X[̀Q̀ ��K SNO	XV̀O	Ya	SNO	_WV[̀VXS��k SNO	XV̀O	Ya	SNO	fORUYX	aYR	]NỲ 	SNO	WVZYR	]VU	dYXÔ	YR	̀VSOR[VWU	YR	OsQ[f̀ OXS	aQRX[UNOd��v V	cYfT	Ya	SNO	VbROÒOXS	YR	fQRcNVUO	YRdOR	fQRUQVXS	SY	]N[cN	WVZYR̂	̀VSOR[VWU	YR	OsQ[f̀ OXS	]VU	aQRX[UNOd	aYR	QUO	[X	SNO	fORaYR̀VXcO	Ya	SNO	_YXUSRQcS[YX	_YXSRVcS��x V	ZR[Oa	dOUcR[fS[YX	Ya	SNO	WVZYR̂	̀VSOR[VWU	YR	OsQ[f̀ OXS	aQRX[UNOd��z SNO	dVSO	YX	]N[cN	SNO	_WV[̀VXS	WVUS	fORaYR̀Od	WVZYR	YR	WVUS	aQRX[UNOd	̀VSOR[VWU	YR	OsQ[f̀ OXS	aYR	QUO	[X	SNO	fORaYR̀VXcO	Ya	SNO	_YXUSRQcS[YX	_YXSRVcS��| SNO	SYSVW	V̀YQXS	OVRXOd	ZT	SNO	_WV[̀VXS	aYR	WVZYR̂	̀VSOR[VWU	YR	OsQ[f̀ OXS	aQRX[UNOd	VU	Ya	SNO	dVSO	Ya	SNO	_WV[̀�	�� SNO	SYSVW	V̀YQXS	Ya	fROi[YQU	fVT̀ OXSU	ROcO[iOd	ZT	SNO	_WV[̀VXS�	VXd�� SNO	SYSVW	V̀YQXS	dQO	VXd	QXfV[d	SY	SNO	_WV[̀VXS	aYR	WVZYR̂	̀VSOR[VWU	YR	OsQ[f̀ OXS	aQRX[UNOd	VU	Ya	SNO	dVSO	Ya	SNO	_WV[̀eJ	K|�k	���������	wX	[Xd[i[dQVW	YR	OXS[ST	NVi[Xb	V	d[ROcS	cYXSRVcS	][SN	SNO	_YXSRVcSYR	YR	][SN	V	UQZcYXSRVcSYR	Ya	SNO	_YXSRVcSYR	SY	aQRX[UN	WVZYR̂	̀VSOR[VWU	YR	OsQ[f̀ OXS	aYR	QUO	[X	SNO	fORaYR̀VXcO	Ya	SNO	_YXUSRQcS[YX	_YXSRVcSe	MNO	SOR̀	_WV[̀VXS	VWUY	[XcWQdOU	VXT	[Xd[i[dQVW	YR	OXS[ST	SNVS	NVU	R[bNSaQWWT	VUUORSOd	V	cWV[̀	QXdOR	VX	VffW[cVZWO	̀OcNVX[c�U	W[OX	YR	U[̀[WVR	USVSQSO	VbV[XUS	SNO	ROVW	fRYfORST	QfYX	]N[cN	SNO	uRYmOcS	[U	WYcVSOde	MNO	[XSOXS	Ya	SN[U	hYXd	UNVWW	ZO	SY	[XcWQdO	][SNYQS	W[̀[SVS[YX	[X	SNO	SOR̀U	�WVZYR̂	̀VSOR[VWU	YR	OsQ[f̀ OXS�	SNVS	fVRS	Ya	]VSOR̂	bVÛ	fY]OR̂	W[bNŜ	NOVŜ	Y[Ŵ	bVUYW[XÔ	SOWOfNYXO	UORi[cO	YR	ROXSVW	OsQ[f̀ OXS	QUOd	[X	SNO	_YXUSRQcS[YX	_YXSRVcŜ	VRcN[SOcSQRVW	VXd	OXb[XOOR[Xb	UORi[cOU	ROsQ[ROd	aYR	fORaYR̀VXcO	Ya	SNO	]YRj	Ya	SNO	_YXSRVcSYR	VXd	SNO	_YXSRVcSYR�U	UQZcYXSRVcSYRÛ	VXd	VWW	YSNOR	[SÒU	aYR	]N[cN	V	̀OcNVX[c�U	W[OX	̀VT	ZO	VUUORSOd	[X	SNO	mQR[Ud[cS[YX	]NORO	SNO	WVZYR̂	̀VSOR[VWU	YR	OsQ[f̀ OXS	]ORO	aQRX[UNOdeJ	K|�v	������������	���������	MNO	VbROÒOXS	ZOS]OOX	SNO	\]XOR	VXd	_YXSRVcSYR	[dOXS[a[Od	YX	SNO	cYiOR	fVbÔ	[XcWQd[Xb	VWW	_YXSRVcS	�YcQ̀ OXSU	VXd	VWW	cNVXbOU	̀VdO	SY	SNO	VbROÒOXS	VXd	SNO	_YXSRVcS	�YcQ̀ OXSUe
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HIJKLMLNOKIP	MQJ	ROSTIUKVWXWYZ	VWXW[Z	VWXW\Z	\W]W]Z	̂_̀Z	\W[Z	\WaWYZ	\WaWaZ	\WbZ	\WYcWYZ	\WYcW]Z	YVWYWYW]Z	YVWXWVZ	Y[WYWVdefghihjkgel	mi	nolpejghmoZ	qelghor	mf	sppfmtkuY]WVWVdefghihjkgel	mi	nolvfkoje\WYcWXHwOUxI	yJzIJPYWYWYZ	]WVWXZ	]WbWVZ	]W{WXW]Z	]WYYZ	]WYXW{Z	VWXW{Z	[WXW]Z	bWYWXZ	bWYW]Z	|_}Z	bW]WXZ	bW]WbZ	bW]W\Z	bW]WYcZ	{W]WYZ	\W]WYWYZ	\WYcW]Z	YcW]WXZ	YYWXZ	YYW[Z	YXWYWXHwOUxI	yJzIJPZ	~eihohghmo	mi|_}_�H������	��	���	�y��XWXWXZ	]WYYZ	VWXW{Z	|Z	bWXWYZ	bW]WYZ	bWVZ	{W]WYZ	\W]WYWYZ	YYW[H�OLTPZ	~eihohghmo	mi��_�_�dukh�lZ	�mghje	miYWaWXZ	Y[WYW]H�����	���	���R����]WXWVZ	aWYWYZ	aW]Z	bW]W\Z	\W]W]Z	\WYcWVZ	YcW]W]Z	��Z	Y[WVdukh�l	ko�	qh�eu�	sllefghmo	mi	dukh�lY[WVWYH�OLTP	MQJ	�zzLKLQUO�	HQPK]WXWVZ	]W]WYZ	]WbWVZ	bW]W\Z	\W[WXZ	YcWXW[Z	YcW]WXZ	��_�_�H�OLTP	MQJ	�zzLKLQUO�	�LTI]WXWVZ	]W]WYZ	]WbWVZ	aWYWYZ	{W]WXZ	\W[WXZ	YcW]WXZ	��_�_�HQUNIO�Iz	QJ	�U�UQ�U	HQUzLKLQUP�	H�OLTP	MQJ�_|_̀dukh�l	imf	~k�krel]WXWVZ	]WY{Z	{W]W]Z	\W[WYZ	\WaWbZ	YcWXW[Z	YcW]W]Z	YYW]Z	YYW]WXZ	YVWXWVZ	Y[WYWbdukh�l	�v��ejg	gm	sf�hgfkghmoY[WVWYH�IOULUx	���_��Z	aW]dm��eoje�eog	mi	g�e	�mf Z	dmo�hghmol	¡eukghor	gmXWXWYZ	]WXWXZ	]WVWYZ	]WbWYZ	]WYcWYZ	]WYXWaZ	[WXWYZ	[WXW]Z	aWXWXZ	{WYWXZ	{WXWXZ	{W]WYZ	YYWYZ	YYWXZ	��_�_�HQTTIUNITIUK	QM	KwI	�QJ�Z	~eihohghmo	mi¢_�_}HQTT£ULNOKLQUP]W\WYZ	̀_}_̀dm�pueghmoZ	dmo�hghmol	¡eukghor	gm]WVWYZ	]WYYZ	]WY[Z	VWXWXZ	VWXW\Z	{WXZ	\WVWXZ	\W{Z	\W\WYZ	\WYcZ	YXWXZ	YVWYWXZ	Y[WYWXHy�R����y��	R�¤�����	���d̂m�pueghmoZ	�v�lgkoghku]WYcWYZ	VWXW\Z	{WYWYZ	{WYW]Z	{WXW]Z	\WVWXZ	\W{Z	\W\WYZ	\WYcW]Z	YXWXZ	Y[WYWXdm�puhkoje	¥hg�	¦k¥lXW]WXZ	]WXW]Z	]WaZ	]WbZ	]WYXWYcZ	]WY]Z	\WaWVZ	YcWXWXZ	Y]WYZ	Y]W]Z	Y]WVWYZ	Y]WVWXZ	Y]W[Z	YVWYWYZ	YVWXWYW]Z	Y[WXW{Z	Y[WVWXZ	Y[WVW]

dmojekue�	mf	§o om¥o	dmo�hghmol]WbWVZ	VWXW{Z	{W]WYZ	YcW]dmo�hghmol	mi	g�e	dmogfkjgYWYWYZ	aWYWYZ	aWYWVdmoleogZ	�fhggeo]WVWXZ	]WYVWXZ	VWYWXZ	\W{W[Z	\W\WYZ	\WYcWXZ	\WYcW]Z	Y]WXZ	Y[WVWVWXHQUPQ�LzOKLQU	QJ	̈QLUzIJ��_̀_̀Hy�����H��y�	©¤	y����	y�	©¤	��R�����	Hy����H�y��YWYWVZ	�HQUPKJ£NKLQU	HwOUxI	�LJINKLªIZ	~eihohghmo	mi|_�_�HQUPKJ£NKLQU	HwOUxI	�LJINKLªIPYWYWYZ	]WVWXZ	]WYYZ	]WYXW{Z	VWXW{Z	bWYWYZ	bWYWXZ	bWYW]Z	|_�Z	\W]WYWYdmolgfvjghmo	�j�e�vuelZ	dmogfkjgmf«l]WYcZ	]WYYZ	]WYXWYZ	]WYXWXZ	aWYW]Z	Y[WYWaWXHQUKLUxIUK	�PPLxUTIUK	QM	�£¬NQUKJONKP�_̀Z	YVWXWXWXHQUKLU£LUx	HQUKJONK	RIJMQJTOUNI��_�_̀HQUKJONKZ	~eihohghmo	mi�_�_}Hy����H��	���������y�	y�	���R����y�	y	���[WVWYWYZ	[WVWXZ	YYW[Z	�̀dmogfkjg	s��hohlgfkghmo]WYW]Z	VZ	\WVZ	\W[dmogfkjg	s¥kf�	ko�	®̄ejvghmoZ	dmo�hghmol	¡eukghor	gm]WbWYZ	]WYcZ	[WXZ	aWYdmogfkjg	~mjv�eoglZ	dmphel	°vfohl�e�	ko�	§le	miYW[WXZ	XW]WaZ	[W]HQUKJONK	�QN£TIUKPZ	~eihohghmo	mi�_�_�HQUKJONK	�£TXWXWXZ	XWXWVZ	]WbWVZ	]WbW[Z	]W{Z	]WYcWXZ	[WXW]Z	bW]Z	bWVZ	_̂�Z	\WXZ	\WVWXZ	\W[WYWVZ	\WaWbZ	\WbZ	YcW]WXZ	YYW[Z	YXWYWXZ	YXW]Z	YVWXWVZ	YVW]WXZ	Y[WYWVWXZ	��_�_��	��_}_�HQUKJONK	�£TZ	~eihohghmo	mi_̂�dmogfkjg	qh�eYWYWVZ	XWXWYZ	XWXWXZ	]WbWVZ	]WbW[Z	]WYcWXZ	[WXW]Z	aWYW[Z	bWXWYW]Z	bW]WYZ	bW]W[Z	bW]WaZ	bZ	bZ	bW]WYcZ	bWVZ	{WYWYZ	{WXWYZ	{WXW]Z	{W]WYZ	\W[WYZ	\WbZ	YcW]WXZ	YXWYWYZ	YXWYWXZ	YVW]WXZ	Y[WYWVWXZ	Y[WYWaWYZ	Y[WXW[HQUKJONK	�LTIZ	~eihohghmo	mi{WYWYHy����H�y��dmogfkjgmfZ	~eihohghmo	mi�_��	�_�_}HQUKJONKQJ±P	HQUPKJ£NKLQU	OUz	�£¬TLKKO�	�NwIz£�IP�_�²Z	]WYXWYZ	]WYXWXZ	VWXW]Z	aWYW]Z	Y[WYWaWX
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HIJKLMNKILOP	QRSTIUVVPWXWXYZ	[X[XWZ	[XYX[Z	[X\X]Z	[X̂Z	[X]\XWZ	YXWX[Z	YXWX_Z	]̀XWZ	]̀X[Z	]]X[Z	]YX]Z	]YXWX]X]abcdefgdbehi	jkflkmkdn	ocipefcgqrrsrHIJKLMNKILOP	tVTMKuIJPvuS	wuKv	xVSMLMKV	HIJKLMNKILP	MJy	zwJVLOP	{ILNVP[X]WX|Z	[X]YXWZ	YXWXYZ	_Z	]]X[Z	]WXWXYHIJKLMNKILOP	tVTMKuIJPvuS	wuKv	x}~NIJKLMNKILP]XWXWZ	WXWXYZ	[X[XWZ	[X]\X]Z	[X]\XWZ	YXWXYZ	|Z	̂X_XWZ	̂X_X�Z	X̂]̀XWZ	]]XWZ	]]X[Z	]]XYHIJKLMNKILOP	tVTMKuIJPvuS	wuKv	KvV	�LNvuKVNK]X]XWZ	]X|Z	WX[X[Z	[X]X[Z	[XWXWZ	[XWX[Z	[XWXYZ	[X[X]Z	[XYXWZ	[X|X]Z	[X�XYZ	[X]̀Z	[X]]Z	[X]WZ	[X]_Z	[X]\Z	YXWZ	|XWZ	_XWXWZ	�Z	\X[X]Z	̂XWZ	̂X[Z	̂XYZ	̂X|Z	̂X�Z	̂X\Z	̂X̂Z	]̀XWX_Z	]̀X[Z	]]X[Z	]WZ	][XYZ	]|X]X[Z	]|XWX]HIJKLMNKILOP	tVSLVPVJKMKuIJP[XWX]Z	[XWXWZ	[X|Z	[X]WX_Z	_XWXWZ	\XWX]Z	̂X[X[Z	̂X\XWHIJKLMNKILOP	tVPSIJPu~uTuKU	�IL	�vIPV	�VL�ILRuJ�	KvV	�IL�[X[XWZ	[X]\Z	|X[Z	_X]X[Z	_XWZ	̂X|X]Z	]̀XWX\HIJKLMNKILOP	tV�uVw	I�	HIJKLMNK	�IN}RVJKP[XWHIJKLMNKILOP	tu�vK	KI	xKIS	KvV	�IL�WXWXWZ	̂X�HIJKLMNKILOP	tu�vK	KI	�VLRuJMKV	KvV	HIJKLMNK]YX]HIJKLMNKILOP	x}~RuKKMTP[X]̀Z	[X]]Z	[X]WZ	YXWX�Z	|XWX]Z	|XWX[Z	̂XWZ	̂X[Z	̂X\XWZ	X̂\X[Z	̂X̂X]Z	̂X]̀XWZ	̂X]̀X[HIJKLMNKILOP	x}SVLuJKVJyVJK[X̂Z	]̀XWX_HIJKLMNKILOP	x}SVL�uPuIJ	MJy	HIJPKL}NKuIJ	�LINVy}LVP]XWXWZ	[X[Z	[XYZ	[X]WX]̀Z	YXWXWZ	YXWX�Z	_X]X[Z	_XWXYZ	�X]X[Z	�X[XYZ	�X[X_Z	\XWZ	]̀Z	]WZ	]YZ	]|X]XYHIILyuJMKuIJ	MJy	HILLVTMKuIJ]XWZ	[XWX]Z	[X[X]Z	[X]̀Z	[X]WX_Z	_X]X[Z	_XWX]HISuVP	{}LJuPvVy	I�	�LMwuJ�P	MJy	xSVNu�uNMKuIJP]X|Z	WX[X_Z	[X]]HISULu�vKP]X|Z	�sr�HILLVNKuIJ	I�	�IL�WX|Z	[X�X[Z	̂XYXWZ	̂X\XWZ	̂X\X[Z	̂X̂X]Z	]WX]XWZ	r�s�Z	]WX[Z	]|X]X[X]Z	]|X]X[XWZ	]|XWX]abeeqmfdkbc	fc�	ocdqcd	b�	d�q	abcdefgd	�bgp�qcdirs�abidZ	�V�uJuKuIJ	I��s�s�HIPKPWX|Z	[XWXYZ	[X�X[Z	[X\XWZ	[X]|XWZ	|XYXWZ	_X]X]Z	_XWX[Z	�X[X[X[Z	�X[XYZ	�X[X\Z	�X[X̂Z	̂X]̀XWZ	]̀X[XWZ	]̀X[X_Z	]]XWZ	]WX]XWZ	]WXWX]Z	]WXWXYZ	][XYZ	]Yapddkc�	fc�	�fdg�kc��sr�Z	_XWX|	

�MRM�V	KI	HIJPKL}NKuIJ	I�	zwJVL	IL	xVSMLMKV	HIJKLMNKILP[X]YXWZ	_XWXYZ	]̀XWX]XWZ	]̀XWX|Z	]̀XYZ	]WXWXY�MRM�V	KI	KvV	�IL�[X]YXWZ	̂X̂X]Z	]̀XWX]XWZ	]̀XWX|Z	]̀XYZ	]WXWXY�MRM�VPZ	HTMuRP	�IL[XWXYZ	[X]\Z	_X]X]Z	\X[X[Z	̂X|X]Z	̂X_X�Z	]̀X[X[Z	]]X[XWZ	]]X[Z	]YXWXYZ	]|X]X��MRM�VP	�IL	�VTMU_XWX[Z	\X[X[Z	̂X|X]X_Z	̂X�Z	]̀X[XWZ	]YX[XW�fdq	b�	ab��qcgq�qcd	b�	d�q	�be�Z	�V�uJuKuIJ	I��srs��fdq	b�	�plidfcdkfm	ab��mqdkbcZ	�V�uJuKuIJ	I��srs��fnZ	�V�uJuKuIJ	I��srs��VNuPuIJP	I�	KvV	�LNvuKVNK[X�XYZ	YXWX_Z	YXWX�Z	YXWX]]Z	YXWX]WZ	YXWX][Z	_X[Z	�X[XYZ	�X[X̂Z	\X]X[Z	\X[X]Z	̂XWZ	̂XYZ	̂X|X]Z	̂X\XYZ	̂X̂X]Z	][XYXWZ	]YXWXWZ	]YXWXYZ	]|X]Z	]|XW�qgkikbci	db	�kd��bm�	aqedk�kgfdkbcX̂YX]Z	�s�Z	̂X�Z	]YX]X]X[�V�VNKu�V	IL	�IJNIJ�ILRuJ�	�IL�Z	�NNVSKMJNVZ	tV�VNKuIJ	MJy	HILLVNKuIJ	I�WX|Z	[X|Z	YXWX_Z	_XWX[Z	̂X|X]Z	̂X|X[Z	̂X_X_Z	̂X\XWZ	̂X̂X[Z	X̂]̀XYZ	]WXWX]�V�uJuKuIJP]X]Z	WX]X]Z	[X]X]Z	[X|Z	[X]WX]Z	[X]WXWZ	[X]WX[Z	YX]X]Z	|X]Z	_X]XWZ	�XWX]Z	�X[X]Z	\X]Z	̂X]Z	̂X\X]Z	]|X]X]�qmfni	fc�	��dqcikbci	b�	�k�q�s�Z	�s�s�Z	|XWX[Z	�XWX]Z	�X[X]Z	�s�Z	�s�Z	̂X|X]Z	�s�Z	]̀X[XWZ	r s�Z	]YX[XWZ	r�srs¡Z	]|XWX|�k�kdfm	�fdf	¢iq	fc�	�efci�kiikbcrs��uPS}KVP_X[Z	�X[X̂Z	]|X]Z	]|XW�bgp�qcdi	fc�	�f��mqi	fd	d�q	�kdq�srr�ef£kc�iZ	�V�uJuKuIJ	I�rsrs��LMwuJ�P	MJy	xSVNu�uNMKuIJPZ	¤PV	MJy	zwJVLPvuS	I�[X]]Q��VNKu�V	�MKV	I�	¥JP}LMJNV\XWXW��qe�qcgkqir s�Z	]YX]X]XWZ	r�srs�QRSTIUVVPZ	HIJKLMNKILOP[X[XWZ	[XYX[Z	[X\X]Z	[X̂Z	[X]\XWZ	YXWX[Z	YXWX_Z	]̀XWZ	]̀X[X[Z	]]X[Z	]YX]Z	]YXWX]X]Q¦}uSRVJKZ	§M~ILZ	IL	̈MKVLuMTP]X]X[Z	]X]X_Z	[XYZ	[X|Z	[X\XWZ	[X\X[Z	[X]WZ	[X][Z	[X]|X]Z	YXWX_Z	YXWX�Z	|XWX]Z	_XWX]Z	�X[XYZ	̂X[XWZ	̂X[X[Z	̂X|X]X[Z	X̂]̀XWZ	]̀XWX]Z	]̀XWXYZ	]YXWX]X]Z	]YXWX]XWQ©VN}KuIJ	MJy	�LI�LVPP	I�	KvV	�IL�]X]X[Z	]XWX]Z	]XWXWZ	WX[XYZ	WX[X_Z	[X]Z	[X[X]Z	[XYX]Z	[X�X]Z	[X]̀X]Z	[X]WZ	[X]YZ	YXWZ	_XWXWZ	�X]X[Z	�X[X_Z	\XWZ	̂X|X]Z	X̂̂X]Z	]̀XWZ	]̀X[Z	]WX]Z	]WXWZ	]YXWZ	]YX[X]Z	]|X]XY
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HIJKLMNOLM	OP	QNRKSTUTVW	STXTVW	YTUTSW	XTUTZW	XTSW	XTVW	[TYTZW	[TXW	Z\TSTUW	Z\TVW	ZVTSW	ZYTZT]W	̂_̀à_bcdefgh	ij	kclmhno[TYTZTSW	p̀qW	[TZ\TUW	ZSTYW	ZVTZTZTSW	ZVTUTZTUrstuJv	wOxyz{KK	|KPK}JN~K	Ox	�OL}OLPOxRNL�	wOxy�bdnce	�im�ehodin	cn�	bdnce	kclmhnoVTUTZW	VTUT[W	[T�TUW	p̀̂�W	ZUTSW	ZVTUTVW	ZVTVTSrNLsL}Nsu	�xxsL�KRKLJMW	��LKx�MUTUTZW	ZSTUTUW	ZVTZTZTV�������	k����������̂i�hgndn�	�c��̂̂̀�tsxsLJKKM	z{KK	wsxxsLJv��c�cg�if�	�cohgdce�	cn�	�f��ocn�h�Z\TUTVW	̂�̀� ¡KLJNPN}sJNOL	OP	{t¢}OLJxs}JOxM	sL¡	{t££uNKxMYTUTZ�n�hmndjd�codinSTZXW	�̀̂¤W	[T]T�W	[TZ\TUW	Z\TSTSW	ZZTS�njigmcodin	cn�	�hg�d�h�	�h¥fdgh�	ij	o¦h	��nhgUTZTUW	àaW	UTSW	STUTUW	STZUTZ\TZW	]TZTSW	]TZTVW	]TUTYW	[T]TZW	[T[TUW	[TZ\TSW	Z\TSTSW	ZZTUW	ZSTVTZW	ZSTVTUW	ZVTZTZTVW	ZVTZTVW	ZYTZTV�ndodce	§h�d�din_̂̀a�ndodce	§h�d�din	�c̈hg©	§hjdndodin	ijZTZT� LNJNsu	|K}NMNOL	ªsyKxW	|K}NMNOLMZVTUTVW	ZYTZTVTUW	ZYTUTZW	ZYTUTUW	ZYTUTSW	ZYTUTVW	ZYTUTY LNJNsu	|K}NMNOL	ªsyKxW	HIJKLJ	OP	�tJ«OxNJvZVTUTVW	ZYTZTVTUW	ZYTUTZW	ZYTUTUW	ZYTUTSW	ZYTUTVW	ZYTUTY�n¬fgl	ig	§cmc�h	oi	khg�in	ig	kgi�hgol�̂̀à¤W	Z\TV LM£K}JNOLMSTZTSW	STSTSW	STXTZW	VTUTUW	VTUT]W	VTUT[W	[TVTUW	[T�TSW	[T[TUW	[TZ\TZW	ZUTUTZW	ZSTV LMJxt}JNOLM	JO	N¡¡KxMZTZTZ LMJxt}JNOLM	JO	J«K	®OLJxs}JOxSTUTVW	STSTZW	ST�TZW	YTUTZW	XW	�TUTUW	ZUW	ZSTVTU�n�ogfmhno�	ij	�hg�d�hW	|KPNLNJNOL	OP^̀̂ q̀ LMtxsL}K]TZTZW	XTSTVW	�TUTUW	[TSTUW	[T�TVW	[T[TZW	[TZ\TUW	Z\TUTYW	̂̂ LMtxsL}KW	�OJN}K	OP	®sL}KuusJNOL	Ox	HI£NxsJNOLZZTZTVW	ZZTUTS�n�fgcn�h©	�inogc�oiḡ�	�dc�dedol^̂`̂ LMtxsL}KW	HPPK}JN~K	|sJK	OP�TUTUW	ZVTVTU�n�fgcn�h©	��nhḡ�	�dc�dedol^̂ à�n�fgcn�h©	kgi�hgol�̂̀à_W	ZZTUW	ZZTVW	ZZTY

 LMtxsL}KW	{JOxK¡	ªsJKxNsuM[TSTU���°�����	��§	±��§�^̂ LMtxsL}K	®OR£sLNKMW	®OLMKLJ	JO	²sxJNsu	�}}t£sL}v[T[TZ LMtxK¡	uOMMW	�¡³tMJRKLJ	sL¡	{KJJuKRKLJ	OPZZTY LJKLJ	OP	J«K	®OLJxs}J	|O}tRKLJMZTUTZW	VTUTXW	VTUTZUW	VTUTZS�nohgh�o�̂̀_�nohg�ghocodinZTZT�W	ZTUTSW	̂̀ Ẃ	VTZTZW	YTZW	]TZTUW	ZYTZTZ LJKx£xKJsJNOLMW	wxNJJKLVTUTZZW	VTUTZUµt¡�RKLJ	OL	rNLsu	��sx¡ZYTVTU�c�ig	cn�	�cohgdce�©	�¥fd�mhnoZTZTSW	ZTZT]W	�̀́W	STYW	ST�TUW	ST�TSW	STZUW	STZSW	STZYTZW	YTUTZW	]TUTZW	XTSTVW	[TSTUW	[TSTSW	[TYTZTSW	[TZ\TUW	Z\TUTZW	Z\TUTVW	ZVTUTZTZW	ZVTUTZTU¶s¢Ox	|NM£tJKM�TSTZ¶s�M	sL¡	·K�tusJNOLMZTYW	UTSTUW	STUTSW	STUTVW	ST]W	STXW	STZUTZ\W	STZSW	[T]TVW	[T[TZW	Z\TUTUW	ZSTZW	ZSTSTZW	ZSTVTUW	ZSTYW	ZVW	ZYTUT�W	ZYTV¶NKLMUTZTUW	[TSTZW	[TSTSW	[T]T�W	[TZ\TUW	[TZ\TVW	ZYTUT�¶NRNJsJNOLMW	{JsJtJKM	OPZUTUTYW	ZYTZTUW	ZYTVTZTZ¶NRNJsJNOLM	OP	¶Ns¢NuNJvSTUTUW	STYW	STZUTZ\W	STZUTZ\TZW	STZXW	STZ�TZW	VTUT]W	VTUTXW	]TUTUW	[TVTUW	[T]TVW	[T]TXW	[T]T�W	Z\TUTYW	Z\TSTSW	ZZTSW	ZUTUTYW	ZSTSTZ¶NRNJsJNOLM	OP	QNRKUTZTUW	UTUW	UTYW	STUTUW	STZ\W	STZZW	STZUTYW	STZYTZW	VTUTXW	YTUW	YTSW	YTVTZW	]TUTVW	XTSW	XTVW	�TUW	[TUW	[TSTZW	[TSTSW	[TVTZW	[TYW	[T]W	[TXW	[T�W	[T[W	[TZ\W	ZUTUW	ZSTVW	ZVW	ZYW	ZYTZTUW	ZYTZTSW	ZYTZTY�cohgdce�©	�c�cg�if�Z\TUTVW	̂�̀�ªsJKxNsuMW	¶s¢OxW	ḨtN£RKLJ	sL¡ZTZTSW	ZTZT]W	STVTZW	STYW	ST�TUW	ST�TSW	STZUW	STZSW	STZYTZW	YTUTZW	]TUTZW	XTSTVW	[TSTUW	[TSTSW	[TYTZTSW	[TZ\TUW	Z\TUTZTUW	Z\TUTVW	ZVTUTZTZW	ZVTUTZTUªKsLMW	ªKJ«O¡MW	QK}«LŅtKMW	{ĶtKL}KM	sL¡	²xO}K¡txKM	OP	®OLMJxt}JNOLSTSTZW	STZUTZ\W	VTUTUW	VTUTXW	[TVTUªK}«sLN}�M	¶NKLUTZTUW	[TSTZW	[TSTSW	[T]T�W	[TZ\TUW	[TZ\TVW	ZYTUT��h�dcodin�TSTZW	ZYTZTSTUW	ZYTUTZW	ZYTUTYW	ZYTUT]W	̂_̀�W	ZYTVTZW	ZYTVTZTZ�dnig	�¦cn�h�	dn	o¦h	¹ig̈ZTZTZW	STVTUW	STZUT�W	VTUT�W	XTZW	q̀́
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HIJKLMMNOLPQJ	RSPTIJIPOJUVHWXYZY[\]YŴ_̀	abcdedfdge	gcUhUhUigjdcdklfdgem	fg	fnb	ogefplkfqrqrq̀	qrqrs̀	srt̀	urqq̀	vrqrs̀	vrsrq̀	trsrù	ẁ	xrurq̀	yrẁ	qzrursH{]{\|	S}_~Ŵ_Y�Y|Y]��h�OŴ[ŴZW��Ŷ�	�W���	N[[}~]\̂[}	WZyr�r�̀	yryrù	U�hV�gekgecgp�de�	�gp�̀	�b�bkfdge	lej	ogppbkfdge	gcsrv̀	srt̀	urt̀	vrsr�̀	�rsrv̀	yrtrq̀	yrxrs̀	yryrù	yrqzrv̀	qsrsOW]Y[}Uh�̀	qr�rq̀	qr�rs̀	srqrs̀	srsrsr̀	srsrù	srsrv̀	srt̀	ursrv̀	ururq̀	urwrv̀	urwrt̀	uryrs̀	urqsrỳ	urqsrqz̀	trsrq̀	wrv̀	xrsrs	yr�rx̀	yrẁ	yrqzrq̀	qzrsrx̀	qzrurs̀	qqrt̀	qsrsrsrq̀	qurvrq̀	qurvrs̀	qvrq̀	qvrsrs̀	qvrvrs̀	qtrqrù	qtrqrt̀	qtrqr�̀	qtrvrq�gfdkb	gc	olekb��lfdge	gp	���dplfdge	gc	�em�plekbqqrqrv̀	qqrsruOW]Y[}	WZ	K|\Y�_qr�rs̀	srqrs̀	urwrv̀	yr�rx̀	qzrsrx̀	U�hUhV̀	qtrqrt̀	qtrqr�̀	qtrsrx̀	qtrurs̀	qtrvrq�gfdkb	gc	�bmfde�	lej	�em�bkfdgemqurvrq̀	qurvrs��mbp�lfdgem̀	ogefplkfgp�murs̀	urwrv�kk��lek�srurq̀	yr�r�̀	yrx�pjbpm̀	�pdffbeqrqrq̀	srv̀	uryrs̀	ẁ	xrsrs̀	qqrt̀	qsrq̀	qsrsrsrq̀	qurvrs̀	qvrurqP�OLS�P�̂ }�̀	abcdedfdge	gc�hUhUP�̂ }��	L�YX}̂[}	WZ	 Ŷ\̂[Y\|	N��\̂�}�}̂]_�h�̀	qursrs̀	qvrqrqrvP�̂ }��	ÎZW��\]YŴ	\̂X	J}��Y[}_	S}¡{Y�}X	WZ	]¢}srqrs̀	�h�̀	srù	ursrs̀	urqsrqz̀	�rqrù	�rqrv̀	�rsrt̀	yrurs̀	yr�rq̀	yr�rv̀	yryrs̀	yrqzrù	qzrurù	qqrs̀	qurvrq̀	qurvrs̀	qvrqrqrv̀	qvrqrv̀	qtrqrv�£ebp�m	¤�fngpdf�qrt̀	srqrq̀	srurusrv̀	srt̀	urvrs̀	urxrq̀	urqsrqz̀	urqvrs̀	vrqrs̀	vrsrv̀	vrsrỳ	trsrq̀	trsrv̀	trvrq̀	�rq̀	�rù	wrsrq̀	wrurq̀	xrsrs̀	xrurq̀	yrurs̀	yrtrq̀	yr�rv̀	yryrq̀	yrqzrs̀	qzrurs̀	qqrv̀	qqrt̀	qsrsrs̀	qsrù	qursrs̀	qvrù	qvrv̀	qtrsrwP�̂ }�¥_	Î_{�\̂[}UUh��£ebp�m	�b�lfdgemnd�	£dfn	¦��kgefplkfgpmqrqrs̀	trs̀	trù	trv̀	yr�rv̀	yrqzrs̀	qvrsrsP�̂ }�¥_	SY�¢]	]W	K\���	P{]	]¢}	�W���h�̀	qvrsrs

P�̂ }�¥_	SY�¢]	]W	K|}\̂	Q~�hVP�̂ }�¥_	SY�¢]	]W	R}�ZW��	KŴ_]�{[]YŴ	\̂X	]W	N�\�X	J}~\�\]}	KŴ]�\[]_�hUP�̂ }�¥_	SY�¢]	]W	J]W~	]¢}	�W���h§�£ebp�m	�d�nf	fg	¦�m�bej	fnb	�gp�qvru�£ebp�m	�d�nf	fg	�bp�delfb	fnb	ogefplkfqvrs̀	qvrvP�̂ }�_¢Y~	\̂X	Q_}	WZ	̈�\�Ŷ�_�	J~}[YZY[\]YŴ_	\̂X	P]¢}�	Î_]�{�}̂]_	WZ	J}��Y[}qrqrq̀	qrqr�̀	qrqrẁ	Uh�̀	srur�̀	ursrs̀	urqq̀	urqẁ	vrsrqs̀	truR\�]Y\|	P[[{~\̂[�	W�	Q_}yr�r�̀	©h©R\][¢Ŷ��	K{]]Ŷ�	\̂XVhU§̀	�rsrtªlfbefmurqwR\��}̂]�	N~~|Y[\]YŴ_	ZW�vrsrt̀	wrurỳ	yrs̀	©hV̀	yrv̀	yrt̀	yr�rù	yrẁ	yrxrt̀	yrqzrq̀	qvrsrù	qvrsrv̀	qvrvruR\��}̂]�	K}�]YZY[\]}_	ZW�vrsrt̀	vrsrỳ	yrurù	©h§̀	yrt̀	yr�rq̀	yr�r�̀	yrẁ	yrqzrq̀	yrqzrù	qvrqrqrù	qvrsrvR\��}̂]�	 \Y|{�}	WZyrtrqrù	©h«̀	yrqzrs̀	qurt̀	qvrqrqrù	qvrsrqrsªl��bef̀	¬del�vrsrq̀	vrsrỳ	©hÙ	qsrù	qvrsrv̀	qvrvruR\��}̂]	®ŴX�	R}�ZW��\̂[}	®ŴX	\̂Xwrurvrv̀	yr�rẁ	yrqzrù	UUhUh�R\��}̂]_�	R�W��}__yrù	©h�̀	yrxrt̀	yrqzrù	qvrsrù	qtrqrvRN̄ HLO°J	NÖ 	KPHRML°IPO©ªl��befm	fg	¦��kgefplkfgpmtrvrs̀	yrtrqrù	yr�rs̀	yr�rù	yr�rv̀	yr�rẁ	qvrsrqrsªo±qzrurqR}�ZW��\̂[}	®ŴX	\̂X	R\��}̂]	®ŴXwrurvrv̀	yr�rẁ	yrqzrù	UUhUh�R}��Y]_�	 }}_�	OW]Y[}_	\̂X	KW�~|Y\̂[}	�Y]¢	M\�_srurq̀	Vh«̀	urqù	wrurvrv̀	qzrsrsRLSJPOJ	NÖ 	RSPRLS°̄ �	RSP°LK°IPO	P Uªg��kn�gpdelfbj	±d�nbe��qzrurqR�WX{[]	̈\]\̀	abcdedfdge	gcVhU�h�R�WX{[]	̈\]\	\̂X	J\�~|}_�	J¢W~	̈�\�Ŷ�_urqq̀	VhU�̀	vrsrwR�W��}__	\̂X	KW�~|}]YŴvrsrs̀	²h�̀	yrx̀	yryrq̀	qvrqrv̀	qtrqrvR�W��}__	R\��}̂]_yrù	©h�̀	yrxrt̀	yrqzrù	qvrsrù	qtrqrv
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HIJKLMNO	PQRSTSUSVT	VRWXWXYZ[V\Q]U	̂Q_[Q̀QTUaUSbQ̀cdedfgHIJhLINi	jklmInkMLfgdedoO	WWXpHIJhJlnq	rLsmtILuLkNlfdfdfHrvwxywjvz	v{	Hxr|vz|	}z~	HrvHxrw�W�̂Q���aUSVT̀	aT�	�a�̀fdoO	ed�deO	�ded�O	�d�O	�d�O	�dfedfgO	�df�O	�d�dcO	�d�dfO	fgdedeO	f�dfO	f�d�O	f�dcdfO	f�dcdeO	f�doO	fcO	foded�O	fodcQ̂\Q]USVT	VR	�V[�cded�O	fededfQ̂�QàQ̀	aT�	�aSbQ[̀	VR	�SQT̀�d�dfO	�dfgdeQ̂_[Q̀QTUaUSVT̀�dedfO	�doO	�dfed�O	�dedfO	�d�d�O	�dcdeO	�dodfO	�dfgdfQ̂_[Q̀QTUaUSbQ̀edfdfO	�dfdfO	�d�O	cdfdfO	cdedfgO	f�dedfQ̂̀_VT̀S�S�SU�	RV[	��V̀Q	ZQ[RV[�ST�	U�Q	�V[��d�deO	�df�O	cdedeO	cded�O	od�O	�dfd�O	�deO	�d�O	�dodfO	fgQ̂UaSTa�Q�d�dfO	�d�deO	�d�doO	�d�dfO	�dfgdeO	�dfgd�rL�tL�	J�	yJkNInMN	~JMmuLkNl	nk�	{tLq�	yJk�tNtJkl	�i	yJkNInMNJI�XpO	�dfed�O	�dfd�Q̂bSQ�	VR	�VTU[a]UV[�̀	����SUUa�̀	��	��TQ[	aT�	�[]�SUQ]U�dfgdfO	�dfgdeO	�dffO	�dfeO	cdeO	odeO	�dfd�O	�deO	�d�deQ̂bSQ�	VR	��V_	P[a�ST�̀O	Z[V��]U	PaUa	aT�	�a�_�Q̀	��	�VTU[a]UV[�dfert��Nl	nk�	rLuL�tLlfdfdeO	edcO	edoO	�doO	�d�dcO	�dfodeO	cded�O	od�O	odcO	�dfO	�d�O	�d�dfO	�d�O	�dodfO	�d�O	fgdedoO	fgd�O	fededfO	fededeO	fededcO	W�X�O	fcO	fodcrJinqNtLl 	HnNLkNl	nk�	yJhiIt��Nl�XW¡�̂�Q̀	aT�	¢VUS]Q̀	RV[	�[�SU[aUSVTfodcdf|n�LNi	J�	HLIlJkl	nk�	HIJhLINiW�XpO	fgdc|n�LNi	HILMnmNtJkl	nk�	HIJ�Inul�d�dfO	cdedeO	cded�O	od�O	W�XWO	fgdeO	fgdc|nuhqLlO	PQRSTSUSVT	VR�XWpX�|nuhqLl 	|�Jh	~In�tk�l 	HIJ�mMN	~nNn	nk��dffO	�XWpO	cded�|nuhqLl	nN	N�L	|tNL 	~JMmuLkNl	nk��XWW|M�L�mqL	J�	£nqmLl¤XpO	�d�df�]�Q���Q̀O	�VT̀U[�]USVT�dfgO	�dfedfO	�dfedeO	�dfd�O	fodfd�de

�Q_a[aUQ	�VTU[a]Ù	aT�	�VTU[a]UV[̀fdfdcO	�dfedoO	�dfcdeO	cdedcO	cded�O	�O	�d�dfO	fedfde|LhnInNL	yJkNInMNJIlO	PQRSTSUSVT	VR¥XWXW|�Jh	~In�tk�lO	PQRSTSUSVT	VR�XWpXW|�Jh	~In�tk�l 	HIJ�mMN	~nNn	nk�	|nuhqLl�dffO	�XWpO	cded�|tNL 	¦lL	J��XW�O	�dfdfO	�dedf�SUQ	§T̀_Q]USVT̀�dedeO	�d�d�O	�d�dfO	�d�dcO	cdeO	�d�deO	�dcdeO	�dfgdfO	f�dc�SUQ	̈S̀SÙO	�[]�SUQ]U�̀�d�dcO	cdedeO	cded�O	�dcdeO	�dodfO	�d�deO	�dfgdfO	f�dc�_Q]Sa�	§T̀_Q]USVT̀	aT�	�Q̀UST�cded�O	fededfO	f�dc|hLMt�tMnNtJklO	PQRSTSUSVT	VRWXWX¥|hLMt�tMnNtJklfdfdfO	WXWX¥O	fdedeO	fdoO	�dfedfgO	�df�O	cdedfc�UaU�UQ	VR	�S�SUaUSVT̀fodfdeO	fodcdfdf�UV__ST�	U�Q	�V[�ededeO	edcO	�d�O	fgd�O	fcdf�UV[Q�	©aUQ[Sa�̀�dedfO	�d�deO	fgdedfdeO	fgdedc|m�MJkNInMNJIO	PQRSTSUSVT	VRªXWXW|¦«yvzwr}ywvr|ª���]VTU[a]UV[̀O	�V[�	��fdedeO	�d�deO	�dfedfO	�df�O	cded�O	oded�O	od�O	odcO	�d�dfdeO	�d�d�|m�MJkNInMNmnq	rLqnNtJklªX�O	odcO	�d�dfdeO	�d�O	�dfgO	fgdedfO	fcdfO	fcdedf����SUUa�̀�dfgO	�dffO	�dfeO	cded�O	odedfO	oded�O	�d�dcO	�deO	�d�O	�d�O	�d�dfO	�dfgdeO	�dfgd�����SUUa�	�]�Q���Q�dfgdeO	�dfedoO	cded�|m�IJ�nNtJk 	¬nt�LIl	J��dfdfO	WWX�|m�lNnkMLl 	n®nI�JmlW�X�|m�lNnkNtnq	yJuhqLNtJkcded�O	�dfdfO	�dfd�O	�ded�O	�dcdeO	¤X̄O	�d�dfO	�dfgd�O	fedeO	fodfde|m�lNnkNtnq	yJuhqLNtJkO	PQRSTSUSVT	VR¤X̄XW���̀USU�USVT	VR	���]VTU[a]UV[̀oded�O	odedc���̀USU�USVT	VR	�[]�SUQ]Ued�d����̀USU�USVT̀	VR	©aUQ[Sa�̀�dcdeO	�doO	�d�d�|m�°lm�MJkNInMNJIO	PQRSTSUSVT	VRªXWXp
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HIJKILMNOP	QRSTUVURSKWXYXZ[\]]̂__̀a_	bcd	e__fgc_hijk[\l̂afcm̂cd̂cmijno	pqXrXs[\l̂atf_f̀c	bcd	ùc_ma\]mf̀c	và]̂d\â_pXrXro	ijio	WXZo	WXprXpqo	ZXrXro	ZXrXYo	sXpXWo	sXrXZo	YXpXWo	YXWXZo	wXro	wXWXpo	xXZXro	pqo	pro	pZo	pyXpXZHIzz{UPLKpXyo	WXprXpo	ZXrXZo	ZXrXso	yXrXpo	xXWo	xXZXro	xXyXZo	xXso	xXpqXyo	pZXrXpHILPV|yXZXpXro	xXsXwo	xXwXyo	xXpqXro	xXpqXWo	ppXpXro	pZXrXro	pyXrXYHILPV|o	QRSKPSV	RMxXwXyo	xXpqXro	xXpqXWHIL}P|KpXpXYo	rXWXZ[\_l̂c_f̀c	~�	m�̂	��ĉa	�̀a	ùct̂cf̂c]̂h�jiHIKzPSKURS	RM	V�P	�RL�WXYXyo	yXZXro	pZXWHIKzPSKURS	RL	�PL�USNVURS	RM	V�P	QRSVLNOVyXZXpXpo	pZ�b�̂_WXso	WXwXrXpo	YXWXZXZ�̂a�fcbmf̀c	~�	m�̂	ùcmab]m̀ah�jho	pyXpXY�̂a�fcbmf̀c	~�	m�̂	��ĉa	�̀a	ub\_̂yXZXpXpo	h�jk�	pyXpXY�̂a�fcbmf̀c	~�	m�̂	��ĉa	�̀a	ùct̂cf̂c]̂h�j��PL�USNVURS	RM	V�P	�LO�UVPOVrXWXW�PL�USNVURS	RM	V�P	QRSVLNOVRL	��z{R|�PSVpZXrXr������e����	��	[�[v��[���	��	���	u����eu�h��̂_m_	bcd	�c_l̂]mf̀c_WXpXWo	WXWXWo	WXYXpo	ZXrXro	ZXrXso	ZXrXxo	xXZXro	xXwXWo	xXxXro	xXpqXpo	pqXWXro	prXrXpo	hij�������f�̂ �	�̂�b�_	bcd	��m̂c_f̀c_	̀�WXrXZo	WXYXZo	yXrXWo	YXrXpo	YXWXpo	YXZo	�jio	xXyXpo	xXYo	pqXWXro	pqXZo	pZXWXro	pyXpXso	pyXrXy

�U�P	�U�UVKrXpXro	rXro	rXyo	WXrXro	WXpqo	WXppo	WXprXyo	WXpyXpo	ZXro	yXro	yXWo	yXZo	sXrXZo	YXWo	YXZo	wXro	xXro	xXWXpo	xXWXWo	xXZXpo	xXyo	xXso	xXYo	xXwo	xXxo	xXpqo	prXro	pWXZo	pZo	pyXpXro	pyXpXWo	pyXZ�f�̂ 	�f�fm_	̀c	u�bf�_WXYXZo	pqXrXwo	pyXpXro	pyXpXW�UV{P	VR	�RL�xXWXro	xXWXW��u�������	e��	u����u����	��	��� hk�c]̀t̂afcg	̀�	� à¡hkjh¢SMRLPKPPS	QRSTUVURSKo	QRSOPN{PT	RL	¢S�SR£SWXYXZo	wXWXpo	pqXW¢SUV	¤LUOPKYXWXWXro	xXpXr¢KP	RM	¥ROI�PSVKpXpXpo	pXyo	rXWXso	WXprXso	yXW�_̂	̀�	[fm̂ijhio	sXpXpo	sXrXp�b�\̂_�	[]�̂d\�̂	̀�njko	xXWXp�NU}PL	RM	Q{NU�K	J|	V�P	�LO�UVPOVpWXWXr�NU}PL	RM	Q{NU�K	J|	V�P	QRSVLNOVRLxXpqXyo	pWXWXro	h¦jhj§�NU}PL	RM	Q{NU�K	J|	V�P	̈£SPLxXxXWo	xXpqXWo	xXpqXZo	prXrXrXpo	pWXWXro	pZXrXZo	h¦jhj§�NU}PL	RM	QRSKP©IPSVUN{	¥N�NªPKpZXrXZo	pyXpXY�NU}PL	RM	�UPSKxXWo	xXpqXro	xXpqXZ�bft̂a_	̀�	[\~àgbmf̀csXpXpo	hhji�baabcm�ij¦o	ZXrXxo	xXWXWo	xXwXZo	xXxXpo	xXpqXro	xXpqXZo	prXrXro	pyXpXr�PNV�PL	¥P{N|KwXWo	pyXpXsXr� à¡o	¥PMUSUVURS	RMhjhji�LUVVPS	QRSKPSVpXyXro	WXZXro	WXYXZo	WXprXwo	WXpZXro	ZXpXro	xXWXro	xXpqXWo	pWXro	pWXWXro	pyXZXZXr�LUVVPS	«SVPLzLPVNVURSKZXrXppo	ZXrXpr�LUVVPS	̈LTPLKpXpXpo	rXZo	WXxo	Yo	wXrXro	prXpo	prXro	pWXZXro	pZXWXp
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HIJKLMN	O			PNQNIHM	RISTKUKSQUV	OWO	XYZ[\	]̂_[̀[a[b̀ZV	OWOWO	Jĉ	Lb̀adY\a	]b\ef̂ àZghi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmt	oni	ilrsinomiu	vl	mhi	wxniisilm	yimziil	mhi	{zlin	olu	jklmnopmkn	|hinivlo}min	mhi	wxniisilm~	olu	pkltvtm	k}	mhi	wxniisilm�	jkluvmvklt	k}	mhi	jklmnopm	|�ilino��	�r���isilmon�	olu	kmhin	jkluvmvklt~�	qnozvlxt�	��ipv}vpomvklt�	wuuiluo	vttriu	�nvkn	mk	i�iprmvkl	k}	mhi	jklmnopm�	kmhin	ukprsilmt	�vtmiu	vl	mhi	wxniisilm�	olu	�kuv}vpomvklt	vttriu	o}min	i�iprmvkl	k}	mhi	jklmnopm�	w	�kuv}vpomvkl	vt	|�~	o	znvmmil	osilusilm	mk	mhi	jklmnopm	tvxliu	y�	ykmh	�onmvit�	|�~	o	jholxi	{nuin�	|�~	o	jkltmnrpmvkl	jholxi	qvnipmv�i�	kn	|�~	o	znvmmil	knuin	}kn	o	svlkn	pholxi	vl	mhi	�kn�	vttriu	y�	mhi	wnphvmipm�	�l�itt	t�ipv}vpo���	ilrsinomiu	vl	mhi	wxniisilm�	mhi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmt	uk	lkm	vlp�rui	mhi	ou�inmvtisilm	kn	vl�vmomvkl	mk	yvu�	�ltmnrpmvklt	mk	�vuuint�	tos��i	}knst�	kmhin	vl}knsomvkl	}rnlvthiu	y�	mhi	{zlin	vl	olmvpv�omvkl	k}	nipiv�vlx	yvut	kn	�nk�kto�t�	mhi	jklmnopmkn�t	yvu	kn	�nk�kto��	kn	�knmvklt	k}	wuuiluo	ni�omvlx	mk	yvuuvlx	kn	�nk�kto�	ni�rvnisilmt�V	OWOW�	Jĉ	Lb̀adY\aghi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmt	}kns	mhi	jklmnopm	}kn	jkltmnrpmvkl�	ghi	jklmnopm	ni�nitilmt	mhi	ilmvni	olu	vlmixnomiu	oxniisilm	yimziil	mhi	�onmvit	hinimk	olu	tr�intiuit	�nvkn	lixkmvomvklt�	ni�nitilmomvklt�	kn	oxniisilmt�	ivmhin	znvmmil	kn	kno��	ghi	jklmnopm	so�	yi	osiluiu	kn	skuv}viu	kl��	y�	o	�kuv}vpomvkl�	ghi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmt	tho��	lkm	yi	pkltmnriu	mk	pniomi	o	pklmnopmro�	ni�omvklthv�	k}	ol�	�vlu	|�~	yimziil	mhi	jklmnopmkn	olu	mhi	wnphvmipm	kn	mhi	wnphvmipm�t	pkltr�molmt�	|�~	yimziil	mhi	{zlin	olu	o	�rypklmnopmkn	kn	o	�ry�trypklmnopmkn�	|�~	yimziil	mhi	{zlin	olu	mhi	wnphvmipm	kn	mhi	wnphvmipm�t	pkltr�molmt�	kn	|�~	yimziil	ol�	�intklt	kn	ilmvmvit	kmhin	mhol	mhi	{zlin	olu	mhi	jklmnopmkn�	ghi	wnphvmipm	tho���	hkzi�in�	yi	ilmvm�iu	mk	�in}knsolpi	olu	il}knpisilm	k}	ky�vxomvklt	rluin	mhi	jklmnopm	vlmiluiu	mk	}opv�vmomi	�in}knsolpi	k}	mhi	wnphvmipm�t	urmvit�V	OWOW�	Jĉ	�bd�ghi	mins	��kn��	siolt	mhi	pkltmnrpmvkl	olu	tin�vpit	ni�rvniu	y�	mhi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmt�	zhimhin	pks��imiu	kn	�onmvo���	pks��imiu�	olu	vlp�ruit	o��	kmhin	�oykn�	sominvo�t�	i�rv�silm�	olu	tin�vpit	�nk�vuiu	kn	mk	yi	�nk�vuiu	y�	mhi	jklmnopmkn	mk	}r�}v��	mhi	jklmnopmkn�t	ky�vxomvklt�	ghi	�kn�	so�	pkltmvmrmi	mhi	zhk�i	kn	o	�onm	k}	mhi	�nk�ipm�V	OWOW�	Jĉ	Rdb�̂\aghi	�nk�ipm	vt	mhi	mkmo�	pkltmnrpmvkl	k}	zhvph	mhi	�kn�	�in}knsiu	rluin	mhi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmt	so�	yi	mhi	zhk�i	kn	o	�onm	olu	zhvph	so�	vlp�rui	pkltmnrpmvkl	y�	mhi	{zlin	olu	y�	�i�onomi	jklmnopmknt�V	OWOW�	Jĉ	]dY�[̀ Zghi	qnozvlxt	oni	mhi	xno�hvp	olu	�vpmknvo�	�knmvklt	k}	mhi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmt	thkzvlx	mhi	uitvxl�	�kpomvkl	olu	uvsiltvklt	k}	mhi	�kn��	xilino���	vlp�ruvlx	��olt�	i�i�omvklt�	tipmvklt�	uimov�t�	tphiur�it�	olu	uvoxnost�V	OWOW¡	Jĉ	U¢̂\[_[\Ya[b̀Zghi	��ipv}vpomvklt	oni	mhom	�knmvkl	k}	mhi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmt	pkltvtmvlx	k}	mhi	znvmmil	ni�rvnisilmt	}kn	sominvo�t�	i�rv�silm�	t�tmist�	tmoluonut	olu	zkn�solthv�	}kn	mhi	�kn��	olu	�in}knsolpi	k}	ni�omiu	tin�vpit�V	OWOW£	K̀Zadef̂ àZ	b_	Ûd¤[\̂�ltmnrsilmt	k}	�in�vpi	oni	ni�nitilmomvklt�	vl	ol�	siuvrs	k}	i��nittvkl	lkz	�lkzl	kn	�omin	ui�i�k�iu�	k}	mhi	molxvy�i	olu	vlmolxvy�i	pniomv�i	zkn�	�in}knsiu	y�	mhi	wnphvmipm	olu	mhi	wnphvmipm�t	pkltr�molmt	rluin	mhivn	nit�ipmv�i	�nk}ittvklo�	tin�vpit	oxniisilmt�	�ltmnrsilmt	k}	�in�vpi	so�	vlp�rui�	zvmhkrm	�vsvmomvkl�	tmruvit�	trn�i�t�	skui�t�	t�imphit�	unozvlxt�	t�ipv}vpomvklt�	olu	kmhin	tvsv�on	sominvo�t�V	OWOW¥	K̀[a[Y¦	]̂\[Z[b̀	§Y�̂dghi	�lvmvo�	qipvtvkl	�o�in	vt	mhi	�intkl	vuilmv}viu	vl	mhi	wxniisilm	mk	niluin	vlvmvo�	uipvtvklt	kl	j�ovst	vl	oppknuolpi	zvmh	�ipmvkl	�̈���	ghi	�lvmvo�	qipvtvkl	�o�in	tho��	lkm	thkz	�onmvo�vm�	mk	mhi	{zlin	kn	jklmnopmkn	olu	tho��	lkm	yi	�voy�i	}kn	nitr�mt	k}	vlmin�nimomvklt	kn	uipvtvklt	niluiniu	vl	xkku	}ovmh�V	OW�	Lbdd̂¦Ya[b̀	Ỳ©	K̀ầ a	b_	aĉ	Lb̀adY\a	]b\ef̂ àZV	OW�WO	ghi	vlmilm	k}	mhi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmt	vt	mk	vlp�rui	o��	vmist	lipitton�	}kn	mhi	�nk�in	i�iprmvkl	olu	pks��imvkl	k}	mhi	�kn�	y�	mhi	jklmnopmkn�	ghi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmt	oni	pks��isilmon��	olu	zhom	vt	ni�rvniu	y�	kli	tho��	yi	ot	yvluvlx	ot	v}	ni�rvniu	y�	o��ª	�in}knsolpi	y�	mhi	jklmnopmkn	tho��	yi	ni�rvniu	kl��	mk	mhi	i�milm	pkltvtmilm	zvmh	mhi	jklmnopm	qkprsilmt	olu	niotkloy��	vl}inoy�i	}nks	mhis	ot	yivlx	lipitton�	mk	�nkurpi	mhi	vluvpomiu	nitr�mt�
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I	JKLKJKJ	MNO	PQRSTPUPVW	XY	SQW	Z[XRP\PXQ	XY	VNO	]XQV[ŜV	_X̂ àOQV\	\NSTT	QXV	PQRSTPUSVO	VNO	]XQV[ŜV	X[	PV\	[OaSPQPQb	Z[XRP\PXQ\c	dY	PV	P\	UOVO[aPQOU	VNSV	SQW	Z[XRP\PXQ	XY	VNO	]XQV[ŜV	_X̂ àOQV\	RPXTSVO\	SQW	TSef	X[	P\	XVNO[eP\O	PQRSTPU	X[	Q̀OQYX[̂OSgTOf	VNOQ	VNSV	Z[XRP\PXQ	\NSTT	gO	[ORP\OU	VX	VNO	OhVOQV	QÔO\\S[W	VX	aSiO	VNSV	Z[XRP\PXQ	TObST	SQU	OQYX[̂OSgTOc	dQ	\̀ N̂	̂S\O	VNO	]XQV[ŜV	_X̂ àOQV\	\NSTT	gO	̂XQ\V[̀OUf	VX	VNO	ỲTTO\V	OhVOQV	ZO[aPVVOU	gW	TSef	VX	bPRO	OYYÔV	VX	VNO	ZS[VPO\j	PQVOQVPXQ\	SQU	Z̀[ZX\O\	PQ	OhÔ V̀PQb	VNO	]XQV[ŜVcI	JKLKL	k[bSQPlSVPXQ	XY	VNO	mZÔPYP̂SVPXQ\	PQVX	UPRP\PXQ\f	\ÔVPXQ\	SQU	S[VP̂TO\f	SQU	S[[SQbOaOQV	XY	_[SePQb\	\NSTT	QXV	X̂QV[XT	VNO	]XQV[ŜVX[	PQ	UPRPUPQb	VNO	nX[i	SaXQb	m̀ĝXQV[ŜVX[\	X[	PQ	O\VSgTP\NPQb	VNO	OhVOQV	XY	nX[i	VX	gO	ZO[YX[aOU	gW	SQW	V[SUOcI	JKLKo	pQTO\\	XVNO[eP\O	\VSVOU	PQ	VNO	]XQV[ŜV	_X̂ àOQV\f	eX[U\	VNSV	NSRO	eOTTqiQXeQ	VÔNQP̂ST	X[	̂XQ\V[̀̂ VPXQ	PQÙ\V[W	aOSQPQb\	S[O	̀\OU	PQ	VNO	]XQV[ŜV	_X̂ àOQV\	PQ	Ŝ X̂[USQ̂O	ePVN	\̀ N̂	[ÔXbQPlOU	aOSQPQb\cI	JKo	rstuvswuxsvuyzMO[a\	̂SZPVSTPlOU	PQ	VNO\O	{OQO[ST	]XQUPVPXQ\	PQ̂T̀UO	VNX\O	VNSV	S[O	|}~	\ZÔPYP̂STTW	UOYPQOUf	|�~	VNO	VPVTO\	XY	Q̀agO[OU	S[VP̂TO\f	X[	|�~	VNO	VPVTO\	XY	XVNO[	UX̂ àOQV\	Z̀gTP\NOU	gW	VNO	�aO[P̂SQ	dQ\VPV̀VO	XY	�[̂NPVÔV\cI	JK�	�zv��t��vsvuyzdQ	VNO	PQVO[O\V	XY	g[ORPVW	VNO	]XQV[ŜV	_X̂ àOQV\	Y[O�̀OQVTW	XaPV	aXUPYWPQb	eX[U\	\̀ N̂	S\	�STT�	SQU	�SQW�	SQU	S[VP̂TO\	\̀ N̂	S\	�VNO�	SQU	�SQf�	g̀V	VNO	YŜV	VNSV	S	aXUPYPO[	X[	SQ	S[VP̂TO	P\	Sg\OQV	Y[Xa	XQO	\VSVOaOQV	SQU	SZZOS[\	PQ	SQXVNO[	P\	QXV	PQVOQUOU	VX	SYYÔV	VNO	PQVO[Z[OVSVPXQ	XY	OPVNO[	\VSVOaOQVcI	JK�	��z����ut	sz�	���	y�	��s�uz���	�t��u�u�svuyz��	sz�	�v���	�z�v����zv�	y�	����u��I	JK�KJ	MNO	�[̂NPVÔV	SQU	VNO	�[̂NPVÔVj\	̂XQ\̀TVSQV\	\NSTT	gO	UOOaOU	VNO	S̀VNX[\	SQU	XeQO[\	XY	VNOP[	[O\ZÔVPRO	dQ\V[̀aOQV\	XY	mO[RP̂Of	PQ̂T̀UPQb	VNO	_[SePQb\	SQU	mZÔPYP̂SVPXQ\f	SQU	[OVSPQ	STT	̂XaaXQ	TSef	\VSV̀VX[Wf	SQU	XVNO[	[O\O[ROU	[PbNV\	PQ	VNOP[	dQ\V[̀aOQV\	XY	mO[RP̂Of	PQ̂T̀UPQb	̂XZW[PbNV\c	MNO	]XQV[ŜVX[f	m̀ĝXQV[ŜVX[\f	m̀gq\̀ĝXQV[ŜVX[\f	SQU	\̀ZZTPO[\	\NSTT	QXV	XeQ	X[	̂TSPa	S	̂XZW[PbNV	PQ	VNO	dQ\V[̀aOQV\	XY	mO[RP̂Oc	m̀gaPVVST	X[	UP\V[Pg̀VPXQ	VX	aOOV	XYYP̂PST	[Ob̀TSVX[W	[O�̀P[OaOQV\	X[	YX[	XVNO[	Z̀[ZX\O\	PQ	̂XQQÔVPXQ	ePVN	VNO	�[X�ÔV	P\	QXV	VX	gO	X̂Q\V[̀OU	S\	Z̀gTP̂SVPXQ	PQ	UO[XbSVPXQ	XY	VNO	�[̂NPVÔVj\	X[	�[̂NPVÔVj\	̂XQ\̀TVSQV\j	[O\O[ROU	[PbNV\cI	JK�KL	MNO	]XQV[ŜVX[f	m̀ĝXQV[ŜVX[\f	m̀gq\̀ĝXQV[ŜVX[\f	SQU	\̀ZZTPO[\	S[O	S̀VNX[PlOU	VX	̀\O	SQU	[OZ[XÙ Ô	VNO	dQ\V[̀aOQV\	XY	mO[RP̂O	Z[XRPUOU	VX	VNOaf	\̀g�ÔV	VX	SQW	Z[XVX̂XT\	O\VSgTP\NOU	Z̀[\̀SQV	VX	mÔVPXQ\	}c�	SQU	}c�f	\XTOTW	SQU	OĥT̀\PROTW	YX[	OhÔ V̀PXQ	XY	VNO	nX[ic	�TT	̂XZPO\	aSUO	̀QUO[	VNP\	S̀VNX[PlSVPXQ	\NSTT	gOS[	VNO	̂XZW[PbNV	QXVP̂Of	PY	SQWf	\NXeQ	XQ	VNO	dQ\V[̀aOQV\	XY	mO[RP̂Oc	MNO	]XQV[ŜVX[f	m̀ĝXQV[ŜVX[\f	m̀gq\̀ĝXQV[ŜVX[\f	SQU	\̀ZZTPO[\	aSW	QXV	\̀O	VNO	dQ\V[̀aOQV\	XY	mO[RP̂O	XQ	XVNO[	Z[X�ÔV\	X[	YX[	SUUPVPXQ\	VX	VNO	�[X�ÔV	X̀V\PUO	VNO	\̂XZO	XY	VNO	nX[i	ePVNX̀V	VNO	\ZÔPYP̂	e[PVVOQ	̂XQ\OQV	XY	VNO	keQO[f	�[̂NPVÔVf	SQU	VNO	�[̂NPVÔVj\	̂XQ\̀TVSQV\cI	JK�	�yvu��I	JK�KJ	�ĥOZV	S\	XVNO[eP\O	Z[XRPUOU	PQ	mÔVPXQ	}c�c�f	eNO[O	VNO	]XQV[ŜV	_X̂ àOQV\	[O�̀P[O	XQO	ZS[VW	VX	QXVPYW	X[	bPRO	QXVP̂O	VX	VNO	XVNO[	ZS[VWf	\̀ N̂	QXVP̂O	\NSTT	gO	Z[XRPUOU	PQ	e[PVPQb	VX	VNO	UO\PbQSVOU	[OZ[O\OQVSVPRO	XY	VNO	ZS[VW	VX	eNXa	VNO	QXVP̂O	P\	SUU[O\\OU	SQU	\NSTT	gO	UOOaOU	VX	NSRO	gOOQ	ÙTW	\O[ROU	PY	UOTPRO[OU	PQ	ZO[\XQf	gW	aSPTf	gW	̂X̀[PO[f	X[	gW	OTÔV[XQP̂	V[SQ\aP\\PXQ	PY	S	aOVNXU	YX[	OTÔV[XQP̂	V[SQ\aP\\PXQ	P\	\OV	YX[VN	PQ	VNO	�b[OOaOQVcI	JK�KL	 XVP̂O	XY	]TSPa\	S\	Z[XRPUOU	PQ	mÔVPXQ	}¡c}c�	\NSTT	gO	Z[XRPUOU	PQ	e[PVPQb	SQU	\NSTT	gO	UOOaOU	VX	NSRO	gOOQ	ÙTW	\O[ROU	XQTW	PY	UOTPRO[OU	VX	VNO	UO\PbQSVOU	[OZ[O\OQVSVPRO	XY	VNO	ZS[VW	VX	eNXa	VNO	QXVP̂O	P\	SUU[O\\OU	gW	̂O[VPYPOU	X[	[ObP\VO[OU	aSPTf	X[	gW	̂X̀[PO[	Z[XRPUPQb	Z[XXY	XY	UOTPRO[WcI	JK¢	�u�uvsw	�svs	���	sz�	£�sz��u��uyzMNO	ZS[VPO\	\NSTT	Sb[OO	̀ZXQ	Z[XVX̂XT\	bXRO[QPQb	VNO	V[SQ\aP\\PXQ	SQU	̀\O	XY	dQ\V[̀aOQV\	XY	mO[RP̂O	X[	SQW	XVNO[	PQYX[aSVPXQ	X[	UX̂ àOQVSVPXQ	PQ	UPbPVST	YX[ac	MNO	ZS[VPO\	ePTT	̀\O	�d�	_X̂ àOQV	��¤�¥¦�¤}�f	§̀PTUPQb	dQYX[aSVPXQ	̈XUOTPQb	SQU	_PbPVST	_SVS	�hNPgPVf	VX	O\VSgTP\N	VNO	Z[XVX̂XT\	YX[	VNO	UOROTXZaOQVf	̀\Of	V[SQ\aP\\PXQf	SQU	OĥNSQbO	XY	UPbPVST	USVScI	JK©	ª�uw�uz�	�z�y��svuyz	«y��w�	���	sz�	¬�wusz���QW	̀\O	XYf	X[	[OTPSQ̂O	XQf	STT	X[	S	ZX[VPXQ	XY	S	g̀PTUPQb	PQYX[aSVPXQ	aXUOT	ePVNX̀V	Sb[OOaOQV	VX	Z[XVX̂XT\	bXRO[QPQb	VNO	̀\O	XYf	SQU	[OTPSQ̂O	XQf	VNO	PQYX[aSVPXQ	̂XQVSPQOU	PQ	VNO	aXUOT	SQU	ePVNX̀V	NSRPQb	VNX\O	Z[XVX̂XT\	\OV	YX[VN	PQ	�d�	_X̂ àOQV	��¤�¥¦�¤}�f	§̀PTUPQb	dQYX[aSVPXQ	̈XUOTPQb	SQU	_PbPVST	_SVS	�hNPgPVf	SQU	VNO	[O�̀P\PVO	�d�	_X̂ àOQV	
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HIJIKLIJMNO	PQRSTUV	WXYZ[Y\]	̂\_RQ̀aVYR\	bR[TZY\]	PQRVRURZ	cRQ̀O	deaZZ	fT	aV	VeT	XdY\]	RQ	QTZgY\]	haQVgid	dRZT	QYdj	a\[	kYVeRXV	ZYafYZYVg	VR	VeT	RVeTQ	haQVg	a\[	YVd	UR\VQaUVRQd	RQ	UR\dXZVa\VdO	VeT	aXVeRQd	R_O	RQ	UR\VQYfXVRQd	VRO	VeT	fXYZ[Y\]	Y\_RQ̀aVYR\	̀R[TZO	a\[	TaUe	R_	VeTYQ	a]T\Vd	a\[	T̀hZRgTTdlmnopqrs	t			uvwsnx	tyz	{|}|~��x	tyzyz	�eT	�k\TQ	Yd	VeT	hTQdR\	RQ	T\VYVg	Y[T\VY_YT[	ad	dXUe	Y\	VeT	�]QTT̀T\V	a\[	Yd	QT_TQQT[	VR	VeQRX]eRXV	VeT	�R\VQaUV	�RUX̀ T\Vd	ad	Y_	dY\]XZaQ	Y\	\X̀ fTQl	�eT	�k\TQ	deaZZ	[TdY]\aVT	Y\	kQYVY\]	a	QThQTdT\VaVY�T	keR	deaZZ	ea�T	T�hQTdd	aXVeRQYVg	VR	fY\[	VeT	�k\TQ	kYVe	QTdhTUV	VR	aZZ	̀aVVTQd	QT�XYQY\]	VeT	�k\TQid	ahhQR�aZ	RQ	aXVeRQY�aVYR\l	��UThV	ad	RVeTQkYdT	hQR�Y[T[	Y\	�TUVYR\	�lIlMO	VeT	�QUeYVTUV	[RTd	\RV	ea�T	dXUe	aXVeRQYVgl	�eT	VTQ̀	��k\TQ�	̀Ta\d	VeT	�k\TQ	RQ	VeT	�k\TQid	aXVeRQY�T[	QThQTdT\VaVY�Tlx	tyzyt	�eT	�k\TQ	deaZZ	_XQ\Yde	VR	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQO	kYVeY\	_Y_VTT\	[agd	a_VTQ	QTUTYhV	R_	a	kQYVVT\	QT�XTdVO	Y\_RQ̀aVYR\	\TUTddaQg	a\[	QTZT�a\V	_RQ	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQ	VR	T�aZXaVTO	]Y�T	\RVYUT	R_O	RQ	T\_RQUT	̀TUea\YUid	ZYT\	QY]eVdl	�XUe	Y\_RQ̀aVYR\	deaZZ	Y\UZX[T	a	URQQTUV	dVaVT̀T\V	R_	VeT	QTURQ[	ZT]aZ	VYVZT	VR	VeT	hQRhTQVg	R\	keYUe	VeT	PQRSTUV	Yd	ZRUaVT[O	XdXaZZg	QT_TQQT[	VR	ad	VeT	dYVTO	a\[	VeT	�k\TQid	Y\VTQTdV	VeTQTY\lx	tyt	s���|}�|	��	��|	u�}|~��	��}�}����	m~~�}�|�|}��x	tytyz	PQYRQ	VR	UR̀ T̀\UT̀T\V	R_	VeT	�RQj	a\[	XhR\	kQYVVT\	QT�XTdV	fg	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQO	VeT	�k\TQ	deaZZ	_XQ\Yde	VR	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQ	QTadR\afZT	T�Y[T\UT	VeaV	VeT	�k\TQ	ead	̀a[T	_Y\a\UYaZ	aQQa\]T̀T\Vd	VR	_XZ_YZZ	VeT	�k\TQid	RfZY]aVYR\d	X\[TQ	VeT	�R\VQaUVl	�eT	�R\VQaUVRQ	deaZZ	ea�T	\R	RfZY]aVYR\	VR	UR̀ T̀\UT	VeT	�RQj	X\VYZ	VeT	�k\TQ	hQR�Y[Td	dXUe	T�Y[T\UTl	̂_	UR̀ T̀\UT̀T\V	R_	VeT	�RQj	Yd	[TZagT[	X\[TQ	VeYd	�TUVYR\	IlIlMO	VeT	�R\VQaUV	�ỲT	deaZZ	fT	T�VT\[T[	ahhQRhQYaVTZglx	tytyt	cRZZRkY\]	UR̀ T̀\UT̀T\V	R_	VeT	�RQj	a\[	XhR\	kQYVVT\	QT�XTdV	fg	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQO	VeT	�k\TQ	deaZZ	_XQ\Yde	VR	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQ	QTadR\afZT	T�Y[T\UT	VeaV	VeT	�k\TQ	ead	̀a[T	_Y\a\UYaZ	aQQa\]T̀T\Vd	VR	_XZ_YZZ	VeT	�k\TQid	RfZY]aVYR\d	X\[TQ	VeT	�R\VQaUV	R\Zg	Y_	�M�	VeT	�k\TQ	_aYZd	VR	̀ajT	hag̀ T\Vd	VR	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQ	ad	VeT	�R\VQaUV	�RUX̀ T\Vd	QT�XYQT�	�I�	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQ	Y[T\VY_YTd	Y\	kQYVY\]	a	QTadR\afZT	UR\UTQ\	QT]aQ[Y\]	VeT	�k\TQid	afYZYVg	VR	̀ajT	hag̀ T\V	keT\	[XT�	RQ	�N�	a	Uea\]T	Y\	VeT	�RQj	̀aVTQYaZZg	Uea\]Td	VeT	�R\VQaUV	�X̀ l	̂_	VeT	�k\TQ	_aYZd	VR	hQR�Y[T	dXUe	T�Y[T\UTO	ad	QT�XYQT[O	kYVeY\	_RXQVTT\	[agd	R_	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQid	QT�XTdVO	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQ	̀ag	Ỳ T̀[YaVTZg	dVRh	VeT	�RQj	a\[O	Y\	VeaV	T�T\VO	deaZZ	\RVY_g	VeT	�k\TQ	VeaV	VeT	�RQj	ead	dVRhhT[l	 RkT�TQO	Y_	VeT	QT�XTdV	Yd	̀a[T	fTUaXdT	a	Uea\]T	Y\	VeT	�RQj	àVTQYaZZg	Uea\]Td	VeT	�R\VQaUV	�X̀ 	X\[TQ	�N�	afR�TO	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQ	̀ag	Ỳ T̀[YaVTZg	dVRh	R\Zg	VeaV	hRQVYR\	R_	VeT	�RQj	a__TUVT[	fg	VeT	Uea\]T	X\VYZ	QTadR\afZT	T�Y[T\UT	Yd	hQR�Y[T[l	̂_	VeT	�RQj	Yd	dVRhhT[	X\[TQ	VeYd	�TUVYR\	IlIlIO	VeT	�R\VQaUV	�ỲT	deaZZ	fT	T�VT\[T[	ahhQRhQYaVTZg	a\[	VeT	�R\VQaUV	�X̀ 	deaZZ	fT	Y\UQTadT[	fg	VeT	àRX\V	R_	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQid	QTadR\afZT	URdVd	R_	deXV[Rk\O	[TZag	a\[	dVaQV¡XhO	hZXd	Y\VTQTdV	ad	hQR�Y[T[	Y\	VeT	�R\VQaUV	�RUX̀ T\Vdlx	tyty¢	�_VTQ	VeT	�k\TQ	_XQ\YdeTd	T�Y[T\UT	R_	_Y\a\UYaZ	aQQa\]T̀T\Vd	X\[TQ	VeYd	�TUVYR\	IlIO	VeT	�k\TQ	deaZZ	\RV	àVTQYaZZg	�aQg	dXUe	_Y\a\UYaZ	aQQa\]T̀T\Vd	kYVeRXV	hQYRQ	\RVYUT	VR	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQlx	tyty£	�eTQT	VeT	�k\TQ	ead	[TdY]\aVT[	Y\_RQ̀aVYR\	_XQ\YdeT[	X\[TQ	VeYd	�TUVYR\	IlI	ad	�UR\_Y[T\VYaZO�	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQ	deaZZ	jTTh	VeT	Y\_RQ̀aVYR\	UR\_Y[T\VYaZ	a\[	deaZZ	\RV	[YdUZRdT	YV	VR	a\g	RVeTQ	hTQdR\l	 RkT�TQO	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQ	̀ag	[YdUZRdT	�UR\_Y[T\VYaZ�	Y\_RQ̀aVYR\O	a_VTQ	dT�T\	�¤�	[agdi	\RVYUT	VR	VeT	�k\TQO	keTQT	[YdUZRdXQT	Yd	QT�XYQT[	fg	ZakO	Y\UZX[Y\]	a	dXfhRT\a	RQ	RVeTQ	_RQ̀	R_	UR̀ hXZdRQg	ZT]aZ	hQRUTdd	YddXT[	fg	a	URXQV	RQ	]R�TQ\̀ T\VaZ	T\VYVgO	RQ	fg	URXQV	RQ	aQfYVQaVRQ�d�	RQ[TQl	�eT	�R\VQaUVRQ	̀ag	aZdR	[YdUZRdT	�UR\_Y[T\VYaZ�	Y\_RQ̀aVYR\	VR	YVd	T̀hZRgTTdO	UR\dXZVa\VdO	dXQTVYTdO	�XfUR\VQaUVRQd	a\[	VeTYQ	T̀hZRgTTdO	�Xf¡dXfUR\VQaUVRQdO	a\[	RVeTQd	keR	\TT[	VR	j\Rk	VeT	UR\VT\V	R_	dXUe	Y\_RQ̀aVYR\	dRZTZg	a\[	T�UZXdY�TZg	_RQ	VeT	PQRSTUV	a\[	keR	a]QTT	VR	̀aY\VaY\	VeT	UR\_Y[T\VYaZYVg	R_	dXUe	Y\_RQ̀aVYR\lx	ty¢	p}��~�����}	�}�	¥|~���|�	n|¦§�~|�	��	��|	u�}|~x	ty¢yz	��UThV	_RQ	hTQ̀YVd	a\[	_TTd	VeaV	aQT	VeT	QTdhR\dYfYZYVg	R_	VeT	�R\VQaUVRQ	X\[TQ	VeT	�R\VQaUV	�RUX̀ T\VdO	Y\UZX[Y\]	VeRdT	QT�XYQT[	X\[TQ	�TUVYR\	Nl¤lMO	VeT	�k\TQ	deaZZ	dTUXQT	a\[	hag	_RQ	\TUTddaQg	ahhQR�aZdO	TadT̀T\VdO	addTdd̀T\Vd	a\[	UeaQ]Td	QT�XYQT[	_RQ	UR\dVQXUVYR\O	XdT	RQ	RUUXha\Ug	R_	hTQ̀a\T\V	dVQXUVXQTd	RQ	_RQ	hTQ̀a\T\V	Uea\]Td	Y\	T�YdVY\]	_aUYZYVYTdlx	ty¢yt	�eT	�k\TQ	deaZZ	QTVaY\	a\	aQUeYVTUV	Zak_XZZg	ZYUT\dT[	VR	hQaUVYUT	aQUeYVTUVXQTO	RQ	a\	T\VYVg	Zak_XZZg	hQaUVYUY\]	aQUeYVTUVXQTO	Y\	VeT	SXQYd[YUVYR\	keTQT	VeT	PQRSTUV	Yd	ZRUaVT[l	�eaV	hTQdR\	RQ	T\VYVg	Yd	Y[T\VY_YT[	ad	VeT	�QUeYVTUV	Y\	VeT	�]QTT̀T\V	a\[	Yd	QT_TQQT[	VR	VeQRX]eRXV	VeT	�R\VQaUV	�RUX̀ T\Vd	ad	Y_	dY\]XZaQ	Y\	\X̀ fTQl
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I	JKLKL	MN	OPQ	QRSTUVRQWO	UN	OPQ	XYZP[OQZO	OQYR[W\OQ]̂	OPQ	_̀ WQY	]P\TT	QRSTUV	\	]aZZQ]]UY	OU	̀PUR	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	P\]	WU	YQ\]UW\cTQ	UcdQZO[UW	\We	̀PU]Q	]O\Oa]	aWeQY	OPQ	bUWOY\ZO	fUZaRQWO]	]P\TT	cQ	OP\O	UN	OPQ	XYZP[OQZOgI	JKLKh	iPQ	_̀ WQY	]P\TT	NaYW[]P	]aYjQV]	eQ]ZY[c[Wk	SPV][Z\T	ZP\Y\ZOQY[]O[Z]̂	TQk\T	T[R[O\O[UW]	\We	aO[T[OV	TUZ\O[UW]	NUY	OPQ	][OQ	UN	OPQ	lYUdQZÔ	\We	\	TQk\T	eQ]ZY[SO[UW	UN	OPQ	][OQg	iPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	]P\TT	cQ	QWO[OTQe	OU	YQTV	UW	OPQ	\ZZaY\ZV	UN	[WNUYR\O[UW	NaYW[]PQe	cV	OPQ	_̀ WQY	caO	]P\TT	QmQYZ[]Q	SYUSQY	SYQZ\aO[UW]	YQT\O[Wk	OU	OPQ	]\NQ	SQYNUYR\WZQ	UN	OPQ	nUYogI	JKLKp	iPQ	_̀ WQY	]P\TT	NaYW[]P	[WNUYR\O[UW	UY	]QYj[ZQ]	YQqa[YQe	UN	OPQ	_̀ WQY	cV	OPQ	bUWOY\ZO	fUZaRQWO]	̀[OP	YQ\]UW\cTQ	SYURSOWQ]]g	iPQ	_̀ WQY	]P\TT	\T]U	NaYW[]P	\WV	UOPQY	[WNUYR\O[UW	UY	]QYj[ZQ]	aWeQY	OPQ	_̀ WQYr]	ZUWOYUT	\We	YQTQj\WO	OU	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUYr]	SQYNUYR\WZQ	UN	OPQ	nUYo	̀[OP	YQ\]UW\cTQ	SYURSOWQ]]	\NOQY	YQZQ[j[Wk	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUYr]	Ỳ[OOQW	YQqaQ]O	NUY	]aZP	[WNUYR\O[UW	UY	]QYj[ZQ]gI	JKLKs	tWTQ]]	UOPQỲ[]Q	SYUj[eQe	[W	OPQ	bUWOY\ZO	fUZaRQWO]̂	OPQ	_̀ WQY	]P\TT	NaYW[]P	OU	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	UWQ	ZUSV	UN	OPQ	bUWOY\ZO	fUZaRQWO]	NUY	SaYSU]Q]	UN	R\o[Wk	YQSYUeaZO[UW]	SaY]a\WO	OU	uQZO[UW	vgwgxgI	JKh	yz{|}~�	�����	��	����	��|	��}�MN	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	N\[T]	OU	ZUYYQZO	nUYo	OP\O	[]	WUO	[W	\ZZUYe\WZQ	̀[OP	OPQ	YQqa[YQRQWO]	UN	OPQ	bUWOY\ZO	fUZaRQWO]	\]	YQqa[YQe	cV	uQZO[UW	vxgx	UY	YQSQ\OQeTV	N\[T]	OU	Z\YYV	UaO	nUYo	[W	\ZZUYe\WZQ	̀[OP	OPQ	bUWOY\ZO	fUZaRQWO]̂	OPQ	_̀ WQY	R\V	[]]aQ	\	̀Y[OOQW	UYeQY	OU	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	OU	]OUS	OPQ	nUYô	UY	\WV	SUYO[UW	OPQYQUN̂	aWO[T	OPQ	Z\a]Q	NUY	]aZP	UYeQY	P\]	cQQW	QT[R[W\OQe�	PÙQjQŶ	OPQ	Y[kPO	UN	OPQ	_̀ WQY	OU	]OUS	OPQ	nUYo	]P\TT	WUO	k[jQ	Y[]Q	OU	\	eaOV	UW	OPQ	S\YO	UN	OPQ	_̀ WQY	OU	QmQYZ[]Q	OP[]	Y[kPO	NUY	OPQ	cQWQN[O	UN	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	UY	\WV	UOPQY	SQY]UW	UY	QWO[OV̂	QmZQSO	OU	OPQ	QmOQWO	YQqa[YQe	cV	uQZO[UW	�gvg�gI	JKp	yz{|}~�	�����	��	��}}�	y��	��|	��}�MN	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	eQN\aTO]	UY	WQkTQZO]	OU	Z\YYV	UaO	OPQ	nUYo	[W	\ZZUYe\WZQ	̀[OP	OPQ	bUWOY\ZO	fUZaRQWO]	\We	N\[T]	[̀OP[W	\	OQW�e\V	SQY[Ue	\NOQY	YQZQ[SO	UN	WUO[ZQ	NYUR	OPQ	_̀ WQY	OU	ZURRQWZQ	\We	ZUWO[WaQ	ZUYYQZO[UW	UN	]aZP	eQN\aTO	UY	WQkTQZO	̀[OP	e[T[kQWZQ	\We	SYURSOWQ]]̂	OPQ	_̀ WQY	R\V̂	̀[OPUaO	SYQdae[ZQ	OU	UOPQY	YQRQe[Q]	OPQ	_̀ WQY	R\V	P\jQ̂	ZUYYQZO	]aZP	eQN\aTO	UY	WQkTQZOg	uaZP	\ZO[UW	cV	OPQ	_̀ WQY	\We	\RUaWO]	ZP\YkQe	OU	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	\YQ	cUOP	]acdQZO	OU	SY[UY	\SSYUj\T	UN	OPQ	XYZP[OQZO	\We	OPQ	XYZP[OQZO	R\V̂	SaY]a\WO	OU	uQZO[UW	�gwgv̂	̀[OPPUTe	UY	WaTT[NV	\	bQYO[N[Z\OQ	NUY	l\VRQWO	[W	̀PUTQ	UY	[W	S\YÔ	OU	OPQ	QmOQWO	YQ\]UW\cTV	WQZQ]]\YV	OU	YQ[RcaY]Q	OPQ	_̀ WQY	NUY	OPQ	YQ\]UW\cTQ	ZU]O	UN	ZUYYQZO[Wk	]aZP	eQN[Z[QWZ[Q]̂	[WZTae[Wk	_̀ WQYr]	QmSQW]Q]	\We	ZURSQW]\O[UW	NUY	OPQ	XYZP[OQZOr]	\ee[O[UW\T	]QYj[ZQ]	R\eQ	WQZQ]]\YV	cV	]aZP	eQN\aTÔ	WQkTQZÔ	UY	N\[TaYQg	MN	ZaYYQWO	\We	NaOaYQ	S\VRQWO]	\YQ	WUO	]aNN[Z[QWO	OU	ZUjQY	]aZP	\RUaWO]̂	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	]P\TT	S\V	OPQ	e[NNQYQWZQ	OU	OPQ	_̀ WQYg	MN	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	e[]\kYQQ]	̀[OP	OPQ	\ZO[UW]	UN	OPQ	_̀ WQY	UY	OPQ	XYZP[OQZÔ	UY	OPQ	\RUaWO]	ZT\[RQe	\]	ZU]O]	OU	OPQ	_̀ WQŶ	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	R\V	N[TQ	\	bT\[R	SaY]a\WO	OU	XYO[ZTQ	vwg�������	L			�y������y�I	LK�	�|{|}��I	LK�K�	iPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	[]	OPQ	SQY]UW	UY	QWO[OV	[eQWO[N[Qe	\]	]aZP	[W	OPQ	XkYQQRQWO	\We	[]	YQNQYYQe	OU	OPYUakPUaO	OPQ	bUWOY\ZO	fUZaRQWO]	\]	[N	][WkaT\Y	[W	WaRcQYg	iPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	]P\TT	cQ	T\̀NaTTV	T[ZQW]Qê	[N	YQqa[YQe	[W	OPQ	daY[]e[ZO[UW	P̀QYQ	OPQ	lYUdQZO	[]	TUZ\OQeg	iPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	]P\TT	eQ][kW\OQ	[W	̀Y[O[Wk	\	YQSYQ]QWO\O[jQ	̀PU	]P\TT	P\jQ	QmSYQ]]	\aOPUY[OV	OU	c[We	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	̀[OP	YQ]SQZO	OU	\TT	R\OOQY]	aWeQY	OP[]	bUWOY\ZOg	iPQ	OQYR	�bUWOY\ZOUY�	RQ\W]	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	UY	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUYr]	\aOPUY[�Qe	YQSYQ]QWO\O[jQgI	LK�KJ	iPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	]P\TT	SQYNUYR	OPQ	nUYo	[W	\ZZUYe\WZQ	̀[OP	OPQ	bUWOY\ZO	fUZaRQWO]gI	LK�KL	iPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	]P\TT	WUO	cQ	YQT[QjQe	UN	[O]	UcT[k\O[UW]	OU	SQYNUYR	OPQ	nUYo	[W	\ZZUYe\WZQ	̀[OP	OPQ	bUWOY\ZO	fUZaRQWO]	Q[OPQY	cV	\ZO[j[O[Q]	UY	eaO[Q]	UN	OPQ	XYZP[OQZO	[W	OPQ	XYZP[OQZOr]	\eR[W[]OY\O[UW	UN	OPQ	bUWOY\ZÔ	UY	cV	OQ]O]̂	[W]SQZO[UW]	UY	\SSYUj\T]	YQqa[YQe	UY	SQYNUYRQe	cV	SQY]UW]	UY	QWO[O[Q]	UOPQY	OP\W	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUYgI	LKJ	�|��|z	��	��{�}� �	¡� �¢|{��	�{£	¤�|�£	��{£����{�	¥�	��{�}� ��}I	LKJK�	¦mQZaO[UW	UN	OPQ	bUWOY\ZO	cV	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	[]	\	YQSYQ]QWO\O[UW	OP\O	OPQ	bUWOY\ZOUY	P\]	j[][OQe	OPQ	][OQ̂	cQZURQ	kQWQY\TTV	N\R[T[\Y	̀[OP	TUZ\T	ZUWe[O[UW]	aWeQY	̀P[ZP	OPQ	nUYo	[]	OU	cQ	SQYNUYRQê	\We	ZUYYQT\OQe	SQY]UW\T	Uc]QYj\O[UW]	̀[OP	YQqa[YQRQWO]	UN	OPQ	bUWOY\ZO	fUZaRQWO]g
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I	JKLKL	MNOPQRN	STN	UVWSXPOS	YVOQZNWSR	PXN	OVZ[\NZNWSPX]̂	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	RTP\\̂	_ǸVXN	RSPXSaWb	NPOT	[VXSaVW	V̀	STN	cVXd̂	OPXǸQ\\]	RSQe]	PWe	OVZ[PXN	STN	fPXaVQR	UVWSXPOS	YVOQZNWSR	XN\PSafN	SV	STPS	[VXSaVW	V̀	STN	cVXd̂	PR	gN\\	PR	STN	aẀVXZPSaVW	̀QXWaRTNe	_]	STN	hgWNX	[QXRQPWS	SV	iNOSaVW	jklkm̂	RTP\\	SPdN	̀aN\e	ZNPRQXNZNWSR	V̀	PW]	NnaRSaWb	OVWeaSaVWR	XN\PSNe	SV	STPS	[VXSaVW	V̀	STN	cVXd̂	PWe	RTP\\	V_RNXfN	PW]	OVWeaSaVWR	PS	STN	RaSN	P̀̀NOSaWb	aSk	oTNRN	V_\abPSaVWR	PXN	̀VX	STN	[QX[VRN	V̀	̀POa\aSPSaWb	OVVXeaWPSaVW	PWe	OVWRSXQOSaVW	_]	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	PWe	PXN	WVS	̀VX	STN	[QX[VRN	V̀	eaROVfNXaWb	NXXVXR̂	VZaRRaVWR̂	VX	aWOVWRaRSNWOaNR	aW	STN	UVWSXPOS	YVOQZNWSRp	TVgNfNX̂	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	RTP\\	[XVZ[S\]	XN[VXS	SV	STN	qXOTaSNOS	PW]	NXXVXR̂	aWOVWRaRSNWOaNR	VX	VZaRRaVWR	eaROVfNXNe	_]	VX	ZPeN	dWVgW	SV	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	PR	P	XNrQNRS	̀VX	aẀVXZPSaVW	aW	RQOT	̀VXZ	PR	STN	qXOTaSNOS	ZP]	XNrQaXNk	sS	aR	XNOVbWatNe	STPS	STN	UVWSXPOSVXuR	XNfaNg	aR	ZPeN	aW	STN	UVWSXPOSVXuR	OP[POaS]	PR	P	OVWSXPOSVX	PWe	WVS	PR	P	\aONWRNe	eNRabW	[XV̀NRRaVWP\̂	QW\NRR	VSTNXgaRN	R[NOàaOP\\]	[XVfaeNe	aW	STN	UVWSXPOS	YVOQZNWSRkI	JKLKJ	oTN	UVWSXPOSVX	aR	WVS	XNrQaXNe	SV	PRONXSPaW	STPS	STN	UVWSXPOS	YVOQZNWSR	PXN	aW	POOVXePWON	gaST	P[[\aOP_\N	\PgR̂	RSPSQSNR̂	VXeaWPWONR̂	OVeNR̂	XQ\NR	PWe	XNbQ\PSaVWR̂	VX	\Pg̀Q\	VXeNXR	V̀	[Q_\aO	PQSTVXaSaNR̂	_QS	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	RTP\\	[XVZ[S\]	XN[VXS	SV	STN	qXOTaSNOS	PW]	WVWOVẀVXZaS]	eaROVfNXNe	_]	VX	ZPeN	dWVgW	SV	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	PR	P	XNrQNRS	̀VX	aẀVXZPSaVW	aW	RQOT	̀VXZ	PR	STN	qXOTaSNOS	ZP]	XNrQaXNkI	JKLKv	s̀	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	_N\aNfNR	STPS	PeeaSaVWP\	OVRS	VX	SaZN	aR	aWfV\fNe	_NOPQRN	V̀	O\PXàaOPSaVWR	VX	aWRSXQOSaVWR	STN	qXOTaSNOS	aRRQNR	aW	XNR[VWRN	SV	STN	UVWSXPOSVXuR	WVSaONR	VX	XNrQNRSR	̀VX	aẀVXZPSaVW	[QXRQPWS	SV	iNOSaVWR	lkjkj	VX	lkjkl̂	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	RTP\\	RQ_ZaS	U\PaZR	PR	[XVfaeNe	aW	qXSaO\N	wxk	s̀	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	̀Pa\R	SV	[NX̀VXZ	STN	V_\abPSaVWR	V̀	iNOSaVWR	lkjkj	VX	lkjkl̂	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	RTP\\	[P]	RQOT	OVRSR	PWe	ePZPbNR	SV	STN	hgWNX̂	RQ_yNOS	SV	iNOSaVW	wxkwkẑ	PR	gVQ\e	TPfN	_NNW	PfVaeNe	à	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	TPe	[NX̀VXZNe	RQOT	V_\abPSaVWRk	s̀	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	[NX̀VXZR	STVRN	V_\abPSaVWR̂	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	RTP\\	WVS	_N	\aP_\N	SV	STN	hgWNX	VX	qXOTaSNOS	̀VX	ePZPbNR	XNRQ\SaWb	̀XVZ	NXXVXR̂	aWOVWRaRSNWOaNR	VX	VZaRRaVWR	aW	STN	UVWSXPOS	YVOQZNWSR̂	̀VX	eà̀NXNWONR	_NSgNNW	̀aN\e	ZNPRQXNZNWSR	VX	OVWeaSaVWR	PWe	STN	UVWSXPOS	YVOQZNWSR̂	VX	̀VX	WVWOVẀVXZaSaNR	V̀	STN	UVWSXPOS	YVOQZNWSR	SV	P[[\aOP_\N	\PgR̂	RSPSQSNR̂	VXeaWPWONR̂	OVeNR̂	XQ\NR	PWe	XNbQ\PSaVWR̂	PWe	\Pg̀Q\	VXeNXR	V̀	[Q_\aO	PQSTVXaSaNRkI	JKJ	{|}~�������	���	������|�����	����~�|�~�I	JKJK�	oTN	UVWSXPOSVX	RTP\\	RQ[NXfaRN	PWe	eaXNOS	STN	cVXd̂	QRaWb	STN	UVWSXPOSVXuR	_NRS	Rda\\	PWe	PSSNWSaVWk	oTN	UVWSXPOSVX	RTP\\	_N	RV\N\]	XNR[VWRa_\N	̀VX̂	PWe	TPfN	OVWSXV\	VfNX̂	OVWRSXQOSaVW	ZNPWR̂	ZNSTVeR̂	SNOTWarQNR̂	RNrQNWONR̂	PWe	[XVONeQXNR̂	PWe	̀VX	OVVXeaWPSaWb	P\\	[VXSaVWR	V̀	STN	cVXd	QWeNX	STN	UVWSXPOSk	s̀	STN	UVWSXPOS	YVOQZNWSR	bafN	R[NOàaO	aWRSXQOSaVWR	OVWONXWaWb	OVWRSXQOSaVW	ZNPWR̂	ZNSTVeR̂	SNOTWarQNR̂	RNrQNWONR̂	VX	[XVONeQXNR̂	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	RTP\\	NfP\QPSN	STN	yV_RaSN	RP̀NS]	STNXNV̀	PWe	RTP\\	_N	RV\N\]	XNR[VWRa_\N	̀VX	STN	yV_RaSN	RP̀NS]	V̀	RQOT	ZNPWR̂	ZNSTVeR̂	SNOTWarQNR̂	RNrQNWONR̂	VX	[XVONeQXNRk	s̀	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	eNSNXZaWNR	STPS	RQOT	ZNPWR̂	ZNSTVeR̂	SNOTWarQNR̂	RNrQNWONR	VX	[XVONeQXNR	ZP]	WVS	_N	RP̀N̂	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	RTP\\	bafN	SaZN\]	WVSaON	SV	STN	hgWNX	PWe	qXOTaSNOŜ	PWe	RTP\\	[XV[VRN	P\SNXWPSafN	ZNPWR̂	ZNSTVeR̂	SNOTWarQNR̂	RNrQNWONR̂	VX	[XVONeQXNRk	oTN	qXOTaSNOS	RTP\\	NfP\QPSN	STN	[XV[VRNe	P\SNXWPSafN	RV\N\]	̀VX	OVẀVXZPWON	gaST	STN	eNRabW	aWSNWS	̀VX	STN	OVZ[\NSNe	OVWRSXQOSaVWk	�W\NRR	STN	qXOTaSNOS	V_yNOSR	SV	STN	UVWSXPOSVXuR	[XV[VRNe	P\SNXWPSafN̂	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	RTP\\	[NX̀VXZ	STN	cVXd	QRaWb	aSR	P\SNXWPSafN	ZNPWR̂	ZNSTVeR̂	SNOTWarQNR̂	RNrQNWONR̂	VX	[XVONeQXNRk	I	JKJKL	oTN	UVWSXPOSVX	RTP\\	_N	XNR[VWRa_\N	SV	STN	hgWNX	̀VX	POSR	PWe	VZaRRaVWR	V̀	STN	UVWSXPOSVXuR	NZ[\V]NNR̂	iQ_OVWSXPOSVXR	PWe	STNaX	PbNWSR	PWe	NZ[\V]NNR̂	PWe	VSTNX	[NXRVWR	VX	NWSaSaNR	[NX̀VXZaWb	[VXSaVWR	V̀	STN	cVXd	̀VX̂	VX	VW	_NTP\̀	V̀̂	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	VX	PW]	V̀	aSR	iQ_OVWSXPOSVXRkI	JKJKJ	oTN	UVWSXPOSVX	RTP\\	_N	XNR[VWRa_\N	̀VX	aWR[NOSaVW	V̀	[VXSaVWR	V̀	cVXd	P\XNPe]	[NX̀VXZNe	SV	eNSNXZaWN	STPS	RQOT	[VXSaVWR	PXN	aW	[XV[NX	OVWeaSaVW	SV	XNONafN	RQ_RNrQNWS	cVXdkI	JKv	�����	���	���~�����I	JKvK�	�W\NRR	VSTNXgaRN	[XVfaeNe	aW	STN	UVWSXPOS	YVOQZNWSR̂	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	RTP\\	[XVfaeN	PWe	[P]	̀VX	\P_VX̂	ZPSNXaP\R̂	NrQa[ZNWŜ	SVV\R̂	OVWRSXQOSaVW	NrQa[ZNWS	PWe	ZPOTaWNX]̂	gPSNX̂	TNPŜ	QSa\aSaNR̂	SXPWR[VXSPSaVŴ	PWe	VSTNX	P̀Oa\aSaNR	PWe	RNXfaONR	WNONRRPX]	̀VX	[XV[NX	NnNOQSaVW	PWe	OVZ[\NSaVW	V̀	STN	cVXd̂	gTNSTNX	SNZ[VXPX]	VX	[NXZPWNWS	PWe	gTNSTNX	VX	WVS	aWOVX[VXPSNe	VX	SV	_N	aWOVX[VXPSNe	aW	STN	cVXdkI	JKvKL	�nON[S	aW	STN	OPRN	V̀	ZaWVX	OTPWbNR	aW	STN	cVXd	P[[XVfNe	_]	STN	qXOTaSNOS	aW	POOVXePWON	gaST	iNOSaVW	lkwjk�	VX	VXeNXNe	_]	STN	qXOTaSNOS	aW	POOVXePWON	gaST	iNOSaVW	zkm̂	STN	UVWSXPOSVX	ZP]	ZPdN	RQ_RSaSQSaVWR	VW\]	gaST	STN	OVWRNWS	V̀	STN	hgWNX̂	P̀SNX	NfP\QPSaVW	_]	STN	qXOTaSNOS	PWe	aW	POOVXePWON	gaST	P	UTPWbN	hXeNX	VX	UVWRSXQOSaVW	UTPWbN	YaXNOSafNk
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I	JKLKJ	MNO	PQRSTUVSQT	WNUXX	ORYQTVO	WSTZVS	[ZWVZ\XZRO	UR[	]QQ[	QT[OT	ÛQR]	SNO	PQRSTUVSQT_W	Ô\XQ̀OOW	UR[	QSNOT	\OTWQRW	VUTT̀ZR]	QaS	SNO	bQTcd	MNO	PQRSTUVSQT	WNUXX	RQS	\OT̂ZS	Ô\XQ̀ ÔRS	QY	aRYZS	\OTWQRW	QT	\OTWQRW	RQS	\TQ\OTX̀	WcZXXO[	ZR	SUWcW	UWWZ]RO[	SQ	SNÔdI	JKe	fghhgijkI	JKeKl	MNO	PQRSTUVSQT	mUTTURSW	SQ	SNO	nmROT	UR[	oTVNZSOVS	SNUS	̂USOTZUXW	UR[	OpaZ\̂ ORS	YaTRZWNO[	aR[OT	SNO	PQRSTUVS	mZXX	qO	QY	]QQ[	paUXZS̀	UR[	ROm	aRXOWW	SNO	PQRSTUVS	rQVâ ORSW	TOpaZTO	QT	\OT̂ZS	QSNOTmZWOd	MNO	PQRSTUVSQT	YaTSNOT	mUTTURSW	SNUS	SNO	bQTc	mZXX	VQRYQT̂	SQ	SNO	TOpaZTÔORSW	QY	SNO	PQRSTUVS	rQVâ ORSW	UR[	mZXX	qO	YTOO	YTQ̂ 	[OYOVSWs	OtVO\S	YQT	SNQWO	ZRNOTORS	ZR	SNO	paUXZS̀	QY	SNO	bQTc	SNO	PQRSTUVS	rQVâ ORSW	TOpaZTO	QT	\OT̂ZSd	bQTcs	̂USOTZUXWs	QT	OpaZ\̂ ORS	RQS	VQRYQT̂ZR]	SQ	SNOWO	TOpaZTÔORSW	̂Ù	qO	VQRWZ[OTO[	[OYOVSZuOd	MNO	PQRSTUVSQT_W	mUTTURS̀	OtVXa[OW	TÔO[̀	YQT	[ÛU]O	QT	[OYOVS	VUaWO[	q̀	UqaWOs	UXSOTUSZQRW	SQ	SNO	bQTc	RQS	OtOVaSO[	q̀	SNO	PQRSTUVSQTs	Ẑ\TQ\OT	QT	ZRWaYYZVZORS	̂UZRSORURVOs	Ẑ\TQ\OT	Q\OTUSZQRs	QT	RQT̂UX	mOUT	UR[	SOUT	UR[	RQT̂UX	aWU]Od	vY	TOpaZTO[	q̀	SNO	oTVNZSOVSs	SNO	PQRSTUVSQT	WNUXX	YaTRZWN	WUSZWYUVSQT̀	OuZ[ORVO	UW	SQ	SNO	cZR[	UR[	paUXZS̀	QY	̂USOTZUXW	UR[	OpaZ\̂ ORSdI	JKeKw	oXX	̂USOTZUXs	OpaZ\̂ ORSs	QT	QSNOT	W\OVZUX	mUTTURSZOW	TOpaZTO[	q̀	SNO	PQRSTUVS	rQVâ ORSW	WNUXX	qO	ZWWaO[	ZR	SNO	RÛO	QY	SNO	nmROTs	QT	WNUXX	qO	STURWYOTUqXO	SQ	SNO	nmROTs	UR[	WNUXX	VQ̂ ÔRVO	ZR	UVVQT[URVO	mZSN	xOVSZQR	ydzd{dI	JK|	}g~��MNO	PQRSTUVSQT	WNUXX	\Ù	WUXOWs	VQRWâ OTs	aWO	UR[	WẐZXUT	SUtOW	YQT	SNO	bQTc	\TQuZ[O[	q̀	SNO	PQRSTUVSQT	SNUS	UTO	XO]UXX̀	ORUVSO[	mNOR	qZ[W	UTO	TOVOZuO[	QT	RO]QSZUSZQRW	VQRVXa[O[s	mNOSNOT	QT	RQS	̀OS	OYYOVSZuO	QT	̂OTOX̀	WVNO[aXO[	SQ	]Q	ZRSQ	OYYOVSdI	JK�	��h��j��	�����	��j����	gi�	������gi��	��j�	�g��I	JK�Kl	�RXOWW	QSNOTmZWO	\TQuZ[O[	ZR	SNO	PQRSTUVS	rQVâ ORSWs	SNO	PQRSTUVSQT	WNUXX	WOVaTO	UR[	\Ù	YQT	SNO	qaZX[ZR]	\OT̂ZS	UW	mOXX	UW	YQT	QSNOT	\OT̂ZSWs	YOOWs	XZVORWOWs	UR[	ZRW\OVSZQRW	q̀	]QuOTR̂ ORS	U]ORVZOW	ROVOWWUT̀	YQT	\TQ\OT	OtOVaSZQR	UR[	VQ̂ \XOSZQR	QY	SNO	bQTc	SNUS	UTO	VaWSQ̂ UTZX̀	WOVaTO[	UYSOT	OtOVaSZQR	QY	SNO	PQRSTUVS	UR[	XO]UXX̀	TOpaZTO[	US	SNO	SẐO	qZ[W	UTO	TOVOZuO[	QT	RO]QSZUSZQRW	VQRVXa[O[dI	JK�Kw	MNO	PQRSTUVSQT	WNUXX	VQ̂ \X̀	mZSN	UR[	]ZuO	RQSZVOW	TOpaZTO[	q̀	U\\XZVUqXO	XUmWs	WSUSaSOWs	QT[ZRURVOWs	VQ[OWs	TaXOW	UR[	TO]aXUSZQRWs	UR[	XUmYaX	QT[OTW	QY	\aqXZV	UaSNQTZSZOW	U\\XZVUqXO	SQ	\OTYQT̂URVO	QY	SNO	bQTcdI	JK�KJ	vY	SNO	PQRSTUVSQT	\OTYQT̂W	bQTc	cRQmZR]	ZS	SQ	qO	VQRSTUT̀	SQ	U\\XZVUqXO	XUmWs	WSUSaSOWs	QT[ZRURVOWs	VQ[OWs	TaXOW	UR[	TO]aXUSZQRWs	QT	XUmYaX	QT[OTW	QY	\aqXZV	UaSNQTZSZOWs	SNO	PQRSTUVSQT	WNUXX	UWWâ O	U\\TQ\TZUSO	TOW\QRWZqZXZS̀	YQT	WaVN	bQTc	UR[	WNUXX	qOUT	SNO	VQWSW	USSTZqaSUqXO	SQ	VQTTOVSZQRdI	JK�KL	��i��g���	�h	�i�i��i	��i��j��i�vY	SNO	PQRSTUVSQT	ORVQaRSOTW	VQR[ZSZQRW	US	SNO	WZSO	SNUS	UTO	���	WaqWaTYUVO	QT	QSNOTmZWO	VQRVOUXO[	\ǸWZVUX	VQR[ZSZQRW	SNUS	[ZYYOT	̂USOTZUXX̀	YTQ̂ 	SNQWO	ZR[ZVUSO[	ZR	SNO	PQRSTUVS	rQVâ ORSW	QT	���	aRcRQmR	\ǸWZVUX	VQR[ZSZQRW	QY	UR	aRaWaUX	RUSaTO	SNUS	[ZYYOT	̂USOTZUXX̀	YTQ̂ 	SNQWO	QT[ZRUTZX̀	YQaR[	SQ	OtZWS	UR[	]OROTUXX̀	TOVQ]RZ�O[	UW	ZRNOTORS	ZR	VQRWSTaVSZQR	UVSZuZSZOW	QY	SNO	VNUTUVSOT	\TQuZ[O[	YQT	ZR	SNO	PQRSTUVS	rQVâ ORSWs	SNO	PQRSTUVSQT	WNUXX	\TQ̂ \SX̀	\TQuZ[O	RQSZVO	SQ	SNO	nmROT	UR[	SNO	oTVNZSOVS	qOYQTO	VQR[ZSZQRW	UTO	[ZWSaTqO[	UR[	ZR	RQ	OuORS	XUSOT	SNUR	�{	[ÙW	UYSOT	YZTWS	QqWOTuURVO	QY	SNO	VQR[ZSZQRWd	MNO	oTVNZSOVS	mZXX	\TQ̂ \SX̀	ZRuOWSZ]USO	WaVN	VQR[ZSZQRW	UR[s	ZY	SNO	oTVNZSOVS	[OSOT̂ZROW	SNUS	SNÒ	[ZYYOT	̂USOTZUXX̀	UR[	VUaWO	UR	ZRVTOUWO	QT	[OVTOUWO	ZR	SNO	PQRSTUVSQT_W	VQWS	QYs	QT	SẐO	TOpaZTO[	YQTs	\OTYQT̂URVO	QY	UR̀	\UTS	QY	SNO	bQTcs	mZXX	TOVQ̂ ÔR[	SNUS	UR	OpaZSUqXO	U[�aWŜORS	qO	̂U[O	ZR	SNO	PQRSTUVS	xâ 	QT	PQRSTUVS	MẐOs	QT	qQSNd	vY	SNO	oTVNZSOVS	[OSOT̂ZROW	SNUS	SNO	VQR[ZSZQRW	US	SNO	WZSO	UTO	RQS	̂USOTZUXX̀	[ZYYOTORS	YTQ̂ 	SNQWO	ZR[ZVUSO[	ZR	SNO	PQRSTUVS	rQVâ ORSW	UR[	SNUS	RQ	VNUR]O	ZR	SNO	SOT̂W	QY	SNO	PQRSTUVS	ZW	�aWSZYZO[s	SNO	oTVNZSOVS	WNUXX	\TQ̂ \SX̀	RQSZỲ	SNO	nmROT	UR[	PQRSTUVSQTs	WSUSZR]	SNO	TOUWQRWd	vY	OZSNOT	\UTS̀	[ZW\aSOW	SNO	oTVNZSOVS_W	[OSOT̂ZRUSZQR	QT	TOVQ̂ ÔR[USZQRs	SNUS	\UTS̀	̂Ù	Waq̂ ZS	U	PXUẐ	UW	\TQuZ[O[	ZR	oTSZVXO	��dI	JK�Ke	vYs	ZR	SNO	VQaTWO	QY	SNO	bQTcs	SNO	PQRSTUVSQT	ORVQaRSOTW	Nâ UR	TÔUZRW	QT	TOVQ]RZ�OW	SNO	OtZWSORVO	QY	qaTZUX	ÛTcOTWs	UTVNUOQXQ]ZVUX	WZSOW	QT	mOSXUR[W	RQS	ZR[ZVUSO[	ZR	SNO	PQRSTUVS	rQVâ ORSWs	SNO	PQRSTUVSQT	WNUXX	Ẑ Ô[ZUSOX̀	WaW\OR[	UR̀	Q\OTUSZQRW	SNUS	mQaX[	UYYOVS	SNÔ	UR[	WNUXX	RQSZỲ	SNO	nmROT	UR[	oTVNZSOVSd	�\QR	TOVOZ\S	QY	WaVN	RQSZVOs	SNO	nmROT	WNUXX	\TQ̂ \SX̀	SUcO	UR̀	UVSZQR	ROVOWWUT̀	SQ	QqSUZR	]QuOTR̂ ORSUX	UaSNQTZ�USZQR	TOpaZTO[	SQ	TOWâ O	SNO	Q\OTUSZQRWd	MNO	PQRSTUVSQT	WNUXX	VQRSZRaO	SQ	WaW\OR[	WaVN	Q\OTUSZQRW	aRSZX	QSNOTmZWO	ZRWSTaVSO[	q̀	SNO	nmROT	qaS	WNUXX	VQRSZRaO	mZSN	UXX	QSNOT	Q\OTUSZQRW	SNUS	[Q	RQS	UYYOVS	SNQWO	TÔUZRW	QT	YOUSaTOWd	�OpaOWSW	YQT	U[�aWŜORSW	ZR	SNO	PQRSTUVS	xâ 	UR[	PQRSTUVS	MẐO	UTZWZR]	YTQ̂ 	SNO	OtZWSORVO	QY	WaVN	TÔUZRW	QT	YOUSaTOW	̂Ù	qO	̂U[O	UW	\TQuZ[O[	ZR	oTSZVXO	��d
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I	JKL	MNNOPQRSTUI	JKLKV	WXY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂	aX_bb	c\̀bdeY	c\	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀]	fdg	_bb	_bb[h_\̀Ya	a]_]Ye	c\	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀]	i[̀dgY\]aj	k]Yga	[̀lŶYe	mn	_bb[h_\̀Ya	aX_bb	mY	adoobcYe	p[̂	ad̀X	_g[d\]a	_\e	mn	ad̀X	oŶa[\a	[̂	Y\]c]cYa	_a	]XY	qh\Ŷ	g_n	eĉỲ]r	md]	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂	aX_bb	\[]	mY	̂YsdĉYe	][	Ygob[n	oŶa[\a	[̂	Y\]c]cYa	][	hX[g	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂	X_a	̂Y_a[\_mbY	[mtỲ]c[\jI	JKLKu	v\bYaa	[]XŶhcaY	ô[lceYe	c\	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀]	i[̀dgY\]arKV _bb[h_\̀Ya	aX_bb	̀[lŶ	]XY	̀[a]	][	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂	[p	g_]Ŷc_ba	_\e	YsdcogY\]	eYbclŶYe	_]	]XY	ac]Y	_\e	_bb	ŶsdĉYe	]_wYar	bYaa	_oobc̀_mbY	]̂_eY	ecà[d\]axKu Z[\]̂_̀][̂ya	̀[a]a	p[̂	d\b[_ec\z	_\e	X_\ebc\z	_]	]XY	ac]Yr	b_m[̂r	c\a]_bb_]c[\	̀[a]ar	[lŶXY_er	ô[pc]r	_\e	[]XŶ	YwoY\aYa	̀[\]Ygob_]Ye	p[̂	a]_]Ye	_bb[h_\̀Y	_g[d\]a	aX_bb	mY	c\̀bdeYe	c\	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀]	fdg	md]	\[]	c\	]XY	_bb[h_\̀Yax	_\eKJ hXY\YlŶ	̀[a]a	_̂Y	g[̂Y	]X_\	[̂	bYaa	]X_\	_bb[h_\̀Yar	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀]	fdg	aX_bb	mY	_etda]Ye	_̀ [̀̂ec\zbn	mn	ZX_\zY	q̂eŶj	WXY	_g[d\]	[p	]XY	ZX_\zY	q̂eŶ	aX_bb	̂YpbỲ]	{|}	]XY	ecppŶY\̀Y	mY]hYY\	_̀]d_b	̀[a]a	_\e	]XY	_bb[h_\̀Ya	d\eŶ	fỲ]c[\	~j�j�j|	_\e	{�}	̀X_\zYa	c\	Z[\]̂_̀][̂ya	̀[a]a	d\eŶ	fỲ]c[\	~j�j�j�jI	JKLKJ	�_]Ŷc_ba	_\e	YsdcogY\]	d\eŶ	_\	_bb[h_\̀Y	aX_bb	mY	aYbỲ]Ye	mn	]XY	qh\Ŷ	hc]X	̂Y_a[\_mbY	ô[go]\YaajI	JK�	���T��R�TR�TR�I	JK�KV	WXY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂	aX_bb	Ygob[n	_	̀[goY]Y\]	adoŶc\]Y\eY\]	_\e	\ỲYaa_̂n	_aaca]_\]a	hX[	aX_bb	mY	c\	_]]Y\e_\̀Y	_]	]XY	�̂[tỲ]	ac]Y	ed̂c\z	oŶp[̂g_\̀Y	[p	]XY	�[̂�j	WXY	adoŶc\]Y\eY\]	aX_bb	̂YôYaY\]	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂r	_\e	[̀ggd\c̀_]c[\a	zclY\	][	]XY	adoŶc\]Y\eY\]	aX_bb	mY	_a	mc\ec\z	_a	cp	zclY\	][	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂jI	JK�Ku	WXY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂r	_a	a[[\	_a	ô_̀]c̀_mbY	_p]Ŷ	_h_̂e	[p	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀]r	aX_bb	\[]cpn	]XY	qh\Ŷ	_\e	�̂ X̀c]Ỳ]	[p	]XY	\_gY	_\e	sd_bcpc̀_]c[\a	[p	_	ô[o[aYe	adoŶc\]Y\eY\]j	�c]Xc\	|�	e_na	[p	̂ỲYco]	[p	]XY	c\p[̂g_]c[\r	]XY	�̂ X̀c]Ỳ]	g_n	\[]cpn	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂r	a]_]c\z	hXY]XŶ	]XY	qh\Ŷ	[̂	]XY	�̂ X̀c]Ỳ]	{|}	X_a	̂Y_a[\_mbY	[mtỲ]c[\	][	]XY	ô[o[aYe	adoŶc\]Y\eY\]	[̂	{�}	̂YsdĉYa	_eec]c[\_b	]cgY	p[̂	̂YlcYhj	�_cbd̂Y	[p	]XY	�̂ X̀c]Ỳ]	][	ô[lceY	\[]c̀Y	hc]Xc\	]XY	|��e_n	oŶc[e	aX_bb	̀[\a]c]d]Y	\[]c̀Y	[p	\[	̂Y_a[\_mbY	[mtỲ]c[\jI	JK�KJ	WXY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂	aX_bb	\[]	Ygob[n	_	ô[o[aYe	adoŶc\]Y\eY\]	][	hX[g	]XY	qh\Ŷ	[̂	�̂ X̀c]Ỳ]	X_a	g_eY	Ŷ_a[\_mbY	_\e	]cgYbn	[mtỲ]c[\j	WXY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂	aX_bb	\[]	̀X_\zY	]XY	adoŶc\]Y\eY\]	hc]X[d]	]XY	qh\Ŷya	̀[\aY\]r	hXc̀X	aX_bb	\[]	d\̂Y_a[\_mbn	mY	hc]XXYbe	[̂	eYb_nYejI	JKV�	�OR��QS�O��U	�ORU���S��OR	QR�	�������QN	�S�T��NTUI	JKV�KV	WXY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂r	ô[go]bn	_p]Ŷ	mYc\z	_h_̂eYe	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀]r	aX_bb	admgc]	p[̂	]XY	qh\Ŷya	_\e	�̂ X̀c]Ỳ]ya	c\p[̂g_]c[\	_	Z[\]̂_̀][̂ya	̀[\a]̂d̀]c[\	àXYedbY	p[̂	]XY	�[̂�j	WXY	àXYedbY	aX_bb	̀[\]_c\	eY]_cb	_oô[ôc_]Y	p[̂	]XY	�̂[tỲ]r	c\̀bdec\z	{|}	]XY	e_]Y	[p	̀[ggY\̀YgY\]	[p	]XY	�[̂�r	c\]Ŷcg	àXYedbY	gcbYa][\Y	e_]Yar	_\e	]XY	e_]Y	[p	fdma]_\]c_b	Z[gobY]c[\x	{�}	_\	_oo[̂]c[\gY\]	[p	]XY	�[̂�	mn	̀[\a]̂d̀]c[\	_̀]clc]nx	_\e	{~}	]XY	]cgY	̂YsdĉYe	p[̂	[̀gobY]c[\	[p	Y_̀X	o[̂]c[\	[p	]XY	�[̂�j	WXY	àXYedbY	aX_bb	ô[lceY	p[̂	]XY	[̂eŶbn	ô[ẑYaac[\	[p	]XY	�[̂�	][	[̀gobY]c[\	_\e	aX_bb	\[]	YẁYYe	]cgY	bcgc]a	̀d̂̂Y\]	d\eŶ	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀]	i[̀dgY\]aj	WXY	àXYedbY	aX_bb	mY	̂YlcaYe	_]	_oô[ôc_]Y	c\]Ŷl_ba	_a	̂YsdĉYe	mn	]XY	̀[\ec]c[\a	[p	]XY	�[̂�	_\e	�̂[tỲ]jI	JKV�Ku	WXY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂r	ô[go]bn	_p]Ŷ	mYc\z	_h_̂eYe	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀]	_\e	]XŶY_p]Ŷ	_a	\ỲYaa_̂n	][	g_c\]_c\	_	̀d̂̂Y\]	admgc]]_b	àXYedbYr	aX_bb	admgc]	_	admgc]]_b	àXYedbY	p[̂	]XY	�̂ X̀c]Ỳ]ya	_oô[l_bj	WXY	�̂ X̀c]Ỳ]ya	_oô[l_b	aX_bb	\[]	mY	d\̂Y_a[\_mbn	eYb_nYe	[̂	hc]XXYbej	WXY	admgc]]_b	àXYedbY	aX_bb	{|}	mY	̀[[̂ec\_]Ye	hc]X	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂ya	[̀\a]̂d̀]c[\	àXYedbYr	_\e	{�}	_bb[h	]XY	�̂ X̀c]Ỳ]	̂Y_a[\_mbY	]cgY	][	̂YlcYh	admgc]]_baj	kp	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂	p_cba	][	admgc]	_	admgc]]_b	àXYedbYr	[̂	p_cba	][	ô[lceY	admgc]]_ba	c\	_̀ [̀̂e_\̀Y	hc]X	]XY	_oô[lYe	admgc]]_b	àXYedbYr	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂	aX_bb	\[]	mY	Y\]c]bYe	][	_\n	c\̀ Ŷ_aY	c\	Z[\]̂_̀]	fdg	[̂	Yw]Y\ac[\	[p	Z[\]̂_̀]	WcgY	m_aYe	[\	]XY	]cgY	ŶsdĉYe	p[̂	̂YlcYh	[p	admgc]]_bajI	JKV�KJ	WXY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂	aX_bb	oŶp[̂g	]XY	�[̂�	c\	zY\Ŷ_b	_̀ [̀̂e_\̀Y	hc]X	]XY	g[a]	̂ỲY\]	àXYedbYa	admgc]]Ye	][	]XY	qh\Ŷ	_\e	�̂ X̀c]Ỳ]jI	JKVV	�OS��TR�U	QR�	�Q��NTU	Q�	��T	���TWXY	Z[\]̂_̀][̂	aX_bb	g_�Y	_l_cb_mbYr	_]	]XY	�̂[tỲ]	ac]Yr	]XY	Z[\]̂_̀]	i[̀dgY\]ar	c\̀bdec\z	ZX_\zY	q̂eŶar	Z[\a]̂d̀]c[\	ZX_\zY	iĉỲ]clYar	_\e	[]XŶ	�[ecpc̀_]c[\ar	c\	z[[e	[̂eŶ	_\e	g_̂�Ye	̀d̂̂Y\]bn	][	c\ec̀_]Y	pcYbe	X̀_\zYa	_\e	aYbỲ]c[\a	g_eY	ed̂c\z	̀[\a]̂d̀]c[\r	_\e	]XY	_oô[lYe	fX[o	î_hc\zar	�̂[ed̀]	i_]_r	f_gobYar	_\e	acgcb_̂	̂YsdĉYe	admgc]]_baj	WXYaY	aX_bb	mY	c\	YbỲ]̂[\c̀	p[̂g	[̂	o_oŶ	̀[onr	_l_cb_mbY	][	]XY	�̂ X̀c]Ỳ]	_\e	qh\Ŷr	_\e	
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IJKLMJNJI	OP	OQJ	RNSQLOJSO	TPN	UVWXLOOYK	OP	OQJ	Z[\JN	V]P\	SPX]KJOLP\	PT	OQJ	̂PN_	YU	Y	NJSPNI	PT	OQJ	̂PN_	YU	SP\UONVSOJÌa	bcde	fghi	jklmnopqr	skhtuvw	jlwl	lot	flxiyzqa	bcdecd	{QP]	|NY[L\}U	YNJ	INY[L\}U~	ILY}NYXU~	USQJIVKJU~	Y\I	POQJN	IYOY	U]JSLYKK�	]NJ]YNJI	TPN	OQJ	̂PN_	W�	OQJ	�P\ONYSOPN	PN	Y	{VWSP\ONYSOPN~	{VW�UVWSP\ONYSOPN~	XY\VTYSOVNJN~	UV]]KLJN~	PN	ILUONLWVOPN	OP	LKKVUONYOJ	UPXJ	]PNOLP\	PT	OQJ	̂PN_̀a	bcdece	�NPIVSO	|YOY	YNJ	LKKVUONYOLP\U~	UOY\IYNI	USQJIVKJU~	]JNTPNXY\SJ	SQYNOU~	L\UONVSOLP\U~	WNPSQVNJU~	ILY}NYXU~	Y\I	POQJN	L\TPNXYOLP\	TVN\LUQJI	W�	OQJ	�P\ONYSOPN	OP	LKKVUONYOJ	XYOJNLYKU	PN	J�VL]XJ\O	TPN	UPXJ	]PNOLP\	PT	OQJ	̂PN_̀a	bcdecb	{YX]KJU	YNJ	]Q�ULSYK	J�YX]KJU	OQYO	LKKVUONYOJ	XYOJNLYKU~	J�VL]XJ\O~	PN	[PN_XY\UQL]~	Y\I	JUOYWKLUQ	UOY\IYNIU	W�	[QLSQ	OQJ	̂PN_	[LKK	WJ	�VI}JÌa	bcdec�	{QP]	|NY[L\}U~	�NPIVSO	|YOY~	{YX]KJU~	Y\I	ULXLKYN	UVWXLOOYKU	YNJ	\PO	�P\ONYSO	|PSVXJ\OÙ	�QJLN	]VN]PUJ	LU	OP	IJXP\UONYOJ	QP[	OQJ	�P\ONYSOPN	]NP]PUJU	OP	SP\TPNX	OP	OQJ	L\TPNXYOLP\	}LMJ\	Y\I	OQJ	IJUL}\	SP\SJ]O	J�]NJUUJI	L\	OQJ	�P\ONYSO	|PSVXJ\OU	TPN	OQPUJ	]PNOLP\U	PT	OQJ	̂PN_	TPN	[QLSQ	OQJ	�P\ONYSO	|PSVXJ\OU	NJ�VLNJ	UVWXLOOYKÙ	�JMLJ[	W�	OQJ	RNSQLOJSO	LU	UVW�JSO	OP	OQJ	KLXLOYOLP\U	PT	{JSOLP\	�̀�̀�̀	�\TPNXYOLP\YK	UVWXLOOYKU	V]P\	[QLSQ	OQJ	RNSQLOJSO	LU	\PO	J�]JSOJI	OP	OY_J	NJU]P\ULMJ	YSOLP\	XY�	WJ	UP	LIJ\OLTLJI	L\	OQJ	�P\ONYSO	|PSVXJ\OÙ	{VWXLOOYKU	OQYO	YNJ	\PO	NJ�VLNJI	W�	OQJ	�P\ONYSO	|PSVXJ\OU	XY�	WJ	NJOVN\JI	W�	OQJ	RNSQLOJSO	[LOQPVO	YSOLP\̀a	bcdec�	�QJ	�P\ONYSOPN	UQYKK	NJMLJ[	TPN	SPX]KLY\SJ	[LOQ	OQJ	�P\ONYSO	|PSVXJ\OU~	Y]]NPMJ~	Y\I	UVWXLO	OP	OQJ	RNSQLOJSO~	{QP]	|NY[L\}U~	�NPIVSO	|YOY~	{YX]KJU~	Y\I	ULXLKYN	UVWXLOOYKU	NJ�VLNJI	W�	OQJ	�P\ONYSO	|PSVXJ\OU~	L\	YSSPNIY\SJ	[LOQ	OQJ	UVWXLOOYK	USQJIVKJ	Y]]NPMJI	W�	OQJ	RNSQLOJSO	PN~	L\	OQJ	YWUJ\SJ	PT	Y\	Y]]NPMJI	UVWXLOOYK	USQJIVKJ~	[LOQ	NJYUP\YWKJ	]NPX]O\JUU	Y\I	L\	UVSQ	UJ�VJ\SJ	YU	OP	SYVUJ	\P	IJKY�	L\	OQJ	̂PN_	PN	L\	OQJ	YSOLMLOLJU	PT	OQJ	Z[\JN	PN	PT	{J]YNYOJ	�P\ONYSOPNÙa	bcdec�	��	UVWXLOOL\}	{QP]	|NY[L\}U~	�NPIVSO	|YOY~	{YX]KJU~	Y\I	ULXLKYN	UVWXLOOYKU~	OQJ	�P\ONYSOPN	NJ]NJUJ\OU	OP	OQJ	Z[\JN	Y\I	RNSQLOJSO	OQYO	OQJ	�P\ONYSOPN	QYU	���	NJMLJ[JI	Y\I	Y]]NPMJI	OQJX~	���	IJOJNXL\JI	Y\I	MJNLTLJI	XYOJNLYKU~	TLJKI	XJYUVNJXJ\OU	Y\I	TLJKI	SP\UONVSOLP\	SNLOJNLY	NJKYOJI	OQJNJOP~	PN	[LKK	IP	UP~	Y\I	���	SQJS_JI	Y\I	SPPNIL\YOJI	OQJ	L\TPNXYOLP\	SP\OYL\JI	[LOQL\	UVSQ	UVWXLOOYKU	[LOQ	OQJ	NJ�VLNJXJ\OU	PT	OQJ	̂PN_	Y\I	PT	OQJ	�P\ONYSO	|PSVXJ\OÙa	bcdec�	�QJ	�P\ONYSOPN	UQYKK	]JNTPNX	\P	]PNOLP\	PT	OQJ	̂PN_	TPN	[QLSQ	OQJ	�P\ONYSO	|PSVXJ\OU	NJ�VLNJ	UVWXLOOYK	Y\I	NJMLJ[	PT	{QP]	|NY[L\}U~	�NPIVSO	|YOY~	{YX]KJU~	PN	ULXLKYN	UVWXLOOYKU~	V\OLK	OQJ	NJU]JSOLMJ	UVWXLOOYK	QYU	WJJ\	Y]]NPMJI	W�	OQJ	RNSQLOJSÒa	bcdec�	�QJ	̂PN_	UQYKK	WJ	L\	YSSPNIY\SJ	[LOQ	Y]]NPMJI	UVWXLOOYKU	J�SJ]O	OQYO	OQJ	�P\ONYSOPN	UQYKK	\PO	WJ	NJKLJMJI	PT	NJU]P\ULWLKLO�	TPN	IJMLYOLP\U	TNPX	OQJ	NJ�VLNJXJ\OU	PT	OQJ	�P\ONYSO	|PSVXJ\OU	W�	OQJ	RNSQLOJSO�U	Y]]NPMYK	PT	{QP]	|NY[L\}U~	�NPIVSO	|YOY~	{YX]KJU~	PN	ULXLKYN	UVWXLOOYKU~	V\KJUU	OQJ	�P\ONYSOPN	QYU	U]JSLTLSYKK�	\POLTLJI	OQJ	RNSQLOJSO	PT	UVSQ	IJMLYOLP\	YO	OQJ	OLXJ	PT	UVWXLOOYK	Y\I	���	OQJ	RNSQLOJSO	QYU	}LMJ\	[NLOOJ\	Y]]NPMYK	OP	OQJ	U]JSLTLS	IJMLYOLP\	YU	Y	XL\PN	SQY\}J	L\	OQJ	̂PN_~	PN	���	Y	�QY\}J	ZNIJN	PN	�P\UONVSOLP\	�QY\}J	|LNJSOLMJ	QYU	WJJ\	LUUVJI	YVOQPNL�L\}	OQJ	IJMLYOLP\̀	�QJ	�P\ONYSOPN	UQYKK	\PO	WJ	NJKLJMJI	PT	NJU]P\ULWLKLO�	TPN	JNNPNU	PN	PXLUULP\U	L\	{QP]	|NY[L\}U~	�NPIVSO	|YOY~	{YX]KJU~	PN	ULXLKYN	UVWXLOOYKU~	W�	OQJ	RNSQLOJSO�U	Y]]NPMYK	OQJNJPT̀a	bcdec�	�QJ	�P\ONYSOPN	UQYKK	ILNJSO	U]JSLTLS	YOOJ\OLP\~	L\	[NLOL\}	PN	P\	NJUVWXLOOJI	{QP]	|NY[L\}U~	�NPIVSO	|YOY~	{YX]KJU~	PN	ULXLKYN	UVWXLOOYKU~	OP	NJMLULP\U	POQJN	OQY\	OQPUJ	NJ�VJUOJI	W�	OQJ	RNSQLOJSO	P\	]NJMLPVU	UVWXLOOYKÙ	�\	OQJ	YWUJ\SJ	PT	UVSQ	\POLSJ~	OQJ	RNSQLOJSO�U	Y]]NPMYK	PT	Y	NJUVWXLUULP\	UQYKK	\PO	Y]]K�	OP	UVSQ	NJMLULP\Ùa	bcdecd�	�QJ	�P\ONYSOPN	UQYKK	\PO	WJ	NJ�VLNJI	OP	]NPMLIJ	]NPTJUULP\YK	UJNMLSJU	OQYO	SP\UOLOVOJ	OQJ	]NYSOLSJ	PT	YNSQLOJSOVNJ	PN	J\}L\JJNL\}	V\KJUU	UVSQ	UJNMLSJU	YNJ	U]JSLTLSYKK�	NJ�VLNJI	W�	OQJ	�P\ONYSO	|PSVXJ\OU	TPN	Y	]PNOLP\	PT	OQJ	̂PN_	PN	V\KJUU	OQJ	�P\ONYSOPN	\JJIU	OP	]NPMLIJ	UVSQ	UJNMLSJU	L\	PNIJN	OP	SYNN�	PVO	OQJ	�P\ONYSOPN�U	NJU]P\ULWLKLOLJU	TPN	SP\UONVSOLP\	XJY\U~	XJOQPIU~	OJSQ\L�VJU~	UJ�VJ\SJU~	Y\I	]NPSJIVNJÙ	�QJ	�P\ONYSOPN	UQYKK	\PO	WJ	NJ�VLNJI	OP	]NPMLIJ	]NPTJUULP\YK	UJNMLSJU	L\	MLPKYOLP\	PT	Y]]KLSYWKJ	KY[̀a	bcdecd�cd	�T	]NPTJUULP\YK	IJUL}\	UJNMLSJU	PN	SJNOLTLSYOLP\U	W�	Y	IJUL}\	]NPTJUULP\YK	NJKYOJI	OP	U�UOJXU~	XYOJNLYKU~	PN	J�VL]XJ\O	YNJ	U]JSLTLSYKK�	NJ�VLNJI	PT	OQJ	�P\ONYSOPN	W�	OQJ	�P\ONYSO	|PSVXJ\OU~	OQJ	Z[\JN	Y\I	OQJ	RNSQLOJSO	[LKK	
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IJKLMNO	PQQ	JKRNSRTPULK	PUV	VKIMWU	LRMXKRMP	XYPX	IZLY	IKR[MLKI	TZIX	IPXMINO\	]YK	̂SUXRPLXSR	IYPQQ	_K	KUXMXQKV	XS	RKQO	ZJSU	XYK	PVK̀ZPLO	PUV	PLLZRPLO	SN	XYK	JKRNSRTPULK	PUV	VKIMWU	LRMXKRMP	JRS[MVKV	MU	XYK	̂SUXRPLX	aSLZTKUXI\	]YK	ŜUXRPLXSR	IYPQQ	LPZIK	IZLY	IKR[MLKI	SR	LKRXMNMLPXMSUI	XS	_K	JRS[MVKV	_O	PU	PJJRSJRMPXKQO	QMLKUIKV	VKIMWU	JRSNKIIMSUPQb	cYSIK	IMWUPXZRK	PUV	IKPQ	IYPQQ	PJJKPR	SU	PQQ	VRPcMUWIb	LPQLZQPXMSUIb	IJKLMNMLPXMSUIb	LKRXMNMLPXMSUIb	dYSJ	aRPcMUWIb	PUV	SXYKR	IZ_TMXXPQI	JRKJPRKV	_O	IZLY	JRSNKIIMSUPQ\	dYSJ	aRPcMUWIb	PUV	SXYKR	IZ_TMXXPQI	RKQPXKV	XS	XYK	eSRfb	VKIMWUKV	SR	LKRXMNMKV	_O	IZLY	JRSNKIIMSUPQb	MN	JRKJPRKV	_O	SXYKRIb	IYPQQ	_KPR	IZLY	JRSNKIIMSUPQgI	cRMXXKU	PJJRS[PQ	cYKU	IZ_TMXXKV	XS	XYK	hRLYMXKLX\	]YK	icUKR	PUV	XYK	hRLYMXKLX	IYPQQ	_K	KUXMXQKV	XS	RKQO	ZJSU	XYK	PVK̀ZPLO	PUV	PLLZRPLO	SN	XYK	IKR[MLKIb	LKRXMNMLPXMSUIb	PUV	PJJRS[PQI	JKRNSRTKV	SR	JRS[MVKV	_O	IZLY	VKIMWU	JRSNKIIMSUPQIb	JRS[MVKV	XYK	icUKR	PUV	hRLYMXKLX	YP[K	IJKLMNMKV	XS	XYK	̂SUXRPLXSR	XYK	JKRNSRTPULK	PUV	VKIMWU	LRMXKRMP	XYPX	IZLY	IKR[MLKI	TZIX	IPXMINO\	jZRIZPUX	XS	XYMI	dKLXMSU	k\lm\lnb	XYK	hRLYMXKLX	cMQQ	RK[MKc	PUV	PJJRS[K	SR	XPfK	SXYKR	PJJRSJRMPXK	PLXMSU	SU	IZ_TMXXPQI	SUQO	NSR	XYK	QMTMXKV	JZRJSIK	SN	LYKLfMUW	NSR	LSUNSRTPULK	cMXY	MUNSRTPXMSU	WM[KU	PUV	XYK	VKIMWU	LSULKJX	KoJRKIIKV	MU	XYK	̂SUXRPLX	aSLZTKUXI\p	qrstrsurt	vN	XYK	̂SUXRPLX	aSLZTKUXI	RK̀ZMRK	XYK	̂SUXRPLXSRgI	VKIMWU	JRSNKIIMSUPQ	XS	LKRXMNO	XYPX	XYK	eSRf	YPI	_KKU	JKRNSRTKV	MU	PLLSRVPULK	cMXY	XYK	VKIMWU	LRMXKRMPb	XYK	̂SUXRPLXSR	IYPQQ	NZRUMIY	IZLY	LKRXMNMLPXMSUI	XS	XYK	hRLYMXKLX	PX	XYK	XMTK	PUV	MU	XYK	NSRT	IJKLMNMKV	_O	XYK	hRLYMXKLX\p	qrsq	wxy	z{	|}~y]YK	̂SUXRPLXSR	IYPQQ	LSUNMUK	SJKRPXMSUI	PX	XYK	IMXK	XS	PRKPI	JKRTMXXKV	_O	PJJQMLP_QK	QPcIb	IXPXZXKIb	SRVMUPULKIb	LSVKIb	RZQKI	PUV	RKWZQPXMSUIb	QPcNZQ	SRVKRI	SN	JZ_QML	PZXYSRMXMKIb	PUV	XYK	̂SUXRPLX	aSLZTKUXI	PUV	IYPQQ	USX	ZURKPISUP_QO	KULZT_KR	XYK	IMXK	cMXY	TPXKRMPQI	SR	K̀ZMJTKUX\p	qrs�	��~~}��	���	��~��}��p	qrs�rs	]YK	̂SUXRPLXSR	IYPQQ	_K	RKIJSUIM_QK	NSR	LZXXMUWb	NMXXMUWb	SR	JPXLYMUW	RK̀ZMRKV	XS	LSTJQKXK	XYK	eSRf	SR	XS	TPfK	MXI	JPRXI	NMX	XSWKXYKR	JRSJKRQO\	hQQ	PRKPI	RK̀ZMRMUW	LZXXMUWb	NMXXMUWb	SR	JPXLYMUW	IYPQQ	_K	RKIXSRKV	XS	XYK	LSUVMXMSU	KoMIXMUW	JRMSR	XS	XYK	LZXXMUWb	NMXXMUWb	SR	JPXLYMUWb	ZUQKII	SXYKRcMIK	RK̀ZMRKV	_O	XYK	̂SUXRPLX	aSLZTKUXI\p	qrs�rt	]YK	̂SUXRPLXSR	IYPQQ	USX	VPTPWK	SR	KUVPUWKR	P	JSRXMSU	SN	XYK	eSRf	SR	NZQQO	SR	JPRXMPQQO	LSTJQKXKV	LSUIXRZLXMSU	SN	XYK	icUKR	SR	dKJPRPXK	̂SUXRPLXSRI	_O	LZXXMUWb	JPXLYMUWb	SR	SXYKRcMIK	PQXKRMUW	IZLY	LSUIXRZLXMSUb	SR	_O	KoLP[PXMSU\	]YK	̂SUXRPLXSR	IYPQQ	USX	LZX	SR	SXYKRcMIK	PQXKR	LSUIXRZLXMSU	_O	XYK	icUKR	SR	P	dKJPRPXK	̂SUXRPLXSR	KoLKJX	cMXY	cRMXXKU	LSUIKUX	SN	XYK	icUKR	PUV	SN	XYK	dKJPRPXK	̂SUXRPLXSR\	̂SUIKUX	IYPQQ	USX	_K	ZURKPISUP_QO	cMXYYKQV\	]YK	ŜUXRPLXSR	IYPQQ	USX	ZURKPISUP_QO	cMXYYSQVb	NRST	XYK	icUKR	SR	P	dKJPRPXK	̂SUXRPLXSRb	MXI	LSUIKUX	XS	LZXXMUW	SR	SXYKRcMIK	PQXKRMUW	XYK	eSRf\p	qrs�	��y��}��	w�p	qrs�rs	]YK	̂SUXRPLXSR	IYPQQ	fKKJ	XYK	JRKTMIKI	PUV	IZRRSZUVMUW	PRKP	NRKK	NRST	PLLZTZQPXMSU	SN	cPIXK	TPXKRMPQI	PUV	RZ__MIY	LPZIKV	_O	SJKRPXMSUI	ZUVKR	XYK	̂SUXRPLX\	hX	LSTJQKXMSU	SN	XYK	eSRfb	XYK	̂SUXRPLXSR	IYPQQ	RKTS[K	cPIXK	TPXKRMPQIb	RZ__MIYb	XYK	̂SUXRPLXSRgI	XSSQIb	LSUIXRZLXMSU	K̀ZMJTKUXb	TPLYMUKROb	PUV	IZRJQZI	TPXKRMPQI	NRST	PUV	P_SZX	XYK	jRS�KLX\p	qrs�rt	vN	XYK	̂SUXRPLXSR	NPMQI	XS	LQKPU	ZJ	PI	JRS[MVKV	MU	XYK	̂SUXRPLX	aSLZTKUXIb	XYK	icUKR	TPO	VS	IS	PUV	XYK	icUKR	IYPQQ	_K	KUXMXQKV	XS	RKMT_ZRIKTKUX	NRST	XYK	̂SUXRPLXSR\p	qrs�	���yxx	~z	�z��]YK	̂SUXRPLXSR	IYPQQ	JRS[MVK	XYK	icUKR	PUV	hRLYMXKLX	cMXY	PLLKII	XS	XYK	eSRf	MU	JRKJPRPXMSU	PUV	JRSWRKII	cYKRK[KR	QSLPXKV\p	qrs�	�z���~}yx�	��~y�~x	���	�z���}��~x]YK	̂SUXRPLXSR	IYPQQ	JPO	PQQ	RSOPQXMKI	PUV	QMLKUIK	NKKI\	]YK	̂SUXRPLXSR	IYPQQ	VKNKUV	IZMXI	SR	LQPMTI	NSR	MUNRMUWKTKUX	SN	LSJORMWYXI	PUV	JPXKUX	RMWYXI	PUV	IYPQQ	YSQV	XYK	icUKR	PUV	hRLYMXKLX	YPRTQKII	NRST	QSII	SU	PLLSZUX	XYKRKSNb	_ZX	IYPQQ	USX	_K	RKIJSUIM_QK	NSR	VKNKUIK	SR	QSII	cYKU	P	JPRXMLZQPR	VKIMWUb	JRSLKIIb	SR	JRSVZLX	SN	P	JPRXMLZQPR	TPUZNPLXZRKR	SR	TPUZNPLXZRKRI	MI	RK̀ZMRKV	_O	XYK	̂SUXRPLX	aSLZTKUXIb	SR	cYKRK	XYK	LSJORMWYX	[MSQPXMSUI	PRK	LSUXPMUKV	MU	aRPcMUWIb	dJKLMNMLPXMSUIb	SR	SXYKR	VSLZTKUXI	JRKJPRKV	_O	XYK	icUKR	SR	hRLYMXKLX\	�ScK[KRb	MN	PU	MUNRMUWKTKUX	SN	P	LSJORMWYX	SR	JPXKUX	MI	VMILS[KRKV	_Ob	SR	TPVK	fUScU	XSb	XYK	̂SUXRPLXSRb	XYK	̂SUXRPLXSR	IYPQQ	_K	RKIJSUIM_QK	NSR	XYK	QSII	ZUQKII	XYK	MUNSRTPXMSU	MI	JRSTJXQO	NZRUMIYKV	XS	XYK	hRLYMXKLX\
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I	JKLM	NOPQROSTSUVWSXOI	JKLMKL	YZ	[\]	̂_̀̀]a[	]b[]c[	d]efg[[]h	ij	̀klm	[\]	nZc[eko[Ze	a\k̀̀	gch]fcĝj	kch	\Z̀h	\kef̀]aa	[\]	plc]em	qeo\g[]o[m	qeo\g[]o[ra	oZca_̀[kc[am	kch	ks]c[a	kch	]fd̀Zj]]a	Ẑ	kcj	Ẑ	[\]f	̂eZf	kch	kskgca[	òkgfam	hkfks]am	̀Zaa]am	kch	]bd]ca]am	gcò_hgcs	i_[	cZ[	̀gfg[]h	[Z	k[[Zec]jar	̂]]am	kegagcs	Z_[	Ẑ	Ze	e]a_̀[gcs	̂eZf	d]êZefkco]	Ẑ	[\]	tZeum	deZvgh]h	[\k[	a_o\	òkgfm	hkfks]m	̀Zaam	Ze	]bd]ca]	ga	k[[egi_[kì]	[Z	iZhg̀j	gcw_ejm	agouc]aam	hga]ka]	Ze	h]k[\m	Ze	[Z	gcw_ej	[Z	Ze	h]a[e_o[gZc	Ẑ	[kcsgì]	deZd]e[j	xZ[\]e	[\kc	[\]	tZeu	g[a]̀̂ym	i_[	Zc̀j	[Z	[\]	]b[]c[	ok_a]h	ij	[\]	c]s̀gs]c[	ko[a	Ze	ZfgaagZca	Ẑ	[\]	nZc[eko[Zem	k	z_ioZc[eko[Zem	kcjZc]	hge]o[̀j	Ze	gchge]o[̀j	]fd̀Zj]h	ij	[\]fm	Ze	kcjZc]	̂Ze	l\Za]	ko[a	[\]j	fkj	i]	̀gkì]m	e]skeh̀]aa	Ẑ	l\][\]e	Ze	cZ[	a_o\	òkgfm	hkfks]m	̀Zaam	Ze	]bd]ca]	ga	ok_a]h	gc	dke[	ij	k	dke[j	gch]fcĝg]h	\]e]_ch]e{	z_o\	Zìgsk[gZc	a\k̀̀	cZ[	i]	oZca[e_]h	[Z	c]sk[]m	kieghs]m	Ze	e]h_o]	Z[\]e	egs\[a	Ze	Zìgsk[gZca	Ẑ	gch]fcg[j	[\k[	lZ_̀h	Z[\]elga]	]bga[	ka	[Z	k	dke[j	Ze	d]eaZc	h]aoegi]h	gc	[\ga	z]o[gZc	|{}~{I	JKLMK�	�c	òkgfa	kskgca[	kcj	d]eaZc	Ze	]c[g[j	gch]fcĝg]h	_ch]e	[\ga	z]o[gZc	|{}~	ij	kc	]fd̀Zj]]	Ẑ	[\]	nZc[eko[Zem	k	z_ioZc[eko[Zem	kcjZc]	hge]o[̀j	Ze	gchge]o[̀j	]fd̀Zj]h	ij	[\]fm	Ze	kcjZc]	̂Ze	l\Za]	ko[a	[\]j	fkj	i]	̀gkì]m	[\]	gch]fcĝgok[gZc	Zìgsk[gZc	_ch]e	z]o[gZc	|{}~{}	a\k̀̀	cZ[	i]	̀gfg[]h	ij	k	̀gfg[k[gZc	Zc	kfZ_c[	Ze	[jd]	Ẑ	hkfks]am	oZfd]cak[gZcm	Ze	i]c]̂g[a	dkjkì]	ij	Ze	̂Ze	[\]	nZc[eko[Ze	Ze	k	z_ioZc[eko[Ze	_ch]e	lZeu]ear	oZfd]cak[gZc	ko[am	hgakig̀g[j	i]c]̂g[	ko[am	Ze	Z[\]e	]fd̀Zj]]	i]c]̂g[	ko[a{���N���	�			����N����I	�KL	�QOQ�V�I	�KLKL	Y\]	qeo\g[]o[	ga	[\]	d]eaZc	Ze	]c[g[j	e][kgc]h	ij	[\]	plc]e	d_ea_kc[	[Z	z]o[gZc	�{|{�	kch	gh]c[ĝg]h	ka	a_o\	gc	[\]	qse]]f]c[{I	�KLK�	�_[g]am	e]adZcagig̀g[g]am	kch	̀gfg[k[gZca	Ẑ	k_[\Zeg[j	Ẑ	[\]	qeo\g[]o[	ka	a][	̂Ze[\	gc	[\]	nZc[eko[	�Zo_f]c[a	a\k̀̀	cZ[	i]	e]a[ego[]hm	fZhĝg]hm	Ze	]b[]ch]h	lg[\Z_[	leg[[]c	oZca]c[	Ẑ	[\]	plc]em	nZc[eko[Zem	kch	qeo\g[]o[{	nZca]c[	a\k̀̀	cZ[	i]	_ce]kaZckìj	lg[\\]̀h{I	�K�	�PRSOS�W�VWSXO	XT	W�Q	�XOW�VUWI	�K�KL	Y\]	qeo\g[]o[	lg̀̀	deZvgh]	khfgcga[ek[gZc	Ẑ	[\]	nZc[eko[	ka	h]aoegi]h	gc	[\]	nZc[eko[	�Zo_f]c[a	kch	lg̀̀	i]	kc	plc]era	e]de]a]c[k[gv]	h_egcs	oZca[e_o[gZc	_c[g̀	[\]	hk[]	[\]	qeo\g[]o[	gaa_]a	[\]	̂gck̀	n]e[ĝgok[]	̂Ze	�kjf]c[{	Y\]	qeo\g[]o[	lg̀̀	\kv]	k_[\Zeg[j	[Z	ko[	Zc	i]\k̀̂	Ẑ	[\]	plc]e	Zc̀j	[Z	[\]	]b[]c[	deZvgh]h	gc	[\]	nZc[eko[	�Zo_f]c[a{I	�K�K�	Y\]	qeo\g[]o[	lg̀̀	vgag[	[\]	ag[]	k[	gc[]evk̀a	kddeZdegk[]	[Z	[\]	a[ks]	Ẑ	oZca[e_o[gZcm	Ze	ka	Z[\]elga]	kse]]h	lg[\	[\]	plc]em	[Z	i]oZf]	s]c]ek̀̀j	̂kfg̀gke	lg[\	[\]	deZse]aa	kch	�_k̀g[j	Ẑ	[\]	dZe[gZc	Ẑ	[\]	tZeu	oZfd̀][]hm	kch	[Z	h][]efgc]	gc	s]c]ek̀	ĝ	[\]	tZeu	Zia]ev]h	ga	i]gcs	d]êZef]h	gc	k	fkcc]e	gchgok[gcs	[\k[	[\]	tZeum	l\]c	̂_̀̀j	oZfd̀][]hm	lg̀̀	i]	gc	kooZehkco]	lg[\	[\]	nZc[eko[	�Zo_f]c[a{	�Zl]v]em	[\]	qeo\g[]o[	lg̀̀	cZ[	i]	e]�_ge]h	[Z	fku]	]b\k_a[gv]	Ze	oZc[gc_Z_a	Zc�ag[]	gcad]o[gZca	[Z	o\]ou	[\]	�_k̀g[j	Ze	�_kc[g[j	Ẑ	[\]	tZeu{	Y\]	qeo\g[]o[	lg̀̀	cZ[	\kv]	oZc[eZ̀	Zv]em	o\kes]	Ẑm	Ze	e]adZcagig̀g[j	̂Ze	[\]	oZca[e_o[gZc	f]kcam	f][\Zham	[]o\cg�_]am	a]�_]co]a	Ze	deZo]h_e]am	Ze	Ẑe	[\]	ak̂][j	de]ok_[gZca	kch	deZsekfa	gc	oZcc]o[gZc	lg[\	[\]	tZeum	agco]	[\]a]	ke]	aZ̀]̀j	[\]	nZc[eko[Zera	egs\[a	kch	e]adZcagig̀g[g]a	_ch]e	[\]	nZc[eko[	�Zo_f]c[a{I	�K�KJ	pc	[\]	ikaga	Ẑ	[\]	ag[]	vgag[am	[\]	qeo\g[]o[	lg̀̀	u]]d	[\]	plc]e	e]kaZckìj	gĉZef]h	kiZ_[	[\]	deZse]aa	kch	�_k̀g[j	Ẑ	[\]	dZe[gZc	Ẑ	[\]	tZeu	oZfd̀][]hm	kch	deZfd[̀j	e]dZe[	[Z	[\]	plc]e	x}y	ucZlc	h]vgk[gZca	̂eZf	[\]	nZc[eko[	�Zo_f]c[am	x�y	ucZlc	h]vgk[gZca	̂eZf	[\]	fZa[	e]o]c[	oZca[e_o[gZc	ao\]h_̀]	a_ifg[[]h	ij	[\]	nZc[eko[Zem	kch	x|y	h]̂]o[a	kch	h]̂gog]cog]a	Zia]ev]h	gc	[\]	tZeu{	Y\]	qeo\g[]o[	lg̀̀	cZ[	i]	e]adZcagì]	̂Ze	[\]	nZc[eko[Zera	k̂g̀_e]	[Z	d]êZef	[\]	tZeu	gc	kooZehkco]	lg[\	[\]	e]�_ge]f]c[a	Ẑ	[\]	nZc[eko[	�Zo_f]c[a{	Y\]	qeo\g[]o[	lg̀̀	cZ[	\kv]	oZc[eZ̀	Zv]e	Ze	o\kes]	Ẑm	kch	lg̀̀	cZ[	i]	e]adZcagì]	̂Ze	ko[a	Ze	ZfgaagZca	Ẑm	[\]	nZc[eko[Zem	z_ioZc[eko[Zeam	Ze	[\]ge	ks]c[a	Ze	]fd̀Zj]]am	Ze	kcj	Z[\]e	d]eaZca	Ze	]c[g[g]a	d]êZefgcs	dZe[gZca	Ẑ	[\]	tZeu{I	�K�K�	�XRR�OSUVWSXO�	Y\]	plc]e	kch	nZc[eko[Ze	a\k̀̀	gcò_h]	[\]	qeo\g[]o[	gc	k̀̀	oZff_cgok[gZca	[\k[	e]̀k[]	[Z	Ze	k̂̂]o[	[\]	qeo\g[]o[ra	a]evgo]a	Ze	deẐ]aagZck̀	e]adZcagig̀g[g]a{	Y\]	plc]e	a\k̀̀	deZfd[̀j	cZ[ĝj	[\]	qeo\g[]o[	Ẑ	[\]	a_ia[kco]	Ẑ	kcj	hge]o[	oZff_cgok[gZca	i][l]]c	[\]	plc]e	kch	[\]	nZc[eko[Ze	Z[\]elga]	e]̀k[gcs	[Z	[\]	�eZw]o[{	nZff_cgok[gZca	ij	kch	lg[\	[\]	qeo\g[]o[ra	oZca_̀[kc[a	a\k̀̀	i]	[\eZ_s\	[\]	qeo\g[]o[{	nZff_cgok[gZca	ij	kch	lg[\	z_ioZc[eko[Zea	kch	a_dd̀g]ea	a\k̀̀	i]	[\eZ_s\	[\]	nZc[eko[Ze{	nZff_cgok[gZca	ij	kch	lg[\	z]dkek[]	nZc[eko[Zea	a\k̀̀	i]	[\eZ_s\	[\]	plc]e{	Y\]	nZc[eko[	�Zo_f]c[a	fkj	ad]oĝj	Z[\]e	oZff_cgok[gZc	deZ[ZoZ̀a{
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I	JKLKM	NOPQR	ST	UVQ	WXYVZUQYU[P	Q\O]̂OUZSTP	S_	UVQ	̀STUXOYUSX[P	Waa]ZYOUZSTP	_SX	bOcdQTUe	UVQ	WXYVZUQYU	fZ]]	XQ\ZQf	OTR	YQXUZ_c	UVQ	OdŜTUP	R̂Q	UVQ	̀STUXOYUSX	OTR	fZ]]	ZPP̂Q	̀QXUZ_ZYOUQP	_SX	bOcdQTU	ZT	P̂YV	OdŜTUPgI	JKLKh	iVQ	WXYVZUQYU	VOP	ÔUVSXZUc	US	XQjQYU	kSXl	UVOU	RSQP	TSU	YST_SXd	US	UVQ	̀STUXOYU	mSŶdQTUPg	kVQTQ\QX	UVQ	WXYVZUQYU	YSTPZRQXP	ZU	TQYQPPOXc	SX	OR\ZPOn]Qe	UVQ	WXYVZUQYU	fZ]]	VO\Q	ÔUVSXZUc	US	XQôZXQ	ZTPaQYUZST	SX	UQPUZTp	S_	UVQ	kSXl	ZT	OYYSXROTYQ	fZUV	qQYUZSTP	rsgtgu	OTR	rsgtgse	fVQUVQX	SX	TSU	UVQ	kSXl	ZP	_OnXZYOUQRe	ZTPUO]]QR	SX	YSda]QUQRg	vSfQ\QXe	TQZUVQX	UVZP	ÔUVSXZUc	S_	UVQ	WXYVZUQYU	TSX	O	RQYZPZST	dORQ	ZT	pSSR	_OZUV	QZUVQX	US	QwQXYZPQ	SX	TSU	US	QwQXYZPQ	P̂YV	ÔUVSXZUc	PVO]]	pZ\Q	XZPQ	US	O	R̂Uc	SX	XQPaSTPZnZ]ZUc	S_	UVQ	WXYVZUQYU	US	UVQ	̀STUXOYUSXe	q̂nYSTUXOYUSXPe	P̂aa]ZQXPe	UVQZX	OpQTUP	SX	Qda]ScQQPe	SX	SUVQX	aQXPSTP	SX	QTUZUZQP	aQX_SXdZTp	aSXUZSTP	S_	UVQ	kSXlgI	JKLKx	iVQ	WXYVZUQYU	fZ]]	XQ\ZQf	OTR	OaaXS\Qe	SX	UOlQ	SUVQX	OaaXSaXZOUQ	OYUZST	̂aSTe	UVQ	̀STUXOYUSX[P	P̂ndZUUO]P	P̂YV	OP	qVSa	mXOfZTpPe	bXSR̂YU	mOUOe	OTR	qOda]QPe	n̂U	ST]c	_SX	UVQ	]ZdZUQR	âXaSPQ	S_	YVQYlZTp	_SX	YST_SXdOTYQ	fZUV	ZT_SXdOUZST	pZ\QT	OTR	UVQ	RQPZpT	YSTYQaU	QwaXQPPQR	ZT	UVQ	̀STUXOYU	mSŶdQTUPg	iVQ	WXYVZUQYU[P	OYUZST	fZ]]	nQ	UOlQT	ZT	OYYSXROTYQ	fZUV	UVQ	P̂ndZUUO]	PYVQR̂]Q	OaaXS\QR	nc	UVQ	WXYVZUQYU	SXe	ZT	UVQ	OnPQTYQ	S_	OT	OaaXS\QR	P̂ndZUUO]	PYVQR̂]Qe	fZUV	XQOPSTOn]Q	aXSdaUTQPP	fVZ]Q	O]]SfZTp	P̂__ZYZQTU	UZdQ	ZT	UVQ	WXYVZUQYU[P	aXS_QPPZSTO]	ĵRpdQTU	US	aQXdZU	ORQôOUQ	XQ\ZQfg	yQ\ZQf	S_	P̂YV	P̂ndZUUO]P	ZP	TSU	YSTR̂YUQR	_SX	UVQ	âXaSPQ	S_	RQUQXdZTZTp	UVQ	OYŶXOYc	OTR	YSda]QUQTQPP	S_	SUVQX	RQUOZ]P	P̂YV	OP	RZdQTPZSTP	OTR	ôOTUZUZQPe	SX	_SX	P̂nPUOTUZOUZTp	ZTPUX̂YUZSTP	_SX	ZTPUO]]OUZST	SX	aQX_SXdOTYQ	S_	QôZadQTU	SX	PcPUQdPe	O]]	S_	fVZYV	XQdOZT	UVQ	XQPaSTPZnZ]ZUc	S_	UVQ	̀STUXOYUSX	OP	XQôZXQR	nc	UVQ	S̀TUXOYU	mSŶdQTUPg	iVQ	WXYVZUQYU[P	XQ\ZQf	S_	UVQ	̀STUXOYUSX[P	P̂ndZUUO]P	PVO]]	TSU	XQ]ZQ\Q	UVQ	̀STUXOYUSX	S_	UVQ	Sn]ZpOUZSTP	̂TRQX	qQYUZSTP	sgse	sgze	OTR	sgrug	iVQ	WXYVZUQYU[P	XQ\ZQf	PVO]]	TSU	YSTPUZÛUQ	OaaXS\O]	S_	PO_QUc	aXQYÔUZSTP	SX	S_	OTc	YSTPUX̂YUZST	dQOTPe	dQUVSRPe	UQYVTZôQPe	PQôQTYQPe	SX	aXSYQR̂XQPg	iVQ	WXYVZUQYU[P	OaaXS\O]	S_	O	PaQYZ_ZY	ZUQd	PVO]]	TSU	ZTRZYOUQ	OaaXS\O]	S_	OT	OPPQdn]c	S_	fVZYV	UVQ	ZUQd	ZP	O	YSdaSTQTUgI	JKLK{	iVQ	WXYVZUQYU	fZ]]	aXQaOXQ	̀VOTpQ	|XRQXP	OTR	̀STPUX̂YUZST	̀VOTpQ	mZXQYUZ\QPe	OTR	dOc	SXRQX	dZTSX	YVOTpQP	ZT	UVQ	kSXl	OP	aXS\ZRQR	ZT	qQYUZST	}gtg	iVQ	WXYVZUQYU	fZ]]	ZT\QPUZpOUQ	OTR	dOlQ	RQUQXdZTOUZSTP	OTR	XQYSddQTROUZSTP	XQpOXRZTp	YSTYQO]QR	OTR	̂TlTSfT	YSTRZUZSTP	OP	aXS\ZRQR	ZT	qQYUZST	sg}gtgI	JKLK~	iVQ	WXYVZUQYU	fZ]]	YSTR̂YU	ZTPaQYUZSTP	US	RQUQXdZTQ	UVQ	ROUQ	SX	ROUQP	S_	q̂nPUOTUZO]	̀Sda]QUZST	OTR	UVQ	ROUQ	S_	_ZTO]	YSda]QUZST�	ZPP̂Q	̀QXUZ_ZYOUQP	S_	q̂nPUOTUZO]	̀Sda]QUZST	âXP̂OTU	US	qQYUZST	�g��	XQYQZ\Q	OTR	_SXfOXR	US	UVQ	|fTQXe	_SX	UVQ	|fTQX[P	XQ\ZQf	OTR	XQYSXRPe	fXZUUQT	fOXXOTUZQP	OTR	XQ]OUQR	RSŶdQTUP	XQôZXQR	nc	UVQ	̀STUXOYU	OTR	OPPQdn]QR	nc	UVQ	̀STUXOYUSX	âXP̂OTU	US	qQYUZST	�gr��	OTR	ZPP̂Q	O	_ZTO]	̀QXUZ_ZYOUQ	_SX	bOcdQTU	âXP̂OTU	US	qQYUZST	�gr�gI	JKLK��	�_	UVQ	|fTQX	OTR	WXYVZUQYU	OpXQQe	UVQ	WXYVZUQYU	fZ]]	aXS\ZRQ	STQ	SX	dSXQ	bXSjQYU	XQaXQPQTUOUZ\QP	US	OPPZPU	ZT	YOXXcZTp	ŜU	UVQ	WXYVZUQYU[P	XQPaSTPZnZ]ZUZQP	OU	UVQ	PZUQg	iVQ	|fTQX	PVO]]	TSUZ_c	UVQ	̀STUXOYUSX	S_	OTc	YVOTpQ	ZT	UVQ	R̂UZQPe	XQPaSTPZnZ]ZUZQP	OTR	]ZdZUOUZSTP	S_	ÔUVSXZUc	S_	UVQ	bXSjQYU	XQaXQPQTUOUZ\QPgI	JKLK��	iVQ	WXYVZUQYU	fZ]]	ZTUQXaXQU	OTR	RQYZRQ	dOUUQXP	YSTYQXTZTp	aQX_SXdOTYQ	̂TRQXe	OTR	XQôZXQdQTUP	S_e	UVQ	S̀TUXOYU	mSŶdQTUP	ST	fXZUUQT	XQôQPU	S_	QZUVQX	UVQ	|fTQX	SX	̀STUXOYUSXg	iVQ	WXYVZUQYU[P	XQPaSTPQ	US	P̂YV	XQôQPUP	fZ]]	nQ	dORQ	ZT	fXZUZTp	fZUVZT	OTc	UZdQ	]ZdZUP	OpXQQR	̂aST	SX	SUVQXfZPQ	fZUV	XQOPSTOn]Q	aXSdaUTQPPgI	JKLK�L	�TUQXaXQUOUZSTP	OTR	RQYZPZSTP	S_	UVQ	WXYVZUQYU	fZ]]	nQ	YSTPZPUQTU	fZUV	UVQ	ZTUQTU	S_e	OTR	XQOPSTOn]c	ZT_QXOn]Q	_XSde	UVQ	̀STUXOYU	mSŶdQTUP	OTR	fZ]]	nQ	ZT	fXZUZTp	SX	ZT	UVQ	_SXd	S_	RXOfZTpPg	kVQT	dOlZTp	P̂YV	ZTUQXaXQUOUZSTP	OTR	RQYZPZSTPe	UVQ	WXYVZUQYU	fZ]]	QTRQO\SX	US	PQŶXQ	_OZUV_̂]	aQX_SXdOTYQ	nc	nSUV	|fTQX	OTR	̀STUXOYUSXe	fZ]]	TSU	PVSf	aOXUZO]ZUc	US	QZUVQXe	OTR	fZ]]	TSU	nQ	]ZOn]Q	_SX	XQP̂]UP	S_	ZTUQXaXQUOUZSTP	SX	RQYZPZSTP	XQTRQXQR	ZT	pSSR	_OZUVgI	JKLK��	iVQ	WXYVZUQYU[P	RQYZPZSTP	ST	dOUUQXP	XQ]OUZTp	US	OQPUVQUZY	Q__QYU	fZ]]	nQ	_ZTO]	Z_	YSTPZPUQTU	fZUV	UVQ	ZTUQTU	QwaXQPPQR	ZT	UVQ	̀STUXOYU	mSŶdQTUPgI	JKLK�J	iVQ	WXYVZUQYU	fZ]]	XQ\ZQf	OTR	XQPaSTR	US	XQôQPUP	_SX	ZT_SXdOUZST	OnŜU	UVQ	̀STUXOYU	mSŶdQTUPg	iVQ	WXYVZUQYU[P	XQPaSTPQ	US	P̂YV	XQôQPUP	fZ]]	nQ	dORQ	ZT	fXZUZTp	fZUVZT	OTc	UZdQ	]ZdZUP	OpXQQR	̂aST	SX	SUVQXfZPQ	fZUV	XQOPSTOn]Q	aXSdaUTQPPg	�_	OaaXSaXZOUQe	UVQ	WXYVZUQYU	fZ]]	aXQaOXQ	OTR	ZPP̂Q	P̂aa]QdQTUO]	mXOfZTpP	OTR	qaQYZ_ZYOUZSTP	ZT	XQPaSTPQ	US	UVQ	XQôQPUP	_SX	ZT_SXdOUZSTg
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IJKLMNO	P			QRSMTUKJIMKTJQV	PWX	YZ[\]\̂\_]̀V	PWXWX	a	bcdefghijehfi	kl	j	mnilfg	fi	nghkho	pqf	qjl	j	rkineh	efghijeh	pkhq	hqn	sfghijehfi	hf	mnitfiu	j	mfihkfg	ft	hqn	vfiw	jh	hqn	lkhnx	yqn	hniu	zbcdefghijehfiz	kl	intniinr	hf	hqifc{qfch	hqn	sfghijeh	|fecunghl	jl	kt	lkg{c}ji	kg	gcudni	jgr	unjgl	j	bcdefghijehfi	fi	jg	jchqfik~nr	inminlnghjhk�n	ft	hqn	bcdefghijehfix	yqn	hniu	zbcdefghijehfiz	rfnl	gfh	kge}crn	j	bnmjijhn	sfghijehfi	fi	hqn	lcdefghijehfil	ft	j	bnmjijhn	sfghijehfixV	PWXW�	a	bcd�lcdefghijehfi	kl	j	mnilfg	fi	nghkho	pqf	qjl	j	rkineh	fi	kgrkineh	efghijeh	pkhq	j	bcdefghijehfi	hf	mnitfiu	j	mfihkfg	ft	hqn	vfiw	jh	hqn	lkhnx	yqn	hniu	zbcd�lcdefghijehfiz	kl	intniinr	hf	hqifc{qfch	hqn	sfghijeh	|fecunghl	jl	kt	lkg{c}ji	kg	gcudni	jgr	unjgl	j	bcd�lcdefghijehfi	fi	jg	jchqfik~nr	inminlnghjhk�n	ft	hqn	bcd�lcdefghijehfixV	PW�	I����	_[	Q���_]̂���̂̀	�]�	T̂�Z�	M_]̂���̂̀	[_�	�_�̂\_]̀	_[	̂�Z	�_��V	PW�WX	�g}nll	fhqnipkln	lhjhnr	kg	hqn	sfghijeh	|fecunghl�	hqn	sfghijehfi�	jl	lffg	jl	mijehkejd}n	jthni	jpjir	ft	hqn	sfghijeh�	lqj}}	gfhkto	hqn	�pgni	jgr	aieqkhneh	ft	hqn	mnilfgl	fi	nghkhknl	mifmflnr	tfi	njeq	mikgekmj}	mfihkfg	ft	hqn	vfiw�	kge}crkg{	hqfln	pqf	jin	hf	tcigklq	ujhnikj}l	fi	n�ckmungh	tjdikejhnr	hf	j	lmnekj}	rnlk{gx	vkhqkg	��	rjol	ft	inenkmh	ft	hqn	kgtfiujhkfg�	hqn	aieqkhneh	ujo	gfhkto	hqn	sfghijehfi	pqnhqni	hqn	�pgni	fi	hqn	aieqkhneh	���	qjl	injlfgjd}n	fd�nehkfg	hf	jgo	lceq	mifmflnr	mnilfg	fi	nghkho	fi	���	in�ckinl	jrrkhkfgj}	hkun	tfi	in�knpx	�jk}cin	ft	hqn	aieqkhneh	hf	mif�krn	gfhken	pkhqkg	hqn	���rjo	mnikfr	lqj}}	efglhkhchn	gfhken	ft	gf	injlfgjd}n	fd�nehkfgxV	PW�W�	yqn	sfghijehfi	lqj}}	gfh	efghijeh	pkhq	j	mifmflnr	mnilfg	fi	nghkho	hf	pqfu	hqn	�pgni	fi	aieqkhneh	qjl	ujrn	injlfgjd}n	jgr	hkun}o	fd�nehkfgx	yqn	sfghijehfi	lqj}}	gfh	dn	in�ckinr	hf	efghijeh	pkhq	jgofgn	hf	pqfu	hqn	sfghijehfi	qjl	ujrn	injlfgjd}n	fd�nehkfgxV	PW�W�	�t	hqn	�pgni	fi	aieqkhneh	qjl	injlfgjd}n	fd�nehkfg	hf	j	mnilfg	fi	nghkho	mifmflnr	do	hqn	sfghijehfi�	hqn	sfghijehfi	lqj}}	mifmfln	jgfhqni	hf	pqfu	hqn	�pgni	fi	aieqkhneh	qjl	gf	injlfgjd}n	fd�nehkfgx	�t	hqn	mifmflnr	dch	in�nehnr	bcdefghijehfi	pjl	injlfgjd}o	ejmjd}n	ft	mnitfiukg{	hqn	vfiw�	hqn	sfghijeh	bcu	jgr	sfghijeh	ykun	lqj}}	dn	kgeinjlnr	fi	rneinjlnr	do	hqn	rkttningen�	kt	jgo�	feejlkfgnr	do	lceq	eqjg{n�	jgr	jg	jmmifmikjhn	sqjg{n	�irni	lqj}}	dn	kllcnr	dntfin	efuungenungh	ft	hqn	lcdlhkhchn	bcdefghijehfi�l	vfiwx	�fpn�ni�	gf	kgeinjln	kg	hqn	sfghijeh	bcu	fi	sfghijeh	ykun	lqj}}	dn	j}}fpnr	tfi	lceq	eqjg{n	cg}nll	hqn	sfghijehfi	qjl	jehnr	mifumh}o	jgr	inlmfglk�n}o	kg	lcdukhhkg{	gjunl	jl	in�ckinrxV	PW�W�	yqn	sfghijehfi	lqj}}	gfh	lcdlhkhchn	j	bcdefghijehfi�	mnilfg�	fi	nghkho	tfi	fgn	min�kfcl}o	ln}nehnr	kt	hqn	�pgni	fi	aieqkhneh	ujwnl	injlfgjd}n	fd�nehkfg	hf	lceq	lcdlhkhchkfgxV	PW�	Q���_]̂���̂���	JZ��̂\_]̀�o	jmmifmikjhn	pikhhng	j{innungh�	hqn	sfghijehfi	lqj}}	in�ckin	njeq	bcdefghijehfi�	hf	hqn	n�hngh	ft	hqn	vfiw	hf	dn	mnitfiunr	do	hqn	bcdefghijehfi�	hf	dn	dfcgr	hf	hqn	sfghijehfi	do	hniul	ft	hqn	sfghijeh	|fecunghl�	jgr	hf	jllcun	hfpjir	hqn	sfghijehfi	j}}	hqn	fd}k{jhkfgl	jgr	inlmfglkdk}khknl�	kge}crkg{	hqn	inlmfglkdk}kho	tfi	ljtnho	ft	hqn	bcdefghijehfi�l	vfiw	hqjh	hqn	sfghijehfi�	do	hqnln	sfghijeh	|fecunghl�	jllcunl	hfpjir	hqn	�pgni	jgr	aieqkhnehx	 jeq	lcdefghijeh	j{innungh	lqj}}	minlni�n	jgr	mifhneh	hqn	ik{qhl	ft	hqn	�pgni	jgr	aieqkhneh	cgrni	hqn	sfghijeh	|fecunghl	pkhq	inlmneh	hf	hqn	vfiw	hf	dn	mnitfiunr	do	hqn	bcdefghijehfi	lf	hqjh	lcdefghijehkg{	hqninft	pk}}	gfh	min�crken	lceq	ik{qhl�	jgr	lqj}}	j}}fp	hf	hqn	bcdefghijehfi�	cg}nll	lmnektkej}}o	mif�krnr	fhqnipkln	kg	hqn	lcdefghijeh	j{innungh�	hqn	dngntkh	ft	j}}	ik{qhl�	inunrknl�	jgr	inrinll	j{jkglh	hqn	sfghijehfi	hqjh	hqn	sfghijehfi�	do	hqn	sfghijeh	|fecunghl�	qjl	j{jkglh	hqn	�pgnix	vqnin	jmmifmikjhn�	hqn	sfghijehfi	lqj}}	in�ckin	njeq	bcdefghijehfi	hf	nghni	kghf	lkuk}ji	j{innunghl	pkhq	bcd�lcdefghijehfilx	yqn	sfghijehfi	lqj}}	ujwn	j�jk}jd}n	hf	njeq	mifmflnr	bcdefghijehfi�	mikfi	hf	hqn	n�nechkfg	ft	hqn	lcdefghijeh	j{innungh�	efmknl	ft	hqn	sfghijeh	|fecunghl	hf	pqkeq	hqn	bcdefghijehfi	pk}}	dn	dfcgr�	jgr�	cmfg	pikhhng	in�cnlh	ft	hqn	bcdefghijehfi�	krnghkto	hf	hqn	bcdefghijehfi	hniul	jgr	efgrkhkfgl	ft	hqn	mifmflnr	lcdefghijeh	j{innungh	hqjh	ujo	dn	jh	�jikjgen	pkhq	hqn	sfghijeh	|fecunghlx	bcdefghijehfil	pk}}	lkuk}ji}o	ujwn	efmknl	ft	jmm}kejd}n	mfihkfgl	ft	lceq	rfecunghl	j�jk}jd}n	hf	hqnki	inlmnehk�n	mifmflnr	bcd�lcdefghijehfilxV	PW�	M_]̂\]¡Z]̂	Ì \̀¡]¢Z]̂	_[	Q���_]̂���̂̀V	PW�WX	 jeq	lcdefghijeh	j{innungh	tfi	j	mfihkfg	ft	hqn	vfiw	kl	jllk{gnr	do	hqn	sfghijehfi	hf	hqn	�pgni�	mif�krnr	hqjhWX jllk{gungh	kl	nttnehk�n	fg}o	jthni	hniukgjhkfg	ft	hqn	sfghijeh	do	hqn	�pgni	tfi	ejcln	mcilcjgh	hf	bnehkfg	��x�	jgr	fg}o	tfi	hqfln	lcdefghijeh	j{innunghl	hqjh	hqn	�pgni	jeenmhl	do	gfhktokg{	hqn	bcdefghijehfi	jgr	sfghijehfi£	jgrW� jllk{gungh	kl	lcd�neh	hf	hqn	mikfi	ik{qhl	ft	hqn	lcinho�	kt	jgo�	fd}k{jhnr	cgrni	dfgr	in}jhkg{	hf	hqn	sfghijehx
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IJKL	MJK	NOLKP	QRRKSMT	MJK	QTTUVLWKLM	XY	Q	TZ[RXLMPQRM	QVPKKWKLM\	MJK	NOLKP	QTTZWKT	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP̂T	PUVJMT	QL_	X[̀UVQMUXLT	ZL_KP	MJK	TZ[RXLMPQRMab	cdedf	gSXL	TZRJ	QTTUVLWKLM\	UY	MJK	IXPh	JQT	[KKL	TZTSKL_K_	YXP	WXPK	MJQL	ij	_QkT\	MJK	lZ[RXLMPQRMXP̂T	RXWSKLTQMUXL	TJQ̀̀	[K	KmZUMQ[̀k	Q_nZTMK_	YXP	ULRPKQTKT	UL	RXTM	PKTZ̀MULV	YPXW	MJK	TZTSKLTUXLab	cdedo	gSXL	QTTUVLWKLM	MX	MJK	NOLKP	ZL_KP	MJUT	lKRMUXL	paq\	MJK	NOLKP	WQk	YZPMJKP	QTTUVL	MJK	TZ[RXLMPQRM	MX	Q	TZRRKTTXP	RXLMPQRMXP	XP	XMJKP	KLMUMka	rY	MJK	NOLKP	QTTUVLT	MJK	TZ[RXLMPQRM	MX	Q	TZRRKTTXP	RXLMPQRMXP	XP	XMJKP	KLMUMk\	MJK	NOLKP	TJQ̀̀	LKsKPMJK̀KTT	PKWQUL	̀KVQ̀̀k	PKTSXLTU[̀K	YXP	Q̀̀	XY	MJK	TZRRKTTXP	RXLMPQRMXP̂T	X[̀UVQMUXLT	ZL_KP	MJK	TZ[RXLMPQRMatuvwxyz	{			x|}~vu�xvw|}	��	|�}zu	|u	��	~z�tutvz	x|}vutxv|u~b	{d�	|������	u����	��	�������	x�����������	���	��	t����	~�������	x��������b	{d�d�	�JK	MKPW	�lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXP�T��	TJQ̀̀	WKQL	XMJKP	RXLMPQRMXPT	PKMQULK_	[k	MJK	NOLKP	ZL_KP	TKSQPQMK	QVPKKWKLMTa	�JK	NOLKP	PKTKPsKT	MJK	PUVJM	MX	SKPYXPW	RXLTMPZRMUXL	XP	XSKPQMUXLT	PK̀QMK_	MX	MJK	�PXnKRM	OUMJ	MJK	NOLKP̂T	XOL	YXPRKT\	QL_	OUMJ	lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXPT	PKMQULK_	ZL_KP	]XL_UMUXLT	XY	MJK	]XLMPQRM	TZ[TMQLMUQ̀̀k	TUWÙQP	MX	MJXTK	XY	MJUT	]XLMPQRM\	ULR̀Z_ULV	MJXTK	SPXsUTUXLT	XY	MJK	]XL_UMUXLT	XY	MJK	]XLMPQRM	PK̀QMK_	MX	ULTZPQLRK	QL_	OQUsKP	XY	TZ[PXVQMUXLab	{d�df	IJKL	TKSQPQMK	RXLMPQRMT	QPK	QOQP_K_	YXP	_UYYKPKLM	SXPMUXLT	XY	MJK	�PXnKRM	XP	XMJKP	RXLTMPZRMUXL	XP	XSKPQMUXLT	XL	MJK	TUMK\	MJK	MKPW	�]XLMPQRMXP�	UL	MJK	]XLMPQRM	�XRZWKLMT	UL	KQRJ	RQTK	TJQ̀̀	WKQL	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP	OJX	K�KRZMKT	KQRJ	TKSQPQMK	NOLKP�]XLMPQRMXP	�VPKKWKLMab	{d�do	�JK	NOLKP	TJQ̀̀	SPXsU_K	YXP	RXXP_ULQMUXL	XY	MJK	QRMUsUMUKT	XY	MJK	NOLKP̂T	XOL	YXPRKT	QL_	XY	KQRJ	lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXP	OUMJ	MJK	IXPh	XY	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP\	OJX	TJQ̀̀	RXXSKPQMK	OUMJ	MJKWa	�JK	]XLMPQRMXP	TJQ̀̀	SQPMURUSQMK	OUMJ	QLk	lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXPT	QL_	MJK	NOLKP	UL	PKsUKOULV	MJKUP	RXLTMPZRMUXL	TRJK_Z̀KTa	�JK	]XLMPQRMXP	TJQ̀̀	WQhK	QLk	PKsUTUXLT	MX	UMT	RXLTMPZRMUXL	TRJK_Z̀K	_KKWK_	LKRKTTQPk	QYMKP	Q	nXULM	PKsUKO	QL_	WZMZQ̀	QVPKKWKLMa	�JK	RXLTMPZRMUXL	TRJK_Z̀KT	TJQ̀̀	MJKL	RXLTMUMZMK	MJK	TRJK_Z̀KT	MX	[K	ZTK_	[k	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP\	lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXPT\	QL_	MJK	NOLKP	ZLMÙ	TZ[TKmZKLM̀k	PKsUTK_ab	{d�de	gL̀KTT	XMJKPOUTK	SPXsU_K_	UL	MJK	]XLMPQRM	�XRZWKLMT\	OJKL	MJK	NOLKP	SKPYXPWT	RXLTMPZRMUXL	XP	XSKPQMUXLT	PK̀QMK_	MX	MJK	�PXnKRM	OUMJ	MJK	NOLKP̂T	XOL	YXPRKT	XP	OUMJ	lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXPT\	MJK	NOLKP	XP	UMT	lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXPT	TJQ̀̀	JQsK	MJK	TQWK	X[̀UVQMUXLT	QL_	PUVJMT	MJQM	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP	JQT	ZL_KP	MJK	]XL_UMUXLT	XY	MJK	]XLMPQRM\	ULR̀Z_ULV\	OUMJXZM	K�R̀Z_ULV	XMJKPT\	MJXTK	TMQMK_	UL	�PMUR̀K	i\	MJUT	�PMUR̀K	 \	QL_	�PMUR̀KT	¡j\	¡¡\	QL_	¡¢ab	{df	£����¤	u�������¥�¤��¦b	{dfd�	�JK	]XLMPQRMXP	TJQ̀̀	QYYXP_	MJK	NOLKP	QL_	lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXPT	PKQTXLQ[̀K	XSSXPMZLUMk	YXP	ULMPX_ZRMUXL	QL_	TMXPQVK	XY	MJKUP	WQMKPUQ̀T	QL_	KmZUSWKLM	QL_	SKPYXPWQLRK	XY	MJKUP	QRMUsUMUKT\	QL_	TJQ̀̀	RXLLKRM	QL_	RXXP_ULQMK	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP̂T	RXLTMPZRMUXL	QL_	XSKPQMUXLT	OUMJ	MJKUPT	QT	PKmZUPK_	[k	MJK	]XLMPQRM	�XRZWKLMTab	{dfdf	rY	SQPM	XY	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP̂T	IXPh	_KSKL_T	YXP	SPXSKP	K�KRZMUXL	XP	PKTZ̀MT	ZSXL	RXLTMPZRMUXL	XP	XSKPQMUXLT	[k	MJK	NOLKP	XP	Q	lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXP\	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP	TJQ̀̀\	SPUXP	MX	SPXRKK_ULV	OUMJ	MJQM	SXPMUXL	XY	MJK	IXPh\	SPXWSM̀k	LXMUYk	MJK	�PRJUMKRM	XY	QSSQPKLM	_UTRPKSQLRUKT	XP	_KYKRMT	UL	MJK	RXLTMPZRMUXL	XP	XSKPQMUXLT	[k	MJK	NOLKP	XP	lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXP	MJQM	OXZ̀_	PKL_KP	UM	ZLTZUMQ[̀K	YXP	SPXSKP	K�KRZMUXL	QL_	PKTZ̀MT	XY	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP̂T	IXPha	§QÙZPK	XY	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP	MX	LXMUYk	MJK	�PRJUMKRM	XY	QSSQPKLM	_UTRPKSQLRUKT	XP	_KYKRMT	SPUXP	MX	SPXRKK_ULV	OUMJ	MJK	IXPh	TJQ̀̀	RXLTMUMZMK	QL	QRhLXÒK_VWKLM	MJQM	MJK	NOLKP̂T	XP	lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXP̂T	RXWS̀KMK_	XP	SQPMUQ̀̀k	RXWS̀KMK_	RXLTMPZRMUXL	UT	YUM	QL_	SPXSKP	MX	PKRKUsK	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP̂T	IXPha	�JK	]XLMPQRMXP	TJQ̀̀	LXM	[K	PKTSXLTU[̀K	YXP	_UTRPKSQLRUKT	XP	_KYKRMT	UL	MJK	RXLTMPZRMUXL	XP	XSKPQMUXLT	[k	MJK	NOLKP	XP	lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXP	MJQM	QPK	LXM	QSSQPKLMab	{dfdo	�JK	]XLMPQRMXP	TJQ̀̀	PKUW[ZPTK	MJK	NOLKP	YXP	RXTMT	MJK	NOLKP	ULRZPT	MJQM	QPK	SQkQ[̀K	MX	Q	lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXP	[KRQZTK	XY	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP̂T	_K̀QkT\	UWSPXSKP̀k	MUWK_	QRMUsUMUKT	XP	_KYKRMUsK	RXLTMPZRMUXLa	�JK	NOLKP	TJQ̀̀	[K	PKTSXLTU[̀K	MX	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP	YXP	RXTMT	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP	ULRZPT	[KRQZTK	XY	Q	lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXP̂T	_K̀QkT\	UWSPXSKP̀k	MUWK_	QRMUsUMUKT\	_QWQVK	MX	MJK	IXPh	XP	_KYKRMUsK	RXLTMPZRMUXLab	{dfde	�JK	]XLMPQRMXP	TJQ̀̀	SPXWSM̀k	PKWK_k	_QWQVK	MJQM	MJK	]XLMPQRMXP	OPXLVYZ̀̀k	RQZTKT	MX	RXWS̀KMK_	XP	SQPMUQ̀̀k	RXWS̀KMK_	RXLTMPZRMUXL	XP	MX	SPXSKPMk	XY	MJK	NOLKP	XP	lKSQPQMK	]XLMPQRMXP	QT	SPXsU_K_	UL	lKRMUXL	¡ja¢apa
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H	IJKJL	MNO	PQROS	TRU	OTVN	WOXTSTYO	Z[RYSTVY[S	\NT]]	NT̂O	YNO	\T_O	SO\X[R\̀à]̀ỲO\	b[S	VcYỲRd	TRU	XTYVǸRd	T\	TSO	UO\VS̀aOU	b[S	YNO	Z[RYSTVY[S	̀R	WOVỲ[R	efghfH	IJi	jklmnop	qrstu	uv	wxmyl	z{|b	T	Ù\XcYO	TS̀\O\	T_[Rd	YNO	Z[RYSTVY[S}	WOXTSTYO	Z[RYSTVY[S\}	TRU	YNO	PQROS	T\	Y[	YNO	SO\X[R\̀à]̀Y~	cRUOS	YNÒS	SO\XOVỲ̂O	V[RYSTVY\	b[S	_T̀RYT̀R̀Rd	YNO	XSO_̀\O\	TRU	\cSS[cRÙRd	TSOT	bSOO	bS[_	QT\YO	_TYOS̀T]\	TRU	Scaà\N}	YNO	PQROS	_T~	V]OTR	cX	TRU	YNO	�SVǸYOVY	Q̀]]	T]][VTYO	YNO	V[\Y	T_[Rd	YN[\O	SO\X[R\̀a]Of�q��w��	�			w������	��	���	�jq�H	�J�	�mlmnyxH	�J�J�	ZNTRdO\	̀R	YNO	�[S�	_T~	aO	TVV[_X]̀\NOU	TbYOS	O�OVcỲ[R	[b	YNO	Z[RYSTVY}	TRU	Q̀YN[cY	̀R̂T]̀UTỲRd	YNO	Z[RYSTVY}	a~	ZNTRdO	PSUOS}	Z[R\YScVỲ[R	ZNTRdO	�̀SOVỲ̂O	[S	[SUOS	b[S	T	_̀R[S	VNTRdO	̀R	YNO	�[S�}	\ca�OVY	Y[	YNO	]̀_̀YTỲ[R\	\YTYOU	̀R	YǸ\	�SỲV]O	�	TRU	O]\OQNOSO	̀R	YNO	Z[RYSTVY	�[Vc_ORY\fH	�J�JK	�	ZNTRdO	PSUOS	\NT]]	aO	aT\OU	cX[R	TdSOO_ORY	T_[Rd	YNO	PQROS}	Z[RYSTVY[S}	TRU	�SVǸYOVYf	�	Z[R\YScVỲ[R	ZNTRdO	�̀SOVỲ̂O	SO�c̀SO\	TdSOO_ORY	a~	YNO	PQROS	TRU	�SVǸYOVY	TRU	_T~	[S	_T~	R[Y	aO	TdSOOU	Y[	a~	YNO	Z[RYSTVY[Sf	�R	[SUOS	b[S	T	_̀R[S	VNTRdO	̀R	YNO	�[S�	_T~	aO	̀\\cOU	a~	YNO	�SVǸYOVY	T][ROfH	�J�Ji	ZNTRdO\	̀R	YNO	�[S�	\NT]]	aO	XOSb[S_OU	cRUOS	TXX]̀VTa]O	XS[̂ \̀̀[R\	[b	YNO	Z[RYSTVY	�[Vc_ORY\f	MNO	Z[RYSTVY[S	\NT]]	XS[VOOU	XS[_XY]~	Q̀YN	VNTRdO\	̀R	YNO	�[S�}	cR]O\\	[YNOSQ̀\O	XS[̂ ÙOU	̀R	YNO	ZNTRdO	PSUOS}	Z[R\YScVỲ[R	ZNTRdO	�̀SOVỲ̂O}	[S	[SUOS	b[S	T	_̀R[S	VNTRdO	̀R	YNO	�[S�fH	�JK	wtylsm	jn�mnpH	�JKJ�	�	ZNTRdO	PSUOS	̀\	T	QS̀YYOR	̀R\YSc_ORY	XSOXTSOU	a~	YNO	�SVǸYOVY	TRU	\̀dROU	a~	YNO	PQROS}	Z[RYSTVY[S}	TRU	�SVǸYOVY	\YTỲRd	YNÒS	TdSOO_ORY	cX[R	T]]	[b	YNO	b[]][Q̀Rd�J� MNO	VNTRdO	̀R	YNO	�[S��JK MNO	T_[cRY	[b	YNO	TU�c\Y_ORY}	̀b	TR~}	̀R	YNO	Z[RYSTVY	Wc_�	TRUJi MNO	O�YORY	[b	YNO	TU�c\Y_ORY}	̀b	TR~}	̀R	YNO	Z[RYSTVY	M̀_OfH	�Ji	wvlpun��urvl	wtylsm	�rnm�ur�mpH	�JiJ�	�	Z[R\YScVỲ[R	ZNTRdO	�̀SOVỲ̂O	̀\	T	QS̀YYOR	[SUOS	XSOXTSOU	a~	YNO	�SVǸYOVY	TRU	\̀dROU	a~	YNO	PQROS	TRU	�SVǸYOVY}	ÙSOVỲRd	T	VNTRdO	̀R	YNO	�[S�	XS̀[S	Y[	TdSOO_ORY	[R	TU�c\Y_ORY}	̀b	TR~}	̀R	YNO	Z[RYSTVY	Wc_	[S	Z[RYSTVY	M̀_O}	[S	a[YNf	MNO	PQROS	_T~	a~	Z[R\YScVỲ[R	ZNTRdO	�̀SOVỲ̂O}	Q̀YN[cY	̀R̂T]̀UTỲRd	YNO	Z[RYSTVY}	[SUOS	VNTRdO\	̀R	YNO	�[S�	Q̀YǸR	YNO	dOROST]	\V[XO	[b	YNO	Z[RYSTVY	V[R\̀\ỲRd	[b	TUÙỲ[R\}	UO]OỲ[R\}	[S	[YNOS	SÔ \̀̀[R\}	YNO	Z[RYSTVY	Wc_	TRU	Z[RYSTVY	M̀_O	aÒRd	TU�c\YOU	TVV[SÙRd]~fH	�JiJK	�	Z[R\YScVỲ[R	ZNTRdO	�̀SOVỲ̂O	\NT]]	aO	c\OU	̀R	YNO	Ta\ORVO	[b	Y[YT]	TdSOO_ORY	[R	YNO	YOS_\	[b	T	ZNTRdO	PSUOSfH	�JiJi	|b	YNO	Z[R\YScVỲ[R	ZNTRdO	�̀SOVỲ̂O	XS[̂ ÙO\	b[S	TR	TU�c\Y_ORY	Y[	YNO	Z[RYSTVY	Wc_}	YNO	TU�c\Y_ORY	\NT]]	aO	aT\OU	[R	[RO	[b	YNO	b[]][Q̀Rd	_OYN[U\�J� �cYcT]	TVVOXYTRVO	[b	T	]c_X	\c_	XS[XOS]~	̀YO_̀�OU	TRU	\cXX[SYOU	a~	\cbb̀V̀ORY	\ca\YTRỲTỲRd	UTYT	Y[	XOS_̀Y	ÔT]cTỲ[R�JK �R̀Y	XS̀VO\	\YTYOU	̀R	YNO	Z[RYSTVY	�[Vc_ORY\	[S	\ca\O�cORY]~	TdSOOU	cX[R�Ji Z[\Y	Y[	aO	UOYOS_̀ROU	̀R	T	_TRROS	TdSOOU	cX[R	a~	YNO	XTSỲO\	TRU	T	_cYcT]]~	TVVOXYTa]O	b̀�OU	[S	XOSVORYTdO	bOO�	[SJ� �\	XS[̂ ÙOU	̀R	WOVỲ[R	�fefhfH	�JiJ�	|b	YNO	Z[RYSTVY[S	U[O\	R[Y	SO\X[RU	XS[_XY]~	[S	Ù\TdSOO\	Q̀YN	YNO	_OYN[U	b[S	TU�c\Y_ORY	̀R	YNO	Z[RYSTVY	Wc_}	YNO	�SVǸYOVY	\NT]]	UOYOS_̀RO	YNO	TU�c\Y_ORY	[R	YNO	aT\̀\	[b	SOT\[RTa]O	O�XORÙYcSO\	TRU	\T̂ R̀d\	[b	YN[\O	XOSb[S_̀Rd	YNO	�[S�	TYYS̀acYTa]O	Y[	YNO	VNTRdO}	̀RV]cÙRd}	̀R	VT\O	[b	TR	̀RVSOT\O	̀R	YNO	Z[RYSTVY	Wc_}	TR	T_[cRY	b[S	[̂OSNOTU	TRU	XS[b̀Y	T\	\OY	b[SYN	̀R	YNO	�dSOO_ORY}	[S	̀b	R[	\cVN	T_[cRY	̀\	\OY	b[SYN	̀R	YNO	�dSOO_ORY}	T	SOT\[RTa]O	T_[cRYf	|R	\cVN	VT\O}	TRU	T]\[	cRUOS	WOVỲ[R	�fefefe}	YNO	Z[RYSTVY[S	\NT]]	�OOX	TRU	XSO\ORY}	̀R	\cVN	b[S_	T\	YNO	�SVǸYOVY	_T~	XSO\VS̀aO}	TR	̀YO_̀�OU	TVV[cRỲRd	Y[dOYNOS	Q̀YN	TXXS[XS̀TYO	\cXX[SỲRd	UTYTf	�R]O\\	[YNOSQ̀\O	XS[̂ ÙOU	̀R	YNO	Z[RYSTVY	�[Vc_ORY\}	V[\Y\	b[S	YNO	XcSX[\O\	[b	YǸ\	WOVỲ[R	�fefh	\NT]]	aO	]̀_̀YOU	Y[	YNO	b[]][Q̀Rd�
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IJ KLMNM	LO	PQRLST	UVWPXYUVZ	Q[[PUWQRP\	[Q]SLPP	NQ̂\MT	OSUVZ\	R\V\OUNM	S\_XUS\Y	R]	QZS\\̀\VN	LS	WXMNL̀ T	aLSb\SMc	WL̀ [\VMQNULV	UVMXSQVW\T	QVY	LNd\S	\̀[PL]\\	WLMNM	Q[[SLe\Y	R]	Nd\	fSWdUN\WNgIh KLMNM	LO	̀QN\SUQPMT	MX[[PU\MT	QVY	\_XU[̀ \VNT	UVWPXYUVZ	WLMN	LO	NSQVM[LSNQNULVT	ad\Nd\S	UVWLS[LSQN\Y	LS	WLVMX̀ \YgIi j\VNQP	WLMNM	LO	̀QWdUV\S]	QVY	\_XU[̀ \VNT	\̂WPXMUe\	LO	dQVY	NLLPMT	ad\Nd\S	S\VN\Y	OSL̀ 	Nd\	KLVNSQWNLS	LS	LNd\SMgIk KLMNM	LO	[S\̀UX̀ M	OLS	QPP	RLVYM	QVY	UVMXSQVW\T	[\S̀UN	O\\MT	QVY	MQP\MT	XM\T	LS	MÙUPQS	NQ̂\MT	YUS\WNP]	S\PQN\Y	NL	Nd\	WdQVZ\g	QVYIl KLMNM	LO	MX[\SeUMULV	QVY	OU\PY	LOOUW\	[\SMLVV\P	YUS\WNP]	QNNSURXNQRP\	NL	Nd\	WdQVZ\mn	oIiIl	pO	Nd\	KLVNSQWNLS	YUMQZS\\M	aUNd	Nd\	QYqXMǸ\VN	UV	Nd\	KLVNSQWN	rÙ\T	Nd\	KLVNSQWNLS	̀Q]	̀Qb\	Q	KPQÙ	UV	QWWLSYQVW\	aUNd	Q[[PUWQRP\	[SLeUMULVM	LO	fSNUWP\	stmn	oIiIu	v[LV	S\W\U[N	LO	Q	KLVMNSXWNULV	KdQVZ\	wUS\WNUe\T	Nd\	KLVNSQWNLS	MdQPP	[SL̀ [NP]	[SLW\\Y	aUNd	Nd\	WdQVZ\	UV	Nd\	xLSb	UVeLPe\Y	QVY	QYeUM\	Nd\	fSWdUN\WN	LO	Nd\	KLVNSQWNLScM	QZS\\̀\VN	LS	YUMQZS\\̀\VN	aUNd	Nd\	̀\NdLYT	UO	QV]T	[SLeUY\Y	UV	Nd\	KLVMNSXWNULV	KdQVZ\	wUS\WNUe\	OLS	Y\N\S̀UVUVZ	Nd\	[SL[LM\Y	QYqXMǸ\VN	UV	Nd\	KLVNSQWN	yX̀ 	LS	KLVNSQWN	rÙ\mn	oIiIo	f	KLVMNSXWNULV	KdQVZ\	wUS\WNUe\	MUZV\Y	R]	Nd\	KLVNSQWNLS	UVYUWQN\M	Nd\	KLVNSQWNLScM	QZS\\̀\VN	Nd\S\aUNdT	UVWPXYUVZ	QYqXMǸ\VN	UV	KLVNSQWN	yX̀ 	QVY	KLVNSQWN	rÙ\	LS	Nd\	̀\NdLY	OLS	Y\N\S̀UVUVZ	Nd\̀m	yXWd	QZS\\̀\VN	MdQPP	R\	\OO\WNUe\	Ù \̀YUQN\P]	QVY	MdQPP	R\	S\WLSY\Y	QM	Q	KdQVZ\	zSY\Smn	oIiI{	rd\	Q̀LXVN	LO	WS\YUN	NL	R\	QPPLa\Y	R]	Nd\	KLVNSQWNLS	NL	Nd\	zaV\S	OLS	Q	Y\P\NULV	LS	WdQVZ\	NdQN	S\MXPNM	UV	Q	V\N	Y\WS\QM\	UV	Nd\	KLVNSQWN	yX̀ 	MdQPP	R\	QWNXQP	V\N	WLMN	QM	WLVOUS̀\Y	R]	Nd\	fSWdUN\WNm	xd\V	RLNd	QYYUNULVM	QVY	WS\YUNM	WLe\SUVZ	S\PQN\Y	xLSb	LS	MXRMNUNXNULVM	QS\	UVeLPe\Y	UV	Q	WdQVZ\T	Nd\	QPPLaQVW\	OLS	Le\Sd\QY	QVY	[SLOUN	MdQPP	R\	OUZXS\Y	LV	Nd\	RQMUM	LO	V\N	UVWS\QM\T	UO	QV]T	aUNd	S\M[\WN	NL	NdQN	WdQVZ\mn	oIiI|	}\VYUVZ	OUVQP	Y\N\S̀UVQNULV	LO	Nd\	NLNQP	WLMN	LO	Q	KLVMNSXWNULV	KdQVZ\	wUS\WNUe\	NL	Nd\	zaV\ST	Nd\	KLVNSQWNLS	Q̀]	S\_X\MN	[Q]̀ \VN	OLS	xLSb	WL̀ [P\N\Y	XVY\S	Nd\	KLVMNSXWNULV	KdQVZ\	wUS\WNUe\	UV	f[[PUWQNULVM	OLS	}Q]̀ \VNm	rd\	fSWdUN\WN	aUPP	̀Qb\	QV	UVN\SÙ	Y\N\S̀UVQNULV	OLS	[XS[LM\M	LO	̀LVNdP]	W\SNUOUWQNULV	OLS	[Q]̀ \VN	OLS	NdLM\	WLMNM	QVY	W\SNUO]	OLS	[Q]̀ \VN	Nd\	Q̀LXVN	NdQN	Nd\	fSWdUN\WN	Y\N\S̀UV\MT	UV	Nd\	fSWdUN\WNcM	[SLO\MMULVQP	qXYZ̀ \VNT	NL	R\	S\QMLVQRP]	qXMNUOU\Ym	rd\	fSWdUN\WNcM	UVN\SÙ	Y\N\S̀UVQNULV	LO	WLMN	MdQPP	QYqXMN	Nd\	KLVNSQWN	yX̀ 	LV	Nd\	MQ̀\	RQMUM	QM	Q	KdQVZ\	zSY\ST	MXRq\WN	NL	Nd\	SUZdN	LO	\UNd\S	[QSN]	NL	YUMQZS\\	QVY	QMM\SN	Q	KPQÙ	UV	QWWLSYQVW\	aUNd	fSNUWP\	stmn	oIiIJ~	xd\V	Nd\	zaV\S	QVY	KLVNSQWNLS	QZS\\	aUNd	Q	Y\N\S̀UVQNULV	̀QY\	R]	Nd\	fSWdUN\WN	WLVW\SVUVZ	Nd\	QYqXMǸ\VNM	UV	Nd\	KLVNSQWN	yX̀ 	QVY	KLVNSQWN	rÙ\T	LS	LNd\SaUM\	S\QWd	QZS\\̀\VN	X[LV	Nd\	QYqXMǸ\VNMT	MXWd	QZS\\̀\VN	MdQPP	R\	\OO\WNUe\	Ù \̀YUQN\P]	QVY	Nd\	fSWdUN\WN	aUPP	[S\[QS\	Q	KdQVZ\	zSY\Sm	KdQVZ\	zSY\SM	̀Q]	R\	UMMX\Y	OLS	QPP	LS	QV]	[QSN	LO	Q	KLVMNSXWNULV	KdQVZ\	wUS\WNUe\mn	oIk	�����	�������	��	���	����rd\	fSWdUN\WN	̀Q]	LSY\S	̀UVLS	WdQVZ\M	UV	Nd\	xLSb	NdQN	QS\	WLVMUMN\VN	aUNd	Nd\	UVN\VN	LO	Nd\	KLVNSQWN	wLWX̀ \VNM	QVY	YL	VLN	UVeLPe\	QV	QYqXMǸ\VN	UV	Nd\	KLVNSQWN	yX̀ 	LS	QV	\̂N\VMULV	LO	Nd\	KLVNSQWN	rÙ\m	rd\	fSWdUN\WNcM	LSY\S	OLS	ÙVLS	WdQVZ\M	MdQPP	R\	UV	aSUNUVZm	pO	Nd\	KLVNSQWNLS	R\PU\e\M	NdQN	Nd\	[SL[LM\Y	̀UVLS	WdQVZ\	UV	Nd\	xLSb	aUPP	QOO\WN	Nd\	KLVNSQWN	yX̀ 	LS	KLVNSQWN	rÙ\T	Nd\	KLVNSQWNLS	MdQPP	VLNUO]	Nd\	fSWdUN\WN	QVY	MdQPP	VLN	[SLW\\Y	NL	Ù[P\̀\VN	Nd\	WdQVZ\	UV	Nd\	xLSbm	pO	Nd\	KLVNSQWNLS	[\SOLS̀M	Nd\	xLSb	M\N	OLSNd	UV	Nd\	fSWdUN\WNcM	LSY\S	OLS	Q	̀UVLS	WdQVZ\	aUNdLXN	[SULS	VLNUW\	NL	Nd\	fSWdUN\WN	NdQN	MXWd	WdQVZ\	aUPP	QOO\WN	Nd\	KLVNSQWN	yX̀ 	LS	KLVNSQWN	rÙ\T	Nd\	KLVNSQWNLS	aQUe\M	QV]	QYqXMǸ\VN	NL	Nd\	KLVNSQWN	yX̀ 	LS	\̂N\VMULV	LO	Nd\	KLVNSQWN	rÙ\m�������	{			����n	{IJ	�����������n	{IJIJ	vVP\MM	LNd\SaUM\	[SLeUY\YT	KLVNSQWN	rÙ\	UM	Nd\	[\SULY	LO	NÙ\T	UVWPXYUVZ	QXNdLSU�\Y	QYqXMǸ\VNMT	QPPLNN\Y	UV	Nd\	KLVNSQWN	wLWX̀ \VNM	OLS	yXRMNQVNUQP	KL̀ [P\NULV	LO	Nd\	xLSbmn	{IJIh	rd\	YQN\	LO	WL̀ \̀VW\̀\VN	LO	Nd\	xLSb	UM	Nd\	YQN\	\MNQRPUMd\Y	UV	Nd\	fZS\\̀\VNmn	{IJIi	rd\	YQN\	LO	yXRMNQVNUQP	KL̀ [P\NULV	UM	Nd\	YQN\	W\SNUOU\Y	R]	Nd\	fSWdUN\WN	UV	QWWLSYQVW\	aUNd	y\WNULV	�m�m
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I	JKLKM	NOP	QPRS	TUVWT	VX	YXPU	Z[	QOP	\][QRV̂Q	_]̂YSP[QX	XOV̀̀	SPV[	̂V̀P[UVR	UVW	Y[̀PXX	]QOPRaZXP	XbP̂ZcẐV̀̀W	UPcZ[PUdI	JKe	fghigjkk	lmn	ohpqrjsthmI	JKeKL	NZSP	̀ZSZQX	XQVQPU	Z[	QOP	\][QRV̂Q	_]̂YSP[QX	VRP	]c	QOP	PXXP[̂P	]c	QOP	\][QRV̂Qd	uW	PvP̂YQZ[w	QOP	xwRPPSP[Qy	QOP	\][QRV̂Q]R	̂][cZRSX	QOVQ	QOP	\][QRV̂Q	NZSP	ZX	V	RPVX][Vz̀P	bPRZ]U	c]R	bPRc]RSZ[w	QOP	{]R|dI	JKeKe	NOP	\][QRV̂Q]R	XOV̀̀	[]Q	|[]aZ[ẁWy	Pv̂PbQ	zW	VwRPPSP[Q	]R	Z[XQRŶQZ][	]c	QOP	}a[PR	Z[	aRZQZ[wy	̂]SSP[̂P	QOP	{]R|	bRZ]R	Q]	QOP	PccP̂QZ~P	UVQP	]c	Z[XYRV[̂P	RP�YZRPU	Q]	zP	cYR[ZXOPU	zW	QOP	\][QRV̂Q]R	V[U	}a[PRdI	JKeK�	NOP	\][QRV̂Q]R	XOV̀̀	bR]̂PPU	PvbPUZQZ]YX̀W	aZQO	VUP�YVQP	c]R̂PX	V[U	XOV̀̀	V̂OZP~P	�YzXQV[QZV̀	\]Sb̀PQZ][	aZQOZ[	QOP	\][QRV̂Q	NZSPdI	JK�	�jrl�k	lmn	��sjmkthmk	h�	�tpjI	JK�KL	�c	QOP	\][QRV̂Q]R	ZX	UP̀VWPU	VQ	V[W	QZSP	Z[	QOP	̂]SSP[̂PSP[Q	]R	bR]wRPXX	]c	QOP	{]R|	zW	���	V[	V̂Q	]R	[PẁP̂Q	]c	QOP	}a[PR	]R	xR̂OZQP̂Qy	]c	V[	PSb̀]WPP	]c	PZQOPRy	]R	]c	V	�PbVRVQP	\][QRV̂Q]R�	���	zW	̂OV[wPX	]RUPRPU	Z[	QOP	{]R|�	���	zW	̀Vz]R	UZXbYQPXy	cZRPy	Y[YXYV̀	UP̀VW	Z[	UP̀Z~PRZPXy	Y[V~]ZUVz̀P	̂VXYV̀QZPXy	VU~PRXP	aPVQOPR	̂][UZQZ][X	U]̂YSP[QPU	Z[	V̂ ]̂RUV[̂P	aZQO	�P̂QZ][	��d�d�d�y	]R	]QOPR	̂VYXPX	zPW][U	QOP	\][QRV̂Q]R�X	̂][QR]̀�	���	zW	UP̀VW	VYQO]RZ�PU	zW	QOP	}a[PR	bP[UZ[w	SPUZVQZ][	V[U	zZ[UZ[w	UZXbYQP	RPX]̀YQZ][�	]R	���	zW	]QOPR	̂VYXPX	QOVQ	QOP	\][QRV̂Q]R	VXXPRQXy	V[U	QOP	xR̂OZQP̂Q	UPQPRSZ[PXy	�YXQZcW	UP̀VWy	QOP[	QOP	\][QRV̂Q	NZSP	XOV̀̀	zP	PvQP[UPU	c]R	XŶO	RPVX][Vz̀P	QZSP	VX	QOP	xR̂OZQP̂Q	SVW	UPQPRSZ[PdI	JK�Ke	\̀VZSX	RP̀VQZ[w	Q]	QZSP	XOV̀̀	zP	SVUP	Z[	V̂ ]̂RUV[̂P	aZQO	Vbb̀ẐVz̀P	bR]~ZXZ][X	]c	xRQẐ̀P	��dI	JK�K�	NOZX	�P̂QZ][	�d�	U]PX	[]Q	bRP̂ỲUP	RP̂]~PRW	]c	UVSVwPX	c]R	UP̀VW	zW	PZQOPR	bVRQW	Y[UPR	]QOPR	bR]~ZXZ][X	]c	QOP	\][QRV̂Q	_]̂YSP[QXd����o��	�			f�������	���	o��f������I	�KL	ohmsgl s	�¡pI	�KLKL	NOP	\][QRV̂Q	�YS	ZX	XQVQPU	Z[	QOP	xwRPPSP[Q	V[Uy	Z[̂ ỲUZ[w	VYQO]RZ�PU	VU�YXQSP[QXy	ZX	QOP	Q]QV̀	VS]Y[Q	bVWVz̀P	zW	QOP	}a[PR	Q]	QOP	\][QRV̂Q]R	c]R	bPRc]RSV[̂P	]c	QOP	{]R|	Y[UPR	QOP	\][QRV̂Q	_]̂YSP[QXdI	�KLKe	�c	Y[ZQ	bRẐPX	VRP	XQVQPU	Z[	QOP	\][QRV̂Q	_]̂YSP[QX	]R	XYzXP�YP[Q̀W	VwRPPU	Yb][y	V[U	Zc	�YV[QZQZPX	]RZwZ[V̀̀W	]̂[QPSb̀VQPU	VRP	SVQPRZV̀̀W	̂OV[wPU	X]	QOVQ	Vbb̀ẐVQZ][	]c	XŶO	Y[ZQ	bRẐPX	Q]	QOP	V̂QYV̀	�YV[QZQZPX	̂VYXPX	XYzXQV[QZV̀	Z[P�YZQW	Q]	QOP	}a[PR	]R	\][QRV̂Q]Ry	QOP	Vbb̀ẐVz̀P	Y[ZQ	bRẐPX	XOV̀̀	zP	P�YZQVz̀W	VU�YXQPUdI	�Ke	� ¢jn¡rj	h�	£lr¡jk{OPRP	QOP	\][QRV̂Q	ZX	zVXPU	][	V	XQZbỲVQPU	XYS	]R	¤YVRV[QPPU	¥VvZSYS	¦RẐPy	QOP	\][QRV̂Q]R	XOV̀̀	XYzSZQ	V	X̂OPUỲP	]c	~V̀YPX	Q]	QOP	xR̂OZQP̂Q	zPc]RP	QOP	cZRXQ	xbb̀ẐVQZ][	c]R	¦VWSP[Qy	V̀̀]̂VQZ[w	QOP	P[QZRP	\][QRV̂Q	�YS	Q]	QOP	~VRZ]YX	b]RQZ][X	]c	QOP	{]R|d	NOP	X̂OPUỲP	]c	~V̀YPX	XOV̀̀	zP	bRPbVRPU	Z[	QOP	c]RSy	V[U	XYbb]RQPU	zW	QOP	UVQV	Q]	XYzXQV[QZVQP	ZQX	V̂ ŶRV̂Wy	RP�YZRPU	zW	QOP	xR̂OZQP̂Qd	NOZX	X̂OPUỲPy	Y[̀PXX	]z�P̂QPU	Q]	zW	QOP	xR̂OZQP̂Qy	XOV̀̀	zP	YXPU	VX	V	zVXZX	c]R	RP~ZPaZ[w	QOP	\][QRV̂Q]R�X	xbb̀ẐVQZ][X	c]R	¦VWSP[Qd	x[W	̂OV[wPX	Q]	QOP	X̂OPUỲP	]c	~V̀YPX	XOV̀̀	zP	XYzSZQQPU	Q]	QOP	xR̂OZQP̂Q	V[U	XYbb]RQPU	zW	XŶO	UVQV	Q]	XYzXQV[QZVQP	ZQX	V̂ ŶRV̂W	VX	QOP	xR̂OZQP̂Q	SVW	RP�YZRPy	V[U	Y[̀PXX	]z�P̂QPU	Q]	zW	QOP	xR̂OZQP̂Qy	XOV̀̀	zP	YXPU	VX	V	zVXZX	c]R	RP~ZPaZ[w	QOP	\][QRV̂Q]R�X	XYzXP�YP[Q	xbb̀ẐVQZ][X	c]R	¦VWSP[QdI	�K�	�qqrt lsthmk	�hg	fl�pjmsI	�K�KL	xQ	̀PVXQ	QP[	UVWX	zPc]RP	QOP	UVQP	PXQVz̀ZXOPU	c]R	PV̂O	bR]wRPXX	bVWSP[Qy	QOP	\][QRV̂Q]R	XOV̀̀	XYzSZQ	Q]	QOP	xR̂OZQP̂Q	V[	ZQPSZ�PU	xbb̀ẐVQZ][	c]R	¦VWSP[Q	bRPbVRPU	Z[	V̂ ]̂RUV[̂P	aZQO	QOP	X̂OPUỲP	]c	~V̀YPXy	Zc	RP�YZRPU	Y[UPR	�P̂QZ][	§d�y	c]R	̂]Sb̀PQPU	b]RQZ][X	]c	QOP	{]R|d	NOP	Vbb̀ẐVQZ][	XOV̀̀	zP	[]QVRZ�PUy	Zc	RP�YZRPUy	V[U	XYbb]RQPU	zW	V̀̀	UVQV	XYzXQV[QZVQZ[w	QOP	\][QRV̂Q]R�X	RZwOQ	Q]	bVWSP[Q	QOVQ	QOP	}a[PR	]R	xR̂OZQP̂Q	RP�YZRPy	XŶO	VX	̂]bZPX	]c	RP�YZXZQZ][Xy	V[U	RP̀PVXPX	V[U	aVZ~PRX	]c	̀ZP[X	cR]S	�Yẑ][QRV̂Q]RX	V[U	XYbb̀ZPRXy	V[U	XOV̀̀	RPc̀P̂Q	RPQVZ[VwP	Zc	bR]~ZUPU	c]R	Z[	QOP	\][QRV̂Q	_]̂YSP[QXdI	�K�KLKL	xX	bR]~ZUPU	Z[	�P̂QZ][	̈d�d§y	XŶO	Vbb̀ẐVQZ][X	SVW	Z[̂ ỲUP	RP�YPXQX	c]R	bVWSP[Q	][	V̂ ]̂Y[Q	]c	̂OV[wPX	Z[	QOP	{]R|	QOVQ	OV~P	zPP[	bR]bPR̀W	VYQO]RZ�PU	zW	\][XQRŶQZ][	\OV[wP	_ZRP̂QZ~PXy	]R	zW	Z[QPRZS	UPQPRSZ[VQZ][X	]c	QOP	xR̂OZQP̂Qy	zYQ	[]Q	WPQ	Z[̂ ỲUPU	Z[	\OV[wP	}RUPRXd
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I	JKLKMKN	OPPQRSTURVWX	YVZ	[T\]̂WU	X_TQQ	WVU	RWSQ̀â	Ẑb̀ X̂UX	YVZ	PT\]̂WU	YVZ	PVZURVWX	VY	U_̂	cVZd	YVZ	e_RS_	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ	aV̂X	WVU	RWÛWa	UV	PT\	T	g̀hSVWUZTSUVZ	VZ	X̀PPQR̂Zi	̀WQ̂XX	X̀S_	cVZd	_TX	ĥ Ŵ	P̂ZYVZ]̂a	h\	VU_̂ZX	e_V]	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ	RWÛWaX	UV	PT\jI	JKLKN	kWQ̂XX	VU_̂ZeRX̂	PZVlRâa	RW	U_̂	fVWUZTSU	mVS̀]̂WUXi	PT\]̂WUX	X_TQQ	ĥ	]Tâ	VW	TSSV̀WU	VY	]TÛZRTQX	TWa	b̂̀RP]̂WU	âQRl̂Ẑa	TWa	X̀RUThQ\	XUVẐa	TU	U_̂	XRÛ	YVZ	X̀hX̂b̀ ŴU	RWSVZPVZTURVW	RW	U_̂	cVZdj	nY	TPPZVl̂a	RW	TalTWŜ	h\	U_̂	oeŴZi	PT\]̂WU	]T\	XR]RQTZQ\	ĥ	]Tâ	YVZ	]TÛZRTQX	TWa	̂b̀RP]̂WU	X̀RUThQ\	XUVẐa	VYY	U_̂	XRÛ	TU	T	QVSTURVW	TpẐ̂a	̀PVW	RW	eZRURWpj	[T\]̂WU	YVZ	]TÛZRTQX	TWa	̂b̀RP]̂WU	XUVẐa	VW	VZ	VYY	U_̂	XRÛ	X_TQQ	ĥ	SVWaRURVŴa	̀PVW	SV]PQRTWŜ	h\	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ	eRU_	PZVŜàẐX	XTURXYTSUVZ\	UV	U_̂	oeŴZ	UV	̂XUThQRX_	U_̂	oeŴZqX	URUQ̂	UV	X̀S_	]TÛZRTQX	TWa	̂b̀RP]̂WU	VZ	VU_̂ZeRX̂	PZVÛSU	U_̂	oeŴZqX	RWÛẐXUi	TWa	X_TQQ	RWSQ̀â	U_̂	SVXUX	VY	TPPQRSThQ̂	RWX̀ZTWŜi	XUVZTp̂i	TWa	UZTWXPVZUTURVW	UV	U_̂	XRÛi	YVZ	X̀S_	]TÛZRTQX	TWa	̂b̀RP]̂WU	XUVẐa	VYY	U_̂	XRÛjI	JKLKL	r_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ	eTZZTWUX	U_TU	URUQ̂	UV	TQQ	cVZd	SVl̂Ẑa	h\	TW	OPPQRSTURVW	YVZ	[T\]̂WU	eRQQ	PTXX	UV	U_̂	oeŴZ	WV	QTÛZ	U_TW	U_̂	UR]̂	VY	PT\]̂WUj	r_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ	ỲZU_̂Z	eTZZTWUX	U_TU	̀PVW	X̀h]RUUTQ	VY	TW	OPPQRSTURVW	YVZ	[T\]̂WU	TQQ	cVZd	YVZ	e_RS_	f̂ZURYRSTÛX	YVZ	[T\]̂WU	_Tl̂	ĥ Ŵ	PẐlRV̀XQ\	RXX̀ â	TWa	PT\]̂WUX	ẐŜRl̂a	YZV]	U_̂	oeŴZ	X_TQQi	UV	U_̂	ĥXU	VY	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZqX	dWVeQ̂ap̂i	RWYVZ]TURVWi	TWa	ĥQR̂Yi	ĥ	YẐ̂	TWa	SQ̂TZ	VY	QR̂WXi	SQTR]Xi	X̂S̀ZRU\	RWÛẐXUXi	VZ	ŴS̀]hZTWŜXi	RW	YTlVZ	VY	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZi	g̀hSVWUZTSUVZXi	X̀PPQR̂ZXi	VZ	VU_̂Z	P̂ZXVWX	VZ	̂WURUR̂X	U_TU	PZVlRâa	QThVZi	]TÛZRTQXi	TWa	̂b̀RP]̂WU	ẐQTURWp	UV	U_̂	cVZdjI	JKs	tuvwxyxz{wu|	y}v	~{��u�wI	JKsKM	r_̂	OZS_RÛSU	eRQQi	eRU_RW	X̂l̂W	aT\X	TYÛZ	ẐŜRPU	VY	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZqX	OPPQRSTURVW	YVZ	[T\]̂WUi	̂RU_̂Z	���	RXX̀ 	̂UV	U_̂	oeŴZ	T	f̂ZURYRSTÛ	YVZ	[T\]̂WU	RW	U_̂	ỲQQ	T]V̀WU	VY	U_̂	OPPQRSTURVW	YVZ	[T\]̂WUi	eRU_	T	SVP\	UV	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ�	VZ	���	RXX̀ 	̂UV	U_̂	oeŴZ	T	f̂ZURYRSTÛ	YVZ	[T\]̂WU	YVZ	X̀S_	T]V̀WU	TX	U_̂	OZS_RÛSU	âÛZ]RŴX	RX	PZVP̂ZQ\	à î	TWa	WVURY\	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ	TWa	oeŴZ	VY	U_̂	OZS_RÛSUqX	ẐTXVWX	YVZ	eRU__VQaRWp	ŜZURYRSTURVW	RW	PTZU	TX	PZVlRâa	RW	ĝSURVW	�j�j��	VZ	���	eRU__VQa	ŜZURYRSTURVW	VY	U_̂	̂WURẐ	OPPQRSTURVW	YVZ	[T\]̂WUi	TWa	WVURY\	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ	TWa	oeŴZ	VY	U_̂	OZS_RÛSUqX	ẐTXVW	YVZ	eRU__VQaRWp	ŜZURYRSTURVW	RW	e_VQ̂	TX	PZVlRâa	RW	ĝSURVW	�j�j�jI	JKsKN	r_̂	RXX̀TWŜ	VY	T	f̂ZURYRSTÛ	YVZ	[T\]̂WU	eRQQ	SVWXURÙÛ	T	ẐPẐX̂WUTURVW	h\	U_̂	OZS_RÛSU	UV	U_̂	oeŴZi	hTX̂a	VW	U_̂	OZS_RÛSUqX	̂lTQ̀TURVW	VY	U_̂	cVZd	TWa	U_̂	aTUT	RW	U_̂	OPPQRSTURVW	YVZ	[T\]̂WUi	U_TUi	UV	U_̂	ĥXU	VY	U_̂	OZS_RÛSUqX	dWVeQ̂ap̂i	RWYVZ]TURVWi	TWa	ĥQR̂Yi	U_̂	cVZd	_TX	PZVpẐXX̂a	UV	U_̂	PVRWU	RWaRSTÛai	U_̂	b̀TQRU\	VY	U_̂	cVZd	RX	RW	TSSVZaTWŜ	eRU_	U_̂	fVWUZTSU	mVS̀]̂WUXi	TWa	U_TU	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ	RX	̂WURUQ̂a	UV	PT\]̂WU	RW	U_̂	T]V̀WU	ŜZURYR̂aj	r_̂	YVẐpVRWp	ẐPẐX̂WUTURVWX	TẐ	X̀h�̂SU	UV	TW	̂lTQ̀TURVW	VY	U_̂	cVZd	YVZ	SVWYVZ]TWŜ	eRU_	U_̂	fVWUZTSU	mVS̀]̂WUX	̀PVW	g̀hXUTWURTQ	fV]PQ̂URVWi	UV	ẐX̀QUX	VY	X̀hX̂b̀ ŴU	ÛXUX	TWa	RWXP̂SURVWXi	UV	SVZẐSURVW	VY	]RWVZ	âlRTURVWX	YZV]	U_̂	fVWUZTSU	mVS̀]̂WUX	PZRVZ	UV	SV]PQ̂URVWi	TWa	UV	XP̂SRYRS	b̀TQRYRSTURVWX	̂�PẐXX̂a	h\	U_̂	OZS_RÛSUj	�Vêl̂Zi	U_̂	RXX̀TWŜ	VY	T	f̂ZURYRSTÛ	YVZ	[T\]̂WU	eRQQ	WVU	ĥ	T	ẐPẐX̂WUTURVW	U_TU	U_̂	OZS_RÛSU	_TX	���	]Tâ	�̂_T̀XURl̂	VZ	SVWURẀV̀X	VW�XRÛ	RWXP̂SURVWX	UV	S_̂Sd	U_̂	b̀TQRU\	VZ	b̀TWURU\	VY	U_̂	cVZd�	���	ẐlR̂êa	SVWXUZ̀SURVW	]̂TWXi	]̂U_VaXi	ÛS_WRb̀ X̂i	X̂b̀ ŴŜXi	VZ	PZVŜàẐX�	���	ẐlR̂êa	SVPR̂X	VY	Ẑb̀RXRURVWX	ẐŜRl̂a	YZV]	g̀hSVWUZTSUVZX	TWa	X̀PPQR̂ZX	TWa	VU_̂Z	aTUT	Ẑb̀ X̂Ûa	h\	U_̂	oeŴZ	UV	X̀hXUTWURTÛ	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZqX	ZRp_U	UV	PT\]̂WU�	VZ	���	]Tâ	̂�T]RWTURVW	UV	TXŜZUTRW	_Ve	VZ	YVZ	e_TU	P̀ZPVX̂	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ	_TX	̀X̂a	]VŴ\	PẐlRV̀XQ\	PTRa	VW	TSSV̀WU	VY	U_̂	fVWUZTSU	g̀]jI	JK�	�uzx|x}�|	w}	�xw��}��	tuvwxyxz{wx}�I	JK�KM	r_̂	OZS_RÛSU	]T\	eRU__VQa	T	f̂ZURYRSTÛ	YVZ	[T\]̂WU	RW	e_VQ̂	VZ	RW	PTZUi	UV	U_̂	̂�ÛWU	ẐTXVWThQ\	ŴŜXXTZ\	UV	PZVÛSU	U_̂	oeŴZi	RY	RW	U_̂	OZS_RÛSUqX	VPRWRVW	U_̂	ẐPẐX̂WUTURVWX	UV	U_̂	oeŴZ	Ẑb̀RẐa	h\	ĝSURVW	�j�j�	STWWVU	ĥ	]Tâj	nY	U_̂	OZS_RÛSU	RX	̀WThQ̂	UV	ŜZURY\	PT\]̂WU	RW	U_̂	T]V̀WU	VY	U_̂	OPPQRSTURVWi	U_̂	OZS_RÛSU	eRQQ	WVURY\	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ	TWa	oeŴZ	TX	PZVlRâa	RW	ĝSURVW	�j�j�j	nY	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ	TWa	OZS_RÛSU	STWWVU	TpẐ̂	VW	T	ẐlRX̂a	T]V̀WUi	U_̂	OZS_RÛSU	eRQQ	PZV]PUQ\	RXX̀ 	̂T	f̂ZURYRSTÛ	YVZ	[T\]̂WU	YVZ	U_̂	T]V̀WU	YVZ	e_RS_	U_̂	OZS_RÛSU	RX	ThQ̂	UV	]Td̂	X̀S_	ẐPẐX̂WUTURVWX	UV	U_̂	oeŴZj	r_̂	OZS_RÛSU	]T\	TQXV	eRU__VQa	T	f̂ZURYRSTÛ	YVZ	[T\]̂WU	VZi	ĥST̀X̂	VY	X̀hX̂b̀ ŴUQ\	aRXSVl̂Ẑa	̂lRâWŜi	]T\	ẀQQRY\	U_̂	e_VQ̂	VZ	T	PTZU	VY	T	f̂ZURYRSTÛ	YVZ	[T\]̂WU	PẐlRV̀XQ\	RXX̀ âi	UV	X̀S_	̂�ÛWU	TX	]T\	ĥ	ŴŜXXTZ\	RW	U_̂	OZS_RÛSUqX	VPRWRVW	UV	PZVÛSU	U_̂	oeŴZ	YZV]	QVXX	YVZ	e_RS_	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ	RX	ẐXPVWXRhQ̂i	RWSQ̀aRWp	QVXX	ẐX̀QURWp	YZV]	TSUX	TWa	V]RXXRVWX	âXSZRĥa	RW	ĝSURVW	�j�j�i	ĥST̀X̂	VYKM âŶSURl̂	cVZd	WVU	Ẑ]̂aR̂a�KN U_RZa	PTZU\	SQTR]X	YRQ̂a	VZ	ẐTXVWThQ̂	̂lRâWŜ	RWaRSTURWp	PZVhThQ̂	YRQRWp	VY	X̀S_	SQTR]Xi	̀WQ̂XX	X̂S̀ZRU\	TSŜPUThQ̂	UV	U_̂	oeŴZ	RX	PZVlRâa	h\	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ�KL YTRQ̀Ẑ	VY	U_̂	fVWUZTSUVZ	UV	]Td̂	PT\]̂WUX	PZVP̂ZQ\	UV	g̀hSVWUZTSUVZX	VZ	X̀PPQR̂ZX	YVZ	QThVZi	]TÛZRTQX	VZ	̂b̀RP]̂WU�
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IJ KLMNOPMQRL	LSTULPVL	WXMW	WXL	YOKZ	VMPPOW	QL	VO[\RLWLU	]OK	WXL	̂P\MTU	QMRMPVL	O]	WXL	_OPWKMVW	̀̂ [aIb UM[McL	WO	WXL	dePLK	OK	M	̀L\MKMWL	_OPWKMVWOKaIf KLMNOPMQRL	LSTULPVL	WXMW	WXL	YOKZ	eTRR	POW	QL	VO[\RLWLU	eTWXTP	WXL	_OPWKMVW	gT[Lh	MPU	WXMW	WXL	̂P\MTU	QMRMPVL	eÔRU	POW	QL	MULîMWL	WO	VOSLK	MVŴMR	OK	RTîTUMWLU	UM[McLN	]OK	WXL	MPWTVT\MWLU	ULRMja	OKIk KL\LMWLU	]MTR̂KL	WO	VMKKj	ÔW	WXL	YOKZ	TP	MVVOKUMPVL	eTWX	WXL	_OPWKMVW	lOV̂[LPWNm	n	oIbIp	YXLP	LTWXLK	\MKWj	UTN\̂WLN	WXL	qKVXTWLVWrN	ULVTNTOP	KLcMKUTPc	M	_LKWT]TVMWL	]OK	sMj[LPW	̂PULK	̀LVWTOP	tmumvh	TP	eXORL	OK	TP	\MKWh	WXMW	\MKWj	[Mj	N̂Q[TW	M	_RMT[	TP	MVVOKUMPVL	eTWX	qKWTVRL	vumn	oIbIw	YXLP	WXL	KLMNOPN	]OK	eTWXXORUTPc	VLKWT]TVMWTOP	MKL	KL[OSLUh	VLKWT]TVMWTOP	eTRR	QL	[MUL	]OK	M[ÔPWN	\KLSTÔNRj	eTWXXLRUmn	oIbIJ	x]	WXL	qKVXTWLVW	eTWXXORUN	VLKWT]TVMWTOP	]OK	\Mj[LPW	̂PULK	̀LVWTOP	tmumvmyh	WXL	dePLK	[Mjh	MW	TWN	NORL	O\WTOPh	TNN̂L	zOTPW	VXLVZN	WO	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	MPU	WO	MPj	̀̂ QVOPWKMVWOK	OK	N̂\\RTLK	WO	eXO[	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	]MTRLU	WO	[MZL	\Mj[LPW	]OK	YOKZ	\KO\LKRj	\LK]OK[LU	OK	[MWLKTMR	OK	LîT\[LPW	N̂TWMQRj	ULRTSLKLUm	x]	WXL	dePLK	[MZLN	\Mj[LPWN	Qj	zOTPW	VXLVZh	WXL	dePLK	NXMRR	POWT]j	WXL	qKVXTWLVW	MPU	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	NXMRR	KL]RLVW	N̂VX	\Mj[LPW	OP	TWN	PL{W	q\\RTVMWTOP	]OK	sMj[LPWmn	oIf	|}~�}���	|�������n	oIfI�	q]WLK	WXL	qKVXTWLVW	XMN	TNN̂LU	M	_LKWT]TVMWL	]OK	sMj[LPWh	WXL	dePLK	NXMRR	[MZL	\Mj[LPW	TP	WXL	[MPPLK	MPU	eTWXTP	WXL	WT[L	\KOSTULU	TP	WXL	_OPWKMVW	lOV̂[LPWNh	MPU	NXMRR	NO	POWT]j	WXL	qKVXTWLVWmn	oIfIp	gXL	_OPWKMVWOK	NXMRR	\Mj	LMVX	̀̂ QVOPWKMVWOKh	PO	RMWLK	WXMP	NLSLP	UMjN	M]WLK	KLVLT\W	O]	\Mj[LPW	]KO[	WXL	dePLKh	WXL	M[ÔPW	WO	eXTVX	WXL	̀̂ QVOPWKMVWOK	TN	LPWTWRLUh	KL]RLVWTPc	\LKVLPWMcLN	MVŴMRRj	KLWMTPLU	]KO[	\Mj[LPWN	WO	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	OP	MVVÔPW	O]	WXL	̀̂ QVOPWKMVWOKrN	\OKWTOP	O]	WXL	YOKZm	gXL	_OPWKMVWOK	NXMRRh	Qj	M\\KO\KTMWL	McKLL[LPW	eTWX	LMVX	̀̂ QVOPWKMVWOKh	KLîTKL	LMVX	̀̂ QVOPWKMVWOK	WO	[MZL	\Mj[LPWN	WO	̀̂ Q�N̂QVOPWKMVWOKN	TP	M	NT[TRMK	[MPPLKmn	oIfIw	gXL	qKVXTWLVW	eTRRh	OP	KLîLNWh	]̂KPTNX	WO	M	̀̂ QVOPWKMVWOKh	T]	\KMVWTVMQRLh	TP]OK[MWTOP	KLcMKUTPc	\LKVLPWMcLN	O]	VO[\RLWTOP	OK	M[ÔPWN	M\\RTLU	]OK	Qj	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	MPU	MVWTOP	WMZLP	WXLKLOP	Qj	WXL	qKVXTWLVW	MPU	dePLK	OP	MVVÔPW	O]	\OKWTOPN	O]	WXL	YOKZ	UOPL	Qj	N̂VX	̀̂ QVOPWKMVWOKmn	oIfIJ	gXL	dePLK	XMN	WXL	KTcXW	WO	KLîLNW	eKTWWLP	LSTULPVL	]KO[	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	WXMW	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	XMN	\KO\LKRj	\MTU	`̂QVOPWKMVWOKN	MPU	N̂\\RTLKN	M[ÔPWN	\MTU	Qj	WXL	dePLK	WO	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	]OK	N̂QVOPWKMVWLU	YOKZm	x]	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	]MTRN	WO	]̂KPTNX	N̂VX	LSTULPVL	eTWXTP	NLSLP	UMjNh	WXL	dePLK	NXMRR	XMSL	WXL	KTcXW	WO	VOPWMVW	̀̂ QVOPWKMVWOKN	MPU	N̂\\RTLKN	WO	MNVLKWMTP	eXLWXLK	WXLj	XMSL	QLLP	\KO\LKRj	\MTUm	�LTWXLK	WXL	dePLK	POK	qKVXTWLVW	NXMRR	XMSL	MP	OQRTcMWTOP	WO	\Mjh	OK	WO	NLL	WO	WXL	\Mj[LPW	O]	[OPLj	WOh	M	̀̂ QVOPWKMVWOK	OK	N̂\\RTLKh	L{VL\W	MN	[Mj	OWXLKeTNL	QL	KLîTKLU	Qj	RMemn	oIfIb	gXL	_OPWKMVWOKrN	\Mj[LPWN	WO	N̂\\RTLKN	NXMRR	QL	WKLMWLU	TP	M	[MPPLK	NT[TRMK	WO	WXMW	\KOSTULU	TP	̀LVWTOPN	tm�m�h	tm�my	MPU	tm�m�mn	oIfIf	q	_LKWT]TVMWL	]OK	sMj[LPWh	M	\KOcKLNN	\Mj[LPWh	OK	\MKWTMR	OK	LPWTKL	̂NL	OK	OVV̂\MPVj	O]	WXL	sKOzLVW	Qj	WXL	dePLK	NXMRR	POW	VOPNWTŴWL	MVVL\WMPVL	O]	YOKZ	POW	TP	MVVOKUMPVL	eTWX	WXL	_OPWKMVW	lOV̂[LPWNmn	oIfIk	�PRLNN	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	\KOSTULN	WXL	dePLK	eTWX	M	\Mj[LPW	QOPU	TP	WXL	]̂RR	\LPMR	N̂[	O]	WXL	_OPWKMVW	̀̂ [h	\Mj[LPWN	KLVLTSLU	Qj	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	]OK	YOKZ	\KO\LKRj	\LK]OK[LU	Qj	̀̂ QVOPWKMVWOKN	OK	\KOSTULU	Qj	N̂\\RTLKN	NXMRR	QL	XLRU	Qj	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	]OK	WXONL	̀̂ QVOPWKMVWOKN	OK	N̂\\RTLKN	eXO	\LK]OK[LU	YOKZ	OK	]̂KPTNXLU	[MWLKTMRNh	OK	QOWXh	P̂ULK	VOPWKMVW	eTWX	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	]OK	eXTVX	\Mj[LPW	eMN	[MUL	Qj	WXL	dePLKm	�OWXTPc	VOPWMTPLU	XLKLTP	NXMRR	KLîTKL	[OPLj	WO	QL	\RMVLU	TP	M	NL\MKMWL	MVVÔPW	MPU	POW	VO[[TPcRLU	eTWX	[OPLj	O]	WXL	_OPWKMVWOKh	VKLMWL	MPj	]TÛVTMKj	RTMQTRTWj	OK	WOKW	RTMQTRTWj	OP	WXL	\MKW	O]	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	]OK	QKLMVX	O]	WK̂NWh	OK	LPWTWRL	MPj	\LKNOP	OK	LPWTWj	WO	MP	MeMKU	O]	\̂PTWTSL	UM[McLN	McMTPNW	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	]OK	QKLMVX	O]	WXL	KLîTKL[LPWN	O]	WXTN	\KOSTNTOPmn	oIfI�	sKOSTULU	WXL	dePLK	XMN	]̂R]TRRLU	TWN	\Mj[LPW	OQRTcMWTOPN	̂PULK	WXL	_OPWKMVW	lOV̂[LPWNh	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	NXMRR	UL]LPU	MPU	TPUL[PT]j	WXL	dePLK	]KO[	MRR	RONNh	RTMQTRTWjh	UM[McL	OK	L{\LPNLh	TPVR̂UTPc	KLMNOPMQRL	MWWOKPLjrN	]LLN	MPU	RTWTcMWTOP	L{\LPNLNh	MKTNTPc	ÔW	O]	MPj	RTLP	VRMT[	OK	OWXLK	VRMT[	]OK	\Mj[LPW	Qj	MPj	̀̂ QVOPWKMVWOK	OK	N̂\\RTLK	O]	MPj	WTLKm	�\OP	KLVLT\W	O]	POWTVL	O]	M	RTLP	VRMT[	OK	OWXLK	VRMT[	]OK	\Mj[LPWh	WXL	dePLK	NXMRR	POWT]j	WXL	_OPWKMVWOKm	x]	M\\KOSLU	Qj	WXL	M\\RTVMQRL	VÔKWh	eXLP	KLîTKLUh	WXL	_OPWKMVWOK	[Mj	N̂QNWTŴWL	M	N̂KLWj	QOPU	]OK	WXL	\KO\LKWj	McMTPNW	eXTVX	WXL	RTLP	OK	OWXLK	VRMT[	]OK	\Mj[LPW	XMN	QLLP	MNNLKWLUm
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I	JKL	MNOPQRS	TU	VNWXSYZ[\	]̂_	̀ab̂c]_b]	de_f	ge]	cffh_	i	j_a]c\cbi]_	\ea	kilm_g]n	]̂aehô	ge	\ihp]	e\	]̂_	jeg]aib]ean	qc]̂cg	f_r_g	dilf	i\]_a	a_b_cs]	e\	]̂_	jeg]aib]eatf	̀sspcbi]ceg	\ea	kilm_g]n	ea	c\	]̂_	uqg_a	de_f	ge]	sil	]̂_	jeg]aib]ea	qc]̂cg	f_r_g	dilf	i\]_a	]̂_	di]_	_f]ivpcf̂_d	cg	]̂_	jeg]aib]	webhm_g]fn	]̂_	imehg]	b_a]c\c_d	vl	]̂_	̀ab̂c]_b]	ea	iqiad_d	vl	vcgdcgo	dcfsh]_	a_feph]cegn	]̂_g	]̂_	jeg]aib]ea	miln	hseg	f_r_g	iddc]cegip	dilft	ge]cb_	]e	]̂_	uqg_a	igd	̀ab̂c]_b]n	f]es	]̂_	xeay	hg]cp	silm_g]	e\	]̂_	imehg]	eqcgo	̂if	v__g	a_b_cr_dz	{̂_	jeg]aib]	{cm_	f̂ipp	v_	_|]_gd_d	issaesaci]_pl	igd	]̂_	jeg]aib]	}hm	f̂ipp	v_	cgba_if_d	vl	]̂_	imehg]	e\	]̂_	jeg]aib]eatf	a_ifegivp_	bef]f	e\	f̂h]deqgn	d_pil	igd	f]ia]~hsn	sphf	cg]_a_f]	if	saercd_d	\ea	cg	]̂_	jeg]aib]	webhm_g]fzI	JK�	�Q��ZNYZONP	�TX�PSZOTYI	JK�K�	}hvf]ig]cip	jemsp_]ceg	cf	]̂_	f]io_	cg	]̂_	saeoa_ff	e\	]̂_	xeay	q̂_g	]̂_	xeay	ea	d_fcogi]_d	sea]ceg	]̂_a_e\	cf	fh\\cbc_g]pl	bemsp_]_	cg	ibbeadigb_	qc]̂	]̂_	jeg]aib]	webhm_g]f	fe	]̂i]	]̂_	uqg_a	big	ebbhsl	ea	h]cpc�_	]̂_	xeay	\ea	c]f	cg]_gd_d	hf_zI	JK�K�	x _̂g	]̂_	jeg]aib]ea	begfcd_af	]̂i]	]̂_	xeayn	ea	i	sea]ceg	]̂_a_e\	q̂cb̂	]̂_	uqg_a	ioa__f	]e	ibb_s]	f_siai]_pln	cf	fhvf]ig]cippl	bemsp_]_n	]̂_	jeg]aib]ea	f̂ipp	sa_sia_	igd	fhvmc]	]e	]̂_	̀ab̂c]_b]	i	bemsa_̂_gfcr_	pcf]	e\	c]_mf	]e	v_	bemsp_]_d	ea	beaa_b]_d	sacea	]e	\cgip	silm_g]z	�icpha_	]e	cgbphd_	ig	c]_m	eg	fhb̂	pcf]	de_f	ge]	ip]_a	]̂_	a_fsegfcvcpc]l	e\	]̂_	jeg]aib]ea	]e	bemsp_]_	ipp	xeay	cg	ibbeadigb_	qc]̂	]̂_	jeg]aib]	webhm_g]fzI	JK�K�	�seg	a_b_cs]	e\	]̂_	jeg]aib]eatf	pcf]n	]̂_	̀ab̂c]_b]	qcpp	miy_	ig	cgfs_b]ceg	]e	d_]_amcg_	q̂_]̂_a	]̂_	xeay	ea	d_fcogi]_d	sea]ceg	]̂_a_e\	cf	fhvf]ig]cippl	bemsp_]_z	[\	]̂_	̀ab̂c]_b]tf	cgfs_b]ceg	dcfbpef_f	igl	c]_mn	q̂_]̂_a	ea	ge]	cgbphd_d	eg	]̂_	jeg]aib]eatf	pcf]n	q̂cb̂	cf	ge]	fh\\cbc_g]pl	bemsp_]_	cg	ibbeadigb_	qc]̂	]̂_	jeg]aib]	webhm_g]f	fe	]̂i]	]̂_	uqg_a	big	ebbhsl	ea	h]cpc�_	]̂_	xeay	ea	d_fcogi]_d	sea]ceg	]̂_a_e\	\ea	c]f	cg]_gd_d	hf_n	]̂_	jeg]aib]ea	f̂ippn	v_\ea_	cffhigb_	e\	]̂_	j_a]c\cbi]_	e\	}hvf]ig]cip	jemsp_]cegn	bemsp_]_	ea	beaa_b]	fhb̂	c]_m	hseg	ge]c\cbi]ceg	vl	]̂_	àb̂c]_b]z	[g	fhb̂	bif_n	]̂_	jeg]aib]ea	f̂ipp	]̂_g	fhvmc]	i	a_�h_f]	\ea	ige]̂_a	cgfs_b]ceg	vl	]̂_	̀ab̂c]_b]	]e	d_]_amcg_	}hvf]ig]cip	jemsp_]cegzI	JK�K�	x _̂g	]̂_	xeay	ea	d_fcogi]_d	sea]ceg	]̂_a_e\	cf	fhvf]ig]cippl	bemsp_]_n	]̂_	̀ab̂c]_b]	qcpp	sa_sia_	i	j_a]c\cbi]_	e\	}hvf]ig]cip	jemsp_]ceg	]̂i]	f̂ipp	_f]ivpcf̂	]̂_	di]_	e\	}hvf]ig]cip	jemsp_]ceg�	_f]ivpcf̂	a_fsegfcvcpc]c_f	e\	]̂_	uqg_a	igd	jeg]aib]ea	\ea	f_bhac]ln	micg]_gigb_n	̂_i]n	h]cpc]c_fn	dimio_	]e	]̂_	xeay	igd	cgfhaigb_�	igd	\c|	]̂_	]cm_	qc]̂cg	q̂cb̂	]̂_	jeg]aib]ea	f̂ipp	\cgcf̂	ipp	c]_mf	eg	]̂_	pcf]	ibbemsiglcgo	]̂_	j_a]c\cbi]_z	xiaaig]c_f	a_�hca_d	vl	]̂_	jeg]aib]	webhm_g]f	f̂ipp	bemm_gb_	eg	]̂_	di]_	e\	}hvf]ig]cip	jemsp_]ceg	e\	]̂_	xeay	ea	d_fcogi]_d	sea]ceg	]̂_a_e\	hgp_ff	e]̂_aqcf_	saercd_d	cg	]̂_	j_a]c\cbi]_	e\	}hvf]ig]cip	jemsp_]cegzI	JK�K�	{̂_	j_a]c\cbi]_	e\	}hvf]ig]cip	jemsp_]ceg	f̂ipp	v_	fhvmc]]_d	]e	]̂_	uqg_a	igd	jeg]aib]ea	\ea	]̂_ca	qac]]_g	ibb_s]igb_	e\	a_fsegfcvcpc]c_f	iffcog_d	]e	]̂_m	cg	]̂_	j_a]c\cbi]_z	�seg	fhb̂	ibb_s]igb_n	igd	begf_g]	e\	fha_]l	c\	igln	]̂_	uqg_a	f̂ipp	miy_	silm_g]	e\	a_]icgio_	issplcgo	]e	]̂_	xeay	ea	d_fcogi]_d	sea]ceg	]̂_a_e\z	}hb̂	silm_g]	f̂ipp	v_	id�hf]_d	\ea	xeay	]̂i]	cf	cgbemsp_]_	ea	ge]	cg	ibbeadigb_	qc]̂	]̂_	a_�hca_m_g]f	e\	]̂_	jeg]aib]	webhm_g]fzI	JKJ	VNRZONP	���Q�NY�W	TR	��SI	JKJK�	{̂_	uqg_a	mil	ebbhsl	ea	hf_	igl	bemsp_]_d	ea	sia]cippl	bemsp_]_d	sea]ceg	e\	]̂_	xeay	i]	igl	f]io_	q̂_g	fhb̂	sea]ceg	cf	d_fcogi]_d	vl	f_siai]_	ioa__m_g]	qc]̂	]̂_	jeg]aib]ean	saercd_d	fhb̂	ebbhsigbl	ea	hf_	cf	begf_g]_d	]e	vl	]̂_	cgfha_a	igd	ih]̂eac�_d	vl	shvpcb	ih]̂eac]c_f	̂ircgo	�hacfdcb]ceg	er_a	]̂_	kae�_b]z	}hb̂	sia]cip	ebbhsigbl	ea	hf_	mil	bemm_gb_	q̂_]̂_a	ea	ge]	]̂_	sea]ceg	cf	fhvf]ig]cippl	bemsp_]_n	saercd_d	]̂_	uqg_a	igd	jeg]aib]ea	̂ir_	ibb_s]_d	cg	qac]cgo	]̂_	a_fsegfcvcpc]c_f	iffcog_d	]e	_ib̂	e\	]̂_m	\ea	silm_g]fn	a_]icgio_n	c\	igln	f_bhac]ln	micg]_gigb_n	_̂i]n	h]cpc]c_fn	dimio_	]e	]̂_	xeay	igd	cgfhaigb_n	igd	̂ir_	ioa__d	cg	qac]cgo	begb_agcgo	]̂_	s_aced	\ea	beaa_b]ceg	e\	]̂_	xeay	igd	bemm_gb_m_g]	e\	qiaaig]c_f	a_�hca_d	vl	]̂_	jeg]aib]	webhm_g]fz	x _̂g	]̂_	jeg]aib]ea	begfcd_af	i	sea]ceg	fhvf]ig]cippl	bemsp_]_n	]̂_	jeg]aib]ea	f̂ipp	sa_sia_	igd	fhvmc]	i	pcf]	]e	]̂_	̀ab̂c]_b]	if	saercd_d	hgd_a	}_b]ceg	�z�z�z	jegf_g]	e\	]̂_	jeg]aib]ea	]e	sia]cip	ebbhsigbl	ea	hf_	f̂ipp	ge]	v_	hga_ifegivpl	qc]̂̂ _pdz	{̂_	f]io_	e\	]̂_	saeoa_ff	e\	]̂_	xeay	f̂ipp	v_	d_]_amcg_d	vl	qac]]_g	ioa__m_g]	v_]q__g	]̂_	uqg_a	igd	jeg]aib]ea	ean	c\	ge	ioa__m_g]	cf	a_ib̂_dn	vl	d_bcfceg	e\	]̂_	̀ab̂c]_b]zI	JKJK�	[mm_dci]_pl	sacea	]e	fhb̂	sia]cip	ebbhsigbl	ea	hf_n	]̂_	uqg_an	jeg]aib]ean	igd	̀ab̂c]_b]	f̂ipp	�ecg]pl	cgfs_b]	]̂_	ia_i	]e	v_	ebbhsc_d	ea	sea]ceg	e\	]̂_	xeay	]e	v_	hf_d	cg	ead_a	]e	d_]_amcg_	igd	a_bead	]̂_	begdc]ceg	e\	]̂_	xeayz
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I	JKJKL	MNOPQQ	RSTPUVWQP	XYUPPZ	[\RN]	\XUSWXO	R̂ [̂\XN̂_	RU	[QP	R̀	X	\RUSWRN	RU	\RUSWRNQ	R̀	STP	aRUb	QTXOO	NRS	̂RNQSWS[SP	X̂ P̂\SXN̂P	R̀	aRUb	NRS	̂Rc\O_WNY	VWST	STP	UPd[WUPcPNSQ	R̀	STP	eRNSUX̂S	fR̂[cPNSQgI	JKhi	jklmn	opqrnstkpl	mlu	jklmn	vmwqsltI	JKhiKh	M\RN	UP̂PW\S	R̀	STP	eRNSUX̂SRUxQ	NRSŴP	STXS	STP	aRUb	WQ	UPXZ_	̀RU	̀WNXO	WNQ\P̂SWRN	XNZ	X̂ P̂\SXN̂P	XNZ	[\RN	UP̂PW\S	R̀	X	̀WNXO	y\\OŴXSWRN	̀RU	zX_cPNS]	STP	yÛTWSP̂S	VWOO	\URc\SO_	cXbP	Q[̂T	WNQ\P̂SWRNg	aTPN	STP	yÛTWSP̂S	̀WNZQ	STP	aRUb	X̂ P̂\SX{OP	[NZPU	STP	eRNSUX̂S	fR̂[cPNSQ	XNZ	STP	eRNSUX̂S	̀[OO_	\PÙRUcPZ]	STP	yÛTWSP̂S	VWOO	\URc\SO_	WQQ[P	X	̀WNXO	ePUSẀŴXSP	̀RU	zX_cPNS	QSXSWNY	STXS	SR	STP	{PQS	R̀	STP	yÛTWSP̂SxQ	bNRVOPZYP]	WǸRUcXSWRN	XNZ	{POWP̀]	XNZ	RN	STP	{XQWQ	R̀	STP	yÛTWSP̂SxQ	RN|QWSP	}WQWSQ	XNZ	WNQ\P̂SWRNQ]	STP	aRUb	TXQ	{PPN	̂Rc\OPSPZ	WN	X̂ R̂UZXN̂P	VWST	STP	eRNSUX̂S	fR̂[cPNSQ	XNZ	STXS	STP	PNSWUP	{XOXN̂P	̀R[NZ	SR	{P	Z[P	STP	eRNSUX̂SRU	XNZ	NRSPZ	WN	STP	̀WNXO	ePUSẀŴXSP	WQ	Z[P	XNZ	\X_X{OPg	~TP	yÛTWSP̂SxQ	̀WNXO	ePUSẀŴXSP	̀RU	zX_cPNS	VWOO	̂RNQSWS[SP	X	̀[USTPU	UP\UPQPNSXSWRN	STXS	̂RNZWSWRNQ	OWQSPZ	WN	�P̂SWRN	�g��g�	XQ	\UP̂PZPNS	SR	STP	eRNSUX̂SRUxQ	{PWNY	PNSWSOPZ	SR	̀WNXO	\X_cPNS	TX}P	{PPN	̀[ÒWOOPZgI	JKhiK�	�PWSTPU	̀WNXO	\X_cPNS	NRU	XN_	UPcXWNWNY	UPSXWNPZ	\PÛPNSXYP	QTXOO	{P̂RcP	Z[P	[NSWO	STP	eRNSUX̂SRU	Q[{cWSQ	SR	STP	yÛTWSP̂S	���	XN	X̀̀WZX}WS	STXS	\X_UROOQ]	{WOOQ	̀RU	cXSPUWXOQ	XNZ	Pd[W\cPNS]	XNZ	RSTPU	WNZP{SPZNPQQ	̂RNNP̂SPZ	VWST	STP	aRUb	̀RU	VTŴT	STP	�VNPU	RU	STP	�VNPUxQ	\UR\PUS_	cWYTS	{P	UPQ\RNQW{OP	RU	PN̂[c{PUPZ	�OPQQ	XcR[NSQ	VWSTTPOZ	{_	�VNPU�	TX}P	{PPN	\XWZ	RU	RSTPUVWQP	QXSWQ̀WPZ]	���	X	̂PUSẀŴXSP	P}WZPN̂WNY	STXS	WNQ[UXN̂P	UPd[WUPZ	{_	STP	eRNSUX̂S	fR̂[cPNSQ	SR	UPcXWN	WN	̀RÛP	X̀SPU	̀WNXO	\X_cPNS	WQ	̂[UUPNSO_	WN	P̀̀P̂S]	���	X	VUWSSPN	QSXSPcPNS	STXS	STP	eRNSUX̂SRU	bNRVQ	R̀	NR	UPXQRN	STXS	STP	WNQ[UXN̂P	VWOO	NRS	{P	UPNPVX{OP	SR	̂R}PU	STP	\PUWRZ	UPd[WUPZ	{_	STP	eRNSUX̂S	fR̂[cPNSQ]	���	̂RNQPNS	R̀	Q[UPS_]	Ẁ	XN_]	SR	̀WNXO	\X_cPNS]	���	ZR̂[cPNSXSWRN	R̀	XN_	Q\P̂WXO	VXUUXNSWPQ]	Q[̂T	XQ	cXN[̀X̂S[UPUQx	VXUUXNSWPQ	RU	Q\P̂ẀŴ	�[{̂RNSUX̂SRU	VXUUXNSWPQ]	XNZ	���	Ẁ	UPd[WUPZ	{_	STP	�VNPU]	RSTPU	ZXSX	PQSX{OWQTWNY	\X_cPNS	RU	QXSWQ̀X̂SWRN	R̀	R{OWYXSWRNQ]	Q[̂T	XQ	UP̂PW\SQ	XNZ	UPOPXQPQ	XNZ	VXW}PUQ	R̀	OWPNQ]	̂OXWcQ]	QP̂[UWS_	WNSPUPQSQ]	RU	PN̂[c{UXN̂PQ	XUWQWNY	R[S	R̀	STP	eRNSUX̂S]	SR	STP	P�SPNS	XNZ	WN	Q[̂T	̀RUc	XQ	cX_	{P	ZPQWYNXSPZ	{_	STP	�VNPUg	�̀	X	�[{̂RNSUX̂SRU	UP̀[QPQ	SR	̀[UNWQT	X	UPOPXQP	RU	VXW}PU	UPd[WUPZ	{_	STP	�VNPU]	STP	eRNSUX̂SRU	cX_	̀[UNWQT	X	{RNZ	QXSWQ̀X̂SRU_	SR	STP	�VNPU	SR	WNZPcNẀ_	STP	�VNPU	XYXWNQS	Q[̂T	OWPN]	̂OXWc]	QP̂[UWS_	WNSPUPQS]	RU	PN̂[c{UXN̂Pg	�̀	X	OWPN]	ÔXWc]	QP̂[UWS_	WNSPUPQS]	RU	PN̂[c{UXN̂P	UPcXWNQ	[NQXSWQ̀WPZ	X̀SPU	\X_cPNSQ	XUP	cXZP]	STP	eRNSUX̂SRU	QTXOO	UP̀[NZ	SR	STP	�VNPU	XOO	cRNP_	STXS	STP	�VNPU	cX_	{P	̂Rc\POOPZ	SR	\X_	WN	ZWQ̂TXUYWNY	STP	OWPN]	̂OXWc]	QP̂[UWS_	WNSPUPQS]	RU	PN̂[c{UXN̂P]	WN̂O[ZWNY	XOO	̂RQSQ	XNZ	UPXQRNX{OP	XSSRUNP_Qx	̀PPQgI	JKhiKL	�̀]	X̀SPU	�[{QSXNSWXO	eRc\OPSWRN	R̀	STP	aRUb]	̀WNXO	̂Rc\OPSWRN	STPUPR̀	WQ	cXSPUWXOO_	ZPOX_PZ	STUR[YT	NR	̀X[OS	R̀	STP	eRNSUX̂SRU	RU	{_	WQQ[XN̂P	R̀	eTXNYP	�UZPUQ	X̀̀P̂SWNY	̀WNXO	̂Rc\OPSWRN]	XNZ	STP	yÛTWSP̂S	QR	̂RǸWUcQ]	STP	�VNPU	QTXOO]	[\RN	X\\OŴXSWRN	{_	STP	eRNSUX̂SRU	XNZ	̂PUSẀŴXSWRN	{_	STP	yÛTWSP̂S]	XNZ	VWSTR[S	SPUcWNXSWNY	STP	eRNSUX̂S]	cXbP	\X_cPNS	R̀	STP	{XOXN̂P	Z[P	̀RU	STXS	\RUSWRN	R̀	STP	aRUb	̀[OO_	̂Rc\OPSPZ]	̂RUUP̂SPZ]	XNZ	X̂ P̂\SPZg	�̀	STP	UPcXWNWNY	{XOXN̂P	̀RU	aRUb	NRS	̀[OO_	̂Rc\OPSPZ	RU	̂RUUP̂SPZ	WQ	OPQQ	STXN	UPSXWNXYP	QSW\[OXSPZ	WN	STP	eRNSUX̂S	fR̂[cPNSQ]	XNZ	Ẁ	{RNZQ	TX}P	{PPN	̀[UNWQTPZ]	STP	VUWSSPN	̂RNQPNS	R̀	STP	Q[UPS_	SR	\X_cPNS	R̀	STP	{XOXN̂P	Z[P	̀RU	STXS	\RUSWRN	R̀	STP	aRUb	̀[OO_	̂Rc\OPSPZ	XNZ	X̂ P̂\SPZ	QTXOO	{P	Q[{cWSSPZ	{_	STP	eRNSUX̂SRU	SR	STP	yÛTWSP̂S	\UWRU	SR	P̂USẀŴXSWRN	R̀	Q[̂T	\X_cPNSg	�[̂T	\X_cPNS	QTXOO	{P	cXZP	[NZPU	SPUcQ	XNZ	̂RNZWSWRNQ	YR}PUNWNY	̀WNXO	\X_cPNS]	P�̂P\S	STXS	WS	QTXOO	NRS	̂RNQSWS[SP	X	VXW}PU	R̀	eOXWcQgI	JKhiK�	~TP	cXbWNY	R̀	̀WNXO	\X_cPNS	QTXOO	̂RNQSWS[SP	X	VXW}PU	R̀	eOXWcQ	{_	STP	�VNPU	P�̂P\S	STRQP	XUWQWNY	̀URcKh OWPNQ]	eOXWcQ]	QP̂[UWS_	WNSPUPQSQ]	RU	PN̂[c{UXN̂PQ	XUWQWNY	R[S	R̀	STP	eRNSUX̂S	XNZ	[NQPSSOPZ�K� X̀WO[UP	R̀	STP	aRUb	SR	̂Rc\O_	VWST	STP	UPd[WUPcPNSQ	R̀	STP	eRNSUX̂S	fR̂[cPNSQ�	KL SPUcQ	R̀	Q\P̂WXO	VXUUXNSWPQ	UPd[WUPZ	{_	STP	eRNSUX̂S	fR̂[cPNSQ�	RUK� X[ZWSQ	\PÙRUcPZ	{_	STP	�VNPU]	Ẁ	\PUcWSSPZ	{_	STP	eRNSUX̂S	fR̂[cPNSQ]	X̀SPU	̀WNXO	\X_cPNSgI	JKhiK�	ŷ P̂\SXN̂P	R̀	̀WNXO	\X_cPNS	{_	STP	eRNSUX̂SRU]	X	�[{̂RNSUX̂SRU]	RU	X	Q[\\OWPU]	QTXOO	̂RNQSWS[SP	X	VXW}PU	R̀	ÔXWcQ	{_	STXS	\X_PP	P�̂P\S	STRQP	\UP}WR[QO_	cXZP	WN	VUWSWNY	XNZ	WZPNSẀWPZ	{_	STXS	\X_PP	XQ	[NQPSSOPZ	XS	STP	SWcP	R̀	ẀNXO	y\\OŴXSWRN	̀RU	zX_cPNSg����o��	hi			v����o����	�j	v������	���	v��v����I	hiKh	�m�stw	v�s�m tkpl¡	mlu	v�p¢�mq¡~TP	eRNSUX̂SRU	QTXOO	{P	UPQ\RNQW{OP	̀RU	WNWSWXSWNY]	cXWNSXWNWNY]	XNZ	Q[\PU}WQWNY	XOO	QX̀PS_	\UP̂X[SWRNQ	XNZ	\URYUXcQ	WN	R̂NNP̂SWRN	VWST	STP	\PÙRUcXN̂P	R̀	STP	eRNSUX̂SgI	hiK�	�m�stw	p�	vs�¡pl¡	mlu	v�prs�twI	hiK�Kh	~TP	eRNSUX̂SRU	QTXOO	SXbP	UPXQRNX{OP	\UP̂X[SWRNQ	̀RU	QX̀PS_	R̀]	XNZ	QTXOO	\UR}WZP	UPXQRNX{OP	\URSP̂SWRN	SR	\UP}PNS	ZXcXYP]	WN£[U_]	RU	ORQQ	SR
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IJ KLMNOPKKQ	OR	STK	UOVW	XRY	OSTKV	MKVQORQ	ZTO	LXP	[K	X\\K]SKY	STKVK[P̂I_ STK	UOVW	XRY	LXSKV̀XNQ	XRY	Kab̀MLKRS	SO	[K	̀R]OVMOVXSKY	STKVK̀Rc	ZTKSTKV	̀R	QSOVXdK	OR	OV	O\\	STK	Q̀SKc	bRYKV	]XVKc	]bQSOYPc	OV	]ORSVON	O\	STK	eORSVX]SOVc	X	fb[]ORSVX]SOVc	OV	X	fb[gQb[]ORSVX]SOV̂	XRYIh OSTKV	MVOMKVSP	XS	STK	Q̀SK	OV	XYiX]KRS	STKVKSOc	Qb]T	XQ	SVKKQc	QTVb[Qc	NXZRQc	ZXNWQc	MXjKLKRSQc	VOXYZXPQc	QSVb]SbVKQc	XRY	bS̀ǸS̀KQ	ROS	YKQ̀dRXSKY	\OV	VKLOjXNc	VKNO]XS̀ORc	OV	VKMNX]KLKRS	̀R	STK	]ObVQK	O\	]ORQSVb]S̀ORkl	JmI_I_	nTK	eORSVX]SOV	QTXNN	]OLMNP	Z̀STc	XRY	d̀jK	ROS̀]KQ	VKab̀VKY	[P	XMMǸ]X[NK	NXZQc	QSXSbSKQc	OVỲRXR]KQc	]OYKQc	VbNKQ	XRY	VKdbNXS̀ORQc	XRY	NXZ\bN	OVYKVQ	O\	Mb[Ǹ]	XbSTOV̀S̀KQc	[KXV̀Rd	OR	QX\KSP	O\	MKVQORQ	OV	MVOMKVSP	OV	STK̀V	MVOSK]S̀OR	\VOL	YXLXdKc	̀RibVPc	OV	NOQQkl	JmI_Ih	nTK	eORSVX]SOV	QTXNN	̀LMNKLKRSc	KVK]Sc	XRY	LX̀RSX̀Rc	XQ	VKab̀VKY	[P	KòQS̀Rd	]ORỲS̀ORQ	XRY	MKV\OVLXR]K	O\	STK	eORSVX]Sc	VKXQORX[NK	QX\KdbXVYQ	\OV	QX\KSP	XRY	MVOSK]S̀ORc	̀R]NbỲRd	MOQS̀Rd	YXRdKV	Q̀dRQ	XRY	OSTKV	ZXVR̀RdQ	XdX̀RQS	TXpXVYQ̂	MVOLbNdXS̀Rd	QX\KSP	VKdbNXS̀ORQ̂	XRY	ROS̀\P̀Rd	STK	OZRKVQ	XRY	bQKVQ	O\	XYiX]KRS	Q̀SKQ	XRY	bS̀ǸS̀KQ	O\	STK	QX\KdbXVYQkl	JmI_Iq	UTKR	bQK	OV	QSOVXdK	O\	KoMNOQ̀jKQ	OV	OSTKV	TXpXVYObQ	LXSKV̀XNQ	OV	Kab̀MLKRSc	OV	bRbQbXN	LKSTOYQ	XVK	RK]KQQXVP	\OV	KoK]bS̀OR	O\	STK	UOVWc	STK	eORSVX]SOV	QTXNN	KoKV]̀QK	bSLOQS	]XVK	XRY	]XVVP	OR	Qb]T	X]S̀j̀S̀KQ	bRYKV	QbMKVj̀Q̀OR	O\	MVOMKVNP	abXǸ\̀KY	MKVQORRKNkl	JmI_Ir	nTK	eORSVX]SOV	QTXNN	MVOLMSNP	VKLKYP	YXLXdK	XRY	NOQQ	sOSTKV	STXR	YXLXdK	OV	NOQQ	̀RQbVKY	bRYKV	MVOMKVSP	R̀QbVXR]K	VKab̀VKY	[P	STK	eORSVX]S	tO]bLKRSQu	SO	MVOMKVSP	VK\KVVKY	SO	̀R	fK]S̀ORQ	vwkxkvkx	XRY	vwkxkvky	]XbQKY	̀R	ZTONK	OV	̀R	MXVS	[P	STK	eORSVX]SOVc	X	fb[]ORSVX]SOVc	X	fb[gQb[]ORSVX]SOVc	OV	XRPORK	ỲVK]SNP	OV	̀RỲVK]SNP	KLMNOPKY	[P	XRP	O\	STKLc	OV	[P	XRPORK	\OV	ZTOQK	X]SQ	STKP	LXP	[K	ǸX[NK	XRY	\OV	ZT̀]T	STK	eORSVX]SOV	̀Q	VKQMORQ̀[NK	bRYKV	fK]S̀ORQ	vwkxkvkx	XRY	vwkxkvkyk	nTK	eORSVX]SOV	LXP	LXWK	X	eNX̀L	\OV	STK	]OQS	SO	VKLKYP	STK	YXLXdK	OV	NOQQ	SO	STK	KoSKRS	Qb]T	YXLXdK	OV	NOQQ	̀Q	XSSV̀[bSX[NK	SO	X]SQ	OV	OL̀QQ̀ORQ	O\	STK	zZRKV	OV	{V]T̀SK]S	OV	XRPORK	ỲVK]SNP	OV	R̀ỲVK]SNP	KLMNOPKY	[P	K̀STKV	O\	STKLc	OV	[P	XRPORK	\OV	ZTOQK	X]SQ	K̀STKV	O\	STKL	LXP	[K	ǸX[NKc	XRY	ROS	XSSV̀[bSX[NK	SO	STK	\XbNS	OV	RKdǸdKR]K	O\	STK	eORSVX]SOVk	nTK	\OVKdÒRd	O[ǸdXS̀ORQ	O\	STK	eORSVX]SOV	XVK	̀R	XYỲS̀OR	SO	STK	eORSVX]SOV|Q	O[ǸdXS̀ORQ	bRYKV	fK]S̀OR	ykv}kl	JmI_I~	nTK	eORSVX]SOV	QTXNN	YKQ̀dRXSK	X	VKQMORQ̀[NK	LKL[KV	O\	STK	eORSVX]SOV|Q	OVdXR̀pXS̀OR	XS	STK	Q̀SK	ZTOQK	YbSP	QTXNN	[K	STK	MVKjKRS̀OR	O\	X]]̀YKRSQk	nT̀Q	MKVQOR	QTXNN	[K	STK	eORSVX]SOV|Q	QbMKV̀RSKRYKRS	bRNKQQ	OSTKVZ̀QK	YKQ̀dRXSKY	[P	STK	eORSVX]SOV	̀R	ZV̀S̀Rd	SO	STK	zZRKV	XRY	{V]T̀SK]Skl	JmI_I�	nTK	eORSVX]SOV	QTXNN	ROS	MKVL̀S	XRP	MXVS	O\	STK	]ORQSVb]S̀OR	OV	Q̀SK	SO	[K	NOXYKY	QO	XQ	SO	]XbQK	YXLXdK	OV	]VKXSK	XR	bRQX\K	]ORỲS̀ORkl	JmI_I�	������	��	������	��	������	��	���������\	K̀STKV	MXVSP	Qb\\KVQ	̀RibVP	OV	YXLXdK	SO	MKVQOR	OV	MVOMKVSP	[K]XbQK	O\	XR	X]S	OV	OL̀QQ̀OR	O\	STK	OSTKV	MXVSPc	OV	O\	OSTKVQ	\OV	ZTOQK	X]SQ	Qb]T	MXVSP	̀Q	NKdXNNP	VKQMORQ̀[NKc	ROS̀]K	O\	STK	̀RibVP	OV	YXLXdKc	ZTKSTKV	OV	ROS	̀RQbVKYc	QTXNN	[K	d̀jKR	SO	STK	OSTKV	MXVSP	Z̀ST̀R	X	VKXQORX[NK	S̀LK	ROS	Ko]KKỲRd	xv	YXPQ	X\SKV	ỲQ]OjKVPk	nTK	ROS̀]K	QTXNN	MVOj̀YK	Qb\\̀]̀KRS	YKSX̀N	SO	KRX[NK	STK	OSTKV	MXVSP	SO	̀RjKQS̀dXSK	STK	LXSSKVkl	JmIh	���������	���������	���	����������l	JmIhIJ	nTK	eORSVX]SOV	̀Q	VKQMORQ̀[NK	\OV	]OLMǸXR]K	Z̀ST	XRP	VKab̀VKLKRSQ	̀R]NbYKY	̀R	STK	eORSVX]S	tO]bLKRSQ	VKdXVỲRd	TXpXVYObQ	LXSKV̀XNQ	OV	Qb[QSXR]KQk	�\	STK	eORSVX]SOV	KR]ObRSKVQ	X	TXpXVYObQ	LXSKV̀XN	OV	Qb[QSXR]K	ROS	XYYVKQQKY	̀R	STK	eORSVX]S	tO]bLKRSQ	XRY	̀\	VKXQORX[NK	MVK]XbS̀ORQ	Z̀NN	[K	̀RXYKabXSK	SO	MVKjKRS	\OVKQKKX[NK	[OỲNP	R̀ibVP	OV	YKXST	SO	MKVQORQ	VKQbNS̀Rd	\VOL	X	LXSKV̀XN	OV	Qb[QSXR]Kc	̀R]NbỲRd	[bS	ROS	ǸL̀SKY	SO	XQ[KQSOQ	OV	MONP]TNOV̀RXSKY	[̀MTKRPN	s�e�uc	KR]ObRSKVKY	OR	STK	Q̀SK	[P	STK	eORSVX]SOVc	STK	eORSVX]SOV	QTXNNc	bMOR	VK]OdR̀p̀Rd	STK	]ORỲS̀ORc	̀LLKỲXSKNP	QSOM	UOVW	̀R	STK	X\\K]SKY	XVKX	XRY	ROS̀\P	STK	zZRKV	XRY	{V]T̀SK]S	O\	STK	]ORỲS̀ORkl	JmIhI_	�MOR	VK]K̀MS	O\	STK	eORSVX]SOV|Q	ROS̀]Kc	STK	zZRKV	QTXNN	O[SX̀R	STK	QKVj̀]KQ	O\	X	Ǹ]KRQKY	NX[OVXSOVP	SO	jKV̀\P	STK	MVKQKR]K	OV	X[QKR]K	O\	STK	LXSKV̀XN	OV	Qb[QSXR]K	VKMOVSKY	[P	STK	eORSVX]SOV	XRYc	̀R	STK	KjKRS	Qb]T	LXSKV̀XN	OV	Qb[QSXR]K	̀Q	\ObRY	SO	[K	MVKQKRSc	SO	]XbQK	̀S	SO	[K	VKRYKVKY	TXVLNKQQk	�RNKQQ	OSTKVZ̀QK	VKab̀VKY	[P	STK	eORSVX]S	tO]bLKRSQc	STK	zZRKV	QTXNN	\bVR̀QT	̀R	ZV̀S̀Rd	SO	STK	eORSVX]SOV	XRY	{V]T̀SK]S	STK	RXLKQ	XRY	abXǸ\̀]XS̀ORQ	O\	MKVQORQ	OV	KRS̀S̀KQ	ZTO	XVK	SO	MKV\OVL	SKQSQ	jKV̀\P̀Rd	STK	MVKQKR]K	OV	X[QKR]K	O\	STK	LXSKV̀XN	OV	Qb[QSXR]K	OV	ZTO	XVK	SO	MKV\OVL	STK	SXQW	O\	VKLOjXN	OV	QX\K	]ORSX̀RLKRS	O\	STK	LXSKV̀XN	OV	Qb[QSXR]Kk	nTK	eORSVX]SOV	XRY	STK	{V]T̀SK]S	Z̀NN	
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IJKLIMNO	JPINO	MK	MQP	RSTPJ	UT	SJUMUTV	WMXMUTV	SQPMQPJ	KJ	TKM	PUMQPJ	QXW	JPXWKTXYNP	KYZP[MUKT	MK	MQP	IPJWKTW	KJ	PTMUMUPW	IJKIKWP\	YO	MQP	RSTPJ]	̂_	PUMQPJ	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	KJ	aJ[QUMP[M	QXW	XT	KYZP[MUKT	MK	X	IPJWKT	KJ	PTMUMO	IJKIKWP\	YO	MQP	RSTPJb	MQP	RSTPJ	WQXNN	IJKIKWP	XTKMQPJ	MK	SQKL	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	XT\	MQP	aJ[QUMP[M	QXcP	TK	JPXWKTXYNP	KYZP[MUKT]	dQPT	MQP	LXMPJUXN	KJ	WeYWMXT[P	QXW	YPPT	JPT\PJP\	QXJLNPWWb	dKJf	UT	MQP	X__P[MP\	XJPX	WQXNN	JPWeLP	eIKT	SJUMMPT	XVJPPLPTM	K_	MQP	RSTPJ	XT\	̀KTMJX[MKJ]	gO	̀QXTVP	RJ\PJb	MQP	̀KTMJX[M	hULP	WQXNN	YP	PiMPT\P\	XIIJKIJUXMPNO	XT\	MQP	K̀TMJX[M	jeL	WQXNN	YP	UT[JPXWP\	YO	MQP	XLKeTM	K_	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJkW	JPXWKTXYNP	X\\UMUKTXN	[KWMW	K_	WQeM\KSTb	\PNXOb	XT\	WMXJMleI]m	nopqpq	hK	MQP	_eNNPWM	PiMPTM	IPJLUMMP\	YO	NXSb	MQP	RSTPJ	WQXNN	UT\PLTU_O	XT\	QKN\	QXJLNPWW	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJb	jeY[KTMJX[MKJWb	aJ[QUMP[Mb	aJ[QUMP[MkW	[KTWeNMXTMWb	XT\	XVPTMW	XT\	PLINKOPPW	K_	XTO	K_	MQPL	_JKL	XT\	XVXUTWM	[NXULWb	\XLXVPWb	NKWWPWb	XT\	PiIPTWPWb	UT[Ne\UTV	YeM	TKM	NULUMP\	MK	XMMKJTPOWk	_PPWb	XJUWUTV	KeM	K_	KJ	JPWeNMUTV	_JKL	IPJ_KJLXT[P	K_	MQP	dKJf	UT	MQP	X__P[MP\	XJPX	U_	UT	_X[M	MQP	LXMPJUXN	KJ	WeYWMXT[P	IJPWPTMW	MQP	JUWf	K_	YK\UNO	UTZeJO	KJ	\PXMQ	XW	\PW[JUYP\	UT	jP[MUKT	rs]t]r	XT\	QXW	TKM	YPPT	JPT\PJP\	QXJLNPWWb	IJKcU\P\	MQXM	We[Q	[NXULb	\XLXVPb	NKWWb	KJ	PiIPTWP	UW	XMMJUYeMXYNP	MK	YK\UNO	UTZeJOb	WU[fTPWWb	\UWPXWP	KJ	\PXMQb	KJ	MK	UTZeJO	MK	KJ	\PWMJe[MUKT	K_	MXTVUYNP	IJKIPJMO	uKMQPJ	MQXT	MQP	dKJf	UMWPN_vb	Pi[PIM	MK	MQP	PiMPTM	MQXM	We[Q	\XLXVPb	NKWWb	KJ	PiIPTWP	UW	\eP	MK	MQP	_XeNM	KJ	TPVNUVPT[P	K_	MQP	IXJMO	WPPfUTV	UT\PLTUMO]m	nopqpw	hQP	RSTPJ	WQXNN	TKM	YP	JPWIKTWUYNP	eT\PJ	MQUW	jP[MUKT	rs]t	_KJ	QXxXJ\KeW	LXMPJUXNW	KJ	WeYWMXT[PW	MQP	K̀TMJX[MKJ	YJUTVW	MK	MQP	WUMP	eTNPWW	We[Q	LXMPJUXNW	KJ	WeYWMXT[PW	XJP	JPyeUJP\	YO	MQP	̀KTMJX[M	zK[eLPTMW]	hQP	RSTPJ	WQXNN	YP	JPWIKTWUYNP	_KJ	QXxXJ\KeW	LXMPJUXNW	KJ	WeYWMXT[PW	JPyeUJP\	YO	MQP	̀KTMJX[M	zK[eLPTMWb	Pi[PIM	MK	MQP	PiMPTM	K_	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJkW	_XeNM	KJ	TPVNUVPT[P	UT	MQP	eWP	XT\	QXT\NUTV	K_	We[Q	LXMPJUXNW	KJ	WeYWMXT[PW]m	nopqp{	hQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	WQXNN	JPULYeJWP	MQP	RSTPJ	_KJ	MQP	[KWM	XT\	PiIPTWP	MQP	RSTPJ	UT[eJW	urv	_KJ	JPLP\UXMUKT	K_	QXxXJ\KeW	LXMPJUXNW	KJ	WeYWMXT[PW	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	YJUTVW	MK	MQP	WUMP	XT\	TPVNUVPTMNO	QXT\NPWb	KJ	u|v	SQPJP	MQP	K̀TMJX[MKJ	_XUNW	MK	IPJ_KJL	UMW	KYNUVXMUKTW	eT\PJ	jP[MUKT	rs]t]rb	Pi[PIM	MK	MQP	PiMPTM	MQXM	MQP	[KWM	XT\	PiIPTWP	XJP	\eP	MK	MQP	RSTPJkW	_XeNM	KJ	TPVNUVPT[P]m	nopqp}	̂_b	SUMQKeM	TPVNUVPT[P	KT	MQP	IXJM	K_	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJb	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	UW	QPN\	NUXYNP	YO	X	VKcPJTLPTM	XVPT[O	_KJ	MQP	[KWM	K_	JPLP\UXMUKT	K_	X	QXxXJ\KeW	LXMPJUXN	KJ	WeYWMXT[P	WKNPNO	YO	JPXWKT	K_	IPJ_KJLUTV	dKJf	XW	JPyeUJP\	YO	MQP	K̀TMJX[M	zK[eLPTMWb	MQP	RSTPJ	WQXNN	JPULYeJWP	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	_KJ	XNN	[KWM	XT\	PiIPTWP	MQPJPYO	UT[eJJP\]m	nopw	~����������T̂	XT	PLPJVPT[O	X__P[MUTV	WX_PMO	K_	IPJWKTW	KJ	IJKIPJMOb	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	WQXNN	X[Mb	XM	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJkW	\UW[JPMUKTb	MK	IJPcPTM	MQJPXMPTP\	\XLXVPb	UTZeJOb	KJ	NKWW]	a\\UMUKTXN	[KLIPTWXMUKT	KJ	PiMPTWUKT	K_	MULP	[NXULP\	YO	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	KT	X[[KeTM	K_	XT	PLPJVPT[O	WQXNN	YP	\PMPJLUTP\	XW	IJKcU\P\	UT	aJMU[NP	r�	XT\	aJMU[NP	�]������~	nn			��������~	���	�����m	nnpn	������������	���������	���	�����m	nnpnpn	hQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	WQXNN	IeJ[QXWP	XT\	LXUTMXUT	UTWeJXT[P	K_	MQP	MOIPW	XT\	NULUMW	K_	NUXYUNUMOb	[KTMXUTUTV	MQP	PT\KJWPLPTMWb	XT\	WeYZP[M	MK	MQP	MPJLW	XT\	[KT\UMUKTWb	XW	\PW[JUYP\	UT	MQP	aVJPPLPTM	KJ	PNWPSQPJP	UT	MQP	̀KTMJX[M	zK[eLPTMW]	hQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	WQXNN	IeJ[QXWP	XT\	LXUTMXUT	MQP	JPyeUJP\	UTWeJXT[P	_JKL	XT	UTWeJXT[P	[KLIXTO	KJ	UTWeJXT[P	[KLIXTUPW	NXS_eNNO	XeMQKJUxP\	MK	UWWeP	UTWeJXT[P	UT	MQP	ZeJUW\U[MUKT	SQPJP	MQP	�JKZP[M	UW	NK[XMP\]	hQP	RSTPJb	aJ[QUMP[Mb	XT\	aJ[QUMP[MkW	[KTWeNMXTMW	WQXNN	YP	TXLP\	XW	X\\UMUKTXN	UTWeJP\W	eT\PJ	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJkW	[KLLPJ[UXN	VPTPJXN	NUXYUNUMO	IKNU[O	KJ	XW	KMQPJSUWP	\PW[JUYP\	UT	MQP	̀KTMJX[M	zK[eLPTMW]m	nnpnp�	hQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	WQXNN	IJKcU\P	WeJPMO	YKT\W	K_	MQP	MOIPWb	_KJ	We[Q	IPTXN	WeLWb	XT\	WeYZP[M	MK	We[Q	MPJLW	XT\	[KT\UMUKTW	XW	JPyeUJP\	YO	MQP	̀KTMJX[M	zK[eLPTMW]	hQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	WQXNN	IeJ[QXWP	XT\	LXUTMXUT	MQP	JPyeUJP\	YKT\W	_JKL	X	[KLIXTO	KJ	[KLIXTUPW	NXS_eNNO	XeMQKJUxP\	MK	UWWeP	WeJPMO	YKT\W	UT	MQP	ZeJUW\U[MUKT	SQPJP	MQP	�JKZP[M	UW	NK[XMP\]m	nnpnpq	�IKT	MQP	JPyePWM	K_	XTO	IPJWKT	KJ	PTMUMO	XIIPXJUTV	MK	YP	X	IKMPTMUXN	YPTP_U[UXJO	K_	YKT\W	[KcPJUTV	IXOLPTM	K_	KYNUVXMUKTW	XJUWUTV	eT\PJ	MQP	̀KTMJX[Mb	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	WQXNN	IJKLIMNO	_eJTUWQ	X	[KIO	K_	MQP	YKT\W	KJ	WQXNN	XeMQKJUxP	X	[KIO	MK	YP	_eJTUWQP\]m	nnpnpw	������	��	������������	��	~ ¡�������	��	������������	��¢�����	���������p	dUMQUT	MQJPP	utv	YeWUTPWW	\XOW	K_	MQP	\XMP	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	YP[KLPW	XSXJP	K_	XT	ULIPT\UTV	KJ	X[MeXN	[XT[PNNXMUKT	KJ	PiIUJXMUKT	K_	XTO	UTWeJXT[P	JPyeUJP\	YO	MQP	̀KTMJX[M	zK[eLPTMWb	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJ	WQXNN	IJKcU\P	TKMU[P	MK	MQP	RSTPJ	K_	We[Q	ULIPT\UTV	KJ	X[MeXN	[XT[PNNXMUKT	KJ	PiIUJXMUKT]	�IKT	JP[PUIM	K_	TKMU[P	_JKL	MQP	̀KTMJX[MKJb	MQP	RSTPJ	WQXNNb	eTNPWW	MQP	NXIWP	UT	[KcPJXVP	XJUWPW	_JKL	XT	X[M	
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IJ	IKLMMLIN	IO	PQR	STNRJU	QVWR	PQR	JLXQP	PI	MPIY	PQR	ZIJ[	\NPL]	PQR	]VYMR	LN	̂IWRJVXR	QVM	_RRN	̂\JR̀	_a	PQR	YJÎ\JRKRNP	IO	JRY]V̂RKRNP	̂IWRJVXR	_a	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJc	dQR	O\JNLMQLNX	IO	NIPL̂R	_a	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJ	MQV]]	NIP	JR]LRWR	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJ	IO	VNa	̂INPJV̂P\V]	I_]LXVPLIN	PI	YJIWL̀R	VNa	JRe\LJR̀	̂IWRJVXRcf	gghi	jklmnop	qlprnsltmf	gghihg	dQR	STNRJ	MQV]]	Y\ĴQVMR	VǸ	KVLNPVLN	LNM\JVN̂R	IO	PQR	PaYRM	VǸ	]LKLPM	IO	]LV_L]LPaU	̂INPVLNLNX	PQR	RǸIJMRKRNPMU	VǸ	M\_uR̂P	PI	PQR	PRJKM	VǸ	̂IǸLPLINMU	VM	̀RM̂JL_R̀	LN	PQR	vXJRRKRNP	IJ	R]MRTQRJR	LN	PQR	bINPJV̂P	wÎ\KRNPMc	dQR	STNRJ	MQV]]	Y\ĴQVMR	VǸ	KVLNPVLN	PQR	JRe\LJR̀	LNM\JVN̂R	OJIK	VN	LNM\JVN̂R	̂IKYVNa	IJ	LNM\JVN̂R	ÎKYVNLRM	]VTO\]]a	V\PQIJLxR̀	PI	LMM\R	LNM\JVN̂R	LN	PQR	u\JLM̀L̂PLIN	TQRJR	PQR	yJIuR̂P	LM	]ÎVPR̀c	f	gghihi	zs{|rnm	}~	�rnt�spm	�m�r{nm�	�n~�mn}�	qlprnsltmh	�O	PQR	STNRJ	OVL]M	PI	Y\ĴQVMR	VǸ	KVLNPVLN	PQR	JRe\LJR̀	YJIYRJPa	LNM\JVN̂RU	TLPQ	V]]	IO	PQR	̂IWRJVXRM	VǸ	LN	PQR	VKI\NPM	̀RM̂JL_R̀	LN	PQR	vXJRRKRNP	IJ	R]MRTQRJR	LN	PQR	bINPJV̂P	wÎ\KRNPMU	PQR	STNRJ	MQV]]	LNOIJK	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJ	LN	TJLPLNX	YJLIJ	PI	̂IKKRN̂RKRNP	IO	PQR	ZIJ[c	�YIN	JR̂RLYP	IO	NIPL̂R	OJIK	PQR	STNRJU	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJ	KVa	̀R]Va	̂IKKRN̂RKRNP	IO	PQR	ZIJ[	VǸ	KVa	I_PVLN	LNM\JVN̂R	PQVP	TL]]	YJIPR̂P	PQR	LNPRJRMPM	IO	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJU	�\_̂INPJV̂PIJMU	VǸ	�\_��\_̂INPJV̂PIJM	LN	PQR	ZIJ[c	ZQRN	PQR	OVL]\JR	PI	YJIWL̀R	̂IWRJVXR	QVM	_RRN	̂\JR̀	IJ	JRMI]WR̀U	PQR	bINPJV̂P	�\K	VǸ	bINPJV̂P	dLKR	MQV]]	_R	Re\LPV_]a	V̀u\MPR̀c	�N	PQR	RWRNP	PQR	STNRJ	OVL]M	PI	YJÎ\JR	̂IWRJVXRU	PQR	STNRJ	TVLWRM	V]]	JLXQPM	VXVLNMP	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJU	�\_̂INPJV̂PIJMU	VǸ	�\_�M\_̂INPJV̂PIJM	PI	PQR	R�PRNP	PQR	]IMM	PI	PQR	STNRJ	TI\]̀	QVWR	_RRN	̂IWRJR̀	_a	PQR	LNM\JVN̂R	PI	QVWR	_RRN	YJÎ\JR̀	_a	PQR	STNRJc	dQR	̂IMP	IO	PQR	LNM\JVN̂R	MQV]]	_R	̂QVJXR̀	PI	PQR	STNRJ	_a	V	bQVNXR	SJ̀RJc	�O	PQR	STNRJ	̀IRM	NIP	YJIWL̀R	TJLPPRN	NIPL̂RU	VǸ	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJ	LM	̀VKVXR̀	_a	PQR	OVL]\JR	IJ	NRX]R̂P	IO	PQR	STNRJ	PI	Y\ĴQVMR	IJ	KVLNPVLN	PQR	JRe\LJR̀	LNM\JVN̂RU	PQR	STNRJ	MQV]]	JRLK_\JMR	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJ	OIJ	V]]	JRVMINV_]R	̂IMPM	VǸ	̀VKVXRM	VPPJL_\PV_]R	PQRJRPIcf	gghih�	�~}{tm	~�	�sltm||s}{~l	~n	���{ns}{~l	~�	jklmnop	�m�r{nm�	�n~�mn}�	qlprnsltmh	ZLPQLN	PQJRR	���	_\MLNRMM	̀VaM	IO	PQR	̀VPR	PQR	STNRJ	_R̂IKRM	VTVJR	IO	VN	LKYRǸLNX	IJ	V̂P\V]	̂VN̂R]]VPLIN	IJ	R�YLJVPLIN	IO	VNa	YJIYRJPa	LNM\JVN̂R	JRe\LJR̀	_a	PQR	bINPJV̂P	wÎ\KRNPMU	PQR	STNRJ	MQV]]	YJIWL̀R	NIPL̂R	PI	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJ	IO	M\̂Q	LKYRǸLNX	IJ	V̂P\V]	V̂N̂R]]VPLIN	IJ	R�YLJVPLINc	�N]RMM	PQR	]VYMR	LN	̂IWRJVXR	VJLMRM	OJIK	VN	V̂P	IJ	IKLMMLIN	IO	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJ�	���	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJU	\YIN	JR̂RLYP	IO	NIPL̂R	OJIK	PQR	STNRJU	MQV]]	QVWR	PQR	JLXQP	PI	MPIY	PQR	ZIJ[	\NPL]	PQR	]VYMR	LN	̂IWRJVXR	QVM	_RRN	̂\JR̀	_a	PQR	YJÎ\JRKRNP	IO	JRY]V̂RKRNP	̂IWRJVXR	_a	RLPQRJ	PQR	STNRJ	IJ	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJ�	���	PQR	bINPJV̂P	dLKR	VǸ	bINPJV̂P	�\K	MQV]]	_R	Re\LPV_]a	V̀u\MPR̀�	VǸ	���	PQR	STNRJ	TVLWRM	V]]	JLXQPM	VXVLNMP	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJU	�\_̂INPJV̂PIJMU	VǸ	�\_�M\_̂INPJV̂PIJM	PI	PQR	R�PRNP	VNa	]IMM	PI	PQR	STNRJ	TI\]̀	QVWR	_RRN	̂IWRJR̀	_a	PQR	LNM\JVN̂R	QV̀	LP	NIP	R�YLJR̀	IJ	_RRN	̂VN̂R]]R̀c	�O	PQR	bINPJV̂PIJ	Y\ĴQVMRM	JRY]V̂RKRNP	̂IWRJVXRU	PQR	̂IMP	IO	PQR	LNM\JVN̂R	MQV]]	_R	̂QVJXR̀	PI	PQR	STNRJ	_a	VN	VYYJIYJLVPR	bQVNXR	SJ̀RJc	dQR	O\JNLMQLNX	IO	NIPL̂R	_a	PQR	STNRJ	MQV]]	NIP	JR]LRWR	PQR	STNRJ	IO	VNa	̂INPJV̂P\V]	I_]LXVPLIN	PI	YJIWL̀R	JRe\LJR̀	LNM\JVN̂Rcf	ggh�	�s{�mnp	~�	�r�n~�s}{~lf	ggh�hg	dQR	STNRJ	VǸ	bINPJV̂PIJ	TVLWR	V]]	JLXQPM	VXVLNMP	���	RV̂Q	IPQRJ	VǸ	VNa	IO	PQRLJ	M\_̂INPJV̂PIJMU	M\_�M\_̂INPJV̂PIJMU	VXRNPMU	VǸ	RKY]IaRRMU	RV̂Q	IO	PQR	IPQRJ�	���	PQR	vĴQLPR̂P	VǸ	vĴQLPR̂P�M	̂INM\]PVNPM�	VǸ	���	�RYVJVPR	bINPJV̂PIJMU	LO	VNaU	VǸ	VNa	IO	PQRLJ	M\_̂INPJV̂PIJMU	M\_�M\_̂INPJV̂PIJMU	VXRNPMU	VǸ	RKY]IaRRMU	OIJ	̀VKVXRM	V̂\MR̀	_a	OLJRU	IJ	IPQRJ	̂V\MRM	IO	]IMMU	PI	PQR	R�PRNP	PQIMR	]IMMRM	VJR	̂IWRJR̀	_a	YJIYRJPa	LNM\JVN̂R	JRe\LJR̀	_a	PQR	vXJRRKRNP	IJ	IPQRJ	YJIYRJPa	LNM\JVN̂R	VYY]L̂V_]R	PI	PQR	yJIuR̂PU	R�̂RYP	M\̂Q	JLXQPM	VM	PQRa	QVWR	PI	YJÎRR̀M	IO	M\̂Q	LNM\JVN̂Rc	dQR	STNRJ	IJ	bINPJV̂PIJU	VM	VYYJIYJLVPRU	MQV]]	JRe\LJR	MLKL]VJ	TJLPPRN	TVLWRJM	LN	OVWIJ	IO	PQR	LǸLWL̀\V]M	VǸ	RNPLPLRM	L̀RNPLOLR̀	V_IWR	OJIK	PQR	vĴQLPR̂PU	vĴQLPR̂P�M	̂INM\]PVNPMU	�RYVJVPR	bINPJV̂PIJMU	M\_̂INPJV̂PIJMU	VǸ	M\_�M\_̂INPJV̂PIJMc	dQR	YI]L̂LRM	IO	LNM\JVN̂R	Y\ĴQVMR̀	VǸ	KVLNPVLNR̀	_a	RV̂Q	YRJMIN	IJ	RNPLPa	VXJRRLNX	PI	TVLWR	]̂VLKM	Y\JM\VNP	PI	PQLM	MR̂PLIN	��c�c�	MQV]]	NIP	YJIQL_LP	PQLM	TVLWRJ	IO	M\_JIXVPLINc	dQLM	TVLWRJ	IO	M\_JIXVPLIN	MQV]]	_R	ROOR̂PLWR	VM	PI	V	YRJMIN	IJ	RNPLPa	���	RWRN	PQI\XQ	PQVP	YRJMIN	IJ	RNPLPa	TI\]̀	IPQRJTLMR	QVWR	V	̀\Pa	IO	LǸRKNLOL̂VPLINU	ÎNPJV̂P\V]	IJ	IPQRJTLMRU	���	RWRN	PQI\XQ	PQVP	YRJMIN	IJ	RNPLPa	̀L̀	NIP	YVa	PQR	LNM\JVN̂R	YJRKL\K	̀LJR̂P]a	IJ	LǸLJR̂P]aU	IJ	���	TQRPQRJ	IJ	NIP	PQR	YRJMIN	IJ	RNPLPa	QV̀	VN	LNM\JV_]R	LNPRJRMP	LN	PQR	̀VKVXR̀	YJIYRJPacf	ggh�hi	�O	̀\JLNX	PQR	yJIuR̂P	̂INMPJ\̂PLIN	YRJLÌ	PQR	STNRJ	LNM\JRM	YJIYRJPLRMU	JRV]	IJ	YRJMINV]	IJ	_IPQU	VP	IJ	V̀uV̂RNP	PI	PQR	MLPR	_a	YJIYRJPa	LNM\JVN̂R	\ǸRJ	YI]L̂LRM	MRYVJVPR	OJIK	PQIMR	LNM\JLNX	PQR	yJIuR̂PU	IJ	LO	VOPRJ	OLNV]	YVaKRNP	YJIYRJPa	LNM\JVN̂R	LM	PI	_R	YJIWL̀R̀	IN	PQR	̂IKY]RPR̀	yJIuR̂P	PQJI\XQ	V	YI]L̂a	IJ	YI]L̂LRM	IPQRJ	PQVN	PQIMR	LNM\JLNX	PQR	yJIuR̂P	̀\JLNX	PQR	̂INMPJ\̂PLIN	YRJLÌU	PI	PQR	R�PRNP	YRJKLMML_]R	_a	M\̂Q	YI]L̂LRMU	PQR	STNRJ	TVLWRM	V]]	JLXQPM	LN	V̂ ÎJ̀VN̂R	TLPQ	PQR	PRJKM	IO	�R̂PLIN	��c�c�	OIJ	̀VKVXRM	̂V\MR̀	_a	OLJR	IJ	IPQRJ	̂V\MRM	IO	]IMM	̂IWRJR̀	_a	PQLM	MRYVJVPR	YJIYRJPa	LNM\JVN̂Rcf	ggh�	�~pp	~�	 pm¡	¢rp{lmpp	ql}mnnr�}{~l¡	sl�	£m|s�	{l	�~¤�|m}{~l	qlprnsltm
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IJK	LMNKOP	QR	RJK	LMNKOST	UVRWUNP	XQY	VZO[JQTK	QN\	XQWNRQWN	WNTZOQN[K	RJQR	MW]]	VOURK[R	RJK	LMNKO	Q̂QWNTR	]UTT	U_	ZTK	U_	RJK	LMNKOST	VOUVKORYP	UO	RJK	WNQ̀W]WRY	RU	[UN\Z[R	NUOXQ]	UVKOQRWUNTP	\ZK	RU	_WOK	UO	URJKO	[QZTKT	U_	]UTTa	IJK	LMNKO	MQWbKT	Q]]	OŴJRT	U_	Q[RWUN	Q̂QWNTR	RJK	cUNROQ[RUO	QN\	dO[JWRK[R	_UO	]UTT	U_	ZTK	U_	RJK	LMNKOST	VOUVKORYP	\ZK	RU	_WOK	UO	URJKO	JQeQO\T	JUMKbKO	[QZTK\afgghi	jklmnopqro	srk	tqoouqpqro	vw	xrnmyqk	zvnnf	gghihg	d	]UTT	WNTZOK\	ZN\KO	RJK	VOUVKORY	WNTZOQN[K	OK{ZWOK\	̀Y	RJK	d̂OKKXKNR	TJQ]]	̀K	Q\|ZTRK\	̀Y	RJK	LMNKO	QT	_W\Z[WQOY	QN\	XQ\K	VQYQ̀]K	RU	RJK	LMNKO	QT	_W\Z[WQOY	_UO	RJK	WNTZOK\TP	QT	RJKWO	WNRKOKTRT	XQY	QVVKQOP	TZ̀|K[R	RU	OK{ZWOKXKNRT	U_	QNY	QVV]W[Q̀]K	XUOR̂Q̂KK	[]QZTK	QN\	U_	}K[RWUN	~~a�a�a	IJK	LMNKO	TJQ]]	VQY	RJK	dO[JWRK[R	QN\	cUNROQ[RUO	RJKWO	|ZTR	TJQOKT	U_	WNTZOQN[K	VOU[KK\T	OK[KWbK\	̀Y	RJK	LMNKOP	QN\	̀Y	QVVOUVOWQRK	Q̂OKKXKNRT	RJK	dO[JWRK[R	QN\	cUNROQ[RUO	TJQ]]	XQ�K	VQYXKNRT	RU	RJKWO	[UNTZ]RQNRT	QN\	}Z̀[UNROQ[RUOT	WN	TWXW]QO	XQNNKOaf	gghih�	�OWUO	RU	TKRR]KXKNR	U_	QN	WNTZOK\	]UTTP	RJK	LMNKO	TJQ]]	NURW_Y	RJK	cUNROQ[RUO	U_	RJK	RKOXT	U_	RJK	VOUVUTK\	TKRR]KXKNR	QT	MK]]	QT	RJK	VOUVUTK\	Q]]U[QRWUN	U_	RJK	WNTZOQN[K	VOU[KK\Ta	IJK	cUNROQ[RUO	TJQ]]	JQbK	~�	\QYT	_OUX	OK[KWVR	U_	NURW[K	RU	Ù|K[R	RU	RJK	VOUVUTK\	TKRR]KXKNR	UO	Q]]U[QRWUN	U_	RJK	VOU[KK\Ta	�_	RJK	cUNROQ[RUO	\UKT	NUR	Ù|K[RP	RJK	LMNKO	TJQ]]	TKRR]K	RJK	]UTT	QN\	RJK	cUNROQ[RUO	TJQ]]	̀K	̀UZN\	̀Y	RJK	TKRR]KXKNR	QN\	Q]]U[QRWUNa	�VUN	OK[KWVRP	RJK	LMNKO	TJQ]]	\KVUTWR	RJK	WNTZOQN[K	VOU[KK\T	WN	Q	TKVQOQRK	Q[[UZNR	QN\	XQ�K	RJK	QVVOUVOWQRK	\WTROẀZRWUNTa	IJKOKQ_RKOP	W_	NU	URJKO	Q̂OKKXKNR	WT	XQ\K	UO	RJK	LMNKO	\UKT	NUR	RKOXWNQRK	RJK	cUNROQ[R	_UO	[UNbKNWKN[KP	RJK	LMNKO	QN\	cUNROQ[RUO	TJQ]]	K�K[ZRK	Q	cJQN̂K	LO\KO	_UO	OK[UNTROZ[RWUN	U_	RJK	\QXQ̂K\	UO	\KTROUYK\	�UO�	WN	RJK	QXUZNR	Q]]U[QRK\	_UO	RJQR	VZOVUTKa	�_	RJK	cUNROQ[RUO	RWXK]Y	Ù|K[RT	RU	KWRJKO	RJK	RKOXT	U_	RJK	VOUVUTK\	TKRR]KXKNR	UO	RJK	Q]]U[QRWUN	U_	RJK	VOU[KK\TP	RJK	LMNKO	XQY	VOU[KK\	RU	TKRR]K	RJK	WNTZOK\	]UTTP	QN\	QNY	\WTVZRK	̀KRMKKN	RJK	LMNKO	QN\	cUNROQ[RUO	QOWTWN̂	UZR	U_	RJK	TKRR]KXKNR	UO	Q]]U[QRWUN	U_	RJK	VOU[KK\T	TJQ]]	̀K	OKTU]bK\	VZOTZQNR	RU	dORW[]K	~�a	�KN\WN̂	OKTU]ZRWUN	U_	QNY	\WTVZRKP	RJK	LMNKO	XQY	WTTZK	Q	cUNTROZ[RWUN	cJQN̂K	�WOK[RWbK	_UO	RJK	OK[UNTROZ[RWUN	U_	RJK	\QXQ̂K\	UO	\KTROUYK\	�UO�aj��x�z�	g�			�������x��	j��	�������x��	��	����f	g�hg	�r�v�qy�r�	vw	�vy�f	g�hghg	�_	Q	VUORWUN	U_	RJK	�UO�	WT	[UbKOK\	[UNROQOY	RU	RJK	dO[JWRK[RST	OK{ZKTR	UO	RU	OK{ZWOKXKNRT	TVK[W_W[Q]]Y	K�VOKTTK\	WN	RJK	cUNROQ[R	�U[ZXKNRTP	WR	XZTRP	W_	OK{ZKTRK\	WN	MOWRWN̂	̀Y	RJK	dO[JWRK[RP	̀K	ZN[UbKOK\	_UO	RJK	dO[JWRK[RST	K�QXWNQRWUN	QN\	̀K	OKV]Q[K\	QR	RJK	cUNROQ[RUOST	K�VKNTK	MWRJUZR	[JQN̂K	WN	RJK	cUNROQ[R	IWXKaf	g�hgh�	�_	Q	VUORWUN	U_	RJK	�UO�	JQT	̀KKN	[UbKOK\	RJQR	RJK	dO[JWRK[R	JQT	NUR	TVK[W_W[Q]]Y	OK{ZKTRK\	RU	K�QXWNK	VOWUO	RU	WRT	̀KWN̂	[UbKOK\P	RJK	dO[JWRK[R	XQY	OK{ZKTR	RU	TKK	TZ[J	�UO�	QN\	WR	TJQ]]	̀K	ZN[UbKOK\	̀Y	RJK	cUNROQ[RUOa	�_	TZ[J	�UO�	WT	WN	Q[[UO\QN[K	MWRJ	RJK	cUNROQ[R	�U[ZXKNRTP	RJK	cUNROQ[RUO	TJQ]]	̀K	KNRWR]K\	RU	QN	K{ZWRQ̀]K	Q\|ZTRXKNR	RU	RJK	cUNROQ[R	}ZX	QN\	cUNROQ[R	IWXK	QT	XQY	̀K	QVVOUVOWQRKa	�_	TZ[J	�UO�	WT	NUR	WN	Q[[UO\QN[K	MWRJ	RJK	cUNROQ[R	�U[ZXKNRTP	RJK	[UTRT	U_	ZN[UbKOWN̂	RJK	�UO�P	QN\	RJK	[UTR	U_	[UOOK[RWUNP	TJQ]]	̀K	QR	RJK	cUNROQ[RUOST	K�VKNTKaf	g�h�	�vyyq�o�vr	vw	�vy�f	g�h�hg	�qwvyq	tm�nosro�su	�vp�uqo�vrIJK	cUNROQ[RUO	TJQ]]	VOUXVR]Y	[UOOK[R	�UO�	OK|K[RK\	̀Y	RJK	dO[JWRK[R	UO	_QW]WN̂	RU	[UN_UOX	RU	RJK	OK{ZWOKXKNRT	U_	RJK	cUNROQ[R	�U[ZXKNRTP	\WT[UbKOK\	̀K_UOK	}Z̀TRQNRWQ]	cUXV]KRWUN	QN\	MJKRJKO	UO	NUR	_Q̀OW[QRK\P	WNTRQ]]K\	UO	[UXV]KRK\a	cUTRT	U_	[UOOK[RWN̂	TZ[J	OK|K[RK\	�UO�P	WN[]Z\WN̂	Q\\WRWUNQ]	RKTRWN̂	QN\	WNTVK[RWUNTP	RJK	[UTR	U_	ZN[UbKOWN̂	QN\	OKV]Q[KXKNRP	QN\	[UXVKNTQRWUN	_UO	RJK	dO[JWRK[RST	TKObW[KT	QN\	K�VKNTKT	XQ\K	NK[KTTQOY	RJKOK̀YP	TJQ]]	̀K	QR	RJK	cUNROQ[RUOST	K�VKNTKaf	g�h�h�	jwoqy	tm�nosro�su	�vp�uqo�vrf	g�h�h�hg	�N	Q\\WRWUN	RU	RJK	cUNROQ[RUOST	Ù]ŴQRWUNT	ZN\KO	}K[RWUN	�a�P	W_P	MWRJWN	UNK	YKQO	Q_RKO	RJK	\QRK	U_	}Z̀TRQNRWQ]	cUXV]KRWUN	U_	RJK	�UO�	UO	\KTŴNQRK\	VUORWUN	RJKOKU_	UO	Q_RKO	RJK	\QRK	_UO	[UXXKN[KXKNR	U_	MQOOQNRWKT	KTRQ̀]WTJK\	ZN\KO	}K[RWUN	 a a~P	UO	̀Y	RKOXT	U_	QNY	QVV]W[Q̀]K	TVK[WQ]	MQOOQNRY	OK{ZWOK\	̀Y	RJK	cUNROQ[R	�U[ZXKNRTP	QNY	U_	RJK	�UO�	WT	_UZN\	RU	̀K	NUR	WN	Q[[UO\QN[K	MWRJ	RJK	OK{ZWOKXKNRT	U_	RJK	cUNROQ[R	�U[ZXKNRTP	RJK	cUNROQ[RUO	TJQ]]	[UOOK[R	WR	VOUXVR]Y	Q_RKO	OK[KWVR	U_	NURW[K	_OUX	RJK	LMNKO	RU	\U	TUP	ZN]KTT	RJK	LMNKO	JQT	VOKbWUZT]Y	̂WbKN	RJK	cUNROQ[RUO	Q	MOWRRKN	Q[[KVRQN[K	U_	TZ[J	[UN\WRWUNa	IJK	LMNKO	TJQ]]	̂WbK	TZ[J	NURW[K	VOUXVR]Y	Q_RKO	\WT[UbKOY	U_	RJK	[UN\WRWUNa	�ZOWN̂	RJK	UNK¡YKQO	VKOWU\	_UO	[UOOK[RWUN	U_	�UO�P	W_	RJK	LMNKO	_QW]T	RU	NURW_Y	RJK	cUNROQ[RUO	QN\	̂WbK	RJK	cUNROQ[RUO	QN	UVVUORZNWRY	RU	XQ�K	RJK	[UOOK[RWUNP	RJK	LMNKO	MQWbKT	RJK	OŴJRT	RU	OK{ZWOK	[UOOK[RWUN	̀Y	RJK	cUNROQ[RUO	QN\	RU	XQ�K	Q	[]QWX	_UO	̀OKQ[J	U_	MQOOQNRYa	�_	RJK	cUNROQ[RUO	_QW]T	RU	[UOOK[R	NUN[UN_UOXWN̂	�UO�	MWRJWN	Q	OKQTUNQ̀]K	RWXK	\ZOWN̂	RJQR	VKOWU\	Q_RKO	OK[KWVR	U_	NURW[K	_OUX	RJK	LMNKO	UO	dO[JWRK[RP	RJK	LMNKO	XQY	[UOOK[R	WR	WN	Q[[UO\QN[K	MWRJ	}K[RWUN	�a�a
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H	IJKJKJKJ	LMN	OPNQRNST	UNTVOW	XOT	YOTTNYZVOP	OX	[OT\	]MŜ̂	_N	ǸZNPWNW	aVZM	TN]UNYZ	ZO	UOTZVOP]	OX	[OT\	XVT]Z	UNTXOTbNW	SXZNT	cd_]ZSPZVŜ	eObÛNZVOP	_R	ZMN	UNTVOW	OX	ZVbN	_NZaNNP	cd_]ZSPZVŜ	eObÛNZVOP	SPW	ZMN	SYZdŜ	YObÛNZVOP	OX	ZMSZ	UOTZVOP	OX	ZMN	[OT\fH	IJKJKJKg	LMN	OPNQRNST	UNTVOW	XOT	YOTTNYZVOP	OX	[OT\	]MŜ̂	POZ	_N	ǸZNPWNW	_R	YOTTNYZVhN	[OT\	UNTXOTbNW	_R	ZMN	eOPZTSYZOT	UdT]dSPZ	ZO	ZMV]	cNYZVOP	ijfjfH	IJKJKg	LMN	eOPZTSYZOT	]MŜ̂	TNbOhN	XTOb	ZMN	]VZN	UOTZVOP]	OX	ZMN	[OT\	ZMSZ	STN	POZ	VP	SYYOTWSPYN	aVZM	ZMN	TNkdVTNbNPZ]	OX	ZMN	eOPZTSYZ	lOYdbNPZ]	SPW	STN	PNVZMNT	YOTTNYZNW	_R	ZMN	eOPZTSYZOT	POT	SYYNUZNW	_R	ZMN	maPNTfH	IJKJKn	LMN	eOPZTSYZOT	]MŜ̂	_NST	ZMN	YO]Z	OX	YOTTNYZVPo	WN]ZTORNW	OT	WSbSoNW	YOP]ZTdYZVOP	OX	ZMN	maPNT	OT	cNUSTSZN	eOPZTSYZOT]p	aMNZMNT	YObÛNZNW	OT	USTZVŜ̂R	YObÛNZNWp	YSd]NW	_R	ZMN	eOPZTSYZOTq]	YOTTNYZVOP	OT	TNbOhŜ	OX	[OT\	ZMSZ	V]	POZ	VP	SYYOTWSPYN	aVZM	ZMN	TNkdVTNbNPZ]	OX	ZMN	eOPZTSYZ	lOYdbNPZ]fH	IJKJKr	sOZMVPo	YOPZSVPNW	VP	ZMV]	cNYZVOP	ijfj	]MŜ̂	_N	YOP]ZTdNW	ZO	N]ZS_̂V]M	S	UNTVOW	OX	̂VbVZSZVOP	aVZM	TN]UNYZ	ZO	OZMNT	O_̂VoSZVOP]	ZMN	eOPZTSYZOT	MS]	dPWNT	ZMN	eOPZTSYZ	lOYdbNPZ]f	t]ZS_̂V]MbNPZ	OX	ZMN	OPNQRNST	UNTVOW	XOT	YOTTNYZVOP	OX	[OT\	S]	WN]YTV_NW	VP	cNYZVOP	ijfjfj	TN̂SZN]	OP̂R	ZO	ZMN	]UNYVXVY	O_̂VoSZVOP	OX	ZMN	eOPZTSYZOT	ZO	YOTTNYZ	ZMN	[OT\p	SPW	MS]	PO	TN̂SZVOP]MVU	ZO	ZMN	ZVbN	aVZMVP	aMVYM	ZMN	O_̂VoSZVOP	ZO	YObÛR	aVZM	ZMN	eOPZTSYZ	lOYdbNPZ]	bSR	_N	]OdoMZ	ZO	_N	NPXOTYNWp	POT	ZO	ZMN	ZVbN	aVZMVP	aMVYM	UTOYNNWVPo]	bSR	_N	YObbNPYNW	ZO	N]ZS_̂V]M	ZMN	eOPZTSYZOTq]	V̂S_V̂VZR	aVZM	TN]UNYZ	ZO	ZMN	eOPZTSYZOTq]	O_̂VoSZVOP]	OZMNT	ZMSP	]UNYVXVYŜ̂R	ZO	YOTTNYZ	ZMN	[OT\fH	IJKg	uvvwxyz{vw	|}	~|{v|{}|���{�	�|���X	ZMN	maPNT	UTNXNT]	ZO	SYYNUZ	[OT\	ZMSZ	V]	POZ	VP	SYYOTWSPYN	aVZM	ZMN	TNkdVTNbNPZ]	OX	ZMN	eOPZTSYZ	lOYdbNPZ]p	ZMN	maPNT	bSR	WO	]O	VP]ZNSW	OX	TNkdVTVPo	VZ]	TNbOhŜ	SPW	YOTTNYZVOPp	VP	aMVYM	YS]N	ZMN	eOPZTSYZ	cdb	aV̂̂	_N	TNWdYNW	S]	SUUTOUTVSZN	SPW	NkdVZS_̂Nf	cdYM	SW�d]ZbNPZ	]MŜ̂	_N	NXXNYZNW	aMNZMNT	OT	POZ	XVPŜ	USRbNPZ	MS]	_NNP	bSWNfu������	Ig			�������u~����	��������~�H	IgKI	�|�w�{�{�	�z�LMN	eOPZTSYZ	]MŜ̂	_N	oOhNTPNW	_R	ZMN	̂Sa	OX	ZMN	ÛSYN	aMNTN	ZMN	�TO�NYZ	V]	̂OYSZNWp	ǸŶdWVPo	ZMSZ	�dTV]WVYZVOPq]	YMOVYN	OX	̂Sa	Td̂N]f	�X	ZMN	USTZVN]	MShN	]N̂NYZNW	ST_VZTSZVOP	S]	ZMN	bNZMOW	OX	_VPWVPo	WV]UdZN	TN]ÔdZVOPp	ZMN	�NWNTŜ	�T_VZTSZVOP	�YZ	]MŜ̂	oOhNTP	cNYZVOP	i�f�fH	IgKJ	��vvw��|��	z{�	u����{�H	IgKJKI	LMN	maPNT	SPW	eOPZTSYZOT	TN]UNYZVhN̂R	_VPW	ZMNb]N̂hN]p	ZMNVT	USTZPNT]p	]dYYN]]OT]p	S]]VoP]p	SPW	̂NoŜ	TNUTN]NPZSZVhN]	ZO	YOhNPSPZ]p	SoTNNbNPZ]p	SPW	O_̂VoSZVOP]	YOPZSVPNW	VP	ZMN	eOPZTSYZ	lOYdbNPZ]f	t̀YNUZ	S]	UTOhVWNW	VP	cNYZVOP	i�fjfjp	PNVZMNT	USTZR	ZO	ZMN	eOPZTSYZ	]MŜ̂	S]]VoP	ZMN	eOPZTSYZ	S]	S	aMÔN	aVZMOdZ	aTVZZNP	YOP]NPZ	OX	ZMN	OZMNTf	�X	NVZMNT	USTZR	SZZNbUZ]	ZO	bS\N	SP	S]]VoPbNPZ	aVZMOdZ	]dYM	YOP]NPZp	ZMSZ	USTZR	]MŜ̂	PNhNTZMN̂N]]	TNbSVP	̂NoŜ̂R	TN]UOP]V_̂N	XOT	Ŝ̂	O_̂VoSZVOP]	dPWNT	ZMN	eOPZTSYZfH	IgKJKJ	LMN	maPNT	bSRp	aVZMOdZ	YOP]NPZ	OX	ZMN	eOPZTSYZOTp	S]]VoP	ZMN	eOPZTSYZ	ZO	S	̂NPWNT	UTOhVWVPo	YOP]ZTdYZVOP	XVPSPYVPo	XOT	ZMN	�TO�NYZp	VX	ZMN	̂NPWNT	S]]dbN]	ZMN	maPNTq]	TVoMZ]	SPW	O_̂VoSZVOP]	dPWNT	ZMN	eOPZTSYZ	lOYdbNPZ]f	LMN	eOPZTSYZOT	]MŜ̂	ǸNYdZN	Ŝ̂	YOP]NPZ]	TNS]OPS_̂R	TNkdVTNW	ZO	XSYV̂VZSZN	ZMN	S]]VoPbNPZfH	IgKg	����y�	z{�	�w�w��w�H	IgKgKI	ldZVN]	SPW	O_̂VoSZVOP]	VbUO]NW	_R	ZMN	eOPZTSYZ	lOYdbNPZ]	SPW	TVoMZ]	SPW	TNbNWVN]	ShSV̂S_̂N	ZMNTNdPWNT	]MŜ̂	_N	VP	SWWVZVOP	ZO	SPW	POZ	S	̂VbVZSZVOP	OX	WdZVN]p	O_̂VoSZVOP]p	TVoMZ]p	SPW	TNbNWVN]	OZMNTaV]N	VbUO]NW	OT	ShSV̂S_̂N	_R	̂SafH	IgKgKJ	sO	SYZVOP	OT	XSV̂dTN	ZO	SYZ	_R	ZMN	maPNTp	�TYMVZNYZp	OT	eOPZTSYZOT	]MŜ̂	YOP]ZVZdZN	S	aSVhNT	OX	S	TVoMZ	OT	WdZR	SXXOTWNW	ZMNb	dPWNT	ZMN	eOPZTSYZp	POT	]MŜ̂	]dYM	SYZVOP	OT	XSV̂dTN	ZO	SYZ	YOP]ZVZdZN	SUUTOhŜ	OX	OT	SYkdVN]YNPYN	VP	S	_TNSYM	ZMNTNdPWNTp	ǸYNUZ	S]	bSR	_N	]UNYVXVYŜ̂R	SoTNNW	dUOP	VP	aTVZVPofH	IgKn	�w�y�	z{�	�{�xwvy�|{�H	IgKnKI	LN]Z]p	VP]UNYZVOP]p	SPW	SUUTOhŜ]	OX	UOTZVOP]	OX	ZMN	[OT\	]MŜ̂	_N	bSWN	S]	TNkdVTNW	_R	ZMN	eOPZTSYZ	lOYdbNPZ]	SPW	_R	SUÛVYS_̂N	̂Sa]p	]ZSZdZN]p	OTWVPSPYN]p	YOWN]p	Td̂N]p	SPW	TNod̂SZVOP]	OT	̂SaXd̂	OTWNT]	OX	Ud_̂VY	SdZMOTVZVN]f	 P̂N]]	OZMNTaV]N	UTOhVWNWp	ZMN	eOPZTSYZOT	]MŜ̂	bS\N	STTSPoNbNPZ]	XOT	]dYM	ZN]Z]p	VP]UNYZVOP]p	SPW	
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IJJKLMINO	PQRS	IT	QTUVJVTUVTR	RVORQTW	NIXLKIRLKY	LK	VTRQRY	IZZVJRIXNV	RL	RSV	[PTVK\	LK	PQRS	RSV	IJJKLJKQIRV	J]XNQZ	I]RSLKQRY\	ITU	OSINN	XVIK	INN	KVNIRVU	ZLORO	L̂	RVORO\	QTOJVZRQLTO\	ITU	IJJKLMINO_	̀SV	aLTRKIZRLK	OSINN	WQMV	RSV	bKZSQRVZR	RQcVNY	TLRQZV	L̂	PSVT	ITU	PSVKV	RVORO	ITU	QTOJVZRQLTO	IKV	RL	XV	cIUV	OL	RSIR	RSV	bKZSQRVZR	cIY	XV	JKVOVTR	̂LK	O]ZS	JKLZVU]KVO_	̀SV	[PTVK	OSINN	XVIK	ZLORO	L̂	RVORO\	QTOJVZRQLTO\	LK	IJJKLMINO	RSIR	UL	TLR	XVZLcV	KVd]QKVcVTRO	]TRQN	ÎRVK	XQUO	IKV	KVZVQMVU	LK	TVWLRQIRQLTO	ZLTZN]UVU_	̀SV	[PTVK	OSINN	UQKVZRNY	IKKITWV	ITU	JIY	̂LK	RVORO\	QTOJVZRQLTO\	LK	IJJKLMINO	PSVKV	X]QNUQTW	ZLUVO	LK	IJJNQZIXNV	NIPO	LK	KVW]NIRQLTO	OL	KVd]QKV_e	fghihj	k̂	RSV	bKZSQRVZR\	[PTVK\	LK	J]XNQZ	I]RSLKQRQVO	SIMQTW	l]KQOUQZRQLT	UVRVKcQTV	RSIR	JLKRQLTO	L̂	RSV	mLKn	KVd]QKV	IUUQRQLTIN	RVORQTW\	QTOJVZRQLT\	LK	IJJKLMIN	TLR	QTZN]UVU	]TUVK	oVZRQLT	pq_r_p\	RSV	bKZSQRVZR	PQNN\	]JLT	PKQRRVT	I]RSLKQsIRQLT	̂KLc	RSV	[PTVK\	QTORK]ZR	RSV	aLTRKIZRLK	RL	cInV	IKKITWVcVTRO	̂LK	O]ZS	IUUQRQLTIN	RVORQTW\	QTOJVZRQLT\	LK	IJJKLMIN\	XY	IT	VTRQRY	IZZVJRIXNV	RL	RSV	[PTVK\	ITU	RSV	aLTRKIZRLK	OSINN	WQMV	RQcVNY	TLRQZV	RL	RSV	bKZSQRVZR	L̂	PSVT	ITU	PSVKV	RVORO	ITU	QTOJVZRQLTO	IKV	RL	XV	cIUV	OL	RSIR	RSV	bKZSQRVZR	cIY	XV	JKVOVTR	̂LK	O]ZS	JKLZVU]KVO_	o]ZS	ZLORO\	VtZVJR	IO	JKLMQUVU	QT	oVZRQLT	pq_r_q\	OSINN	XV	IR	RSV	[PTVKuO	VtJVTOV_e	fghihg	k̂	JKLZVU]KVO	̂LK	RVORQTW\	QTOJVZRQLT\	LK	IJJKLMIN	]TUVK	oVZRQLTO	pq_r_p	ITU	pq_r_v	KVMVIN	̂IQN]KV	L̂	RSV	JLKRQLTO	L̂	RSV	mLKn	RL	ZLcJNY	PQRS	KVd]QKVcVTRO	VORIXNQOSVU	XY	RSV	aLTRKIZR	wLZ]cVTRO\	INN	ZLORO	cIUV	TVZVOOIKY	XY	O]ZS	̂IQN]KV\	QTZN]UQTW	RSLOV	L̂	KVJVIRVU	JKLZVU]KVO	ITU	ZLcJVTOIRQLT	̂LK	RSV	bKZSQRVZRuO	OVKMQZVO	ITU	VtJVTOVO\	OSINN	XV	IR	RSV	aLTRKIZRLKuO	VtJVTOV_e	fghihi	xVd]QKVU	ZVKRQ̂QZIRVO	L̂	RVORQTW\	QTOJVZRQLT\	LK	IJJKLMIN	OSINN\	]TNVOO	LRSVKPQOV	KVd]QKVU	XY	RSV	aLTRKIZR	wLZ]cVTRO\	XV	OVZ]KVU	XY	RSV	aLTRKIZRLK	ITU	JKLcJRNY	UVNQMVKVU	RL	RSV	bKZSQRVZR_e	fghihy	k̂	RSV	bKZSQRVZR	QO	RL	LXOVKMV	RVORO\	QTOJVZRQLTO\	LK	IJJKLMINO	KVd]QKVU	XY	RSV	aLTRKIZR	wLZ]cVTRO\	RSV	bKZSQRVZR	PQNN	UL	OL	JKLcJRNY	ITU\	PSVKV	JKIZRQZIXNV\	IR	RSV	TLKcIN	JNIZV	L̂	RVORQTW_e	fghihz	̀VORO	LK	QTOJVZRQLTO	ZLTU]ZRVU	J]KO]ITR	RL	RSV	aLTRKIZR	wLZ]cVTRO	OSINN	XV	cIUV	JKLcJRNY	RL	IMLQU	]TKVIOLTIXNV	UVNIY	QT	RSV	mLKn_e	fghy	{|}~�~�}�IYcVTRO	U]V	ITU	]TJIQU	]TUVK	RSV	aLTRKIZR	wLZ]cVTRO	OSINN	XVIK	QTRVKVOR	̂KLc	RSV	UIRV	JIYcVTR	QO	U]V	IR	RSV	KIRV	RSV	JIKRQVO	IWKVV	]JLT	QT	PKQRQTW	LK\	QT	RSV	IXOVTZV	RSVKVL̂\	IR	RSV	NVWIN	KIRV	JKVMIQNQTW	̂KLc	RQcV	RL	RQcV	IR	RSV	JNIZV	PSVKV	RSV	�KLlVZR	QO	NLZIRVU_���{���	fi			����{���{��	��	�������{��	��	���	��������e	fihf	�~���|�}��|	��	}�~	��|}���}��e	fihfhf	̀SV	aLTRKIZRLK	cIY	RVKcQTIRV	RSV	aLTRKIZR	Q̂	RSV	mLKn	QO	ORLJJVU	̂LK	I	JVKQLU	L̂	q�	ZLTOVZ]RQMV	UIYO	RSKL]WS	TL	IZR	LK	̂I]NR	L̂	RSV	aLTRKIZRLK\	I	o]XZLTRKIZRLK\	I	o]X�O]XZLTRKIZRLK\	RSVQK	IWVTRO	LK	VcJNLYVVO\	LK	ITY	LRSVK	JVKOLTO	LK	VTRQRQVO	JVK̂LKcQTW	JLKRQLTO	L̂	RSV	mLKn\	̂LK	ITY	L̂	RSV	̂LNNLPQTW	KVIOLTO�hf kOO]ITZV	L̂	IT	LKUVK	L̂	I	ZL]KR	LK	LRSVK	J]XNQZ	I]RSLKQRY	SIMQTW	l]KQOUQZRQLT	RSIR	KVd]QKVO	INN	mLKn	RL	XV	ORLJJVU�hj bT	IZR	L̂	WLMVKTcVTR\	O]ZS	IO	I	UVZNIKIRQLT	L̂	TIRQLTIN	VcVKWVTZY\	RSIR	KVd]QKVO	INN	mLKn	RL	XV	ORLJJVU�hg �VZI]OV	RSV	bKZSQRVZR	SIO	TLR	QOO]VU	I	aVKRQ̂QZIRV	̂LK	�IYcVTR	ITU	SIO	TLR	TLRQ̂QVU	RSV	aLTRKIZRLK	L̂	RSV	KVIOLT	̂LK	PQRSSLNUQTW	ZVKRQ̂QZIRQLT	IO	JKLMQUVU	QT	oVZRQLT	�_r_p\	LK	XVZI]OV	RSV	[PTVK	SIO	TLR	cIUV	JIYcVTR	LT	I	aVKRQ̂QZIRV	̂LK	�IYcVTR	PQRSQT	RSV	RQcV	ORIRVU	QT	RSV	aLTRKIZR	wLZ]cVTRO�	LKhi S̀V	[PTVK	SIO	̂IQNVU	RL	̂]KTQOS	RL	RSV	aLTRKIZRLK	KVIOLTIXNV	VMQUVTZV	IO	KVd]QKVU	XY	oVZRQLT	v_v_e	fihfhj	̀SV	aLTRKIZRLK	cIY	RVKcQTIRV	RSV	aLTRKIZR	Q̂\	RSKL]WS	TL	IZR	LK	̂I]NR	L̂	RSV	aLTRKIZRLK\	I	o]XZLTRKIZRLK\	I	o]X�O]XZLTRKIZRLK\	RSVQK	IWVTRO	LK	VcJNLYVVO\	LK	ITY	LRSVK	JVKOLTO	LK	VTRQRQVO	JVK̂LKcQTW	JLKRQLTO	L̂	RSV	mLKn\	KVJVIRVU	O]OJVTOQLTO\	UVNIYO\	LK	QTRVKK]JRQLTO	L̂	RSV	VTRQKV	mLKn	XY	RSV	[PTVK	IO	UVOZKQXVU	QT	oVZRQLT	pr_q\	ZLTORQR]RV	QT	RSV	IWWKVWIRV	cLKV	RSIT	p��	JVKZVTR	L̂	RSV	RLRIN	T]cXVK	L̂	UIYO	OZSVU]NVU	̂LK	ZLcJNVRQLT\	LK	pv�	UIYO	QT	ITY	q���UIY	JVKQLU\	PSQZSVMVK	QO	NVOO_e	fihfhg	k̂	LTV	L̂	RSV	KVIOLTO	UVOZKQXVU	QT	oVZRQLT	pr_p_p	LK	pr_p_v	VtQORO\	RSV	aLTRKIZRLK	cIY\	]JLT	OVMVT	UIYOu	TLRQZV	RL	RSV	[PTVK	ITU	bKZSQRVZR\	RVKcQTIRV	RSV	aLTRKIZR	ITU	KVZLMVK	̂KLc	RSV	[PTVK	JIYcVTR	̂LK	mLKn	VtVZ]RVU\	IO	PVNN	IO	KVIOLTIXNV	LMVKSVIU	ITU	JKL̂QR	LT	mLKn	TLR	VtVZ]RVU\	ITU	ZLORO	QTZ]KKVU	XY	KVIOLT	L̂	O]ZS	RVKcQTIRQLT_	
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I	JKLJLK	MN	OPQ	RSTU	VW	WOSXXQY	NST	Z	XQTVSY	SN	[\	]ŜWQ]_OV̀Q	YZaW	OPTS_bP	̂S	Z]O	ST	NZ_cO	SN	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OSTe	Z	f_g]ŜOTZ]OSTe	Z	f_ghW_g]ŜOTZ]OSTe	ST	OPQVT	ZbQ̂OW	ST	QiXcSaQQW	ST	Ẑa	SOPQT	XQTWŜW	ST	Q̂OVOVQW	XQTNSTiV̂b	XSTOVŜW	SN	OPQ	RSTU	gQ]Z_WQ	OPQ	jk̂QT	PZW	TQXQZOQYca	NZVcQY	OS	N_cNVcc	OPQ	jk̂QTlW	SgcVbZOVŜW	_̂YQT	OPQ	dŜOTZ]O	mS]_iQ̂OW	kVOP	TQWXQ]O	OS	iZOOQTW	ViXSTOẐO	OS	OPQ	XTSbTQWW	SN	OPQ	RSTUe	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OST	iZae	_XŜ	WQ̀Q̂	ZYYVOVŜZc	YZaWl	̂SOV]Q	OS	OPQ	jk̂QT	ẐY	OPQ	nT]PVOQ]Oe	OQTiV̂ZOQ	OPQ	dŜOTZ]O	ẐY	TQ]S̀QT	NTSi	OPQ	jk̂QT	ZW	XTS̀VYQY	V̂	fQ]OVŜ	opqoqrqI	JKLs	tuvwxyz{x|y	}~	{�u	��yuv	�|v	�z��uI	JKLsLJ	�PQ	jk̂QT	iZa	OQTiV̂ZOQ	OPQ	dŜOTZ]O	VN	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OSTLJ TQXQZOQYca	TQN_WQW	ST	NZVcW	OS	W_XXca	Q̂S_bP	XTSXQTca	WUVccQY	kSTUQTW	ST	XTSXQT	iZOQTVZcW�Ls NZVcW	OS	iZUQ	XZaiQ̂O	OS	f_g]ŜOTZ]OSTW	ST	W_XXcVQTW	V̂	Z]]STYẐ]Q	kVOP	OPQ	TQWXQ]OV̀Q	ZbTQQiQ̂OW	gQOkQQ̂	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OST	ẐY	OPQ	f_g]ŜOTZ]OSTW	ST	W_XXcVQTW�L� TQXQZOQYca	YVWTQbZTYW	ZXXcV]ZgcQ	cZkWe	WOZO_OQWe	STYV̂Ẑ]QWe	]SYQWe	T_cQW	ẐY	TQb_cZOVŜWe	ST	cZkN_c	STYQTW	SN	Z	X_gcV]	Z_OPSTVOa�	STLK SOPQTkVWQ	VW	b_VcOa	SN	W_gWOẐOVZc	gTQZ]P	SN	Z	XTS̀VWVŜ	SN	OPQ	dŜOTZ]O	mS]_iQ̂OWqI	JKLsLs	RPQ̂	Ẑa	SN	OPQ	TQZWŜW	YQW]TVgQY	V̂	fQ]OVŜ	opq�qo	Q�VWOe	ẐY	_XŜ	]QTOVNV]ZOVŜ	ga	OPQ	nT]PVOQ]O	OPZO	W_NNV]VQ̂O	]Z_WQ	Q�VWOW	OS	�_WOVNa	W_]P	Z]OVŜe	OPQ	jk̂QT	iZae	kVOPS_O	XTQ�_YV]Q	OS	Ẑa	SOPQT	TVbPOW	ST	TQiQYVQW	SN	OPQ	jk̂QT	ẐY	ZNOQT	bV̀V̂b	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OST	ẐY	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OSTlW	W_TQOae	VN	Ẑae	WQ̀Q̂	YZaWl	̂SOV]Qe	OQTiV̂ZOQ	QiXcSaiQ̂O	SN	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OST	ẐY	iZae	W_g�Q]O	OS	Ẑa	XTVST	TVbPOW	SN	OPQ	W_TQOa�LJ ��]c_YQ	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OST	NTSi	OPQ	WVOQ	ẐY	OZUQ	XSWWQWWVŜ	SN	Zcc	iZOQTVZcWe	Q�_VXiQ̂Oe	OSScWe	ẐY	]ŜWOT_]OVŜ	Q�_VXiQ̂O	ẐY	iZ]PV̂QTa	OPQTQŜ	Sk̂QY	ga	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OST�Ls n]]QXO	ZWWVb̂iQ̂O	SN	W_g]ŜOTZ]OW	X_TW_ẐO	OS	fQ]OVŜ	�qp�	ẐYL� �V̂VWP	OPQ	RSTU	ga	kPZOQ̀QT	TQZWŜZgcQ	iQOPSY	OPQ	jk̂QT	iZa	YQQi	Q�XQYVQ̂Oq	�XŜ	kTVOOQ̂	TQ�_QWO	SN	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OSTe	OPQ	jk̂QT	WPZcc	N_T̂VWP	OS	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OST	Z	YQOZVcQY	Z]]S_̂OV̂b	SN	OPQ	]SWOW	V̂]_TTQY	ga	OPQ	jk̂QT	V̂	NV̂VWPV̂b	OPQ	RSTUqI	JKLsL�	RPQ̂	OPQ	jk̂QT	OQTiV̂ZOQW	OPQ	dŜOTZ]O	NST	ŜQ	SN	OPQ	TQZWŜW	WOZOQY	V̂	fQ]OVŜ	opq�qoe	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OST	WPZcc	ŜO	gQ	Q̂OVOcQY	OS	TQ]QV̀Q	N_TOPQT	XZaiQ̂O	_̂OVc	OPQ	RSTU	VW	NV̂VWPQYqI	JKLsLK	MN	OPQ	_̂XZVY	gZcẐ]Q	SN	OPQ	dŜOTZ]O	f_i	Q�]QQYW	]SWOW	SN	NV̂VWPV̂b	OPQ	RSTUe	V̂]c_YV̂b	]SiXQ̂WZOVŜ	NST	OPQ	nT]PVOQ]OlW	WQT̀V]QW	ẐY	Q�XQ̂WQW	iZYQ	̂Q]QWWZTa	OPQTQgae	ẐY	SOPQT	YZiZbQW	V̂]_TTQY	ga	OPQ	jk̂QT	ẐY	̂SO	Q�XTQWWca	kZV̀QYe	W_]P	Q�]QWW	WPZcc	gQ	XZVY	OS	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OSTq	MN	W_]P	]SWOW	ẐY	YZiZbQW	Q�]QQY	OPQ	_̂XZVY	gZcẐ]Qe	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OST	WPZcc	XZa	OPQ	YVNNQTQ̂]Q	OS	OPQ	jk̂QTq	�PQ	ZiS_̂O	OS	gQ	XZVY	OS	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OST	ST	jk̂QTe	ZW	OPQ	]ZWQ	iZa	gQe	WPZcc	gQ	]QTOVNVQY	ga	OPQ	M̂VOVZc	mQ]VWVŜ	�ZUQTe	_XŜ	ZXXcV]ZOVŜe	ẐY	OPVW	SgcVbZOVŜ	NST	XZaiQ̂O	WPZcc	W_T̀V̀Q	OQTiV̂ZOVŜ	SN	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OqI	JKL�	����uy�x|y	}~	{�u	��yuv	�|v	�|y�uyxuy�uI	JKL�LJ	�PQ	jk̂QT	iZae	kVOPS_O	]Z_WQe	STYQT	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OST	V̂	kTVOV̂b	OS	W_WXQ̂Ye	YQcZa	ST	V̂OQTT_XO	OPQ	RSTUe	V̂	kPScQ	ST	V̂	XZTO	NST	W_]P	XQTVSY	SN	OViQ	ZW	OPQ	jk̂QT	iZa	YQOQTiV̂QqI	JKL�Ls	�PQ	dŜOTZ]O	f_i	ẐY	dŜOTZ]O	�ViQ	WPZcc	gQ	ZY�_WOQY	NST	V̂]TQZWQW	V̂	OPQ	]SWO	ẐY	OViQ	]Z_WQY	ga	W_WXQ̂WVŜe	YQcZae	ST	V̂OQTT_XOVŜ	_̂YQT	fQ]OVŜ	opqrqoq	nY�_WOiQ̂O	SN	OPQ	dŜOTZ]O	f_i	WPZcc	V̂]c_YQ	XTSNVOq	�S	ZY�_WOiQ̂O	WPZcc	gQ	iZYQ	OS	OPQ	Q�OQ̂OLJ OPZO	XQTNSTiẐ]Q	VWe	kZWe	ST	kS_cY	PZ̀Q	gQQ̂e	WS	W_WXQ̂YQYe	YQcZaQYe	ST	V̂OQTT_XOQYe	ga	ẐSOPQT	]Z_WQ	NST	kPV]P	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OST	VW	TQWXŜWVgcQ�	STLs OPZO	Ẑ	Q�_VOZgcQ	ZY�_WOiQ̂O	VW	iZYQ	ST	YQ̂VQY	_̂YQT	ẐSOPQT	XTS̀VWVŜ	SN	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OqI	JKLK	tuvwxyz{x|y	}~	{�u	��yuv	�|v	�|y�uyxuy�uI	JKLKLJ	�PQ	jk̂QT	iZae	ZO	Ẑa	OViQe	OQTiV̂ZOQ	OPQ	dŜOTZ]O	NST	OPQ	jk̂QTlW	]Ŝ Q̀̂VQ̂]Q	ẐY	kVOPS_O	]Z_WQqI	JKLKLs	�XŜ	TQ]QVXO	SN	̂SOV]Q	NTSi	OPQ	jk̂QT	SN	W_]P	OQTiV̂ZOVŜ	NST	OPQ	jk̂QTlW	]Ŝ Q̀̂VQ̂]Qe	OPQ	dŜOTZ]OST	WPZccLJ ]QZWQ	SXQTZOVŜW	ZW	YVTQ]OQY	ga	OPQ	jk̂QT	V̂	OPQ	̂SOV]Q�Ls OZUQ	Z]OVŜW	̂Q]QWWZTae	ST	OPZO	OPQ	jk̂QT	iZa	YVTQ]Oe	NST	OPQ	XTSOQ]OVŜ	ẐY	XTQWQT̀ZOVŜ	SN	OPQ	RSTU�	ẐYL� Q�]QXO	NST	RSTU	YVTQ]OQY	OS	gQ	XQTNSTiQY	XTVST	OS	OPQ	QNNQ]OV̀Q	YZOQ	SN	OQTiV̂ZOVŜ	WOZOQY	V̂	OPQ	̂SOV]Qe	OQTiV̂ZOQ	Zcc	Q�VWOV̂b	W_g]ŜOTZ]OW	ẐY	X_T]PZWQ	STYQTW	ẐY	Q̂OQT	V̂OS	̂S	N_TOPQT	W_g]ŜOTZ]OW	ẐY	X_T]PZWQ	STYQTWq
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I	JKLKLM	NO	PQRS	TU	RVPW	XSYZ[OQX[TO	UTY	XWS	\]OSŶR	PTO_SO[SOPS̀	XWS	\]OSY	RWQaa	bQc	XWS	dTOXYQPXTY	UTY	eTYf	bYTbSYac	SgSPVXShi	PTRXR	[OPVYYSh	jc	YSQRTO	TU	XWS	XSYZ[OQX[TÒ	[OPaVh[Ok	PTRXR	QXXY[jVXQjaS	XT	XSYZ[OQX[TO	TU	lVjPTOXYQPXRi	QOh	XWS	XSYZ[OQX[TO	USS̀	[U	QOc̀	RSX	UTYXW	[O	XWS	mkYSSZSOXnopqrstu	Jv			storwx	oyz	zrx{|quxI	JvLJ	s}~���	I	JvLJLJ	z���������m	daQ[Z	[R	Q	hSZQOh	TY	QRRSYX[TO	jc	TOS	TU	XWS	bQYX[SR	RSSf[Ok̀	QR	Q	ZQXXSY	TU	Y[kWX̀	bQcZSOX	TU	ZTOSc̀	Q	PWQOkS	[O	XWS	dTOXYQPX	�[ZS̀	TY	TXWSY	YSa[SU	][XW	YSRbSPX	XT	XWS	XSYZR	TU	XWS	dTOXYQPXn	�WS	XSYZ	�daQ[Z�	QaRT	[OPaVhSR	TXWSY	h[RbVXSR	QOh	ZQXXSYR	[O	�VSRX[TO	jSX]SSO	XWS	\]OSY	QOh	dTOXYQPXTY	QY[R[Ok	TVX	TU	TY	YSaQX[Ok	XT	XWS	dTOXYQPXn	�WS	YSRbTOR[j[a[Xc	XT	RVjRXQOX[QXS	daQ[ZR	RWQaa	YSRX	][XW	XWS	bQYXc	ZQf[Ok	XWS	daQ[Zn	�W[R	lSPX[TO	��n�n�	hTSR	OTX	YS�V[YS	XWS	\]OSY	XT	U[aS	Q	daQ[Z	[O	TYhSY	XT	[ZbTRS	a[�V[hQXSh	hQZQkSR	[O	QPPTYhQOPS	][XW	XWS	dTOXYQPX	�TPVZSOXRnI	JvLJL�	q���	t�����	��	s}~����WS	\]OSY	QOh	dTOXYQPXTY	RWQaa	PTZZSOPS	Qaa	daQ[ZR	QOh	PQVRSR	TU	QPX[TO	QkQ[ORX	XWS	TXWSY	QOh	QY[R[Ok	TVX	TU	TY	YSaQXSh	XT	XWS	dTOXYQPX̀	]WSXWSY	[O	PTOXYQPX̀	XTYX̀	jYSQPW	TU	]QYYQOXc	TY	TXWSY][RS̀	[O	QPPTYhQOPS	][XW	XWS	YS�V[YSZSOXR	TU	XWS	j[Oh[Ok	h[RbVXS	YSRTaVX[TO	ZSXWTh	RSaSPXSh	[O	XWS	mkYSSZSOX	QOh	][XW[O	XWS	bSY[Th	RbSP[U[Sh	jc	Qbba[PQjaS	aQ]̀	jVX	[O	QOc	PQRS	OTX	ZTYS	XWQO	��	cSQYR	QUXSY	XWS	hQXS	TU	lVjRXQOX[Qa	dTZbaSX[TO	TU	XWS	eTYfn	�WS	\]OSY	QOh	dTOXYQPXTY	]Q[_S	Qaa	daQ[ZR	QOh	PQVRSR	TU	QPX[TO	OTX	PTZZSOPSh	[O	QPPTYhQOPS	][XW	XW[R	lSPX[TO	��n�n�nI	JvLJLM	y�����	��	s}~���I	JvLJLMLJ	daQ[ZR	jc	S[XWSY	XWS	\]OSY	TY	dTOXYQPXTỲ	]WSYS	XWS	PTOh[X[TO	k[_[Ok	Y[RS	XT	XWS	daQ[Z	[R	U[YRX	h[RPT_SYSh	bY[TY	XT	Sgb[YQX[TO	TU	XWS	bSY[Th	UTY	PTYYSPX[TO	TU	XWS	eTYf	RSX	UTYXW	[O	lSPX[TO	��n�n�̀	RWQaa	jS	[O[X[QXSh	jc	OTX[PS	XT	XWS	TXWSY	bQYXc	QOh	XT	XWS	NO[X[Qa	�SP[R[TO	�QfSY	][XW	Q	PTbc	RSOX	XT	XWS	mYPW[XSPX̀	[U	XWS	mYPW[XSPX	[R	OTX	RSY_[Ok	QR	XWS	NO[X[Qa	�SP[R[TO	�QfSYn	daQ[ZR	jc	S[XWSY	bQYXc	VOhSY	XW[R	lSPX[TO	��n�n�n�	RWQaa	jS	[O[X[QXSh	][XW[O	��	hQcR	QUXSY	TPPVYYSOPS	TU	XWS	S_SOX	k[_[Ok	Y[RS	XT	RVPW	daQ[Z	TY	][XW[O	��	hQcR	QUXSY	XWS	PaQ[ZQOX	U[YRX	YSPTkO[�SR	XWS	PTOh[X[TO	k[_[Ok	Y[RS	XT	XWS	daQ[Z̀	]W[PWS_SY	[R	aQXSYnI	JvLJLML�	daQ[ZR	jc	S[XWSY	XWS	\]OSY	TY	dTOXYQPXTỲ	]WSYS	XWS	PTOh[X[TO	k[_[Ok	Y[RS	XT	XWS	daQ[Z	[R	U[YRX	h[RPT_SYSh	QUXSY	Sgb[YQX[TO	TU	XWS	bSY[Th	UTY	PTYYSPX[TO	TU	XWS	eTYf	RSX	UTYXW	[O	lSPX[TO	��n�n�̀	RWQaa	jS	[O[X[QXSh	jc	OTX[PS	XT	XWS	TXWSY	bQYXcn	NO	RVPW	S_SOX̀	OT	hSP[R[TO	jc	XWS	NO[X[Qa	�SP[R[TO	�QfSY	[R	YS�V[YShnI	JvLJLK	s���������	s����~��	{������~���I	JvLJLKLJ	�SOh[Ok	U[OQa	YSRTaVX[TO	TU	Q	daQ[Z̀	SgPSbX	QR	TXWSY][RS	QkYSSh	[O	]Y[X[Ok	TY	QR	bYT_[hSh	[O	lSPX[TO	�n�	QOh	mYX[PaS	��̀	XWS	dTOXYQPXTY	RWQaa	bYTPSSh	h[a[kSOXac	][XW	bSYUTYZQOPS	TU	XWS	dTOXYQPX	QOh	XWS	\]OSY	RWQaa	PTOX[OVS	XT	ZQfS	bQcZSOXR	[O	QPPTYhQOPS	][XW	XWS	dTOXYQPX	�TPVZSOXRn	I	JvLJLKL�	�WS	dTOXYQPX	lVZ	QOh	dTOXYQPX	�[ZS	RWQaa	jS	Qh�VRXSh	[O	QPPTYhQOPS	][XW	XWS	NO[X[Qa	�SP[R[TO	�QfSŶR	hSP[R[TÒ	RVj�SPX	XT	XWS	Y[kWX	TU	S[XWSY	bQYXc	XT	bYTPSSh	[O	QPPTYhQOPS	][XW	XW[R	mYX[PaS	��n	�WS	mYPW[XSPX	][aa	[RRVS	dSYX[U[PQXSR	UTY	�QcZSOX	[O	QPPTYhQOPS	][XW	XWS	hSP[R[TO	TU	XWS	NO[X[Qa	�SP[R[TO	�QfSYnI	JvLJLv	s}~���	���	o�������~}	s���NU	XWS	dTOXYQPXTY	][RWSR	XT	ZQfS	Q	daQ[Z	UTY	QO	[OPYSQRS	[O	XWS	dTOXYQPX	lVZ̀	OTX[PS	QR	bYT_[hSh	[O	lSPX[TO	��n�n�	RWQaa	jS	k[_SO	jSUTYS	bYTPSSh[Ok	XT	SgSPVXS	XWS	bTYX[TO	TU	XWS	eTYf	XWQX	[R	XWS	RVj�SPX	TU	XWS	daQ[Zn	�Y[TY	OTX[PS	[R	OTX	YS�V[YSh	UTY	daQ[ZR	YSaQX[Ok	XT	QO	SZSYkSOPc	SOhQOkSY[Ok	a[US	TY	bYTbSYXc	QY[R[Ok	VOhSY	lSPX[TO	��n�nI	JvLJL�	s}~���	���	o�������~}	q���I	JvLJL�LJ	NU	XWS	dTOXYQPXTY	][RWSR	XT	ZQfS	Q	daQ[Z	UTY	QO	[OPYSQRS	[O	XWS	dTOXYQPX	�[ZS̀	OTX[PS	QR	bYT_[hSh	[O	lSPX[TO	��n�n�	RWQaa	jS	k[_SOn	�WS	dTOXYQPXTŶR	daQ[Z	RWQaa	[OPaVhS	QO	SRX[ZQXS	TU	PTRX	QOh	TU	bYTjQjaS	SUUSPX	TU	hSaQc	TO	bYTkYSRR	TU	XWS	eTYfn	NO	XWS	PQRS	TU	Q	PTOX[OV[Ok	hSaQc̀	TOac	TOS	daQ[Z	[R	OSPSRRQYcnI	JvLJL�L�	NU	Qh_SYRS	]SQXWSY	PTOh[X[TOR	QYS	XWS	jQR[R	UTY	Q	daQ[Z	UTY	Qhh[X[TOQa	X[ZS̀	RVPW	daQ[Z	RWQaa	jS	hTPVZSOXSh	jc	hQXQ	RVjRXQOX[QX[Ok	XWQX	]SQXWSY	PTOh[X[TOR	]SYS	QjOTYZQa	UTY	XWS	bSY[Th	TU	X[ZS̀	PTVah	OTX	WQ_S	jSSO	YSQRTOQjac	QOX[P[bQXSh̀	QOh	WQh	QO	Qh_SYRS	SUUSPX	TO	XWS	RPWShVaSh	PTORXYVPX[TOn
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I	JKLJLM	NOPQRS	TU	VWOPXY	UTS	VTZYR[\RZ]POW	̂OXO_RYàb	cdefghifdg	hej	klebg	lhmnb	cohmpq	hrhmeqf	bhia	dfabg	sdg	ideqbtubefmho	jhphrbq	hgmqmer	duf	ds	dg	gbohfmer	fd	famq	cdefghifv	̀amq	pufuho	lhmnbg	meioujbqLJ jhphrbq	meiuggbj	wx	fab	klebg	sdg	gbefho	byzbeqbq{	sdg	odqqbq	ds	uqb{	meidpb{	zgdsmf{	smeheimer{	wuqmebqq	hej	gbzufhfmde{	hej	sdg	odqq	ds	phehrbpbef	dg	bpzodxbb	zgdjuifmnmfx	dg	ds	fab	qbgnmibq	ds	quia	zbgqdeq|	hejL} jhphrbq	meiuggbj	wx	fab	cdefghifdg	sdg	zgmeimzho	dssmib	byzbeqbq	meioujmer	fab	idpzbeqhfmde	ds	zbgqdeebo	qfhfmdebj	fabgb{	sdg	odqqbq	ds	smeheimer{	wuqmebqq	hej	gbzufhfmde{	hej	sdg	odqq	ds	zgdsmf{	byibzf	hefmimzhfbj	zgdsmf	hgmqmer	jmgbifox	sgdp	fab	~dg�vàmq	pufuho	lhmnbg	mq	hzzomihwob{	lmfaduf	ompmfhfmde{	fd	hoo	ideqbtubefmho	jhphrbq	jub	fd	bmfabg	zhgfx�q	fbgpmehfmde	me	hiidgjheib	lmfa	�gfmiob	��v	�dfamer	idefhmebj	me	famq	�bifmde	��v�v�	qahoo	wb	jbbpbj	fd	zgbioujb	hqqbqqpbef	ds	omtumjhfbj	jhphrbq{	labe	hzzomihwob{	me	hiidgjheib	lmfa	fab	gbtumgbpbefq	ds	fab	cdefghif	�diupbefqvI	JKL}	�ZP]POW	̂R�PYPTZI	JKL}LJ	cohmpq{	byioujmer	fadqb	labgb	fab	idejmfmde	rmnmer	gmqb	fd	fab	cohmp	mq	smgqf	jmqidnbgbj	hsfbg	byzmghfmde	ds	fab	zbgmdj	sdg	idggbifmde	ds	fab	~dg�	qbf	sdgfa	me	�bifmde	��v�v�	dg	hgmqmer	uejbg	�bifmdeq	��v�{	��v�{	hej	��v�{	qahoo	wb	gbsbggbj	fd	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	sdg	memfmho	jbimqmdev	̀ab	�giamfbif	lmoo	qbgnb	hq	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg{	ueobqq	dfabglmqb	mejmihfbj	me	fab	�rgbbpbefv	�yibzf	sdg	fadqb	cohmpq	byioujbj	wx	famq	�bifmde	��v�v�{	he	memfmho	jbimqmde	qahoo	wb	gbtumgbj	hq	h	idejmfmde	zgbibjbef	fd	pbjmhfmde	ds	hex	cohmpv	�s	he	memfmho	jbimqmde	ahq	edf	wbbe	gbejbgbj	lmfame	��	jhxq	hsfbg	fab	cohmp	ahq	wbbe	gbsbggbj	fd	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg{	fab	zhgfx	hqqbgfmer	fab	cohmp	phx	jbphej	pbjmhfmde	hej	wmejmer	jmqzufb	gbqdoufmde	lmfaduf	h	jbimqmde	ahnmer	wbbe	gbejbgbjv	�eobqq	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	hej	hoo	hssbifbj	zhgfmbq	hrgbb{	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	lmoo	edf	jbimjb	jmqzufbq	wbflbbe	fab	cdefghifdg	hej	zbgqdeq	dg	befmfmbq	dfabg	fahe	fab	klebgvI	JKL}L}	̀ab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	lmoo	gbnmbl	cohmpq	hej	lmfame	fbe	jhxq	ds	fab	gbibmzf	ds	h	cohmp	fh�b	deb	dg	pdgb	ds	fab	sdoodlmer	hifmdeq�	���	gbtubqf	hjjmfmdeho	quzzdgfmer	jhfh	sgdp	fab	iohmphef	dg	h	gbqzdeqb	lmfa	quzzdgfmer	jhfh	sgdp	fab	dfabg	zhgfx{	���	gb�bif	fab	cohmp	me	ladob	dg	me	zhgf{	���	hzzgdnb	fab	cohmp{	���	qurrbqf	h	idpzgdpmqb{	dg	���	hjnmqb	fab	zhgfmbq	fahf	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	mq	uehwob	fd	gbqdonb	fab	cohmp	ms	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	ohi�q	qussmimbef	mesdgphfmde	fd	bnhouhfb	fab	pbgmfq	ds	fab	cohmp	dg	ms	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	ideioujbq	fahf{	me	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg�q	qdob	jmqigbfmde{	mf	lduoj	wb	mehzzgdzgmhfb	sdg	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	fd	gbqdonb	fab	cohmpvI	JKL}L�	�e	bnhouhfmer	cohmpq{	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	phx{	wuf	qahoo	edf	wb	dwomrhfbj	fd{	idequof	lmfa	dg	qbb�	mesdgphfmde	sgdp	bmfabg	zhgfx	dg	sgdp	zbgqdeq	lmfa	qzbimho	�edlobjrb	dg	byzbgfmqb	lad	phx	hqqmqf	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	me	gbejbgmer	h	jbimqmdev	̀ab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	phx	gbtubqf	fab	klebg	fd	hufadgm�b	gbfbefmde	ds	quia	zbgqdeq	hf	fab	klebg�q	byzbeqbvI	JKL}L�	�s	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	gbtubqfq	h	zhgfx	fd	zgdnmjb	h	gbqzdeqb	fd	h	cohmp	dg	fd	sugemqa	hjjmfmdeho	quzzdgfmer	jhfh{	quia	zhgfx	qahoo	gbqzdej{	lmfame	fbe	jhxq	hsfbg	gbibmzf	ds	fab	gbtubqf{	hej	qahoo	bmfabg	���	zgdnmjb	h	gbqzdeqb	de	fab	gbtubqfbj	quzzdgfmer	jhfh{	���	hjnmqb	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	labe	fab	gbqzdeqb	dg	quzzdgfmer	jhfh	lmoo	wb	sugemqabj{	dg	���	hjnmqb	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	fahf	ed	quzzdgfmer	jhfh	lmoo	wb	sugemqabjv	�zde	gbibmzf	ds	fab	gbqzdeqb	dg	quzzdgfmer	jhfh{	ms	hex{	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	lmoo	bmfabg	gb�bif	dg	hzzgdnb	fab	cohmp	me	ladob	dg	me	zhgfvI	JKL}LK	̀ab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	lmoo	gbejbg	he	memfmho	jbimqmde	hzzgdnmer	dg	gb�bifmer	fab	cohmp{	dg	mejmihfmer	fahf	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg	mq	uehwob	fd	gbqdonb	fab	cohmpv	̀amq	memfmho	jbimqmde	qahoo	���	wb	me	lgmfmer|	���	qfhfb	fab	gbhqdeq	fabgbsdg|	hej	���	edfmsx	fab	zhgfmbq	hej	fab	�giamfbif{	ms	fab	�giamfbif	mq	edf	qbgnmer	hq	fab	�emfmho	�bimqmde	�h�bg{	ds	hex	iaherb	me	fab	cdefghif	�up	dg	cdefghif	̀mpb	dg	wdfav	̀ab	memfmho	jbimqmde	qahoo	wb	smeho	hej	wmejmer	de	fab	zhgfmbq	wuf	quw�bif	fd	pbjmhfmde	hej{	ms	fab	zhgfmbq	shmo	fd	gbqdonb	fabmg	jmqzufb	fagdura	pbjmhfmde{	fd	wmejmer	jmqzufb	gbqdoufmdevI	JKL}L�	�mfabg	zhgfx	phx	smob	sdg	pbjmhfmde	ds	he	memfmho	jbimqmde	hf	hex	fmpb{	quw�bif	fd	fab	fbgpq	ds	�bifmde	��v�v�v�vI	JKL}L�LJ	�mfabg	zhgfx	phx{	lmfame	��	jhxq	sgdp	fab	jhfb	ds	gbibmzf	ds	he	memfmho	jbimqmde{	jbphej	me	lgmfmer	fahf	fab	dfabg	zhgfx	smob	sdg	pbjmhfmdev	�s	quia	h	jbphej	mq	phjb	hej	fab	zhgfx	gbibmnmer	fab	jbphej	shmoq	fd	smob	sdg	pbjmhfmde	lmfame	��	jhxq	hsfbg	gbibmzf	fabgbds{	fabe	wdfa	zhgfmbq	lhmnb	fabmg	gmrafq	fd	pbjmhfb	dg	zugqub	wmejmer	jmqzufb	gbqdoufmde	zgdibbjmerq	lmfa	gbqzbif	fd	fab	memfmho	jbimqmdev
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I	JKLMLN	OP	QRS	STSPQ	UV	W	XYWZ[	W\WZP]Q	QRS	XUPQ̂W_QÛ̀	QRS	abPŜ	[Wc̀	deQ	Z]	PUQ	UdYZ\WQSf	QÙ	PUQZVc	QRS	]êSQc̀	ZV	WPc̀	UV	QRS	PWQêS	WPf	W[UePQ	UV	QRS	XYWZ[g	OV	QRS	XYWZ[	̂SYWQS]	QU	W	hU]]ZdZYZQc	UV	W	XUPQ̂W_QÛi]	fSVWeYQ̀	QRS	abPŜ	[Wc̀	deQ	Z]	PUQ	UdYZ\WQSf	QÙ	PUQZVc	QRS	]êSQc	WPf	̂SjeS]Q	QRS	]êSQci]	W]]Z]QWP_S	ZP	̂S]UYTZP\	QRS	_UPQ̂UTŜ]cgI	JKLMLk	OV	W	XYWZ[	̂SYWQS]	QU	Û	Z]	QRS	]edlS_Q	UV	W	[S_RWPZ_i]	YZSP̀	QRS	hŴQc	W]]ŜQZP\	]e_R	XYWZ[	[Wc	ĥU_SSf	ZP	W__ÛfWP_S	bZQR	WhhYZ_WdYS	YWb	QU	_U[hYc	bZQR	QRS	YZSP	PUQZ_S	Û	VZYZP\	fSWfYZPS]gI	JKLm	nopqrsqtuI	JKLmLJ	XYWZ[]̀	fZ]heQS]̀	Û	UQRŜ	[WQQŜ]	ZP	_UPQ̂UTŜ]c	ŴZ]ZP\	UeQ	UV	Û	̂SYWQSf	QU	QRS	XUPQ̂W_Q̀	Sv_ShQ	QRU]S	bWZTSf	W]	ĥUTZfSf	VÛ	ZP	wS_QZUP]	xgyzg{̀	xgyzg|̀	WPf	y|gyg}̀	]RWYY	dS	]edlS_Q	QU	[SfZWQZUP	W]	W	_UPfZQZUP	ĥS_SfSPQ	QU	dZPfZP\	fZ]heQS	̂S]UYeQZUPgI	JKLmLM	~RS	hŴQZS]	]RWYY	SPfSWTÛ	QU	̂S]UYTS	QRSẐ	XYWZ[]	dc	[SfZWQZUP	bRZ_R̀	ePYS]]	QRS	hŴQZS]	[eQeWYYc	W\̂SS	UQRŜbZ]S̀	]RWYY	dS	Wf[ZPZ]QŜSf	dc	QRS	�[ŜZ_WP	�̂dZQ̂WQZUP	�]]U_ZWQZUP	ZP	W__ÛfWP_S	bZQR	ZQ]	XUP]Q̂e_QZUP	OPfe]Q̂c	�SfZWQZUP	�̂U_SfêS]	ZP	SVVS_Q	UP	QRS	fWQS	UV	QRS	�\̂SS[SPQg	�	̂SjeS]Q	VÛ	[SfZWQZUP	]RWYY	dS	[WfS	ZP	b̂ZQZP\̀	fSYZTŜSf	QU	QRS	UQRŜ	hŴQc	QU	QRS	XUPQ̂W_Q̀	WPf	VZYSf	bZQR	QRS	hŜ]UP	Û	SPQZQc	Wf[ZPZ]QŜZP\	QRS	[SfZWQZUPg	~RS	ŜjeS]Q	[Wc	dS	[WfS	_UP_ê̂SPQYc	bZQR	QRS	VZYZP\	UV	dZPfZP\	fZ]heQS	̂S]UYeQZUP	ĥU_SSfZP\]	deQ̀	ZP	]e_R	STSPQ̀	[SfZWQZUP	]RWYY	ĥU_SSf	ZP	WfTWP_S	UV	dZPfZP\	fZ]heQS	̂S]UYeQZUP	ĥU_SSfZP\]̀	bRZ_R	]RWYY	dS	]QWcSf	hSPfZP\	[SfZWQZUP	VÛ	W	hŜZUf	UV	�z	fWc]	V̂U[	QRS	fWQS	UV	VZYZP\̀	ePYS]]	]QWcSf	VÛ	W	YUP\Ŝ	hŜZUf	dc	W\̂SS[SPQ	UV	QRS	hŴQZS]	Û	_UêQ	ÛfŜg	OV	WP	ŴdZQ̂WQZUP	Z]	]QWcSf	hê]eWPQ	QU	QRZ]	wS_QZUP	y|g�g�̀	QRS	hŴQZS]	[Wc	PUPSQRSYS]]	ĥU_SSf	QU	QRS	]SYS_QZUP	UV	QRS	ŴdZQ̂WQÛ�]�	WPf	W\̂SS	ehUP	W	]_RSfeYS	VÛ	YWQŜ	ĥU_SSfZP\]gI	JKLmLm	�ZQRŜ	hŴQc	[Wc̀	bZQRZP	�z	fWc]	V̂U[	QRS	fWQS	QRWQ	[SfZWQZUP	RW]	dSSP	_UP_YefSf	bZQRUeQ	̂S]UYeQZUP	UV	QRS	fZ]heQS	Û	�z	fWc]	WVQŜ	[SfZWQZUP	RW]	dSSP	fS[WPfSf	bZQRUeQ	̂S]UYeQZUP	UV	QRS	fZ]heQS̀	fS[WPf	ZP	b̂ZQZP\	QRWQ	QRS	UQRŜ	hŴQc	VZYS	VÛ	dZPfZP\	fZ]heQS	̂S]UYeQZUPg		OV	]e_R	W	fS[WPf	Z]	[WfS	WPf	QRS	hŴQc	̂S_SZTZP\	QRS	fS[WPf	VWZY]	QU	VZYS	VÛ	dZPfZP\	fZ]heQS	̂S]UYeQZUP	bZQRZP	�z	fWc]	WVQŜ	̂S_SZhQ	QRŜSUV̀	QRSP	dUQR	hŴQZS]	bWZTS	QRSẐ	̂Z\RQ]	QU	dZPfZP\	fZ]heQS	̂S]UYeQZUP	ĥU_SSfZP\]	bZQR	̂S]hS_Q	QU	QRS	ZPZQZWY	fS_Z]ZUPgI	JKLmL�	~RS	hŴQZS]	]RWYY	]RŴS	QRS	[SfZWQÛi]	VSS	WPf	WPc	VZYZP\	VSS]	SjeWYYcg	~RS	[SfZWQZUP	]RWYY	dS	RSYf	ZP	QRS	hYW_S	bRŜS	QRS	�̂UlS_Q	Z]	YU_WQSf̀	ePYS]]	WPUQRŜ	YU_WQZUP	Z]	[eQeWYYc	W\̂SSf	ehUPg	�\̂SS[SPQ]	̂SW_RSf	ZP	[SfZWQZUP	]RWYY	dS	SPVÛ_SWdYS	W]	]SQQYS[SPQ	W\̂SS[SPQ]	ZP	WPc	_UêQ	RWTZP\	lêZ]fZ_QZUP	QRŜSUVgI	JKL�	���qs�rsqtuI	JKL�LJ	OV	QRS	hŴQZS]	RWTS	]SYS_QSf	ŴdZQ̂WQZUP	W]	QRS	[SQRUf	VÛ	dZPfZP\	fZ]heQS	̂S]UYeQZUP	ZP	QRS	�\̂SS[SPQ̀	WPc	XYWZ[	]edlS_Q	QÙ	deQ	PUQ	̂S]UYTSf	dc̀	[SfZWQZUP	]RWYY	dS	]edlS_Q	QU	ŴdZQ̂WQZUP	bRZ_R̀	ePYS]]	QRS	hŴQZS]	[eQeWYYc	W\̂SS	UQRŜbZ]S̀	]RWYY	dS	Wf[ZPZ]QŜSf	dc	QRS	�[ŜZ_WP	�̂dZQ̂WQZUP	�]]U_ZWQZUP	ZP	W__ÛfWP_S	bZQR	ZQ]	XUP]Q̂e_QZUP	OPfe]Q̂c	�̂dZQ̂WQZUP	�eYS]	ZP	SVVS_Q	UP	QRS	fWQS	UV	QRS	�\̂SS[SPQg	~RS	�̂dZQ̂WQZUP	]RWYY	dS	_UPfe_QSf	ZP	QRS	hYW_S	bRŜS	QRS	�̂UlS_Q	Z]	YU_WQSf̀	ePYS]]	WPUQRŜ	YU_WQZUP	Z]	[eQeWYYc	W\̂SSf	ehUPg	�	fS[WPf	VÛ	ŴdZQ̂WQZUP	]RWYY	dS	[WfS	ZP	b̂ZQZP\̀	fSYZTŜSf	QU	QRS	UQRŜ	hŴQc	QU	QRS	XUPQ̂W_Q̀	WPf	VZYSf	bZQR	QRS	hŜ]UP	Û	SPQZQc	Wf[ZPZ]QŜZP\	QRS	ŴdZQ̂WQZUPg	~RS	hŴQc	VZYZP\	W	PUQZ_S	UV	fS[WPf	VÛ	ŴdZQ̂WQZUP	[e]Q	W]]ŜQ	ZP	QRS	fS[WPf	WYY	XYWZ[]	QRSP	�PUbP	QU	QRWQ	hŴQc	UP	bRZ_R	ŴdZQ̂WQZUP	Z]	hŜ[ZQQSf	QU	dS	fS[WPfSfgI	JKL�LJLJ	�	fS[WPf	VÛ	ŴdZQ̂WQZUP	]RWYY	dS	[WfS	PU	SŴYZŜ	QRWP	_UP_ê̂SPQYc	bZQR	QRS	VZYZP\	UV	W	̂SjeS]Q	VÛ	[SfZWQZUP̀	deQ	ZP	PU	STSPQ	]RWYY	ZQ	dS	[WfS	WVQŜ	QRS	fWQS	bRSP	QRS	ZP]QZQeQZUP	UV	YS\WY	Û	SjeZQWdYS	ĥU_SSfZP\]	dW]Sf	UP	QRS	XYWZ[	bUeYf	dS	dŴ̂Sf	dc	QRS	WhhYZ_WdYS	]QWQeQS	UV	YZ[ZQWQZUP]g	�Û	]QWQeQS	UV	YZ[ZQWQZUP]	hêhU]S]̀	̂S_SZhQ	UV	W	b̂ZQQSP	fS[WPf	VÛ	ŴdZQ̂WQZUP	dc	QRS	hŜ]UP	Û	SPQZQc	Wf[ZPZ]QŜZP\	QRS	ŴdZQ̂WQZUP	]RWYY	_UP]QZQeQS	QRS	ZP]QZQeQZUP	UV	YS\WY	Û	SjeZQWdYS	ĥU_SSfZP\]	dW]Sf	UP	QRS	XYWZ[gI	JKL�LM	~RS	WbŴf	̂SPfŜSf	dc	QRS	ŴdZQ̂WQÛ	Û	ŴdZQ̂WQÛ]	]RWYY	dS	VZPWỲ	WPf	lef\[SPQ	[Wc	dS	SPQŜSf	ehUP	ZQ	ZP	W__ÛfWP_S	bZQR	WhhYZ_WdYS	YWb	ZP	WPc	_UêQ	RWTZP\	lêZ]fZ_QZUP	QRŜSUVgI	JKL�Lm	~RS	VÛS\UZP\	W\̂SS[SPQ	QU	ŴdZQ̂WQS	WPf	UQRŜ	W\̂SS[SPQ]	QU	ŴdZQ̂WQS	bZQR	WP	WffZQZUPWY	hŜ]UP	Û	SPQZQc	feYc	_UP]SPQSf	QU	dc	hŴQZS]	QU	QRS	�\̂SS[SPQ̀	]RWYY	dS	]hS_ZVZ_WYYc	SPVÛ_SWdYS	ePfŜ	WhhYZ_WdYS	YWb	ZP	WPc	_UêQ	RWTZP\	lêZ]fZ_QZUP	QRŜSUVg
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SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS 
 
GENERAL 
 
A. The following supplements modify the "General Conditions of the Contract for Construction", AIA 

Document A201, 2017 Edition, Electronic Format. 
 
B. Where a portion of the General Conditions is modified or deleted by these Supplementary 

Conditions, the unaltered portions of the General Conditions shall remain in effect. 
 
ARTICLE 1 - GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 
1.2   CORRELATION AND INTENT OF THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS 
 
Add the following to Subparagraph 1.2.1: 
 

". . . In the event of conflicts or discrepancies among the Contract Documents, interpretations will 
be based on the following priorities. 

 
.1 The Agreement. 
.2 Addenda, with those of later date having precedence over those of earlier date. 
.3 The Supplementary Conditions. 
.4 The General Conditions of the Contract for Construction. 
.5 Drawings and Specifications. 

 
In the case of an inconsistency between Drawings and Specifications or within either 
Document not clarified by addendum, provide the material, equipment or system, as directed 
by the Architect." 

 
Add the following Subparagraph to Paragraph 1.2: 
 

"1.2.4  The Sections of Division 1 - General Requirements of the Specifications govern the execution 
of work of all Sections of the Specifications." 

 
1.5   OWNERSHIP AND USE OF DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS 
OF SERVICE. 
 
Add the following subparagraph to Paragraph 1.5.1: 
 

“1.5.1.1   The Contractor may obtain electronic copies of the Drawings for their use, only for this 
project.  In accepting and utilizing any drawings or other data on any form of electronic media 
generated and provided by the Architect, the Owner and its agents covenant and agree that all such 
drawings and data are instruments of service of the Architect, who shall be deemed the author of the 
drawings and data, and shall retain the common law, statutory law and other rights, including 
copyrights.  The Owner and it’s agents further agree not to use these drawings and data, in whole or 
in part for any purpose or project other than the project indicated.  The Owner and it’s agents agrees 
to waive all claims against the Architect, resulting in damage, liability or costs, or loss of any kind, 
from any unauthorized changes or reuse of the drawings and data for this project or any other project, 
by anyone other than the Architect.  In addition, the Owner and it’s agents agrees to the fullest extent 
permitted by law to indemnify and hold the Architect harmless from any damage, liability or costs, 
including reasonable attorneys fees and costs of defense arising from any changes made by anyone 
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other than the Architect or from any reuse of the drawings and data without prior written consent of 
the Architect. 

 
The cost of providing electronic drawings for this project is $1,000.00." 

 
 
ARTICLE 2 - OWNER 
 
2.2   INFORMATION AND SERVICES REQUIRED OF THE OWNER 
 
Add the following Clause to Subparagraph 2.2.3: 
 

"2.2.4.1  Data concerning site, size, access to site, staging and storing, present obstructions on or near 
the site, conditions of existing adjacent structures, locations and depths of sewers, conduits or pipes, 
gas lines, position of sidewalks, curbs and pavements, and other data concerning site conditions, has 
been obtained from sources Owner believes reliable.  Accuracy of such data, however, is not 
guaranteed and is furnished solely for accommodation of Contractor.  Use of such data is made at 
Contractor's sole risk and expense." 

 
 
ARTICLE 3 - CONTRACTOR 
 
3.4   LABOR AND MATERIALS 
 
Delete Subparagraph 3.4.2 and substitute the following Subparagraphs: 
 

"3.4.2  After the Contract has been executed, the Architect will consider a formal request for the 
substitution of products in place of those specified only under the conditions set forth in the 
General Requirements, Division 1 of the Specifications.  By making requests for substitutions, the 
Contractor: 

 
3.4.2.1  represents that the Contractor has personally investigated the proposed substitute product 
and determined that it is equal or superior in all respects to that specified; 
3.4.2.2  represents that the Contractor will provide the same warranty for the substitution that the 
Contractor would for that specified; 
3.4.2.3  certifies that the cost data presented is complete and includes all related costs under this 
Contract except the Architect's redesign costs, and waives all claims for additional costs related to 
the substitution which subsequently become apparent; and 
3.4.2.4  shall coordinate the installation of the accepted substitution, making such changes as may 
be required for the Work to be complete in all respects. 
3.4.4.4 shall make requests for substitutions within 45 days of execution of contract.” 

 
3.5   WARRANTY 
 
Add the following Subparagraphs to 3.5: 
 

“3.5.3 The Contractor shall submit, prior to the first Application for Payment, the Contractor’s 
Construction Schedule. 
3.5.4 The Contractor shall submit, prior to the Application for Payment of that item, statements 
from materials and systems manufacturer’s, that the materials and systems manufacturer’s accept 
the conditions and requirements for warranties for their product or system.  Failure to submit 
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manufacturer’s acceptance to special conditions and requirements, approval for payment for 
materials or system, including labor to install, will be withheld.  

 
3.5.5  Contractor shall obtain written warranty from manufacturer and installer and deliver it to 
Architect no later that the time at which the work covered by the warranty is delivered and 
installed. 

 
3.5.6  Unless otherwise specified, the Contractor shall warrant (guaranty) all work against defects 
resulting from the use of material, workmanship, or equipment which is inferior, defective or not in 
accordance with the terms of the Contract.  This warranty shall be in effect for one year from the 
date of issuance of the Certificate of Substantial Completion for the Project or designated portions 
thereof and shall be in addition to, and not a substitute for, any other rights of Owner under the 
Contract Documents or existing in law." 

 
3.6   TAXES 
 
Add the following to end of Subparagraph 3.6.1: 
 

". . . The Contractor shall include no amount for State Sales Tax on products which are 
permanently installed or placed in this Project.  The Owner will furnish tax exemption number." 

 
3.7   PERMITS, FEES, AND NOTICES 
 
Add the following to end of Subparagraph 3.7.1: 
 

". . . The City of East Providence will waive its fees for the permits and inspections necessary for 
the proper execution and completion of the Work." 

 
3.8   ALLOWANCES 
 
Delete the last word “and” and the semicolon, and add the following to the end of Subparagraph 3.8.2.2 
after the word “following”: 
 

". . . except when installation is specified as part of the allowance in the General Requirements, 
Division 1, of the Specifications; and" 

 
3.17  ROYALTIES, PATENTS AND COPYRIGHTS 
Add the following to the end of Subparagraph 3.17: 
 

". . . In the event of legal action arising out of such infringement for which the Contractor is 
responsible and which action has the effect of stopping the Work, the Owner may require the 
Contractor to substitute other products of like kind as will make it possible to pursue and complete 
the Work.  Costs and expenses caused thereby shall be borne by the Contractor." 

 
 
ARTICLE 4 - ARCHITECT 
 
4.2   ADMINISTRATION OF THE CONTRACT 
 
Add the following Clause to Subparagraph 4.2.2: 
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"4.2.2.1  Where it is stated in the Documents that the Contractor shall pay for services of the 
Architect, such payment shall be at a rate of two and one half (2.5) times the Architect's Direct 
Personnel Expense plus any expenses incurred in providing such services.  Direct Personnel 
Expense is defined as the direct salaries of the Architect's personnel engaged on the Project and the 
portion of the cost of their mandatory and customary contributions and benefits related thereto, 
such as employment taxes and other statutory employee benefits, insurance, sick leave, holidays, 
vacations, pensions and similar contributions and benefits." 

 
Delete Subparagraph 4.2.10 and substitute the following: 
 

"4.2.10  A Project Representative may be provided at the site by the Architect.  The Project 
Representative's duties, responsibilities and limitations of authority are as set forth in AIA 
Document B352, Duties, Responsibilities and Limitations of Authority of the Project 
Representative." 

 
 
ARTICLE 5 - SUBCONTRACTORS 
 
5.2  AWARD OF SUBCONTRACTS AND OTHER CONTRACTS FOR PORTIONS OF THE 
WORK 
 
Add the following sub-subparagraph to Subparagraph 5.2.1: 
 

"5.2.1.1  To facilitate and expedite the investigations of proposed Subcontractors, Sub-
subcontractors, fabricators and suppliers of materials and equipment, the Contractor, at the request 
of the Owner, shall submit a statement in writing in sufficient detail to establish that each has the 
capability, experience, reliability and uncommitted productive capacity to carry out the Work to be 
performed pursuant to each such proposed subcontract, sub-subcontract or procurement contract, in 
a manner consistent with the requirement of this Contract for Construction.  All such submittals 
shall include a fully detailed analysis of principal personnel and organization, financial condition, 
construction plant, equipment and facilities.  Submit a completed AIA Document A305, 
Contractors Qualification Statement” from each subcontractor, and sub-subcontractor. 

 
 
ARTICLE 6 - CONSTRUCTION BY OWNER OR BY SEPARATE CONTRACTORS 
 
6.2   MUTUAL RESPONSIBILITY 
Add the following Clause to Subparagraph 6.2.3: 
 

"6.2.3.1  If a separate contractor sues or initiates an arbitration proceeding against the Owner on 
account of any damage alleged to have been caused by the Contractor, the Owner shall notify the 
Contractor who shall defend such proceedings at the Contractor's expense, and if any judgement or 
award against the Owner arises therefrom the Contractor shall pay or satisfy it and shall reimburse 
the Owner for all attorney's fees and court or arbitration costs which the Owner has incurred." 

 
 
ARTICLE 7 - CHANGES IN THE WORK 
 
7.1   GENERAL 
 
Add the following to end of Subparagraph 7.1.1: 
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". . . The Contractor's proposal for a change in the Work shall be itemized completely and shall 
include material costs and quantities; labor wages, time, insurance and pensions; equipment rental, 
other than small tools.  There shall be no extension in the Contract time unless the Contractor can 
effectively demonstrate that the work delayed is on the critical path of the Project Schedule." 

 
7.2   CHANGE ORDERS 
 
Add the following paragraph to Paragraph 7.2: 
 

“7.2.2  “The Contractor's proposal for a change in the Work shall be completely itemized and shall 
include material costs and quantities; labor wages, time, insurance and pensions; and equipment 
rental, other than small tools.  Additional material, labor, equipment, overhead and profit or other 
items not originally included with the Contractor’s Proposal shall not be reviewed by the Architect 
nor accepted by the Owner after the Proposal has been accepted and a Change Order issued for the 
Work. There shall be no extension in the Contract time unless the Contractor can effectively 
demonstrate that the scope of work included in the Change has a quantifiable effect (either 
positively or negatively) on the critical path of the Project Schedule. 

 
1)  The Change Order will include all of the costs associated with the change in the Work 
and will include the following language on the Change Order form: 

 
‘THE CONTRACTOR AGREES THAT THIS CHANGE ORDER ADJUSTS THE 
CONTRACT PRICE AND TIME TO REFLECT FAIRLY ALL OVERHEAD, 
PROFIT, CHARGES, COSTS, EXPENSES, DELAYS, DAMAGES AND OTHER 
PAYMENTS THAT MAY BE CLAIMED DUE AND OWING TO THE 
CONTRACTOR AS OF THE ABOVE STATED DATE, AND AGREES THAT THE 
ACCEPTANCE OF THIS CHANGE ORDER BY THE OWNER SHALL 
CONSTITUTE A COMPLETE AND FINAL ACCORD AND SETTLEMENT OF 
CONTRACTOR’S CLAIM AGAINST THE OWNER ON ACCOUNT OF THIS OR 
ANY PRIOR CHANGE IN THE WORK.’” 

 
7.3   CONSTRUCTION CHANGE DIRECTIVES 
 
Add the following Subparagraph and Clauses to Paragraph 7.3: 
 

"7.3.11  In Subparagraph 7.3.7, the “reasonable amount” for the combined overhead and profit 
included in the total cost to the Owner for a change in the Work shall be based on the following 
schedule: 

 
 7.3.11.1  For the Contractor, for work performed by the Contractor's own forces:  15 percent of the 
net cost. 
 7.3.11.2  For the Contractor, for work performed by one or more Subcontractors:  10 percent of the 
combined net cost of additions and deductions of the Subcontractors. 
 7.3.11.3  For each Subcontractor, for Work performed by the Subcontractor or his Sub-
subcontractors: 15 percent of the combined net cost of their Work. 
 7.3.11.4  In any event, the total allowance for overhead and profit for a Change in the Work shall 
not exceed 25 percent of the net cost of the Work. 
 7.3.11.5  For a Change in the Work resulting in a net deduction in costs, there shall be no 
allowance for overhead and profit. 
 7.3.11.6  Cost to which overhead and profit is to be applied shall be determined in accordance with 
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Subparagraph 7.3.3. 
 7.3.11.7  Proposals, except those so minor that their propriety can be seen by inspection, shall be 
accompanied by a complete itemization of costs including labor, materials and Subcontracts.  
Labor and materials shall be itemized in the manner prescribed above.  Include invoices and 
quotations from material suppliers.  Where major cost items are Subcontracts, they shall be 
itemized also.  In no case will a change involving over $500 be approved without such 
itemization." 

 
 
ARTICLE 8 - TIME 
 
8.2   PROGRESS AND COMPLETION 
 
Add the following Subparagraph to Paragraph 8.2: 
 

"8.2.4  Except in the event of emergency, no substantial field operations shall be performed outside 
of regular working hours without the prior approval of the Architect and the Owner.  The 
Contractor shall not be entitled to additional compensation for work performed outside of regular 
working hours." 

 
8.3   DELAYS AND EXTENSIONS OF TIME 
 
Add the following Clauses to Subparagraph 8.3.2: 
 

"8.3.2.1  Claims of delay and requests for extension of time shall set forth in detail the 
circumstances of such claim, the dates upon which claimed delay began and ended, and the number 
of days' extension of time requested.  The Contractor shall provide supporting documentation as the 
Architect may require, including a revised Construction Schedule indicating the effect of the 
circumstances which form the basis for the claim. 
 8.3.2.2  The Contractor shall not be entitled to an extension of time for each and every one of a 
number of causes which have a concurrent and interrelated effect on the progress of the Work. 
 8.3.2.3  Claims for extension of time arising out of authorized changes in the Work shall be made 
in writing prior to or concurrent with the submission of the Contractor's proposal for such change.  
No extension of time arising out of changes in the Work will be granted after the date upon which 
the Contractor is authorized to proceed with such change unless specific provision for an extension 
of time has been incorporated in the authorization. 
 8.3.2.4  Any additional cost to the Contractor arising from such change shall be included in the 
amended Contract Sum set forth in such Change Order.  No claim for damages for delay, arising 
from such change in the Work, shall be recognized or be deemed valid." 

 
Add the following Clause to Subparagraph 8.3.3: 
 

"8.3.3.1  Extension of the Contract Time shall be the Contractor's sole and exclusive remedy for 
delay of any kind.  The Contractor expressly waives any and all right to claim damages for any 
delay." 
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ARTICLE 9 - PAYMENTS AND COMPLETION 
 
9.3   APPLICATIONS FOR PAYMENT 
 
Add the following sentence to the end of Subparagraph 9.3.1: 
 

". . . Form of Application for Payment shall be a notarized AIA Document G702, Application and 
Certificate for Payment, supported with AIA Document G703, Continuation Sheet." 

 
Add the following Subparagraph and Clause to Subparagraph 9.3.1: 
 

"9.3.1.3  During progress of the Work the Owner will pay Contractor 95 percent of the total 
amount of each payment due.  The remaining 5 percent will be retained by the Owner until the 
Work is completed and accepted in accordance with the Contract Documents.   

 
9.3.1.3.1  Retainage for phased work will be paid to the Contractor by the Owner at the completion 
of the phased of work.  Fulfillment of requirements shall be completed in the same manner as if 
phasing were not included in this Work." 

 
Delete the first two sentences of Subparagraph 9.3.2 and substitute the following: 
 

"Unless otherwise specifically approved, the Owner will pay only for material and equipment 
delivered and incorporated in the Work.  If approved in advance by the Owner, payment may be 
similarly made for material and equipment suitably stored on site or off site at a location agreed 
upon in writing." 

 
Add the following Clauses to Subparagraph 9.3.2: 
 

"9.3.2.1  In addition, for consideration of payment for stored products: 
 

(a)  Storage shall be agreed upon in advance, prior to shipment. 
(b)  Location of storage shall be agreed upon in advance. 
(c)  Contractor shall be responsible for, and pay costs of, the verification and 
inspection of storage. 
(d) Insurance certificate required for stored items. 
(e) Bill of sale from supplier to verify transfer of goods to the Owner. 

 
 9.3.2.2  Schedule of Values and Construction Schedule will be considered in decision on any 
specific request for payment for storage. 
 9.3.2.3  Payment for material and equipment delivered and stored shall not relieve Contractor of 
responsibility for furnishing equipment and material required for the Work in the same manner as if 
such payment were not made." 

 
Add the following Clause to 9.3.3: 
 

“9.3.3.1 The Contractor shall submit, with each Application for Payment, lien waivers, for the 
Contractor, subcontractors, material suppliers and other persons or entities which are due payment 
based on the previous Application for Payment.” 
9.3.3.2. At the completion of the Work and prior to submission of the final Application for 
Payment, the Contractor shall certify that the Work is complete and in accordance with the 
Contract Document and approved Shop Drawings.  Certificate for Payment may be adjusted if the 
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aggregate amount of lien waiver amounts do not agree with previous Application for Payment 
amounts.” 

 
Add the following Subparagraph and Clauses to 9.3: 
 

"9.3.4  If payment for stored products is approved, Contractor shall furnish with Application for 
Payment an invoice establishing value of material and equipment stored along with a statement of 
amount to be paid vendor. 

 
 9.3.4.1  Such stored items are subject to prior approval for storage and to inspection by Architect 
and Owner before payment is recommended. 
 9.3.4.2  Contractor shall give Owner Certificates of Insurance in accordance with Contract 
Documents for the full value of the items stored.  Insurance to be maintained until items are 
incorporated in the Work." 

 
9.6   PROGRESS PAYMENTS 
 
Add the following Clause to Subparagraph 9.6.2: 
 

"9.6.2.1  Contractor shall furnish with Application for Payment satisfactory evidence of payment to 
vendors of products placed in approved storage.  This shall be done within 30 days after date of 
progress payment which includes payment for such stored items.  Satisfactory evidence of payment 
shall be one of the following: 

 
(a)  Contractor's canceled check in correct amount with identification of invoices paid. 
(b) Fully executed Lien Waiver." 

 
9.7   FAILURE OF PAYMENT 
 
Add the following Subparagraph to Paragraph 9.7: 
 

"9.7.1  If Contractor, in Application for Payment, does not submit evidence of payment to vendor 
for material and equipment stored, the Architect will recommend deduction of the amount 
previously allowed for the items stored from the current or subsequent Application for Payment." 

 
ARTICLE 10 - PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY 
 
10.2  SAFETY OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY 
 
Add the following Clauses to Subparagraph 10.2.4: 
 

"10.2.4.1  When there are indications that the use of explosives or other hazardous materials, 
equipment or unusual methods is necessary, the Contractor shall give the Owner reasonable 
advance notice of the conditions. 
 10.2.4.2  The Contractor shall be solely responsible for the handling, storage, and use of explosive 
or other hazardous materials when their use is permitted. 
 10.2.4.3  The Contractor shall not bring explosives onto the site or use in the Work without the 
prior written permission of the Architect.  For such use, the Contractor shall obtain necessary 
permits with copies to the Architect.  Contractor shall furnish Owner and Architect with certificates 
indicating proper and adequate insurance." 
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10.3 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
 
Add the following Subparagraph to 10.3: 
 

"10.3.7  The Contractor, when providing, using, storing, delivering or disposing of any toxic, 
hazardous or potentially dangerous materials, shall advise the Owner, in writing, of the condition of 
such hazardous materials in advance of conducting any Work and is responsible for protecting his 
own employees, those of the Owner, and all agents from the hazards associated with such 
materials.  The Contractor shall furnish written directions, precautions, or training, provided or 
made available from the supplier of the materials, or other acceptable source, for use by all persons 
who may be subject to the hazard.  The Contractor shall comply with all applicable regulations and 
laws.  The Contractor shall dispose of any hazardous or toxic substances in accordance with all 
applicable regulations or laws, including E.P.A and D.O.T., and shall provide the Owner with the 
appropriate generator E.P.A. number.  The Contractor shall perform all required procedures  
necessary to insure that there will be no discharge, spillage, uncontrolled loss, seepage or filtration 
of any hazardous or toxic waste on the site caused by his operations.  Contractor is responsible for 
any and all costs and liabilities associated with the clean-up of any such spillage, etc., or as 
required by regulating authorities having jurisdiction, and holds the Owner and its agents, harmless 
against any current or future liabilities resulting from such incidents. 

 
10.3.8  All material and equipment furnished under the Contract shall be free of asbestos and 
polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB).  Any material or equipment containing these hazardous materials 
shall be considered defective and shall be removed by the Contractor at his own expense." 

 
10.4  EMERGENCIES 
 
Add the following Subparagraph to 10.4: 
 

"10.4.1  The Contractor shall promptly notify insurers as applicable, the Architect and the Owner 
of the nature of the emergency.  Immediately thereafter, the Contractor shall submit to the 
Architect a written report including description of circumstances of the emergency and details of 
actions taken." 

 
 
ARTICLE 11 - INSURANCE AND BONDS 
 
11.1  CONTRACTOR'S LIABILITY INSURANCE 
 
Add the following Clause to Subparagraph 11.1.1: 
 

"11.1.1.1  The Contractor shall  provide Liability Insurance covering all major divisions of 
coverage and be on a comprehensive basis.  Insurance coverage and limits will be provided by the 
Owner.   

 
Add the following Clause to Subparagraph 11.1: 
 
11.1.5   OTHER REQUIREMENTS RELATED TO BONDS AND INSURANCE 
 

1. The Owner and its employees and agents, the Architect and its employees and agents and the 
Architect's consultants and its employees and agents, shall be indemnified and shall be 
named additional insured's on the Contractor's General Liability Insurance policy." 
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Add the following Clauses to Subparagraph 11.1.2: 
 

"11.1.2.1  The Contractor shall furnish bonds covering faithful performance of the Contract and 
payment of obligations arising thereunder.  Bonds may be obtained through the Contractor's usual 
source and the cost thereof shall be included in the Contract Sum.  The amount of each bond shall 
be equal to 100 percent of the Contract Sum. 
 11.1.2.2  The Contractor shall deliver the required bonds to the Owner not later than three days 
following the date the Agreement is entered into, or if the Work is to be commenced prior thereto 
in response to a letter of intent, the Contractor shall, prior to the commencement of the Work, 
submit evidence satisfactory to the Owner that such bonds will be furnished. 
 11.1.2.3  The Contractor shall require the attorney-in-fact who executes the required bonds on 
behalf of the surety to affix thereto a certified and current copy of the power of attorney." 

 
 
ARTICLE 13 - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
 
13.5  TESTS AND INSPECTIONS 
 
Add the following Clause to Subparagraph 13.5.3: 
 

"13.4.3.1  If Architect's observation or if inspection or testing undertaken pursuant to this 
Paragraph reveals that in any one of a number of identical or similar elements, incorporated in the 
Work, fails to comply with the regulations or orders of any public authority having jurisdiction, the 
Architect will have the authority to order inspection and testing of any or all such representative 
elements as he may consider necessary.  The Contractor shall bear costs of testing, correction of the 
Work and the Architect's additional services made necessary thereby." 

 
Add the following new Paragraph 13.8 to Article 13: 
 
 "13.6  EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
 

 13.8.1  The Contractor shall maintain policies of employment as follows: 
 

13.8.1.1  The Contractor and the Contractor's Subcontractors shall not discriminate against 
any employee or applicant for employment because of race, religion, color, sex or national 
origin.  The Contractor shall take affirmative action to insure that applicants are employed, 
and that employees are treated during employment without regard to their race, religion, 
color, sex or national origin.  Such action shall include, but not be limited to, the following:  
employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer, recruitment or recruitment advertising, layoff 
or termination, rates of pay or other forms of compensation, and selection for training, 
including apprenticeship.  The Contractor agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to 
employees and applicants for employment, notices setting forth the policies of non-
discrimination. 

 
13.8.1.2.1 The Contractor shall also comply with all local, county, state, and federal 
regulations regarding non-discrimination in the workplace. 

 
13.8.1.2  The Contractor and the Contractor's Subcontractors shall, in all solicitations or 
advertisements for employees placed by them or on their behalf, state that all qualified 
applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, religion, color, 
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sex or national origin." 
 
 
ARTICLE 15   CLAIMS AND DISPUTES 
 
15.1   CLAIMS 
 
Add the following Clause to 15.1.6.1: 
 

". . . There shall be no extension of the Contract time for adverse weather conditions unless the 
number of days of inclement weather is substantially greater or conditions substantially more 
severe than the average for the calendar period as recorded by a recognized weather observation 
agency." 

 
Add the following subclauses to Subparagraph 15.1.6.2: 
 

".1  No extension of the Contract Time shall be granted unless Contractor can demonstrate to 
Architect's satisfaction, that work delayed is on the critical path of the Work. 
 .2  The Architect shall have the right to defer his decision on any claim made pursuant to the 
provisions of the Contract, until the actual effect which forms the basis of the claim may be fully 
assessed." 

 
 
 END OF 
 SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS 
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Environmental, Health & Safety Services 
301 Friendship Street, Providence, RI 02903  |   888.723.9920  |  sage-enviro.com

May 28, 2024 

Captain Michael Rapoza 
East Providence Police Department 
750 Waterman Avenue 
East Providence, RI 02914 
Sent via email: mrapoza@eastprovidenceri.gov 

RE: Limited Asbestos Survey & Lead Assessment 
East Providence Police Department 
750 Waterman Avenue 
East Providence, Rhode Island 
SAGE Job No. A356 

Dear Capt. Rapoza: 

This correspondence is intended to summarize the results of requested environmental services 
performed by SAGE Environmental, Inc. (SAGE) in support of reconfiguration and renovation work 
planned at the building located at the referenced property (hereinafter, “Site”).  Specifically, the 
services included: 

 A limited survey for ACMs1; and
 Information Limited Lead Assessment.

These services were performed at the Site and results are provided in the following sections.  

BACKGROUND AND REASONING 

It is SAGE’s understanding that renovations and reconfiguration/repurposing of select areas is 
currently planned in the existing police station building.  As part of these planned modifications, the 
existing shooting range will be reconfigured into new spaces.  Lead testing services were requested 
giving the use of the space as a shooting range for several years.  Additionally, asbestos sampling 
services were recommended to satisfy local, state, and federal pre-renovation regulations.  
According to the City of East Providence Tax Assessor Database the building was constructed in 
1983.  Lead based paint and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) were no longer utilized in in paints 
after 1978 and 1979 respectfully.  Given the age of the building sampling for lead based paint and 
PCBs was not proposed. 

1 ACM= Asbestos Containing Materials (i.e., materials identified to contain asbestos at greater than 1%) 

mailto:mrapoza@eastprovidenceri.gov
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SCOPE OF WORK 
 
The sampling approach included bulk sampling for ACM in building materials to be disturbed as part 
of renovation.  Additionally, to assess potential lead remediation needs from lead-based ammunition 
SAGE proposed, bulk sampling of building materials for lead in the firing range, surface wipe samples 
in areas which may been impacted by the ammunition, as well as a composite bulk sample of building 
masonry for toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) analysis.  TCLP analysis is required to 
determine if lead impacted materials require disposal as hazardous waste under the United States 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulations.  This sampling approach was developed 
to determine potential handling and disposal needs of materials located in the shooting range as well 
as potential worker protection considerations. 
 
Samples were collected from accessible areas and destructive sampling was limited to inconspicuous 
areas. This work was completed by Michael Gagne an EPA2-accredited and RIDOH3 licensed asbestos 
inspector (License Number AI01083) who is also 40-hour OSHA4 HAZWOPER5 trained. The survey was 
conducted on April 16, 2024.   Sample locations are depicted on the annotated drawings in 
Attachment 1.   
 
ASBESTOS BULK SAMPLING AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS  
 
The asbestos survey was completed in general accord with the RIDOH6, EPA NESHAP7, and OSHA8 

asbestos regulations.  Suspect ACMs were surveyed throughout the building areas slated for 
renovation. The scope of SAGE’s assessment work was to satisfy pre-renovation survey requirements 
as it relates to the specific scope of work and was not a building wide survey.  Applicable asbestos 
regulations relating to the survey include but are not limited to the following: 

• EPA NESHAP - National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants, 40 CFR 61 Subpart 
M - National Emission, Standard for Asbestos. 

• OSHA asbestos regulation - 29 CFR 1926.1101 - Asbestos - OSHA’s Asbestos Standard for the 
Construction Industry; and 

• RIDOH Rules and Regulations for Asbestos Control [R23-24.5-ASB], as amended. 
 
Building materials identified within the proposed work area and having potential to be disturbed 
based on the April 16, 2024, included the following: 
 White Sheetrock 
 White Joint Compound 
 Yellow Carpet Glue 
 Tan & Brown 12x12 Vinyl Floor Tile (VFT) 
 Tan Glue 
 Black Cove Base 
 White Square Acoustical Ceiling Tile (ACT) 

 
2 EPA = U.SA. Environmental Protection Agency. 
3 RIDOH = Rhode Island Department of Health. 
4 OSHA = U.S. Dept. of Labor, Occupational Health and Safety Administration. 
5 HAZWOPER = Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response guidelines from OSHA to meet the requirements of OSHA regulations 
including 1910.120(a)(1)(i-v) and 1926.65(a)(1)(i-v). 
6 RIDOH = Rhode Island Department of Health, Rules and Regulations for Asbestos Control [R23-24.5-ASB], as amended. 
7 EPA NESHAP = Environmental Protection Agency NESHAP regulation 40 CFR 61 Subpart M—National Emission Standard for Asbestos. 
8 OSHA =  US Dept. of Labor, Occupational Health and Safety Administration - 29 CFR 1926.1101 Asbestos. 
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 Brown 12x12 VFT with Red Smudge 
 Sticky Brown Glue 
 Black Mastic 
 Gray 12x12 VFT 
 Gray Caulk 
 Gray Grout 
 White Grout 
 Clear Caulk 
 Brown Adhesive 

 
A total of sixty-four (64) bulk samples were collected from suspect materials, of which twenty-eight 
(28) homogenous material groups were formed. The bulk samples were submitted to Asbestos 
Identification Lab, of Woburn, Massachusetts, an EPA-accredited and RIDOH-licensed analytical 
laboratory for analysis for asbestos by PLM9.  
 
Materials collected were grouped into homogeneous material types (i.e., areas of materials that are 
uniform in color and texture, and typically also similar in type and application).  Once one sample, in 
a homogeneous group, tests positive, all the materials of the homogeneous group are considered to 
be ACM.   
 
Of the sixty-four (64) bulk samples collected, zero (0) samples collected were found to be ACM 
positive stop (i.e. >1% asbestos).  
 
The laboratory certificates of analysis associated with these samples, including Chain-of-Custody 
documentation, are included in Attachment 2.   
 
LEAD SAMPLING AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS  
 
SAGE’s inspector conducted inspection and lead sampling of areas potential impacted by the shooting 
range operations on April 16, 2024.  The sampling approach and results are summarized below.  The 
lead sampling is for informational purposes.  Bulk samples were collected with a utility knife, hammer 
and flathead screwdriver.  Knife blades were changed between samples and the screwdriver was wet 
wiped between uses. 
 
Bulk Sampling of Building Materials for Lead and Results 
SAGE collected bulk samples of building materials which were most likely impacted by lead containing 
ammunition over the years.  These materials included the vinyl floor tile system, concrete slab, 
concrete masonry unit (CMU) block wall, noise dampening panels, and the acoustical ceiling tile 
system.   
 
A total of five (5) bulk samples were submitted to EMSL Analytical, Inc., of Cinnaminson, New Jersey, 
an EPA-accredited and RIDOH-licensed analytical laboratory for lead analysis via EPA Method 846-
3050B/7000B (Flame AAS). The laboratory limit of detection (LOD) was 40 mg/kg.  The laboratory 
certificates of analysis associated with these samples, including Chain-of-Custody documentation, are 
included in Attachment 3.  Results of bulk samples are summarized in Table 1 below. 

 
9 PLM = Polarized Light Microscopy (EPA 600/R-93/116 Method). 
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The Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Agency/EPA standard for lead-based paint (LBP) is 0.5% by 
weight or 5,000 parts per million (ppm) or mg/kg by weight, as defined by Title X of the 1992 Housing and 
Community Development Act.  Given the age of the building, post 1978, “Lead Based Paint” was unlikely 
to be present, however these standards were applied as a guide.  In addition to the LBP, standard OSHA 
regulates lead in dust regardless of the levels identified in the paint.  This data is for informational 
purposes and is intended to provide a baseline understanding of the levels of lead that may be present 
and to assist in contractor selection and proper means and methods.   
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Table 1 

Bulk Sample Results 
750 Waterman Avenue 

East Providence, Rhode Island 
 

Sample ID B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 B-5 

EPA Lead Based Paint 
Criteria (mg/kg) 

Date 4/16/2024 4/16/2024 4/16/2024 4/16/2024 4/16/2024 

Material/Location 
Gray Vinyl Floor 
Tile - Shooting 

Range 

Concrete Slab - 
Shooting Range 

CMU Wall - 
Shooting Range 

Noise Dampening 
Panel - Shooting 

Range 

ACT - Shooting 
Range 

Lead (mg/kg)              
Lead  280 1600 40 150 200 5,000 

Cells with this color 
indicate:  Cases where the analyte was detected but is within the limits provided. 

 
 

<x: Indicates analyte concentration not detected at or above specified laboratory reporting limit (x)  
NE: Standard not established for this substance    
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Lead was detected in all of the bulk samples collected.  For comparison, lead levels in all samples 
were below the EPA definition of LBP.  As noted above, this is not a direct comparison as the standard 
was intended to be utilized for assessing risk and management for paint that contains lead, not 
necessarily materials impacted by leaded materials (such as ammunition impact). 
 
Lead Surface Wipe Sampling and Results  
The intent of the wipe sampling was to evaluate surface contamination on the various building 
materials that are likely to have been impacted by the shooting range activities and the planned 
disturbance of these materials.  Wipe sampling results are for informational purposes and provide a 
baseline understanding of surface contamination prior to disturbance.  For comparative purposes 
EPA and HUD utilizes the following standards for determined lead abatement clearance in residential 
regulated facilities.  These are only for reference purposes as the facility is not a “regulated” facility, 
in regards to residential lead laws. 
 
EPA clearance standards for residual lead dust: 
 Floors: 10 micrograms per square foot (µg/ft2); 
 Interior windowsills: 100 µg/ft2; and 
 Window troughs: 400 µg/ft2. 

  
Wipe samples were provided directly by EMSL Laboratory Analytical, Inc. of North Cinnaminson, New 
Jersey.  Wipes were collected from existing ductwork, the vinyl flooring, on the shooting lane divides, 
concrete floor, metal target backstop, and the CMU wall.  Results of wipe testing are summarized in 
Table 2.  The laboratory certificates of analysis associated with these samples, including Chain-of-
Custody documentation, are included in Attachment 3. 
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Table 2 
Lead Surface Wipe Sample Results 

750 Waterman Avenue 
East Providence, Rhode Island 

 

Sample ID L-1 L-2 L-3 L-4 L-5 L-6 L-7 L-8 L-9 L-10 

Date 4/16/2024 4/16/2024 4/16/2024 4/16/2024 4/16/2024 4/16/2024 4/16/2024 4/16/2024 4/16/2024 4/16/2024 

Material/Location 
Wipes Sample - In 
Metal Ductwork 

Next to Door 

Wipes Sample - On 
Sheets of Ductwork 

near Entrance 

Wipes Sample - 
On Gray VFT 

Floor 

Wipes Sample - On Tan 
Shooting Lane Divider - 

S 

Wipes Sample - Range 
Concrete Floor 10' 

from Lanes 

Wipes Sample - 
Range Concrete 
Floor 10' from 

Target 

Wipes Sample - 
Metal Target 

Backstop 

Wipes Sample - 
Inside Metal 

Exhaust 
Ductwork 

Wipes Sample - 
From CMU Wall – 

Half-way 

Wipes Sample - 
From Target Re 

Setter Tread 

Lead (ug/ft2)                      
Lead  9400 17000 5200 3300 1900 18000 20000 21000 14000 19000 

Cells with this color 
indicate:  Cases where the analyte was detected. 

      

<x: Indicates analyte concentration not detected at or above specified laboratory reporting limit (x)      
NE: Standard not established for this substance         
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Based on the above results, lead dust was detected at levels ranging from 1,900 ug/ft2 on the concrete 
floor 10’ from the shooting lanes to 21,000 ug/ft2 within the metal exhaust ductwork.  The surface 
contamination indicates that migrated dust has accumulated on surfaces within the shooting range 
and requires cleaning. 
 
RCRA Waste Analysis for Lead 
To determine potential disposal needs of chips of concrete slab and the CMU block wall were 
collected and homogenized to form a composite sample.  The composite sample was submitted to 
EMSL Laboratory for TCLP analysis.  The EPA Toxicity limit for lead is 5mg/L which would require 
disposal as hazardous waste.  The results of the TCLP analysis are summarized below in Table 3. 

 
Table 3 

TCLP Lead Results 
750 Waterman Avenue 

East Providence, Rhode Island 
 

Sample ID/Date 
SLAB + CMU 

WALL EPA Toxicity 
Characteristics   4/16/2024 

Analyte Sample Result 
Metals, TCLP     
TCLP Lead (mg/L) 82.3 5 

Result Exceeds Criteria    
 
The TCLP analysis was limited to the accessible concrete and CMU.  Any planned disposal of excess 
building material waste should be budgeted and planned for as hazardous waste disposal.  However, 
given the limited TCLP analysis and upon development of final renovation plans, additional TCLP 
sampling of the actual project waste load should be conducted prior to off-site disposal.  Depending 
on the contractor chosen facility, additional characterization may be necessary.    TCLP analysis was 
limited to lead, additional analytes may be required for analysis based on the disposal facility 
parameters.  Given the known history of area subject to sampling it is unlikely that other 
contaminants are present. The laboratory certificates of analysis associated with these samples, 
including Chain-of-Custody documentation, are included in Attachment 3. 
 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
 
Materials Containing Asbestos 
ACM was not detected in any of the sixty-four (64) bulk samples analyzed.  The sampling was limited to 
the building materials most likely to be disturbed during the renovation activity.  If additional materials 
are discovered during work, work must stop, and the material should be properly characterized and 
sampled to rule out the potential for ACM. 
 
Lead Impacted Building Materials 
The primary concern with lead exposure and construction activities is related to the release of lead 
particles which can be toxic to workers and the general public. The only acceptable method to measure 
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any release of toxic levels of lead into the environment is by means of on-site ambient air sampling. 
Neither XRF nor AAS sampling methods can determine if lead particle levels in air are within acceptable 
levels.  Given the above, bulk samples were below the EPA definition of Lead Based Paint, however surface 
wipe sampling indicated that lead dust has accumulated on the majority of building material surfaces in 
the shooting range and additionally the exhaust duct work.   Any future sampling and compliance with 
the below typical construction requirements should be conducted and adhered to by a selected contractor 
performing any future work that may disturb painted surfaces. 
 
The following regulations may apply to this project: 
 OSHA 29 CFR 1926-Construction Industry Standards;  
 29 CFR 1926.62-Construction Industry Lead Standards;  
 29 CFR 1910.1200-Hazard Communication; 
 40 CFR 261-EPA Regulations also apply; and 
 EPA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) [Disposal]. 

 
Planned demolition work should be conducted in accordance with the EPA Renovation, Repair, and 
Painting (RRP) rule and by a trained and certified contractor.  Additionally, all OSHA and RCRA disposal 
regulations must be followed.  Additionally, it is recommended that the existing ductwork be cleaned by 
a properly trained and certified contractor.  Engineering controls are to be established to limit migration 
of dust from the shooting range area during disturbance of materials.  Upon completion of all work, any 
components which remain should be adequately cleaned and removed of any residual lead dust. 
 
LIMITATIONS AND CONDITIONS 
 
Other hazardous materials:  No inspection, sample collection or laboratory analysis for other 
regulated materials was included within the scope of work.  Some examples of other sources of 
hazardous materials that may be found in this building include: 
 

• Interior and exterior vapor and neon type lights and signs. 
• Fluorescent light tubes that may contain mercury. 
• Thermostats that may contain mercury float switches. 

 
The building was occupied during this inspection and the investigation was limited to accessible areas  
and areas proposed for disturbance only.  Lead testing was limited to the shooting range area. This 
report has been completed based on visual and physical observations made and information available 
at the time of the Site visit.  This report is intended to be used as a summary of available information 
on existing conditions with conclusions based on a reasonable and knowledgeable review of evidence 
found in accordance with normally accepted industry standards, state and federal protocols, and 
within the scope and budget established by the Client.  Any additional data obtained by further review 
must be reviewed by SAGE, and the conclusions presented herein may be modified accordingly. 
 
This report and attachments, prepared for the exclusive use of Client in an limited evaluation of the 
Site, are an integral part of the inspection, and opinions should not be formulated without reading 
the report in its entirety.  No part of this report may be altered, used, copied or relied upon without 
prior written permission from SAGE, except that this report may be conveyed in its entirety to parties 
associated with the project for this subject study.   
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SAGE will not be held responsible, however, for the discovery of additional regulated materials that 
may be located in areas that are not reasonably accessible for inspection.  This report represents 
sampling efforts of suspect building materials, which are likely to be disturbed during proposed 
renovations. This report does not qualify compliance by current or past owners with federal, state, 
or local regulations in regard to management or acknowledgment of hazardous materials at the 
property presently or in the past.   This report does not claim that all potential hazardous materials 
have been detected or elect that the building is free of these materials or has been fully characterized 
of all suspect materials. 
 
All samples obtained and information provided in this report were based on the current condition of 
the Site buildings at the time of inspection and does not account for potential changes in existing 
conditions of prior conditions at the property.  Should current conditions change and new discoveries 
be made at the Site which warrant additional investigation, modifications and additional analytical 
reports should be furnished accordingly for the property.  
 
If we can be of further assistance or should you have any questions pertaining to the information 
provided in this summary report, please contact either of the undersigned. 
 
Sincerely, 
SAGE Environmental, Inc. 
 
 
________________________ 
Jeffrey D’Arrigo    
Project Manager    
Asbestos Inspector #AAC-0853    
 
JD/jpl 
 
Attachments:  
Attachment 1 – Annotated Drawings 
Attachment 2 – Asbestos Analytical Results 
Attachment 3 – Lead Analytical Results 
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Asbestos Identification Laboratory.
165 New Boston St., Ste 227

Woburn, MA 01801
781-932-9600

Web: www.asbestosidentificationlab.com Email:
mikemanning@asbestosidentificationlab.com

Batch: 115378

Dear Jeffrey D'Arrigo,

Thank you Jeffrey D'Arrigo for your business.

Michael Manning
Owner/Director

Asbestos Identification Laboratory has completed the analysis of the samples from your office for the above referenced project.
The Analysis Method is BULK PLM ANALYSIS, EPA/600/R-93/116The information and analysis contained in this report have
been generated using the EPA /600/R-93/116 Method for the Determination of Asbestos in Bulk Building Materials. Materials or
products that contain more than 1% of any kind or combination of asbestos are considered an asbestos containing building
material as determined by the EPA. This Polarized Light Microscope (PLM) technique may be performed either by visual
estimation or point counting. Point counting provides a determination of the area percentage of asbestos in a sample. If the
asbestos is estimated to be less than 10% by visual estimation of friable material, the determination may be repeated using the
point counting technique. The results of the point counting supersede visual PLM results.  Results in this report only relate to
the items tested.  This report may not be used by the customer to claim product endorsement by NVLAP or any other U.S.
Government Agency.

Jeffrey D'Arrigo
Sage Environmental, Inc.
301 Friendship St.
Providence, RI 02903

Project Information

A366

750 Waterman Ave.,
E. Providence,
RI

Method: BULK PLM ANALYSIS,
EPA/600/R-93/116

    •  NVLAP Lab Code: 200919-0
    •  Massachusetts Certification License: AA000208
    •  State of Connecticut, Department of Public Health Approved Environmental Laboratory Registration Number: PH-0142
    •  State of Maine, Department of Environmental Protection Asbestos Analytical Laboratory License Number: LB-0078(Bulk) LA-0087(Air)
    •  State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations. Department of Health Certification: AAL-121
    •  State of Vermont, Department of Health Environmental Health License AL934461

Laboratory results represent the analysis of samples as submitted by the customer. Information regarding sample location,
description, area, volume, etc., was provided by the customer. Information provided by the customer can affect the validity of
results. Asbestos Identification Laboratory is not responsible for sample collection activities or analytical method limitations.
Unless notified in writing to return samples, Asbestos Identification Laboratory discards customer samples after 30 days.
Samples containing subsamples or layers will be analyzed separately when applicable. Reports are kept at Asbestos
Identification Laboratory for three years. All customer information will be maintained in confidentiality. This report shall not be
reproduced, except in full, without the written consent of Asbestos Identification Laboratory.



Jeffrey D'Arrigo
Sage Environmental, Inc.
301 Friendship St.
Providence, RI 02903

Project Information

A366

750 Waterman Ave.,
E. Providence,
RI

Method: BULK PLM ANALYSIS,
EPA/600/R-93/116

Asbestos %Material Color Non-Asbestos %LocationFieldID

LabID
white Cellulose      5

Non-Fibrous   95
1272593

1A Main Floor Wall (Green
Area)

White Sheetrock (SR) None Detected

white Cellulose      5
Non-Fibrous   95

1272594

1B Main Floor Wall (Green
Area)Detective Area
Corner Wall

White SR None Detected

white Non-Fibrous  100

1272595

2A Detective Area Corner WallWhite JC None Detected

white Non-Fibrous  100

1272596

2B Detective Area Corner WallWhite JC None Detected

white Non-Fibrous  100

1272597

2C Detective Area Corner WallWhite JC None Detected

yellow Non-Fibrous  100

1272598

3A Under Reddish Brown
Carpet

Yellow Carpet Glue None Detected

yellow Non-Fibrous  100

1272599

3B Under Reddish Brown
Carpet

Yellow Carpet Glue None Detected

multi Non-Fibrous  100

1272600

4A Under Red / Brown Carpet
Detective Area

Tan and Brown Pattern
12x12 VCT

None Detected

multi Non-Fibrous  100

1272601

4B Under Red / Brown Carpet
Detective Area

Tan and Brown Pattern
12x12 VCT

None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272602

5A Under Tan / Brown 12x12
VFT on Concrete

Tan Glue None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272603

5B Under Tan / Brown 12x12
VFT on Concrete

Tan Glue None Detected

black Non-Fibrous  100

1272604

6A Detective Area OfficeBlack Cove Base (CB) None Detected

black Non-Fibrous  100

1272605

6B Main Detective Room
Office

Black CB None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272606

7A On 6ALight Tan Glue None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272607

7B On 6BLight Tan Glue None Detected

gray Fiberglass    40
Mineral Wool  10
Cellulose     40
Non-Fibrous   101272608

8A Detecitve Area CeilingWhite Square ACT None Detected

Sampled: Received: April 19, 2024April 18, 2024 Analyzed:April 16, 2024

Analyzed by: 115378Batch:

Monday 22 April 2024

Page 2 of  5



Jeffrey D'Arrigo
Sage Environmental, Inc.
301 Friendship St.
Providence, RI 02903

Project Information

A366

750 Waterman Ave.,
E. Providence,
RI

Method: BULK PLM ANALYSIS,
EPA/600/R-93/116

Asbestos %Material Color Non-Asbestos %LocationFieldID

LabID
gray Fiberglass    40

Mineral Wool  10
Cellulose     40
Non-Fibrous   101272609

8B Detecitve Area CeilingWhite Square ACT None Detected

white Cellulose      5
Non-Fibrous   95

1272610

1C Disparten Room Wall next
to Bathroom

White SR None Detected

white Non-Fibrous  100

1272611

2D Room next to Strorage
Main Floor next to Window

White JC None Detected

multi Non-Fibrous  100

1272612

4C Office Floor on ConcreteTan & Brown Pattern
12x12 VCT

None Detected

black Non-Fibrous  100

1272613

9A Hallway CBTall Black CB None Detected

black Non-Fibrous  100

1272614

9B Hallway CBTall Black CB None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272615

10A On 9ATan Glue None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272616

10B On 9BTan Glue None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272617

11A Main Floor Office CBTan Cove Base None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272618

11B Main Floor Storage CBTan CB None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272619

12A On 11ATan Glue None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272620

12B On 11BTan Glue None Detected

multi Non-Fibrous  100

1272621

13A On Metal Floor Dispatch
Area

Hard Brown W/ Red
Smudge 12x12 VFT

None Detected

multi Non-Fibrous  100

1272622

13B On Metal Floor Dispatch
Area

Hard Brown W/ Red
Smudge 12x12 VFT

None Detected

brown Non-Fibrous  100

1272623

14A On 13ASticky Brown Glue None Detected

brown Non-Fibrous  100

1272624

14B On 13BSticky Brown Glue None Detected

Sampled: Received: April 19, 2024April 18, 2024 Analyzed:April 16, 2024

Analyzed by: 115378Batch:

Monday 22 April 2024
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Jeffrey D'Arrigo
Sage Environmental, Inc.
301 Friendship St.
Providence, RI 02903

Project Information

A366

750 Waterman Ave.,
E. Providence,
RI

Method: BULK PLM ANALYSIS,
EPA/600/R-93/116

Asbestos %Material Color Non-Asbestos %LocationFieldID

LabID
gray Non-Fibrous  100

1272625

15A Main Floor Office Floor /
Hall on Tan / Brown Tiles

Gray Pattern 12x12 VFT None Detected

gray Non-Fibrous  100

1272626

15B Main Floor HallGray Pattern 12x12 VFT None Detected

gray Non-Fibrous  100

1272627

16A Main Floor around Window
Frame a & Block

Gray Caulk None Detected

gray Non-Fibrous  100

1272628

16B Main Floor around Window
Frame a & Block

Gray Caulk None Detected

gray Non-Fibrous  100

1272629

17A Shooting Range FloorGray Pattern 12x12 VFT None Detected

gray Non-Fibrous  100

1272630

17B Shooting Range FloorGray Pattern 12x12 VFT None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272631

18A On 17ATan Glue None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272632

18B On 17BTan Glue None Detected

multi Non-Fibrous  100

1272633

19A Lower Level Office FloorBrown & Tan Pattern
12x12 VFT

None Detected

multi Non-Fibrous  100

1272634

19B Lower Level Office FloorBrown & Tan Pattern
12x12 VFT

None Detected

black Non-Fibrous  100

1272635

20A On 19ABlack Mastic None Detected

black Non-Fibrous  100

1272636

20B On 19BBlack Mastic None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272637

11A Lower Level Office CBTan Cove Base None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272638

12C On 11CTan Glue None Detected

black Non-Fibrous  100

1272639

6C Lower Lever Office CBBlack Cove Base None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272640

7C On 6CTan Glue None Detected

Sampled: Received: April 19, 2024April 18, 2024 Analyzed:April 16, 2024

Analyzed by: 115378Batch:

Monday 22 April 2024

Page 4 of  5



Jeffrey D'Arrigo
Sage Environmental, Inc.
301 Friendship St.
Providence, RI 02903

Project Information

A366

750 Waterman Ave.,
E. Providence,
RI

Method: BULK PLM ANALYSIS,
EPA/600/R-93/116

Asbestos %Material Color Non-Asbestos %LocationFieldID

LabID
gray Non-Fibrous  100

1272641

21A Between Small Ceramic
Bathroom Wall Tiles

Gray Grout None Detected

gray Non-Fibrous  100

1272642

21B Between Small Ceramic
Bathroom Wall Tiles

Gray Grout None Detected

brown Non-Fibrous  100

1272643

22A On Back of Small Ceramic
Bathroom Wall Tiles

Brown Adhesive None Detected

brown Non-Fibrous  100

1272644

22B On Back of Small Ceramic
Bathroom Wall Tiles

Brown Adhesive None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272645

23A On Back of Shower TilesTan Glue None Detected

tan Non-Fibrous  100

1272646

23B On Back of Shower Wall
Tiles

Tan Glue None Detected

white Non-Fibrous  100

1272647

24A Between Shower TilesWhite Grout None Detected

white Non-Fibrous  100

1272648

24B Between Shower TilesWhite Grout None Detected

gray Fiberglass    40
Mineral Wool  10
Cellulose     40
Non-Fibrous   101272649

25A Basement CeilingNewer Square ACT None Detected

gray Fiberglass    40
Mineral Wool  10
Cellulose     40
Non-Fibrous   101272650

25B Basement CeilingNewer Square ACT None Detected

black Non-Fibrous  100

1272651

26A Small Window Cell BlockBlack Caulk None Detected

black Non-Fibrous  100

1272652

26B Small Window Cell BlockBlack Caulk None Detected

gray Non-Fibrous  100

1272653

27A Around Cell DoorsGray Caulk None Detected

gray Non-Fibrous  100

1272654

27B Around Cell DoorsGray Caulk None Detected

clear Non-Fibrous  100

1272655

28A Expansion Joints, shooting
Range CMU Wall

Clear Caulk None Detected

clear Non-Fibrous  100

1272656

28B Clear Caulk None Detected

Sampled: Received: April 19, 2024April 18, 2024 Analyzed:April 16, 2024

Analyzed by: 115378Batch:

Monday 22 April 2024
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Project Name:

Customer PO:

EMSL Sales Rep:

Reported:

Sage Environmental, Inc. [SAGE53]

301 Friendship St

Providence, RI  02903

EMSL Analytical, Inc.

200 Route 130, Cinnaminson, NJ, 08077

Telephone: 856-858-4800  Fax:856-786-5974

EMSL-CIN-01

Mike GagneAttention:

(401) 723-9900

mgagne@sage-enviro.com

A356

Received: 04/24/2024  09:30

05/01/2024  12:59

David Prince

EMSL Order ID: 012415137

LIMS Reference ID: AC15137

EMSL Customer ID: SAGE53

Proj #A356  //  750 Waterman Ave., E 

Providence, RI

Analytical Results

Analyte Results  RL Q DF
Analysis Date 

& AnalystWeight(g)

Prep Date

& Tech

Analytical 

MethodPrep Method

Client Sample ID: B - 1/Gray Vinyl  Floor Tile  -   Shooting Range Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Solid LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-11

1Lead 04/30/24 PL 04/30/24 PMx280 mg/kg 40 mg/kg SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B0.5148

Sample Comments:

Client Sample ID: B - 2/Concrete Slab  -  Shooting Range Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Solid LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-12

1Lead 04/30/24 PL 04/30/24 PMx1600 mg/kg 40 mg/kg SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B0.5395

Sample Comments:

Client Sample ID: B - 3/CMU Wall  -  Shooting Range Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Solid LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-13

1Lead 04/30/24 PL 04/30/24 PMx40 mg/kg 40 mg/kg SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B0.5426

Sample Comments:

Client Sample ID: B - 4/Noise Dampning Panel   -  Shooting Range Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Solid LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-14

1Lead 04/30/24 PL 04/30/24 PMx150 mg/kg 40 mg/kg SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B0.5421

Sample Comments:

Client Sample ID: B - 5/ACT   -  Shooting Range Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Solid LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-15

1Lead 04/30/24 PL 04/30/24 PMx200 mg/kg 40 mg/kg SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B0.5356

Sample Comments:

[TOC_1]Sample Results[TOC]
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Project Name:

Customer PO:

EMSL Sales Rep:

Reported:

Sage Environmental, Inc. [SAGE53]

301 Friendship St

Providence, RI  02903

EMSL Analytical, Inc.

200 Route 130, Cinnaminson, NJ, 08077

Telephone: 856-858-4800  Fax:856-786-5974

EMSL-CIN-01

Mike GagneAttention:

(401) 723-9900

mgagne@sage-enviro.com

A356

Received: 04/24/2024  09:30

05/01/2024  12:59

David Prince

EMSL Order ID: 012415137

LIMS Reference ID: AC15137

EMSL Customer ID: SAGE53

Proj #A356  //  750 Waterman Ave., E 

Providence, RI

Analytical Results

 (Continued)

Analyte Results  RL Q DF
Analysis Date 

& AnalystArea(in²)

Prep Date

& Tech

Analytical 

MethodPrep Method

Client Sample ID: L - 1/Wipes Sample - In Metal Ductwork next to Door Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Wipe LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-01

50Lead D04/29/24 LP 04/29/24 PMx9400 µg/ft² 500 µg/ft² SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B144

Sample Comments:

Client Sample ID: L - 2/Wipes Sample -  On Sheets of Ductrwork near Entrance Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Wipe LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-02

100Lead D04/29/24 LP 04/29/24 PMx17000 µg/ft² 1000 µg/ft² SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B144

Sample Comments:

Client Sample ID: L - 3/Wipes Sample -  On Gray VFT Floot Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Wipe LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-03

25Lead D04/29/24 LP 04/29/24 PMx5200 µg/ft² 250 µg/ft² SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B144

Sample Comments:

Client Sample ID: L - 4/Wipes Sample -  On Tan Shooting Lande Devided - S Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Wipe LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-04

10Lead D04/29/24 LP 04/29/24 PMx3300 µg/ft² 100 µg/ft² SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B144

Sample Comments:

Client Sample ID: L - 5/Wipes Sample -  Range Concrete Floor 10' from Lanes Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Wipe LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-05

5Lead D04/29/24 LP 04/29/24 PMx1900 µg/ft² 50 µg/ft² SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B144

Sample Comments:

Client Sample ID: L - 6/Wipes Sample -  Range Concrete Floor 10' from Target Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Wipe LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-06

100Lead D04/29/24 LP 04/29/24 PMx18000 µg/ft² 1000 µg/ft² SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B144

Sample Comments:

Client Sample ID: L - 7/Wipes Sample -  Metal Target Backstop Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Wipe LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-07

100Lead D04/29/24 LP 04/29/24 PMx20000 µg/ft² 1000 µg/ft² SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B144

Sample Comments:

Client Sample ID: L - 8/Wipes Sample -  Inside Metal Exhaust  Ductwork Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Wipe LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-08

100Lead D04/29/24 LP 04/29/24 PMx21000 µg/ft² 1000 µg/ft² SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B144

Sample Comments:

Client Sample ID: L - 9/Wipes Sample -  From CMU Wall - Halframe Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Wipe LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-09

100Lead D04/29/24 LP 04/29/24 PMx14000 µg/ft² 1000 µg/ft² SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B144

Sample Comments:
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Project Name:

Customer PO:

EMSL Sales Rep:

Reported:

Sage Environmental, Inc. [SAGE53]

301 Friendship St

Providence, RI  02903

EMSL Analytical, Inc.

200 Route 130, Cinnaminson, NJ, 08077

Telephone: 856-858-4800  Fax:856-786-5974

EMSL-CIN-01

Mike GagneAttention:

(401) 723-9900

mgagne@sage-enviro.com

A356

Received: 04/24/2024  09:30

05/01/2024  12:59

David Prince

EMSL Order ID: 012415137

LIMS Reference ID: AC15137

EMSL Customer ID: SAGE53

Proj #A356  //  750 Waterman Ave., E 

Providence, RI

Analytical Results

 (Continued)

Analyte Results  RL Q DF
Analysis Date 

& AnalystArea(in²)

Prep Date

& Tech

Analytical 

MethodPrep Method

Client Sample ID: L - 10/Wipes Sample -  From Target Re Setter Tread Date Sampled: 04/16/24

Matrix: Wipe LIMS Reference ID: AC15137-10

100Lead D04/29/24 LP 04/29/24 PMx19000 µg/ft² 1000 µg/ft² SW-846 3050B SW846-7000B144

Sample Comments:
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Project Name:

Customer PO:

EMSL Sales Rep:

Reported:

Sage Environmental, Inc. [SAGE53]

301 Friendship St

Providence, RI  02903

EMSL Analytical, Inc.

200 Route 130, Cinnaminson, NJ, 08077

Telephone: 856-858-4800  Fax:856-786-5974

EMSL-CIN-01

Mike GagneAttention:

(401) 723-9900

mgagne@sage-enviro.com

A356

Received: 04/24/2024  09:30

05/01/2024  12:59

David Prince

EMSL Order ID: 012415137

LIMS Reference ID: AC15137

EMSL Customer ID: SAGE53

Proj #A356  //  750 Waterman Ave., E 

Providence, RI

CertificationsAnalyte

Certified Analyses included in this Report

SW846-7000B in Solid

AIHA LAPLead

SW846-7000B in Wipe

AIHA LAPLead

[TOC_1]Certified 

Analyses[TOC]

List of Certifications

Code Description Number Expires

NJDEP 03036New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 06/30/2024

AIHA LAP 100194EMSL Analytical, Inc. Cinnaminson, NJ AIHA-LAP, LLC-ELLAP Accredited 01/01/2025

NYSDOH 10872New York State Department of Health 04/01/2025

California ELAP 1877California Water Boards 06/30/2024

A2LA 2845.01A2LA Environmental Certificate 07/31/2024

PADEP 68-00367Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection 11/30/2024

MADEP M-NJ337Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection 06/30/2024

CTDPH PH-0270Connecticut Department of Public Health 06/23/2024

Please see the specific Field of Testing (FOT) on www.emsl.com <http://www.emsl.com> for a complete listing of 

parameters for which EMSL is certified.

Please see the specific Field of Testing (FOT) on www.emsl.com <http://www.emsl.com> for a complete listing of 

parameters for which EMSL is certified.

[TOC_1]Certifications[TOC]
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Project Name:

Customer PO:

EMSL Sales Rep:

Reported:

Sage Environmental, Inc. [SAGE53]

301 Friendship St

Providence, RI  02903

EMSL Analytical, Inc.

200 Route 130, Cinnaminson, NJ, 08077

Telephone: 856-858-4800  Fax:856-786-5974

EMSL-CIN-01

Mike GagneAttention:

(401) 723-9900

mgagne@sage-enviro.com

A356

Received: 04/24/2024  09:30

05/01/2024  12:59

David Prince

EMSL Order ID: 012415137

LIMS Reference ID: AC15137

EMSL Customer ID: SAGE53

Proj #A356  //  750 Waterman Ave., E 

Providence, RI

Notes and Definitions 

Item Definition

D Analyte was reported from a dilution run.

(Dig) For metals analysis, sample was digested.

[2C] Reported from the second channel in dual column analysis.

DF Dilution Factor

MDL Method Detection Limit.

ND Analyte was NOT DETECTED at or above the detection limit.

Q Qualifier

RL Reporting Limit

For paint chips, the RL is 0.008% by wt. (equiv. to 80 mg/kg, or ppm) based upon a minimum sample weight of 0.25 grams.

For soils, the RL is 40 mg/kg (ppm) based upon a minimum sample weight of 0.5 grams.

For dust wipes, the RL is 10 µg/wipe; reporting units of µg/sq. ft. are not validated by the lab based upon data provided by 

non-lab personnel.

Measurement of uncertainty and any applicable definitions of method modifications are available upon request. Per EPA NLLAP policy, 

sample results are not blank corrected.

[TOC_1]Qualifiers, Definitions 

and Disclaimer[TOC]

EMSL maintains liability limited to coast of analysis. Interpretation and use of test results are the responsibility of the client. This report relates only to the samples reported above and 

may not be reproduced, except in full, without written approval by EMSL. EMSL bears no responsibility for sample collection activities or analytical method limitations. The report reflects 

the samples as received. Results are generated from the field sampling data (sampling volumes and areas, locations, etc.) provided by the client on the Chain of Custody. QC sample 

results are within quality control criteria and met method specifications unless otherwise noted.

 Owen McKenna Laboratory Manager or other approved signatory
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CQ57799

Thursday, April 25, 2024

Sample ID#s:

Attn:
Sage Environmental Inc.
301 Friendship Street
Providence RI 02903

SDG ID: GCQ57799
Project ID: 750 WATERMAN AVE, E. PROVIDENCE, RI

Sincerely yours,

Laboratory Director
Phyllis Shiller

If you are the client above and have any questions concerning this testing, please do 
not hesitate to contact Phoenix Client Services at ext.200.  The contents of this report 
cannot be discussed with anyone other than the client listed above without their 
written consent.

NELAC - #NY11301
CT Lab Registration #PH-0618
MA Lab Registration #M-CT007
ME Lab Registration #CT-007
NH Lab Registration #213693-A,B

NJ Lab Registration #CT-003
NY Lab Registration #11301
PA Lab Registration #68-03530
RI Lab Registration #63
VT Lab Registration #VT11301

This laboratory is in compliance with the NELAC requirements of procedures used 
except where indicated.

This report contains results for the parameters tested, under the sampling conditions 
described on the Chain Of Custody, as received by the laboratory.  This report is 
incomplete unless all pages indicated in the pagination at the bottom of the page are 
included.

A scanned version of the COC form accompanies the analytical report and is an exact 
duplicate of the original.

587 East Middle Turnpike, P.O. Box 370, Manchester, CT 06040
Telephone (860) 645-1102
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Sample Id Cross Reference
April 25, 2024

587 East Middle Turnpike, P.O.Box 370, Manchester, CT 06045
              Tel. (860) 645-1102            Fax (860) 645-0823

Environmental Laboratories, Inc.

SDG I.D.: GCQ57799

Client Id Lab Id Matrix

Project ID: 750 WATERMAN AVE, E. PROVIDENCE, RI

SLAB + CMU WALL CQ57799 BULK
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Sample Information Custody Information
Matrix:
Location Code:
Rush Request:
P.O.#:

Collected by:
Received by:
Analyzed by:

BULK
SAGE
Standard
A356

04/16/24
SR1
see "By" below

MC

Laboratory Data

SLAB + CMU WALL

Phoenix ID: CQ57799

04/23/24
13:00
15:55

Parameter Result
RL/
PQL Units Date/Time By Reference

FOR: Attn:
Sage Environmental Inc.
301 Friendship Street
Providence RI 02903

Analysis Report
April 25, 2024

Date Time

SDG ID: GCQ57799

Client ID:
Project ID: 750 WATERMAN AVE, E. PROVIDENCE, RI

Dilution

587 East Middle Turnpike, P.O.Box 370, Manchester, CT 06045
              Tel. (860) 645-1102            Fax (860) 645-0823

Environmental Laboratories, Inc.

82.3TCLP Lead 0.10 04/24/24 CPP SW846 1311/6010mg/L 1
CompletedTCLP Metals Digestion 04/24/24 AL/HL SW3010A

CompletedTCLP Extraction for Metals 04/23/24 AL SW1311

Comments:

Phyllis Shiller, Laboratory Director
April 25, 2024

If you are the client above and have any questions concerning this testing, please do not hesitate to contact Phoenix Client Services at ext.200.  
The contents of this report cannot be discussed with anyone other than the client listed above without their written consent.

Reviewed and Released by: Ethan Lee, Project Manager

RL/PQL=Reporting/Practical Quantitation Level  ND=Not Detected   BRL=Below Reporting Level

Ver 1
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QA/QC Data

Parameter
            Blk
Blank   RL

MS
%

MSD
%

MS
RPD

QA/QC Report
April 25, 2024

587 East Middle Turnpike, P.O.Box 370, Manchester, CT 06045
Tel. (860) 645-1102

Environmental Laboratories, Inc.

SDG I.D.: GCQ57799

LCS
%

Dup
RPD

LCSD
%

LCS
RPD

%
Rec

Limits

%
RPD

Limits
Sample
Result

Dup
Result

QA/QC Batch 728282 (mg/L), QC Sample No: CQ51460 (CQ57799)

ICP Metals - TCLP Extraction
Lead 117BRL 10622.7 107 0.9 r80 - 120 203.05 3.830.10

Additional Criteria: LCS acceptance range is 80-120% MS acceptance range 75-125%.

Comment:

r = This parameter is outside laboratory RPD specified recovery limits.

MS - Matrix Spike
Phyllis Shiller, Laboratory Director

If there are any questions regarding this data, please call Phoenix Client Services at extension 200.

April 25, 2024
MS Dup - Matrix Spike Duplicate

RPD - Relative Percent Difference
LCS - Laboratory Control Sample
LCSD - Laboratory Control Sample Duplicate

NC - No Criteria
Intf - Interference
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Sample Criteria Exceedances ReportThursday, April 25, 2024

Acode Phoenix Analyte CriteriaResult RLSampNo
Analysis

UnitsCriteria

GCQ57799 - SAGECriteria: None

RL
Criteria

State: RI

TCLP-PB TCLP Lead 582.3 0.10 mg/LCQ57799 EPA  /  40 CFR 261.24  /  Toxicity Characteristics 5

Phoenix Laboratories does not assume responsibility for the data contained in this exceedance report.  It is provided as an additional tool to identify requested criteria exceedences.  All efforts are 
made to ensure the accuracy of the data (obtained from appropriate agencies).  A lack of exceedence information does not necessarily suggest conformance to the criteria.  It is ultimately the site 
professional's responsibility to determine appropriate compliance.
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Analysis Comments
April 25, 2024

587 East Middle Turnpike, P.O.Box 370, Manchester, CT 06045
              Tel. (860) 645-1102            Fax (860) 645-0823

Environmental Laboratories, Inc.

SDG I.D.: GCQ57799

The following analysis comments are made regarding exceptions to criteria not already noted in the Analysis Report or 
QA/QC Report: None.
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To:  
  

Project Name:  
  

JCJ Project No.  Date:  
  

Architect:  

 

DIGITAL DATA TRANSMITTAL, AGREEMENT AND LIMITED LICENSE FOR USE 

The Digital Data transmitted or provided (or to be transmitted or provided) by the Architect to the Addressee is: 

INSERT FILE NAME / DESCRIPTION / PROGRAM / TRANSMITTAL METHOD 

For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is acknowledged, in accepting and 
utilizing any Building Information Model (BIM) files, AutoCAD (CAD) files, drawings or other data and in any form of 
electronic media generated and provided by the Architect to the Addressee and as identified above (collectively 
“Digital Data”), the Addressee covenants and agrees that all such Digital Data are Instruments of Service of the 
Architect, who shall be deemed the author of the Digital Data and Architect shall retain all common law, statutory 
law and other rights, including copyrights.  Under no circumstances shall the Architect’s transfer of Digital Data to 
Addressee be deemed a publication in derogation of the reserved rights of the Architect.  Further, nothing in this 
Digital Data Transmittal, Agreement and License for Use shall be construed to convey any ownership right or grant 
any license to Addressee in the software used to generate the content contained in the Digital Data.   

The Digital Data submitted by the Architect to the Addressee is submitted for an acceptance period of twenty-four 
(24) hours for the Addressee to determine if there are any technical defects (i.e. corrupt or incomplete files) which 
make the Digital Data unreadable and report same to the Architect for verification and, if applicable, correction.  
Any and all technical defects detected in the Digital Data after the acceptance period will be the sole responsibility 
of the Addressee.   

The Addressee acknowledges that the Digital Data may become unusable after a period of time due to software 
changes, hardware changes, file degradation or other causes and the Addressee agrees to the fullest extent 
permitted by law to indemnify and hold the Architect harmless from any damage, liability or costs, including 
reasonable attorney’s fees and costs of defense, arising from any degradation, incompatibility, or un-usability of 
the Digital Data.  Unless the Architect and Addressee are parties to a separate agreement or protocol defining the 
format for digital data on the Project the Architect provides the Digital Data in an “as-is” condition and in the file 
format used by the Architect.  The Addressee is solely responsible for any and all conversions or translations of the 
Digital Data to a different format.   

The Architect herby grants a limited, non-exclusive license to the Addressee to use the Digital Data solely and 
exclusively for the Addressee to perform services for, or construction of, the Project.  Except for the license 
granted herein, no other license or right shall be deemed granted or implied under this Digital Data Transmittal, 
Agreement and License for Use. The Addressee shall not assign, delegate, sublicense, pledge or otherwise transfer 
the license granted herein to another party except in the furtherance of  providing services for or constructing the 
Project. Addressee may not use the Digital Data, in whole or in part, for any purpose or on any project other than 
the purpose and Project identified herein.   

Unless the Architect and Addressee are parties to a separate agreement or protocol defining the use of digital data 
on the Project, any use, modification, transmission or reliance on the Digital Data is at the sole risk of the 



Digital Data Transmittal, Agreement and Limited License for Use 
Page 2 

Addressee.  The Architect makes no representations as to the accuracy, completeness, Level of Development, or 
sufficiency of any content included in the Digital Data.   

The Addressee, to the fullest extent permitted by law, agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Architect from all 
costs and expenses, including all attorney’s fees and costs of defense, related to claims or causes of action asserted 
by any third person or entity to the extent such claim, cause of action, costs and expenses arise from the 
Addressee’s 1) use of the Digital Data on this Project, 2) any unauthorized use or transfer of the Digital Data by 
Addressee on this Project or, 3) any use or transfer of the Digital Data by Addressee for any other project.  In the 
event the Addressee modifies any of the content contained in the Digital Data, the Addressee hereby waives and 
forever releases the Architect from all claims and causes of action arising from such modifications to the Digital 
Data.  

Nothing in this Digital Data Transmittal, Agreement and License for Use shall be construed as a sale by the 
Architect and the Architect makes no warrantees, expressed or implied, and expressly disclaims same, with respect 
to the Digital Data’s merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose.  

 
Accepted by:             
  Duly Authorized      
  
         

Print Name / Date 

 

Sign, date and return to JCJ Architecture 



EAST PROVIDENCE POLICE DEPT. RENOVATIONS
750 WATERMAN AVENUE

EAST PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

24-06-2024 - 12:03  Alternates    
B23036.01  012300 - 1  

SECTION 012300 - ALTERNATES

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for alternates.

1.03 DEFINITIONS

A. Alternate: An amount proposed by bidders and stated on the Bid Form for certain work defined
in the bidding requirements that may be added to or deducted from the base bid amount if the
Owner decides to accept a corresponding change either in the amount of construction to be
completed or in the products, materials, equipment, systems, or installation methods described
in the Contract Documents.
1. Alternates described in this Section are part of the Work only if enumerated in the

Agreement.
2. The cost or credit for each alternate is the net addition to or deduction from the Contract

Sum to incorporate alternates into the Work. No other adjustments are made to the
Contract Sum.

1.04 PROCEDURES

A. Coordination: Revise or adjust affected adjacent work as necessary to completely integrate
work of the alternate into Project.
1. Include, as part of each alternate, miscellaneous devices, accessory objects, and similar

items incidental to or required for a complete installation, whether or not indicated as part
of alternate.

B. Execute accepted alternates under the same conditions as other Work of the Contract.

C. Schedule: A Part 3 "Schedule of Alternates" Article is included at the end of this Section.
Specification Sections referenced in schedule contain requirements for materials necessary to
achieve the work described under each alternate.

1.05 ACCEPTANCE OF ALTERNATES

A. Alternates quoted on Bid Forms will be reviewed and accepted or rejected at Owner's option.
 Accepted Alternates will be identified in the Owner-Contractor Agreement.

B. Coordinate related work and modify surrounding work to integrate the Work of each Alternate.



EAST PROVIDENCE POLICE DEPT. RENOVATIONS
750 WATERMAN AVENUE

EAST PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

24-06-2024 - 12:03  Alternates    
B23036.01  012300 - 2  

PART 2  PRODUCTS - NOT USED

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 SCHEDULE OF ALTERNATES

A. Alternate No. 1: Corridor Finishes:
1. Base Bid: Do not include the new finishes for the flooring, ceiling and lighting in the

upper and lower corridors, the finish painting of existing partitions on the lower corridor
and add the High Impact Wall Covering, wall guard on the upper corridor, not the
carpeting in the Men’s and Women’s Locker Rooms as indicated on Drawings.

2. Alternate: Add the replacement of flooring, ceiling and lighting in the upper and lower
corridors.  Add the finish painting of existing partitions on the lower corridor and add the
High Impact Wall Covering and wall guard on the upper corridor.  Provide carpeting in
the Men’s and Women’s Locker Roomsas indicated on Drawings.

B. Alternate No. 2: Roof Top Air Handling Units:
1. Base Bid:  Do not include the replacement roof top Air Handling Units and assocated

work.
2. Alternate:  Provide the replacement roof top Air Handling Units with assocated work.

END OF SECTION  012300



EAST PROVIDENCE POLICE STATION RENOVATION
750 WATERMAN AVENUE 

EAST PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND 

24-06-2024 - 10:08  Substitution Procedures    
B23036.01  012500 - 1  

SECTION 012500 - SUBSTITUTION PROCEDURES

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Procedural requirements for proposed substitutions.

1.03 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 012100 - Allowances, for products selected under an allowance.

B. Section 012300 - Alternates, for products selected under an alternate.

C. Section 012501 - Substitution Requests During Bidding : Required form for substitution
requests made prior to award of contract (During procurement).

D. Section 012502 - Substitution Requests After Bidding : Required form for substitution requests
made after award of contract (During construction).

E. Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures : for submittal procedures, coordination.

F. Section 016000 - Product Requirements for requirements for submitting comparable product
submittals for products by listed manufacturers.

G. Section 016116 - Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Limits For Adhesives, Sealants, Paints,
And Coatings:  Restrictions on  emissions of indoor substitute products.

1.04 DEFINITIONS

A. Definitions used below are not intended to change or modify the meaning of other terms used in
the Contract Documents.

B. Substitutions: Requests for changes in products, materials, equipment, and methods of
construction required by Contract Documents proposed by the Contractor  after award of the
Contract are considered requests for "substitutions".  The following are not considered
substitutions.
1. Substitutions for Cause: Changes proposed by Contractor that are required due to changed

Project conditions, such as unavailability of product, regulatory changes, or unavailability
of required warranty terms.

2. Substitutions requested by Bidders during the bidding period, and accepted prior to award
of Contract, are considered as included in the Contract Documents and are not subject to
requirements specified in this Section for substitutions.

3. Revisions to Contract Documents requested by the General Contractor, Construction
Manager, and Project Architect .

4. Specified options of products and construction methods included in Contract Documents.



EAST PROVIDENCE POLICE STATION RENOVATION
750 WATERMAN AVENUE 

EAST PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND 

24-06-2024 - 10:08  Substitution Procedures    
B23036.01  012500 - 2  

5. The Contractor's determination of and compliance with governing regulations and orders
issued by governing authorities.

1.05 REFERENCE STANDARDS

1.06 SUBMITTALS

A. Substitution Requests: Submit documentation identifying product or fabrication or installation
method to be replaced. Include Specification Section number and title and Drawing numbers
and titles.
1. Substitution Request Form: Use form provided in Project Manual, that is part of web-

based Project Management software, or acceptable to Architect .
2. Documentation: Show compliance with requirements for substitutions.

B. Substitution Request Submittal:
1. Requests for substitution will be considered if received within 90 days after phased

completion of design.  Requests received more than 90 days after phased completion of
design may be considered or rejected at the discretion of the Architect.

2. Submit 3 copies of each request for substitution for consideration. Submit requests in the
form and in accordance with procedures required for Change Order proposals.

3. Identify the product, or the fabrication or installation method to be replaced in each
request.  Include related Specification Section and Drawings numbers.

4. Provide complete documentation showing compliance with the requirements for
substitutions, and the following information, as appropriate:
a. Statement indicating why specified product or fabrication or installation method

cannot be provided, if applicable
1) A statement indicating the substitution's effect on the Contractor's Construction

Schedule compared to the schedule without approval of the substitution.
 Indicate the effect of the proposed substitution on overall Contract Time.

b. Coordination of information, including a list of changes or revisions needed to other
parts of the Work and to construction performed by Owner and separate contractors
that will be necessary to accommodate proposed substitution.

c. Detailed comparison of significant qualities of proposed substitutions with those of
the Work specified. Include annotated copy of applicable Specification Section.
Significant qualities may include elements, such as performance, weight, size,
durability, performance and visual effect, sustainable design characteristics,
warranties, and specific features and requirements indicated. Indicate deviations, if
any, from the Work specified.

d. Product Data, including drawings and descriptions of products and fabrication and
installation procedures.

e. Samples, where applicable or requested.
f. Certificates and qualification data, where applicable or requested.
g. Certification by the Contractor that the substitution proposed is equal-to or better in

every aspect to that required by the Contract Documents, and that it will perform in
the application indicated.

h. List of similar installations for completed projects, with project names and addresses
as well as names and addresses of architects and owners.

i. Material test reports from a qualified testing agency, indicating and interpreting test
results for compliance with requirements indicated.

j. Research reports evidencing compliance with building code in effect for Project, from
ICC-ES .
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k. Detailed comparison of Contractor's construction schedule using proposed
substitutions with products specified for the Work, including effect on the overall
Contract Time. If specified product or method of construction cannot be provided
within the Contract Time, include letter from manufacturer, on manufacturer's
letterhead, stating date of receipt of purchase order, lack of availability, or delays in
delivery.

l. Cost information, including a proposal of change, if any, in the Contract Sum.
m. Certification by the Contractor that the substitution proposed is equal-to or better in

every significant respect to that required by the Contract Documents, and that it will
perform adequately in the application indicated.

n. Include the Contractor's waiver of rights to additional payment or extension of time,
that may subsequently become necessary because of the failure of the substitution to
perform adequately.

5. Architect's Action:
a. Within one week of receipt of the request for substitution, the Architect will request

additional information or documentation necessary for evaluation of the request.
b. Within 2 weeks of receipt of the request, or one week of receipt of the additional

information or documentation, whichever is later, the Architect will notify the
Contractor of acceptance or rejection of the proposed substitution.

c. If a decision on use of a proposed substitute cannot be made or obtained within the
time allocated, use the product specified by name.

d. Acceptance will be in the form of a Change Order.
1) Forms of Acceptance: Change Order, Construction Change Directive, or

Architect's Supplemental Instructions for minor changes in the Work.
2) Use product specified if Architect does not issue a decision on use of a proposed

substitution within time allocated.

1.07 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Compatibility of Substitutions: Investigate and document compatibility of proposed substitution
with related products and materials. Engage a qualified testing agency to perform compatibility
tests recommended by manufacturers.

1.08 PROCEDURES

A. Coordination: Revise or adjust affected work as necessary to integrate work of the approved
substitutions.

1.09 SUBSTITUTIONS

A. Substitutions for Cause: Submit requests for substitution immediately on discovery of need for
change, but not later than 15 or _______ days prior to time required for preparation and review
of related submittals.
1. Conditions: Architect will consider Contractor's request for substitution when the

following conditions are satisfied. If the following conditions are not satisfied, Architect
will return requests without action, except to record noncompliance with these
requirements:
a. Extensive revisions to Contract Documents are not required.
b. Requested substitution is consistent with the Contract Documents and will produce

indicated results.
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c. Requested substitution provides sustainable design characteristics that specified
product provided for compliance with LEED, USGBC LEED v4-BD+C, or
_______  requirements.

d. Substitution request is fully documented and properly submitted.
e. Requested substitution will not adversely affect Contractor's construction schedule.
f. Requested substitution has received necessary approvals of Authorities Having

Jurisdiction.
g. Requested substitution is compatible with other portions of the Work.
h. Requested substitution has been coordinated with other portions of the Work.
i. Requested substitution provides specified warranty.
j. If requested substitution involves more than one contractor, requested substitution has

been coordinated with other portions of the Work, is uniform and consistent, is
compatible with other products, and is acceptable to all contractors involved.

B. Substitution for Convenience is not permitted.

C. The Contractor's submittal and Architect's acceptance of Shop Drawings, Product Data or
Samples that relate to construction activities not complying with the Contract Documents does
not constitute an acceptable or valid request for substitution, nor does it constitute approval.

PART 2  PRODUCTS - NOT USED

PART 3  EXECUTION - NOT USED

END OF SECTION  012500



SUBSTITUTION

REQUEST
(During the Bidding/Negotiating Stage)

Project: ____________________________________________ Substitution Request Number:  _____________________________

____________________________________________ From:  ________________________________________________

To: ____________________________________________ Date: _________________________________________________

____________________________________________ A/E Project Number:  ____________________________________

Re: ____________________________________________ Contract For:  __________________________________________

Specification Title: ____________________________________ Description:  ___________________________________________

Section: ____________________  Page:   __________________ Article/Paragraph:  ______________________________________

Proposed Substitution:  __________________________________________________________________________________________

Manufacturer:  ____________________ Address:  _________________________________ Phone:  ____________________________

Trade Name:  _______________________________________________________________ Model No.:  ________________________

Attached data includes product description, specifications, drawings, photographs, and performance and test data adequate for evaluation

of the request; applicable portions of the data are clearly defined.

Attached data also includes a description of changes to the Contract Documents that the proposed substitution will require for its proper

installation

The Undersigned certifies:

• Proposed substitution has been fully investigated and determined to be equal or superior in all respects to specified product.

• Same warranty will be furnished for proposed substitution as for specified product.

• Same maintenance service and source of replacement parts, as applicable, is available.

• Proposed substitution will have no adverse effect on other trades and will not affect or delay progress schedule.

• Proposed substitution does not affect dimensions and functional clearances.

• Payment will be made for changes to building design, including A/E design, detailing, and construction costs caused by the substitution.

Submitted by:  _________________________________________________________________________________________________

Signed by:  ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Firm:  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone:  ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

A/E REVIEW AND ACTION

G Substitution approved - Make submittals in accordance with Specification Section  01 25 00  Substitution Procedures.

G Substitution approved as noted - Make submittals in accordance with Specification Section  01 25 00  Substitution Procedures.

G Substitution rejected - Use specified materials.

G Substitution Request received too late - Use specified materials.

Signed by:

Supporting Data Attached: 9 Drawings 9 Product Data 9 Samples       9 Tests         9 Reports         9________





SUBSTITUTION

REQUEST
(After the Bidding/Negotiating Stage)

Project: ____________________________________________ Substitution Request Number:  _____________________________

____________________________________________ From:  ________________________________________________

To: ____________________________________________ Date: _________________________________________________

____________________________________________ A/E Project Number:  ____________________________________

Re: ____________________________________________ Contract For:  __________________________________________

Specification Title: ____________________________________ Description:  ___________________________________________

Section: ____________________  Page:   __________________ Article/Paragraph:  ______________________________________

Proposed Substitution:  __________________________________________________________________________________________

Manufacturer:  ____________________ Address:  _________________________________ Phone:  ____________________________

Trade Name:  _______________________________________________________________ Model No.:  ________________________

Installer:  ________________________ Address:  _________________________________ Phone:   ____________________________

Trade Name:  _______________________________________________________________ Model No.:  ________________________

History: 9 New Product 9 1-4 years old 9 5-10 years old        9 More than 10 years old

Differences between proposed substitution and specified product: _________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Point- by point comparative data attached - REQUIRED BY A/E

Reason for not providing specified item:  ____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Similar Installation:

Project:  ______________________________________ Architect:  ______________________________________________

Address:  _____________________________________ Owner:  ________________________________________________

_____________________________________ Date Installed:  ___________________________________________

Proposed substitution affects other parts of Work: 9 No 9 Yes;   explain  ________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Savings to Owner for accepting substitution:  ________________________________________________($______________________).

Proposed substitution changes Contract Time: 9No 9Yes   [Add]         [Deduct] ________________________days.

Supporting Data Attached: 9 Drawings 9 Product Data 9 Samples       9 Tests         9 Reports         9_________



SUBSTITUTION

REQUEST
(After the Bidding/Negotiating Stage - Continued)

The Undersigned certifies:

• Proposed substitution has been fully investigated and determined to be equal or superior in all respects to specified product.

• Same warranty will be furnished for proposed substitution as for specified product.

• Same maintenance service and source of replacement parts, as applicable, is available.

• Proposed substitution will have no adverse effect on other trades and will not affect or delay progress schedule.

• Cost data as stated above is complete. Claims for additional costs relater to accepted substitution which may subsequently become

apparent are to be waived.

• Proposed substitution does not affect dimensions and functional clearances.

• Payment will be made for changes to building design, including A/E design, detailing, and construction costs caused by the substitution.

• Coordination, installation, and changes in the Work as necessary for accepted substitution will be complete in all respects.

Submitted by: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Signed by: __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Firm:  __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone: __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Attachments: __________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

A/E REVIEW AND ACTION

G Substitution approved - Make submittals in accordance with Specification Section  01 25 00  Substitution Procedures.

G Substitution approved as noted - Make submittals in accordance with Specification Section  01 25 00  Substitution Procedures.

G Substitution rejected - Use specified materials.

G Substitution Request received too late - Use specified materials.

Signed by:  ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Additional Comments: 9 Contractor 9 Subcontractor 9 Supplier        9 Manufacturer         9 A/E              9____________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
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SECTION 012600 - CONTRACT MODIFICATION PROCEDURES

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for handling and processing
Contract modifications.

1.03 RELATED REQUIREMENTS:

A. Section 012100 - Allowances for administrative procedures for handling allowances.

B. Section 012200 - Unit Prices for administrative procedures for handling unit prices.

C. Section 012500 - Substitution Procedures  for administrative procedures for handling requests
for substitutions made after the Contract award.

D. Section 013100 - Project Management And Coordination  for requirements for forms for
contract modifications provided as part of web-based Project management software.

1.04 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. AIA G701 - Change Order.

B. AIA G710 - Architect's Supplemental Instructions.

C. AIA G714 - Construction Change Directive.

1.05 MINOR CHANGES IN THE WORK

A. Architect will issue through Construction Manager supplemental instructions authorizing minor
changes in the Work, not involving adjustment to the Contract Sum or the Contract Time, on
AIA G710 Architect's Supplemental Instructions.

1.06 PROPOSAL REQUESTS

A. Owner-Initiated Proposal Requests: Construction Manager will issue a detailed description of
proposed changes in the Work that may require adjustment to the Contract Sum or the Contract
Time. If necessary, the description will include supplemental or revised Drawings and
Specifications.
1. Proposal Requests issued by Construction Manager are for information only. Do not

consider them instructions either to stop work in progress or to execute the proposed
change.

2. Within 20 days, when not otherwise specified, after receipt of Proposal Request, submit a
quotation estimating cost adjustments to the Contract Sum and the Contract Time
necessary to execute the change.
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a. Include a list of quantities of products required or eliminated and unit costs, with total
amount of purchases and credits to be made. If requested, furnish survey data to
substantiate quantities.

b. Indicate applicable taxes, delivery charges, equipment rental, and amounts of trade
discounts.

c. Include costs of labor and supervision directly attributable to the change.
d. Include an updated Contractor 's construction schedule that indicates the effect of the

change, including, but not limited to, changes in activity duration, start and finish
times, and activity relationship. Use available total float before requesting an
extension of the Contract Time.

e. Quotation Form: Use forms provided as part of web-based Project Management
software. 

B. Contractor-Initiated Proposals: If latent or unforeseen conditions require modifications to the
Contract, Contractor may propose changes by submitting a request for a change to Construction
Manager. 
1. Include a statement outlining reasons for the change and the effect of the change on the

Work. Provide a complete description of the proposed change. Indicate the effect of the
proposed change on the Contract Sum and the Contract Time.

2. Include a list of quantities of products required or eliminated and unit costs, with total
amount of purchases and credits to be made. If requested, furnish survey data to
substantiate quantities.

3. Indicate applicable taxes, delivery charges, equipment rental, and amounts of trade
discounts.

4. Include costs of labor and supervision directly attributable to the change.
5. Include an updated Contractor 's construction schedule that indicates the effect of the

change, including, but not limited to, changes in activity duration, start and finish times,
and activity relationship. Use available total float before requesting an extension of the
Contract Time.

6. Comply with requirements in Section 012500 - Substitution Procedures  if the proposed
change requires substitution of one product or system for product or system specified.

C. Proposal Request Form: Use forms provided as part of web-based Project Management
software. 

1.07 ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGE ORDERS

A. Allowance Adjustment: See Section 012100 - Allowances  for administrative procedures for
preparation of Change Order Proposal for adjusting the Contract Sum to reflect actual costs of
allowances.

B. Unit-Price Adjustment: See Section 012200 - Unit Prices  for administrative procedures for
preparation of Change Order Proposal for adjusting the Contract Sum to reflect measured scope
of unit-price work.

1.08 CHANGE ORDER PROCEDURES

A. On Owner's approval of a Proposal Request, Construction Manager will issue a Change Order
for signatures of Owner and Contractor on  AIA G701.
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1.09 CONSTRUCTION CHANGE DIRECTIVE

A. Construction Change Directive: Construction Manager may issue a Construction Change
Directive on AIA G714. Construction Change Directive instructs Contractor to proceed with a
change in the Work, for subsequent inclusion in a Change Order.
1. Construction Change Directive contains a complete description of change in the Work. It

also designates method to be followed to determine change in the Contract Sum or the
Contract Time.

B. Documentation: Maintain detailed records on a time and material basis of work required by the
Construction Change Directive.
1. After completion of change, submit an itemized account and supporting data necessary to

substantiate cost and time adjustments to the Contract.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (NOT USED)

PART 3 EXECUTION (NOT USED)

END OF SECTION  012600
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SECTION 012900 - PAYMENT PROCEDURES

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements necessary to prepare and process
Applications for Payment.

1.03 RELATED SECTIONS

A. Section 012600 - Contract Modification Procedures for administrative procedures for handling
changes to the Contract.

B. Section 013200 - Construction Progress Documentation for administrative requirements
governing the preparation and submittal of the Contractor's construction schedule.

C. Section 017700 - Closeout Procedures for additional requirements.

1.04 DEFINITIONS

A. Schedule of Values: A statement furnished by Contractor allocating portions of the Contract
Sum to various portions of the Work and used as the basis for reviewing Contractor's
Applications for Payment.

1.05 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. AIA G702 - Application and Certificate for Payment.

B. AIA G703 - Continuation Sheet.

C. AIA G706 - Contractor's Affidavit of Payment of Debts and Claims.

D. AIA G706A - Contractor’s Affidavit of Release of Liens.

E. AIA G707 - Consent of Surety to Final Payment.

1.06 SCHEDULE OF VALUES

A. Coordination: Coordinate preparation of the schedule of values with preparation of Contractor's
construction schedule.  
1. Correlate line items in the schedule of values with items required under administrative

schedules and forms, including:
a. Contractor's construction schedule
b. Application for payment form with Continuation Sheets
c. List of subcontractors
d. List of products
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e. List of principal suppliers and fabricators
f. Schedule of submittals 

2. Submit the schedule of values to Architect  at earliest possible date, but no later than ten 
days before the date scheduled for submittal of initial Application for Payment.

3. Subschedules for Phased Work: Where the Work is separated into phases requiring
separately phased payments, provide subschedules showing values coordinated with each
phase of payment.

4. Subschedules for Separate Elements of Work: Where the Contractor's construction
schedule defines separate elements of the Work, provide subschedules showing values
coordinated with each element.

B. Format and Content: Use Project Manual table of contents as a guide to establish line items for
the schedule of values. Provide at least one line item for each Specification Section.
1. Identification: Include the following Project identification on the schedule of values:

a. Project name and location.
b. Owner's Project number.
c. Name of Architect.
d. Architect's Project number.
e. Contractor's name and address.
f. Date of submittal.

2. Arrange the schedule of values in tabular form, with separate columns to indicate the
following for each item listed:
a. Generic name
b. Related Specification Section.
c. Change Orders (numbers) that affect value.
d. Dollar value.
e. Percentage of Contract Sum to the nearest one-hundredth percent, adjusted to total

100 percent.
3. Provide a breakdown of the Contract Sum in sufficient detail to facilitate continued

evaluation of Applications for Payment and progress reports. Provide multiple line items
for principal subcontract amounts in excess of five  percent of the Contract Sum.

4. Round amounts off to the nearest whole dollar; the total shall equal the Contract Sum.
5. For each part of the Work where an Application for Payment may include products

purchased or fabricated and stored, but not yet installed, provide a separate line item on
the Schedule of Values for the initial cost of the product, for each subsequent stage of
completion, and for total installed value of that part of the Work.
a. Differentiate between items stored on-site and items stored off-site. Include evidence

of insurance or bonded warehousing if required.
6. Margins of Cost:  Show line items for indirect costs, and margins on actual costs, only to

the extent that such items will be listed individually in Applications for Payment.
a. Each item in the Schedule of Values and Applications for Payment shall be complete

including its total cost and proportionate share of general overhead and profit margin.
b. Schedule of Values shall include line items for closeout documents.

7. Allowances: Provide a separate line item in the schedule of values for each allowance.
Show line-item value of unit-cost allowances, as a product of the unit cost, multiplied by
measured quantity. Use information indicated in the Contract Documents to determine
quantities.

8. Purchase Contracts: Provide a separate line item in the schedule of values for each
Purchase contract. Show line-item value of Purchase contract. Indicate Owner payments
or deposits, if any, and balance to be paid by Contractor.
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9. Overhead Costs, Separate Line Items: Show cost of temporary facilities and other major
cost items that are not direct cost of actual work-in-place as separate line items.

10. Temporary Facilities: Show cost of temporary facilities and other major cost items that are
not direct cost of actual work-in-place as separate line items.

11. Closeout Costs. Include separate line items under Contractor  and principal subcontracts
for Project closeout requirements in an amount totaling five  percent of the Contract Sum
and subcontract amount.

12. Schedule of Values Revisions: Revise the schedule of values when Change Orders or
Construction Change Directives result in a change in the Contract Sum. Include at least
one separate line item for each Change Order and Construction Change Directive.

1.07 APPLICATIONS FOR PAYMENT

A. Each Application for Payment following the initial Application for Payment shall be consistent
with previous applications and payments, as certified by Architect and Construction Manager 
and paid by Owner .

B. Payment Application Times: The date for each progress payment shall be as indicated in the
Owner/Contractor Agreement. The period of construction work covered by each Application
for Payment is the period indicated in the Agreement.

C. Payment Application Times: Submit Application for Payment to Architect  by the 25th day of
the month. The period covered by each Application for Payment is one month, ending on the
last day of the month.
1. Submit draft copy of Application for Payment seven  days prior to due date for review by

Architect .
2. Official Copy: Provide required number of copies, including supportive data and other

requirements, to the Architect  within the time limit established by the requirements stated
above. After review and acceptance of Application for Payment, Contractor will forward
submission to Owner for payment.

D. Application for Payment Forms: Use AIA G702 and AIA G703 as form for Applications for
Payment.

E. Application Preparation: Complete every entry on form. Notarize and execute by a person
authorized to sign legal documents on behalf of Contractor . Architect  will return incomplete
applications without action.
1. Entries shall match data on the schedule of values and Contractor's construction schedule.

Use updated schedules if revisions were made.
2. Include amounts for work completed following previous Application for Payment,

whether or not payment has been received. Include only amounts for work completed at
time of Application for Payment.

3. Include amounts of Change Orders and Construction Change Directives issued before last
day of construction period covered by application.

4. Indicate separate amounts for work being carried out under Owner-requested project
acceleration.

F. Stored Materials: Include in Application for Payment amounts applied for materials or
equipment purchased or fabricated and stored, but not yet installed. Differentiate between items
stored on-site and items stored off-site.
1. Provide certificate of insurance, evidence of transfer of title to Owner, and consent of

surety to payment for stored materials.
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2. Provide supporting documentation that verifies amount requested, such as paid invoices.
Match amount requested with amounts indicated on documentation; do not include
overhead and profit on stored materials.

3. Provide summary documentation for stored materials indicating the following:
a. Value of materials previously stored and remaining stored as of date of previous

Applications for Payment.
b. Value of previously stored materials put in place after date of previous Application

for Payment and on or before date of current Application for Payment.
c. Value of materials stored since date of previous Application for Payment and

remaining stored as of date of current Application for Payment.

G. Transmittal: Submit signed and notarized original copies, the number as determined by the Pre-
Construction Conference, of each Application for Payment to Architect  by means ensuring
receipt within 24 hours. One copy shall include waivers of lien and similar attachments if
required.
1. Transmit with a transmittal form listing attachments and recording appropriate

information about application in a manner acceptable to Architect and Construction
Manager .

H. Waivers of Mechanic's Lien: With each Application for Payment, submit waivers of mechanic's
lien from entities lawfully entitled to file a mechanic's lien arising out of the Contract and
related to the Work covered by the payment .
1. Submit partial waivers on each item for amount requested in previous application, after

deduction for retainage, on each item.
2. When an application shows completion of an item, submit final or full waivers.
3. Owner reserves the right to designate which entities involved in the Work must submit

waivers.
4. Waiver Delays: Submit each Application for Payment with Contractor's waiver of

mechanic's lien for construction period covered by the application.
a. Submit final Application for Payment with or preceded by final waivers from every

entity involved with performance of the Work covered by the application who is
lawfully entitled to a lien.

5. Waiver Forms: Submit executed waivers of lien on forms acceptable to Owner.

I. Initial Application for Payment: Administrative actions and submittals that shall precede or
coincide with submittal of first Application for Payment include the following:
1. List of subcontractors.
2. List of principal suppliers and fabricators.
3. Schedule of values.
4. Contractor's construction schedule (preliminary if not final).
5. Combined Contractor's construction schedule (preliminary if not final) incorporating

Work of multiple contracts, with indication of acceptance of schedule by each Contractor.
6. Products list (preliminary if not final).
7. Sustainable design action plans, including preliminary project materials cost data.
8. Schedule of unit prices.
9. Submittal schedule (preliminary if not final).
10. List of Contractor's staff assignments.
11. List of Contractor's principal consultants.
12. Copies of building permits.
13. Copies of authorizations and licenses from Authorities Having Jurisdiction for

performance of the Work.
14. Initial progress report.
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15. Report of preconstruction conference.
16. Certificates of insurance and insurance policies.
17. Performance and payment bonds, if required.
18. Data needed to acquire Owner's insurance.
19. Initial settlement survey and damage report, if required.

J. Application for Payment at Substantial Completion: After Architect issues the Certificate of
Substantial Completion, submit an Application for Payment showing 100 percent completion
for portion of the Work claimed as substantially complete.
1. Include documentation supporting claim that the Work is substantially complete and a

statement showing an accounting of changes to the Contract Sum.
a. Complete administrative actions, submittals, and Work preceding this application, as

described in Section 017700 - Closeout Procedures .
2. This application shall reflect Certificate(s) of Substantial Completion issued previously for

Owner occupancy of designated portions of the Work.
3. Administrative actions and submittals that shall precede or coincide with submittal of this

application include:
a. Occupancy permits and similar approvals
b. Warranties (guaranties) and maintenance agreements
c. Test/adjust/balance records
d. Maintenance instructions
e. Meter readings
f. Start-up performance reports
g. Change-over information related to Owner's occupancy, use, operation and

maintenance
h. Final cleaning
i. Application for reduction of retainage, and consent of surety
j. Advice on shifting insurance coverages
k. Final progress photographs
l. List of incomplete Work, recognized as exceptions to Architect's Certificate of

Substantial Completion

K. Final Payment Application: After completing Project closeout requirements, submit final
Application for Payment with releases and supporting documentation not previously submitted
and accepted, including, but not limited, to the following:
1. Evidence of completion of contract closeout requirements.
2. Completion of items specified for completion after Substantial Completion.
3. Transmittal of required project construction records to Owner.
4. Insurance certificates for products and completed operations where required and proof that

taxes, fees, and similar obligations were paid.
5. Updated final statement, accounting for final changes to the Contract Sum.
6. AIA G706, "Contractor's Affidavit of Payment".
7. AIA G706A, "Contractor's Affidavit of Release of Liens."
8. Removal of temporary facilities and services.
9. Removal of surplus materials, rubbish and similar elements.
10. Change door locks to Owner's access.
11. AIA G707, "Consent of Surety to Final Payment."
12. Evidence that claims have been settled.
13. Final meter readings for utilities, a measured record of stored fuel, and similar data as of

date of Substantial Completion or when Owner took possession of and assumed
responsibility for corresponding elements of the Work.
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14. Final liquidated damages settlement statement.
15. Waivers and releases.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (NOT USED)

PART 3 EXECUTION (NOT USED)

END OF SECTION  012900
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SECTION 013100 - PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND COORDINATION

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes administrative provisions for coordinating construction operations on Project,
including, but not limited to, the following:
1. General coordination procedures.
2. Coordination drawings.
3. Requests for Information RFIs.
4. Digital project management procedures.
5. Web-based Project management software package.
6. Project meetings.
7. Administrative and supervisory personnel.

B. Each contractor shall participate in coordination requirements. Certain areas of responsibility
will be assigned to a specific contractor or subcontractor.

1.03 RELATED SECTIONS INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

A. Section 011200 - Multiple Contract Summary for a description of the division of work among
separate contracts and responsibility for coordination activities not in this Section.

B. Section 012600 - Contract Modification Procedures 

C. Section 013200 - Construction Progress Documentation for preparing and submitting
Contractor's construction schedule.

D. Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures 

E. Section 017300 - Execution for procedures for coordinating general installation and field-
engineering services, including establishment of benchmarks and control points.

F. Section 017700 - Closeout Procedures for coordinating closeout of the Contract.

G. Section 019113 - General Commissioning Requirements for coordinating the Work with
Owner's Commissioning Authority.

1.04 DEFINITIONS

A. BIM: Building Information Modeling.

B. RFI: Request from Owner, Construction Manager, Architect , or Contractor  seeking
information or clarifications of the Contract Documents.
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1.05 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A. Subcontract List: Prepare a written summary identifying individuals or firms proposed for each
portion of the Work, including those who are to furnish products or equipment fabricated to a
special design. Include the following information in tabular form:
1. Name, address, telephone number, and email address of entity performing subcontract or

supplying products.
2. Number and title of related Specification Section(s) covered by subcontract.
3. Drawing number and detail references, as appropriate, covered by subcontract.

B. Key Personnel Names: Within 15 days of starting construction operations, submit a list of key
personnel assignments, including superintendent and other personnel in attendance at Project
site. Identify individuals and their duties and responsibilities; list addresses, cellular telephone
numbers, and e-mail addresses. Provide names, addresses, and telephone numbers of
individuals assigned as alternates in the absence of individuals assigned to Project.
1. Post copies of list in Project meeting room, in temporary field office, in web-based Project

software directory, and in prominent location in each or the built facility. Keep list current
at all times.

1.06 GENERAL COORDINATION PROCEDURES

A. Coordination:  Each subcontractor shall coordinate its construction operations with those of
other subcontractors and entities to ensure efficient and orderly installation of each part of the
Work. Each subcontractor shall coordinate its operations with operations included in different
Sections, that depend on each other for proper installation, connection, and operation.
1. Schedule construction operations in sequence required to obtain the best results, where

installation of one part of the Work depends on installation of other components, before or
after its own installation.

2. Coordinate installation of different components with other subcontractors to ensure
maximum performance and accessibility for required maintenance, service, and repair.

3. Make adequate provisions to accommodate items scheduled for later installation.
4. Where availability of space is limited, coordinate installation of different components to

ensure maximum performance and accessibility for required maintenance, service, and
repair of all components, including mechanical and electrical.

B. Coordination of Multiple Contracts: Each contractor shall cooperate with Project coordinator,
who shall coordinate its construction operations with those of other contractors and entities to
ensure efficient and orderly installation of each part of the Work. Each contractor shall
coordinate its own operations with operations included in different Sections that depend on
each other for proper installation, connection, and operation.
1. Schedule construction operations in sequence required to obtain the best results, where

installation of one part of the Work depends on installation of other components, before or
after its own installation.

2. Coordinate installation of different components with other contractors to ensure maximum
performance and accessibility for required maintenance, service, and repair.

3. Make adequate provisions to accommodate items scheduled for later installation.

C. Prepare memoranda for distribution to each party involved, outlining special procedures
required for coordination. Include such items as required notices, reports, and list of attendees
at meetings.
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1. Prepare similar memoranda for Owner and separate Contractors or Subcontractors if
coordination of their Work is required.

D. Administrative Procedures: Coordinate scheduling and timing of required administrative
procedures with other construction activities and activities of other subcontractors to avoid
conflicts and to ensure orderly progress of the Work. Such administrative activities include, but
are not limited to, the following:
1. Preparation of subcontractor's construction schedule.
2. Preparation of the schedule of values.
3. Installation and removal of temporary facilities and controls.
4. Delivery and processing of submittals.
5. Progress meetings.
6. Preinstallation conferences.
7. Project closeout activities.
8. Startup and adjustment of systems.
9. Project closeout activities.

E. Conservation: Coordinate construction activities to ensure that operations are carried out with
consideration given to conservation of energy, water, and materials.

1.07 COORDINATION DRAWINGS

A. Coordination Drawings, General: Prepare coordination drawings according to requirements in
individual Sections, and additionally where installation is not completely indicated on Shop
Drawings, where limited space availability necessitates coordination, or if coordination is
required to facilitate integration of products and materials fabricated or installed by more than
one entity.
1. Content: Project-specific information, drawn accurately to a scale large enough to indicate

and resolve conflicts. Do not base coordination drawings on standard printed data. Include
the following information, as applicable:
a. Use applicable Drawings as a basis for preparation of coordination drawings. Prepare

sections, elevations, and details as needed to describe relationship of various systems
and components.

b. Coordinate the addition of trade-specific information to coordination drawings by
multiple contractors in a sequence that best provides for coordination of the
information and resolution of conflicts between installed components before
submitting for review.

c. Indicate functional and spatial relationships of components of architectural, structural,
civil, mechanical, and electrical systems.

d. Indicate space requirements for routine maintenance and for anticipated replacement
of components during the life of the installation.

e. Show location and size of access doors required for access to concealed dampers,
valves, and other controls.

f. Indicate required installation sequences.
g. Indicate dimensions shown on Drawings. Specifically note dimensions that appear to

be in conflict with submitted equipment and minimum clearance requirements.
Provide alternative sketches to Architect indicating proposed resolution of such
conflicts. Minor dimension changes and difficult installations will not be considered
changes to the Contract.

B. Coordination Drawing Organization: Organize coordination drawings as follows:
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1. Floor Plans and Reflected Ceiling Plans: Show architectural and structural elements, and
mechanical, plumbing, fire-protection, fire-alarm, and electrical Work. Show locations of
visible ceiling-mounted devices relative to acoustical ceiling grid. Supplement plan
drawings with section drawings where required to adequately represent the Work.

2. Plenum Space: Indicate subframing for support of ceiling, raised access floor, and wall
systems, mechanical and electrical equipment, and related Work. Locate components
within plenums to accommodate layout of light fixtures and other components indicated
on Drawings. Indicate areas of conflict between light fixtures and other components.

3. Mechanical Rooms: Provide coordination drawings for mechanical rooms, showing plans
and elevations of mechanical, plumbing, fire-protection, fire-alarm, and electrical
equipment.

4. Structural Penetrations: Indicate penetrations and openings required for all disciplines.
5. Slab Edge and Embedded Items: Indicate slab edge locations and sizes and locations of

embedded items for metal fabrications, sleeves, anchor bolts, bearing plates, angles, door
floor closers, slab depressions for floor finishes, curbs and housekeeping pads, and similar
items.

6. Mechanical and Plumbing Work: Show the following:
a. Sizes and bottom elevations of ductwork, piping, and conduit runs, including

insulation, bracing, flanges, and support systems.
b. Dimensions of major components, such as dampers, valves, diffusers, access doors,

cleanouts and electrical distribution equipment.
c. Fire-rated enclosures around ductwork.

7. Electrical Work: Show the following:
a. Runs of vertical and horizontal conduit 1-1/4 inches (32 mm) in diameter and larger.
b. Light fixture, exit light, emergency battery pack, smoke detector, and other fire-alarm

locations.
c. Panel board, switchboard, switchgear, transformer, busway, generator, and motor-

control center locations.
d. Location of pull boxes and junction boxes, dimensioned from column center lines.

8. Fire-Protection System: Show the following:
a. Locations of standpipes, mains piping, branch lines, pipe drops, and sprinkler heads.

9. Review: Architect will review coordination drawings to confirm that the Work is being
coordinated, but not for the details of the coordination, which are Contractor's
responsibility. If Architect determines that coordination drawings are not being prepared
in sufficient scope or detail, or are otherwise deficient, Architect will so inform
Contractor, who shall make changes as directed and resubmit.

10. Coordination Drawing Prints: Prepare coordination drawing prints according to
requirements in Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures.

C. Coordination Drawing Process: Prepare coordination drawings in the following manner:
1. Schedule submittal and review of Fire Sprinkler, Plumbing, HVAC, and Electrical Shop

Drawings to make required changes prior to preparation of coordination drawings.
2. Commence routing of coordination drawing files with HVAC Installer, who will provide

drawing plan files denoting approved ductwork. HVAC Installer will locate ductwork and
piping on a single layer, using orange color. Forward drawings to Plumbing Installer.

3. Plumbing Installer will locate plumbing and equipment on a single layer, using blue color.
4. Fire Sprinkler Installer will locate piping and equipment, using red color. Fire Sprinkler

Installer shall forward drawing files to Electrical Installer.
5. Electrical Installer will indicate service and feeder conduit runs and equipment in green

color. Electrical Installer shall forward drawing files to Communications and Electronic
Safety and Security Installer.
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6. Communications and Electronic Safety and Security Installer will indicate cable trays and
cabling runs and equipment in purple color. Communications and Electronic Safety and
Security Installer shall forward completed drawing files to Contractor.

7. Contractor shall perform the final coordination review. As each coordination drawing is
completed, Contractor will meet with Architect to review and resolve conflicts on the
coordination drawings.

D. Coordination Digital Data Files: Prepare coordination digital data files according to the
following requirements:
1. File Preparation Format:

a. Same digital data software program, version, and operating system as original
Drawings.

b. DWG, DXF, DGN, RVT, or _______, Version , operating in Microsoft Windows or
Apple Macintosh  operating system.

2. File Submittal Format: Submit or post coordination drawing files using Portable Data File
(PDF) format.

3. BIM File Incorporation: Construction Manager will incorporate Contractor's coordination
drawing files into Building Information Model established for Project.
a. Perform or Construction Manager will perform three-dimensional component conflict

analysis as part of preparation of coordination drawings. Resolve component conflicts
prior to submittal. Indicate where conflict resolution requires modification of design
requirements by Architect.

4. Architect will furnish Contractor one set of digital data files of Drawings for use in
preparing coordination digital data files. Level of Design by Architect is _______.  Level
of Design by Contractor is _______. 
a. Architect makes no representations as to the accuracy or completeness of digital data

files as they relate to Drawings.
b. Digital Data Software Program: Drawings are available in .
c. Contractor shall execute a data licensing agreement in the form of Agreement

included in this Project Manual.

E. Exterior Envelope Coordination: Provide coordinated drawings demonstrating the interface of
two or more materials where those materials are provided by separate subcontractors, and
acceptance of those drawings by all pertinent subcontractors and General
Contractor/Construction Manager, by use of a stamp of approval on the drawings.
1. Drawing shall show all materials used on the exterior walls, from top of structural

foundation up to all exposed roofing materials, including but not limited to the following:
a. Exterior skin materials
b. Masonry products, metal or other composite material panel systems.
c. Exterior insulation finishing systems, stucco, other siding materials.
d. Substrates or integrated support systems
e. Weather resistant barriers
f. Air and/or moisture barriers
g. Sheathing materials
h. Metal or wood framing systems
i. Masonry or concrete wall systems
j. Insulation types, layers and fastening systems.
k. Various system accessories
l. Flashing materials
m. Curtainwall, storefront, window, louver, and door openings.
n. Joint sealants
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o. Cold formed metal framing and/or masonry back-up
p. Interior finish material on exterior walls
q. Roofing materials and roof edge metal trim and copings
r. Other roof accessories.

1.08 REQUEST FOR INFORMATION (RFI)

A. Procedure: Immediately on discovery of the need for additional information, clarification, or
interpretation of the Contract Documents, and if not possible to request interpretation at a
Project meeting, prepare and submit an RFI in the form specified.
1. RFIs shall originate with Contractor. RFIs submitted by entities other than Contractor will

be returned with no response.
2. Coordinate and submit RFIs in a prompt manner to avoid delays in Contractor's work or

work of subcontractors.

B. Content of the RFI: Include a detailed, legible description of item needing information or
interpretation and the following:
1. Project name.
2. Owner name.
3. Owner's Project number.
4. Name of Architect, Construction Manager, General Contractor, Contractor, and _______.
5. Architect's Project number.
6. Date.
7. Name of Contractor.
8. RFI number, numbered sequentially.
9. RFI subject.
10. Specification Section number and title and related paragraphs, as appropriate.
11. Drawing number and detail references, as appropriate.
12. Field dimensions and conditions, as appropriate.
13. Contractor's suggested resolution. If Contractor's suggested solution impacts the Contract

Time or the Contract Sum, Contractor shall state impact in the RFI.
14. Contractor's signature.
15. Attachments: Include drawings, descriptions, measurements, photos, Product Data, Shop

Drawings, coordination drawings, and other information necessary to fully describe items
needing interpretation.
a. Supplementary drawings prepared by Contractor shall include dimensions,

thicknesses, structural grid references, and details of affected materials, assemblies,
and attachments.

C. Architect's, Construction Manager's, or _______ Action: Architect, Construction Manager, or
_______ will review each RFI, determine action required, and return it. Allow three, five,
seven, or ____  days for Architect's response for each RFI. RFIs received by Architect,
Construction Manager, or _______ after 1:00 p.m. will be considered as received the following
working day.
1. The following RFIs will be returned without action:

a. Requests for approval of submittals.
b. Requests for approval of substitutions.
c. Requests for approval of Contractor's means and methods.
d. Requests for coordination information already indicated in the Contract Documents.
e. Requests for adjustments in the Contract Time or the Contract Sum.
f. Requests for interpretation of Architect's actions on submittals.
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g. Incomplete RFIs or inaccurately prepared RFIs.
2. Architect's action may include a request for additional information, in which case

Architect's time for response will date from time of receipt by Architect, Construction
Manager, and _______ of additional information.

3. Architect's action on RFIs that may result in a change to the Contract Time or the Contract
Sum may be eligible for Contractor to submit Change Proposal according to
Section 012600 - Contract Modification Procedures .
a. If Contractor believes the RFI response warrants change in the Contract Time or the

Contract Sum, notify Architect, Construction Manager, or ____ in writing within five
or ____ days of receipt of the RFI response.

D. RFI Log: Prepare, maintain, and submit a tabular log of RFIs organized by the RFI number.
Submit log weekly.Use software log that is part of web-based Project management software.,
Include the following:, or Software log with not less than the following:
1. Project name.
2. Name and address of Contractor.
3. Name and address of Architect, Construction Manager, General Contractor, Contractor,

and _______.
4. RFI number, including RFIs that were returned without action or withdrawn.
5. RFI description.
6. Date the RFI was submitted.
7. Date Architect's, Construction Manager's, General Contractor's, Contractor's, and _______

response was received.
8. Identification of related Minor Change in the Work, Construction Change Directive, and

Proposal Request, as appropriate.
9. Identification of related Field Order, Work Change Directive, and Proposal Request, as

appropriate.

E. On receipt of Architect's, Construction Manager's, or _______ action, update the RFI log and
immediately distribute the RFI response to affected parties. Review response and notify
Architect, Construction Manager, or _______ within three, seven, or _______ days if
Contractor disagrees with response.

1.09 DIGITAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

A. Architect's Data Files Not Available: Architect will not provide Architect's BIM model, CAD
drawings, and _______ digital data files for Contractor's use during construction.

B. Use of Architect's Digital Data Files: Digital data files of Architect's BIM model, CAD
drawings, and _______ will be provided by Architect for Contractor's use during construction.
1. Digital data files may be used by Contractor in preparing coordination drawings, Shop

Drawings, and Project Record Drawings.
2. Architect makes no representations as to the accuracy or completeness of digital data files

as they relate to Contract Drawings.
3. Digital Drawing Software Program: Contract Drawings are available in .
4. Contractor shall execute a data licensing agreement in the form of Agreement included in

Project Manual.
a. Subcontractors and other parties granted access by Contractor to Architect's digital

data files shall execute a data licensing agreement in the form of Agreement included
in this Project Manual.

5. The following digital data files will be furnished for each appropriate discipline:
a. Floor plans.
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b. Reflected ceiling plans.
c. _______.

C. Web-Based Project Management Software Package: Provide, administer, and use Architect's,
Owner's, Construction Manager's, or _______ web-based Project management software
package for purposes of hosting and managing Project communication and documentation until
Final Completion.
1. Web-based Project management software includes, at a minimum, the following features:

a. Compilation of Project data, including Contractor, subcontractors, Architect,
Architect's consultants, Owner, and other entities involved in Project. Include names
of individuals and contact information.

b. Access control for each entity for each workflow process, to determine entity's digital
rights to create, modify, view, and print documents.

c. Document workflow planning, allowing customization of workflow between project
entities.

d. Creation, logging, tracking, and notification for Project communications required in
other Specification Sections, including, but not limited to, RFIs, submittals, Minor
Changes in the Work, Construction Change Directives, and Change Orders.

e. Track status of each Project communication in real time, and log time and date when
responses are provided.

f. Procedures for handling PDFs or similar file formats, allowing markups by each
entity. Provide security features to lock markups against changes once submitted.

g. Processing and tracking of payment applications.
h. Processing and tracking of contract modifications.
i. Creating and distributing meeting minutes.
j. Document management for Drawings, Specifications, and coordination drawings,

including revision control.
k. Management of construction progress photographs.
l. Mobile device compatibility, including smartphones and tablets.
m. .

2. Provide up to seven or _______ Project management software user licenses for use of
Owner, Owner's Commissioning Authority, Construction Manager, Architect, Architect's
consultants, and _______. Provide eight or _______ hours of software training at
Architect's office for web-based Project software users.

3. At completion of Project, provide digital archive in format that is readable by common
desktop software applications in format acceptable to Architect. Provide data in locked
format to prevent further changes.

D. PDF Document Preparation: Where PDFs are required to be submitted to Architect, prepare as
follows:
1. Assemble complete submittal package into a single indexed file, incorporating submittal

requirements of a single Specification Section and transmittal form with links enabling
navigation to each item.

2. Name file with submittal number or other unique identifier, including revision identifier.
3. Certifications: Where digitally submitted certificates and certifications are required,

provide a digital signature with digital certificate on where indicated.

1.10 ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL:

A. General:  In addition to Project superintendent, provide other administrative and supervisory
personnel as required for proper performance of the Work.
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1.11 PROJECT MEETINGS

A. General: The General Contractor shall, Construction Manager will, or _______ schedule and
conduct meetings and conferences at Project site unless otherwise indicated.
1. Attendees: Inform participants and others involved, and individuals whose presence is

required, of date and time of each meeting. Notify Owner and Architect of scheduled
meeting dates and times.

2. Agenda: Prepare the meeting agenda. Distribute the agenda to all invited attendees.
3. Minutes: Record significant discussions and agreements achieved. Distribute the meeting

minutes to everyone concerned, including Owner, Construction Manager, Architect, and
_______, within three or _______ days of the meeting.

B. Preconstruction Conference: Architect, Construction Manager, or _______ will schedule and
conduct a preconstruction conference before starting construction, at a time convenient to
Owner, Architect, General Contractor, and _______, but no later than15 or _______ days after
execution of the Agreement. Hold the conference at Project site or another convenient location.
Conduct the meeting to review responsibilities and personnel assignments.
1. Attendees: Authorized representatives of Owner, Owner's Commissioning Authority,

Construction Manager, Architect, their consultants, and _______; General Contractor and
its superintendent; major subcontractors; suppliers; and other concerned parties shall
attend the conference. Participants at the conference shall be familiar with Project and
authorized to conclude matters relating to the Work.

2. Agenda: Discuss items of significance that could affect progress, including the following:
a. Responsibilities and personnel assignments.
b. Tentative construction schedule.
c. Phasing.
d. Critical work sequencing and long lead items.
e. Designation of key personnel and their duties.
f. Lines of communications.
g. Use of web-based Project software.
h. Procedures for processing field decisions and Change Orders.
i. Procedures for RFIs.
j. Procedures for testing and inspecting.
k. Procedures for processing Applications for Payment.
l. Distribution of the Contract Documents.
m. Submittal procedures.
n. Sustainable design requirements.
o. Preparation of Record Documents.
p. Use of the premises, existing building, and _______.
q. Work restrictions.
r. Working hours.
s. Owner's occupancy requirements.
t. Responsibility for temporary facilities and controls.
u. Procedures for moisture and mold control.
v. Procedures for disruptions and shutdowns.
w. Construction waste management and recycling.
x. Parking availability.
y. Office, work, and storage areas.
z. Equipment deliveries and priorities.
aa. First aid.
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bb. Security.
cc. Progress cleaning.

3. Minutes: Entity responsible for conducting meeting will record and distribute meeting
minutes.

C. Sustainable Design Requirements Coordination Conference: Owner, Construction Manager, or
_______ will schedule and conduct a sustainable design coordination conference before starting
construction, at a time convenient to Owner, Construction Manager, Architect, Contractor, and
_______.
1. Attendees: Authorized representatives of Owner, Owner's Commissioning Authority,

Construction Manager, Architect, their consultants, and ____; Contractor and its
superintendent and sustainable design coordinator; major subcontractors; suppliers; and
other concerned parties shall attend the conference. Participants at the conference shall be
familiar with Project and authorized to conclude matters relating to the Work.

2. Agenda: Discuss items of significance that could affect meeting sustainable design
requirements, including the following:
a. Sustainable design Project checklist.
b. General requirements for sustainable design-related procurement and documentation.
c. Project closeout requirements and sustainable design certification procedures.
d. Role of sustainable design coordinator.
e. Construction waste management.
f. Construction operations and sustainable design requirements and restrictions.

3. Minutes: Entity responsible for conducting meeting will record and distribute meeting
minutes.

D. Preinstallation Conferences: Conduct a preinstallation conference at Project site before each
construction activity required by other Sections and when required for coordination with other
construction.
1. Attendees: Installer and representatives of manufacturers and fabricators involved in or

affected by the installation and its coordination or integration with other materials and
installations that have preceded or will follow, shall attend the meeting. Advise Owner,
Owner's Commissioning Authority, Construction Manager, Architect, their consultants,
and _______ of scheduled meeting dates.

2. Agenda: Review progress of other construction activities and preparations for the
particular activity under consideration, including requirements for the following:
a. Contract Documents.
b. Options.
c. Related RFIs.
d. Related Change Orders.
e. Purchases.
f. Deliveries.
g. Submittals.
h. Sustainable design requirements.
i. Review of mockups.
j. Possible conflicts.
k. Compatibility requirements.
l. Time schedules.
m. Weather limitations.
n. Manufacturer's written instructions.
o. Warranty requirements.
p. Compatibility of materials.
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q. Acceptability of substrates.
r. Temporary facilities and controls.
s. Space and access limitations.
t. Regulations of authorities having jurisdiction.
u. Testing and inspecting requirements.
v. Installation procedures.
w. Coordination with other work.
x. Required performance results.
y. Protection of adjacent work.
z. Protection of construction and personnel.

3. Record significant conference discussions, agreements, and disagreements, including
required corrective measures and actions.

4. Reporting: Distribute minutes of the meeting to each party present and to other parties
requiring information.

5. Do not proceed with installation if the conference cannot be successfully concluded.
Initiate whatever actions are necessary to resolve impediments to performance of the
Work and reconvene the conference at earliest feasible date.

E. Project Closeout Conference: Schedule and conduct or Construction Manager will schedule and
conduct a project closeout conference, at a time convenient to Owner and Architect, but no later
than 90 or _______ days prior to the scheduled date of Substantial Completion.
1. Conduct the conference to review requirements and responsibilities related to Project

closeout.
2. Attendees: Authorized representatives of Owner, Owner's Commissioning Authority,

Construction Manager, Architect, their consultants, and _______; Contractor and its
superintendent; major subcontractors; suppliers; and other concerned parties shall attend
the meeting. Participants at the meeting shall be familiar with Project and authorized to
conclude matters relating to the Work.

3. Agenda: Discuss items of significance that could affect or delay Project closeout,
including the following:
a. Preparation of Record Documents.
b. Procedures required prior to inspection for Substantial Completion and for final

inspection for acceptance.
c. Procedures for completing and archiving web-based Project software site data files.
d. Submittal of written warranties.
e. Requirements for completing sustainable design documentation.
f. Requirements for preparing operations and maintenance data.
g. Requirements for delivery of material samples, attic stock, and spare parts.
h. Requirements for demonstration and training.
i. Preparation of Contractor's punch list.
j. Procedures for processing Applications for Payment at Substantial Completion and

for final payment.
k. Submittal procedures.
l. Coordination of separate contracts.
m. Owner's partial occupancy requirements.
n. Installation of Owner's furniture, fixtures, and equipment.
o. Responsibility for removing temporary facilities and controls.

4. Minutes: Entity conducting meeting will record and distribute meeting minutes.

F. Progress Meetings: Conduct or Construction Manager will conduct progress meetings at
weekly, biweekly, monthly, regular, or _______ intervals determined by General Contractor,
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Construction Manager, and Architect.
1. Coordinate dates of meetings with preparation of payment requests.
2. Attendees: In addition to representatives of Owner, Owner's Commissioning Authority,

Construction Manager, Architect, their consultants, _______, each subcontractor, and
supplier concerned with current progress or involved in planning, coordination, or
performance of future activities shall be represented at these meetings. All participants at
the meeting shall be familiar with Project and authorized to conclude matters relating to
the Work.

3. Agenda: Review and correct or approve minutes of previous progress meeting. Review
other items of significance that could affect progress. Include topics for discussion as
appropriate to status of Project.
a. Contractor's Construction Schedule: Review progress since the last meeting.

Determine whether each activity is on time, ahead of schedule, or behind schedule, in
relation to Contractor's construction schedule. Determine how construction behind
schedule will be expedited; secure commitments from parties involved to do so.
Discuss whether schedule revisions are required to ensure that current and subsequent
activities will be completed within the Contract Time.
1) Review schedule for next period.

b. Review present and future needs of each entity present, including the following:
1) Interface requirements.
2) Sequence of operations.
3) Resolution of BIM component conflicts.
4) Status of submittals.
5) Status of sustainable design documentation.
6) Deliveries.
7) Off-site fabrication.
8) Access.
9) Site utilization.
10) Temporary facilities and controls.
11) Work hours.
12) Hazards and risks.
13) Progress cleaning.
14) Quality and work standards.
15) Status of correction of deficient items.
16) Field observations.
17) Status of RFIs.
18) Status of Proposal Requests.
19) Pending changes.
20) Status of Change Orders.
21) Pending claims and disputes.
22) Documentation of information for payment requests.

4. Minutes: Entity responsible for conducting the meeting will record and distribute the
meeting minutes.
a. Schedule Updating: Revise Contractor's construction schedule after each progress

meeting, where revisions to the schedule have been made or recognized. Issue revised
schedule concurrently with the report of each meeting.

G. Coordination Meetings: Conduct, Construction Manager will conduct, or Project Coordinator
will conduct  Project coordination meetings at weekly, biweekly, monthly, regular, or
____  intervals determined by Construction Manager, Project Coordinator, or General
Contractor . Project coordination meetings are in addition to specific meetings held for other
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purposes, such as progress meetings and preinstallation conferences.
1. Attendees: In addition to representatives of Owner, Owner's Commissioning Authority,

Construction Manager, General Contractor, Contractor, Architect, each contractor,
_______, subcontractor, supplier, and other entity concerned with current progress or
involved in planning, coordination, or performance of future activities shall be represented
at these meetings. All participants at the meetings shall be familiar with Project and
authorized to conclude matters relating to the Work.

2. Agenda: Review and correct or approve minutes of the previous coordination meeting.
Review other items of significance that could affect progress. Include topics for discussion
as appropriate to status of Project.
a. Combined Contractor's Construction Schedule: Review progress since the last

coordination meeting. Determine whether each contract is on time, ahead of schedule,
or behind schedule, in relation to combined Contractor's construction schedule.
Determine how construction behind schedule will be expedited; secure commitments
from parties involved to do so. Discuss whether schedule revisions are required to
ensure that current and subsequent activities will be completed within the Contract
Time.

b. Schedule Updating: Revise combined Contractor's construction schedule after each
coordination meeting, where revisions to the schedule have been made or recognized.
Issue revised schedule concurrently with report of each meeting.

c. Review present and future needs of each contractor present, including the following:
1) Interface requirements.
2) Sequence of operations.
3) Resolution of BIM component conflicts.
4) Status of submittals.
5) Deliveries.
6) Off-site fabrication.
7) Access.
8) Site utilization.
9) Temporary facilities and controls.
10) Work hours.
11) Hazards and risks.
12) Progress cleaning.
13) Quality and work standards.
14) Status of RFIs.
15) Proposal Requests.
16) Change Orders.
17) Pending changes.

3. Reporting: Record meeting results and distribute copies to everyone in attendance and to
others affected by decisions or actions resulting from each meeting.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (NOT USED)

PART 3 EXECUTION (NOT USED)

END OF SECTION  013100
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Request For Information 

   
To: JCJARCHITECTURE 

21 West 3rd Street 
Boston, MA 02127 
Attn: 
 

 Request For Information (RFI) No:  
 
Date:  
 
Initiated By:  
 
Response requested by (Date):  
 
Design Consultants Affected:  

Project: East Providence Police Dept. 
Renovation 
750 Waterman Avenue 
East Providence, Rhode Island 

 

 
 

 
Description of Clarification or Information Requested (Attach Data as Required): 

 

 

 

 

 

Proposed Solution: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signed:  Initiator       Date:  

AE Response: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Signed:             Date:  
JCJ/Design Consultant 
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SECTION 013200 - CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS DOCUMENTATION

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for documenting the progress of
construction during performance of the Work, including the following:
1. Startup construction schedule.
2. Contractor's Construction Schedule.
3. Construction schedule updating reports.
4. Daily construction reports.
5. Material location reports.
6. Site condition reports.
7. Special reports.

1.03 RELATED SECTIONS:

A. Section 011000 - Summary 

B. Section 011200 - Multiple Contract Summary for preparing a combined Contractor's
Construction Schedule.

C. Section 012900 - Payment Procedures for schedule of values and requirements for use of cost-
loaded schedule for Applications for Payment.

D. Section 013100 - Project Management And Coordination  

E. Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures  for submitting schedules and reports.

F. Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for schedule of tests and inspections.

1.04 DEFINITIONS

A. Activity: A discrete part of a project that can be identified for planning, scheduling, monitoring,
and controlling the construction Project. Activities included in a construction schedule consume
time and resources.
1. Critical Activity: An activity on the critical path that must start and finish on the planned

early start and finish times.
2. Predecessor Activity: An activity that precedes another activity in the network.
3. Successor Activity: An activity that follows another activity in the network.

B. Cost Loading: The allocation of the schedule of values for completing an activity as scheduled.
The sum of costs for all activities must equal the total Contract Sum.

C. CPM: Critical path method, which is a method of planning and scheduling a construction
project where activities are arranged based on activity relationships. Network calculations
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determine the critical path of Project and when activities can be performed.

D. Critical Path: The longest connected chain of interdependent activities through the network
schedule that establishes the minimum overall Project duration and contains no float.

E. Event: The starting or ending point of an activity.

F. Float: The measure of leeway in starting and completing an activity.
1. Float time belongs to Owner or is not for the exclusive use or benefit of either Owner or

Contractor, but is a jointly owned, expiring Project resource available to both parties as
needed to meet schedule milestones and Contract completion date.

2. Free float is the amount of time an activity can be delayed without adversely affecting the
early start of the successor activity.

3. Total float is the measure of leeway in starting or completing an activity without adversely
affecting the planned Project completion date.

G. Resource Loading: The allocation of manpower and equipment necessary for completing an
activity as scheduled.

1.05 REFERENCE STANDARDS

1.06 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A. Format for Submittals: Submit required submittals in the following format:
1. Working electronic copy of schedule file.
2. PDF file.
3. Two or _______ paper copies, of sufficient size to display entire period or schedule, as

required.

B. Startup construction schedule.
1. Submittal of cost-loaded startup construction schedule will not constitute approval of

schedule of values for cost-loaded activities.

C. Startup Network Diagram: Of size required to display entire network for entire construction
period. Show logic ties for activities.

D. Contractor's Construction Schedule: Initial schedule, of size required to display entire schedule
for entire construction period.
1. Submit a working digital copy of schedule, using software indicated, and labeled to

comply with requirements for submittals. Include type of schedule (initial or updated) and
date on label.

E. CPM Reports: Concurrent with CPM schedule, submit each of the following reports. Format for
each activity in reports shall contain activity number, activity description, cost and resource
loading, original duration, remaining duration, early start date, early finish date, late start date,
late finish date, and total float in calendar days.
1. Activity Report: List of activities sorted by activity number and then early start date, or

actual start date if known.
2. Logic Report: List of preceding and succeeding activities for each activity, sorted in

ascending order by activity number and then by early start date, or actual start date if
known.

3. Total Float Report: List of activities sorted in ascending order of total float.
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4. Earnings Report: Compilation of Contractor's total earnings from commencement of the
Work, the Notice to Proceed, or _______ until most recent Application for Payment.

F. Construction Schedule Updating Reports: Submit with Applications for Payment.

G. Daily Construction Reports: Submit at weekly, monthly, or _______ intervals.

H. Material Location Reports: Submit at weekly, monthly, or _______ intervals.

I. Site Condition Reports: Submit at time of discovery of differing conditions.

J. Special Reports: Submit at time of unusual event.

K. Qualification Data: For scheduling consultant.

1.07 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Scheduling Consultant Qualifications: An experienced specialist in CPM scheduling and
reporting, with capability of producing CPM reports and diagrams within 24 hours of
Architect's request.

B. Prescheduling Conference: Conduct conference at Project site to comply with requirements in
Section 013100 - Project Management And Coordination. Review methods and procedures
related to the preliminary construction schedule and Contractor's Construction Schedule,
including, but not limited to, the following:
1. Review software limitations and content and format for reports.
2. Verify availability of qualified personnel needed to develop and update schedule.
3. Discuss constraints, including phasing, work stages, area separations, interim milestones,

partial Owner occupancy, and _______.
4. Review delivery dates for Owner-furnished products.
5. Review schedule for work of Owner's separate contracts.
6. Review submittal requirements and procedures.
7. Review time required for review of submittals and resubmittals.
8. Review requirements for tests and inspections by independent testing and inspecting

agencies.
9. Review time required for Project closeout and Owner startup procedures, including

commissioning activities and _______.
10. Review and finalize list of construction activities to be included in schedule.
11. Review procedures for updating schedule.

1.08 COORDINATION

A. Coordinate Contractor's Construction Schedule with the schedule of values, list of subcontracts,
submittal schedule, progress reports, payment requests, and other required schedules and
reports.
1. Secure time commitments for performing critical elements of the Work from entities

involved.
2. Coordinate each construction activity in the network with other activities, and schedule

them in proper sequence.
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1.09 CONTRACTOR'S CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE, GENERAL

A. Computer Scheduling Software: Prepare schedules using current version of a program that has
been developed specifically to manage construction schedules.
1. Use Microsoft Project, Primavera, Meridian Prolog, scheduling component of Project

management software package specified in Section 013100 - Project Management and
Coordination, or _______ for current Windows operating system.

B. Scheduling Consultant: Engage a consultant to provide planning, evaluation, and reporting,
using CPM scheduling.
1. In-House Option: Owner may waive requirement to retain a consultant if Contractor

employs skilled personnel with experience in CPM scheduling and reporting techniques.
Submit qualifications.

2. Meetings: Scheduling consultant shall attend all meetings related to Project progress,
alleged delays, and time impact.

C. Time Frame: Extend schedule from date established for commencement of the Work, the
Notice of Award, the Notice to Proceed, or _______ to date of Substantial Completion, Final
Completion, or _______.
1. Contract completion date shall not be changed by submission of a schedule that shows an

early completion date, unless specifically authorized by Change Order.

D. Activities: Treat each floor or separate area as a separate numbered activity for each main
element of the Work. Comply with the following:
1. Activity Duration: Define activities so no activity is longer than seven, 20, or _______

days, unless specifically allowed by Architect.
2. Temporary Facilities: Indicate start and completion dates for the following as applicable:

a. Securing of approvals and permits required for performance of the Work.
b. Temporary facilities.
c. Construction of mock-ups, prototypes and samples.
d. Owner interfaces and furnishing of items.
e. Interfaces with Separate Contracts.
f. Regulatory agency approvals.
g. Punch list.

3. Procurement Activities: Include procurement process activities for the following long
lead-time items and major items, requiring a cycle of more than 60 days, as separate
activities in schedule. Procurement cycle activities include, but are not limited to,
submittals, approvals, purchasing, fabrication, and delivery.
a. .

4. Submittal Review Time: Include review and resubmittal times indicated in
Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures in schedule. Coordinate submittal review times in
Contractor's Construction Schedule with submittal schedule.

5. Startup and Testing Time: Include no fewer than seven, 15, or _______ calendar days for
startup and testing.

6. Commissioning Time: Include no fewer than15 or _______ calendar days for
commissioning.

7. Substantial Completion: Indicate completion in advance of date established for Substantial
Completion, and allow time for Architect's and Construction Manager's administrative
procedures necessary for certification of Substantial Completion.

8. Punch List and Final Completion: Include not more than15, 30, or _______ calendar days
for completion of punch list items and Final Completion.
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E. Constraints: Include constraints and work restrictions indicated in the Contract Documents and
as follows in schedule, and show how the sequence of the Work is affected.
1. Phasing: Arrange list of activities on schedule by phase.
2. Work under More Than One Contract: Include a separate activity for each contract.
3. Work by Owner: Include a separate activity for each portion of the Work performed by

Owner.
4. Products Ordered in Advance: Include a separate activity for each product. Include

delivery date indicated in Section 011000 - Summary . Delivery dates indicated stipulate
the earliest possible delivery date.

5. Owner-Furnished Products: Include a separate activity for each product. Include delivery
date indicated in Section 011000 - Summary. Delivery dates indicated stipulate the earliest
possible delivery date.

6. Work Restrictions: Show the effect of the following items on the schedule:
a. Coordination with existing construction.
b. Limitations of continued occupancies.
c. Uninterruptible services.
d. Partial occupancy before Substantial Completion.
e. Use-of-premises restrictions.
f. Provisions for future construction.
g. Seasonal variations.
h. Environmental control.

7. Work Stages: Indicate important stages of construction for each major portion of the
Work, including, but not limited to, the following:
a. Subcontract awards.
b. Submittals.
c. Purchases.
d. Mockups.
e. Fabrication.
f. Sample testing.
g. Deliveries.
h. Installation.
i. Tests and inspections.
j. Adjusting.
k. Curing.
l. Building flush-out.
m. Startup and placement into final use and operation.
n. Commissioning.

8. Construction Areas: Identify each major area of construction for each major portion of the
Work. Indicate where each construction activity within a major area must be sequenced or
integrated with other construction activities to provide for the following:
a. Structural completion.
b. Temporary enclosure and space conditioning.
c. Permanent space enclosure.
d. Completion of mechanical installation.
e. Completion of electrical installation.
f. Substantial Completion.

9. Other Constraints: .
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F. Milestones: Include milestones indicated in the Contract Documents in schedule, including, but
not limited to, the Notice to Proceed, Substantial Completion,  and Final Completion., Final
Completion, and the following interim milestones:, or _______
1. Temporary enclosure and space conditioning.

G. Cost Correlation: Superimpose a cost correlation timeline, indicating planned and actual costs.
On the line, show planned and actual dollar volume of the Work performed as of planned and
actual dates used for preparation of payment requests.
1. See Section 012900 - Payment Procedures for cost reporting and payment procedures.

H. Upcoming Work Summary: Prepare summary report indicating activities scheduled to occur or
commence prior to submittal of next schedule update. Summarize the following issues:
1. Unresolved issues.
2. Unanswered Requests for Information.
3. Rejected or unreturned submittals.
4. Notations on returned submittals.
5. Pending modifications affecting the Work and the Contract Time.

I. Contractor's Construction Schedule Updating: At weekly, monthly, or ____ intervals, update
schedule to reflect actual construction progress and activities. Issue schedule two calendar days,
one week, or _______ before each regularly scheduled progress meeting.
1. Revise schedule immediately after each meeting or other activity where revisions have

been recognized or made. Issue updated schedule concurrently with the report of each
such meeting.

2. Include a report with updated schedule that indicates every change, including, but not
limited to, changes in logic, durations, actual starts and finishes, and activity durations.

3. As the Work progresses, indicate Final Completion percentage for each activity.

J. Recovery Schedule: When periodic update indicates the Work is seven, 14, or _______ or more
calendar days behind the current approved schedule, submit a separate recovery schedule
indicating means by which Contractor intends to regain compliance with the schedule. Indicate
changes to working hours, working days, crew sizes, equipment required to achieve
compliance, and date by which recovery will be accomplished.

K. Distribution: Distribute copies of approved schedule to Architect, Construction Manager,
Owner, separate contractors, testing and inspecting agencies, and other parties identified by
Contractor with a need-to-know schedule responsibility.
1. Post copies in Project meeting rooms and temporary field offices.
2. When revisions are made, distribute updated schedules to the same parties and post in the

same locations. Delete parties from distribution when they have completed their assigned
portion of the Work and are no longer involved in performance of construction activities.

1.10 STARTUP CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

A. Gantt, Bar-Chart, or _______ Schedule: Submit startup, horizontal, Gantt, Bar-Chart, or
_______ -type construction schedule within seven or _______ calendar days of date established
for commencement of the Work, the Notice to Proceed, the notice of Award, or _______.

B. Preparation: Indicate each significant construction activity separately. Identify first workday of
each week with a continuous vertical line. Outline significant construction activities for first 90
or _______ days of construction. Include skeleton diagram for the remainder of the Work and a
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cash requirement prediction based on indicated activities.

1.11 GANTT-CHART CONTRACTOR'S CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE

A. Gantt-Chart Schedule: Submit a comprehensive, fully developed, horizontal, Gantt-chart-type,
Contractor's Construction Schedule within15, 30, or _______ calendar days of date established
for commencement of the Work, the Notice to Proceed, the notice of Award, or _______.
1. Base schedule on the startup construction schedule and additional information received

since the start of Project.

B. Preparation: Indicate each significant construction activity separately. Identify first workday of
each week with a continuous vertical line.
1. For construction activities that require three months or longer to complete, indicate an

estimated completion percentage in15, ten, or _______ percent increments within time
bar.

1.12 CPM SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS

A. Prepare network diagrams using AON (activity-on-node) format.

B. Startup Network Diagram: Submit diagram within 14 or _______ days of date established for
commencement of the Work, the Notice to Proceed, the notice of Award, or _______. Outline
significant construction activities for the first 90 or _______ days of construction. Include
skeleton diagram for the remainder of the Work and a cash requirement prediction based on
indicated activities.

C. CPM Schedule: Prepare Contractor's Construction Schedule using a cost-and resource-loaded,
time-scaled CPM network analysis diagram for the Work.
1. Develop network diagram in sufficient time to submit CPM schedule, so it can be

accepted for use no later than 60 or _______ days after date established for
commencement of the Work, the Notice to Proceed, the notice of Award, or _______.
a. Failure to include any work item required for performance of this Contract shall not

excuse Contractor from completing all work within applicable completion dates.
2. Conduct educational workshops to train and inform key Project personnel, including

subcontractors' personnel, in proper methods of providing data and using CPM schedule
information.

3. Establish procedures for monitoring and updating CPM schedule and for reporting
progress. Coordinate procedures with progress meeting and payment request dates.

4. Use "one workday" as the unit of time for individual activities. Indicate nonworking days
and holidays incorporated into the schedule to coordinate with the Contract Time.

D. CPM Schedule Preparation: Prepare a list of all activities required to complete the Work. Using
the startup network diagram, prepare a skeleton network to identify probable critical paths.
1. Activities: Indicate the estimated time duration, sequence requirements, and relationship

of each activity in relation to other activities. Include estimated time frames for the
following activities:
a. Preparation and processing of submittals.
b. Mobilization and demobilization.
c. Purchase of materials.
d. Delivery.
e. Fabrication.
f. Utility interruptions.
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g. Installation.
h. Work by Owner that may affect or be affected by Contractor's activities.
i. Testing and inspection.
j. Commissioning.
k. Punch list and Final Completion.
l. Activities occurring following Final Completion.

2. Critical Path Activities: Identify critical path activities, including those for interim
completion dates. Scheduled start and completion dates shall be consistent with Contract
milestone dates.

3. Processing: Process data to produce output data on a computer-drawn, time-scaled
network. Revise data, reorganize activity sequences, and reproduce as often as necessary
to produce the CPM schedule within the limitations of the Contract Time.

4. Format: Mark the critical path. Locate the critical path near center of network; locate paths
with most float near the edges.
a. Subnetworks on separate sheets are permissible for activities clearly off the critical

path.
5. Cost- and Resource-Loading of CPM Schedule: Assign cost to construction activities on

the CPM schedule. Do not assign costs to submittal activities. Obtain Architect's approval
prior to assigning costs to fabrication and delivery activities. Assign costs under main
subcontracts for testing and commissioning activities, operation and maintenance
manuals, punch list activities, Project record documents,sustainable design
documentation, and demonstration and training (if applicable), in the amount of five or
_______ percent of the Contract Sum.
a. Each activity cost shall reflect an appropriate value subject to approval by Architect.
b. Total cost assigned to activities shall equal the total Contract Sum.

E. Contract Modifications: For each proposed contract modification and concurrent with its
submission, prepare a time-impact analysis using a network fragment to demonstrate the effect
of the proposed change on the overall Project schedule.

F. Initial Issue of Schedule: Prepare initial network diagram from a sorted activity list indicating
straight "early start-total float." Identify critical activities. Prepare tabulated reports showing the
following:
1. Contractor or subcontractor and the Work or activity.
2. Description of activity.
3. Main events of activity.
4. Immediate preceding and succeeding activities.
5. Early and late start dates.
6. Early and late finish dates.
7. Activity duration in workdays.
8. Total float or slack time.
9. Average size of workforce.
10. Dollar value of activity (coordinated with the schedule of values).

G. Schedule Updating: Concurrent with making revisions to schedule, prepare tabulated reports
showing the following:
1. Identification of activities that have changed.
2. Changes in early and late start dates.
3. Changes in early and late finish dates.
4. Changes in activity durations in workdays.
5. Changes in the critical path.
6. Changes in total float or slack time.
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7. Changes in the Contract Time.

H. Value Summaries: Prepare two cumulative value lists, sorted by finish dates.
1. In first list, tabulate activity number, early finish date, dollar value, and cumulative dollar

value.
2. In second list, tabulate activity number, late finish date, dollar value, and cumulative

dollar value.
3. In subsequent issues of both lists, substitute actual finish dates for activities completed as

of list date.
4. Prepare list for ease of comparison with payment requests; coordinate timing with

progress meetings.
a. In both value summary lists, tabulate "actual percent complete" and "cumulative

value completed" with total at bottom.
b. Submit value summary printouts one week or ____ before each regularly scheduled

progress meeting.

1.13 REPORTS

A. Daily Construction Reports: Prepare a daily construction report recording the following
information concerning events at Project site:
1. List of subcontractors at Project site.
2. List of separate contractors at Project site.
3. Approximate count of personnel at Project site.
4. Equipment at Project site.
5. Material deliveries.
6. High and low temperatures and general weather conditions, including presence of rain or

snow.
7. Testing and inspection.
8. Accidents.
9. Meetings and significant decisions.
10. Unusual events (see special reports).
11. Stoppages, delays, shortages, and losses.
12. Meter readings and similar recordings.
13. Emergency procedures.
14. Orders and requests of authorities having jurisdiction.
15. Change Orders received and implemented.
16. Construction Change Directives received and implemented.
17. Services connected and disconnected.
18. Equipment or system tests and startups.
19. Partial completions and occupancies.
20. Substantial Completions authorized.

B. Material Location Reports: At weekly, monthly, or _______ intervals, prepare and submit a
comprehensive list of materials delivered to and stored at Project site. List shall be cumulative,
showing materials previously reported plus items recently delivered. Include with list a
statement of progress on and delivery dates for materials or items of equipment fabricated or
stored away from Project site. Indicate the following categories for stored materials:
1. Material stored prior to previous report and remaining in storage.
2. Material stored prior to previous report and since removed from storage and installed.
3. Material stored following previous report and remaining in storage.
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C. Site Condition Reports: Immediately on discovery of a difference between site conditions and
the Contract Documents, prepare and submit a detailed report. Submit with a Request for
Information. Include a detailed description of the differing conditions, together with
recommendations for changing the Contract Documents.

D. Special Reports
1. General: Submit special reports directly to Owner within one calendar day of an

occurrence. Distribute copies of report to parties affected by the occurrence.
2. Reporting Unusual Events: When an event of an unusual and significant nature occurs at

Project site, whether or not related directly to the Work, prepare and submit a special
report. List chain of events, persons participating, response by Contractor's personnel,
evaluation of results or effects, and similar pertinent information. Advise Owner in
advance when these events are known or predictable.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (NOT USED)

PART 3 EXECUTION (NOT USED)

END OF SECTION  013200
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SECTION 013233 - PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for the following:
1. Preconstruction photographs.
2. Concealed Work photographs.
3. Periodic construction photographs.
4. Final Completion construction photographs.
5. Preconstruction video recordings.
6. Periodic construction video recordings.
7. Construction webcam.

1.03 RELATED SECTIONS

A. Section 017700 - Closeout Procedures for submitting photographic documentation as Project
Record Documents at Project closeout.

B. Section 017900 - Demonstration and Training for submitting video recordings of demonstration
of equipment and training of Owner's personnel.

C. Section 024116 - Structure Demolition for photographic documentation before building
demolition operations commence.

D. Section 024119 - Selective Demolition for photographic documentation before selective
demolition operations commence.

E. Section 311000 - Site Clearing for photographic documentation before site clearing operations
commence.

1.04 REFERENCE STANDARDS

1.05 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A. Qualification Data: For photographer.

B. Key Plan: Submit key plan of Project site and building with notation of vantage points marked
for location and direction of each photograph, video recording, and _______. Indicate elevation
or story of construction. Include same information as corresponding photographic
documentation.

C. Digital Photographs: Submit image files within three or _______ calendar days of taking
photographs.
1. Submit photos on CD-ROM or thumb-drive, by uploading to web-based Project

management software site, or _______. Include copy of key plan indicating each
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photograph's location and direction.
2. Identification: Provide the following information with each image description in file

metadata tag, in web-based Project management software site, or _______:
a. Name of Project.
b. Name and contact information for photographer.
c. Name of Architect and Construction Manager.
d. Name of Contractor.
e. Date photograph was taken.
f. Description of location, vantage point, and direction (by compass point), and

elevation or story of construction.
g. Unique sequential identifier keyed to accompanying key plan.

D. Printed Photographs: Submit two or _______ sets of prints of each photographic view within
seven or _______ days of taking photographs.
1. Format: 8-by-10-inch (203-by-254-mm) smooth-surface matte prints on single-weight,

paper; enclosed back to back in clear plastic sleeves punched for three-ring binder. Include
copy of key plan indicating each photograph's location and direction. Provide one binder
for each set of prints.

2. Identification: On back of each print, label with the following information:
a. Name of Project.
b. Name and contact information for photographer.
c. Name of Architect and Construction Manager.
d. Name of Contractor.
e. Date photograph was taken if not date stamped by camera.
f. Description of vantage point, indicating location, direction (by compass point), and

elevation or story of construction.
g. Unique sequential identifier keyed to accompanying key plan.

E. Video Recordings: Submit video recordings within seven or _______ days of recording.
1. Submit video recordings on CD-ROM or thumb-drive, by uploading to web-based Project

management software site, or _______. Include copy of key plan indicating each video's
location and direction.

2. Identification: With each submittal, provide the following information in file metadata tag
or on web-based Project management software site:
a. Name of Project.
b. Name and address of photographer.
c. Name of Architect and Construction Manager.
d. Name of Contractor.
e. Date video recording was recorded.
f. Description of vantage point, indicating location, direction (by compass point), and

elevation or story of construction.
3. Transcript: Prepared on 8-1/2-by-11-inch (215-by-280-mm) paper, punched and bound in

three-ring binders. Provide label on front and spine. Include a cover sheet with label
information. Include name of Project and date of video recording on each page.

F. Time-Lapse Video: Submit time-lapse sequence video recordings within days of
recording.
1. Submit time-lapse sequence video recordings monthly or _______on CD-ROM or thumb-

drive, by uploading to web-based Project management software site, or _______.
2. Identification: For each recording, provide the following information in file metadata tag

or on web-based Project management software site:
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a. Name of Project.
b. Name and contact information for photographer.
c. Name of Architect and Construction Manager.
d. Name of Contractor.
e. Date(s) and time(s) video recording was recorded.
f. Description of vantage point, indicating location, direction (by compass point), and

elevation or story of construction.

1.06 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Photographer Qualifications: An individual who has been regularly engaged as a professional
photographer of construction projects for not less than three years.

B. Construction Webcam Service Provider: A firm specializing in providing photographic
equipment, web-based software, and related services for construction projects, with a record of
providing satisfactory services similar to those required for Project.

1.07 USAGE RIGHTS

A. Obtain and transfer copyright usage rights from photographer to Owner for unlimited
reproduction of photographic documentation.

1.08 FORMATS AND MEDIA

A. Digital Photographs: Provide color images in JPG format, produced by a digital camera with
minimum sensor size of 12 or _______ megapixels, and at an image resolution of not less than
3200 by 2400 or _______ pixels, and with vibration-reduction technology. Use flash in low
light levels or backlit conditions.

B. Digital Video Recordings: Provide high-resolution, digital video in MPEG format, produced by
a digital camera with minimum sensor resolution of 12 or _______ megapixels and capable of
recording in full high-definition mode , and with vibration-reduction technology. Provide
supplemental lighting in low light levels or backlit conditions.

C. Digital Images: Submit digital media as originally recorded in the digital camera, without
alteration, manipulation, editing, or modifications using image-editing software.

D. Metadata: Record accurate date and time and GPS location data  from camera.

E. File Names: Name media files with date, Project area, _______, and sequential numbering
suffix .

1.09 CONSTRUCTION PHOTOGRAPHS

A. Photographer: Engage a qualified photographer to take construction photographs.

B. General: Take photographs with maximum depth of field and in focus, to clearly show the
Work. Photographs with blurry or out-of-focus areas will not be accepted.
1. Maintain key plan with each set of construction photographs that identifies each

photographic location.
2. Field Office Images: Maintain one set of images accessible in the field office at Project

site, available at all times for reference. Identify images in the same manner as those
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submitted to Architect.

C. Preconstruction Photographs: Before commencement of the Work, take photographs of Project
site and surrounding properties, including existing items to remain during construction, from
different vantage points, as directed by Architect, Construction Manager, or ____.
1. Flag excavation areas, construction limits, or _______ before taking construction

photographs.
2. Take 20 or _______ photographs to show existing conditions adjacent to property before

starting the Work.
3. Take 20 or _______ photographs of existing buildings either on or adjoining property, to

accurately record physical conditions at start of construction.
4. Take additional photographs as required to record settlement or cracking of adjacent

structures, pavements, and improvements.

D. Concealed Work Photographs: Before proceeding with installing work that will conceal other
work, take photographs sufficient in number, with annotated descriptions, to record nature and
location of concealed Work, including, but not limited to, the following:
1. Underground utilities.
2. Underslab services.
3. Piping.
4. Electrical conduit.
5. Waterproofing and weather-resistant barriers.

E. Periodic Construction Photographs: Take 20 photographs weekly coinciding with the cutoff
date associated with each Application for Payment. Select vantage points to show status of
construction and progress since last photographs were taken.

F. Architect-Directed Construction Photographs: From time to time, Architect will instruct
photographer about number and frequency of photographs and general directions on vantage
points. Select actual vantage points and take photographs to show the status of construction and
progress since last photographs were taken.

G. Time-Lapse Sequence Construction Photographs: Take 20 photographs as indicated, to show
status of construction and progress since last photographs were taken.
1. Frequency: Take photographs monthly, on the same date each moth or weekly, on the

same day each week.
2. Vantage Points: Following suggestions by Architect or Construction Manager and

Contractor, photographer shall select vantage points. During each of the following
construction phases, take not less than two or _______ of the required shots from same
vantage point each time, to create a time-lapse sequence as follows:
a. Commencement of the Work, through completion of subgrade construction.
b. Above-grade structural framing.
c. Exterior building enclosure.
d. Interior Work, through date of Substantial Completion.

3. Final Completion Construction Photographs: Take 20 photographs after date of
Substantial Completion for submission as Project Record Documents. Architect and
Construction Manager will inform photographer of desired vantage points.

H. Additional Photographs: Architect or Construction Manager may request photographs in
addition to periodic photographs specified. Additional photographs will be paid for by Change
Order and are not included in the Contract Sum or in the allowance for construction
photographs.
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1. Three days' notice will be given, where feasible.
2. In emergency situations, take additional photographs within 24 hours of request.
3. Circumstances that could require additional photographs include, but are not limited to,

the following:
a. Special events planned at Project site.
b. Immediate follow-up when on-site events result in construction damage or losses.
c. Photographs shall be taken at fabrication locations away from Project site. These

photographs are not subject to unit prices or unit-cost allowances.
d. Substantial Completion of a major phase or component of the Work.
e. Extra record photographs at time of final acceptance.
f. Owner's request for special publicity photographs.

1.10 CONSTRUCTION VIDEO RECORDINGS

A. Video Recording Photographer: Engage a qualified videographer to record construction video
recordings.

B. Narration: Describe scenes on video recording byaudio narration by microphone while and or
ordubbing audio narration off-site after video recording is recorded. Include description of
items being viewed, recent events, and planned activities. At each change in location, describe
vantage point, location, direction (by compass point), and elevation or story of construction.
1. Confirm date and time at beginning and end of recording.
2. Begin each video recording with name of Project, Contractor's name, videographer's

name, and Project location.

C. Transcript: Provide a typewritten transcript of the narration. Display images and running time
captured from video recording opposite the corresponding narration segment.

D. Preconstruction Video Recording: Before starting excavation, demolition, or construction,
record video recording of Project site and surrounding properties from different vantage points,
as directed by Architect or Construction Manager.
1. Flag excavation areas and construction limits before recording construction video

recordings.
2. Show existing conditions adjacent to Project site before starting the Work.
3. Show existing buildings either on or adjoining Project site to accurately record physical

conditions at the start of excavation, demolition, and construction.
4. Show protection efforts by Contractor.

E. Periodic Construction Video Recordings: Record video recording monthly or weekly
coinciding with the cutoff date associated with each Application for Payment. Select vantage
points to show status of construction and progress since last video recordings were recorded.
Minimum recording time shall be 30 or _______ minutes(s).

F. Time-Lapse Sequence Construction Video Recordings: Record video recording to show status
of construction and progress.
1. Frequency: During each of the following construction phases, set up video recorder to

automatically record one frame of video recording every five or _______ minutes, from
same vantage point each time, to create a time-lapse sequence of 30 minutes or _______ 
in length as follows:
a. Commencement of the Work, through completion of subgrade construction.
b. Above-grade structural framing.
c. Exterior building enclosure.
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2. Timer: Provide timer to automatically start and stop video recorder, so recording occurs
only during daylight or construction work  hours.

3. Vantage Points: Following suggestions by Architect or Construction ManagerArchitect or
Construction ManagerArchitect or Construction ManagerArchitect or Construction
ManagerArchitect or Construction ManagerArchitect or Construction ManagerArchitect
or Construction ManagerArchitect or Construction ManagerArchitect or Construction
ManagerArchitect or Construction ManagerArchitect or Construction ManagerArchitect
or Construction ManagerArchitect or Construction Manager and Contractor, photographer
shall select vantage points.

1.11 CONSTRUCTION WEBCAM

A. Webcam: Provide one or two  fixed-location camera(s) with weatherproof housing, mounted to
provide unobstructed view of construction site from location approved by Architect, with the
following characteristics:
1. Static view, Remotely controllable view with mouse-click user navigation for horizontal

pan,  vertical tile, and optical zoom of 500 percent minimum, and ______.
2. Capable of producing minimum eight or 12 megapixel images.
3. Provide pole mount,  parapet mount,  power supply, solar power station,  active high-speed

data connection to service provider's network, and static public IP address for each
camera.

B. Live Streaming Images: Provide web-accessible image of current site image, updated at five or
_______ 15 or _______-minute intervals during daytime operation or when construction is
underway.

C. Web-Based Interface: Provide online interface to allow viewing of each high-definition digital
still image captured and stored during construction, from the Internet.
1. Access Control: Provide password-protected access for Project team administered by

Contractor, providing current image access and archival image access by date and time,
with images downloadable to viewer's device.

2. Software: Provide responsive software interface for use on computer, tablet, and mobile
screens with accompanying iPhone/iPad app and Android apps.

3. Storage: Maintain images on the website for reference during entire construction period,
and for not less than 30 days after Final Completion. Provide sufficient memory on remote
server to store all Project images.

4. Online Interface: Provide website interface with Project and client information and logos,
calendar-based navigation interface for selecting images, and pan and zoom capability
within high-definition images.

5. Forward and Reverse: Provide capability to browse through images, moving forward and
backward in time by individual image and by day.

6. Slideshow: Provide capability to automatically display current images from sites when
there are three or more cameras used.

7. Time-Lapse: Provide capability for online display of project time-lapse.
8. Dashboard: Provide capability to view thumbnails of all cameras on one screen.
9. Weather: Provide corresponding weather data for each image captured.
10. Provide public viewer open access to most recent Project camera image.

D. Maintain cameras and web-based access in good working order, according to web-based
construction photographic documentation service provider's written instructions until Final
Completion. Provide for service of cameras and related networking devices and software.
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PART 2 PRODUCTS (NOT USED)

PART 3 EXECUTION (NOT USED)

END OF SECTION  013233
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SECTION 013300 - SUBMITTAL PROCEDURES

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 SUMMARY

A. Section Includes:
1. Submittal schedule requirements.
2. Administrative and procedural requirements for submittals.

1.02 RELATED SECTIONS

A. Section 012900 - Payment Procedures for submitting Applications for Payment and the
schedule of values.

B. Section 013100 - Project Management And Coordination for submitting coordination drawings
and subcontract list and for requirements for web-based Project software.

C. Section 013200 - Construction Progress Documentation for submitting schedules and reports,
including Contractor's construction schedule.

D. Section 013233 - Photographic Documentation for submitting preconstruction photographs,
periodic construction photographs, and Final Completion construction photographs.

E. Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for submitting test and inspection reports, and schedule
of tests and inspections.

F. Section 017700 - Closeout Procedures for submitting closeout submittals and maintenance
material submittals.

G. Section 017823 - Operation And Maintenance Data for submitting operation and maintenance
manuals.

H. Section 017839 - Project Record Documents for submitting record Drawings, record
Specifications, and record Product Data.

I. Section 017900 - Demonstration and Training for submitting video recordings of demonstration
of equipment and training of Owner's personnel.

1.03 DEFINITIONS

A. Field samples are full-size physical examples erected on-site to illustrate finishes, coatings, or
finish materials.  Field samples are used to establish the standard by which the Work will be
judged.

B. Mockups are full-size assemblies for review of construction, coordination, testing, or operation;
they are not Samples.

C. Action Submittals: Written and graphic information and physical samples that require
Architect's and Construction Manager's  responsive action. Action submittals are those
submittals indicated in individual Specification Sections as "action submittals."
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D. Informational Submittals: Written and graphic information and physical samples that do not
require Architect's and Construction Manager's  responsive action. Submittals may be rejected
for not complying with requirements. Informational submittals are those submittals indicated in
individual Specification Sections as "informational submittals."

E. File Transfer Protocol (FTP):  Communications protocol that enables transfer of files to and
from another computer over a network and that serves as the basis for standard Internet
protocols.  An FTP site is a portion of a network located outside of network firewalls within
which internal and external users are able to access files.

F. Portable Document Format (PDF):  An open standard file format licensed by Adobe Systems
used for representing documents in a device-independent and display resolution-independent
fixed-layout document format.

1.04 SUBMITTAL ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Architect's Digital Data Files:  Electronic digital data files of the Contract Drawings will be
provided by Architect for Contractor's use in preparing submittals.
1. Architect will furnish Contractor one set of digital data drawing files of the Contract

Drawings for use in preparing Shop Drawings and Project record drawings.
a. Architect makes no representations as to the accuracy or completeness of digital data

drawing files as they relate to the Contract Drawings.
b. Digital Drawing Software Program:  The Contract Drawings are available in Revit for

Microsoft Windows.
c. Contractor shall execute a data licensing agreement form “Digital Data Release

Form” included in Project Manual.
d. The following digital data files will by furnished for each appropriate discipline:

1) Floor plans.
2) Reflected ceiling plans.

1.05 SUBMITTAL SCHEDULE

A. Submittal Schedule: Submit, as an action submittal, a list of submittals, arranged in
chronological order by dates required by construction schedule. Include time required for
review, ordering, manufacturing, fabrication, and delivery when establishing dates. Include
additional time required for making corrections or revisions to submittals noted by Architect
and Construction Manager  and additional time for handling and reviewing submittals required
by those corrections.
1. Coordinate submittal schedule with list of subcontracts, the schedule of values, and

Contractor's construction schedule.
2. Initial Submittal Schedule: Submit concurrently with startup construction schedule.

Include submittals required during the first 60 days of construction. List those submittals
required to maintain orderly progress of the Work and those required early because of
long lead time for manufacture or fabrication.

3. Final Submittal Schedule: Submit concurrently with the first complete submittal of
Contractor's construction schedule.
a. Submit revised submittal schedule as required to reflect changes in current status and

timing for submittals.
4. Format: Arrange the following information in a tabular format:

a. Scheduled date for first submittal.
b. Specification Section number and title.
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c. Submittal Category: Action; informational.
d. Name of subcontractor.
e. Description of the Work covered.
f. Scheduled date for Architect's and Construction Manager's final release or approval.
g. Scheduled dates for purchasing.
h. Scheduled date of fabrication.
i. Scheduled dates for installation.
j. Activity or event number.

B. Distribution:  Following response to the initial submittal, print and distribute copies to the
Architect. Maintain copies in the Project meeting room and field office.
1. When revisions are made, resubmit to the  Architect.

1.06 SUBMITTAL FORMATS

A. Submittal Information: Include the following information in each submittal:
1. Project name.
2. Date.
3. Name of Architect.
4. Name of Construction Manager.
5. Name of Contractor.
6. Name of firm or entity that prepared submittal.
7. Names of subcontractor, manufacturer, and supplier.
8. Unique submittal number, including revision identifier. Include Specification Section

number with sequential alphanumeric identifier and alphanumeric suffix for resubmittals.
9. Category and type of submittal.
10. Submittal purpose and description.
11. Number and title of Specification Section, with paragraph number and generic name for

each of multiple items.
12. Drawing number and detail references, as appropriate.
13. Indication of full or partial submittal.
14. Location(s) where product is to be installed, as appropriate.
15. Other necessary identification.
16. Remarks.
17. Signature of transmitter.

B. Options: Identify options requiring selection by Architect.

C. Deviations and Additional Information: On each submittal, clearly indicate deviations from
requirements in the Contract Documents, including minor variations and limitations; include
relevant additional information and revisions, other than those requested by Architect and
Construction Manager on previous submittals. Indicate by highlighting on each submittal or
noting on attached separate sheet.

D. Submittal Label: Place a permanent label or title block on each submittal for identification.
Indicate the name of the entity that prepared each submittal on the label or title block.
1. Provide space on the label or beside the title block on Shop Drawings to record the

following:
a. General Contractor’s review and approval markings, and the action taken.
b. Sub-Contractor's review and approval markings, and the action taken.
c. Engineer's review comments and the action to be taken.
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d. Architect's review comments and the action to be taken.
2. Include the following information on the label for processing and recording action taken.

a. Project name.
b. Date.
c. Name and address of the Architect.
d. Name and address of the Contractor.
e. Name and address of the subcontractor.
f. Name and address of the supplier.
g. Name of the manufacturer.
h. Number and title of appropriate Specification Section with revision number.
i. Drawing number and detail references, as appropriate, with revision number.

3. Highlight, encircle, or "cloud" deviations, comments and/or questions which conflict with
the Contract Documents to facilitate review.

4. Collate multiple sheets or copies into sets.

E. Electronic Submittals: Prepare submittals as PDF package, incorporating complete information
into each PDF file. Name PDF file with submittal number.

F. Submittals Utilizing Web-Based Project Software: Prepare submittals as PDF files or other
format indicated by Project management software.

1.07 SUBMITTAL PROCEDURES

A. Prepare and submit submittals required by individual Specification Sections. Types of
submittals are indicated in individual Specification Sections.
1. Email: Prepare submittals as PDF package and transmit to Architect by sending via email.

Include PDF transmittal form. Include information in email subject line as requested by
Architect.
a. Architect, through Construction Manager, will return annotated file. Annotate and

retain one copy of file as a digital Project Record Document file.
2. Post electronic submittals as PDF electronic files directly to Architect's FTP site

specifically established for Project.
a. Architect, through Construction Manager, will return annotated file. Annotate and

retain one copy of file as a digital Project Record Document file.
3. Web-Based Project Management Software: Prepare submittals in PDF form, and upload to

web-based Project management software website. Enter required data in web-based
software site to fully identify submittal.

4. Certificates and Certifications Submittals:  Provide a statement that includes signature of
entity responsible for preparing certification. Certificates and certifications shall be signed
by an officer or other individual authorized to sign documents on behalf of that entity.
a. Provide a digital signature with digital certificate on electronically submitted

certificates and certifications where indicated.
b. Provide a notarized statement on original paper copy certificates and certifications

where indicated or required.

B. Coordination: Coordinate preparation and processing of submittals with performance of
construction activities. Transmit each submittal sufficiently in advance of performance of
related construction activities to avoid delay.  Transmit submittals independently from other
Project correspondence.
1. Coordinate each submittal with fabrication, purchasing, testing, delivery, other submittals,

and related activities that require sequential activity.
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2. Submit all submittal items required for each Specification Section concurrently unless
partial submittals for portions of the Work are indicated on approved submittal schedule.

3. Submit action submittals and informational submittals required by the same Specification
Section as separate packages under separate transmittals.

4. Coordinate transmittal of submittals for related parts of the Work specified in different
Sections, so processing will not be delayed by the need to review submittals concurrently
for coordination.
a. Architect and Construction Manager reserve  the right to withhold action on a

submittal requiring coordination with other submittals until all related submittals are
received. The Contractor  will be notified if the Architect  has determined to withhold
action.

C. Processing Time: Allow sufficient time for submittal review, including time for resubmittals, as
follows. Time for review shall commence on Architect's  receipt of submittal. No extension of
the Contract Time will be authorized because of failure to transmit submittals enough in
advance of the Work to permit processing, including resubmittals.
1. Initial Review: Allow 15 days for initial review of each submittal. Allow additional time if

coordination with subsequent submittals is required. Architect or Construction
Manager  will advise Contractor  when a submittal being processed must be delayed for
coordination.

2. Intermediate Review: If intermediate submittal is necessary, process it in same manner as
initial submittal.

3. Resubmittal Review: Allow 15 days for review of each resubmittal.
4. Sequential Review: Where sequential review of submittals by Architect 's consultants,

Owner, or other parties is indicated, allow 21 days for initial review of each submittal.
5. Submittals received by Architect after 1:00 p.m. will be considered as received the

following working day.
6. Concurrent Consultant Review: Where the Contract Documents indicate that submittals

may be transmitted simultaneously to Architect and to Architect's consultants, allow 15
days for review of each submittal. Submittal will be returned to Construction Manager,
through Architect before being returned to Contractor.
a. Submit one copy of submittal to concurrent reviewer in addition to specified number

of copies to Architect and Construction Manager .

D. Resubmittals: Make resubmittals in same form and number of copies as initial submittal.
1. Note date and content of previous submittal.
2. Note date and content of revision in label or title block, and clearly indicate extent of

revision.
3. Resubmit submittals until they are marked with approval notation from Architect's and

Construction Manager's action stamp.

E. Distribution: Furnish copies of final submittals to manufacturers, subcontractors, suppliers,
fabricators, installers, Authorities Having Jurisdiction, and others as necessary for performance
of construction activities. Show distribution on transmittal forms.

F. Use for Construction: Retain complete copies of submittals on Project site. Use only final
action submittals that are marked with approval notation from Architect's and Construction
Manager's  action stamp.

G. Submittal Transmittal:  Transmit each submittal attached to a completed transmittal/submittal
coversheet.  The Architect will review submittals only if accompanied by a
transmittal/submittal coversheet. Use sample form attached at the end of this Section.
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1. Name file with submittal number or other unique identifier, including revision identifier.
a. Example:  #054000-001-001 is Section 054000 (Cold-Formed Metal Framing)-

Document number - Submittal sequence number.
2. On the transmittal/submittal coversheet, record relevant information and requests for data.

On the form, or separate sheet, record deviations from Contract Document requirements,
including variations and limitations.  Include Contractor's certification that information
complies with Contract Document requirements.

3. For submittals requiring review by the Architect's consultants or engineers, forward
submittals directly to the respective consultants or engineers. Send a corresponding copy
of the transmittal/submittal coversheet to the Architect for tracking purposes.

4. On each coversheet, each reviewer shall stamp "Received" and indicate the date received,
in the box provided on the Transmittal/Submittal Cover Sheet.  Reviewers include
Contractor, Consultants, and Architect.

5. The Architect will not accept submittals received from sources other than the Contractor.
6. Reviewers shall stamp submittals with a “Received stamp” indicating the date received as

follows:
a. Shop Drawings:  Stamp each individual drawing or sheet.
b. Product Data:  Stamp front cover of bound literature.
c. Samples: Attach a self-adhering blank label and stamp the label.

1.08 SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS

A. Product Data: Collect information into a single submittal for each element of construction or
system. Product Data includes printed information, such as manufacturer's installation
instructions, catalog cuts, standard color charts, roughing-in diagrams and templates, standard
wiring diagrams, and performance curves.
1. If information must be specially prepared for submittal because standard published data

are unsuitable for use, submit as Shop Drawings, not as Product Data.
2. Mark each copy of each submittal to show which products and options are applicable.
3. Include the following information, as applicable:

a. Manufacturer's catalog cuts
b. Manufacturer’s written installation instructions.
c. Manufacturer's product specifications.
d. Standard color charts.
e. Statement of compliance with specified referenced standards.
f. Testing by recognized testing agency.
g. Application of testing agency labels and seals.
h. Notation of coordination requirements.
i. Availability and delivery time information.
j. Notation of dimensions verified by field measurement.

4. For equipment, include the following in addition to the above, as applicable:
a. Wiring diagrams that show factory-installed wiring.
b. Printed performance curves.
c. Operational range diagrams.
d. Clearances required to other construction, if not indicated on accompanying Shop

Drawings.
5. Submit Product Data before Shop Drawings, and before or concurrently with Samples.
6. Do not submit Product Data until compliance with requirements of the Contract

Documents has been confirmed.
7. Quantity: For paper submissions, submit four originals of each required submittal.  The

Architect will return one original marked with action taken.
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a. Changes to quantities of required submittals will be determined by the Architect at
the Pre-Construction meeting.

8. Distribution:  Furnish copies of the Architect's reviewed final submittal to others required
for performance of construction activities.

B. Shop Drawings: Submit newly prepared information drawn accurately to scale. Do not
reproduce Contract Documents or standard printed data  as the basis of Shop Drawings.
1. Preparation: Fully illustrate requirements in the Contract Documents. Shop Drawings

include: fabrication and installation Drawings, setting diagrams, schedules, patterns,
templates and similar Drawings. Include the following Project specific information, as
applicable:
a. Dimensions.
b. Identification of products and materials included by sheet and detail number.
c. Schedules.
d. Compliance with specified standards.
e. Notation of coordination requirements.
f. Notation of dimensions established by field measurement.
g. Relationship and attachment to adjoining construction clearly indicated.
h. Seal and signature of professional engineer if specified.
i. Distribution: Furnish copies of the Architect’s reviewed final submittal to others

required for performance of constructions activities.
2. Paper Sheet Size: Except for templates, patterns, and similar full-size Drawings, submit

Shop Drawings on sheets at least 8-1/2 by 11 inches (215 by 280 mm), but no larger than
30 by 42 inches (750 by 1067 mm).

3. BIM Incorporation: Develop and incorporate  Shop Drawing files into BIM established for
Project.

C. Samples: Submit full-size, fully fabricated Samples cured and finished as specified and
physically identical with the material or product proposed.  Samples include partial sections of
manufactured or fabricated components, cuts or containers of materials, color range sets, and
swatches showing color, texture, and pattern.
1. Transmit Samples that contain multiple, related components, such as accessories together

in one submittal package.
2. Identification: Permanently attach label on unexposed side of Samples.
3. Mount or display Samples in a manner to facilitate review of qualities indicated.  Prepare

Samples to match the Architect's sample. Include the following:
a. Project name and submittal number.
b. Generic description of Sample.
c. Product name and name of manufacturer.
d. Sample source.
e. Number and title of applicable Specification Section.
f. Specification paragraph number and generic name of each item.
g. Compliance with recognized standards.
h. Availability and delivery time.

4. Submit Samples for review of size, kind, color, pattern, and texture.  Submit Samples for a
final check of these characteristics with other elements and a comparison of these
characteristics between the final submittal and the actual component as delivered and
installed.
a. Where variation in color, pattern, texture, or other characteristic is inherent in the

material or product represented, submit at least 3 multiple units that show
approximate limits of the variations.
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b. Refer to other Specification Sections for requirements for Samples that illustrate
workmanship, fabrication techniques, details of assembly, connections, operation, and
similar construction characteristics.

c. Refer to other Sections for Samples to be returned to the Contractor for incorporation
in the Work.  Such Samples must be undamaged at time of use.  On the transmittal,
indicate special requests regarding disposition of Sample submittals.

d. Samples not incorporated into the Work, or otherwise designated as the Owner's
property, are the property of the Contractor and shall be removed from the site prior
to Substantial Completion.

5. Preliminary Submittals (for initial selection of finishes):  Submit a full set of choices
where Samples are submitted for selection of color, pattern, texture, or similar
characteristics from a range of standard choices.
a. The Architect will review and return preliminary submittals with the Architect's

notation, indicating selection and other action.
6. Quantity:  Except for Samples illustrating assembly details, workmanship, fabrication

techniques, connections, operation, and similar characteristics, submit 1 set.  The
Architect will return that set marked with the action taken.

7. Contractor shall maintain sets of Samples, as returned, at the Project Site, for quality
comparisons throughout the course of construction.
a. Sample sets may be used to obtain final acceptance of the construction associated

with each set.
8. Distribution of Samples: Prepare and distribute additional sets to others as required for

performance of the Work.
9. Disposition: Maintain sets of approved Samples at Project site, available for quality-

control comparisons throughout the course of construction activity. Sample sets may be
used to determine final acceptance of construction associated with each set.
a. Samples that may be incorporated into the Work are indicated in individual

Specification Sections. Such Samples must be in an undamaged condition at time of
use.

b. Samples not incorporated into the Work, or otherwise designated as Owner's
property, are the property of Contractor.

10. Samples for Initial Selection: Submit manufacturer's color charts consisting of units or
sections of units, showing the full range of colors, textures, and patterns available.
a. Number of Samples: Submit one  full set(s) of available choices where color, pattern,

texture, or similar characteristics are required to be selected from manufacturer's
product line. Architect, through Construction Manager,  will return submittal with
options selected.

11. Samples for Verification: Submit full-size units or Samples of size indicated, prepared
from same material to be used for the Work, cured and finished in manner specified, and
physically identical with material or product proposed for use, and that show full range of
color and texture variations expected. Samples include, but are not limited to, the
following: partial sections of manufactured or fabricated components; small cuts or
containers of materials; complete units of repetitively used materials; swatches showing
color, texture, and pattern; color range sets; and components used for independent testing
and inspection.
a. Number of Samples: Submit three  sets of Samples. Architect and Construction

Manager  will retain two  Sample sets; remainder will be returned. Mark up and retain
one returned Sample set as a project record Sample.
1) Submit a single Sample where assembly details, workmanship, fabrication

techniques, connections, operation, and other similar characteristics are to be
demonstrated.
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2) If variation in color, pattern, texture, or other characteristic is inherent in
material or product represented by a Sample, submit at least three  sets of paired
units that show approximate limits of variations.

D. Product Schedule: As required in individual Specification Sections, prepare a written summary
indicating types of products required for the Work and their intended location. Include the
following information in tabular form:
1. Type of product. Include unique identifier for each product indicated in the Contract

Documents or assigned by Contractor if none is indicated.
2. Manufacturer and product name, and model number if applicable.
3. Number and name of room or space.
4. Location within room or space.

E. Qualification Data: Prepare written information that demonstrates capabilities and experience of
firm or person. Include lists of completed projects with project names and addresses, contact
information of architects and owners, and other information specified.

F. Design Data: Prepare and submit written and graphic information indicating compliance with
indicated performance and design criteria in individual Specification Sections. Include list of
assumptions and summary of loads. Include load diagrams if applicable. Provide name and
version of software, if any, used for calculations. Number each page of submittal.

G. Certificates:
1. Certificates and Certifications Submittals: Submit a statement that includes signature of

entity responsible for preparing certification. Certificates and certifications shall be signed
by an officer or other individual authorized to sign documents on behalf of that entity.
Provide a notarized signature where indicated.

2. Installer Certificates: Submit written statements on manufacturer's letterhead, certifying
that Installer complies with requirements in the Contract Documents and, where required,
is authorized by manufacturer for this specific Project.

3. Manufacturer Certificates: Submit written statements on manufacturer's letterhead,
certifying that manufacturer complies with requirements in the Contract Documents.
Include evidence of manufacturing experience where required.

4. Material Certificates: Submit written statements on manufacturer's letterhead, certifying
that material complies with requirements in the Contract Documents.

5. Product Certificates: Submit written statements on manufacturer's letterhead, certifying
that product complies with requirements in the Contract Documents.

6. Welding Certificates: Prepare written certification that welding procedures and personnel
comply with requirements in the Contract Documents. Submit record of AWS
B2.1/B2.1M on AWS forms. Include names of firms and personnel certified.

H. Test and Research Reports:
1. Compatibility Test Reports: Submit reports written by a qualified testing agency, on

testing agency's standard form, indicating and interpreting results of compatibility tests
performed before installation of product. Include written recommendations for substrate
preparation and primers required.

2. Field Test Reports: Submit written reports indicating and interpreting results of field tests
performed either during installation of product or after product is installed in its final
location, for compliance with requirements in the Contract Documents.

3. Material Test Reports: Submit reports written by a qualified testing agency, on testing
agency's standard form, indicating and interpreting test results of material for compliance
with requirements in the Contract Documents.
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4. Preconstruction Test Reports: Submit reports written by a qualified testing agency, on
testing agency's standard form, indicating and interpreting results of tests performed
before installation of product, for compliance with performance requirements in the
Contract Documents.

5. Product Test Reports: Submit written reports indicating that current product produced by
manufacturer complies with requirements in the Contract Documents. Base reports on
evaluation of tests performed by manufacturer and witnessed by a qualified testing
agency, or on comprehensive tests performed by a qualified testing agency.

6. Research Reports: Submit written evidence, from a model code organization acceptable to
authorities having jurisdiction, that product complies with building code in effect for
Project. Include the following information:
a. Name of evaluation organization.
b. Date of evaluation.
c. Time period when report is in effect.
d. Product and manufacturers' names.
e. Description of product.
f. Test procedures and results.
g. Limitations of use.

7. Manufacturer's Field Reports:  Prepare written information documenting factory-
authorized service representative's tests and inspections. Include the following, as
applicable:
a. Name, address, and telephone number of factory-authorized service representative

making report.
b. Statement on condition of substrates and their acceptability for installation of product.
c. Statement that products at Project site comply with requirements.
d. Summary of installation procedures being followed, whether they comply with

requirements and, if not, what corrective action was taken.
e. Results of operational and other tests and a statement of whether observed

performance complies with requirements.
f. Statement whether conditions, products, and installation will affect warranty.
g. Other required items indicated in individual Specification Sections.

I. Maintenance Data: Prepare written and graphic instructions and procedures for operation and
normal maintenance of products and equipment. Comply with requirements in Division 01
Section "Operation and Maintenance Data."

J. Insurance Certificates and Bonds:  Prepare written information indicating current status of
insurance or bonding coverage.  Include name of entity covered by insurance or bond, limits of
coverage, amounts of deductibles, if any, and term of the coverage.

K. Material Safety Data Sheets:  Submit information directly to the General Contractor or
Construction Manager. Do not submit this information to the Architect. If submitted to
Architect, Architect will not review the entire submittal and will return it as “Rejected.”

L. Manufacturer's Instructions:  Prepare written or published information that documents
manufacturer's recommendations, guidelines, and procedures for installing or operating a
product or equipment.  Include name of product and name, address, and telephone number of
manufacturer.  Include the following, as applicable:
1. Preparation of substrates.
2. Required substrate tolerances.
3. Sequence of installation or erection.
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4. Required installation tolerances.
5. Required adjustments.
6. Recommendations for cleaning and protection.

1.09 DELEGATED-DESIGN SERVICES

A. Performance and Design Criteria: Where professional design services or certifications by a
design professional are specifically required of Contractor by the Contract Documents, provide
products and systems complying with specific performance and design criteria indicated.
1. If criteria indicated are insufficient to perform services or certification required, submit a

written request for additional information to Architect.

B. Delegated-Design Services Certification: In addition to Shop Drawings, Product Data, and
other required submittals, submit digitally signed PDF file and, if requested, three paper copies
of certificate, signed, and sealed by the responsible design professional, for each product and
system specifically assigned to Contractor to be designed or certified by a design professional.
1. Indicate that products and systems comply with performance and design criteria in the

Contract Documents. Include list of codes, loads, and other factors used in performing
these services.

C. BIM Incorporation: Incorporate or Construction Manager will incorporate  delegated-design
drawing and data files into BIM established for Project.
1. Prepare delegated-design drawings in the following format: Same digital data software

program, version, and operating system as original Drawings. 

1.10 COORDINATION DRAWINGS

A. Coordination Drawings: Prepare Coordination Drawings in accordance with General
Conditions.

1.11 MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS

A. Along with the Construction Schedule and Submittal Schedule, submit documents from
material and equipment producers proposed for use on this project, acceptance of conditions
and warranty requirements as set forth in the Specifications.  Failure to provide documentation
may result in delay or rejection of payment for the labor and materials associated with the
missing material and equipment certifications.
1. Documentation from material, or equipment suppliers, sales representatives or distributors

is not acceptable.

1.12 CONTRACTOR'S REVIEW

A. Action Submittals and Informational Submittals: Review each submittal and check for
coordination with other Work of the Contract and for compliance with the Contract Documents.
Note corrections and field dimensions. Mark with approval stamp before submitting to
Architect .

B. Contractor 's Approval: Indicate Contractor 's approval for each submittal with indication in web-
based Project management software . Include name of reviewer, date of Contractor 's approval,
and statement certifying that submittal has been reviewed, checked, and approved for
compliance with the Contract Documents.
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1. Architect  will not review submittals received from Contractor  that do not have
Contractor 's review and approval.

C. Approval Stamp:  Stamp each submittal with a uniform, approval stamp.  Include Project name
and location, submittal number, Specification Section title and number, name of reviewer, date
of Contractor's approval, and statement certifying that submittal has been reviewed, checked,
and approved for compliance with the Contract Documents.

D. Proceed with execution of the Work, documented by applicable submittals, using only shop
drawings, product data and samples indicating Architect's action.

1.13 ARCHITECT'S AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGER'S REVIEW

A. Action Submittals: Architect   will review each submittal, indicate corrections or revisions
required , and return .
1. PDF Submittals: Architect  will indicate, via markup on each submittal, the appropriate

action.
2. Submittals by Web-Based Project Management Software: Architect  will indicate, on

Project management software website, the appropriate action.

B. Informational Submittals: Architect  will review each submittal and will not return it, or will
return it if it does not comply with requirements. Contractor  will forward each submittal to
appropriate party.

C. Partial submittals prepared for a portion of the Work will be reviewed when use of partial
submittals has received prior approval from Architect .

D. Incomplete submittals are unacceptable, will be considered nonresponsive, and will be returned
for resubmittal without review.

E. Architect  will return without review  submittals received from sources other than Contractor .

F. Submittals not required by the Contract Documents will be returned by Architect without
action.

G. Action Stamp:  The Architect will stamp each submittal with a uniform action stamp.  The
Architect will mark the stamp appropriately to indicate the action taken, as follows:
1. NO EXCEPTIONS:  When the Architect marks a submittal "No Exceptions," the Work

covered by the submittal may proceed provided it complies with requirements of the
Contract Documents.  Final payment depends on that compliance.

2. AMEND AS NOTED: When the Architect marks a submittal "Amend As Noted," the
Work covered by the submittal may proceed provided it complies with notations on the
submittal and requirements of the Contract Documents. Final payment depends on that
compliance.

3. AMEND AS NOTED/RESUBMIT FOR RECORD:  When the Architect marks a
submittal "Amend as Noted/Resubmit for Record," the Work covered by the submittal
may proceed provided it complies with notations on the submittal and requirements of the
Contract Documents.  Provide a corrected copy without the Architect’s and Construction
Manager’s review comments.  Final payment depends on that compliance.

4. REVISE AND RESUBMIT: When the Architect marks a submittal "Resubmit," the Work
covered by the submittal may proceed, except in those portions of the Work designated to
be resubmitted. Revise or prepare a new submittal, responding to the notations.  Resubmit
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without delay.
5. INFORMATION ONLY: When the Architect marks a submittal “Information Only,” the

submittal has been reviewed and will be kept on record for informational purposes and is
not approved or rejected.

6. FOR RECORD: Provide a corrected copy without the Architect's and Construction
Manager's review comments. Final payment depends on this compliance.

7. REJECTED: When the Architect marks a submittal "Rejected," do not proceed with Work
covered by the submittal, including purchasing, fabrication, delivery, or other activity.
Revise or prepare a new submittal according to the notations; resubmit without delay.
Repeat if necessary to obtain different action mark.
a. Do not use, or allow others to use, submittals marked "Rejected" at the Project Site or

elsewhere where Work is in progress.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (NOT USED)

PART 3 EXECUTION (NOT USED)

END OF SECTION  013300
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SECTION 014000 - QUALITY REQUIREMENTS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for quality assurance, special
testing, and quality control.

B. Testing and inspection services are required to verify compliance with requirements specified
or indicated. These services do not relieve Contractor of responsibility for compliance with the
Contract Document requirements.
1. Specific quality-assurance and quality-control requirements for individual work results are

specified in their respective Specification Sections. Requirements in individual Sections
may also cover production of standard products.

2. Specified tests, inspections, and related actions do not limit Contractor's other quality-
assurance and quality-control procedures that facilitate compliance with the Contract
Document requirements.

3. Requirements for Contractor to provide quality-assurance and quality-control services
required by Architect, Owner, Commissioning Authority, Construction Manager, or
Authorities Having Jurisdiction are not limited by provisions of this Section.

1.03 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 012100 - Allowances:  For testing and inspection allowances.

B. Section 013100 - Project Management And Coordination for developing a schedule of required
tests and inspections.

C. Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures 

D. Section 017300 - Execution 

E. Divisions 02 through 49 Sections for specific test and inspection requirements.

1.04 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. 29 CFR 1910 - Occupational Safety and Health Standards.

B. ASTM E329 - Standard Specification for Agencies Engaged in Construction Inspection,
Testing, or Special Inspection.

C. NIST - NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.

D. NVLAP - National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP).
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1.05 DEFINITIONS

A. Experienced: When used with an entity or individual, "experienced," unless otherwise further
described, means having successfully completed a minimum of five or _______ previous
projects similar in nature, size, and extent to this Project; being familiar with special
requirements indicated; and having complied with requirements of Authorities Having
Jurisdiction.

B. Field Quality-Control Tests and Inspections: Tests and inspections that are performed on-site
for installation of the Work and for completed Work.

C. Installer/Applicator/Erector: Contractor or another entity engaged by Contractor as an
employee, subcontractor, or sub-subcontractor, to perform a particular construction operation,
including installation, erection, application, assembly, and similar operations.
1. Use of trade-specific terminology in referring to a Work result does not require that

certain construction activities specified apply exclusively to specific trade(s).

D. Mockups: Full-size physical assemblies to illustrate finishes and materials that are constructed
either as freestanding temporary built elements or as part of permanent construction. Mockups
are constructed to verify selections made under Sample submittals; to demonstrate aesthetic
effects and qualities of materials and execution; to review construction coordination, testing, or
operation; to show interface between dissimilar materials; and to demonstrate compliance with
specified installation tolerances. Mockups are not Samples. Unless otherwise indicated,
approved mockups establish the standard by which the Work will be judged.
1. Laboratory Mockups: Full-size physical assemblies constructed and tested at testing

facility to verify performance characteristics.
2. Integrated Exterior Mockups: Mockups of the exterior envelope constructed on-site as

freestanding temporary built elements or as indicated in-place portions of permanent
construction , consisting of multiple products, assemblies, and subassemblies, with
cutaways enabling inspection of concealed portions of the Work.
a. Include each system, assembly, component, and part of the exterior wall and roof to

be constructed for the Project. Colors of components shall be those selected by the
Architect for use in the Project.

3. Room Mockups: Mockups of typical interior spaces complete with wall, floor, and ceiling
finishes; doors; windows; millwork; casework; specialties; furnishings and equipment;
and lighting.

4. Product Mockups: Mockups that may include multiple products, materials, or systems
specified in a single Section.

5. In-Place Mockups: Mockups constructed on-site in their actual final location as part of
permanent construction.

E. Preconstruction Testing: Tests and inspections performed specifically for Project before
products and materials are incorporated into the Work, to verify performance or compliance
with specified criteria. Unless otherwise indicated, copies of reports of tests or inspections
performed for other than the Project do not meet this definition.

F. Product Tests: Tests and inspections that are performed by a nationally recognized testing
laboratory (NRTL) according to 29 CFR 1910 (29 CFR 1910.7), by a testing agency accredited
according to NIST's National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP), or by a
testing agency qualified to conduct product testing and acceptable to Authorities Having
Jurisdiction, to establish product performance and compliance with specified requirements.
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G. Source Quality-Control Tests and Inspections: Tests and inspections that are performed at the
source (e.g., plant, mill, factory, or shop).

H. Testing Agency: An entity engaged to perform specific tests, inspections, or both. The term
"testing laboratory" shall have the same meaning as the term "testing agency."

I. Quality-Assurance Services: Activities, actions, and procedures performed before and during
execution of the Work, to guard against defects and deficiencies and substantiate that proposed
construction will comply with requirements.

J. Quality-Control Services: Tests, inspections, procedures, and related actions during and after
execution of the Work, to evaluate that actual products incorporated into the Work and
completed construction comply with requirements. Contractor's quality-control services do not
include contract administration activities performed by Architect or Construction Manager.

1.06 DELEGATED-DESIGN SERVICES

A. Performance and Design Criteria: Where professional design services or certifications by a
design professional are specifically required of Contractor by the Contract Documents, provide
products and systems complying with specific performance and design criteria indicated.
1. If criteria indicated are not sufficient to perform services or certification required, submit a

written request for additional information to Architect.

B. Delegated-Design Services Statement: Submit a statement signed and sealed by the responsible
design professional, for each product and system specifically assigned to Contractor to be
designed or certified by a design professional, indicating that the products and systems are in
compliance with performance and design criteria indicated. Include list of codes, loads, and
other factors used in performing these services.

1.07 CONFLICTING REQUIREMENTS

A. Conflicting Standards and Other Requirements: If compliance with two or more standards or
requirements is specified and the standards or requirements establish different or conflicting
requirements for minimum quantities or quality levels, inform the Architect regarding the
conflict and obtain clarification prior to proceeding with the Work. Refer conflicting
requirements that are different, but apparently equal, to Architect for clarification before
proceeding.

B. Minimum Quantity or Quality Levels: The quantity or quality level shown or specified shall be
the minimum provided or performed. The actual installation may comply exactly with the
minimum quantity or quality specified, or it may exceed the minimum within reasonable limits.
To comply with these requirements, indicated numeric values are minimum or maximum, as
appropriate, for the context of requirements. Refer uncertainties to Architect for a decision
before proceeding.

1.08 ACTION SUBMITTALS

A. Mockup Shop Drawings: For integrated exterior, laboratory, and _______ mockups.
1. Include plans, sections, elevations, and details, indicating materials and size of mockup

construction.
2. Indicate manufacturer and model number of individual components.
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3. Provide axonometric drawings for conditions difficult to illustrate in two dimensions.

1.09 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A. Contractor's Quality-Control Plan: For quality-assurance and quality-control activities and
responsibilities.

B. Qualification Data: For Contractor's quality-control personnel.

C. Contractor's Statement of Responsibility: When required by Authorities Having Jurisdiction,
submit copy of written statement of responsibility submitted to Authorities Having Jurisdiction
before starting work on the following systems:
1. Seismic-force-resisting system, designated seismic system, or component listed in the

Statement of Special Inspections.
2. Primary wind-force-resisting system or a wind-resisting component listed in the Statement

of Special Inspections.

D. Testing Agency Qualifications: For testing agencies specified in "Quality Assurance" Article to
demonstrate their capabilities and experience. Include proof of qualifications in the form of a
recent report on the inspection of the testing agency by a recognized authority.

E. Schedule of Tests and Inspections: Prepare in tabular form and include the following:
1. Specification Section number and title.
2. Entity responsible for performing tests and inspections.
3. Description of test and inspection.
4. Identification of applicable standards.
5. Identification of test and inspection methods.
6. Number of tests and inspections required.
7. Time schedule or time span for tests and inspections.
8. Requirements for obtaining samples.
9. Unique characteristics of each quality-control service.

F. Reports: Prepare and submit certified written reports and documents as specified, and that
include the following:
1. Date of issue.
2. Project title and number.
3. Name, address, and telephone number of testing agency.
4. Dates and locations of samples and tests or inspections.
5. Names of individuals making tests and inspections.
6. Description of the Work and test and inspection method.
7. Identification of product and Specification Section.
8. Complete test or inspection data.
9. Test and inspection results and an interpretation of test results.
10. Ambient conditions at time of sample taking and testing and inspecting.
11. Comments or professional opinion on whether tested or inspected Work complies with the

Contract Document requirements.
12. Name and signature of laboratory inspector.
13. Recommendations on retesting and reinspecting.

G. Permits, Licenses, and Certificates: For Owner's record, submit copies of permits, licenses,
certifications, inspection reports, releases, jurisdictional settlements, notices, receipts for fee
payments, judgments, correspondence, records, and similar documents established for
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compliance with standards and regulations bearing on performance of the Work.

1.10 CONTRACTOR'S QUALITY-CONTROL PLAN

A. Quality-Control Plan, General: Submit quality-control plan within ten or ____ days of Notice of
Award or Notice to Proceed , and not less than five or ____ days prior to preconstruction
conference. Submit in format acceptable to Architect. Identify personnel, procedures, controls,
instructions, tests, records, and forms to be used to carry out Contractor's quality-assurance and
quality-control responsibilities and to coordinate Owner's quality-assurance and quality-control
activities. Coordinate with Contractor's Construction Schedule.

B. Quality-Control Personnel Qualifications: Engage qualified personnel trained and experienced
in managing and executing quality-assurance and quality-control procedures similar in nature
and extent to those required for Project.
1. Project quality-control manager may also serve as Project superintendent, shall not have

other responsibilities, and _______.

C. Submittal Procedure: Describe procedures for ensuring compliance with requirements through
review and management of submittal process. Indicate qualifications of personnel responsible
for submittal review.

D. Testing and Inspection: In quality-control plan, include a comprehensive schedule of Work
requiring testing or inspection, including the following:
1. Contractor-performed tests and inspections, including subcontractor-performed tests and

inspections. Include required tests and inspections and Contractor-elected tests and
inspections. Distinguish source quality-control tests and inspections from field quality-
control tests and inspections.

2. Special inspections required by Authorities Having Jurisdiction and indicated on the
Statement of Special Inspections.

3. Owner-performed tests and inspections indicated in the Contract Documents, including
tests and inspections indicated to be performed by Commissioning Authority.

E. Continuous Inspection of Workmanship: Describe process for continuous inspection during
construction to identify and correct deficiencies in workmanship in addition to testing and
inspection specified. Indicate types of corrective actions to be required to bring the Work into
compliance with standards of workmanship established by Contract requirements and approved
mockups.

F. Monitoring and Documentation: Maintain testing and inspection reports, including log of
approved and rejected results. Include Work Architect has indicated as nonconforming or
defective. Indicate corrective actions taken to bring nonconforming Work into compliance with
requirements. Comply with requirements of Authorities Having Jurisdiction.

1.11 REPORTS AND DOCUMENTS

A. Test and Inspection Reports: Prepare and submit certified written reports specified in other
Sections. Include the following:
1. Date of issue.
2. Project title and number.
3. Name, address, telephone number, and email address of testing agency.
4. Dates and locations of samples and tests or inspections.
5. Names of individuals making tests and inspections.
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6. Description of the Work and test and inspection method.
7. Identification of product and Specification Section.
8. Complete test or inspection data.
9. Test and inspection results and an interpretation of test results.
10. Record of temperature and weather conditions at time of sample-taking and testing and

inspection.
11. Comments or professional opinion on whether tested or inspected Work complies with the

Contract Document requirements.
12. Name and signature of laboratory inspector.
13. Recommendations on retesting and reinspecting.

B. Manufacturer's Technical Representative's Field Reports: Prepare written information
documenting manufacturer's technical representative's tests and inspections specified in other
Sections. Include the following:
1. Name, address, telephone number, and email address of technical representative making

report.
2. Statement on condition of substrates and their acceptability for installation of product.
3. Statement that products at Project site comply with requirements.
4. Summary of installation procedures being followed, whether they comply with

requirements and, if not, what corrective action was taken.
5. Results of operational and other tests and a statement of whether observed performance

complies with requirements.
6. Statement of whether conditions, products, and installation will affect warranty.
7. Other required items indicated in individual Specification Sections.

C. Factory-Authorized Service Representative's Reports: Prepare written information documenting
manufacturer's factory-authorized service representative's tests and inspections specified in
other Sections. Include the following:
1. Name, address, telephone number, and email address of factory-authorized service

representative making report.
2. Statement that equipment complies with requirements.
3. Results of operational and other tests and a statement of whether observed performance

complies with requirements.
4. Statement of whether conditions, products, and installation will affect warranty.
5. Other required items indicated in individual Specification Sections.

1.12 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Qualifications paragraphs in this article establish the minimum qualification levels required;
individual Specification Sections specify additional requirements.

B. Manufacturer Qualifications: A firm experienced in manufacturing products or systems similar
to those indicated for this Project and with a record of successful in-service performance, as
well as sufficient production capacity to produce required units. As applicable, procure products
from manufacturers able to meet qualification requirements, warranty requirements, and
technical or factory-authorized service representative requirements.

C. Fabricator Qualifications: A firm experienced in producing products similar to those indicated
for this Project and with a record of successful in-service performance, as well as sufficient
production capacity to produce required units.
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D. Installer Qualifications: A firm or individual experienced in installing, erecting, applying, or
assembling work similar in material, design, and extent to that indicated for this Project, whose
work has resulted in construction with a record of successful in-service performance.

E. Professional Engineer Qualifications: A professional engineer who is legally qualified to
practice in jurisdiction where Project is located and who is experienced in providing
engineering services of the kind indicated. Engineering services are defined as those performed
for installations of the system, assembly, or product that is similar in material, design, and
extent to those indicated for this Project.

F. Specialists: Certain Specification Sections require that specific construction activities shall be
performed by entities who are recognized experts in those operations. Specialists shall satisfy
qualification requirements indicated and shall be engaged in the activities indicated.
1. Requirements of Authorities Having Jurisdiction shall supersede requirements for

specialists.

G. Testing and Inspecting Agency Qualifications: An NRTL, an NVLAP, or an independent
agency with the experience and capability to conduct testing and inspection indicated, as
documented in accordance with ASTM E329, and with additional qualifications specified in
individual Sections; and, where required by Authorities Having Jurisdiction, that is acceptable
to authorities.

H. Manufacturer's Technical Representative Qualifications: An authorized representative of
manufacturer who is trained and approved by manufacturer to observe and inspect installation
of manufacturer's products that are similar in material, design, and extent to those indicated for
this Project.

I. Factory-Authorized Service Representative Qualifications: An authorized representative of
manufacturer who is trained and approved by manufacturer to inspect, demonstrate, repair, and
perform service on installations of manufacturer's products that are similar in material, design,
and extent to those indicated for this Project.

J. Preconstruction Testing: Where testing agency is indicated to perform preconstruction testing
for compliance with specified requirements for performance and test methods, comply with the
following Contractor's responsibilities, including the following:
1. Provide test specimens representative of proposed products and construction.
2. Submit specimens in a timely manner with sufficient time for testing and analyzing results

to prevent delaying the Work.
3. Provide sizes and configurations of test assemblies, mockups, and laboratory mockups to

adequately demonstrate capability of products to comply with performance requirements.
4. Build site-assembled test assemblies and mockups, using installers who will perform same

tasks for Project.
5. Build laboratory mockups at testing facility, using personnel, products, and methods of

construction indicated for the completed Work.
6. When testing is complete, remove test specimens and test assemblies, remove test

specimens, test assemblies, mockups, and laboratory mockups ; do not reuse products on
Project.

7. Testing Agency Responsibilities: Submit a certified written report of each test, inspection,
and similar quality-assurance service to Architect and Commissioning Authority or and
Commissioning Authority, through Construction Manager, with copy to Contractor.
Interpret tests and inspections, and state in each report whether tested and inspected Work
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complies with or deviates from the Contract Documents.

K. Mockups: Before installing portions of the Work requiring mockups, build mockups for each
form of construction and finish required to comply with the following requirements, using
materials indicated for the completed Work:
1. Build mockups of size indicated.
2. Build mockups in location indicated or, if not indicated, as directed by Architect and

Construction Manager .
3. Notify Architect and Construction Manager a minimum of seven or _______ days in

advance of dates and times when mockups will be constructed.
4. Employ supervisory personnel who will oversee mockup construction. Employ workers

who will be employed to perform same tasks during the construction at Project.
5. Demonstrate the proposed range of aesthetic effects and workmanship.
6. Obtain Architect's and Construction Manager's approval of mockups before starting

corresponding Work, fabrication, or construction.
a. Allow seven or _______ days for initial review and each re-review of each mockup.

7. Promptly correct unsatisfactory conditions noted by Architect's preliminary review, to the
satisfaction of the Architect, before completion of final mockup.

8. Approval of mockups by the Architect does not constitute approval of deviations from the
Contract Documents contained in mockups unless Architect specifically approves such
deviations in writing.

9. Maintain mockups during construction in an undisturbed condition as a standard for
judging the completed Work.

10. Demolish and remove mockups when directed unless otherwise indicated.

L. Integrated Exterior Mockups: Construct integrated exterior mockup according to approved
Shop Drawings or as indicated on Drawings . Coordinate installation of exterior envelope
materials and products for which mockups are required in individual Specification Sections,
along with supporting materials. Comply with requirements in "Mockups" Paragraph.
1. Coordinate construction of the mockup to allow observation of air barrier installation,

flashings, air barrier integration with fenestration systems, and other portions of the
building air/moisture barrier and drainage assemblies, prior to installation of veneer,
cladding elements, and other components that will obscure the work.

M. Room Mockups: Construct room mockups according to approved Shop Drawings or as
indicated on Drawings, incorporating required materials and assemblies, finished according to
requirements. Provide required lighting and additional lighting where required to enable
Architect to evaluate quality of the Work. Comply with requirements in "Mockups" Paragraph.
1. Provide room mockups of the following rooms:

a. .

N. Laboratory Mockups: Comply with requirements of preconstruction testing and those specified
in individual Specification Sections.

1.13 QUALITY CONTROL

A. Owner Responsibilities: Where quality-control services are indicated as Owner's responsibility,
Owner will engage a qualified testing agency to perform these services.
1. Owner will furnish Contractor with names, addresses, and telephone numbers of testing

agencies engaged and a description of types of testing and inspection they are engaged to
perform.
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2. Payment for these services will be made from testing and inspection allowances specified
in Section 012100 - Allowances as authorized by Change Orders.

3. Costs for retesting and reinspecting construction that replaces or is necessitated by Work
that failed to comply with the Contract Documents will be charged to Contractor, and the
Contract Sum will be adjusted by Change Order.

B. Contractor Responsibilities: Tests and inspections not explicitly assigned to Owner are
Contractor's responsibility. Perform additional quality-control activities, whether specified or
not, to verify and document that the Work complies with requirements.
1. Unless otherwise indicated, provide quality-control services specified and those required

by Authorities Having Jurisdiction. Perform quality-control services required of
Contractor by Authorities Having Jurisdiction, whether specified or not.

2. Engage a qualified testing agency to perform quality-control services.
a. Contractor shall not employ same entity engaged by Owner, unless agreed to in

writing by Owner.
3. Notify testing agencies at least 72 hours in advance of time when Work that requires

testing or inspection will be performed.
4. Where quality-control services are indicated as Contractor's responsibility, submit a

certified written report, in duplicate, of each quality-control service.
5. Testing and inspecting requested by Contractor and not required by the Contract

Documents are Contractor's responsibility.
6. Submit additional copies of each written report directly to Authorities Having Jurisdiction,

when they so direct.

C. Retesting/Reinspecting: Regardless of whether original tests or inspections were Contractor's
responsibility, provide quality-control services, including retesting and reinspecting, for
construction that replaced Work that failed to comply with the Contract Documents.

D. Testing Agency Responsibilities: Cooperate with Architect Commissioning Authority, or
Construction Manager, and Contractor in performance of duties. Provide qualified personnel to
perform required tests and inspections.
1. Notify Architect Commissioning Authority, or Construction Manager, and Contractor

promptly of irregularities or deficiencies observed in the Work during performance of its
services.

2. Determine the locations from which test samples will be taken and in which in-situ tests
are conducted.

3. Conduct and interpret tests and inspections, and state in each report whether tested and
inspected Work complies with or deviates from requirements.

4. Submit a certified written report, in duplicate, of each test, inspection, and similar quality-
control service through Contractor.

5. Do not release, revoke, alter, or increase the Contract Document requirements or approve
or accept any portion of the Work.

6. Do not perform duties of Contractor.

E. Manufacturer's Field Services: Where indicated, engage a factory-authorized service
representative to inspect field-assembled components and equipment installation, including
service connections. Report results in writing as specified in Section 013300 - Submittal
Procedures.

F. Manufacturer's Technical Services: Where indicated, engage a manufacturer's technical
representative to observe and inspect the Work. Manufacturer's technical representative's
services include participation in preinstallation conferences, examination of substrates and
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conditions, verification of materials, observation of Installer activities, inspection of completed
portions of the Work, and submittal of written reports.

G. Contractor's Associated Requirements and Services: Cooperate with agencies and
representatives performing required tests, inspections, and similar quality-control services, and
provide reasonable auxiliary services as requested. Notify agency sufficiently in advance of
operations to permit assignment of personnel. Provide the following:
1. Access to the Work.
2. Incidental labor and facilities necessary to facilitate tests and inspections.
3. Adequate quantities of representative samples of materials that require testing and

inspecting. Assist agency in obtaining samples.
4. Facilities for storage and field curing of test samples.
5. Delivery of samples to testing agencies.
6. Preliminary design mix proposed for use for material mixes that require control by testing

agency.
7. Security and protection for samples and for testing and inspection equipment at Project

site.

H. Coordination: Coordinate sequence of activities to accommodate required quality-assurance and
quality-control services with a minimum of delay and to avoid necessity of removing and
replacing construction to accommodate testing and inspection.
1. Schedule times for tests, inspections, obtaining samples, and similar activities.

I. Schedule of Tests and Inspections: Prepare a schedule of tests, inspections, and similar quality-
control services required by the Contract Documents as a component of Contractor's quality-
control plan . Coordinate and submit concurrently with Contractor's Construction Schedule.
Update and submit with each Application for Payment.
1. Schedule Contents: Include tests, inspections, and quality-control services, including

Contractor- and Owner-retained services, commissioning activities, and other Project-
required services paid for by other entities.

2. Distribution: Distribute schedule to Owner, Architect,Commissioning Authority, or
Construction Manager, testing agencies, and each party involved in performance of
portions of the Work where tests and inspections are required.

1.14 REFERENCES AND STANDARDS

1.15 SPECIAL TESTS AND INSPECTIONS

A. Special Tests and Inspections: Owner will engage a qualified testing agency or special
inspector to conduct special tests and inspections required by Authorities Having Jurisdiction as
the responsibility of Owner, as indicated in the Statement of Special Inspections attached to this
Section, and as follows:
1. Verifying that manufacturer maintains detailed fabrication and quality-control procedures,

and reviewing the completeness and adequacy of those procedures to perform the Work.
2. Notifying Architect Commissioning Authority, or Construction Manager,  and Contractor

promptly of irregularities and deficiencies observed in the Work during performance of its
services.

3. Submitting a certified written report of each test, inspection, and similar quality-control
service to Architect and Commissioning Authority or and Commissioning Authority,
through Construction Manager with copy to Contractor and to Authorities Having
Jurisdiction.
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4. Submitting a final report of special tests and inspections at Substantial Completion, which
includes a list of unresolved deficiencies.

5. Interpreting tests and inspections, and stating in each report whether tested and inspected
Work complies with or deviates from the Contract Documents.

6. Retesting and reinspecting corrected Work.

PART 2  PRODUCTS - NOT USED

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 TESTING AND INSPECTION LOG

A. Test and Inspection Log: Prepare a record of tests and inspections. Include the following:
1. Date test or inspection was conducted.
2. Description of the Work tested or inspected.
3. Date test or inspection results were transmitted to Architect.
4. Identification of testing agency or special inspector conducting test or inspection.

B. Maintain log at Project site. Post changes and revisions as they occur. Provide access to test and
inspection log for Architect's, Commissioning Authority's, Construction Manager's, and
Authorities' Having Jurisdiction   reference during normal working hours.
1. Submit log at Project closeout as part of Project Record Documents.

3.02 REPAIR AND PROTECTION

A. General: On completion of testing, inspection, sample-taking, and similar services, repair
damaged construction and restore substrates and finishes.
1. Provide materials and comply with installation requirements specified in other

Specification Sections or matching existing substrates and finishes. Restore patched areas
and extend restoration into adjoining areas with durable seams that are as invisible as
possible. Comply with the Contract Document requirements for cutting and patching in
Section 017300 - Execution and in a manner that eliminates evidence of patching.

B. Protect construction exposed by or for quality-control service activities.

C. Repair and protection are Contractor's responsibility, regardless of the assignment of
responsibility for quality-control services.

END OF SECTION  014000
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SECTION 014339 - MOCKUPS

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section Includes:
1. Integrated exterior mockups.
2. Preconstruction laboratory mockups.
3. Room mockups.

1.03 RELATED REQUIREMENTS:

A. Section 013233 - Photographic Documentation 

B. Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for quality assurance requirements for aesthetic and
workmanship mockups specified in other Sections.

C. Section 019119.43 - Exterior Enclosure Commissioning for testing building enclosure systems
and assemblies as part of the exterior enclosure commissioning process.

D. Section 084413 - Glazed Aluminum Curtain Walls 

E. Section 085113 - Aluminum Windows  

1.04 DEFINITIONS

A. Integrated Exterior Mockups: Mockups of the exterior envelope constructed on-site as
freestanding temporary built elements or part of permanent construction, consisting of multiple
products, assemblies, and subassemblies.

B. Preconstruction Laboratory Mockups: Integrated exterior mockups constructed at testing
facility to verify performance characteristics.

C. Room Mockups: Mockups of typical interior spaces complete with wall, floor, and ceiling
finishes; doors; windows; millwork; casework; specialties; furnishings and equipment; and
lighting as indicated.

1.05 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. AAMA 501.2 - Quality Assurance and Diagnostic Water Leakage Field Check of Installed
Storefronts, Curtain Walls, and Sloped Glazing Systems.

B. AAMA 501.4 - Recommended Static Test Method for Evaluating Window Wall, Curtain Wall
and Storefront Systems Subjected to Seismic and Wind-Induced Inter-Story Drift.

C. ASCE 7 - Minimum Design Loads and Associated Criteria for Buildings and Other Structures.
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D. ASTM E330/E330M - Standard Test Method for Structural Performance of Exterior Windows,
Doors, Skylights and Curtain Walls by Uniform Static Air Pressure Difference.

E. ASTM E331 - Standard Test Method for Water Penetration of Exterior Windows, Skylights,
Doors, and Curtain Walls by Uniform Static Air Pressure Difference.

F. ASTM E699 - Standard Specification for Agencies Involved in Testing, Quality Assurance, and
Evaluating of Manufactured Building Components.

G. ASTM E783 - Standard Test Method for Field Measurement of Air Leakage Through Installed
Exterior Windows and Doors.

H. ASTM E1105 - Standard Test Method for Field Determination of Water Penetration of Installed
Exterior Windows, Skylights, Doors, and Curtain Walls, by Uniform or Cyclic Static Air
Pressure Difference.

I. IAS - International Accreditation Service.

J. ILAC Mutual Recognition Arrangement - International Laboratory Accreditation Cooperation
For Mutual Recognition Arrangement.

K. ISO/IEC 17025 - General Requirements for the Competence of Testing and Calibration
Laboratories.

1.06 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS 

A. Preinstallation Conference: Conduct conference at Project site.
1. Meet with Owner,Construction Manager, Architect, testing and inspecting agency

representative, and installers of major systems whose Work is included in integrated
exterior, preconstruction laboratory, and room mockups.

2. Review coordination of equipment and furnishings provided by the Owner for room
mockups.

3. Review locations and extent of mockups.
4. Review testing procedures to be performed on mockups.
5. Review and finalize schedule for mockups, and verify availability of materials, personnel,

equipment, and facilities needed to complete mockups and testing and maintain schedule
for the Work.

1.07 ACTION SUBMITTALS

A. Shop Drawings: For integrated exterior, preconstruction laboratory, and room mockups.
1. Include plans, elevations, sections, and mounting, attachment, and support details.
2. Indicate manufacturer and model number of individual components, subassemblies, and

assemblies.
3. Include site location drawing indicating orientation of mockup.
4. Revise and resubmit Shop Drawings to reflect approved modifications in details and

component interfaces resulting from changes made during testing procedures.

B. Delegated Design Submittal: For temporary structural supports for mockups not attached to
building structure, including analysis data signed and sealed by the qualified professional
engineer responsible for their preparation.
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1.08 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A. Room Mockup Coordination Drawings: and other details, drawn to scale, on which the
following items are shown and coordinated with each other, using input from installers of the
items involved:

B. Qualification Data: For testing agency.

C. Preconstruction Test Reports: For integrated exterior and preconstruction laboratory mockups.

1.09 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Preconstruction Laboratory Mockup Testing Agency Qualifications: Qualified in accordance
with ASTM E699 for testing indicated and accredited by IAS or  ILAC Mutual Recognition
Arrangement as complying with ISO/IEC 17025.

B. Testing Agency Qualifications: Qualified in accordance with ASTM E699 for testing indicated
and accredited by IAS or  ILAC Mutual Recognition Arrangement as complying with ISO/IEC
17025 and acceptable to Owner and Architect.

C. Build mockups to do the following:
1. Verify selections made under Sample submittals.
2. Demonstrate aesthetic effects.
3. Demonstrate the qualities of products and workmanship.
4. Demonstrate acceptable coordination between components and systems.
5. Perform preconstruction testing, such as window air- and water-infiltration testing.

D. Fabrication: Before fabricating or installing portions of the Work requiring mockups, build
mockups for each form of construction and finish required. Use materials and installation
methods as required for the Work.
1. Build mockups of size indicated.
2. Build mockups in location indicated or, if not indicated, as directed by Architect or

Construction Manager.
3. Employ supervisory personnel who will oversee mockup construction. Employ workers

who will be employed to perform same tasks during the construction at Project.
4. Demonstrate the proposed range of aesthetic effects and workmanship.
5. Maintain mockups during construction in an undisturbed condition as a standard for

judging the completed Work.
6. Demolish and remove mockups when directed unless otherwise indicated.

E. Notifications:
1. Notify Architect and Construction Manager seven or _______ days in advance of the

dates and times when mockups will be constructed.
2. Notify Architect and Construction Manager 14 or _______ days in advance of the dates

and times when mockups will be tested.
3. Allow seven or ______ days for initial review and each re-review of each mockup.

F. Approval: Obtain Architect's and Construction Manager's approval of mockups before starting
fabrication or construction of corresponding Work.
1. Unless otherwise indicated, approved mockups establish the standard by which the Work

will be judged.
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2. Approval of mockups does not constitute approval of deviations from the Contract
Documents contained in mockups unless Architect specifically approves such deviations
in writing.

3. Subject to compliance with requirements, approved mockups may become part of the
completed Work if undisturbed at time of Substantial Completion.

1.10 COORDINATION

A. Coordinate schedule for construction of mockups, so construction, testing, and review of
mockups do not impact Project schedule.

PART 2 PRODUCTS

2.01 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. Delegated Design: Engage a qualified professional engineer, as defined in Section 014000 -
Quality Requirements , to design support structure for free-standing mockups.

B. Structural Performance:
1. Seismic Performance: Mockups and support structure to withstand the effects of

earthquake motions determined in accordance with SEI ASCE 7 .
2. Wind Loads: As indicated on Drawings.

C. Mockup Testing Performance Requirements: Perform tests using design pressures and
performance criteria indicated for assemblies and products that are specified in other Sections
and incorporated into integrated exterior and preconstruction laboratory mockups.

2.02 INTEGRATED EXTERIOR MOCKUPS

A. Construct integrated exterior mockups according to approved mockup Shop Drawings or as
indicated on Drawings. Construct mockups to demonstrate constructability, coordination of
trades, and sequencing of Work; and to ensure materials, components, subassemblies,
assemblies, and interfaces integrate into a system complying with indicated performance and
aesthetic requirements.

B. Design and construct foundation and superstructure to support free-standing integrated exterior
mockups.

C. Build integrated exterior mockups using installers and construction methods that will be used in
completed construction.

D. Use specified products that have been approved by the Architect. Coordinate installation of
materials and products specified in individual Specification Sections that include Work
included in integrated exterior mockups.

E. The Work of integrated exterior mockups includes, but is not limited to, the following:
1. Precast architectural concrete.
2. Masonry veneer.
3. Stone cladding.
4. Cold-formed metal framing and sheathing.
5. Air and weather barriers.
6. Thermal insulation.
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7. Through-wall flashing.
8. Flashing and sheet metal trim.
9. Joint sealants.
10. Metal wall panels.
11. Aluminum-framed entrances and storefront.
12. Glazed curtain walls.
13. Aluminum windows.
14. Glazing.

F. Photographic Documentation: Document construction of integrated exterior mockups with
photographs in accordance with Section 013233 - Photographic Documentation . Provide
photographs showing details of interface of different materials and assemblies.
1. Document testing procedures, including water leakage and other deficiencies. Photograph

modifications to component interfaces intended to correct deficiencies.

G. Provide and document modifications to construction details and interfaces between components
and systems required to properly sequence the Work, or to pass performance testing
requirements. Obtain Architect's or Construction Manager's approval for modifications.

H. Retain approved mockups constructed in place. Incorporate fully into the Work.

2.03 PRECONSTRUCTION LABORATORY MOCKUPS

A. Construct preconstruction laboratory mockups according to approved mockup Shop Drawings
or as indicated on Drawings. Construct mockups to demonstrate constructability, coordination
of trades, and sequencing of Work; ensure materials, components, subassemblies, assemblies,
and interfaces integrate into a system complying with indicated performance and aesthetic
requirements; and conduct performance testing indicated.

B. Build preconstruction laboratory mockups at testing agency facility using installers and
construction methods that will be used at Project site.

C. Use specified products that have been approved by the Architect. Coordinate installation of
materials and products specified in individual Specification Sections that include Work
included in preconstruction laboratory mockups.

D. The Work of preconstruction laboratory mockups includes, but is not limited to, the following:
1. Precast architectural concrete.
2. Masonry veneer.
3. Stone cladding.
4. Cold-formed metal framing and sheathing.
5. Air and weather barriers.
6. Thermal insulation.
7. Through-wall flashing.
8. Flashing and sheet metal trim.
9. Joint sealants.
10. Metal wall panels.
11. Aluminum-framed entrances and storefront.
12. Glazed curtain walls.
13. Aluminum windows.
14. Glazing.
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E. Photographic Documentation: Document construction of preconstruction laboratory mockups
with photographs in accordance with Section 013233 - Photographic Documentation . Provide
photographs showing details of interface of different materials and assemblies.
1. Document testing procedures, including water leakage and other deficiencies. Photograph

modifications to component interfaces intended to correct deficiencies.

F. Provide and document modifications to construction details and interfaces between components
and systems required to properly sequence the Work, or to pass performance testing
requirements. Obtain Architect's or Construction Manager's approval for modifications.

G. When testing is complete, remove test specimens and test assemblies, and preconstruction
laboratory mockups; do not reuse products on Project.

2.04 ROOM MOCKUPS

A. Build room mockups according to approved mockup Shop Drawings or as indicated on
Drawings to evaluate constructability, demonstrate the coordination of trades and sequencing of
Work, and to demonstrate aesthetic requirements. Include each visible finish, component, and
equipment item within room mockups; include operable lighting.

B. Provide room mockups of the following rooms:
1. Classroom.
2. Patient care room.
3. Hotel guest room.
4. Residential apartment unit.

C. The Work of room mockups includes, but is not limited to, the following:
1. Millwork and casework.
2. Doors and frames.
3. Access doors and frames.
4. Glazing.
5. Metal framing.
6. Gypsum board.
7. Ceramic tiling.
8. Acoustical ceilings.
9. Resilient flooring.
10. Painting.
11. Registers and grilles.
12. Wiring devices.
13. Lighting.

PART 3 EXECUTION

3.01 TESTING OF INTEGRATED EXTERIOR MOCKUPS

A. Integrated Exterior Mockup Testing Agency: Owner will engage or Engage a qualified testing
agency to perform tests and inspections.
1. Testing and inspecting agency will interpret tests and state in each report whether tested

Work complies with or deviates from requirements.
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B. Integrated Exterior Mockup Testing Services: Perform the following tests in the following
order:
1. Water-Spray Test: Before installation of interior finishes has begun, test areas designated

by Architect in accordance with AAMA 501.2 for evidence of water penetration.
a. Perform a minimum of two, three, or _______ tests in areas as directed by Architect.

2. Air Leakage: Test in accordance with ASTM E783 at 1.5 times the rate specified in
"Mockup Testing Performance Requirements" Paragraph in "Performance Requirements"
Article, but not more than 0.09 cfm/sq. ft. (0.45 L/s per sq. m) at a static-air-pressure
differential of 1.57 lbf/sq. ft. (75 Pa).
a. Perform a minimum of two, three, or _______ tests in areas as directed by Architect.

3. Water Penetration: Test in accordance with ASTM E1105 at a minimum uniform or
cyclic   static-air-pressure differential of 0.67 times the static-air-pressure differential
specified for laboratory testing in "Mockup Testing Performance Requirements"
Paragraph in "Performance Requirements" Article, but not less than 6.24 lbf/sq. ft. (300
Pa), and verify no evidence of water penetration.

C. Manufacturer's Field Service: Engage a factory-authorized service representative to test and
inspect components, assemblies, and installations, including connections, and also to observe
testing for the following systems and assemblies.
1. Curtain wall specified in Section 084413 - Glazed Aluminum Curtain Walls .

D. Integrated exterior mockup will be considered defective if it does not pass tests and inspections.

E. Prepare test and inspection reports.

3.02 TESTING OF PRECONSTRUCTION LABORATORY MOCKUPS

A. Testing Agency: Owner will engage or Engage  a qualified testing agency to perform tests and
inspections.
1. Testing and inspecting agency will interpret tests and state in each report whether tested

Work complies with or deviates from requirements.

B. Testing Criteria: Where the following tests are indicated, use criteria indicated.
1. Air Infiltration in Accordance with ASTM E283/E283M: Static-air-pressure differential of

1.57 lbf/sq. ft. (75 Pa) or 6.24 lbf/sq. ft. (300 Pa).
2. Water Penetration in Accordance with ASTM E331: Minimum static-air-pressure

differential of 20 percent or _______ of positive wind-load design pressure, but not less
than 6.24 lbf/sq. ft. (300 Pa), 10 lbf/sq. ft. (480 Pa), or 15 lbf/sq. ft.(720 Pa).

C. Unlock, open, and relock operable windows and doors five times. Perform necessary hardware
adjustments, if any, and repeat cycling.

D. Preconstruction Laboratory Mockup Testing Services: Perform the following tests in the
following order.
1. Structural: ASTM E330/E330M at 50 percent of positive test load for not less than ten or

____ seconds.
2. Air Infiltration: ASTM E283.
3. Water Penetration under Static Pressure: ASTM E331.
4. Water Penetration under Dynamic Pressure: AAMA 501.1 at minimum air-pressure

differential of 20 percent or _______ of positive wind-load design pressure, but not less
than 6.24 lbf/sq. ft. (300 Pa), 10 lbf/sq. ft. (480 Pa), or 15 lbf/sq. ft.(720 Pa).
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5. Structural: ASTM E330/E330M at 100 percent of positive and negative test loads. Repeat
the following:
a. Air Leakage: ASTM E283/E283M .
b. Water Penetration under Static Pressure: ASTM E331 .

6. Interstory Drift: AAMA 501.4 at 100 percent of design displacement. Repeat the
following:
a. Air Leakage: ASTM E283/E283M.
b. Water Penetration under Static Pressure: ASTM E331.

7. Thermal Cycling: In accordance with AAMA 501.5. Repeat the following:
a. Air Leakage: ASTM E283/E283M.
b. Water Penetration under Static Pressure: ASTM E331.

8. Structural: ASTM E330/E330M at 100 percent of positive and negative test loads for not
less than ten or _______ seconds.
a. Water Penetration under Static Pressure: ASTM E331.

9. Structural: ASTM E330/E330M at 150 percent of positive and negative test loads for not
less than ten or _______ seconds.
a. Water Penetration under Static Pressure: ASTM E331.

10. Interstory Drift: AAMA 501.4 at 150 percent of design displacement. Repeat the
following:

E. Manufacturer's Field Service: Engage a factory-authorized service representative to test and
inspect components, assemblies, and installations, including connections, and also to observe
testing for the following systems and assemblies.
1. Curtain wall specified in Section 084413 - Glazed Aluminum Curtain Walls.
2. Aluminum windows specified in Section 085113 - Aluminum Windows .

F. Preconstruction laboratory mockup will be considered defective if it does not pass tests and
inspections.

G. Prepare test and inspection reports.

END OF SECTION  014339
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SECTION 015000 - TEMPORARY FACILITIES AND CONTROLS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes requirements for temporary utilities, support facilities, and security and
protection facilities.

1.03 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 011000 - Summary for wok restrictions and limitations on utility interruptions.

B. Section 011200 - Multiple Contract Summary for responsibilities for emporary facilities and
controls for projects utilizing multiple contracts.

C. Section 012100 - Allowances for allowance for metered use of temporary utilities.

D. Section 015639 - Temporary Tree And Plant Protection 

E. Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal 

F. Section 017700 - Closeout Procedures 

G. Section 311000 - Site Clearing 

H. Section 312000 - Earth Moving 

I. Section 321216 - Asphalt Paving 

1.04 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ADA Standards - 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design.

B. ASTM E136 - Standard Test Method for Assessing Combustibility of Materials Using a
Vertical Tube Furnace at 750 Degrees C.

C. EPA - Environmental Protection Agency.

D. NECA - National Electrical Contractors Association (NECA).

E. NEMA - National Electrical Manufacturers Association.

F. NFPA 70 - National Electrical Code.

G. NFPA 241 - Standard for Safeguarding Construction, Alteration, and Demolition Operations.
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H. NFPA 701 - Standard Methods of Fire Tests for Flame Propagation of Textiles and Films.

I. UL - Underwriters' Laboratories.

1.05 USE CHARGES  

A. General: Installation, removal, and use charges for temporary facilities shall be included in the
Contract Sum unless otherwise indicated. Allow other entities engaged in the Project to use
temporary services and facilities without cost, including, but not limited to, Owner's
construction forces, Architect, testing agencies, and Authorities Having Jurisdiction.

B. Sewer Service: Pay or Owner will pay  sewer-service use charges for sewer usage by all entities
for construction operations.

C. Water Service: Pay or Owner will pay  water-service use charges for water used by all entities
for construction operations.

D. Electric Power Service: Pay or Owner will pay  electric-power-service use charges for electricity
used by all entities for construction operations.

E. Water and Sewer Service from Existing System: Water from Owner's existing water system is
available for use with metering or without metering and without payment of use charges.
Provide connections and extensions of services and metering as required for construction
operations.

F. Electric Power Service from Existing System: Electric power from Owner's existing system is
available for use with metering or without metering and without payment of use charges.
Provide connections and extensions of services and metering as required for construction
operations.

G. Sewer, Water, and Electric Power Service: Use charges are specified in Section 011200 -
Multiple Contract Summary.

1.06 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A. Site Utilization Plan: Show temporary facilities, temporary utility lines and connections, staging
areas, construction site entrances, vehicle circulation, and parking areas for construction
personnel.

B. Implementation and Termination Schedule: Within 15 or _______ days of date established for
commencement of the Work, submit schedule indicating implementation and termination dates
of each temporary utility.

C. Project Identification and Temporary Signs: Show fabrication and installation details, including
plans, elevations, details, layouts, typestyles, graphic elements, and message content.

D. Fire-Safety Program: Show compliance with requirements of NFPA 241 and Authorities
Having Jurisdiction. Indicate Contractor personnel responsible for management of fire-
prevention program.
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E. Moisture- and Mold-Protection Plan: Describe procedures and controls for protecting materials
and construction from water absorption and damage and mold. Describe delivery, handling,
storage, installation, and protection provisions for materials subject to water absorption or water
damage.
1. Indicate procedures for discarding water-damaged materials, protocols for mitigating

water intrusion into completed Work, and requirements for replacing water-damaged
Work.

2. Indicate sequencing of work that requires water, such as sprayed fire-resistive materials,
plastering, and terrazzo grinding, and describe plans for dealing with water from these
operations. Show procedures for verifying that wet construction has dried sufficiently to
permit installation of finish materials.

3. Indicate methods to be used to avoid trapping water in finished work.

F. Dust- and HVAC-Control Plan: Submit coordination drawing and narrative that indicates the
dust- and HVAC-control measures proposed for use, proposed locations, and proposed time
frame for their operation. Include the following:
1. Locations of dust-control partitions at each phase of work.
2. HVAC system isolation schematic drawing.
3. Location of proposed air-filtration system discharge.
4. Waste-handling procedures.
5. Other dust-control measures.

G. Noise and Vibration Control Plan: Identify construction activities that may impact the
occupancy and use of existing spaces within the building or adjacent existing buildings,
whether occupied by others, or occupied by the Owner. Include the following:
1. Methods used to meet the goals and requirements of the Owner.
2. Concrete cutting method(s) to be used.
3. Location of construction devices on the site.
4. Show compliance with the use and maintenance of quieted construction devices for the

duration of the Project.
5. Indicate activities that may disturb building occupants and that are planned to be

performed during non-standard working hours as coordinated with the Owner.
6. Indicate locations of sensitive research, patient, and equipment  areas or other areas

requiring special attention as identified by Owner. Indicate means for complying with
Owner's requirements.

1.07 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Electric Service: Comply with NECA, NEMA , and UL standards and regulations for temporary
electric service. Install service to comply with NFPA 70. 

B. Tests and Inspections: Arrange for authorities having jurisdiction to test and inspect each
temporary utility before use. Obtain required certifications and permits.

C. Accessible Temporary Egress: Comply with applicable provisions in 2010 ADA Standards for
Accessible Design [and] [ICC/ANSI A117.1].

1.08 PROJECT CONDITIONS

A. Temporary Use of Permanent Facilities: Engage Installer of each permanent service to assume
responsibility for operation, maintenance, and protection of each permanent service during its
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use as a construction facility before Owner's acceptance, regardless of previously assigned
responsibilities.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MATERIALS

A. Chain-Link Fencing: Minimum 2-inch (50-mm), 0.148-inch- (3.8-mm-) thick, galvanized-steel,
chain-link fabric fencing; minimum 6 feet (1.8 m) high with galvanized-steel pipe posts;
minimum 2-3/8-inch- (60-mm-) OD line posts and 2-7/8-inch- (73-mm-) OD corner and pull
posts , with 1-5/8 inch (42-mm) OD top rails or , with galvanized barbed-wire top strand .

B. Portable Chain-Link Fencing: Minimum 2-inch (50-mm), 0.148-inch- (3.8-mm-) thick,
galvanized-steel, chain-link fabric fencing; minimum 6 feet (1.8 m) high with galvanized-steel
pipe posts; minimum 2-3/8-inch- (60-mm-) OD line posts and 2-7/8-inch- (73-mm-) OD corner
and pull posts, with 1-5/8-inch- (42-mm-) OD top and bottom rails. Provide concrete,
galvanized-steel, or _______ bases for supporting posts.

C. Fencing Windscreen Privacy Screen: Polyester fabric scrim with grommets for attachment to
chain-link fence, sized to height of fence, in color selected by Architect from manufacturer's
standard colors.

D. Wood Enclosure Fence: Plywood, 6 feet (1.8 m) or 8 feet (2.4 m)  high, framed with four 2-
by-4-inch (50-by-100-mm) rails, with preservative-treated wood posts spaced not more than 8
feet (2.4 m) apart.

E. Polyethylene Sheet: Reinforced, fire-resistive sheet, 10-mil (0.25-mm) minimum thickness,
with flame-spread rating of 15 or less in accordance with ASTM E84 and passing NFPA 701
Test Method 2.

F. Dust-Control Adhesive-Surface Walk-Off Mats: Provide mats, minimum 36 by 60 inches (914
by 1524 mm).

G. Insulation: Unfaced mineral-fiber blanket, manufactured from glass, slag wool, or rock wool;
with maximum flame-spread and smoke-developed indexes of 25 and 50, respectively.

2.02 TEMPORARY FACILITIES

A. Field Offices: Prefabricated or mobile units with serviceable finishes, temperature controls, and
foundations adequate for normal loading.

B. Field Offices: Owner will provide conditioned interior space for field offices for duration of
Project or upon completion of demolition and enclosure .

C. Field Offices: Not permitted.

D. Common-Use Field Office: Of sufficient size to accommodate needs of Owner, Architect,
Construction Manager, and construction personnel office activities and to accommodate Project
meetings specified in other Division 01 Sections. Keep office clean and orderly. Furnish and
equip offices as follows:
1. Furniture required for Project-site documents, including file cabinets, plan tables, plan

racks, and bookcases.
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2. Conference room of sufficient size to accommodate meetings of ten or
_______ individuals. Provide electrical power service and 120-V ac duplex receptacles,
with no fewer than one receptacle on each wall. Furnish room with conference table,
chairs, and 4-foot- (1.2-m-) square tack and marker boards.

3. Drinking water and private toilet.
4. Heating and cooling equipment necessary to maintain a uniform indoor temperature of 68

to 72 deg F (20 to 22 deg C).
5. Lighting fixtures capable of maintaining average illumination of 20 fc (215 lx) at desk

height.

E. Storage and Fabrication Sheds: Provide sheds sized, furnished, and equipped to accommodate
materials and equipment for construction operations
1. Store combustible materials apart from building.

F. Storage and Fabrication Sheds: Not permitted.

2.03 EQUIPMENT

A. Fire Extinguishers: Portable, UL   rated; with class and extinguishing agent as required by
locations and classes of fire exposures.

B. HVAC Equipment: Unless Owner authorizes use of permanent HVAC system, provide vented,
self-contained, liquid-propane-gas or fuel-oil heaters with individual space thermostatic control.
1. Use of gasoline-burning space heaters, open-flame heaters, or salamander-type heating

units is prohibited.
2. Heating, Cooling, and Dehumidifying Units: Listed and labeled for type of fuel being

consumed, by a qualified testing agency acceptable to Authorities Having Jurisdiction,
and marked for intended location and application.

3. Permanent HVAC System: If Owner authorizes use of permanent HVAC system for
temporary use during construction, provide filter with MERV of 8 or _______ at each
return-air grille in system and remove at end of construction and clean HVAC system as
required in Section 017700 - Closeout Procedures.

C. Air-Filtration Units: Primary and secondary HEPA-filter-equipped portable units with four-
stage filtration. Provide single switch for emergency shutoff. Configure to run continuously.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 TEMPORARY FACILITIES, GENERAL

A. Conservation: Coordinate construction and use of temporary facilities with consideration given
to conservation of energy, water, and materials. Coordinate use of temporary utilities to
minimize waste.
1. Salvage materials and equipment involved in performance of, but not actually

incorporated into, the Work. See other Sections for disposition of salvaged materials that
are designated as Owner's property.

3.02 INSTALLATION, GENERAL

A. Locate facilities where they will serve Project adequately and result in minimum interference
with performance of the Work. Relocate and modify facilities as required by progress of the
Work.
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1. Locate facilities to limit site disturbance as specified in Section 011000 - Summary .

B. Provide each facility ready for use when needed to avoid delay. Do not remove until facilities
are no longer needed or are replaced by authorized use of completed permanent facilities.

C. Isolation of Work Areas in Occupied Facilities: Prevent dust, fumes, and odors from entering
occupied areas.
1. Prior to commencing work, isolate the HVAC system in area where work is to be

performed according to coordination drawings .
a. Disconnect supply and return ductwork in work area from HVAC systems servicing

occupied areas.
b. Maintain negative air pressure within work area, using HEPA-equipped air-filtration

units, starting with commencement of temporary partition construction, and
continuing until removal of temporary partitions is complete.

2. Maintain dust partitions during the Work. Use vacuum collection attachments on dust-
producing equipment. Isolate limited work within occupied areas using portable dust-
containment devices.

3. Perform daily construction cleanup and final cleanup using approved, HEPA-filter-
equipped vacuum equipment.

3.03 TEMPORARY UTILITY INSTALLATION

A. General: Install temporary service or connect to existing service.
1. Arrange with utility company, Owner, and existing users for time when service can be

interrupted, if necessary, to make connections for temporary services.

B. Sewers and Drainage: Provide temporary utilities to remove effluent lawfully.
1. Connect temporary sewers to municipal system or private system indicated as directed by

Authorities Having Jurisdiction.

C. Water Service: Install water service and distribution piping in sizes and pressures adequate for
construction.

D. Water Service: Connect to Owner's existing water service facilities. Clean and maintain water
service facilities in a condition acceptable to Owner. At Substantial Completion, restore these
facilities to condition existing before initial use.

E. Sanitary Facilities: Provide temporary toilets, wash facilities, safety shower and eyewash
facilities, and drinking water for use of construction personnel. Comply with requirements of
Authorities Having Jurisdiction for type, number, location, operation, and maintenance of
fixtures and facilities.
1. Use of Permanent Toilets: Use of Owner's existing or new toilet facilities is not permitted

or will be permitted, as long as facilities are cleaned and maintained in a condition
acceptable to Owner. At Substantial Completion, restore these facilities to condition
existing before initial use.

F. Temporary Heating and Cooling: Provide temporary heating and cooling required by
construction activities for curing or drying of completed installations or for protecting installed
construction from adverse effects of low temperatures or high humidity. Select equipment that
will not have a harmful effect on completed installations or elements being installed.
1. Provide temporary dehumidification systems when required to reduce ambient and

substrate moisture levels to level required to allow installation or application of finishes
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and their proper curing or drying.

G. Electric Power Service: Connect to Owner's existing electric power service. Maintain
equipment in a condition acceptable to Owner.

H. Electric Power Service: Provide electric power service and distribution system of sufficient
size, capacity, and power characteristics required for construction operations.
1. Install electric power service overhead or underground  unless otherwise indicated.
2. Connect temporary service to Owner's existing power source, as directed by Owner.

I. Lighting: Provide temporary lighting with local switching that provides adequate illumination
for construction operations, observations, inspections, and traffic conditions.
1. Install and operate temporary lighting that fulfills security and protection requirements

without operating entire system.

J. Telephone Service: Provide temporary telephone service in common-use facilities for use by all
construction personnel. Install WiFi cell phone access equipment, one land-based telephone
line, or WiFi cell phone access equipment and one land-based telephone line  for each field
office.

K. Electronic Communication Service: Provide secure WiFi wireless connection to internet with
provisions for access by Architect and Owner.

3.04 SUPPORT FACILITIES INTALLATION

A. Comply with the following:
1. Provide construction for temporary field offices, shops, and sheds located within

construction area or within 30 feet (9 m) of building lines that is noncombustible in
accordance with ASTM E136. Comply with NFPA 241.

2. Utilize designated area within existing building for temporary field offices.
3. Maintain support facilities until Architect schedules Substantial Completion inspection.

Remove before Substantial Completion. Personnel remaining after Substantial Completion
will be permitted to use permanent facilities, under conditions acceptable to Owner.

B. Temporary Roads and Paved Areas: Construct and maintain temporary roads and paved areas
adequate for construction operations. Locate temporary roads and paved areas as indicated or
within construction limits indicated  on Drawings.
1. Provide dust-control treatment that is nonpolluting and nontracking. Reapply treatment as

required to minimize dust.

C. Temporary Use of Planned Permanent Roads and Paved Areas: Locate temporary roads and
paved areas in same location as permanent roads and paved areas. Construct and maintain
temporary roads and paved areas adequate for construction operations. Extend temporary roads
and paved areas, within construction limits indicated, as necessary for construction operations.
1. Coordinate elevations of temporary roads and paved areas with permanent roads and

paved areas.
2. Prepare subgrade and install subbase and base for temporary roads and paved areas in

accordance with Section 312000 - Earth Moving .
3. Recondition base after temporary use, including removing contaminated material,

regrading, proofrolling, compacting, and testing.
4. Delay installation of final course of permanent hot-mix asphalt pavement until

immediately before Substantial Completion. Repair hot-mix asphalt base-course pavement
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before installation of final course in accordance with Section 321216 - Asphalt Paving.

D. Traffic Controls: Comply with requirements of authorities having jurisdiction.
1. Protect existing site improvements to remain, including curbs, pavement, and utilities.
2. Maintain access for fire-fighting equipment and access to fire hydrants.

E. Parking: Provide temporary offsite or Use designated areas of Owner's existing  parking areas
for construction personnel.

F. Parking: No provision will be provided for personnel or construction vehicles within the
construction zone.

G. Storage and Staging: Provide temporary offsite or Use designated areas of Owner's existing  for
storage and staging needs.

H. Dewatering Facilities and Drains: Comply with requirements of Authorities Having
Jurisdiction. Maintain Project site, excavations, and construction free of water.
1. Dispose of rainwater in a lawful manner that will not result in flooding Project or

adjoining properties or endanger permanent Work or temporary facilities.
2. Remove snow and ice as required to minimize accumulations.

I. Project Signs: Provide Project signs as indicated. Unauthorized signs are not permitted.
1. Identification Signs: Provide Project identification signs as indicated on Drawings.
2. Temporary Signs: Provide other signs as indicated and as required to inform public and

individuals seeking entrance to Project.
a. Provide temporary, directional signs for construction personnel and visitors.

3. Maintain and touch up signs, so they are legible at all times.

J. Project Signs: Not permitted.

K. Waste Disposal Facilities: Comply with requirements specified in Section 017419 -
Construction Waste Management and Disposal.

L. Lifts and Hoists: Provide facilities necessary for hoisting materials and personnel.
1. Truck cranes and similar devices used for hoisting materials are considered "tools and

equipment" and not temporary facilities.

M. Temporary Elevator Use: Use of elevators is not permitted or See Division 14 elevator Section
for temporary use of new elevators .

N. Existing Elevator Use: Use of Owner's existing elevators will be permitted, provided elevators
are cleaned and maintained in a condition acceptable to Owner. At Substantial Completion,
restore elevators to condition existing before initial use, including replacing worn cables, guide
shoes, and similar items of limited life.
1. Do not load elevators beyond their rated weight capacity.
2. Provide protective coverings, barriers, devices, signs, or other procedures to protect

elevator car and entrance doors and frame. If, despite such protection, elevators become
damaged, engage elevator Installer to restore damaged work, so no evidence remains of
correction work. Return items that cannot be refinished in field to the shop, make required
repairs and refinish entire unit, or provide new units as required.

3. Usage shall be established at the Preconstruction Meeting.
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O. Temporary Stairs: Until permanent stairs are available, provide temporary stairs where ladders
are not adequate.

P. Existing Stair Usage: Use of Owner's existing stairs will be permitted, provided stairs are
cleaned and maintained in a condition acceptable to Owner. At Substantial Completion, restore
stairs to condition existing before initial use.
1. Provide protective coverings, barriers, devices, signs, or other procedures to protect stairs

and to maintain means of egress. If stairs become damaged, restore damaged areas, so no
evidence remains of correction work.

2. Usage shall be established at the Preconstruction Meeting.

Q. Temporary Use of Permanent Stairs: Use of new stairs for construction traffic will be permitted,
provided stairs are protected and finishes restored to new condition at time of Substantial
Completion.

3.05 SECURITY AND PROTECTION FACILITIES INSTALLATION

A. Protection of Existing Facilities: Protect existing vegetation, equipment, structures, utilities, and
other improvements at Project site and on adjacent properties, except those indicated to be
removed or altered. Repair damage to existing facilities.
1. Where access to adjacent properties is required in order to affect protection of existing

facilities, obtain written permission from adjacent property owner to access property for
that purpose.

B. Environmental Protection: Provide protection, operate temporary facilities, and conduct
construction as required to comply with environmental regulations and that minimize possible
air, waterway, and subsoil contamination or pollution or other undesirable effects.

C. Temporary Erosion and Sedimentation Control: Comply with requirements of EPA
Construction General Permit or Authorities Having Jurisdiction, whichever is more stringent
and  requirements specified in Section 311000 - Site Clearing.

D. Temporary Erosion and Sedimentation Control: Provide measures to prevent soil erosion and
discharge of soil-bearing water runoff and airborne dust to undisturbed areas and to adjacent
properties and walkways, according to erosion and sedimentation control
Drawings, requirements of EPA Construction General Permit, or Authorities Having
Jurisdiction, whichever is more stringent.
1. Verify that flows of water redirected from construction areas or generated by construction

activity do not enter or cross tree- or plant-protection zones.
2. Inspect, repair, and maintain erosion- and sedimentation-control measures during

construction until permanent vegetation has been established.
3. Clean, repair, and restore adjoining properties and roads affected by erosion and

sedimentation from Project site during the course of Project.
4. Remove erosion and sedimentation controls, and restore and stabilize areas disturbed

during removal.

E. Stormwater Control: Comply with requirements of Authorities Having Jurisdiction. Provide
barriers in and around excavations and subgrade construction to prevent flooding by runoff of
stormwater from heavy rains.
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F. Tree and Plant Protection: Comply with requirements specified in Section 015639 - Temporary
Tree And Plant Protection .

G. Tree and Plant Protection: Install temporary fencing located as indicated or outside the drip line
of trees to protect vegetation from damage from construction operations. Protect tree root
systems from damage, flooding, and erosion.

H. Pest Control: Engage pest-control service to recommend practices to minimize attraction and
harboring of rodents, roaches, and other pests and to perform extermination and control
procedures at regular intervals, so Project will be free of pests and their residues at Substantial
Completion. Perform control operations lawfully, using materials approved by Authorities
Having Jurisdiction.

I. Site Enclosure Fence: Before construction operations begin or Prior to commencing earthwork, 
furnish and install site enclosure fence in a manner that will prevent people from easily entering
site except by entrance gates.
1. Extent of Fence: As required to enclose entire Project site or portion determined sufficient

to accommodate construction operations or As indicated on Drawings .
2. Maintain security by limiting number of keys and restricting distribution to authorized

personnel. Furnish one set of keys to Owner. 

J. Security Enclosure and Lockup: Install temporary enclosure around partially completed areas of
construction. Provide lockable entrances to prevent unauthorized entrance, vandalism, theft, and
similar violations of security. Lock entrances at end of each workday.

K. Barricades, Warning Signs, and Lights: Comply with requirements of authorities having
jurisdiction for erecting structurally adequate barricades, including warning signs and lighting.

L. Temporary Egress: Provide temporary egress from existing occupied facilities as indicated and
as required by Authorities Having Jurisdiction. Provide signage directing occupants to
temporary egress.

M. Covered Walkway: Erect protective, covered walkway for passage of individuals through or
adjacent to Project site. Coordinate with entrance gates, other facilities, and obstructions.
Comply with regulations of Authorities Having Jurisdiction and requirements indicated on
Drawings.
1. Provide overhead decking, protective enclosure walls, handrails, barricades, warning

signs, exit signs, lights, safe and well-drained walkways, and similar provisions for
protection and safe passage.

2. Paint and maintain appearance of walkway for duration of the Work.

N. Temporary Enclosures: Provide temporary enclosures for protection of construction, in progress
and completed, from exposure, foul weather, other construction operations, and similar
activities. Provide temporary weathertight enclosure for building exterior.
1. Where heating or cooling is needed and permanent enclosure is incomplete, insulate

temporary enclosures.

O. Temporary Partitions: Provide floor-to-ceiling dustproof partitions to limit dust and dirt
migration and to separate areas occupied by Owner, tenants, and General Public  from fumes
and noise.
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1. Construct dustproof partitions with gypsum wallboard, with joints taped on occupied side,
and fire-retardant-treated plywood on construction operations side.

2. Construct dustproof partitions with two layers of 6-mil (0.14-mm) polyethylene sheet on
each side. Cover floor with two layers of 6-mil (0.14-mm) polyethylene sheet, extending
sheets 18 inches (460 mm) up the sidewalls. Overlap and tape full length of joints. Cover
floor with fire-retardant-treated plywood.
a. Construct vestibule and airlock at each entrance through temporary partition with not

less than 48 inches (1219 mm) between doors. Maintain water-dampened foot mats in
vestibule.

3. Where fire-resistance-rated temporary partitions are indicated or are required by
Authorities Having Jurisdiction, construct partitions according to the rated assemblies.

4. Insulate partitions to control noise transmission to occupied areas.
5. Seal joints and perimeter. Equip partitions with gasketed dustproof doors and security

locks where openings are required.
6. Protect air-handling equipment.
7. Provide walk-off mats at each entrance through temporary partition.

P. Temporary Fire Protection: Install and maintain temporary fire-protection facilities of types
needed to protect against reasonably predictable and controllable fire losses. Comply with
NFPA 241; manage fire-prevention program.
1. Prohibit smoking in construction areas. Comply with additional limits on smoking

specified in other Sections.
2. Supervise welding operations, combustion-type temporary heating units, and similar

sources of fire ignition in accordance with requirements of Authorities Having
Jurisdiction.

3. Develop and supervise an overall fire-prevention and -protection program for personnel at
Project site. Review needs with local fire department and establish procedures to be
followed. Instruct personnel in methods and procedures. Post warnings and information.

4. Provide temporary standpipes and hoses for fire protection. Hang hoses with a warning
sign, stating that hoses are for fire-protection purposes only and are not to be removed.
Match hose size with outlet size and equip with suitable nozzles.

3.06 MOISTURE AND MOLD CONTROL

A. Moisture and Mold Protection: Protect stored materials and installed Work in accordance with
Moisture and Mold Protection Plan.

B. Exposed Construction Period: Before installation of weather barriers, when materials are
subject to wetting and exposure and to airborne mold spores, protect as follows:
1. Protect porous materials from water damage.
2. Protect stored and installed material from flowing or standing water.
3. Keep porous and organic materials from coming into prolonged contact with concrete.
4. Remove standing water from decks.
5. Keep deck openings covered or dammed.

C. Partially Enclosed Construction Period: After installation of weather barriers but before full
enclosure and conditioning of building, when installed materials are still subject to infiltration
of moisture and ambient mold spores, protect as follows:
1. Do not load or install drywall or other porous materials or components, or items with high

organic content, into partially enclosed building.
2. Keep interior spaces reasonably clean and protected from water damage.
3. Periodically collect and remove waste containing cellulose or other organic matter.
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4. Discard or replace water-damaged material.
5. Do not install material that is wet.
6. Discard and replace stored or installed material that begins to grow mold.
7. Perform work in a sequence that allows wet materials adequate time to dry before

enclosing the material in gypsum board or other interior finishes.

D. Controlled Construction Period: After completing and sealing of the building enclosure but
prior to the full operation of permanent HVAC systems, maintain as follows:
1. Control moisture and humidity inside building by maintaining effective dry-in conditions.
2. Use temporary or permanent HVAC system to control humidity within ranges specified

for installed and stored materials.
3. Comply with manufacturer's written instructions for temperature, relative humidity, and

exposure to water limits.
a. Hygroscopic materials that may support mold growth, including wood and gypsum-

based products, that become wet during the course of construction and remain wet for
48 or _______ hours are considered defective and require replacing.

b. Measure moisture content of materials that have been exposed to moisture during
construction operations or after installation. Record readings beginning at time of
exposure and continuing daily for 48 or _______ hours. Identify materials containing
moisture levels higher than allowed. Report findings in writing to Architect .

c. Remove and replace materials that cannot be completely restored to their
manufactured moisture level within 48 or _______ hours.

3.07 OPERATION, TERMINATION, AND REMOVAL

A. Supervision: Enforce strict discipline in use of temporary facilities. To minimize waste and
abuse, limit availability of temporary facilities to essential and intended uses.

B. Maintenance: Maintain facilities in good operating condition until removal.
1. Maintain operation of temporary enclosures, heating, cooling, humidity control,

ventilation, and similar facilities on a 24-hour basis where required to achieve indicated
results and to avoid possibility of damage.

C. Temporary Facility Changeover: Do not change over from using temporary security and
protection facilities to permanent facilities until Substantial Completion.

D. Termination and Removal: Remove each temporary facility when need for its service has
ended, when it has been replaced by authorized use of a permanent facility, or no later than
Substantial Completion. Complete or, if necessary, restore permanent construction that may
have been delayed because of interference with temporary facility. Repair damaged Work,
clean exposed surfaces, and replace construction that cannot be satisfactorily repaired.
1. Materials and facilities that constitute temporary facilities are property of Contractor.

Owner reserves right to take possession of Project identification signs.
2. Remove temporary roads and paved areas not intended for or acceptable for integration

into permanent construction. Where area is intended for landscape development, remove
soil and aggregate fill that do not comply with requirements for fill or subsoil. Remove
materials contaminated with road oil, asphalt and other petrochemical compounds, and
other substances that might impair growth of plant materials or lawns. Repair or replace
street paving, curbs, and sidewalks at temporary entrances, as required by Authorities
Having Jurisdiction.
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3. At Substantial Completion, repair, renovate, and clean permanent facilities used during
construction period. Comply with final cleaning requirements specified in Section 017700
- Closeout Procedures .

END OF SECTION  015000
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SECTION 016000 - PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for selection of products for use in
Project; product delivery, storage, and handling; manufacturers' standard warranties on
products; special warranties; and comparable products.

1.03 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 011000 - Summary for Contractor requirements related to Owner-furnished products.

B. Section 012100 - Allowances for products selected under an allowance.

C. Section 012300 - Alternates  for products selected under an alternate.

D. Section 012500 - Substitution Procedures for requests for substitutions.

E. Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures 

F. Section 014200 - References for applicable industry standards for products specified.

G. Section 017700 - Closeout Procedures for submitting warranties.

H. Division 02 through 49 Sections for specific requirements for warranties on products and
installations specified to be warranted.

1.04 REFERENCE STANDARDS

1.05 DEFINITIONS

A. Definitions below are not intended to change the meaning of other terms used in the Contract
Documents, such as "specialties", "systems", "structure", "finishes", "accessories", and similar
terms.  Such terms such are self-explanatory and have well recognized meanings in the
construction industry.

B. Products: Items obtained for incorporating into the Work, whether purchased for Project or
taken from previously purchased stock. The term "product" includes the terms "material,"
"equipment," "system," and terms of similar intent.
1. Named Products: Items identified by manufacturer's product name, including make or

model number or other designation shown or listed in manufacturer's published product
literature that is current as of date of the Contract Documents.

2. New Products: Items that have not previously been incorporated into another project or
facility. Salvaged items or items reused from other projects are not considered new
products. Items that are manufactured or fabricated to include recycled content materials
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are considered new products, unless indicated otherwise.
3. Comparable Product: Product by named manufacturer that is demonstrated and approved

through the comparable product submittal process described in Part 2 "Comparable
Products" Article, to have the indicated qualities related to type, function, dimension, in-
service performance, physical properties, appearance, and other characteristics that equal
or exceed those of specified product.

C. "Materials" are products that are substantially shaped, cut, worked, mixed, finished, refined or
otherwise fabricated, processed, or installed to form a part of the Work.

D. "Equipment" is a product with operational parts, whether motorized or manually operated, that
requires service connections such as wiring or piping.

E. Basis-of-Design Product Specification: A specification in which a single manufacturer's
product is named and accompanied by the words "basis-of-design product," including make or
model number or other designation. Published attributes and characteristics of basis-of-design
product establish salient characteristics of products.
1. Evaluation of Comparable Products: In addition to the basis-of-design product description,

product attributes and characteristics may be listed to establish the significant qualities
related to type, function, in-service performance and physical properties, weight,
dimension, durability, visual characteristics, and other special features and requirements
for purposes of evaluating comparable products of additional manufacturers named in the
specification. Manufacturer's published attributes and characteristics of basis-of-design
product also establish salient characteristics of products for purposes of evaluating
comparable products. or _______

F. Subject to Compliance with Requirements: Where the phrase "Subject to compliance with
requirements" introduces a product selection procedure in an individual Specification Section,
provide products qualified under the specified product procedure. In the event that a named
product or product by a named manufacturer does not meet the other requirements of the
specifications, select another named product or product from another named manufacturer that
does meet the requirements of the specifications; submit a comparable product request or
substitution request, if applicable.

G. Comparable Product Request Submittal: An action submittal requesting consideration of a
comparable product, including the following information:
1. Identification of basis-of-design product or fabrication or installation method to be

replaced, including Specification Section number and title and Drawing numbers and
titles.

2. Data indicating compliance with the requirements specified in Part 2 "Comparable
Products" Article.

H. Basis-of-Design Product Specification Submittal: An action submittal complying with
requirements in Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures .

I. Substitution: Refer to Section 012500 - Substitution Procedures for definition and limitations
on substitutions.

1.06 SUBMITTALS

A. Product List Schedule:
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1. Prepare a schedule showing products specified in a tabular form acceptable to the
Architect. Include generic names of products required.  Include the manufacturer's name
and proprietary product names for each item listed.

2. Coordinate the product list schedule with the Contractor's Construction Schedule and the
Schedule of Submittals.

3. Architect's Action:  The Architect will respond in writing to the Contractor within two
weeks of receipt of the completed product list schedule.  No response within this time
period constitutes no objection to listed manufacturers or products, but does not constitute
a waiver of the requirement that products comply with Contract Documents.

1.07 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Source Limitations:  To the fullest extent possible, provide products of the same kind, from a
single source.

B. Compatibility of Options: If Contractor is given option of selecting between two or more
products for use on Project, select product compatible with products previously selected, even if
previously selected products were also options.
1. Resolution of Compatibility Disputes between Multiple Contractors:

a. Contractors are responsible for providing products and construction methods
compatible with products and construction methods of other contractors.

b. If a dispute arises between the multiple contractors over concurrently selectable but
incompatible products, Architect will determine which products shall be used.

C. Identification of Products:
1. Except for required labels and operating data, do not attach or imprint manufacturer’s or

producer’s names, nameplates, or trademarks on exposed surfaces of products or
equipment that will be exposed to view in occupied spaces or on the exterior.

2. Labels: Locate required product labels and stamps on a concealed surface, or, where
required for observation following installation, on a visually accessible surface that is not
conspicuous.

3. Equipment Nameplates: Provide a permanent nameplate on each item of service-
connected or power-operated equipment. Locate on a visually accessible but
inconspicuous surface. Include information essential for operation, including the
following:
a. Name of product and manufacturer.
b. Model and serial number.
c. Capacity.
d. Speed.
e. Ratings.

4. See individual identification Sections in Divisions 21, 22, 23, and 26 for additional
equipment identification requirements.

1.08 COORDINATION

A. Modify or adjust affected work as necessary to integrate work of approved comparable products
and approved substitutions.

1.09 PRODUCT DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Deliver, store, and handle products, using means and methods that will prevent damage,
deterioration, and loss, including theft and vandalism. Comply with manufacturer's written
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instructions.

B. Delivery and Handling:
1. Schedule delivery to minimize long-term storage at Project site and to prevent

overcrowding of construction spaces.
2. Coordinate delivery with installation time to ensure minimum holding time for items that

are flammable, hazardous, easily damaged, or sensitive to deterioration, theft, and other
losses.

3. Deliver products to Project site in an undamaged condition in manufacturer's original
sealed container or other packaging system, complete with labels and instructions for
handling, storing, unpacking, protecting, and installing.

4. Inspect products on delivery to ensure compliance with the Contract Documents and to
ensure that products are undamaged and properly protected.

C. Storage:
1. Provide a secure location and enclosure at Project site for storage of materials and

equipment.
2. Store products to allow for inspection and measurement of quantity or counting of units.
3. Store materials in a manner that will not endanger Project structure.
4. Store products that are subject to damage by the elements under cover in a weathertight

enclosure above ground, with ventilation adequate to prevent condensation and with
adequate protection from wind.

5. Protect foam plastic from exposure to sunlight, except to extent necessary for period of
installation and concealment.

6. Comply with product manufacturer's written instructions for temperature, humidity,
ventilation, and weather-protection requirements for storage.

7. Protect stored products from damage and liquids from freezing.
8. Provide a secure location and enclosure at Project site for storage of materials and

equipment by Owner's construction forces. Coordinate location with Owner.

1.10 PRODUCT WARRANTIES

A. Warranties specified in other Sections shall be in addition to, and run concurrent with, other
warranties required by the Contract Documents. Manufacturer's disclaimers and limitations on
product warranties do not relieve Contractor of obligations under requirements of the Contract
Documents.
1. Manufacturer's Warranty: Written standard warranty form furnished by individual

manufacturer for a particular product and issued in the name of the Owner or endorsed by
manufacturer to Owner.

2. Special Warranty: Written warranty required by the Contract Documents to provide
specific rights for Owner and issued in the name of the Owner or endorsed by
manufacturer to Owner.

B. Special Warranties: Prepare a written document that contains appropriate terms and
identification, ready for execution.
1. Manufacturer's Standard Form: Modified to include Project-specific information and

properly executed.
2. Specified Form: When specified forms are included in the Project Manual, prepare a

written document, using indicated form properly executed.
3. See other Sections for specific content requirements and particular requirements for

submitting special warranties.
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C. Submittal Time: Comply with requirements in Section 017700 - Closeout Procedures.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 PRODUCT SELECTION

A. General Product Requirements:
1. Provide products that comply with the Contract Documents, that are undamaged and,

unless otherwise indicated, are new at time of installation.
2. Provide products complete with accessories, trim, finish, fasteners, and other items needed

for a complete installation and for the intended use and effect.
3. Standard Products: If available, and unless custom products or nonstandard options are

specified, provide standard products of types that have been produced and used
successfully in similar situations on other projects.

4. Owner reserves the right to limit selection to products with warranties meeting
requirements of the Contract Documents.

5. Where products are accompanied by the term "as selected," Architect will make selection.
6. Descriptive, performance, and reference standard requirements in the Specifications

establish salient characteristics of products.
7. Or Approved: For products specified by name and accompanied by the term "or as

approved by the Architect," comply with requirements in "Comparable Products" Article
to obtain approval for use of an unnamed product.
a. Submit additional documentation required by Architect through Construction

Manager or _______ in order to establish equivalency of proposed products. Unless
otherwise indicated, evaluation of "or approved" product status is by the Architect,
whose determination is final.

B. Product Selection Procedures:
1. Limited List of Products: Where Specifications include a list of names of both

manufacturers and products, provide one of the products listed that complies with
requirements. Comparable products or substitutions for Contractor's convenience will not
be considered unless otherwise indicated.
a. Limited list of products may be indicated by the phrase "Subject to compliance with

requirements, provide one of the following."
2. Non-Limited List of Products: Where Specifications include a list of names of both

available manufacturers and products, provide one of the products listed or an unnamed
product that complies with requirements.
a. Non-limited list of products is indicated by the phrase "Subject to compliance with

requirements, available products that may be incorporated in the Work include, but
are not limited to, the following."

b. Provision of an unnamed product is not considered a substitution, if the product
complies with requirements.

3. Limited List of Manufacturers: Where Specifications include a list of manufacturers'
names, provide a product by one of the manufacturers listed that complies with
requirements. Comparable products or substitutions for Contractor's convenience will not
be considered unless otherwise indicated.
a. Limited list of manufacturers is indicated by the phrase "Subject to compliance with

requirements, provide products by one of the following."
4. Non-Limited List of Manufacturers: Where Specifications include a list of available

manufacturers, provide a product by one of the manufacturers listed or a product by an
unnamed manufacturer that complies with requirements.
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a. Non-limited list of manufacturers is indicated by the phrase "Subject to compliance
with requirements, available manufacturers whose products may be incorporated in
the Work include, but are not limited to, the following."

b. Provision of products of an unnamed manufacturer is not considered a substitution, if
the product complies with requirements.

5. Basis-of-Design Product: Where Specifications name a product, or refer to a product
indicated on Drawings, and include a list of manufacturers, provide the specified or
indicated product or a comparable product by one of the other named manufacturers.
Drawings and Specifications may additionally indicate sizes, profiles, dimensions, and
other characteristics that are based on the product named. Comply with requirements in
"Comparable Products" Article for consideration of an unnamed product by one of the
other named manufacturers.
a. For approval of products by unnamed manufacturers, comply with requirements in

Section 012500 - Substitution Procedures for substitutions for convenience.
6. Descriptive Specification Requirements:  Where Specifications describe a product or

assembly, listing exact characteristics required, with or without use of a brand or trade
name, provide a product or assembly that provides the characteristics and otherwise
complies with Contract requirements.

7. Performance Specification Requirements:  Where Specifications require compliance with
performance requirements, provide products that comply with these requirements which
are recommended by the manufacturer for the application indicated.
a. General overall performance of a product is implied where the product is specified for

a specific application.
b. Manufacturer's recommendations may be contained in published product literature, or

by the manufacturer's certification of performance.
8. Compliance with Standards, Codes and Regulations:  Where the Specifications only

require compliance with an imposed code, standard or regulation, select a product that
complies with the standards, codes or regulations specified.

C. Visual Matching Specification: Where Specifications require the phrase "match Architect's
sample," provide a product that complies with requirements and matches Architect's sample.
Architect's decision will be final on whether a proposed product matches.
1. If no product available within specified category matches and complies with other

specified requirements, comply with requirements in Section 012500 - Substitution
Procedures for proposal of product.

D. Visual Selection Specification: Where Specifications include the phrase "as selected by
Architect from manufacturer's full range" or a similar phrase, select a product that complies
with requirements. Architect will select color, gloss, pattern, density, or texture from
manufacturer's product line that includes both standard and premium items.

E. Sustainable Product Selection: Where Specifications require product to meet sustainable
product characteristics, select products complying with indicated requirements. Comply with
requirements in Division 01 sustainability requirements Section and individual Specification
Sections.
1. Select products for which sustainable design documentation submittals are available from

manufacturer.

F. Allowances:  Refer to individual Specification Sections and provisions in Division 1 for
allowances that control product selection, and for procedures required for processing such
selections.
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2.02 COMPARABLE PRODUCTS

A. Conditions for Consideration of Comparable Products: Architect will consider Contractor's
request for comparable product when the following conditions are satisfied. If the following
conditions are not satisfied, Architect may return requests without action, except to record
noncompliance with the following requirements:
1. Evidence that proposed product does not require revisions to the Contract Documents, is

consistent with the Contract Documents, will produce the indicated results, and is
compatible with other portions of the Work.

2. Detailed comparison of significant qualities of proposed product with those of the named
basis-of-design product. Significant product qualities include attributes, such as type,
function, in-service performance and physical properties, weight, dimension, durability,
visual characteristics, and other specific features and requirements.

3. Evidence that proposed product provides specified warranty.
4. List of similar installations for completed projects, with project names and addresses and

names and addresses of architects and owners, if requested.
5. Samples, if requested.

B. Architect's Action on Comparable Products Submittal: If necessary, Architect will request
additional information or documentation for evaluation, as specified in Section 013300 -
Submittal Procedures .
1. Form of Approval of Submittal: As specified in Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures .
2. Use product specified if Architect does not issue a decision on use of a comparable

product request within time allocated.

C. Submittal Requirements, Two-Step Process: Approval by the Architect of Contractor's request
for use of comparable product is not intended to satisfy other submittal requirements. Comply
with specified submittal requirements.

D. Submittal Requirements, Single-Step Process: When acceptable to Architect, incorporate
specified submittal requirements of individual Specification Section in combined submittal for
comparable products. Approval by the Architect of Contractor's request for use of comparable
product and of individual submittal requirements will also satisfy other submittal requirements.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 INSTALLATION OF PRODUCT

A. Comply with manufacturer's instructions and recommendations for installation of products in
the applications indicated.

B. Anchor each product securely in place, accurately located and aligned with other work.

C. Clean exposed surfaces and protect as necessary to ensure freedom from damage and
deterioration at time of Substantial Completion.

END OF SECTION  016000
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SECTION 016116 - VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUND (VOC) LIMITS FOR ADHESIVES,
SEALANTS, PAINTS, AND COATINGS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Requirements for volatile organic compound (VOC) content in adhesives and sealants used for
the project.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. All sections in the Specifications with adhesives, sealants, paints, and coatings.

1.03 DEFINITIONS

A. Indoor-Emissions-Restricted Products:  All products in the following product categories,
whether specified or not:
1. Interior paints and coatings applied on site.
2. Interior adhesives and sealants applied on site, including flooring adhesives.
3. Flooring.
4. Composite wood.
5. Products making up wall and ceiling  assemblies.
6. Thermal and acoustical insulation.
7. Free-standing furniture.
8. Other products when specifically stated in the specifications.

B. VOC-Content-Restricted Products:  All products in the following product categories, whether
specified or not:
1. Exterior and interior  paints and coatings applied on site.
2. Exterior and interior  adhesives and sealants applied on site, including flooring adhesives.
3. Other products when specifically stated in the specifications.

C. Interior of Building:  Anywhere inside the exterior weather barrier.

D. Adhesives:  All gunnable, trowelable, liquid-applied, and aerosol adhesives, whether specified
or not; including flooring adhesives, resilient base adhesives, and pipe jointing adhesives.

E. Sealants:  All gunnable, trowelable, and liquid-applied joint sealants and sealant primers,
whether specified or not; including firestopping sealants and duct joint sealers.

F. Inherently Non-Emitting Materials:  Products composed wholly of minerals or metals, unless
they include organic-based surface coatings, binders, or sealants; and specifically the following;
Stone, concrete, clay brick, metals that are plated, anodized, or powder-coated, glass, ceramics,
solid wood flooring that is unfinished and untreated.

1.04 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. GreenSeal GS-3 - Environmental Criteria for Anti-Corrosive Paints.

B. GreenSeal GS-11 - Standard for Paints, Coatings, Stains, and Sealers.
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C. GreenSeal GS-36 - Standard for Adhesives for Commercial Use.

D. SCAQMD 1113 - Architectural Coatings.

E. SCAQMD 1168 - Adhesive and Sealant Applications.

1.05 VOC REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERIOR ADHESIVES, SEALANTS, PAINTS, AND
COATINGS

A. The volatile organic compound (VOC) content of interior adhesives and sealants used in this
project shall not exceed the limits defined in SCAQMD 1168, Rule 1168 – “Adhesive and
Sealant Applications” of the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD), of the
State of California.

B. The VOC limits defined by SCAQMD are as follows. All VOC limits are defined in grams per
litre, less water and less exempt compounds.

C. General: Unless otherwise specified below, the VOC content of all adhesives and sealants shall
not be in excess of 250 grams per liter. Adhesives for commercial use, comply with GreenSeal
GS-36. 

D. For specified building construction related applications, the allowable VOC content is as
follows: Adhesive and Sealant VOC Limits for Architectural applications:
1. Adhesives:

a. Indoor carpet adhesive 50 g/L.
b. Carpet pad adhesive 50 g/L.
c. Contact Adhesive 80 g/L.
d. Wood flooring adhesive 20 g/L.
e. Rubber floor adhesive 60 g/L.
f. Subfloor adhesive  50 g/L.
g. Ceramic, glass, porcelain, and stone tile adhesive 65 g/L.
h. Computer Diskette manufacturing adhesive 350 g/L.
i. VCT and asphalt tile adhesive 50 g/L.
j. Drywall and panel adhesive 50 g/L.
k. Cove base adhesive 50 g/L
l. Multipurpose construction adhesive 70 g/L.
m. Roofing adhesives:

1) Single ply roof membrane adhesive 200 g/L.
2) All other Roof Adhesives 200 g/L.

n. All other indoor floor covering adhesives 50 g/L.
o. All other outdoor floor covering adhesives 50 g/L.
p. Thin metal laminating adhesive 780 g/L.
q. Specialty Applications:

1) Plastic Welding Cement:
(a) PVC welding cement 425 g/L.
(b) CPVC welding cement 400 g/L.
(c) ABS Welding Cement 325 g/L.
(d) ABS to PVC transition cement 425 g/L.

2) Rubber vulcanization Adhesive 250 g/L.
3) Contact Adhesive 80 g/L.
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4) Edge Glue Adhesive 250 g/L.
5) Top and Trim Adhesive 250 g/L.
6) All other Adhesives 250 g/L.

r. Substrate Specific Adhesives:
1) Metal 30 g/L.
2) Platic foams 50 g/L.
3) Porous material (except wood) 50 g/L.
4) Wood 30 g/L.
5) Fiberglass 80 g/L.
6) Reinforced plastic composite 200 g/L.

2. Adhesive Primers:
a. Plastic 500 g/L.
b. Pressure Sensitive 785 g/L.
c. Traffic Marking Tape 150 g/L.
d. Roof Adhesive primers 250 g/L.
e. All other adhesive primers 250 g/L.

3. Sealants:
a. Foam insulation 50 g/L.
b. Foam sealant 50 g/L.
c. Grout 65 g/L.
d. Roadway sealant 250 g/L.
e. Marine Deck 760 g/L.
f. Non-staining plumbing putty 50 g/L.
g. Potable water sealant 100 g/L.
h. Roofing:

1) Single Ply Roof membrane sealant Installation /Repair 250 g/L.
2) All other roof sealants Installation/Repair 200 g/L.

i. All other Architectural Sealants 50 g/L.
j. All other sealants 250 g/L.

4. Sealant Primers:
a. Architectural applications:

1) Porous 775 g/L.
2) Non-porous 250 g/L.

b. Marine Deck 760 g/L.
c. Modified Bituminous 500 g/L.
d. Roof Sealant primers 750 g/L.
e. All other sealant primers 750 g/L.

E. VOC Limits For Paints And Coatings:
1. The volatile organic compound (VOC) content of interior paints, primers, and coatings

used in this project shall not exceed the limits below as defined in GreenSeal GS-11. 
2. Paints, Primers, and Coatings:

a. Flat Finishes 50 g/L.
b. Non-Flat Finishes (i.e., satin, gloss) 50 g/L.
c. Non-Flat High Gloss 50 g/L.

3. The volatile organic compound (VOC) content of interior anti-corrosive and anti-rust
paints used in this project shall not exceed the limits defined in GreenSeal GS-3, Standard
03 (GS03), Anti-Corrosive Paints.
a. Anti-Corrosive Paint Finishes 250 g/L.
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F. The volatile organic compound (VOC) content of interior Clear wood finishes, floor coatings,
stains, sealers, and shellacs used in this project shall not exceed the limits defined in SCAQMD
1113, Rule 1113 – “Architectural Coatings”. South Coast Air Quality Management District
(SCAQMD), State of California, www.aqmd.gov.
1. Architectural Coatings, Wood:

a. Clear Wood Finish: Varnish 275 g/L.
b. Clear Wood Finish: Lacquer 275 g/L.
c. Stains 100 g/L.
d. Stains interior 250 g/L.
e. Floor Coatings 50 g/L.
f. Water Proofing Sealers 100 g/L.
g. Sanding Sealers 275 g/L.
h. All Other Sealers 200 g/L.
i. Shellac: Clear 730 g/L.
j. Shellac: Pigmented 550 g/L.
k. Wood conditioners 100 g/L.

PART 2  PRODUCTS - NOT USED

PART 3  EXECUTION - NOT USED

END OF SECTION  016116
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SECTION 017300 - EXECUTION

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes general administrative and procedural requirements governing execution of the
Work, including, but not limited to, the following:
1. Construction layout.
2. Field engineering and surveying.
3. Installation of the Work.
4. Cutting and patching.
5. Coordination of Owner's portion of the Work.
6. Coordination of Owner-installed products.
7. Progress cleaning.
8. Starting and adjusting.

B. Protection of installed construction.

1.03 RELATED REQUIREMENTS:

A. Section 011000 - Summary for coordination of Owner-furnished products, Owner-performed
work, Owner's separate contracts, limits on use of Project site, and _______.

B. Section 013100 - Project Management And Coordination  

C. Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures for submitting surveys.

D. Section 014000 - Quality Requirements  

E. Section 015000 - Temporary Facilities and Controls  

F. Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal 

G. Section 017700 - Closeout Procedures for submitting final property survey with Project Record
Documents, recording of Owner-accepted deviations from indicated lines and levels, replacing
defective work, and final cleaning.

H. Section 019113 - General Commissioning Requirements 

I. Section 024119 - Selective Demolition for demolition and removal of selected portions of the
building.

J. Section 078413 - Penetration Firestopping for patching penetrations in fire-rated construction.
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1.04 DEFINITIONS

A. Cutting: Removal of in-place construction necessary to permit installation or performance of
subsequent work.

B. Patching: Fitting and repair work required to restore construction to original conditions after
installation of subsequent work.

1.05 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. CAL (VOC) - Standard Method for the Testing and Evaluation of Volatile Organic Chemical
Emissions from Indoor Sources Using Environmental Chambers.

B. EPA - Environmental Protection Agency.

C. Green Seal's GS-37 - Green Seal GS-37 - STANDARD FOR CLEANING PRODUCTS FOR
INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL USE.

D. NFPA 241 - Standard for Safeguarding Construction, Alteration, and Demolition Operations.

1.06 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS

A. Cutting and Patching Conference: Conduct conference at Project site or _______.
1. Prior to submitting cutting and patching plan, commencing work requiring cutting and

patching, or _______, review extent of cutting and patching anticipated and examine
procedures for ensuring satisfactory result from cutting and patching work. Inform
Architect and Construction Manager or _______ of scheduled meeting. Require
representatives of each entity directly concerned with cutting and patching to attend,
including the following:
a. Contractor's superintendent.
b. Trade supervisor responsible for cutting operations.
c. Trade supervisor(s) responsible for patching of each type of substrate.
d. Mechanical, electrical, and utilities subcontractors' supervisors, to the extent each

trade is affected by cutting and patching operations.
2. Review areas of potential interference and conflict. Coordinate procedures and resolve

potential conflicts before proceeding.

B. Layout Conference: Conduct conference at Project site or ______.
1. Prior to establishing layout of new, new and existing, or _______ perimeter and structural

column grid(s), review building location requirements. Review benchmark, control point,
and layout and dimension requirements. Inform Architect and Construction Manager or
_______ of scheduled meeting. Require representatives of each entity directly concerned
with Project layout to attend, including the following:
a. Contractor's superintendent.
b. Professional surveyor, Professional engineer, Contractor's personnel, or _______

responsible for performing Project surveying and layout.
c. Professional surveyor, Professional engineer, or _______ responsible for performing

site survey serving as basis for Project design.
2. Review meanings and intent of dimensions, notes, terms, graphic symbols, and other

layout information indicated on the Drawings.
3. Review requirements for including layouts on Shop Drawings and other submittals.
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4. Review areas of potential interference and conflict. Coordinate procedures and resolve
potential conflicts before proceeding.

1.07 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A. Qualification Data: For land surveyor or Professional engineer.

B. Certified Surveys: Submit two or _______ copies signed by land surveyor, Professional
engineer, or _______.

C. Certificates: Submit certificate signed by land surveyor, Professional engineer, or _______,
certifying that location and elevation of improvements comply with requirements.

D. Cutting and Patching Plan: Submit plan describing procedures at least 10 or _______ days prior
to the time cutting and patching will be performed. Include the following information:
1. Extent: Describe reason for and extent of each occurrence of cutting and patching.
2. Changes to In-Place Construction: Describe anticipated results. Include changes to

structural elements and operating components as well as changes in building appearance
and other significant visual elements.

3. Products: List products to be used for patching and firms or entities that will perform
patching work.

4. Dates: Indicate when cutting and patching will be performed.
5. Utilities and Mechanical and Electrical Systems: List services and systems that cutting and

patching procedures will disturb or affect. List services and systems that will be relocated
and those that will be temporarily out of service. Indicate length of time permanent
services and systems will be disrupted.
a. Include description of provisions for temporary services and systems during

interruption of permanent services and systems.

E. Landfill Receipts: Submit copy of receipts issued by a landfill facility, licensed to accept
hazardous materials, for hazardous waste disposal.

1.08 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS

A. Final Property Survey: Submit 10 or _______ copies showing the Work performed and record
survey data.

1.09 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Land Surveyor Qualifications: A professional land surveyor who is legally qualified to practice
in jurisdiction where Project is located and who is experienced in providing land-surveying
services of the kind indicated.

B. Professional Engineer Qualifications: Refer to Section 014000 - Quality Requirements.

C. Cutting and Patching: Comply with requirements for and limitations on cutting and patching of
construction elements.
1. Structural Elements: When cutting and patching structural elements, or when encountering

the need for cutting and patching of elements whose structural function is not known,
notify Architect of locations and details of cutting and await directions from Architect
before proceeding. Shore, brace, and support structural elements during cutting and
patching. Do not cut and patch structural elements in a manner that could change their
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load-carrying capacity or increase deflection.
2. Operational Elements: Do not cut and patch operating elements and related components in

a manner that results in reducing their capacity to perform as intended or that results in
increased maintenance or decreased operational life or safety. Operational elements
include the following:
a. Primary operational systems and equipment.
b. Fire separation assemblies.
c. Air or smoke barriers.
d. Fire-suppression systems.
e. Plumbing piping systems.
f. Mechanical systems piping and ducts.
g. Control systems.
h. Communication systems.
i. Fire-detection and -alarm systems.
j. Conveying systems.
k. Electrical wiring systems.
l. Operating systems of special construction.

3. Other Construction Elements: Do not cut and patch other construction elements or
components in a manner that could change their load-carrying capacity, that results in
reducing their capacity to perform as intended, or that results in increased maintenance or
decreased operational life or safety. Other construction elements include but are not
limited to the following: or _______
a. Water, moisture, or vapor barriers.
b. Membranes and flashings.
c. Exterior curtain-wall construction.
d. Sprayed fire-resistive material.
e. Equipment supports.
f. Piping, ductwork, vessels, and equipment.
g. Noise- and vibration-control elements and systems.

4. Visual Elements: Do not cut and patch construction in a manner that results in visual
evidence of cutting and patching. Do not cut and patch exposed construction in a manner
that would, in Architect's opinion, reduce the building's aesthetic qualities. Remove and
replace construction that has been cut and patched in a visually unsatisfactory manner.

D. Manufacturer's Installation Instructions: Obtain and maintain on-site manufacturer's written
recommendations and instructions for installation of specified products and equipment.

PART 2 PRODUCTS

2.01 MATERIALS

A. Comply with requirements specified in other Sections.
1. For projects requiring compliance with sustainable design and construction practices and

procedures, use products for patching that comply with sustainable design requirements.

B. In-Place Materials: Use materials for patching identical to in-place materials. For exposed
surfaces, use materials that visually match in-place adjacent surfaces to the fullest extent
possible.
1. If identical materials are unavailable or cannot be used, use materials that, when installed,

will provide a match acceptable to Architect for the visual and functional performance of
in-place materials. Use materials that are not considered hazardous.
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C. Cleaning Agents: Use cleaning materials and agents recommended by manufacturer or
fabricator of the surface to be cleaned. Do not use cleaning agents that are potentially hazardous
to health or property or that might damage finished surfaces.
1. Use cleaning products that comply with Green Seal's GS-37 , or if Green Seal's GS-37 is

not applicable, use products that comply with the California Code of Regulations
maximum allowable VOC levels [ CAL (VOC) ].

PART 3 EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Existing Conditions: The existence and location of underground and other utilities and
construction indicated as existing are not guaranteed. Before beginning sitework, investigate
and verify the existence and location of underground utilities,mechanical and electrical
systems, and other construction affecting the Work.
1. Before construction, verify the location and invert elevation at points of connection of

sanitary sewer, storm sewer, gas service piping, and water-service piping; underground
electrical services; and other utilities.

2. Furnish location data for work related to Project that must be performed by public utilities
serving Project site.

B. Examination and Acceptance of Conditions: Before proceeding with each component of the
Work, examine substrates, areas, and conditions, with Installer or Applicator present where
indicated, for compliance with requirements for installation tolerances and other conditions
affecting performance. Record observations.
1. Examine roughing-in for mechanical and electrical systems to verify actual locations of

connections before equipment and fixture installation.
2. Examine walls, floors, and roofs for suitable conditions where products and systems are to

be installed.
3. Verify compatibility with and suitability of substrates, including compatibility with

existing finishes or primers.

C. Written Report: Where a written report listing conditions detrimental to performance of the
Work is required by other Sections, include the following:
1. Description of the Work, including Specification Section number and paragraph, and

Drawing sheet number and detail, where applicable.
2. List of detrimental conditions, including substrates.
3. List of unacceptable installation tolerances.
4. Recommended corrections.

D. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. Proceeding
with the Work indicates acceptance of surfaces and conditions.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Existing Utility Information: Furnish information to local utility, Owner, or _______ that is
necessary to adjust, move, or relocate existing utility structures, utility poles, lines, services, or
other utility appurtenances located in or affected by construction. Coordinate with authorities
having jurisdiction.
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B. Field Measurements: Take field measurements as required to fit the Work properly. Recheck
measurements before installing each product. Where portions of the Work are indicated to fit to
other construction, verify dimensions of other construction by field measurements before
fabrication. Coordinate fabrication schedule with construction progress to avoid delaying the
Work.

C. Space Requirements: Verify space requirements and dimensions of items shown
diagrammatically on Drawings.

D. Review of Contract Documents and Field Conditions: Immediately on discovery of the need for
clarification of the Contract Documents, submit a request for information to Architect through
Construction Manager or _______ in accordance with requirements in Section 013100 - Project
Management And Coordination."
1. Include a detailed description of problem encountered, together with recommendations for

changing the Contract Documents.

3.03 CONSTRUCTION LAYOUT

A. Verification: Before proceeding to lay out the Work, verify layout information shown on
Drawings, in relation to the property survey and existing benchmarks and existing conditions. If
discrepancies are discovered, notify Architect and Construction Manager or _______ promptly.

B. Engage a land surveyor, Professional Engineer, or _______ experienced in laying out the Work,
using the following accepted surveying practices:
1. Establish benchmarks and control points to set lines and levels at each story of

construction and elsewhere as needed to locate each element of Project.
2. Establish limits on use of Project site.
3. Establish dimensions within tolerances indicated. Do not scale Drawings to obtain

required dimensions.
4. Inform installers of lines and levels to which they must comply.
5. Check the location, level and plumb, of every major element as the Work progresses.
6. Notify Architect and Construction Manager or _______ when deviations from required

lines and levels exceed allowable tolerances.
7. Close site surveys with an error of closure equal to or less than the standard established by

Authorities Having Jurisdiction.

C. Site Improvements: Locate and lay out site improvements, including pavements, grading, fill
and topsoil placement, utility slopes, and rim and invert elevations.

D. Building Lines and Levels: Locate and lay out control lines and levels for structures, building
foundations, column grids, and floor levels, including those required for mechanical and
electrical work. Transfer survey markings and elevations for use with control lines and levels.
Level foundations and piers from two or more locations.

E. Record Log: Maintain a log of layout control work. Record deviations from required lines and
levels. Include beginning and ending dates and times of surveys, weather conditions, name and
duty of each survey party member, and types of instruments and tapes used. Make the log
available for reference by Architect and Construction Manager or _______.
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3.04 FIELD ENGINEERING

A. Identification: Owner will identify existing benchmarks, control points, and property corners.

B. Reference Points: Locate existing permanent benchmarks, control points, and similar reference
points before beginning the Work. Preserve and protect permanent benchmarks and control
points during construction operations.
1. Do not change or relocate existing benchmarks or control points without prior written

approval of Architect or Construction Manager or ____. Report lost or destroyed
permanent benchmarks or control points promptly. Report the need to relocate permanent
benchmarks or control points to Architect and Construction Manager or ______ before
proceeding.

2. Replace lost or destroyed permanent benchmarks and control points promptly. Base
replacements on the original survey control points.

C. Benchmarks: Establish and maintain a minimum of two or _______ permanent benchmarks on
Project site, referenced to data established by survey control points. Comply with Authorities
Having Jurisdiction for type and size of benchmark.
1. Record benchmark locations, with horizontal and vertical data, on Project Record

Documents.
2. Where the actual location or elevation of layout points cannot be marked, provide

temporary reference points sufficient to locate the Work.
3. Remove temporary reference points when no longer needed. Restore marked construction

to its original condition.

D. Certified Survey: On completion of foundation walls, major site improvements, and other work
requiring field-engineering services, prepare a certified survey showing dimensions, locations,
angles, and elevations of construction and sitework.

E. Final Property Survey: Engage a land surveyor, Professional Engineer, or _______ to prepare a
final property survey showing significant features (real property) for Project. Include on the
survey a certification, signed by land surveyor, Professional Engineer, or _______, that
principal metes, bounds, lines, and levels of Project are accurately positioned as shown on the
survey.
1. Show boundary lines, monuments, streets, site improvements and utilities, existing

improvements and significant vegetation, adjoining properties, acreage, grade contours,
and the distance and bearing from a site corner to a legal point.

2. Recording: At Substantial Completion, have the final property survey recorded by or with
Authorities Having Jurisdiction as the official "property survey."

3.05 INSTALLATION

A. Locate the Work and components of the Work accurately, in correct alignment and elevation, as
indicated.
1. Make vertical work plumb, and make horizontal work level.
2. Where space is limited, install components to maximize space available for maintenance

and ease of removal for replacement.
3. Conceal pipes, ducts, and wiring in finished areas unless otherwise indicated.
4. Maintain minimum headroom clearance of 96 inches (2440 mm) or _______ in occupied

spaces and 90 inches (2300 mm) or _______ in unoccupied spaces, unless otherwise
indicated on Drawings.
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B. Comply with manufacturer's written instructions and recommendations for installing products
in applications indicated.

C. Install products at the time and under conditions that will ensure satisfactory results as judged
by Architect. Maintain conditions required for product performance until Substantial
Completion.

D. Conduct construction operations, so no part of the Work is subjected to damaging operations or
loading in excess of that expected during normal conditions of occupancy.

E. Sequence the Work and allow adequate clearances to accommodate movement of construction
items on-site and placement in permanent locations.

F. Tools and Equipment: Select tools or equipment that minimize production of excessive noise
levels.

G. Templates: Obtain and distribute to the parties involved templates for Work specified to be
factory prepared and field installed. Check Shop Drawings of other portions of the Work to
confirm that adequate provisions are made for locating and installing products to comply with
indicated requirements.

H. Attachment: Provide blocking and attachment plates and anchors and fasteners of adequate size
and number to securely anchor each component in place, accurately located and aligned with
other portions of the Work. Where size and type of attachments are not indicated, verify size
and type required for load conditions with manufacturer.
1. Mounting Heights: Where mounting heights are not indicated, mount components at

heights directed by Architect.
2. Allow for building movement, including thermal expansion and contraction.
3. Coordinate installation of anchorages. Furnish setting drawings, templates, and directions

for installing anchorages, including sleeves, concrete inserts, anchor bolts, and items with
integral anchors, that are to be embedded in concrete or masonry. Deliver such items to
Project site in time for installation.

I. Joints: Make joints of uniform width. Where joint locations in exposed Work are not indicated,
arrange joints for the best visual effect, as judged by Architect. Fit exposed connections
together to form hairline joints.

J. Hazardous Materials:  Do not use products, cleaners, and installation materials that are
considered hazardous by EPA .

K. Repair or remove and replace damaged, defective, or nonconforming Work.
1. Comply with Section 017700 - Closeout Procedures for repairing or removing and

replacing defective Work.

3.06 CUTTING AND PATCHING

A. General: Employ skilled workers to perform cutting and patching. Proceed with cutting and
patching at the earliest feasible time, and complete without delay.
1. Cut in-place construction to provide for installation of other components or performance

of other construction, and subsequently patch as required to restore surfaces to their
original condition.
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B. Existing Warranties: Remove, replace, patch, and repair materials and surfaces cut or damaged
during installation or cutting and patching operations, by methods and with materials so as not
to void existing warranties.

C. Temporary Support: Provide temporary support of Work to be cut.

D. Protection: Protect in-place construction during cutting and patching to prevent damage.
Provide protection from adverse weather conditions for portions of Project that might be
exposed during cutting and patching operations.

E. Adjacent Occupied Areas: Where interference with use of adjoining areas or interruption of free
passage to adjoining areas is unavoidable, coordinate cutting and patching in accordance with
requirements in Section 011000 - Summary.

F. Existing Utility Services and Mechanical/Electrical Systems: Where existing services/systems
are required to be removed, relocated, or abandoned, bypass such services/systems before
cutting to minimize, prevent, or _______ interruption to occupied areas.

G. Cutting: Cut in-place construction by sawing, drilling, breaking, chipping, grinding, and similar
operations, including excavation, using methods least likely to damage elements retained or
adjoining construction. If possible, review proposed procedures with original Installer; comply
with original Installer's written recommendations.
1. In general, use hand or small power tools designed for sawing and grinding, not

hammering and chopping. Cut holes and slots neatly to minimum size required, and with
minimum disturbance of adjacent surfaces. Temporarily cover openings when not in use.

2. Finished Surfaces: Cut or drill from the exposed or finished side into concealed surfaces.
3. Concrete, Masonry, and _______: Cut using a cutting machine, such as an abrasive saw or

a diamond-core drill.
4. Excavating and Backfilling: Comply with requirements in applicable Sections where

required by cutting and patching operations.
5. Mechanical and Electrical Services: Cut off pipe or conduit in walls or partitions to be

removed. Cap, valve, or plug and seal remaining portion of pipe or conduit to prevent
entrance of moisture or other foreign matter after cutting.

6. Proceed with patching after construction operations requiring cutting are complete.

H. Patching: Patch construction by filling, repairing, refinishing, closing up, and similar operations
following performance of other Work. Patch with durable seams that are as invisible as
practicable, as judged by Architect. Provide materials and comply with installation
requirements specified in other Sections, where applicable.
1. Inspection: Where feasible, test and inspect patched areas after completion to demonstrate

physical integrity of installation.
2. Exposed Finishes: Restore exposed finishes of patched areas and extend finish restoration

into retained adjoining construction in a manner that will eliminate evidence of patching
and refinishing.
a. Clean piping, conduit, and similar features before applying paint or other finishing

materials.
b. Restore damaged pipe covering to its original condition.

3. Floors and Walls: Where walls or partitions that are removed extend one finished area into
another, patch and repair floor and wall surfaces in the new space. Provide an even surface
of uniform finish, color, texture, and appearance. Remove in-place floor and wall
coverings and replace with new materials, if necessary, to achieve uniform color and
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appearance.
a. Where patching occurs in a painted surface, prepare substrate and apply primer and

intermediate paint coats appropriate for substrate over the patch, and apply final paint
coat over entire unbroken surface containing the patch, corner to corner of wall and
edge to edge of ceiling. Provide additional coats until patch blends with adjacent
surfaces.

4. Ceilings: Patch, repair, or rehang in-place ceilings as necessary to provide an even-plane
surface of uniform appearance.

5. Exterior Building Enclosure: Patch components in a manner that restores enclosure to a
weathertight condition and ensures thermal and moisture integrity of building enclosure.

I. Cleaning: Clean areas and spaces where cutting and patching are performed. Remove paint,
mortar, oils, putty, and similar materials from adjacent finished surfaces.

3.07 COORDINATION OF OWNER'S PORTION OF THE WORK

A. Site Access: Provide access to Project site for Owner's construction personnel and Owner's
separate contractors or _______.
1. Provide temporary facilities required for Owner-furnished, Contractor-installed and

Owner-furnished, Owner-installed or _______ products.

B. Coordination: Coordinate construction and operations of the Work with work performed by
Owner's construction personnel and Owner's separate contractors or _______.
1. Construction Schedule: Inform Owner of Contractor's preferred construction schedule for

Owner's portion of the Work. Adjust construction schedule based on a mutually agreeable
timetable. Notify Owner if changes to schedule are required due to differences in actual
construction progress.

2. Preinstallation Conferences: Include Owner's construction personnel and Owner's separate
contractors or _______ at preinstallation conferences covering portions of the Work that
are to receive Owner's work. Attend preinstallation conferences conducted by Owner's
construction personnel if portions of the Work depend on Owner's construction.

3.08 PROGRESS CLEANING

A. Clean Project site and work areas daily, including common areas. Coordinate progress cleaning
for joint-use areas where more than one installer has worked. Enforce requirements strictly.
Dispose of materials lawfully.
1. Comply with requirements in NFPA 241 for removal of combustible waste materials and

debris.
2. Do not hold waste materials more than seven days during normal weather or three days if

the temperature is expected to rise above 80 deg F (27 deg C).
3. Containerize hazardous and unsanitary waste materials separately from other waste. Mark

containers appropriately and dispose of legally, according to regulations.
a. Use containers intended for holding waste materials of type to be stored.

4. Coordinate progress cleaning for joint-use areas where Contractor and other contractors
are working concurrently.

B. Site: Maintain Project site free of waste materials and debris.

C. Work Areas: Clean areas where Work is in progress to the level of cleanliness necessary for
proper execution of the Work.
1. Remove liquid spills promptly.
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2. Where dust would impair proper execution of the Work, broom-clean or vacuum the entire
work area, as appropriate.

D. Installed Work: Keep installed work clean. Clean installed surfaces according to written
instructions of manufacturer or fabricator of product installed, using only cleaning materials
specifically recommended. If specific cleaning materials are not recommended, use cleaning
materials that are not hazardous to health or property and that will not damage exposed
surfaces.

E. Concealed Spaces: Remove debris from concealed spaces before enclosing the space.

F. Exposed Surfaces: Clean exposed surfaces and protect as necessary to ensure freedom from
damage and deterioration at time of Substantial Completion.

G. Waste Disposal: Do not bury or burn waste materials on-site. Do not wash waste materials
down sewers or into waterways. Comply with waste disposal requirements in Section 015000 -
Temporary Facilities and Controls, 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal, or
____.

H. During handling and installation, clean and protect construction in progress and adjoining
materials already in place. Apply protective covering where required to ensure protection from
damage or deterioration at Substantial Completion.

I. Clean and provide maintenance on completed construction as frequently as necessary through
the remainder of the construction period. Adjust and lubricate operable components to ensure
operability without damaging effects.

J. Limiting Exposures: Supervise construction operations to ensure that no part of the
construction, completed or in progress, is subject to harmful, dangerous, damaging, or
otherwise deleterious exposure during the construction period.

3.09 STARTING AND ADJUSTING

A. Coordinate startup and adjusting of equipment and operating components with requirements in
Section 019113 - General Commissioning Requirements .

B. Start equipment and operating components to confirm proper operation. Remove
malfunctioning units, replace with new units, and retest.

C. Adjust equipment for proper operation. Adjust operating components for proper operation
without binding.

D. Test each piece of equipment to verify proper operation. Test and adjust controls and safeties.
Replace damaged and malfunctioning controls and equipment.

E. Manufacturer's Field Service: Comply with qualification requirements in Section 014000 -
Quality Requirements .

3.10 PROTECTION AND REPAIR OF INSTALLED CONSTRUCTION

A. Provide final protection and maintain conditions that ensure installed Work is without damage
or deterioration at time of Substantial Completion.
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B. Repair Work previously completed and subsequently damaged during construction period.
Repair to like-new condition.

C. Protection of Existing Items: Provide protection and ensure that existing items to remain
undisturbed by construction are maintained in condition that existed at commencement of the
Work.

D. Comply with manufacturer's written instructions for temperature and relative humidity.

3.11 CORRECTION OF THE WORK

A. Repair or remove and replace defective construction. Restore damaged substrates and finishes.
1. Repairing includes replacing defective parts, refinishing damaged surfaces, touching up

with matching materials, and properly adjusting operating equipment.

B. Restore permanent facilities used during construction to their specified condition.

C. Remove and replace damaged surfaces that are exposed to view if surfaces cannot be repaired
without visible evidence of repair.

D. Repair components that do not operate properly.  Remove and replace operating components
that cannot be repaired.

E. Remove and replace chipped, scratched, and broken glass or reflective surfaces.

END OF SECTION  017300
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SECTION 017419 - CONSTRUCTION WASTE MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for the following:
1. Salvaging nonhazardous demolition, construction, and _______ waste.
2. Recycling nonhazardous demolition, construction, and _______ waste.
3. Disposing of nonhazardous demolition, construction, and _______ waste.

1.03 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 013100 - Project Management And Coordination   

B. Section 015000 - Temporary Facilities and Controls:  Additional requirements related to
trash/waste collection and removal facilities and services.

C. Section 024116 - Structure Demolition 

D. Section  024119 - Selective Demolition 

E. Section 042000 - Unit Masonry for disposal requirements for masonry waste.

F. Section 044313.13 - Anchored Stone Masonry Veneer for disposal requirements for excess
stone and stone waste.

G. Section 044313.16 - Adhered Stone Masonry Veneer for disposal requirements for excess stone
and stone waste.

H. Section 311000 - Site Clearing for disposition of waste resulting from site clearing and removal
of above-and below-grade improvements.

I. Section -312000 - Earth Moving

J. Section 329300 - Plants 

1.04 DEFINITIONS

A. Construction Waste: Building, structure, and site improvement materials and other solid waste
resulting from construction, remodeling, renovation, or repair operations. Construction waste
includes packaging.

B. Demolition Waste: Building, structure, and site improvement materials resulting from
demolition  and selective demolition  operations.
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C. Disposal: Removal of demolition or construction waste and subsequent salvage, sale, recycling,
or deposit in landfill, incinerator acceptable to Authorities Having Jurisdiction, or designated
spoil areas on Owner’s property.

D. Recycle: Recovery of demolition or construction waste for subsequent processing in
preparation for reuse.

E. Salvage: Recovery of demolition or construction waste and subsequent sale or reuse in another
facility.

F. Salvage and Reuse: Recovery of demolition or construction waste and subsequent incorporation
into the Work.

1.05 MATERIALS OWNERSHIP

A. Unless otherwise indicated, demolition and construction waste becomes property of Contractor.

B. Historic items, relics, antiques, and similar objects including, but not limited to, cornerstones
and their contents, commemorative plaques and tablets, and other items of interest or value to
Owner that may be uncovered during demolition remain the property of Owner.
1. Carefully salvage in a manner to prevent damage and promptly return to Owner.

1.06 ACTION SUBMITTALS

A. Waste Management Plan: Submit plan within seven, 30, or _______ days of date established
for commencement of the Work, the Notice to Proceed, the Notice of Award, or _______.

1.07 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A. Waste Reduction Progress Reports: Concurrent with each Application for Payment, submit
report. Use Form CWM-7 for construction waste, Form CWM-8 for demolition waste, and
_______. Include the following information:
1. Material category.
2. Generation point of waste.
3. Total quantity of waste in tons (tonnes).
4. Quantity of waste salvaged, both estimated and actual in tons (tonnes).
5. Quantity of waste recycled, both estimated and actual in tons (tonnes).
6. Total quantity of waste recovered (salvaged plus recycled) in tons (tonnes).
7. Total quantity of waste recovered (salvaged plus recycled) as a percentage of total waste.

B. Waste Reduction Calculations: Before request for Substantial Completion, submit calculated
end-of-Project rates for salvage, recycling, and disposal as a percentage of total waste generated
by the Work.

C. Records of Donations: Indicate receipt and acceptance of salvageable waste donated to
individuals and organizations. Indicate whether organization is tax exempt.

D. Records of Sales: Indicate receipt and acceptance of salvageable waste sold to individuals and
organizations. Indicate whether organization is tax exempt.
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E. Recycling and Processing Facility Records: Indicate receipt and acceptance of recyclable waste
by recycling and processing facilities licensed to accept them. Include manifests, weight tickets,
receipts, and invoices.

F. Landfill and Incinerator Disposal Records: Indicate receipt and acceptance of waste by landfills
and incinerator facilities licensed to accept them. Include manifests, weight tickets, receipts,
and invoices.

G. Qualification Data: For waste management coordinator, refrigerant recovery technician, and
_______.

H. Statement of Refrigerant Recovery: Signed by refrigerant recovery technician responsible for
recovering refrigerant, stating that all refrigerant that was present was recovered and that
recovery was performed according to EPA  regulations. Include name and address of technician
and date refrigerant was recovered.

I. Refrigerant Recovery: Comply with requirements in Section 024116 - Structure Demolition,
Section 024119 - Selective Demolition, and _______ for refrigerant recovery submittals.

J. Waste Management Plan: Check the requirements from the governing agency.

K. Waste Management Report:  Check the requirements from the governing agency.

1.08 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. 40 CFR 273 - Standards For Universal Waste Management.

B. EPA - Environmental Protection Agency.

1.09 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Waste Management Coordinator Qualifications: Experienced firm, or individual employed and
assigned by General Contractor, with a record of successful waste management coordination of
projects with similar requirements. Superintendent may or may not serve as Waste Management
Coordinator.

B. Refrigerant Recovery Technician Qualifications: Type I, Type II, Type III, or Universal
certified by EPA -approved certification program.

C. Refrigerant Recovery Technician Qualifications: Comply with requirements in Section 024116
- Structure Demolition, Section 024119 - Selective Demolition, and _______.

D. Regulatory Requirements: Comply with transportation and disposal regulations of Authorities
Having Jurisdiction.

E. Waste Management Conference(s): Conduct conference(s) at Project site to comply with
requirements in Section 013100 - Project Management And Coordination . Review methods and
procedures related to waste management including, but not limited to, the following:
1. Review and discuss waste management plan including responsibilities of each contractor

and waste management coordinator.
2. Review requirements for documenting quantities of each type of waste and its disposition.
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3. Review and finalize procedures for materials separation and verify availability of
containers and bins needed to avoid delays.

4. Review procedures for periodic waste collection and transportation to recycling and
disposal facilities.

5. Review waste management requirements for each trade.

1.10 WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN

A. General: Develop a waste management plan according to requirements in this Section and
Authorities Having Jurisdiction. Plan shall consist of waste identification, waste reduction work
plan, and cost/revenue analysis. Distinguish between demolition and construction waste. or
_______ Indicate quantities by weight or volume, but use same units of measure throughout
waste management plan.

B. Waste Identification: Indicate anticipated types and quantities of demolition, site-clearing,
construction, and _______ waste generated by the Work. Use Form CWM-1 for construction
waste, Form CWM-2 for demolition waste, and _______. Include estimated quantities and
assumptions for estimates.

C. Waste Reduction Work Plan: List each type of waste and whether it will be salvaged, recycled,
or disposed of in landfill or incinerator. Use Form CWM-3 for construction waste, Form
CWM-4 for demolition waste, and _______. Include points of waste generation, total quantity
of each type of waste, quantity for each means of recovery, and handling and transportation
procedures.
1. Salvaged Materials for Reuse: For materials that will be salvaged and reused in this

Project, describe methods for preparing salvaged materials before incorporation into the
Work in compliance with Section 024116 - Structure Demolition, Section 024119 -
Selective Demolition, and _______.

2. Salvaged Materials for Sale: For materials that will be sold to individuals and
organizations, include list of their names, addresses, and telephone numbers.

3. Salvaged Materials for Donation: For materials that will be donated to individuals and
organizations, include list of their names, addresses, and telephone numbers.

4. Recycled Materials: Include list of local receivers and processors and type of recycled
materials each will accept. Include names, addresses, and telephone numbers.

5. Disposed Materials: Indicate how and where materials will be disposed of. Include name,
address, and telephone number of each landfill and incinerator facility.

6. Handling and Transportation Procedures: Include method that will be used for separating
recyclable waste including sizes of containers, container labeling, and designated location
where materials separation will be performed.

D. Cost/Revenue Analysis: Indicate total cost of waste disposal as if there were no waste
management plan and net additional cost or net savings resulting from implementing waste
management plan. Use Form CWM-5 for construction waste and Form CWM-6 for demolition
waste . Include the following:
1. Total quantity of waste.
2. Estimated cost of disposal (cost per unit). Include transportation and tipping fees and cost

of collection containers and handling for each type of waste.
3. Total cost of disposal (with no waste management).
4. Revenue from salvaged materials.
5. Revenue from recycled materials.
6. Savings in transportation and tipping fees by donating materials.
7. Savings in transportation and tipping fees that are avoided.
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8. Handling and transportation costs. Include cost of collection containers for each type of
waste.

9. Net additional cost or net savings from waste management plan.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 RECYCLING RECEIVERS AND PROCESSORS

A. Subject to compliance with requirements, available recycling receivers and processors include,
but are not limited to, the following:
1.

2.02 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. General: Achieve end-of-Project rates for salvage/recycling of 50, 75, or ______ percent by
weight of total nonhazardous solid waste generated by the Work. Practice efficient waste
management in the use of materials in the course of the Work. Use all reasonable means to
divert construction and demolition waste from landfills and incinerators. Facilitate recycling
and salvage of materials ., , including the following:, or ______
1. Demolition Waste:

a. Asphalt paving.
b. Concrete.
c. Concrete reinforcing steel.
d. Brick.
e. Concrete masonry units.
f. Wood studs.
g. Wood joists.
h. Plywood and oriented strand board.
i. Wood paneling.
j. Wood trim.
k. Structural and miscellaneous steel.
l. Rough hardware.
m. Roofing.
n. Insulation.
o. Doors and frames.
p. Door hardware.
q. Windows.
r. Glazing.
s. Metal studs.
t. Gypsum board.
u. Acoustical tile and panels.
v. Carpet.
w. Carpet pad.
x. Demountable partitions.
y. Equipment.
z. Cabinets.
aa. Plumbing fixtures.
bb. Piping.
cc. Supports and hangers.
dd. Valves.
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ee. Sprinklers.
ff. Mechanical equipment.
gg. Refrigerants.
hh. Electrical conduit.
ii. Copper wiring.
jj. Lighting fixtures.
kk. Lamps.
ll. Ballasts.
mm.Electrical devices.
nn. Switchgear and panelboards.
oo. Transformers.
pp. .

2. Construction Waste:
a. Masonry and CMU.
b. Lumber.
c. Wood sheet materials.
d. Wood trim.
e. Metals.
f. Roofing.
g. Insulation.
h. Carpet and pad.
i. Gypsum board.
j. Piping.
k. Electrical conduit.
l. Packaging: Regardless of salvage/recycle goal indicated in "General" Paragraph

above, salvage or recycle 100 percent of the following uncontaminated packaging
materials:
1) Paper.
2) Cardboard.
3) Boxes.
4) Plastic sheet and film.
5) Polystyrene packaging.
6) Wood crates.
7) Wood pallets.
8) Plastic pails.

m. Construction Office Waste: Regardless of salvage/recycle goal indicated in "General"
Paragraph above, salvage or recycle 100 percent of the following construction office
waste materials:
1) Paper.
2) Aluminum cans.
3) Glass containers.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

A. General: Implement approved waste management plan. Provide handling, containers, storage,
signage, transportation, and other items as required to implement waste management plan
during the entire duration of the Contract.
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1. Comply with operation, termination, and removal requirements in Section 015000 -
Temporary Facilities and Controls .

B. Waste Management Coordinator: Engage a waste management coordinator to be responsible for
implementing, monitoring, and reporting status of waste management work plan. Coordinator
shall be present at Project site full time for duration of Project. or _______

C. Training: Train workers, subcontractors, and suppliers on proper waste management
procedures, as appropriate for the Work.
1. Distribute waste management plan to everyone concerned within three or _______ days of

submittal return.
2. Distribute waste management plan to entities when they first begin work on-site. Review

plan procedures and locations established for salvage, recycling, and disposal.

D. Site Access and Temporary Controls: Conduct waste management operations to ensure
minimum interference with roads, streets, walks, walkways, and other adjacent occupied and
used facilities.
1. Designate and label specific areas on Project site necessary for separating materials that

are to be salvaged and recycled.
2. Comply with Section 015000 - Temporary Facilities and Controls for controlling dust and

dirt, environmental protection, and noise control.

E. Waste Management in Historic Zones or Areas: Transportation equipment and other materials
shall be of sizes that clear surfaces within historic spaces, areas, rooms, and openings, by12
inches (300 mm)  or more.

3.02 SALVAGING DEMOLITION WASTE

A. Comply with requirements in Section 024116 - Structure Demolition, Sectuib 024119 -
Selective Demolition, and Section 024296 - Historic Removal and Dismantling  for salvaging
demolition waste.

B. Salvaged Items for Reuse in the Work: Salvage items for reuse and handle as follows:
1. Clean salvaged items.
2. Pack or crate items after cleaning. Identify contents of containers with label indicating

elements, date of removal, quantity, and location where removed.
3. Store items in a secure area until installation.
4. Protect items from damage during transport and storage.
5. Install salvaged items to comply with installation requirements for new materials and

equipment. Provide connections, supports, and miscellaneous materials necessary to make
items functional for use indicated.

C. Salvaged Items for Sale and Donation :  Permitted or Not permitted  on Project site.

D. Salvaged Items for Owner's Use: Salvage items for Owner's use and handle as follows:
1. Clean salvaged items.
2. Pack or crate items after cleaning. Identify contents of containers with label indicating

elements, date of removal, quantity, and location where removed.
3. Store items in a secure area until delivery to Owner.
4. Transport items to Owner's storage area on-site, off-site, or designated by Owner.
5. Protect items from damage during transport and storage.
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E. Doors and Hardware: Brace open end of door frames. Except for removing door closers, leave
door hardware attached to doors.

F. Equipment: Drain tanks, piping, and fixtures. Seal openings with caps or plugs. Protect
equipment from exposure to weather.

G. Plumbing Fixtures: Separate by type and size.

H. Lighting Fixtures: Separate lamps by type and protect from breakage.

I. Electrical Devices: Separate switches, receptacles, switchgear, transformers, meters,
panelboards, circuit breakers, and other devices by type.

3.03 RECYCLING DEMOLITION, CONSTRUCTION, AND _______ WASTE, GENERAL

A. General: Recycle paper and beverage containers used by on-site workers.

B. Recycling Incentives: Revenues, savings, rebates, tax credits, and other incentives received for
recycling waste materials shall accrue to Owner, accrue to Contractor, be shared equally by
Owner and Contractor, or _______.

C. Preparation of Waste: Prepare and maintain recyclable waste materials according to recycling
or reuse facility requirements. Maintain materials free of dirt, adhesives, solvents, petroleum
contamination, and other substances deleterious to the recycling process.

D. Procedures: Separate recyclable waste from other waste materials, trash, and debris. Separate
recyclable waste by type at Project site to the maximum extent practical according to approved
construction waste management plan.
1. Provide appropriately marked containers or bins for controlling recyclable waste until

removed from Project site. Include list of acceptable and unacceptable materials at each
container and bin.
a. Inspect containers and bins for contamination and remove contaminated materials if

found.
2. Stockpile processed materials on-site without intermixing with other materials. Place,

grade, and shape stockpiles to drain surface water. Cover to prevent windblown dust.
3. Stockpile materials away from construction area. Do not store within drip line of

remaining trees.
4. Store components off the ground and protect from the weather.
5. Remove recyclable waste from Owner's property and transport to recycling receiver or

processor as often as required to prevent overfilling bins.

3.04 RECYCLING DEMOLITION WASTE

A. Asphalt Paving: Grind asphalt to maximum 1-1/2 inch (38 mm), 4 inch (100 mm), or
_______ size.
1. Crush asphaltic concrete paving and screen to comply with requirements in Section

312000 - Earth Moving for use as general fill.

B. Asphalt Paving: Break up and transport paving to asphalt-recycling facility.

C. Concrete: Remove reinforcement and other metals from concrete and sort with other metals.
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1. Pulverize concrete to maximum 1-1/2 inch (38 mm), 4 inch (100 mm), or _______ size.
2. Crush concrete and screen to comply with requirements in Section 312000 - Earth Moving

for use as satisfactory soil for fill or subbase.

D. Masonry: Remove metal reinforcement, anchors, and ties from masonry and sort with other
metals.
1. Pulverize masonry to maximum 3/4 inch (19 mm), 1 inch (25 mm), 1-1/2 inch (38 mm), 4

inch (100 mm), or _______ size.
a. Crush masonry and screen to comply with requirements in Section 312000 - Earth

Moving for use as general fill, satisfactory soil for fill or subbase, or _______.
b. Crush masonry and screen to comply with requirements in Section 329300 - Plants

for use as mineral mulch.
2. Clean and stack undamaged, whole masonry units on wood pallets.

E. Wood Materials: Sort and stack members according to size, type, and length. Separate lumber,
engineered wood products, panel products, and treated wood materials.

F. Metals: Separate metals by type.
1. Structural Steel: Stack members according to size, type of member, and length.
2. Remove and dispose of bolts, nuts, washers, and other rough hardware.

G. Asphalt Shingle Roofing: Separate organic and glass-fiber asphalt shingles and felts. Remove
and dispose of nails, staples, and accessories.

H. Gypsum Board: Stack large clean pieces on wood pallets or in container and store in a dry
location. Remove edge trim and sort with other metals. Remove and dispose of fasteners.

I. Acoustical Ceiling Panels and Tile: Stack large clean pieces on wood pallets and store in a dry
location.

J. Metal Suspension System: Separate metal members, including trim and other metals from
acoustical panels and tile, and sort with other metals.

K. Carpet and pad or _______: Roll large pieces tightly after removing debris, trash, adhesive, and
tack strips.
1. Store clean, dry carpet and pad or _______ in a closed container or trailer provided by

carpet reclamation agency or carpet recycler.

L. Carpet Tile: Remove debris, trash, and adhesive.
1. Stack tile on pallet and store clean, dry carpet in a closed container or trailer provided by

carpet reclamation agency or carpet recycler.

M. Piping: Reduce piping to straight lengths and store by material and size. Separate supports,
hangers, valves, sprinklers, and other components by material and size.

N. Conduit: Reduce conduit to straight lengths and store by material and size.

O. Lamps: Separate lamps by type and store according to requirements in 40 CFR 273.

3.05 RECYCLING CONSTRUCTION WASTE

A. Packaging:
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1. Cardboard and Boxes: Break down packaging into flat sheets. Bundle and store in a dry
location.

2. Polystyrene Packaging: Separate and bag materials.
3. Pallets: As much as possible, require deliveries using pallets to remove pallets from

Project site. For pallets that remain on-site, break down pallets into component wood
pieces and comply with requirements for recycling wood.

4. Crates: Break down crates into component wood pieces and comply with requirements for
recycling wood.

B. Wood Materials:
1. Clean Cut-Offs of Lumber: Grind or chip into small pieces.
2. Clean Sawdust: Bag sawdust that does not contain painted or treated wood.

a. Comply with requirements in Section 329300 - Plants for use of clean sawdust as
organic mulch.

C. Gypsum Board: Stack large clean pieces on wood pallets or in container and store in a dry
location.
1. Clean Gypsum Board: Grind scraps of clean gypsum board using small mobile chipper or

hammer mill. Screen out paper after grinding.
a. Comply with requirements in Section 329300 - Plants for use of clean ground gypsum

board as inorganic soil amendment.

D. Paint: Seal containers and store by type.

3.06 DISPOSAL OF WASTE

A. General: Except for items or materials to be salvaged or recycled, or otherwise reused, remove
waste materials from Project site and legally dispose of them in a landfill or incinerator
acceptable to Authorities Having Jurisdiction.
1. Except as otherwise specified, do not allow waste materials that are to be disposed of

accumulate on-site.
2. Remove and transport debris in a manner that will prevent spillage on adjacent surfaces

and areas.

B. General: Except for items or materials to be salvaged or recycled, remove waste materials and
legally dispose of at designated spoil areas on Owner’s property.

C. Burning: Do not burn waste materials.

3.07 ATTACHMENTS

A. Form CWM-1 for construction waste identification.

B. Form CWM-2 for demolition waste identification.

C. Form CWM-3 for construction waste reduction work plan.

D. Form CWM-4 for demolition waste reduction work plan.

E. Form CWM-5 for cost/revenue analysis of construction waste reduction work plan.

F. Form CWM-6 for cost/revenue analysis of demolition waste reduction work plan.
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G. Form CWM-7 for construction waste reduction progress report.

H. Form CWM-8 for demolition waste reduction progress report.

END OF SECTION  017419
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CONSTRUCTION WASTE MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL 
FORM CWM-1 

FORM CWM-1: CONSTRUCTION WASTE IDENTIFICATION 

MATERIAL CATEGORY GENERATION 
POINT 

EST. QUANTITY 
OF MATERIALS 
RECEIVED* (A) 

EST. WASTE - % 
(B) 

TOTAL EST. 
QUANTITY OF 

WASTE* (C = A x 
B) 

EST. VOLUME 
CY (CM) 

EST. WEIGHT 
TONS 

(TONNES) 

REMARKS AND 
ASSUMPTIONS 

Packaging: Cardboard 
Packaging: Boxes 
Packaging: Plastic Sheet 
or Film 
Packaging: Polystyrene 
Packaging: Pallets or 
Skids 
Packaging: Crates 
Packaging: Paint Cans 
Packaging: Plastic Pails 
Site-Clearing Waste 
Masonry or CMU 
Lumber: Cut-Offs 
Lumber: Warped Pieces 
Plywood or OSB 
(scraps) 
Wood Forms 
Wood Waste Chutes 
Wood Trim (cut-offs) 
Metals 
Insulation 
Roofing 
Joint Sealant Tubes 
Gypsum Board (scraps) 
Carpet and Pad (scraps) 
Piping 
Electrical Conduit 
Other: 

* Insert units of measure.
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FORM CWM-2:  DEMOLITION WASTE IDENTIFICATION 

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION EST. QUANTITY 
EST. VOLUME 

CY (CM) 
EST. WEIGHT 

TONS (TONNES) 
REMARKS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

Asphaltic Concrete Paving 
Concrete 
Brick 
CMU 
Lumber 
Plywood and OSB 
Wood Paneling 
Wood Trim 
Miscellaneous Metals 
Structural Steel 
Rough Hardware 
Insulation 
Roofing 
Doors and Frames 
Door Hardware 
Windows 
Glazing 
Acoustical Tile 
Carpet 
Carpet Pad 
Demountable Partitions 
Equipment 
Cabinets 
Plumbing Fixtures 
Piping 
Piping Supports and Hangers 
Valves 
Sprinklers 
Mechanical Equipment 
Electrical Conduit 
Copper Wiring 
Light Fixtures 
Lamps 
Lighting Ballasts 
Electrical Devices 
Switchgear and Panelboards 
Transformers 
Other: 
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FORM CWM-3: CONSTRUCTION WASTE REDUCTION WORK PLAN 

MATERIAL CATEGORY 
GENERATION 

POINT 

TOTAL EST. 
QUANTITY 
OF WASTE 

TONS (TONNES) 

DISPOSAL METHOD AND QUANTITY 

HANDLING AND TRANSPORTION 
PROCEDURES 

EST. AMOUNT 
SALVAGED 

TONS (TONNES) 

EST. AMOUNT 
RECYCLED 

TONS (TONNES) 

EST. AMOUNT 
DISPOSED TO LANDFILL 

TONS (TONNES) 

Packaging: Cardboard 
Packaging: Boxes 
Packaging: Plastic Sheet or 
Film 
Packaging: Polystyrene 
Packaging: Pallets or Skids 
Packaging: Crates 
Packaging: Paint Cans 
Packaging: Plastic Pails 
Site-Clearing Waste 
Masonry or CMU 
Lumber: Cut-Offs 
Lumber: Warped Pieces 
Plywood or OSB (scraps) 
Wood Forms 
Wood Waste Chutes 
Wood Trim (cut-offs) 
Metals 
Insulation 
Roofing 
Joint Sealant Tubes 
Gypsum Board (scraps) 
Carpet and Pad (scraps) 
Piping 
Electrical Conduit 
Other: 
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FORM CWM-4: DEMOLITION WASTE REDUCTION WORK PLAN 

MATERIAL CATEGORY 
GENERATION 

POINT 

TOTAL EST. 
QUANTITY 
OF WASTE 

TONS (TONNES) 

DISPOSAL METHOD AND QUANTITY 

HANDLING AND TRANSPORTION 
PROCEDURES 

EST. AMOUNT 
SALVAGED 

TONS (TONNES) 

EST. AMOUNT 
RECYCLED 

TONS (TONNES) 

EST. AMOUNT 
DISPOSED TO 

LANDFILL 
TONS (TONNES) 

Asphaltic Concrete Paving 
Concrete 
Brick 
CMU 
Lumber 
Plywood and OSB 
Wood Paneling 
Wood Trim 
Miscellaneous Metals 
Structural Steel 
Rough Hardware 
Insulation 
Roofing 
Doors and Frames 
Door Hardware 
Windows 
Glazing 
Acoustical Tile 
Carpet 
Carpet Pad 
Demountable Partitions 
Equipment 
Cabinets 
Plumbing Fixtures 
Piping 
Supports and Hangers 
Valves 
Sprinklers 
Mechanical Equipment 
Electrical Conduit 
Copper Wiring 
Light Fixtures 
Lamps 
Lighting Ballasts 
Electrical Devices 
Switchgear and Panelboards 
Transformers 
Other: 
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FORM CWM-5: COST/REVENUE ANALYSIS OF CONSTRUCTION WASTE REDUCTION WORK PLAN 

MATERIALS 

TOTAL 
QUANTITY OF 
MATERIALS 

(VOL. OR 
WEIGHT) 

(A) 

EST. COST OF 
DISPOSAL 

(B) 

TOTAL EST. 
COST OF 

DISPOSAL 

(C = A x B) 

REVENUE FROM 
SALVAGED 

MATERIALS 
(D) 

REVENUE FROM 
RECYCLED 
MATERIALS 

(E) 

LANDFILL 
TIPPING FEES 

AVOIDED 
(F) 

HANDLING AND 
TRANSPORTATION 

COSTS AVOIDED 
(G) 

NET COST 
SAVINGS OF 
WORK PLAN 

(H = D+E+F+G) 

Packaging: Cardboard 
Packaging: Boxes 
Packaging: Plastic Sheet or 
Film 
Packaging: Polystyrene 
Packaging: Pallets or Skids 
Packaging: Crates 
Packaging: Paint Cans 
Packaging: Plastic Pails 
Site-Clearing Waste 
Masonry or CMU 
Lumber: Cut-Offs 
Lumber: Warped Pieces 
Plywood or OSB (scraps) 
Wood Forms 
Wood Waste Chutes 
Wood Trim (cut-offs) 
Metals 
Insulation 
Roofing 
Joint Sealant Tubes 
Gypsum Board (scraps) 
Carpet and Pad (scraps) 
Piping 
Electrical Conduit 
Other: 
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FORM CWM-6:  COST/REVENUE ANALYSIS OF DEMOLITION WASTE REDUCTION WORK PLAN 

MATERIALS 

TOTAL QUANTITY 
OF MATERIALS 

(VOL. OR WEIGHT) 
(A) 

EST. COST OF 
DISPOSAL 

(B) 

TOTAL EST.  
COST OF 

DISPOSAL 

(C = A x B) 

REVENUE FROM 
SALVAGED 

MATERIALS 
(D) 

REVENUE FROM 
RECYCLED 
MATERIALS 

(E) 

LANDFILL 
TIPPING FEES 

AVOIDED 
(F) 

HANDLING AND 
TRANSPORTATION 

COSTS AVOIDED 
(G) 

NET COST 
SAVINGS OF 
WORK PLAN 

(H = D+E+F+G) 

Asphaltic Concrete 
Paving 
Concrete 
Brick 
CMU 
Lumber 
Plywood and OSB 
Wood Paneling 
Wood Trim 
Miscellaneous Metals 
Structural Steel 
Rough Hardware 
Insulation 
Roofing 
Doors and Frames 
Door Hardware 
Windows 
Glazing 
Acoustical Tile 
Carpet 
Carpet Pad 
Demountable Partitions 
Equipment 
Cabinets 
Plumbing Fixtures 
Piping 
Supports and Hangers 
Valves 
Sprinklers 
Mech. Equipment 
Electrical Conduit 
Copper Wiring 
Light Fixtures 
Lamps 
Lighting Ballasts 
Electrical Devices 
Switchgear and 
Panelboards 
Transformers 
Other: 
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FORM CWM-7: CONSTRUCTION WASTE REDUCTION PROGRESS REPORT 

MATERIAL CATEGORY 
GENERATIO

N 
POINT 

TOTAL 
QUANTITY 
OF WASTE 

TONS (TONNES) 
(A) 

QUANTITY OF WASTE SALVAGED QUANTITY OF WASTE RECYCLED TOTAL 
QUANTITY OF 

WASTE 
RECOVERED 

TONS (TONNES) 
(D = B + C) 

TOTAL 
QUANTITY 
OF WASTE 

RECOVERED  
% 

(D / A x 100) 

ESTIMATED 
TONS (TONNES) 

ACTUAL 
TONS (TONNES) 

(B) 

ESTIMATED 
TONS (TONNES) 

ACTUAL 
TONS (TONNES) 

(C) 

Packaging: Cardboard 
Packaging: Boxes 
Packaging: Plastic Sheet or 
Film 
Packaging: Polystyrene 
Packaging: Pallets or Skids 
Packaging: Crates 
Packaging: Paint Cans 
Packaging: Plastic Pails 
Site-Clearing Waste 
Masonry or CMU 
Lumber: Cut-Offs 
Lumber: Warped Pieces 
Plywood or OSB (scraps) 
Wood Forms 
Wood Waste Chutes 
Wood Trim (cut-offs) 
Metals 
Insulation 
Roofing 
Joint Sealant Tubes 
Gypsum Board (scraps) 
Carpet and Pad (scraps) 
Piping 
Electrical Conduit 
Other: 
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FORM CWM-8: DEMOLITION WASTE REDUCTION PROGRESS REPORT 

MATERIAL CATEGORY 
GENERATION 

POINT 

TOTAL QUANTITY 
OF WASTE 

TONS (TONNES) 
(A) 

QUANTITY OF WASTE 
SALVAGED 

QUANTITY OF WASTE 
RECYCLED 

TOTAL 
QUANTITY OF 

WASTE 
RECOVERED 

TONS (TONNES) 
(D = B + C) 

TOTAL 
QUANTITY 
OF WASTE 

RECOVERED 
% 

(D / A x 100) 

ESTIMATED 
TONS 

(TONNES) 

ACTUAL 
TONS 

(TONNES) 
(B) 

ESTIMATED 
TONS 

(TONNES) 

ACTUAL 
TONS (TONNES) 

(C) 

Asphaltic Concrete Paving 
Concrete 
Brick 
CMU 
Lumber 
Plywood and OSB 
Wood Paneling 
Wood Trim 
Miscellaneous Metals 
Structural Steel 
Rough Hardware 
Insulation 
Roofing 
Doors and Frames 
Door Hardware 
Windows 
Glazing 
Acoustical Tile 
Carpet 
Carpet Pad 
Demountable Partitions 
Equipment 
Cabinets 
Plumbing Fixtures 
Piping 
Supports and Hangers 
Valves 
Sprinklers 
Mechanical Equipment 
Electrical Conduit 
Copper Wiring 
Light Fixtures 
Lamps 
Lighting Ballasts 
Electrical Devices 
Switchgear and Panelboards 
Transformers 
Other: 

* * * * *
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SECTION 017700 - CLOSEOUT PROCEDURES

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for Contract closeout, including,
but not limited to, the following:
1. Substantial Completion procedures.
2. Final completion procedures.
3. Warranties.
4. Final cleaning.

B. Related Sections:
1. Section 012900 - Payment Procedures for requirements for Applications for Payment for

Substantial Completion and Final Completion.
2. Section 013233 - Photographic Documentation for submitting Final Completion

construction photographic documentation.
3. Section 015000 - Temporary Facilities and Controls 
4. Section 017300 - Execution 
5. Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal 
6. Section 017823 - Operation And Maintenance Data for additional operation and

maintenance manual requirements.
7. Section 017839 - Project Record Documents 017839 "Project Record Documents" for

submitting Record Drawings, Record Specifications, and Record Product Data.
8. Section 017900 - Demonstration and Training for requirements to train the Owner's

maintenance personnel to adjust, operate, and maintain products, equipment, and systems.
9. Divisions 02 through 49 Sections for specific closeout and special cleaning requirements

for the Work in those Sections.

1.03 DEFINITIONS

A. List of Incomplete Items: Contractor-prepared list of items to be completed or corrected,
prepared for the Architect's use prior to Architect's inspection, to determine if the Work is
substantially complete.

1.04 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. Green Seal's GS-37 - Green Seal GS-37 - STANDARD FOR CLEANING PRODUCTS FOR
INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL USE.

B. NADCA ACR - The NADCA Standard for Assessment, Cleaning, and Restoration of HVAC
System.

1.05 ACTION SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data: For each type of cleaning agent.
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B. Contractor's List of Incomplete Items: Initial submittal at Substantial Completion.

C. Certified List of Incomplete Items: Final submittal at Final Completion.

1.06 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS

A. Certificates of Release: From Authorities Having Jurisdiction.

B. Certificate of Insurance: For continuing coverage.

C. Field Report: For pest-control inspection.

1.07 MAINTENANCE MATERIAL SUBMITTALS

A. Schedule of Maintenance Material Items: For maintenance material submittal items required by
other Sections.

1.08 SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION PROCEDURES

A. Contractor's List of Incomplete Items: Prepare and submit a list of items to be completed and
corrected (Contractor's "punch list"), indicating the value of each item on the list and reasons
why the Work is incomplete.

B. Submittals Prior to Substantial Completion: Complete the following a minimum of 10 or
_______  days prior to requesting inspection for determining date of Substantial Completion.
List items below that are incomplete at time of request.
1. Certificates of Release: Obtain and submit releases from Authorities Having Jurisdiction,

permitting Owner unrestricted use of the Work and access to services and utilities. Include
occupancy permits, operating certificates, and similar releases.

2. Submit closeout submittals specified in other Division 01 Sections, including Project
Record Documents, operation and maintenance manuals, damage or settlement surveys,
property surveys, and similar final record information.

3. Submit closeout submittals specified in individual Sections, including specific warranties,
workmanship bonds, maintenance service agreements, final certifications, and similar
documents.

4. Submit maintenance material submittals specified in individual Sections, including tools,
spare parts, extra materials, and similar items, and deliver to location designated by
Architect, Construction Manager, or _______. Label with manufacturer's name and model
number.
a. Schedule of Maintenance Material Items: Prepare and submit schedule of

maintenance material submittal items, including name and quantity of each item and
name and number of related Specification Section. Obtain Architect's, Construction
Manager's, Owner's, or ______ signature for receipt of submittals.

5. Submit testing, adjusting, and balancing records.
6. Submit sustainable design submittals not previously submitted.
7. Submit changeover information related to Owner's occupancy, use, operation, and

maintenance.

C. Procedures Prior to Substantial Completion: Complete the following a minimum of 10 or
_______ days prior to requesting inspection for determining date of Substantial Completion.
List items below that are incomplete at time of request.
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1. Prepare a list of items to be completed and corrected (punch list), the value of items on the
list, and reasons why the Work is not complete.

2. Advise Owner of pending insurance changeover requirements.
3. Make final changeover of permanent locks and deliver keys to Owner. Advise Owner's

personnel of changeover in security provisions.
4. Complete startup and testing of systems and equipment.
5. Perform preventive maintenance on equipment used prior to Substantial Completion.
6. Instruct Owner's personnel in operation, adjustment, and maintenance of products,

equipment, and systems. Submit demonstration and training video recordings specified in
Section 017900 - Demonstration and Training .

7. Advise Owner of changeover in utility services.
8. Participate with Owner in conducting inspection and walkthrough with local emergency

responders.
9. Terminate and remove temporary facilities from Project site, along with mockups,

construction tools, and similar elements.
10. Complete final cleaning requirements.
11. Touch up paint and otherwise repair and restore marred exposed finishes to eliminate

visual defects.
12. Consent of surety to final payment.
13. Instruct Owner's personnel in operation, adjustment, and maintenance of products,

equipment, and systems.

D. Inspection: Submit a written request for inspection to determine Substantial Completion a
minimum of 10 or _______ days prior to date the Work will be completed and ready for final
inspection and tests. On receipt of request, Architect and Construction Manager and _______
will either proceed with inspection or notify Contractor of unfulfilled requirements. Architect
will prepare the Certificate of Substantial Completion after inspection or will notify Contractor
of items, either on Contractor's list or additional items identified by Architect, that must be
completed or corrected before certificate will be issued.
1. Request reinspection when the Work identified in previous inspections as incomplete is

completed or corrected.
2. Results of completed inspection will form the basis of requirements for Final Completion.

1.09 FINAL COMPLETION PROCEDURES

A. Submittals Prior to Final Completion: Before requesting final inspection for determining Final
Completion, complete the following:
1. Submit a final Application for Payment in accordance with Section 012900 - Payment

Procedures .
2. Certified List of Incomplete Items: Submit certified copy of Architect's Substantial

Completion inspection list of items to be completed or corrected (punch list), endorsed
and dated by Architect. Certified copy of the list shall state that each item has been
completed or otherwise resolved for acceptance.

3. Certificate of Insurance: Submit evidence of final, continuing insurance coverage
complying with insurance requirements.

4. Submit pest-control final inspection report.
5. Submit Final Completion photographic documentation.

B. Inspection: Submit a written request for final inspection to determine acceptance a minimum of
10 days prior to date the Work will be completed and ready for final inspection and tests. On
receipt of request, Architect and Construction Manager will either proceed with inspection or
notify Contractor of unfulfilled requirements. Architect will prepare a final Certificate for
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Payment after inspection or will notify Contractor of construction that must be completed or
corrected before certificate will be issued.
1. Request reinspection when the Work identified in previous inspections as incomplete is

completed or corrected.

1.10 LIST OF INCOMPLETE ITEMS (PUNCH LIST)

A. Organization of List: Include name and identification of each space and area affected by
construction operations for incomplete items and items needing correction including, if
necessary, areas disturbed by Contractor that are outside the limits of construction.
1. Organize list of spaces in sequential order, starting with exterior areas first, proceeding

from lowest floor to highest floor, and _______ , listed by room or space number.
2. Organize items applying to each space by major element, including categories for ceilings,

individual walls, floors, equipment, and building systems.
3. Include the following information at the top of each page:

a. Project name.
b. Date.
c. Name of Architect and Construction Manager and _______.
d. Name of Contractor.
e. Page number.

4. Submit list of incomplete items in the following format:
a. MS Excel Electronic File: Architect, through Construction Manager, and _______

will return annotated file.
b. PDF Electronic File: Architect, through Construction Manager, and _______ will

return annotated file.
c. Web-Based Project Software Upload: Utilize software feature for creating and

updating list of incomplete items (punch list).
d. Three or _______ Paper Copies: Architect, through Construction Manager, and

_______ will return two or _______ copies.

1.11 SUBMITTAL OF PROJECT WARRANTIES

A. Time of Submittal: Submit written warranties on request of Architect for designated portions of
the Work where warranties are indicated to commence on dates other than date of Substantial
Completion, or when delay in submittal of warranties might limit Owner's rights under
warranty.

B. Partial Occupancy: Submit properly executed warranties within 15 or _______ days of
completion of designated portions of the Work that are completed and occupied or used by
Owner during construction period by separate agreement with Contractor.

C. Organize warranty documents into an orderly sequence based on the table of contents of Project
Manual.

D. Warranty Electronic File: Provide warranties and bonds in PDF format. Assemble complete
warranty and bond submittal package into a single electronic PDF file with bookmarks enabling
navigation to each item. Provide bookmarked table of contents at beginning of document.
1. Submit on digital media acceptable to Architect, by uploading to web-based project

software site, by email to Architect, or _______.

E. Warranties in Paper Form:
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1. Bind warranties and bonds in heavy-duty, three-ring, vinyl-covered, loose-leaf binders,
thickness as necessary to accommodate contents, and sized to receive 8-1/2-by-11-inch
(215-by-280-mm) paper.

2. Provide heavy paper dividers with plastic-covered tabs for each separate warranty. Mark
tab to identify the product or installation. Provide a typed description of the product or
installation, including the name of the product and the name, address, and telephone
number of Installer.

3. Identify each binder on the front and spine with the typed or printed title
"WARRANTIES," Project name, and name of Contractor.

F. Provide additional copies of each warranty to include in operation and maintenance manuals.

PART 2 PRODUCTS

2.01 MATERIALS

A. Cleaning Agents: Use cleaning materials and agents recommended by manufacturer or
fabricator of the surface to be cleaned. Do not use cleaning agents that are potentially hazardous
to health or property or that might damage finished surfaces.
1. Use cleaning products that comply with Green Seal's GS-37, or if Green Seal's GS-37 is

not applicable, use products that comply with the California Code of Regulations
maximum allowable VOC levels.

PART 3 EXECUTION

3.01 FINAL CLEANING

A. General: Perform final cleaning. Conduct cleaning and waste-removal operations to comply
with local laws and ordinances and Federal and local environmental and antipollution
regulations.

B. Cleaning: Employ experienced workers or professional cleaners for final cleaning. Clean each
surface or unit to condition expected in an average commercial building cleaning and
maintenance program. Comply with manufacturer's written instructions.
1. Complete the following cleaning operations before requesting inspection for certification

of Substantial Completion for entire Project or for a designated portion of Project:
a. Clean Project site of rubbish, waste material, litter, and other foreign substances.
b. Sweep paved areas broom clean. Remove petrochemical spills, stains, and other

foreign deposits.
c. Rake grounds that are not planted, mulched, or paved to a smooth, even-textured

surface.
d. Remove tools, construction equipment, machinery, and surplus material from Project

site.
e. Remove snow and ice to provide safe access to building.
f. Clean exposed exterior and interior hard-surfaced finishes to a dirt-free condition,

free of stains, films, and similar foreign substances. Avoid disturbing natural
weathering of exterior surfaces. Restore reflective surfaces to their original condition.

g. Remove debris and surface dust from limited-access spaces, including roofs,
plenums, shafts, trenches, equipment vaults, manholes, attics, and similar spaces.

h. Clean flooring, removing debris, dirt, and staining; clean according to manufacturer's
recommendations.

i. Vacuum and mop concrete.
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j. Vacuum carpet and similar soft surfaces, removing debris and excess nap; clean
according to manufacturer's recommendations if visible soil or stains remain.

k. Clean transparent materials, including mirrors and glass in doors and windows.
Remove glazing compounds and other noticeable, vision-obscuring materials.
Replace chipped or broken glass and other damaged transparent materials. Polish
mirrors and glass, taking care not to scratch surfaces.

l. Remove labels that are not permanent.
m. Touch up and otherwise repair and restore marred, exposed finishes and surfaces.

Replace finishes and surfaces that cannot be satisfactorily repaired or restored or that
already show evidence of repair or restoration.
1) Do not paint over "UL" and similar labels, including mechanical and electrical

nameplates.
n. Wipe surfaces of mechanical and electrical equipment elevator equipment, and

_______ and similar equipment. Remove excess lubrication, paint and mortar
droppings, and other foreign substances.

o. Replace parts subject to unusual operating conditions.
p. Clean plumbing fixtures to a sanitary condition, free of stains, including stains

resulting from water exposure.
q. Replace disposable air filters and clean permanent air filters. Clean exposed surfaces

of diffusers, registers, and grills.
r. Clean ducts, blowers, and coils if units were operated without filters during

construction or that display contamination with particulate matter on inspection or
_______.
1) Clean HVAC system in compliance with  NADCA ACR, Section 230130.52

Existing HVAC Air-Distribution System Cleaning. Provide written report on
completion of cleaning.

s. Clean luminaires, lamps, globes, and reflectors to function with full efficiency.
Replace burned-out bulbs, and those noticeably dimmed by hours of use, and
defective and noisy starters in fluorescent and mercury vapor fixtures to comply with
requirements for new fixtures.

t. Clean strainers.
u. Leave Project clean and ready for occupancy.

C. Pest Control: Comply with pest control requirements in Section 015000 - Temporary Facilities
and Controls . Prepare written report.

D. Comply with safety standards for cleaning.  Do not burn waste materials.  Do not bury debris or
excess materials on Owner's property.  Do not discharge volatile, harmful, or dangerous
materials into drainage systems.  Remove waste materials from Project site and dispose of
lawfully.

E. Construction Waste Disposal: Comply with waste-disposal requirements in Section 015000 -
Temporary Facilities and Controls, Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and
Disposal, and _______.

3.02 REPAIR OF THE WORK

A. Complete repair and restoration operations required by Section 017300 - Execution before
requesting inspection for determination of Substantial Completion.

END OF SECTION  017700
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SECTION 017823 - OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE DATA

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for preparing operation and
maintenance manuals, including the following:
1. Operation and maintenance documentation directory manuals.
2. Emergency manuals.
3. Systems and equipment operation manuals.
4. Systems and equipment maintenance manuals.
5. Product maintenance manuals.

B. Related Sections:
1. Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures for submitting copies of submittals for operation

and maintenance manuals.
2. Section 019113 - General Commissioning Requirements for verification and compilation

of data into operation and maintenance manuals.
3. Section 017700 - Closeout Procedures for submitting operation and maintenance manuals.
4. Section 017839 - Project Record Documents for preparing Record Drawings for operation

and maintenance manuals.
5. Divisions 2 through 49 Sections for specific operation and maintenance manual

requirements for products in those Sections.

1.03 DEFINITIONS

A. System: An organized collection of parts, equipment, or subsystems united by regular
interaction.

B. Subsystem: A portion of a system with characteristics similar to a system.

1.04 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASHRAE Guideline 4 - Preparation of Operations and Maintenance Documentation for
HVAC&R Systems.

1.05 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS

A. Submit operation and maintenance manuals indicated. Provide content for each manual as
specified in individual Specification Sections, and as reviewed and approved at the time of
Section submittals. Submit reviewed manual content formatted and organized as required by
this Section.
1. Architect and Commissioning Authority and _______ will comment on whether content

of operation and maintenance submittals is acceptable.
2. Where applicable, clarify and update reviewed manual content to correspond to revisions

and field conditions.
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B. Format: Submit operation and maintenance manuals in the following format:
1. Submit on digital media acceptable to Architect, by uploading to web-based project

software site, by email to Architect, or _______. Enable reviewer comments on draft
submittals.

2. Submit three or _______ paper copies. Architect, through Construction Manager, will
return two or _______ copies.

C. Initial Manual Submittal: Submit one draft hardcopy, electronic draft copy, or _______ of each
manual at least 30 or _______ days prior to requesting inspection for Substantial Completion.
Include a complete operation and maintenance directory. Architect and Commissioning
Authority and _______ will return one hardcopy, electronic copy, or _______ of draft and
comment on whether general scope and content of manual are acceptable.

D. Final Manual Submittal: Submit one draft hardcopy, electronic draft copy, or _______ of each
manual in final form prior to requesting inspection for Substantial Completion and at least 15 or
_______ days before commencing demonstration and training. Architect and Commissioning
Authority and _______ will return copy with comments.
1. Correct or revise each manual to comply with Architect's and Commissioning

Authority's comments. Submit three hardcopies, electronic copy, or _______ of each
corrected manual within 15 or _______ days of receipt of Architect's and Commissioning
Authority's and _______ comments and prior to commencing demonstration and training.

E. Comply with Section 017700 - Closeout Procedures for schedule for submitting operation and
maintenance documentation.

1.06 COORDINATION

A. Where operation and maintenance documentation includes information on installations by more
than one factory-authorized service representative, assemble and coordinate information
furnished by representatives and prepare manuals.

1.07 FORMAT OF OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS

A. Manuals, Electronic Files: Submit manuals in the form of a multiple file composite electronic
PDF file for each manual type required.
1. Electronic Files: Use electronic files prepared by manufacturer where available. Where

scanning of paper documents is required, configure scanned file for minimum readable
file size.

2. File Names and Bookmarks: Bookmark individual documents based on file names. Name
document files to correspond to system, subsystem, and equipment names used in manual
directory and table of contents. Group documents for each system and subsystem into
individual composite bookmarked files, then create composite manual, so that resulting
bookmarks reflect the system, subsystem, and equipment names in a readily navigated file
tree. Configure electronic manual to display bookmark panel on opening file.

B. Manuals, Paper Copy: Submit manuals in the form of hard-copy, bound and labeled volumes.
1. Binders: Heavy-duty, three-ring, vinyl-covered, loose-leaf, post-type, or _______ binders,

in thickness necessary to accommodate contents, sized to hold 8-1/2-by-11-inch (215-
by-280-mm) paper; with clear plastic sleeve on spine to hold label describing contents and
with pockets inside covers to hold folded oversize sheets.
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a. If two or more binders are necessary to accommodate data of a system, organize data
in each binder into groupings by subsystem and related components. Cross-reference
other binders if necessary to provide essential information for proper operation or
maintenance of equipment or system.

b. Identify each binder on front and spine, with printed title "OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE MANUAL," Project title or name, and or _______ subject matter
of contents , and indicate Specification Section number on bottom of spine or
_______. Indicate volume number for multiple-volume sets.

2. Dividers: Heavy-paper dividers with plastic-covered tabs for each section of the manual.
Mark each tab to indicate contents. Include typed list of products and major components
of equipment included in the section on each divider, cross-referenced to Specification
Section number and title of Project Manual.

3. Protective Plastic Sleeves: Transparent plastic sleeves designed to enclose diagnostic
software storage media for computerized electronic equipment. Enclose title pages and
directories in clear plastic sleeves.

4. Supplementary Text: Prepared on 8-1/2-by-11-inch (215-by-280-mm) white bond paper.
5. Drawings: Attach reinforced, punched binder tabs on drawings and bind with text.

a. If oversize drawings are necessary, fold drawings to same size as text pages and use
as foldouts.

b. If drawings are too large to be used as foldouts, fold and place drawings in labeled
envelopes and bind envelopes in rear of manual. At appropriate locations in manual,
insert typewritten pages indicating drawing titles, descriptions of contents, and
drawing locations.

1.08 REQUIREMENTS FOR EMERGENCY, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS

A. Organization of Manuals: Unless otherwise indicated, organize each manual into a separate
section for each system and subsystem, and a separate section for each piece of equipment not
part of a system. Each manual shall contain the following materials, in the order listed:
1. Title page.
2. Table of contents.
3. Manual contents.

B. Title Page: Include the following information:
1. Subject matter included in manual.
2. Name and address of Project.
3. Name and address of Owner.
4. Date of submittal.
5. Name and contact information for Contractor.
6. Name and contact information for Construction Manager.
7. Name and contact information for Architect.
8. Name and contact information for Commissioning Authority.
9. Names and contact information for major consultants to the Architect that designed the

systems contained in the manuals.
10. Cross-reference to related systems in other operation and maintenance manuals.

C. Table of Contents: List each product included in manual, identified by product name, indexed
to the content of the volume, and cross-referenced to Specification Section number in Project
Manual.
1. If operation or maintenance documentation requires more than one volume to

accommodate data, include comprehensive table of contents for all volumes in each
volume of the set.
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D. Manual Contents: Organize into sets of manageable size. Arrange contents alphabetically by
system, subsystem, and equipment. If possible, assemble instructions for subsystems,
equipment, and components of one system into a single binder.

E. Identification: In the documentation directory and in each operation and maintenance manual,
identify each system, subsystem, and piece of equipment with same designation used in the
Contract Documents. If no designation exists, assign a designation according to ASHRAE
Guideline 4, "Preparation of Operating and Maintenance Documentation for Building Systems."

1.09 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE DOCUMENTATION DIRECTORY MANUAL

A. Operation and Maintenance Documentation Directory: Prepare a separate manual that provides
an organized reference to emergency, operation, and maintenance manuals. List items and their
location to facilitate ready access to desired information. Include the following:
1. List of Systems and Subsystems: List systems alphabetically. Include references to

operation and maintenance manuals that contain information about each system.
2. List of Equipment: List equipment for each system, organized alphabetically by system.

For pieces of equipment not part of system, list alphabetically in separate list.
3. Tables of Contents: Include a table of contents for each emergency, operation, and

maintenance manual.

1.10 EMERGENCY MANUALS

A. Emergency Manual: Assemble a complete set of emergency information indicating procedures
for use by emergency personnel and by Owner's operating personnel for types of emergencies
indicated.

B. Content: Organize manual into a separate section for each of the following:
1. Type of emergency.
2. Emergency instructions.
3. Emergency procedures.

C. Type of Emergency: Where applicable for each type of emergency indicated below, include
instructions and procedures for each system, subsystem, piece of equipment, and component:
1. Fire.
2. Flood.
3. Gas leak.
4. Water leak.
5. Power failure.
6. Water outage.
7. System, subsystem, or equipment failure.
8. Chemical release or spill.

D. Emergency Instructions: Describe and explain warnings, trouble indications, error messages,
and similar codes and signals. Include responsibilities of Owner's operating personnel for
notification of Installer, supplier, and manufacturer to maintain warranties.

E. Emergency Procedures: Include the following, as applicable:
1. Instructions on stopping.
2. Shutdown instructions for each type of emergency.
3. Operating instructions for conditions outside normal operating limits.
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4. Required sequences for electric or electronic systems.
5. Special operating instructions and procedures.

1.11 SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT OPERATION MANUALS

A. Systems and Equipment Operation Manual: Assemble a complete set of data indicating
operation of each system, subsystem, and piece of equipment not part of a system. Include
information required for daily operation and management, operating standards, and routine and
special operating procedures.
1. Engage a factory-authorized service representative to assemble and prepare information

for each system, subsystem, and piece of equipment not part of a system.
2. Prepare a separate manual for each system and subsystem, in the form of an instructional

manual for use by Owner's operating personnel.

B. Content: In addition to requirements in this Section, include operation data required in
individual Specification Sections and the following information:
1. System, subsystem, and equipment descriptions. Use designations for systems and

equipment indicated on Contract Documents.
2. Performance and design criteria if Contractor has delegated design responsibility.
3. Operating standards.
4. Operating procedures.
5. Operating logs.
6. Wiring diagrams.
7. Control diagrams.
8. Piped system diagrams.
9. Precautions against improper use.
10. License requirements including inspection and renewal dates.

C. Descriptions: Include the following:
1. Product name and model number. Use designations for products indicated on Contract

Documents.
2. Manufacturer's name.
3. Equipment identification with serial number of each component.
4. Equipment function.
5. Operating characteristics.
6. Limiting conditions.
7. Performance curves.
8. Engineering data and tests.
9. Complete nomenclature and number of replacement parts.

D. Operating Procedures: Include the following, as applicable:
1. Startup procedures.
2. Equipment or system break-in procedures.
3. Routine and normal operating instructions.
4. Regulation and control procedures.
5. Instructions on stopping.
6. Normal shutdown instructions.
7. Seasonal and weekend operating instructions.
8. Required sequences for electric or electronic systems.
9. Special operating instructions and procedures, including economy and efficiency

adjustments.
10. Effective energy utilization.
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E. Systems and Equipment Controls: Describe the sequence of operation, and diagram controls as
installed.

F. Piped Systems: Diagram piping as installed, and identify color-coding where required for
identification.

1.12 SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE MANUALS

A. Systems and Equipment Maintenance Manuals: Assemble a complete set of data indicating
maintenance of each system, subsystem, and piece of equipment not part of a system. Include
manufacturers' maintenance documentation, preventive maintenance procedures and frequency,
repair procedures, wiring and systems diagrams, lists of spare parts, and warranty information.
1. Engage a factory-authorized service representative to assemble and prepare information

for each system, subsystem, and piece of equipment not part of a system.
2. Prepare a separate manual for each system and subsystem, in the form of an instructional

manual for use by Owner's operating personnel.

B. Content: For each system, subsystem, and piece of equipment not part of a system, include
source information, manufacturers' maintenance documentation, maintenance procedures,
maintenance and service schedules, spare parts list and source information, maintenance service
contracts, and warranties and bonds as described below.

C. Source Information: List each system, subsystem, and piece of equipment included in the
manual, identified by product name and arranged to match manual's table of contents. For each
product, list name, address, and telephone number of Installer or supplier and maintenance
service agent, and cross-reference Specification Section number and title in Project Manual and
drawing or schedule designation or identifier where applicable.

D. Manufacturers' Maintenance Documentation: Include the following information for each
component part or piece of equipment:
1. Standard maintenance instructions and bulletins; include only sheets pertinent to product

or component installed. Mark each sheet to identify each product or component
incorporated into the Work. If data include more than one item in a tabular format,
identify each item using appropriate references from the Contract Documents. Identify
data applicable to the Work and delete references to information not applicable.
a. Prepare supplementary text if manufacturers' standard printed data are not available

and where the information is necessary for proper operation and maintenance of
equipment or systems.

2. Drawings, diagrams, and instructions required for maintenance, including disassembly and
component removal, replacement, and assembly.

3. Identification and nomenclature of parts and components.
4. List of items recommended to be stocked as spare parts.

E. Maintenance Procedures: Include the following information and items that detail essential
maintenance procedures:
1. Test and inspection instructions.
2. Troubleshooting guide, including noise and vibration adjustments.
3. Precautions against improper maintenance.
4. Disassembly; component removal, repair, and replacement; and reassembly instructions.
5. Aligning, adjusting, and checking instructions.
6. Demonstration and training video recording, if available.
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F. Maintenance and Service Schedules: Include service and lubrication requirements, list of
required lubricants for equipment, and separate schedules for preventive and routine
maintenance and service with standard time allotment.
1. Scheduled Maintenance and Service: Tabulate actions for daily, weekly, monthly,

quarterly, semiannual, and annual frequencies.
2. Maintenance and Service Record: Include manufacturers' forms for recording

maintenance.

G. Spare Parts List and Source Information: Include lists of replacement and repair parts, with
parts identified and cross-referenced to manufacturers' maintenance documentation and local
sources of maintenance materials and related services.

H. Maintenance Service Contracts: Include copies of maintenance agreements with name and
telephone number of service agent.

I. Warranties and Bonds: Include copies of warranties and bonds and lists of circumstances and
conditions that would affect validity of warranties or bonds.
1. Include procedures to follow and required notifications for warranty claims.

J. Drawings: Prepare drawings supplementing manufacturers' printed data to illustrate the
relationship of component parts of equipment and systems and to illustrate control sequence
and flow diagrams. Coordinate these drawings with information contained in record Drawings
to ensure correct illustration of completed installation.
1. Do not use original project record documents as part of maintenance manuals.

1.13 PRODUCT MAINTENANCE MANUALS

A. Product Maintenance Manual: Assemble a complete set of maintenance data indicating care and
maintenance of each product, material, and finish incorporated into the Work.

B. Content: Organize manual into a separate section for each product, material, and finish. Include
source information, product information, maintenance procedures, repair materials and sources,
and warranties and bonds, as described below.

C. Source Information: List each product included in manual, identified by product name and
arranged to match manual's table of contents. For each product, list name, address, and
telephone number of Installer or supplier and maintenance service agent, and cross-reference
Specification Section number and title in Project Manual and drawing or schedule designation
or identifier where applicable.

D. Product Information: Include the following, as applicable:
1. Product name and model number.
2. Manufacturer's name.
3. Color, pattern, and texture.
4. Material and chemical composition.
5. Reordering information for specially manufactured products.

E. Maintenance Procedures: Include manufacturer's written recommendations and the following:
1. Inspection procedures.
2. Types of cleaning agents to be used and methods of cleaning.
3. List of cleaning agents and methods of cleaning detrimental to product.
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4. Schedule for routine cleaning and maintenance.
5. Repair instructions.

F. Repair Materials and Sources: Include lists of materials and local sources of materials and
related services.

G. Warranties and Bonds: Include copies of warranties and bonds and lists of circumstances and
conditions that would affect validity of warranties or bonds.
1. Include procedures to follow and required notifications for warranty claims.

PART 2 PRODUCTS (NOT USED)

PART 3 EXECUTION (NOT USED)

END OF SECTION  017823
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SECTION 017839 - PROJECT RECORD DOCUMENTS

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for Project Record Documents,
including the following:
1. Record Drawings.
2. Record specifications.
3. Record Product Data.
4. Miscellaneous record submittals.

1.03 RELATED REQUIREMENTS:

A. Section 011200 - Multiple Contract Summary for coordinating Project Record Documents
covering the Work of multiple contracts.

B. Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures for requirements of data files.

C. Section 017300 - Execution for final property survey.

D. Section 017700 - Closeout Procedures for general closeout procedures.

E. Section 017823 - Operation And Maintenance Data for operation and maintenance manual
requirements.

F. Divisions 02 through 49 Sections for specific requirements for Project Record Documents of
products in those Sections.

1.04 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS

A. Record Drawings: Comply with the following:
1. Number of Copies: Submit one or _______ set(s) of marked-up record prints.
2. Number of Copies: Submit copies of Record Drawings as follows:

a. Initial Submittal:
1) Submit PDF electronic files of scanned record prints and one or _______ set(s)

of file prints.
2) Architect will indicate whether general scope of changes, additional information

recorded, and quality of drafting are acceptable.
b. Final Submittal:

1) Print each drawing, whether or not changes and additional information were
recorded.

c. Final Submittal:
1) Submit one or _______ paper-copy set(s) of marked-up record prints.
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2) Submit Record Digital Data Files and three or _______ set(s) of Record Digital
Data File plots.

3) Plot each drawing file, whether or not changes and additional information were
recorded.

B. Record Specifications: Submit annotated PDF electronic files,  two paper copies, and
_______ of Project's Specifications, including addenda and Contract modifications.

C. Record Product Data: Submit annotated PDF electronic files and directories,  two paper copies,
and _______ of each submittal.
1. Where record Product Data are required as part of operation and maintenance manuals,

submit duplicate marked-up Product Data as a component of manual.

D. Miscellaneous Record Submittals: See other Specification Sections for miscellaneous record-
keeping requirements and submittals in connection with various construction activities. Submit
annotated PDF electronic files and directories,  two paper copies, and _______ of each
submittal.

E. Reports: Submit written report weekly or _______ indicating items incorporated into Project
Record Documents concurrent with progress of the Work, including revisions, concealed
conditions, field changes, product selections, and other notations incorporated.

1.05 RECORD DRAWINGS

A. Record Prints: Maintain one set of marked-up paper copies of the Contract Drawings and Shop
Drawings, incorporating new and revised drawings as modifications are issued.
1. Preparation: Mark record prints to show the actual installation, where installation varies

from that shown originally. Require individual or entity who obtained record data,
whether individual or entity is Installer, subcontractor, or similar entity, to provide
information for preparation of corresponding marked-up record prints.
a. Give particular attention to information on concealed elements that would be difficult

to identify or measure and record later.
b. Accurately record information in an acceptable drawing technique.
c. Record data as soon as possible after obtaining it.
d. Record and check the markup before enclosing concealed installations.
e. Cross-reference record prints to corresponding photographic documentation.

2. Content: Types of items requiring marking include, but are not limited to, the following:
a. Dimensional changes to Drawings.
b. Revisions to details shown on Drawings.
c. Depths of foundations.
d. Locations and depths of underground utilities.
e. Revisions to routing of piping and conduits.
f. Revisions to electrical circuitry.
g. Actual equipment locations.
h. Duct size and routing.
i. Locations of concealed internal utilities.
j. Changes made by Change Order or Construction Change Directive.
k. Changes made following Architect's written orders.
l. Details not on the original Contract Drawings.
m. Field records for variable and concealed conditions.
n. Record information on the Work that is shown only schematically.
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3. Mark the Contract Drawings and Shop Drawings completely and accurately. Use
personnel proficient at recording graphic information in production of marked-up record
prints. If Shop Drawings are marked, show cross-reference on the Contract Drawings.

4. Mark record prints with erasable, red-colored pencil. Use other colors to distinguish
between changes for different categories of the Work at same location.

5. Mark important additional information that was either shown schematically or omitted
from original Drawings.

6. Note Construction Change Directive numbers, alternate numbers, Change Order numbers,
and similar identification, where applicable.

B. Record Digital Data Files: Immediately before inspection for Certificate of Substantial
Completion, review marked-up record prints with Architect and Construction Manager. When
authorized, prepare a full set of corrected digital data files of the Contract Drawings, as follows:
1. Format: Same digital data software program, version, and operating system as for the

original Contract Drawings.
2. Format: DWG, DXF, RVT, and _______, Current Version, Microsoft Windows operating

system.
3. Format: Annotated PDF electronic file with comment function enabled .
4. Incorporate changes and additional information previously marked on record prints.

Delete, redraw, and add details and notations where applicable.
5. Refer instances of uncertainty to Architect through Construction Manager for resolution.
6. Architect will furnish C one set of digital data files of the Contract Drawings for use in

recording information.
a. See Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures  for requirements related to use of

Architect's digital data files.
b. Architect will provide data file layer information. Record markups in separate layers.

C. Format: Identify and date each Record Drawing; include the designation "PROJECT RECORD
DRAWING" in a prominent location.
1. Record Prints: Organize record prints and newly prepared Record Drawings into

manageable sets. Bind each set with durable paper cover sheets. Include identification on
cover sheets.

2. Format: Annotated PDF electronic file with comment function enabled.
3. Record Digital Data Files: Organize digital data information into separate electronic files

that correspond to each sheet of the Contract Drawings. Name each file with the sheet
identification. Include identification in each digital data file.

4. Identification: As follows:
a. Project name.
b. Date.
c. Designation "PROJECT RECORD DRAWINGS."
d. Name of Architect and Construction Manager.
e. Name of Contractor.

1.06 RECORD SPECIFICATIONS

A. Preparation: Mark Specifications to indicate the actual product installation, where installation
varies from that indicated in Specifications, addenda, and Contract modifications.
1. Give particular attention to information on concealed products and installations that

cannot be readily identified and recorded later.
2. Mark copy with the proprietary name and model number of products, materials, and

equipment furnished, including substitutions and product options selected.
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3. Record the name of manufacturer, supplier, Installer, and other information necessary to
provide a record of selections made.

4. For each principal product, indicate whether Record Product Data has been submitted in
operation and maintenance manuals instead of submitted as Record Product Data.

5. Note related Change Orders, Record Product Data, and Record Drawings where
applicable.

B. Format: Submit record specifications as annotated PDF electronic file, paper copy, and scanned
PDF electronic file(s) of marked-up copy of Specifications.

1.07 RECORD PRODUCT DATA

A. Recording: Maintain one copy of each submittal during the construction period for Project
Record Document purposes.

B. Preparation: Mark Product Data to indicate the actual product installation where installation
varies substantially from that indicated in Product Data submittal.
1. Give particular attention to information on concealed products and installations that

cannot be readily identified and recorded later.
2. Include significant changes in the product delivered to Project site and changes in

manufacturer's written instructions for installation.
3. Note related Change Orders Record Drawings, Record Specifications, and Product Data.

C. Format: Submit Record Product Data as annotated PDF electronic file, paper copy, and scanned
PDF electronic file(s) of marked-up copy of Product Data.
1. Include Record Product Data directory organized by Specification Section number and

title, electronically linked to each item of Record Product Data.

1.08 MISCELLANEOUS RECORD SUBMITTALS

A. Assemble miscellaneous records required by other Specification Sections for miscellaneous
record keeping and submittal in connection with actual performance of the Work. Bind or file
miscellaneous records and identify each, ready for continued use and reference.

B. Format: Submit miscellaneous record submittals as PDF electronic file, paper copy, and
scanned PDF electronic file(s) of marked-up miscellaneous record submittals.
1. Include miscellaneous record submittals directory organized by Specification Section

number and title, electronically linked to each item of miscellaneous record submittals.

1.09 MAINTENANCE OF RECORD DOCUMENTS

A. Recording: Maintain one copy of each submittal during the construction period for Project
Record Document purposes.  Post changes and modifications to Project Record Documents as
they occur; do not wait until the end of Project.

B. Maintenance of Record Documents and samples: Store Record Documents and samples in the
field office apart from the Contract Documents used for construction. Do not use Project
Record Documents for construction purposes. Maintain Record Documents in good order and
in a clean, dry, legible condition, protected from deterioration and loss. Provide access to
Project Record Documents for Architect's and Construction Manager's reference during normal
working hours.
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PART 2 PRODUCTS (NOT USED)

PART 3 EXECUTION (NOT USED)

END OF SECTION  017839
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SECTION 017900 - DEMONSTRATION AND TRAINING

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and other Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes administrative and procedural requirements for instructing Owner's personnel,
including the following:
1. Instruction in operation and maintenance of systems, subsystems, and equipment.
2. Demonstration and training video recordings.

B. Allowances: Furnish demonstration and training instruction time under the demonstration and
training allowance as specified in Section 012100 - Allowances.

C. Unit Price for Instruction Time: Length of instruction time will be measured by actual time
spent performing demonstration and training in required location. No payment will be made for
time spent assembling educational materials, setting up, or cleaning up. See requirements in
Section 012200 - Unit Prices.

1.03 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 014000 - Quality Requirements 

B. Section 012100 - Allowances 

C. Section 012200 - Unit Prices 

D. Division 01 Section 013100 - Project Management And Coordination for requirements for pre-
installation conferences.

E. Section 017823 - Operation And Maintenance Data 

1.04 REFERENCE STANDARDS

1.05 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A. Instruction Program: Submit two copies of or _______ outline of instructional program for
demonstration and training, including a list of training modules and a schedule of proposed
dates, times, length of instruction time, and instructors' names for each training module. Include
learning objective and outline for each training module.
1. Indicate proposed training modules using manufacturer-produced demonstration and

training video recordings for systems, equipment, and products in lieu of video recording
of live instructional module

2. At completion of training, submit one complete training manual for Owner's use.

B. Qualification Data: For facilitator, instructor, and videographer .
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1. Include lists of completed projects with project names and addresses, names and addresses
of architects and owners, and other information specified.

C. Attendance Record: For each training module, submit list of participants and length of
instruction time.
1. Evaluations: For each participant and for each training module, submit results and

documentation of performance-based test.

1.06 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS

A. Demonstration and Training Video Recordings: Submit two or _______ copies within seven or
_______ days of end of each training module.
1. Identification: On each copy, provide an applied label with the following information:

a. Name of Project.
b. Name and address of videographer.
c. Name of Architect.
d. Name of Construction Manager.
e. Name of Contractor.
f. Date of video recording.

2. Transcript: Prepared and bound in format matching operation and maintenance manuals.
Mark appropriate identification on front and spine of each binder. Include a cover sheet
with same label information as the corresponding video recording. Include name of
Project and date of video recording on each page.

3. Transcript: Prepared in PDF electronic format. Include a cover sheet with same label
information as the corresponding video recording and a table of contents with links to
corresponding training components. Include name of Project and date of video recording
on each page.

4. At completion of training, submit complete training manual(s) for Owner's use prepared in
same paper, PDF file, and _______ format required for operation and maintenance
manuals specified in Section 017823 - Operation And Maintenance Data.

1.07 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Facilitator Qualifications: A firm or individual experienced in training or educating
maintenance personnel in a training program similar in content and extent to that indicated for
this Project, and whose work has resulted in training or education with a record of successful
learning performance.

B. Instructor Qualifications: A factory-authorized service representative, complying with
requirements in Section 014000 - Quality Requirements , experienced in operation and
maintenance procedures and training.

C. Videographer Qualifications: A professional videographer who is experienced photographing
demonstration and training events similar to those required.

D. Pre-instruction Conference: Conduct conference at Project site to comply with requirements in
Section 013100 - Project Management And Coordination . Review methods and procedures
related to demonstration and training including, but not limited to, the following:
1. Inspect and discuss locations and other facilities required for instruction.
2. Review and finalize instruction schedule and verify availability of educational materials,

instructors' personnel, audiovisual equipment, and facilities needed to avoid delays.
3. Review required content of instruction.
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4. For instruction that must occur outside, review weather and forecasted weather conditions
and procedures to follow if conditions are unfavorable.

1.08 COORDINATION

A. Coordinate instruction schedule with Owner's operations. Adjust schedule as required to
minimize disrupting Owner's operations and to ensure availability of Owner's personnel.

B. Coordinate instructors, including providing notification of dates, times, length of instruction
time, and course content.

C. Coordinate content of training modules with content of approved emergency, operation, and
maintenance manuals. Do not submit instruction program until operation and maintenance data
have been reviewed and approved by Architect.

1.09 INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

A. Program Structure: Develop an instruction program that includes individual training modules
for each system and for equipment not part of a system, as required by individual Specification
Sections.

B. Training Modules: Develop a learning objective and teaching outline for each module. Include
a description of specific skills and knowledge that participant is expected to master. For each
module, include instruction for the following as applicable to the system, equipment, or
component:

C. Basis of System Design, Operational Requirements, and Criteria: Include the following:
1. System, subsystem, and equipment descriptions.
2. Performance and design criteria if Contractor is delegated design responsibility.
3. Operating standards.
4. Regulatory requirements.
5. Equipment function.
6. Operating characteristics.
7. Limiting conditions.
8. Performance curves.

D. Documentation: Review the following items in detail:
1. Emergency manuals.
2. Systems and equipment operation manuals.
3. Systems and equipment maintenance manuals.
4. Product maintenance manuals.
5. Project Record Documents.
6. Identification systems.
7. Warranties and bonds.
8. Maintenance service agreements and similar continuing commitments.

E. Emergencies: Include the following, as applicable:
1. Instructions on meaning of warnings, trouble indications, and error messages.
2. Instructions on stopping.
3. Shutdown instructions for each type of emergency.
4. Operating instructions for conditions outside of normal operating limits.
5. Sequences for electric or electronic systems.
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6. Special operating instructions and procedures.

F. Operations: Include the following, as applicable:
1. Startup procedures.
2. Equipment or system break-in procedures.
3. Routine and normal operating instructions.
4. Regulation and control procedures.
5. Control sequences.
6. Safety procedures.
7. Instructions on stopping.
8. Normal shutdown instructions.
9. Operating procedures for emergencies.
10. Operating procedures for system, subsystem, or equipment failure.
11. Seasonal and weekend operating instructions.
12. Required sequences for electric or electronic systems.
13. Special operating instructions and procedures.

G. Adjustments: Include the following:
1. Alignments.
2. Checking adjustments.
3. Noise and vibration adjustments.
4. Economy and efficiency adjustments.

H. Troubleshooting: Include the following:
1. Diagnostic instructions.
2. Test and inspection procedures.

I. Maintenance: Include the following:
1. Inspection procedures.
2. Types of cleaning agents to be used and methods of cleaning.
3. List of cleaning agents and methods of cleaning detrimental to product.
4. Procedures for routine cleaning.
5. Procedures for preventive maintenance.
6. Procedures for routine maintenance.
7. Instruction on use of special tools.

J. Repairs: Include the following:
1. Diagnosis instructions.
2. Repair instructions.
3. Disassembly; component removal, repair, and replacement; and reassembly instructions.
4. Instructions for identifying parts and components.
5. Review of spare parts needed for operation and maintenance.

1.10 PREPARATION

A. Assemble educational materials necessary for instruction, including documentation and training
module. Assemble training modules into a training manual organized in coordination with
requirements in Section 017823 - Operation And Maintenance Data .

B. Set up instructional equipment at instruction location.
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1.11 INSTRUCTION

A. Facilitator: Engage a qualified facilitator to prepare instruction program and training modules,
to coordinate instructors, and to coordinate between Contractor and OwnerO for number of
participants, instruction times, and location.

B. Engage qualified instructors to instruct Owner's personnel to adjust, operate, and maintain
systems, subsystems, and equipment not part of a system.
1. Architect will furnish an instructor to describe basis of system design, operational

requirements, criteria, and regulatory requirements.
2. Owner will furnish an instructor to describe Owner's operational philosophy.
3. Owner will furnish Contractor with names and positions of participants.

C. Scheduling: Provide instruction at mutually agreed-on times. For equipment that requires
seasonal operation, provide similar instruction at start of each season.
1. Schedule training with Owner, through Architect or Construction Manager with at least

seven or _______ days' advance notice.

D. Training Location and Reference Material: Conduct training on-site in the completed and fully
operational facility using the actual equipment in-pla
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                       ce. Conduct training using final operation and maintenance data submittals.

E. Evaluation: At conclusion of each training module, assess and document each participant's
mastery of module by use of an oral, a written, or a demonstration  performance-based test.

F. Cleanup: Collect used and leftover educational materials and remove from Project site or give
to Owner . Remove instructional equipment. Restore systems and equipment to condition
existing before initial training use.

1.12 DEMONSTRATION AND TRAINING VIDEO RECORDINGS

A. General: Engage a qualified commercial videographer to record demonstration and training
video recordings. Record each training module separately. Include classroom instructions and
demonstrations, board diagrams, and other visual aids, but not student practice.
1. At beginning of each training module, record each chart containing learning objective and

lesson outline.

B. Digital Video Recordings: Provide high-resolution, digital video in MPEG format, produced by
a digital camera with minimum sensor resolution of 12 or _______ megapixels and capable of
recording in full HD mode with vibration reduction technology .
1. Submit video recordings on CD-ROM or thumb drive or by uploading to web-based

Project software site .
2. File Hierarchy: Organize folder structure and file locations according to Project Manual

table of contents. Provide complete screen-based menu.
3. File Names: Utilize file names based on name of equipment generally described in video

segment, as identified in Project specifications.
4. Contractor and Installer Contact File: Using appropriate software, create a file for

inclusion on the equipment demonstration and training recording that describes the
following for each Contractor involved on the Project, arranged according to Project
Manual table of contents:
a. Name of Contractor/Installer.
b. Business address.
c. Business phone number.
d. Point of contact.
e. Email address.

C. Recording: Mount camera on tripod before starting recording, unless otherwise necessary to
adequately cover area of demonstration and training. Display continuous running time.
1. Film training session(s) in segments not to exceed 15 minutes.

a. Produce segments to present a single significant piece of equipment per segment.
b. Organize segments with multiple pieces of equipment to follow order of Project

Manual table of contents.
c. Where a training session on a particular piece of equipment exceeds 15 minutes, stop

filming and pause training session. Begin training session again upon commencement
of new filming segment.
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D. Light Levels: Verify light levels are adequate to properly light equipment. Verify equipment
markings are clearly visible prior to recording.
1. Furnish additional portable lighting as required.

E. Narration: Describe scenes on video recording by audio narration by microphone while or
dubbing audio narration off-site after  video recording is recorded. Include description of items
being viewed.

F. Transcript: Provide a transcript of the narration. Display images and running time captured
from videotape opposite the corresponding narration segment.

G. Preproduced Video Recordings: Provide video recordings used as a component of training
modules in same format as recordings of live training.

PART 2  PRODUCTS - NOT USED

PART 3  EXECUTION - NOT USED

END OF SECTION  017900
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SECTION 018119 - CONSTRUCTION INDOOR AIR QUALITY (IAQ) MANAGEMENT-TEST

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 CONSTRUCTION IAQ MANAGEMENT GOALS FOR THE PROJECT

A. The Owner has established that this Project shall minimize the detrimental impacts on Indoor
Air Quality (IAQ) resulting from construction activities. Factors that contaminate indoor air,
such as dust entering HVAC systems and ductwork, improper storage of materials on-site, poor
housekeeping, shall be minimized.

1.03 SUMMARY

A. Section includes requirements for the development of a Construction Indoor Air Quality
Management Plan (alternately referred to as “the Plan”).
1. Develop the Plan for approval by the Owner and Architect.
2. The Plan shall be implemented throughout the duration of the project construction.
3. The Plan shall be documented as outlined in the Submittal Requirements of Paragraph 1.7

below.
4. The Plan is included as part of the SUSTAINABLE BUILDING REQUIREMENTS for

the project.

1.04 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. All sections of the Specifications related to interior construction, MEP systems, and items
affecting indoor air quality.

B. Division 01 Section 016116 - Volatile Organic (VOC) Limits For Adhesives, Sealants, Paints
And Coatings.

C. Division 09 Section 099123 - Interior Painting.

1.05 DEFINITIONS

A. Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC’s):
1. Chemical compounds common in and emitted by many building products, including

solvents in paints, coatings, adhesives and sealants, wood preservatives; composite wood
binder, and foam insulations.

2. Not all VOC’s are harmful, but many of those contained within building products
contribute to the formation of smog and irritate (at best) building occupants by their smell
and/or health impact.

3. Materials that act as “sinks” for VOC contamination: Absorptive materials, typically dry
and soft (such as textiles, carpeting, acoustical ceiling tiles and gypsum board) that readily
absorb VOC’s emitted by “source” materials and release them over a prolonged period of
time.

4. Materials that act as “sources” for VOC contamination:  Products with high VOC contents
that emit VOC’s either rapidly during application and curing (typically "wet" products,
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such as paints, sealants, adhesives, caulks and sealers) or over a prolonged period
(typically “dry” products such flooring coverings with plasticizers and engineered wood
with formaldehyde).

1.06 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASHRAE Std 52.2 - Method of Testing General Ventilation Air-Cleaning Devices for Removal
Efficiency by Particle Size.

B. SMACNA (OCC) - IAQ Guidelines for Occupied Buildings Under Construction.

1.07 SUSTAINABLE BUILDING PERFORMANCE GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

A. Implement practices and procedures to meet the project’s environmental performance goals.
Specific project goals that may impact this area of work include:
1. Use of recycled-content materials.
2. Use of locally-manufactured materials.
3. Use of low-emitting materials.
4. Use of certified wood products.
5. Construction waste recycling.
6. The implementation of a construction indoor air quality management plan.

B. Ensure that the requirements related to these goals, as defined in the sections below, are
implemented to the fullest extent. Substitutions, or other changes to the work shall not be
allowed if such changes substantially compromise the stated SUSTAINABLE BUILDING
PREFORMANCE Criteria.

1.08 CONSTRUCTION IAQ MANAGEMENT PLAN

A. Prepare and submit a Construction IAQ Management Plan to the Owner for approval. The
Construction IAQ Management Plan shall meet the following criteria:
1. Construction activities shall be planned to meet or exceed the minimum requirements of

the SMACNA (OCC).
2. Absorptive materials shall be protected from moisture damage when stored on-site and

after installation.
3. If air handlers are to be used during construction, filtration with a Minimum Efficiency

Reporting Value (MERV) of 8 must be at each return air grill, as determined byASHRAE
Std 52.2.

4. Filtration media shall be replaced immediately prior to occupancy. Filtration media shall
have a Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) of 13 as determined by ASHRAE
Std 52.2.

5. A “Sequence of Finish Installation Plan” shall be developed, highlighting measures to
reduce the absorption of VOCs by materials that act as “sinks”.

6. Upon approval of the Plan by the Owner and Architect, it shall be implemented through
the duration of the construction process, and documented in accordance with the Submittal
Requirements of Article1.09, 1.9, or _______ below.

B. Further description of the Construction IAQ Management Plan requirements is as follows:
1. SMACNA (OCC) Guidelines: Chapter 3 of the referenced “IAQ Guidelines for Occupied

Buildings Under Construction”, outline IAQ measures in five categories as listed below.
The Construction IAQ Management Plan shall be organized in accordance with the
SMACNA (OCC) format, and shall address measures to be implemented in each of the
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five categories (including subsections). All subsections shall be listed in the Plan; items
that are not applicable for this project should be listed as such.
a. HVAC Protection:

1) Return Side.
2) Central Filtration.
3) Supply Side.
4) Duct Cleaning.

b. Source Control:
1) Product Substitution.
2) Modifying Equipment Operation.
3) Changing Work Practices.
4) Local Exhaust.
5) Air Cleaning.
6) Cover or Seal.

c. Pathway Interruption:
1) Depressurize Work Area.
2) Pressurize Occupied Space.
3) Erect Barriers to Contain Construction Areas.
4) Relocate Pollutant Sources.
5) Temporarily Seal the Building.

d. Housekeeping.
e. Scheduling.

2. Protection of Materials from Moisture Damage: As part of the “Housekeeping” section of
the Construction IAQ Management Plan, measures to prevent installed materials or
material stored on-site from moisture damage shall be described. This section should also
describe measures to be taken if moisture damage does occur to absorptive materials
during the course of construction.

3. Replacement of Filtration Media: Under the “HVAC Protection” section of the
Construction IAQ Management Plan, a description of the filtration media in all ventilation
equipment shall be provided. The description shall include replacement criteria for
filtration media during construction, and confirmation of filtration media replacement for
all equipment immediately prior to occupancy.

4. Sequence of Finish Installation for Materials: Where feasible, absorptive materials shall be
installed after the installation of materials or finishes which have high short-term
emissions of VOC’s, formaldehyde, particulates, or other air-borne compounds.
a. Absorptive materials include, but are not limited to:

1) Carpets.
2) Acoustical Ceiling panels.
3) Fabric wall coverings.
4) Insulations (exposed to the airstream).
5) Upholstered furnishings.
6) Other woven, fibrous or porous materials.

b. Materials with high short-term emissions include, but are not limited to:
1) Adhesives.
2) Sealants and glazing compounds (specifically those with petrochemical vehicles

or carriers).
3) Paints.
4) Wood preservatives and finishes.
5) Control and/or expansion joint fillers.
6) Hard finishes requiring adhesive installation.
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7) Gypsum board (with associated finish processes and products)
8) Composite or engineered wood products with formaldehyde binders.

5. Develop a separate sequencing plan that identifies feasible opportunities to meet the
above-stated goals for the project. The plan shall be submitted to the Architect and Owner
in accordance with the Submittal Requirements of this specification.

6. Implementation and Coordination: Implement the Construction IAQ Management Plan,
and coordinate the Plan with all affected trades. Designate one individual as the
Construction IAQ Representative, who will be responsible for communicating the
progress of the Plan with the Owner and Architect on a regular basis, and for assembling
the required documentation. Include provisions in the Construction IAQ Management
Plan for addressing conditions in the field that do not adhere to the Plan, including
provisions to implement a stop work order, or to rectify non-compliant conditions.

1.09 SUBMITTALS

A. Submit the following Sustainable Building Performance required records and documents:
1. A copy of the Construction IAQ Management Plan as defined in this specification.
2. Product cut-sheets for all filtration media used during construction and installed

immediately prior to occupancy, with MERV values highlighted. Cut sheets shall be
submitted with the Contractor's or Subcontractor’s ‘approved’ stamp as confirmation that
the products are the products installed on the project.

3. Provide the Architect or Owner’s Representative with a minimum of 18 photographs
comprising of at least six photographs taken on three different occasions during
construction. The photographs shall document the implementation of the Construction
IAQ Management Plan throughout the course of the project construction. Examples
include photographs of ductwork sealing and protection, temporary ventilation measures,
and conditions of on-site materials storage (to prevent moisture damage). Photographs
shall be submitted with brief descriptions of the Construction IAQ Management Plan
measure documented, or be referenced to project meeting minutes or similar project
documents which reference to the Construction IAQ Management Plan measure
documented.

PART 2  PRODUCTS - NOT USED

PART 3  EXECUTION - NOT USED

END OF SECTION  018119
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SECTION 024100 - DEMOLITION

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Selective demolition of building elements for alteration purposes.

B. Removal and salvage of existing items for delivery to Owner and removal of existing items for
reinstallation.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 011000 - Summary:  Limitations on Contractor's use of site and premises.

B. Section 015000 - Temporary Facilities and Controls:  Site fences, security, protective barriers,
and waste removal.

C. Section 016000 - Product Requirements:  Handling and storage of items removed for salvage
and relocation.

D. Section 017000 - Execution and Closeout Requirements:  Project conditions; protection of
bench marks, survey control points, and existing construction to remain; reinstallation of
removed products; temporary bracing and shoring.

E. Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal:  Limitations on disposal of
removed materials; requirements for recycling.

F. Division 31 Sections:  Vegetation and existing debris removal; earth stripping and stockpiling,
rough and fine grading, and filling holes and excavations.

G. Section 312200 - Grading:  Rough and fine grading.

1.03 DEFINITIONS

A. Remove:  Detach or dismantle items from existing construction and dispose of them off site,
unless items are indicated to be salvaged or reinstalled.

B. Remove and Salvage:  Detach or dismantle items from existing construction in a manner to
prevent damage.  Clean, package, label and deliver salvaged items to Owner in ready-for-reuse
condition.

C. Remove and Reinstall:  Detach or dismantle items from existing construction in a manner to
prevent damage.  Clean and prepare for reuse and reinstall where indicated.

D. Existing to Remain: Designation for existing items that are not to be removed and that are not
otherwise indicated to be salvaged or reinstalled.

E. Dismantle: To remove by disassembling or detaching an item from a surface, using gentle
methods and equipment to prevent damage to the item and surfaces; disposing of items unless
indicated to be salvaged or reinstalled.
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F. Match: To blend with adjacent construction and manifest no apparent difference in material
type, species, cut, form, detail, color, grain, texture, or finish; as approved by Architect.

G. Refinish: To remove existing finishes to base material and apply new finish to match original,
or as otherwise indicated.

H. Repair: To correct damage and defects, retaining existing materials, features, and finishes. This
includes patching, piecing-in, splicing, consolidating, or otherwise reinforcing or upgrading
materials.

I. Replace: To remove, duplicate, and reinstall entire item with new material. The original item is
the pattern for creating duplicates unless otherwise indicated.

J. Replicate: To reproduce in exact detail, materials, and finish unless otherwise indicated.

K. Reproduce: To fabricate a new item, accurate in detail to the original, and from either the same
or a similar material as the original, unless otherwise indicated.

L. Retain: To keep an element or detail secure and intact.

M. Strip: To remove existing finish down to base material unless otherwise indicated.

1.04 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. NFPA 241 - Standard for Safeguarding Construction, Alteration, and Demolition Operations.

1.05 COORDINATION

A. Arrange selective demolition schedule so as not to interfere with Owner's operations.

1.06 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Site Plan:  Indicate:
1. Vegetation to be protected.
2. Areas for temporary construction and field offices.
3. Areas for temporary and permanent placement of removed materials.

C. Demolition Plan:  Submit demolition plan as required by OSHA and local AHJs.
1. Indicate extent of demolition, removal sequencing, bracing and shoring, and location and

construction of barricades and fences.
2. Demolition firm qualifications.

D. Project Record Documents:  Accurately record actual locations of capped and active utilities
and subsurface construction.

1.07 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Demolition Firm Qualifications:  Company specializing in the type of work required.
1. Minimum of 5 years of documented  experience.
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B. Predemolition Conference: Conduct conference at Project site.
1. Inspect and discuss condition of construction to be selectively demolished.
2. Review structural load limitations of existing structure.
3. Review and finalize selective demolition schedule and verify availability of demolition

personnel, equipment, and facilities needed to make progress and avoid delays.
4. Review requirements of work performed by other trades that rely on substrates exposed by

selective demolition operations.
5. Review areas where existing construction is to remain and requires protection.
6. Review and finalize protection requirements.
7. Review procedures for noise control. 
8. Review storage, protection, and accounting for items to be removed for salvage or

reinstallation.

C. Refrigerant Recovery Technician Qualifications: Type I certified by an EPA-approved
certification program.

1.08 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Discrepancies: Notify Architect of discrepancies between existing conditions and Drawings
before proceeding with demolition work.

B. Size Limitations in Existing Spaces: Materials, products, and equipment used for performing
the Work and for transporting debris, materials, and products shall be of sizes that clear
surfaces within existing spaces, areas, rooms, and openings, including temporary protection, by
12 inches (300 mm) or more.

PART 2  PRODUCTS - NOT USED 

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that utilities have been disconnected and capped before starting selective demolition
operations.

B. Review Project Record Documents of existing construction or other existing condition and
hazardous material information provided by Owner. Owner does not guarantee that existing
conditions are same as those indicated in Project Record Documents.

C. Perform an engineering survey of condition of building to determine whether removing any
element might result in structural deficiency or unplanned collapse of any portion of structure
or adjacent structures during selective building demolition operations.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Temporary Shoring: Design, provide, and maintain shoring, bracing, and structural supports as
required to preserve stability and prevent movement, settlement, or collapse of construction and
finishes to remain, and to prevent unexpected or uncontrolled movement or collapse of
construction being demolished.
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B. Temporary Protection: Provide temporary barricades and other protection required to prevent
injury to people and damage to adjacent buildings and facilities to remain.

C. Refrigerant: Before starting demolition, remove refrigerant from mechanical equipment in
accordance with 40 CFR 82 and regulations of authorities having jurisdiction.

3.03 DEMOLITION

A. Remove portions of existing building as indicated on Drawings. 

B. Remove paving and curbs required to accomplish new work.

C. Break up paving as indicated on drawings  to permit natural moisture drainage; leave pieces not
larger than 1 square yard (1 square meter) .

D. Within area of new construction, remove foundation walls and footings to minimum 2 feet (600
mm) below finished grade.

E. Concrete: Demolish in sections. Cut concrete full depth at junctures with construction to remain
and at regular intervals using power-driven saw, and then remove concrete between saw cuts
1. Remove concrete slabs on grade as indicated on drawings.

F. Remove fences and gates as indicated on drawings.

G. Remove other items indicated, for salvage, relocation, and recycling .

H. Fill excavations, open pits, and holes in ground areas generated as result of removals, using
specified fill; compact fill as required so that required rough grade elevations do not subside
within one year after completion .

3.04 GENERAL PROCEDURES AND PROJECT CONDITIONS

A. Comply with applicable codes and regulations for demolition operations and safety of adjacent
structures and the public.
1. Obtain required permits.
2. Comply with applicable requirements of NFPA 241.
3. Take precautions to prevent catastrophic or uncontrolled collapse of structures to be

removed; do not allow worker or public access within range of potential collapse of
unstable structures.

4. Provide, erect, and maintain temporary barriers and security devices.
5. Use physical barriers to prevent access to areas that could be hazardous to workers or the

public.
6. Conduct operations to minimize effects on and interference with adjacent structures and

occupants.
7. Do not close or obstruct roadways or sidewalks without permits from authority having

jurisdiction.
8. Conduct operations to minimize obstruction of public and private entrances and exits. Do

not obstruct required exits at any time. Protect persons using entrances and exits from
removal operations.

9. Obtain written permission from owners of adjacent properties when demolition equipment
will traverse, infringe upon, or limit access to their property.
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10. Notify Architect of visible changes in the integrity of material or components whether
from environmental causes including biological attack, UV degradation, freezing, or
thawing or from structural defects including cracks, movement, or distortion.
a. Do not proceed with the work in question until directed by Architect.

B. Do not begin removal until receipt of notification to proceed from Owner.

C. Do not begin removal until built elements to be salvaged or relocated have been removed.

D. Do not begin removal until vegetation to be relocated has been removed and vegetation to
remain has been protected from damage.

E. Protect existing structures and other elements to remain in place and not removed.
1. Provide bracing and shoring.
2. Prevent movement or settlement of adjacent structures.
3. Stop work immediately if adjacent structures appear to be in danger.

F. Minimize production of dust due to demolition operations. Do not use water if that will result in
ice, flooding, sedimentation of public waterways or storm sewers, or other pollution.

G. Perform demolition in a manner that maximizes salvage and recycling of materials.
1. Comply with requirements of Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and

Disposal.
2. Dismantle existing construction and separate materials.
3. Set aside reusable, recyclable, and salvageable materials; store and deliver to collection

point or point of reuse.

H. Partial Removal of Paving and Curbs:  Neatly saw cut at right angle to surface.

3.05 EXISTING UTILITIES

A. Coordinate work with utility companies. Notify utilities before starting work, comply with their
requirements, and obtain required permits.

B. Protect existing utilities to remain from damage.

C. Do not disrupt public utilities without permit from authority having jurisdiction.

D. Do not close, shut off, or disrupt existing life safety systems that are in use without at least 7
days prior written notification to Owner.

E. Do not close, shut off, or disrupt existing utility branches or take-offs that are in use without at
least 3 days prior written notification to Owner.

F. Locate and mark utilities to remain; mark using highly visible tags or flags, with identification
of utility type; protect from damage due to subsequent construction, using substantial barricades
if necessary.

G. Unused underground piping may be abandoned in place, provided it is completely drained and
capped; remove  exposed piping, valves, meters, equipment, supports, and foundations of
disconnected and abandoned utilities.
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H. Prepare building demolition areas by disconnecting and capping utilities outside the demolition
zone. Identify and mark, in same manner as other utilities to remain, utilities to be reconnected.

3.06 SELECTIVE DEMOLITION FOR ALTERATIONS

A. Existing construction and utilities indicated on drawings are based on casual field observation
and existing record documents only.
1. Verify construction and utility arrangements are as indicated.
2. Report discrepancies to Architect before disturbing existing installation.
3. Beginning of demolition work constitutes acceptance of existing conditions that would be

apparent upon examination prior to starting demolition.
4. Perform surveys of Project site as the Work progresses to detect hazards resulting from

alterations.

B. Separate areas in which demolition is being conducted from areas that remain occupied.
1. Provide, erect, and maintain temporary dustproof partitions of construction specified in

Section 015000 in locations indicated on drawings.
2. Provide sound retardant partitions of construction and in locations indicated on drawings.

C. Maintain weatherproof exterior building enclosure, except for interruptions required for
replacement or modifications; prevent water and humidity damage.

D. Remove existing work as indicated and required to accomplish new work.
1. Remove items indicated on drawings.
2. Resilient Floor Coverings: Remove floor coverings and adhesive in accordance with

recommendations in RFCI's "Recommended Work Practices for the Removal of Resilient
Floor Coverings." Do not use methods requiring solvent-based adhesive strippers.

E. Services including, but not limited to, HVAC, Plumbing, Fire Protection, Electrical, and
Telecommunications:  Remove existing systems and equipment as indicated.
1. Maintain existing active systems to remain in operation, and maintain access to equipment

and operational components.
2. Where existing active systems serve occupied facilities but are to be replaced with new

services, maintain existing systems in service until new systems are complete and ready
for service.

3. See Section 011000 - Summary for limitations on outages and required notifications.
4. Verify that abandoned services serve only abandoned facilities before removal.
5. Remove abandoned pipe, ducts, conduits, and equipment, including those above

accessible ceilings. Remove back to source of supply where possible, otherwise cap stub
and tag with identification.

F. Salvaged Materials:
1. Clean loose dirt and debris from salvaged items unless more extensive cleaning is

indicated.
2. Pack or crate items after cleaning; cushion against damage during handling. Label

contents of containers.
3. Store items in a secure area until delivery to Owner.
4. Transport items to Owner's storage area on-site .
5. Protect items from damage during transport and storage.
6. If required by Owner, reinstall items in locations indicated. Comply with installation

requirements for new materials and equipment unless otherwise indicated. Provide
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connections, supports, and miscellaneous materials to make items functional for use
indicated.

G. Storage: Catalog items being stored within a weathertight enclosure where they are protected
from moisture, weather, condensation, and freezing temperatures.

H. Protect existing work to remain.
1. Prevent movement of structure. Provide shoring and bracing as required.
2. Perform cutting to accomplish removal work neatly and as specified for cutting new work.
3. Repair adjacent construction and finishes damaged during removal work.
4. Patch to match new work.

3.07 DEBRIS AND WASTE REMOVAL

A. Remove materials not to be reused on site; comply with requirements of Section 017419 -
Waste Management and Disposal .

B. Leave site in clean condition, ready for subsequent work.

C. Clean up spillage and wind-blown debris from public and private lands.

END OF SECTION  024100
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SECTION 030100 - MAINTENANCE OF CONCRETE

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Cleaning of existing concrete surfaces.

B. Sealing interior concrete slabs where no floor finish is scheduled.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 016116 - Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Limits For Adhesives, Sealants, Paints,
And Coatings  for additional requirements.

B. Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal ; Requirements for recycling
packaging and material waste.

C. Section 018113.71 for additional requirements.

D. Section 033000 - Cast-in-Place Concrete:  Finishing of concrete surface to tolerance; floating,
troweling, and similar operations; curing.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ICRI 310.2R - Selecting and Specifying Concrete Surface Preparation for Sealers, Coatings,
Polymer Overlays, and Concrete Repair.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. Refer to Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures for submittal procedures.

B. Refer to Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal  for additional
submittal requirements.

C. Product Data:  Indicate product standards, physical and chemical characteristics, technical
specifications, limitations, maintenance instructions, and general recommendations regarding
each material.

D. Manufacturer's instructions.

E. Installer's qualification statement.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing products specified in this
section, with not less than five  years of  documented  experience.

B. Cleaner Qualifications:  Company specializing in, and with minimum of five  of experience in,
the type of cleaning specified.
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C. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of the type specified and
with minimum of five  of  documented  experience .

1.06 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Comply with manufacturers' instructions for storage, shelf life limitations, and handling of
products.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 CLEANING MATERIALS

A. Detergent:  Non-ionic detergent.

2.02 ACCESSORIES

A. Water:  Clean and potable.

B. Sealer (CONC-S1): A penetrating sealer, densifier, and hardener for exposed concrete; VOC
content 100 g/L or less.
1. Products: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following:

a. PROSOCO; Consolideck LS/CS.
b. Substitutions: See Section016000-Product Requirements.

C. MIXES
1. General: Mix products, in clean containers, according to manufacturer's written

instructions.
a. Do not add water, thinners, or additives unless recommended by manufacturer.
b. When practical, use manufacturer's premeasured packages to ensure that materials are

mixed in proper proportions. When premeasured packages are not used, measure
ingredients using graduated measuring containers; do not estimate quantities or use
shovel or trowel as unit of measure.

c. Do not mix more materials than can be used within time limits recommended by
manufacturer.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that surfaces are ready to receive work.

B. Beginning of installation means acceptance of substrate.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Prepare concrete surfaces to be repaired according to ICRI 310.2R , CSP 3.

3.03 CLEANING EXISTING CONCRETE

A. Provide enclosures, barricades, and other temporary construction as required to protect adjacent
work from damage.
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B. Clean concrete surfaces of dirt or other contamination using the gentlest method that is
effective.
1. Try the gentlest method first, then, if not clean enough, use a less gentle method taking

care to watch for impending damage.
2. Clean out cracks and voids using same methods.

C. The following are acceptable cleaning methods, in order from gentlest to less gentle:
1. Water washing using low-pressure, maximum of 100 psi, and, if necessary, brushes with

natural or synthetic bristles.
2. Increasing the water washing pressure to maximum of 400 psi.
3. Adding detergent to washing water; with final water rinse to remove residual detergent.
4. Steam-generated low-pressure hot-water washing.

D. Do not use any of the following cleaning methods, unless otherwise indicated:
1. Brushes with wire bristles, grinding with abrasives, solvents, hydrochloric or muriatic

acid, sodium hydroxide, caustic soda, or lye.
2. Soap or detergent that is not non-ionic.

3.04 APPLICATION

A. General: Comply with manufacturer's written instructions and recommendations for application
of products, including surface preparation.

B. Sealer: Apply by brush, roller, or airless spray at manufacturer's recommended application.

C. Apply liquid until surface is saturated, scrubbing into surface until a gel forms; re-wet; and
repeat brooming or scrubbing. Rinse with water; remove excess material until surface is dry.

END OF SECTION  030100
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SECTION 032000  CONCRETE REINFORCING 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1  RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.2  SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes:

1. Steel reinforcement bars.

2. Welded-wire reinforcement.

B. Related Requirements:

1. Section 033000 “Cast-In-Place Concrete” for reinforcing used in cast in placed concrete.

1.3  PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS 

A. Preinstallation Conference: Conduct conference at Project site.

1. Review the following:

a. Special inspection and testing and inspecting agency procedures for field quality

control.

b. Construction contraction and isolation joints.

c. Steel-reinforcement installation.

1.4  ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For the following:

1. Each type of steel reinforcement.

2. Epoxy repair coating.

3. Bar supports.

4. Mechanical splice couplers.

B. Shop Drawings: Comply with ACI SP-066:

1. Include placing drawings that detail fabrication, bending, and placement.
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2. Include bar sizes, lengths, materials, grades, bar schedules, stirrup spacing, bent bar diagrams, bar 

arrangement, location of splices, lengths of lap splices, details of mechanical splice couplers, 

details of welding splices, tie spacing, hoop spacing, and supports for concrete reinforcement. 

C. Construction Joint Layout: Indicate proposed construction joints required to build the structure. 

1. Location of construction joints is subject to approval of the Architect and EoR. 

1.5             INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

 A.        Qualification Statements: For testing and inspection agency. 

 B.        Material Certificates: For each of the following, signed by manufacturers: 

            1.     Epoxy-Coated Reinforcement: CRSI's "Epoxy Coating Plant Certification." 

 C.         Material Test Reports: For the following, from a qualified testing agency: 

            1.        Steel Reinforcement 

2. Mechanical splice couplers. 

D. Field quality-control reports. 

E. Minutes of preinstallation conference. 

1.6            QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A.   Testing Agency Qualifications: An independent agency, qualified in accordance with       

ASTM C1077 and ASTM E329 for testing indicated. 

1.7          DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A.     Steel Reinforcement: Deliver, store, and handle steel reinforcement to prevent bending and     

damage.  and to avoid damaging coatings on steel reinforcement. 

1. Store reinforcement to avoid contact with earth. 

2. Do not allow epoxy-coated reinforcement to be stored outdoors for more than 60 days 

without being stored under an opaque covering. 
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1               PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

2.2              STEEL REINFORCEMENT 

A. Reinforcing Bars: ASTM A615/A615M, Grade 60 minimum, deformed. 

B. Headed-Steel Reinforcing Bars: ASTM A970/A970M. 

C. Epoxy-Coated Reinforcing Bars: 

1. Steel Bars: ASTM A615/A615M, Grade 60 minimum, deformed bars. 

2. Epoxy Coating: ASTM A775/A775M or ASTM A934/A934M with less than 2 percent 

damaged coating in each 12-inch bar length. 

D. Plain-Steel Welded-Wire Reinforcement: ASTM A1064/A1064M, plain, fabricated from as-drawn 

steel wire into flat sheets. 

2.3             REINFORCEMENT ACCESSORIES 

A.       Joint Dowel Bars: ASTM A615/A615M, Grade 60 minimum, plain-steel bars, cut true to length           

with ends square and free of burrs. 

B.   Epoxy-Coated Joint Dowel Bars: ASTM A615/A615M, Grade 60 minimum, plain-steel bars,            

ASTM A775/A775M epoxy coated. 

C.   Bar Supports: Bolsters, chairs, spacers, and other devices for spacing, supporting, and fastening 

reinforcing bars and welded-wire reinforcement in place. 

1. Manufacture bar supports from steel wire, plastic, or precast concrete in accordance with 

CRSI's "Manual of Standard Practice," of greater compressive strength than concrete and as 

follows: 

a. For concrete surfaces exposed to view, where legs of wire bar supports contact 

forms, use CRSI Class 1 plastic-protected steel wire, all-plastic bar supports, or 

CRSI Class 2 stainless steel bar supports. 

b. For epoxy-coated reinforcement, use CRSI Class 1A epoxy-coated or other 

dielectric-polymer-coated wire bar supports. 

c. For dual-coated reinforcement, use CRSI Class 1A epoxy-coated or other dielectric-

polymer-coated wire bar supports. 

d. For zinc-coated reinforcement, use galvanized wire or dielectric-polymer-coated 

wire bar supports. 

e. For stainless steel reinforcement, use CRSI Class 1 plastic-protected steel wire, all-

plastic bar supports, or CRSI Class 2 stainless steel bar supports. 

D.     Mechanical Splice Couplers: ACI 318 Type 2, same material of reinforcing bar being spliced;        

tension-compression type, dowel-bar type, or mechanical-lap type as indicated on Drawings. 
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E. Steel Tie Wire: ASTM A1064/A1064M, annealed steel, not less than 0.0508 inch in diameter. 

1. Finish: Galvanized. 

F. Stainless Steel Tie Wire: ASTM A1022/A1022M, not less than 0.0508 inch in diameter. 

G. Epoxy Repair Coating: Liquid, two-part, epoxy repair coating; compatible with epoxy coating on 

reinforcement and complying with ASTM A775/A775M. 

2.4            FABRICATING REINFORCEMENT 

A.         Fabricate steel reinforcement according to CRSI's "Manual of Standard Practice." 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1              PREPARATION 

A. Protection of In-Place Conditions: 

1. Do not cut or puncture vapor retarder. 

2. Repair damage and reseal vapor retarder before placing concrete. 

B. Clean reinforcement of loose rust and mill scale, earth, ice, and other foreign materials that reduce 

bond to concrete. 

3.2            INSTALLATION OF STEEL REINFORCEMENT 

 A.      Comply with CRSI's "Manual of Standard Practice" for placing and supporting reinforcement. 

 B.       Accurately position, support, and secure reinforcement against displacement. 

1. Locate and support reinforcement with bar supports to maintain minimum concrete cover. 

2. Do not tack weld crossing reinforcing bars. 

C. Preserve clearance between bars of not less than 1 inch, not less than one bar diameter, or not less 

than 1-1/3 times size of large aggregate, whichever is greater. 

D. Provide concrete coverage in accordance with ACI 318. 

E. Set wire ties with ends directed into concrete, not toward exposed concrete surfaces. 

F. Splices: Lap splices as indicated on Drawings. 

1. Bars indicated to be continuous, and all vertical bars shall be lapped per structural drawings 

or as per ACI 318 Class B Tension Lap Splice  

2. Stagger splices in accordance with ACI 318. 

3. Mechanical Splice Couplers: Install in accordance with manufacturer's instructions. 
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G. Install welded-wire reinforcement in longest practicable lengths. 

1. Support welded-wire reinforcement in accordance with CRSI "Manual of Standard 

Practice." 

a. For reinforcement less than W4.0 or D4.0, continuous support spacing shall not 

exceed 12 inches. 

2. Lap edges and ends of adjoining sheets at least one wire spacing plus 2 inches for plain 

wire and 8 inches for deformed wire. 

3. Offset laps of adjoining sheet widths to prevent continuous laps in either direction. 

4. Lace overlaps with wire. 

H. Epoxy-Coated Reinforcement: Repair cut and damaged epoxy coatings with epoxy repair coating 

in accordance with ASTM D3963/D3963M. 

3.3              JOINTS 

A.      Construction Joints: Install so strength and appearance of concrete are not impaired, at locations    

indicated or as approved by Architect. 

1. Place joints perpendicular to main reinforcement. 

2. Continue reinforcement across construction joints unless otherwise indicated. 

3. Do not continue reinforcement through sides of strip placements of floors and slabs. 

B.      Doweled Joints: Install dowel bars and support assemblies at joints where indicated.  Lubricate or 

asphalt coat one-half of dowel length, to prevent concrete bonding to one side of joint. 

3.4            INSTALLATION TOLERANCES 

A.           Comply with ACI 117. 

3.5           FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A.      Special Inspections: Owner will engage a special inspector and qualified testing and inspecting 

agency to perform field tests and inspections and prepare test reports. 

B.          Inspections: 

1.        Steel-reinforcement placement. 

2.        Steel-reinforcement mechanical splice couplers. 

END OF SECTION 032000 
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SECTION 033000                                                                                      CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including the General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.  

1.2 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes: 

1. Cast-in-place concrete, including concrete materials, mixture design, placement 

procedures, and finishes. 

B. Related Requirements: 

1. Section 032000 "Concrete Reinforcing" for steel reinforcing bars and welded-wire 

reinforcement. 

2. Section 312000 "Earth Moving" for drainage fill under slabs-on-ground. 

3. Section 321313 "Concrete Paving" for concrete pavement and walks. 

DEFINITIONS 

C. Cementitious Materials: Portland cement alone or in combination with one or more of the 

following: blended hydraulic cement, fly ash, slag cement, other pozzolans, and silica fume; 

materials subject to compliance with requirements. 

D. Water/Cement Ratio (w/cm): The ratio by weight of water to cementitious materials. 

1.3 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS 

A. Preinstallation Conference: Conduct conference at Project site. 

1. Require representatives of each entity directly concerned with cast-in-place concrete to 

attend, including the following: 

a. Contractor's superintendent. 

b. Independent testing agency responsible for concrete design mixtures. 

c. Ready-mix concrete manufacturer. 

d. Concrete Subcontractor. 

e. Special concrete finish Subcontractor. 

2. Review the following: 

a. Special inspection and testing and inspecting agency procedures for field quality 

control. 
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b. Construction joints, control joints, isolation joints, and joint-filler strips. 

c. Semirigid joint fillers. 

d. Vapor-retarder installation. 

e. Anchor rod and anchorage device installation tolerances. 

f. Horizontal Tolerances at slab edges sensitive to ACI 117 requirements (E.G. 

bearing walls at perimeter of building, sensitive façades, columns/walls at 

perimeter of building) 

g. Cold and hot weather concreting procedures. 

h. Mass concreting procedures 

i. Concrete finishes and finishing. 

j. Curing procedures. 

k. Forms and form-removal limitations. 

l. Shoring and reshoring procedures. 

m. Methods for achieving specified floor and slab flatness and levelness. 

n. Floor and slab flatness and levelness measurements. 

o. Concrete repair procedures. 

p. Concrete protection. 

q. Initial curing and field curing of field test cylinders (ASTM C31) 

r. Protection of field cured field test cylinders. 

s. Supplementary cementitious materials: Review how they may alter the concrete 

properties associated with the contractors means and methods. Such properties that 

may be affected includes but are not limited to: workability, set time, air 

entrainment.  

1.4 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data: For each of the following. 

1. Portland cement. 

2. Fly ash. 

3. Slag cement. 

4. Silica fume. 

5. Aggregates. 

6. Admixtures: 

a. Include limitations of use, including restrictions on cementitious materials, 

supplementary cementitious materials, air entrainment, aggregates, temperature at 

time of concrete placement, relative humidity at time of concrete placement, curing 

conditions, and use of other admixtures. 

7. Vapor retarders. 

8. Liquid floor treatments. 

9. Curing materials. 

a. Include documentation from color pigment manufacturer, indicating that proposed 

methods of curing are recommended by color pigment manufacturer. 

10. Joint fillers. 

11. Repair materials. 

B. Design Mixtures: For each concrete mixture, include the following: 

1. Mixture identification. 
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2. Type and source information on concrete materials proposed for use including: 

a. Cementitious Materials 

b. Aggregates  

c. Admixtures 

d. Water 

3. Minimum 28-day compressive strength. (f’c) 

4. Required average compressive strength, f΄cr, for each class of concrete.  

5. Documentation of strength test records of similar class of concrete used to establish 

standard deviation in accordance with ACI 301, when test records exist. 

6. Documentation of compliance with f΄cr of proposed mixture(s) and test age  

7. Strength of concrete at other specified ages, or as required for means and methods.  

8. Durability exposure class. 

9. Maximum w/cm. 

10. Calculated equilibrium unit weight, for lightweight concrete. 

11. Slump limit. 

12. Air content. 

13. Indicate amounts of mixing water to be withheld for later addition at Project site if 

permitted. 

14. Include manufacturer's certification that permeability-reducing admixture is compatible 

with mix design. 

15. Include certification that dosage rate for permeability-reducing admixture matches 

dosage rate used in performance compliance test. 

16. Intended placement method. 

17. Submit alternate design mixtures when characteristics of materials, Project conditions, 

weather, test results, or other circumstances warrant adjustments. 

C. Shop Drawings: Comply with ACI SP-066 

1. Construction Joint Layout: Indicate proposed construction joints required to construct the 

structure. 

a. Location of construction joints is subject to approval of the Architect. 

2. Include placing drawings that detail fabrication, bending, and placement. 

3. Include bar sizes, lengths, materials, grades, bar schedules, stirrup spacing, bent bar 

diagrams, bar arrangement, location of splices, lengths of lap splices, details of 

mechanical splice couplers, details of welding splices, tie spacing, hoop spacing, and 

supports for concrete reinforcement. 

1.5 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Qualification Statements: For testing and inspection agency. 

B. Material Certificates: For each of the following, signed by manufacturers: 

1. Epoxy-Coated Reinforcement: CRSI's "Epoxy Coating Plant Certification." 

2. Dual-Coated Reinforcement: CRSI's "Epoxy Coating Plant Certification." 

C. Material Test Reports: For the following, from a qualified testing agency: 

1. Steel Reinforcement: 
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a. For reinforcement to be welded, mill test analysis for chemical composition and 

carbon equivalent of the steel in accordance with ASTM A706/A706M. 

2. Mechanical splice couplers. 

D. Field quality-control reports. 

E. Minutes of preinstallation conference. 

1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Installer Qualifications: A qualified installer who employs Project personnel qualified as an ACI-

certified Flatwork Technician and Finisher and a supervisor who is a certified ACI Flatwork 

Concrete Finisher/Technician or an ACI Concrete Flatwork Technician. 

1. Post-Installed Concrete Anchors Installers: ACI-certified Adhesive Anchor Installer. 

B. Ready-Mixed Concrete Manufacturer Qualifications: A firm experienced in manufacturing ready-

mixed concrete products and that complies with ASTM C94 requirements for production facilities 

and equipment. 

1. Manufacturer certified in accordance with NRMCA's "Certification of Ready Mixed 

Concrete Production Facilities." 

C. Laboratory Testing Agency Qualifications: A testing agency qualified in accordance with 

ASTM C1077 and ASTM E329 for testing indicated and employing an ACI-certified Concrete 

Quality Control Technical Manager. 

1. Personnel performing laboratory tests to be an ACI-certified Concrete Strength Testing 

Technician and Concrete Laboratory Testing Technician, Grade I. Testing agency 

laboratory supervisor to be an ACI-certified Concrete Laboratory Testing Technician, 

Grade II. 

D. Field Quality-Control Testing Agency Qualifications: An independent agency, qualified in 

accordance with ASTM C1077 and ASTM E329 for testing indicated. 

1. Personnel conducting field tests to be qualified as an ACI Concrete Field Testing 

Technician, Grade 1, in accordance with ACI CPP 610.1 or an equivalent certification 

program. 

1.7 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Comply with ASTM C94/C94M and ACI 301. 

1.8 FIELD CONDITIONS 

A. Cold-Weather Placement: Comply with ACI 301 and ACI 306.1 and as follows. 
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1. Protect concrete work from physical damage or reduced strength that could be caused by 

frost, freezing actions, or low temperatures. 

2. When average high and low temperature is expected to fall below 40 deg F for three 

successive days, maintain delivered concrete mixture temperature within the temperature 

range required by ACI 301. 

3. Do not use frozen materials or materials containing ice or snow.  Do not place concrete 

on frozen subgrade or on subgrade containing frozen materials. 

4. Do not use calcium chloride, salt, or other materials containing antifreeze agents or 

chemical accelerators unless otherwise specified and approved in mixture designs. 

B. Hot-Weather Placement: Comply with ACI 301 and ACI 305.1, and as follows: 

1. Maintain concrete temperature at time of discharge to not exceed 90 deg F. 

2. Fog-spray forms, steel reinforcement, and subgrade just before placing concrete. Keep 

subgrade uniformly moist without standing water, soft spots, or dry areas. 

1.9 WARRANTY 

A. Manufacturer's Warranty: Manufacturer agrees to furnish replacement sheet vapor retarder/termite 

barrier material and accessories for sheet vapor retarder/ termite barrier and accessories that do not 

comply with requirements or that fail to resist penetration by termites within specified warranty 

period. 

1. Warranty Period: 10 years from date of Substantial Completion. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 CONCRETE, GENERAL 

A. ACI Publications: Comply with ACI 301 unless modified by requirements in the Contract 

Documents. 

2.2 CONCRETE MATERIALS 

A. Regional Materials: Verify concrete is manufactured within 100 miles of Project site from 

aggregates  and cementitious materials that have been extracted, harvested, or recovered, as well as 

manufactured, within 100 miles of Project site. 

B. Source Limitations: 

1. Obtain all concrete mixtures from a single ready-mixed concrete manufacturer for entire 

Project. 

2. Obtain each type or class of cementitious material of the same brand from the same 

manufacturer's plant. 

3. Obtain aggregate from single source. 

4. Obtain each type of admixture from single source from single manufacturer. 
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C. Cementitious Materials: 

1. Portland Cement: ASTM C150, Type I/II , gray. Only Type II, Type IV and Type V 

permitted for mass concrete. 

2. Supplemental Cementitious Materials (SCM’s): 

a. Fly Ash: ASTM C618, Class C or F. 

b. Slag Cement: ASTM C989, Grade 120. 

c. Blended Hydraulic Cement: ASTM C595, Type IS, portland blast-furnace slag 

Type IP, portland-pozzolan Type IL, portland-limestone Type IT, ternary blended 

cement.  

d. Silica Fume: ASTM C1240 amorphous silica. 

e. Performance-Based Hydraulic Cement: ASTM C1157: Type GU, general use 

Type HE, high early strength Type MS, moderate sulfate resistance Type HS, high 

sulfate resistance Type MH, moderate heat of hydration Type LH, low heat of 

hydration.  

For ASTM C595 exceeding 25% cement replacement, and all ASTM C1157 cements it is 

required that an engineered mix design be submitted with past performance data for the 

same mix and for it to be stamped by a qualified Professional Engineer. 

D. Normal-Weight Aggregates: ASTM C33, Class 3S coarse aggregate or better, graded. Provide 

aggregates from a single source with documented service record data of at least 10 years' 

satisfactory service in similar applications and service conditions using similar aggregates and 

cementitious materials.  

1. Alkali-Silica Reaction: Comply with one of the following: 

a. Expansion Result of Aggregate: Not more than 0.04 percent at one-year when 

tested in accordance with ASTM C1293. 

b. Expansion Results of Aggregate and Cementitious Materials in Combination: Not 

more than 0.10 percent at an age of 16 days when tested in accordance with 

ASTM C1567. 

c. Alkali Content in Concrete: Not more than 4 lb./cu. yd. for moderately reactive 

aggregate or 3 lb./cu. yd. for highly reactive aggregate, when tested in accordance 

with ASTM C1293 and categorized in accordance with ASTM C1778, based on 

alkali content being calculated in accordance with ACI 301. 

2. Maximum Coarse-Aggregate Size: See Concrete Mixtures section for size 

3. Fine Aggregate: Free of materials with deleterious reactivity to alkali in cement. 

E. Lightweight Aggregate: ASTM C330: See Concrete Mixtures section for size. 

F. Air-Entraining Admixture: ASTM C260. 

G. Chemical Admixtures: Certified by manufacturer to be compatible with other admixtures that do 

not contribute water-soluble chloride ions exceeding those permitted in hardened concrete. Do not 

use calcium chloride or admixtures containing calcium chloride. 

1. Water-Reducing Admixture: ASTM C494, Type A. 

2. Retarding Admixture: ASTM C494, Type B. 

3. High-Range, Water-Reducing Admixture: ASTM C494, Type F. 

4. Plasticizing and Retarding Admixture: ASTM C1017, Type II. 
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5. Set-Accelerating Corrosion-Inhibiting Admixture: Commercially formulated, anodic 

inhibitor or mixed cathodic and anodic inhibitor; capable of forming a protective barrier 

and minimizing chloride reactions with steel reinforcement in concrete and complying 

with ASTM C494, Type C. 

H. Water and Water Used to Make Ice: ASTM C94, potable.  

2.3 VAPOR RETARDERS 

A. Sheet Vapor Retarder, Class A: ASTM E1745, Class A; not less than 15 mils thick. Include 

manufacturer's recommended adhesive or pressure-sensitive tape. 

2.4 WATERSTOPS  

A. Self-Expanding Butyl Strip Waterstops:  Manufactured rectangular or trapezoidal strip, butyl 

rubber with sodium bentonite or other hydrophilic polymers, for adhesive bonding to concrete, 3/4 

by 1 inch, or equal product approved by the architect and engineer. 

1. Available Products 

a. Colloid Environmental Technologies Company (CETCO). WATERSTOP-RX 

2.5 CURING MATERIALS 

A. Water: Potable or complying with ASTM C1602 

B. Curing Compound 

1. Clear, Waterborne, Membrane-Forming, Dissipating Curing Compound: ASTM C309, 

Type 1, Class B. 

C. Curing and Sealing Compounds: 

1. Clear, Solvent-Borne, Membrane-Forming, Curing and Sealing Compound: 

ASTM C1315, Type 1, Class A. 

2. Clear, Waterborne, Membrane-Forming, Curing and Sealing Compound: ASTM C1315, 

Type 1, Class A. 

2.6 RELATED MATERIALS 

A. Expansion- and Isolation-Joint-Filler Strips: ASTM D1751, asphalt-saturated cellulosic fiber or 

ASTM D1752, cork or self-expanding cork. 

B. Semirigid Joint Filler: Two-component, semirigid, 100 percent solids, epoxy resin with a Type A 

shore durometer hardness of 80 aromatic polyurea with a Type A shore durometer hardness range 

of 90 to 95 in accordance with ASTM D2240. 

C. Bonding Agent: ASTM C1059, Type II, nonredispersible, acrylic emulsion or styrene butadiene. 
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D. Epoxy Bonding Adhesive: ASTM C881, two-component epoxy resin, capable of humid curing and 

bonding to damp surfaces, of class suitable for application temperature and of grade and class to 

suit requirements, and as follows: 

1.  Types IV and V, load bearing, for bonding hardened or freshly mixed concrete to 

hardened concrete. 

E. Reglets:  Fabricate reglets of not less than 0.0217-inch- thick, galvanized steel sheet.  Temporarily 

fill or cover face opening of reglet to prevent intrusion of concrete or debris. 

F. Dovetail Anchor Slots:  Hot-dip galvanized steel sheet, not less than 0.0336 inch thick, with bent 

tab anchors.  Temporarily fill or cover face opening of slots to prevent intrusion of concrete or 

debris. 

2.7 REPAIR MATERIALS 

A. Repair Underlayment: Cement-based, polymer-modified, self-leveling product that can be applied 

in thicknesses from 1/8 inch and that can be feathered at edges to match adjacent floor elevations. 

1. Cement Binder: ASTM C150 portland cement or hydraulic or blended hydraulic cement, 

as defined in ASTM C219. 

2. Primer: Product of underlayment manufacturer recommended for substrate, conditions, 

and application. 

3. Aggregate: Well-graded, washed gravel, 1/8 to 1/4 inch or coarse sand, as recommended 

by underlayment manufacturer. 

4. Compressive Strength: Not less than 4100 psi at 28 days when tested in accordance with 

ASTM C109. 

B. Repair Overlayment: Cement-based, polymer-modified, self-leveling product that can be applied in 

thicknesses from 1/4 inch and that can be filled in over a scarified surface to match adjacent floor 

elevations. 

1. Cement Binder: ASTM C150 portland cement or hydraulic or blended hydraulic cement, 

as defined in ASTM C219. 

2. Primer: Product of topping manufacturer recommended for substrate, conditions, and 

application. 

3. Aggregate: Well-graded, washed gravel, 1/8 to 1/4 inch or coarse sand as recommended 

by topping manufacturer. 

4. Compressive Strength: Not less than 5000 psi at 28 days when tested in accordance with 

ASTM C109. 

2.8 CONCRETE MIXTURES, GENERAL 

A. Prepare design mixtures for each type of concrete noted in the general notes, proportioned on the 

basis of laboratory trial mixture or field test data, or both, in accordance with ACI 301. 

Proportioning of concrete mix shall be performed according to ACI 211.1 

1. Use a qualified testing agency for preparing and reporting proposed mixture designs, 

based on laboratory trial mixtures. 
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B. Supplemental Cementitious Materials (SCM):  

1. Limit percentage, by weight, of cementitious materials other than portland cement in 

concrete as follows: 

a. Fly Ash or Other Pozzolans: 25 percent by mass. 

b. Slag Cement: 50 percent by mass. 

c. Silica Fume: 10 percent by mass. 

d. Total of Fly Ash or Other Pozzolans, Slag Cement, and Silica Fume: 50 percent by 

mass, with fly ash or pozzolans not exceeding 25 percent by mass and silica fume 

not exceeding 10 percent by mass. 

e. Total of Fly Ash or Other Pozzolans and Silica Fume: 35 percent by mass with fly 

ash or pozzolans not exceeding 25 percent by mass and silica fume not exceeding 

10 percent by mass. 

2. If mix designs exceed 25% Portland cement replacement it is required that an engineered 

mix design be submitted with past performance data for the same mix and for it to be 

stamped by a qualified Professional Engineer. 

3. SCM’s may change workability, cause delayed strength gain, and other properties 

pertaining to Means and Methods. The contractor shall be responsible for coordinating 

with the mix designer to limit SCM’s within a mix such that the mix can achieve or 

exceed the required structural properties and the Contractor’s Means and Methods.  

C. Admixtures: Use admixtures in accordance with manufacturer's written instructions. 

1. Use water-reducing high-range water-reducing or plasticizing admixture in concrete, as 

required, for placement and workability. 

2. Use water-reducing admixture, as required, in pumped concrete, concrete for heavy-use 

industrial slabs concrete for parking structure slabs, and concrete with a w/cm below 

0.50. 

3. Use corrosion-inhibiting admixture in concrete mixtures where indicated on structural 

drawings. 

2.9 CONCRETE MIXING 

A. Ready-Mixed Concrete: Measure, batch, mix, and deliver concrete in accordance with ASTM C94, 

and furnish batch ticket information. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Verification of Conditions: 

1. Before placing concrete, verify that installation of concrete forms, accessories, and 

reinforcement, and embedded items is complete and that required inspections have been 

performed. 

2. Do not proceed until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 
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3.2 PREPARATION 

A. Provide reasonable auxiliary services to accommodate field testing and inspections, acceptable to 

testing agency, including the following: 

1. Daily access to the Work. 

2. Incidental labor and facilities necessary to facilitate tests and inspections. 

3. Secure space for storage, initial curing, and field curing of test samples, including source 

of water and continuous electrical power at Project site during site curing period for test 

samples. 

4. Security and protection for test samples and for testing and inspection equipment at 

Project site. 

3.3 INSTALLATION OF EMBEDDED ITEMS 

A. Place and secure anchorage devices and other embedded items required for adjoining Work that is 

attached to or supported by cast-in-place concrete. 

1. Use setting drawings, templates, diagrams, instructions, and directions furnished with 

items to be embedded. 

2. Install anchor rods, accurately located, to elevations required and complying with 

tolerances in Section 7.5 of ANSI/AISC 303. 

3. Install reglets to receive waterproofing and to receive through-wall flashings in outer face 

of concrete frame at exterior walls, where flashing is shown at lintels, shelf angles, and 

other conditions. 

3.4 INSTALLATION OF VAPOR RETARDER 

A. Sheet Vapor Retarders: Place, protect, and repair sheet vapor retarder in accordance with 

ASTM E1643 and manufacturer's written instructions. 

1. Install vapor retarder with longest dimension parallel with direction of concrete pour. 

2. Face laps away from exposed direction of concrete pour. 

3. Lap vapor retarder over footings and grade beams not less than 6 inches, sealing vapor 

retarder to concrete. 

4. Lap joints 6 inches and seal with manufacturer's recommended tape. 

5. Terminate vapor retarder at the top of floor slabs, grade beams, and pile caps, sealing 

entire perimeter to floor slabs, grade beams, foundation walls, or pile caps. 

6. Seal penetrations in accordance with vapor retarder manufacturer's instructions. 

7. Protect vapor retarder during placement of reinforcement and concrete. 

a. Repair damaged areas by patching with vapor retarder material, overlapping 

damages area by 6 inches on all sides, and sealing to vapor retarder. 

3.5 JOINTS 

A. Construct joints true to line, with faces perpendicular to surface plane of concrete. 

B. Construction Joints: Coordinate with floor slab pattern and concrete placement sequence. 
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1. Install so strength and appearance of concrete are not impaired, at locations indicated on 

Drawings or as approved by Architect. 

2. Place joints perpendicular to main reinforcement. 

a. Continue reinforcement across construction joints unless otherwise indicated. 

b. Do not continue reinforcement through sides of strip placements of floors and 

slabs. 

3. Form keyed joints as indicated. Embed keys at least 1-1/2 inches into concrete. 

4. Locate joints for beams, slabs, joists, and girders at third points of spans. Offset joints in 

girders a minimum distance of twice the beam width from a beam-girder intersection. 

5. Locate horizontal joints in walls and columns at underside of floors, slabs, beams, and 

girders and at the top of footings or floor slabs. 

6. Space vertical joints in walls as indicated on Structural Drawings . Unless otherwise 

indicated on Drawings, locate vertical joints beside piers integral with walls, near 

corners, and in concealed locations where possible. 

7. Use a bonding agent at locations where fresh concrete is placed against hardened or 

partially hardened concrete surfaces. 

8. Use epoxy-bonding adhesive at locations where fresh concrete is placed against hardened 

or partially hardened concrete surfaces. 

C. Control Joints in Slabs-on-Ground: Form weakened-plane control joints, sectioning concrete into 

areas as indicated. Construct control joints for a depth equal to at least one-fourth of concrete 

thickness as follows: 

1. Sawed Joints: Form control joints with power saws equipped with shatterproof abrasive 

or diamond-rimmed blades. Cut 1/8-inch- wide joints into concrete when cutting action 

does not tear, abrade, or otherwise damage surface and before concrete develops random 

cracks. 

D. Isolation Joints in Slabs-on-Ground: After removing formwork, install joint-filler strips at slab 

junctions with vertical surfaces, such as column pedestals, foundation walls, grade beams, and 

other locations, as indicated. 

1. Extend joint-filler strips full width and depth of joint, terminating flush with finished 

concrete surface unless otherwise indicated on Drawings. 

2. Terminate full-width joint-filler strips not less than 1/2 inch or more than 1 inch below 

finished concrete surface, where joint sealants, specified in Section 079200 "Joint 

Sealants," are indicated. 

3. Install joint-filler strips in lengths as long as practicable. Where more than one length is 

required, lace or clip sections together. 

3.6 CONCRETE PLACEMENT 

A. Before placing concrete, verify that installation of formwork, reinforcement, embedded items, and 

vapor retarder is complete and that required inspections are completed. 

1. Immediately prior to concrete placement, inspect vapor retarder for damage and deficient 

installation, and repair defective areas. 

2. Provide continuous inspection of vapor retarder during concrete placement and make 

necessary repairs to damaged areas as Work progresses. 
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B. Notify testing and inspection agencies 24 hours prior to commencement of concrete placement. 

C. Do not add water to concrete during delivery, at Project site, or during placement unless approved 

by Structural Engineer of Record and Architect in writing, but not to exceed the amount indicated 

on the concrete delivery ticket. 

1. Do not add water to concrete after adding high-range water-reducing admixtures to 

mixture. 

D. Deposit concrete continuously in one layer or in horizontal layers of such thickness that no new 

concrete is placed on concrete that has hardened enough to cause seams or planes of weakness. 

1. If a section cannot be placed continuously, provide construction joints as indicated. 

2. Deposit concrete to avoid segregation. 

3. Deposit concrete in horizontal layers of depth not to exceed formwork design pressures 

and in a manner to avoid inclined construction joints. 

4. Consolidate placed concrete with mechanical vibrating equipment in accordance with 

ACI 301. 

a. Do not use vibrators to transport concrete inside forms. 

b. Insert and withdraw vibrators vertically at uniformly spaced locations to rapidly 

penetrate placed layer and at least 6 inches into preceding layer. 

c. Do not insert vibrators into lower layers of concrete that have begun to lose 

plasticity. 

d. At each insertion, limit duration of vibration to time necessary to consolidate 

concrete, and complete embedment of reinforcement and other embedded items 

without causing mixture constituents to segregate. 

E. Deposit and consolidate concrete for floors and slabs in a continuous operation, within limits of 

construction joints, until placement of a panel or section is complete. 

1. Do not place concrete floors and slabs in a checkerboard sequence. 

2. Consolidate concrete during placement operations, so concrete is thoroughly worked 

around reinforcement and other embedded items and into corners. 

3. Maintain reinforcement in position on chairs during concrete placement. 

4. Screed slab surfaces with a straightedge and strike off to correct elevations. 

5. Level concrete, cut high areas, and fill low areas. 

6. Slope surfaces uniformly to drains where required. 

7. Begin initial floating using bull floats or darbies to form a uniform and open-textured 

surface plane, before excess bleedwater appears on the surface. 

8. Do not further disturb slab surfaces before starting finishing operations. 

3.7 FINISHING FORMED SURFACES 

A. As-Cast Surface Finishes: Unless otherwise noted on the Structural or Architectural Drawings, per 

ACI 301, provide a SF-1.0 for surfaces not exposed to public view and a SF-2.0 for surfaces 

exposed to public view. 

1. ACI 301 Surface Finish SF-1.0: As-cast concrete texture imparted by form-facing 

material. 
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a. Patch voids larger than 1-1/2 inches wide or 1/2 inch deep. 

b. Remove projections larger than 1 inch. 

c. Tie holes do not require patching. 

d. Surface Tolerance: ACI 117 Class D. 

e. Apply to concrete surfaces not exposed to public view . 

2. ACI 301 Surface Finish SF-2.0: As-cast concrete texture imparted by form-facing 

material, arranged in an orderly and symmetrical manner with a minimum of seams. 

a. Patch voids larger than 3/4 inch wide or 1/2 inch deep. 

b. Remove projections larger than 1/4 inch. 

c. Patch tie holes. 

d. Surface Tolerance: ACI 117 Class B. 

e. Locations: Apply to concrete surfaces exposed to public view, to receive a rubbed 

finish, or to be covered with a coating or covering material applied directly to 

concrete . 

3. ACI 301 Surface Finish SF-3.0: 

a. Patch voids larger than 3/4 inch wide or 1/2 inch deep. 

b. Remove projections larger than 1/8 inch. 

c. Patch tie holes. 

d. Surface Tolerance: ACI 117 Class A. 

e. Locations: As noted on Structural or Architectural drawings.  

B. Related Unformed Surfaces: 

1. At tops of walls, horizontal offsets, and similar unformed surfaces adjacent to formed 

surfaces, strike off smooth and finish with a color and texture matching adjacent formed 

surfaces. 

2. Continue final surface treatment of formed surfaces uniformly across adjacent unformed 

surfaces unless otherwise indicated. 

3.8 FINISHING FLOORS AND SLABS 

A. Comply with finish requirements on Architectural Drawings and Specifications, ACI 302.1R 

recommendations for screeding, restraightening, and finishing operations for concrete surfaces. Do 

not wet concrete surfaces. 

B. Float Finish: 

1. When bleedwater sheen has disappeared and concrete surface has stiffened sufficiently to 

permit operation of specific float apparatus, consolidate concrete surface with power-

driven floats or by hand floating if area is small or inaccessible to power-driven floats. 

2. Repeat float passes and restraightening until surface is left with a uniform, smooth, 

granular texture and complies with ACI 117 tolerances for conventional concrete. 

3. Apply float finish to surfaces as indicated on the Architectural drawings.  

C. Trowel Finish: 

1. After applying float finish, apply first troweling and consolidate concrete by hand or 

power-driven trowel. 
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2. Continue troweling passes and restraighten until surface is free of trowel marks and 

uniform in texture and appearance. 

3. Grind smooth any surface defects that would telegraph through applied coatings or floor 

coverings. 

4. Do not add water to concrete surface. 

5. Do not apply hard-troweled finish to concrete, which has a total air content greater than 3 

percent. 

6. Apply a trowel finish to surfaces as indicated on the Architectural drawings. . 

7. Finish surfaces to the following tolerances, in accordance with ASTM E1155, see general 

notes for flatness and levelness requirements. 

D. Trowel and Fine-Broom Finish: Apply a first trowel finish to surfaces as indicated on the 

Architectural Drawings. While concrete is still plastic, slightly scarify surface with a fine broom 

perpendicular to main traffic route. 

1. Coordinate required final finish with Architect before application. 

2. Comply with flatness and levelness tolerances for trowel-finished floor surfaces. 

E. Broom Finish: Apply a broom finish to exterior concrete platforms, steps, ramps, and locations 

indicated on Drawings. 

1. Immediately after float finishing, slightly roughen trafficked surface by brooming with 

fiber-bristle broom perpendicular to main traffic route. 

2. Coordinate required final finish with Architect before application. 

3.9 INSTALLATION OF MISCELLANEOUS CONCRETE ITEMS 

A. Filling In: 

1. Fill in holes and openings left in concrete structures after Work of other trades is in place 

unless otherwise indicated. 

2. Mix, place, and cure concrete, as specified, to blend with in-place construction. 

3. Provide other miscellaneous concrete filling indicated or required to complete the Work. 

B. Curbs: Provide monolithic finish to interior curbs by stripping forms while concrete is still green 

and by steel-troweling surfaces to a hard, dense finish with corners, intersections, and terminations 

slightly rounded. 

C. Equipment Bases and Foundations: 

1. Coordinate sizes and locations of concrete bases with actual equipment provided. 

2. Construct concrete bases as indicated on Drawings, in each direction beyond the 

maximum dimensions of supported equipment unless otherwise indicated on Drawings, 

or unless required for seismic anchor support. 

3. Minimum Compressive Strength: 4000 psi at 28 days. 

4. Install dowel rods to connect concrete base to concrete floor as indicated on Drawings . 

5. For supported equipment, install epoxy-coated anchor bolts that extend through concrete 

base and anchor into structural concrete substrate. 

6. Prior to pouring concrete, place and secure anchorage devices. 
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a. Use setting drawings, templates, diagrams, instructions, and directions furnished 

with items to be embedded. 

b. Cast anchor-bolt insert into bases. 

c. Install anchor bolts to elevations required for proper attachment to supported 

equipment. 

D. Steel Pan Stairs: Provide concrete fill for steel pan stair treads, landings, and associated items. 

1. Cast-in inserts and accessories, as shown on Drawings. 

2. Screed, tamp, and trowel finish concrete surfaces. 

3.10 CONCRETE CURING 

A. Protect freshly placed concrete from premature drying and excessive cold or hot temperatures. 

1. Comply with ACI 301 and ACI 306.1 for cold weather protection during curing. 

2. Comply with ACI 301 and ACI 305.1 for hot-weather protection during curing. 

3. Maintain moisture loss no more than 0.2 lb/sq. ft. x h before and during finishing 

operations. 

B. Curing Formed Surfaces: Comply with ACI 308.1 as follows: 

1. Cure formed concrete surfaces, including underside of beams, supported slabs, and other 

similar surfaces. 

2. Cure concrete containing color pigments in accordance with color pigment 

manufacturer's instructions. 

3. If forms remain during curing period, moist cure after loosening forms. 

4. If removing forms before end of curing period, continue curing for remainder of curing 

period, as follows: 

a. Continuous Fogging: Maintain standing water on concrete surface until final 

setting of concrete. 

b. Continuous Sprinkling: Maintain concrete surface continuously wet. 

c. Absorptive Cover: Pre-dampen absorptive material before application; apply 

additional water to absorptive material to maintain concrete surface continuously 

wet. 

d. Water-Retention Sheeting Materials: Cover exposed concrete surfaces with 

sheeting material, taping, or lapping seams. 

e. Membrane-Forming Curing Compound: Apply uniformly in continuous operation 

by power spray or roller in accordance with manufacturer's written instructions. 

1) Recoat areas subject to heavy rainfall within three hours after initial 

application. 

2) Maintain continuity of coating and repair damage during curing period. 

C. Curing Unformed Surfaces: Comply with ACI 308.1 as follows: 

1. Begin curing immediately after finishing concrete. 

2. Concrete Floors: 

a. Floors to Receive Floor Coverings Specified in Other Sections: Contractor has 

option of the following: 
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1) Absorptive Cover: As soon as concrete has sufficient set to permit 

application without marring concrete surface, install prewetted absorptive 

cover over entire area of floor. 

a) Lap edges and ends of absorptive cover not less than 12 inches. 

b) Maintain absorptive cover water saturated, and in place, for duration 

of curing period, but not less than seven days. 

2) Moisture-Retaining-Cover Curing: Cover concrete surfaces with moisture-

retaining cover for curing concrete, placed in widest practicable width, with 

sides and ends lapped at least 12 inches, and sealed by waterproof tape or 

adhesive. 

a) Immediately repair any holes or tears during curing period, using 

cover material and waterproof tape. 

b) Cure for not less than seven days. 

3) Ponding or Continuous Sprinkling of Water: Maintain concrete surfaces 

continuously wet for not less than seven days, utilizing one, or a 

combination of, the following: 

a) Water. 

b) Continuous water-fog spray. 

b. Floors to Receive Penetrating Liquid Floor Treatments: Contractor has option of 

the following: 

1) Absorptive Cover: As soon as concrete has sufficient set to permit 

application without marring concrete surface, install prewetted absorptive 

cover over entire area of floor. 

a) Lap edges and ends of absorptive cover not less than 12 inches. 

b) Maintain absorptive cover water saturated, and in place, for duration 

of curing period, but not less than seven days. 

2) Moisture-Retaining-Cover Curing: Cover concrete surfaces with moisture-

retaining cover for curing concrete, placed in widest practicable width, with 

sides and ends lapped at least 12 inches, and sealed by waterproof tape or 

adhesive. 

a) Immediately repair any holes or tears during curing period, using 

cover material and waterproof tape. 

b) Cure for not less than seven days. 

3) Ponding or Continuous Sprinkling of Water: Maintain concrete surfaces 

continuously wet for not less than seven days, utilizing one, or a 

combination of, the following: 

a) Water. 

b) Continuous water-fog spray. 

c. Floors to Receive Polished Finish: Contractor has option of the following: 

1) Absorptive Cover: As soon as concrete has sufficient set to permit 

application without marring concrete surface, install prewetted absorptive 

cover over entire area of floor. 

a) Lap edges and ends of absorptive cover not less than 12 inches. 

b) Maintain absorptive cover water saturated, and in place, for duration 

of curing period, but not less than seven days. 

2) Ponding or Continuous Sprinkling of Water: Maintain concrete surfaces 

continuously wet for not less than seven days, utilizing one, or a 

combination of, the following: 

a) Water. 

b) Continuous water-fog spray. 
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d. Floors to Receive Chemical Stain: 

1) As soon as concrete has sufficient set to permit application without marring 

concrete surface, install curing paper over entire area of floor. 

2) Install curing paper square to building lines, without wrinkles, and in a 

single length without end joints. 

3) Butt sides of curing paper tight; do not overlap sides of curing paper. 

4) Leave curing paper in place for duration of curing period, but not less than 

28 days. 

e. Floors to Receive Urethane Flooring: 

1) As soon as concrete has sufficient set to permit application without marring 

concrete surface, install prewetted absorptive cover over entire area of floor. 

2) Rewet absorptive cover, and cover immediately with polyethylene moisture-

retaining cover with edges lapped 6 inches and sealed in place. 

3) Secure polyethylene moisture-retaining cover in place to prohibit air from 

circulating under polyethylene moisture-retaining cover. 

4) Leave absorptive cover and polyethylene moisture-retaining cover in place 

for duration of curing period, but not less than 28 days. 

f. Floors to Receive Curing Compound: 

1) Apply uniformly in continuous operation by power spray or roller in 

accordance with manufacturer's written instructions. 

2) Recoat areas subjected to heavy rainfall within three hours after initial 

application. 

3) Maintain continuity of coating, and repair damage during curing period. 

4) Removal: After curing period has elapsed, remove curing compound 

without damaging concrete surfaces by method recommended by curing 

compound manufacturer. 

g. Floors to Receive Curing and Sealing Compound: 

1) Apply uniformly to floors and slabs indicated in a continuous operation by 

power spray or roller in accordance with manufacturer's written instructions. 

2) Recoat areas subjected to heavy rainfall within three hours after initial 

application. 

3) Repeat process 24 hours later, and apply a second coat. Maintain continuity 

of coating, and repair damage during curing period. 

3.11 TOLERANCES 

A. Conform to ACI 117, Unless Noted Otherwise 

B. Horizontal tolerances at slab edges shall be decreased to ½” in lieu of 1” at slab edges with 

wood/light guage bearing walls, brick façade, or where concrete walls/columns are flush with the 

slab edge.  

3.12 APPLICATION OF LIQUID FLOOR TREATMENTS 

3.13 JOINT FILLING 

A. Prepare, clean, and install joint filler in accordance with manufacturer's written instructions. 
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1. Defer joint filling until concrete has aged at least one month(s). 

2. Do not fill joints until construction traffic has permanently ceased. 

B. Remove dirt, debris, saw cuttings, curing compounds, and sealers from joints; leave contact faces 

of joints clean and dry. 

C. Install semirigid joint filler full depth in saw-cut joints and at least 2 inches deep in formed joints. 

D. Overfill joint, and trim joint filler flush with top of joint after hardening. 

3.14 CONCRETE SURFACE REPAIRS 

A. Defective Concrete: 

1. Repair and patch defective areas when approved by Architect. 

2. Remove and replace concrete that cannot be repaired and patched to Architect's approval. 

B. Patching Mortar: Mix dry-pack patching mortar, consisting of 1 part portland cement to 2-1/2 parts 

fine aggregate passing a No. 16 sieve, using only enough water for handling and placing. 

C. Repairing Formed Surfaces: Surface defects include color and texture irregularities, cracks, spalls, 

air bubbles, honeycombs, rock pockets, fins and other projections on the surface, and stains and 

other discolorations that cannot be removed by cleaning. 

1. Immediately after form removal, cut out honeycombs, rock pockets, and voids more than 

1/2 inch in any dimension to solid concrete. 

a. Limit cut depth to 3/4 inch. 

b. Make edges of cuts perpendicular to concrete surface. 

c. Clean, dampen with water, and brush-coat holes and voids with bonding agent. 

d. Fill and compact with patching mortar before bonding agent has dried. 

e. Fill form-tie voids with patching mortar or cone plugs secured in place with 

bonding agent. 

2. Repair defects on surfaces exposed to view by blending white portland cement and 

standard portland cement, so that, when dry, patching mortar matches surrounding color. 

a. Patch a test area at inconspicuous locations to verify mixture and color match 

before proceeding with patching. 

b. Compact mortar in place and strike off slightly higher than surrounding surface. 

3. Repair defects on concealed formed surfaces that will affect concrete's durability and 

structural performance as determined by Architect. 

D. Repairing Unformed Surfaces: 

1. Test unformed surfaces, such as floors and slabs, for finish, and verify surface tolerances 

specified for each surface. 

a. Correct low and high areas. 

b. Test surfaces sloped to drain for trueness of slope and smoothness; use a sloped 

template. 

2. Repair finished surfaces containing surface defects, including spalls, popouts, 

honeycombs, rock pockets, crazing, and cracks in excess of 0.01 inch wide or that 
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penetrate to reinforcement or completely through unreinforced sections regardless of 

width, and other objectionable conditions. 

3. After concrete has cured at least 14 days, correct high areas by grinding. 

4. Correct localized low areas during, or immediately after, completing surface-finishing 

operations by cutting out low areas and replacing with patching mortar. 

a. Finish repaired areas to blend into adjacent concrete. 

5. Correct other low areas scheduled to receive floor coverings with a repair underlayment. 

a. Prepare, mix, and apply repair underlayment and primer in accordance with 

manufacturer's written instructions to produce a smooth, uniform, plane, and level 

surface. 

b. Feather edges to match adjacent floor elevations. 

6. Correct other low areas scheduled to remain exposed with repair topping. 

a. Cut out low areas to ensure a minimum repair topping depth of 1/4 inch to match 

adjacent floor elevations. 

b. Prepare, mix, and apply repair topping and primer in accordance with 

manufacturer's written instructions to produce a smooth, uniform, plane, and level 

surface. 

7. Repair defective areas, except random cracks and single holes 1 inch or less in diameter, 

by cutting out and replacing with fresh concrete. 

a. Remove defective areas with clean, square cuts, and expose steel reinforcement 

with at least a 3/4-inch clearance all around. 

b. Dampen concrete surfaces in contact with patching concrete and apply bonding 

agent. 

c. Mix patching concrete of same materials and mixture as original concrete, except 

without coarse aggregate. 

d. Place, compact, and finish to blend with adjacent finished concrete. 

e. Cure in same manner as adjacent concrete. 

8. Repair random cracks and single holes 1 inch or less in diameter with patching mortar. 

a. Groove top of cracks and cut out holes to sound concrete, and clean off dust, dirt, 

and loose particles. 

b. Dampen cleaned concrete surfaces and apply bonding agent. 

c. Place patching mortar before bonding agent has dried. 

d. Compact patching mortar and finish to match adjacent concrete. 

e. Keep patched area continuously moist for at least 72 hours. 

E. Perform structural repairs of concrete, subject to Architect's approval, using epoxy adhesive and 

patching mortar. 

F. Repair materials and installation not specified above may be used, subject to Architect's approval. 

3.15 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Special Inspections: Owner shall engage a special inspector to perform field tests and inspections 

and prepare testing and inspection reports. 

B. Testing Agency: Owner shall engage a qualified testing and inspecting agency to perform tests and 

inspections and to submit reports. 
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1. Testing agency to be responsible for providing curing container for composite samples on 

Site and verifying that field-cured composite samples are cured in accordance with 

ASTM C31/C31M. 

2. Testing agency to immediately report to Architect, Contractor, and concrete manufacturer 

any failure of Work to comply with Contract Documents. 

3. Testing agency to report results of tests and inspections, in writing, to Owner, Architect, 

Contractor, and concrete manufacturer within 48 hours of inspections and tests. 

a. Test reports to include reporting requirements of ASTM C31/C31M, 

ASTM C39/C39M, and ACI 301, including the following as applicable to each test 

and inspection: 

1) Project name. 

2) Name of testing agency. 

3) Names and certification numbers of field and laboratory technicians 

performing inspections and testing. 

4) Name of concrete manufacturer. 

5) Date and time of inspection, sampling, and field testing. 

6) Ambient air temperature. 

7) Date and time of concrete placement. 

8) Location in Work of concrete represented by samples. 

9) Date and time sample was obtained. 

10) Truck and batch ticket numbers. 

11) Design compressive strength at 28 days. 

12) Concrete mixture designation, proportions, and materials. 

13) Field test results. 

14) Information on storage and curing of samples before testing, including 

curing method and maximum and minimum temperatures during initial 

curing period. 

15) Type of fracture and compressive break strengths at seven days and 28 days. 

C. Batch Tickets: For each load delivered, submit three copies of batch delivery ticket to testing 

agency, indicating quantity, mix identification, admixtures, design strength, aggregate size, design 

air content, design slump at time of batching, and amount of water that can be added at Project site. 

D. Inspections: 

1. Headed bolts and studs. 

2. Steel reinforcement 

3. Verification of use of required design mixture. 

4. Concrete placement, including conveying and depositing. 

5. Curing procedures and maintenance of curing temperature. 

6. Verification of concrete strength before removal of shores and forms from beams and 

slabs. 

E. Concrete Tests: Testing of composite samples of fresh concrete obtained in accordance with 

ASTM C 172/C 172M to be performed in accordance with the following requirements: 

1. Testing Frequency: Obtain at least one composite sample for each 100 cu. yd. or fraction 

thereof of each concrete mixture placed each day. 
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a. When frequency of testing provides fewer than five compressive-strength tests for 

each concrete mixture, testing to be conducted from at least five randomly selected 

batches or from each batch if fewer than five are used. 

2. Slump: ASTM C143/C143M: 

a. One test at point of placement for each composite sample, but not less than one test 

for each day's pour of each concrete mixture. 

b. Perform additional tests when concrete consistency appears to change. 

3. Air Content: ASTM C231/C231M pressure method, for normal-weight concrete; 

ASTM C173/C173M volumetric method, for structural lightweight concrete. 

a. One test for each composite sample, but not less than one test for each day's pour 

of each concrete mixture. 

4. Concrete Temperature: ASTM C1064/C1064M: 

a. One test hourly when air temperature is 40 deg F and below or 80 deg F and above, 

and one test for each composite sample. 

5. Unit Weight: ASTM C567/C567M fresh unit weight of structural lightweight concrete. 

a. One test for each composite sample, but not less than one test for each day's pour 

of each concrete mixture. 

6. Compression Test Specimens: ASTM C31/C31M: 

a. Cast and laboratory cure six 4-inch by 8-inch cylinder specimens for each 

composite sample. 

7. Compressive-Strength Tests: ASTM C39/C39M. 

a. Test the samples at the following intervals: 

1) 2 cylinders at 7 days  

2) 3 cylinders at 28 days   

a) If any of the first two tested cylinders are below the specified 28 day 

f’c, hold the remaining cylinders for 56 day testing 

3) 1 additional cylinder to be tested at contractors discretion based on desired 

construction sequencing (i.e. 3 or 14 day breaks) 

b. A compressive-strength test to be the average compressive strength from a set of 

three specimens obtained from same composite sample and tested at age indicated. 

8. Strength of each concrete mixture will be satisfactory if every average of any three 

consecutive compressive-strength tests equals or exceeds specified compressive strength, 

and no compressive-strength test value falls below specified compressive strength by 

more than 500 psi if specified compressive strength is 5000 psi or less, or no compressive 

strength test value is less than 10 percent of specified compressive strength if specified 

compressive strength is greater than 5000 psi. 

9. Nondestructive Testing: Impact hammer, sonoscope, or other nondestructive device may 

be permitted by Architect but will not be used as sole basis for approval or rejection of 

concrete. 

10. Additional Tests: 

a. Testing and inspecting agency to make additional tests of concrete when test 

results indicate that slump, air entrainment, compressive strengths, or other 

requirements have not been met, as directed by Architect or EoR. 

b. Testing and inspecting agency may conduct tests to determine adequacy of 

concrete by cored cylinders complying with ASTM C42/C42M or by other 

methods as directed by Architect or EoR. 

1) Acceptance criteria for concrete strength to be in accordance with ACI 301, 

Section 1.6.6.3. 

11. Additional testing and inspecting, at Contractor's expense, will be performed to determine 

compliance of replaced or additional work with specified requirements. 
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12. Correct deficiencies in the Work that test reports and inspections indicate do not comply 

with the Contract Documents. 

F. Measure floor and slab flatness and levelness in accordance with ASTM E1155 within 72 hours of 

completion of floor finishing and promptly report test results to Architect. 

3.16 PROTECTION 

A. Protect concrete surfaces as follows: 

1. Protect from petroleum stains. 

2. Diaper hydraulic equipment used over concrete surfaces. 

3. Prohibit vehicles from interior concrete slabs. 

4. Prohibit use of pipe-cutting machinery over concrete surfaces. 

5. Prohibit placement of steel items on concrete surfaces. 

6. Prohibit use of acids or acidic detergents over concrete surfaces. 

7. Protect liquid floor treatment from damage and wear during the remainder of construction 

period. Use protective methods and materials, including temporary covering, 

recommended in writing by liquid floor treatments installer. 

8. Protect concrete surfaces scheduled to receive surface hardener or polished concrete 

finish using Floor Slab Protective Covering. 

END OF SECTION 03300 
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SECTION 042000 - UNIT MASONRY

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Concrete block.

B. Mortar and grout.

C. Reinforcement and anchorage.

1.02 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM A615/A615M - Standard Specification for Deformed and Plain Carbon-Steel Bars for
Concrete Reinforcement.

B. ASTM A641/A641M - Standard Specification for Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) Carbon Steel
Wire.

C. ASTM A951/A951M - Standard Specification for Steel Wire for Masonry Joint Reinforcement.

D. ASTM A1064/A1064M - Standard Specification for Carbon-Steel Wire and Welded Wire
Reinforcement, Plain and Deformed, for Concrete.

E. ASTM C129 - Standard Specification for Nonloadbearing Concrete Masonry Units.

F. ASTM C144 - Standard Specification for Aggregate for Masonry Mortar.

G. ASTM C150/C150M - Standard Specification for Portland Cement.

H. ASTM C207 - Standard Specification for Hydrated Lime for Masonry Purposes.

I. ASTM C270 - Standard Specification for Mortar for Unit Masonry.

J. ASTM C476 - Standard Specification for Grout for Masonry.

K. ASTM C1714/C1714M - Standard Specification for Preblended Dry Mortar Mix for Unit
Masonry.

L. TMS 402/602 - Building Code Requirements and Specification for Masonry Structures.

1.03 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Provide data for masonry units, fabricated wire reinforcement, mortar, and
masonry accessories.

C. Manufacturer's Certificate:  Certify that masonry units meet or exceed specified requirements.
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D. Installer's Qualification Statement.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Comply with provisions of TMS 402/602, except where exceeded by requirements of Contract
Documents.
1. Maintain one copy of each document on project site.

B. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of the type specified and
with at least three years of documented experience.

1.06 MOCK-UPS

A. Construct a masonry wall as a mock-up panel sized 8 feet (2.4 m)  long by 6 feet (1.8 m)  high;
include mortar, accessories, and reinforcement  in mock-up.

B. Locate where directed.

C. Mock-up may remain as part of work.

1.07 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Deliver, handle, and store masonry units by means that will prevent mechanical damage and
contamination by other materials.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 CONCRETE MASONRY UNITS

A. Concrete Block:  Comply with referenced standards and as follows:
1. Size:  Standard units with nominal face dimensions of 16 by 8 inches (400 by 200 mm)

and nominal depths as indicated on drawings for specific locations.
2. Special Shapes:  Provide nonstandard blocks configured for corners.

a. Provide bullnose units for outside corners.
3. Nonloadbearing Units:  ASTM C129.

a. Hollow block, as indicated.
b. Lightweight.

2.02 MORTAR AND GROUT MATERIALS

A. Portland Cement:  ASTM C150/C150M, Type I; color as required to produce approved color
sample.
1. Not more than 0.60 percent alkali.

B. Hydrated Lime:  ASTM C207, Type S.

C. Mortar Aggregate:  ASTM C144.

D. Water:  Clean and potable.
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E. Packaged Dry Material for Mortar for Unit Masonry:  Premixed Portland cement, hydrated
lime, and sand; complying with ASTM C1714/C1714M and capable of producing mortar of the
specified strength in accordance with ASTM C270 with the addition of water only.
1. Type:  Type N.
2. Color:  Standard gray.

F. Packaged Dry Material for Grout for Masonry:  Premixed cementitious materials and dried
aggregates; capable of producing grout of the specified strength in accordance with ASTM
C476 with the addition of water only.

2.03 REINFORCEMENT AND ANCHORAGE

A. Manufacturers:
1. Blok-Lok Limited ; BL-10 Ladder Reinforcement :  www.blok-lok.com/#sle.
2. Hohmann & Barnard, Inc ; 220 Ladder Mesh Reforcement :  www.h-b.com/#sle.
3. WIRE-BOND ; Ladder2Wire :  www.wirebond.com/#sle.
4. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

B. Reinforcing Steel:  ASTM A615/A615M, Grade 40 (40,000 psi) (280 MPa), deformed billet
bars; galvanized.

C. Single Wythe Joint Reinforcement:  ASTM A951/A951M.
1. Type: Ladder .
2. Material:  ASTM A1064/A1064M steel wire, mill galvanized to ASTM A641/A641M

Class 3.
3. Size:  0.1483 inch (3.8 mm) side rods with 0.1483 inch (3.8 mm) cross rods; width as

required to provide not less than 5/8 inch (16 mm) of mortar coverage on each exposure.

2.04 MORTAR AND GROUT MIXING

A. Mortar for Unit Masonry:  ASTM C270, using the Proportion Specification.
1. Interior, loadbearing masonry:  Type N.

B. Grout:  ASTM C476; consistency required to fill completely volumes indicated for grouting;
fine grout for spaces with smallest horizontal dimension of 2 inches (50 mm) or less;  coarse
grout for spaces with smallest horizontal dimension greater than 2 inches (50 mm).

C. Admixtures:  Add to mixture at manufacturer's recommended rate and in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions; mix uniformly.

D. Mixing:  Use mechanical batch mixer and comply with referenced standards.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that field conditions are acceptable and are ready to receive masonry.

B. Verify that related items provided under other sections are properly sized and located.
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3.02 PREPARATION

A. Provide temporary bracing during installation of masonry work.  Maintain in place until
building structure provides permanent bracing.

3.03 COLD AND HOT WEATHER REQUIREMENTS

A. Comply with requirements of TMS 402/602 or applicable building code, whichever is more
stringent.

3.04 COURSING

A. Establish lines, levels, and coursing indicated.  Protect from displacement.

B. Maintain masonry courses to uniform dimension.  Form vertical and horizontal joints of
uniform thickness.

C. Concrete Masonry Units:
1. Bond:  Running.
2. Coursing:  One unit and one mortar joint to equal 8 inches (200 mm).
3. Mortar Joints:  Match existing adjacent masonry work .

3.05 PLACING AND BONDING

A. Lay solid masonry units in full bed of mortar, with full head joints, uniformly jointed with other
work.

B. Lay hollow masonry units with face shell bedding on head and bed joints.

C. Buttering corners of joints or excessive furrowing of mortar joints is not permitted.

D. Remove excess mortar and mortar smears as work progresses.

E. Interlock intersections and external corners .

F. Do not shift or tap masonry units after mortar has achieved initial set.  Where adjustment must
be made, remove mortar and replace.

G. Perform job site cutting of masonry units with proper tools to provide straight, clean, unchipped
edges.  Prevent broken masonry unit corners or edges.

H. Cut mortar joints flush where resilient base is scheduled .

3.06 GROUTED COMPONENTS

A. Lap splices minimum 24 bar diameters.

B. Support and secure reinforcing bars from displacement.  Maintain position within 1/2 inch (13
mm) of dimensioned position.

C. Place and consolidate grout fill without displacing reinforcing.
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3.07 TOLERANCES

A. Install masonry within the site tolerances found in TMS 402/602.

B. Maximum Variation From Unit to Adjacent Unit:  1/16 inch (1.6 mm).

C. Maximum Variation from Plumb:  1/4 inch (6 mm) per story non-cumulative; 1/2 inch (13 mm)
in two stories or more.

D. Maximum Variation from Level Coursing:  1/8 inch in 3 ft (3 mm/m) and 1/4 inch in 10 ft (6
mm/3 m); 1/2 inch in 30 ft (13 mm/9 m).

E. Maximum Variation of Mortar Joint Thickness:  Head joint, minus 1/4 inch, plus 3/8 inch
(minus 6.4 mm, plus 9.5 mm).

3.08 CUTTING AND FITTING

A. Cut and fit for chases.  Coordinate with other sections of work to provide correct size, shape,
and location.

B. Obtain approval prior to cutting or fitting masonry work not indicated or where appearance or
strength of masonry work may be impaired.

3.09 CLEANING

A. Remove excess mortar and mortar droppings.

B. Replace defective mortar.  Match adjacent work.

C. Clean soiled surfaces with cleaning solution.

D. Use non-metallic tools in cleaning operations.

3.10 PROTECTION

A. Without damaging completed work, provide protective boards at exposed external corners that
are subject to damage by construction activities.

3.11 SCHEDULES

A. Interior Partitions:  Single wythe concrete block units.

END OF SECTION  042000
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SECTION 044313 - STONE MASONRY VENEER

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Adhered cut  stone veneer at interior  walls.

1.02 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM C616/C616M - Standard Specification for Quartz-Based Dimension Stone.

B. ASTM C1242 - Standard Guide for Selection, Design, and Installation of Dimension Stone
Attachment Systems.

C. ASTM C1528/C1528M - Standard Guide for Selection of Dimension Stone.

D. ICC (IBC) - International Building Code.

E. TMS 402/602 - Building Code Requirements and Specification for Masonry Structures.

1.03 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Preinstallation Meeting:  Convene one week before starting work of this section.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements, for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Provide data on stone panels, mortar, and reinforcement.

C. Samples:  Submit two  stone samples illustrating  color range, texture, and markings.

D. Samples:  Submit mortar color samples.

E. Stone Fabricator's Qualification Statement.

F. Installer's Qualification Statement.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of the type required by this
section,  with minimum five  years of  documented  experience.

1.06 MOCK-UP

A. Construct stone wall mock-up, 10 feet (3 m)  long by 10 feet (3 m)  wide; include corner
condition and typical control joint  in mock-up.

B. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for additional requirements.

C. Locate where directed.
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D. Mock-up may remain as part of the Work.

1.07 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Protect stone from discoloration during storage on site.

B. Provide ventilation to prevent condensation from forming on stone.

1.08 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Cold Weather Requirements:  Comply with requirements of TMS 402/602 or applicable
building code, whichever is more stringent.

B. Maintain materials and ambient air at minimum of 40 degrees F (5 degrees C) prior to, during,
and for 48 hours after completion of work.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 STONE

A. Stone, General:  See recommendations in  ASTM C1528/C1528M.

B. Quartz-Based Stone; complying with ASTM C616/C616M Classification III - Quartzite.

C. Products: MSI Surfaces
1. Color:  Black .
2. Surface Finish:  Split face .
3. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.02 MORTAR APPLICATIONS

A. Mortar: Refer to Specifcation Section 093000 "Tiling."

B. Grout: Refer to Specifcation Section 093000 "Tiling."

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that support work and site conditions are ready to receive work of this section.

3.02 PREPARATION - ADHERED VENEER

A. Clean surfaces of foreign matter using solutions by mortar manufacturer and then rinse surfaces
thoroughly with clean water.

3.03 INSTALLATION - ADHERED VENEER

A. Install thin stone veneer with a cementitious mortar setting bed to a  backing surface, in
accordance with fabricator's instructions and applicable sections of the ICC (IBC), TMS
402/602 and ASTM C1242 that apply to adhered masonry veneer.
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B. Mortar Joints: Concave.

3.04 TOLERANCES

A. Install masonry within the site tolerances found in TMS 402/602.

B. Maximum Variation From Unit to Adjacent Unit:  1/16 inch (1.6 mm).

C. Maximum Variation from Plane of Wall:  1/4 inch in 10 feet (6 mm in 3 m) and 1/2 inch in 20
feet (13 mm in 6 m) or more.

D. Maximum Variation from Plumb:  1/4 inch (6 mm) per story non-cumulative; 1/2 inch (13 mm)
in two stories or more.

E. Maximum Variation from Level Coursing:  1/8 inch in 3 feet (3 mm in 1 m) and 1/4 inch in 10
feet (6 mm in 3 m); 1/2 inch in 30 feet (13 mm in 9 m).

F. Maximum Variation of Joint Thickness:  1/8 inch in 3 feet (3 mm in 1 m).

3.05 CLEANING

A. Remove excess mortar as work progresses, and upon completion of work.

B. Replace defective mortar.  Match adjacent work.

C. Clean soiled surfaces with cleaning solution.

D. Use non-metallic tools in cleaning operations.

3.06 PROTECTION

A. During temporary storage on site, at the end of working day, and during rainy weather, cover
stone work exposed to weather with non-staining waterproof coverings, securely anchored.

END OF SECTION  044313
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SECTION 051200  STRUCTURAL STEEL FRAMING 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 SUMMARY 

A. Section Includes:

1. Structural steel.

2. Shrinkage-resistant grout.

B. Related Requirements:

1. Section 055000 "Metal Fabrications" for steel lintels and shelf angles not attached to

structural-steel frame, miscellaneous steel fabrications, and other steel items not defined

as structural steel.

2. Section 099113 "Exterior Painting" and Section 099123 "Interior Painting" for painting

requirements.

1.2 DEFINITIONS 

A. Structural Steel: Elements of the structural frame indicated on Drawings and as described in

ANSI/AISC 303.

1.3 COORDINATION 

A. Coordinate selection of shop primers with topcoats to be applied over them. Comply with paint

and coating manufacturers' written recommendations to ensure that shop primers and topcoats

are compatible with one another.

B. Coordinate installation of anchorage items to be embedded in or attached to other construction

without delaying the Work. Provide setting diagrams, sheet metal templates, instructions, and

directions for installation.

1.4 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS 

A. Preinstallation Conference: Conduct conference at Project site.

1.5 ACTION SUBMITTALS 

A. Product Data:

1. Structural-steel materials.

2. High-strength, bolt-nut-washer assemblies.
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3. Anchor rods. 

4. Threaded rods. 

5. Shop primer. 

6. Galvanized-steel primer. 

7. Etching cleaner. 

8. Galvanized repair paint. 

9. Shrinkage-resistant grout. 

B. Shop Drawings: Show fabrication of structural-steel components. 

1. Include details of cuts, connections, splices, camber, holes, and other pertinent data. 

2. Include embedment Drawings. 

3. Indicate welds by standard AWS symbols, distinguishing between shop and field welds, 

and show size, length, and type of each weld. Show backing bars that are to be removed 

and supplemental fillet welds where backing bars are to remain. 

4. Indicate type, size, and length of bolts, distinguishing between shop and field bolts. 

Identify pretensioned and slip-critical, high-strength bolted connections. 

5. Identify members and connections of the seismic-load-resisting system. 

6. Indicate locations and dimensions of protected zones. 

7. Identify demand-critical welds. 

8. Identify members not to be shop primed. 

C. Welding Procedure Specifications (WPSs) and Procedure Qualification Records (PQRs): 

Provide in accordance with AWS D1.1/D1.1M for each welded joint whether prequalified or 

qualified by testing, including the following: 

1. Power source (constant current or constant voltage). 

2. Electrode manufacturer and trade name, for demand-critical welds. 

D. Delegated Design Submittal: For structural-steel connections indicated on Drawings to comply 

with design loads, include analysis data signed and sealed by the qualified professional engineer 

responsible for their preparation. 

1.6 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS 

A. Qualification Data: For Installer fabricator. 

B. Welding certificates. 

C. Paint Compatibility Certificates: From manufacturers of topcoats applied over shop primers, 

certifying that shop primers are compatible with topcoats. 

D. Mill test reports for structural-steel materials, including chemical and physical properties. 

E. Product Test Reports: For the following: 

1. Bolts, nuts, and washers, including mechanical properties and chemical analysis. 

2. Direct-tension indicators. 

3. Tension-control, high-strength, bolt-nut-washer assemblies. 
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F. Survey of existing conditions. 

G. Source quality-control reports. 

H. Field quality-control reports. 

1.7 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Fabricator Qualifications: A qualified fabricator that participates in the AISC Quality 

Certification Program and is designated an AISC-Certified Plant, Category BU or is accredited 

by the IAS Fabricator Inspection Program for Structural Steel (Acceptance Criteria 172). 

B. Installer Qualifications: A qualified Installer who participates in the AISC Quality Certification 

Program and is designated an AISC-Certified Erector, Category CSE. 

C. Welding Qualifications: Qualify procedures and personnel in accordance with 

AWS D1.1/D1.1M. 

1. Welders and welding operators performing work on bottom-flange, demand-critical 

welds are to pass the supplemental welder qualification testing, as required by 

AWS D1.8/D1.8M. FCAW-S and FCAW-G are to be considered separate processes for 

welding personnel qualification. 

1.8 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 

A. Store materials to permit easy access for inspection and identification. Keep steel members off 

ground and spaced by using pallets, dunnage, or other supports and spacers. Protect steel 

members and packaged materials from corrosion and deterioration. 

1. Do not store materials on structure in a manner that might cause distortion, damage, or 

overload to members or supporting structures. Repair or replace damaged materials or 

structures as directed. 

B. Store fasteners in a protected place in sealed containers with manufacturer's labels intact. 

1. Fasteners may be repackaged provided Owner's testing and inspecting agency observes 

repackaging and seals containers. 

2. Clean and relubricate bolts and nuts that become dry or rusty before use. 

3. Comply with manufacturers' written recommendations for cleaning and lubricating 

ASTM F3125/F3125M, Grade F1852 bolt assemblies and for retesting bolt assemblies 

after lubrication. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A. Comply with applicable provisions of the following specifications and documents: 
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1. ANSI/AISC 303. 

2. ANSI/AISC 341. 

3. ANSI/AISC 360. 

4. RCSC's "Specification for Structural Joints Using High-Strength Bolts." 

B. Connection Design Information: 

1. Fabricator's experienced steel detailer selects or completes standard shear connections in 

accordance with ANSI/AISC 303. 

a. Select and complete connections using schematic details indicated and 

ANSI/AISC 360. 

b. Use Load and Resistance Factor Design; data are given at factored-load level. 

2. Design connections and final configuration of member reinforcement at non-standard 

connections in accordance with ANSI/AISC 303 by fabricator's qualified professional 

engineer. 

a. Use Load and Resistance Factor Design; data are given at factored-load level. 

2.2 STRUCTURAL-STEEL MATERIALS 

A. Recycled Content of Steel Products: Postconsumer recycled content plus one-half of 

preconsumer recycled content not less than 90 percent. 

B. All steel products available shall be produced by an electric arc furnace (EAF).  

C. W-Shapes: ASTM A992/A992M. 

D. Channels, Angles: ASTM A36/A36M. 

E. Plate and Bar: ASTM A36/A36M ASTM A572/A572M, Grade 50, as indicated on Drawings. 

F. Cold-Formed Hollow Structural Sections: ASTM A500/A500M, Grade C structural tubing. 

G. Steel Pipe: ASTM A53/A53M, Type E or Type S, Grade B. 

1. Weight Class: Standard Extra strong Double-extra strong., as indicated on Drawings. 

2. Finish: Black except where indicated to be galvanized. 

H. Welding Electrodes: Comply with AWS requirements. 

2.3 BOLTS AND CONNECTORS 

A. High-Strength A325 Bolts, Nuts, and Washers: ASTM F3125/F3125M, Grade A325, Type 1, 

heavy-hex steel structural bolts; ASTM A563, Grade DH, heavy-hex carbon-steel nuts; and 

ASTM F436/F436M, Type 1, hardened carbon-steel washers; all with plain finish. 

1. Direct-Tension Indicators: ASTM F959/F959M, Type 325-1, compressible-washer type 

with plain finish. 
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B. High-Strength A490 Bolts, Nuts, and Washers: ASTM F3125/F3125M, Grade A490, Type 1, 

heavy-hex steel structural bolts or Grade F2280 tension-control, bolt-nut-washer assemblies 

with splined ends; ASTM A563, Grade DH, heavy-hex carbon-steel nuts; and 

ASTM F436/F436M, Type 1, hardened carbon-steel washers; all with plain finish. 

1. Direct-Tension Indicators: ASTM F959/F959M, Type 490-1, compressible-washer type 

with plain finish. 

C. Zinc-Coated High-Strength A325 Bolts, Nuts, and Washers: ASTM F3125/F3125M, 

Grade A325, Type 1, heavy-hex steel structural bolts; ASTM A563, Grade DH, heavy-hex 

carbon-steel nuts; and ASTM F436/F436M, Type 1, hardened carbon-steel washers. 

1. Finish: Hot-dip or mechanically deposited zinc coating. 

2. Direct-Tension Indicators: ASTM F959/F959M, Type 325-1, compressible-washer type 

with mechanically deposited zinc coating finish. 

D. Tension-Control, High-Strength Bolt-Nut-Washer Assemblies: ASTM F3125/F3125M, 

Grade F1852, Type 1, heavy-hex or round head assemblies, consisting of steel structural bolts 

with splined ends; ASTM A563, Grade DH, heavy-hex carbon-steel nuts; and 

ASTM F436/F436M, Type 1, hardened carbon-steel washers. 

1. Finish: Plain or Mechanically deposited zinc coating. 

E. Shear Stud Connectors: ASTM A108, AISI C-1015 through C-1020, headed-stud type, cold-

finished carbon steel; AWS D1.1/D1.1M, Type B. 

2.4 RODS 

A. Unheaded Anchor Rods: ASTM F1554, Grade 36. 

1. Configuration: Hooked. 

2. Nuts: ASTM A563 heavy-hex carbon steel. 

3. Plate Washers: ASTM A36/A36M carbon steel. 

4. Washers: ASTM F436, Type 1, hardened carbon steel. 

5. Finish: Plain and Hot-dip zinc coating, ASTM A153/A153M, Class C, as indicated on 

Drawings. 

B. Headed Anchor Rods: ASTM F1554, Grade 36andASTM F1554, Grade 55, weldable, as 

indicated on Drawings, straight. 

1. Nuts: ASTM A563 heavy-hex carbon steel. 

2. Plate Washers: ASTM A36/A36M carbon steel. 

3. Washers: ASTM F436, Type 1, hardened carbon steel. 

4. Finish: Plain and Hot-dip zinc coating, ASTM A153/A153M, Class C, as indicated on 

Drawings. 

C. Threaded Rods: ASTM A36/A36Mand ASTM A572/A572M, Grade 50, as indicated on 

Drawings. 

1. Nuts: ASTM A63 heavy-hex carbon steel. 
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2. Washers: ASTM F436, Type 1, hardened carbon steel. 

3. Finish: Plain and Hot-dip zinc coating, ASTM A153/A153M, Class C, as indicated on 

Drawings. 

2.5 PRIMER 

A. Steel Primer: 

1. Fabricator's standard lead- and chromate-free, nonasphaltic, rust-inhibiting primer 

complying with MPI#79 and compatible with topcoat. 

2.6 SHRINKAGE-RESISTANT GROUT 

A. Nonmetallic, Shrinkage-Resistant Grout: ASTM C1107/C1107M, factory-packaged, 

nonmetallic aggregate grout, noncorrosive and nonstaining, mixed with water to consistency 

suitable for application and a 30-minute working time. 

B. Minimum Compressive Strength: 8000 psi 

1. Minimum strength at fluid consistency required for installation. 

C. Grout installation procedure shall be in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations to 

ensure that no air voids are present beneath the baseplate. 

2.7 FABRICATION 

A. Structural Steel: Fabricate and assemble in shop to greatest extent possible. Fabricate in 

accordance with ANSI/AISC 303 and to ANSI/AISC 360. 

1. Camber structural-steel members where indicated. 

2. Fabricate beams with rolling camber up. 

3. Identify high-strength structural steel in accordance with ASTM A6/A6M and maintain 

markings until structural-steel framing has been erected. 

4. Mark and match-mark materials for field assembly. 

5. Complete structural-steel assemblies, including welding of units, before starting shop-

priming operations. 

B. Thermal Cutting: Perform thermal cutting by machine to greatest extent possible. 

1. Plane thermally cut edges to be welded to comply with requirements in 

AWS D1.1/D1.1M. 

C. Bolt Holes: Cut, drill, mechanically thermal cut, or punch standard bolt holes perpendicular to 

metal surfaces. 

D. Finishing: Accurately finish ends of columns and other members transmitting bearing loads. 
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E. Cleaning: Clean and prepare steel surfaces that are to remain unpainted in accordance with 

SSPC-SP 2. 

F. Holes: Provide holes required for securing other work to structural steel and for other work to 

pass through steel members. 

1. Cut, drill, or punch holes perpendicular to steel surfaces. Do not thermally cut bolt holes 

or enlarge holes by burning. 

2. Baseplate Holes: Cut, drill, mechanically thermal cut, or punch holes perpendicular to 

steel surfaces. 

3. Weld threaded nuts to framing and other specialty items indicated to receive other work. 

2.8 SHOP CONNECTIONS 

A. High-Strength Bolts: Shop install high-strength bolts in accordance with RCSC's "Specification 

for Structural Joints Using High-Strength Bolts" for type of bolt and type of joint specified. 

1. Joint Type: Snug tightened  

a. Snug tightened bolts are acceptable for all bolted connections where other joint 

type is not specifically indicated on the contract drawings or on the steel shop 

drawings. 

2. Joint Type: Pretensioned 

a. Pretensioned bolts are required at all braced frame connections, and at all other 

locations specifically indicated on the contract drawings or on the steel shop 

drawings. 

B. Weld Connections: Comply with AWS D1.1/D1.1M and AWS D1.8/D1.8M for tolerances, 

appearances, welding procedure specifications, weld quality, and methods used in correcting 

welding work. 

1. Assemble and weld built-up sections by methods that maintain true alignment of axes 

without exceeding tolerances in ANSI/AISC 303 for mill material. 

2.9 GALVANIZING 

A. Hot-Dip Galvanized Finish: Apply zinc coating by the hot-dip process to structural steel in 

accordance with ASTM A123/A123M. 

1. Fill vent and drain holes that are exposed in the finished Work unless they function as 

weep holes, by plugging with zinc solder and filing off smooth. 

2. Galvanize lintels and shelf angles attached to structural-steel frame and located in 

exterior walls. 

2.10 SHOP PRIMING 

A. Shop prime steel surfaces, except the following: 
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1. Surfaces embedded in concrete or mortar. Extend priming of partially embedded 

members to a depth of 2 inches. 

2. Surfaces to be field welded. 

3. Surfaces of high-strength bolted, slip-critical connections. 

4. Surfaces to receive sprayed fire-resistive materials (applied fireproofing). 

5. Galvanized surfaces unless indicated to be painted. 

6. Corrosion-resisting (weathering) steel surfaces. 

7. Surfaces enclosed in interior construction. 

B. Surface Preparation of Steel: Clean surfaces to be painted. Remove loose rust and mill scale and 

spatter, slag, or flux deposits. Prepare surfaces in accordance with the following specifications 

and standards: 

1. SSPC-SP 2. 

2. SSPC-SP 3. 

C. Surface Preparation of Galvanized Steel: Prepare galvanized-steel surfaces for shop priming by 

thoroughly cleaning steel of grease, dirt, oil, flux, and other foreign matter, and treating with 

etching cleaner or in accordance with SSPC-SP 16. 

D. Priming: Immediately after surface preparation, apply primer in accordance with manufacturer's 

written instructions and at rate recommended by SSPC to provide a minimum dry film thickness 

of 1.5 mils. Use priming methods that result in full coverage of joints, corners, edges, and 

exposed surfaces. 

1. Stripe paint corners, crevices, bolts, welds, and sharp edges. 

2. Apply two coats of shop paint to surfaces that are inaccessible after assembly or erection. 

Change color of second coat to distinguish it from first. 

2.11 SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Testing Agency: Owner will engage a qualified testing agency to perform shop tests and 

inspections. 

1. Allow testing agency access to places where structural-steel work is being fabricated or 

produced to perform tests and inspections. 

2. Bolted Connections: Inspect and test shop-bolted connections in accordance with RCSC's 

"Specification for Structural Joints Using High-Strength Bolts." 

3. Welded Connections: Visually inspect shop-welded connections in accordance with 

AWS D1.1/D1.1M and the following inspection procedures, at testing agency's option: 

a. Liquid Penetrant Inspection: ASTM E165/E165M. 

b. Magnetic Particle Inspection: ASTM E709; performed on root pass and on finished 

weld. Cracks or zones of incomplete fusion or penetration are not accepted. 

c. Ultrasonic Inspection: ASTM E164. 

d. Radiographic Inspection: ASTM E94/E94M. 

4. In addition to visual inspection, test and inspect shop-welded shear stud connectors in 

accordance with requirements in AWS D1.1/D1.1M for stud welding and as follows: 

a. Perform bend tests if visual inspections reveal either a less-than-continuous 360-

degree flash or welding repairs to any shear stud connector. 
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b. Conduct tests in accordance with requirements in AWS D1.1/D1.1M on additional 

shear stud connectors if weld fracture occurs on shear stud connectors already 

tested. 

5. Prepare test and inspection reports. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 EXAMINATION 

A. Verify, with certified steel erector present, elevations of concrete- and masonry-bearing surfaces 

and locations of anchor rods, bearing plates, and other embedments for compliance with 

requirements. 

1. Prepare a certified survey of existing conditions. Include bearing surfaces, anchor rods, 

bearing plates, and other embedments showing dimensions, locations, angles, and 

elevations. 

B. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

3.2 PREPARATION 

A. Provide temporary shores, guys, braces, and other supports during erection to keep structural 

steel secure, plumb, and in alignment against temporary construction loads and loads equal in 

intensity to design loads. Remove temporary supports when permanent structural steel, 

connections, and bracing are in place unless otherwise indicated on Drawings. 

1. Do not remove temporary shoring supporting composite deck construction and structural-

steel framing until cast-in-place concrete has attained its design compressive strength. 

3.3 ERECTION 

A. Set structural steel accurately in locations and to elevations indicated and in accordance with 

ANSI/AISC 303 and ANSI/AISC 360. 

B. Baseplates Bearing Plates and Leveling Plates: Clean concrete- and masonry-bearing surfaces 

of bond-reducing materials, and roughen surfaces prior to setting plates. Clean bottom surface 

of plates. 

1. Set plates for structural members on wedges, shims, or setting nuts as required. 

2. Weld plate washers to top of baseplate. 

3.  Snug-tighten anchor rods after supported members have been positioned and plumbed. 

Do not remove wedges or shims but, if protruding, cut off flush with edge of plate before 

packing with grout. 

4. Promptly place shrinkage-resistant grout solidly between bearing surfaces and plates, so 

no voids remain. Neatly finish exposed surfaces; protect grout and allow to cure.  Comply 

with manufacturer's written installation instructions for grouting. 
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C. Align and adjust various members that form part of complete frame or structure before 

permanently fastening. Before assembly, clean bearing surfaces and other surfaces that are in 

permanent contact with members. Perform necessary adjustments to compensate for 

discrepancies in elevations and alignment. 

1. Level and plumb individual members of structure. Slope roof framing members to slopes 

indicated on Drawings. 

2. Make allowances for difference between temperature at time of erection and mean 

temperature when structure is completed and in service. 

D. Splice members only where indicated. 

E. Do not use thermal cutting during erection unless approved by the Engineer of Record. Finish 

thermally cut sections within smoothness limits in AWS D1.1/D1.1M. 

F. Do not enlarge unfair holes in members by burning or using drift pins. Ream holes that must be 

enlarged to admit bolts. 

3.4 FIELD CONNECTIONS 

A. High-Strength Bolts: Install high-strength bolts in accordance with RCSC's "Specification for 

Structural Joints Using High-Strength Bolts" for bolt and joint type specified. 

1. Joint Type: Snug tightened and slip critical, as specified on Drawings. 

B. Weld Connections: Comply with AWS D1.1/D1.1M and AWS D1.8/D1.8M for tolerances, 

appearances, welding procedure specifications, weld quality, and methods used in correcting 

welding work. 

1. Comply with ANSI/AISC 303 and ANSI/AISC 360 for bearing, alignment, adequacy of 

temporary connections, and removal of paint on surfaces adjacent to field welds. 

2. Remove backing bars or runoff tabs, back gouge, and grind steel smooth. 

3. Assemble and weld built-up sections by methods that maintain true alignment of axes 

without exceeding tolerances in ANSI/AISC 303 for mill material. 

3.5 REPAIR 

A. Galvanized Surfaces: Clean areas where galvanizing is damaged or missing, and repair 

galvanizing to comply with ASTM A780/A780M. 

B. Touchup Painting: 

1. Immediately after erection, clean exposed areas where primer is damaged or missing, and 

paint with the same material as used for shop painting to comply with SSPC-PA 1 for 

touching up shop-painted surfaces. 

a. Clean and prepare surfaces by SSPC-SP 2 hand-tool cleaning or SSPC-SP 3 

power-tool cleaning. 

2. Cleaning and touchup painting are specified in Section 099123 "Interior Painting."  
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C. Touchup Priming: Cleaning and touchup priming are specified in Section 099600 "High-

Performance Coatings." 

3.6 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 

A. Special Inspections: Owner will engage a special inspector to perform the following special 

inspections: 

1. Verify structural-steel materials and inspect steel frame joint details. 

2. Verify weld materials and inspect welds. 

3. Verify connection materials and inspect high-strength bolted connections. 

B. Testing Agency: Owner will engage a qualified testing agency to perform tests and inspections. 

1. Bolted Connections: Inspect and test bolted connections in accordance with RCSC's 

"Specification for Structural Joints Using High-Strength Bolts." 

2. Welded Connections: Visually inspect field welds in accordance with AWS D1.1/D1.1M. 

a. In addition to visual inspection, test and inspect field welds in accordance with 

AWS D1.1/D1.1M and the following inspection procedures, at testing agency's 

option: 

1) Liquid Penetrant Inspection: ASTM E165/E165M. 

2) Magnetic Particle Inspection: ASTM E709; performed on root pass and on 

finished weld. Cracks or zones of incomplete fusion or penetration are not 

accepted. 

3) Ultrasonic Inspection: ASTM E164. 

4) Radiographic Inspection: ASTM E94/E94M. 

3. Shear Stud Connectors: In addition to visual inspection, test and inspect field-welded 

shear connectors according to requirements in AWS D1.1/D1.1M for stud welding and as 

follows: 

a. Perform bend tests if visual inspections reveal either a less-than-continuous 360-

degree flash or welding repairs to any shear connector. 

b. Conduct tests according to requirements in AWS D1.1/D1.1M on additional shear 

connectors if weld fracture occurs on shear connectors already tested. 

END OF SECTION 051200 
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SECTION 055000 - METAL FABRICATIONS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Shop fabricated steel  items, including: 
1. Handcuff rails.
2. Mugshot steel wall panel.
3. Spit guard frame.
4. Door Frames for Overhead Door Openings.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 033000 - Cast-in-Place Concrete:  Placement of metal fabrications in concrete.

B. Section 055213 - Pipe and Tube Railings.

C. Section 099123 - Interior Painting:  Paint finish.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM A36/A36M - Standard Specification for Carbon Structural Steel.

B. ASTM A53/A53M - Standard Specification for Pipe, Steel, Black and Hot-Dipped, Zinc-
Coated, Welded and Seamless.

C. ASTM A123/A123M - Standard Specification for Zinc (Hot-Dip Galvanized) Coatings on Iron
and Steel Products.

D. ASTM A283/A283M - Standard Specification for Low and Intermediate Tensile Strength
Carbon Steel Plates.

E. ASTM A307 - Standard Specification for Carbon Steel Bolts, Studs, and Threaded Rod 60 000
PSI Tensile Strength.

F. ASTM A501/A501M - Standard Specification for Hot-Formed Welded and Seamless Carbon
Steel Structural Tubing.

G. ASTM F3125/F3125M - Standard Specification for High Strength Structural Bolts and
Assemblies, Steel and Alloy Steel, Heat Treated, Inch Dimensions 120 ksi and 150 ksi
Minimum Tensile Strength, and Metric Dimensions 830 MPa and 1040 MPa Minimum Tensile
Strength.

H. AWS A2.4 - Standard Symbols for Welding, Brazing, and Nondestructive Examination.

I. AWS B2.1/B2.1M - Specification for Welding Procedure and Performance Qualification.

J. AWS D1.1/D1.1M - Structural Welding Code - Steel.

K. AWS D1.2/D1.2M - Structural Welding Code - Aluminum.
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L. IAS AC172 - Accreditation Criteria for Fabricator Inspection Programs for Structural Steel
AC172.

M. SSPC-Paint 15 - Steel Joist Shop Primer/Metal Building Primer.

N. SSPC-Paint 20 - Zinc-Rich Coating (Type I - Inorganic, and Type II - Organic).

O. SSPC-SP 2 - Hand Tool Cleaning.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. Shop Drawings:  Indicate profiles, sizes, connection attachments, reinforcing, anchorage, size
and type of fasteners, and accessories.  Include erection drawings, elevations, and details where
applicable.
1. Indicate welded connections using standard AWS A2.4 welding symbols.  Indicate net

weld lengths.
2. Design data:  Submit drawings and supporting calculations, signed and sealed by a

qualified professional structural engineer.
a. Include the following, as applicable:

1) Design criteria.
2) Engineering analysis depicting stresses and deflections.
3) Member sizes and gauges.
4) Details of connections.
5) Support reactions.
6) Bracing requirements.

B. Welders' Qualification Statement:  Welders' certificates in accordance with AWS B2.1/B2.1M
and dated no more than 12 months before start of scheduled welding work.

C. Designer's Qualification Statement.

D. Fabricator's Qualification Statement:  Provide documentation showing steel fabricator is
accredited under IAS AC172.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Design vehicular barrier cable systems under direct supervision of a Professional Structural
Engineer experienced in design of this work and licensed in the State in which the Project is
located.

B. Welder Qualifications:  Welding processes and welding operators qualified in accordance with
AWS D1.1/D1.1M and AWS D1.2/D1.2M and dated no more than 12 months before start of
scheduled welding work.

C. Fabricator Qualifications:  A qualified steel fabricator that is accredited by IAS AC172.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MATERIALS - STEEL

A. Steel Sections:  ASTM A36/A36M.
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B. Steel Tubing:  ASTM A501/A501M hot-formed structural tubing.

C. Plates:  ASTM A283/A283M.

D. Pipe: ASTM A53/A53M, Grade B Schedule 40, hot-dip galvanized finish .

E. Mechanical Fasteners: Same material as or compatible with materials being fastened; type
consistent with design and specified quality level.

F. Bolts, Nuts, and Washers:  ASTM A307, Grade A, plain.

G. Bolts, Nuts, and Washers: ASTM F3125/F3125M , Type 3, plain .

H. Welding Materials:  AWS D1.1/D1.1M; type required for materials being welded.

I. Shop and Touch-Up Primer:  SSPC-Paint 15, complying with VOC limitations of authorities
having jurisdiction.

J. Touch-Up Primer for Galvanized Surfaces:  SSPC-Paint 20, Type I - Inorganic, complying with
VOC limitations of authorities having jurisdiction.

2.02 FABRICATION

A. Fit and shop assemble items in largest practical sections, for delivery to site.

B. Fabricate items with joints tightly fitted and secured.

C. Continuously seal joined members by continuous welds .
1. Use materials and methods that minimize distortion and develop strength and corrosion

resistance of base metals.
2. Obtain fusion without undercut or overlap.
3. Remove welding flux immediately.
4. At exposed connections, finish exposed welds and surfaces smooth and blended so no

roughness shows after finishing and contour of welded surface matches that of adjacent
surface .

D. Grind exposed joints flush and smooth with adjacent finish surface.  Make exposed joints butt
tight, flush, and hairline.  Ease exposed edges to small uniform radius.

E. Exposed Mechanical Fastenings:  Flush countersunk screws or bolts; unobtrusively located;
consistent with design of component, except where specifically noted otherwise.

F. Furnish components required for anchorage of fabrications.  Fabricate anchors and related
components of same material and finish as fabrication, except where specifically noted
otherwise.

2.03 FABRICATED ITEMS

A. Door Frames for Overhead Door Openings : Channel  sections; galvanized  finish.
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2.04 FINISHES - STEEL

A. Prime paint steel items.
1. Exceptions: Galvanize items .

B. Prepare surfaces to be primed in accordance with SSPC-SP2.

C. Clean surfaces of rust, scale, grease, and foreign matter prior to finishing.

D. Galvanizing of Non-structural Items: Galvanize after fabrication to ASTM A123/A123M
requirements. If painting is indicated, do not quench or apply post galvanizing treatments that
might interfere with paint adhesion.

2.05 FABRICATION TOLERANCES

A. Squareness:  1/8 inch (3 mm) maximum difference in diagonal measurements.

B. Maximum Offset Between Faces:  1/16 inch (1.5 mm).

C. Maximum Misalignment of Adjacent Members:  1/16 inch (1.5 mm).

D. Maximum Bow:  1/8 inch (3 mm) in 48 inches (1.2 m).

E. Maximum Deviation From Plane:  1/16 inch (1.5 mm) in 48 inches (1.2 m).

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that field conditions are acceptable and are ready to receive work.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Clean and strip primed steel items to bare metal where site welding is required.

B. Furnish setting templates to the appropriate entities for steel items required to be cast into
concrete .

3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Install items plumb and level, accurately fitted, free from distortion or defects.

B. Provide for erection loads, and for sufficient temporary bracing to maintain true alignment until
completion of erection and installation of permanent attachments.

C. Field weld components as indicated  on shop drawings .

D. Perform field welding in accordance with AWS D1.1/D1.1M.

E. Obtain approval prior to site cutting or making adjustments not scheduled.
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F. After erection, prime welds, abrasions, and surfaces not shop primed, except surfaces to be in
contact with concrete.

3.04 TOLERANCES

A. Maximum Variation From Plumb:  1/4 inch (6 mm) per story, non-cumulative.

B. Maximum Offset From True Alignment:  1/4 inch (6 mm).

C. Maximum Out-of-Position:  1/4 inch (6 mm).

END OF SECTION  055000
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SECTION 055213 - PIPE AND TUBE RAILINGS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Exterior handrails.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 033000 - Cast-in-Place Concrete:  Placement of anchors in concrete.

B. Section 042000 - Unit Masonry:  Placement of anchors in masonry.

C. Section 092116 - Gypsum Board Assemblies:  Placement of backing plates in stud wall
construction.

D. Section 099123 - Interior Painting:  Paint finish.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ADA Standards - 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design.

B. ASTM A53/A53M - Standard Specification for Pipe, Steel, Black and Hot-Dipped, Zinc-
Coated, Welded and Seamless.

C. ASTM A123/A123M - Standard Specification for Zinc (Hot-Dip Galvanized) Coatings on Iron
and Steel Products.

D. ASTM A500/A500M - Standard Specification for Cold-Formed Welded and Seamless Carbon
Steel Structural Tubing in Rounds and Shapes.

E. ASTM A780/A780M - Standard Practice for Repair of Damaged and Uncoated Areas of Hot-
Dip Galvanized Coatings.

F. ASTM E935 - Standard Test Methods for Performance of Permanent Metal Railing Systems
and Rails for Buildings.

G. AWS A2.4 - Standard Symbols for Welding, Brazing, and Nondestructive Examination.

H. AWS B2.1/B2.1M - Specification for Welding Procedure and Performance Qualification.

I. AWS D1.1/D1.1M - Structural Welding Code - Steel.

J. SSPC-Paint 20 - Zinc-Rich Coating (Type I - Inorganic, and Type II - Organic).

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements, for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:
1. Manufacturer's product lines of mechanically connected railings.
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2. Fasteners.
3. Post-installed anchors.
4. Handrail brackets.
5. Shop primer.
6. Bituminous paint.
7. Nonshrink, nonmetallic grout.
8. Metal finishes.

C. Shop Drawings:  Indicate profiles, sizes, connection attachments, anchorage, size and type of
fasteners, and accessories.
1. Indicate welded connections using standard AWS A2.4 welding symbols.  Indicate net

weld lengths.
2. Include the design engineer's seal and signature on each sheet of shop drawings.
3. Samples:  Submit two , 12 inch (305 mm)  long samples of handrail.  Submit two  samples

of elbow, wall bracket, and end stop .
4. Welders' Qualification Statement:  Welders' certificates in accordance with AWS

B2.1/B2.1M and dated within the previous 12 months.
5. Designer's Qualification Statement.
6. Fabricator's Qualification Statement.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Structural Designer Qualifications:  Professional Structural Engineer experienced in design of
this work and licensed in the State in which the Project is located, or personnel under direct
supervision of such an engineer.

B. Welder Qualifications:  Welding processes and welding operators qualified within previous 12
months.

C. Fabricator Qualifications:
1. A company specializing in manufacturing products specified in this section, with not less

than ten years of documented experience.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 RAILINGS - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

A. Design, fabricate, and test railing assemblies in accordance with the most stringent
requirements of applicable local code.

B. Distributed Loads:  Design railing assembly, wall rails, and attachments to resist distributed
force of 50 pounds per linear foot (730 N/m)  applied to the top of the assembly and in any
direction, without damage or permanent set.  Test in accordance with ASTM E935 

C. Concentrated Loads:  Design railing assembly, wall rails, and attachments to resist a
concentrated force of 500 pounds (2225 N)  applied at any point on the top of the assembly and
in any direction, without damage or permanent set.  Test in accordance with ASTM E935 

D. Allow for expansion and contraction of members and building movement without damage to
connections or members.

E. Dimensions:  See drawings for configurations and heights.
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1. Top Rails and Wall Rails:  1-1/2 inches (38 mm) diameter, round.
2. Intermediate Rails:  1-1/2 inches (38 mm) diameter, round.
3. Posts:  1-1/2 inches (38 mm) diameter, round.

F. Provide anchors and other components as required to attach to structure, made of same
materials as railing components unless otherwise indicated; where exposed fasteners are
unavoidable provide flush countersunk fasteners.
1. For anchorage to masonry, provide brackets to be embedded in masonry, for bolting

anchors.
2. For anchorage to stud walls, provide backing plates, for bolting anchors.
3. Posts: Provide adjustable flanged brackets.

G. Provide welding fittings  to join lengths, seal open ends, and conceal exposed mounting bolts
and nuts, including but not limited to elbows, T-shapes, splice connectors, flanges, escutcheons,
and wall brackets.

H. Welded and Brazed Joints:  Make visible joints butt tight, flush, and hairline; use methods that
avoid discoloration and damage of finish; grind smooth, polish, and restore to required finish.
1. Ease exposed edges to a small uniform radius.
2. Welded Joints:

a. Carbon Steel:  Perform welding in accordance with AWS D1.1/D1.1M.

2.02 STEEL RAILING SYSTEM

A. Steel Tube:  ASTM A500/A500M Grade B cold-formed structural tubing.

B. Steel Pipe:  ASTM A53/A53M Grade B Schedule 40, galvanized finish .

C. Welding Fittings:  Factory- or shop-welded from matching pipe or tube; seams continuously
welded; joints and seams ground smooth.

D. Exposed Fasteners:  No exposed bolts or screws.

E. Straight Splice Connectors:  Steel welding collars .

F. Galvanizing:  In accordance with requirements of ASTM A123/A123M.
1. Touch-Up Primer for Galvanized Surfaces:  SSPC-Paint 20 Type II - Organic .

2.03 FABRICATION

A. Accurately form components to suit specific project conditions and for proper connection to
building structure.

B. Fit and shop assemble components in largest practical sizes for delivery to site.

C. Fabricate components with joints tightly fitted and secured.  Provide spigots and sleeves to
accommodate site assembly and installation.

D. Welded Joints:
1. Exterior Components:  Continuously seal joined pieces by intermittent welds and plastic

filler.  Drill condensate drainage holes at bottom of members at locations that will not
encourage water intrusion.
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2. Grind exposed joints flush and smooth with adjacent finish surface.  Make exposed joints
butt tight, flush, and hairline.  Ease exposed edges to small uniform radius.

E. Weld connections that cannot be shop welded due to size limitations.
1. Weld in accordance with AWS D1.1/D1.1M.
2. Match shop welding and bolting.
3. Clean welds, bolted connections, and abraded areas.
4. Touch up shop primer and factory-applied finishes.
5. Repair galvanizing with galvanizing repair paint per ASTM A780/A780M.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that field conditions are acceptable and are ready to receive work.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Supply items required to be cast into concrete or embedded in masonry with setting templates,
for installation as work of other sections.

3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Install in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

B. Install components plumb and level, accurately fitted, free from distortion or defects, with tight
joints.

C. Install railings in compliance with ADA Standards for accessible design at applicable locations.

D. Anchor railings securely to structure.

E. Field weld anchors as indicated on shop drawings .  Touch-up welds with primer.  Grind welds
smooth.

F. Conceal anchor bolts and screws whenever possible.  Where not concealed, use flush
countersunk fastenings.

3.04 TOLERANCES

A. Maximum Variation From Plumb:  1/4 inch (6 mm) per floor level, non-cumulative.

B. Maximum Offset From True Alignment:  1/4 inch (6 mm).

C. Maximum Out-of-Position:  1/4 inch (6 mm).

END OF SECTION  055213
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SECTION 061053 - MISCELLANEOUS ROUGH CARPENTRY

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Roof-mounted curbs.

B. Roofing nailers.

C. Preservative treated wood materials.

D. Fire retardant treated wood materials.

E. Communications and electrical room mounting boards.

F. Concealed wood blocking, nailers, and supports.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 077200 - Roof Accessories:  Prefabricated roof curbs.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM A153/A153M - Standard Specification for Zinc Coating (Hot-Dip) on Iron and Steel
Hardware.

B. ASTM E84 - Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials.

C. AWPA U1 - Use Category System: User Specification for Treated Wood.

D. PS 1 - Structural Plywood.

E. PS 20 - American Softwood Lumber Standard.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data:  Provide technical data on wood preservative materials and application
instructions.

1.05 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. General: Cover wood products to protect against moisture. Support stacked products to prevent
deformation and to allow air circulation.

B. Fire Retardant Treated Wood: Prevent exposure to precipitation during shipping, storage, and
installation.
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PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

A. Dimension Lumber:  Comply with PS 20 and requirements of specified grading agencies.
1. If no species is specified, provide species graded by the agency specified; if no grading

agency is specified, provide lumber graded by grading agency meeting the specified
requirements.

2. Grading Agency:  Grading agency whose rules are approved by the Board of Review,
American Lumber Standard Committee (www.alsc.org) and who provides grading service
for the species and grade specified; provide lumber stamped with grade mark unless
otherwise indicated.

2.02 DIMENSION LUMBER FOR CONCEALED APPLICATIONS

A. Sizes:  Nominal sizes as indicated on drawings, S4S.

B. Moisture Content:  S-dry or MC19.

C. Miscellaneous Framing, Blocking, Nailers, Grounds, and Furring:
1. Lumber:  S4S, No.2 or Standard Grade.
2. Boards:  Standard or No.3.

2.03 CONSTRUCTION PANELS

A. Communications and Electrical Room Mounting Boards:   PS 1, A-D plywood, or medium
density fiberboard; 3/4 inch (19 mm) thick; flame spread index of 25 or less, smoke developed
index of 450 or less, when tested in accordance with ASTM E84.

B. Other Applications:
1. Plywood Concealed From View But Located Within Exterior Enclosure:  PS 1, C-C

Plugged or better, Exterior grade.
2. Plywood Exposed to View But Not Exposed to Weather:  PS 1, A-D, or better.
3. Other Locations:  PS 1, C-D Plugged or better.

2.04 ACCESSORIES

A. Fasteners and Anchors:
1. Metal and Finish:  Hot-dipped galvanized steel complying with ASTM A153/A153M for

high humidity and preservative-treated wood locations, unfinished steel elsewhere.

2.05 FACTORY WOOD TREATMENT

A. Treated Lumber and Plywood:  Comply with requirements of AWPA U1 - Use Category
System for wood treatments determined by use categories, expected service conditions, and
specific applications.
1. Fire-Retardant Treated Wood:  Mark each piece of wood with producer's stamp indicating

compliance with specified requirements.
2. Preservative-Treated Wood:  Provide lumber and plywood marked or stamped by an

ALSC-accredited testing agency, certifying level and type of treatment in accordance with
AWPA standards.
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B. Fire Retardant Treatment:
1. Interior Type A:  AWPA U1, Use Category UCFA, Commodity Specification H, low

temperature, low hygroscopic type, chemically treated and pressure impregnated; capable
of providing a maximum flame spread index of 25 when tested in accordance with ASTM
E84, with no evidence of significant combustion when test is extended for an additional
20 minutes.
a. Kiln dry wood after treatment to a maximum moisture content of 19 percent for

lumber and 15 percent for plywood.
b. Interior concealed rough carpentry items are to be fire retardant treated.
c. Treat rough carpentry items as indicated.
d. Do not use treated wood in applications exposed to weather or where the wood may

become wet.

C. Preservative Treatment:
1. General: Lumber treated with Alkaline Copper Quatenaries (ACQ), Sodium Borates

(SBX), Copper Azoles (CBA), or Copper Zinc Arsenate (ACZA) shall comply wtih the
following:
a. Metals, including coated metals, must not have direct contact with treated lumber.
b. Membrane: Place a water resistant barrier membrane between treated lumber and

metal. Membrane must not include paper, felt, or any other material that can absorb
water. Acceptable materials include:
1) Bituminous Coating.
2) Peel and Stick.

c. Fasteners: Stainless steel fasteners, including stainless steel ring shank nails.
2. Preservative Pressure Treatment of Lumber Above Grade:  AWPA U1, Use Category

UC3B, Commodity Specification A .
a. Kiln dry lumber after treatment to maximum moisture content of 19 percent.
b. Treat lumber in contact with roofing, flashing, or waterproofing.
c. Treat lumber in contact with masonry or concrete.
d. Treat lumber in other locations as indicated.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 PREPARATION

A. Coordinate installation of rough carpentry members specified in other sections.

3.02 INSTALLATION - GENERAL

A. Select material sizes to minimize waste.

B. Reuse scrap to the greatest extent possible; clearly separate scrap for use on site as accessory
components, including: shims, bracing, and blocking.

C. Where treated wood is used on interior, provide temporary ventilation during and immediately
after installation sufficient to remove indoor air contaminants.
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3.03 BLOCKING, NAILERS, AND SUPPORTS

A. Provide framing and blocking members as indicated or as required to support finishes, fixtures,
specialty items, and trim.

B. In metal stud walls, provide continuous blocking around door and window openings for
anchorage of frames, securely attached to stud framing.

C. In walls, provide blocking attached to studs as backing and support for wall-mounted items,
unless item can be securely fastened to two or more studs or other method of support is
explicitly indicated.

D. Where ceiling-mounting is indicated, provide blocking and supplementary supports above
ceiling, unless other method of support is explicitly indicated.

E. Provide the following specific nonstructural framing and blocking:
1. Cabinets and shelf supports.
2. Wall brackets.
3. Handrails.
4. Grab bars.
5. Towel and bath accessories.
6. Wall-mounted door stops.
7. Wall paneling and trim.
8. Joints of rigid wall coverings that occur between studs.

3.04 ROOF-RELATED CARPENTRY

A. Coordinate installation of roofing carpentry with deck construction, framing of roof openings,
and roofing assembly installation.

B. Provide wood curb at roof openings except  where prefabricated curbs are specified and  where
specifically indicated otherwise.  Form corners by alternating lapping side members.

3.05 INSTALLATION OF CONSTRUCTION PANELS

A. Communications and Electrical Room Mounting Boards:  Secure with screws to studs with
edges over firm bearing; space fasteners at maximum 24 inches (610 mm) on center on edges
and into studs in field of board.
1. At fire-rated walls, install board over wall board indicated as part of the fire-rated

assembly.
2. Where boards are indicated as full floor-to-ceiling height, install with long edge of board

parallel to studs.
3. Install adjacent boards without gaps.

3.06 SITE APPLIED WOOD TREATMENT

A. Apply preservative treatment compatible with factory applied treatment at site-sawn cuts,
complying with manufacturer's instructions.

B. Allow preservative to dry prior to erecting members.
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3.07 CLEANING

A. Waste Disposal:  See Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal.
1. Comply with applicable regulations.
2. Do not burn scrap on project site.
3. Do not burn scraps that have been pressure treated.
4. Do not send materials treated with pentachlorophenol, CCA, or ACA to co-generation

facilities or “waste-to-energy” facilities.

B. Do not leave wood, shavings, sawdust, etc. on the ground or buried in fill.

C. Prevent sawdust and wood shavings from entering the storm drainage system.

END OF SECTION  061053
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SECTION 064100 - ARCHITECTURAL WOOD CASEWORK

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Specially fabricated cabinet units.

B. Hardware.

C. Preparation for installing utilities.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 016116 - Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Limits For Adhesives, Sealants, Paints,
And Coatings.

B. Section 061000 - Rough Carpentry:  Support framing, grounds, and concealed blocking.

C. Section 123600 - Countertops.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ANSI A208.1 - American National Standard for Particleboard.

B. AWI/AWMAC/WI (AWS) - Architectural Woodwork Standards, 2nd Edition.

C. AWMAC/WI (NAAWS) - North American Architectural Woodwork Standards.

D. BHMA A156.9 - Cabinet Hardware.

E. NEMA LD 3 - High-Pressure Decorative Laminates.

1.04 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Preinstallation Meeting:  Convene a preinstallation meeting not less than one week before
starting work of this section; require attendance by all affected installers.

1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Shop Drawings:  Indicate materials, component profiles, fastening methods, jointing details,
and accessories.
1. Scale of Drawings:  1-1/2 inch to 1 foot (125 mm to 1 m), minimum.
2. Provide information as required by AWI/AWMAC/WI (AWS) or AWMAC/WI

(NAAWS).

C. Product Data:  Provide data for hardware accessories.

D. Samples:  Submit actual samples of architectural cabinet construction, minimum 12 inches (300
mm) square, illustrating proposed cabinet, countertop, and shelf unit substrate and finish.
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E. Samples:  Submit actual sample items of proposed pulls, hinges, shelf standards, and locksets,
demonstrating hardware design, quality, and finish.

1.06 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Fabricator Qualifications:  Company specializing in fabricating the products specified in this
section with minimum five years of documented experience.
1. Company with at least one project in the past 5 years with value of woodwork within 20

percent of cost of woodwork for this Project.
2. Single Source Responsibility:  Provide and install this work from single fabricator.

1.07 MOCK-UPS

A. Provide mock-up of typical base cabinet, wall cabinet, and countertop, including hardware,
finishes, and plumbing accessories.

B. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for additional requirements.

C. Locate where directed.

D. Mock-up may remain as part of the work.

1.08 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Protect units from moisture damage.

1.09 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. During and after installation of custom cabinets, maintain temperature and humidity conditions
in building spaces at same levels planned for occupancy.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 CABINETS

A. Quality Standard:  Premium Grade , in accordance with AWI/AWMAC/WI (AWS) , unless
noted otherwise.

B. Cabinets :
1. Casework Construction Type:  Type B - Face-frame .
2. Adjustable Shelf Loading:  40 psf (19.5 gm/sq cm).

a. Deflection:  L/144.
3. Cabinet Style:  Flush overlay.
4. Cabinet Doors and Drawer Fronts:  Flush style.
5. Drawer Side Construction:  Multiple-dovetailed.

2.02 WOOD-BASED COMPONENTS

A. Wood fabricated from old growth timber is not permitted.
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2.03 PANEL CORE MATERIALS

A. Particleboard:  Composite panel composed of cellulosic particles, additives, and bonding
system; comply with ANSI A208.1.
1. Grade:  M-2 ; moisture resistance:  MR30 .
2. Panel Thickness:  1/2 inch (12.7 mm).

2.04 THERMALLY FUSED LAMINATE PANELS

A. Thermally Fused Laminate (TFL):  Melamine- or polyester-resin-saturated decorative papers;
for fusion to composite wood substrates under heat and pressure.
1. Test in accordance with NEMA LD 3 Section 3.
2. Panel Core Substrate:  Particleboard.
3. Color :  As selected from manufacturer's standard range of colors .

2.05 LAMINATE MATERIALS

A. Manufacturers:
1. Arborite :  www.arborite.com/#sle.
2. Formica Corporation :  www.formica.com/#sle.
3. Panolam Industries International, Inc :  www.panolam.com/#sle.
4. Wilsonart LLC :  www.wilsonart.com/#sle.
5. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

B. High Pressure Decorative Laminate (HPDL):  NEMA LD 3, types as recommended for specific
applications.

C. Provide specific types as indicated.
1. Horizontal Surfaces:  HGS, 0.048 inch (1.22 mm)  nominal thickness , finish as indicated .
2. Vertical Surfaces:  VGS, 0.028 inch (0.71 mm)  nominal thickness , finish as indicated .
3. Color and Pattern:

a. PL-1:  #17012K-57, "Mercer Oak";  Wilsonart.
b. PL-2:  #1595-60, "Black";  Wilsonart.
c. PL-3: #5013K-19, Leno Weave, "Mushroom"; Wilsonart.

2.06 COUNTERTOPS

A. Countertops:  See Section 123600.

2.07 ACCESSORIES

A. Adhesive:  Type recommended by fabricator to suit application.

B. Plastic Edge Banding:  Extruded PVC, convex shaped; smooth finish; self locking serrated
tongue; of width to match component thickness.
1. Color:  As selected by Architect from manufacturer's standard range.
2. Use at all exposed shelf edges.

C. Fasteners:  Size and type to suit application.
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D. Bolts, Nuts, Washers, Lags, Pins, and Screws:  Of size and type to suit application; galvanized
or chrome-plated finish in concealed locations and stainless steel or chrome-plated finish in
exposed locations.

E. Grommets (DH-2):  Standard metal grommets for cut-outs, in color as scheduled.
1. Basis of Design:  #20694170, "Brushed Nickel 2."

a. Size:  15/16-inch.

2.08 HARDWARE

A. Hardware:  BHMA A156.9, types as recommended by fabricator for quality grade specified.

B. Metal Z-Shaped Wall Cabinet Support Clips:  Paired, cleated, structural anchorage components
applied to back of cabinets and walls for wall cabinet mounting.
1. Material:  Extruded Aluminum.

C. Countertop Support Brackets (DH-3):  Fixed, L-shaped, face-of-stud mounting.
1. Materials:  Steel; T-shape cross-section.

a. Finish:  Manufacturer's standard, factory-applied,  primer .
b. Color:  Painted to match adjacent surface/ .
c. Height:  18 inches (460 mm) .

2. Products:
a. Rakks/Rangine Corporation; EHR Series Brackets:  www.rakks.com/#sle.
b. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

D. Drawer  Pulls: Zamac, right angle drawer pull .
1. Product (DH-1):

a. Richelieu; #873, "Modern Pull": https://www.richelieu.com/.
1) Finish:  Matte Black.
2) Size: 5 7/16-inch, center to center.

b. Substitutions: See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

E. Drawer Pulls: "U" shapted wire pull, stainless steel with satin finish, 4-inch centers.
1. Product (DH-5):

a. Richelieu; #33205170, "Functional Stainless Steel Pull": https://www.richelieu.com/.
1) Finish: Satin.
2) Size: 4-3/32-nch.

F. Cabinet Catches and Latches:
1. Type:  Push latch.
2. Manufacturers:

a. Knape & Vogt Manufacturing Company:  www.knapeandvogt.com/#sle.
b. Sugatsune America, Inc:  www.sugatsune.com/#sle.
c. Titus Cabinet Hardware; Push Latch:  www.titusplus.com/us/en/#sle.

3. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

G. Mechanical Fasteners:
1. Manufacturers:

a. Titus Cabinet Hardware; Cabinet Connectors:  www.titusplus.com/us/en/#sle.
2. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.
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H. Drawer Slides (DH-4):
1. Type:  Extension types as indicated.
2. Static Load Capacity:  Commercial grade.
3. Mounting:  Side mounted.
4. Features:  Provide self closing/stay closed type.
5. Manufacturers:

a. Accuride International, Inc; Heavy-Duty Drawer Slides:  www.accuride.com/#sle.
b. Blum, Inc; TANDEM:  www.blum.com/#sle.
c. Knape & Vogt Manufacturing Company; Heavy-Duty Drawer Slides:

 www.knapeandvogt.com/#sle.
d. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

I. Hinges:  European style concealed self-closing type, steel with nickel-plated finish.
1. Manufacturers:

a. Blum, Inc; CLIP top BLUMOTION:  www.blum.com/#sle.
b. Grass America Inc ; TEC Self-Close :  www.grassusa.com/#sle.
c. Sugatsune America, Inc ; Stainless Steel Swing-Free Swing, 304B-46/14 :

 www.sugatsune.com/#sle.
d. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.09 FABRICATION

A. Edging:  Fit shelves, doors, and exposed edges with specified edging.  Do not use more than
one piece for any single length.

B. Fitting: When necessary to cut and fit on site, provide materials with ample allowance for
cutting.  Provide matching trim for scribing and site cutting.

C. Plastic Laminate:  Apply plastic laminate finish in full uninterrupted sheets consistent with
manufactured sizes.  Fit corners and joints hairline; secure with concealed fasteners.  Slightly
bevel arises.  Locate counter butt joints minimum 2 feet from sink cut-outs. (Locate counter
butt joints minimum 600 mm from sink cut-outs.)
1. Cap exposed plastic laminate finish edges with material of same finish and pattern.

D. Mechanically fasten back splash to countertops as recommended by laminate manufacturer at
16 inches (400 mm) on center.

E. Provide cutouts for plumbing fixtures.  Verify locations of cutouts from on-site dimensions.
 Prime paint cut edges.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify adequacy of backing and support framing.

B. Verify location and sizes of utility rough-in associated with work of this section.
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3.02 INSTALLATION

A. Install work in accordance with AWI/AWMAC/WI (AWS) or AWMAC/WI (NAAWS)
requirements for grade indicated.

B. Set and secure custom cabinets in place, assuring that they are rigid, plumb, and level.

C. Use fixture attachments in concealed locations for wall mounted components.

D. Use concealed joint fasteners to align and secure adjoining cabinet units.

E. Carefully scribe casework abutting other components, with maximum gaps of 1/32 inch (0.79
mm).  Do not use additional overlay trim for this purpose.

F. Secure cabinets to floor using appropriate angles and anchorages.

3.03 ADJUSTING

A. Adjust installed work.

B. Adjust moving or operating parts to function smoothly and correctly.

3.04 CLEANING

A. Clean casework, counters, shelves, hardware, fittings, and fixtures.

END OF SECTION  064100
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SECTION 072100 - THERMAL INSULATION

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Acoustical batt insulation in interior wall construction.

1.02 DEFINITIONS

A. Mineral Fiber Material Composition:  Insulation referred to as mineral fiber block, board, and
blanket insulation is composed of fibers from mineral based substances such as rock, slag, or
glass and processed from the molten state into fibrous form.
1. Based on type of insulation substance, the material will be referred to as a mineral fiber

when having a rock or slag base, and glass fiber with a glass or silica sand base, also
considered a mineral.

2. Insulation blankets are flexible units consisting of felted, bonded, or unbonded fibers
formed into rolls or flat cut pieces referred to as batts; rolls are simply longer versions of
batts.

3. For additional information about mineral fiber and the various classification types, refer to
the following reference standards; ASTM C553, ASTM C612, ASTM C665, and ASTM
C726.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM C553 - Standard Specification for Mineral Fiber Blanket Thermal Insulation for
Commercial and Industrial Applications.

B. ASTM C612 - Standard Specification for Mineral Fiber Block and Board Thermal Insulation.

C. ASTM C665 - Standard Specification for Mineral-Fiber Blanket Thermal Insulation for Light
Frame Construction and Manufactured Housing.

D. ASTM C726 - Standard Specification for Mineral Wool Roof Insulation Board.

E. ASTM E84 - Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials.

F. NFPA 285 - Standard Fire Test Method for Evaluation of Fire Propagation Characteristics of
Exterior Wall Assemblies Containing Combustible Components.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Provide data on product characteristics, performance criteria, and product
limitations.

C. NFPA 285 Compliance: Compliance with fire resistance requirements indicated on drawings  as
part of an exterior non-load-bearing exterior wall assembly when tested in accordance with
NFPA 285, shall be subject to the following.
1. ICC-compliance through third-party NFPA 285 testing and engineering evaluation(s).
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2. Submit NFPA 285 data on project-specific system(s) for Architect's approval. Variation in
wall type assembly shall be represented by IEC approvals.

D. Manufacturer's Installation Instructions:  Include information on special environmental
conditions required for installation and installation techniques.

1.05 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Do not install insulation adhesives when temperature or weather conditions are detrimental to
successful installation.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 APPLICATIONS

A. Insulation in Metal Framed Walls: Batt insulation with no vapor retarder.

2.02 MINERAL FIBER BLANKET INSULATION MATERIALS

A. Mineral Wool Blanket Thermal Insulation:  Flexible or semi-rigid preformed insulation,
complying with ASTM C665.
1. Flame Spread Index:  25 or less, when tested in accordance with ASTM E84.
2. Smoke Developed Index:  0 (zero) , when tested in accordance with ASTM E84.
3. Thermal Resistance:  R-value (RSI-value) of 11.
4. Thickness:  3 inch (165 mm) .
5. Products:

a. Johns Manville; MinWool Sound Attenuation Fire Batts:  www.jm.com/#sle.
b. ROCKWOOL; COMFORTBATT:  www.rockwool.com/#sle.
c. Thermafiber, Inc; SAFB:  www.thermafiber.com/#sle.
d. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that substrate, adjacent materials, and insulation materials are dry and that substrates are
ready to receive insulation .

B. Verify substrate surfaces are flat, free of irregularities .

3.02 BATT INSTALLATION

A. Install insulation  in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

B. Trim insulation neatly to fit spaces.  Insulate miscellaneous gaps and voids.

C. Fit insulation tightly in cavities and tightly to exterior side of mechanical and electrical services
within the plane of the insulation.
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3.03 PROTECTION

A. Do not permit installed insulation to be damaged prior to its concealment.

END OF SECTION  072100
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SECTION 072700 - AIR BARRIERS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Air barriers over exterior wall sheathing and CMU walls in existing window openings.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 061000 - Rough Carpentry:  Air barrier under exterior cladding.

1.03 DEFINITIONS

A. Air Barrier:  Airtight barrier made of material that is virtually air impermeable but water vapor
permeable, both to amount as specified, with sealed seams and sealed joints to adjacent
surfaces.

1.04 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM D412 - Standard Test Methods for Vulcanized Rubber and Thermoplastic Elastomers--
Tension.

B. ASTM D903 - Standard Test Method for Peel or Stripping Strength of Adhesive Bonds.

C. ASTM D1970/D1970M - Standard Specification for Self-Adhering Polymer Modified
Bituminous Sheet Materials Used as Steep Roofing Underlayment for Ice Dam Protection.

D. ASTM E84 - Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials.

E. ASTM E96/E96M - Standard Test Methods for Gravimetric Determination of Water Vapor
Transmission Rate of Materials.

F. ASTM E2178 - Standard Test Method for Determining Air Leakage Rate and Calculation of
Air Permeance of Building Materials.

G. NFPA 285 - Standard Fire Test Method for Evaluation of Fire Propagation Characteristics of
Exterior Wall Assemblies Containing Combustible Components.

1.05 DEFINITIONS

A. Air-Barrier Accessory: A transitional component of the air barrier that provides continuity.

B. Air-Barrier Assembly: The collection of air-barrier materials and accessories applied to an
opaque wall, including joints and junctions to abutting construction, to control air movement
through the wall.

C. Air-Barrier Material: A primary element that provides a continuous barrier to the movement of
air.
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1.06 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Provide data on material characteristics, performance criteria, and limitations .

C. Shop Drawings: Provide drawings of special joint conditions, including the following.
1. Location and extent of air barrier system.
2. Metal and self-adhering flashing terminations and joinery to fluid-applied membrane.
3. Air barrier closure at penetrations.
4. Membrane termination at fenestration and door openings.
5. Treatment of substrate joints, moving and non-moving, and cracks.
6. Membrane joinery with roof membrane.
7. Membrane joinery with below-grade and above-grade waterproofing, if applicable.

D. Manufacturer's Installation Instructions:  Indicate preparation, installation methods, and storage
and handling criteria.

E. Evaluation Reports: Manufacturer's ICC evaluation report for air barrier indicating compliance
with applicable Building Code.

F. Close-Out Submittals: Record actual installation that varies from that shown in Contract
Documents, with particular attention to concealed components that would be difficult to
identify at a later date.

G. ABAA Installer Qualification:  Submit documentation of current contractor accreditation and
current installer certification; keep copies of each contractor accreditation and installer
certification on site during and after installation, and present on-site documentation upon
request.

H. Field quality control test reports.

I. Warranty: Copy of specified warranty.

J. Testing agency qualification statement.

1.07 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing the work of this section with
minimum 10 years  documented  experience , and approved by manufacturer .

B. Testing Agency Qualifications:  Independent firm specializing in performing testing and
inspections of the type specified in this section.

1.08 MOCK-UPS

A. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for additional requirements.

B. Construct air barrier mock-up, 10 feet (3 m)  long by 10 feet (3 m)  wide, indicating quality of
materials and installation technique .
1. Use same installer personnel, including supervisors, which will perform work on Project.
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2. Air barrier system to be identical to methodology to be used on Project installation.
3. Mock up shall demonstrate aesthetic affects and set quality standards for fabrication and

installaiton for air barrier system on Project.
4. Approved mock up shall remain undisturbed as a standard for judging completed work.

C. Locate where directed.

D. Mock-up may  remain as part of work.

1.09 WARRANTY

A. Provide manufacturer's standard material and performance warranty, covering a period of not
less than 15 years.
1. Failures include, but are not limited to, the following:

a. Bond integrity and weathertightness.
b. Deterioration of air barrier membrane and other air barrier materials beyond normal

weathering.
2. Warranty coverage includes the following components of air barrier wall assemblies:

a. Repair and replacemnt of components of air barrier system.
b. Exploratory work to determine cause of defective work during the warranty period,

including trim components and flashing, at no additional cost.

B. Provide separate warranty from installer covering labor for repairs or replacement for a period
of not less than 10 years. Include , but not limited to, the following:
1. Thermal movement causing damage or deteriation to air barrier and components.
2. Sealant failure.
3. Air infiltration in excess of specified limits.
4. Water penetration or condensation in excess of specified limits.
5. Staining of exposed surfaces due to incompatibility of adjacent products.
6. Failue in adhesion, cohesion, abrasion-resistance, migration-resistance, stain-resistance,

general durability, or any other form of apparent deterioration.
7. Failue to fulfill other specified performance requirements.

1.10 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Remove and replace liquid materials that cannot be applied within their stated shelf life.

B. Protect stored materials from direct sunlight.

1.11 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Maintain temperature and humidity recommended by materials manufacturers before, during,
and after installation.

B. Coordinate installation of work of this Section with adjacent and related work to ensure
provision of continuous, unbroken, and avoid UV damage from overexposure.
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PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. General: Air-barrier assembly and seals with adjacent construction to be capable of performing
as a continuous air barrier and as a liquid-water drainage plane flashed to discharge to the
exterior incidental condensation or water penetration. Air-barrier assemblies to be capable of
accommodating substrate movement and of sealing substrate expansion and control joints,
construction material changes, penetrations, tie-ins to installed waterproofing, and transitions at
perimeter conditions without deterioration and air leakage exceeding specified limits.
1. Air-Barrier Assembly Air Leakage: Maximum 0.04 cfm/sq. ft. of surface area at 1.57

lbf/sq. ft. (0.2 L/s x sq. m of surface area at 75 Pa), when tested in accordance with ASTM
E2357.

2. Air Permeance: Maximum 0.004 cfm/sq. ft. of surface area at 1.57 lbf/sq. ft. (0.02 L/s x
sq. m of surface area at 75 Pa) pressure difference; ASTM E2178.

3. Ultimate Elongation: Minimum 600 percent; ASTM D412, Die C.
4. Adhesion to Substrate: Minimum 16 lbf/sq. in. (110 kPa) when tested in accordance with

ASTM D4541.
5. Fire Propagation Characteristics: Passes NFPA 285 testing as part of an approved

assembly.
6. UV Resistance: Can be exposed to sunlight for 90 days in accordance with manufacturer's

written instructions.
7. Volatile Organic Content (VOC): 19 g/L, maximum.

2.02 AIR BARRIER MATERIALS (AIR IMPERMEABLE AND WATER VAPOR PERMEABLE)

A. Air Barrier Sheet, Self-Adhered:  
1. Air Permeance:  0.004 cfm/sq ft (0.02 L/(s sq m)), maximum, when tested in accordance

with ASTM E2178.
2. Water Vapor Permeance:  10 perms (572 ng/(Pa s sq m)), minimum, when tested in

accordance with ASTM E96/E96M using Procedure A - Desiccant Method, at 73.4
degrees F (23 degrees C).

3. Ultraviolet (UV) and Weathering Resistance:  Approved by manufacturer for up to 90
days of weather exposure.

4. Surface Burning Characteristics:  Flame spread index of 25 or less, smoke developed
index of 450 or less, Class A when tested in accordance with ASTM E84.

5. Seam and Perimeter Tape:  As recommended by sheet manufacturer.
6. Products:  Verify selected product is compatible with existing air barrier.

a. Henry Company; Blueskin VP160:  www.henry.com/#sle.
b. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.03 ACCESSORIES

A. Sealants, Tapes, and Accessories for Sealing Air Barrier and Adjacent Substrates:  As indicated
or in compliance with air barrier manufacturer's installation instructions.

B. Sealant for Cracks and Joints In Substrates:  Resilient elastomeric joint sealant compatible with
substrate and air barrier materials.
1. Application:  Apply at 30 to 40 mil, 0.030 to 0.040 inch (0.76 to 1.02 mm), nominal

thickness.
2. Elongation:  1,300 percent, measured in accordance with ASTM D412.
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3. Peel Adhesion:  28 lb/inch (5.0 kg/cm), minimum, when tested in accordance with ASTM
D903.

4. Comply with NFPA 285 requirements for wall assembly.
5. Products: As recommended by air barrier manufacturer.

C. Primer: Liquid applied polymer.
1. Elongation:  1,300 percent, measured in accordance with ASTM D412.
2. Products: As recommended by air barrier manufacturer.

D. Flexible Flashing:  Self-adhesive sheet flashing complying with ASTM D1970/D1970M,
except slip resistance requirement waived if not installed on roof.
1. Width: 4 inches (102 mm), minimum.
2. Ultraviolet (UV) and Weathering Resistance:  Approved by manufacturer for up to 180

days  of weather exposure.
3. Products: As recommended by air barrier manufacturer.

E. Preformed Transition Membrane:  Semirigid silicone or polyester composition, tapered edges,
tear resistant.
1. Products: As recommended by air barrier manufacturer.

F. Thinners and Cleaners:  As recommended by material manufacturer.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that surfaces and conditions are ready for work of this section.

B. Where existing conditions are responsibility of another installer, notify Architect of
unsatisfactory conditions.
1. Ensure that exterior sheathing boards are sufficiently stabilized with corners and edges

fastened with appropriate screws.
2. Ensure all voids and holes in CMU, particularly in the mortar joints, are filled with mortar,

non-shrinking grout or parge coat for a smooth flush finish.

C. Do not proceed with this work until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Remove projections, protruding fasteners, and loose or foreign matter that might interfere with
proper installation.

B. Clean and prime substrate surfaces to receive sealants and air barrier in accordance with
manufacturer's installation instructions.
1. Remove contaminants such as grease, oil, form release agents and wax from exposed

surfaces.
2. Remove dust, dirt, loose stone and debris.

C. Perform work only at ambient and surface temperature, and relative humidity ranges
recommended by manufacturer. Do not apply to surfaces with surface moisture.
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D. Mask off adjoining surfaces not covered by air barrier to prevent spillage and overspray affectin
other construction.

3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Install materials in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions.

B. Air Barriers:  Install continuous airtight barrier over surfaces indicated, with sealed seams and
with sealed joints to adjacent surfaces.

C. Apply sealants and adhesives within recommended temperature range in accordance with
manufacturer's installation instructions.

D. Self-Adhered Sheets:
1. Prepare substrate in accordance with sheet manufacturer's installation instructions; fill and

tape joints in substrate and between dissimilar materials.
2. Lap sheets shingle fashion to shed water and seal laps airtight.
3. Once sheets are in place, press firmly into substrate with resilient hand roller; ensure that

laps are firmly adhered with no gaps or fishmouths.
4. Use same material, or other material approved by sheet manufacturer, to seal to adjacent

substrates, and as flashing.
5. At wide joints, provide extra flexible membrane allowing joint movement.

E. Application of Transition/Detailing Accessory Materials:
1. Follow Manufacturer's instructions for recommended accessory material for each type of

job condition.
2. Treat sheathing joint, expansion joints, rough openings, transitions, terminations, corners,

penetrations and surface irregularities as recommended by membrane manufacturer.
Transitions and detailing can be perofrmed before or after air barrier membrane
application.

3. Connect and seal accessory materials to adjoining components of building, including but
not limited to:
a. Roof membrane system.
b. Below-grade or above-grade waterproofing system.
c. Perimeter metal flashings at openings or metal flashings used to bridge between

incompatible adjacent materials.

F. Openings and Penetrations in Exterior Air Barriers:
1. Install flashing over sills, covering entire sill frame member, extending at least 5 inches

(125 mm) onto air barrier and at least 6 inches (150 mm) up jambs; mechanically fasten
stretched edges.

2. At openings with frames having nailing flanges, seal head and jamb flanges using a
continuous bead of sealant compressed by flange and cover flanges with sealing tape at
least 4 inches (100 mm) wide; do not seal sill flange.

3. At openings with nonflanged frames, seal air barrier to each side of framing at opening
using flashing at least 9 inches (230 mm) wide, and covering entire depth of framing.

4. At head of openings, install flashing under air barrier extending at least 2 inches (50 mm)
beyond face of jambs; seal air barrier to flashing.

5. At interior face of openings, seal gap between window/door frame and rough framing,
using joint sealant over backer rod.
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6. Service and Other Penetrations: Form flashing around penetrating item and seal to air
barrier surface.

3.04 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for additional requirements.

B. Owner will provide testing services, and Contractor to provide temporary construction and
materials for testing.

C. Inspections: Air-barrier materials, accessories, and installation are subject to inspection for
compliance with requirements. Inspection shall include the following:
1. Continuity of air-barrier system has been achieved throughout the building envelope with

no gaps or holes.
2. Air-barrier dry film thickness.
3. Continuous structural support of air-barrier system has been provided.
4. Masonry and concrete surfaces are smooth, clean, and free of cavities, protrusions, and

mortar droppings.
5. Site conditions for application temperature and dryness of substrates have been

maintained.
6. Maximum exposure time of materials to UV deterioration has not been exceeded.
7. Surfaces have been primed, if applicable.
8. Laps in strips and transition strips have complied with minimum requirements and have

been shingled in the correct direction (or mastic has been applied on exposed edges), with
no fishmouths.

9. Termination mastic has been applied on cut edges.
10. Strips and transition strips have been firmly adhered to substrate.
11. Compatible materials have been used.
12. Transitions at changes in direction and structural support at gaps have been provided.
13. Connections between assemblies (air-barrier and sealants) have complied with

requirements for cleanliness, surface preparation and priming, structural support, integrity,
and continuity of seal.

14. All penetrations have been sealed.

D. Air barriers will be considered defective if they do not pass tests and inspections.
1. Apply additional air-barrier material, in accordance with manufacturer's written

instructions, where inspection results indicate insufficient thickness.
2. Remove and replace deficient air-barrier components for retesting as specified above.

E. Do not cover installed air barriers until required inspections have been completed.

F. Obtain approval of installation procedures from air barrier manufacturer based on a mock-up,
prior to proceeding with remainder of installation.

G. Take digital photographs of each portion of installation prior to covering up air barriers.

3.05 PROTECTION

A. Do not leave materials exposed to weather longer than recommended by manufacturer.
1. Protect air barrier from exposure to UV light and harmful weather exposure as

recommended in writing by manufacturer. If exposed to these conditions for longer than
recommended, remove and replace air barrier or install additional, full-thickness, air-
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barrier application after repairing and preparing the overexposed materials in accordance
with air-barrier manufacturer's written instructions.

2. Protect air barrier from contact with incompatible materials and sealants not approved by
air-barrier manufacturer.

B. Clean spills, stains, and soiling from construction that would be exposed in the completed work
using cleaning agents and procedures recommended in writing by manufacturer of affected
construction.

C. Remove masking materials after installation.

END OF SECTION  072700
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SECTION 078400 - FIRESTOPPING

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Firestopping systems.

B. Firestopping of joints and penetrations in fire-resistance-rated and smoke-resistant assemblies,
whether indicated on drawings or not, and other openings indicated.

1.02 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM E1966 - Standard Test Method for Fire-Resistive Joint Systems.

B. ASTM E2174 - Standard Practice for On-Site Inspection of Installed Firestop Systems.

C. ASTM E2393 - Standard Practice for On-Site Inspection of Installed Fire Resistive Joint
Systems and Perimeter Fire Barriers.

D. ASTM G21 - Standard Practice for Determining Resistance of Synthetic Polymeric Materials to
Fungi.

E. ITS (DIR) - Directory of Listed Products.

F. FM 4991 - Approval Standard of Firestop Contractors.

G. FM (AG) - FM Approval Guide.

H. SCAQMD 1168 - Adhesive and Sealant Applications.

I. UL 1479 - Standard for Fire Tests of Penetration Firestops.

J. UL 2079 - Standard for Tests for Fire Resistance of Building Joint Systems.

K. UL (DIR) - Online Certifications Directory.

L. UL (FRD) - Fire Resistance Directory.

1.03 SUBMITTALS

A. Schedule of Firestopping:  List each type of penetration, fire rating of the penetrated assembly,
and firestopping test or design number.

B. Product Data:  Provide data on product characteristics, performance ratings, and limitations.

C. Sustainable Design Submittal:  Submit VOC content documentation for nonpreformed
materials.

D. Manufacturer's Installation Instructions:  Indicate preparation and installation instructions.

E. Installer's qualification statement.
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1.04 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing the work of this section and:
1. Approved by Factory Mutual Research Corporation under FM 4991, or meeting any two

of the following requirements: 
2. Verification of minimum three years documented experience installing work of this type.
3. Verification of at least five satisfactorily completed projects of comparable size and type.
4. Evaluated by UL and found to comply with its "Qualified Firestop Contractor Program

Requirements."

1.05 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Comply with firestopping manufacturer's recommendations for temperature and conditions
during and after installation; maintain minimum temperature before, during, and for three days
after installation of materials.

B. Provide ventilation in areas where solvent-cured materials are being installed.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Firestopping Manufacturers:
1. 3M Fire Protection Products :  www.3m.com/firestop/#sle.
2. A/D Fire Protection Systems Inc :  www.adfire.com/#sle.
3. Hilti, Inc :  www.hilti.com/#sle.
4. Nelson FireStop Products :  www.nelsonfirestop.com/#sle.
5. Specified Technologies Inc :  www.stifirestop.com/#sle.
6. Tremco Commercial Sealants & Waterproofing :  www.tremcosealants.com/#sle.

2.02 MATERIALS

A. Firestopping Materials:  Any materials meeting requirements.

B. Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Content:  Provide products having VOC content lower than
that required by SCAQMD 1168.

C. Mold and Mildew Resistance:  Provide firestopping materials with mold and mildew resistance
rating of zero(0) in accordance with ASTM G21.

D. Primers, Sleeves, Forms, Insulation, Packing, Stuffing, and Accessories:  Provide type of
materials as required for tested firestopping assembly.

2.03 FIRESTOPPING ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS

A. Floor-to-Floor (FF), Floor-to-Wall (FW), Head-of-Wall (HW), and Wall-to-Wall (WW) Joints,
Except Perimeter, Where Both Are Fire-Rated:  Use system that has been tested according to
ASTM E1966 or UL 2079 to have fire resistance F Rating equal to required fire rating of the
assembly in which the joint occurs.
1. Movement:  Provide systems that have been tested to show movement capability as

indicated.
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2. Listing by FM (AG), ITS (DIR), UL (DIR), or UL (FRD) in their certification directories
will be considered evidence of successful testing.

2.04 FIRESTOPPING SYSTEMS

A. Firestopping:  Any material meeting requirements.
1. Fire Ratings:  See drawings for required systems and ratings.

B. Firestopping Between Top of Partition Wall and Roof Slab or Floor Slab:  Fiber firestopping
with smoke seal coating; UL Design No. 1479, F Rating 1 hour, provide at locations as
indicated on drawings.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify openings are ready to receive the work of this section.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Clean substrate surfaces of dirt, dust, grease, oil, loose material, or other materials that could
adversely affect bond of firestopping material.

B. Remove incompatible materials that could adversely affect bond.

3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Install materials in manner described in fire test report and in accordance with manufacturer's
instructions, completely closing openings.

B. Do not cover installed firestopping until inspected by Owner's Independent Testing Agency.

C. Install labeling required by code.

3.04 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A. Independent Testing Agency:  Inspection agency employed and paid by Owner, will examine
penetration firestopping in accordance with ASTM E2174 and ASTM E2393.

B. Repair or replace penetration firestopping and joints at locations where inspection results
indicate firestopping or joints do not meet specified requirements.

3.05 CLEANING

A. Clean adjacent surfaces of firestopping materials.

3.06 PROTECTION

A. Protect adjacent surfaces from damage by material installation.

END OF SECTION  078400
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SECTION 079200 - JOINT SEALANTS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Nonsag gunnable joint sealants.

B. Self-leveling pourable joint sealants.

C. Joint backings and accessories.

D. Owner-provided field quality control.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 016116 - Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Limits For Adhesives, Sealants, Paints,
And Coatings:  Additional requirements for sealants and primers.

B. Section 092116 - Gypsum Board Assemblies:  Sealing acoustical and sound-rated walls and
ceilings.

C. Section 093000 - Tiling:  Sealant between tile and plumbing fixtures and at junctions with other
materials and changes in plane.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM C661 - Standard Test Method for Indentation Hardness of Elastomeric-Type Sealants by
Means of a Durometer.

B. ASTM C919 - Standard Practice for Use of Sealants in Acoustical Applications.

C. ASTM C920 - Standard Specification for Elastomeric Joint Sealants.

D. ASTM C1193 - Standard Guide for Use of Joint Sealants.

E. ASTM C1248 - Standard Test Method for Staining of Porous Substrate by Joint Sealants.

F. ASTM C1311 - Standard Specification for Solvent Release Sealants.

G. ASTM C1330 - Standard Specification for Cylindrical Sealant Backing for Use with Cold
Liquid-Applied Sealants.

H. ASTM C1521 - Standard Practice for Evaluating Adhesion of Installed Weatherproofing
Sealant Joints.

1.04 PREINSTALLATION MEETING

A. Preinstallation Conference: Conduct conference at Project site.
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1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data:  Submit manufacturer's technical datasheets for each product to be used; include
the following:
1. Physical characteristics, including movement capability, VOC content, hardness, cure

time, and color availability.
2. List of backing materials approved for use with the specific product.
3. Backing material recommended by sealant manufacturer.
4. Substrates that product is known to satisfactorily adhere to and with which it is

compatible.
5. Substrates the product should not be used on.
6. Substrates for which use of primer is required.
7. Installation instructions, including precautions, limitations, and recommended backing

materials and tools.
8. Sample product warranty.

B. Product Data for Accessory Products:  Submit manufacturer's technical data sheet for each
product to be used, including physical characteristics, installation instructions, and
recommended tools.

C. Color Cards for Selection:  Where sealant color is not specified, submit manufacturer's color
cards showing standard colors available for selection.

D. Sustainable Design Documentation:  For sealants and primers, submit VOC content and
emissions documentation; see Section 016116.

E. Installation Plan:  Submit at least four weeks prior to start of installation.

F. Preinstallation Field Adhesion Test Plan:  Submit at least two weeks prior to start of
installation.

G. Field Quality Control Plan:  Submit at least two weeks prior to start of installation.

H. Preinstallation Field Adhesion Test Reports:  Submit filled out Preinstallation Field Adhesion
Test Reports log within 10 days after completion of tests; include bagged test samples and
photographic records.

I. Installation Log:  Submit filled-out log for each length or instance of sealant installed.

J. Field Quality Control Log:  Submit filled-out log for each length or instance of sealant
installed, within 10 days after completion of inspections/tests; include bagged test samples and
photographic records, if any.

K. Field Quality-Control Reports: For field-adhesion-test reports, for each sealant application
tested.

L. Installer's qualification statement.

M. Executed warranty.
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1.06 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Installer Qualifications: Company specializing in performing the work of this section and with
at least 10 years of  documented  experience .

B. Installation Plan:  Include schedule of sealed joints, including the following:
1. Joint width indicated in Contract Documents.
2. Joint depth indicated in Contract Documents; to face of backing material at centerline of

joint.
3. Method to be used to protect adjacent surfaces from sealant droppings and smears, with

acknowledgment that some surfaces cannot be cleaned to like-new condition and therefore
prevention is imperative.

4. Approximate date of installation, for evaluation of thermal movement influence.
5. Field Quality Control Log Form: Include the following data fields, with known

information filled out.
a. Unique identification of each length or instance of sealant installed.
b. Location on project.
c. Substrates.
d. Sealant used.
e. Stated movement capability of sealant.
f. Primer to be used, or indicate no primer is used.
g. Size and actual backing material used.
h. Date of installation.
i. Name of installer.
j. Actual joint width; provide space to indicate maximum and minimum width.
k. Actual joint depth to face of backing material at centerline of joint.
l. Air temperature.

C. Preinstallation Field Adhesion Test Plan:  Include destructive field adhesion testing of one
sample of each combination of sealant type and substrate, except interior acrylic latex sealants,
and include the following for each tested sample.
1. Identification of testing agency.
2. Preinstallation Field Adhesion Test Log Form:  Include the following data fields, with

known information filled out.
a. Substrate; if more than one type of substrate is involved in a single joint, provide two

entries on form, for testing each sealant substrate side separately.
b. Test date.
c. Location on project.
d. Sealant used.
e. Stated movement capability of sealant.
f. Test method used.
g. Date of installation of field sample to be tested.
h. Date of test.
i. Copy of test method documents.
j. Age of sealant upon date of testing.
k. Test results, modeled after the sample form in the test method document.
l. Indicate use of photographic record of test.

D. Owner will employ an independent testing agency to perform the field quality control
inspection and testing as referenced in PART 3 of this section and as follows, to prepare and
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submit the field quality control plan and log, and to provide recommendations of remedies in
the case of failure.
1. Contractor shall cooperate with testing agency and repair failures discovered and

destructive test location damage.

E. Field Quality Control Plan:
1. Visual inspection of entire length of sealant joints.
2. Nondestructive field adhesion testing of sealant joints, except interior acrylic latex

sealants.
a. For each different sealant and substrate combination, allow for one test every 12

inches (305 mm) in the first 10 linear feet (3 linear m) of joint and one test every 24
inches (610 mm) thereafter.

b. If any failures occur in the first 10 linear feet (3 linear m), continue testing at 12
inches (305 mm) intervals at no extra cost to Owner.

3. Destructive field adhesion testing of sealant joints, except interior acrylic latex sealant.
a. For each different sealant and substrate combination, allow for one test every 100 feet

(30 m) in the first 1,000 linear feet (305 linear m), and one test per 1,000 linear feet
(305 linear m) thereafter, or once per floor on each elevation.

b. If any failures occur in the first 1,000 linear feet (305 linear m), continue testing at
 frequency of one test per 500 linear feet (152 linear m) at no extra cost to Owner.

4. Field Quality Control Log Form: Show data fields as indciated above, with known
information filled out and lines for multiple tests per sealant/substrate combinations;
include visual inspection and specified field testing; allow for possibility that more tests
than minimum specified may be necessary.

F. Field Adhesion Test Procedures:
1. Allow sealants to fully cure as recommended by manufacturer before testing.
2. Have a copy of the test method document available during tests.
3. Take photographs or make video records of each test, with joint identification provided in

the photos/videos; for example, provide small erasable whiteboard positioned next to
joint.

4. Record the type of failure that occurred, other information required by test method, and
the information required on the Field Quality Control Log.

5. When performing destructive tests, also inspect the opened joint for proper installation
characteristics recommended by manufacturer, and report any deficiencies.

6. Deliver the samples removed during destructive tests in separate sealed plastic bags,
identified with project, location, test date, and test results, to Owner.

7. If any combination of sealant type and substrate does not show evidence of minimum
adhesion or shows cohesion failure before minimum adhesion, report results to Architect.

G. Nondestructive Field Adhesion Test: Test for adhesion in accordance with ASTM C1521, using
Nondestructive Spot  Method.
1. Record results on Field Quality Control Log.
2. Repair failed portions of joints.

H. Field Adhesion Tests of Joints:  Test for adhesion using most appropriate method in accordance
with ASTM C1521, or another applicable method as recommended by manufacturer.

1.07 WARRANTY

A. Manufacturer Warranty:  Provide 2-year manufacturer warranty for installed sealants and
accessories that fail to achieve a watertight seal, exhibit loss of adhesion or cohesion, or do not
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cure. Complete forms in Owner's name and register with manufacturer.

B. Special Installer's Warranty: Installer agrees to repair or replace defective work within 5-year
period commencing on Date of Substantial Completion.
1. Defective work includes, but is not limited to, the following:

a. Adhesive or cohesive failure of sealant.
b. Abrasion-resistance failure.
c. Lack of resistance to migration.
d. Staining of substrates from sealant or primers.
e. Durability of specified performance.
f. Failure to maintain continuous airtight and watertight seal.
g. Crazing on surface of non-structural sealant.
h. Non-structural sealant hardening beyond Shore A durometer 50 or softening below

20.
2. Exclusions: Includes, but not limieted to, deterioration or failure of sealants from the

foloowing:
a. Movement of structure caused by structural settlement resulting in stresses on sealant

exceeding sealant manufacturer's written specifications fro sealant elongation and
compression.

b. Disintegration of joint substrates from natural causes exceeding design specifications.
c. Mechanical damage caused by individuals, tools, or other outside agents.
d. Changes in sealant appearance caused by accuulation of dirt or other atmospheric

contaminants.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 GENERAL

A. Source Limitations: Obtain joint sealants from single manufacturer for each sealant type.

B. Compatibility: Provide joint sealants, backings, and other related materials that are compatible
with one another and with joint substrates under conditions of service and application, as
demonstrated by joint-sealant manufacturer, based on testing and field experience.

C. Colors of Exposed Joint Sealants: As selected by Architect from manufacturer's full range.

2.02 MANUFACTURERS

A. Nonsag Sealants:
1. Dow : www.dow.com/#sle.
2. Momentive Performance Materials, Inc (formerly GE Silicones) :

www.momentive.com/#sle.
3. Pecora Corporation : www.pecora.com/#sle.
4. Sika Corporation; _____:  www.usa.sika.com/#sle.
5. Tremco Commercial Sealants & Waterproofing; ____:  www.tremcosealants.com/#sle.
6. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.03 JOINT SEALANT APPLICATIONS

A. Scope:
1. Interior Joints:
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a. Do not seal interior joints indicated on drawings as not sealed.
b. Do not seal gaps and openings in gypsum board and suspended ceilings
c. Do not seal through-penetrations in sound-rated assemblies that are also fire-rated

assemblies.
d. Seal open joints except specific open joints indicated on drawings as not sealed.

2. Do Not Seal:
a. Joints indicated to be covered with expansion joint cover assemblies.
b. Joints where sealant is specified to be furnished and installed by manufacturer of

product to be sealed.
c. Joints where sealant installation is specified in other sections.

B. Areas Where Tamper-Resistance is Required:  As indicated on drawings.

2.04 JOINT SEALANTS - GENERAL

A. Sealants and Primers:  Provide products with acceptable levels of volatile organic compound
(VOC) content; see Section 016116.

2.05 NONSAG JOINT SEALANTS

A. Nonstaining Silicone Sealant (JS-1):  ASTM C920, Grade NS, Uses M and A; not expected to
withstand continuous water immersion or traffic.
1. Movement Capability:  Plus and minus 50 percent , minimum.
2. Nonstaining to Porous Stone:  Nonstaining to light-colored concrete  when tested in

accordance with ASTM C1248.
3. Dirt Pick-Up:  Reduced dirt pick-up compared to other silicone sealants.
4. Hardness Range:  15 to 35, Shore A, when tested in accordance with ASTM C661.
5. Color:  To be selected by Architect from manufacturer's standard range.
6. Cure Type:  Single-component, neutral moisture curing .
7. Service Temperature Range:  Minus 20 to 180 degrees F (Minus 29 to 82 degrees C).
8. Products: Better Suited For Exterior Use. Provide one of the following, or an approved

equivalent.
a. Dow ; DOWSIL 995 Silicone Structural Sealant :  www.dow.com/#sle.
b. Momentive Performance Materials, Inc/GE Silicones ; SCS 2000 SilPruf :

 www.siliconeforbuilding.com/#sle.
c. Pecora Corporation; Pecora 895 NST:  www.pecora.com/#sle.
d. Tremco Commercial Sealants & Waterproofing ; Proglaze SSG :

 www.tremcosealants.com/#sle.

B. Silicone Sealant (JS-2):  ASTM C920, Grade NS, Uses M and A; not expected to withstand
continuous water immersion or traffic.
1. Movement Capability:  Plus and minus 50 percent , minimum.
2. Hardness Range:  15 to 35, Shore A, when tested in accordance with ASTM C661.
3. Color:  Match adjacent finished surfaces.
4. Cure Type:  Single component, neutral moisture curing.
5. Service Temperature Range:  Minus 65 to 180 degrees F (Minus 54 to 82 degrees C).
6. Products:

a. Dow; DOWSIL 758 Silicone Weather Barrier Sealant:  www.dow.com/#sle.
b. Momentive Performance Materials, Inc/GE Silicones; SCS2700 SilPruf LM (Low

Modulus) - Silicone Weatherproofing Sealant:  www.siliconeforbuilding.com/#sle.
c. Pecora Corporation ; 898 NST :  www.pecora.com/#sle.
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d. Sika Corporation; Sikasil 728NS:  www.usa.sika.com/#sle.

C. Mildew-Resistant Silicone Sealant (JS-3): ASTM C920, Grade NS, Uses M and A; single
component, mildew resistant; not expected to withstand continuous water immersion or traffic.
1. Color:  Clear .
2. Products: Provide one of the following, or an approved equivalent.

a. Pecora Corporation; Pecora 898 NST (Non-Staining Technology):
 www.pecora.com/#sle.

b. Sika Corporation; Sikasil GP:  www.usa.sika.com/#sle.
c. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

D. Tamper-Resistant Sealant (JS-4):  ASTM C920, Grade NS, Uses M and A; multi-component.
1. Movement Capability:  Plus and minus 12-1/2 percent , minimum
2. Hardness Range:  70, Shore A, when tested in accordance with ASTM C661.
3. Color:  Match adjacent finished surfaces.
4. Service Temperature Range:  Minus 40 to 180 degrees F (Minus 40 to 82 degrees C).
5. Products:

a. Pecora Corporation; DynaFlex SC (Security Sealant):  www.pecora.com/#sle.
b. Sika Corporation ; Sikadur 31 H-Mod Gel :  www.usa.sika.com/#sle.
c. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.06 ACCESSORIES

A. Sealant Backing Materials, General:  Materials placed in joint before applying sealants; assists
sealant performance and service life by developing optimum sealant profile and preventing
three-sided adhesion; type and size recommended by sealant manufacturer for compatibility
with sealant, substrate, and application.

B. Backing Tape:  Self-adhesive polyethylene tape with surface that sealant will not adhere to and
recommended by tape and sealant manufacturers for specific application.

C. Masking Tape:  Self-adhesive, nonabsorbent, nonstaining, removable without adhesive residue,
and compatible with surfaces adjacent to joints and sealants.

D. Joint Cleaner:  Noncorrosive and nonstaining type, type recommended by sealant manufacturer;
compatible with joint forming materials.

E. Primers:  Type recommended by sealant manufacturer to suit application; nonstaining.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that  joints  are ready to receive work.

B. Verify that backing materials are compatible with sealants.

C. Verify that backer rods are of the correct size.

D. Reports: Maintain log indicating tests conducted, sealant lot numbers, dates, times, and results.

E. Acceptance of Surfaces and Conditions:
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1. Examine substrates to which sealants will be applied for compliance with requirements
and other conditions affecting performance.

2. Joint widths, depths, and conditions detailed on shop drawings shall be considered as
minimum allowable requirements except where they may conflict with sealant
manufacturer's recommendations.

3. Proceed only when unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected in a manner compling
with Contract Documents.

4. Starting work within a particular area will be construed as acceptance of surface
conditions.

F. Preinstallation Adhesion Testing:  Install a sample for each test location indicated in the test
plan.
1. Test each sample as specified in PART 1 under QUALITY ASSURANCE article.
2. Notify Architect of date and time that tests will be performed, at least seven days in

advance.
3. Record each test on Preinstallation Adhesion Test Log as indicated.
4. If any sample fails, review products and installation procedures, consult manufacturer, or

take other measures that are necessary to ensure adhesion; retest in a different location; if
unable to obtain satisfactory adhesion, report to Architect.

5. After completion of tests, remove remaining sample material and prepare joints for new
sealant installation.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Remove loose materials and foreign matter that could impair adhesion of sealant.

B. Clean joints, and prime as necessary, in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

C. Perform preparation in accordance with manufacturer's instructions and ASTM C1193.

D. Mask elements and surfaces adjacent to joints from damage and disfigurement due to sealant
work; be aware that sealant drips and smears may not be completely removable.

E. Surface Cleaning of Joints: Clean out joints immediately before installing joint sealants to
comply with joint-sealant manufacturer's written instructions and the following requirements:
1. Remove all foreign material from joint substrates that could interfere with adhesion of

joint sealant, including dust, paints (except for permanent, protective coatings tested and
approved for sealant adhesion and compatibility by sealant manufacturer), old joint
sealants, oil, grease, waterproofing, water repellents, water, surface dirt, and frost.

2. Clean porous joint substrate surfaces by brushing, grinding, mechanical abrading, or a
combination of these methods to produce a clean, sound substrate capable of developing
optimum bond with joint sealants. Remove loose particles remaining after cleaning
operations above by vacuuming or blowing out joints with oil-free compressed air. Porous
joint substrates include the following:

3. Clean nonporous joint substrate surfaces with chemical cleaners or other means that do
not stain, harm substrates, or leave residues capable of interfering with adhesion of joint
sealants. Nonporous joint substrates include the following:
a. Metal.
b. Glass.
c. Porcelain enamel.
d. Glazed surfaces of ceramic tile.
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F. Joint Priming: Prime joint substrates where recommended by joint-sealant manufacturer or as
indicated by preconstruction joint-sealant-substrate tests or prior experience. Apply primer to
comply with joint-sealant manufacturer's written instructions. Confine primers to areas of joint-
sealant bond; do not allow spillage or migration onto adjoining surfaces.

G. Masking Tape: Use masking tape where required to prevent contact of sealant or primer with
adjoining surfaces that otherwise would be permanently stained or damaged by such contact or
by cleaning methods required to remove sealant smears. Remove tape immediately after tooling
without disturbing joint seal.

3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Install this work in accordance with sealant manufacturer's requirements for preparation of
surfaces and material installation instructions.

B. Provide joint sealant installations complying with ASTM C1193.

C. Install acoustical sealant application work in accordance with ASTM C919.

D. Measure joint dimensions and size joint backers to achieve the following, unless otherwise
indicated:
1. Width/depth ratio of 2:1.
2. Neck dimension no greater than 1/3 of the joint width.
3. Surface bond area on each side not less than 75 percent of joint width.

E. Install bond breaker backing tape where backer rod cannot be used.

F. Install sealant free of air pockets, foreign embedded matter, ridges, and sags, and without
getting sealant on adjacent surfaces.

G. Do not install sealant when ambient temperature is outside manufacturer's recommended
temperature range, or will be outside that range during the entire curing period, unless
manufacturer's approval is obtained and instructions are followed.

H. Nonsag Sealants:  Tool surface concave, unless otherwise indicated; remove masking tape
immediately after tooling sealant surface.

3.04 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A. Qualified testing agency shall perform field quality control inspection/testing as specified in
PART 1 under QUALITY ASSURANCE article.

B. Non-Destructive Adhesion Testing:  If there are any failures in first 100 linear feet (30 linear
m), notify Architect immediately.

C. Destructive Adhesion Testing:  If there are any failures in first 1,000 linear feet (300 linear m),
notify Architect immediately.

D. Remove and replace failed portions of sealants using same materials and procedures as
indicated for original installation.
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E. Re-testing and Re-inspections Due to Failures:
1. Perform further testing to ascertain the extent of the failure.Failed sealants are to be

replaced promptly and the resulting weather tightness shall be verified.
2. Remove from site marginal or defective material.
3. Expenses incurred shall be without additional cost to Owner.

F. Repair destructive test location damage immediately after evaluation and recording of results.

3.05 CLEANING

A. Clean off excess sealant or sealant smears adjacent to joints as the Work progresses by methods
and with cleaning materials approved in writing by manufacturers of joint sealants and of
products in which joints occur.

3.06 PROTECTION

A. Protect joint sealants during and after curing period from contact with contaminating substances
and from damage resulting from construction operations or other causes so sealants are without
deterioration or damage at time of Substantial Completion. If, despite such protection, damage
or deterioration occurs, cut out, remove, and repair damaged or deteriorated joint sealants
immediately so installations with repaired areas are indistinguishable from original work.

3.07 POST-OCCUPANCY

A. Post-Occupancy Inspection:  Perform visual inspection of entire length of project sealant joints
at a time that joints have opened to their greatest width, i.e., at low temperature in thermal
cycle.  Report failures immediately and repair them.

END OF SECTION  079200
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SECTION 081113 - HOLLOW METAL DOORS AND FRAMES

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Non-fire-rated hollow metal doors and frames.

B. Commercial security hollow metal doors and frames.

C. Detention security hollow metal doors and frames.

D. Bullet-resistant hollow metal doors and frames.

E. Accessories, including glazing .

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 087100 - Door Hardware.

B. Section 099123 - Interior Painting:  Field painting.

1.03 ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

A. ANSI:  American National Standards Institute.

B. HMMA:  Hollow Metal Manufacturers Association.

C. NAAMM:  National Association of Architectural Metal Manufacturers.

D. SDI:  Steel Door Institute.

1.04 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ADA Standards - 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design.

B. ANSI/SDI A250.4 - Test Procedure and Acceptance Criteria for Physical Endurance for Steel
Doors, Frames and Frame Anchors.

C. ANSI/SDI A250.6 - Recommended Practice for Hardware Reinforcing on Standard Steel Doors
and Frames.

D. ANSI/SDI A250.8 - Specifications for Standard Steel Doors and Frames (SDI-100).

E. ANSI/SDI A250.10 - Test Procedure and Acceptance Criteria for Prime Painted Steel Surfaces
for Steel Doors and Frames.

F. ASTM A653/A653M - Standard Specification for Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) or
Zinc-Iron Alloy-Coated (Galvannealed) by the Hot-Dip Process.

G. ASTM A1008/A1008M - Standard Specification for Steel, Sheet, Cold-Rolled, Carbon,
Structural, High-Strength Low-Alloy, High-Strength Low-Alloy with Improved Formability,
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Required Hardness, Solution Hardened, and Bake Hardenable.

H. ASTM A1011/A1011M - Standard Specification for Steel, Sheet and Strip, Hot-Rolled,
Carbon, Structural, High-Strength Low-Alloy, High-Strength Low-Alloy with Improved
Formability, and Ultra-High Strength.

I. ASTM C143/C143M - Standard Test Method for Slump of Hydraulic-Cement Concrete.

J. ASTM C476 - Standard Specification for Grout for Masonry.

K. ASTM F1450 - Standard Test Methods for Hollow Metal Swinging Door Assemblies for
Detention and Correctional Facilities.

L. BHMA A156.115 - Hardware Preparation in Steel Doors and Frames.

M. ICC A117.1 - Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities.

N. NAAMM HMMA 830 - Hardware Selection for Hollow Metal Doors and Frames.

O. NAAMM HMMA 831 - Hardware Locations for Hollow Metal Doors and Frames.

P. NAAMM HMMA 840 - Guide Specifications For Receipt, Storage and Installation of Hollow
Metal Doors and Frames.

Q. NAAMM HMMA 861 - Guide Specifications for Commercial Hollow Metal Doors and
Frames.

R. NAAMM HMMA 863 - Guide Specifications for Detention Security Hollow Metal Doors and
Frames.

S. SDI 117 - Manufacturing Tolerances for Standard Steel Doors and Frames.

T. UL 752 - Standard for Bullet-Resisting Equipment.

1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Materials and details of design and construction, hardware locations,
reinforcement type and locations, anchorage and fastening methods, and finishes; and one copy
of referenced standards/guidelines.

C. Shop Drawings:  Details of each opening, showing elevations, glazing, frame profiles, and any
indicated finish requirements.

D. Samples:  Submit two samples of metal, 2 by 2 inches (51 by 51 mm) in size, showing factory
finishes, colors, and surface texture.

E. Design Submittals:  Manufacturer to submit anchor design analysis calculations for blast-
resistant doors signed and sealed by specialty design engineer experienced in this type of work
and licensed in the State in which the Project is located.
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F. Installation Instructions:  Manufacturer's published instructions, including any special
installation instructions relating to this project.

G. Manufacturer's Certificate:  Certification that products meet or exceed specified requirements.

H. Manufacturer's Qualification Statement.

I. Installer's Qualification Statement.

1.06 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing products specified in this
section, with not less than three years documented experience.

B. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of the type specified and
with at least three years of documented experience.

C. Maintain at project site copies of reference standards relating to installation of products
specified.

1.07 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Comply with NAAMM HMMA 840 or ANSI/SDI A250.8 (SDI-100) in accordance with
specified requirements.

B. Protect with resilient packaging; avoid humidity build-up under coverings; prevent corrosion
and adverse effects on factory applied painted finish.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Hollow Metal Doors and Frames:
1. Ceco Door, an Assa Abloy Group company; _____:  www.assaabloydss.com/#sle.
2. Curries, an Assa Abloy Group company; _____:  www.assaabloydss.com/#sle.
3. Republic Doors, an Allegion brand; ____:  www.republicdoor.com/#sle.
4. Steelcraft, an Allegion brand; ____:  www.allegion.com/#sle.
5. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

B. Bullet-Resistant, Commercial Security, and Detention Security Hollow Metal Doors and
Frames (BRDR-1):
1. Fleming Door Products, an Assa Abloy Group company :  www.assaabloydss.com/#sle.
2. Habersham Metal Products: https://habershammetal.com/#sle.
3. Republic Doors, an Allegion brand :  www.republicdoor.com/#sle.
4. Security Metal Products Corporation, an Assa Abloy Group company :

 www.assaabloydss.com/#sle.
5. Titan Metal Products, Inc; Ballistic Rated Doors and Frames:

 www.titanmetalproducts.com/#sle.
6. Trussbilt: www.trussbilt.com/#sle.
7. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.
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2.02 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. Requirements for Hollow Metal Doors and Frames:
1. Steel Sheet:  Comply with one or more of the following requirements; galvannealed steel

complying with ASTM A653/A653M, cold-rolled steel complying with ASTM
A1008/A1008M, or hot-rolled pickled and oiled (HRPO) steel complying with ASTM
A1011/A1011M, commercial steel (CS) Type B, for each.

2. Accessibility:  Comply with ICC A117.1 and ADA Standards.
3. Door Edge Profile:  Manufacturers standard for application indicated.
4. Typical Door Face Sheets:  Flush.
5. Glazed Lights:  Non-removable stops on non-secure side; sizes and configurations as

indicated on drawings. Style:  Manufacturer's standard.
6. Hardware Preparations, Selections and Locations:  Comply with NAAMM HMMA 830

and NAAMM HMMA 831 or BHMA A156.115 and ANSI/SDI A250.8 (SDI-100) in
accordance with specified requirements.

7. Zinc Coating for Typical Interior and/or Exterior Locations:  Provide metal components
zinc-coated (galvanized) and/or zinc-iron alloy-coated (galvannealed) by the hot-dip
process in accordance with ASTM A653/A653M, with manufacturer's standard coating
thickness, unless noted otherwise for specific hollow metal doors and frames.

B. Combined Requirements:  If a particular door and frame unit is indicated to comply with more
than one type of requirement, comply with the specified requirements for each type; for
instance, an exterior door that is also indicated as being sound-rated must comply with the
requirements specified for exterior doors and for sound-rated doors; where two requirements
conflict, comply with the most stringent.

2.03 HOLLOW METAL DOORS

A. Door Finish:  Factory primed and field finished .

B. Interior Doors, Non-Fire-Rated:
1. Based on SDI Standards:  ANSI/SDI A250.8 (SDI-100).

a. Level 4 - Maximum-duty for Interview Room.
b. Level 3 - Extra Heavy-duty for all other doors unless otherwise indicated.
c. Physical Performance Level A, 1,000,000 cycles ; in accordance with ANSI/SDI

A250.4.
d. Model 1 - Full Flush.
e. Door Face Metal Thickness: 14 gauge, 0.067 inch (1.7 mm) , minimum.
f. Zinc Coating:  A60/ZF180 galvannealed coating; ASTM A653/A653M.

2. Door Core Material:  Manufacturers standard core material/construction and in
compliance with requirements.

3. Door Thickness:  1-3/4 inches (44.5 mm), nominal.

C. Type BRDF-1 ,  Detention Security and Bullet-Resistant  Doors;  Interior : 
1. Based on SDI Standards:  ANSI/SDI A250.8 (SDI-100).

a. Level 2 - Heavy-duty .
b. Physical Performance Level B, 500,000 cycles ; in accordance with ANSI/SDI

A250.4.
c. Model 1 - Full Flush.
d. Door Face Metal Thickness: 14 gauge, 0.067 inch (1.7 mm) , minimum.
e. Zinc Coating:  A60/ZF180 galvannealed coating; ASTM A653/A653M.
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2. Detention Security Facility Swinging Door Assemblies: Comply with Grade 2 security
characteristics, in accordance with NAAMM HMMA 863 and ASTM F1450
requirements.

3. Bullet Resistance: UL 752, Threat Level Rating - Level 4.
4. Door Core Material:  Manufacturers standard core material/construction in compliance

with requirements.
5. Door Thickness: 1-3/4 inch (44.5 mm) .
6. Hinge Rail and Reinforcement:  Non-beveled edge, reinforced with continuous steel

channel, 12 gauge, 0.093 inch (2.3 mm) minimum metal thickness, welded at 5 inch (127
mm) on center maximum, and compatible with 4-1/2 inch (114 mm) full mortise template
and continuous geared hinges.

2.04 HOLLOW METAL FRAMES

A. Comply with standards and/or custom guidelines as indicated for corresponding door in
accordance with applicable door frame requirements.

B. Frame Finish:  Factory primed and field finished.

C. Interior Door Frames, Non-Fire Rated:  Full profile/continuously welded type.
1. Frame Metal Thickness:  18 gauge, 0.042 inch (1.0 mm), minimum.

D. Bullet-Resistant Door Frames (BRDF-1):  Comply with UL 752, with same level of bullet
resistance as door; face welded construction, ground smooth, fully prepared and reinforced for
hardware installation.
1. Frame Metal Thickness:  16 gauge, 0.053 inch (1.3 mm), minimum.
2. Frame Finish: Factory primed and field finished.
3.

a. Armortex; Bullet Resisting Hollow Metal Frame: https://www.armortex.com/.
b. Substitutions: See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

E. Commercial and/or Detention Security-Resistant Door Frames (BRDF-1):  With same security
resistance as door; face welded or full profile/continuously welded construction, ground
smooth, fully prepared and reinforced for hardware installation.
1. Frame Metal Thickness:  16 gauge, 0.053 inch (1.3 mm), minimum.
2. Frame Finish:  Factory primed and field finished.

2.05 FINISHES

A. Primer:  Rust-inhibiting, complying with ANSI/SDI A250.10, door manufacturer's standard.

B. Bituminous Coating:  Cold-applied asphalt mastic, compounded for 15 mil, 0.015 inch (0.4
mm) dry film thickness (DFT) per coat; provide inert-type noncorrosive compound free of
asbestos fibers, sulfur components, and other deleterious impurities.

2.06 ACCESSORIES

A. Door Window Frames:  Door window frames with glazing securely fastened within door
opening.
1. Frame Material:  18 gauge, 0.0478 inch (1.21 mm), galvanized steel.
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B. Removable Stops:  Formed sheet steel, shape as indicated on drawings, mitered or butted
corners; prepared for countersink style tamper proof screws.

C. Grout for Frames:  Mortar grout complying with ASTM C476 with maximum slump of 4
inches (102 mm) as measured in accordance with ASTM C143/C143M for hand troweling in
place; plaster grout and thinner pumpable grout are prohibited.

D. Silencers:  Resilient rubber, fitted into drilled hole; provide three on strike side of single door,
three on center mullion of pairs, and two on head of pairs without center mullions.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify existing conditions before starting work.

B. Verify that opening sizes and tolerances are acceptable.

C. Verify that finished walls are in plane to ensure proper door alignment.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Coat inside of frames to be installed in masonry or to be grouted, with bituminous coating, prior
to installation.

3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Install doors and frames in accordance with manufacturer's instructions and related
requirements of specified door and frame standards or custom guidelines indicated.

B. Coordinate frame anchor placement with wall construction.

C. Grout frames in masonry construction, using hand trowel methods; brace frames so that
pressure of grout before setting will not deform frames.

D. Install door hardware as specified in Section 087100.
1. Comply with recommended practice for hardware placement of doors and frames in

accordance with ANSI/SDI A250.6 or NAAMM HMMA 861.

E. Coordinate installation of electrical connections to electrical hardware items.

3.04 TOLERANCES

A. Clearances Between Door and Frame:  Comply with related requirements of specified frame
standards or custom guidelines indicated in accordance with SDI 117 or NAAMM HMMA 861.

B. Maximum Diagonal Distortion:  1/16 inch (1.6 mm) measured with straight edge, corner to
corner.
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3.05 ADJUSTING

A. Adjust for smooth and balanced door movement.

END OF SECTION  081113
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SECTION 081416 - FLUSH WOOD DOORS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Flush wood doors; flush  and flush glazed  configuration; non-rated and bullet resistant .

B. Attack-resistant door opening assemblies.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 081113 - Hollow Metal Doors and Frames.

B. Section 087100 - Door Hardware.

C. Section 088000 - Glazing.

D. Section 092116 - Gypsum Board Assemblies:  Bullet-resistant sheathing and wallboard for
bullet-resistant partitions and walls.

E. Section 099123 - Interior Painting:  Field finishing of doors.

F. Section 099300 - Staining and Transparent Finishing:  Field finishing of doors.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. 16 CFR 1201 - Safety Standard for Architectural Glazing Materials.

B. AWI/AWMAC/WI (AWS) - Architectural Woodwork Standards, 2nd Edition.

C. AWMAC/WI (NAAWS) - North American Architectural Woodwork Standards.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Indicate door core materials and construction; veneer species, type and
characteristics.

C. Shop Drawings:  Show doors and frames, elevations, sizes, types, swings, undercuts, beveling,
blocking for hardware, factory machining, factory finishing, cutouts for glazing and other
details.

D. Samples:  Submit two  samples of door construction, 12 by 12 inches (305 by 305 mm)  in size
cut from top  corner of door.

E. Samples:  Submit two  samples of door veneer, 6 by 6 inches (152 by 152 mm)  in size
illustrating wood grain, stain color, and sheen .

F. Test Reports:  Show compliance with specified requirements for the following:
1. Bullet resistant doors and frames.
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G. Manufacturer's Installation Instructions:  Indicate special installation instructions.

H. Manufacturer's qualification statement.

I. Installer's qualification statement.

J. Specimen warranty.

K. Warranty, executed in Owner's name.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Maintain one copy of the specified door quality standard on site for review during installation
and finishing.

B. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing the products specified in
this section, with not less than three years of documented experience.
1. Company with at least one project within past five years with value of woodwork within

at least 20 percent of cost of woodwork for this project.
2. Accredited participant in the specified certification program prior to the commencement

of fabrication and throughout the duration of the project.

C. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of the type specified in this
section, with not less than three years of documented experience.

1.06 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Package, deliver and store doors in accordance with specified quality standard.

B. Accept doors on site in manufacturer's packaging, and inspect for damage.

C. Protect doors with resilient packaging sealed with heat shrunk plastic; do not store in damp or
wet areas or areas where sunlight might bleach veneer; seal top and bottom edges with tinted
sealer if stored more than one week, and break seal on site to permit ventilation.

1.07 WARRANTY

A. See Section 017800 - Closeout Submittals for additional warranty requirements.

B. Manufacturer Warranty:  Provide manufacturer's warranty on interior doors for the life of the
installation. Complete forms in Owner's name and register with manufacturer.
1. Include coverage for delamination of veneer, warping beyond specified installation

tolerances, defective materials, and telegraphing core construction.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Wood Veneer Faced Doors:
1. Labmton Doors; https://www.lambtondoors.com/.
2. Masonite Architectural :  www.architectural.masonite.com/#sle.
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3. Oregon Door :  www.oregondoor.com/#sle.
4. Oshkosh Door Company; www.oshkoshdoor.com.
5. VT Industries, Inc :  www.vtindustries.com/#sle.
6. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

B. Bullet Resistant Wood Doors (BRDF-2):
1. Overly Door Company : www.overly.com/#sle.
2. Armortex .
3. North American Bullet Proof, Inc. .
4. US Bullet Proofing, Inc.
5. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.02 DOORS 

A. Doors: See drawings for locations and additional requirements.
1. Quality Standard:  Custom Grade, Heavy Duty performance, in accordance with

AWI/AWMAC/WI (AWS) or AWMAC/WI (NAAWS), unless noted otherwise.
2. Wood Veneer Faced Doors:  5-ply unless otherwise indicated.

B. Interior Doors:  1-3/4 inches (44 mm) thick unless otherwise indicated; flush construction.
1. Provide solid core doors at each location.
2. Wood veneer facing for field transparent finish, white maple, plain sliced, book match,

balanced match.
3. Wood veneer facing for field opaque finish, poplar, plain sliced.

2.03 DOOR AND PANEL CORES

A. Non-Rated Solid Core and 20 Minute Rated Doors: Type structural composite lumber core
(SCLC) , plies and faces as indicated.

B. Bullet Resistant Doors: Equivalent to type, with bonded structural composite lumber core
(SCLC) ; rating; plies and faces as indicated above.

2.04 DOOR FACINGS

A. Veneer Facing for Transparent Finish: Match existing doors species and cut, veneer grade in
accordance with quality standard indicated, with book match between leaves of veneer, running
match of spliced veneer leaves assembled on door or panel face.
1. Vertical Edges:  Any option allowed by quality standard for grade.

B. Veneer Facing for Opaque Finish:  Medium density overlay (MDO), in compliance with
indicated quality standard.

2.05 DOOR CONSTRUCTION

A. Fabricate doors in accordance with door quality standard specified.

B. Cores Constructed with stiles and rails:  
1. Provide solid blocks at lock edge for hardware reinforcement.
2. Provide solid blocking for other throughbolted hardware.
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C. Glazed Openings:  Non-removable stops on non-secure side; sizes and configurations as
indicated on drawings.

D. Factory machine doors for hardware other than surface-mounted hardware, in accordance with
hardware requirements and dimensions.

E. Factory fit doors for frame opening dimensions identified on shop drawings, with edge
clearances in accordance with specified quality standard.
1. Exception:  Doors to be field finished.

F. Provide edge clearances in accordance with the quality standard specified.

2.06 FINISHES - WOOD VENEER DOORS

A. Finish work in accordance with AWI/AWMAC/WI (AWS) or AWMAC/WI (NAAWS),
Section 5 - Finishing for grade specified and as follows:
1. Transparent:

a. System - 12, Polyurethane, Water-based .
b. Stain:  As selected by Architect.
c. Sheen:  Flat.

2. Opaque:
a. System - 12, Polyurethane, Water-based .
b. Color:  As selected by Architect.
c. Sheen:  Flat.

B. Seal door top edge with color sealer to match door facing.

2.07 ACCESSORIES

A. Hollow Metal Door Frames:  See Section 081113.

B. Glazed Openings:
1. Laminated Safety Glass:  Comply with 16 CFR 1201 test requirements for Category II.

C. Door Window Frames:  Door window frames with glazing securely fastened within door
opening.
1. Size: As indicated on drawings .
2. Frame Material:  18 gauge, 0.0478 inch (1.21 mm), galvanized steel.

D. Glazing Stops:  Wood, of same species as door facing, butted corners; prepared for countersink
style tamper proof screws.

E. Door Hardware:  See Section 087100.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify existing conditions before starting work.

B. Verify that opening sizes and tolerances are acceptable.
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C. Do not install doors in frame openings that are not plumb or are out-of-tolerance for size or
alignment.

3.02 INSTALLATION

A. Install doors in accordance with manufacturer's instructions and specified quality standard.

B. Field-Finished Doors:  Trimming to fit is acceptable.
1. Adjust width of non-rated doors by cutting equally on both jamb edges.
2. Trim maximum of 3/4 inch (19 mm) off bottom edges.

C. Use machine tools to cut or drill for hardware.

D. Coordinate installation of doors with installation of frames and hardware.

E. Coordinate installation of glazing.

3.03 TOLERANCES

A. Comply with specified quality standard for fit and clearance tolerances.

B. Comply with specified quality standard for telegraphing, warp, and squareness.

3.04 ADJUSTING

A. Adjust doors for smooth and balanced door movement.

B. Adjust closers for full closure.

END OF SECTION  081416
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SECTION 083100 - ACCESS DOORS AND PANELS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Wall- and ceiling-mounted access units.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 087100 - Door Hardware:  Mortise cylinder and core hardware.

B. Section 099123 - Interior Painting:  Field paint finish.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data:  Provide sizes, types, finishes, hardware, scheduled locations, and details of
adjoining work.

B. Shop Drawings:  Indicate exact position of each access door and/or panel unit.

C. Samples:  Submit two  access units, 12 by 12 inches (305 by 305 mm)  in size indicating frame
configuration .

D. Manufacturer's Installation Instructions:  Indicate installation requirements and rough-in
dimensions .

E. Manufacturer's qualification statement.

F. Installer's qualification statement.

G. Project Record Documents:  Record actual locations of each access unit.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing the products specified in
this section with minimum three years documented experience.

B. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of the type specified and
with at least three years documented experience.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 ACCESS DOORS AND PANELS ASSEMBLIES

A. Wall-Mounted Units :
1. Location:  As indicated on drawings.
2. Panel Material:  Aluminum extrusions with gypsum board inlay.
3. Size:  12 by 12 inches (305 by 305 mm) unless otherwise indicated.
4. Door/Panel:  Hinged, standard duty, with tool-operated spring or cam lock and no handle.
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5. Wall Mounting Criteria:  Provide surface-mounted face frame and door surface flush with
frame surface.

6. Gypsum Board Mounting Criteria:  Provide drywall bead frame with door surface flush
with wall surface.

B. Wall-Mounted Units in Wet Areas:
1. Location:  As indicated on drawings.
2. Panel Material:  Steel, hot-dipped zinc, or zinc-aluminum-alloy coated.
3. Size:  12 by 12 inches (305 by 305 mm) unless otherwise indicated.
4. Door/Panel:  Hinged, standard duty, with tool-operated spring or cam lock and no handle.
5. Wall Mounting Criteria:  Provide surface-mounted face frame and door surface flush with

frame surface.
6. Gypsum Board Mounting Criteria:  Provide drywall bead frame with door surface flush

with wall surface.

C. Wall-Mounted Security Units:
1. Location:  As indicated on drawings.
2. Panel Material:  Steel.
3. Size:  12 by 12 inches (305 by 305 mm) unless otherwise indicated.
4. Door/Panel and Frame:  Heavy duty.
5. Security type lock as indicated.

2.02 WALL- AND CEILING-MOUNTED ACCESS UNITS

A. Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, available manufacturers offering
products that may be incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to, the following:
1. Activar Construction Products Group, Inc. - JL Industries :  www.activarcpg.com/#sle.

a. Multipurpose Access Panel:  Activar/JL Industries TM.
b. Medium-Security (10 ga) Access Panel:  Activar/JL Industries SP.

2. ACUDOR Products Inc:  www.acudor.com/#sle.
a. Wall- and Ceiling-Mounted Units:  ACUDOR DW-5058.

3. BAUCO Access Panel Solutions Inc:  www.accesspanelsolutions.com/#sle.
a. Concealed Hardware and Gypsum Board Inlay - Regular Size:  BAUCO Plus II -

Access Panels.
4. Karp Associates, Inc :  www.karpinc.com/#sle.
5. Larsen's Manufacturing Company; www.larsensmfg.com.
6. MIFAB, Inc :  www.mifab.com/#sle.
7. Nystrom, Inc :  www.nystrom.com/#sle.
8. Substitutions: See Section 016000 - Product Requirements .
9. Source Limitations: Obtain each type of access door and frame from single source from

single manufacturer.

B. Wall- and Ceiling-Mounted Units (AD-1): Factory-fabricated door and frame, fully assembled
units with corner joints welded, filled and ground flush; square and without rack or warp;
coordinate requirements with type of installation assembly being used for each unit.
1. Style:  Exposed frame with door surface flush with frame surface.

a. Gypsum Board Mounting Criteria:  Use drywall bead type frame.
2. Door Style:  Single thickness with rolled or turned in edges.
3. Frames:  16-gauge, 0.0598-inch (1.52 mm) minimum thickness.
4. Single Steel Sheet Door Panels:  16-gauge, 0,0625-inch (1.6 mm) minimum thickness.
5. Steel Finish:  Primed.
6. Door/Panel Size: As indicated on the drawings .
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7. Hardware:
a. Hinges: Concealed, constant force closure spring type.

8. Material: Steel, hot-dipped zinc or zinc-aluminum-alloy coated .
9. Style: Concealed frame with door surface flush with gypsum board surface .

a. Gypsum Board Mounting Criteria:  Use drywall bead type frame.
10. Door Style: Single thickness with rolled or turned in edges .
11. Frames: 16 gauge, 0.0598 inch (1.52 mm) , minimum thickness.
12. Single Steel Sheet Door Panels: 1/16 inch (1.6 mm) , minimum thickness.
13. Steel Finish: Primed.
14. Hardware:

a. Hinges:  Concealed, constant force closure spring type.
b. Latch/Lock:  Tamperproof tool-operated cam latch.
c. Number of Locks/Latches Required:  As recommended by manufacturer for size of

unit.
d. Gasketing:  Extruded neoprene, around perimeter of door panel.

C. Wall- and Ceiling- Mounted Units (AD-2): Factory-fabricated door and frame, fully assembled
units with corner joints welded, filled and ground flush; square and without rack or warp;
coordinate requirements with type of installation assembly being used for each unit.
1. Material: Steel, hot-dipped zinc or zinc-aluminum-alloy coated .
2. Style: Concealed frame with door surface flush with gypsum board surface .

a. Gypsum Board Mounting Criteria:  Use drywall bead type frame.
3. Door Style: Single thickness with rolled or turned in edges .
4. Frames: 16 gauge, 0.0598 inch (1.52 mm) , minimum thickness.
5. Heavy Duty Frames: 14 gauge, 0.0747 inch (1.89 mm) , minimum thickness.
6. Single Steel Sheet Door Panels: 1/16 inch (1.6 mm) , minimum thickness.
7. Heavy Duty Single Steel Sheet Door Panels: 14 gauge, 0.0747 inch (1.89 mm) , minimum

thickness.
8. Steel Finish: Primed.
9. Stainless Steel Finish: No. 4 brushed  finish.
10. Aluminum Finish: Natural brushed.
11. Hardware:

a. Hinges:  Concealed, constant force closure spring type .
b. Latch/Lock:  Screw driver slot for quarter turn cam latch.
c. Latch/Lock:  Tamperproof tool-operated cam latch.
d. Number of Locks/Latches Required:  As recommended by manufacturer for size of

unit.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that rough openings are correctly sized and located.

B. Begin installation only after substrates have been properly prepared, and if the responsibility of
another installer, notify Architect of unsatisfactory preparation before proceeding.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Clean surfaces thoroughly prior to proceeding with this work.
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B. Prepare surfaces using methods recommended by manufacturer for applicable substrates in
accordance with project conditions.

3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Install units in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

B. Install frames plumb and level in openings, and secure units rigidly in place.

C. Position units to provide convenient access to concealed equipment when necessary.

END OF SECTION  083100
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SECTION 083323 - OVERHEAD COILING DOORS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Exterior coiling doors.

B. Electric operators and control stations.

C. Wiring from electric circuit disconnect to operators and control stations.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 079200 - Joint Sealants:  Sealing joints between frames and adjacent construction.

B. Section 260583 - Wiring Connections:  Power to disconnect.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM A36/A36M - Standard Specification for Carbon Structural Steel.

B. ASTM A123/A123M - Standard Specification for Zinc (Hot-Dip Galvanized) Coatings on Iron
and Steel Products.

C. ASTM A653/A653M - Standard Specification for Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) or
Zinc-Iron Alloy-Coated (Galvannealed) by the Hot-Dip Process.

D. ITS (DIR) - Directory of Listed Products.

E. NEMA 250 - Enclosures for Electrical Equipment (1000 Volts Maximum).

F. NEMA ICS 2 - Industrial Control and Systems Controllers, Contactors and Overload Relays
Rated 600 Volts.

G. NEMA MG 1 - Motors and Generators.

H. UL (DIR) - Online Certifications Directory.

I. UL 325 - Standard for Door, Drapery, Gate, Louver, and Window Operators and Systems.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Provide general construction, electrical equipment, and component connections
and details .

C. Shop Drawings:  Indicate pertinent dimensioning, anchorage methods, hardware locations, and
installation details.
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D. Samples:  Two  slats, 6 by 6 inches (150 by 150 mm)  in size illustrating shape, color and finish
texture.

E. Manufacturer's Installation Instructions:  Indicate installation sequence and procedures,
adjustment and alignment procedures .

F. Manufacturer's qualification statement.

G. Installer's qualification statement.

H. Maintenance Data:  Indicate lubrication requirements and frequency and periodic adjustments
required .

I. Specimen warranty.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing the products specified in
this section with minimum three years of documented experience.

B. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of type specified and with
at least three years documented experience.

C. Products Requiring Electrical Connection:  Listed and classified by ITS (DIR), UL (DIR), or
testing firm acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction as suitable for purpose specified and
indicated.

1.06 WARRANTY

A. See Section 017800 - Closeout Submittals for additional warranty requirements.

B. Manufacturer Warranty:  Provide five-year manufacturer warranty for three-ply multifilament
polyester fabric curtain. Complete forms in Owner's name and register with manufacturer.

C. Manufacturer Warranty:  Provide 2-year manufacturer warranty for roller shaft counterbalance
assembly. Complete forms in Owner's name and register with manufacturer.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Overhead Coiling Doors:
1. Overhead Door Corporation; Model 625: https://www.overheaddoors.com/.
2. Raynor Garage Doors ; DuraCoil, Model IF : www.raynor.com/#sle.
3. The Cookson Company ; Model ESD30 : www.cooksondoor.com/#sle.
4. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.02 COILING DOORS

A. Exterior Coiling Doors  Type OH-1 : Steel  slat curtain.
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1. Capable of withstanding positive and negative wind loads of 30 psf (1436 Pa)  without
undue deflection or damage to components.

2. Sandwich Slats: Manufacturer's standard, with core of foamed-in-place polyurethane 
insulation; minimum R-value of 8.1 (RSI-value of 1.43) .

3. Nominal Slat Size:  2 inches (50 mm) wide by required length.
4. Finish: Factory painted, color as selected .
5. Guide, Angles:  Galvanized steel.
6. Hood Enclosure:  Manufacturer's standard; primed steel.
7. Electric operation.
8. Mounting:  Within framed opening.
9. Locking Devices: Slide bolt on inside .

2.03 MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS

A. Metal Curtain Construction:  Interlocking slats.
1. Slat Ends:  Alternate slats fitted with end locks to act as wearing surface in guides and to

prevent lateral movement.
2. Curtain Bottom for Slat Curtains:  Fitted with angles to provide reinforcement and

positive contact in closed position.
3. Weatherstripping for Exterior Doors:  Moisture and rot proof, resilient type, located at

jamb edges, bottom of curtain, and where curtain enters hood enclosure of exterior doors.
4. Steel Slats: Minimum thickness, 24 gauge; ASTM A653/A653M galvanized steel sheet.

B. Guide Construction:  Continuous, of profile to retain door in place with snap-on trim, mounting
brackets of same metal.

C. Guides - Angle:  ASTM A36/A36M metal angles, size as indicated.
1. Hot-dip galvanized in compliance with ASTM A123/A123M.
2. Prime painted.

D. Hood Enclosure and Trim:  Internally reinforced to maintain rigidity and shape.
1. Minimum thickness; 24 gauge.
2. Prime painted.

E. Lock Hardware:
1. For motor operated units, additional lock or latching mechanisms are not required.

F. Roller Shaft Counterbalance:  Steel pipe and helical steel spring system, capable of producing
torque sufficient to ensure smooth operation of curtain from any position and capable of
holding position at mid-travel; with adjustable spring tension; requiring 25 lb (10 kg) nominal
force to operate.

2.04 ELECTRIC OPERATION

A. Operator, Controls, Actuators, and Safeties:  Comply with UL 325; provide products listed by
ITS (DIR), UL (DIR), or testing agency acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction.
1. Provide interlock switches on motor operated units.
2. Provide tamperproof operation cycle counter.

B. Electric Operators:
1. Mounting:  Side mounted.
2. Motor Enclosure:
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a. Exterior Coiling Doors:  NEMA MG 1, Type 4; open drip proof.
3. Motor Rating:  1/3 HP (250 W); continuous duty.
4. Motor Voltage:  120 volts, single phase, 60 Hz.
5. Motor Controller:  NEMA ICS 2, full voltage, reversing magnetic motor starter.
6. Controller Enclosure:  NEMA 250, Type 4.
7. Opening Speed:  12 inches per second (300 mm/sec).
8. Brake:  Manufacturer's standard type, activated by motor controller.
9. Manual override in case of power failure.
10. See Section 260583 for electrical connections.

C. Control Station:  Provide standard three button, 'Open-Close-Stop' momentary-contact control
device for each operator complying with UL 325.
1. 24 volt circuit.
2. Surface  mounted, at at location indicated .
3. Entrapment Protection Devices:  Provide sensing devices and safety mechanisms

complying with UL 325.
a. Primary Device:  Provide electric sensing edge, wireless sensing, NEMA 1 photo eye

sensors, or NEMA 4X photo eye sensors as required with momentary-contact control
device.

D. Safety Edge:  Located at bottom of coiling door, full width, electro-mechanical sensitized type,
wired to stop and reverse door direction upon striking object, hollow neoprene covered.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that adjacent construction is suitable for door installation.

B. Verify that electrical services have been installed and are accessible.

C. Verify that door opening is plumb, header is level, and dimensions are correct.

D. Notify Architect of any unacceptable conditions or varying dimensions.

E. Commencement of installation indicates acceptance of substrate and door opening conditions.

3.02 INSTALLATION

A. Install units in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

B. Use anchorage devices to securely fasten assembly to wall construction and building framing
without distortion or stress.

C. Securely and rigidly brace components suspended from structure. Secure guides to structural
members only.

D. Fit and align assembly including hardware; level and plumb, to provide smooth operation.

E. Coordinate installation of electrical service with Section 260583.

F. Complete wiring from disconnect to unit components.
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G. Install enclosure and perimeter trim.

3.03 TOLERANCES

A. Maintain dimensional tolerances and alignment with adjacent work.

B. Maximum Variation From Plumb:  1/16 inch (1.6 mm).

C. Maximum Variation From Level:  1/16 inch (1.6 mm).

D. Longitudinal or Diagonal Warp:  Plus or minus 1/8 inch per 10 feet (3.2 mm per 3 m) straight
edge.

3.04 ADJUSTING

A. Adjust operating assemblies for smooth and noiseless operation.

3.05 CLEANING

A. Clean installed components.

B. Remove labels and visible markings.

END OF SECTION  083323
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SECTION 085113 - ALUMINUM WINDOWS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Extruded aluminum windows with fixed sash and operating sash .

B. Factory glazing.

C. Operating hardware.

D. Insect screens.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 061000 - Rough Carpentry:  Rough opening framing.

B. Section 079200 - Joint Sealants:  Sealing joints between window frames and adjacent
construction.

C. Section 088000 - Glazing.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/I.S.2/A440 - North American Fenestration Standard/Specification
for Windows, Doors, and Skylights.

B. AAMA CW-10 - Care and Handling of Architectural Aluminum from Shop to Site.

C. AAMA 609 & 610 - Cleaning and Maintenance Guide for Architecturally Finished Aluminum
(Combined Document).

D. AAMA 611 - Voluntary Specification for Anodized Architectural Aluminum.

E. ASTM A123/A123M - Standard Specification for Zinc (Hot-Dip Galvanized) Coatings on Iron
and Steel Products.

F. ASTM B221 - Standard Specification for Aluminum and Aluminum-Alloy Extruded Bars,
Rods, Wire, Profiles, and Tubes.

G. ASTM B221M - Standard Specification for Aluminum and Aluminum-Alloy Extruded Bars,
Rods, Wire, Profiles, and Tubes (Metric).

H. ASTM E283/E283M - Standard Test Method for Determining Rate of Air Leakage Through
Exterior Windows, Skylights, Curtain Walls, and Doors Under Specified Pressure Differences
Across the Specimen.

I. ASTM E331 - Standard Test Method for Water Penetration of Exterior Windows, Skylights,
Doors, and Curtain Walls by Uniform Static Air Pressure Difference.
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J. ASTM E1996 - Standard Specification for Performance of Exterior Windows, Curtain Walls,
Doors, and Impact Protective Systems Impacted by Windborne Debris in Hurricanes.

1.04 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Preinstallation Meeting:  Convene one week before starting work of this section.

1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Include component dimensions, information on glass and glazing, internal
drainage details, and descriptions of hardware and accessories.

C. Shop Drawings:  Indicate opening dimensions , elevations of different types , framed opening
tolerances, anchorage locations , and installation requirements.

D. Samples:
1. Framing:  Two samples, 12  by 12 inch (300 by 300 mm) in size illustrating typical corner

construction, accessories, and finishes.
2. Sashes:  Two samples, 12  by 12 inch (300 by 300 mm) in size illustrating typical corner

construction, accessories, and finishes.
3. Operating Hardware:  Two samples of each type and finish.

E. Grade Substantiation:  Prior to submitting shop drawings or starting fabrication, submit one of
the following showing compliance with specified grade:
1. Evidence of AAMA Certification.
2. Test report(s) by independent testing agency itemizing compliance and acceptable to

authorities having jurisdiction.

F. Test Reports:  Prior to submitting shop drawings or starting fabrication, submit test report(s) by
independent testing agency showing compliance with performance requirements in excess of
those prescribed by specified grade.

G. Manufacturer's Installation Instructions:  Include complete preparation, installation, and
cleaning requirements.

H. Field Quality Control Submittals:  Report of field testing for water penetration and air leakage.

I. Manufacturer's qualification statement.

J. Installer's qualification statement.

K. Specimen warranty.

1.06 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing products specified in this
section with minimum three years of documented experience.
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B. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of type specified and with
at least three years of documented experience.

1.07 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Comply with requirements of AAMA CW-10.

B. Protect finished surfaces with wrapping paper or strippable coating during installation.  Do not
use adhesive papers or sprayed coatings that bond to substrate when exposed to sunlight or
weather.

1.08 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Do not install sealants when ambient temperature is less than 40 degrees F (5 degrees C).

B. Maintain this minimum temperature during and 24 hours after installation of sealants.

1.09 WARRANTY

A. See Section 017800 - Closeout Submittals for additional warranty requirements.

B. Correct defective work within a five year period after Date of Substantial Completion.

C. Manufacturer Warranty:  Provide 5-year manufacturer warranty against failure of glass seal on
insulating glass units, including interpane dusting or misting.  Include provision for
replacement of failed units. Complete forms in Owner's name and register with manufacturer.

D. Manufacturer Warranty:  Provide 20-year manufacturer warranty against excessive degradation
of exterior finish.  Include provision for replacement of units with excessive fading, chalking,
or flaking. Complete forms in Owner's name and register with manufacturer.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Basis of Design: EFCO, LLC; XTherm 450X, fixed and project out: https://efcocorp.com/ .

B. Other Acceptable - Aluminum Windows Manufacturers:
1. Kawneer North America: https://www.kawneer.us/#sle.
2. Winco Window Company, Inc : www.wincowindow.com/#sle.
3. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.02 BASIS OF DESIGN - AW PERFORMANCE CLASS WINDOWS

A. Grade:  AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/I.S.2/A440 having Performance Class of AW, and
Performance Grade at least as high as specified design pressure.

2.03 ALUMINUM WINDOWS

A. Aluminum Windows:  Extruded aluminum frame and sash, factory fabricated, factory finished,
with operating hardware, related flashings, and anchorage and attachment devices.
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1. Operable Units:  Double weatherstripped.
2. Provide factory-glazed units.
3. Fabrication:  Joints and corners flush, hairline, and weatherproof, accurately fitted and

secured; prepared to receive anchors; fasteners and attachments concealed from view;
reinforced as required for operating hardware and imposed loads.

4. Perimeter Clearance:  Minimize space between framing members and adjacent
construction while allowing expected movement.

5. Movement:  Accommodate movement between window and perimeter framing and
deflection of lintel, without damage to components or deterioration of seals.

6. System Internal Drainage:  Drain to the exterior by means of a weep drainage network any
water entering joints, condensation occurring in glazing channel, and migrating moisture
occurring within system.

7. Thermal Movement:  Design to accommodate thermal movement caused by 180 degrees F
(82.2 degrees C) surface temperature without buckling stress on glass, joint seal failure,
damaging loads on structural elements, damaging loads on fasteners, reduction in
performance or other detrimental effects.

B. Fixed, Non-Operable Type:
1. Construction:  Thermally broken.
2. Glazing: Double ; clear ; low-e .
3. Exterior Finish: Class I color anodized .

C. Outswinging Awning  Type:
1. Construction:  Thermally broken.
2. Provide screens.
3. Glazing: Double ; clear ; low-e .

2.04 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. Grade:  AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/I.S.2/A440 requirements for specific window type:
1. Performance Class (PC): AW .
2. Performance Grade (PG):  Equivalent to or greater than specified design pressure.

B. Design Pressure (DP):  In accordance with applicable codes.

C. Member Deflection:  Limit member deflection to flexure limit of glass in any direction, with
full recovery of glazing materials.

D. Wind-Borne-Debris Resistance:  Identical full-size glazed assembly without auxiliary
protection, tested by independent agency in accordance with ASTM E1996 for Wind Zone 4 -
Additional Protection for Large and Small Missile impact and pressure cycling at design wind
pressure.

E. Water Leakage:  No uncontrolled leakage on interior face when tested in accordance with
ASTM E331 at differential pressure of 12.11 psf (580 Pa).

F. Air Leakage:  0.1 cfm/sq ft (0.5 L/sec sq m) maximum leakage per unit area of outside window
frame dimension when tested at 1.57 psf (75 Pa) pressure difference in accordance with ASTM
E283/E283M.

G. Overall Thermal Transmittance (U-value):  0.35, maximum, including glazing, measured on
window sizes required for this project.
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2.05 COMPONENTS

A. Glazing:  See Section 088000.
1. For Exterior Windows: Type IG-1 .

B. Sills: 0.080 inch (2 mm)  thick, extruded  aluminum; sloped for positive wash; fit under sash leg 
to 1/2 inch (12 mm)  beyond wall face; one piece full width of opening ; jamb angles to
terminate sill end .

C. Insect Screens:  Extruded aluminum frame with mitered and reinforced corners; screen mesh
taut and secure to frame; secured to window with adjustable hardware allowing screen removal
without use of tools.
1. Hardware:  Spring loaded steel pins; four per screen unit.
2. Screen Mesh:  Vinyl-coated fiberglass, window manufacturer's standard mesh.
3. Frame Finish:  Same as frame and sash.

D. Operable Sash Weatherstripping:  Wool pile; permanently resilient, profiled to achieve effective
weather seal.

E. Fasteners:  Stainless steel.

F. Glazing Materials:  See Section 088000.

G. Sealant for Setting Sills and Sill Flashing:  Non-curing butyl type.
1. See Section 079200 for additional requirements.

2.06 MATERIALS

A. Extruded Aluminum:  ASTM B221 (ASTM B221M), 6063 alloy, T6 temper.

B. Concealed Steel Items:  Profiled to suit mullion sections; galvanized in accordance with ASTM
A123/A123M.

2.07 HARDWARE

A. Sash lock:  Lever handle with cam lock.

B. Operator:  Lever action handle fitted to projecting sash arms with limit stops.

C. Projecting Sash Arms:  Cadmium plated steel, friction pivot joints with nylon bearings,
removable pivot clips for cleaning.

D. Pulls:  Manufacturer's standard type.

E. Bottom Rollers:  Stainless steel, adjustable.

F. Limit Stops:  Resilient rubber.
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2.08 FINISHES

A. Class I Color Anodized Finish:  AAMA 611 AA-M12C22A44, electrolytically deposited
colored anodic coating not less than 0.7 mil (0.018 mm) thick.

B. Finish Color: Black .

C. Operator and Exposed Hardware:  Enameled to color as selected from manufacturer's standard
line.

D. Apply one coat of bituminous coating to concealed aluminum and steel surfaces in contact with
dissimilar materials.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

3.02 PRIME WINDOW INSTALLATION

A. Install windows in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

B. Install window assembly in accordance with AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/I.S.2/A440.

C. Attach window frame and shims to perimeter opening to accommodate construction tolerances
and other irregularities.

D. Align window plumb and level, free of warp or twist.  Maintain dimensional tolerances and
alignment with adjacent work.

E. Install sill and sill end angles.

F. Set sill members and sill flashing in continuous bead of sealant.

G. Provide thermal isolation where components penetrate or disrupt building insulation.  Pack
fibrous insulation in shim spaces at perimeter of assembly to maintain continuity of thermal
barrier.

H. Install operating hardware not pre-installed by manufacturer.

I. Install glass  in accordance with requirements; see Section 088000.

3.03 TOLERANCES

A. Maximum Variation from Level or Plumb:  1/16 inches every 3 ft (1.5 mm/m) non-cumulative
or 1/8 inches per 10 ft (3 mm/3 m), whichever is less.

3.04 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for independent field testing and inspection
requirements, and requirements for monitoring quality of specified product installations.
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B. Repair or replace fenestration components that have failed designated field testing, and retest to
verify performance complies with specified requirements.

3.05 ADJUSTING

A. Adjust hardware for smooth operation and secure weathertight closure.

3.06 CLEANING

A. See Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal for additional
requirements.

B. Remove protective material from factory finished aluminum surfaces.

C. Wash surfaces by method recommended and acceptable to window manufacturer; rinse and
wipe surfaces clean.

D. Upon completion of installation, thoroughly clean aluminum surfaces in accordance with
AAMA 609 & 610.

E. Remove excess glazing sealant by moderate use of mineral spirits or other solvent acceptable to
sealant and window manufacturer.

END OF SECTION  085113
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SECTION 085653 - SECURITY WINDOWS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Security view windows, with glazing.

B. Detention windows, with glazing.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 081113 - Hollow Metal Doors and Frames:  Interior, non-ballistic- and non-forced-
entry-rated steel windows.

B. Section 092116 - Gypsum Board Assemblies:  Bullet-resistant sheathing and wallboard for
bullet-resistant partitions and walls.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM A36/A36M - Standard Specification for Carbon Structural Steel.

B. ASTM A653/A653M - Standard Specification for Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) or
Zinc-Iron Alloy-Coated (Galvannealed) by the Hot-Dip Process.

C. ASTM A666 - Standard Specification for Annealed or Cold-Worked Austenitic Stainless Steel
Sheet, Strip, Plate, and Flat Bar.

D. ASTM A1008/A1008M - Standard Specification for Steel, Sheet, Cold-Rolled, Carbon,
Structural, High-Strength Low-Alloy, High-Strength Low-Alloy with Improved Formability,
Required Hardness, Solution Hardened, and Bake Hardenable.

E. SSPC-Paint 33 - Coal Tar Mastic Coating, Cold-Applied.

F. UL 752 - Standard for Bullet-Resisting Equipment.

1.04 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Coordination:  Furnish anchorages, including sleeves, concrete inserts, anchor bolts, and items
with integral anchors, to be embedded into concrete or masonry, with setting diagrams and
installation, to applicable installer in time for installation.

1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Manufacturer's published data showing materials, construction details,
dimensions of components, and finishes.

C. Shop Drawings:  Drawings prepared specifically for this project, showing plans, elevations,
sections, details of construction, anchorage to other work, hardware, and glazing.
1. For new work show required opening dimensions and allowance for field deviation.
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D. Test Reports:  Test reports for specific window model and glazing to be furnished, showing
compliance with specified requirements; window and glazing may be tested separately,
provided window test sample adequately simulates the glazing to be used.
1. Include testing agency qualifications.
2. For structural, forced entry, and ballistic tests, provide details on method of anchorage to

test frame.

E. Samples:
1. Actual sections of frame members, at least 12 inch (305 mm) long, showing finish,

weatherstripping, and fasteners.
2. Samples of each type of hardware and operator.

F. Coordination Drawings:  For each window opening, show locations and details of items
necessary to anchor windows that must be installed by others, in sufficient detail that installer
of those items can do so correctly without reference to the actual window itself.

G. Manufacturer's Qualification Statement.

H. Installer's Qualification Statement.

I. Maintenance Materials:  Furnish the following for Owner's use in maintenance of project.
1. See Section 016000 - Product Requirements for additional provisions.
2. Extra Security Fasteners:  At least one box for every 50 boxes, or fraction thereof, of each

type and size installed; provide products matching those installed, packaged and labeled.
3. Tool Kit:  6 sets of tools for security fasteners.

1.06 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Firm with at least 5 years experience in the manufacture of
windows of the type specified and able to provide test reports showing that their standard
manufactured products meet the specified requirements; custom designed products not
acceptable.

B. Testing Agency Qualifications:  Independent testing agency able to show experience in
conducting tests of the type specified and:

C. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of the type specified and
with at least three years of documented experience.

D. Welder Qualifications:   Qualified in accordance with AWS procedures for type of welding
required.

1.07 WARRANTY

A. See Section 017800 - Closeout Submittals for additional warranty requirements.

B. Provide manufacturer's warranty agreeing to repair or replace windows and window
components that fail within three years after Date of Substantial Completion due to, but not
limited to, the following:
1. Structural failure, failure of welds, and deterioration of metals and finishes beyond that

expected under detention use and normal weathering.
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2. Failure of glazing due to excessive deflection of supporting members under wind load.
3. Faulty operation of  hardware and operators.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Security Transaction Windows with Pass-Through Device:
1. Action Bullet Resistant .
2. Armortex.
3. North Americal Bullet Proof Inc.
4. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

B. Security Fasteners:
1. Acument Global Technologies : www.acument.com/#sle.
2. Safety Socket Screw Corporation : www.safetysocket.com/#sle.
3. Tamperproof Screw Co, Inc : www.tamperproof.com/#sle.
4. Tamper-Pruf Screws, Inc : www.tamper-pruf-screws.com/#sle.
5. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

C. Provide windows from a single manufacturer.

2.02 ASSEMBLIES

A. Security and Detention Windows:
1. Dimensions, profiles, features, and performance specified and indicated on drawings are

required; do not deviate unless specifically approved by Architect under substitution
procedures; see Section 016000.

2. Design to fit openings indicated on drawings; design to accommodate deviation of actual
construction from dimensions indicated on drawings.

3. Fabricate frames and sash with corners mitered or coped full depth with concealed welded
joints.

4. Design anchorages to provide performance equivalent to that required for window unit;
provide anchorages at least equivalent to those by which the tested units were anchored to
the test frame.

5. Design interface between frame and adjacent construction so that gap between them has at
least the equivalent performance as specified for window; coordinate with anchorage
requirements; custom testing is not required.

6. Separate dissimilar metals to prevent corrosion by galvanic action by painting contact
surfaces with primer or with sealant or tape recommended by manufacturer for the
purpose.

7. Weld components before finishing and in concealed locations, to greatest extent possible;
minimize distortion and discoloration of finish; remove residue of welding; grind exposed
welds smooth and finish to match.

8. Label units to indicate which side is which, such as inside/outside or secure/non-secure;
use labels that are removable after installation but durable enough not to be lost during
delivery, storage, handling, and installation.

2.03 SECURITY TRANSACTION WINDOWS WITH PASS-THROUGH DEVICE

A. Security Transaction Windows with Pass-Though Device:
1. Location:  Built within exterior wall, as indicated on drawings.
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2. Type of Use: Walk-up.
3. Ballistic Resistance: Tested to meet UL 752, Level 4.
4. Window Type:  Fixed.

a. Frame Material: Steel .
5. Glazing: Single (monolithic) , clear , and ballistic resistant .
6. Pass-Through Device: Deal tray, non ricochet .

a. Material: Stainless steel, polished.
7. Products:

a. Action Bullet Resistant; Model STW-2: https://www.actionbullet.com/ .
b. Armortex; Model W1-TW-HM-NV: www.Armortex.com/#sle.
c. North Americal Bullet Proof Inc; Shotgard Model EXTW:
d. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.04 ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS

A. Formed Steel Framing:  ASTM A1008/A1008M, Designation CS (commercial steel), cold-
rolled steel sheet; 12 gauge, 0.1046 inch (2.66 mm) minimum thickness.

B. Galvannealed Formed Steel Framing:  ASTM A653/A653M galvannealed to A60/ZF180
coating; 12 gauge, 0.1046 inch (2.66 mm) minimum base metal thickness.

C. Rolled Steel Framing:  ASTM A36/A36M steel shapes, plates, and bars.

D. Stainless Steel Framing:  ASTM A666, Type 304; 14 gauge, 0.0781 inch (1.98 mm) minimum
thickness.

E. Frame Anchors:  Mild steel plates, shapes, or bars, concealed in completed construction;
provide anchorage devices as necessary to securely fasten windows to adjacent construction;
use security fasteners for exposed anchors.
1. Provide minimum of two anchors per side of window plus one additional anchor for each

18 inches (457 mm) or fraction thereof more than 36 inches (915 mm) in height or width.

F. Glazing Seals:  Factory installed; molded EPDM or neoprene compressible gaskets and
compression strips.

G. Security Fasteners:  Operable only by tools produced by fastener manufacturer or
manufacturer's licensee; head style appropriate to installation conditions, strength, and finish of
materials being fastened; use countersunk heads wherever possible.
1. Drive System:  Use not more than one of the following:  

a. 5-lobe Torx Plus socket head with security pin.
b. Standard Torx socket head with security pin.
c. Hex socket head with security pin.
d. Phillips head with security pin.
e. Two-hole drilled spanner head.
f. Notched spanner head.
g. One-way screw head.

2. On Steel:  Heat-treated alloy steel, with zinc chromate coating at exterior locations and
interior wet locations.

3. On Stainless Steel:  Stainless steel, Type 304.
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H. Deal Trays:  Formed stainless steel, recessed into counter or sill for mounting under glazing
frame.
1. Style:  Ricochet-resistant, with recessed bullet trap on secure side, with sliding cover.
2. Clear Opening Height:  1-1/2 inches (38 mm).
3. Tray Dimensions:  12 by 8 inches (305 by 203 mm), wide by deep.
4. Listed and labeled by UL as bullet resisting to UL 752 same level as window .

I. Bituminous Paint:  Cold-applied asbestos-free asphalt mastic, complying with SSPC-Paint 33;
30 mils, 0.030 inch (0.76 mm) minimum thickness per coat.

2.05 FINISHES

A. Primed Finish on Steel:
1. Cleaned using white metal blast cleaning as specified in SSPC-SP 5.
2. Zinc phosphate pretreatment; lead- and chromate-free corrosion resistant primer

compatible with a wide range of field-applied top coats.

B. Polished Stainless Steel Finish:
1. Polished as specified, without tool or die marks, stretch lines, or scratches, with grain

running in long dimension of each piece.
2. Passivated, rinsed, and chemically clean.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that window openings are ready for installation of windows.

B. Notify Architect if conditions are not suitable for installation of windows; do not proceed until
conditions are satisfactory.

3.02 INSTALLATION

A. Install in accordance with manufacturer's instructions and drawing details.

B. Install windows in correct orientation (inside/outside or secure/non-secure).

C. Anchor windows securely in manner so as to achieve performance specified.

D. Separate metal members from concrete and masonry using bituminous paint.

E. Set sill members and sill flashing in continuous bead of sealant.

3.03 CLEANING

A. Clean exposed surfaces promptly after installation without damaging finishes.

B. Remove and replace defective work.
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3.04 CLOSEOUT ACTIVITIES

A. Demonstrate operation and maintenance to designated Owner personnel.

END OF SECTION  085653
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SECTION 087163 - DETENTION DOOR HARDWARE

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes detention door hardware for the following:
1. Card accessed, swinging detention doors.

B. Related Requirements:
1. Section 013513.16 "Special Project Procedures for Detention Facilities" for general

requirements for detention work.

1.03 COORDINATION

A. Templates: Obtain and distribute, to the parties involved, templates for detention doors, frames,
and other work specified to be factory prepared for installing detention door hardware.

B. Electrical System Roughing-In: Coordinate layout and installation of electrically powered
detention door hardware with connections to power supplies and building control system.

1.04 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS

A. Detention Keying Conference: Conduct conference at Project site to comply with requirements
in Section 013100 "Project Management and Coordination." In addition to Owner, Contractor,
and Architect, conference participants shall also include Installer. Incorporate detention keying
conference decisions into Project's final Detention Keying Schedule after reviewing detention
door hardware keying system including, but not limited to, the following:
1. Preliminary key system schematic diagram.
2. Requirements for key-control system.
3. Requirements for access control.
4. Address for delivery of keys.

B. Preinstallation Conference: Conduct conference at Project site .
1. Inspect and discuss power and control system roughing-in and other preparatory work

performed by other trades.
2. Review sequence of operation for each type of detention door hardware.
3. Review and finalize a construction schedule and verify availability of materials, Installer's

personnel, equipment, and facilities needed to make progress and avoid delays.
4. Certifying procedures.

1.05 ACTION SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data: For each type of product.
1. Include construction details, material descriptions, dimensions of individual components

and profiles, and finishes for each type of detention door hardware.
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B. Shop Drawings: For each type of detention door hardware.
1. Include plans, elevations, sections, and attachment details.
2. Include diagrams for power, signal, and control wiring; differentiate between

manufacturer-installed and field-installed wiring for detention door hardware. Include the
following:
a. System schematic.
b. Point-to-point wiring diagram, including location of connections.
c. Riser diagram.
d. Elevation of each door type.

3. Detail interface between electrically powered detention door hardware and building
control system.

C. Detention Door Hardware Schedule: Prepared by or under the supervision of supplier, detailing
fabrication and assembly of door hardware as well as installation procedures and wiring
diagrams. Coordinate the Detention Door Hardware Schedule with detention doors, frames, and
related work to ensure proper size, thickness, hand, function, and finish of detention door
hardware.
1. Integrate detention door hardware indicated in "Detention Door Hardware Schedule"

Article into Project's final Detention Door Hardware Schedule, and indicate complete
designations of every item required for each detention door and opening.

2. Keying Schedule: Coordinate detention keying with other door hardware in Project's final
Keying Schedule.

3. Indicate each detention lock and type of key cylinder using the following prefixes: "P" for
paracentric, "M" for mogul, "HS" for high security, and "C" for commercial.

4. Indicate security level of each item.

1.06 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A. Qualification Data: For qualified Installer, supplier, and Architectural Hardware Consultant.

B. Product Certificates: For each type of detention door hardware.
1. Certify that detention door hardware complies with listed fire door assemblies.

C. Product Test Reports: For each type of detention lock and latch, for tests performed by
manufacturer and witnessed by a qualified testing agency.

D. Examination reports documenting inspections of substrates, areas, and conditions.

E. Anchor inspection reports documenting inspections of built-in and cast-in anchors.

F. Field quality-control reports documenting inspections of installed products.
1. Field quality-control certification signed by Contractor.

G. Sample Warranties: For special warranties.

1.07 CLOSEOUT SUBMITTALS

A. Operation and Maintenance Data: For detention door hardware to include in emergency,
operation, and maintenance manuals.
1. In addition to items specified in Section 017823 "Operation and Maintenance Data,"

include the following:
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a. Normal remote security operation.
b. Normal local security operation.
c. Emergency security operation.

1.08 MAINTENANCE MATERIAL SUBMITTALS

A. Maintenance Tools and Instructions: Furnish a complete set of specialized tools and
maintenance instructions as needed for Owner's continued adjustment, maintenance, and
removal and replacement of detention door hardware.

B. Initial Maintenance Service: Beginning at Substantial Completion, provide 12 months' full
maintenance by skilled employees of detention door hardware Installer. Include monthly
preventive maintenance, repair or replacement of worn or defective components, lubrication,
cleaning, and adjusting as required for proper detention door hardware operation. Provide parts
and supplies the same as those used in the manufacture and installation of original equipment.

C. Furnish extra materials that match products installed and that are packaged with protective
covering for storage and identified with labels describing contents.
1. Detention Door Hardware: .
2. Electrical Parts: .
3. Security Fasteners: Furnish not less than one box for every 50 boxes or fraction thereof, of

each type and size of security fastener installed.
4. Tools: Provide two sets of tools for installing and removing security fasteners.

1.09 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Installer Qualifications: An entity that employs installers and supervisors who are trained and
approved by manufacturer and an authorized representative of detention door hardware
manufacturer for installation and maintenance of units required for this Project.

B. Supplier Qualifications: Detention door hardware supplier with warehousing facilities in
Project's vicinity who is, or employs, a qualified Architectural Hardware Consultant, available
during the course of the Work to consult with Contractor, Architect, and Owner about detention
door hardware and keying.
1. Detention Door Hardware Supplier Qualifications: An experienced detention door

hardware supplier who has completed projects with electrically powered detention door
hardware similar in material, design, and extent to that indicated for this Project, whose
work has resulted in construction with a record of successful in-service performance, and
who is acceptable to manufacturer of primary materials.
a. Engineering Responsibility: Prepare data for electrically powered detention door

hardware, including Shop Drawings, based on testing and engineering analysis of
manufacturer's standard units in assemblies similar to those indicated for this Project.

b. Scheduling Responsibility: Preparation of Detention Door Hardware and Keying
schedules.

C. Architectural Hardware Consultant Qualifications: A person who is currently certified by DHI
as an Architectural Hardware Consultant and who is experienced in providing consulting
services for detention door hardware installations that are comparable in material, design, and
extent to that indicated for this Project.
1. Architectural Hardware Consultant (AHC) who is also an Electrified Hardware Consultant

(EHC).
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1.10 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Inventory detention door hardware on receipt and provide secure lockup for detention door
hardware delivered to Project site.

B. Tag each item or package separately with identification related to the Detention Door Hardware
Schedule, and include basic installation instructions with each item or package.

C. Deliver detention door keys to Owner.

1.11 WARRANTY

A. Special Warranty: Manufacturer agrees to repair or replace components of detention door
hardware that fail in materials or workmanship within specified warranty period.
1. Failures include, but are not limited to, the following:

a. Structural failures including excessive deflection, cracking, or breakage.
b. Faulty operation of operators and detention door hardware.
c. Deterioration of metals, metal finishes, and other materials beyond normal weathering

or detention use.
2. Warranty Period: Three years from date of Substantial Completion.

1.12 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. UL - Underwriters' Laboratories.

PART 2 PRODUCTS

2.01 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. Swinging Detention Door Assemblies: Provide detention door hardware as part of a detention
door assembly that complies with security grade indicated, when tested according to
ASTM F 1450, based on testing manufacturer's standard units in assemblies similar to those
indicated for this Project.
1. Tool-Attack Resistance: Comply with small-tool-attack-resistance rating when tested

according to UL 1034 and UL 437; where indicated [on Drawings] [in door schedule].

2.02 DETENTION DOOR HARDWARE, GENERAL

A. Provide detention door hardware for each door as scheduled in "Detention Door Hardware
Schedule" Article to comply with requirements in this Section.
1. Detention Door Hardware Sets: Provide quantity, item, size, finish, or color indicated.
2. Sequence of Operation: Provide electrically powered detention door hardware function,

sequence of operation, and interface with other building control systems indicated.

B. Electrically Powered Detention Door Hardware: Listed and labeled as defined in NFPA 70, by
a qualified testing agency, and marked for intended location and application.

C. Detention Door Hardware Control and Monitoring: Provide detention door hardware with
features, functions, and internal equipment required to perform control and monitoring
functions indicated in Section 284619 "PLC Electronic Detention Monitoring and Control
Systems."
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D. Source Limitations: Obtain mechanical detention door hardware from same manufacturer as
that of electrically powered or pneumatic detention door hardware.

E. Regulatory Requirements:
1. Fire-Rated Detention Door Assemblies: Provide detention door hardware for assemblies

complying with NFPA 80 that are listed and labeled by a qualified testing agency, for fire-
protection ratings indicated, based on testing at positive pressure according to NFPA 252
or UL 10C.

2. Where indicated to comply with accessibility requirements, comply with 2010 ADA
Standards for Accessible Design and ICC A117.1 .

2.03 DETENTION HINGES

A. Full-Surface Detention Hinges: Extra heavy weight; two heavy-duty thrust bearings with
hardened-steel ball bearings; fabricated from steel plate; 3/4-inch- (19-mm-) diameter, case-
hardened, fully welded, steel hinge pin.
1. Leaves: Drilled for countersunk security fasteners.
2. Size: Minimum 5 by 5-1/4 by 1/2 inch (127 by 133 by 13 mm).
3. Security Grade: 2 according to ASTM F 1758.
4. Finish: BHMA 600.

2.04 MECHANICAL DETENTION LOCKS AND LATCHES

A. Lock Mountings:
1. Hollow-Metal Detention Doors: Mount detention lock to back of [0.179-inch (4.56-mm)

nominal-thickness steel] [0.183-inch (4.65-mm) nominal-thickness, galvanized-steel]
cover plate for installation in lock pocket fabricated into detention door. Attach cover
plate to hollow-metal detention door with security fasteners.

B. Mechanical Snaplatches, Paracentric Cylinder:
1.
2. Function: Automatic snaplatch when door is closed (slam locking); latchbolt retracted by

half turn and extended by full turn in opposite direction of [five] [six]-tumbler paracentric
cylinder; keyed [one side] [two sides].
a. Knob operation retracts latchbolt unless deadlocked. Locate knobs on [one side] [two

sides].
3. Latchbolt: 2-inch-high by 3/4-inch- (51-mm-high by 19-mm-) thick steel, with two case-

hardened-steel insert pins; 3/4-inch (19-mm) throw; [1/2-inch (13-mm)] [1-1/4-inch (32-
mm)] bolt projection when retracted.

4. Listed and labeled for use on fire doors.
5. Security Grade: [1] [2] [3] [4] according to ASTM F 1577.

C. Mechanical Deadlatches/Deadlocks, Paracentric Cylinder:
1.
2. Function: Automatic snaplatch and automatic deadlock through action of actuator when

door is closed (slam locking); latchbolt retracted by [five] [six]-tumbler paracentric
cylinder; keyed [one side] [two sides].

3. Latchbolt: 2-inch-high by 3/4-inch- (51-mm-high by 19-mm-) thick steel, with two case-
hardened-steel insert pins; 3/4-inch (19-mm) throw; [1/2-inch (13-mm)] [1-1/4-inch (32-
mm)] bolt projection when retracted.
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4. Deadlock Actuator: 3/4-inch-high by 3/4-inch- (19-mm-high by 19-mm-) thick steel; 1/2-
inch (13-mm) throw.

5. Listed and labeled for use on fire doors.
6. Security Grade: [1] [2] [3] [4] according to ASTM F 1577.

2.05 ELECTROMECHANICAL DETENTION LOCKS AND LATCHES

A. Connectors: Provide electromechanical detention locks and latches with factory-wired plug
connector with 6-inch (152-mm) wire pigtail.
1. Provide security ring for installation of electromechanical detention lock in hollow-metal

detention frame, welded to frame or access cover.
2. Equip direct-current, solenoid-operated detention locks and latches with diode transient

voltage protection at each locking device.

B. Motor-Operated Deadlatches, Mogul Cylinder:
1. Function: Remote switch activates electric motor that retracts latchbolt; automatic latching

and deadlocking when door is closed (slam locking). Latchbolt can be mechanically
retracted by mogul cylinder; keyed one side.
a. Latchback: Latchbolt remains retracted until door is opened 2 inches (51 mm), then

releases .
b. If power fails, latchbolt automatically deadlocks (fail secure).

2. Latchbolt: 1-1/2-inch-high by 3/4-inch- (38-mm-high by 19-mm-) thick hardened steel; 1-
inch (25-mm) throw.

3. Provide internal deadlock indicator switch.
4. Provide roller-type deadlock actuator.
5. Voltage: 120-V ac.
6. Security Grade:  1 and 2 according to ASTM F 1577.

2.06 DETENTION LOCK TRIM

A. Levers: Solid stainless steel.

B. Knobs: Stainless steel.

C. Escutcheons for Paracentric Locks: 0.125-inch- (3.18-mm-) thick, 3-inch- (75-mm-) diameter
stainless steel with BHMA 630 finish. Attach with security fasteners.
1. Style: Single or double wing as required by lock function.

D. Cylinder Shields for Paracentric Locks: 0.125-inch- (3.18-mm-) thick, 3-inch- (75-mm-)
diameter stainless steel with BHMA 630 finish and swinging cover to protect keyhole. Attach
with security fasteners.
1. Style: Single or double wing as required by lock function.

2.07 DETENTION CYLINDERS AND KEYING

A. Source Limitations: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide cylinders and keying for
paracentric and mogul cylinders by same manufacturer as for detention locks and latches.

B. Paracentric Cylinders: Manufacturer's standard lever-tumbler type, constructed from one-piece
spring-tempered brass; with tumblers activated by phosphor bronze springs; five tumblers per
lock.
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C. Keying System: Provide a factory-registered keying system complying with the following
requirements:
1. Paracentric cylinders operated by change keys only.

D. Keys: Provide cast silicon-bronze copper alloy keys complying with the following:
1. Stamping: Permanently inscribe each key with a visual key-control number and include

the following notation:
a. "DO NOT DUPLICATE."

2. Quantity: In addition to one extra blank key for each lock, provide the following:
a. Cylinder Change Keys: Three .

2.08 SWITCHES

A. General: Provide switches configured with contact type required for functions indicated,
including multiple circuiting where required by functional performance of Section 284619
"PLC Electronic Detention Monitoring and Control Systems."

B. Concealed, Mechanical Door Position Switches: Consist of metal track mortised into head of
detention door connected by steel actuator arm to steel actuator mortised into frame; switch
fully concealed when door is in closed position; with stainless-steel faceplate; 120-V ac; factory
wired with plug connector. Action of door mechanically activates switch. Wire in series with
lock monitors. Attach with security fasteners.
1.

C. Strike Indicator Switches: Designed to be mortised behind strike and to indicate whether door is
locked or unlocked; enclosed in metal strike box. Wire in series with door position switches.
Attach with security fasteners.
1. Voltage: 120-V dc.
2. Locations: Where indicated.
3. Manufacturer: Same as detention lock.

2.09 DETENTION OPERATING TRIM

A. Standard: BHMA A156.6, Grade 1.

2.10 DETENTION DOOR STOPS

A. Detention Floor Stops: 1-1/2-inch-high by 2-inch- (38-mm-high by 51-mm-) diameter, rubber
bumper mounted on steel lag bolt; BHMA A156.16; install in floor with nonshrink grout; for
detention doors unless wall or other type stops are indicated. Do not mount floor stops where
they can impede traffic.

B. Silencers for Detention Door Frames: BHMA A156.16, Grade 1; neoprene or rubber, minimum
1/2-inch (13-mm) diameter; fabricated for drilled-in application to detention door frame. Attach
with security fasteners.

2.11 FABRICATION

A. Manufacturer's Nameplate: Do not provide products that have manufacturer's name or trade
name displayed in a visible location (omit removable nameplates) except in conjunction with
required fire-rated labels and as otherwise approved by Architect.
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B. Base Metals: Produce detention door hardware units of base metal, fabricated by forming
method indicated, using manufacturer's standard metal alloy, composition, temper, and
hardness. Furnish metals of a quality equal to or greater than that of specified detention door
hardware units and BHMA A156.18 finishes.

C. Fasteners: Provide flat-head security fasteners with finished heads to match surface of detention
door hardware.
1. Security Fasteners: Fabricate detention door hardware using security fasteners with head

style appropriate for fabrication requirements, strength, and finish of adjacent materials. 
2. Steel Machine Screws: For the following fire-rated applications:

a. Mortise detention hinges to detention doors.
b. Strike plates to detention frames.
c. Security door closers to detention doors and frames.

3. Steel Through Bolts: For the following fire-rated applications unless door blocking is
provided:
a. Surface detention hinges to detention doors.
b. Security door closers to detention doors and frames.

4. Spacers Bolts: For through bolting of hollow-metal detention doors.

D. Detention Lock Construction: Fabricate detention lock case and cover plate from steel plate.
Fabricate bolts from solid sections; laminated construction is unacceptable.

2.12 HARDWARE FINISHES

A. Standard: Comply with BHMA A156.18.

B. Protect mechanical finishes on exposed surfaces from damage by applying a strippable,
temporary protective covering before shipping.

C. BHMA Designations: Comply with base material and finish requirements indicated by the
following:
1. BHMA 600: Primed for painting, over steel base metal.
2. BHMA 606: Satin brass, clear coated, over brass base metal.
3. BHMA 626: Satin chromium plated over nickel, over brass or bronze base metal.
4. BHMA 630: Stainless steel, satin, over stainless-steel base metal.
5. BHMA 633: Satin brass plated, clear coated, over steel base metal.
6. BHMA 652: Satin chromium plated over nickel, over steel base metal.

2.13 SECURITY FASTENERS

A. Operable only by tools produced by fastener manufacturer or other licensed fabricator for use
on specific fastener type. Provide drive-system type, head style, material, and protective coating
as required for assembly, installation, and strength, and as follows:
1. Fastener Strength: 120,000 psi (827 MPa).
2. Socket Flat Countersunk Head Fasteners:

a. Heat-treated alloy steel, ASTM F 835 (ASTM F 835M).
b. Stainless steel, ASTM F 879 (ASTM F 879M), Group 1 CW.

3. Protective Coatings for Heat-Treated Alloy Steel:
a. Zinc and clear trivalent chromium where indicated.
b. Zinc phosphate with oil, ASTM F 1137, Grade I, or black oxide unless otherwise

indicated.
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PART 3 EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Examine detention doors and frames, with Installer present, for compliance with requirements
for installation tolerances, labeled fire door assembly construction, wall and floor construction,
and other conditions affecting performance of the Work.

B. Examine roughing-in for embedded and built-in anchors to verify actual locations of detention
door hardware connections before detention door hardware installation.

C. Inspect built-in and cast-in anchor installations, before installing detention door hardware, to
verify that anchor installations comply with requirements. Prepare inspection reports.
1. Remove and replace anchors where inspections indicate that they do not comply with

specified requirements. Reinspect after repairs or replacements are made.
2. Perform additional inspections to determine compliance of replaced or additional work.

D. Verify locations of detention door hardware with those indicated on Shop Drawings.

E. Examine roughing-in for electrical power[ and pneumatic] systems to verify actual locations of
connections before detention door hardware installation.

F. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Steel Detention Doors and Frames: Comply with BHMA A156.115 Series.
1. Surface-Applied Detention Door Hardware: Drill and tap detention doors and frames

according to SDI A250.6.

3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Mounting Heights: Mount detention door hardware units at heights indicated in DHI's
"Recommended Locations for Builders' Hardware for Custom Steel Doors and Frames."]

B. Install each detention door hardware item to comply with Shop Drawings and manufacturer's
written instructions. Where cutting and fitting are required to install detention door hardware
onto or into surfaces that are later to be painted or finished in another way, coordinate removal,
storage, and reinstallation of surface protective trim units with finishing work. Do not install
surface-mounted items until finishes have been completed on substrates involved.
1. Set units level, plumb, and true to line and location. Adjust and reinforce attachment

substrates as necessary for proper installation and operation.
2. Drill and countersink units that are not factory prepared for anchorage fasteners. Space

fasteners and anchors according to industry standards.

C. Hinge Installation:
1. Security Fasteners: Provide socket flat countersunk head machine screws; finish screw

heads to match surface of detention hinges. Install into drilled and tapped holes.

D. Install interconnecting wiring and connectors between detention door hardware devices.
Terminate device wiring for detention door hardware installed in swinging doors at a plug-type
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connector located in lock pocket or door frame junction box.

E. Security Fasteners: Install detention door hardware using security fasteners with head style
appropriate for installation requirements, strength, and finish of adjacent materials.

3.04 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A. Inspect installed products to verify compliance with requirements. Prepare inspection reports
and indicate compliance with and deviations from the Contract Documents.

B. Perform the following tests and inspections:
1. After installing electrically powered detention door hardware and after electrical circuitry

has been energized, test detention door hardware for compliance with requirements.
a. Test: Operate lock of each door and group of doors in normal remote, normal local,

and emergency operating modes. Verify that remote controls operate correct door
locks and in correct sequence.

2. Verify that lock bolts engage strikes with required bolt projection.
3. Verify that detention door hardware is installed, connected, and adjusted according to the

Contract Documents.
4. Verify that electrical wiring installation complies with manufacturer's submittal and

written installation requirements.

C. Detention work will be considered defective if it does not pass tests and inspections.

D. Perform additional inspections to determine compliance of replaced or additional work.

E. Prepare field quality-control certification that states installed products comply with
requirements in the Contract Documents.

F. Prepare test and inspection reports.

3.05 ADJUSTING

A. Adjust and check each operating item of detention door hardware and each detention door to
ensure proper operation or function of every unit. Replace units that cannot be adjusted to
operate as intended. Adjust detention door-control devices to compensate for final operation of
heating and ventilating equipment and to comply with referenced accessibility requirements.
1. Strikes: Adjust horizontal and vertical alignment of keeper to properly engage lock bolt.

3.06 CLEANING AND PROTECTION

A. Clean adjacent surfaces soiled by detention door hardware installation.

B. Clean operating items as necessary to restore proper function and finish.

C. Provide final protection and maintain conditions that ensure that detention door hardware is
without damage or deterioration at time of Substantial Completion.

3.07 DEMONSTRATION

A. Train  Owner's maintenance personnel to adjust, operate, and maintain detention door hardware
and detention door hardware finishes.
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3.08 DETENTION DOOR HARDWARE SCHEDULE

A. General: Provide detention door hardware for each detention door to comply with requirements
in this Section and with detention door hardware sets indicated below.

B. Hardware Set No. xx
Quantity   Item

3   Full-Surface detention hinges

1
  Swinging Door, Motor-operated Deadlatches, Mortise Cylinder (2-inch frame
width

1   Flush Door Pull (Prisoner side)
1   Knob Pull (Officer side)
3   Silencers
1   Detention Door Stop

END OF SECTION  087163
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SECTION 088000 - GLAZING

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Insulating glass units.

B. Plastic films.

C. Glass coatings.

D. Miscellaneous glazing compounds.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 072700 - Air Barriers.

B. Section 079200 - Joint Sealants:  Sealants for other than glazing purposes.

C. Section 081113 - Hollow Metal Doors and Frames:  Glazed lites in doors and borrowed lites.

D. Section 081416 - Flush Wood Doors:  Glazed lites in doors.

E. Section 088300 - Mirrors.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. 16 CFR 1201 - Safety Standard for Architectural Glazing Materials.

B. ANSI Z97.1 - American National Standard for Safety Glazing Materials Used in Buildings -
Safety Performance Specifications and Methods of Test.

C. ASCE 7 - Minimum Design Loads and Associated Criteria for Buildings and Other Structures.

D. ASTM C864 - Standard Specification for Dense Elastomeric Compression Seal Gaskets,
Setting Blocks, and Spacers.

E. ASTM C920 - Standard Specification for Elastomeric Joint Sealants.

F. ASTM C1036 - Standard Specification for Flat Glass.

G. ASTM C1048 - Standard Specification for Heat-Strengthened and Fully Tempered Flat Glass.

H. ASTM C1193 - Standard Guide for Use of Joint Sealants.

I. ASTM C1376 - Standard Specification for Pyrolytic and Vacuum Deposition Coatings on Flat
Glass.

J. ASTM E1300 - Standard Practice for Determining Load Resistance of Glass in Buildings.

K. ASTM E2190 - Standard Specification for Insulating Glass Unit Performance and Evaluation.
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L. GANA (GM) - GANA Glazing Manual.

M. GANA (SM) - GANA Sealant Manual.

N. IGMA TM-3000 - North American Glazing Guidelines for Sealed Insulating Glass Units for
Commercial & Residential Use.

O. NFRC 100 - Procedure for Determining Fenestration Product U-factors.

P. NFRC 200 - Procedure for Determining Fenestration Product Solar Heat Gain Coefficient and
Visible Transmittance at Normal Incidence.

Q. NFRC 300 - Test Method for Determining the Solar Optical Properties of Glazing Materials
and Systems.

1.04 COORDINATION

A. Coordinate glazing channel dimensions to provide necessary bite on glass, minimum edge and
face clearances, and adequate sealant thicknesses, with reasonable tolerances to achieve proper
safety margins for glazing retention under each design load case, load case combination, and
service condition.

1.05 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Preinstallation Meeting:  Convene a preinstallation meeting one week before starting work of
this section; require attendance by each of the affected installers.
1. Review and finalize construction schedule and verify availability of materials, Installer's

personnel, equipment, and facilities needed to make progress and avoid delays.
2. Review temporary protection requirements for glazing during and after installation.

1.06 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data on each  Glazing Type:  Provide structural, physical and environmental
characteristics, size limitations, special handling and installation requirements.

C. Product Data on Glazing Compounds and Accessories:  Provide chemical, functional, and
environmental characteristics, limitations, special application requirements, and identify
available colors.

D. Samples:  Submit two  samples 12 by 12 inch (305 by 305 mm)  in size  of glass and plastic units .

E. Accessory Samples: Submit 12 inch (305 mm) long each product specified, including molded
corners for gaskets, color as selected. Submit samples of fire knock-out decals or markings, if
required by Architect.

F. Certificate:  Certify that products of this section meet or exceed specified requirements.

G. Glazing Schedule: List glass types and thicknesses for each size opening and location. Use
same designations indicated on Drawings.
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H. Installer's qualification statement.

I. Warranty Documentation:  Submit manufacturer warranty and ensure that forms have been
completed in Owner's name and registered with manufacturer.

J. Maintenance Materials:  Furnish the following for Owner's use in maintenance of project.
1. Extra Insulating Glass Units:  One  of each glass size  and each glass type .

K. Maintenance Data: For inclusion in maintenance manual in accordance with Division 01
Sections for close-out submittals, including the following:
1. Manufacturer's instructions for maintenance of installed work.
2. Precautions for cleaning products and methods which may be detrimental to finishes and

performance.

1.07 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Perform Work in accordance with GANA (GM) and IGMA TM-3000 for glazing installation
methods.

B. Fabricated-Glass Manufacturer Qualifications: A qualified manufacturer of fabricated glass
units who is approved and certified by primary glass manufacturer.

C. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing the products specified in
this section with minimum three  years of  documented  experience.
1. Provide certified glass products through ANSI accredited certifications that include plant

audits and independent laboratory performance testing.
a. Insulating Glass Certification Council (IGCC).

D. Installer Qualifications: Company specializing in performing work of the type specified and
with at least five years documented experience and certified by the manufacturer.
1. Provide company, field supervisors, and installers that hold active accredited certifications

in the following:
a. North American Contractor Certification (NACC) for glazing contractors.
b. NGS's Certified Glass Installer Program.

1.08 MOCK-UPS

A. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for additional requirements.

B. Provide on-site glazing mock-up with the specified glazing components.

C. Locate where directed.

D. Mock-ups may remain as part of the Work, if approved.

1.09 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Protect glazing materials in accordance with manufacturer's written instructions. Prevent
damage to glass and glazing materials from condensation, temperature changes, direct exposure
to sun, or other causes.
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1.10 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Do not install glazing when ambient temperature is less than 40 degrees F (4 degrees C).

B. Maintain minimum ambient temperature before, during and 24 hours after installation of
glazing compounds.

1.11 WARRANTY

A. See Section 017800 - Closeout Submittals for additional warranty requirements.

B. Manufacturer's Special Warranty for Coated-Glass Products: Manufacturer agrees to replace
coated-glass units that deteriorate within specified warranty period. Deterioration of coated
glass is defined as defects developed from normal use that are not attributed to glass breakage
or to maintaining and cleaning coated glass contrary to manufacturer's written instructions.
Defects include peeling, cracking, crazing, delaminating, uneven color fade, and other
indications of deterioration in coating.
1. Low-e Coated Units: Provide a ten (10) year manufacturer warranty from date of

Substantial Completion.

C. Manufacturer's Special Warranty for Insulating Glass: Manufacturer agrees to replace
insulating-glass units that deteriorate within specified warranty period. Deterioration of
insulating glass is defined as failure of hermetic seal under normal use that is not attributed to
glass breakage or to maintaining and cleaning insulating glass contrary to manufacturer's
written instructions. Evidence of failure is obstruction of vision by dust, moisture, or film on
interior surfaces of glass.
1. Insulating Glass Units: Provide a ten (10) year manufacturer warranty from date of

Substantial Completion.

PART 2 PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Source Limitations for Glass: Obtain each glass type from single source from single
manufacturer.

B. Float Glass Manufacturers:
1. Cardinal Glass Industries :  www.cardinalcorp.com/#sle.
2. Guardian Glass, LLC :  www.guardianglass.com/#sle.
3. Pilkington North America Inc :  www.pilkington.com/na/#sle.
4. Saint Gobain North America :  www.saint-gobain.com/#sle.
5. Vitro Architectural Glass (formerly PPG Glass) :  www.vitroglazings.com/#sle.
6. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements .

2.02 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS - EXTERIOR GLAZING ASSEMBLIES

A. General: Installed glazing systems shall withstand normal thermal movement and wind and
impact loads (where applicable) without failure, including loss or glass breakage attributable to
defective manufacture, fabrication, or installation; failure of sealants or gaskets to remain
watertight and airtight; deterioration of glazing materials; or other defects in construction.
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B. Delegated Design: Engage a qualified professional engineer, as defined in Section 014000
"Quality Requirements," to verify glazing sizes and thicknesses shall withstand external loads
implied within this Section.

C. Structural Performance: Glazing shall withstand the following design loads within limits and
under conditions indicated determined in accordance with the IBC and ASTM E1300:
1. Provide type and thickness of exterior glazing assemblies to support assembly dead loads,

and to withstand live loads caused by positive and negative wind pressure acting normal to
plane of glass.
a. Design Pressure: Calculated in accordance with ASCE 7.
b. Comply with ASTM E1300 for design load resistance of glass type, thickness,

dimensions, and maximum lateral deflection of supported glass.
c. Seismic Loads:  Design and size glazing components to withstand seismic loads and

sway displacement in accordance with the requirements of ASCE 7
d. Provide glass edge support system sufficiently stiff to limit the lateral deflection of

supported glass edges to less than 1/175 of their lengths under specified design load.
e. Glass thicknesses listed are minimum.

2. Maximum Lateral Deflection: For glass supported on all four edges, limit center-of-glass
deflection at design wind pressure to not more than 1/50 times the short-side length or 1
inch (25 mm), whichever is less.

3. Thermal Loads: Design glazing to resist thermal stress breakage induced by differential
temperature conditions and limited air circulation within individual glass lites and
insulated glazing units.

D. Weather-Resistive Barrier Seals:  Provide completed assemblies that maintain continuity of
building enclosure water-resistive barrier, vapor retarder, and/or air barrier.
1. In conjunction with weather barrier related materials described in other sections, as

follows:
a. Air Barriers:  See Section 072700.

2. To utilize inner pane of multiple pane insulating glass units for continuity of air barrier
seal.

E. Thermal and Optical Performance:  Provide exterior glazing products with performance
properties as indicated. Performance properties are in accordance with manufacturer's published
data as determined with the following procedures and/or test methods:
1. Center of Glass U-Value:  Comply with NFRC 100 using Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory (LBNL) WINDOW 6.3 computer program.
2. Center of Glass Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC):  Comply with NFRC 200 using

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) WINDOW 6.3 computer program.
3. Solar Optical Properties: Comply with NFRC 300 test method.

2.03 GLASS MATERIALS

A. Glazing Publications: Comply with published recommendations of glass product manufacturers
and organizations below unless more stringent requirements are indicated. See these
publications for glazing terms not otherwise defined in this Section or in referenced standards.
1. IGMA Publication for Insulating Glass: SIGMA TM-3000, "North American Glazing

Guidelines for Sealed Insulating Glass Units for Commercial and Residential Use."
2. Safety Glazing: Where safety glazing is indicated, provide glazing that complies with 16

CFR 1201, Category II.
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B. Safety Glazing Labeling: Where safety glazing is indicated, permanently mark glazing with
certification label of the SGCC or another certification agency acceptable to authorities having
jurisdiction. Label shall indicate manufacturer's name, type of glass, thickness, and safety
glazing standard with which glass complies.

C. Insulating-Glass Certification Program: Permanently marked either on spacers or on at least one
component lite of units with appropriate certification label of the IGCC.

D. Float Glass:  Provide float glass based glazing unless otherwise indicated.
1. Annealed Type:  ASTM C1036, Type I - Transparent Flat, Class 1 - Clear, Quality - Q3.
2. Kind HS - Heat-Strengthened Type:  Complies with ASTM C1048.
3. Kind FT - Fully Tempered Type:  Complies with ASTM C1048.
4. Impact Resistant Safety Glass:  Complies with ANSI Z97.1 - Class B, or 16 CFR 1201 -

Category I criteria.
5. Low-E-Coated Vision Glass: ASTM C1376.
6. Fabrication Process: By horizontal (roller-hearth) process with roll-wave distortion

parallel to bottom edge of glass as installed unless otherwise indicated.
7. Thicknesses: As indicated; provide greater thickness as required for exterior glazing wind

load design.
8. Strength: Where annealed float glass is indicated, provide annealed float glass, heat-

strengthened float glass, or fully tempered float glass as needed to comply with
"Performance Requirements" Article. Where heat-strengthened float glass is indicated,
provide heat-strengthened float glass or fully tempered float glass as needed to comply
with "Performance Requirements" Article. Where fully tempered float glass is indicated,
provide fully tempered float glass.

2.04 GLASS FABRICATION, GENERAL

A. Fabricate glazing units in sizes required to fit openings indicated for Project, with edge and face
clearances, edge and surface conditions, and bite complying with written instructions of product
manufacturer and referenced glazing publications, to comply with system performance
requirements.
1. Allow for thermal movements from ambient and surface temperature changes acting on

glass framing members and glazing components.
a. Temperature Change:  120 deg F (67 deg C), ambient; 180 deg F (100 deg C),

material surfaces.

B. Do not nip glass edges. Do not cut, seam, nip, or abrade glass after heat treating.

C. Edges may be wheel cut or sawed and seamed at fabricator's option.

D. Grind smooth and polish exposed edges and corners.

E. Clean-cut or flat-grind vertical edges of butt glazed monolithic glass to product square edges
with slight bevels at junction with faces of glass.

F. Source Quality Control: Fabricator shall, through its own laboratory testing, perform source
quality control testing to establish compliance with specified requirements.
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2.05 INSULATING GLASS UNITS

A. Manufacturers:
1. Cardinal Glass Industries :  www.cardinalcorp.com/#sle.
2. Guardian Glass, LLC :  www.guardianglass.com/#sle.
3. Pilkington North America Inc :  www.pilkington.com/na/#sle.Pilkington North America

Inc :  www.pilkington.com/na/#sle.
4. Viracon, Apogee Enterprises, Inc :  www.viracon.com/#sle.
5. Vitro Architectural Glass (formerly PPG Glass) :  www.vitroglazings.com/#sle.
6. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

B. Fabricator: Certified by glass manufacturer for type of glass, coating, and treatment involved
and capable of providing specified warranty.

C. Insulating Glass Units:  Types as indicated.
1. Durability:  Certified by an independent testing agency to comply with ASTM E2190.
2. Coated Glass:  Comply with requirements of ASTM C1376 for pyrolytic (hard-coat) or

magnetic sputter vapor deposition (soft-coat) type coatings on flat glass; coated vision
glass, Kind CV; coated overhead glass, Kind CO; or coated spandrel glass, Kind CS.

3. Warm-Edge Spacers:  Low-conductivity thermoplastic with desiccant warm-edge
technology design.
a. Spacer Width:  As required for specified insulating glass unit.
b. Spacer Height:  Manufacturer's standard.
c. Products:

1) H.B. Fuller Construction Products Inc; Kodispace 4SG:
 www.hbfuller.com/#sle.

2) Quanex IG Systems, Inc; Super Spacer TriSeal:  www.quanex.com/#sle.
3) Technoform Glass Insulation; TGI-Spacer:  www.glassinsulation.us/#sle.
4) Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

4. Spacer Color:  Black .
5. Edge Seal:

a. Dual-Sealed System:  Provide polyisobutylene sealant as primary seal applied
between spacer and glass panes, and silicone, polysulfide, or polyurethane sealant as
secondary seal applied around perimeter.

b. Color:  Black .
6. Purge interpane space with dry air, hermetically sealed.

D. Type IG-1 - Insulating Glass Units: Vision safety glass, low-e, double glazed.
1. Basis of Design - Vitro Architectural Glass (formerly PPG Glass):

www.vitroglazings.com/#sle.
2. Applications:  Exterior glazing as indicated .

a. Glazed lites in exterior doors.
b. Other locations indicated on drawings.

3. Space between lites filled with argon .
4. Outboard Lite: Fully tempered float glass , 1/4 inch (6.4 mm)  thick , minimum .

a. Tint:  Clear.
b. Coating:  Low-E (passive type), on #2 surface.

5. Warm-edge spacer.
6. Inboard Lite: Fully tempered  float glass, 1/4 inch (6.4 mm)  thick , minimum .

a. Tint:  Clear.
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7. Total Thickness:  1 inch (25.4 mm).
8. Thermal Transmittance (U-Value) , Winter - Center of Glass : 0.29, nominal .
9. Visible Light Transmittance (VLT): 70 percent , nominal .
10. Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC): 0.39, nominal .
11. Visible Light Reflectance , Outside : 70 percent , nominal .
12. Glazing Method:  Dry glazing method, gasket glazing.

E. Substitution Procedures:
1. For any product not identified as "Basis of Design", submit information as specified for

substitutions.

2.06 GLAZING COMPOUNDS

A. Type GC-2 - Butyl Sealant:  Single component; ASTM C920 Grade NS, Class 12-1/2, Uses M
and A, Shore A hardness of 10 to 20; black color.

B. Type GC-5 - Silicone Sealant:  Single component; neutral curing; capable of water immersion
without loss of properties; nonbleeding, nonstaining; ASTM C920 Type S, Grade NS, Class 25,
Uses M, A, and G; with cured Shore A hardness range of 15 to 25; _____ color.

C. Manufacturers:
1. Dow Corning Corporation :  www.dowcorning.com/construction/#sle.Dow Corning

Corporation :  www.dowcorning.com/construction/#sle.
2. Momentive Performance Materials, Inc :  www.momentive.com/#sle.
3. Pecora Corporation :  www.pecora.com/#sle.
4. Tremco Commercial Sealants & Waterproofing; Proglaze:  www.tremcosealants.com/#sle.
5. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.07 ACCESSORIES

A. Setting Blocks: Silicone , with 80 to 90 Shore A durometer hardness ; ASTM C1115, Type C .
Length of 0.1 inch for each square foot (25 mm for each square meter)  of glazing or minimum 4
inch (100 mm)  by width of glazing rabbet space minus 1/16 inch (1.5 mm)  by height to suit
glazing method and pane weight and area.

B. Spacer Shims:  Neoprene, 50 to 60 Shore A durometer hardness; ASTM C864 Option II.
 Continuous by one half the height of the glazing stop by thickness to suit application, self
adhesive on one face.

C. Glazing Tape, Back Bedding Mastic Type:  Preformed, butyl-based, 100 percent solids
compound with integral resilient spacer rod applicable to application indicated; 5 to 30 cured
Shore A durometer hardness; coiled on release paper; black color.

D. Glazing Gaskets: Resilient EPDM or silicone extruded shape to suit glazing channel retaining
slot; color black.
1. Interior and exterior gasket profiles to be designed to product a glass edge pressure of 10

pounds per linear inch.
2. Types:

a. Dense Wedge Gaskets:
1) Dense EPDM: ASTM C864, Option 1.
2) Silicone: ASTM C1115, Type C, Class F.
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3) Hardness: 75 + 5 for hollow profiles and 65 + 5 for solid profiles, Shore A
durometer according to ASTM D2240.

3. Fabrication: Coninuous, one-piece gaskets both sides of glass with factory formed
injection molded corners to properly fit openings, with allowance for stretch during
installation and with continuous mechanical engagement to framing members.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Examine framing, glazing channels, and stops, with Installer present, for compliance with the
following:
1. Manufacturing and installation tolerances, including those for size, squareness, and offsets

at corners.
2. Presence and functioning of weep systems.
3. Minimum required face and edge clearances.

3.02 VERIFICATION OF CONDITIONS

A. Verify that openings for glazing are correctly sized and within tolerances, including those for
size, squareness, and offsets at corners.

B. Verify that the minimum required face and edge clearances are being provided.

C. Verify that surfaces of glazing channels or recesses are clean, free of obstructions that may
impede moisture movement, weeps are clear, and support framing is ready to receive glazing
system.

D. Verify that sealing between joints of glass framing members has been completed effectively.

E. Proceed with glazing system installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been
corrected.

3.03 PREPARATION

A. Clean contact surfaces with appropriate solvent and wipe dry immediately before glazing .
Remove coatings that are not tightly bonded to substrates.

B. Seal porous glazing channels or recesses with substrate compatible primer or sealer.

C. Prime surfaces scheduled to receive sealant where required for proper sealant adhesion.

3.04 INSTALLATION, GENERAL

A. Install glazing in compliance with written instructions of glass, gaskets, and other glazing
material manufacturers, unless more stringent requirements are indicated, including those in
glazing referenced standards.

B. Protect glass edges from damage during handling and installation. Remove damaged glass from
Project site and legally dispose of off Project site. Damaged glass includes glass with edge
damage or other imperfections that, when installed, could weaken glass, impair performance, or
impair appearance.
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C. Install glazing sealants in accordance with ASTM C1193, GANA (SM), and manufacturer's
instructions.

D. Do not exceed edge pressures around perimeter of glass lites as stipulated by glass
manufacturer.

E. Set glass lites of system with uniform pattern, draw, bow, and similar characteristics.

F. Set glass lites in proper orientation so that coatings face exterior or interior as indicated.

G. Prevent glass from contact with any contaminating substances that may be the result of
construction operations such as, and not limited to the following; weld splatter, fire-safing,
plastering, mortar droppings, and paint.

H. Install setting blocks in sill rabbets, sized and located to comply with referenced glazing
publications, unless otherwise required by glass manufacturer. Set blocks in thin course of
compatible sealant suitable for heel bead.

I. Do not exceed edge pressures stipulated by glass manufacturers for installing glass lites.

J. Provide spacers for glass lites where length plus width is larger than 50 inches (1270 mm).
1. Locate spacers directly opposite each other on both inside and outside faces of glass.

Install correct size and spacing to preserve required face clearances, unless gaskets and
glazing tapes are used that have demonstrated ability to maintain required face clearances
and to comply with system performance requirements.

2. Provide 1/8-inch- (3-mm-) minimum bite of spacers on glass and use thickness equal to
sealant width. With glazing tape, use thickness slightly less than final compressed
thickness of tape.

K. Provide edge blocking where indicated or needed to prevent glass lites from moving sideways
in glazing channel, as recommended in writing by glass manufacturer and in accordance with
requirements in referenced glazing publications.

L. Set glass lites in each series with uniform pattern, draw, bow, and similar characteristics.

M. Set glass lites with proper orientation so that coatings face exterior or interior as specified.

N. Where wedge-shaped gaskets are driven into one side of channel to pressurize sealant or gasket
on opposite side, provide adequate anchorage so gasket cannot walk out when installation is
subjected to movement.

O. Square cut wedge-shaped gaskets at corners and install gaskets in a manner recommended by
gasket manufacturer to prevent corners from pulling away; seal corner joints and butt joints
with sealant recommended in writing by gasket manufacturer.

P. Installing Glass: Set in true to plane with proper clearances.
1. Sealed Insulating Glass Units:

a. Set with void between edge of unit and glazing channels and rabbets.
b. Do not use glazing materials that can damage perimeter seal of unit.
c. Conceal edge binding of unit by gaskets.
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2. Heat Treated Glass: Conceal tong marks by gaskets. Roller marks to be in the horizontal
position; mixing direction is not acceptable.

3. Glass Bite: Set glass so that required bite will be achieved.
4. Gaskets: Provide factory molded corners.

3.05 INSTALLATION - DRY GLAZING METHOD (GASKET GLAZING)

A. Application - Exterior and/or Interior Glazed:  Set glazing infills from either the exterior or the
interior of the building.

B. Place setting blocks at 1/4 points with edge block no more than 6 inch (152 mm) from corners.

C. Rest glazing on setting blocks and push against fixed stop with sufficient pressure on gasket to
attain full contact.

D. Install removable stops without displacing glazing gasket; exert pressure for full continuous
contact.

3.06 INSTALLATION - DRY GLAZING METHOD (TAPE AND GASKET SPLINE GLAZING)

A. Application - Exterior Glazed:  Set glazing infills from the exterior of the building.

B. Cut glazing tape to length; install on glazing pane.  Seal corners by butting tape and sealing
junctions with butyl sealant.

C. Place setting blocks at 1/4 points with edge block no more than 6 inch (152 mm) from corners.

D. Rest glazing on setting blocks and push against fixed stop with sufficient pressure to attain full
contact.

E. Install removable stops without displacing glazing spline.  Exert pressure for full continuous
contact.

F. Carefully trim protruding tape with knife.

3.07 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for additional requirements.

B. Glass and Glazing product manufacturers to provide field surveillance of the installation of
their products.

C. Monitor and report installation procedures and unacceptable conditions.

3.08 CLEANING

A. See Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal, for additional
requirements.

B. Remove excess glazing materials from finish surfaces immediately after application using
solvents or cleaners recommended by manufacturers.
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C. Remove nonpermanent labels immediately after glazing installation is complete.

D. Clean glass and adjacent surfaces after sealants are fully cured.

E. Clean glass on both exposed surfaces not more than 4 days prior to Date of Substantial
Completion in accordance with glass manufacturer's written recommendations.

3.09 PROTECTION

A. Do not mark installed glass with an "X", or other symbol, or with any material. Tapes or
banners may be fastened to the frame head and suspended over glass. Stickers, separators or
glass identification markings applied to glass shall be on the inboard surface.

B. Remove and replace glass that is damaged during construction period prior to Date of
Substantial Completion. Glass replacement shall be at no cost to the Owner.

END OF SECTION  088000
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SECTION 088300 - MIRRORS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Glass mirrors.
1. Annealed float glass.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 102800 - Toilet, Bath, and Laundry Accessories:  Metal mirror frames.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM C1036 - Standard Specification for Flat Glass.

B. ASTM C1193 - Standard Guide for Use of Joint Sealants.

C. GANA (GM) - GANA Glazing Manual.

D. GANA (SM) - GANA Sealant Manual.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements, for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data on Mirror Types:  Submit structural, physical and environmental characteristics,
size limitations, special handling and installation requirements.

C. Samples:  Submit two  samples, 6 x 6 inch (150 x 150 mm)  in size, illustrating mirrors edging
and coloration .

D. Warranty:  Submit manufacturer warranty and ensure that forms have been completed in
Owner's name and registered with manufacturer.

E. Maintenance Materials:  Furnish the following for Owner's use in maintenance of project.
1. See Section 016000 - Product Requirements, for additional provisions.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Perform Work in accordance with GANA (GM) and GANA (SM)  for glazing installation
methods .
1. Maintain one copy on project site.

B. Fabricate, store, transport, receive, install, and clean mirrors in accordance with manufacturer's
recommendations.

1.06 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Do not install mirrors when ambient temperature is less than 50 degrees F (10 degrees C).
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B. Maintain minimum ambient temperature before, during and 24 hours after installation of
glazing compounds.

1.07 WARRANTY

A. See Section 017800 - Closeout Submittals, for additional warranty requirements.

B. Provide five year manufacturer warranty for reflective coating on mirrors and replacement of
same.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Mirrors:
1. Binswanger Mirror/ACI Distribution :  www.binswangerglass.com/#sle.
2. Lenoir Mirror Co :  www.lenoirmirror.com/#sle.
3. Trulite Glass and Aluminum Solutions :  www.trulite.com/#sle.
4. Walker Glass Company Ltd; Walker Glass Mirrors:  www.walkerglass.com/#sle.
5. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.02 MATERIALS

A. Mirror Design Criteria:  Select materials and/or provide supports as required to limit mirror
material deflection to 1/200, or to the flexure limit of glass, with full recovery of glazing
materials, whichever is less.

B. Mirror Glass ; Type M-1 :  Clear, annealed float glass; ASTM C1036 , with copper and silver
coatings, and protective overcoating.
1. Thickness:  1/4 inch (6.4 mm).
2. Edges:  Arrised.
3. Size:  As indicated on drawings.

2.03 ACCESSORIES

A. Setting Blocks:  Neoprene, 80 to 90 Shore A durometer hardness.

B. Glazing Tape:  Preformed butyl compound; 10 to 15 Shore A durometer hardness; on release
paper.

C. Mirror Attachment Accessories:  Stainless steel clips.

D. Mirror Adhesive:  Silicone pre-polymer based, chemically compatible with mirror coating and
wall substrate.
1. Application Temperature:  Minus 35 to 140 degrees F (Minus 37 to 60 degrees C) at

contact surfaces.
2. Volatile Organic Content (VOC):  Less than 7 percent by weight.

E. Channel Frame:  One piece, channel frame, stainless steel, Type 430, satin finish, 1/2 inch by
1/2 inch by 3/8 inch deep (12.7 mm by 12.7 mm by 9.5 mm deep) with 90 degree mitered
corners.
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PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that surfaces of mirror frames or recesses are clean, free of obstructions, and ready for
installation of mirrors.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Clean contact surfaces with solvent and wipe dry.

B. Prepare installation in accordance with ASTM C1193 for solvent release sealants, and install
sealant in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Install mirrors in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations.

B. Set mirrors plumb and level, and free of optical distortion.

C. Set mirrors with edge clearance free of surrounding construction including countertops or
backsplashes.

D. Installation in Frames:
1. Cut glazing tape to length and set against permanent stops, projecting 1/16 inch (1.6 mm)

above sight line.
2. Place setting blocks at one-quarter points with edge block no more than 6 inches (152

mm) from corners.
3. Rest mirrors on setting blocks and push against tape to ensure full contact at perimeter of

pane or unit.
4. Place glazing tape on free perimeter of mirrors in same manner described above.
5. Trim protruding tape edge.

3.04 CLEANING

A. Remove wet glazing materials from finish surfaces.

B. Remove labels after work is complete.

C. Clean mirrors and adjacent surfaces.

END OF SECTION  088300
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SECTION 088800 - SPECIAL FUNCTION GLAZING

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Laminated security glazing units.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section  081113 - Hollow Metal Doors and Frames.

B. Section 085659 - Service and Teller Window Units:  Glazing provided as part of security
assembly.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. 16 CFR 1201 - Safety Standard for Architectural Glazing Materials.

B. ANSI Z97.1 - American National Standard for Safety Glazing Materials Used in Buildings -
Safety Performance Specifications and Methods of Test.

C. ASTM C864 - Standard Specification for Dense Elastomeric Compression Seal Gaskets,
Setting Blocks, and Spacers.

D. ASTM C920 - Standard Specification for Elastomeric Joint Sealants.

E. ASTM C1036 - Standard Specification for Flat Glass.

F. ASTM C1172 - Standard Specification for Laminated Architectural Flat Glass.

G. ASTM C1193 - Standard Guide for Use of Joint Sealants.

H. GANA (GM) - GANA Glazing Manual.

I. GANA (LGRM)

J. GANA (SM) - GANA Sealant Manual.

K. UL 752 - Standard for Bullet-Resisting Equipment.

L. UL 972 - Standard for Burglary Resisting Glazing Material.

1.04 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Preinstallation Meeting:  Convene preinstallation meeting one week before starting work of this
section; require attendance by each affected installer.

1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.
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B. Product Data on Glass and Polycarbonate Laminated  Glazing Types:  Provide structural,
physical, and environmental characteristics, size limitations, special handling, and installation
requirements.

C. Product Data on Glazing Compounds and Accessories:  Provide chemical, functional, and
environmental characteristics, limitations, and special application requirements. Identify
available colors.

D. Samples:  Two  , 6 by 6 inches (150 by 150 mm)  in size .

E. Samples:  One  bead of glazing sealant, 6 inch (150 mm)  in size, color as selected .

F. Certificate:  Certify that products of this section meet or exceed specified requirements.

G. Manufacturer's qualification statement.

H. Fabricator's qualification statement.

I. Installer's qualification statement.

J. Testing agency's qualification statement.

K. Executed warranty.

L. Specimen warranty.

M. Maintenance Materials:  Furnish the following for Owner's use in maintenance of project.
1. See Section 016000 - Product Requirements for additional provisions.

1.06 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Perform work in accordance with GANA (GM), GANA (LGRM), and GANA (SM)  for glazing
installation methods . Maintain one copy on site. 

B. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing products specified in this
section, with at least three years of documented experience.
1. Provide certified glass products through ANSI-accredited certifications that include plant

audits and independent laboratory performance testing.
a. Safety Glazing Certification Council (SGCC).

C. Fabricator Qualifications:  Certified by glass manufacturer for type of glass, coating, and
treatment involved and capable of providing specified warranty.

D. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of type specified and with
at least three years documented experience.
1. Provide company, field supervisors, and installers with active ANSI-accredited

certifications in appropriate categories for work specified.
a. North American Contractor Certification (NACC) for glazing contractors.
b. Equivalent independent third-party ANSI-accredited certification.
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E. Testing Agency Qualifications:  Independent firm specializing in performing testing and
inspections of type specified in this section.

1.07 MOCK-UPS

A. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for additional requirements.

B. Provide mock-up of door with security glazing including glass.

C. Locate where directed.

D. Mock-ups may remain as part of work.

1.08 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Do not install glazing when ambient temperature is less than 40 degrees F (4 degrees C).

B. Maintain minimum ambient temperature before, during, and 24 hours after installation of
glazing compounds.

1.09 WARRANTY

A. See Section 017800 - Closeout Submittals for additional warranty requirements.

B. Laminated Glass:  Provide 5-year manufacturer warranty to include coverage for delamination,
including providing products to replace failed units.

C. Polycarbonate Glazing:  Provide 5-year manufacturer warranty to include coverage for
breakage, coating failure, abrasion resistance, including providing products to replace failed
units.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Float Glass Manufacturers:
1. Cardinal Glass Industries; _____:  www.cardinalcorp.com/#sle.
2. Guardian Glass, LLC; _____:  www.guardianglass.com/#sle.
3. Pilkington North America Inc; _____:  www.pilkington.com/na/#sle.
4. Saint Gobain North America; _____:  www.saint-gobain.com/#sle.
5. Vitro Architectural Glass (formerly PPG Glass); _____:  www.vitroglazings.com/#sle.
6. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

B. Security Glass Manufacturers:
1. Oldcastle Building Envelope: www.obe.com/. .
2. McGrory Glass, Inc.;  https://mcgrory.com/ .
3. SAF-GLAS:  http://www.saf-glas.com/.
4. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.
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2.02 GLASS MATERIALS

A. Float Glass:  Provide float-glass-based glazing unless otherwise indicated.
1. Annealed Type:  ASTM C1036, Type I - Transparent Flat, Class 1 - Clear, Quality - Q3.
2. Thickness:  As specified; provide greater thickness as required for exterior glazing wind

load design.

B. Laminated Glass:  Float glass laminated in accordance with ASTM C1172.
1. Laminated Safety Glass:  Comply with ANSI Z97.1 - Class B or 16 CFR 1201 - Category

I impact test requirements.
2. Polyvinyl Butyral (PVB) Interlayer:  0.030 inch (0.762 mm) thick, minimum.

2.03 LAMINATED SECURITY GLAZING UNITS

A. Type SG-1 - Security Glazing: Laminated glass , multi-ply .
1. Applications:  Locations as indicated on drawings.
2. Tint:  Clear.
3. Thickness:  1/2 inch (12.7 mm).
4. Outer Lite: Annealed glass .
5. Interlayer:  Polyvinyl butyral (PVB), thickness as required to meet performance criteria.
6. Inside Lite:  Annealed glass .
7. Performance Criteria:

a. Burglary Resistance:  Pass UL 972 tests to comply with multiple impact burglary and
forced-entry resistance criteria.

8. Manufacturers:
a. DefenseLite; Bullet Shield: https://www.defenselite.com/.
b. Oldcastle Building Envelope; ArmorProtect Max 133000: www.obe.com .
c. SAF-GLAS; Bullet Glass: http://www.saf-glas.com/. .
d. Substitutions: See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

B. Type (SG-2) -Security Glazing: Laminated glass, multi-ply.
1. Applications: Locations as indicated on drawings.
2. Tint: Clear.Thickness: 1/2 inch (12.7 mm).
3. Outer Lite: Annealed glass.
4. Interlayer: Polyvinyl butyral (PVB), thickness as required to meet performance criteria.
5. Middle Lite: Polycarbonate.
6. Interlayer, Inboard Side: Polyvinyl butyral (PVB), thickness as required to meet

performance criteria.
7. Inside Lite: Annealed glass.

a. Bullet Resistance: Pass UL 752 tests to comply with Level 4: .30 caliber rifle, partial
copper jacket lead core soft point ballistic criteria and weapon description.

b. Glazing Method: As required to meet performance criteria.
c. Manufacturers:

1) DefenseLite; Bullet Shield: https://www.defenselite.com/.
2) Oldcastle Building Envelope; ArmorProtect Max 133000: www.obe.com.
3) SAF-GLAS; Bullet Glass: http://www.saf-glas.com/.
4) Substitutions: See Section016000-Product Requirements.

2.04 LAMINATED GLASS INTERLAYERS

A. Type SLGI-1 - Safety and Security Polyvinyl Butyral (PVB) Interlayer for Laminated Glazing:
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1. Functionality:  Post-breakage safety and security.
2. Applications:

a. Single pane, laminated glass unit .
3. Color:  Clear.
4. Thickness:  As required for indicated performance of laminated glass application.
5. Manufacturers:

a. Kuraray America, Inc; _____:  www.kuraray.us.com/#sle.
b. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.05 GLAZING COMPOUNDS

A. JS-1 - Silicone Sealant: One-component; neutral curing; capable of water immersion without
loss of properties; nonbleeding, nonstaining; ASTM C920 Type S, Grade NS, Class 25, uses M,
A, and G; cured Shore A hardness range of 15 to 25; color as selected.
1. Refer to Specification Section 079200 Joint Sealants.

2.06 ACCESSORIES

A. Setting Blocks:  Silicone, with 80 to 90 Shore A durometer hardness; ASTM C864 Option II.
Length of 0.1 inch for each square foot (25 mm for each square meter) of glazing or minimum
4-inch (100 mm) width of glazing rabbet space minus 1/16-inch (1.5 mm) height to suit glazing
method and pane weight and area.

B. Spacer Shims:  Neoprene, 50 to 60 Shore A durometer hardness; ASTM C864 Option II.
Continuous by one-half height of glazing stop by thickness to suit application; self-adhesive on
one face.

2.07 SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL

A. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for additional requirements.

B. Provide shop inspection and testing  for Type SG-1  glass.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that openings for glazing are correctly sized and within tolerances, including those for
size, squareness, and offsets at corners.

B. Verify that minimum required face and edge clearances are provided.

C. Verify that surfaces of glazing channels or recesses are clean and free of obstructions that
impede moisture movement, weeps are clear, and support framing is ready to receive glazing
system.

D. Verify effective sealing of joints between glass framing members.

E. Proceed with glazing system installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been
corrected.
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3.02 PREPARATION

A. Clean contact surfaces with appropriate solvent and wipe dry within maximum of 24 hours
before glazing. Remove coatings that are not tightly bonded to substrates.

B. Seal porous glazing channels or recesses with substrate-compatible primer or sealer.

C. Prime surfaces scheduled to receive sealant where required for proper sealant adhesion.

3.03 INSTALLATION, GENERAL

A. Install glazing in accordance with written instructions of glass, gaskets, and other glazing
material manufacturers, unless more stringent requirements are indicated, including those in
glazing referenced standards.

B. Install glazing sealants in accordance with ASTM C1193, GANA (SM), and manufacturer's
instructions.

C. Do not exceed edge pressures around perimeter of glass lites as stipulated by glass
manufacturer.

D. Set glass lites of system with uniform pattern, draw, bow, and similar characteristics.

E. Prevent glass from contact with contaminating substances resulting from construction including
weld splatter, fire-safing, plastering, mortar droppings, and paint.

3.04 INSTALLATION - WET GLAZING METHOD, SEALANT AND SEALANT

A. Place setting blocks at 1/4 points and install glazing pane or unit.

B. Install removable stops with glazing centered in space by inserting spacer shims on both sides
at 24-inch (610 mm) intervals, 1/4 inch (6.4 mm) below sight line.

C. Fill gaps between glazing and stops with ES-5  sealant to depth of bite on glazing, but not more
than 3/8 inch (9 mm)  below sight line to ensure full contact with glazing and continue air and
vapor seal.

D. Apply sealant to uniform line, flush with sight line. Tool or wipe sealant surface smooth.

3.05 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for additional requirements.

B. Glass and Glazing: Product manufacturers provide field surveillance of installation of their
products.

C. Monitor and report installation procedures and unacceptable conditions.
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3.06 CLEANING

A. See Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal for additional
requirements.

B. Remove excess glazing materials from finished surfaces immediately after application using
solvents or cleaners recommended by manufacturers.

C. Remove nonpermanent labels immediately after glazing installation is complete.

D. Clean glass and adjacent surfaces after sealants are fully cured.

E. Clean glass on both exposed surfaces not more than 4 days prior to Date of Substantial
Completion in accordance with glass manufacturer's written recommendations.

3.07 PROTECTION

A. After installation, mark pane with 'X' using removable plastic tape or paste.

B. Remove and replace glass damaged during construction period prior to Date of Substantial
Completion.

END OF SECTION  088800
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SECTION 090561 - COMMON WORK RESULTS FOR FLOORING PREPARATION

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. This section applies to floors identified in Contract Documents that are receiving the following
types of floor coverings:
1. Resilient tile and sheet.
2. Carpet tile.
3. Thin-set ceramic tile and stone tile.

B. Removal of existing floor coverings.

C. Preparation of new and existing concrete floor slabs for installation of floor coverings.

D. Testing of concrete floor slabs for moisture and alkalinity (pH).

E. Remediation of concrete floor slabs due to unsatisfactory moisture or alkalinity (pH)
conditions.
1. Contractor shall perform all specified remediation of concrete floor slabs.  If such

remediation is indicated by testing agency's report and is due to a condition not under
Contractor's control or could not have been predicted by examination prior to entering into
the contract, a contract modification will be issued.

F. Patching compound.

G. Remedial floor coatings.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 014000 - Quality Requirements:  Additional requirements relating to testing agencies
and testing.

B. Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal:  Handling of existing floor
coverings removed.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM C109/C109M - Standard Test Method for Compressive Strength of Hydraulic Cement
Mortars (Using 2-in. or [50 mm] Cube Specimens).

B. ASTM C472 - Standard Test Methods for Physical Testing of Gypsum, Gypsum Plasters, and
Gypsum Concrete.

C. ASTM D4259 - Standard Practice for Preparation of Concrete by Abrasion Prior to Coating
Application.

D. ASTM F710 - Standard Practice for Preparing Concrete Floors to Receive Resilient Flooring.

E. ASTM F1869 - Standard Test Method for Measuring Moisture Vapor Emission Rate of
Concrete Subfloor Using Anhydrous Calcium Chloride.
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F. ASTM F2170 - Standard Test Method for Determining Relative Humidity in Concrete Floor
Slabs Using in situ Probes.

G. RFCI (RWP) - Recommended Work Practices for Removal of Resilient Floor Coverings.

1.04 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Coordinate scheduling of cleaning and testing, so that preliminary cleaning has been completed
for at least 24 hours prior to testing.

1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Visual Observation Report:  For existing floor coverings to be removed.

C. Floor Covering and Adhesive Manufacturers' Product Literature:  For each specific
combination of substrate, floor covering, and adhesive to be used; showing:
1. Moisture and alkalinity (pH) limits and test methods.
2. Manufacturer's required bond/compatibility test procedure.

D. Remedial Materials Product Data:  Manufacturer's published data on each product to be used
for remediation.
1. Manufacturer's qualification statement.
2. Certificate:  Manufacturer's certification of compatibility with types of flooring applied

over remedial product.
3. Test reports indicating compliance with specified performance requirements, performed

by nationally recognized independent testing agency.
4. Manufacturer's installation instructions.
5. Specimen Warranty:  Copy of warranty to be issued by coating manufacturer and

certificate of underwriter's coverage of warranty.

E. Adhesive Bond and Compatibility Test Report.

F. Copy of RFCI (RWP).

1.06 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Contractor may perform adhesive and bond test with Contractor's own personnel or hire a
testing agency.

B. Contractor's Responsibility Relating to Independent Agency Testing:
1. Provide access for and cooperate with testing agency.
2. Confirm date of start of testing at least 10 days prior to actual start.
3. Allow at least 4 business days on site for testing agency activities.
4. Achieve and maintain specified ambient conditions.
5. Notify Architect when specified ambient conditions have been achieved and when testing

will start.

C. Remedial Coating Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of the
type specified in this section, trained by or employed by coating manufacturer, and able to
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provide at least 3 project references showing at least 3 years' experience installing moisture
emission coatings.

1.07 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Deliver, store, handle, and protect products in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions and
recommendations.

B. Deliver materials in manufacturer’s packaging; include installation instructions.

C. Keep materials from freezing.

1.08 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Maintain ambient temperature in spaces where concrete testing is being performed, and for at
least 48 hours prior to testing, at not less than 65 degrees F (18 degrees C) or more than 85
degrees F (30 degrees C).

B. Maintain relative humidity in spaces where concrete testing is being performed, and for at least
48 hours prior to testing, at not less than 40 percent and not more than 60 percent.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MATERIALS

A. Patching Compound:  Floor covering manufacturer's recommended product, suitable for
conditions, and compatible with adhesive and floor covering.  In the absence of any
recommendation from flooring manufacturer, provide a product with the following
characteristics:
1. Cementitious moisture-, mildew-, and alkali-resistant compound, compatible with floor,

floor covering, and floor covering adhesive, and capable of being feathered to nothing at
edges.

2. Compressive Strength:  3000 psi, minimum, after 28 days, when tested in accordance with
ASTM C109/C109M or ASTM C472, whichever is appropriate.

3. Products:
a. ARDEX Engineered Cements; ARDEX Feather Finish:

 www.ardexamericas.com/#sle.
b. H.B. Fuller Construction Products, Inc; TEC Feather Edge Skim Coat:

 www.tecspecialty.com/#sle.
c. USG Corporation; Durock Brand Advanced Skim Coat Floor Patch:

 www.usg.com/#sle.
d. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

B. Remedial Floor Coating:  Single- or multi-layer coating or coating/overlay combination
intended by its manufacturer to resist water vapor transmission to degree sufficient to meet
flooring manufacturer's emission limits, resistant to the level of alkalinity (pH) found, and
suitable for adhesion of flooring without further treatment.
1. Thickness:  As required for application and in accordance with manufacturer's installation

instructions.
2. Products:

a. Specialty Products Group; Vapor Lock 5/5: https://spggogreen.com/#sle.
b. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.
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PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 CONCRETE SLAB PREPARATION

A. Perform following operations in the order indicated:
1. Existing concrete slabs (on-grade and elevated) with existing floor coverings:

a. Visual observation of existing floor covering, for adhesion, water damage, alkaline
deposits, and other defects.

b. Removal of existing floor covering.
2. Existing concrete slabs with coatings or penetrating sealers/hardeners/dustproofers:

a. Do not attempt to remove coating or penetrating material.
b. Do not abrade surface.
c. Remove existing coatings and curing agents from surface according to

recommendations of remedial coating manufacturer.
d. Prepare surface according to recommendations of remedial coating manufacturer and

according to ASTM D4259.
3. Preliminary cleaning.
4. Moisture vapor emission tests; 3 tests in the first 1000 square feet (100 square meters) and

one test in each additional 1000 square feet (100 square meters), unless otherwise
indicated or required by flooring manufacturer.

5. Internal relative humidity tests; in same locations as moisture vapor emission tests, unless
otherwise indicated.

6. Alkalinity (pH) tests; in same locations as moisture vapor emission tests, unless otherwise
indicated.

7. Specified remediation, if required.
8. Patching, smoothing, and leveling, as required.
9. Other preparation specified.
10. Adhesive bond and compatibility test.
11. Protection.

3.02 REMOVAL OF EXISTING FLOOR COVERINGS

A. Comply with local, State, and federal regulations and recommendations of RFCI (RWP), as
applicable to floor covering being removed.

B. Dispose of removed materials in accordance with local, State, and federal regulations and as
specified.

3.03 PRELIMINARY CLEANING

A. Clean floors of dust, solvents, paint, wax, oil, grease, asphalt, residual adhesive, adhesive
removers, film-forming curing compounds, sealing compounds, alkaline salts, excessive
laitance, mold, mildew, and other materials that might prevent adhesive bond.

B. Do not use solvents or other chemicals for cleaning.

3.04 MOISTURE VAPOR EMISSION TESTING

A. Where the floor covering manufacturer's requirements conflict with either the referenced test
method or this specification, comply with the manufacturer's requirements.
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B. Where this specification conflicts with the referenced test method, comply with the
requirements of this section.

C. Test in accordance with ASTM F1869 and as follows.

D. Plastic sheet test and mat bond test may not be substituted for the specified ASTM test method,
as those methods do not quantify the moisture content sufficiently.

E. In the event that test values exceed floor covering manufacturer's limits, perform remediation as
indicated.  In the absence of manufacturer limits, perform remediation if test values exceed 3
pounds per 1000 square feet (1.4 kg per 93 square meters) per 24 hours.

F. Report:  Report the information required by the test method.

3.05 INTERNAL RELATIVE HUMIDITY TESTING

A. Where the floor covering manufacturer's requirements conflict with either the referenced test
method or this specification, comply with the manufacturer's requirements.

B. Where this specification conflicts with the referenced test method, comply with the
requirements of this section.

C. Test in accordance with ASTM F2170 Procedure A and as follows.

D. Testing with electrical impedance or resistance apparatus may not be substituted for the
specified ASTM test method, as the values determined are not comparable to the ASTM test
values and do not quantify the moisture content sufficiently.

E. In the event that test values exceed floor covering manufacturer's limits, perform remediation as
indicated.  In the absence of manufacturer limits, perform remediation if any test value exceeds
75 percent relative humidity.

F. Report:  Report the information required by the test method.

3.06 ALKALINITY TESTING

A. Where the floor covering manufacturer's requirements conflict with either the referenced test
method or this specification, comply with the manufacturer's requirements.

B. The following procedure is the equivalent of that described in ASTM F710, repeated here for
the Contractor's convenience.
1. Use a wide range alkalinity (pH) test paper, its associated chart, and distilled or deionized

water.
2. Place several drops of water on a clean surface of concrete, forming a puddle

approximately 1 inch (25 mm) in diameter.  Allow the puddle to set for approximately 60
seconds, then dip the alkalinity (pH) test paper into the water, remove it, and compare
immediately to chart to determine alkalinity (pH) reading.

3. Use of a digital pH meter with probe is acceptable; follow meter manufacturer's
instructions.
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C. In the event that test values exceed floor covering manufacturer's limits, perform remediation as
indicated.  In the absence of manufacturer limits, perform remediation if alkalinity (pH) test
value is over 10.

3.07 PREPARATION

A. See individual floor covering section(s) for additional requirements.

B. Comply with requirements and recommendations of floor covering manufacturer.

C. Fill and smooth surface cracks, grooves, depressions, control joints and other non-moving
joints, and other irregularities with patching compound.

D. Do not fill expansion joints, isolation joints, or other moving joints.

3.08 ADHESIVE BOND AND COMPATIBILITY TESTING

A. Comply with requirements and recommendations of floor covering manufacturer.

3.09 APPLICATION OF REMEDIAL FLOOR TREATMENT

A. Comply with requirements and recommendations of treatment manufacturer.

3.10 PROTECTION

A. Cover prepared floors with building paper or other durable covering.

END OF SECTION  090561
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SECTION 092116 - GYPSUM BOARD ASSEMBLIES

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Performance criteria for gypsum board assemblies.

B. Acoustic insulation.

C. Gypsum sheathing.

D. Cementitious backing board.

E. Gypsum wallboard.

F. Joint treatment and accessories.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 016116 - Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Limits For Adhesives, Sealants, Paints,
And Coatings.

B. Section 061000 - Rough Carpentry:  Wood blocking products and execution requirements.

C. Section 072100 - Thermal Insulation:  Acoustic insulation.

D. Section 078400 - Firestopping:  Top-of-wall assemblies at fire-resistance-rated walls.

E. Section 079200 - Joint Sealants :  Sealing acoustical gaps in construction other than gypsum
board.

F. Section 093000 - Tiling:  Tile backing board.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. AISI S220 - North American Standard for Cold-Formed Steel Nonstructural Framing.

B. ANSI A108.11 - American National Standard Specifications for Interior Installation of
Cementitious Backer Units.

C. ANSI A118.9 - American National Standard Specifications for Test Methods and Specifications
for Cementitious Backer Units.

D. ASTM C475/C475M - Standard Specification for Joint Compound and Joint Tape for Finishing
Gypsum Board.

E. ASTM C665 - Standard Specification for Mineral-Fiber Blanket Thermal Insulation for Light
Frame Construction and Manufactured Housing.

F. ASTM C754 - Standard Specification for Installation of Steel Framing Members to Receive
Screw-Attached Gypsum Panel Products.
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G. ASTM C840 - Standard Specification for Application and Finishing of Gypsum Board.

H. ASTM C954 - Standard Specification for Steel Drill Screws for the Application of Gypsum
Panel Products or Metal Plaster Bases to Steel Studs from 0.033 in. (0.84 mm) to 0.112 in.
(2.84 mm) in Thickness.

I. ASTM C1002 - Standard Specification for Steel Self-Piercing Tapping Screws for Application
of Gypsum Panel Products or Metal Plaster Bases to Wood Studs or Steel Studs.

J. ASTM C1047 - Standard Specification for Accessories for Gypsum Wallboard and Gypsum
Veneer Base.

K. ASTM C1325 - Standard Specification for Fiber-Mat Reinforced Cementitious Backer Units.

L. ASTM C1396/C1396M - Standard Specification for Gypsum Board.

M. ASTM C1658/C1658M - Standard Specification for Glass Mat Gypsum Panels.

N. ASTM D3273 - Standard Test Method for Resistance to Growth of Mold on the Surface of
Interior Coatings in an Environmental Chamber.

O. ASTM E90 - Standard Test Method for Laboratory Measurement of Airborne Sound
Transmission Loss of Building Partitions and Elements.

P. ASTM E413 - Classification for Rating Sound Insulation.

Q. GA-216 - Application and Finishing of Gypsum Panel Products.

R. ICC (IBC) - International Building Code.

S. UL (FRD) - Fire Resistance Directory.

T. UL 2079 - Standard for Tests for Fire Resistance of Building Joint Systems.

1.04 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Coordination:  Coordinate the installation of gypsum board assemblies with size, location, and
installation of service utilities.

B. Preinstallation Meeting:  Conduct a preinstallation meeting one week prior to the start of the
work of this section; require attendance by all affected installers.

C. Sequencing:  Install service utilities in an orderly and expeditious manner.

1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. Refer to Section 013300 - Submittal Procedures  for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:
1. Provide data on metal framing, gypsum board, glass mat faced gypsum board, accessories,

and joint finishing system .
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C. Shop Drawings: Indicate special details associated with fireproofing and acoustic seals.

D. Steel Framing Industry Association (SFIA) Certification:
1. Submit documentation that metal studs and connectors used on project meet or exceed

 requirements of International Building Code.

E. Test Reports:  For stud framing products that do not comply with AISI S220 or ASTM C754,
provide independent laboratory reports showing maximum stud heights at required spacings
and deflections.

F. Evaluation Service Reports:  Show compliance of grid suspension systems with specified
requirements.

G. Installer's Qualification Statement.

1.06 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of the type specified and
with at least three years of documented experience.

B. Documents at Project Site:  Maintain at the project site a copy of manufacturer's instructions,
erection drawings, shop drawings, and reference standard documents containing execution
requirements .

1.07 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. See Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal for packaging waste
requirements.

B. Store gypsum products and accessories indoors and keep above freezing. Elevate boards above
floor, on nonwicking supports, in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations.

C. Store metal products to prevent corrosion , under cover and above grade .

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 GYPSUM BOARD ASSEMBLIES

A. Provide completed assemblies complying with ASTM C840 and GA-216.
1. Refer to PART 3 for finishing requirements.

B. Interior Partitions, Indicated as Acoustic:  Provide completed assemblies with the following
characteristics:
1. Acoustic Attenuation:  STC as indicated  calculated in accordance with ASTM E413,

based on tests conducted in accordance with ASTM E90.

C. Grid Suspension Systems:  Provide grid suspension systems in accordance with ASTM C840
and GA-216.

D. Fire-Resistance-Rated Assemblies: Provide completed assemblies complying with applicable
code. 
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1. ICC IBC Item Numbers:  Comply with applicable requirements of ICC IBC for the
particular assembly.

2. UL Assembly Numbers:  Provide construction equivalent to that listed for the particular
assembly in the current UL (FRD).

2.02 BOARD MATERIALS

A. Manufacturers:
1. American Gypsum Company : www.americangypsum.com/#sle.
2. CertainTeed Corporation : www.certainteed.com/#sle.
3. Georgia-Pacific Gypsum : www.gpgypsum.com/#sle.
4. Gold Bond Building Products, LLC provided by National Gypsum Company:

www.goldbondbuilding.com/#sle.
5. USG Corporation : www.usg.com/#sle.
6. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

B. Gypsum Wallboard, General: Paper-faced gypsum panels as defined in ASTM C1396/C1396M;
sizes to minimize joints in place; ends square cut.
1. Application: Use for vertical surfaces , unless otherwise indicated.
2. Glass mat faced gypsum panels, as defined in ASTM C1658/C1658M, suitable for paint

finish, of the same core type and thickness may be substituted for paper-faced board.
3. Mold Resistance:  Score of 10, when tested in accordance with ASTM D3273.

a. Mold-resistant board is required whenever board is being installed before the building
is enclosed and conditioned.

b. Mold resistant board is required __________.
4. At Assemblies Indicated with Fire-Resistance Rating:  Use type required by indicated

tested assembly; if no tested assembly is indicated, use Type X board, UL or WH listed.
5. Thickness:  

a. Vertical Surfaces:  5/8 inch (16 mm).
b. Ceilings:  1/2 inch (13 mm).
c. Multi-Layer Assemblies:  Thicknesses as indicated on drawings.

6. Size: Provide maximum lengths and widths available that will minimize joints in each
area and that correspond with support system indicated.

7. Use moisture resistant Glass Mat Faced products when building is unenclosed.

C. Paper-Faced Products (GB-1x): Type X, fire rated gypsum panels for interior wall partitions.
Provide one of the following, or an approved equivalent.
1. American Gypsum Company; FireBloc Type X Gypsum Wallboard:

 www.americangypsum.com/#sle.
2. CertainTeed Corporation; Type X Drywall:  www.certainteed.com/#sle.
3. Georgia-Pacific Gypsum; ToughRock Fireguard X:  www.gpgypsum.com/#sle.
4. Gold Bond Building Products, LLC provided by National Gypsum Company; Gold Bond

Fire-Shield Gypsum Board:  www.goldbondbuilding.com/#sle.
5. USG Corporation; Sheetrock Brand Firecode X Panels 5/8 in. (15.9 mm):

 www.usg.com/#sle.
6. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

D. Mold Resistant Paper Faced Products for Walls (GB-4): Interior, 5/8-inch thickness, non-rated
partitions to be painted or have perforated wall coverings applied:
1. Gold Bond Building Products, LLC provided by National Gypsum Company; Gold Bond

XP Gypsum Board:  www.goldbondbuilding.com/#sle.
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2. CertainTeed Corporation; M2Tech Moisture & Mold Resistant Drywall:
 www.certainteed.com/#sle.

3. USG Corporation; Sheetrock Brand Mold Tough Panels Firecode X:  www.usg.com/#sle.
4. Mold Resistant Paper Faced Products (GB-4x): Moisture and mold resistant, fire rated

interior wall board panels. Provide one of the following, or an approved equivalent.
a. American Gypsum Company; M-Bloc Type X:  www.americangypsum.com/#sle.
b. CertainTeed Corporation; M2Tech 5/8-inch, Type X Moisture & Mold Resistant

Drywall:  www.certainteed.com/#sle.
c. Georgia-Pacific Gypsum; ToughRock Fireguard X Mold-Guard:

 www.gpgypsum.com/#sle.
d. Gold Bond Building Products, LLC provided by National Gypsum Company; Gold

Bond XP Extreme Fire-Shield Gypsum Board:  www.goldbondbuilding.com/#sle.
e. USG Corporation; Sheetrock Brand Mold Tough Firecode SCX Panels 5/8 in. (15.9

mm):  www.usg.com/#sle.
f. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements .

E. Paper Faced Products for Ceilings (GB-5): Interior, sag-resistant gypsum ceiling panels as
defined in ASTM C1396/C1396M, sizes to minimize joints in place. Provide one of the
following, or an approved equivalent.
1. Application: Ceilings , unless otherwise indicated.
2. Thickness: 1/2 inch (13 mm) .
3. Edges: Tapered .

a. CertainTeed Corporation; 1/2-inch, Interior Ceiling Drywall:
 www.certainteed.com/#sle.

b. Gold Bond Building Products, LLC provided by National Gypsum Company; 1/2-
inch, Gold Bond High Strength Ceiling Board:  www.goldbondbuilding.com/#sle.

c. USG Corporation; 1/2-inch, Sheetrock Brand Sag Resistant Interior Gypsum Ceiling
Board:  www.usg.com/#sle.

d. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements .
4. Glass Mat Faced Products: (GB-5x) Provide one of the following, or an approved

equivalent.
a. CertainTeed Corporation; 5/8-inch, GlasRoc Interior Type X:

 www.certainteed.com/#sle.
b. Georgia-Pacific Gypsum; 5/8-inch, DensArmor Plus Fireguard C:

 www.gpgypsum.com/#sle.
c. Gold Bond Building Products, LLC provided by National Gypsum Company; 5/8-

inch, Gold Bond eXP Interior Extreme Fire-Shield Gypsum Panel:
 www.goldbondbuilding.com/#sle.

d. USG Corporation; Sheetrock Brand Glass-Mat Panels Mold Tough Regular 5/8-inch:
 www.usg.com/#sle.

e. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements .

F. Backing Board For Wet Areas:  One of the following products: 
1. Application:  Surfaces behind tile in wet areas including tub and shower surrounds and

shower ceilings .
2. Cement-Based Board (GB-8):  Non-gypsum-based; aggregated Portland cement panels

with glass fiber mesh embedded in front and back surfaces complying with ANSI A118.9
or ASTM C1325.
a. Application: Surfaces behind tile in wet areas including tub and shower surrounds and

shower ceilings, and where indicated.
b. Thickness: 5/8 inch (16 mm) or as indicated.
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c. Products: Provide one of the following, or an approved equivalent.
1) PermaBASE Building Products, LLC provided by National Gypsum Company;

PermaBase Cement Board:  www.goldbondbuilding.com/#sle.
2) USG Corporation; Durock Brand Cement Board Regular 5/8 in. (15.9 mm):

www.usg.com/#sle.
3) Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements .

G. Backing Board For Non-Wet Areas (GB-7):  Water-resistant gypsum backing board as defined
in ASTM C1396/C1396M; sizes to minimum joints in place; ends square cut.
1. Application:  Vertical surfaces behind thinset tile, except in wet areas.
2. Mold Resistance:  Score of 10, when tested in accordance with ASTM D3273.
3. At Assemblies Indicated with Fire-Resistance Rating:  Use type required by indicated

tested assembly; if no tested assembly is indicated, use Type X board, UL or WH listed.
4. Type: Regular and Type X, in locations indicated.
5. Type X Thickness:  5/8 inch (16 mm).
6. Regular Board Thickness:  5/8 inch (16 mm) .
7. Edges: Tapered.
8. Products: Provide one of the following, or an approved equivalent.

a. American Gypsum Company; M-Bloc Type X:  www.americangypsum.com/#sle.
b. Georgia-Pacific Gypsum; ToughRock Mold-Guard Gypsum Board:

 www.gpgypsum.com/#sle.
c. Gold Bond Building Products, LLC provided by National Gypsum Company; Gold

Bond eXP Tile Backer Board: www.goldbondbuilding.com/#sle.
d. USG Corporation; Fiberock Aqua-Tough AR Interior Panels:  www.usg.com/#sle.
e. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements .

H. Ceiling Board (GB-5): Special sag resistant gypsum ceiling board as defined in ASTM
C1396/C1396M; sizes to minimize joints in place; ends square cut.
1. Application: Ceilings, unless otherwise indicated.
2. Thickness: 1/2 inch (13 mm).
3. Edges: Tapered.
4. Products: Provide one of the following, or an approved equivalent.

a. CertainTeed Corporation; Interior Ceiling Drywall:  www.certainteed.com/#sle.
b. Gold Bond Building Products, LLC provided by National Gypsum Company; Gold

Bond High Strength LITE Gypsum Board:  www.goldbondbuilding.com/#sle.
c. USG Corporation; Sheetrock Brand UltraLight Panels 1/2 in. (12.7 mm):

 www.usg.com/#sle.
d. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements .

I. Shaftwall and Coreboard (GB-15): Type X; 1 inch (25 mm) thick by 24 inches (610 mm) wide,
beveled long edges, ends square cut.
1. Paper-Faced Type:  Gypsum shaftliner board or gypsum coreboard as defined ASTM

C1396/C1396M; water-resistant faces.
2. Mold Resistance:  Score of 10, when tested in accordance with ASTM D3273.
3. Paper-Faced Products: Provide one of the following, or an approved equivalent.

a. American Gypsum Company; M-Bloc Shaft Liner:  www.americangypsum.com/#sle.
b. CertainTeed Corporation; M2Tech Type X Shaftliner:  www.certainteed.com/#sle.
c. Georgia-Pacific Gypsum; ToughRock Shaftliner:  www.gpgypsum.com/#sle.
d. Gold Bond Building Products, LLC provided by National Gypsum Company; Gold

Bond Shaftliner XP:  www.goldbondbuilding.com/#sle.
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e. USG Corporation; Sheetrock Brand Mold Tough Gypsum Liner Panels 1 in. (25.4
mm) SLX:  www.usg.com/#sle.

f. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements .

2.03 GYPSUM BOARD ACCESSORIES

A. Acoustic Insulation (IN-6a): ASTM C665; preformed mineral-fiber, friction fit type, unfaced;
thickness as required for STC.

B. Acoustic Sealant:  Acrylic emulsion latex or water-based elastomeric sealant; do not use
solvent-based non-curing butyl sealant.
1. Products:

a. Franklin International, Inc; Titebond Acoustical Smoke & Sound Sealant:
 www.titebond.com/#sle.

b. Liquid Nails, a brand of PPG Architectural Coatings; _____:
 www.liquidnails.com/#sle.

c. Specified Technologies Inc; Smoke N Sound Acoustical Sealant:
 www.stifirestop.com/#sle.

d. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

C. Beads, Joint Accessories, and Other Trim:  ASTM C1047, rigid plastic, galvanized steel, or
rolled zinc, unless noted otherwise.
1. Corner Beads:  Low profile, for 90 degree outside corners.

a. Products:
1) CertainTeed Corporation; No-Coat Drywall Corner:  www.certainteed.com/#sle.
2) ClarkDietrich; Strait-Flex OS-300:  www.clarkdietrich.com/#sle.
3) Phillips Manufacturing Co; Everlast Corner Bead:  www.phillipsmfg.com/#sle.
4) Trim-Tex, Inc ; Corner Bead : www.trim-tex.com/#sle.
5) Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements .

2. L-Trim  with Tear-Away Strip : Sized to fit 5/8 inch (16 mm)  thick gypsum wallboard.
a. Products: Provided the following, or an approved equivalent.

1) Phillips Manufacturing Co; gripSTIK L-Tear:  www.phillipsmfg.com/#sle.
2) Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

3. Expansion Joints:
a. Fire-Resistance Rated:  1 hour when joint system tested in accordance with UL 2079.
b. Type:  V-shaped PVC with tear away fins.
c. Type:  Off-angle inside corner expansion.
d. Products: Provide one of the following, or an approved equivalent.

1) Phillips Manufacturing Co; 093 Expansion Control Joint:
 www.phillipsmfg.com/#sle.

2) Trim-Tex, Inc; Fire Rated 093V Expansion Bead:  www.trim-tex.com/#sle.
3) Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

D. Moisture Guard Trim (For Wet Areas):  ASTM C1047, rigid plastic, 48 inch (1219.2 mm)
length, applied to bottom edge of gypsum board.
1. Height:  1/2 inch (13 mm).
2. Depth:  5/8 inch (15.9 mm) .
3. Products: Provide the following, or an approved equivalent.

a. Waterguard USA; Waterguard:  www.waterguard-usa.com/#sle.
b. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.
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E. Joint Materials:  ASTM C475/C475M and as recommended by gypsum board manufacturer for
project conditions.
1. Fiberglass Tape: 2 inch (50 mm) wide, coated glass fiber tape for joints and corners,

except as otherwise indicated.
2. Paper Tape: 2 inch (50 mm) wide, creased paper tape for joints and corners, except as

otherwise indicated.
3. Joint Compound:  Drying type, vinyl-based, ready-mixed.
4. Joint Compound:  Setting type, field-mixed.

F. High Build Drywall Surfacer: Vinyl acrylic latex-based coating for spray application, designed
to take the place of skim coating and separate paint primer in achieving Level 5 finish.
1. Products: Provide one of the following, or an approved equivalent.

a. CertainTeed Corporation; Level V Wall and Ceiling Primer/Surfacer with M2Tech:
www.certainteed.com/#sle.

b. USG Corporation; USG Sheetrock Brand Tuff-Hide Primer-Surfacer:
 www.usg.com/#sle.

G. Concrete Cover Coat Compound:  Ready-mix compound for filling and smoothing interior,
above-grade, monolithic concrete ceilings and columns.
1. Products: Provide the following, or an approved equivalent.

a. USG Corporation; Sheetrock Brand Cover Coat Compound:  www.usg.com/#sle.
b. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

H. Screws for Fastening of Gypsum Panel Products to Cold-Formed Steel Studs Less than 0.033
inches (0.84 mm) in Thickness and Wood Members:  ASTM C1002; self-piercing tapping
screws, corrosion-resistant.

I. Screws for Fastening of Gypsum Panel Products to Steel Members from 0.033 to 0.112 inch
(0.84 to 2.84 mm) in Thickness:  ASTM C954; steel drill screws, corrosion-resistant.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that project conditions are appropriate for work of this section to commence.

3.02 SHAFT WALL INSTALLATION

A. Shaft Wall Framing:  Install in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions and
GA-600 requirements.

B. Shaft Wall Liner:  Cut panels to accurate dimensions and install sequentially between special
friction studs.
1. On walls over sixteen feet high, screw-attach studs to runners top and bottom.
2. Seal perimeter of shaft wall and penetrations with acoustical sealant.

3.03 ACOUSTIC ACCESSORIES INSTALLATION

A. Acoustic Insulation:  Place tightly within spaces, around cut openings, behind and around
electrical and mechanical items within partitions, and tight to items passing through partitions.
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B. Acoustic Sealant:  Install in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

3.04 INSTALLATION

A. Comply with ASTM C840, GA-216, and manufacturer's instructions. Install to minimize butt
end joints, especially in highly visible locations.

B. Fire-Resistance-Rated Construction: Install wallboard in strict compliance with requirements of
assembly listing.

C. Exposed Gypsum Board: Seal joints, cut edges, and holes with water-resistant sealant.

D. Cementitious Backing Board: Install over steel framing members  where indicated, in
accordance with ANSI A108.11 and manufacturer's instructions.

E. Installation on Metal Framing: Use screws for attachment of wallboard.

3.05 INSTALLATION OF TRIM AND ACCESSORIES

A. Control Joints: Place control joints consistent with lines of building spaces and as follows: 
1. Not more than 30 feet (10 meters) apart on walls and ceilings over 50 feet (16 meters)

long.

B. Corner Beads:  Install at external corners, using longest practical lengths.  

C. Edge Trim:  Install at locations where gypsum board abuts dissimilar materials.

D. Moisture Guard Trim:  Install on bottom edge of gypsum board according to manufacturer's
instructions and in locations indicated on drawings.

3.06 JOINT TREATMENT

A. Glass Mat Faced Gypsum Board and Exterior Glass Mat Faced Sheathing:  Use fiberglass joint
tape, embed and finish with setting type joint compound.

B. Paper Faced Gypsum Board:  Use paper joint tape, embed with drying type joint compound and
finish with drying type joint compound.

C. Finish gypsum board in accordance with levels defined in ASTM C840, as follows:
1. Level 5:  Walls and ceilings to receive semi-gloss or gloss paint finish and other areas

specifically indicated.
2. Level 4:  Walls and ceilings to receive paint finish or wall coverings, unless otherwise

indicated.
3. Level 2:  In utility areas, behind cabinetry, and on backing board to receive tile finish.
4. Level 1:  Fire-resistance-rated wall areas above finished ceilings, whether or not

accessible in the completed construction.

D. Tape, fill, and sand exposed joints, edges, and corners to produce smooth surface ready to
receive finishes.
1. Feather coats of joint compound so that camber is maximum 1/32 inch (0.8 mm).
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E. Where Level 5 finish is indicated, spray apply high build drywall surfacer over entire surface
after joints have been properly treated; achieve a flat and tool mark-free finish.

F. Fill and finish joints and corners of cementitious backing board as recommended by
manufacturer.

3.07 TOLERANCES

A. Maximum Variation of Finished Gypsum Board Surface from True Flatness:  1/8 inch in 10
feet (3 mm in 3 m) in any direction.

3.08 CLEANING

A. See Section 017000 - Execution and Closeout Requirements for additional requirements.

3.09 PROTECTION

A. Protect installed gypsum board assemblies from subsequent construction operations.

END OF SECTION  092116
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SECTION 092216 - NON-STRUCTURAL METAL FRAMING

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Metal partition, ceiling, and soffit framing.

B. Framing accessories.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 072100 - Thermal Insulation:  Acoustic insulation.

B. Section 085653 - Security Windows:  Product requirements for window anchors.

C. Section 092116 - Gypsum Board Assemblies:  Execution requirements for anchors for attaching
work of this section.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. AISI S100 - North American Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural
Members.

B. AISI S220 - North American Standard for Cold-Formed Steel Nonstructural Framing.

C. ASTM A653/A653M - Standard Specification for Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) or
Zinc-Iron Alloy-Coated (Galvannealed) by the Hot-Dip Process.

D. ASTM C1007 - Standard Specification for Installation of Load Bearing (Transverse and Axial)
Steel Studs and Related Accessories.

E. ASTM C754 - Standard Specification for Installation of Steel Framing Members to Receive
Screw-Attached Gypsum Panel Products.

F. ASTM E90 - Standard Test Method for Laboratory Measurement of Airborne Sound
Transmission Loss of Building Partitions and Elements.

G. ASTM E413 - Classification for Rating Sound Insulation.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Shop Drawings:
1. Indicate component details, stud layout, framed openings, anchorage to structure, acoustic

details, type and location of fasteners, accessories, and items of other related work .
2. Describe method for securing studs to tracks, splicing, and for blocking and reinforcement

of framing connections.

C. Product Data:  Provide data describing framing member materials and finish, product criteria,
load charts, and limitations.
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D. Product Data:  Provide manufacturer's data on partition head to structure connectors, showing
compliance with requirements.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing the work of this section with
minimum five years documented experience and approved by manufacturer.

1.06 MOCK-UPS

A. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for additional requirements.

B. Provide mock-up of stud wall, ceiling, and soffit framing including insulation, sheathing,
window frame, and door frame and finish specified in other sections.  Coordinate with
installation of associated work specified in other sections.
1. Mock-up Size:  Full-height, minimum 12 feet (3.5 m) long, including corner.
2. Mock-up may remain as part of the Work.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Metal Framing, Connectors, and Accessories:
1. ClarkDietrich; _______:  www.clarkdietrich.com/#sle.
2. MarinoWARE; ____:  www.marinoware.com/#sle.
3. Super Stud Building Products, Inc; _______:  www.buysuperstud.com/#sle.
4. The Steel Network, Inc; _____:  www.SteelNetwork.com/#sle.
5. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.02 FRAMING MATERIALS

A. Fire-Resistance-Rated Assemblies:  Comply with applicable code and as follows:

B. Non-Loadbearing Framing System Components:  AISI S220; sheet steel, of size and properties
necessary for the spacing indicated, with maximum  deflection of wall framing of L/240 at 5 psf
(L/240 at 240 Pa).
1. Studs:  C-shaped with flat faces.

a. Products:
1) ClarkDietrich; ProSTUD:  www.clarkdietrich.com/#sle.
2) MarinoWARE; ViperStud Drywall Framing:  www.marinoware.com/#sle.
3) Super Stud Building Products, Inc; The EDGE:  www.buysuperstud.com/#sle.
4) Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2. Runners:  U-shaped, sized to match studs.

C. Shaft Wall Studs and Accessories:  AISI S220; galvanized sheet steel, of size and properties
necessary to comply with ASTM C754 and specified performance requirements.
1. Products:

a. Same manufacturer as other framing materials.
b. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.
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D. Partition Head to Structure Connections:  Provide mechanical anchorage devices that
accommodate deflection using slotted holes, screws, and anti-friction bushings, preventing
rotation of studs while maintaining structural performance of partition.
1. Structural Performance:  Maintain lateral load resistance and vertical movement capacity

required by applicable code when evaluated in accordance with AISI S100.
2. Material:  ASTM A653/A653M steel sheet, SS Grade 50.
3. Provide components UL-listed for use in UL-listed fire-resistance-rated head of partition

joint systems indicated on drawings.

E. Non-Loadbearing Framing Accessories:
1. Ceiling Hangers:  Type and size as specified in ASTM C754 for spacing required.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify existing conditions before starting work.

B. Verify that rough-in utilities are in proper location.

3.02 INSTALLATION OF STUD FRAMING

A. Comply with requirements of ASTM C1007.

B. Install structural members and connections complying with ASTM C1007.

C. Extend partition framing to structure where indicated and to ceiling in other locations.

D. Partitions Terminating at Ceiling:  Attach ceiling runner securely to ceiling track in accordance
with manufacturer's instructions.

E. Partitions Terminating at Structure:  Attach extended leg top runner to structure, maintain
clearance between top of studs and structure, and brace both flanges of studs as indicated.

F. Align and secure top and bottom runners at 24 inches (600 mm) on center.

G. At partitions indicated with an acoustic rating:
1. Provide components and install as required to produce STC ratings as indicated , based on

published tests by manufacturer conducted in accordance with ASTM E90 with STC
rating calculated in accordance with ASTM E413.

2. Place one bead of acoustic sealant between runners and substrate , studs and adjacent
construction.

3. Place one bead of acoustic sealant between studs and adjacent vertical surfaces.

H. Fit runners under and above openings; secure intermediate studs to same spacing as wall studs.

I. Install studs vertically at 16 inches (400 mm)  on center, unless otherwise indicated.

J. Align stud web openings horizontally.

K. Secure studs to tracks using crimping method.  Do not weld.
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L. Stud splicing is not permissible.

M. Fabricate corners using a minimum of three studs.

N. Install double studs at wall openings, door and window jambs, not more than 2 inches (50 mm)
from each side of openings.

O. Brace stud framing system rigid.

P. Coordinate installation of bucks, anchors, and blocking with electrical, mechanical, and other
work to be placed within or behind stud framing.

3.03 CEILING AND SOFFIT FRAMING

A. Comply with requirements of ASTM C754.

B. Install furring after work above ceiling or soffit is complete.  Coordinate the location of hangers
with other work.

C. Install furring independent of walls, columns, and above-ceiling work.

D. Securely anchor hangers to structural members or embed them in structural slab.  Space hangers
as required to limit deflection to criteria indicated.  Use rigid hangers at exterior soffits.

E. Space main carrying channels at maximum 72 inches (1 800 mm) on center, and not more than
6 inches (150 mm) from wall surfaces.  Lap splice securely.

F. Securely fix carrying channels to hangers to prevent turning or twisting and to transmit full load
to hangers.

G. Place furring channels perpendicular to carrying channels, not more than 2 inches (50 mm)
from perimeter walls, and rigidly secure.  Lap splices securely.

H. Reinforce openings in suspension system that interrupt main carrying channels or furring
channels with lateral channel bracing.  Extend bracing minimum 24 inches (600 mm) past each
opening.

I. Laterally brace suspension system.

3.04 TOLERANCES

A. Maximum Variation From True Position:  1/8 inch in 10 feet (3 mm in 3 m).

B. Maximum Variation From Plumb:  1/8 inch in 10 feet (3 mm in 3 m).

END OF SECTION  092216
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SECTION 093000 - TILING

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Tile for floor applications.

B. Tile for wall applications.

C. Stone thresholds.

D. Non-ceramic trim.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal; Limitations on disposal of
removed material; requirements for recycling.

B. Section 018117 - Low Emitting Material Requirements; Volatile Organic Compound (VOC)
Limits.

C. Section 018119 - Construction Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Management-test; Indoor air quality
control plan. 

D. Section 079200 - Joint Sealants:  Sealing joints between tile work and adjacent construction and
fixtures.

E. Section 090561 - Common Work Results for Flooring Preparation:  Concrete slab moisture and
alkalinity testing and remediation procedures.

F. Section 092116 - Gypsum Board Assemblies:  Tile backer board and cementitous board.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ANSI A108/A118/A136 - American National Standard Specifications for the Installation of
Ceramic Tile (Compendium).

B. ANSI A108.1a - American National Standard Specifications for Installation of Ceramic Tile in
the Wet-Set Method, with Portland Cement Mortar.

C. ANSI A108.1b - Installation of Ceramic Tile on a Cured Portland Cement Mortar Setting Bed
with Dry-Set, Modified Dry-Set, or Improved Modified Dry-Set Cement Mortar.

D. ANSI A108.1c - Contractor's Option:  Installation of Ceramic Tile in the Wet-Set Method with
Portland Cement Mortar or Installation of Ceramic Tile on a Cured Portland Cement Mortar
Setting Bed with Dry-Set, Modified Dry-Set, or Improved Modified Dry-Set Cement Mortar.

E. ANSI A108.2 - American National Standard General Requirements: Materials, Environmental
and Workmanship.
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F. ANSI A108.4 - American National Standard Specifications for Installation of Ceramic Tile
with Organic Adhesive or Water Cleanable Tile-Setting Epoxy Adhesive.

G. ANSI A108.5 - Setting of Ceramic Tile with Dry-Set Cement Mortar, Modified Dry-Set
Cement Mortar, EGP (Exterior Glue Plywood) Modified Dry-Set Cement Mortar, or Improved
Modified Dry-Set Cement Mortar.

H. ANSI A108.6 - American National Standard Specifications for Installation of Ceramic Tile
with Chemical Resistant, Water Cleanable Tile-Setting and -Grout Epoxy.

I. ANSI A108.8 - American National Standard Specifications for Installation of Ceramic Tile
with Chemical Resistant Furan Resin Mortar and Grout.

J. ANSI A108.9 - American National Standard Specifications for Installation of Ceramic Tile
with Modified Epoxy Emulsion Mortar/Grout.

K. ANSI A108.10 - American National Standard Specifications for Installation of Grout in
Tilework.

L. ANSI A108.11 - American National Standard Specifications for Interior Installation of
Cementitious Backer Units.

M. ANSI A108.12 - Installation of Ceramic Tile with EGP (Exterior Glue Plywood) Modified Dry-
Set Mortar.

N. ANSI A108.13 - American National Standard for Installation of Load Bearing, Bonded,
Waterproof Membranes for Thin-Set Ceramic Tile and Dimension Stone.

O. ANSI A108.19 - American National Standard Specifications for Interior Installation of Gauged
Porcelain Tiles and Gauged Porcelain Tile Panels/Slabs by the Thin-Bed Method Bonded with
Modified Dry-Set Cement Mortar or Improved Modified Dry-Set Cement Mortar.

P. ANSI A108.20 - American National Standard Specifications for Exterior Installation of Gauged
Porcelain Tiles and Gauged Porcelain Tile Panels/Slabs.

Q. ANSI A118.7 - American National Standard Specifications for High Performance Cement
Grouts for Tile Installation.

R. ANSI A118.9 - American National Standard Specifications for Test Methods and Specifications
for Cementitious Backer Units.

S. ANSI A118.10 - American National Standard Specifications for Load Bearing, Bonded,
Waterproof Membranes for Thin-Set Ceramic Tile and Dimension Stone.

T. ANSI A118.12 - American National Standard Specifications for Crack Isolation Membranes for
Thin-Set Ceramic Tile and Dimension Stone Installation.

U. ANSI A118.15 - American National Standard Specifications for Improved Modified Dry-Set
Cement Mortar.

V. ANSI A137.1 - American National Standard Specifications for Ceramic Tile.
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W. ASTM C1178/C1178M - Standard Specification for Coated Glass Mat Water-Resistant
Gypsum Backing Panel.

X. TCNA (HB) - Handbook for Ceramic, Glass, and Stone Tile Installation.

Y. TCNA (HB-GP) - Handbook for Gauged Porcelain Tiles and Gauged Porcelain Tile
Panels/Slabs Installation.

1.04 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Preinstallation Meeting:  Convene a preinstallation meeting one week before starting work of
this section; require attendance by affected installers.

1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data: Provide manufacturers' data sheets on tile, mortar, grout, and accessories. Include
instructions for using grouts and adhesives.

B. Shop Drawings:  Indicate tile layout, patterns, color arrangement, perimeter conditions,
junctions with dissimilar materials, control and expansion joints, thresholds, and setting details .

C. Samples:  Mount tile and apply grout on two plywood panels, minimum 18 by 18 inches (457
by 457 mm) in size illustrating pattern, color variations, and grout joint size variations.

D. Installer's Qualification Statement:
1. Submit documentation of National Tile Contractors Association (NTCA) or Tile

Contractors' Association of America (TCAA) accreditation.
2. Submit documentation of completion of apprenticeship and certification programs.

E. Maintenance Data:  Include recommended cleaning methods, cleaning materials, and stain
removal methods.

F. Maintenance Materials:  Furnish the following for Owner's use in maintenance of project.
1. See Section 016000 - Product Requirements, for additional provisions.
2. Extra Tile:  1 percent  of each size, color, and surface finish combination installed, but no

less than the following.

1.06 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Maintain one copy of ANSI A108/A118/A136, TCNA (HB), and TCNA (HB-GP) on-site.

B. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing the types of products
specified in this section, with minimum five years of documented experience.

C. Installer Qualifications:  Natural Stone Institute (NSI) Accredited Commercial B Contractor
(light commercial):  www.naturalstoneinstitute.org/#sle.

D. Installer Qualifications:
1. Company specializing in performing tile installation, with minimum of five years of

documented experience.
2. Installer Certification:
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a. Ceramic Tile Education Foundation (CTEF):  Certified Tile Installer (CTI).
b. Advanced Certifications for Tile Installers (ACT):  Certification in the installation of

 membranes, large format tile, and grouts .

1.07 MOCK-UPS

A. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for general requirements for mock-up.

B. Construct tile mock-up where indicated on drawings, incorporating all components specified for
the location.
1. Minimum 50 sq. ft. size mock-up where directed by Architect.
2. Approved mock-up may remain as part of work.

1.08 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Protect adhesives from freezing or overheating in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

1.09 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Do not install solvent-based products in an unventilated environment.

B. Maintain ambient and substrate temperature above 50 degrees F (10 degrees C) and below 100
degrees F (38 degrees C) during installation and curing of setting materials.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 SUSTAINABILITY REQUIREMENTS

A. Comply with Sections; 017419 Construction Waste Management and Disposal  for additional
sustainable requirements.

2.02 TILE

A. Manufacturers:  All products of each type by the same manufacturer. 
1. Dal-Tile Corporation : www.daltile.com/#sle.
2. Garden State Tile: https://gstile.com/
3. Substitutions:  Not permitted .

B. Ceramic Tiles: ANSI A137.1 standard grade.
1. Wall Tile (T-6): Modine; Garden State Tile.

a. Color/Pattern: Pressed Glossy, "Powder."
b. Size: 3 x 12 inches.
c. Thickness: 9 mm.
d. Grout: TBD.
e. Transition Strip: TBD.

2. Wall Tile (T-7): Modine; Garden State Tile.
a. Color/Pattern: Pressed Glossy, "Silver."
b. Size: 3 x 12 inches.
c. Thickness: 9 mm.
d. Grout: TBD.
e. Transition Strip: TBD.

3. Wall Tile (T-8): Modine; Garden State Tile.
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a. Color/Pattern: Pressed Glossy, "Ink."
b. Size: 3 x 12 inches.
c. Thickness: 9 mm.
d. Grout: TBD.
e. Transition Strip: TBD.

4. Wall Tile (T-9): Design Positive 2; Garden State Tile.
a. Color/Pattern: "Blanc Blanc."
b. Size: 8 x 20 inches.
c. Finish:  Satin.
d. Thickness: 5/16-inch.
e. Grout: TBD.
f. Transition Strip: TBD.

5. Wall Tile (T-10): Design Positive 2; Garden State Tile.
a. Color/Pattern: "Bleu Bleu."
b. Size: 8 x 20 inches.
c. Finish: Matte.
d. Thickness: 5/16-inch.
e. Grout: TBD.
f. Transition Strip: TBD.
Wall Tile (T-11): Keystones; Daltile.
g. Color/Pattern: #D200. "Desert Gray Straight Joint."
h. Size: 2 x 2 inches.
i. Finish: Abrasive.
j. Thickness: 1/4-inch.
k. Grout: TBD.
l. Transition Strip: TBD.

6. Wall Tile (T-12): Design Positive 2; Garden State Tile.
a. Color/Pattern: "Blanc Blanc."
b. Size: 4 x 20 inches.
c. Finish: Brilliant.
d. Thickness: 5/16-inch.
e. Grout: TBD.
f. Transition Strip: TBD.

C. Porcelain Tile : ANSI A137.1 standard grade. 
1. Porcelain Wall Tile (T-1) : Outlander; Daltile.

a. Color/Pattern:  Palazzo Design, #OU58, "Dusk."
b. Size: 24 x 48 inches.
c. Thickness: 5/16-inches.
d. Grout: TBD.
e. Transition Strip: TBD.

2. Porcelain Wall Tile (T-2) : Outlander; Daltile.
a. Color/Pattern: Palazzo Design, #OU57, "Sterling."
b. Size: 24 x 24 inches.
c. Thickness: 5/16-inches.
d. Grout: TBD.
e. Transition Strip: TBD.

3. Porcelain Wall Tile (T-3) : Outlander; Daltile.
a. Color/Pattern: Palazzo Design, #OU59, "Onyx."Size: 24 x 24 inches.Thickness: 5/16-

inches.Grout: TBD.Transition Strip: TBD.
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b. Size: 12 x 24 inches.
c. Thickness: 5/16-inches.
d. Grout: TBD.
e. Transition Strip: TBD.

4. Porcelain Bullnose Trim Tile (T-4) : Outlander; Daltile.
a. Color/Pattern: Palazzo Design, #P43F9, #OU58, "Dusk."
b. Size: 3 x 24 inches.
c. Thickness: 5/16-inches.
d. Grout: TBD.
e. Transition Strip: TBD.

5. Porcelain Tile (T-5) : Outlander; Daltile.
a. Color/Pattern: Palazzo Design, #OU58, "Dusk."
b. Size: 12 x 24 inches.
c. Thickness: 5/16-inches.
d. Grout: TBD.
e. Transition Strip: TBD.
f. Porcelain Tile (T-6) : Outlander; Daltile.Color/Pattern: Palazzo Design, #OU58,

"Dusk."Size: 12 x 24 inches.Thickness: 5/16-inches.Grout: TBD.Transition Strip:
TBD.

2.03 TRIM AND ACCESSORIES

A. Non-Ceramic  Trim: Finish as indicated below , style and dimensions to suit application , for
setting using tile mortar or adhesive.
1. Transition Types:

a. TS-1: Schluter; Reno-V; Satin Anodized Aluminum Finish.
b. TS-2: Schluter; Reno-U; Satin Anodized Aluminum Finish.
c. TS-3: Schluter; Reno-V; Satin Anodized Aluminum Finish
d. TS-4: Schluter; VinPro-U; Satin Anodized Aluminum Finish
e. TS-5: Schluter; Jolly; Satin Anodized Aluminum Finish

2. Products:
a. Blanke Corporation; Blanke - Trims and Profiles:  www.blankecorp.com/#sle.
b. Schluter-Systems : www.schluter.com/#sle.
c. Profilitec Positive Profile: www.us.profilitec.com .

2.04 SETTING MATERIALS

A. Provide setting and grout materials from same manufacturer.

B. Improved Latex-Portland Cement Mortar Bond Coat:  ANSI A118.15.
1. Applications:  Use this type of bond coat where indicated, and where no other type of

bond coat is indicated .
2. Products:

a. ARDEX Engineered Cements; S 28:  www.ardexamericas.com/#sle.
b. Custom Building Products; Complete Contact-LFT Premium Rapid Setting Large

Format Tile Mortar, with Multi-Surface Bonding Primer:
 www.custombuildingproducts.com/#sle.

c. LATICRETE International, Inc ; LATICRETE 254 Platinum :
 www.laticrete.com/#sle.

d. Mapei; Mapebond 700: www.mapei.com .
e. Substitutions:  Not permitted .
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2.05 GROUTS

A. Provide setting and grout materials from same manufacturer.

B. High Performance Polymer Modified Grout:  ANSI A118.7 polymer modified cement grout.
1. Applications:  Use this type of grout where indicated and where no other type of grout is

indicated .
2. Use sanded grout for joints 1/8 inch (3.2 mm) wide and larger; use unsanded grout for

joints less than 1/8 inch (3.2 mm) wide.
3. Color(s):  As indicated below.

a. GRT-1: TBD.
b. GRT-2: TBD.
c. GRT-3: TBD.
d. GRT-4: TBD.
e. GRT-5: TBD.

4. Products:
a. ARDEX Engineered Cements; ARDEX FL:  www.ardexamericas.com/#sle.
b. Custom Building Products; Prism Color Consistent Grout:

 www.custombuildingproducts.com/#sle.
c. LATICRETE International, Inc ; LATICRETE PERMACOLOR Select Grout :

 www.laticrete.com/#sle.
d. Mapei; Ultracolor Plus FA: www.mapei.com. .
e. Substitutions:  Not permitted .

2.06 MAINTENANCE MATERIALS

A. Grout Sealer:  Liquid-applied, moisture and stain protection for existing or new Portland
cement grout.
1. Composition:  Water-based colorless silicone, as recommended by grout manufacturer.
2. Products:

a. STONETECH, a Division of LATICRETE International, Inc; STONETECH Heavy
Duty Grout Sealer:  www.laticrete.com/#sle.

b. Merkrete, by Parex USA, Inc; Merkrete Revive:  www.merkrete.com/#sle.
c. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.07 ACCESSORY MATERIALS

A. Concrete Floor Slab Crack Isolation Membrane:  Material complying with ANSI A118.12; not
intended as waterproofing.
1. Crack Resistance:  No failure at 1/8 inch (3.2 mm) gap, minimum.
2. Peel-and-Stick Sheet Type:

a. Material:  Rubberized membrane laminated to reinforcing fabric.
b. Thickness:  20 mils (0.5 mm), maximum.
c. Products:

1) Proflex Products, Inc; Maxxim Sim-40:  www.proflex.us/#sle.
2) Protecto Wrap; AFM Anti-Fracture Membrane:  www.protectowrap.com/#sle.
3) Sika Corp; SikaTile 225 PNS:  www.sika.com/#sle.

B. Waterproofing Membrane  at Wet Areas :  Specifically designed for bonding to cementitious
substrate under thick mortar bed or thin-set tile; complying with ANSI A118.10.
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1. Fluid or Trowel Applied Type:
a. Material:  Synthetic rubber.
b. Thickness:  40 mils (1 mm) , minimum, dry film thickness.
c. Products:

1) ARDEX Engineered Cements; ARDEX 8+9:  www.ardexamericas.com/#sle.
2) LATICRETE International, Inc; LATICRETE HYDRO BAN:

 www.laticrete.com/#sle.
3) Merkrete, by Parex USA, Inc; Merkrete Hydro Guard 2000:

 www.merkrete.com/#sle.
4) USG Corporation; Durock Brand Liquid Waterproofing Membrane:

 www.usg.com/#sle.
5) Sika Corp; SikaTile 100 Moisture Guard:  www.sika.com/#sle.
6) Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

C. Backer Board:   Cementitious type complying with ANSI A118.9;  high density, glass fiber
reinforced, 7/16 inch (11 mm) thick; 2 inch (51 mm) wide coated glass fiber tape for joints and
corners.
1. Products:

a. Refer to Specification Section 092900 "Gypsum Board." .

D. Backer Board: Coated glass mat type complying with ASTM C1178/C1178M; inorganic
fiberglass mat on both surfaces and integral acrylic coating vapor retarder.
1. Refer to Specification Section 092900 "Gypsum Board."

E. Mesh Tape:  2 inch (50 mm) wide self-adhesive fiberglass mesh tape.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that subfloor surfaces are smooth and flat within the tolerances specified for that type of
work and are ready to receive tile.

B. Verify that wall surfaces are smooth and flat within the tolerances specified for that type of
work, are dust-free, and are ready to receive tile.

C. Verify that subfloor surfaces are dust free and free of substances that could impair bonding of
setting materials to subfloor surfaces.

D. Cementitious Subfloor Surfaces:  Verify that substrates are ready for tiling installation by
testing for moisture and alkalinity (pH).
1. Test in accordance with Section 090561.
2. Obtain instructions if test results are not within limits recommended by tiling material

 manufacturer and setting material manufacturer.
3. Follow moisture and alkalinity remediation procedures in Section 090561.

E. Verify that required floor-mounted utilities are in correct location.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Protect surrounding work from damage.
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B. Vacuum clean surfaces and damp clean.

C. Seal substrate surface cracks with filler.  Level existing substrate surfaces to acceptable flatness
tolerances.

D. Install backer board in accordance with ANSI A108.11 and board manufacturer's instructions.
 Tape joints and corners, cover with skim coat of setting material to a feather edge.

E. Prepare substrate surfaces for adhesive installation in accordance with adhesive manufacturer's
instructions.

3.03 INSTALLATION - GENERAL

A. Install tile  and grout in accordance with applicable requirements of ANSI A108.1a through
ANSI A108.20, manufacturer's instructions, and TCNA (HB) recommendations.

B. Lay tile to pattern indicated.  Do not interrupt tile pattern through openings.

C. Cut and fit tile to penetrations through tile, leaving sealant joint space.  Form corners  and bases 
neatly.  Align floor, base, and wall joints. 

D. Place tile joints uniform in width, subject to variance in tolerance allowed in tile size.  Make
grout joints without voids, cracks, excess mortar or excess grout, or too little grout.

E. Form internal angles square and external angles bullnosed.

F. Install non-ceramic trim in accordance with manufacturer's instructions. Field verify heights
prior to ordering transitions strips.

G. Sound tile after setting.  Replace hollow sounding units.

H. Keep control and expansion joints free of mortar, grout, and adhesive.

I. Prior to grouting, allow installation to completely cure; minimum of 48 hours.

J. Grout tile joints unless otherwise indicated.  

K. At changes in plane and tile-to-tile control joints, use tile sealant instead of grout, with either
bond breaker tape or backer rod as appropriate to prevent three-sided bonding.

3.04 INSTALLATION - FLOORS - THIN-SET METHODS

A. Over  interior  concrete substrates, install in accordance with TCNA (HB) Method F113,
improved latex-portland cement mortar bond coat , with standard grout , unless otherwise
indicated .
1. Where waterproofing membrane is indicated, install in accordance with TCNA (HB)

Method F122, with latex-Portland cement grout.

B. Install tile-to-tile floor movement joints in accordance with TCNA (HB) Method EJ171F.
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3.05 INSTALLATION - SHOWERS WALLS

A. At tiled shower receptors install in accordance with TCNA (HB) Method B415, mortar bed
floor, and W244, thin-set over cementitious backer unit walls.

B. Grout with standard grout as specified above.

3.06 INSTALLATION - WALL TILE

A. On exterior walls install in accordance with TCNA (HB) Method W244, thin-set over
cementitious backer units, with waterproofing membrane.

B. Over cementitious backer units on studs, install in accordance with TCNA (HB) Method W244,
using membrane at toilet rooms.

C. Over coated glass mat backer board on studs, install in accordance with TCNA (HB) Method
W245.

D. Over interior concrete and masonry install in accordance with TCNA (HB) Method W202, thin-
set with dry-set or latex-Portland cement bond coat.

3.07 CLEANING

A. Clean tile and grout surfaces.

3.08 PROTECTION

A. Do not permit traffic over finished floor surface for 4 days after installation.

END OF SECTION  093000
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SECTION 095100 - ACOUSTICAL CEILINGS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Suspended metal grid ceiling system.

B. Acoustical units.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 016116 - Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Limits For Adhesives, Sealants, Paints,
And Coatings.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASCE 7 - Minimum Design Loads and Associated Criteria for Buildings and Other Structures.

B. ASTM A653/A653M - Standard Specification for Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) or
Zinc-Iron Alloy-Coated (Galvannealed) by the Hot-Dip Process.

C. ASTM C635/C635M - Standard Specification for Manufacture, Performance, and Testing of
Metal Suspension Systems for Acoustical Tile and Lay-in Panel Ceilings.

D. ASTM C636/C636M - Standard Practice for Installation of Metal Ceiling Suspension Systems
for Acoustical Tile and Lay-In Panels.

E. ASTM E580/E580M - Standard Practice for Installation of Ceiling Suspension Systems for
Acoustical Tile and Lay-in Panels in Areas Subject to Earthquake Ground Motions.

F. ASTM E1264 - Standard Classification for Acoustical Ceiling Products.

1.04 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Sequence work to ensure acoustical ceilings are not installed until building is enclosed,
sufficient heat is provided, dust generating activities have terminated, and overhead work is
completed, tested, and approved.

B. Do not install acoustical units until after interior wet work is dry.

1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Shop Drawings:  Indicate grid layout and related dimensioning.

C. Product Data:  Provide data on suspension system components and acoustical units.

D. Samples:  Submit two  samples 6 by 6 inch (150 by 150 mm)  in size illustrating material and
finish of acoustical units.
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E. Samples:  Submit two  samples each, 12 inches (305 mm)  long, of suspension system main
runner, cross runner, and perimeter molding .

F. Manufacturer's Installation Instructions:  Indicate special procedures and perimeter conditions
requiring special attention.

G. Maintenance Materials:  Furnish the following for Owner's use in maintenance of project.
1. See Section 016000 - Product Requirements, for additional provisions.
2. Extra Acoustical Units:  Quantity equal to 5 percent of total installed.

1.06 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Suspension System Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing the
products specified in this section with minimum three years documented experience.

B. Acoustical Unit Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing the
products specified in this section with minimum three years documented experience.

1.07 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Maintain uniform temperature of minimum 60 degrees F (16 degrees C), and maximum
humidity of 40 percent prior to, during, and after acoustical unit installation.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Acoustic Tiles/Panels:
1. Armstrong World Industries, Inc :  www.armstrongceilings.com/#sle.
2. Certainteed Architectural :  www.certainteed.com/ceilings-and-walls/#sle.
3. USG Corporation :  www.usg.com/ceilings/#sle.
4. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

B. Suspension Systems:
1. Same as for acoustical units.

2.02 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. Seismic Performance:  Ceiling systems designed to withstand the effects of earthquake motions
determined according to ASCE 7 for Seismic Design Category C  and complying with the
following:

2.03 ACOUSTICAL UNITS

A. Acoustical Units - General:  ASTM E1264, Class A.
1. VOC Content:  As specified in Section 016116.

B. Acoustical Panels , Type (ACP-1) :  Painted mineral fiber, with the following characteristics:
1. Classification:  ASTM E1264 Type III.
2. Size:  24 by 24 inches (610 by 610 mm).
3. Thickness:  3/4 inch (19 mm).
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4. Light Reflectance:  0.85 percent, determined in accordance with ASTM E1264.
5. NRC Range:  70 to 80, determined in accordance with ASTM E1264.
6. Ceiling Attenuation Class (CAC): 35, determined in accordance with ASTM E1264.
7. Panel Edge:  Angled tegular .
8. Suspension System:   Exposed grid.
9. Products:

a. Armstrong World Industries, Inc ; #584, "Cirrus Tegular" :
 www.armstrongceilings.com/#sle.

b. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.04 SUSPENSION SYSTEM(S)

A. Metal Suspension Systems - General:  Complying with ASTM C635/C635M; die cut and
interlocking components, with perimeter moldings, hold down clips, stabilizer bars, clips, and
splices as required.
1. Materials:

a. Steel Grid:  ASTM A653/A653M, G30 coating, unless otherwise indicated.

B. Exposed Suspension System , Type ACP-1 :  Hot-dipped galvanized steel grid with steel  cap.
1. Application(s):  Seismic.
2. Structural Classification: Heavy-duty , when tested in accordance with ASTM

C635/C635M.
3. Profile:   Tee; 15/16 inch (24 mm) face width.
4. Finish:   Baked enamel.
5. Products:

a. Armstrong World Industries, Inc; 15/16-inch Prelude XL:
https://www.armstrongceilings.com/commercial/en/suspension-systems/#sle.

b. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.05 ACCESSORIES

A. Support Channels and Hangers:  Galvanized steel; size and type to suit application, seismic
requirements, and ceiling system flatness requirement specified.

B. Hanger Wire:   12 gauge, 0.08 inch (2 mm) galvanized steel wire.

C. Perimeter Moldings:  Same metal and finish as grid.
1. Size:  As required for installation conditions and specified Seismic Design Category.

D. Touch-up Paint:  Type and color to match acoustical and grid units.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify existing conditions before starting work.

B. Verify that layout of hangers will not interfere with other work.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Install after major above-ceiling work is complete.
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B. Coordinate the location of hangers with other work.

C. Provide hanger clips during steel deck erection.  Provide additional hangers and inserts as
required.

3.03 INSTALLATION - SUSPENSION SYSTEM

A. Install suspension system in accordance with ASTM C636/C636M, ASTM E580/E580M, and
manufacturer's instructions and as supplemented in this section.

B. Rigidly secure system, including integral mechanical and electrical components, for maximum
deflection of 1:360.

C. Lay out system to a balanced grid design with edge units no less than 50 percent of acoustical
unit size.

D. Perimeter Molding:  Install at intersection of ceiling and vertical surfaces and at junctions with
other interruptions.
1. Use longest practical lengths.

E. Seismic Suspension System, Seismic Design Category C:  Hang suspension system
independent of walls, columns, ducts, pipes and conduit.  Maintain a 3/8 inch (9 mm) clearance
between grid ends and wall.

F. Where ducts or other equipment prevent the regular spacing of hangers, reinforce the nearest
affected hangers and related carrying channels to span the extra distance.

G. Do not support components on main runners or cross runners if weight causes total dead load to
exceed deflection capability.

H. Support fixture loads using supplementary hangers located within 6 inches (152 mm) of each
corner, or support components independently.

I. Do not eccentrically load system or induce rotation of runners.

3.04 INSTALLATION - ACOUSTICAL UNITS

A. Install acoustical units in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

B. Fit acoustical units in place, free from damaged edges or other defects detrimental to
appearance and function.

C. Fit border trim neatly against abutting surfaces.

D. Install acoustical units level, in uniform plane, and free from twist, warp, and dents.

E. Cutting Acoustical Units:
1. Make field cut edges of same profile as factory edges.
2. Double cut and field paint exposed reveal edges.

F. Where round obstructions occur, provide preformed closures to match perimeter molding.
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3.05 TOLERANCES

A. Maximum Variation from Flat and Level Surface:  1/8 inch in 10 feet (3 mm in 3 m).

B. Maximum Variation from Plumb of Grid Members Caused by Eccentric Loads:  2 degrees.

3.06 CLEANING

A. See Section 017000 - Execution and Closeout Requirements for additional requirements.

B. Clean surfaces.

C. Replace damaged or abraded components.

END OF SECTION  095100
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SECTION 095753 - SECURITY CEILING ASSEMBLIES

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 SUMMARY

A. Section Includes:
1. Downward-locking-panel security ceiling assembly.

1.02 COORDINATION

A. Coordinate layout and installation of security ceiling assemblies with other construction that
penetrates ceilings or is supported by them, including light fixtures, HVAC equipment, fire-
suppression system, and partition assemblies.

1.03 PREINSTALLATION MEETINGS

A. Preinstallation Conference: Conduct conference at Project site .

1.04 ACTION SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data:
1. Downward-locking-panel security ceiling assembly.

B. Samples for Verification: For the following products, of sizes indicated below:
1. Security Ceiling Panel Units: Full cross section by 12 inches (305 mm) long for each type

of panel.
2. Perimeter Supports, Closures, and Exposed Molding: 12 inches (305 mm) long for each

type.
3. Suspension System: 12 inches (305 mm) long.

1.05 INFORMATIONAL SUBMITTALS

A. Coordination Drawings: Reflected ceiling plans, drawn to scale, on which the following items
are shown and coordinated with each other, using input from installers of the items involved:
1. Layout of panels, joint pattern, and transitions.
2. Suspension system members.
3. Method of attaching hangers to building structure.
4. Size and location of access panels.
5. Ceiling-mounted items including light fixtures, diffusers, grilles, speakers, sprinklers,

access panels, and special moldings.

B. Qualification Data: For Installer.

C. Welding certificates.

D. Product Test Reports: For each security ceiling assembly, for tests performed by a qualified
testing agency.

E. Attachment Device Test Reports: Indicating capability to sustain, without failure, load indicated
without pulling out from substrate.
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F. Evaluation Reports: For security ceiling assembly, from ICC-ES.

G. Field quality-control reports.

H. Examination reports documenting inspection of substrates, areas, and conditions.

I. Anchor inspection reports documenting inspections of built-in and cast-in anchors.

J. Field quality-control certification signed by Contractor.

1.06 MAINTENANCE MATERIAL SUBMITTALS

A. Furnish extra materials that match products installed and that are packaged with protective
covering for storage and identified with labels describing contents.
1. Security Ceiling Panels: Full-size units equal to 2 percent of amount installed.
2. Suspension System Components: Quantity of each grid and exposed component equal to 2

percent of amount installed.
3. Security Fasteners: Furnish not less than 1 box for each 50 boxes or fraction thereof, of

each type and size of security fastener installed.
4. Tools: Provide two sets of tools for installing and removing security fasteners, packaged

for easy handling and storage.

1.07 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Installer Qualifications: An entity that employs installers and supervisors who are trained and
approved by manufacturer.

B. Welding Qualifications: Qualify procedures and personnel in accordance with the following:
1. AWS D1.1/D1.1M, "Structural Welding Code - Steel."
2. AWS D1.3/D1.3M, "Structural Welding Code - Sheet Steel."

C. Mockups: Build mockups to verify selections made under Sample submittals, to demonstrate
security performance and aesthetic effects, and to set quality standards for materials and
execution.
1. Build mockup of size equal to one cell of each type of security ceiling assembly. Include

ceiling panels, suspension system, perimeter support, lighting unit, duct penetration,access
panel, and accessories.

2. Subject to compliance with requirements, approved mockups may become part of the
completed Work if undisturbed at time of Substantial Completion.

1.08 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Deliver security ceiling panels, suspension system components, and accessories to Project site
in original, unopened packages and store them in a fully enclosed, conditioned space where
they will be protected against damage from moisture, humidity, temperature extremes, direct
sunlight, surface contamination, and other causes.

B. Handle security ceiling panels, suspension system components, and accessories carefully to
avoid damaging units and finishes in any way.
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1.09 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ACI - American Concrete Institute.

B. AWS - American Welding Society.

C. ICC-ES - International Code Council Evaluation Service.

PART 2 PRODUCTS

2.01 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. General Performance: Security ceiling assemblies to withstand normal thermal movement and
structural loads without failure, including permanent deformation of security ceiling assembly
components including pans and suspension system; noise or metal fatigue caused by vibration,
deflection, and displacement of security ceiling units; and permanent damage to fasteners and
anchors.

B. Acoustical Performance: Provide security ceiling assemblies with acoustical ratings indicated,
as determined in accordance with ASTM E1264 and the following:
1. Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC): ASTM C423 and ASTM E795 in Type E-400

mounting.
2. Ceiling Attenuation Class (CAC): ASTM E1414/E1414M.

a. Structural Performance: Security ceiling assemblies to withstand the effects of gravity
loads and the following loads and stresses within limits and under conditions
indicated:

3. Wind Loads: As indicated on Drawings.

C. Seismic Standard: Provide ceilings designed and installed to withstand the effects of earthquake
motions in accordance with ASCE/SEI 7 .

2.02 DOWNWARD-LOCKING-PANEL SECURITY CEILING ASSEMBLY

A. Downward-Locking-Panel Security Ceiling Assembly: Provide a complete, integrated
assembly, including security ceiling panels, exposed suspension system, perimeter supports,
and accessories.

B. Panels: Fabricated from a single sheet of metal, with formed upturned edges on all four sides
designed to continuously engage with and lock under rectangular bulb of suspension system.
1. Steel Panels: Metallic-coated steel with minimum uncoated sheet thickness of 0.043 inch

(1.09 mm).
2. Panel Size: 24 by 24 inches (610 by 610 mm).
3. Perforation Pattern: Manufacturer's standard .
4. Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC): 0.80.

C. Sound-Absorptive Pads: Provide sound-absorptive pads for placement over ceiling panels.
1. Spacer Grids: Metallic-coated-steel grid units that provide an air cushion between security

ceiling panels and sound-absorptive pads and that act to improve sound absorption.
2. Support Clips: Metal clips designed to hold sound-absorptive pads above bottom face

sheet.
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D. Backer Plates: Unperforated units formed from [metallic-coated steel] [aluminum] sheet that
reduces travel of sound through panel and that makes panel assembly comply with the
following performance:
1. Sound-Absorptive Pads: Provide secondary sound-absorptive pads, same as specified for

primary pads, for placement over backer plates to reduce plenum sound.

E. Access Panels: Material, perforation pattern, and finish same as security ceiling panels;
designed for installation by security fasteners screwed through suspension system. Provide
panels at locations indicated on Drawings .
1. Size: 24 by 24 inches (610 by 610 mm).
2. Lock Preparation: Prepare door panel to accept cylinder specified in Section 087100

"Door Hardware."

F. Suspension System: ASTM C635/C635M, heavy-duty exposed system consisting of snap-in
main runners supported by hangers attached to building structure.
1. Provide system complete with main runners, splice plates, connector and alignment clips,

hangers, trim, seismic- and wind-load clips and struts, and other suspension components
required to support security ceiling units and other security ceiling-supported construction.

2. Main Runners and Cross Tees: Formed from metal sheet, 1-1/2 inches (38 mm) high, with
15/16-inch (23.8-mm) flange width and with oversized rectangular bulb for engaging
panels.
a. Material: Galvanized steel, G90 (Z275) zinc coating.

3. Wire Hangers, Braces, and Ties: Zinc-coated, carbon-steel wire, ASTM A641/A641M,
Class 1 zinc coating, soft temper.
a. Size: Select wire diameter so its stress at 3 times the hanger design load

(ASTM C635/C635M, Table 1, Direct Hung) will be less than yield stress of wire,
but provide not less than 0.106-inch- (2.69-mm-) diameter wire.

4. Hanger Rods: Mild steel, zinc coated or protected with rust-inhibitive paint.
5. Flat Hangers: Mild steel, zinc coated or protected with rust-inhibitive paint.
6. Angle Hangers: Angles with legs not less than 7/8 inch (22 mm) wide, formed with 0.04-

inch- (1.0-mm-) thick, galvanized-steel sheet, G90 (Z275) zinc coating, with bolted
connections and 5/16-inch- (8-mm-) diameter bolts.

7. Compression Struts: Fabricated from 3/4-inch- (19-mm-) diameter steel tubing, designed
to fit over rectangular bulb of suspension system.

8. Security Clips: Steel wire, designed to slip over suspension system and through holes in
flanges of panel to prevent panel removal.

G. Perimeter Supports: Wall-mounted channel moldings and wall angles; fabricated from 0.042-
inch- (1.06-mm-) thick galvanized steel; finished to match suspension system.

H. Exposed Edge Moldings and Trim: Provide exposed members as indicated or required for edges
of security ceiling, fixture trim, beams, fasciae at changes in security ceiling height, and other
conditions; of metal and finish matching security ceiling panels.

I. Materials:
1. Metallic-Coated Steel Sheet: ASTM A653/A653M, CS (Commercial Steel), Type B; with

G60 (Z180) zinc (galvanized) or A60 (ZF180) zinc-iron-alloy (galvannealed) coating
designation.

2. Steel Tubing: ASTM A513/A513M, Type B.
3. Stainless Steel Sheet, Strip, Plate, and Flat Bars: ASTM A666 or ASTM A240/A240M,

austenitic stainless steel, Type 304] .
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4. Aluminum Sheet and Plate: ASTM B209 (ASTM B209M).

2.03 SOUND-ABSORPTIVE PADS

A. Plastic-Sheet-Wrapped, Mineral-Fiber Insulation: Pads consisting of nonrigid, vinyl chloride
plastic sheet encapsulating unfaced mineral-fiber insulation.
1. Plastic Sheet: Not less than 0.003 inch (0.076 mm) thick; flat black.
2. Mineral Fiber: Glass fiber or fiber made from slag (mineral wool), complying with

ASTM C553, Type I, II, or III.
3. Thickness: As required to meet NRC rating.
4. Mineral-Fiber Density: As required to meet NRC rating.
5. Surface-Burning Characteristics: As determined by testing identical products in

accordance with ASTM E84 by a qualified testing agency. Identify products with
appropriate markings of applicable testing agency.
a. Flame-Spread Index: 25 or less.
b. Smoke-Developed Index: 50 or less.

2.04 FABRICATION

A. Panels: Form metal panels from sheet metals selected for their surface flatness, smoothness, and
freedom from surface blemishes where exposed to view in finished unit. Do not use materials
whose exposed surfaces exhibit pitting, seam marks, roller marks, or variations in flatness
exceeding those permitted by referenced standards for stretcher-leveled metal sheet.

2.05 GENERAL FINISH REQUIREMENTS

A. Comply with NAAMM/NOMMA 500 for recommendations for applying and designating
finishes.

B. Protect mechanical finishes on exposed surfaces from damage by applying a strippable,
temporary protective covering before shipping.

C. Appearance of Finished Work: Noticeable variations in same piece are not acceptable.
Variations in appearance of adjoining components are acceptable if they are within the range of
approved Samples and are assembled or installed to minimize contrast.

2.06 METALLIC-COATED STEEL SHEET FINISHES

A. Surface Preparation: Clean surfaces of oil and other contaminants. Use cleaning methods that
do not leave residue. After cleaning, apply a conversion coating compatible with the organic
coating to be applied over it. Clean welds, mechanical connections, and abraded areas and
apply galvanizing repair paint, complying with SSPC-Paint 20, to comply with
ASTM A780/A780M.

B. Baked-Enamel or Powder-Coat Finish: After cleaning and pretreating, apply manufacturer's
standard two-coat, baked-on finish consisting of prime coat and thermosetting topcoat to a
minimum dry film thickness of 2 mils (0.05 mm).
1. Color and Gloss: As selected by Architect from manufacturer's full range .
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2.07 STEEL FINISHES

A. Surface Preparation: Remove mill scale and rust, if present, from uncoated steel, complying
with SSPC-SP 5/NACE No. 1, "White Metal Blast Cleaning" or SSPC-SP 8, "Pickling."  After
cleaning, apply a conversion coating suited to the organic coating to be applied over it.

B. Baked-Enamel or Powder-Coat Finish: After cleaning and pretreating, apply manufacturer's
standard two-coat, baked-on finish consisting of prime coat and thermosetting topcoat. Comply
with coating manufacturer's written instructions for applying and baking to achieve a minimum
dry film thickness of 2 mils (0.05 mm).
1. Color and Gloss:  Manufacturer's standard white .

2.08 SECURITY FASTENERS

A. Security Fasteners for Ceiling Assemblies: Operable only by tools produced by fastener
manufacturer or other licensed fabricator for use on specific type of fastener. Drive-system
type, head style, material, and protective coating as required for assembly, installation, and
strength, and as follows:
1. Drive-System Type: Pinned Torx .
2. Fastener Strength: 120,000 psi (827 MPa).
3. Protective Coatings for Heat-Treated Alloy Steel:

a. Zinc and clear trivalent chromium where indicated.
b. Zinc phosphate with oil, ASTM F1137, Grade I, or black oxide unless otherwise

indicated.

2.09 SECURITY SEALANTS

A. Epoxy Security Sealants: Manufacturer's standard, nonsag, tamper-resistant sealant for joints
with no movement.

2.10 ACCESSORIES

A. Concealed Bolts: ASTM A307, Grade A unless otherwise indicated.

B. Welding Rods and Bare Electrodes: Select in accordance with AWS specifications for metal
alloy welding.

C. Attachment Devices: Size for five times the design load indicated in ASTM C635/C635M,
Table 1, Direct Hung, unless otherwise indicated.

D. Expansion Anchors: Fabricated from corrosion-resistant materials, with allowable load or
strength design capacities calculated in accordance with ICC-ES AC193 and ACI 318 greater
than or equal to the design load, as determined by testing per ASTM E488/E488M conducted
by a qualified testing agency.

PART 3 EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Examine substrates, areas, and conditions, with Installer present, for compliance with
requirements for installation tolerances and other conditions affecting performance of security
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ceiling assemblies.

B. Examine roughing-in for embedded and built-in anchors to verify actual locations of security
ceiling assembly connections before security ceiling assembly installation.

C. Prepare written report, endorsed by Installer, listing conditions detrimental to performance of
security ceiling assemblies.

D. Inspect built-in and cast-in anchor installations before installing security ceiling assemblies to
verify that anchor installations comply with requirements. Prepare inspection reports.
1. Repair, or remove and replace, anchors where inspections indicate noncompliance with

specified requirements. Reinspect after repair or replacement.
2. Perform additional inspections to determine compliance of replaced or additional work.

Prepare inspection reports.

E. Verify locations and layouts of security ceiling assemblies with those indicated on reflected
ceiling plans and coordination drawings.

F. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Coordination: Furnish layouts for cast-in-place anchors, clips, and other security ceiling
anchors whose installation is specified in other Sections.

B. Measure each security ceiling area and establish layout of security ceiling panels to balance
border widths at opposite edges of each security ceiling. Avoid using less-than-half-width
panels at borders and comply with layout shown on reflected ceiling plans and coordination
drawings.

3.03 GENERAL INSTALLATION

A. Comply with CISCA's "Ceiling Systems Handbook" for installation of security ceiling
assemblies.

B. Install perimeter supports around perimeter of security ceiling area.
1. Sealant: Apply epoxy security sealant in a continuous ribbon concealed on back of vertical

legs of supports before they are installed.
2. Attach supports with anchor bolts or expansion anchors spaced not more than 12 inches

(305 mm) o.c. and not more than 3 inches (76 mm) from ends. Miter corners accurately.
a. Level perimeter supports with suspension system to a tolerance of 1/8 inch in 12 feet

(3 mm in 3.7 m).
3. Do not use exposed fasteners, including pop rivets, on moldings and trim. If exposed

fasteners are unavoidable, obtain prior written approval from Architect for their use and
use security fasteners.

C. Install accessories where indicated and as required to comply with performance requirements.
1. Sound-Absorptive Pads: For security ceiling panels indicated, provide sound-absorptive

pads of width and length to completely fill inside of each security ceiling panel.
a. Install sound-absorptive pads over metal spacer grids.

2. Backer Plates: Install plates in areas indicated on reflected ceiling plans or in room finish
schedules. Lay backer plates directly on security ceiling assembly in manner indicated and
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close major openings to form complete coverage in required areas. Lay second sound-
absorptive pad on backer plate.

D. Seismic Installation: Comply with seismic standard indicated, manufacturer's written
instructions, and CISCA's "Ceiling Systems Handbook."

3.04 INSTALLATION OF DOWNWARD-LOCKING-PANEL SECURITY CEILING ASSEMBLY

A. Ceiling Hangers: Suspend from building's structural members and as follows:
1. Install hangers plumb and free from contact with insulation or other objects within

security ceiling plenum that are not part of supporting structure or of security ceiling
suspension system.

2. Splay hangers only where required to avoid obstructions; offset resulting horizontal forces
by bracing, countersplaying, or other equally effective means.

3. Where width of ducts and other construction within ceiling plenum produces hanger
spacings that interfere with location of hangers at spacings required to support standard
suspension system members, install supplemental suspension members and hangers in

4. Secure wire hangers to security ceiling suspension members and to supports above with a
minimum of three tight turns. Connect hangers directly either to structures or to inserts,
eye screws, or other devices that are secure and appropriate for substrate and that will not
deteriorate or otherwise fail due to age, corrosion, or elevated temperatures.

5. Secure flat, angle, channel, and rod hangers to structure, including intermediate framing
members, by attaching to inserts, eye screws, or other devices that are secure and
appropriate for both structure to which hangers are attached and type of hanger involved.
Install hangers in a manner that will not cause them to deteriorate or fail due to age,
corrosion, or elevated temperatures.

6. Do not support security ceilings directly from permanent metal forms or floor deck. Fasten
hangers to cast-in-place hanger inserts or postinstalled mechanical or adhesive anchors.

7. When steel framing does not permit installation of hanger wires at spacing required, install
carrying channels or other supplemental support for attachment of hanger wires.

8. Do not attach hangers to steel deck tabs.
9. Do not attach hangers to steel roof deck. Attach hangers to structural members.
10. Space hangers not more than 48 inches (1220 mm) o.c. along each member supported

directly from hangers unless otherwise indicated; provide hangers not more than 8 inches
(200 mm) from ends of each member.

11. Install suspension system runners so they are square and securely interlocked with one
another. Remove and replace dented, bent, or kinked members.

12. Install compression struts extending from main runners to structure above and spaced at
48 inches (1220 mm) o.c.

B. Install suspension system runners so they are square and securely interlocked with one another.
Remove and replace dented, bent, or kinked members.

C. Panel Installation: Install panels to continuously engage with and lock under rectangular bulb of
suspension system. Attach panels to perimeter supports with security fasteners not more than
3 inches (76 mm) from edges of panel. Fasten through exposed face of supports into panel.
1. Align joints in adjacent courses to form uniform, straight joints parallel to room axis in

both directions unless otherwise indicated.
2. Fit adjoining units to form flush, tight joints. Scribe and cut units for accurate fit at

borders and around construction penetrating security ceiling.
3. Install directionally patterned panels in directions indicated.
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4. Scribe and cut security ceiling panels for accurate fit at borders and at interruptions and
penetrations by other work through security ceilings. Stiffen edges of cut panels as
required to eliminate evidence of buckling or variations in flatness.

D. Access Panels: Install each access panel only where indicated and within one security ceiling
panel.

3.05 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A. Inspect installed products to verify compliance with requirements. Prepare inspection reports
and indicate compliance with and deviations from the Contract Documents.

B. Remove and replace security ceiling assemblies where inspections indicate that work does not
comply with specified requirements.

C. Perform additional inspections to determine compliance of replaced or additional work. Prepare
inspection reports.

D. Prepare field quality-control certification that states installed products and their installation
comply with requirements in the Contract Documents.

E. Field Quality-Control Testing: Engage a qualified independent testing agency to perform field
quality-control testing.

F. Extent and Testing Frequency: Testing will take place in successive stages in areas described
below. Proceed with installation of security ceiling assemblies only after test results for
previously installed hangers comply with requirements.
1. Extent of Each Test Area: When installation of security ceiling suspension systems on

each floor has reached 20 percent completion, but no security panel units have been
installed.

2. Within each test area, testing agency will select 1 of every 10 anchors used to attach
hangers to concrete and will test them for 200 lbf (890 N) of tension; it will also select one
of every two postinstalled anchors used to attach bracing wires to concrete and will test
them for 440 lbf (1957 N) of tension.

3. When testing discovers fasteners and anchors that do not comply with requirements,
testing agency will test those fasteners and anchors not previously tested until 20
consecutively pass and then will resume initial testing frequency.

G. Fasteners and anchors will be considered defective if they do not pass tests and inspections.

H. Prepare test and inspection reports.

I. Additional Testing: Where fasteners and anchors are removed and replaced, additional testing
will be performed to determine compliance with specified requirements.

3.06 CLEANING

A. Remove and replace work that cannot be successfully cleaned and repaired to permanently
eliminate evidence of damage, including dented and bent units.

B. Touchup Painting:
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1. Immediately after erection, clean field welds, bolted connections, and abraded areas of
shop paint, and paint exposed areas with same material as that used for shop painting;
comply with SSPC-PA 1 for touching up shop-painted surfaces.
a. Apply by brush or spray to provide a minimum dry film thickness of 2 mils

(0.05 mm).
2. Cleaning and touchup painting of field welds, bolted connections, and abraded areas of

shop paint are specified in Section 099113 "Exterior Painting" and Section 099123
"Interior Painting."

C. Metallic-Coated Steel Surfaces: Clean field welds, bolted connections, and abraded areas and
repair zinc or zinc-iron coating to comply with ASTM A780/A780M.

END OF SECTION  095753
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SECTION 096500 - RESILIENT FLOORING

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Resilient tile flooring.

B. Resilient base.

C. Installation accessories.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 016116 - Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Limits For Adhesives, Sealants, Paints,
And Coatings.

B. Section 017419 Construction Waste Management and Disposal; Limitations on disposal of
removed materials; requirements for recycling.

C. Section 018119 Construction Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Management; Indoor air quality control
plan.

D. Section 090561 - Common Work Results for Flooring Preparation:  Removal of existing floor
coverings, cleaning, and preparation.

E. Section 090561 - Common Work Results for Flooring Preparation:  Concrete slab moisture and
alkalinity testing and remediation procedures.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM D6329 - Standard Guide for Developing Methodology for Evaluating the Ability of
Indoor Materials to Support Microbial Growth Using Static Environmental Chambers.

B. ASTM E648 - Standard Test Method for Critical Radiant Flux of Floor-Covering Systems
Using a Radiant Heat Energy Source.

C. ASTM F1700 - Standard Specification for Solid Vinyl Floor Tile.

D. ASTM F1861 - Standard Specification for Resilient Wall Base.

E. NFPA 253 - Standard Method of Test for Critical Radiant Flux of Floor Covering Systems
Using a Radiant Heat Energy Source.

F. RFCI (RWP) - Recommended Work Practices for Removal of Resilient Floor Coverings.

G. UL 2824 - GREENGUARD Certification Program Method for Measuring Microbial Resistance
from Various Sources Using Static Environmental Chambers.
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1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data:  Provide data on specified products, describing physical and performance
characteristics; including sizes, patterns and colors available; and installation instructions.

B. Shop Drawings:  Indicate floor patterns .

C. Verification Samples:  Submit two  samples, in size illustrating color and pattern for each
resilient flooring product specified.

D. Sustainable Design Submittal:  Submit VOC content documentation for flooring and adhesives.

E. Concrete Subfloor Test Report:  Submit a copy of the moisture and alkalinity (pH) test reports.

F. Certification:  Prior to installation of flooring, submit written certification by flooring
manufacturer and adhesive manufacturer that condition of subfloor is acceptable.

G. Installer's Qualification Statement.

H. Maintenance Data:  Include maintenance procedures, recommended maintenance materials, and
suggested schedule for cleaning, stripping, and re-waxing.

I. Maintenance Materials:  Furnish the following for Owner's use in maintenance of project.
1. See Section 016000 - Product Requirements, for additional provisions.
2. Extra Wall Base: Quantity equivalent to 2 percent of each type and color.
3. Extra Flooring Materials: Quantity equivalent to 2 percent of each type and color.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing specified flooring with
minimum three years documented experience.

B. Installer Qualifications: Company specializing in installing specified flooring with minimum
three  years  documented  experience  and approved by flooring manufacturer .

C. Testing Agency Qualifications:  Independent firm specializing in performing concrete slab
moisture testing and inspections of the type specified in this section.

1.06 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Upon receipt, immediately remove any shrink-wrap and check materials for damage and the
correct style, color, quantity and run numbers.

B. Store all materials off of the floor in an acclimatized, weather-tight space.

C. Maintain temperature in storage area between 55 degrees F (13 degrees C) and 90 degrees F (72
degrees C).

D. Protect roll materials from damage by storing on end.

E. Do not double stack pallets.
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1.07 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Store materials for not less than 48 hours prior to installation in area of installation at a
temperature of 70 degrees F (21 degrees C) to achieve temperature stability.  Thereafter,
maintain conditions above 55 degrees F (13 degrees C).

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 TILE FLOORING

A. Vinyl Tile  - LVT :  Surface-decorated, with wear layer .
1. Manufacturers:

a. Mohawk Group; Lineate Collection:
https://mohawkdirectory.blob.core.windows.net/specsheets/hard_surface/Lineate.pdf

b. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.
2. Minimum Requirements:  Comply with ASTM F1700, of Class corresponding to type

specified.
3. Critical Radiant Flux (CRF):  Minimum 0.45 watt per square centimeter, when tested in

accordance with ASTM E648 or NFPA 253.
4. Mold and Microbial Resistance:  Highly resistant when tested in accordance with ASTM

D6329; certified in accordance with UL 2824.
5. VOC Content Limits:  As specified in Section 016116.
6. Plank Tile Size: 9 by 59 inch (229 by 1499 mm) .
7. Total Thickness:  0.20 inch (5 mm) .
8. Patterns and Colors:  As indicated.

a. FT-1:  Hot and Heavy Collection, #868 "Groove."
1) Pattern: As selected by the Architect.

b. FT-2: Hot and Heavy Collection, #948 "Figured."
1) Pattern:  As selected by the Architect.

2.02 RESILIENT BASE

A. Resilient Base : ASTM F1861, Type TP, rubber, thermoplastic ; style as scheduled .
1. Manufacturers:

a. Johnsonite, a Tarkett Company : www.johnsonite.com/#sle.
b. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2. Critical Radiant Flux (CRF):  Minimum 0.45 watt per square centimeter, when tested in
accordance with ASTM E648 or NFPA 253.

3. Thickness:  0.125 inch (3.2 mm).
4. Length:  Roll.
5. Profile and Color: As indicated.

a. WB-1: Tarkett; Traditional Coved Base; #WG-197 "Shaded."
1) Height:  6-inches

b. WB-2: Tarkett; Traditional Coved Base; #WG-197 "Shaded."
1) Height: 4-inches.

c. WB-3: Tarkett; Traditional Coved Base; #40 "Black."
1) Height: 4-inches.
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2.03 ACCESSORIES

A. Subfloor Filler:  White premix latex; type recommended by adhesive material manufacturer.

B. Primers and Adhesives :  Waterproof; types recommended by flooring manufacturer.
1. VOC Content Limits:  As specified in Section 016116.

C. Adhesive for Vinyl  Flooring: As recommende by flooring manufacturer.

D. Moldings, Transition and Edge Strips:  Same material as flooring.

E. Sealer and Wax:  Types recommended by flooring manufacturer.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that surfaces are flat to tolerances acceptable to flooring manufacturer, free of cracks
that might telegraph through flooring, clean, dry, and free of curing compounds, surface
hardeners, and other chemicals that might interfere with bonding of flooring to substrate.

B. Verify that wall surfaces are smooth and flat within the tolerances specified for that type of
work, are dust-free, and are ready to receive resilient base.

C. Cementitious Subfloor Surfaces:  Verify that substrates are ready for resilient flooring
installation by testing for moisture and alkalinity (pH).
1. Test in accordance with Section 090561.
2. Conduct tests by an independent testing agency acceptable to Owner.
3. Obtain instructions if test results are not within limits recommended by resilient flooring

manufacturer and adhesive materials manufacturer.
4. Follow moisture and alkalinity remediation procedures in Section 090561.

D. Verify that required floor-mounted utilities are in correct location.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Remove existing resilient flooring and flooring adhesives; follow the recommendations of
RFCI (RWP).

B. Prepare floor substrates for installation of flooring in accordance with Section 090561.

C. Remove subfloor ridges and bumps.  Fill minor low spots, cracks, joints, holes, and other
defects with subfloor filler to achieve smooth, flat, hard surface.

D. Prohibit traffic until filler is fully cured.

E. Clean substrate.

F. Apply primer as required to prevent "bleed-through" or interference with adhesion by
substances that cannot be removed.  
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3.03 INSTALLATION - GENERAL

A. Starting installation constitutes acceptance of subfloor conditions.

B. Install in accordance with manufacturer's written instructions.

C. Adhesive-Applied Installation:
1. Spread only enough adhesive to permit installation of materials before initial set.
2. Fit joints and butt seams tightly.
3. Set flooring in place, press with heavy roller to attain full adhesion.

D. Where type of floor finish, pattern, or color are different on opposite sides of door, terminate
flooring under centerline of door.

E. Install edge strips at unprotected or exposed edges, where flooring terminates, and where
indicated.
1. Resilient Strips:  Attach to substrate using adhesive.

F. Scribe flooring to walls, columns, cabinets, floor outlets, and other appurtenances to produce
tight joints.

G. Install flooring in recessed floor access covers, maintaining floor pattern.

H. At movable partitions, install flooring under partitions without interrupting floor pattern.

3.04 INSTALLATION - TILE FLOORING

A. Mix tile from container to ensure shade variations are consistent when tile is placed, unless
otherwise indicated in manufacturer's installation instructions.

B. Lay flooring with joints and seams parallel to building lines to produce symmetrical pattern.

C. Install plank tile with a random offset of at least 6 inches (152 mm) from adjacent rows.

3.05 INSTALLATION - RESILIENT BASE

A. Fit joints tightly and make vertical.  Maintain minimum dimension of 18 inches (45 mm)
between joints.

B. Miter internal corners.  At external corners, 'V' cut back of base strip to 2/3 of its thickness and
fold .  At exposed ends, use premolded units.

C. Install base on solid backing.  Bond tightly to wall and floor surfaces.

D. Scribe and fit to door frames and other interruptions.

3.06 CLEANING

A. Remove excess adhesive from floor, base, and wall surfaces without damage.

B. Clean  in accordance with manufacturer's written instructions.
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3.07 PROTECTION

A. Prohibit traffic on resilient flooring for 48 hours after installation.

END OF SECTION  096500
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SECTION 096566 - RESILIENT ATHLETIC FLOORING

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Rubber sheet flooring, adhesively installed.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 016116 - Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Limits For Adhesives, Sealants, Paints,
And Coatings.

B. Section 090561 - Common Work Results for Flooring Preparation:  Removal of existing floor
coverings, cleaning, and preparation.

C. Section 090561 - Common Work Results for Flooring Preparation:  Concrete slab moisture and
alkalinity testing and remediation procedures.

D. Section 096500 - Resilient Flooring.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM D412 - Standard Test Methods for Vulcanized Rubber and Thermoplastic Elastomers--
Tension.

B. ASTM D2240 - Standard Test Method for Rubber Property--Durometer Hardness.

C. DIN EN 14904 - Surfaces for Sports Areas – Indoor Surfaces for Multi-Sports Use –
Specification.

1.04 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Preinstallation Meeting:  Convene a preinstallation meeting one week  before starting work of
this section; require  attendance by all affected installers; review preparation and installation
procedures and coordination and scheduling necessary for related work.

1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements, for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Manufacturer's printed data sheets for products specified.

C. Selection Samples:  Manufacturer's color charts for flooring materials specified , indicating full
range of colors and textures available.

D. Verification Samples:  Actual flooring material specified, not less than 12 inch (305 mm)
square, mounted on solid backing.

E. Test Reports:  Submit test reports showing compliance with DIN EN 14904.

F. Concrete Subfloor Test Report:  Submit a copy of the moisture and alkalinity (pH) test reports.
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G. Sustainable Design Submittal:  Submit VOC content documentation for flooring and adhesives.

H. Manufacturer's Instructions:  Indicate standard and special installation procedures.

I. Installer's qualification statement.

J. Maintenance Materials:  Furnish the following for Owner's use in maintenance of project.
1. See Section 016000 - Product Requirements, for additional provisions.
2. Extra Flooring Material:  10 square yards (9 sq m) matching installed flooring.

1.06 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing products specified in this
section, with at least three years of documented experience.

B. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of the type specified and
with at least three years of documented experience.

C. Testing Agency Qualifications:  Independent firm specializing in performing testing and
inspections of the type specified in this section.

1.07 MOCK-UPS

A. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements for additional requirements.

B. Locate where directed.

C. Mock-up may remain as part of work.

1.08 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. See Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal for packaging waste
requirements.

B. Deliver materials to project site in unopened containers clearly labeled with manufacturer's
name and identification of contents.

C. Store materials in dry and clean location until needed for installation. During installation,
handle in a manner that will prevent marring and soiling of finished surfaces.

1.09 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Maintain temperature in spaces to receive adhesively installed resilient flooring within range of
70 to 95 degrees F (21 to 35 degrees C) for not less than 48 hours before the beginning of
installation and for not less than 48 hours after installation has been completed. Subsequently,
do not allow temperature in installed spaces to drop below 50 degrees F (10 degrees C) or to go
above 100 degrees F (38 degrees C).
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PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 PREFORMED ATHLETIC FLOORING

A. Rubber Sheet Flooring:  Recycled SBR (styrene butadiene rubber) and colored EPDM granules
with urethane binder, lengths to avoid transverse seams.
1. VOC Content: As specified in Section 016116.
2. VOC Content:  Certified as Low Emission by one of the following:
3. Thickness:  Minimum 1/4 inch (6.35 mm).
4. Tensile Strength:  Minimum 150 psi (1.0 MPa), per ASTM D412.
5. Durometer Hardness, Type A:  Minimum of 55, when tested in accordance with ASTM

D2240.
6. Color:  Black.
7. Products:

a. Matter Surfaces; Decathlon: https://mattersurfaces.com/#sle .
b. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.02 ACCESSORIES

A. Leveling Compound:  Latex-modified cement formulation as recommended by flooring
manufacturer for substrate conditions.

B. Flooring Adhesive:  Waterproof; types recommended by flooring manufacturer.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Examine substrates for conditions detrimental to installation of athletic flooring. Proceed with
installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

B. Verify that surfaces are flat to tolerances acceptable to flooring manufacturer, free of cracks
that might telegraph through flooring, clean, dry, and free of curing compounds, surface
hardeners, and other chemicals that might interfere with bonding of athletic flooring to
substrate.

C. Cementitious Subfloor Surfaces:  Verify that substrates are ready for resilient flooring
installation by testing for moisture and alkalinity (pH).
1. Test in accordance with Section 090561.
2. Obtain instructions if test results are not within limits recommended by resilient flooring

manufacturer and adhesive materials manufacturer.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Prepare floor substrates as recommended by flooring and adhesive manufacturers.

B. Concrete: Use leveling compound as necessary to achieve substrate flatness of plus or minus
1/8 inch within 10 ft radius (1/1000).

C. Remove coatings that are incompatible with flooring adhesives, using methods recommended
by flooring manufacturer.
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D. Broom clean areas to receive athletic flooring immediately before beginning installation.

3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Starting installation constitutes acceptance of subfloor conditions.

B. Install in accordance with manufacturer's written instructions.

C. Resilient Sheet Flooring:
1. Unroll flooring and allow to relax before beginning installation.
2. Mix adhesive thoroughly and apply to substrate with notched trowel. Roll flooring into

fresh adhesive, overlapping end seams and double cutting, butting factory edges and
compression fitting.

3. Roll entire flooring surface with steel roller to assure adhesion to substrate and eliminate
air bubbles.

4. Immediately remove any adhesive from flooring surface, using chemical recommended by
flooring manufacturer.

5. Apply transparent top coat over flooring if recommended by manufacturer, to achieve a
uniform finished appearance.

3.04 CLEANING

A. Clean flooring using methods recommended by manufacturer.

3.05 PROTECTION

A. Protect finished athletic flooring from construction traffic to ensure that it is without damage
upon Date of Substantial Completion.

END OF SECTION  096566
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SECTION 096813 - TILE CARPETING

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Carpet tile, fully adhered .

B. Removal of existing carpet tile.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 016116 - Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Limits For Adhesives, Sealants, Paints,
And Coatings.

B. Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal:  Reclamation/Recycling of
new carpet tile scrap, removed carpet tile, and ______.

C. Section 090561 - Common Work Results for Flooring Preparation:  Removal of existing floor
coverings, cleaning, and preparation.

D. Section 090561 - Common Work Results for Flooring Preparation:  Concrete slab moisture and
alkalinity testing and remediation procedures.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM E648 - Standard Test Method for Critical Radiant Flux of Floor-Covering Systems
Using a Radiant Heat Energy Source.

B. NFPA 253 - Standard Method of Test for Critical Radiant Flux of Floor Covering Systems
Using a Radiant Heat Energy Source.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements, for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Provide data on specified products, describing physical and performance
characteristics; sizes, patterns, colors available, and method of installation.

C. Shop Drawings:  Indicate layout of joints.

D. Samples:  Submit two carpet tiles illustrating color and pattern design for each carpet color
selected.

E. Sustainable Design Submittal:  Submit VOC content documentation for adhesives.

F. Manufacturer's Installation Instructions:  Indicate special procedures and perimeter conditions
requiring special attention .

G. Concrete Subfloor Test Report:  Submit a copy of the moisture and alkalinity (pH) test reports.

H. Manufacturer's Qualification Statement.
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I. Installer's Qualification Statement.

J. Operation and Maintenance Data:  Include maintenance procedures, recommended maintenance
materials, and suggested schedule for cleaning.

K. Maintenance Materials:  Furnish the following for Owner's use in maintenance of project.
1. See Section 016000 - Product Requirements, for additional provisions.
2. Extra Carpet Tiles:  Quantity equal to 5 percent of total installed of each color and pattern

installed.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing specified carpet tile with
minimum three years documented experience.

B. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in installing carpet tile with minimum three
years documented experience and approved by carpet tile manufacturer.

C. Testing Agency Qualifications:  Independent firm specializing in performing testing and
inspections of the type specified in this section.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Tile Carpeting:
1. Mohawk Group; ____:  www.mohawkgroup.com/#sle.

2.02 MATERIALS

A. Tile Carpeting , Type (CPT-1) : Tufted , manufactured in one color dye lot.
1. Product: Motivated Movement  manufactured by Mohawk Group .
2. Tile Size: 24 by 24 inch (610 by 610 mm) , nominal.
3. Thickness: 0.236 inch (5.99 mm) .
4. Color: #955, "Henry" .
5. Pattern: Taking Steps Collection .
6. Critical Radiant Flux:  Minimum of 0.22 watts/sq cm, when tested in accordance with

ASTM E648 or NFPA 253.
7. Gauge: 1/12 inch (47 per 100 mm) .
8. Stitches: 13 per inch (51.18 per 10 per cm) .
9. Pile Weight: 18 oz/sq yd (610 gm/sq m) .
10. Density Factor: 6612 kilotex.
11. Primary Backing Material: EcoFlex One .

B. Tile Carpeting, Type (CPT-2): Textile Construction, manufactured in one color dye lot.
1. Product: Kinetex manufactured by J&J Flooring Group.
2. Tile Size: 18 by 36 inch (450 by 910 mm), nominal.
3. Total Thickness: 0.205 inch.
4. Color: #1799, "Eclipse Stripe".
5. Pattern: Umbra Stripe II Plank 1820.
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6. Critical Radiant Flux: Minimum of 0.22 watts/sq cm, when tested in accordance with
ASTM E648 or NFPA 253.

7. Surface Flammability Ignition: Pass ASTM D2859 (the "pill test").
8. VOC Content: Comply with Section 016116.

2.03 ACCESSORIES

A. Subfloor Filler:  White premix latex; type recommended by flooring material manufacturer.

B. Edge Strips:  Embossed aluminum, _____ color.

C. Adhesives:
1. Compatible with materials being adhered; maximum VOC content as specified in Section

016116.

D. Carpet Tile Adhesive:  Recommended by carpet tile manufacturer; releasable type.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that subfloor surfaces are smooth and flat within tolerances specified for that type of
work and are ready to receive carpet tile.

B. Verify that wall surfaces are smooth and flat within the tolerances specified for that type of
work, are dust-free,  and are ready to receive carpet tile.

C. Verify that subfloor surfaces are dust-free and free of substances that could impair bonding of
adhesive materials to subfloor surfaces.

D. Cementitious Subfloor Surfaces:  Verify that substrates are ready for flooring installation by
testing for moisture and alkalinity (pH).
1. Test in accordance with Section 090561.
2. Obtain instructions if test results are not within limits recommended by flooring material

manufacturer and adhesive materials manufacturer.
3. Follow moisture and alkalinity remediation procedures in Section 090561.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Remove existing carpet tile.

B. Prepare floor substrates as recommended by flooring and adhesive manufacturers.

C. Remove subfloor ridges and bumps.  Fill minor or local low spots, cracks, joints, holes, and
other defects with subfloor filler.

D. Apply, trowel, and float filler to achieve smooth, flat, hard surface.  Prohibit traffic until filler is
cured.

E. Vacuum clean substrate.
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3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Starting installation constitutes acceptance of subfloor conditions.

B. Install carpet tile in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

C. Blend carpet from different cartons to ensure minimal variation in color match.

D. Cut carpet tile clean.  Fit carpet tight to intersection with vertical surfaces without gaps.

E. Lay carpet tile in pattern as indicated on the drawings.

F. Fully adhere carpet tile to substrate.

G. Trim carpet tile neatly at walls and around interruptions.

H. Complete installation of edge strips, concealing exposed edges.

3.04 CLEANING

A. See Section 017000 - Execution and Closeout Requirements for additional requirements.

B. Remove excess adhesive without damage, from floor, base, and wall surfaces.

C. Clean and vacuum carpet surfaces.

END OF SECTION  096813
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SECTION 099123 - INTERIOR PAINTING

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Surface preparation.

B. Field application of paints.

C. Scope:  Finish interior surfaces exposed to view, unless fully factory-finished and unless
otherwise indicated.

D. Do Not Paint or Finish the Following Items:
1. Items factory-finished unless otherwise indicated; materials and products having factory-

applied primers are not considered factory finished.
2. Items indicated to receive other finishes.
3. Items indicated to remain unfinished.
4. Fire rating labels, equipment serial number and capacity labels, bar code labels, and

operating parts of equipment.
5. Stainless steel, anodized aluminum, bronze, terne-coated stainless steel, and lead items.
6. Marble, granite, slate, and other natural stones.
7. Floors, unless specifically indicated.
8. Ceramic and other tiles.
9. Brick, architectural concrete, cast stone, integrally colored plaster, and stucco.
10. Glass.
11. Concealed pipes, ducts, and conduits.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 016116 - Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Limits For Adhesives, Sealants, Paints,
And Coatings.

B. Section 055000 - Metal Fabrications:  Shop-primed items.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM D4258 - Standard Practice for Surface Cleaning Concrete for Coating.

B. MPI (APL) - Master Painters Institute Approved Products List; Master Painters and Decorators
Association.

C. MPI (APSM) - Master Painters Institute Architectural Painting Specification Manual.

D. SSPC-SP 1 - Solvent Cleaning.

E. SSPC-SP 6 - Commercial Blast Cleaning.

F. SSPC-SP 13 - Surface Preparation of Concrete.
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1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements, for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Provide complete list of products to be used, with the following information for
each:
1. Manufacturer's name, product name and/or catalog number, and general product category

(e.g., "alkyd enamel").
2. MPI product number (e.g., MPI #47).
3. Cross-reference to specified paint system products to be used in project; include

description of each system.
4. Manufacturer's installation instructions.
5. If proposal of substitutions is allowed under submittal procedures, explanation of

substitutions proposed.

C. Samples:  Submit three paper "draw down" samples, 8-1/2 by 11 inches (216 by 279 mm) in
size, illustrating range of colors available for each finishing product specified.
1. Where sheen is specified, submit samples in only that sheen.
2. Where sheen is not specified, submit each color in each sheen available.
3. Allow 30 days for approval process, after receipt of complete samples by Architect.
4. Paint color submittals will not be considered until color submittals for major materials not

to be painted, such as masonry, have been approved.

D. Certification:  By manufacturer that paints and finishes comply with VOC limits specified.

E. Manufacturer's Instructions:  Indicate special surface preparation procedures.

F. Maintenance Data:  Submit data including finish schedule showing where each
product/color/finish was used, product technical data sheets, material safety data sheets
(MSDS), care and cleaning instructions, touch-up procedures, repair of painted and finished
surfaces, and color samples of each color and finish used.

G. Maintenance Materials:  Furnish the following for Owner's use in maintenance of project.
1. See Section 016000 - Product Requirements, for additional provisions.
2. Extra Paint and Finish Materials:  1 gal (4 L) of each color; from the same product run,

store where directed.
3. Label each container with color in addition to the manufacturer's label.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing the products specified,
with minimum three years documented experience.

1.06 MOCK-UP

A. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements, for general requirements for mock-up.

B. Provide panel, 15 feet (____ m)  long by 9 feet (3 m)  wide, illustrating paint color, texture, and
finish.

C. Provide door and frame assembly illustrating paint color, texture, and finish.
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D. Locate where directed by Architect.

E. Mock-up may remain as part of the work.

1.07 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Deliver products to site in sealed and labeled containers; inspect to verify acceptability.

B. Container Label:  Include manufacturer's name, type of paint, brand name, lot number, brand
code, coverage, surface preparation, drying time, cleanup requirements, color designation, and
instructions for mixing and reducing.

C. Paint Materials:  Store at minimum ambient temperature of 45 degrees F (7 degrees C) and a
maximum of 90 degrees F (32 degrees C), in ventilated area, and as required by manufacturer's
instructions.

1.08 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Do not apply materials when surface and ambient temperatures are outside the temperature
ranges required by the paint product manufacturer.

B. Follow manufacturer's recommended procedures for producing best results, including testing of
substrates, moisture in substrates, and humidity and temperature limitations.

C. Do not apply materials when relative humidity exceeds 85 percent, at temperatures less than 5
degrees F (3 degrees C) above the dew point, or to damp or wet surfaces.

D. Minimum Application Temperatures for Paints:  50 degrees F (10 degrees C) for interiors
unless required otherwise by manufacturer's instructions.

E. Provide lighting level of 80 fc (860 lux) measured mid-height at substrate surface.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Provide paints and finishes from the same manufacturer to the greatest extent possible.
1. If a single manufacturer cannot provide specified products; minor exceptions will be

permitted provided approval by Architect is obtained using the specified procedures for
substitutions.

2. Substitution of MPI-approved products by a different manufacturer is preferred over
substitution of unapproved products by the same manufacturer.

3. Substitution of a different paint system using MPI-approved products by the same
manufacturer will be considered.

B. Paints:
1. Base Manufacturer:  Sherwin-Williams Company:  www.sherwin-williams.com/#sle .
2. Benjamin Moore & Co.; https://www.benjaminmoore.com/en-US/#sle.
3. Dunn-Edwards Corporation; _____:  www.dunnedwards.com/#sle.
4. PPG Paints:  www.ppgpaints.com/#sle.
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C. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.02 PAINTS AND FINISHES - GENERAL

A. Paints and Finishes:  Ready-mixed, unless intended to be a field-catalyzed paint.
1. Where MPI paint numbers are specified, provide products listed in Master Painters

Institute Approved Product List, current edition available at www.paintinfo.com, for
specified MPI categories, except as otherwise indicated.

2. Provide paints and finishes of a soft paste consistency, capable of being readily and
uniformly dispersed to a homogeneous coating, with good flow and brushing properties,
and capable of drying or curing free of streaks or sags.

3. Provide materials that are compatible with one another and the substrates indicated under
conditions of service and application, as demonstrated by manufacturer based on testing
and field experience.

4. Supply each paint material in quantity required to complete entire project's work from a
single production run.

5. Do not reduce, thin, or dilute paint or finishes or add materials unless such procedure is
specifically described in manufacturer's product instructions.

B. Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Content:  See Section 016116.

C. Flammability:  Comply with applicable code for surface burning characteristics.

D. Sheens:  Provide the sheens specified; where sheen is not specified, sheen will be selected later
by Architect from the manufacturer's full line.

E. Colors: As indicated in Color Schedule .
1. Extend colors to surface edges; colors may change at any edge as directed by Architect.
2. In finished areas, finish pipes, ducts, conduit, and equipment the same color as the

wall/ceiling under which they are mounted.
3. In utility areas, finish equipment, piping, conduit, and exposed duct work in colors

according to the color coding scheme indicated.

2.03 PAINT SYSTEMS - INTERIOR

A. Paint I-OP -  Interior Surfaces to be Painted, Unless Otherwise Indicated: Including gypsum
board, concrete, concrete masonry units, uncoated steel, and shop primed steel .
1. Two top coats and one coat primer.
2. Top Coat(s):  High Performance Architectural Interior Latex; MPI #138, 139, 140, 141, or

142.
a. Products:

1) Sherwin-Williams Pre-Catalyzed Waterbased Epoxy, Eg-Shel. (MPI #139)
2) Sherwin-Williams Pre-Catalyzed Waterbased Epoxy, Semi-Gloss. (MPI #141)
3) Sherwin-Williams ProMar 200 HP Series, Low Gloss Eg-Shel. (MPI #138)
4) Sherwin-Williams ProMar 200 HP Series, Eg-Shel. (MPI #139)

3. Primer:  As recommended by top coat manufacturer for specific substrate.

B. Paint I-OP-MD-DT -  Medium Duty Door/Trim:  For surfaces subject to frequent contact by
occupants, including metals and wood:
1. Two top coats and one coat primer.
2. Top Coat(s):  Interior Epoxy-Modified Latex; MPI #115 or 215.
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a. Products:
1) Sherwin-Williams Pro Industrial Waterbased Catalyzed Epoxy, Gloss. (MPI

#115)
2) Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements

3. Primer:  As recommended by top coat manufacturer for specific substrate.

C. Paint I-OP-FL - Concrete  Floors to be Painted.
1. Two top coats and one coat primer.
2. Top Coat(s): Polyamin Enamel, Gloss.

a. Products:
1) Armorseal 8100 Waterbased Epoxy Floor System; Sherwin Williams .
2) Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements

3. Primer:  As recommended by top coat manufacturer for specific substrate.

2.04 PRIMERS

A. Primers: Provide the primer as required or recommended by manufacturer of top coats.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Do not begin application of paints and finishes until substrates have been adequately prepared.

B. Verify that surfaces are ready to receive work as instructed by the product manufacturer.

C. Examine surfaces scheduled to be finished prior to commencement of work.  Report any
condition that may potentially affect proper application.

D. If substrate preparation is the responsibility of another installer, notify Architect of
unsatisfactory preparation before proceeding.

E. Test shop-applied primer for compatibility with subsequent cover materials.

F. Measure moisture content of surfaces using an electronic moisture meter. Do not apply finishes
unless moisture content of surfaces is below the following maximums:
1. Gypsum Wallboard:  12 percent.
2. Masonry, Concrete, and Concrete Masonry Units:  12 percent.
3. Concrete Floors and Traffic Surfaces:  8 percent.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Clean surfaces thoroughly and correct defects prior to application.

B. Prepare surfaces using the methods recommended by the manufacturer for achieving the best
result for the substrate under the project conditions.

C. Remove or repair existing paints or finishes that exhibit surface defects.

D. Remove or mask surface appurtenances, including electrical plates, hardware, light fixture trim,
escutcheons, and fittings, prior to preparing surfaces or finishing.
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E. Seal surfaces that might cause bleed through or staining of topcoat.

F. Remove mildew from impervious surfaces by scrubbing with solution of tetra-sodium
phosphate and bleach. Rinse with clean water and allow surface to dry.

G. Concrete:
1. Remove release agents, curing compounds, efflorescence, and chalk.  Do not coat surfaces

if moisture content or alkalinity of surfaces to be coated exceeds that permitted in
manufacturer's written instructions.

2. Clean concrete according to ASTM D4258. Allow to dry.
3. Prepare surface as recommended by top coat manufacturer and according to SSPC-SP 13.

H. Masonry:
1. Remove efflorescence and chalk. Do not coat surfaces if moisture content, alkalinity of

surfaces, or if alkalinity of mortar joints exceed that permitted in manufacturer's written
instructions. Allow to dry.

2. Prepare surface as recommended by top coat manufacturer.

I. Concrete Floors and Traffic Surfaces:  Remove contamination, acid etch and rinse floors with
clear water. Verify required acid-alkali balance is achieved. Allow to dry.

J. Gypsum Board:  Fill minor defects with filler compound. Spot prime defects after repair.

K. Ferrous Metal:
1. Solvent clean according to SSPC-SP 1.
2. Shop-Primed Surfaces:  Sand and scrape to remove loose primer and rust. Feather edges to

make touch-up patches inconspicuous. Clean surfaces with solvent. Prime bare steel
surfaces. Re-prime entire shop-primed item.

3. Remove rust, loose mill scale, and other foreign substances using methods recommended
in writing by paint manufacturer and blast cleaning according to SSPC-SP 6 Commercial
Blast Cleaning. Protect from corrosion until coated.

3.03 APPLICATION

A. Remove unfinished louvers, grilles, covers, and access panels on mechanical and electrical
components and paint separately.
1. Color to match adjacent painted surface.

B. Apply products in accordance with manufacturer's written instructions and recommendations in
"MPI Architectural Painting Specification Manual".

C. Do not apply finishes to surfaces that are not dry. Allow applied coats to dry before next coat is
applied.

D. Apply each coat to uniform appearance in thicknesses specified by manufacturer.

E. Dark Colors and Deep Clear Colors:  Regardless of number of coats specified, apply as many
coats as necessary for complete hide.

F. Sand metal  surfaces lightly between coats to achieve required finish.
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G. Vacuum clean surfaces of loose particles. Use tack cloth to remove dust and particles just prior
to applying next coat.

H. Reinstall electrical cover plates, hardware, light fixture trim, escutcheons, and fittings removed
prior to finishing.

3.04 FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements, for general requirements for field inspection.

B. Owner will provide field inspection.

3.05 CLEANING

A. Collect waste material that could constitute a fire hazard, place in closed metal containers, and
remove daily from site.

3.06 PROTECTION

A. Protect finishes until completion of project.

B. Touch-up damaged finishes after Substantial Completion.

3.07 COLOR SCHEDULE

A. P-1:     #SW 6246, "North Star," finish TBD; Sherwin Williams.

B. P-2:      #SW 6226, "Lanquid Blue," finish TBD; Sherwin Williams.

C. P-3:      #SW 7664, "Steely Gray," finish TBD; Sherwin Williams.

D. P-4:      #SW 6246, "Smoky Azurite," finish TBD; Sherwin Williams.

E. P-5:      Sherwin-Williams Pre-Catalyzed Waterbased Epoxy, Semi-Gloss.
1. Color:  TBD.

F. P-6:      #SW 9150, "Endless Sea," finish TBD; Sherwin Williams.

G. P-7:      #SW 6328, "Fireweed," finish TBD; Sherwin Williams.

H. P-8:      #SW 7007, "Bright White," finish TBD; Sherwin Williams.

I. P-9:      #SW 6119, "Antique White," finish TBD; Sherwin Williams.

J. P-10:     #SW 6990, "Caviar," semi-gloss finish;  Sherwin Williams.

K. HPC-1:     "18% Kodak Grey," Sherwin Williams.

L. HPC-2:      Color TBD; Sherwin Williams.
1. Provid Block filler.
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M. HPC-3:      Color TBD; Sherwin Williams.
1. Provide Block filler.

END OF SECTION  099123
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SECTION 101400 INTERIOR SIGNAGE 

 
PART 1 - GENERAL 

 
1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS 

 
A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 
 
 
1.2 SUMMARY 

 
A. This Section includes the following types of signs: 

 
1. Room Signage 
2. Way Finding Signage 
3. Emergency Signage 

 
1.3 EGC REQUIREMENTS 

1. 6.2 Low / No VOC Adhesives and Sealants 
 
1.4 SUBMITTALS 

 
A. General: Submit the following in accordance with Conditions of the Contract and Division 1 

Specification Sections. 
 

B. Product Data: Include manufacturer's construction details relative to materials, dimensions of 
individual components, profiles, and finishes for each type of sign required. 

 
C. Shop Drawings: Provide shop drawings for fabrication and erection of signs. Include plans, 

elevations, and large-scale sections of typical members and other components. Show anchors, 
grounds, reinforcement, accessories, layout, and installation details. 

 
1. Provide message list for each sign required, including large- scale details of wording and 

layout of lettering. 
2. Furnish full-size spacing templates for individually mounted dimensional letters and 

numbers. 
 

D. Samples: Provide the following samples of each sign component for initial selection of color, 
pattern and surface texture as required and for verification of compliance with requirements 
indicated. 

 
1. Samples for verification of color, pattern, and texture selected, and compliance with 

requirements indicated: 
2. Acrylic: Samples of each finish type and color on 6" Section of extrusions and not less 

than 4-inch square of sheet or plate. 
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1.5 COORDINATION 

A. Furnish templates for placement of sign-anchorage devices embedded in permanent 
construction by other installers. 

 
 
1.6 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

 
A. Single-Source Responsibility: For each separate type of sign required, obtain signs from one 

source from a single manufacturer. 
 

B. Design Criteria: The drawings indicate size, profiles, and dimensional requirements of signs 
and are based on the specific type and model indicated. Signs by other manufacturers may be 
considered provided that deviations in dimensions and profiles are minor and do not change the 
design concept as judged by the Architect. The burden of proof of equality is on the proposer. 

 
1.7 PROJECT CONDITIONS 

 
A. Field Measurements: Take field measurements prior to preparation of shop drawings and 

fabrication to ensure proper fitting. Show recorded measurements on final shop drawings. 
Coordinate fabrication schedule with construction progress to avoid delay. 

 
 
PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

 
2.1 MANUFACTURERS 

 
A. Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products of one of the 

following: 
 

1. Manufacturers of Panel Signs:   
 

ABC Architectural Signing System, Division of Nelson-Harkins Industries. APCO 
Graphics, Inc. 
Architectural Graphics, Inc. ASI Sign Systems, Inc. 
Best Manufacturing Co. Expose Signs & Graphics, Inc. Mohawk Sign Systems. 

2. Manufacturers of Dimensional Letters:  

Andco Industries Corp. 
A.R.K. Ramos Manufacturing Company, Inc. ASI Sign Systems, Inc. 
Expose Signs & Graphics, Inc. Gemini, Inc. 
Metal Arts, Division of L & H Manufacturing Co. The Southwell Company. 
Spanjer Brothers, Inc. Steel Art Company, Inc. 

 
2.2 MANUFACTURERS 

 
A. Cast Acrylic Sheet:  Provide cast (not extruded or continuous cast) methacrylate monomer 
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plastic sheet, in sizes and thicknesses indicated, with a minimum flexural strength of 16,000 psi 
when tested in accordance with ASTM D-790, a minimum allowable continuous service 
temperature of 176 °F (80 °C), and of the following general types: 

1. Opaque Sheet:  Where sheet material is indicated as “opaque.” Provide colored opaque 
acrylic sheet in colors and finishes indicated. 

 
B. Fasteners: Use concealed fasteners fabricated from metals that are not corrosive to the sign 

material and mounting surface. 
 

C. Anchors and Inserts: Use nonferrous metal or hot-dipped galvanized anchors and inserts for 
exterior installations and elsewhere as required for corrosion resistance. Use toothed steel or 
lead expansion bolt devices for drilled-in-place anchors. Furnish inserts, as required, to be  set 
into concrete or masonry work. 

 
D. Colored Coatings for Acrylic Plastic Sheet: Use colored coatings, including inks and paints  

for copy and background colors, that are recommended by acrylic manufacturers for optimum 
adherence to acrylic surface and are nonfading for the application intended. 

 
2.3 PANEL SIGNS 

 
A. Panel Signs: Comply with requirements indicated for materials, thicknesses, finishes, colors, 

designs, shapes, sizes, and details of construction. Signs must conform to current American 
Disability Act Guidelines and ANSI A117.1. 

 
1. Produce smooth, even, level sign panel surfaces, constructed to remain flat under 

installed conditions within a tolerance of plus or minus 1/16 inch measured diagonally. 
2. Unframed Panel Signs: Fabricate signs to profile indicated with edges mechanically and 

smoothly finished to conform with the following requirements: 
 

A. Edge Condition: Square cut unless indicated otherwise. 
B. Corner Condition: Corners 1/2" radius unless indicated otherwise. 

 
3. Graphic Content and Style: Provide sign copy that complies with the requirements 

indicated for size, style, spacing, content, position, material, finishes, and colors of 
letters, numbers, and other graphic devices by the Authority having jurisdiction. 

 
4. Raised Copy and Graphics: Machine-cut copy characters from matte-finish opaque 

acrylic sheet and chemically weld onto the acrylic sheet forming sign panel face. 
Produce precisely formed characters with square cut edges free from burrs and cut 
marks. 

 
a. Panel Material: Section-finished opaque non-glare acrylic sheet.  

B. Raised Copy Thickness: Not less than 1/32 inch. 

C. Letter Style:  Sans Serif. 
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2.4 ACCESSORIES 

A. Fasteners and Anchors: Manufacturer's standard as required for secure anchorage of signs, 
noncorrosive and compatible with each material joined, and complying with the following 
unless otherwise indicated: 

1. Use concealed fasteners and anchors unless indicated to be exposed. 
2. Sign Mounting Fasteners: 

a. Through Fasteners: Exposed metal fasteners matching sign finish, with type of 
head indicated, and installed in predrilled holes. 

B. Post-Installed Anchors: Fastener systems with bolts of same basic metal as fastened metal, if 
visible, unless otherwise indicated; with working capacity greater than or equal to the design 
load, according to an evaluation report acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction, based on 
ICC-ES AC58 or ICC-ES AC308 as appropriate for the substrate. 

1. Uses: Securing signs with imposed loads to structure. 
2. Type:  Torque-controlled, adhesive anchor or adhesive anchor. 
3. Material for Interior Locations: Carbon-steel components zinc-plated to comply with 

ASTM B633 or ASTM F1941 (ASTM F1941M), Class Fe/Zn 5, unless otherwise 
indicated. 

4. Material for Exterior or Interior Locations and Where Stainless Steel Is Indicated: Alloy 
Group 1 (A1) stainless steel bolts, ASTM F593 (ASTM F738M), and nuts, 
ASTM F594 (ASTM F836M). 

C. Power-Actuated Anchors: Fastener systems with working capacity greater than or equal to the 
design load, according to an evaluation report acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction, 
based on ICC-ES AC70. 

D. Adhesive: As recommended by sign manufacturer. 
 

2.5 FINISHES 
 

A. Colors and Surface Textures: For exposed sign material that requires selection of materials 
with integral or applied colors, surface textures or other characteristics related to appearance, 
provide color matches indicated, or if not indicated, as selected by the Architect from the 
manufacturer's standards. 

 
B. Provide 2 colors, base and border. 

 
 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 
 

3.1 INSTALLATION 
 

A. General: Locate sign units and accessories where indicated, using mounting methods of the 
type described and in compliance with the manufacturer's instructions. 
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1. Install signs level, plumb, and at the height indicated, with sign surfaces free from 

distortion or other defects in appearance. 
 

B. Wall Mounted Panel Signs: Attach panel signs to wall surfaces using the methods indicated 
below: 

 
1. Silicone-Adhesive Mounting: Use liquid silicone adhesive recommended by the sign 

manufacturer to attach sign units to irregular, porous, or vinyl-covered surfaces. Use 
double-sided vinyl tape where recommended by the sign manufacturer to hold the sign 
in place until the adhesive has fully cured. 

C. Mounting Methods: 

1. Concealed Studs: Using a template, drill holes in substrate aligning with studs on back 
of sign. Remove loose debris from hole and substrate surface. 

a. Masonry Substrates: Fill holes with adhesive. Leave recess space in hole for 
displaced adhesive. Place sign in position and push until flush to surface, 
embedding studs in holes. Temporarily support sign in position until adhesive 
fully sets. 

b. Thin or Hollow Surfaces: Place sign in position and flush to surface, install 
washers and nuts on studs projecting through opposite side of surface, and 
tighten. 

c. Adhesive: Clean bond-breaking materials from substrate surface and remove 
loose debris. Apply linear beads or spots of adhesive symmetrically to back of 
sign and of suitable quantity to support weight of sign after cure without slippage. 
Keep adhesive away from edges to prevent adhesive extrusion as sign is applied 
and to prevent visibility of cured adhesive at sign edges. Place sign in position 
and push to engage adhesive. Temporarily support sign in position until adhesive 
fully sets. 

 
3.2 ADJUSTING AND CLEANING 

A. Remove and replace damaged or deformed signs and signs that do not comply with specified 
requirements. Replace signs with damaged or deteriorated finishes or components that cannot 
be successfully repaired by finish touchup or similar minor repair procedures. 

B. Remove temporary protective coverings and strippable films as signs are installed. 

C. On completion of installation, clean exposed surfaces of signs according to manufacturer's 
written instructions and touch up minor nicks and abrasions in finish. Maintain signs in a 
clean condition during construction and protect from damage until acceptance by Owner. 

3.3 CLEANING AND PROTECTION 
 

A. At completion of the installation, clean soiled sign surfaces in accordance with the 
manufacturer's instructions. Protect units from damage until acceptance by the Owner. 
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3.4 SIGNAGE SCHEDULE - PANEL SIGNS 

 
A. Provide one (1) panel sign at each unit entrance. 

 
1. Locate unit panel signs on wall adjacent to unit entry door as directed by Architect. 
2. Unit signs to be rectangular with 1/2" brushed chrome backing border. 

 
B. Provide one (1) panel sign at each public area room (i.e. all rooms, stair and other spaces).  

 
C. Provide stair well signs inside every stair at each floor indicating stair #, floor landing level, floor of 

egress discharge, height of stair in stories, and if access to the roof is provided. 
 

D. Provide evacuation plans to be located at each elevator lobby. 
 

E. Provide identification signs to direct fire personnel to Fire Alarm Control Panel (FACP) as required. 
 

F. Provide signs identifying all mechanical spaces, including but not limited to mechanical room, 
elevator machine room, main electric room, trash rooms, electric or tel/data closets, and 
mechanical closets. 

 
G. Provide management name, contact information & hours of operation sign at main entrance. 

 
H. Provide at least EIGHT (8) per floor (32) of hallway directional signs listing unit groups and 

directional arrows. 
 

I. Provide FOUR (4) no-smoking signs to be located in various common areas around building. 
 
 

END OF SECTION 101400 
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TYPE 1

Description:
Signs

Sign Components / Graphics Process:
6" x 6" photopolymer plaque with sign insert as shown, 
tactile text and grade II braille raised 1/32" min.

Colors:
All sign areas shown in black =
TBD
All sign areas shown in white =
TBD to meet ADA code

Typography:
Room number - 5/8" Univers Condensed
Room name - 5/8" Univers Condensed
1/4" high braille centered below text

Paper Insert:
6" x 1.25" area on bottom of plaque to accommodate 
paper insert, as shown (text provided by owner).
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TYPE 2

Description:
Occupied Signs

Sign Components / Graphics Process:
6" x 6" photopolymer plaque with sign insert as shown, 
tactile text and grade II braille raised 1/32" min.
Bottom section to have slider that indicates either  
"occupied" or "vacant"

Colors:
All sign areas shown in black =
TBD
All sign areas shown in white =
TBD to meet ADA code

Typography:
Room number - 5/8" Univers Condensed
Room name - 5/8" Univers Condensed
1/4" high braille centered below text
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TYPE 3

Description:
General Room Signs

Sign Components / Graphics Process:
6" x 6" photopolymer plaque with tactile text  
and grade II braille raised 1/32"

Colors:
All sign areas shown in black =
TBD
All sign areas shown in white =
TBD to meet ADA code

Typography:
 Room number - 5/8" Univers Condensed
 Room name - 5/8" Univers Condensed
 1/4" high braille centered below text
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TYPE 4

Description:
No Unauthorized Access Sign

Sign Components / Graphics Process:
8" x 4" photopolymer plaque with tactile text  
and grade II braille raised 1/32"

Colors:
All sign areas shown in black =
TBD
All sign areas shown in white =
TBD to meet ADA code

Typography:
 Room number - 5/8" Univers Condensed
 Room name - 5/8" Univers Condensed
 1/4" high braille centered below text
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TYPE 5

Description:
Restroom Signs

Sign Components / Graphics Process:
6" x 8" photopolymer plaque with tactile text and  
pictograms, grade II braille raised 1/32" min.

Colors:
All sign areas shown in black =
TBD
All sign areas shown in white =
TBD to meet ADA code

Typography: [centered left to right]
 Sign text - 5/8" Univers Condensed
 1/4" high braille centered below text

Text / Pictogram Schemes:
type text
 5.1 Restroom
 5.2 Women (ADA)
 5.3 Men (ADA)
 5.4 Women
 5.5 Men
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TYPE 6

Description:
Locker Room Signs

Sign Components / Graphics Process:
7" x 9" photopolymer plaque with tactile text and  
pictograms, grade II braille raised 1/32" min.

Colors:
All sign areas shown in black =
TBD
All sign areas shown in white =
TBD to meet ADA code

Typography: [centered left to right]
 Sign text - 5/8" Univers Condensed
 1/4" high braille centered below text

Text / Pictogram Schemes:
type text
 6.1 Restroom Shower/Locker
 6.2 Male Shower/Locker
 6.3 Female Shower/Locker
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TYPE 7

Description:
Exit Sign

Sign Components / Graphics Process:
6" x 3" photopolymer plaque with tactile text  
and grade II braille raised 1/32"

Colors:
All sign areas shown in black =
TBD
All sign areas shown in white =
TBD to meet ADA code

Typography: [centered left to right]
 Sign text - 5/8" Univers Condensed
 1/4" high braille centered below text
 stair letter[s] to correspond to sign schedule STAIR A

stair a

7.2

Scale - 1:2

Scale - 1:2
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EXIT #

6"

EQ. EQ.

3"

7/8"

1-1/8"

1/4"
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1/2"

TYPE 8

Description:
Exit Sign

Sign Components / Graphics Process:
6" x 3" photopolymer plaque with tactile text  
and grade II braille raised 1/32"

Colors:
All sign areas shown in black =
TBD
All sign areas shown in white =
TBD to meet ADA code

Typography: [centered left to right]
 Sign text - 1 1/8" Univers Condensed Black
 1/4" high braille centered below text

Scale: 1:2
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SECTION 101416 - PLAQUES

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Plaques.

1.02 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. 36 CFR 1191 - Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings
and Facilities; Architectural Barriers Act (ABA) Accessibility Guidelines.

B. ADA Standards - 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design.

C. ICC A117.1 - Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities.

1.03 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Manufacturer's product literature for each type of plaque sign, indicating style,
font, foreground and background colors, locations, and overall dimensions of each sign.

C. Shop Drawings:  Indicate dimensions, locations, elevations, materials, text and graphic layout,
and attachment details.

D. Samples:  One sample of each type of plaque sign, of size similar to that required for project,
indicating style, font, and method of attachment.

E. Selection Samples:  Where materials, colors, and finishes are not specified, submit two sets of
color selection charts or chips.

F. Manufacturer's qualification statement.

1.04 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing the products specified in
this section with minimum three years of documented experience.

1.05 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Package plaque signs as required to prevent damage before installation.

B. Store under cover and elevated above grade.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Plaques:
1. A.R.K, Ramos; https://arkramos.com/.
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2. ASI Sign Systems; https://asisignage.com/ .
3. Gemini Made; https://geminimade.com/signage/.
4. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.02 REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

A. Accessibility Requirements:  Comply with ADA Standards and ICC A117.1 and applicable
building codes, unless otherwise indicated; in the event of conflicting requirements, comply
with the most restrictive requirements.

2.03 PLAQUES

A. Metal Plaques:
1. Material:  Bronze casting.
2. Material Thickness:  1/8 inch (3 mm), minimum.
3. Size: As indicated on drawings .
4. Text and Typeface:

a. Character Font:  Times or other serif font.
b. Character Case:  Upper case only.
c. Character Color:  Contrast with background color.

5. Background Texture:  Pebble.
6. Surface Finish:  Brushed, satin.
7. Painted Background Color:  Light oxide stain.
8. Protective Coating:  Manufacturer's standard clear coating.
9. Mounting:  Rosettes and toggle bolts.

a. Rosette Style:  Star.
b. Rosette Diameter: 1/2 inch (12 mm) .

2.04 ACCESSORIES

A. Concealed Screws:  Noncorroding metal; stainless steel, galvanized steel, chrome plated, or
other.

B. Exposed Screws:  Solid brass.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that substrate surfaces are ready to receive work.

B. Notify Architect if conditions are not suitable for installation of signs; do not proceed until
conditions are satisfactory.

3.02 INSTALLATION

A. Install in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

B. Install with horizontal edges level.

C. Locate plaque signs and mount at heights indicated on drawings and in accordance with ADA
Standards and ICC A117.1.
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D. Protect from damage until mm-dd-yyyy; repair or replace damaged items.

END OF SECTION  101416
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SECTION 102113.19 - PLASTIC TOILET COMPARTMENTS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Solid plastic toilet compartments.

B. Urinal  screens.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 061000 - Rough Carpentry:  Blocking and supports.

B. Section 102800 - Toilet, Bath, and Laundry Accessories.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. NFPA 286 - Standard Methods of Fire Tests for Evaluating Contribution of Wall and Ceiling
Interior Finish to Room Fire Growth.

1.04 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Coordination:  Coordinate the work with placement of support framing and anchors in walls
and ceilings.

1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements, for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Provide data on panel construction, hardware, and accessories.

C. Shop Drawings:  Indicate partition plan, elevation views, dimensions, details of wall supports,
door swings.

D. Samples:  Submit two  samples of partition panels, 6 by 6 inch (150 by 150 mm)  in size
illustrating panel finish, color, and sheen.

E. Manufacturer's Installation Instructions:  Indicate special procedures.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Solid Plastic Toilet Compartments:
1. ASI Global Partitions ; Solid Plastic HDPE :  www.asi-globalpartitions.com/#sle.
2. Hadrian; Hadrian - Standard Series - Plastic:  www.hadrian-inc.com/#sle.
3. Scranton Products ; Hiny Hiders Partitions :  www.scrantonproducts.com/#sle.
4. Substitutions:  Section 016000 - Product Requirements.
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2.02 PLASTIC TOILET COMPARTMENTS

A. Solid Plastic Toilet Compartments:  Factory fabricated doors, pilasters, and divider panels made
of solid molded high density polyethylene (HDPE), tested in accordance with NFPA 286; floor-
mounted unbraced.
1. Color:

a. TP-1:     "Shale."
b. TP-2:     "Concrete."

2. Texture:
a. TP-1:     Orange Peel.
b. TP-2:     Orange Peel.

3. Doors:
a. Thickness:  1 inch (25 mm).
b. Width:  24 inch (610 mm).
c. Width for Handicapped Use:  36 inch (915 mm), out-swinging.
d. Height:  55 inch (1397 mm).

4. Panels:
a. Thickness:  1 inch (25 mm).
b. Height:  55 inch (1397 mm).

5. Pilasters:
a. Thickness:  1 inch (25 mm).
b. Width:  As required to fit space; minimum 3 inch (76 mm).

2.03 ACCESSORIES

A. Pilaster Shoes:  Stainless steel, satin finish, 3 inches (76 mm) high; concealing floor fastenings.
1. Provide adjustment for floor variations with screw jack through steel saddles integral with

pilaster.

B. Head Rails:   Extruded aluminum, anti-grip profile.
1. Size:  Manufacturer's standard size.

C. Wall and Pilaster  Brackets: Stainless steel ; continuous type .

D. Attachments, Screws, and Bolts:  Stainless steel , tamper proof type.
1. For attaching panels and pilasters to brackets:  Through-bolts and nuts ; tamper proof.

E. Hinges:  Stainless steel, manufacturer's standard finish.
1. Continuous-type hinge, self closing.

F. Door Hardware:  Stainless steel, manufacturer's standard finish.
1. Door Latch:  Slide type with exterior emergency access feature.
2. Door Strike and Keeper with Rubber Bumper:  Mount on pilaster in alignment with door

latch.
3. Provide door pull for outswinging doors.

G. Coat Hook:  One per compartment, mounted on door.
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PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that field measurements are as indicated.

B. Verify correct spacing of and between plumbing fixtures.

C. Verify correct location of built-in framing, anchorage, and bracing.

3.02 INSTALLATION

A. Install partitions secure, rigid, plumb, and level in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

B. Maintain 3/8 inch to 1/2 inch (9 mm  to 13 mm) space between wall and panels and between
wall and end pilasters.

C. Attach panel brackets securely to walls using anchor devices.

D. Attach panels and pilasters to brackets.  Locate head rail joints at pilaster center lines.

E. Field touch-up of scratches or damaged finish will not be permitted.  Replace damaged or
scratched materials with new materials.

3.03 TOLERANCES

A. Maximum Variation From True Position:  1/4 inch (6 mm).

B. Maximum Variation From Plumb:  1/8 inch (3 mm).

3.04 ADJUSTING

A. Adjust and align hardware to uniform clearance at vertical edge of doors, not exceeding 3/16
inch (5 mm).

B. Adjust hinges to position doors in partial opening position when unlatched.  Return out-
swinging doors to closed position.

C. Adjust adjacent components for consistency of line or plane.

END OF SECTION  102113.19
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SECTION 102600 - WALL AND DOOR PROTECTION

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Bumper rails.

B. Corner guards.

C. Protective wall covering.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 092116 - Gypsum Board Assemblies:  Placement of supports in stud wall construction.

B. Section 092216 - Non-Structural Metal Framing:  Placement of supports in stud wall
construction.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM D256 - Standard Test Methods for Determining the Izod Pendulum Impact Resistance
of Plastics.

B. ASTM D543 - Standard Practices for Evaluating the Resistance of Plastics to Chemical
Reagents.

C. ASTM E84 - Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials.

D. ASTM F476 - Standard Test Methods for Security of Swinging Door Assemblies.

E. ASTM G21 - Standard Practice for Determining Resistance of Synthetic Polymeric Materials to
Fungi.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Indicate physical dimensions, features, wall mounting brackets with mounted
measurements, anchorage details, and rough-in measurements.

C. Shop Drawings:  Include plans, elevation, sections, and attachment details. Show design and
spacing of supports for protective corridor handrails, required to withstand structural loads.

D. Samples:  Submit  samples  illustrating component design, configurations, joinery, color and
finish.
1. Submit two  sections of corner guards and bumper rails , 24 inches (610 mm)  long.
2. Submit two samples of protective wall covering and door surface protection, 6 by 6 inches

(152 by 152 mm) square.

E. Manufacturer's Instructions:  Indicate special procedures, perimeter conditions requiring special
attention .
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F. Warranty Documentation:  Submit manufacturer warranty and ensure that forms have been
completed in Owner's name and registered with manufacturer.

G. Maintenance Materials:  Furnish the following for Owner's use in maintenance of project:
1. See Section 016000 - Product Requirements, for additional provisions.
2. Extra Stock Materials:  One  package(s) of  minimum 96 inches (2438 mm)  long unit  of

each kind  of covers for corner guards and bumper rails .
3. Extra Stock Materials:  128 square feet (12 square meters)  of each kind  of protective wall

covering .

H. Maintenance Data:  Manufacturer's instructions for care and cleaning of each type of product.
 Include information about both recommended and potentially detrimental cleaning materials
and methods.

1.05 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Deliver wall protection items in original, undamaged protective packaging.  Label items to
designate installation locations.

B. Protect work from moisture damage.

C. Protect work from UV light damage.

D. Do not deliver products to project site until areas for storage and installation are fully enclosed,
and interior temperature and humidity are in compliance with manufacturer's recommendations
for each type of item.

E. Store products in either horizontal or vertical position, in compliance with manufacturer's
instructions.

1.06 WARRANTY

A. See Section 017800 - Closeout Submittals for additional warranty requirements.

B. Manufacturer Warranty:  Provide Limited Lifetime manufacturer warranty for rigid vinyl sheet
wall covering, corner guards and wall guards. Complete forms in Owner's name and register
with manufacturer.

C. Installer Warranty: Provide 2-year warranty for rigid vinyl sheet wall covering, wall, and corner
guards, commencing on Date of Substantial Completion. Complete forms in Owner's name and
register with installer.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Bumper Rails (WIP-3):
1. Babcock-Davis : www.babcockdavis.com/#sle.
2. Construction Specialties, Inc : www.c-sgroup.com/#sle.
3. Inpro ; Model 1500: www.inprocorp.com/#sle.
4. Koroseal Interior Products : www.koroseal.com/#sle.
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5. Substitutions: See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

B. Corner Guards (WIP-2):
1. Babcock-Davis: www.babcockdavis.com/#sle.
2. Construction Specialties, Inc: www.c-sgroup.com/#sle.
3. Inpro: Model 150 High Impact: www.inprocorp.com/#sle.
4. Koroseal Interior Products: www.koroseal.com/#sle..
5. Substitutions: See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

C. Protective Wall Covering (WIP-1):
1. Construction Specialties, Inc : www.c-sgroup.com/#sle.
2. Inpro ; Palladium Rigid Vinyl Sheet : www.inprocorp.com/#sle.
3. MDC Interior Solutions : www.mdcwall.com/#sle.
4. Pawling Corp : www.pawling.com/#sle.
5. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.02 PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

A. Impact Strength:  Unless otherwise noted, provide protection products and assemblies that have
been successfully tested for compliance with applicable provisions of ASTM D256 and/or
ASTM F476.

B. Chemical and Stain Resistance:  Unless otherwise noted, provide protection products and
assemblies with chemical and stain resistance complying with applicable provisions of ASTM
D543.

C. Fungal Resistance:  Unless otherwise noted, provide protection products and assemblies which
pass ASTM G21 testing.

2.03 PRODUCT TYPES

A. Bumper Rails (WIP-3): Factory- or shop-fabricated, with preformed end caps and internal and
external corners:
1. Performance of Installed Assembly:

a. Support vertical live load of 100 lb/lineal ft (1,400 N/m) with deflection not to exceed
1/50 of span between supports.

b. Resist lateral force of 250 lbs (1112 N) at any point without damage or permanent set.
2. Material: High impact vinyl , color #0280, "s#0134, "Shiprock" .
3. Surface Burning Characteristics:  Provide assemblies with flame spread index of 25 or less

and smoke developed index of 450 or less, when tested in accordance with ASTM E84.
4. Mounting:  Surface.
5. Length: Minimum one piece length not less than 12 inches (305 mm) ; flush splicing.

B. Corner Guards - Surface Mounted (WIP-2):
1. Material:  High impact vinyl with full height extruded aluminum retainer.
2. Performance:  Resist lateral impact force of 100 lbs (445 N) at any point without damage

or permanent set.
3. Surface Burning Characteristics:  Provide assemblies with flame spread index of 25 or less

and smoke developed index of 450 or less, when tested in accordance with ASTM E84.
4. Width of Wings: 3 inches (76 mm) .
5. Corner: Radiused .
6. Color:  As selected from manufacturer's standard colors.
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7. Length:  One piece.

C. Protective Wall Covering (WIP-1):
1. Material:  High-impact acrylic-modified vinyl.
2. Thickness: 0.060 inch (1.52 mm) .
3. Surface Burning Characteristics:  Provide assemblies with flame spread index of 25 or less

and smoke developed index of 450 or less, when tested in accordance with ASTM E84.
4. Color: #0134, "Cadet Blue" .
5. Accessories:  Provide manufacturer's standard color-matched trim and moldings.

a. Inside Corner Trim:  Standard angle
b. Outside Corner Trim:  Standard angle.

6. Mounting:  Adhesive.

2.04 FABRICATION

A. Fabricate components with tight joints, corners and seams.

B. Pre-drill holes for attachment.

C. Form end trim closure by capping and finishing smooth.

2.05 SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL

A. See Section 014000 - Quality Requirements, for additional requirements.

B. Provide wall and door protection systems of each type from a single source and manufacturer.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that field measurements are as indicated on drawings.

B. Verify that substrate surfaces for adhered items are clean and smooth.
1. Test painted or wall covering surfaces for adhesion in inconspicuous area, as

recommended by manufacturer.  Follow adhesive manufacturer's recommendations for
remedial measures at locations and/or application conditions where adhesion test's results
are unsatisfactory.

C. Start of installation constitutes acceptance of project conditions.

3.02 INSTALLATION

A. Install components in accordance with manufacturer's instructions, level and plumb, secured
rigidly in position to supporting construction.

B. Position top of bumper rail 36 inches (914 mm) from finished floor.

C. Position corner guard 4 inches (102 mm)  above finished floor to 48 inches high (1220 mm
high) .

D. Terminate rails 1 inch (25.4 mm) short of door openings and intersecting walls.
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E. Position protective wall covering no less than 1 inch (25.4 mm) above finished floor to allow
for floor level variation.
1. Wainscot Installation:  Establish a level line at the specified height for entire length of run.

 Install by aligning top of edge of covering with this line.
2. Apply adhesive with 1/8 inch (3.2 mm) V-notch trowel to an area of wall surface that can

be completed within cure time of the adhesive.
3. Install trim pieces as required for a complete installation.  Allow tolerance for thermal

movement.
4. Use a roller to ensure maximum contact with adhesive.
5. At inside and outside corners cut covering sheets to facilitate installation of trim pieces or

corner guards.

3.03 TOLERANCES

A. Maximum Variation From Required Height:  1/4 inch (6 mm).

B. Maximum Variation From Level or Plane For Visible Length:  1/4 inch (6 mm).

3.04 CLEANING

A. See Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal, for additional
requirements.

B. Clean wall and door protection items of excess adhesive, dust, dirt, and other contaminants.

END OF SECTION  102600
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SECTION 102800 - TOILET, BATH, AND LAUNDRY ACCESSORIES

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Commercial toilet accessories.

B. Commercial shower and bath accessories.

C. Under-lavatory pipe supply covers.

D. Electric hand/hair dryers.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 102113.19 - Plastic Toilet Compartments : For TP-1 and TP-2.

B. Section 224000 - Plumbing Fixtures:  Under-lavatory pipe and supply covers.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ADA Standards - 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design.

B. ASTM A269/A269M - Standard Specification for Seamless and Welded Austenitic Stainless
Steel Tubing for General Service.

C. ASTM A653/A653M - Standard Specification for Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) or
Zinc-Iron Alloy-Coated (Galvannealed) by the Hot-Dip Process.

D. ASTM A666 - Standard Specification for Annealed or Cold-Worked Austenitic Stainless Steel
Sheet, Strip, Plate, and Flat Bar.

E. ASTM B456 - Standard Specification for Electrodeposited Coatings of Copper Plus Nickel Plus
Chromium and Nickel Plus Chromium.

F. ASTM C1036 - Standard Specification for Flat Glass.

G. ASTM C1048 - Standard Specification for Heat-Strengthened and Fully Tempered Flat Glass.

H. ASTM C1503 - Standard Specification for Silvered Flat Glass Mirror.

I. ASTM E84 - Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials.

J. ASTM F2285 - Standard Consumer Safety Performance Specification for Diaper Changing
Tables for Commercial Use.

K. ASTM G21 - Standard Practice for Determining Resistance of Synthetic Polymeric Materials to
Fungi.
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1.04 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Coordinate the work with the placement of internal wall reinforcement, concealed ceiling
supports, and reinforcement of toilet partitions to receive anchor attachments.

B. Coordinate accessory locations with other work to prevent interference with clearances required
for access by people with disabilities, and for proper installation, adjustment, operation,
cleaning, and servicing of accessories.

1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data: Submit data on accessories describing size, finish, details of function, and
attachment methods.
1. Include anchoring and mounting requirements, including requirements for cutouts in other

work and substrate preparation.
2. Include electrical characteristics.

B. Samples:  Submit two samples of each accessory, illustrating color and finish.

C. Manufacturer's Installation Instructions: Indicate special procedures and conditions requiring
special attention .

D. Product Schedule: Indicating types, quantities, sizes, and installation locations by room of each
accessory required.
1. Identify locations using room designations indicated.
2. Identify accessories using designations indicated.

1.06 WARRANTY

A. Manufacturer's Special Warranty for Mirrors: Manufacturer agrees to repair or replace mirrors
that fail in materials or workmanship within specified warranty period.
1. Failures include, but are not limited to, visible silver spoilage defects.
2. Warranty Period:  15 years from date of Substantial Completion.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

A. Electrical Components, Devices, and Accessories: Listed and labeled as defined in NFPA 70,
by a qualified testing agency, and marked for intended location and application.

B. Structural Performance: Design accessories and fasteners to comply with the following
requirements:
1. Grab Bars: Installed units are able to resist 250 lbf concentrated load applied in any

direction and at any point.
2. Shower Seats: Installed units are able to resist 250 lbf applied in any direction and at any

point.

2.02 MANUFACTURERS

A. Accessories: Provide products indicated, or approved equivalent by one of the following.
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1. AJW Architectural Products :  www.ajw.com/#sle.
2. American Specialties, Inc :  www.americanspecialties.com/#sle.
3. Bobrick: www.bobrick.com.
4. Bradley Corporation: www.bradleycorp.com/#sle.
5. Delta: www.deltafaucet.com.
6. GAMCO: www.gamcousa.com.

B. Provide products of each category type by single manufacturer.

2.03 MATERIALS

A. Accessories - General:  Shop assembled, free of dents and scratches and packaged complete
with anchors and fittings, steel anchor plates, adapters, and anchor components for installation.
1. Grind welded joints smooth.
2. Fabricate units made of metal sheet of seamless sheets with flat surfaces.

B. Keys: Provide two (2)  keys for each accessory to Owner ; master key lockable accessories .

C. Stainless Steel Sheet:  ASTM A666, Type 304.

D. Stainless Steel Tubing:  ASTM A269/A269M, Grade TP304 or TP316.

E. Galvanized Sheet Steel:  Hot-dipped galvanized steel sheet, ASTM A653/A653M, with
G90/Z275 coating.

F. Mirror Glass:  Annealed float glass, ASTM C1036 Type I, Class 1, Quality Q2, with silvering,
protective and physical characteristics complying with ASTM C1503.

G. Mirror Glass:  Tempered safety glass, ASTM C1048; and ASTM C1036 Type I, Class 1,
Quality Q2, with silvering as required.

H. Adhesive:  Two component epoxy type, waterproof.

I. Fasteners, Screws, and Bolts:  Hot dip galvanized; tamper-proof; security type.

J. Expansion Shields:  Fiber, lead, or rubber as recommended by accessory manufacturer for
component and substrate.

2.04 FINISHES

A. Stainless Steel:  Satin finish, unless otherwise noted.

B. Chrome/Nickel Plating:  ASTM B456, SC 2, polished finish, unless otherwise noted.

2.05 COMMERCIAL TOILET ACCESSORIES

A. Toilet Paper Dispenser: Twin mini jumbo roll dispenser, surface mounted, for 1-5/8 inch (40
mm) core type rolls.
1. Products:

a. Tork USA; (TA-2) Tork Twin Mini Jumbo Bath Tissue Roll Dispenser.
b. Substitutions: Not permitted .
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B. Paper Towel Dispenser (TA-3): Hands free, roll paper type.
1. Cover:  Stainless steel.
2. Paper Discharge:  Touchless automatic.
3. Mounting: Surface mounted .
4. Power: AC  power adapter .
5. Refill Indicator:  Illuminated refill indicator.
6. Products:

a. Tork USA; Tork Matic® Hand Towel Roll Dispenser - with Intuition ™ Sensor .
b. Substitutions: Not permitted .

C. Waste Receptacle (TA-3k): Wall-mounted, stainless steel, seamless panel container,  reinforced
panel continuously welded bottom pan and seamless exposed flanges.
1. Liner:  Removable, heavy-duty vinyl liner, attached at a minimum of four points with

stainless steel grommets and hooks.
2. Products:

a. Bobrick; #B-279 Surface-Mounted; satin finish.
1) Minimum capacity: 6.4 gallons (24.2 liters) .

b. Substitutions: Section 016000 - Product Requirements.
3. Waste Receptacle (TA-3l): Recessed, stainless steel, seamless panel container, reinforced

panel continuously welded bottom pan and seamless exposed flanges.
a. Liner: Removable seamless stainless steel receptacle.
b. Liner: Removable, heavy-duty vinyl liner, attached at a minimum of four points with

stainless steel grommets and hooks.
c. Minimum capacity: 4 gallons (15 liters).
d. Products:

1) Bobrick; #B-43644 Recess-Mounted; satin finish.
2) Minimum capacity: 12.8 gallons (48.3 liters).

e. Substitutions: Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

D. Automated Soap Dispenser: Foam or dispenser, wall-mounted containereck; chrome-plated
ABS plastic with bright polished finish; chrome-plated deck escutcheon.
1. Minimum Capacity: 1200 ml.
2. Power: Battery operated. Provide 4 alkaline D-Cell batteries.
3. Products:

a. GOJO; (TA-9f) ModelLTX Foaming Soap Touchless Dispenser.

E. Mirrors:  Stainless steel framed, 1/4 inch (6 mm) thick annealed float glass; ASTM C1036.
1. Annealed Float Glass:  Silvering, protective and physical characteristics in compliance

with ASTM C1503.
2. Size:  24-inches by 36-inches.
3. Frame: channel  or channel shapes, with mitered  and welded and ground  corners , and

tamperproof hanging system ; satin  finish.
4. Backing:  Full-mirror sized, minimum 0.03 inch (0.8 mm) galvanized steel sheet and

nonabsorptive filler material.
5. Products:

a. Bobrick; (TA-11a) Model #B-290 Angle Frame Mirror; 18 x 30 inches (46 x 76 cm).

F. Seat Cover Dispenser: Stainless steel , surface-mounted , reloading by concealed opening at
base .
1. Minimum capacity:  250 seat covers.
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2. Products:
a. Bobrick; (TA-6d) ConturaSeries Model #B4221; satin finish.
b. Substitutions: Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

G. Seat Cover Dispenser: Stainless steel, recessed.
1. Minimum capacity: 500 seat covers.
2. Products:

a. Bobrick; (TA-7p) Model #B3013; satin finish.
b. Substitutions: Section016000-Product Requirements.

H. Grab Bars:
1. Standard Duty Grab Bars: Stainless steel, smooth slip-resistant surface.

a. Push/Pull Point Load:  250 pound-force (1112 N), minimum.
b. Dimensions: 1-1/2 inch (38 mm)  outside diameter, minimum 0.05 inch (1.3 mm)  wall

thickness, concealed  flange mounting, 1-1/2 inch (38 mm)  clearance between wall
and inside of grab bar.

c. Finish:  Satin.
d. Length and Configuration: As indicated on drawings and below.
e. Products:

1) Bobrick; (TA-1b) Model B-6806x18, with #252-30 mounting kits.
2) Bobrick; (TA-1d) Model B-6806x36, with #252-30 mounting kits.
3) Bobrick; (TA-1e) Model B-6806x42, with #252-30 mounting kits.

I. Sanitary Napkin Disposal Unit (TA-5): Stainless steel, recessed, with full-length stainless steel
piano-type hinge, removable receptacle.
1. Products:

a. Bobrick; (TA-5b) ConturaSeries Model #B-270 (surface-mount); satin finish.
b. Bobrick; (TA-5) Model #B-3513 (recess-mount); satin finish.
c. Bobrick; (TA-5g) Model #B-354 (back-to-back partition-mount with adjustable

flanges); satin finish.
d. Substitutions:  Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.06 COMMERCIAL SHOWER AND BATH ACCESSORIES

A. Shower Curtain Rod: Custom stainless steel tube, 1-1/4 inch (32 mm) outside diameter, 0.047
inch (1.2 mm) wall thickness, satin-finished, with 3 inch (75 mm) outside diameter, minimum
0.04 inch (1.0 mm) thick satin-finished stainless steel flanges, for concealed mounting.
 Existing masonry oping is 40-inches.
1. Products:

a. Bobrick; (TA-17) ClassicSeries Model #B-6047.
b. Substitutions:  Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

B. Shower Curtain:
1. Material:  Opaque vinyl, 0.008 inch (0.2 mm) thick, matte finish, with antibacterial

treatment, flameproof and stain-resistant.
2. Grommets:  Stainless steel; pierced through top hem on 6 inch (150 mm) centers.
3. Color:  White.
4. Products:

a. Bobrick; (TA-18a) Model #B-204-2 42 x 72 inches (1065 x 1830 mm) Shower
Curtain with hemmed edges.

b. Substitutions: Section 016000 - Product Requirements.
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5. Shower Curtain Hooks (TA-19): Stainless steel spring wire designed for snap closure.
a. Bobrick; Model #B-204-1.
b. Substitutions: Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

C. Folding Shower Seat:  Wall-mounted surface; welded tubular seat frame, structural support
members, hinges, and mechanical fasteners of Type 304 stainless steel, L-shaped, reversible
seat, unless otherwise indicated.
1. Seat:  Phenolic or polymeric composite one-piece seat or seat slats, of color as selected .
2. Size:  ADA Standards compliant.
3. Products:

a. Bobrick; (TA-15) Model #B-5181 Reversible Solid Phenolic Folding Shower Seat.
b. Bobrick; (TA-16) Model #B-5191 Rectangular Solid Phenolic Folding Shower Seat.

D. Wall-Mounted Soap Dish:  Normal  duty, seamless stainless steel, surface-mounted with drain
holes , without  grab bar, bright polished  finish; with concealed  mechanical fastening suitable for
substrate and backplate .
1. Products:

a. Bobrick; (TA-20) Model #B-680.

E. Towel Bar:  Stainless steel, 3/4 inch (20 mm)  round  tubular bar; rectangular  brackets, concealed 
attachment, bright polished  finish.
1. Products:

a. GAMCO; (TA-21a) Model #7674x18; 18 inch (455 mm) towel bar.
b. GAMCO; (TA-21b) Model #7674x24; 24 inch (455 mm) towel bar.

F. Towel Pin:  Stainless steel, 3 inch (75 mm)  extension from wall; rectangular-shaped bracket
and backplate for concealed attachment, bright polished  finish.
1. Products:

a. Bobrick; (TA-21c) Model #B-677.

G. Robe Hook: Heavy-duty stainless steel, single-prong, rectangular-shaped bracket and backplate
for exposed attachment, satin finish, unless otherwise indicated.
1. Products:

a. Bobrick; (TA-13a) Model #B-233.
b. Bobrick; (TA-13b) Model #B-232x24; hook strip.
c. Bobrick; (TA-13c) ClassicSeries Model #B-6727 double robe hook with concealed

attachment.

H. Sharps Disposal: Heavy-duty stainless steel cabinet with exposed surfaces in satin finish. Door
secured by piano-hinge. Removable needle disposal with tumbler lock.
1. Products:

a. Bobrick; (TA-37) Model #B-35016 Recessed Sharps Disposal.
2. Sharps Collector: 5.4 quarts; #305443 insert.

2.07 RESIDENTIAL TOILET, SHOWER, AND BATH ACCESSORIES

A. Toilet Paper Holder:  Surface mounted, single roll, concealed attachment.
1. Finish: Black; matte finish.
2. Type:  Straight post holder.
3. Products: Delta; (TA-44) Trinsic Model #75950-BL Tissue Holder.

B. Towel Bar: Round  tubular bar; round  mounting posts, concealed  attachment.
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1. Finish: Black; matte finish.
2. Products:

a. Delta; (TA-41) Trinsic Model #759240-BL 24 inch (609.6 mm) towel bar.
b. Delta; (TA-42) Trinsic Model #75930-BL 30 inch (762 mm) towel bar.

C. Robe Hook:  Single-prong, concealed attachment.
1. Finish: Black; matte finish.
2. Products: Delta; (TA-43) Trinsic Model #75935-BL Robe Hook.

2.08 UNDER-LAVATORY PIPE AND SUPPLY COVERS

A. Under-Lavatory Pipe and Supply Covers:
1. Insulate exposed drainage piping, including hot, cold, and tempered water supplies under

lavatories or sinks to comply with ADA Standards.
2. Exterior Surfaces:  Smooth non-absorbent, non-abrasive surfaces.
3. Construction:  1/8 inch (3.2 mm) flexible PVC.

a. Surface Burning Characteristics:  Flame spread index of 25 or less and smoke
developed index of 450 or less, when tested in accordance with ASTM E84.

b. Microbial and Fungal Resistance:  Comply with ASTM G21.
4. Color:  White.
5. Fasteners:  Reusable, snap-locking fasteners with no sharp or abrasive external surfaces.
6. Products: Provide products by one of the following, or approved equivalent.

a. McGuire Manufacturing: www.mcguiremfg.com.
b. Plumberex Specialty Products, Inc:  www.plumberex.com/#sle.
c. TRUBRO.

2.09 ELECTRIC HAND/HAIR DRYERS

A. Electric Hand Dryers:   Traditional fan-in-case type, with downward fixed nozzle.
1. Operation:  Automatic, sensor-operated on and off.
2. Mounting:  Wall-mounted - surface.
3. Cover:  Plastic .

a. Tamper-resistant screw attachment of cover to mounting plate.
4. Electric Hand Dryer Products:

a. Dyson; (TA-32a) Model Airblade V Electric Hand Dryer.
b. Dyson; (TA-32b) Model Airblade 9kJ Hand Dryer.
c. Bobrick; (TA-33) QuietDry Series TrimDry Model #7120 (white cover) surface

mounted ADA Dryer.

2.10 DIAPER CHANGING STATIONS

A. Diaper Changing Station:  Wall-mounted folding diaper changing station for use in commercial
toilet facilities, meeting or exceeding ASTM F2285.
1. Minimum Rated Load: 250 pounds (113.4 kg).
2. Products:

a. Koala Kare Products; (TA-22a) Model #KB200 Horizontal Wall Mount.
1) Material: Polypropylene.
2) Mounting: Surface .
3) Color: As selected .

b. Koala Kare Products; (TA-22b) Model #KB301 Vertical Wall Mount.
1) Material: Polypropylene.
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2) Mounting: Surface .
3) Color: As selected .

c. Koala Kare Products; (TA-22c) Model #KB311-SSRE Vertical Wall Mount.
1) Material: Stainless steel.
2) Mounting: Recessed .

d. Koala Kare Products; (TA-22d) Model #KB310-SSRE Horizontal Wall Mount.
1) Material: Stainless steel.
2) Mounting: Recessed .

2.11 UTILITY ROOM ACCESSORIES

A. Combination Utility Shelf/Mop and Broom Holder:  0.05 inch (1.3 mm) thick stainless steel,
Type 304, with 1/2 inch (12 mm) returned edges, 0.06 inch (1.6 mm) steel wall brackets.
1. Drying rod:  Stainless steel, 1/4 inch (6 mm) diameter.
2. Hooks:  Three , 0.06 inch (1.6 mm)  stainless steel rag hooks at shelf front.
3. Mop/broom holders:  Four  spring-loaded rubber cam holders at shelf front.
4. Length:  36 inches (900 mm).
5. Products:

a. Bobrick; (TA-14) Model #B-224x36; satin finish.

2.12 FABRICATION

A. General: Fabricate units with tight seams and joints, and exposed edges rolled. Hang doors and
access panels with full-length, continuous hinges. Equip units for concealed anchorage and with
corrosion-resistant backing plates.

B. Keys: Provide universal keys for internal access to accessories for servicing and resupplying.
Provide minimum of six keys to Owner's representative.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify existing conditions before starting work.

B. Verify exact location of accessories for installation.

C. For electrically-operated accessories, verify that electrical power connections are ready and in
the correct locations.

D. Verify that field measurements are as indicated on drawings.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Deliver inserts and rough-in frames to site for timely installation.

B. Provide templates and rough-in measurements as required.

3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Install accessories in accordance with manufacturers' instructions in locations indicated on
drawings.
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1. Remove temporary labels and protective coatings.
2. Grab Bars: Install to comply with specified structural-performance requirements.
3. Shower Seats: Install to comply with specified structural-performance requirements.

B. Install plumb and level, securely and rigidly anchored to substrate.

C. Mounting Heights:  As required by accessibility regulations, unless otherwise indicated.

3.04 ADJUSTING AND CLEANING

A. Adjust accessories for unencumbered, smooth operation. Replace damaged or defective items.

B. Clean and polish exposed surfaces according to manufacturer's written instructions.

3.05 PROTECTION

A. Protect installed accessories from damage due to subsequent construction operations.

END OF SECTION  102800
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SECTION 104300 - EMERGENCY AID SPECIALTIES

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Automated external defibrillator (AED) cabinets.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 061000 - Rough Carpentry:  Wood blocking product and execution requirements.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Shop Drawings:  Indicate locations of cabinets and cabinet physical dimensions.

C. Manufacturer's Installation Instructions:  Indicate special criteria and wall opening coordination
requirements.

D. Manufacturer's Certificate:  Certify that products meet or exceed specified requirements.

E. Maintenance Data:  Include test schedules and recertification requirements.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Emergency Aid Cabinets and Accessories:
1. Activar Construction Products Group, Inc. - JL Industries; LifeStart 1400 Series AED

Cabinet:  www.activarcpg.com/#sle.
2. Modern Metal Products, a division of Technico, Inc; ______:  www.modern-

metal.com/#sle.
3. Initial Response; Recessed AED Cabinet: https://responseready.com/products/standard-

aed-cabinet-with-alarm-strobe?variant=45934236827899.
a. Model 180-R1.

END OF SECTION  104300
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SECTION 105113 - METAL LOCKERS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Metal lockers.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 061000 - Rough Carpentry:  Wood blocking and nailers.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ADA Standards - 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design.

B. ASTM A653/A653M - Standard Specification for Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) or
Zinc-Iron Alloy-Coated (Galvannealed) by the Hot-Dip Process.

C. ASTM A1008/A1008M - Standard Specification for Steel, Sheet, Cold-Rolled, Carbon,
Structural, High-Strength Low-Alloy, High-Strength Low-Alloy with Improved Formability,
Required Hardness, Solution Hardened, and Bake Hardenable.

D. ICC A117.1 - Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Manufacturer's published data on locker construction, sizes, and accessories.

C. Shop Drawings:  Indicate locker plan layout, numbering plan and combination lock code .

D. Full Size Sample:  One full-size locker of each construction specified for evaluation of
construction.

E. Samples:  Submit two samples in manufacturer's standard size showing color and finish of
metal locker material.

F. Manufacturer's Installation Instructions:  Indicate component installation assembly.

1.05 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Protect locker finish and adjacent surfaces from damage.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Metal Lockers:
1. ASI Storage Solutions ; Competitor Collection :  www.asi-storage.com/#sle.
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2. Lyon Workspace Products ; Workspace Heavy Duty Ventilated Lockers :
 www.lyonworkspace.com/#sle.

3. Republic Storage Systems Co ; Heavy Duty Ventilated Lockers :
 www.republicstorage.com/#sle.

4. Spacesaver Corporation ; Police Lockers :  www.spacesaver.com/#sle.
5. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.02 LOCKER APPLICATIONS

A. Box Lockers:  Metal lockers, free-standing with matching closed base.
1. Width:  12 inches (305 mm).
2. Depth:  12 inches (305 mm).
3. Height:  18 inches (457 mm) .
4. Configuration:  Four tier .
5. Ventilation:  Manufacturer's standard louvers in door panel.
6. Locking:  Built-in combination locks .
7. Color:  To be selected from manufacturer's full range by Architect.

2.03 METAL LOCKERS

A. Accessibility:  Design units indicated on drawings as 'accessible' to comply with ICC A117.1
and ADA Standards.

B. Locker Case Construction:
1. Heavy-Duty, Welded Construction:  Made of formed and welded together sheet steel;

metal edges finished smooth without burrs; baked enamel or powder coat finished inside
and out.
a. Assembly:  Do not use bolts, screws, or rivets to assemble locker bodies.
b. Locker Body Components:  Formed and flanged from steel sheet of the following

type and minimum thicknesses:
1) Perforated  Steel Sheet:  Commercial Steel (CS), Type B, supplied for exposed

applications and complying with ASTM A1008/A1008M and the following:
(a) Zinc-Coated by the Hot-Dip Process:  Comply with ASTM A653/A653M,

coating designation G60/Z180.
(b) Perforations:  Manufacturer's standard pattern of square holes.

2) Body and Shelves:  16 gauge, 0.0598 inch (1.52 mm).
3) Backs:  16 gauge, 0.0598 inch (1.52 mm) .
4) Base:  16 gauge, 0.0598 inch (1.52 mm) .

(a) Height:  4 inches (100 mm).
c. Frames:  Formed channel shape, welded and ground flush, welded to body, resilient

gaskets and latching for quiet operation.
1) Door Frame:  16 gauge, 0.0598 inch (1.52 mm), minimum.

d. Where ends or sides are exposed, provide flush panel closures.
e. Provide filler strips where indicated or required, securely attached to lockers.

C. Latches and Door Handles: Manufacturer's standard.
1. Latching:  Manufacturer's standard for locking arrangement selected.

a. Three-Point Lift Handle Gravity Latch:  Pocket-mounted, provide for doors 18 inches
(457 mm) or taller.
1) Handle Pocket, Recess:  Stainless steel flush-mounted cup recessed into face of

door.
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2) Handle:  Steel finger lift mechanism with exposed portion encased in molded
plastic trigger.

3) Latching Mechanism:  Spring activated nylon slide latch enclosed in steel latch
channel allows closing of door while padlock or built-in lock is in position.

4) Lock Hole Filler Plate:  Manufacturer's standard.  Provide for lockers intended
to be unsecured or secured with padlocks.

5) Rubber bumpers riveted to door stops for silent operation.
b. Three-Point Pull Handle Gravity Latch (ADA Accessible):  Surface-mounted, provide

for doors 18 inches (457 mm) or taller.
1) Handle:  Steel finger lift mechanism.
2) Latching Mechanism:  Spring activated nylon slide latch enclosed in steel latch

channel allows closing of door while padlock or built-in lock is in position.
3) Lock Hole Filler Plate:  Manufacturer's standard.  Provide for lockers intended

to be unsecured or secured with padlocks.
4) Rubber bumpers riveted to door stops for silent operation.

D. Cup, Pocket:  Painted steel , with integral pull, and recessed surface punched for installation of
lock, latch lift mechanism, and number plate.

E. Hinges:  Continuous piano hinge with powder coat finish to match locker color.

F. Sloped Top:  20 gauge, 0.0359 inch (0.91 mm), with closed ends.

G. Trim:  20 gauge, 0.0359 inch (0.91 mm).

H. Number Plates:  Provide oval shaped aluminum plates.  Form numbers ____ inch (____ mm)
high of block font style with ADA designation, in contrasting color.

I. Built-In Combination  Locks:
1. Manufacturers:

a. Keyless Co :  www.keyless.co/#sle.
b. Zephyr Lock, LLC :  www.zephyrlock.com/#sle.
c. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2. Built-In Combination Lock:  Single-dial combination lock.
a. Single-Dial Numerical Combination Lock:  Three-number dialing lock, key-

controlled, capable of minimum five combination changes with key.
b. Latch:  Deadbolt.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that prepared bases are in correct position and configuration.

B. Verify bases and embedded anchors are properly sized.

3.02 INSTALLATION

A. Install in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

B. Place and secure on prepared base.
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C. Install lockers plumb and square.

D. Secure lockers with anchor devices to suit substrate materials.  Minimum Pullout Force:  100
pounds (445 N).

E. Bolt adjoining locker units together to provide rigid installation.

F. Install end panels, filler panels, and sloped tops.

G. Install fittings if not factory installed.

H. Replace components that do not operate smoothly.

3.03 CLEANING

A. Clean locker interiors and exterior surfaces.

END OF SECTION  105113
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SECTION 105613 - METAL STORAGE SHELVING

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Case type storage cabinets.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 092116 - Gypsum Board Assemblies:  Blocking and reinforcement in walls for
anchoring shelving units.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASCE 7 - Minimum Design Loads and Associated Criteria for Buildings and Other Structures.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements, for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Manufacturer's data sheets on each product to be used, including:
1. Rated uniform shelf loads.
2. Details of shelving assemblies, including reinforcement.
3. Accessories.
4. Substrate preparation instructions and recommendations.
5. Storage and handling requirements and recommendations.
6. Installation methods.
7. Specimen warranty.
8. Maintenance methods.

C. Test Reports:  Provide independent agency test reports documenting compliance with specified
structural requirements.
1. In lieu of test reports, detailed drawings stamped and sealed by a Professional Engineer

licensed in the State in which the Project is located will be acceptable.

D. Shop Drawings:  Indicate location, type, and layout of shelving, including lengths, heights, and
aisle layout, and relationship to adjacent construction.
1. Indicate methods of achieving specified anchoring requirements.

E. Selection Samples:  For each finish product specified, color chips representing manufacturer's
full range of available colors and finishes.

F. Warranty:  Submit manufacturer warranty and ensure that forms have been completed in
Owner's name and registered with manufacturer.

G. Maintenance Materials:  Furnish the following for Owner's use in maintenance of project.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing products specified in this
section, with not less than three years of documented experience.
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B. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing the work of this section with
minimum three  years of  documented  experience  and approved by manufacturer .

1.06 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Inspect for dents, scratches, or other damage.  Replace damaged units.

B. Store in manufacturer's unopened packaging until ready for installation.

C. Store under cover and elevated above grade.

1.07 WARRANTY

A. See Section 017800 - Closeout Submittals, for additional warranty requirements.

B. Provide one year manufacturer warranty covering defects of manufacturing and workmanship
and rust and corrosion.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Case Type Shelving Cabinets (EQ-1):
1. Spacesaver Corporation ; UWR-84 :  www.spacesaver.com/#sle.
2. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

B. Case Type Shelving Cabinets (SL-1):
1. Tiffin Metal Products; Sidearm Locker: https://www.steelesolutions.com/#sle.
2. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

C. Case Type Shelving Cabinets (SL-2):
1. Tiffin Metal Products; Pass Through Evidence Locker:

https://www.steelesolutions.com/#sle.
2. Substitutions: See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.02 STORAGE UNITS - GENERAL

A. Seismic Design:  Design for Seismic Zone 3, in accordance with ASCE 7, Section 9.

B. Anchors:  Provide anchoring hardware to secure each shelving unit to floor and wall.
1. Provide hardware of type recommended by manufacturer for substrate.

2.03 STORAGE CABINETS

A. Storage Cabinets (EQ-1): Steel, closed sides and backs, with shelving brackets, shelving
surfaces, and accessories as specified.
1. Unit Width:  42 inches (1067 mm) , overall.
2. Shelf Capacity:  Uniform distributed load of 50 psf (2.4 kPa), minimum.
3. Finish:  Baked enamel, medium gloss.
4. Color:  As selected by Architect from manufacturer’s standard range.
5. Number of Units:  As indicated on drawings.
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B. Storage Cabinets Construction: Formed sheet metal comprising vertical support members and
enclosure panels.
1. Shelf Support Members:  16 gauge, 0.0598 inch (1.52 mm), minimum; manufacturer's

standard profile.
2. Face Width of Exposed Vertical Supports:  2 inches (51 mm), maximum.
3. Panels:  24 gauge, 0.0239 inch (0.61 mm), minimum.
4. Connecting Hardware:  Manufacturer's standard.
5. Accessories:

a. 20 stock cups.
b. 20 barrel supports.
c. 18 pistol brackets.
d. Intermediate base shelf.

2.04 STORAGE CABINETS (SL-1):

A. Sorage Cabinets: Steel, closed sides and backs and accessories as specified.
1. Sidearm Storage Locker: Model WSL29082206KNAA.

a. Surface mounted, six compartments, fold down door, with individual keyed locks.
b. Powder coated finish, finish as selected by the Archtitect.
c. Felt-lined bottom.
d. Continuous hinge.
e. Door and Face:  7 gauge.
f. Body: 14 gauge.

2.05 STORAGE CABINETS (SL-2):

A. Sorage Cabinets: Steel, closed sides and backs and accessories as specified.
1. Refrigerated Evidence Sorage Cabinets: Model 05AD with base. Substitute Unit ERF42

for standard Unit HH.
a. Door and Frame:  16 gauge.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that substrate is level and that clearances are as specified.

B. Do not begin installation until substrates have been properly prepared.

C. If substrate preparation is the responsibility of another installer, notify Architect of
unsatisfactory preparation before proceeding.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Clean surfaces thoroughly prior to installation.

B. Prepare surfaces using the methods recommended by the manufacturer for achieving the best
result for the substrate under the project conditions.
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3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Install in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

B. Anchor and reinforce as specified, as indicated on drawings, and as recommended by
manufacturer.

C. Install shelving with shelf surfaces level and vertical supports plumb; adjust feet and bases as
required.

3.04 CLEANING

A. Clean shelving and surrounding area after installation.

3.05 PROTECTION

A. Protect installed products until completion of project.

B. Touch-up, repair or replace damaged products before Date of Substantial Completion.

END OF SECTION  105613
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SECTION 109113 - MISCELLANEOUS SPECIALTIES

PART 1 GENERAL

1.01 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.02 SUMMARY

A. Section includes the following:
1. Key control cabinet.
2. Detention Furniture.

1.03 SUBMITTALS

A. General:  Submit the following in accordance with Conditions of Contract and Division 1
Specification Sections.

B. Product data for each type of miscellaneous specialties specified, including details of
construction-relative materials, dimensions, profiles, component parts, accessories, and finishes.

C. Shop drawings from manufacturer for each type of miscellaneous specialties assembly,
indicating layout, details, individual unit dimensions, required clearances, component parts,
method of field assembly, and anchorage to surrounding construction.

1.04 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Single-Source Responsibility: Obtain each type of miscellaneous specialties from a single
manufacturer for entire Project.

PART 2 PRODUCTS

2.01 WEAPON STORAGE CABINET (EQ-1)

A. Refer to Specification Section 105613 "Metal Storage Shelving."

2.02 KEY CONTROL CABINET (EQ-2)

A. Lund Equipment Co.; Model 1301-A.
1. Capacity:  90 keys.
2. Mounting:  Recessed.
3. Tag System:  Two tag.
4. Size: 20 1/2"W x 25"H x 5 1/4"D.

B. Substitutions: See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.03 AED STORAGE CABINET (EQ-3)

A. Refer to Specification Section 104300 "Emergency Aid Specialties."
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2.04 DETENTION STOOL (DF-1)

A. PSI, LLC; Floor Mount Stool, FMS 200-10.
1. Seat: 12-inch diameter. 14 gauge with 1 1/2-inch flanged edges.
2. Support:  2-inches steel pipe.
3. Handcuff Ring:  Fully welded.
4. Base Plate: 8-inch by 8-inch, 7 gauge steel with 4 pre-punched holes for anchorage.
5. Finish:  No. 4 satin.

2.05 DETENTION TABLE(DF-2)

A. Norix Group, Inc.; 42-inch by 42-inch custom stainless steel detention table.
1. Fully welded corners and seams.
2. Anchored to floor.

PART 3 EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Examine areas and conditions, with Installer present, for compliance with requirements for
installation tolerances and other conditions affecting performance of miscellaneous equipment.

B. Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Coordinate size and location of miscellaneous equipment indicated to be attached to concrete,
and furnish anchoring devices with templates, diagrams, and instructions for their installation.

3.03 INSTALLATION

A. General: Install miscellaneous equipment, including accessories as required for a complete
installation.

3.04 ADJUSTING

A. Adjust miscellaneous equipment to function smoothly and safely, and lubricate as
recommended by manufacturer.

B. After completing installation of miscellaneous equipment, inspect exposed finishes and repair
damaged finishes.

3.05 CLEANING

A. Clean exposed surfaces and touch-up or replace damaged marred finishes.

END OF SECTION  109113
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SECTION 113013 - RESIDENTIAL APPLIANCES

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Kitchen appliances.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 221005 - Plumbing Piping:  Plumbing connections for appliances.

B. Section 260583 - Wiring Connections:  Electrical connections for appliances.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. UL (DIR) - Online Certifications Directory.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements, for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Manufacturer's data indicating dimensions, capacity, and operating features of
each piece of residential equipment specified.

C. Copies of Warranties:  Submit manufacturer warranty and ensure that forms have been
completed in Owner's name and registered with manufacturer.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing products specified in this
section, with not less than three years of documented experience.

B. Electric Appliances:  Listed and labeled by UL (DIR) and complying with NEMA Standards
(National Electrical Manufacturers Association).

1.06 WARRANTY

A. See Section 017800 - Closeout Submittals, for additional warranty requirements.

B. Provide five (5) year manufacturer warranty on refrigeration system of refrigerators.

C. Provide ten (10) year manufacturer warranty on tub and door liner of dishwashers.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 KITCHEN APPLIANCES

A. Provide Equipment Eligible for Energy Star Rating:  Energy Star Rated.

B. Refrigerator , Type (RA-1) :  Free-standing , bottom-mounted freezer , and frost-free .
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1. Capacity:  Total minimum storage of 24 cubic ft (0.67 cu m) ; minimum 25 percent freezer
capacity.

2. Energy Usage:  Minimum 20 percent more energy efficient than energy efficiency
standards set by U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).

3. Features:  Include glass shelves and light in freezer compartment .
4. Exterior Finish:  Stainless steel , color as indicated .
5. Manufacturers:

a. Frigidaire Home Products :  www.frigidaire.com/#sle.
b. GE Appliances ; Model $GDE25EYKFS :  www.geappliances.com/#sle.
c. Whirlpool Corp :  www.whirlpool.com/#sle.
d. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

C. Dishwasher , Type (RA-2) :  Undercounter .
1. Controls:  Solid state electronic.
2. Wash Levels:  Three (3).
3. Cycles:  Six (6), including normal, rinse and hold, short, china/crystal, pot and pan, and

____.
4. Features:  Include rinse aid dispenser, optional no-heat dry, optional water temperature

boost, adjustable upper rack, and adjustable lower rack .
5. Finish:  Porcelain enameled steel , color as indicated.
6. Manufacturers:

a. Frigidaire Home Products :  www.frigidaire.com/#sle.
b. GE Appliances ; Model #PDT755SYVFS :  www.geappliances.com/#sle.
c. Whirlpool Corp :  www.whirlpool.com/#sle.
d. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 INSTALLATION

A. Install in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

B. Anchor built-in equipment in place.

3.02 ADJUSTING

A. Adjust equipment to provide efficient operation.

3.03 CLEANING

A. Remove packing materials from equipment and properly discard.

B. Wash and clean equipment.

END OF SECTION  113013
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SECTION 122400 - WINDOW SHADES

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Interior manual roller shades.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 061000 - Rough Carpentry:  Concealed wood blocking for attachment of headrail
brackets.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. WCMA A100.1 - Standard for Safety of Window Covering Products.

1.04 ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

A. Preinstallation Meeting:  Convene one week prior to commencing work related to products of
this section; require attendance of affected installers.

B. Sequencing:
1. Do not fabricate shades until field dimensions for each opening have been taken with field

conditions in place.
2. Do not install shades until final surface finishes and painting are complete.

1.05 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements, for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Provide manufacturer's standard catalog pages and data sheets, including
materials, finishes, fabrication details, dimensions, profiles, mounting requirements, and
accessories.

C. Shop Drawings:  Include shade schedule indicating size, location and keys to details, head,
jamb and sill details, mounting dimension requirements for each product and condition, and
operation direction.

D. Source Quality Control Submittals:  Provide test reports indicating compliance with specified
fabric properties.

E. Selection Samples:  Include custom design image .
1. Image to be provide by the Owner.

F. Verification Samples:  Minimum size 6 inches (150 mm) square, representing actual materials,
color and pattern.

G. Manufacturer's Instructions:  Include instructions for storage, handling, protection, examination,
preparation, and installation of product.
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H. Warranty:  Submit sample of manufacturer's warranty and documentation of final executed
warranty completed in Owner's name and registered with manufacturer.

1.06 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Company specializing in manufacturing products specified in this
section, with not less than five years of documented experience.

B. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of this type with minimum
five  years of  documented  experience with shading systems of similar size and type.
1. Manufacturer's authorized representative.
2. Factory training and demonstrated experience.

1.07 MOCK-UP

A. Mock-Up:  Provide full size mock-up of window shade system complete with selected shade
fabric including example of seams and batten pockets when applicable.
1. Obtain Architect's approval of light and privacy characteristics of fabric prior to

fabrication.
2. Full-sized mock-up may become part of the final installation.

1.08 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Deliver shades in manufacturer's unopened packaging, labeled to identify each shade for each
opening.

B. Handle and store shades in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations.

1.09 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Do not install products under environmental conditions outside manufacturer's absolute limits.

1.10 WARRANTY

A. See Section 017800 - Closeout Submittals, for additional warranty requirements.

B. Provide manufacturer's warranty from Date of Substantial Completion, covering the following:
1. Shade Hardware:  One year.
2. Fabric:  One year.
3. Aluminum and Steel Coatings:  One year.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Interior Manually Operated Roller Shades (WT-2):
1. Hunter Douglas Architectural; Custom Printed Roller Shade: :

https://www.hunterdouglashospitality.com/#sle.
2. Urban Shades; Custom Print Roller Shades:  https://urbanshades.ca/custom-print-roller-

shades/#sle .
3. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.
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2.02 ROLLER SHADES

A. General:
1. Provide shade system components that are easy to remove or adjust without removal of

mounted shade brackets.
2. Provide shade system that operates smoothly when shades are raised or lowered.

B. Roller Shades  Type (WT-2) :
1. Description - Interior Roller Shades:  Single roller, manually operated fabric window

shade system complete with mounting brackets, roller tubes, hembars, hardware, and
accessories.
a. Drop Position:  Reverse roll .
b. Roll Direction:  Roll down, closed position is at window sill.
c. Mounting:  Window jamb mounted - inside, between jambs .
d. Size:  As indicated on drawings.

2. Brackets and Mounting Hardware:  As recommended by manufacturer for mounting
indicated and to accommodate shade fabric roll-up size and weight.
a. Material:  Stamped steel.

3. Roller Tubes:  As required for type of shade operation.
a. Material:  Extruded aluminum, clear anodized finish.
b. Size:  As recommended by manufacturer; selected for suitability for installation

conditions, span, and weight of shades.
c. Fabric Attachment:  Utilize extruded channel in tube to accept vinyl spline welded to

fabric edge.
4. Hembars:  Designed to maintain bottom of shade straight and flat.

a. Style:  Full wrap fabric covered bottom bar, flat profile with heat sealed closed ends.
5. Manual Operation for Interior Shades:

a. Clutch Operator:  Manufacturer's standard material and design, permanently
lubricated.

b. Drive Chain:  Continuous loop beaded ball chain, 95 lb (43 kg) minimum breaking
strength.  Provide upper and lower limit stops.

c. Chain Retainer:
1) Chain tensioning device complying with WCMA A100.1.

6. Accessories:
a. Fascia:  Extruded aluminum, size as required to conceal shade mounting, attachable

to brackets without exposed fasteners; baked enamel finish .

2.03 ROLLER SHADE FABRICATION

A. Field measure finished openings prior to ordering or fabrication.

B. Dimensional Tolerances:  Fabricate shades to fit openings within specified tolerances.
1. Vertical Dimensions:  Fill openings from head to sill with 1/2 inch (13 mm) space

between bottom bar and window stool.
2. Horizontal Dimensions - Inside Mounting:  Fill openings from jamb to jamb.
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PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Examine finished openings for deficiencies that may preclude satisfactory installation.

B. If substrate preparation is the responsibility of another installer, notify Architect of
unsatisfactory preparation before proceeding.

C. Start of installation shall be considered acceptance of substrates.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Prepare surfaces using methods recommended by manufacturer for achieving best result for
substrate under the project conditions.

B. Coordinate with window installation and placement of concealed blocking to support shades.

3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Install in accordance with manufacturer's instructions and approved shop drawings, using
mounting devices as indicated.

B. Replace shades that exceed specified dimensional tolerances at no extra cost to Owner.

C. Adjust level, projection, and shade centering from mounting bracket.  Verify there is no
telescoping of shade fabric.  Ensure smooth shade operation.

3.04 CLEANING

A. Clean soiled shades and exposed components as recommended by manufacturer.

B. Replace shades that cannot be cleaned to "like new" condition.

C. See Section 017419 - Construction Waste Management and Disposal for additional
requirements.

3.05 CLOSEOUT ACTIVITIES

A. See Section 017800 - Closeout Submittals, for closeout submittals.

3.06 PROTECTION

A. Protect installed products from subsequent construction operations.

B. Touch-up, repair, or replace damaged products before Substantial Completion.
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3.07 MAINTENANCE

A. See Section 017000 - Execution and Closeout Requirements, for additional requirements
relating to maintenance service.

END OF SECTION  122400
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SECTION 123600 - COUNTERTOPS

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Countertops for architectural cabinet work.

B. Wall-hung counters and vanity tops.

1.02 RELATED REQUIREMENTS

A. Section 064100 - Architectural Wood Casework.

B. Section 224000 - Plumbing Fixtures:  Sinks.

1.03 REFERENCE STANDARDS

A. ASTM A666 - Standard Specification for Annealed or Cold-Worked Austenitic Stainless Steel
Sheet, Strip, Plate, and Flat Bar.

B. ASTM D635 - Standard Test Method for Rate of Burning and/or Extent and Time of Burning
of Plastics in a Horizontal Position.

C. AWI/AWMAC/WI (AWS) - Architectural Woodwork Standards, 2nd Edition.

D. AWMAC/WI (NAAWS) - North American Architectural Woodwork Standards.

E. ISFA 2-01 - Classification and Standards for Solid Surfacing Material.

F. NEMA LD 3 - High-Pressure Decorative Laminates.

1.04 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Manufacturer's data sheets on each product to be used, including:
1. Preparation instructions and recommendations.
2. Storage and handling requirements and recommendations.
3. Specimen warranty.

C. Shop Drawings:  Complete details of materials and installation ; combine with shop drawings
of cabinets and casework specified in other sections.

D. Verification Samples:  For each finish product specified, minimum size 6 inches (150 mm)
square, representing actual product, color, and patterns.

E. Test Reports:  Chemical resistance testing, showing compliance with specified requirements.

F. Certificate:  Submit labels and certificates required by quality assurance and quality control
 programs.
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G. Installation Instructions:  Manufacturer's installation instructions and recommendations.

H. Maintenance Data:  Manufacturer's instructions and recommendations for maintenance and
repair of countertop surfaces.

1.05 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Fabricator Qualifications:  Natural Stone Institute (NSI) Accredited Natural Stone Fabricator;
www.naturalstoneinstitute.org/#sle.

B. Installer Qualifications:  Company specializing in performing work of the type specified in this
section, with not less than three years of documented experience.

1.06 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Store products in manufacturer's unopened packaging until ready for installation.

B. Store and dispose of solvent-based materials, and materials used with solvent-based materials,
in accordance with requirements of local authorities having jurisdiction.

1.07 FIELD CONDITIONS

A. Maintain environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, and ventilation) within limits
recommended by manufacturer for optimum results.  Do not install products under
environmental conditions outside manufacturer's absolute limits.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 COUNTERTOPS

A. Quality Standard:  Custom Grade, in accordance with AWI/AWMAC/WI (AWS) or
AWMAC/WI (NAAWS), unless noted otherwise.

B. Epoxy Resin Countertops:  Filled epoxy resin molded into homogenous, non-porous sheets; no
surface coating and color and pattern consistent throughout thickness; with integral or
adhesively seamed components.
1. Manufacturers:

a. Durcon, Inc : www.durcon.com/#sle.
b. Prime Industries, Inc : www.piilab.com/#sle.
c. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2. Flat Surface Thickness:  1 inch (25 mm), nominal.
3. Chemical-Resistance:  Provide products that resist the following chemicals with not more

than Moderate Effect when tested in accordance with NEMA LD 3:
4. Flammability:  Self-extinguishing, when tested in accordance with ASTM D635.
5. Surface Finish:  Smooth, non-glare.
6. Color (CT-1):      Black.
7. Exposed Edge Shape:  3/16 inch (5 mm) radius corner.
8. Back and End Splashes:  Same material, same thickness; separate for field attachment.

C. Solid Surfacing Countertops:  Solid surfacing sheet or plastic resin casting over continuous
substrate.
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1. Flat Sheet Thickness:  1/2 inch (12 mm), minimum.
2. Solid Surfacing Sheet and Plastic Resin Castings:  Complying with ISFA 2-01 and NEMA

LD 3; acrylic or polyester resin, mineral filler, and pigments; homogenous, non-porous
and capable of being worked and repaired using standard woodworking tools; no surface
coating; color and pattern consistent throughout thickness.
a. Manufacturers:

1) Avonite Surfaces; _____:  www.avonitesurfaces.com/#sle.
2) Dupont; _____:  www.corian.com/#sle.
3) Formica Corporation; _____:  www.formica.com/#sle.
4) LG Hausys America, Inc; HI-MACS 12mm:  www.lghausysusa.com/#sle.
5) Wilsonart; _____:  www.wilsonart.com/#sle.
6) Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

b. Finish on Exposed Surfaces:  Matte, gloss rating of 5 to 20.
c. Color and Pattern:

1) CT-2:     "Evening Prima"; Corian.
2) CT-3:     "Silverite";  Corian.

3. Other Components Thickness:  1/2 inch (12 mm), minimum.
4. Back and End Splashes:  Same sheet material, square top; minimum 4 inches (102 mm)

high.
5. Fabricate in accordance with AWI/AWMAC/WI (AWS) or AWMAC/WI (NAAWS),

Section 11 - Countertops, Premium Grade.

D. Stainless Steel Countertops (CT-4): Type 304, stainless steel sheet; 16 gauge, 0.0625 inch (1.59
mm) nominal sheet thickness.
1. Manufacturers:

a. Inter Dyne Systems, Inc. .
b. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2. Finish:  4B satin brushed finish.
3. Exposed Edge Shape: Straight turndown with return; 1-1/2 inch (38 mm)  high face, 1/2

inch (12 mm)  return to face of case .

END OF SECTION  123600
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SECTION 124813 - ENTRANCE FLOOR MATS AND FRAMES

PART 1  GENERAL

1.01 SECTION INCLUDES

A. Carpet mat with custom logo.

1.02 SUBMITTALS

A. See Section 013000 - Administrative Requirements, for submittal procedures.

B. Product Data:  Provide data indicating properties of walk-off surface, component dimensions .

C. Shop Drawings:  Indicate dimensions .

D. Samples:  Submit two  samples, 6 by 6 inches (150 by 150 mm)  in size illustrating pattern,
color, finish , and edging.

PART 2  PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURERS

A. Floor Mats:
1. Matter Surfaces; Supreme Nop 52-Precision Inlay with Graffitti:

https://mattersurfaces.com/logo-matting#graffiti.
2. Substitutions:  See Section 016000 - Product Requirements.

2.02 MATS

A. Carpet Mat: Cut nylon pile permanently bonded to rubber backing; 1-inch (25 mm) black
matching vinyl border on all edges.
1. Colors: Steel Blue .
2. Size:  Wall to wall, custom.
3. Logo:  Image to be provided by Owner.

2.03 FABRICATION

A. Fabricate mats in single unit sizes; fabricate multiple mats where indicated on drawings.

PART 3  EXECUTION

3.01 EXAMINATION

A. Verify that floor are ready to receive work.

3.02 PREPARATION

A. Mats: Verify size of before fabricating mats.

B. Vacuum clean floor.
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3.03 INSTALLATION

A. Install walk-off surface  after cleaning of finish flooring.

END OF SECTION  124813
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SECTION 220000 PLUMBING 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1           RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawing and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 
Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2           DESCRIPTION OF WORK 

A. Provide all labor, materials, equipment, services and accessories necessary to furnish and install 
the work of this Section, complete and functional, as indicated in the Contract Documents and 
as specified herein. 

B. The work covered by this Section of the Specifications includes the furnishing of all labor and 
materials and in performing all operations in connection with the installation of the Plumbing 
Work. 

C. Without limiting the generality thereof, the work to be performed under this Section includes: 
1. Complete Sanitary, Waste & Vent System to points of new connection inside building 

and/or as shown on the drawings. 
2. Storm drainage to points of new connection inside the building. 
3. Domestic Cold, Hot, and Hot Water Re-circulation System.  
4. Natural Gas System. 
5. Shop compressed Air System 
6. Insulation. 
7. Domestic Water Heating Equipment. 
8. Fixtures and Equipment 
9. Connection to Equipment Furnished by Others 
10. Flushing, Sterilization, and Tests 
11. Furnishing of Access Panels 
12. The work is to be phased.  The Plumbing Subcontractor shall construct the project in 

phases as directed by the General Contractor to suit the Project progress schedule, as well 
as the completion dates of the various phases and the overall project.  For additional 
information related to phasing, review the General Conditions and Supplementary 
Conditions and the Architectural drawings.  As each phase is occupied the entire space 
shall be fully functional with Code required facilities for occupancy.  (Proper number of 
toilet facilities with hot & cold water as a minimum)   

13. Drilling, Coring and Cutting & Patching of holes and openings where the largest 
dimension thereof does not exceed 16 inches for Plumbing Piping and Equipment.   

14. Demolition of existing Plumbing Equipment and Disconnecting, Capping, and otherwise 
making inactive, all existing Plumbing Services in the various areas where Demolition 
and Removal Work is required; and removing, relocating, and reinstalling existing 
Plumbing items to the extent specifically noted in the documents.  Remove all piping 
hangers and equipment in accordance with the description in paragraph 1.21          .   
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15. Provide and maintain temporary water service as directed by General Contractor.  
General Contractor to pay for all water use. 

16. Scaffolding, Rigging, and Staging required for all Plumbing Work.  Comply with 
Division 1 requirements. 

17. Provide Seismic Restraints for all Plumbing Systems conforming to the requirements of 
Section 230548 which Section is herein incorporated by reference.  Seismic restraints are 
required on all new systems whether in new or existing building. 

18. Preparation of Co-ordination Drawings. 
19. Smoke and Firestopping Seals and sealing of all wall and floor penetrations as detailed on 

the drawings.  Refer to Section 078400 which defines the firestopping materials and 
methods. 

20. When open-flame or spark producing tools such as blower torches, welding equipment, 
and the like are required in the process of executing the work, the General Contractor 
shall be notified not less than twenty four hours in advance of the time that the work is to 
begin and the location where work is to be performed.  Provide fire protective covering 
and maintain constant non-working fire watch, paying all fees, where work is being 
performed and until it is completed.  Fee for fire watch shall be included in the bid. 

1.3           RELATED WORK 

A. The following Related Work will be performed under the designated Sections: 
 

1. Cutting and Patching beyond 1.2          C.13 above:  SECTION 010450 - CUTTING 
AND PATCHING 

2. Electric Power Wiring:  SECTION 260000 - ELECTRICAL 
3. HVAC Equipment: SECTION 230000 - HVAC 
4. Excavation and Backfill: DIVISION 31 - EARTHWORK 
5. Finish Painting: SECTION 099000 - PAINTING 
6. Installation of Access Panels:  SECTION describing material in which panel is installed. 
7. Toilet Room Accessories:  SECTION 108000 - TOILET ACCESSORIES 
8. Temporary Facilities:  SECTION 015000 - TEMPORARY FACILITIES 

1.4           CODES, ORDINANCES, AND PERMITS         

A. Perform all work in accordance with the requirements of the City of East Providence Building 
Department, Rhode Island State Plumbing and Fuel Gas Codes, D.E.P., A.D.A., NFPA, The 
Architectural Barrier Code, and applicable State and Federal Laws. Give all requisite notices, 
file all requisite plans, and obtain all permits required to perform all Plumbing Work. Where the 
Contract Documents indicate more stringent requirements than the above Codes and 
Ordinances, the Contract Documents shall take precedence. 

B. Obtain all permits, inspections, and approvals, from the governing authorities and pay all fees 
and include cost in the bid.   

C. Owner will pay all related Gas Utility Company back charges. 
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1.5           DISCREPANCIES IN DOCUMENTS 

A. Where Drawings or Specifications conflict or are unclear, advise Designer in writing before 
Award of Contract.  Otherwise, Designer's interpretation of Contract Documents shall be final, 
and no additional compensation shall be permitted due to discrepancies or unclarities thus 
resolved. 

B. Where Drawings or Specifications do not coincide with manufacturers' recommendations, or 
with applicable codes and standards, alert Designer in writing before installation.  Otherwise, 
make changes in installed work as Designer requires within Contract Price. 

C. If the required material, installation, or work can be interpreted differently from drawing to 
drawing, or between drawings and specs, this contractor shall provide that material, installation, 
or work which is of the higher standard. 

D. It is the intent of these contract documents to have the contractor provide systems and 
components that are fully complete and operational and fully suitable for the intended use.  
There may be situations in the documents where insufficient information exists to precisely 
describe a certain component or subsystem, or the routing of a component.  In cases such as 
this, where the contractor has failed to notify the Designer of the situation in accordance with 
the paragraph above, the contractor shall provide the specific component or subsystem with all 
parts necessary for the intended use, fully complete and operational, and installed in 
workmanlike manner either concealed or exposed per the design intent. 

E. In cases covered by the paragraph above, where the contractor believes he needs engineering 
guidance, he shall submit a sketch identifying his proposed solution and the Designer shall 
review, note if necessary, and approve the sketch. 

1.6           MODIFICATIONS IN LAYOUT 

A. HVAC, Plumbing, and Electrical Drawings are diagrammatic.  They indicate general 
arrangements of mechanical and electrical systems and other work.  They do not show all 
offsets required for coordination nor do they show the exact routings and locations needed to 
coordinate with structure and other trades and to meet architectural requirements. 

B. In all spaces, prior to installation of visible material and equipment, including access panels, 
review Architectural Drawings for exact locations and where not definitely indicated, request 
information from Designer. 

C. Check Contract Drawings as well as Shop Drawings of all subcontractors to verify and 
coordinate spaces in which work of this Section will be installed. 

D. Maintain maximum headroom at all locations.  All piping and associated components to be as 
tight to underside of structure as possible. 

E. Make reasonable modifications in layout and components needed to prevent conflict with work 
of other trades and to coordinate according to Paragraphs A, B, C, D above.  Systems shall be 
run in a rectilinear fashion. 
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F. Where conflicts or potential conflicts exist and engineering guidance is desired, submit sketch 
of proposed resolution to Designer for review and approval. 

1.7           SHOP DRAWING AND MATERIAL SCHEDULES 

A. Refer to SECTION 013000 - SUBMITTALS for submittal of Shop Drawings.  If apparatus or 
materials are substituted for those specified, and such substitution necessitates changes in or 
additional connections, piping, supports or construction, same shall be provided as the 
responsibility, and at the expense, of the Plumbing Subcontractor. 

B. Fabrication of any material or performing of any work prior to the final approval of the 
Submittals will be entirely at the risk of the Subcontractor.  The Subcontractor is responsible for 
furnishing and installing materials called for in the Contract Documents, even though these 
materials may have been omitted from approved Submittals. 

C. Submit Shop Drawings for the following materials and equipment. 
1. Valves, Piping, couplings and Fittings 
2. Fixtures, Drains and Equipment including Supports 
3. Access Panels and Covers 
4. Insulation 
5. Drains, and Hydro Mechanical Specialties 
6. Hose Bibs 
7. Hangers, Anchors, Guides, and Supports including Seismic Restraints 
8. Cleanouts 
9. Piping Identification System 
10. Water Heating Equipment 

1.8           COORDINATION DRAWINGS 

A. Before materials are purchased or Work is begun, prepare and submit to the Architect, 
Coordination Drawings showing the size and location of all equipment and piping lines relevant 
to the complete system.  Ensure that these Drawings are compatible and correctly annotated and 
cross-referenced at their interfaces (match lines). 

B. Coordination Drawings are for the Contractor's and the Architect's use during Construction and 
shall not be construed as replacing any Shop or Record Drawings required elsewhere in these 
Contract Documents. 

C. Detailed procedures for Coordination Drawings are contained in DIVISION 01 - GENERAL 
REQUIREMENTS of these Contract Documents.   

1.9           RECORD DRAWINGS 

A. General: Refer to DIVISION 01 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS for general requirements for 
maintaining as-built drawings and submitting final reproducible record documents. 
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B. The General Contractor will provide two sets of Drawings to the Plumbing Subcontractor, one 
set of which shall be maintained at the site and which shall, at all times, be accurate, clear, and 
complete, showing the actual locations of all equipment and piping as it is being installed.  The 
Record Drawings shall be available to the Architect/Engineer's field representative at all times. 

C. Provide electronic AutoCAD drawings to indicate revisions to piping size and location both 
exterior and interior; including locations of valves and other equipment requiring periodic 
maintenance or repair; actual equipment locations, dimensioned from column lines; concealed 
equipment, dimensioned to column line; mains and branches of piping systems, with valves and 
control devices located and numbered, concealed unions located, and with items requiring 
maintenance located. 

D. Include in the Record Drawings any addenda, sketches, and supplementary Drawings issued 
during the course of construction. 

E. Non-availability of Record Drawings or inaccuracies therein will postpone the final inspection 
until they are available. 

F. All valves shown on these Drawings shall be numbered with numbers corresponding to those on 
the valve charts. 

G. All costs related to the foregoing requirements shall be paid by the Plumbing Subcontractor. 

1.10           OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS 

A. Provide operating instructions to the Owner's designated representative with respect to 
operation functions and maintenance procedures for all equipment and systems installed.  At the 
completion of the project, turn over to the Architect four (4) complete manuals, in three-ring, 
loose-leaf binders, containing the following: 

 
1. Complete Shop Drawings of all equipment. 
2. Operation description for all systems. 
3. Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of all suppliers of the system. 
4. Preventative maintenance instructions for all systems. 
5. Spare parts lists of all system components. 
6. Valve tag chart. 
7. Provide USB Drive with electronic copies of Items 1-6 above.  

B. Provide USB Drive recording of operation and maintenance training sessions and include as 
part of O & M Manual submittal.  Training session video recording and USB Drives shall be 
performed by a professional videographer. Provide indexed table of contents for USB Drive 
recording. 

C. Both O&M's and training Videos shall be saved on BMS server and provide a Control page 
weblink to O&Ms and Training videos. 
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1.11           GUARANTEE 

A. Refer to Division 1 of the Contract.  Guarantee all work under this Section free from defects in 
workmanship and materials for a period of one (1) year from the date of final acceptance of the 
building, as set forth in the Contract.  Replace any such defective work developing during this 
period, unless such defects are clearly the result of bad usage of equipment by others.  Where 
such defective work results in damage to work of other Sections of the Specifications, restore 
such work to its original condition by mechanics skilled in the affected trade. 

1.12           DRAWINGS 

A. All work shown on the Drawings is intended to be approximately correct to scale, but shall be 
taken in a sense as diagrammatic.  Sizes of pipes and general method of running them are 
shown, but it is not intended to show every offset and fitting.  To carry out the true intent and 
purpose of the plans, furnish all necessary parts to make complete working systems ready for 
use.  The Plumbing Drawings are intended to show the main stacks and risers and may or may 
not necessarily show all runout piping particularly in lavatories and gang toilet areas.  
Contractor shall include all runout piping to all referenced scheduled fixtures and equipment 
appearing on the Plumbing Drawings. 

B. All floor drains installed on this project shall be equipped with trap primers.  The trap primer 
and piping is not shown on the drawings and shall be located in the field by the Contractor as 
dictated by field piping conditions. 

C. The Plumbing Drawings and Specifications are intended to supplement each other so that any 
details shown on the Drawings and not mentioned in the Specifications, or vice-versa, shall be 
executed the same as if mentioned in the Specifications and shown on the Drawings. 

D. Refer to the Architectural, Structural, and other Mechanical and Electrical Drawings, which 
indicate the construction in which this Work shall be installed.  Locations shown on the plans 
shall be checked against the general and detailed Drawings of the construction proper. All 
measurements shall be taken at the Building. 

1.13           VALVE TAGS, NAMEPLATES, AND CHARTS 

A. All valves on pipes of every description shall have neat circular brass valve tags at least 1-1/2 
in. in diameter attached with brass hook to each valve stem.  Stamp on these valve tags, in 
letters as large as practical, the number of the valve and the service, such as "H.W., C.W., 
GAS", for hot water, cold water, and gas respectively.  The numbers for each service shall be 
consecutive. Where valves are located above ACT ceilings, furnish and install valve finder 
ceiling tack, tack shall be minimum 7/8 in. diameter with 1/2 in. steel point, color as determined 
by Owner. 

B. Nameplates, catalog numbers, and rating identifications shall be securely attached to Electrical 
and Mechanical equipment with screws or rivets.  Adhesives or cements will not be permitted. 
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1.14           PIPE MARKER IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM 

A. Mark all piping installed under this Section and at all Access Panels with a marking system in 
basic colors conforming to those specified in ANSI/ASME A-13.1.  Markings shall indicate 
pipe content and direction of flow.  Markers shall be applied at all valves and tee joints, and on 
straight runs of pipe at every 20 ft.-0 in. on center.  

B. Markers shall be vinyl snap-around pipe type system.  Adhesive markings are not acceptable.   

C. Clearly mark potable and non-potable water system with 4 inch wide colored bands, with arrow 
for direction of flow, every twenty-five (25) feet on center on all piping installed whether it is 
concealed or exposed and also on both sides of floor and/or wall penetrations. Mark potable 
water green and non-potable yellow. Within 6 in. of each band identify with letter "Potable 
C.W.", Non-Potable H.W." Color of letter shall match banding.  

1.15           SANITARY, WASTE, VENT AND STORM SYSTEMS 

A. Furnish and install complete Sanitary, Waste, Vent and Storm Drainage Systems (all hereinafter 
called Drainage Systems) to convey wastes from all Soil and Waste Stacks, Fixtures, Equipment 
and Roof Drains as indicated and/or described in these Plans and Specifications.  Urinal waste 
shall be 2 in. cast iron or sizes indicated on the drawings.  Waste piping smaller than 3 in. shall 
not be used underground.  The use of double "Y's" in the horizontal shall not be permitted.  All 
piping shall be installed straight and true and located concealed within building construction.   

B. All horizontal Drainage Systems Piping within the building, 3 in. and smaller, shall be pitched 
at least 1/4 in. per ft. in the direction of flow. Drainage Piping 4 in. and larger shall be pitched at 
least 1/8 in. per ft.  Make changes in direction of drainage lines with 45 wyes, long turn wyes, 
or sweep bends.   

C. Furnish and install all cleanouts indicated on the Drawings and/or where required in Drainage 
Pipes regardless of size so that the distance between cleanouts does not exceed 45 ft. o.c.  
Cleanouts shall be installed at the base of all risers and at each change of direction.  

D. Refer to drawings for termination points, which generally are connection to existing piping. 

1.16           DOMESTIC WATER SYSTEMS (POTABLE & NON-POTABLE) 

A. Furnish, install, sterilize, and test in accordance with the documents and the Plumbing Code, 
complete Domestic Cold, Hot, and Hot Water Recirculating Systems including all piping, 
valves, low point drains, shock absorbers, hangers, insulation, backflow preventers and water 
heating equipment.  Clearly mark the systems as provided above.  This work shall start as 
indicated on the Drawings.   

B. In general, piping shall pitch upward in the direction of flow with each branch and riser 
separately valved and with 1/2 in. hose end drain on the outlet side of the valve and at all low 
points in the system.  Install shutoff valves for each battery of fixtures and other valves as 
necessary to isolate any part of each system. 
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C. Install shock absorbers on hot and cold water piping to each fixture.  Provide shock absorbers at 
all quick closing valves and as shown on the Drawings and/or specified. 

D. Install a 1/2 inch hose bibb in each toilet room provided with a floor drain.  The hose bibb shall 
be installed under a lavatory. 

1.17           COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEM  

A. Furnish and install a complete compressed air system as shown on the drawings and herein 
specified including all valves, piping, fittings, outlets and any incidentals to make a complete 
and operable system. 

B. This work includes furnishing and installing the air outlets as detailed on drawings. 

C. Piping shall be run straight and true and shall be rigidly supported from the building 
construction.  All turns and offsets shall be made with fittings as specified elsewhere.  Bending 
of pipe shall not be permitted in this installation. 

1.18           EMERGENCY TEMPERED WATER SUPPLY 

A. Furnish, Install, Sterilize and Test utilizing the same materials, methods, etc. as specified above 
in 1.16.  A tempered water supply to service all emergency showers and eye wash units.  This 
piping shall be hung and insulated the same as above.  Piping shall start at the tempering valve.   

1.19           FUEL GAS SYSTEM 

A. Furnish and install a complete Natural Gas Supply System including pipe, fittings, valves, 
connections to all gas fired equipment requiring gas, and all accessories and incidentals as 
indicated or specified.  Installation shall be made in accordance with the State Gas Code 
requirements.  Piping shall be installed with an 8 in. long sediment leg at the base of all risers.  
All changes in direction shall be made with plugged tees for cleaning piping out. 

B. All horizontal Gas Piping shall be pitched not less than 1/4 in. in 15 ft. to prevent traps.  Pitch 
piping to risers.  Install an 8 in. long sediment leg at the base of all risers. All changes in 
direction shall be made with plugged tees for cleaning piping out.  All horizontal branch outlet 
pipes shall be taken from the top or side of horizontal mains and not from the bottom. Install 
shutoff valves for each battery of equipment and other valves as necessary to isolate any part of 
each system. 

C. Where interior gas vented appliances are provided provide a battery powered, carbon monoxide 
detector adjacent to the appliance.  

D. Provide seismic restraints for all gas piping per requirements of the Mass. Building Code.  Refer 
also to Section 230548. 

E. Plumbing Sub-Contractor shall furnish and install all gas vents for all knockdown regulators 
whether furnished by this Section, HVAC, or any other Section.  
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1.20           EQUIPMENT FURNISHED BY OTHERS 
 

A. Miscellaneous items, including but not necessarily limited to the following, shall be furnished 
and set by others as specified in other SECTIONS of the Documents. 
1. Dishwashers 
2. Kitchen Equipment 

B. Verify the extent of the connection requirements from the General, Architectural, and 
Mechanical Plans and Specifications and be responsible for: Setting in place, all such sinks and 
furnishing and installing trim and roughing including, but not limited to, drains, vent, water or 
other plumbing piping, traps, tailpiece, nipples, escutcheons, faucets, and stop valves for all 
items which above are not so supplied.  The equipment sections specify sinks including faucets 
and tailpieces. Include for all sinks which are installed in cabinet work a pair of 1/2 in. ball 
valve stops (same as specified under 2.04) and a rough bronze p-trap, as required. 

C. The Plumbing Subcontractor shall be responsible in making final connections to all equipment 
furnished by others, to ascertain complete cross-connection prevention compliance, and to 
furnish and install vacuum breaker and backflow preventers which may be required to be Code 
compliant and are not so furnished with the equipment. 

D. All sinks are intended to be "Accessible" and all drain outlets on all sinks and lavatories where 
furnished by the Plumbing Subcontractor or the other SECTIONS shall have an off-set drain. 
Set all roughing tight to wall in all cases to comply with ADA Standards. Provide where 
required ADA insulation kits to prevent injury where a barrier is not included in the casework. 
Refer to Equipment Drawings. 

1.21           DEMOLITION 

A. When and as directed by the General Contractor perform all demolition work. 

B. All hangers, valves, piping, pumps, fixtures, controllers, and other miscellaneous equipment and 
materials in the existing building not specifically designated for reuse in the documents shall 
remain the property of the Owner.   

C. Remove as indicated existing Plumbing piping, fixtures, and equipment including all hangers 
and supports and disconnect all Plumbing connections to equipment to be removed under other 
Sections of the Specifications.  Clean, recondition, and relocate where indicated all items to be 
reused. 
1. Carefully remove shower and toilet room fixtures and trim and deliver in good condition 

to an on-site location designated by the Architect.  The Owner will review all the fixtures 
and trim and select the items to be kept and the items to be disposed.  The disposal of all 
items not wanted by Owner is specified by the Demolition Section. 

2. In cases where main piping is to remain, remove all existing piping to fixtures being 
removed and cap said piping back to riser or main.  All caps or plugs to be installed shall 
be of like material as pipe being capped or plugged. 

3. All piping, valves, hangers, and fittings shall be removed from ceiling and walls as 
indicated and placed on the floor by this Section.  The General Contractor shall remove 
from the floor and dispose. 
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4. Any disputes between this Subcontractor and other Contractors or Subcontractors relative 
to the responsibility for removal of equipment shall be referred to the Architect for 
decision.  The Architect's decision shall be firm and binding and to whomever he 
designates responsibility for removal of equipment shall do so without any additional cost 
to the Owner. 

1.22           PAINTING 

A. All interior exposed piping is to be painted and all painting, except as noted, will be done by the 
Painting Subcontractor.  All uncovered piping and hangers shall be thoroughly cleaned of rust, 
oil, and other containments by the Plumbing Subcontractor and left ready to receive primer coat.   

B. Painting for pipe markings shall be done under this Section. 

1.23           HOISTING EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY 

A. Unless otherwise specified, all hoisting and rigging equipment and machinery required for the 
proper and expeditious prosecution and progress of the Work of this Section shall be furnished, 
installed, operated and maintained in safe condition by each sub-contractor, as specified under 
Section 015000, TEMPORARY FACILITIES AND CONTROLS. 

1.24           STAGING AND SCAFFOLDING 

A. Unless otherwise specified, each sub-contractor shall provide all lifts and man-lifts, and furnish, 
erect and maintain in safe condition, all staging and scaffolding as specified under Section 
015000 Temporary Facilities and Controls, as needed for proper execution of the work of this 
Section. Staging and scaffolding shall be of adequate design, erected and removed by 
experienced stage builders having all accident prevention devices required by Federal, state and 
local laws.   

1.25           BREAKDOWN 

A. Submit a breakdown of the contract price to aid the Architect in determining the value of the 
work installed as the job progresses.   

B. No requisition will be approved until the breakdown is delivered to the Architect. 

1.26           VISIT TO SITE 

A. Prior to submitting a Bid, visit the site of work and become familiar with existing conditions.  
Any assumptions made are at this Subcontractor's expense. 
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1           GENERAL 

A. All materials and equipment furnished under this SECTION shall be new, unused, first quality 
of a manufacturer of established reputation. Each valve, fitting, section of pipe, and piece of 
equipment supplied to project shall have cast or indelibly stamped thereon the manufacturer's 
name, pressure rating where applicable, type, and any other specific information provided by 
manufacturer.  Materials shall conform to Rhode Island Code as a minimum requirement and 
shall appear on the Rhode Island Approved Plumbing Products list. 

2.2           PIPE AND FITTINGS 

A. Pipe and fittings shall conform to the latest A.S.A., A.S.T.M., C.A., and F.S. standards. 

B. All piping installed under this SECTION shall be in accordance with the following: 
 
   Service             Material 
 
  Underground Drainage    Service weight cast iron soil pipe-coated 
  and Vent piping     bearing collective trademark of the  
         Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute (CISPI) 
 
  Above ground Drainage and    No Hub cast iron soil pipe and fittings 
  Vent, piping 2 in. and larger    bearing collective trademark of the CISPI 
 
  Above ground drainage, and   Type ‘L’ hard tempered 
  Vent piping 2 in. and smaller   copper tubing 
 
  Trap primer piping from   Type ‘K’ soft rolled  
  Primer to floor drain    copper tubing with  
         Swaged ends 
   
  Domestic water piping    Type ‘L’ hard tempered  
  above ground piping    copper tubing 
   
 
  Indirect waste piping    Type ‘L’ hard tempered copper tubing coated  
            with two (2) coats of white epoxy paint 
   
  Compressed Air Piping High density polyethylene piping and socket 

fittings, PE100, ASTM D-3350, chemical 
resistant, pressure rating of 230 PSI, Air-Pro 
Piping by Asahi/America or equal. 

 
  Gas piping above ground   ASTM A-53 Schedule 40  
         black steel pipe 
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C. Fittings for underground Drainage Piping shall be service weight bell and spigot pattern C.I. soil 
pipe fittings. Above ground shall be no hub C.I. soil pipe fittings, Rhode Island Standard. 

D. Fittings for sweat drainage piping and force main piping shall be cast bronze or wrought copper 
of recessed drainage pattern. 

E. Fittings for Type 'L' hard tempered copper tubing for potable and non-potable water piping 2-
1/2 inch in size and smaller shall be copper press fittings. 
1. Acceptable Manufacturers: 

a. Viega North America,  
b. Elkhart Products Corporation 
c. Victaulic 
d. Or equal  

2. Material: 
a. ASTM B88 and ANSI/ASME B16.22.  O-rings for copper press fittings shall be 

EPDM.  
3. Installation of copper press fittings and installation are to be made in strict accordance 

with the manufacturers installation instructions.  All tubing is to be reamed prior to the 
installation of the fitting.  The tubing shall be fully inserted into the fitting and the tubing 
marked at the shoulder of the fitting.  The fitting alignment shall be checked against the 
mark on the tubing to assure the tubing is fully engaged (inserted) in the fitting.  The 
joints shall be pressed using the tool approved by the manufacturer.  

F. Fittings for polyethylene compressed air shall be injected molded, socket fusion joints with 
same wall thickness and pressure rating as the pipe, as manufactured by Asahi/America, Inc. or 
equal.  

G. Fittings for gas piping 2-inch and smaller shall be threaded malleable iron gas pattern fittings 
for screwed pipe.  All elevated pressure gas piping regardless of size and low pressure gas 
piping 2 ½ inch in size and larger shall be welded and shall utilize butt welded steel pipe 
fittings. 

2.3           JOINTS 

A. Joints for underground cast iron bell and spigot soil pipe shall be made up with resilient gaskets. 
Above ground shall be made up of heavy duty – 4 band stainless steel  clamps, and gaskets.  
Couplings shall be in compliance with CISPI 310 and shall bear the mark of NSF International.  
Couplings shall be Husky “SD 4000”, Clamp - All HI-TORQ 125, Mission “HW”, or equal.   

B. Copper water tubing and fittings shall be assembled with press or grooved fittings depending on 
pipe size. 

C. Grooved Joint Lubricants: Lubricate gasket in accordance with the manufacturer’s published 
instructions with lubricant approved for the gasket elastomer and fluid media. 
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D. Copper waste and vent tubing and force main tubing with sweat fittings shall be assembled with 
lead free solder, Silverbrite, Oatey, Harris, or equal, and a non-corrosive flux recommended by 
the manufacturer. 

E. Joints between copper waste/vent tubing and cast iron shall be made with cast iron threaded 
fittings and copper thread by sweat fittings. 

F. Joints between copper tubing and ductile iron water pipe or at flanged joints to tanks shall be 
made with a combination iron and brass flange with composition gasket and iron bolts. 

G. Joints at water heaters or other tanks having threaded connections shall be made up with 
dielectric unions. 

H. Joints between floor or wall flanges and fixtures shall be made with one-piece special molded 
neoprene gaskets which shall be furnished by the fixture manufacturer. 

I. Threaded pipe joints including plastics shall be made up with teflon tape. 

J. Joints on screwed gas piping shall be made up with thread compound on male threads only. 
Welded joints shall be made up by certified welders. All joints on piping 2-1/2 in. and larger, 
and on emergency generator exhaust regardless of size shall be welded. Joints for plastic gas 
piping shall be performed by the heat fusion method by Mass. Certified Technicians. 

2.4           VALVES 

A. Furnish and install valves where indicated on the Drawings or where specified and located so 
that they may be operated, repaired, or replaced with a minimum effort and repacked under 
pressure. 

B. The following list of valves is intended only as a guide for type and quality. Valves shall be as 
manufactured by Apollo, Milwaukee, Nibco, Elkhart, Watts, Victaulic, or approved equal. 

  
   Shutoff valves    Apollo #94VLF-A 
         lead-free ball valves 
    
    Stop and waste valves Apollo #95LF-203 through 
   1 in. and smaller    #95LF-205, lead-free 
   
   Check valves    Walworth #406 SJ 
   
   Gas service stops,    Apollo #70-102-07 through 
   2 in. and smaller    #70-108-07 with tee handle 
   
   Gas service stops,    Rockwell #143 lubricated 
   2-1/2 in. and larger   plug valve 
 
   Drain valves  Apollo #77WLF-HC ball valve with cap and 

chain  
       1/2 in. x 3/4 in. hose end  
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   Compressed air line    Apollo #70-100 Series-threaded  
   Shutoff valves    ends 
 
   Compressed air outlet valves  Apollo #70-100 Series with  
         automatic drain 

2.5           INSULATION 

A. Insulation for all water piping and all horizontal roof leaders whether concealed or exposed 
shall be 1 in. thick, heavy density, preformed snap-on insulation equal to Johns Manville Micro-
Lok HP, 850 degrees snap-on system.  Insulation for cold water piping shall have a factory 
applied vapor barrier with ends and butts sealed with overlapping 4 in. sealing strips. 

B. Valves, fittings, and the underside of roof drain bodies shall be insulated with pre-formed 
fiberglass fitting insulation cut from dense fiberglass blanket and covered with pre-molded 
P.V.C. fitting covers.  P.V.C. covers shall overlap the adjoining insulation and shall be secured 
with pressure sensitive vinyl tape over a vapor barrier adhesive seal at the joints.  (Note:  
Staples or tacks are not permitted on covers). 

C. All insulation shall have self-sealing type, all service jacket (ASJ-SSL) factory applied.  At all 
exposed piping, cover jacket with continuous P.V.C. jacket. 

D. Sealers, solvents, tapes, and adhesives, and mastics used in conjunction with the installation of 
insulation under this Section shall possess the maximum possible fire safe qualities available 
and shall be NFPA approved. 

E. Covering shall be applied over clean and dry surfaces. No covering shall be applied until after 
the approval of all pressure and leakage tests. 

F. Insulation shall be as manufactured by Johns Manville, Inc., Owens-Corning Fiberglass 
Corporation SSL II-ASJ, or Knauf Insulation 1000.  Insulation shall be applied by skilled 
insulation mechanics in a first class manner. 

2.6           TRAPS 
 

A. Furnish and install traps with cleanouts on all fixtures and equipment requiring connection to 
the sanitary system of the same size and material as the pipe on which they occur.  Traps 
installed on threaded pipe shall be recessed drainage pattern. 

2.7           DRAIN VALVES 

A. It shall be possible to drain the water from all sections of the Potable and Non-Potable Hot and 
Cold Water Piping.  Furnish and install 1/2 in. x 3/4 in. hose end ball valves with cap and chain. 
(see 2.04 for model no.) 
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2.8           SHOCK ABSORBERS 

A. Furnish and install, where shown on Drawings and where required to prevent water hammer, 
Zurn Manufacturing Company model 1260-XL lead free shock absorbers, or equal, as 
manufactured by J.R. Smith Manufacturing Company, Watts Manufacturing Company, or 
equal. 

B. Installation of absorbers shall be as per manufacturer's recommendations. 

2.9           PIPING ACCESSORIES 

A. Trap primer connections are required on all floor drains to maintain trap seal.  The requirement 
for trap primer connections shall include all floor drains in the kitchen including trough drains 
furnished by others.  Trap primers shall be Precision Plumbing Products, Inc., Model PRO1-500 
flow activated prime-pro trap-primer valve or shall, where appropriate, be Zurn, Watts, Smith or 
equal in-line connections installed on flush valve supply.  Furnish distribution units as required.  
Provide PPP AG-500 air gap fitting at all locations. 

2.10           HOSE BIBB 

A. Hose bibb shall be T & S Brass or equal model #B-720 modified, chrome plated, 3/4 in. hose 
end, integral stop, vacuum breaker, modified with lock shield and loose tee handle. 

B. Hose bibbs shall be manufactured by T&S Brass, Speakman, Chicago, or equal. 

2.11           CLEANOUTS 

A. Cleanout plugs on the Sanitary System shall be of heavy cast brass of the screwed type. Plugs 
shall be full size up to and including 4 inch. 

B. For piping running under floor slab, cleanouts shall be brought up to just under the floor slab 
level. Furnish and install access cover for all floor-type cleanouts, Zurn ZN-1400 Series with 
scoriated nickel bronze or by Watts, J.R. Smith, or equal.   

2.12           ACCESS DOORS 

A. Furnish Access Doors for access to all concealed control valves, cleanouts, valves, expansion 
joints, and to all other concealed parts of the Plumbing System that require accessibility for the 
proper operation and maintenance of the system.  These doors shall be installed under the 
appropriate SECTION of the Specifications as determined by the surface upon which the panels 
are mounted. 

B. All Access Doors shall be located in a workmanlike manner in closets, storage rooms, and/or 
other non-public areas, positioned so that the valve or part can be easily reached, and the size 
shall be sufficient for this purpose (minimum size 12 in. x 16 in.). Furnish Access Doors for 
each pipe space to permit thorough inspection of same. When access doors are required in 
corridors, lobbies, or other habitable areas, they shall be located as directed by the Architect. 
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C. Refer to Section 083100 - Access Doors and Frames, for all product requirements for furnishing 
access panels.  

D. Coordinate locations and schedule with the work of trades involved with construction in which 
access panels will be installed. 

E. Access Door Shop Drawings shall be submitted to the Architect for approval. 

F. All access panels shall be provided with cylinder lock and key, and shall be keyed alike. 
Coordinate keying with other trades. 

2.13           SUPPLEMENTARY STEEL, CHANNEL, AND SUPPORTS 

A. Furnish and install all supplementary steel, channels, and supports required for the proper 
installation, mounting, and support of all equipment. 

B. Supplementary Steel and Channels shall be firmly connected to building construction in a 
manner approved by the Architect. 

C. The type and size of the Supporting Channels and Supplementary Steel shall be determined by 
the Plumbing Subcontractor and shall be sufficient strength and size to allow only a minimum 
deflection in conformance with the manufacturer's requirements for loading. 

D. All Supplementary Steel and Channel shall be installed in a neat and workmanlike manner 
parallel to the walls, floor, and ceiling construction. All turns shall be made with 90 deg. 
fittings, as necessary to suit the construction and installation conditions. 

2.14           HANGERS, ANCHORS, GUIDES, AND PIERS 

A. All piping shall be supported from the Building Structure by means of approved hangers and 
supports. Piping shall be supported to maintain required grading and pitching of lines, to 
prevent vibration, and to secure piping in place, and shall be so arranged as to provide for 
expansion and contraction. 

B. Hangers shall not be installed directly into the roof deck.  Provide supplementary steel per 
paragraph 2.13 above as required to support piping from structure. 

C. The spacing for hangers for horizontal piping shall be in accordance with the following: 
1. Cast Iron Soil Pipe: 5 ft.-0 in. at the hubs for 5 ft. lengths. For 10 ft. lengths, use one (1) 

hanger at the hub and one (1) at midpoint of the length.  Install cast iron pipe in 
accordance with CISPI Handbook - latest edition. 

2. Copper Tubing: 6 ft.-0 in. o.c. for 1-1/4 in. and smaller, and 10 ft.-0 in. o.c. for  1-1/2 
in. and larger.  

3. Steel Pipe: 10 ft.-0 in. o.c. for 1-1/2 in. and over; 8 ft. - 0 in. for 1-1/4 in.; 6 ft. – 0 in. for 
1 in. and smaller. 
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D. Hanger rod diameter shall be as follows: 

 
 

 
Pipe Size 

 
Rod Diameter 

 
1/2 in. thru 2 in. 

 
3/8 in. 

 
2-1/2 in. and 3 in. 

 
1/2 in. 

 
4 in. and 5 in. 

 
5/8 in. 

 
6 in. 

 
3/4 in. 

 
8 in. and over 

 
7/8 in. 

E. Vertical lines shall be adequately supported at their bases by a suitable hanger placed in the 
horizontal line near the riser and at every 10 ft. interval. 

F. All Hangers shall be adjustable Clevis Hanger.  Hanger rods shall have machine threads.  
Malleable iron brackets of approved type shall be used along the walls.  All Hangers for copper 
tubing shall be copper plated except where pipe is insulated, in which case, Steel Clevis Hanger 
and pipe shield shall be used. 

G. Piping shall not be hung from the hangers of other trades. 

H. Provide seismic restraints for all piping per requirements of the State Building Code and Section 
230548.  All gas piping shall be seismically restrained. 

I. Hangers shall be manufactured by Grinnell, Carpenter and Paterson, Fee and Mason, or equal. 

J. Wire and strap hangers will not be permitted in this installation. 

K. Install a 14 gauge metal pipe shield between pipe insulation and all pipe hangers.  Hangers shall 
be sized so that the pipe insulation passes through the hanger and is supported on the shield. 

2.15           DRAINS 

A. Furnish and install all floor drains and roof drains where shown on the Drawings.  

B. All floor drains in flooring systems without waterproofing membranes shall have galvanized 
iron clamping rings with 6-pound lead flashing to bond 9 in. in all directions.  All drains shall 
be checked with Architect's Drawings to determine depth of the flashing collar.  Brass extension 
pieces shall be provided if necessary. 

C. All floor drains installed on this project shall be fitted with Automatic Trap Primer Connections. 
Field determine appropriate location for Trap Primer valve and drain piping. 
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D. Drain Schedule: 
1. Type "A" – (General) Zurn #ZN-415-5BZ-P dura coated cast iron body with bottom 

outlet, combination invertible membrane clamp, adjustable collar, seepage slots, type BZ 
polished nickel bronze, light-duty, leveling strainer, trap primer connection. 

E. Drains shall be of one manufacturer, by Zurn, J.R. Smith, Watts, or equal. 

F. In bathrooms, coordinate all floor drain locations in field with Architect.  Floor drains shall be 
set at an elevation/grade to allow for floor drainage from all directions.  Drain locations shall 
not conflict with toilet partition walls.  

2.16           PLUMBING FIXTURES 

A. Furnish and install all fixtures and equipment, including supports, connections, fittings, and any 
incidentals, to make a complete installation in accordance with the Drawings and as specified.     

B. The Architect shall be final judge as to whether fixtures and trim fulfill the requirements of the 
Specifications and as to whether they are of suitable quality. 

C. All fixtures requiring hot and cold water shall have the cold water faucet on the right hand side 
of the fixture and the hot water faucet on the left hand side of the fixture.   

D. Escutcheons shall be furnished and installed on all supplies and traps. Escutcheons shall be one 
(1) piece chrome plated brass with set screws. 

E. All fixtures shall have the manufacturer's guaranteed label or trademark indicating first quality.  
All acid resisting enameled ware shall bear the manufacturer's symbol signifying acid resisting 
material. 

F. Unless otherwise specified, faucets and all exposed fittings shall be chromium plated. 

G. All supply pipes shall run in a reasonable straight vertical line from the stops to faucets. Traps 
shall be installed perpendicular to walls. 

H. Vitreous china and acid resisting enameled fixtures shall be of one manufacturer by Sloan, 
American Standard, Toto, or equal.  Trim shall be Symmons, Speakman, Chicago, T & S Brass, 
or equal.  Flush valves shall be Sloan, Toto, Zurn, or equal. Water coolers and drinking 
fountains shall be manufactured by Elkay, Just, Filtrine, or equal.  Stainless steel sinks shall be 
Elkay, Just, Kindred, or equal. 

I. Note:  All fixtures and fittings shall be vandal proof mounted, unless specifically noted 
otherwise. 

J. Carefully coordinate roughing for flush valves so that the dimension from top of fixture to C-L 
of flush valve is a minimum of 6 in.. 
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K. Fixture Schedule: 

1. P-1 Water Closet: 

American Standard #2294.011EC “Afwall”, 1.28 gallon per flush bowl, vitreous china, 
wall hung, elongated, siphon jet bowl,1-1/2 in. top spud.  

Sloan "Royal" 111-1.28, manually operated flush valve.   

Olsonite #95-C Lustra solid plastic white open front seat with check hinge. 

Zurn 300-pound carrier as required to suit.  Carefully coordinate with Architect’s plans 
to fit wall.  Use Z-1209 where dictated by conditions. 

2. P-1A Water Closet: 

American Standard #2294.011EC “Afwall”, 1.28 gallon per flush bowl, vitreous china, 
wall hung, elongated, siphon jet bowl,1-1/2 in. top spud.  

Sloan "Royal" 111 ESS-1.28-YO-TMO-HW, sensor operated, hard wired flush valve 
with true manual override include 24 V transformer.   

Olsonite #95-C Lustra solid plastic white open front seat with check hinge. 

Zurn 300-pound carrier as required to suit.  Carefully coordinate with Architect’s plans 
to fit wall.  Use Z-1209 where dictated by conditions. 

Mounting height shall conform to Accessibility Standards. Refer to Architect's Drawings 
for the exact location of fixture and mounting height and re-verify during construction 
with the Field Architect.   

 
3. P-2 Urinal, Accessible: 

 
Sloan Model WEUS 1000.1001-0.13, complete urinal system with exposed, manual 0.13 
gallon per flush flushometer and wall hung vitreous china urinal. 
 
Zurn Z-1222 concealed support. 
 
Mounting height shall conform to Accessibility Standards. Locate handle of flush valve 
to wide side of toilet stall. Refer to Architect's Drawings for the exact location of fixture 
and mounting height and re-verify during construction with the Field Architect.  
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4. P-3 Wall Hung Lavatory, Accessible (Public):   

Kohler K-2054 "Soho", wall mounted, 20 in. x 18 in., white vitreous china lavatory, 4-
inch centers, punched for concealed arm chair carrier. 

Chicago EQ-A11A-51ABCP, 4-inch centers, electronic hard-wired sensor faucet, self-
sustaining power system, 0.35 gpm laminar flow outlet and integral thermostatic mixing 
valve with checks on each supply.   

McGuire Model 155 WC offset drain with open grid strainer.    

McGuire H167 LK (pair) C.P., 3/8 IPS angle supply with loose key stop. 

McGuire B-8902 C.P., 1-1/4 in. x 1-1/2 in. cast brass adjustable 'P' trap with cleanout 
and 17 GA tubing outlet to wall. 

Zurn #ZR-1231 floor mounted concealed arm chair carrier. 

Conceal all exposed roughing and electrical wiring components under lavatory with 
Truebro Model #2018 rigid PVC enclosure. 

5. P-3A Countertop Lavatory, Accessible (Staff): 

American Standard model 0495.221, under counter mounted, 15”x12”, vitreous china 
lavatory. 

Symmons SLS-3512-0.5-DP4-MB, matte black, deck mounted, 4-inch centers with deck 
plate, single lever handle, pop-up drain, 0.5 GPM outlet. 

Symmons 4-10 mechanical mixing valve set to 110 deg F. outlet temperature. 

McGuire Model 155 WC offset drain.      

McGuire H167 LK (pair) C.P., 3/8 IPS angle supply with loose key stop. 

McGuire B-8902 C.P., 1-1/4 in. x 1-1/2 in. cast brass adjustable 'P' trap with cleanout 
and 17 GA tubing outlet to wall. 

Zurn #ZR-1231 floor mounted concealed armchair carrier. 

Conceal all exposed roughing and electrical wiring components under lavatory with 
Truebro Model #2018 rigid PVC enclosure. 

 
6. P-4 Shower: 

 Symmons 3501-CYL-B-MB-1.5-TRM, Dia shower trim, include S261Temptrol 
pressure balancing shower valve, factory pre-set temperature limit stops, integral service 
stops with 1.5 GPM flow shower head with arm and flange. 
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7. P-5 Emergency Shower/Eye Wash: 

 Guardian model GBF-1994, all stainless-steel barrier free combination Emergency 
Shower and Eye/Face Wash station, 10 in. stainless steel deluge shower with 20 GPM 
flow control.  Barrier free eye/face spray head with stainless steel panic bar and stay 
open C.P. brass ball valve.  Provide waste to discharge to floor. 

  
 Provide Guardian Model G3800LF thermostatic mixing valve with surface mounted 

stainless-steel cabinet. 

8. P-6 Sink, Accessible: 

Elkay LRAD-2222 single bowl, 22 in. x 22 in., self-rimming countertop mounted 5 1/2 
in. deep, 18 ga. type 316 stainless steel sink with rear outlet; three (3) hole punched 
faucet ledge. 

Chicago Faucet 201A-GN8A-E2805-369 concealed deck faucet with 8 in. swing 
gooseneck spout, 2-3/8 in. wrist blade handles, vandal resistant 0.5 GPM aerator. 

Elkay LKAD-35-316 crumb cup strainer with 1-1/2 in. offset tailpiece and stainless steel 
ground seat stopper. 

1-1/2 in. x 2 in. chrome plated P-trap with cleanout, waste outlet with escutcheon. 

Pair of 1/2 in. x 3/8 in. supplies with stops and escutcheons. 

Furnish and install T&S Brass B-1220 glass filler, 8-inch high deck mount glass filler 
with polished chrome brass body, adjustable flow outlet, push arm, pedestal mounted 
with deck flange.    

Furnish and install 3M model AP Easy Cyst-FF full flow filter on water supply to filler.  
Filter to have a minimum flow rate of 1.5 GPM and minimum capacity of 2,000 gallons.   
 

9.  P-7 Sink, Accessible:  
 Elkay LRAD-221955 single bowl, 22 in. x 19 in., self-rimming countertop mounted 5 

1/2 in. deep, 18 ga. type 304 stainless steel sink with rear center drain outlet; three (3) 
hole punched faucet ledge. 

  
 Chicago model 201-AE35ABCP, deck mounted faucet, deck faucet with 8 in. swing 

gooseneck spout, 2-3/8 inch blade handles, vandal resistant 1.5 GPM aerator. 
  
 Elkay LKAD-35 crumb cup strainer with 1-1/2 in. offset tailpiece and stainless steel 

ground seat stopper. 
  
 1-1/2 in. x 2 in. chrome plated P-trap with cleanout, waste outlet with escutcheon. 
  
 Pair of 1/2 in. x 3/8 in. supplies with stops and escutcheons. 
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10. P-4 Electric Water Cooler with Bottle Filler, Accessible: 
 
Elkay LVRCTL8WSK, Barrier Free, Hi-Lo electric water cooler, tandem mounting, #4 
satin finish stainless steel bowls, chrome plated bubbler, push button actuator, ADA 
compliant with cane touch apron, and sensor-activated bottle filling station.   
     
1-1/4 in. x 1-1/2 in. rough p-trap with cleanout; 1/2 in. ball valve stop. 

2.17           BACKFLOW PREVENTERS 

A. Backflow preventers shall be reduced pressure type furnished complete with shutoff valves, 
Rhode Island Approved. Backflow preventers 2-1/2 inch and smaller shall be Watts #LF009-
QT-S.  Backflow preventers 3 inch and larger shall be Watts 957-QT.  Backflow preventers 
shall be lead free, all bronze, complete with strainer and soft seated check valve.  Size shall be 
as indicated on Drawings.  

B. Mount backflow preventer 3 ft.(+/-) above finished floor.  Provide indirect waste funnel and run 
pipe to an air gapped discharge at sink or floor drain.  Furnish a spare parts kit and parts list 
mounted in the vicinity of the device. 

C. Prior to the installation of devices in the name of the Owner file for, pay for, and obtain all 
required permits and approvals for cross connection control devices from the Authority having 
Jurisdiction. 

D. Backflow preventers shall be of one manufacturer, by Watts, Wilkins, Beeco, or equal. 

2.18           UNION AND NIPPLES 

A. All connections between copper tubing and galvanized piping or between copper tubing and all 
tanks (such as water heaters, chillers, and similar equipment) shall be made with dielectric 
unions and nipples.  

B. All connection to Water Heaters, Meters, Pumps, and other equipment requiring maintenance or 
alteration shall be made up with unions.  Unions on brass piping, 2 in. and smaller, shall be 
brass composition "E" in strict accordance with Federal Specification WW-U-516.  On plastic 
piping, use unions of the same material as the piping. 

C. All close and shoulder nipples shall be corresponding materials as the pipe and shall be extra 
heavy. 

2.19           CONDENSATE NEUTRALIZING TUBES 
 

A. Contractor shall furnish and install condensate neutralizing tubes for new boilers condensate 
drains and flue pipe condensate drains. 
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B. Neutralizer tubes shall be as manufactured by JJM Boiler Works, Neutra-Safe, Fireside 
Condensate Neutralizers, or approved equal, and sized according to input rating of each piece of 
equipment. 

C. The boiler/water heater and flue condensate drains shall not be combined,  Provide separate 
neutralizing tubes for boiler/water heater and flue condensates.  All piping shall be per 
manufacturer's piping diagrams and directions.  Secure neutralizing tubes to the floor. 

2.20           INSTANTANEOUS ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS 

A. Furnish and install electric instantaneous water heaters at locations shown. 

B. Water heaters shall meet the thermal efficiency and standby heat loss requirements of ASHRAE 
90.1 – 2010. Water heater rated for energy star certification for commercial applications.  

C. Heaters to be installed level and plumb in accordance with manufactures written instructions 
and referenced standards.  

D. Water heaters to be manufactured by EEMAX, Chronomite, Stiebel-Eltron, or approved equal. 

2.21           CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS 

A. Where interior gas vented appliances are provided provide a battery powered, carbon monoxide 
detector adjacent to the appliance.   

B. Detector shall be installed per manufacturer’s installation requirements. 

C. Detector shall be manufactured as follows or approved equal: 

1. Defender CA6100 

2. Kidde Model C3010 

3. First Alert CO910 

2.22           COMPRESSED AIR REGULATORS 

A. At all compressed air connections, furnish and install “Parker-Watts” model C105-
04BLWJDWR, 1/2" combination air filter and pressure regulator. Install quick connect at outlet. 
Manufacturers shall be Parker- Watts, Ingersoll Rand, Control Air or approved equal. 

2.23           FIRESTOP SYSTEMS 

A. General: Provide firestopping at all new fire-rated construction where penetrated by the Work 
of this Section.  

B. Refer to Section 078400 - Firestopping, for all product requirements for maintaining integrity of 
fire-rated construction at penetrations.  
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2.24           SCAFFOLDS AND STAGING 

A. General: Trade Contractors shall obtain required permits for, and provide scaffolds, staging, and 
other similar raised platforms, required to access their Work as specified in Section 01 50 00 - 
Temporary Facilities and Controls and herein. 
1. Scaffolding and staging required for use by this Trade Contractor pursuant to 

requirements of Section 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities and Controls shall be furnished, 
erected, maintained in a safe condition, and dismantled when no longer required, by this 
Trade Contract requiring such scaffolding. 

2. Each Trade Contractor is responsible to provide, maintain and remove at dismantling, all 
tarpaulins and similar protective measures necessary to cover scaffolding for inclement 
weather conditions other than those required to be provided, maintained and removed by 
the General Contractor pursuant to MGL (Refer to Section 01 50 00 - Temporary 
Facilities and Controls and as additionally required for dust control). 

3. General Contractor is responsible to provide enclosures required for temporary heat; refer 
to Section 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities and Controls. 
a. Furnishing portable ladders and mobile platforms of all required heights, which 

may be necessary to perform the work of this trade, are the responsibility of this 
Trade Contractor. 

2.25           HOISTING MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 

A. All hoisting equipment, rigging equipment, crane services and lift machinery required for the 
work by this Trade Contractor shall be furnished, installed, operated and maintained in safe 
conditions by this Trade Contractor, as referenced under Section 01 50 00 - Temporary 
Facilities and Controls. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1           WORKMANSHIP AND INSTALLATION METHODS 

A. All work shall be installed in a first-class manner consistent with the best current practices.  All 
materials shall be securely installed plumb and/or level, and all flush mounted equipment shall 
have front edge flush with finished wall surface. 

B. All piping shall be installed true to line and grade in the case of underground piping.  All piping 
above ceilings or exposed shall be grouped together, be parallel to each other, and be either 
parallel or perpendicular to the structure. Utilize gang hangers wherever feasible.  Group all 
valves together where feasible. 

C. Training: 
1. Train the Owner's maintenance personnel on troubleshooting procedures, and servicing 

and preventative maintenance schedules and procedures.   
2. Schedule training with Owner through the Architect with at least 7 days prior notice.   
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3.2           WORK COORDINATION AND JOB OPERATIONS 

A. The equipment shall not be installed in congested and possible problem areas without first 
coordinating the installation of same. 

B. Particular attention shall be directed to the coordination of piping and other equipment installed 
in the ceiling areas. Coordinate the elevations of all piping in hung ceiling areas to insure 
adequate space for the installation of recessed lighting fixtures before other mechanical 
equipment is installed. 

C. Furnish to the General Contractor, and all other Subcontractors, all information relative to the 
portion of the Plumbing installation that will affect them, sufficiently in advance so that they 
may plan their work and installation accordingly. 

D. In case of failure to give proper information as indicated above sufficiently in advance, pay for 
all back-charges for the modification, renovation, and relocation of any portion of the work 
already performed. 

E. Obtain from the other trades, all information relative to the Plumbing Work to be executed in 
conjunction with the installation of their respective equipment. 

3.3           CUTTING AND CORE DRILLING 

A. Perform all cutting and core drilling operations that are outlined in Part 1 of this SECTION. 
Throughout the performance of the cutting and coring work, ensure that the structural integrity 
of the walls, floors, overhead structure, and other structural components, which are to remain, is 
maintained until permanent work is installed.  Prior to any coring or cutting, verify all locations 
of same with the General Contractor. All cutting and coring is to be performed in accordance 
with approved Coordination Drawings 

B. Cut all masonry and concrete with an approved diamond blade concrete saw in a neat straight 
direction, perpendicular to the plane of the wall or floor. 

C. Use a core drilling process which produces clean, sharp edges and the minimum hole size which 
will accommodate the size of pipe sleeve specified. Submit procedures for cutting thru existing 
steel beams to Architect for review. 

D. The patching of holes shall be performed by Plumbing Sub-contractor utilizing methods 
outlined for the finish trade involved.  Holes shall be patched to the satisfaction of the Architect. 

3.4           CLEANING AND PROTECTION 

A. Protect all materials and equipment during shipment and so as to prevent damage. Water 
closets, lavatories, and sinks shall be boarded over and all other fixtures shall be protected with 
pasted on paper. Post notice prohibiting the use of the fixtures prior to completion. Assume full 
responsibility for protection of work until its completion and final acceptance. 

B. Keep the premises reasonably clean at all times and remove rubbish caused by the Plumbing 
Work as directed by the Architect. 
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C. Upon completion of this work, clean all fixtures and equipment installed herein and replace 
damaged parts.  Failure to fulfill this obligation will result in back-charges for correction of the 
defective work. 

3.5           SLEEVES, INSERTS, AND ESCUTCHEONS 

A. All piping passing through slabs, floors, walls, partitions, foundation walls and grade beams, 
shall be sleeved and all such sleeves shall be furnished and installed by the Plumbing 
Subcontractor as detailed on the Drawings and herein specified. Set sleeves in concrete floors 
and walls as soon as forms are set and before concrete is poured. Core drilling openings shall 
have a sleeve caulked and grouted in place. 

B. All pipes passing through floor, whether slab-on grade or above grade levels, shall be sleeved 
with sleeve extending 1 in. above floor. This includes all piping in toilet room pipe space, 
stairwells, closets, partitions and pre-cast planks.  

C. All sleeves shall be Schedule 40 galvanized steel and shall be reamed. There shall be a 
minimum of 1 in. annular space between the sleeve and pipe provide greater clearance where 
seismic requirements dictate. Sleeves on insulated pipe shall be large enough to allow insulation 
to pass through sleeve. Sleeves on drywall, masonry, or concrete walls and partitions, shall be 
flush with wall on both sides. 

D. The space between sleeve and pipe in all cases shall be filled with a U.L./F.M. approved 
caulking compound. This includes pipes concealed in chases and/or partitions. 

E. Inserts where required shall be furnished and set by the Plumbing Subcontractor and where 
necessary may be drilled or power driven and shall be sized such that the insert will not exceed 
a depth of penetration of 1 in. into concrete.   

F. Escutcheons:  All exposed pipe, uncovered, passing through walls or floors or ceilings shall be 
fitted with C.P. brass spun or split type escutcheons with approved clamping device for holding 
in position.  Floor escutcheons shall be deep enough to fit over sleeves, fastened to pipe, and 
extend down to floor. 

3.6           TESTING 

A. Test all Work in the presence of the Architect and/or Engineer and as required by Local Codes. 

B. After Soil, Storm, Waste, and Vent Piping is in place and before being buried or furred in, plug 
lower ends and fill the system with water up to the top of stacks. Piping is to be left tight under 
these conditions and water lever shall be maintained intact for the period of at least four (4) 
hours. 

C. Test all water piping by applying a hydrostatic pressure of 150 PSIG using a pump for this 
purpose. Make sure that all lines are properly plugged or capped and that air has been vented 
before applying pressure which shall remain constant without pumping for two (2) hours at 
least. 
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D. Test gas piping per State Gas Code. 

E. Any leaks in joints or evidence of defective pipe on fittings disclosed by test shall be 
immediately corrected by replacing defective parts with new joints or materials.  No makeshift 
repair effected by caulking threaded pipe with lead wool, application or Wilky or patented 
compounds will be permitted. 

F. Provide testing report for all systems tested. 

3.7           CHLORINATION 

A. Upon completion of the Plumbing Work, thoroughly chlorinate the entire domestic water 
system before putting same in service. Chlorinate all work in the presence of the Architect 
and/or Engineer. The chlorinating agent shall be as a solution of sodium hypochlorite. Water 
shall be fed slowly into the new line with chlorine in the proper amount to produce a dosage of 
50 PPM.  Open and close all valves while system is being chlorinated. 

B. After the sterilization agent has been applied for 24 hours, pay for an independent testing 
agency to test for residual chlorine and for presence of bacteria. A residual of not more than 5 
PPM shall be required in all parts of the line. 

C. If test show 5 PPM or greater of residual chlorine, flush out system until all traces of the 
chemical used are removed. 

D. Provide testing report from independent testing agency. 

3.8           INSTALLATION OF FIRESTOP SYSTEMS 

A. General: Install firestop systems at all fire-rated construction where penetrated by the Work of 
this Section.  

B. Refer to Section 078400 - Firestopping, for all installation requirements for maintaining 
integrity of fire-rated construction at penetrations. 

3.9           SEISMIC RESTRAINTS 

A. The independent engineer responsible for design of seismic restraints shall visit the project upon 
completion of the work to certify the installation is consistent with the approved shop drawings.  
The certification shall be submitted to the Architect and must precede the closing in of ceilings. 

3.10           SYSTEM SHUTDOWNS 

A. Coordinate shutdowns of existing systems with the Owner and submit a written request at least 
ten working days in advance.  Minimize system shut downs as much as possible.  Submit a list 
of all affected areas, the proposed work to be performed, and the expected length of the shut-
down including time for retesting. 
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B. Provide temporary services to maintain active system during extended shut-downs as required 
for demolition and construction phasing. 

 
 

END OF SECTION 
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SECTION 23 00 00 HEATING, VENTILATING & AIR-CONDITIONING (HVAC) 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1          RELATED DOCUMENTS 

A. Drawing and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 
Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

1.2          DESCRIPTION OF WORK  

A. General: 
1. The work described herein shall be interpreted as work to be done by the HVAC 

Subcontractor.  Work to be performed by other trades will always be specifically 
referenced to that trade. 

2. Furnish all staging, rigging, temporary support, labor, materials, and perform all 
operations in connection with the installation of the HVAC work. 

3. The building is to be commissioned and this contractor shall provide all labor required to 
fully test and demonstrate that all systems operate as designed.  

B. Without limiting the generality thereof, the work to be performed under this Section includes: 
1. Heating Hot Water Piping System with Insulation, Hangers, Valves, etc. 
2. Rooftop Units  
3. Ductwork With Insulation, Hanger, Damper, etc. 
4. Pumps, Accessories, and Equipment insulation  
5. Direct digital automatic temperature controls. 
6. Testing, Adjusting & Balancing of all Ducted and Piped Systems and Equipment  
7. Equipment Nameplates 
8. Factory Tests 

1.3          DEFINITIONS 

A. Most terms used within the documents are industry standard.  Certain words or phrases shall be 
understood to have specific meanings as follows: 

B. Provide:  Furnish and install completely connected up and in operable condition, ready for the 
intended use. 

C. Furnish:  Purchase and deliver to a specific location within the building or site, ready for 
unloading, unpacking, assembly, installation, and similar operations. 

D. Install:  With respect to equipment furnished by others, install means to receive, unpack, move 
into position, mount and connect, including removal of packaging materials. 

E. Conduit:  Raceways of the metallic type which are not flexible.  Specific types as specified. 

F. Connect:  To wire up, including all branch circuitry, control and disconnection devices so item 
is complete and ready for operation. 
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G. Subject to Mechanical Damage:  Equipment and raceways installed exposed and less than eight 
feet above finished floor in mechanical rooms or other areas where heavy equipment may be in 
use or moved. 

1.4          RELATED WORK 

A. Cutting beyond the requirements as stated herein, and patching of all openings regardless of 
size, is specified in the respective Sections of the trade responsible for furnishing and installing 
similar new materials. 

B. For temporary controls refer to Section 01 50 00 – TEMPORARY FACILITIES AND 
CONTROLS. 

C. For flashing of vents through roof and setting of roof curbs and flashing of such, refer to Section 
07 62 00 – SHEET METAL FLASHING AND TRIM and Section 07 00 02 Roofing and 
Flashing. 

D. For excavation and backfill of below grade mechanical and related systems refer to Division 31. 

E. For open web steel joists refer to Division 05 – Metals. 

F. For firestopping referenced in this Section refer to Section 07 84 13 – PENETRATION 
FIRESTOPPING for products and installation requirements. 

G. For finished painting of mechanical systems not called for in this Section refer to Section 09 91 
00 – PAINTING and Section 09 00 04 – PAINTING FILED SUB-BID REQUIREMENTS. 

H. For interior concrete work relating to this Section refer to Section 03 30 00 – CAST-IN-PLACE 
CONCRETE. 

I. For exterior concrete work relating to this Section refer to Section 03 30 00 - CAST-IN-PLACE 
CONCRETE. 

J. Section 01 91 13 – GENERAL COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS. 

K. Furnish access panels and doors for installation in walls, ceiling and floors at locations to permit 
access for adjustment, removal, replacement and servicing of all concealed equipment, valves, 
volume dampers, materials, etc. installed under this Section of the specifications.   

L. Access panels will be installed under this Section of the related trades of the finished surfaces in 
which they are located.  

M. Access panels shall be located in closets, storage rooms and/or other non-public areas if 
possible, positioned so that the equipment can be easily reached, and the size shall be sufficient 
for this purpose (min. 16” x 16”).  When access panels are required in corridors, lobby or other 
habitable areas, they will be located as directed by the Owner’s Representative.  

N. Access panels shall be per Division 08 spec for products and installation requirements. Required 
fire resistance of walls and ceilings shall be maintained.  
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1.5          PRODUCTS FURNISHED, BUT NOT INSTALLED UNDER THIS SECTION  

A. Furnish pipe sleeves for placement into formwork by the General Contractor, Refer to Section 
03 30 00.  

1.6          CODES, ORDINANCES, AND PERMITS 

A. Perform all work in accordance with the requirements of the Town of Hudson Building 
Department, State of Massachusetts Building Code, and applicable State and Federal Laws.  
Give all requisite notices, file all requisite plans, and obtain all permits required to perform 
HVAC Work.  Pay all fees and include in the Bid.  All HVAC equipment shall be installed to 
meet all State, Local and Federal sound ordinances.  

B. Refer to GENERAL CONDITIONS for local connection and permit fees and information 
regarding Utility Company back charges. 

C. Codes, laws and standards provide a basis for the minimum installation criteria acceptable.  The 
drawings and specifications illustrate the scope required for this project, which may exceed 
minimum codes, laws and standards. 

D. Give all notices, file all plans, obtain all permits and licenses, and obtain all necessary approvals 
from authorities having jurisdiction.  No work shall be covered before examination and 
approval by the Owner’s Representative, inspectors, and authorities having jurisdiction.  
Replace imperfect or condemned work to conform to requirements, satisfactory to Owner’s 
Representative, and without extra cost to the Owner.  If work is covered before examination and 
approval, this Contractor shall pay costs of uncovering and reinstalling the covering, whether it 
meets contract requirements or not.  

1.7          PHASING 

A. The mechanical subcontractor shall construct the subject project in phases as directed by the 
Architect to suit the project progress schedule, as well as the completion date of the project. 

B. For additional information related to phasing, review the General Conditions and 
Supplementary Conditions and the Architectural drawings. 

1.8          QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. Codes and Standards: 
1. HI Compliance:  Design, manufacture, and install HVAC pumps in accordance with HI 

Hydraulic Institute Standards". 
2. UL Compliance:  Design, manufacture, and install HVAC pumps in accordance with UL 

779 "Motor Operated Water Pumps". 
3. ANSI Standards:  Comply with ANSI A13.1 for pipe, valve, and equipment 

identification. 
4. I=B=R Compliance:  Provide boilers that have been tested and rated in accordance with 

Institute of Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers (I=B=R) "Testing and Rating Standard for 
Cast Iron and Steel Heating Boiler", and bear I=B=R emblem on nameplate affixed to 
boiler. 
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5. ASME Compliance:  Construct boilers in accordance with ASME Boiler and Pressure 
Vessel Code, Section IV "Heating Boilers". 

6. UL and NEMA Compliance:  Provide boiler ancillary electrical components, which have 
been listed and labeled UL, and comply with NEMA Standards. 

7. FM Compliance:  Provide control devices and control sequences in accordance with 
requirements of Factory Mutual System (FM). 

8. IRI Compliance:  Provided control devices and control sequences in accordance with 
requirements of Industrial Risk Insurance (IRI). 

9. AMCA Compliance:  Test and rate air handling units in accordance with AMCA 
standards. 

10. AGA Compliance:  Provide gas controls and devices in accordance with American Gas 
Associates. 

11. ARI Compliance:  Test and rate air handling units in accordance with ARI 430 "Standard 
for Central-Station Air Handling Units", display certification symbol on units of certified 
models. 

12. ASHRAE Compliance:  Construct and install refrigerant coils in accordance with 
ASHRAE 15 "Safety Code for Mechanical Refrigeration". 

13. NFPA Compliance:  Provide air handling unit internal insulation having flame spread 
rating not over 25 and smoke developed rating no higher than 50; and complying with 
NFPA 90A "Standard for the Installation of Air Conditioning and Ventilating Systems". 

14. UL and NEMA Compliance:  Provide electrical components required as part of air 
handling units, which have been listed and labeled by UL and comply with NEMA 
standards. 

15. NEC Compliance:  Comply with National Electrical Code (NFPA 70) as applicable to 
installation and electrical connections of ancillary electrical components of air handling 
units. MSS Standard Practices:  Comply with the following standards for valves: 

16. MSS SP-45:  Bypass and Drain Connection Standard 
17. MSS SP-67:  Butterfly Valves 
18. MSS SP-70:  Cast Iron Gate Valves, Flanged and Threaded Ends 
19. MSS SP-71:  Cast Iron Swing Check Valves, Flanged 
20. MSS SP-72:  Ball Valves with Flanged or Butt-Welding Ends for General Service 
21. MSS SP-78:  Cast Iron Plug Valves, Flanged and Threaded Ends 
22. MSS SP-80:  Bronze Gate, Glove Angle and Check Valves 
23. MSS SP-84:  Steel Valves - Socket Welding and Threaded Ends 
24. MSS SP-85:  Cast Iron Globe and Angle Valves, Flanged with Threaded Ends 
25. MSS SP-92:  MSS Valve User Guide 

B. Automatic Temperature Control Contractor Qualifications:  Firms specializing in installation of 
Automatic Temperature control system for not less than 5 years. 
1. Codes and Standards: 

a. Electrical Standards:  Provide electrical components of control systems which have 
been UL-listed and labeled, and comply with NEMA standards. 
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b. NEMA Compliance:  Comply with NEMA standards pertaining to components 
and devices for control systems. 

c. NFPA Compliance:  Comply with NFPA 90A "Standard for the Installation of Air 
Conditioning and Ventilating Systems" where applicable to controls and control 
sequences. 

1.9          DEMOLITION 

A. Where existing heating equipment (i.e. coils, fans, radiation, pumps etc.) are called to be 
removed, it shall include all associated piping, valves, wiring, controls, hangers, associated 
ductwork, and all associated appurtenances. 

B. Where existing piping (i.e. water, steam, condensate, drain etc.) and ductwork are called to be 
removed, it shall include all associated hangers, insulation, valves, controls, dampers and all 
associated appurtenances. 

C. This Sub-contractor shall disconnect, lower to floor, and stack near-by all noted mechanical 
systems being removed. The General Contractor shall remove from the building and dispose of 
in a legal manner. 

1.10          DISCREPANCIES IN DOCUMENTS 

A. Where Drawings or Specifications conflict or are unclear, advise Architect in writing before 
Award of Contract.  Otherwise, Architect’s interpretation of Contract Documents shall be final, 
and no additional compensation shall be permitted.  

B. Where Drawings or Specifications do not coincide with manufacturer’s recommendations, or 
with applicable codes and standards, alert Architect in writing before installation. 

C. Of the required material, installation, or work can be interpreted differently from drawing to 
drawing, for between drawings and specs, this contractor shall provide that material, 
installation, or work which is of the more stringent.  

D. It is the intent of these contract documents to have the contractor provide systems and 
components that are fully complete and operational and fully suitable for the intended use.  
There may be situations in the documents where insufficient information exists to precisely 
describe a certain component or subsystem, or the routing of a system.  In cases such as this, 
where the contractor has failed to notify the Architect of the situation in accordance with 
Paragraph (A) above, the contractor shall provide the specific component or subsystem with all 
parts necessary for the intended use, fully complete and operational, and installed in 
workmanlike manner.   

1.11          CONTRACT DRAWINGS 

A. All work shown on the Drawings is intended to be approximately correct to scale, but shall be 
taken in a sense as diagrammatic.  Sizes of ductwork and pipes and general method of running 
them are shown, but it is not intended to show every offset and fitting which is only possible 
after final coordination with all sub-contractors and submission of coordination drawings.  No 
additional compensation will be allowed for offsets and fittings not specifically shown of the 
contract drawings.  To carry out the true intent and purpose of the plans, furnish all necessary 
parts to make complete working systems ready for use. 
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B. The HVAC Drawings and Specifications are intended to supplement each other so that any 
details shown on the Drawings and not mentioned in the Specifications, or vice-versa, shall be 
executed the same as if mentioned in the Specifications and shown on the Drawings. 

C. Refer to the Architectural, Structural, Plumbing, Mechanical and Electrical Drawings which 
indicate the construction in which this work shall be installed.  Locations shown on the plans 
shall be checked against the general and detailed Drawings of the construction proper.  All 
measurements must be taken at the building. 

1.12          COORDINATION DRAWINGS 

A. Before materials are purchased or work is begun, the respective Subcontractor shall prepare and 
submit to the Architect Coordination Drawings showing the size, elevation and location of his 
equipment, fixtures, ductwork, conduit, and piping lines relevant to the complete system.  He 
shall ensure that these drawings are compatible and correctly annotated and cross-referenced at 
their interfaces. 

B. Coordination drawings are for the Contractor's and the Architect's use during construction and 
shall not be construed as replacing any shop or record drawings required elsewhere in the 
Contract Drawings. 

C. All coordination drawings shall be prepared in a large enough scale to accurately identify work 
of each trade and in addition to each sub-contractors systems, shall also show architectural floor 
plan, reflected ceiling plan, and structural framing with grid identification.   

D. The coordination drawing shall be started by the sheet metal sub-contractor and after applying 
all ductwork, the drawing shall be submitted for ductwork approval by the engineer.  After 
approval, the drawing shall be circulated to the remaining sub-contractors for application of 
their work.      

E. During coordination drawing preparation the sub-contractors shall meet periodically to discuss 
overall coordination of all sub systems, and shall adjust their systems accordingly. When all 
drawings are complete the general contractor shall submit to the architect and engineers for 
review. 

F. Areas of conflict that cannot be resolved between the sub-contractor must be flagged on the 
drawings with adequate information to assist the architect and engineer in resolving noted 
issues. 

G. Refer to DIVISION 01 – GENERAL REQUIREMENTS of these Contract Documents for 
additional procedures relative to the preparation of Coordination Drawings. 

H. Any additional time required to draw and/or re-draw coordination drawings due to conflicts 
shall be completed at no additional cost to the Owner and/or Project.  

1.13          ACCESSIBILITY 

A. Install equipment and materials to provide required access for servicing and maintenance.  
Coordinate the final location of concealed equipment and devices requiring access with final 
location of required access panels and doors.  Allow ample space for service and removal of all 
parts that require replacement or servicing. 

B. Extend all grease fittings to an accessible location. 
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1.14          ROUGH IN 

A. Verify final locations for rough-ins with field measurements and with the requirements of the 
actual equipment to be connected. 

B. This Sub-contractor shall disconnect, lower to floor, and stack near-by all noted mechanical 
systems being removed. The General Contractor shall remove from the building and dispose of 
in a legal manner. 

1.15          NOTIFICATION OF RELATED TRADES 

A. Notify all other trades responsible for installing chases, inserts, sleeves, anchors, louvers, etc. 
when ready for such installation and for final checking immediately before concrete is placed.  
Cooperate with such trades to obtain proper installation. 

B. Leave openings in walls for pipes, ducts, etc. for mechanical and electrical work as shown on 
Drawings or required by layout of mechanical or electrical systems. 

1.16          MECHANICAL INSTALLATIONS 

A. Coordinate mechanical equipment and materials installation with other building components. 

B. Verify all dimensions by field measurements. 

C. Arrange for chases, slots, and openings in other building components to allow for mechanical 
installations. 

D. Coordinate the installation of required supporting devices and sleeves to be set in poured in 
place concrete and other structural components, as they are constructed. 

E. Sequence, coordinate, and integrate installations of mechanical materials and equipment for 
efficient flow of the work.  Give particular attention to large equipment requiring positioning 
prior to closing-in the building. 

F. Coordinate the cutting and patching of building components to accommodate the installation of 
mechanical equipment and materials. 

G. Where mounting heights are not detailed or dimensioned, install mechanical services and 
overhead equipment to provide the maximum headroom possible. 

H. Install mechanical equipment to facilitate maintenance and repair or replacement of equipment 
components.  As much as practical, connect equipment for ease of disconnecting, with 
minimum of interference with other installations. 

I. Coordinate connection of mechanical system with overhead utilities and services.  Comply with 
requirements of governing regulations, franchised service companies, and controlling agencies. 
Provide required connection for each service. 

1.17          CUTTING AND PATCHING 

A. Drilling, coring, and cutting of new and existing structures (through walls, floors, ceiling, etc.) 
where the largest dimension does not exceed 12" shall be by this Contractor. 
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B. Throughout the performance of the cutting and coring work, ensure that the structural integrity 
of the existing walls, floors, overhead structure, and other structural components, which are to 
remain, is maintained until permanent work is installed.  Prior to any coring or cutting verify all 
locations of same with the General Contractor.  All cutting and coring is to be performed in 
accordance with approved coordination drawings.  All cutting or coring of structural must 
receive approval of the Architect prior to proceeding. 

C. No additional compensation will be authorized for cutting and patching work that is 
necessitated by ill-timed, defective, or non-conforming installations. 

D. Patching of surfaces shall be by the trade responsible for the surface penetrated. 

1.18          SUBMITTALS 

A. Refer to SECTION 01 33 00 – SUBMITTAL PROCEDURESfor submittal definitions, 
requirements, and procedures.  The following paragraphs supplement the requirements of 
Section 01 33 00. 

B. Submittal of Shop Drawings, product data, and samples will be accepted only when submitted 
by the General Contractor.  Data submitted by Sub-contractors and material suppliers directly to 
the Architect/Engineer will not be processed.  Submittals will be electronic unless physical 
sample are required.   

C. Provide submittals for the following equipment: 
1. Valves 
2. Meters and Gauges 
3. Hangers and Attachments 
4. Mechanical Identification 
5. Mechanical Insulation 
6. Hydronic Piping 
7. HVAC Pumps 
8. Rooftop Units  
9. Metal Ductwork 
10. Automatic Temperature Controls 
11. Air and Water Testing and Balancing 

D. If a Shop Drawing is not accepted after two submissions, a third submission from the same 
manufacturer will not be considered. 

E. Check Shop Drawings and other submittals to assure compliance with contract documents 
before submittal to A/E. 

F. Review of Shop Drawings is final and no further changes shall be considered without written 
application.  Shop Drawings review does not apply to quantities, nor relieve this Contractor of 
his responsibility for furnishing materials or performing his work in full compliance with these 
Contract Drawings and Specifications.  Review of these shop drawings shall not be considered a 
guarantee of the measurements of this building or the conditions encountered. 
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1.19          SUBSTITUTIONS 

A. Refer to, SECTION 01 60 00 – PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS for requirements in requesting 
substitutions.  The following paragraphs supplement the requirements of Section 01 60 00. 

B. If materials or equipment are substituted for specified items that alter the systems shown or its 
physical characteristics, or which have different operating characteristics, clearly note the 
alterations or difference and call it to the attention of the a/e.  Under no circumstances shall 
substitutions be made unless material or equipment has been successfully operated for at least 
three consecutive years. 

C. Any modifications to the design, as a result of approving a substitution, shall be the 
responsibility of this contractor.  Any additional cost to this contractor or any other contractor, 
directly or indirectly, as a result of such substitutions, shall be the responsibility of this 
contractor. 

1.20          PRODUCT LISTING 

A. Prepare listing of major mechanical equipment and materials for the project. 

B. Provide all necessary information. 

C. Submit to the A/E through the General Contractor, within twenty (20) days of signing contract, 
this listing indicating all equipment and manufacturers, as a part of the submittal requirement.  
If the product list is not submitted, it will be the responsibility of the sub-contractor to submit 
one (1) of the three (3) named equal manufacturers. 

D. When two or more items of same material or equipment are required they shall be of the same 
manufacturer.  Product manufacturer uniformity does not apply to raw materials, bulk materials, 
pipe, tube, fittings (except flanged and grooved types), sheet metal, wire, steel bar stock, 
welding rods, solder, fasteners, motors for dissimilar equipment units, and similar items used in 
work, except as otherwise indicated. 

E. Provide products, which are compatible within systems and other connected items. 

1.21          NAMEPLATE DATA 

A. Provide permanent operational data nameplate on each item of power operated mechanical 
equipment, indicating manufacturer, product name, mode, number, serial number, capacity, 
operating, and power characteristics labels of tested compliances, and similar essential data.  
Locate nameplates in an accessible location. 

1.22          DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING 

A. Refer to Section General Conditions for delivery, storage, and handling of equipment.  The 
following paragraphs supplement the requirements of Section General Conditions. 

B. Deliver products to project properly identified with names, model numbers, types, grades, 
compliance labels, and similar information needed for distinct identifications; adequately 
packaged and protected to prevent damage during shipment, storage, and handling. 

C. Store equipment and materials off-site.  Protect stored equipment and materials from damage. 
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D. Coordinate deliveries of mechanical materials and equipment to minimize construction site 
congestion.  Limit each shipment of materials and equipment to the items and quantities needed 
for the smooth and efficient flow of installations. 

1.23          RECORD DOCUMENTS 

A. Refer to Section 01 78 39 – PROJECT RECORD DOCUMENTS for requirements for record 
documents.  The following paragraphs supplement the above. 

B. Provide electronic drawings in PDF and AutoCad 2014 or newer format. Modify electronic 
Drawings to indicate revisions to piping and ductwork, size and location both exterior and 
interior; including locations of coils, dampers and other control devices, filters, boxes, and 
similar units requiring periodic maintenance or repair; actual equipment locations, dimensioned 
from column lines; concealed equipment, dimensioned to column line; mains and branches of 
piping systems, with valves and control devices located and numbered, concealed unions 
located, and with items requiring maintenance located. Also provide ATC Drawings showing 
As-Built conditions indicating point to point wiring from field devices to the control panels as 
well as floor plans indicating actual controller locations and communication wiring routes, 
modified sequences, field changes and any additional HVAC items added through change 
orders, ASI & RFI.  

1.24          OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE DATA 

A. Refer to Section 01 78 23 – OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE DATA for procedures and 
requirements for preparation and submittal of maintenance manuals.  The following paragraphs 
supplement the requirements of Section 01 78 23. 

B. In addition to the information required by Section 01 78 23 for maintenance data, include the 
following information: 
1. Description of function, normal operating characteristics and limitations, performance 

curves, engineering data and tests, and complete nomenclature and commercial numbers 
of all replaceable parts. 

2. Manufacturer's printed operating procedures to include start-up, break-in, routine and 
normal operating instructions; regulation, control, stopping, shut-down, and emergency 
instructions; and user summer and winter operating instructions. 

3. Maintenance procedures for routine preventative maintenance and trouble-shooting; 
disassembly, repair, and reassembly; aligning and adjusting instructions. 

4. Servicing instructions and lubrication charts and schedules. 
5. Provide DVD recording of operation and maintenance training sessions and include as 

part of O & M Manual submittal.  Provide indexed table of contents for DVD recording. 
6. ATC Drawings/Submittal of As-Built conditions including building CAT6 wiring, field 

devices, controllers, etc. for a complete as built condition.  

1.25          WARRANTIES 

A. The contractor shall provide a one (1) year minimum warrantee on all product (unless otherwise 
stated in the product specification for a specific product) and labor for work under this section. 

B. Refer to Section General Conditions and Section 01 77 00 CLOSEOUT PROCEDURES for 
additional procedures and submittal requirements for warranties. 
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C. In addition to the one year warranty period against component and/or workmanship defects, the 
40 hours of training and the 40 hours of extra programming as it relates to the control system 
and as indicated in section 23 00 00 paragraph 2.15 & 3.15, the ATC contractor shall provide a 
seasonal site visit to confirm, verify and modify as required the sequence and/or programming 
of each piece of equipment to ensure the system is functioning as required and per the sequence 
of operations. The ATC contractor shall provide 16 labor hours per season (four times within a 
year, total of 64 hours). During each visit they shall, for each piece of equipment confirm 
operation and functionality, modify and/or repair any control related issues and/or programming 
and provide training as requested by the owner. This requirement will ensure the 
equipment/building is operating properly and efficiently as it cycles through each season. These 
seasonal site visits shall begin the following season after substantial completion of the project is 
issued. Upon substantial completion the HVAC contractor shall issue four dates to the engineer 
of record and owner. Signatures and time logs will be kept by both parties to ensure these visits 
occur. 

1.26          COMMISSIONING 

A. Where indicated in the equipment or commissioning specifications, engage a factory-authorized 
service representative, to perform startup service as per functional test sheets and requirements 
of Section 01 91 13 – GENERAL COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS. 

B. Complete installation and startup checks and functional tests according to Section 01 91 13 – 
GENERAL COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS and manufacturers written instructions. 

C. Operational Test:  After electrical system has been energized, start units to confirm proper unit 
operation.  Rectify malfunctions, replace defective parts with new one and repeat the start up 
procedure. 

D. Verify that equipment is installed and commissioned as per requirements of Section 01 91 13 – 
GENERAL COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS and manufacturer’s written 
instructions/requirements. 

1.27          TRADE RESPONSIBILITY FOR INTERCONNECTIONS MATRIX 

Device Furnished By Installed By Power 
Wiring 

Control 
Wiring 

Fire Alarm 
Wiring 

Notes 

Smoke Detectors (Area 
type) 
 

26 00 00 26 00 00 26 00 00 23 00 00 
(ATC) 

26 00 00  

Smoke Detectors (Duct 
mounted) 
 

26 00 00 23 00 00 26 00 00 23 00 00 
(ATC)  

26 00 00  

Smoke & Fire/Smoke 
Dampers  
 

23 00 00 23 00 00 N/A N/A N/A  

Smoke & Fire/Smoke 
Damper Actuators  
 

23 00 00 23 00 00 26 00 00 & 
23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

26 00 00  2 

Fire Dampers 
 

23 00 00 23 00 00 N/A N/A N/A  

VAV Boxes 
 

23 00 00 23 00 00 26 00 00 23 00 00 
(ATC) 

N/A 2 
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Device Furnished By Installed By Power 
Wiring 

Control 
Wiring 

Fire Alarm 
Wiring 

Notes 

VAV Box Damper 
Actuator 
 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

N/A 2 

VAV Box DDC 
Controller 
 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

N/A 2 

Hydronic Control 
Valves 
 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 N/A 23 00 00 
(ATC) 

N/A 1 

Hydronic Control 
Valve Actuator 
 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

N/A 1 

Sheet Metal Damper 
 

23 00 00 23 00 00 N/A N/A N/A 1 

Sheet Metal Damper 
Actuators 
 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

N/A 1 

Electrical Energy 
Meters 

26 00 00 26 00 00 26 00 00 & 
23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

N/A 3 

Domestic Water 
Meters 

22 00 00 22 00 00 26 00 00 & 
23 00 00 
(ATC) 

 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

N/A 3 

HVAC Hydronic 
Energy Meters 

23 00 00 23 00 00 
(ATC) 

26 00 00 & 
23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

N/A 3 

Airflow Measuring 
Stations 
 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

N/A 23 00 00 
(ATC) 

N/A  

DDC Panels 23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

26 00 00 & 
23 00 00 
(ATC) 

 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

N/A 4 

VFDs at Pumps, EFs 26 00 00 26 00 00 26 00 00 23 00 00 
(ATC) 

N/A 5 

VFDs at RTUs 
 

23 00 00 23 00 00 26 00 00 23 00 00 26 00 00  

Elevator Hoistway 
Vent Damper 
 

23 00 00 23 00 00 N/A N/A N/A  

Elevator Hoistway 
Vent Damper Actuator 
 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

23 00 00 
(ATC) 

26 00 00  

Boiler/DHW Intake & 
Exhaust Breeching 
 

22 00 00 22 00 00 N/A N/A N/A  
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Device Furnished By Installed By Power 
Wiring 

Control 
Wiring 

Fire Alarm 
Wiring 

Notes 

Generator Exhaust 
Breeching 

26 00 00 26 00 00 26 00 00 26 00 00 26 00 00  

 
 Notes: 

1. Division 22 00 00 and Division 23 00 00 (ATC) Contractors shall fully coordinate all 
airflow damper and hydronic valves sizes and quantities. 

2. Smoke Damper and VAV Box power wiring shall be provided by Division 26 00 00 to 
junction box locations shown on electrical drawings; Division 23 00 00 (ATC) Contractor 
shall provide final power wiring from junction box to end device location. 

3. Division 26 00 00 Contractor shall provide all line-voltage power wiring required for 
meters; Division 23 00 00 (ATC) Contractor shall provide all low-voltage power wiring 
required for meters. 

4. Division 26 00 00 shall provide power at main DDC Panel. Division 23 00 00 (ATC) 
shall provide power to all other DDC Panels. 

5. VFDs at exhaust fan are not provided by Division 26 00 00 if exhausts are specified 
and/or scheduled with ECM motors. 

1.28          HAZARDOUS MATERIALS  

A. The HVAC Sub-contractor shall be responsible for removing and legally disposing of any and 
all hazardous waste associated with HVAC systems, including but not limited to: 
1. All chemical treatment used in flushing out HVAC piping systems.  
2. Un-used excess material such as adhesives used in ductwork and piping installations.  
3. Refrigerant in all AC systems. 
4. Propylene Glycol (where applicable)  
5. Items specifically noted on drawings.  

1.29          HOISTING EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY 

A. Unless otherwise specified, all hoisting and rigging equipment and machinery required for the 
proper and expeditious prosecution and progress of the Work of this Section shall be furnished, 
installed, operated and maintained in safe condition by each sub-contractor, as specified under 
Section 015000, TEMPORARY FACILITIES AND CONTROLS and Section 007225 – CM 
Supplemental Conditions. 

1.30          STAGING AND SCAFFOLDING 

A. Unless otherwise specified, each sub-contractor shall provide all lifts and man-lifts, and furnish, 
erect and maintain in safe condition, all staging and scaffolding as specified under Section 
015000 Temporary Facilities and Controls and Section 00 72 00 – Supplementary Conditions, 
as needed for proper execution of the work of this Section. Staging and scaffolding shall be of 
adequate design, erected and removed by experienced stage builders having all accident 
prevention devices required by Federal, state and local laws.   
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1          ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT (Refer to SECTION 
019113 – GENERAL COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS for additional contract 
requirements) 

A. Pursuant to Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 141, a Massachusetts Licensed electrician 
shall install all low voltage wiring required by this section. 

B. General:  The following are basic requirements for simple or common motors.  For special 
motors, more detailed and specific requirements are specified in the individual equipment 
specifications. 
1. All motors for all mechanical equipment shall be NEMA premium efficiency matching 

the following and all motors associated with variable frequencies drives shall be inverted 
duty motor with Aegis bearing protection rings: 

 HP RPM Efficiency 
1 1800 85.5 percent 
1.5 1800 86.5 percent 
2 1800 86.5 percent 
3 1800 89.5 percent 
5 1800 89.5 percent 
7.5 1800 91.0 percent 
10 1800 91.7 percent 
15 1800 93.0 percent 
20 1800 93.0 percent 
25 1800 93.6 percent 
30 1800 94.1 percent 
40 1800 94.1 percent 
50 1800 94.5 percent 

2. Torque characteristics shall be sufficient to satisfactorily accelerate the driven loads. 
3. Motor sizes shall be large enough so that the driven load will not require the motor to 

operate in the service factor range. 
4. Temperature Rating:  Rated for 40 degrees C. environment with maximum 50 degrees C 

temperature rise for continuous duty at full load (Class F Insulation).  All ratings shall be 
for inverter duty applications. 

5. Starting Capability:  Frequency of starts as indicated by automatic control system and not 
less than five evenly time spaced starts per hour for manually controlled motors. 

6. Service Factor:  1.15 for poly-phase motors and 1.35 for single phase motors. 
7. Motor Construction:  NEMA Standard MG 1, general purpose, continuous duty, Design 

"B", except "C" where required for high starting torque. 
8. Frames:  NEMA Standard No. 48 or 54; use driven equipment manufacturer's standards 

to suit specific application. 
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9. Bearings: 
a. Ball or roller bearings with inner and outer shaft seals. 
b. Re-greasable, except permanently sealed where motor is normally inaccessible for 

regular maintenance. 
c. Designed to resist thrust loading where belt drivers or other drives produce lateral 

or axial thrust in motor. 
d. For fractional horsepower, light duty motors, sleeve type bearings are permitted. 

10. Enclosure Type: 
a. Open drip-proof motors for indoor use where satisfactorily housed or remotely 

located during operation. 
b. Guarded drip-proof motors where exposed to contact by employees or building 

occupants. 
c. Weather protected Type I for outdoor use, Type II where not housed. 

11. Overload Protection:  Built-in thermal overload protection and, where indicated, internal 
sensing device suitable for signaling and stopping motor at starter. 

12. Noise Rating:  "Quiet". 
13. Efficiency:  "Premium Efficient" motors shall have a minimum efficiency as scheduled in 

accordance with IEEE Standard 112, test method B.  If efficiency not specified, motors 
shall have a higher efficiency than "average standard industry motors", in accordance 
with IEEE Standard 112, Test Method B. 

14. Nameplate: Indicate the full identification of manufacturer, ratings, characteristics, 
construction, special features and similar information. 

15. Provide AEGIS magnetic bearing protection ring for all inverter rated motors that are 
controlled by variable speed drives.  The bearing protection ring shall channel harmful 
shaft voltages to ground to protect bearing races from pitting. 

C. Starters, Electrical Devices, And Wiring:  (Provided By The HVAC Subcontractor For Each 
Packaged Piece Of HVAC Equipment Requiring Such): 
1. Motor Starter Characteristics: 

a. Enclosures:  NEMA 1, general purpose enclosures with padlock ears, except in wet 
locations shall be NEMA 3R with conduit hubs, or units in hazardous locations 
which shall have NEC proper class and division. 

b. Type and size of starter shall be as recommended by motor manufacturer and the 
driven equipment manufacturer for applicable protection and start-up condition. 

2. Manual Switches shall have: 
a. Pilot lights and extra position for multi-speed motors. 
b. Overload Protection:  Melting alloy type thermal overload relays. 

3. Magnetic Starters: 
a. Maintained contact push buttons and pilot lights, properly arranged for single 

speed or multi-speed operation as indicated. 
b. Trip-free thermal overload relays, each phase. 
c. Interlocks, pneumatic switches and similar devices as required for co-ordination 

with control requirements of Division 23 Controls Sections. 
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d. Built-in 120 volts control circuit transformer, fused from line side, where service 
exceeds 240 volts. 

e. Externally operated manual reset. 
f. Under-voltage release or protection. 

4. Capacitors: 
a. Individual unit cells. 
b. All welded steel housing. 
c. Each capacitor internally fused. 
d. Non-flammable synthetic liquid impregnant. 
e. Craft tissue insulation. 
f. Aluminum foil electrodes. 
g. KVAR size shall be as required to correct motor power factor to 90 percent or 

better and shall be installed on all motors one horsepower and larger, that have an 
uncorrected power factor of less than 85 percent at rated load. 

5. Disconnect Switches: 
a. Fusible Switches:  Fused, each phase; general duty; horsepower rated; non-teasible 

quick-make, quick-break mechanism; dead front line side shield; solderless lugs 
suitable for copper or aluminum conductors; spring reinforced fuse clips; electro 
silver plated current carrying parts; hinged doors; operating lever arranged for 
locking in the "OPEN" position; arc quenchers; capacity and characteristics as 
indicated. 

b. Non-fusible Switches:  For equipment two horsepower and smaller, shall be 
horsepower rated; toggle switch type; quantity of poles and voltage rating as 
indicated.  For equipment larger than two horsepower, switches shall be the same 
as fusible type. 

2.2          VALVES 

A. General:   
1. Comply with ASME B31.9 for building services piping, and ASME B31.1 for power 

piping. 
2. Valves shall have rising stem, or rising outside screw and yoke stems; except, non-rising 

stem valves may be used where headroom prevents full extension of rising stems. 
3. Pressure and temperature ratings shall be as required to suit system pressures and 

temperatures. 
4. Unless otherwise indicated, provide valves of same size as upstream pipe size. Automatic 

control valves shall be sized by the ATC Contractor and shall not exceed a 3 PSI drop. 
5. Provide the following special operator features: 

a. Handwheels fastened to valve stem, for valves other than quarter turn, by brass nut 
on a square-topped stem. 

b. Lever handle on quarter-turn valves 6" and smaller, except for plug valves.  
Provide one wrench for every 10 plug valves, and one year’s supply of 
recommended lubricant and sealant. 
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c. Chain-wheel operators for valves 2-1/2" and larger installed 72" or higher above 
finished floor elevation.  Extend chains to an elevation of 5'-0" above finished 
floor elevation. 

d. Gear drive operators on quarter-turn valves 8" and larger. 
6. Where insulation is indicated or specified, provide extended stems arranged to receive 

insulation. 
7. Bypass and drain connections shall comply with MSS SP-45. 
8. End connections shall be as specified in the individual valves specifications. 

a. Threads:  Comply with ANSI B2.1. 
b. Flanges:  Comply with ANSI B16.1 for cast iron ANSI B16.5 for steel, and ANSI 

B16.24 for bronze valves. 
9. Solder-Joint:  Comply with ANSI B16.18. 

Caution:  Where soldered end connection are used, use solder having a melting point 
below 840° F. for gate, globe, and check valves; below 421° F. for ball valves. 

B. Gate Valves: 
1. Gate Valves (Heating Hot Water) - 2" and smaller:  MSS SP-80; Class 150, body and 

union bonnet of ASTM B 62 cast bronze, threaded ends, solid disc, bronze alloy stem 
with less than 6% zinc content, brass packing gland, "Teflon" impregnated packing, and 
malleable iron handwheel. 

         THREADED 
MANUFACTURER  NRS   RS 
Crane:    x   431UB 
Jenkins:    x   47CU 
Lunkenheimer:  x   3151 
Nibco:    T-136   T-134 
Stockham:   B-130    B-120 
Milwaukee:   141M   1151M 

2. Gate Valves (Heating Hot Water) 2-1/2" and larger:  MSS SP-70; Class 125 iron body, 
bronze mounted, with body and bonnet conforming to ASTM A 126 Class B, flanged 
ends, and "Teflon" impregnated packing and two-piece backing gland assembly. 

MANUFACTURER  OS&Y RS  NRS 
Crane:    465-1/2   461 
Jenkins:    651C   326C 
Lunkenheimer:  1430   1428 
Nibco:    F-617-0   F-619 
Stockham:   G-623   G-612  
Milwaukee:   F-2885-M  F-2882-M 
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C. Ball Valves: 
1. Ball Valves (Heating Hot Water) 1" and smaller:  Rated for 150 psi saturated steam 

pressure, 600 psi WOG pressure, 2-piece construction, bronze body conforming to 
ASTM B 62, standard (or regular) port, chrome-plated brass ball, replaceable "Teflon" or 
"TFE" seats and seals, blowout proof stem, and vinyl-covered steel handle.  Provide 
threaded ends for heating hot water, soldered for chilled water. 

    THREADED  SOLDER 
MANUFACTURER  ENDS   ENDS 
Milwaukee:   BA-100   BA-150 
Conbraco (Apollo)  70-100   70-200 
Crane:    9302   9322 
Jamesbury:   21-1000TT  x 
Jenkins:    900A   902A 
Lukenheimer:  AQ311   x 
Nibco:    T-585   S-585 
Watts:    B-6000   B-6001 
Stockham:   S-216 BR-R-T  S-216 BR-R-S 

2. Ball Valves (Heating Hot Water) 1-1/4" to 2":  Rated for 150 psi saturated steam 
pressure, 600 psi WOG pressure; 3-piece construction, bronze body conforming to 
ASTM B 62, conventional port, chrome-plated brass ball, replaceable  

"Teflon" or "TFE" seats and seals, blowout proof stem, and vinyl-covered steel 
handle.  Provide threaded ends for heating hot water, soldered for chilled. 

         
 THREADED  SOLDER 

MANUFACTURER  ENDS   ENDS 
Milwaukee:   BA-300   BA-350 
Conbraco (Apollo):  82-100   82-200 
Nibco:    T-595-Y  S-595-Y 
Watts:    B-6800   B-6801 
Stockham:   S-216 BR-R-T  S-216 BR-R-T 
For grooved end connections use Victaulic Style 721. 

D. Plug Valves: 
1. Plug Valves - 2" and smaller:  150 psi WOG, bronze body, straightaway pattern, square 

head, threaded ends. 
MANUFACTURER 
Rockwell:    214. 
Lunkenheimer: 454. 
Crane:    250. 

2. Plug Valves - 2-1/2" and larger:  MSS SP-78; 175 psi, lubricated plug type, semi-steel 
body, single gland, wrench operated, flanged ends. 

MANUFACTURER 
Rockwell:    305. 
Nordstrom:   143. 
Serck-Audco:   LSW-133-GG. 
Homestead:   612. 
(8" and larger to be Gear Operated). 
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E. Globe Valves: 
1. Globe Valves (Heating Hot  Water) - 2" and smaller:  MSS Sp-80; Class 150, body and 

union bonnet of ASTM B 62 cast bronze, threaded ends, brass or replaceable composition 
disc, bronze alloy stem with less than 6% zinc content, brass packing gland, "Teflon" 
impregnated packing, and malleable iron handwheel. 

MANUFACTURER 
Jenkins:    106-B. 
Lunkenheimer:   407. 
Nibco:     T-235-Y. 
Stockham:   B-22. 

2. Globe Valves (Heating Hot Water) - 2-1/2" and larger:  MSS SP-85; Class 125 iron body 
and bolted bonnet conforming to ASTM A 126, Class B; outside screw and yoke, bronze 
mounted, flanged ends, and "Teflon" impregnated packing and two-piece backing gland 
assembly. 

        STRAIGHT  ANGLE 
MANUFACTURER  BODY   BODY 
Milwaukee:   F-2981-M  x 
Crane:    351   353 
Jenkins:    613C   x 
Lunkenheimer:  1123   x 
Nibco:    F-718-B  x 
Stockham:   G-512   G-515 

F. Butterfly Valves: 
1. Butterfly Valves (Heating Hot Water) - 2-1/2" and larger:  MSS SP-67; 200 psi, cast iron 

body conforming to ASTM A 126, Class B.  Valves shall have field replaceable EPDM 
sleeve, with aluminum bronze disc, stainless steel, and EPDM 0-ring stem seals.  Sizes 2 
through 6" shall have lever operators with locks, and sizes 8 through 24" shall have gear 
operators with position indicator.  Valves on dead end service or requiring additional 
body strength shall be lug-wafer type, drilled and tapped. 

MANUFACTURER         WAFER 
     LEVER     GEAR  
Milwaukee:   x   MW-123-E  
Center Line:   x   Series A 
Crane:    42   x  
Keystone:   100   x  
Nibco:    WD-20003  WD-20003  
Stockham:   LG-512-BS3E   LG-522-BS3E 
            LUG 
     LEVER     GEAR 
Milwaukee:   x   ML-123-E 
Center Line:   x   Series LT 
Crane:    44   x 
Keystone:   129   x 
Nibco:    LD-20003  LD-20005 
Stockham:   LG-712-BS3E   LG-722-BS3E 
Grooved Ends:    Victaulic Series 704. 
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G. Check Valves: 
1. Swing Check Valves (Heating Hot Water) - 2" and smaller:  MSS SP-80; Class 150, cast 

bronze body and cap, conforming to ASTM B 62, horizontal swing, with a Teflon disc, 
and having threaded ends.  Valve shall be capable of being repaired while the valve 
remains in the line. 

MANUFACTURER 
Milwaukee:    510T 
Crane:     x 
Jenkins:     352C 
Lunkenheimer:   230-70 
Nibco:      T-433-Y 
Stockham:     B-321 
For grooved connections us Victaulic Series 712. 

2. Swing Check Valves (Heating Hot Water) - 2-1/2" and larger:  MSS SP-71; Class 125 
(Class 175 FM approved for fire protection piping systems), cast iron body and bolted 
cap conforming to ASTM A 126, Class B; horizontal swing, with a bronze disc or cast 
iron disc with bronze disc ring, and flanged ends.  Valve shall be capable of being refitted 
while the valve remains in the line. 

MANUFACTURER  CLASS 125  CLASS 175 
Milwaukee:   F-2974-M  x 
Crane:    373   375 
Jenkins:    624C   477 
Lunkenheimer:  1790   x 
Nibco:    F-918B   x 
Stockham:   G-931   G-940 

3. Wafer Check Valves (Heating Hot Water) - (Non-Slam):  Class 250, cast iron body, 
replaceable lapped bronze seat, lapped and balanced twin bronze flappers and stainless 
steel trim.  Valve shall be designed to open and close at approximately one foot 
differential pressure.  Twin flappers shall be loaded with a stainless steel torsion spring to 
minimize flapper drag and assure even non-slam checking action. 

MANUFACTURER 
Milwaukee:  1400-2C 
Center Line:  CLC 
Metraflex:  hexx 
Mission:   12HMP 
Stockham:  WG970 
For grooved connection use Victaulic Series 710 and 711. 

4. Lift Check Valves - 2" and smaller: Class 125, cast bronze body and cap conforming to 
ASTM B 62, horizontal, lift type valve, bronze disc and threaded ends.  Valve shall be 
capable of being refitted and ground while the valve remains in the line. 

MANUFACTURER  HORIZONTAL 
Milwaukee:   544 
Hammond:   901 
Jenkins:    17C 
Lunkenheimer:  142 
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2.3          METERS AND GAUGES 

A. Glass Thermometers: 
1. General:  Provide glass thermometers of materials, capacities, and ranges indicated, 

designed and constructed for use in service indicated. 
2. Case:  Die cast aluminum finished in baked epoxy enamel, glass front, spring secured, 9" 

long. 
3. Adjustable Joint:  Die cast aluminum, finished to match case, 180° adjustment in vertical 

plane, 360° adjustment in horizontal plane, with locking device. 
4. Tube and Capillary:  Blue Spirit filled, magnifying lens, 1% scale range accuracy, shock 

mounted. 
5. Scale:  Satin faced, non-reflective aluminum, permanently etched markings. 
6. Stem:  Copper-plated steel, or brass, for separable socket, length to suit installation. 
7. Range:  Conform to the following: 

a. Hot Water:  30° - 240° F. with 5° F. scale. 
8. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide glass thermometers of 

one of the following: 
a. Ernst Gage Co. 
b. Marshalltown Instruments, Inc. 
c. Trerice (H.O.) Co. 
d. Weis Instruments, Inc. 
e. Or equal 

B. Thermometer Wells: 
1. General:  Provide thermometer wells constructed of brass or stainless steel, pressure rated 

to match piping system design pressure.  Provide 2" extension for insulated piping.  
Provide cap nut with chain fastened permanently to thermometer well. 

2. Manufacturer:  Same as thermometers. 

C. Pressure Gauges: 
1. General:  Provide pressure gauges of materials, capacities, and ranges indicated, designed 

and constructed for use in service indicated. 
2. Type:  General use, 1% accuracy, ANSI B40.1 grade A, phosphor bronze bourdon type, 

bottom connection. 
3. Case:  Drawn steel or brass, glass lens, 4-1/2" diameter. 
4. Connector:  Brass with 1/4" male NPT.  Provide protective siphon when used for steam 

service. 
5. Scale:  White coated aluminum, with permanently etched markings. 
6. Range:  Conform to the following: 

a. Water: 0 - 100 psi. 
              50 - 300 psi. 
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7. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide pressure gauges of one 
of the following: 
a. Ametek/U.S. Gauge. 
b. Marsh Instrument Co., Unit of General Signal. 
c. Marshalltown Instruments, Inc. 
d. Trerice (H.O.) Co. 
e. Weiss Instruments, Inc. 
f. Or equal 

D. Pressure Gauge Cocks: 
1. General: Provide pressure gauge cocks between pressure gauges and gauge tees on piping 

systems.  Construct gauge cock of brass with 1/4" female NPT on each end, and "T" 
handle brass plug. 

2. Siphon:  1/4" straight coil constructed of brass tubing with 1/4" male NPT on each end. 
3. Snubber:  1/4" brass bushing with corrosion resistant porous metal disc, through which 

pressure fluid is filtered.  Select disc material for fluid served and pressure rating. 
4. Manufacturer:  Same as for pressure gauges. 

E. Annular Element Flow Meters and Fittings: 
1. General:  Provide as indicated, flow metering elements constructed of brass and stainless 

steel, equipped with readout valves to facilitate connecting of differential pressure meter 
to flow meter.  Equip each readout valve with integral shut-off valve designed to 
minimize system fluid loss during monitoring process.  Provide ball type brass isolation 
valve.  Provide calibrated nameplate with flow meter detailing its flow range through 
range of differential head pressures.  Each element shall be of the bi-directional type 
having four diametrically opposed sensing ports on both upstream and downstream sides 
in order to ensure average velocity and static pressure.  Elements shall be capable of 
operating at a maximum temperature of 300° F. and maximum pressure of 250 psig. 

2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide flow meters of one of 
the following: 
a. Preso Industries Corp. 
b. Meriam Instrument. 
c. Dieterich Standard Corp. 
d. Or equal 

F. Calibrated Balance Valves: 
1. General:  Provide as indicated, calibrated balance valves equipped with readout valves to 

facilitate connecting of differential pressure meter to balance valves.  Equip each readout 
valve with integral EPT check valve designed to minimize system fluid loss during 
monitoring process.  Provide calibrated nameplate to indicated degree of closure of 
precision machined orifice.  Construct balancing valve with internal EPT 0-ring seals to 
prevent leakage around rotating element.  Provide balance valves with preformed 
polyurethane insulation suitable for use on heating and cooling systems, and to protect 
balance valves during shipment. 
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2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide calibrated balance 
valves of one of the following: 
a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div. 
b. Taco, Inc. 
c. Armstrong Pumps Inc. 
d. Or equal 

2.4          HANGERS AND ATTACHMENTS 

A. Horizontal-Piping Hangers and Supports: 
1. General:  Except as otherwise indicated, provide factory-fabricated horizontal piping 

hangers and supports complying with MSS SP-58, of one of the following MSS types 
listed, selected by Installer to suit horizontal-piping systems, in accordance with MSS SP-
69 and manufacturer's published product information.  Use only one type by one 
manufacture for each piping service.  Select size of hangers and supports to exactly fit pip 
size for bare piping, and to insulated piping.  Provide copper-plated hangers and supports 
for copper-piping systems. 
a. Adjustable Steel Clevises Hangers:  MSS Type 1. 
b. Steel Pipe Clamps:  MSS Type 4. 
c. Pipe Slides and Slide Plates:  MSS Type 35, including one of the following plate 

types: 
1) Plate:  Unguided type. 
2) Plate:  Guided type. 
3) Plate:  Hold-down clamp type. 

d. Pipe Saddle Supports:  MSS Type 36, including steel pipe base-support and cast-
iron floor flange. 

e. Pipe Stanchion Saddles:  MSS Tube 37, including steel pip base support and cast-
iron floor flange. 

f. Adjustable Pipe Saddle Supports:  MSS Type 38, including steelpipe base support 
and cast-iron floor flange. 

g. Single Pipe Rolls:  MSS Type 41. 
h. Adjustable Roller Hangers:  MSS Type 43. 
i. Pipe Roll Stands:  MSS Type 44. 
j. Pipe Rolls and Plates:  MSS Type 45. 
k. Adjustable Pipe Roll Stands:  MSS Type 46. 

2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide hangers and supports of 
one of the following: 
a. Carpenter and Patterson, Inc. 
b. Corner & Lada Co., Inc. 
c. Elcen Metal Products Co. 
d. Fee & Mason Mfg. Co.; Div. Figgie International 
e. ITT Grinnel Corp. 
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f. Or equal 

B. Vertical-Piping Clamps:   
1. General:  Except as otherwise indicated, provide factory-fabricated vertical-piping 

clamps, complying with MSS SP-58, of one of the following types listed, selected by 
Installer to suit vertical piping systems, in accordance with MSS SP-69 and 
manufacturer's published product information.  Select size of vertical piping clamps to 
exactly fit pipe size of bare pipe.  Provide copper-plated clamps for copper-piping 
systems. 
a. Two-Bolt Riser Clamps:  MSS Type 8. 
b. Four-Bolt Riser Clamps:  MSS Type 42. 

2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide hangers and supports of 
one of the following: 
a. Carpenter and Patterson, Inc. 
b. Corner & Lada Co., Inc. 
c. Elcen Metal Products Co. 
d. Fee & Mason Mfg. Co.; Div. Figgie International 
e. ITT Grinnel Corp. 
f. Or equal 

C. Hanger-Rod Attachments: 
1. General:  Except as otherwise indicated, provide factory-fabricated hanger-rod 

attachments complying with MSS SP-58, of one of the following MSS types listed, 
selected by Installer to suit horizontal-pipe hangers and building attachments, in 
accordance with MSS SP-69 and manufacturer's published product information.  Use 
only one type by one manufacturer for each piping service.  Select size of hanger-rod 
attachments to suit hanger rods.  Provide copper-plated hanger-rod attachments for 
copper-piping systems. 
a. Steel Turnbuckles:  MSS Type 13. 
b. Swivel Turnbuckles:  MSS Type 15. 
c. Malleable Iron Sockets:  MSS Type 16. 

2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide hangers and supports of 
one of the following: 
a. Carpenter and Patterson, Inc. 
b. Corner & Lada Co., Inc. 
c. Elcen Metal Products Co. 
d. Fee & Mason Mfg. Co.; Div. Figgie International 
e. ITT Grinnel Corp. 
f. Or equal 
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D. Building Attachments: 
1. General:  Except as otherwise indicate, provide factory-fabricated building attachments 

complying with MSS SP-58, of one of the following MSS types listed, selected by 
Installer to suit building substrate conditions, in accordance with MSS SP-69 and 
manufacturer's published product information.  Select size of building attachments to suit 
hanger rods.  Provide copper-plated building attachments for copper-piping systems. 
a. Concrete Inserts:  MSS Type 18. 
b. Top Beam C-Clamp:  MSS Type 19. 
c. Side Beam or Channel Clamps:  MSS Type 20. 
d. Center Beam Clamps:  MSS Type 21. 
e. Welded Beam Attachments:  MSS Type 22. 
f. C-Clamps:  MSS Type 23. 
g. Top Beam Clamps:  MSS Type 25. 
h. Side Beam Clamps:  MSS Type 27. 
i. Steel Beam Clamps W/Eye Nut:  MSS Type 28. 
j. Linked Steel Clamps W/Eye Nut:  MSS Type 29. 
k. Malleable Beam Clamps:  MSS Type 30. 
l. Steel Brackets:  One of the following for indicated loading: 

1) Light Duty:  MSS Type 31. 
2) Medium Duty:  MSS Type 32. 
3) Heavy Duty:  MSS Type 33. 

m. Side Beam Brackets:  MSS Type 34. 
n. Plate Lugs:  MSS Type 57. 
o. Horizontal Travelers: MSS Type 58. 
p. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide hangers and 

supports of one of the following: 
1) Carpenter and Patterson, Inc. 
2) Corner & Lada Co., Inc. 
3) Elcen Metal Products Co. 
4) Fee & Mason Mfg. Co.; Div. Figgie International 
5) ITT Grinnel Corp. 
6) Or equal 

E. Saddles and Shields: 
1. General:  Except as otherwise indicated, provide saddles or shields under piping hangers 

and supports, factory-fabricated, for all insulated piping.  Size saddles and shields for 
exact fit to mate with pipe insulation. 

2. Protection Saddles:  MSS Type 39; fill interior voids with segments of insulation 
matching adjoining insulation. 
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3. Protection Shields:  MSS Type 40; of length recommended by manufacturer to prevent 
crushing of insulation. 

4. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide thermal hanger shields 
of one of the following: 
a. Elcen Metal Products Co. 
b. Pipe Shields, Inc. 
c. Carpenter Patterson, Inc. 
d. ITT Grinnel Corp. 
e. Or equal 

F. Miscellaneous Materials: 
1. Metal Framing:  Provide products complying with NEMA STD ML 1. 
2. Steel Plates, Shapes, and Bars:  Provide products complying with ASTM A 36. 
3. Cement Grout:  Portland cement (ASTM C 150, Type I or Type III) and clean uniformly 

graded, natural sand (ASTM C 404, Size No. 2).  Mix at a ratio of 1.0 part cement to 3.0 
parts sand, by volume, with minimum amount of water required for placement and 
hydration. 

4. Heavy Duty Steel Trapezes:  Fabricate from steel shapes selected for loads required; weld 
steel in accordance with AWS standards. 

5. Pipe Guides:  Provide factory-fabricated guides, of cast semi-steel or heavy fabricated 
steel, consisting of bolted two-section uter cylinder and base with two-section guiding 
spider bolted tight to pipe.  Size guide and spiders to clear pipe and insulation (if any), 
and cylinder.  Provide guides of length recommended by manufacturer to allow indicated 
travel. 

2.5          MECHANICAL IDENTIFICATION 

A. Plastic Pipe Markers: 
1. Snap-On Type:  Provide manufacturer's standard pre-printed, semi-rigid snap-on, color-

coded pipe markers, complying with ANSI A13.1 
2. Pressure-Sensitive Type:  Provide manufacturer's standard pre-printed, permanent 

adhesive, color-coded, pressure-sensitive vinyl pipe markers, complying with ANSI 
A13.1 

3. Insulation:  Furnish 1 in. thick molded fiberglass insulation with jacket for each plastic 
pipe marker to be installed on uninsulated pipes subjected to fluid temperatures of 125 
degrees F (52 degrees C) or greater.  Cut length to extend 2 in. beyond each end of plastic 
pipe marker. 

4. Small Pipes:  For external diameters less than 6 in. (including insulation if any), provide 
full-band pipe markers, extending 360 degrees around pipe at each location, fastened by 
one of the following methods: 
a. Snap-on application of pre-tensioned semi-rigid plastic pipe marker. 
b. Adhesive lap joint in pipe marker overlap. 
c. Laminated or bonded application of pipe marker to pipe (or insulation). 
d. Taped to pipe (or insulation) with color-coded plastic adhesive tape, not less than 

3/4 in. wide; full circle at both ends of pipe marker, tape lapped 1-1/2 in. 
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B. Application:  Provide pipe labels for the following piping system: 
1. Heating Hot water supply and return. 
2. Refrigerant liquid and suction. 
3. Condensate drain. 

C. Valve Tags: 
1. Brass Valve Tags:  Provide 19-gage polished brass valve tags with stamp-engraved 

piping system abbreviation in 1/4 in. high letters and sequenced valve numbers 1/2 in. 
high, and with 5/32 in.  hole for fastener. 
a. Provide 1-1/2 in. diameter tags, except as otherwise indicated. 
b. Provide size and shape as specified or scheduled for each piping system. 
c. Fill tag engraving with black enamel. 

2. Valve Tag Fasteners:  Provide manufacturer's standard solid brass chain (wire link or 
beaded type), or solid brass S-hooks of the sizes required for proper attachment of tags to 
valves, and manufactured specifically for that purpose. 

D. Valve Schedule Frames: 
1. General:  For each page of valve schedule, provide glazed display frame, with screws for 

removable mounting on masonry walls.  Provide frames of finished hardwood or 
extruded aluminum, with SSB-grade sheet glass. 

E. Plastic Equipment Markers: 
1. General:  Provide manufacturer's standard laminated plastic, color-coded equipment 

markers. Conform to the following color code: 
a. Green:  Cooling equipment and components. 
b. Yellow:  Heating equipment and components. 
c. Yellow/Green:  Combination cooling and heating equipment and components. 
d. Blue:  Equipment and components that do not meet any of the above criteria. 

2. Nomenclature:  Include the following, matching terminology on schedules as closely as 
possible: 
a. Equipment label “ID” from schedules. 
b. Design capacity from schedules. 

3. Size:  Provide approximate 2-1/2 in. x 6 in. markers for each piece of equipment. 
4. Application:  Provide equipment labels for the following equipment: 

a. Boilers 
b. Pumps 
c. Expansion Tanks 
d. Rooftop Units (RTU) 
e. Indoor Air Handling Units (AHU) 
f. Exhaust Fans 
g. Air Cooled Condensing Units 
h. Terminal Heating Units GAS/HW/ELEC equipped with fans 
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i. Ductless Cooling Unit Systems (locate on inside panel) 
j. Glycol Feeder 
k. Air Seperator 
l. Variable Air Volume Boxes (VAV) 
m. Heat Recovery Unit (located on inside panel) 

F. Ductwork Labels: 
1. Provide painted stencils or standard laminated plastic, color coded labels for the 

following systems:  
a. Supply Ductwork 
b. Return Ductwork  
c. Exhaust Ductwork 
d. Hazardous Exhaust  
e. Outside Air Ductwork 

2.6          MECHANICAL INSULATION 

A. Piping Insulation Materials:  
1. Glass Wool Piping Insulation:   

a. Manufacturers: 
1) Knauf Insulation; Earthwool 1000° Pipe Insulation with ECOSE 

Technology 
2) Knauf Insulation; Earthwool Redi-Klad 1000° Pipe Insulation with ECOSE 

Technology 
3) Or similar as manufactured by Johns Manville, Manson, or Owens Corning 

a) UL/ULC Classified per UL 723 or FHC 25/50 per ASTM E 84; EPD 
Certified by UL  Environment; Living Building Challenge – Declare 
Red List Free for unjacketed Earthwool  Pipe and composite Redi-
Klad Pipe; meeting ASTM C 547, Type IV (1000° F.) or Type I  
(850° F.) ; ASTM C 585; ASTM C 411 and ASTM C 795; Verified to 
be  formaldehyde free by UL Environment. 

b. Vapor Retarder Jacket: ASJ+/SSL+ conforming to ASTM C 1136 Type I,II, III, 
IV, &VIII secured with self-sealing longitudinal laps and matching butt strips. 

c. Redi-Klad Jacket: VentureClad 5-ply weather and abuse resistant with self-sealing 
lap.  Zero permeability per ASTM E 96-05; puncture resistance 35.4 kg (189.3 N) 
per    ASTM D 1000; tear strength 4.3 lb (19.4 N) per ASTM D 624; thickness 
14.5 mils  (0.0145”); tensile strength 68 lb/inch width [306 N (32 kg)/25 mm] 

2. Flexible Unicellular Piping Insulation:  ASTM C 534, Type as required. 
a. Type I - tubular; Type II - sheet.  For use between -40 degrees F and 200 degrees 

F. 
3. Encase pipe fittings insulation with one-piece pre-molded PVC fitting covers, fastened as 

per manufacturer's recommendations. 
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4. Encase straight pipe insulation, where exposed in occupied areas, using Redi-Klad Pipe 
Insulation or cover “standard” insulation with one piece 20-mil thick PVC Jacketing.  
Fasten and seal as per manufacturer's recommendations. 

5. Encase exterior piping insulation using Redi-Klad Pipe Insulation or cover “standard” 
insulation with aluminum jacket with weather-proof construction. 

6. Staples, Bands, Wires and Cement:  As recommended by insulation manufacturer for 
applications indicated. 

7. Adhesives, Sealants and Protective Finishes:  As recommended by insulation 
manufacturer for applications indicated. 

B. Piping Insulation Application and Thickness:  
1. Application: Cold Piping (40 Degrees F to Ambient): 

a. Insulate the following cold HVAC piping systems: 
1) Air conditioner condensate drain piping. 
2) Refrigerant liquid and suction piping. 

b. Insulate piping system specified above with the following type and thickness of 
insulation: 
1) Glass Wool:  1-1/2 in. thick for all pipe sizes. 
2) Flexible Unicellular:  (Refrigerant piping only) 1 in. thick. 

2. Application: Hot HVAC Piping (to 200 Degrees F)  
a. Insulate the following hot HVAC piping systems  

1) HVAC hot water supply and return piping. 
2) Hot gas refrigerant piping. 

b. Insulate each piping system specified above with the following type and thickness 
of insulation: 
1) Glass Wool: 1-1/2 in. thick for pipe sizes up to and including 1-1/4 in, 2 in. 

thick for all 1-1/2 in. pipe and larger.  
2) Flexible Unicellular:  (Refrigerant piping only) 1 in. thick. 

C. Insulation on Piping Exposed to Weather:  Protect outdoor insulation from weather by installing 
Redi-Klad Pipe Insulation or adding an outdoor protective finish aluminum jacketing installed 
to “standard” insulation as recommended by the manufacturer.  Insulation thickness shall be 
increased by one size versus specified pipe insulation thickness. 

D. Ductwork and Equipment Insulation Materials:  
1. Glass Wool Manufacturers: 

a. Knauf Insulation  
b. Or similar as manufactured by CertainTeed, Johns Manville, Manson or Owens 

Corning 
2. Rigid Glass Wool Ductwork Insulation (R-12):  UL/ULC Classified unfaced,  ASJ+, ASJ 

and FSK; FHC 25/50 per ASTM E 84 for PSK only; meeting ASTM C 612, Type IA and 
IB; rigid.   Verified to be formaldehyde free by UL Environment. 
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3. Flexible Glass Wool Ductwork Insulation  (R-6): UL/ULC Classified; meeting ASTM C 
553 Types I, II and III; ASTM C 1136 Type II and ASTM C 1290. UL GREENGUARD 
Gold Certified; Verified to be formaldehyde free by UL Environment; does not contain 
polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE) such as Penta-BDE, Octa-BDE or Deca-BDE; 
Certified to meet all requirements of EUCEB. Flexible, limited combustible.  

4. Jackets for Ductwork Insulation:  ASTM C 1136 Type II, with vapor barrier. 
5. Ductwork Insulation Accessories:  Provide staples, bands, wire, tape, anchors, corner 

angles and  similar accessories as recommended by insulation manufacturer for 
applications indicated. 

6. Ductwork Insulation Compounds:  Provide cements, adhesives, coatings, sealers, 
protective finishes and similar compounds as recommended by insulation manufacturer 
for applications indicated. 

E. Ductwork Insulation Application and Thickness: 
1. Application: Ventilation and AC System Ductwork: 

a. Insulate the following ductwork: 
1) Outdoor air ductwork. 
2) HVAC supply ductwork between HVAC unit discharge and room terminal 

outlet. 
3) Insulate neck, bells and plenums of supply diffusers. 
4) HVAC return ductwork between room terminal inlet and HVAC unit inlet. 
5) HVAC plenums and unit housing not pre-insulated at factory or lined. 
6) Exhaust ductwork between in-line exhaust fan or HVAC unit outlet to point 

of exit in building.  
7) Combustion air ducts associated with boilers. 

b. Insulate each ductwork system specified above with the following type and 
thickness of insulation: 
1) Rigid Glass Wool: In machine rooms, fan rooms, and mechanical spaces 

insulate all supply air, return air, exhaust air and outside air ductwork with 3 
in. thick rigid (minimum R-12).  All exposed ductwork in occupied areas 
shall be internally insulated with same thickness and material.  

2) Flexible Glass Wool: 2” in thickness (minimum R-6). 
3) All outside air ductwork shall be 3 in. rigid (R-12). 
4) All exterior ductwork insulation shall be 3” rigid (minimum R-13) and shall 

be covered with weather and ultraviolet resistant duct insulation wrap as 
manufactured by Polyguard Alumaguard All-Weather Cool Wrap, FlexClad 
Ideal Seal 777, or equal. 

2. Equipment Insulation Materials:   
a. Rigid Glass Wool Equipment Insulation (R-12):  UL/ULC Classified; unfaced, 

ASJ+, ASJ and FSK; FHC 25/50 for PSK only; meeting ASTM C 612, Type IA 
and IB : rigid. Verified by UL Environment to be formaldehyde free. 
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b. Flexible Glass Wool Equipment Insulation  (R-6):  UL/ULC Classified; meeting 
ASTM C 553 Types I, II and III; ASTM C 1136 Type II and ASTM C 1290. UL 
GREENGUARD Gold Certified; Verified to be formaldehyde free by UL 
Environment; does not contain polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDE) such as 
Penta-BDE, Octa-BDE or Deca-BDE; Certified to meet all requirements of 
EUCEB. Flexible, limited combustible. 

c. Flexible Unicellular Equipment Insulation:  ASTM C 534, Type as required. 
TYPE   I - TUBULAR. 
TYPE  II - SHEET. 

d. Jacketing material for Equipment Insulation:  Provide pre-sized glass cloth 
jacketing material, not less than 7.8 ounces per square yard, Laminated Self-
Adhesive Water and Weather Seal jacketing or metal jacket at Installer's option, 
except as otherwise indicated. 

e. Equipment Insulation Compounds; Provide adhesives, cements, sealers, mastics 
and protective finishes as recommended by insulation manufacturer for 
applications indicated. 

f. Equipment Insulation Accessories:  Provide staples, bands, wire, wire netting, tape, 
corner angles, anchors and stud pins as recommended by insulation manufacturer 
for applications indicated. 

2.7          HYDRONIC PIPING AND ACCESSORIES 

A. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide piping system products from 
one of the following: 
1. Grooved Mechanical Joint Pipe, Fittings and Couplings: 

a. Victaulic Company of America. 
b. Anvil Gruvlok 
c. Grinnell 
d. Or equal  

2. Pump Discharge Valves (Triple-Duty Valve): 
a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div. 
b. Amtrol, Inc. 
c. Armstrong Pumps, Inc. 
d. Taco, Inc. 
e. Victaulic (Tri-Service Assembly) 
f. Or equal  

3. Safety Relief Valves: 
a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div. 
b. Amtrol, Inc. 
c. Spirax Sarco. 
d. Watts Regulator Co. 
e. Or equal  
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4. Pressure Reducing Valves: 
a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div. 
b. Amtrol, Inc. 
c. Armstrong Pumps, Inc. 
d. Taco, Inc. 
e. Or equal  

5. Air Vents (Automatic): 
a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div. 
b. Armstrong Machine Works. 
c. Hoffman Specialty ITT; Fludi Handling Div. 
d. Spirax Sarco. 
e. Or equal  

6. Air Separators: 
a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div. 
b. Amtrol, Inc. 
c. Armstrong Pumps, Inc. 
d. Taco, Inc. 
e. Or equal  

7. Diaphragm-Type Compression Tanks:    
a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div. 
b. Amtrol, Inc. 
c. Armstrong Pumps, Inc. 
d. Or equal  

8. Pump Suction Diffusers: 
a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div. 
b. Amtrol, Inc. 
c. Armstrong Pumps, Inc. 
d. Taco, Inc. 
e. Victaulic (style 731-D / W731-D) 
f. Or equal  

9. Chemical Feeder: 
a. Dearborn USA. 
b. Vulcan Laboratories, Subsidiary of Clow Corp. 
c. York-Shipley, Inc. 
d. Or equal  

10. Basket Strainers: 
a. Crane Co. 
b. Metraflex Co. 
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c. Spirax Sarco. 
d. Victaulic Company of America. (732/W732/730/W730) 
e. Or equal  

B. PIPE AND TUBING MATERIALS 
1. Copper Tubing:  ASTM grade B 88, Type L hard drawn temper copper tubing. 
2. Copper Tubing:  ASMT grade B 88, Type K, annealed copper tubing. 
3. Steel Pipe:  ASTM A-53 grade B, Schedule 40, seamless, black steel pipe, beveled ends. 
4. CPVC Plastic Pipe:  ASTM D 2846, Chlorinated Poly (Vinyl Chloride) (CPVC) pipe. 

C. FITTINGS 
1. Cast-Iron Threaded Fittings:  ANSI B16.4, Class 125, standard pattern, for threaded 

joints.  Threads shall conform to ANSI B2.1. 
2. Malleable-Iron Threaded Fittings:  ANSI B16.3, Class 150, standard pattern, for threaded 

joints. Threads shall conform to ANSI B2.1. 
3. Steel Fittings:  ASTM A 234, seamless or welded, for welded joints. 
4. Grooved Mechanical Fittings:  ASTM A 106, or ASTM A 53/A53M, Type F, E or S, 

Grade B fabricated steel, or ASTM A 234, Grade WPB forged steel fittings with grooves 
or shoulders designed to accept grooved end couplings. 

5. Grooved Rigid Mechanical Couplings:  Consist of a two- piece ductile iron housing per 
ASTM A536, a synthetic rubber gasket of a central cavity pressure-responsive design; 
with nuts, bolts, locking pin, locking toggle, or lugs to secure grooved pipe and fittings. 
a. Rigid Couplings: 

1) Housings 12” and smaller cast with offsetting angled-pattern bolt pads to 
provide visual confirmation upon metal-to-metal pad contact with no torque 
requirement. Victaulic Style 107H and Style 07 or equal. Designs that 
permit spaces at bolt pads or require a torque per manufacturer’s written 
installation instructions not permitted 

2) Housings 14” and larger cast with wedge-shaped groove profile, lead-in 
chamfer and flat pad design for metal-to-metal pad contact. Victaulic Style 
W07 or equal. 

b. Flexible Couplings: 
1) Use in locations where vibration attenuation and stress relief are required. 

Victaulic Style 177, 77 or W77 or equal. Three flexible couplings may be 
used in lieu of each flexible connector for vibration attenuation. Couplings 
shall be placed in close proximity to the vibrating source in accordance with 
published guidelines. 

c. Flange Adapters:  Ductile iron housing, flat face, for use with grooved end pipe 
and fittings, for mating directly with ANSI Class 125, 150, and 300 flanges.  
Victaulic Style 741, 743 or W741 or equal. 

6. Wrought-Copper Fittings:  ANSI B16.22, streamlined pattern. 
7. CPVC Plastic Fittings:  ASTM D 2846, Chlorinated Poly Vinyl Chloride (CPVC) socket-

type fittings and solvent for solvent cemented joints. 
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8. Cast-Iron Threaded Flanges:  ANSI B16.1, Class 125; raised ground face, bolt holes spot 
faced. 

9. Cast Bronze Flanges:  ANSI B16.24, Class  150; raised ground face, bolt holes spot 
faced. 

10. Steel Flanges and Flanged Fittings:  ANSI B16.5, including bolts, nuts, and gaskets of the 
following material group, end connection and facing: 
a. Material Group:  1.1. 
b. End Connections:  Butt Welding. 
c. Facings:  Raised face. 

11. Solder Filler Metals:  ASTM B 32, 50-50, Tin-Lead, for condenser water, chilled water, 
and make-up water and drain piping. 

12. Solder Filler Metals:  ASTM B 32, 95-5 Tin-Antimony, for heating hot water and low 
pressure steam piping. 

13. Brazing Filler Metals:  AWS  A5.8. 
14. Gasket Material:  EPDM Thickness, material, and type suitable for fluid to be handled, 

and design temperatures and pressures. 
15. Flexible Connectors:  Stainless steel bellows with woven flexible bronze wire reinforcing 

protective jacket; minimum 150 psig working pressure, maximum 250° F. operating 
temperature.  Connectors shall have flanged, grooved or threaded end connections to 
match equipment connected; and shall be capable of 3/4" misalignment. 
a. Three (3) flexible couplings may be used in lieu of each flexible connector for 

vibration attenuation. Couplings shall be placed in close proximity to the vibrating 
source in accordance with published guidelines. 

D. PIPE SLEEVES AND ESCUTCHEONS 
1. General: Provide schedule 40 black steel or 18 gage galvanized pipe sleeve large enough 

to accept pipe along with specified  pipe insulation at each point where pipe 
penetrates a wall or floor. Sleeve shall be large enough to allow for free movement of 
pipe however minimized to prevent leakage of smoke and fire during a fire emergency.  
For all piping exposed to view provide a chrome plated escutcheon that will surround 
insulation where applicable on pipe for a neat finished appearance. Where piping is 
concealed above ceilings no escutcheons are required. 

E. SPECIAL DUTY VALVES 
1. General:  General duty valves (i.e., gate, check, ball, and butterfly valves) are specified in 

Division 23 Section "Valves" Special duty valves are specified in this Article by their 
generic name; refer to the drawings for specific applications of these valves. 
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2. Pump Discharge Valves (Triple-Duty Valve):  175 PSIG working pressure, 300° F. 
maximum operating temperature, cast-iron body, bronze disc and seat, stainless steel 
stem and spring, and "Teflon" packing.  Valves shall have flanged connections and 
straight or angle pattern as indicated.  Features shall include non-slam check valve with 
spring-loaded weighted disc, and calibrated adjustment feature to permit regulation of 
pump discharge flow and shutoff. 
a. In grooved installations, Tri-Service Assemblies may be used in lieu of Triple-

Duty Valves.  Straight pattern, (300-psi) pressure rating, combination shut-off, 
throttling, and non-slam check service in one unit.  Victaulic Vic®-300 
MasterSeal™ or equal, butterfly valve assembled with Series 779 Venturi Check 
valve or equal, with flow measurement capabilities and Victaulic or equal 
couplings (style to be determined by system requirements) for 2” through 12”.  
Straight pattern, 230-psig pressure rating combination shut-off, throttling, and non-
slam check service in one unit. Victaulic AGS-300 or equal butterfly valve 
assembled with Series W715 or equal check valve and Victaulic or equal couplings 
for 14” and larger. 

3. Pressure Reducing Valves:  Diaphragm operated, cast-iron or brass body valve, with low 
inlet pressure check valve, inlet strainer removable without system shut-down, and non-
corrosive valve seat and stem.  Select valve size, capacity, and operating pressure to suit 
system.  Valve shall be factory-set at operating pressure and have the capability for field 
adjustment. 

4. Safety Relief Valves:  125 psig working pressure and 250° F. maximum operating 
temperature:  designed, manufactured, tested, and labeled in accordance with the 
requirements of Section IV of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.  Valve body 
shall be cast-iron, with all wetted internal working parts made of brass and rubber.  Select 
valve to suit actual system pressure and BTU capacity. 

5. Combined Pressure/Temperature Relief Valves:  Diaphragm operated, cast-iron or brass 
body valve, with low inlet pressure check valve, inlet strainer removable without system 
shut-down, and non-corrosive valve seat and stem.  Select valve size, capacity, and 
operating pressure to suit system.  Valve shall be factory-set at operating pressure and 
have the capability for field adjustment.  Safety relief valve designed, manufactured, 
tested, and labeled in accordance with the requirements of Section IV of the ASME 
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.       Valve body shall be cast-iron, with all wetted 
internal working parts made of brass and rubber; 125 psig working pressure and 250° F. 
maximum operating temperature.  Select valve to suit actual system pressure and BTU 
capacity.  Provide with fast fill feature for filling hydronic system. 

F. HYDRONIC SPECIALTIES: 
1. Automatic Air Vent:  Designed to vent automatically with float principle; bronze body 

and nonferrous internal parts; 150 psig working pressure, 240° F. operating temperature; 
and having 1/4" discharge connection and 1/2" inlet connection. 

2. Diaphragm-Type Compression Tanks:  Size and number as indicated; construct of 
welded carbon steel for 125 psig working pressure, 375° F. maximum operating 
temperature.  Separate air charge from flexible diaphragm securely sealed into tank.  
Provide taps for pressure gage and air charging fitting, and drain fitting.  Support vertical 
tanks with steel legs or base; support horizontal tanks with steel saddles.  Tank, with taps 
and supports, shall be constructed, tested, and labeled in accordance with ASME Pressure 
Vessel Code, Section VIII, Division 01. 
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3. Pump Suction Diffusers:  Cast-iron or ductile iron body, with threaded connections for 2" 
and smaller, flanged or grooved connections for 2-1/2" and larger; 175 psig working 
pressure, 300° F. maximum operating temperature for flanged and 300 psig working 
pressure, 230F for grooved; and complete with the following features: 
a. Inlet vanes with length 2-1/2 times pump suction diameter or greater. 
b. Cylinder strainer with 3/16" diameter openings with total free area equal to or 

greater than 5 times cross-sectional area of pump suction, designed to withstand 
pressure differential equal to pump shutoff head. 

c. Disposable fine mesh strainer to fit over cylinder strainer. 
d. Permanent magnet, located in flow stream, removable for cleaning. 
e. Adjustable foot support, designed to carry weight of suction piping. 
f. Blowdown tapping in bottom; gage tapping in side. 

4. Chemical Feeder:  (Provide one (1) for each piping system).  Bypass type chemical 
feeders of 5 gallon capacity, welded steel construction; 125 psig working pressure; 
complete with fill funnel and inlet, outlet, and drain valves. 

5. Chemical Treatment 
a. Furnish the necessary apparatus to provide water treatment to the hot water piping 

systems as well as the boilers as furnished by New England Systems and Supply, 
Inc., GE Betz Water Technologies, or other fully capable water treatment 
organization approved by the Engineer. 

b. A contract agreement satisfactory in form and substance shall be executed between 
this HVAC subcontractor and water treatment company to furnish supervisory 
service to assure the use of the proper chemical treatment thereof. The water 
treatment company shall perform the following specified services through its 
agent: 
1) Supervise the cleaning and flushing of all systems and the initial 

introduction of water treatment chemicals. 
2) Furnish all required chemicals for the cleaning and proper initial treatment 

of all systems hereinafter described, together with all necessary testing 
equipment and reagents for field analysis of the water. 

3) Submit a written report of test results of the field analyses to the Engineer 
when the systems are cleaned and treated with corrosion inhibitors.  Submit 
certificate of completion for all systems indicating that all treatment systems 
are properly functioning and that the associated systems are properly treated. 

c. The hot water piping systems shall be cleaned with sufficient chemicals to ensure 
the removal of all cutting oil, compound, etc.  These chemicals shall not be 
harmful to the various materials of the systems.  The treatment company 
representative shall supervise this operation including the flushing of the system 
and shall test the final rinsed system to ensure that the remnants of the cleaning 
solution do not impart alkalinity to the water in excess of 300 PPM. 

d. Hot water systems shall be treated with sufficient amounts of the proper chemicals 
to conform to the Dianodic method for corrosion protection.  Take various samples 
of water to assure proper level of chemical treatment. 

e. Each boiler shall be treated with sufficient amounts of the proper chemicals to 
provide positive protection against corrosion, scale formation and carry over. 
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f. At the end of the first year of the contract agreement, the chemical treatment 
company shall provide to the owner and copy to Architect, a log of type, quantity 
and dosage of treatment and test results of treatment performed through the first 
year. 

g. Following the first year of service, chemical treatment company shall provide 
recommended maintenance and treatment schedule to owner and a copy to 
architect for testing and treating the water.  This schedule shall be posted in the 
boiler room along with the testing and treatment log. 

h. Upon completion of first year of service, the chemical treatment company shall 
instruct the owner to the owner’s responsibility to test and treat water or to contract 
with chemical treatment company to perform testing and treatment services. 

6. Y-Pattern Strainers:  Cast-iron body (ASTM A 126, Class B), flanged ends for 2-1/2" and 
larger, threaded connections for 2" and smaller, bolted cover, perforated Type 304 
stainless steel basket, bottom drain connections; 125 psig working pressure. 

7. Basket Strainers:  High tensile cast-iron body (ASTM A 126, Class B), flanged end 
connections, bolted cover, perforated Type 304 stainless steel basket, bottom drain 
connections; 125 psig working pressure. 

8. Grooved-End Strainers: 
a. Y-Pattern:  Ductile iron body ASTM A536, grooved ends for 2” and larger, 

coupled cover, perforated Type 304 stainless steel basket, bottom drain, 300 psig 
working pressure. 

b. T-Pattern:  Ductile iron body ASTM A536, grooved ends for 2” and larger, 
coupled or T-bolt hinged cover, perforated 304 stainless steel basket, bottom drain, 
up to 750 psig working pressure.  

9. Grooved-End Expansion for Steel Piping 2” and   larger (Water Service): 
a. 2” Through 6”: Packless, gasketed, slip-type expansion joint with grooved end 

telescoping body for installation with Victaulic Style 107 or 07 rigid couplings.  
Provides axial end movement to 3”, designed for water services up to 230°F and 
working pressure to 350 psi.   Victaulic Style 150 Mover®. 

b. 2” Through 24”:  Combination of short nipples and Victaulic Style 177 or 77 
flexible couplings joined in tandem for increased expansion.  Joint movement and 
expansion capabilities dependent on number of couplings/nipples used in the joint.  
Pressure rating dependent on size and style of flexible couplings used.  Victaulic 
Style 155. 

c. Expansion Loops:  Pipe bends and loops in grooved piping systems shall consist of 
(8) Victaulic Style 177, 77 or W77 flexible couplings, (4) Victaulic 90° elbows, 
and (3) grooved end pipe spools provided in water systems to +250°F in 
accordance with the latest Victaulic recommendations for expansion 
compensation.  Rigid couplings shall not be used on loop corners. 

d. Expansion Joints: Provide pipe expansion joints at all building expansion joints. 
Utilize a seismic expansion fitting similar to Metra-Flex, Metra Loop Grooved 
ends or equal. The expansion fitting shall provide absorbtion in the lateral offset 
and angular movement. 
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10. Glycol/Make-up Pump -  Provide a packaged automatic glycol solution make up unit 
consisting of a base, polyethylene reservoir with removable lid and visible solution level 
scale in gallons, y-stainers, isolation valves, fill pump with a minimum capacity of 5 gpm 
@ 100 psi discharge, open drip proof motor, pump isolation, check and balancing valves, 
discharge pressure gauge, motor contactor, pressure control and necessary 
interconnectiong piping. Pump shall be a bronze gear driven design and shall have a 
standard 120 volt power electrical cord and all necessary controllers and safeties. The 
unit shall provide alarm outputs for BMS connection. 

11. AIR and DIRT SEPARATORS - Air and dirt removal device shall be constructed of 
steel. It shall be designed, fabricated and stamped per ASME Section VIII Division 1 
with a maximum working pressure of 125 psi at 270°F. Manufacturer shall be holder of 
ASME U stamp. Manufacturer to have optional 250 psi and 150 psi ASME units 
available. Units up to three 3-inch in size shall be provided with threaded connections as 
standard. Units  four 4-inch and larger shall be provided with flanged system connections 
as standard. Inlet and  outlet connections to be in line with piping system.  Both inlet and 
outlet to be in the same horizontal and vertical planes. Each air and dirt removal device 
shall be equipped with a brass conical shaped air venting chamber designed to minimize 
system fluid from fouling the venting assembly. The air vent shall be able to be closed to 
allow flushing and purging of dirt via side port without dirt passing through vent on 
initial system fill. A brass flushing cock shall be located on the side of each separator to 
facilitate system fast-fill and removal of the floating impurities from the air system 
interface within the separator. A blow down valve shall be provided by the unit 
manufacturer on the bottom of each unit to allow blow down and cleaning. On units 2 ½” 
and smaller the valve and all of its fittings shall be 1”. On units three 3” and larger the 
valve and all openings shall be 2”. 

2.8          TERMINAL HEATING UNITS (HYDRONIC) 

A. Unit Heaters: (Horizontal Type) 

1. General:  Provide horizontal unit heaters in locations as indicated, and of capacities, style, 
and having accessories as scheduled. 

2. Construction: 
a. Casings:  Construct of steel, phosphatized inside and out, and painted finish with 

baked enamel.  Color by architect.  Provide adjustable face air diffuser. 
b. Fans:  Construct of aluminum and factory-balance. Design so motor and fan 

assembly is removable through fan outlet panel. 
c. Coils:  Construct of plate-type aluminum fins, mechanically bonded to copper 

tubes.  Design coil for use in steam or hot water applications. 
d. Motors:  Provide totally enclosed motors, with built-in overload protection, having 

electrical characteristics as scheduled. 

3. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide horizontal unit heaters 
of one of the following: 
a. Airtherm Mfg. Co. 
b. Rittling 
c. Modine Mfg.  Co. 
d. Trane (The) Co. 
e. Or equal  
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B. Unit Heaters:  (Cabinet Type) 

1. General:  Provide cabinet unit heaters having cabinet sizes and in locations as indicated, 
and of capacities, style, and having accessories as scheduled.  Include in basic unit 
chassis, coil, fanboard, fan wheels, housings, motor, and insulation. 

2. Construction: 
a. Chassis:  Galvanized steel wrap-ground structural frame with edges flanged. 
b. Insulation:  Faced, heavy density glass fiber. 
c. Cabinet:  14-ga removable front panel, 16-ga top and side panels. Insulate front 

panel over entire coil section.  Provide access door on coil connection side.  Clean 
cabinet parts, bonderize, phosphatize, and factory finished with baked enamel.  
Color by architect. 

d. Water Coils:  Construct of 5/8" seamless copper tubes mechanically bonded to 
configurated aluminum fins.  Design for 300 psi and leak test at 300 psi under 
water.  Provide same end connections for supply and return. 

e. Fans:  Provide centrifugal, forward curved double width fan wheels constructed of 
non-corrosive, molded, fiberglass reinforced thermo-plastic material.  Construct 
fan scrolls of galvanized steel. 

f. Motors:  Provide shaded pole motors with integral thermal over-load protection, 
and motor cords for plug-in to junction box in unit.  Provide three speed switch on 
fan motor. 

g. Filters:  Provide 1" thick throwaway type filters in fiberboard frames. 

3. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide cabinet heaters of one 
of the following: 
a. McQuay Inc. 
b. Rittling 
c. Trane (The) Co. 
d. Young Radiator Co. 
e. Or equal  

C. Hydronic Radiant Heating Ceiling Panels 

1. Radiant ceiling panels to include aluminum activation, copper meander, steel cassette and 
supported steel cross channels.  Panels to weigh no more than 2.5 lb/ft2 when operating.   

2. Panel Surface: All panels to have solid smooth panel face.   
3. Heating capacity shall be tested and certified by manufacturer in accordance with DIN 

14037 or ASHRAE 138-2013. 
4. Radiant ceiling panel surface to be coated with highly emissive powder coat paint for 

optimal radiative properties. Color to be selected by architect.   
5. Panel connections shall be ½‘‘.  
6. Factory installed 1‘‘ insulation.  Ship loose insulation is not acceptable.   
7. Copper piping shall be single tube with no solder connections.   
8. Copper meander to be supplied with same end,  opposite end or 2X meader connections 

based on drawings.   
9. Radiant panels shall be 2-pipe. 
10. Radiant ceiling panels to be supplied for grid installation.  Mounting brackets and 

installation hardware to be supplied by manufacturer.   
11. Panel lengths and widths per drawings.     
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12. Flexible hoses to be supplied with panels for connections to surrounding panels and 
distribution system.  Panel connection by means by brazing or press is not acceptable.   

13. Radiant ceiling panels shall be shipped with an adhesive film protective coating on each 
individual element on the visual side.   

14. Radiant ceiling manufacturer to supply 5 year warranty from date of shipment.   
15. Panels shall be crated for shipment. 
16. Connections 

a. Piping installation requirements are specified in other Division 23 Sections. 
Drawings indicated general arrangement of piping, fittings, and specialties. 

b. Install piping adjacent to radiant panels to allow for service and maintenance. 
c. In addition to Division 23 Section “Hydronic Piping”, connect copper tubing to 

supply with shut-off valve, strainer, control valve, and union or flange, and to 
return with balancing valve and union or flange. 

17. Manufacturers: subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the 
following: 
a. Zehnder  
b. TWA 
c. Messana 
d. Or equal  

2.9          DUCTLESS COOLING UNITS 

A. Evaporator: 

1. General:  The unit shall be factory assembled, wired and tested.  Contained within the 
unit shall be all factory wiring and internal piping, control circuit board, and fan motor.  
The unit in conjunction with the wired, wall mounted controller shall have a self-
diagnostic function, three-minute time delay mechanism, an auto restart function, and a 
test run switch.  Indoor unit and refrigerant pipes shall be purged with dry nitrogen before 
shipment from factory.  Each unit shall be provided with low ambient control down to 0 
deg. F outside.  

2. Cabinet:  The casing shall be ABS plastic factory finish.  Cabinet shall be designed for 
suspension mounting and horizontal operation.  The rear cabinet panel shall have 
provisions for a field installed filtered outside air intake connection. 

3. Fan:  The evaporator fan shall have three high performance, double inlet, forward curve 
sirocco fans driven by a single motor.  The fans shall be statically and dynamically 
balanced and run on a motor with permanently lubricated bearings.  The indoor fan shall 
consist of four speeds: Low, M1, M2 and Hi. 

4. Vane:  There shall be a motorized horizontal vane to automatically direct air flow in a 
horizontal and downward direction for uniform air distribution.  The horizontal vane shall 
provide a choice of five vertical airflow patterns selected by remote control.  There shall 
also be a set of vertical vanes to provide horizontal swing airflow movement selected by 
remote control. 

5. Filter:  Return and outside air shall be filtered by means of an easily removable washable 
filter. 
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6. Coil:  The evaporator coil shall be of nonferrous construction with pre-coated aluminum 
strake fins on copper tubing.  The multi-angled heat exchanger shall have a modified fin 
shape that reduces air resistance for a smoother, quieter airflow.  All tube joints shall be 
brazed with PhosCopper or silver alloy.  The coils shall be pressure tested at the factory.  
A condensate pan and drain shall be provided under the coil. 

7. Control:  The control system shall consist of two microprocessors, one on each indoor 
and outdoor unit, interconnected by a single non-polar two-wire cable.  Field wiring shall 
run directly from the indoor unit to the wall mounted controller with no splices.    For A-
Control, a three conductor 14 ga. AWG wire with ground shall provide power feed and 
bi-directional control transmission between the outdoor and indoor units.  Where separate 
power is supplied to the indoor and outdoor units, a two 20 ga. AWG wire shall be run 
between the units to provide forbid-directional control communication.  The system shall 
be capable of automatic restart when power is restored after power interruption.  The 
system shall have self-diagnostics ability, including total hours of compressor run time.  
Diagnostics codes for indoor and outdoor units shall be displayed on the wired controller 
panel.  Unit manufacturer shall provide BACnet communication gateway.  

B. Condensing: 

1. General:  The outdoor unit shall be equipped with a control board that inferfaces with the 
indoor unit to perform all necessary operation functions.  The outdoor unit shall be 
capable of operating at 0 deg. F, (-18 deg. C) ambient temperature without additional low 
ambient controls.  The outdoor unit shall be able to operate with a maximum height 
difference of 100 ft. and have maximum refrigerant tubing length of 165 ft. between 
indoor and outdoor units without the need for line size changes, traps or additional oil.  
The outdoor unit shall be completely factory assembled, piped, and wired.  Each unit 
must be test run at the factory. 

2. Cabinet:  The casing shall be constructed from galvanized steel plate, coated with a 
finished with an electrostatically applied, thermally fused acrylic or polyester powder 
coating for corrosion protection and have a factory finish.  The fan grille shall be of ABS 
plastic. 

3. Fan:  The fan motor shall be of aerodynamic design for quiet operation, and the fan motor 
bearings shall be permanently lubricated.  The outdoor unit shall have horizontal 
discharge airflow.  The fan shall be mounted in front of the coil, pulling air across if from 
the rear and dispelling it through the front.  The fan shall be provided with a raised guard 
to prevent contact with moving parts. 

4. Coil:  The L shaped condenser coil shall be of copper tubing with flat aluminum fins to 
reduce debris build up.  The coil shall be protected with an integral metal guard.  
Refrigerant flow from the condenser shall be controlled by means of linear expansion 
valve (LEV) metering orifice.  The LEV shall be control by a microprocessor controlled 
step motor. 

5. Compressor:  The compressor shall be a scroll compressor with variable speed inverter 
technology.  The compressor shall be driven by inverter circuit to control compressor 
speed.  The compressor speed shall dynamically vary to match the room load for 
significantly increasing the efficiency of the system which results in vast energy savings.  
To prevent liquid from accumulating in the compressor during the off cycle, a minimal 
amount of current shall be intermittently applied to the compressor motor to maintain 
enough heat.  The outdoor unit shall have an accumulator and high pressure safety 
switch.  The compressor shall be mounted on rubber snubbers to avoid the transmission 
of vibration. 
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6. Electrical:  The electrical power of the unit shall be as indicated on the drawings.  The 
outdoor unit shall be controlled by the microprocessor located in the indoor unit.  The 
control signal between the indoor unit and the outdoor unit shall be pulse signal 24 volts 
DC.  The unit shall have Pulse Amplitude Modulation circuit to utilize 98 percent of 
input power supply. 

C. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide ductless split systems of one 
of the following: 

1. Mitsubishi 
2. Hitachi 
3. Toshiba 
4. Or equal 

2.10          POWER AND GRAVITY VENTILATORS 

A. General:  Except as otherwise indicated, provide standard prefabricated power and gravity 
ventilator units of type and size indicated, modified to comply with requirements, and for 
complete installation. 

B. Refer to Section 23 09 23 - Automatic Temperature Controls for control sequence. 

C. Roof Fans (EF) 

1. Type:  Centrifugal fan, direct or belt driven as scheduled.  Provide aluminum, or 
galvanized steel, weatherproof housings as scheduled.  Provide square base to suit roof 
curb.  Provide permanent split-capacitor type motor for direct driven fans; capacitor-start, 
induction-run type motor for belt driven fans. 

2. Electrical:  Provide factory-wired non-fusible type disconnect switch at motor in fan 
housing.  Provide thermal overload protection in fan motor.  Provide conduit chase within 
unit for electrical connection. Provide shaft grounding ring similar to AEGIS. 

3. Bird Screens:  Provide removable bird screens, 1/2 in. mesh, 16-ga. aluminum or brass 
wire. 

4. Motor Operated Dampers:  Provide louvered dampers with linkage below curb base 
(maximum of 6 in.). 

5. For garage exhaust fans units bear AMCA label for sound and airflow performance, and 
shall be UL listed for smoke exhaust application. 

6. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide centrifugal roof 
ventilators of one of the following: 
a. Carnes Co., Div. of Wehr Corp. 
b. Cook Co., Loren. 
c. Greenheck Fan Corp. 
d. Penn Ventilator Co., Inc. 
e. Power Line Fans; Div. of Torin Corp. 
f. Swartwout Industries Inc. 
g. Or Equal. 
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D. Centrifugal In-Line Fans (EF) 

1. General:  Fans shall be of the centrifugal belt or direct driven in-line type.  Units shall 
bear AMCA label. 

2. Fan Housing:  Shall be of the square design constructed of heavy gauge galvanized steel 
and shall include square duct mounting collars.  Unit shall include two removable access 
panels located perpendicular to the motor mounting panel.  The access panels must be of 
sufficient size to permit easy access to all interior components. 

3. Fan Wheel:  Shall be centrifugal backward inclined, constructed of aluminum and shall 
include a wheel cone carefully matched to the inlet cone for precise running tolerances.  
Wheels shall be statically and dynamically balanced. 

4. Motors:  Shall be heavy duty ball bearing type, carefully matched to the fan load and 
furnished at the specified voltage, phase, and enclosure.  Motors and drives shall be 
mounted out of the airstream.  Motors shall be readily accessible for maintenance. 

5. Shafts and Drives:  Precision ground and polished fan shafts shall be mounted in 
permanently sealed, lubricated pillow block ball bearings.  Bearings shall be selected for 
a minimum (L50) life in excess of 200,000 hours at maximum cataloged operating speed.  
Drives shall be sized for a minimum of 150 percent of driven horsepower.  Pulleys shall 
be of the fully machined cast iron type, keyed and securely attached to the wheel and 
motor shafts.  Motor pulleys shall be adjustable for final system balancing.  A NEMA 1 
disconnect switch shall be provided, factory wired. 

6. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide centrifugal in-line fans 
of one of the following: 
a. Greenheck Fan Corp. 
b. Carnes CO., Div. of Wehr Corp. 
c. Cook Co., Loren. 
d. Penn Ventilator Co., Inc. 
e. Power Line Fans; Div. of Torin Corp. 
f. Or Equal. 

2.11          EXTRUDED ALUMINUM RAIN RESISTANT WALL LOUVERS 

A. Air Construction Requirements 

1. Louvers shall be model EHH as manufactured by Greenheck, or an approved equal. 
Louver frame shall be channel style with 0.081 inch extruded aluminum wall thickness. 
Louver blades shall be horizontal stationary style located on approximate 2 inch centers 
with 0.081 inch extruded aluminum wall thickness. Bird screen shall be internally 
mounted 0.75 inch x 0.051 inch flattened expanded aluminum. Finish of all materials 
shall be mill only. The Louvers shall be AMCA certified louvers 
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B. Performance Requirements 

1. Louvers shall be AMCA Licensed when tested in accordance with AMCA 500-L Air 
Performance and Water Penetration test procedures. Free area for size 48 inch x 48 inch 
louver shall not be less than 6.72 square feet (42%). Airflow resistance at 1000 feet per 
minute free area intake velocity shall not be greater than 0.19 inch water gauge pressure 
drop. Airflow resistance at 1000 feet per minute free area exhaust velocity shall not be 
greater than 0.2 inch water gauge pressure drop. Beginning point of water penetration is 
above 1250 feet per minute free area intake velocity. 

2. Louvers shall be designed and manufactured to withstand a minimum 25 pound per 
square foot wind load. 

C. Provide the following Manufacturer’s Options: 

1. Clear Anodize (204-R1 Class II, or 215-R1 Class I) 
2. Clip angles 
3. 0.5 inch x 0.047 inch square stainless steel wire cloth bird screen 

D. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide louvers of one of the 
following: 

1. Greenheck 
2. Ruskin 
3. Carnes 
4. Or equal 

2.12          DUCT MOUNTED HOT WATER COIL 

A. Design Pressures and Temperatures 

1. Coil shall be designed to withstand the following maximum operating pressures and 
temperatures: 
a. Water Coils - 250 psig / 300° F  

B. Fins 

1. Coils shall be plate fin type construction providing uniform support for all coil tubes. 
Coils are to be manufactured with die-formed aluminum or copper fins with self spacing 
collars which completely cover the entire tube surface. 
a. Thickness - 0.0060" +/- 5% unless specified otherwise Tube Holes: 
b. 0.625 diameter spaced 1.5 inch equilaterally 
c. 0.500 diameter spaced 1.25 inch equilaterally 
d. 0.375 diameter spaced 1.0 inch equilaterally fins/inch 0.625 diameter coils 6 

through 14 fins / inch 
e. 0.500 diameter coils 6 through 16 fins / inch 
f. 0.375 diameter coils 10 through 20 fins / inch All fins have a tolerance of +/- 4% 
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C. Tubing 

1. Tubing and Return Bends - Standard pressure - constructed from UNS12200 seamless 
copper conforming to ASTM B75, ASTM B251, and ASTM B743. 

2. Copper Tube Temper - Light annealed with a maximum grain size of 0.040 mm and a 
maximum hardness of Rockwell 65 on the 15T scale. 

3. Tube Expansion - Mechanically expanded to form an interference fit with the fin collars 
without decreasing tube wall thickness. 

4. Minimum Thickness: 
a. 0.016 inch for 0.500 and 0.375 inch tubing 
b. 0.020 inch for 0.625 inch tubing unless specified otherwise 

D. Casing (Endplates and Side Plates) 

1. Shall be made from one of the following materials: 
a. Copper 0.093 inch thick meeting ASTM B152 
b. 16 or 14 Gauge, stainless steel meeting ASTM A240 
c. 16 or 14 Gauge, G90 Galvanized steel meeting ASTM A653 

2. Sheet metal breaks - Bent to 90° +/- 2° unless specified otherwise Formed tube collars are 
designed so that the expansion surface is 0.100" and the ends are re-flared to prevent raw 
metal edge from contacting copper tubes. 

E. Testing Requirements 

1. Coils shall be submerged in water and tested with dry nitrogen. 
a. Water Coils are tested to 450 psig 

F. Headers 

1. Headers shall be constructed from UNS 12200 seamless copper conforming to ASTM 
B75, ASTM B88 and ASTM B251. 

2. Water Coil Headers - Equipped with optional factory installed manual air vents and 
drains placed at the highest and lowest points. 

3. End caps (1.625" and larger) - Die formed and installed on the inside diameter of the 
header such that the landed surface area is three times the header wall thickness. 

4. End caps (Less than 1.625) - Flat copper sheet stock circle sheared, stamped or punched 
to header diameter and installed on the header ends. 

G. Connections 

1. Male Pipe Thread (MPT) and constructed from red brass conforming to ASTM B43 or 
schedule 40 steel. 

2. Male Pipe thread (MPT) or Female pipe thread (FPT) and constructed from copper 
3. Sweat Connection constructed from UNS 12200 seamless copper conforming to ASTM 

B75 and ASTM B251 
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H. Brazing 

1. High temperature filler metals shall be used for all brazed joints. Filler metal will contain 
at least 5% silver. 

I. Certification 
 

1. Acceptable coils are to have AHRI Standard 410 certification and bear the AHRI symbol. 
Non-certified coils or coils outside AHRI's rating range will be considered if the 
manufacturer is a current member of the AHRI air-cooling and air-heating coils 
certification program and the coils have been rated in accordance with AHRI Standard 
410. 

2. Acceptable coils are to be Intertek Recognized Components, and are eligible to bear the 
ETL Listed Mark. 

J. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide heating coils of one of the 
following: 

1. Greenheck 
2. Multitherm 
3. Rothmann 
4. Or equal 

2.13          VARIABLE AIR VOLUME BOX (VAV) 

A. General:  Provide factory-fabricated and tested air terminals as shown on drawings, selected 
with performance characteristics which match or exceed those indicated on schedule. 

B. Casings:  Construct of die-cast aluminum or sheet metal of the following minimum thicknesses: 
                                        

Steel         Aluminum 

1. Upstream Pressure Side:           22-ga.        0.032 in. 
2. Downstream Pressure Side;        22-ga.        0.025 in. 
3. Provide hanger brackets for attachment of supports. 
4. Linings:  Line inside surfaces of casings with lining material meeting ASTM Standard 

C1071 to provide acoustic performance, thermal insulation, and to prevent condensation 
on outside surfaces of casing. Provide minimum thickness of 1 in.  Secure lining to 
prevent delamination, sagging or settling. Seal edges of lining to prevent fraying. 
a. Cover liner surfaces and edges with perforated metal. 

5. Leakage:  Construct casings such that when subjected to 0.5-in w.g. pressure for low 
pressure units, and 3.0-in w.g. pressure for high pressure units, total leakage does not 
exceed 4 percent of specified air flow capacity with outlets sealed and inlets wide open.  
Construct air dampers such that when subjected to 6.0-in w.g. inlet pressure with damper 
closed, total leakage does not exceed 10 percent of specified air flow capacity. 
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C. Air Dampers:  Construct of materials that cannot corrode, do not require lubrication, nor require 
periodic servicing.  Provide maximum volume dampers, pressure independent that are 
calibrated in cfm, factory-adjusted, and marked for specified air capacities.  Provide mechanism 
to vary air volume thru damper from minimum to maximum, in response to signal from 
thermostat. 

D. Controls:  Provide controls accurate to 1.5 deg. F(0.8 deg. C) and adjustable from 65 deg. F (22 
deg. C) to 85 deg. F (29 deg. C). 

 
1. ATC Contractor to provide and field install DDC controls, compatible with automatic 

temperature control system specified in other Division-23 sections. All testing and 
commissioning shall be completed in field.  

E. Identification:  Provide label on each unit indicating Unit Number, cfm range, cfm factory-
setting, and calibration curve (if required). 

F. Silencer:   

1. Silencer section shall consist of a three foot 22ga solid metal casing, 22ga perforated 
liners, and absorptive acoustic fiberglass liner. 

2. Acceptable methods of silencer construction shall be button lock, Pittsburgh lock, and 
welds. In situations where these methods are not feasible, rivets can be used. Screws or 
other mechanical fasteners on the silencer will not be acceptable. 

3. The silencer noses and perforated liners shall be rigidly fastened to the casing of the 
silencer on both the top and bottom. 

4. The silencer section acoustic media shall be shot free inorganic glass fiber with long, 
resilient fibers, bonded with thermosetting resin, and contain 50 percent recycled media. 
Glass fiber shall be packed with a minimum 10 percent compression to eliminate voids 
and settling; density shall consistent with that used to generate catalog test data. 
Combustion ratings for acoustical media shall be equal to or less than the combustion 
ratings noted below when tested in accordance with ASTM E84, UL713, and NFPA 255: 
a. Flame Spread Classification: 25 
b. Smoke Development Rating: 50 

5. Silencer shall be Price model SUDQ. 

G. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide variable air volume boxes of 
one of the following: 

1. Trane 
2. Price 
3. Titus Products Div. 
4. Or equal 

 

2.14          COMMERCIAL GAS-OIL BOILER 

A. General:  Boiler shall be furnished complete with an insulated metal jacket; Cast iron smoke 
hood with integral 14 gauge aluminized steel damper; Pressure tight front and rear flame 
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observation ports with covers; Steel angle floor rails; Cast iron burner mounting plate with 
insulation and additional controls and devices as hereafter specified.  The existing Dual Fuel 
Burner, Powerflame model C3-GO-25, shall be re-installed on the new boiler assembly. 

B. Construction:  Boiler shall be a cast iron sectional unit of the wet base type designed for 
pressure firing and it shall be constructed and tested for 15 PSI maximum steam working 
pressure (determined by application) in accordance with the A.S.M.E. Section IV Rules for the 
Construction of Heating Boilers.  Individual sections will have been subjected to a hydrostatic 
pressure test of 200 PSIG at the factory before shipment and they shall be marked, stamped or 
cast with the A.S.M.E. Code symbol.  Boiler sections shall be of one piece design incorporating 
the furnace space and flue gas collector space with perimeter joints between the sections 
arranged for permanent pressure sealing with high temperature ceramic fiber rope.  Upper and 
lower ports for connecting the water space of adjacent sections shall be sealed by means of port 
seals.  Sections shall be assembled with short draw rods, tightened to final torque after the 
section assembly is complete. Boiler sections and Trim shall be shipped separate for field 
assembly. 

C. Jacket:  Insulating metal jacket shall consist of 20 gauge steel panels fitted with 1 ½ Lb./Cu. Ft. 
density fiber glass insulation glued to the inside of the panels.  Jacket panels shall be finished 
with paint baked on and shall be arranged with slots and knockouts to accommodate the boiler 
piping and to allow jacket installation after the piping is in place.  Left hand side panels shall be 
furnished with chrome plated knobs for easy removal and to provide easier access to the boiler 
cleanout covers.  Cleanout covers shall be sized and located to allow full access to the extended 
pin type heating surface areas for cleaning with a wire brush.  Cleanout covers shall have 
grooves to contain high temperature ceramic fiber rope seals for gas tight fit to the sections. 

D. Manufacturer’s Warranty 
1. Units that do not carry a standard published warranty of ten or more years are not 

acceptable to this project.  Job specific warranties are not acceptable unless executed by 
an authorized officer of the manufacturer under seal and submitted five (5) working days 
prior to the bid date of this project. 

E. Boiler trim: 
1. All electrical components to be of high quality and bear the U.L. label. 

a. Water boiler(s) controls furnished: 
1) Combination low temperature limit (operating) and manual reset high 

temperature limit control. 
2) Low temperature limit set according to system design. High temperature 

limit set at least 20F higher than the low limit (240F is the maximum 
allowable water temperature). 

3) Combination pressure-temperature gauge with dial clearly marked and easy 
to read.  

4) ASME certified pressure relief valve, set to relieve at 30 PSIG. Optional 
relief valves available up to and including maximum allowable pressure. 
Side outlet discharge type; contractor to pipe outlet to floor drain or near 
floor, avoiding any area where freezing could occur. 

b. Low water cut-off: 
1) Boiler(s) to be furnished with U.L. labeled low water cut-off with ASME 

working pressure rating equal to the ASME rating of the relief valve. 
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2) Do not use quick-connect fittings on boiler(s). 
3) Install cut-off according to manufacturer’s instructions. 
4) Locate so burner shuts down if boiler water level falls below allowable safe 

waterline  

F. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirement, provide forced draft boilers of one of 
the following: 
1. Smith (The H.B.) Co., Inc. 
2. Weil-McLain, A Marley Co. 
3. Peerless 

 

2.15          PUMPS 

A. General:  Provide factory-tested pumps, thoroughly cleaned, and painted with one coat of 
machinery enamel prior to shipment.  Type, size, and capacity of each pump is listed in pump 
schedule.  Provide pumps of same type by same manufacturer. 

B. In-Line Circulator Pumps: 
1. General:  Provide in-line circulator pumps where indicated, and of capacities as 

scheduled. 
2. Type:  Horizontal mount, vertical split case, oil-lubricated, designed for 125 psi working 

pressure, and 225° F. (107° C) continuous water temperature. 
3. Body:  Cast-iron, with suction and discharge gauge tappings. 
4. Shaft:  Hardened alloy steel. 
5. Bearings:  Oil-lubricated bronze journal bearings. 
6. Seal:  Mechanical, with carbon seal ring and ceramic seat. 
7. Motor:  Non-overloading at any point on pump curve, open, drip-proof, oil-lubricated 

journal bearings, resilient mounted construction, built-in thermal overload protection on 
single phase motors. 

8. Couplings:  Self-aligning, flexible coupling. 
9. Impeller:  Enclosed type hydraulically and dynamically balanced, and keyed to shaft. 
10. Install pumps on channel steel support stands with vibration isolators. Refer to pump 

piping drawing details for valve and accessory requirements. 
11. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide in-line circulator 

pumps of one of the following: 
a. Bell & Gosset ITT; Fluid Handling Div. 
b. Armstrong Pumps, Inc. 
c. Taco, Inc. 
d. Or equal 

C. Frame-Mounted End Suction Pumps: 
1. General:  Provide frame-mounted end suction pumps where indicated, and of capacities 

and having characteristics as scheduled. 
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2. Type:  Horizontal mount, single stage, vertical split case, flexible coupling, base 
mounted, designed for 175 psi working pressure. 

3. Casing:  Cast iron, 125 psi ANSI flanges, tappings for gage and drain connections. 
4. Shaft:  Steel with replaceable shaft sleeve.  Provide shaft grounding rings similar to Aegis 

or equal.  
5. Bearing:  Regreasable ball bearings. 
6. Seal:  Mechanical, with carbon seal ring and ceramic seat. 
7. Motor:  Open, dripproof, regreasable ball bearings under motor, motor shall be premium 

efficiency inverted duty type. Provide AEGIS magnetic bearing protection ring for 
inverter rated motors that are controlled by variable speed drives.  The bearing protection 
ring shall channel harmful shaft voltages to ground to protect bearing races from pitting. 

8. Impeller:  Enclosed type, hydraulically and dynamically balanced keyed to shaft and 
secured with locking screw. 

9. Baseplate:  Structural steel with welded cross members, and open grouting area. 
10. Coupling:  Flexible, capable of absorbing torsional vibration, equipped with coupling 

guard. 
11. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide frame-mounted end 

suction pumps of one of the following: 
a. Bell & Gosset ITT; Fluid Handling Div. 
b. Armstrong Pumps, Inc. 
c. TACO 
d. Or Equal.  

2.16          PACKAGED ROOFTOP UNITS 

A. SECTION INCLUDES 
1. Packaged rooftop unit. 
2. Heat exchanger. 
3. Refrigeration components. 
4. Unit operating controls. 
5. Roof curb. 
6. Electrical power connections. 
7. Operation and maintenance service. 

B. PRODUCTS FURNISHED BUT NOT INSTALLED UNDER THIS SECTION 
1. Section 15952 - Controls and Instrumentation: Installation and wiring of thermostats and 

other control components. 
2. Section 16180 - Equipment Wiring Systems: Electrical connection of equipment. 

C. RELATED SECTIONS 
1. Section - General Provisions 
2. Section - Mechanical Identification 
3. Section - Testing and Balancing 
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4. Section - Vibration Isolation 
5. Section - Ductwork Insulation. 
6. Section - Controls and Instrumentation. 
7. Section - Equipment Wiring Systems. 

D. REFERENCES 
1. ANSI/NFPA 90A - Installation of Air Conditioning and Ventilation Systems. 
2. AHRI 340 / 360 - Unitary Air-Conditioning Equipment. 
3. ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1 - Energy Standard for New Buildings Except Low-Rise 

Residential Buildings. 
4. California Administrative Code - Title 24 

E. SUBMITTALS 
1. Submit drawings indicating components, dimensions, weights and loadings, required 

clearances, and location and size of field connections. 
2. Submit product data indicating rated capacities, weights, accessories, service clearances 

and electrical requirements. 
3. Submit manufacturer's installation instructions. 

F. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE DATA 
1. Submit operation and maintenance data. 
2. Include manufacturer's descriptive literature, start-up and operating instructions, 

installation instructions, and maintenance procedures. 

G. HANDLING 
1. Comply with manufacturer's installation instructions for rigging, unloading, and 

transporting units. 
2. Protect units from physical damage.  Leave factory shipping covers in place until 

installation. 

H. WARRANTY 
1. Provide a full parts, labor and refrigerant warranty for one year from start-up or 18 

months from shipment, whichever occurs first  
2. 5 Year Compressor Parts Warranty Option 

I. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 
1. When cULus is selected, unit shall conform to cULus for construction of packaged air 

conditioner and shall have cULus label affixed to rooftop package. 
a. In the event the unit is not cULus approved, the manufacturer shall, at his expense, 

provide for a field inspection by a cULus representative to verify conformance to 
cULus standards. If necessary, contractor shall perform required modifications to 
the unit to comply with cULus, as directed by the cULus representative, at no 
additional expense to the Owner. 

2. Gas-fired heating rooftop units shall conform to ANSI Z21.47/Canadian Standards 
Association (CAN/CSA-2.3) for construction of packaged air conditioner. 
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a. In the event the unit is not CSA approved, the manufacturer must, at his expense, 
provide for a field inspection by a CSA representative to verify conformance to 
CSA standards. If necessary, contractor shall perform modifications to the unit to 
comply with CSA, as directed by the CSA representative, at no additional expense 
to the Owner. 

3. Gas-fired heating rooftop units shall conform to UL 795/Canadian Standards Association 
(CAN/CSA-3.2) for construction of packaged air conditioner. 
a. In the event the unit is not CSA approved, the manufacturer must, at his expense, 

provide for a field inspection by a CSA representative to verify conformance to 
CSA standards. If necessary, contractor shall perform modifications to the unit to 
comply with CSA, as directed by the CSA representative, at no additional expense 
to the Owner. 

J. SUMMARY 
1. The contractor shall furnish and install packaged rooftop air conditioning unit(s) as 

shown and as scheduled on the contract documents. The unit(s) shall be installed in 
accordance with this specification and perform at the conditions specified, scheduled or 
as shown on the contract drawings. 

K. MANUFACTURERS 
1. GENERAL 

a. Manufacturer of packaged unitary rooftop products shall have had a minimum of 
five years successful experience in the manufacture and service support of the 
rooftop packages specified herein. Manufacturers with less than five years’ 
experience in the production of rooftop units of the sizes and types specified shall 
not be acceptable. 

2. APPROVED MANUFACTURERS  
a. Base bid shall be Trane packaged rooftop air conditioning units with approved 

alternate being Daikin or JCI. Alternates must still comply with the performance 
and features as specified herein and as indicated on the design documents. Job will 
be awarded on basis of specified product. Substitutions must be selected and 
approved within 14 calendar days after award of contract. 

3. Units shall be specifically designed for outdoor rooftop installation on a roof curb and be 
completely factory assembled and tested, piped, internally wired, fully charged with R-
454B compressor oil, factory run tested and shipped in one piece. Units shall be available 
for direct expansion cooling only, or direct expansion cooling with natural gas, electric, 
hot water or steam heating. Filters, outside air system, exhaust air system, optional non-
fused disconnect switches and all operating and safety controls shall be furnished factory 
installed. 

4. All units shall be UL listed to US and Canadian Safety Standards. Cooling capacity shall 
be rated in accordance with AHRI Standard 360. All units shall have decals and tags to 
aid in service and indicate caution areas. Electrical diagrams shall be printed on long life 
water resistant material and shall ship attached to control panel doors. 
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L. Casing 
1. Exterior panels shall be zinc-coated, galvanized steel painted with a slate gray air-dry 

finish durable enough to withstand a minimum of 672 hours consecutive salt spray 
application in accordance with standard ASTM B117. Screws shall be zinc-plus-zinc 
chromate coated. 

2. Heavy gauge steel hinged access panels with tiebacks to secure door in open position 
shall provide access to filters and heating sections. Refrigeration components, supply air 
fan and compressor shall be accessible through removable panels as standard. Unit 
control panel, filter section, and gas heating section shall be accessible through hinged 
access panels as standard. Optional double wall construction hinged access doors shall 
provide access to filters, return/ exhaust air, heating and supply fan section. All access 
doors and panels shall have neoprene gaskets. Interior surfaces or exterior casing 
members shall have 1/2 inch fiberglass insulation. 

3. Unit base shall be watertight with heavy gauge formed load-bearing members, formed 
recess and curb overhang. Unit lifting lugs shall accept chains or cables for rigging. 
Lifting lugs shall also serve as unit tie down points. 

M. Refrigeration System 
1. The scroll compressor shall be industrial grade, direct drive 3600 RPM maximum speed 

scroll type. The motor shall be suction gas-cooled hermetic design. Compressor shall 
have centrifugal oil pump with dirt separator, oil sight glass, and oil charging valve. 
Compressor shall also be provided with thermostatic motor winding temperature control 
to protect against excessive motor temperatures resulting from over-/under-voltage or 
loss of charge, high and low pressure cutouts, and reset relay. 

N. Power Supplies 

O. Ambient Control 
1. Variable speed condenser motors shall be provided to allow the unit to operate down to 

0°F. 

P. Corrosion Protected Condenser Coil 
1. Protection on the all aluminum, microchannel condenser coil shall consist of a corrosion 

resistant coating that shall withstand ASTM B117 Salt Spray test for 6,000 hours and 
ASTM G85 A2 Cyclic Acidified Salt Fog test for 2,400 hours. This coating shall be 
added after coil construction covering all tubes, headers and fin edges, therefore 
providing optimum protection in more corrosive environments. 

Q. Hot Gas Bypass 
1. Electronic Hot Gas Bypass valve piping and controls shall all be included on circuit 1 to 

allow operation at low airflow, avoiding coil frosting and damage to compressor. When 
suction pressure falls below valve adjustable setpoint, the valve shall modulate hot gas to 
the inlet of the evaporator. Valves sized to meet ASHRAE 90.1. 

R. Evaporator Coil Drain Pan 
1. Drain pan shall be double sloping galvanized steel and promote runoff of standing water 

from condensation inside the unit.  
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2. Two drain pipes shall be installed through the base channel on each side of the unit. 
Drain pipe connection shall be installed through the side of the unit and connector size is 
1.25 NPTI.  

S. Air-Cooled Condenser Coil 
1. Condenser coils shall have all aluminum microchannel coils. All coils shall be leak tested 

at the factory to ensure pressure integrity. The condenser coil shall be pressure tested to 
650 psig. Subcooling circuit(s) shall be provided as standard. 

T. Air-Cooled Condenser Fans and Motors 
1. All condenser fans shall be vertical discharge, direct drive fans, statically balanced, with 

aluminum blades and zinc plated steel hubs. Condenser fan motors shall be three-phase 
motors with permanently lubricated ball bearings, built-in current and thermal overload 
protection and weather-tight slingers over motor bearings. Modulating condenser fans 
shall be provided on all variable speed units. 

U. Supply Fan 
1. Supply fan motors shall be open drip-proof. All supply fans shall be dynamically 

balanced in factory. Supply fan shall be test run in unit and shall reach rated rpm. All 60 
Hz supply fan motors shall meet the Energy Independence Security Act of 2007 (EISA). 

2. Supply fans shall have two double-inlet, forward-curved fans mounted on a common 
shaft with fixed sheave drive. Fans shall be factory-tested to reach rated rpm before the 
fan shaft passes through first critical speed. Fan shaft shall be mounted on two grease 
lubricated ball bearings designed for 200,000 hours average life. Optional extended 
grease lines shall allow greasing of bearings from unit filter section. Fan motor and fan 
assembly shall be mounted on common base to allow consistent belt tension with no 
relative motion between fan and motor shafts. Entire assembly shall be completely 
isolated from unit and fan board by double deflection rubber-in-shear isolators, or by 
optional 2" deflection spring isolation. 

3. Optional extended grease lines shall allow greasing of bearings from unit filter section. 
Fan motor and fan assembly shall be mounted on common base to allow consistent belt 
tension with no relative motion between fan and motor shafts. Entire assemblies shall be 
completely isolated from unit and fan board by two-inch deflection spring isolators. 

V. Variable Air Volume Discharge Temperature Control with Variable Frequency Drives  
1. Option shall provide all necessary controls to operate a VAV rooftop from the discharge 

air temperature, including discharge air microprocessor controller and discharge air 
sensor. 

2. The microprocessor controller shall coordinate the economizer control and the stages of 
cooling with discharge air temperature reset capabilities. Option shall include factory 
installed and tested VFDs to provide supply fan motor speed modulation. 

3. VFD shall receive 0-10 VDC from the unit microprocessor based upon supply static 
pressure and causes the drive to accelerate or decelerate as required to maintain the 
supply static pressure setpoint. Optional bypass control shall provide full nominal airflow 
in the event of drive failure. 
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W. Electrical 
1. Unit shall be completely factory wired with necessary control and contactor pressure lugs 

or terminal block for power wiring. Units shall provide an option for a non-fused 
disconnect with external handle for safety. 

2. A standard SCCR of 5,000 amps shall be applied to the unit enclosure.  
3. Motors shall have internal bearing protection for use with VFDs to provide a conductive 

discharge path away from the motor bearings to ground. Bearing Protection Rings shall 
be circumferential rings with conductive micro fibers which provide the path of least 
resistance and dramatically extend motor life. 

4. Phase monitor shall protect 3-phase equipment from phase loss, phase reversal and phase 
imbalance. Any fault condition shall produce a Failure Indicator LED and send the unit 
into an auto stop condition. cULus approved. 

5. An external handle mounted on the control box door shall be provided to disconnect unit 
power with the control box door closed for safety. 

X. Electronic Unit Controller 
1. The electronic unit controller shall be an application-specific, programmable controller 

that is factory installed and designed to control packaged HVAC equipment. A 7” user 
interface features a touch-sensitive color screen that provides facility managers with at-a-
glance operating status, performance monitoring, scheduling changes and operating 
adjustments. Other advanced features include automated controller backup and optional 
features such as secure remote connectivity, wireless building communications, mobile 
device connectivity and custom programming with expandable I/O. 

2. The electronic unit controller shall support standard BACnet communication protocol 
through a RS485, two-wire communication link or BACnet/IP. 

Y. Filters 
1. Filter options shall mount integral within unit and be accessible by hinged access panels. 
2. Shall provide a complete set of two-inch thick filter racks, without the filter media to 

accommodate applications which require field supplied filters. 
3. High Efficiency Throwaway Option, MERV 8 pre-filter, shall be two-inch high 

efficiency media filters with average dust spot efficiency of 25-35 percent and an average 
arrestance in excess of 90 percent when tested in accordance with ASHRAE 52-76. 

Z. Relief Air 
1. Relief air options shall include no relief, barometric relief, 100 percent modulating 

exhaust fan with direct space building pressurization control. Exhaust motors shall be 
open drip-proof fan cooled. All 60 Hz motors meet the Energy Independence and 
Security Act of 2007 (EISA). All 50 Hz exhaust motors meet the U.S. Energy Policy Act 
of 1992 (EPACT). 

2. Gravity dampers shall open to relieve positive pressure in the return air section of the 
rooftop. Barometric relief dampers shall relieve building over pressurization, when that 
over pressurization is great enough to overcome the return duct pressure drops. 
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3. Two, double-inlet, forward-curved fans shall be mounted on a common shaft with fixed 
sheave drive. All fans shall be dynamically balanced and tested in factory before being 
installed in unit. Exhaust fan shall be test run as part of unit final run test. Unit shall reach 
rated rpm before fan shaft passes through first critical speed. Fan shaft shall be mounted 
on two grease lubricated ball bearings designed for 200,000-hour average life. 

4. Extended grease lines shall be provided to allow greasing of bearings from unit filter 
section. Fan motor and assembly shall be mounted on common base to allow consistent 
belt tension with no relative motion between fan and motor shafts. Entire assembly shall 
be completely isolated from unit and fan board by spring isolation on motor sizes larger 
than 5 hp. 

5. A differential pressure control system, (StatitracTM), shall use a differential pressure 
transducer to compare indoor building pressure to outdoor ambient atmospheric pressure. 
The FC exhaust fan shall be turned on when required to lower building static pressure 
setpoint. 

6. Relief dampers at unit outlet shall modulate relief airflow in response to OA damper 
position. 

AA. Outside Air 
1. Outside air options: 0-100 percent fully modulating economizer. 
2. Economizer option shall be operated through the primary temperature controls to 

automatically utilize outside air for “free” cooling. Automatically modulated return and 
outside air dampers shall maintain proper temperature in the conditioned space. 
Economizer shall be equipped with an automatic lockout when the outdoor high ambient 
temperature is too high for proper cooling. 

3. Minimum position control shall be standard and adjustable at the user interface or 
through the building management system. A spring return motor shall ensure closure of 
OA dampers during unit shutdown or power interruption. Mechanical cooling shall be 
available to aid the economizer mode at any ambient. Standard economizer dampers 
leakage rate shall be 2.5 percent of nominal airflow (400 cfm/ton) at 1 inch wg. static 
pressure. 

4. Low leak dampers shall be provided with gasketing added to the damper blades and 
rolled stainless steel jamb seals to the sides of the damper assembly. Low leak 
economizer dampers shall have a leakage rate of 1 percent based on testing data 
completed in accordance with AMCA Standard 500 at AMCA Laboratories. 

5. Economizer return and outside air dampers shall be provided with horizontal airfoil 
blades and spring-return actuators. The economizer shall have a functional life of 60,000 
opening and closing cycles. Dampers shall be AMCA 511 Class 1A certified with a 
maximum leakage rate of 3 CFM/sq-ft at 1.0 in WC pressure differential thus exceeding 
requirements of ASHRAE 90.1-2013, California Title 24-2013, and IECC-2012. 

6. Two enthalpy sensors shall be provided to compare total heat content of the indoor air 
and outdoor air to determine the most efficient air source when economizing. 

7. An outdoor enthalpy sensor shall be provided to compare the total heat content of outdoor 
air to a locally adjustable setpoint. The setpoint shall be programmed at the user interface 
to determine if the outdoor enthalpy condition is suitable for economizer operation. 
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8. An outdoor temperature sensor shall be included for comparing the outdoor dry bulb 
temperature to a locally adjustable temperature setpoint. The setpoint shall be 
programmed at the user interface to determine if outdoor air temperature is suitable for 
economizer operation. 

9. An outdoor and return air temperature sensor is used to compare the dry bulb temperature 
of the outside air to the return air temperature to determine if it is suitable to economize. 

BB. Hot Water Heating Option 
1. Hot water coils shall be Type 5W and factory mounted in the rooftop unit to provide 

complete drainage of coil. Hot water modulating valve with actuator shall be provided. 

CC. Isolators 
1. Supply and relief/return fan (if applicable) assemblies shall be isolated with two-inch 

nominal deflection to reduce transmission of vibrations. 

DD. Service 
1. Hinged access doors shall provide easy access to supply fan, filters, exhaust/return fan, 

and the heating section. Double wall construction with dual density insulation 
sandwiched between heavy gauge galvanized steel panels for strength and durability can 
be selected. 

2. A 15A, 115V Ground Fault Interrupter convenience outlet shall be factory installed. It 
shall be wired and powered from a factory mounted transformer. Unit-mounted, non-
fused disconnect with external handle shall be furnished with factory powered outlet. 

3. Lines shall allow greasing of supply and relief fan bearings through the filter access door. 

EE. Roof curb. 
1. Unit shall fit on existing roof curb without a curb adapter  

2.17          AIR-TO-AIR ENERGY RECOVERY VENTILATOR 

A. SUMMARY 
1. This section includes Air-to-Air Energy Recovery Ventilators for indoor installation. 
2. Within this document, these units may be referred to as Energy Recovery Ventilator 

(ERV) for brevity. 

B. RELATED 
1. Drawing and general provisions of the contract, including General Requirements 

Division 01, Division 23, Division 23 Specifications Sections, and common work 
requirements for HVAC apply to work specified in this section. 
a. Section 23 09 00: Controls and Instrumentation 

C. SUBMITTALS 
1. Product data: For each type or model of Energy Recovery Ventilator, include the 

following:  
a. Unit performance data for both Supply Air and Exhaust Air, with system operating 

conditions indicated. 
b. Enthalpy plate performance data for both summer and winter operation. 
c. Motor ratings and unit electrical characteristics. 
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d. Dimensioned drawings for each type of installation, showing isometric and plan 
views, to include location of attached ductwork and service clearance 
requirements. 

e. Estimated gross weight of each installed unit. 
f. Filter types, quantities, and sizes 
g. Installation, Operating and Maintenance manual (IOM) for each model. 

2. LEED Submittals:  
a. Provide data for prerequisite E01: Documentation indicating that units comply 

with ASHRAE 62.1-2010, Section 5 - "Systems and Equipment". 
3. Shop Drawings: For air-to-air energy recovery ventilators, include plans, elevations, 

sections, details, and attachments to other work.  
a. Detail equipment assemblies and indicate dimensions, weights, loads, required 

clearances, method of field assembly, components, and location and size of each 
field connection. 

b. Wiring Diagrams: For power, signal, and control wiring. 
4. Operation and maintenance data for air-to-air energy recovery ventilator 

D. QUALITY ASSURANCE 
1. Source Limitations: Obtain Air-to-Air Energy Recovery Ventilator with all appurtenant 

components or accessories from a single manufacturer. 
2. For the actual fabrication, installation, and testing of work under this section, use only 

thoroughly trained and experienced workers completely familiar with the items required 
and with the manufacturer's current recommended methods of installation. 

3. The ERV core shall be warranted to be free of manufacturing defects and to retain its 
functional characteristics, under circumstances of normal use, for a period of ten (10) 
years from the date of purchase. The balance-of-unit shall be warranted to be free of 
manufacturing defects and to retain its functional characteristics, under circumstances of 
normal use, for a period of two (2) years from the date of installation. 

4. Manufacturer shall be able to provide evidence of independent testing of the core by 
Underwriters Laboratory (UL), verifying a maximum flame spread index (FSI) of 25 and 
a maximum smoke developed index (SDI) of 50 thereby meeting NFPA90A and NFPA 
90B requirements for materials in a compartment handling air intended for circulation 
through a duct system. The method of test shall be UL Standard 723. 

5. Certifications:  
a. The energy recovery cores used in these products shall be third party Certified by 

AHRI under its Standard 1060 for Energy Recovery Ventilators. AHRI published 
certifications shall confirm manufacturer’s published performance for airflow, 
static pressure, temperature and total effectiveness, purge air (OACF) and exhaust 
air leakage (EATR). Products that are not currently AHRI certified will not be 
accepted. OACF shall be no more than 1.02 and EATR shall be zero when 
application design criteria reduce static pressure differential to zero or less. 

b. Entire unit shall be listed under UL 1812 Standard for Ducted Air to Air Heat 
Exchangers and comply with CSA Standard 22.2. 

6. Every unit to be factory tested prior to shipping: Motor Dielectric Voltage-Withstand 
Bench Test, Unit Dielectric Voltage-Withstand Test, Continuity of Internal Control 
Circuits Test, Unit Amperage Test 
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E. COORDINATION 
1. Coordinate size and location of all building penetrations required for installation of each 

Energy Recovery Ventilator and associated electrical systems. 
2. Coordinate sequencing of construction for associated plumbing, HVAC, electrical supply. 

F. MANUFACTURERS 
1. Available Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with specifications contained within this 

document, manufacturers offering products that may be incorporated into the work 
include, but are not limited to:  
a. RenewAire 

2. Manufacturer should be in business for minimum 10 years manufacturing energy 
recovery ventilators. 

G. MANUFACTURED UNITS 
1. Air-to-Air Energy Recovery Ventilators shall be fully assembled at the factory and 

consist of a fixed-plate cross-flow heat exchanger with no moving parts, an insulated 
single wall G90 galvanized 20-gauge steel cabinet, motorized supply air damper, filter 
assemblies for both intake and exhaust air, enthalpy core, supply air blower assembly, 
motorized exhaust air damper, exhaust air blower assembly and electrical control box 
with all specified components and internal accessories factory installed and tested and 
prepared for single-point high voltage connection. Entire unit with the exception of field-
installed components shall be assembled and test operated at the factory. 

H. CABINET 
1. Materials: Formed single wall insulated metal cabinet, fabricated to permit access to 

internal components for maintenance. 
2. Outside casing: 20 gauge, galvanized (G90) steel meeting ASTM A653 for components 

that do not receive a painted finish.  
3. Access doors shall be hinged with airtight closed cell foam gaskets. Door pressure taps, 

with captive plugs, shall be provided for cross-core pressure measurement allowing for 
accurate airflow measurement. 

4. Cabinet Insulation: Case walls and doors shall be fully insulated with 1 inch, expanded 
polystyrene foam insulation faced with a cleanable foil face on all exposed surfaces.  

5. Enthalpy core: Energy recovery core shall be of the total enthalpy type, capable of 
transferring both sensible and latent energy between airstreams. Latent energy transfer 
shall be accomplished by direct water vapor transfer from one airstream to the other, 
without exposing transfer media in succeeding cycles directly to the exhaust air and then 
to the fresh air. No condensate drains shall be allowed. The energy recovery core shall be 
designed and constructed to permit cleaning and removal for servicing. The energy 
recovery core shall have a ten year warranty. Performance criteria are to be as specified 
in AHRI Standard 1060. 

6. Control center / connections: Energy Recovery Ventilator shall have an electrical control 
center where all high and low voltage connections are made. Control center shall be 
constructed to permit single-point high voltage power supply connections to the non-
fuseddisconnect. 
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7. Passive Frost Control: The ERV core shall perform without condensing or frosting under 
normal operating conditions (defined as outside temperatures above -10ºF and inside 
relative humidity below 40%). Occasional more extreme conditions shall not affect the 
usual function, performance or durability of the core. No condensate drains will be 
allowed. 

8. Motorized Isolation Damper(s): Exhaust Air motorized and Supply Air motorized 
damper(s) of an AMCA Class I low leakage type shall be factory installed. 

I. BLOWER SECTION 
1. Blower section construction, Supply Air and Exhaust Air: Blower assemblies consist of 

208-230V 1 Phase 60 HZ, ECM motor, and a direct driven backward-curved blower.  
2. Blower assemblies: Shall be statically and dynamically balanced and designed for 

continuous operation at maximum rated fan speed and horsepower. 

J. MOTORS 
1. Blower motors shall be Premium Efficiency, EISA compliant for energy efficiency. The 

blower motors shall be totally enclosed (TEFC) and shall be supplied with factory 
installed motor starters. 

K. UNIT CONTROLS 
1. Fan control: Terminal strip for EC motors. 
2. Sensors: Dirty filter monitor for both airstreams. 
3. Factory-installed microprocessor controller and sensors, Premium ERV controls that:  

a. Comply with requirements in Division 23 Section "Sequence of Operations for 
HVAC Controls" 

b. Has factory-installed hardware and software to enable the building automation 
interface via BACnet to monitor, control, and display status and alarms 

c. The microprocessor controller shall be capable of operating at temperatures 
between -20F to 160F 

d. The microprocessor controller shall be a DIN rail mounting type 
e. Factory-installed microprocessor controller shall come with backlit display that 

allows menu-driven display for navigation and control of unit 
f. The microprocessor controller shall have the ability to communicate with the BMS 

via Modbus RTU/TCP and BACnet MSTP/IP 
g.  The microprocessor controller shall have integrated ethernet interface and a web 

server for displaying unit parameters 
h. The microprocessor shall have near field communication (NFC) capability for 

android devices 
i. The microprocessor controller shall have an internal programmable time clock that 

will allow the user to add up to different occupancy schedules and add holidays 
j. The microprocessor control shall be capable of integral diagnostics 
k. The microprocessor control shall be capable of IP or SI unit display 
l. The microprocessor controller shall have a battery powered clock 
m. The microprocessor controller shall at a minimum offer the ability for three modes 

of determining occupancy: a dry contact, the internal time clock or the BMS 
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n. A remote user terminal to allow for remote monitoring and adjustment of 
parameters, allowing ease of control access without going outdoors or into the 
mechanical room if desired by the user 

o. The microprocessor controller shall have at a minimum (10) universal 
inputs/outputs (AI, DI, AO) and have (6) six relay outputs (DO) 

p. The microprocessor controller shall have an integrated fieldbus port 
q. The microprocessor controller shall have the capability for I/O expansion 
r. The microprocessor controller shall have a micro USB port to load the application 

program, the unit parameters, saving logs, etc. 
s. The sensors that will be required for control are:  

1) (2) Temperature sensor for fresh air and exhaust air 
2) (2) Temperature and humidity sensor for outside air, return air 
3) (2) Differential pressure sensors for filter alarms 
4) [(2) Differential pressure sensors for measuring pressure drop across energy 

recovery core and for determining airflow in both airstreams] 
5) (2) Adjustable current switches 
6) [Field-installed duct or room IAQ sensor] 
7) [Field-installed duct or room CO2 sensor] 
8) [Field-installed duct static sensor] 
9) [Field-installed room pressurization sensor] 

t. The microprocessor controller shall have the capability to monitor the unit 
conditions for alarm conditions. Upon detecting an alarm, the microprocessor 
controller shall have the capability to record the alarm description, time, date, 
available temperatures, and unit status for user review. A digital output shall be 
reserved for remote alarm indication. Alarms to be also communicated via BMS as 
applicable. Provide the following alarm functions:  
1) Outside air temperature sensor alarm 
2) Outside air humidity sensor alarm 
3) Return air temperature sensor alarm 
4) Return air humidity sensor alarm 
5) Fresh air sensor alarm 
6) Exhaust air sensor alarm 
7) Dirty filter alarm 
8) Supply and exhaust air proving alarm 

u. Display the following on the face of microprocessor controller:  
1) Unit on 
2) [Heating status] 
3) Outdoor air temperature 
4) Outdoor air humidity 
5) Return air temperature 
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6) Return air humidity 
7) Supply air temperature 
8) Unit on/off 
9) Fan on/off 
10) Damper status 
11) Alarm digital display 

v. The microprocessor controller shall have factory pre-programmed multiple 
operating sequences for control of the ERV. Factory default settings shall be fully 
adjustable in the field. Available factory pre-programmed sequences on operations 
are: 

4. SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS 
a. DDC CONTROLLER: 

1) Controller with integral LCD readout for changing set points and monitoring 
unit operation. 

2) Provided with required sensors and programming. 
3) Factory programmed, mounted, and tested. 
4) Integral USB and Ethernet ports for updating programs and retrieving log 

files. 
b. BMS INTERFACE: 

1) [BACnet MS/TP] 
2) [GENERAL OPERATION 

c. POWER UP: 
1) When the unit main disconnect is closed a delay of 10 seconds (adjustable) 

occurs for the controller to come online. 
d. ERV UNIT START COMMAND: 

1) An input signal is required to enable the unit operation. The unit will be 
commanded on by:  
a) [Digital input] 
b) [BMS command] 

2) All types of input that are enabled must be true before the unit will start.  
a) The exhaust fan starts after a 3 second delay (adjustable). The exhaust 

fan will not start until the damper actuator end switch closes. 
b) The supply fan starts after a 6 second delay (adjustable).  The supply 

fan will not start until the damper actuator end switch closes. 
c) The supply fan, exhaust fan, [economizer], [heating] are controlled 

based on the chosen unit operating modes and air conditions. 
e. ERV UNIT STOP COMMAND (OR DE-ENERGIZED): 

1) The unit can then be commanded off by:  
a) [Digital input] 
b) [BMS command] 

2) Supply fan and exhaust fan are de-energized. 
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3) All dampers are unpowered and spring return to their default position after a 
10 second delay (adjustable). 

f. SUPPLY FAN OPERATION: 
1) [The supply fan will operate at a constant speed.] 
2) The unit will attempt to start the supply fan when the supply fan delay timer 

expires. When the supply fan starts the supply fan adjustable current switch 
should close and remain closed until the fan is turned off. 

g. SUPPLY FAN STATUS: 
1) Once the supply fan current switch closes [heating] operation is allowed. 

 After a delay of 90 seconds (adjustable) from supply fan start signal, if the 
supply fan current switch is still open the supply fan alarm should be set to 
true and [heating] operation shall be prohibited.  The supply fan status shall 
be set to true only when the supply fan output is on and supply fan current 
switch is closed. The supply fan status shall be false in all other 
circumstances. 

h. FIXED FAN SPEED OPTION: 
1) The analog voltage command to the supply fan ECM can be set from the 

unit controller display [or by the BMS]. The adjustable range of 0% to 
100% correspond to the minimum and maximum fan operating speed. This 
supply fan operation mode can be used to field balance the supply air flow 
rate. 

i. EXHAUST FAN OPERATION: 
1) [The exhaust fan will operate at a constant speed.] 
2) The unit will attempt to start the exhaust fan when the exhaust fan delay 

timer expires. When the exhaust fan starts the exhaust fan adjustable current 
switch should close and remain closed until the fan is turned off. 

j. EXHAUST FAN STATUS: 
1) After a delay of 90 seconds (adjustable) from exhaust fan start signal, if 

exhaust fan current switch is still open the exhaust fan alarm should be set to 
true. The exhaust fan status shall be set to true only when the exhaust fan 
output is on and exhaust fan current switch is closed. The exhaust fan status 
shall be false in all other circumstances. 

k. FIXED FAN SPEED OPTION: 
1) The analog voltage command to the exhaust fan ECM can be set from the 

unit controller display [or provided by the BMS]. The adjustable range of 
0% to 100% correspond to the minimum and maximum fan operating speed 
(0 VDC minimum to 10 VDC maximum, adjustable). This exhaust fan 
operation mode can be used to field balance the exhaust air flow rate. 

l. HEATING OPERATION: 
1) Heating will be locked out if the outdoor air temperature is above 70 degrees 

(adjustable). The temperature set point can be configured as constant 
(adjustable) or can be reset by the outside air temperature. Heating will be 
controlled using the supply air temperature or return air temperature. 
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m. CONSTANT TEMPERATURE OPTION: 
1) The controller will stage the heaters or adjust the 0 to 10 VDC analog output 

to the heating device to maintain the air temperature at a set point. The air 
temperature set point is entered and adjusted from the unit controller display 
[or provided by the BMS]. The minimum and maximum values for the air 
temperature set point are unit dependent and are adjustable. An adjustable PI 
(proportional & integral) loop will compare the measured air temperature to 
the air temperature set point and adjust the analog output. A digital output 
that indicates a call for heating will also be provided. The analog and digital 
output can be used to control a hot water valve, electric heater, gas heater, or 
heat pump. 

n. RESET AIR TEMPERATURE OPTION: 
1) The controller will adjust the 0 to 10 VDC analog output to the heating 

device to maintain the air temperature at a set point. The air temperature set 
point is calculated based on the outdoor air temperature. The air set point is 
adjusted between the 100 degree F maximum (adjustable) and the 70 degree 
F minimum (adjustable) as the measured temperature varies from the 20 
degree F minimum (adjustable) to the 70 degree F maximum (adjustable). 
These values are entered and adjusted from the unit controller display [or 
provided by the BMS]. An adjustable PI (proportional & integral) loop will 
compare the measured supply air temperature to the supply air temperature 
set point and adjust the 0 to 10 VDC analog output. A digital output that 
indicates a call for heating will also be provided. The analog and digital 
output can be used to control a hot water valve, electric heater, gas heater, or 
heat pump. Coil freeze protection must be provided by others in the field. 

L. FILTER SECTION 
1. ERV shall have 2" thick [MERV 8] disposable pleated filters located in the outdoor air 

and exhaust airstreams. All filters shall be accessible from the exterior of the unit. 

2.18          METAL DUCTWORK 

A. Reference Standards: Material, construction and installation shall meet requirements of most 
recent editions of the following standards and references, except for more stringent 
requirements specified or shown on Drawings: 

Standard      As Applicable To:  
SMACNA HVAC Duct    Sheet Metal Ductwork; 
Construction Standards    Duct Liners; Adhesives; 
Metal and Flexible     Fasteners; Flexible Ductwork. 
SMACNA HVAC Air Duct Leakage   Duct Leakage Testing 
Test Manual 
SMACNA Fibrous Glass Duct   Fibrous Glass Ductwork; Tapes 
Construction Standards 
SMACNA Thermaoplastic Duct (PVC)  PVC Ductwork 
Construction Manual  
ADC and TIMA Flexible Duct   Flexible Ductwork 
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Performance Standards 
NFPA 96      Kitchen Hood Exhaust Ductwork 
NFPA 45      Laboratories using chemicals  
SMACNA Guidelines for Welding   Welded Galvanized, Black Iron  
Sheet Metal      and Stainless Steel Ductwork 

B. General 
1. Provide supporting and hanging devices necessary to attach entire HVAC system 

including ductwork and equipment, and to prevent vibration. 
2. Provide vertical and horizontal supports as required by codes to meet minimum 

applicable earthquake resistance standards. 
3. Ductwork shall be free from vibration under all conditions of operation. Dimensions 

shown on Drawings for lined ductwork are net inside dimensions.  Increase ductwork to 
accommodate lining requirements. 

4. Pipe or conduit crossing duct: 
a. No pipe, conduit, hanger, Architectural element nor structural member shall pass 

through duct without Designer’s written approval. 
b. Where it is impossible to reroute pipe or conduit and when written approval has 

been obtained, increase duct size to maintain constant cross sectional area at point 
of interference.  Provide streamlined enclosure for pipe or conduit, as illustrated in 
SMACNA. 

5. When making offsets and transformations necessary to accommodate structural 
conditions, preserve full cross sectional area of ductwork shown on Drawings. 

6. Ductwork shall have pressure velocity classifications as follow: 
 

DUCT 
CONSTRUCT-

ION CLASS 

 
STATIC 

PRESSURE 
RATING 

 
 

PRESSURE 

 
SMACNA 

SEAL 
CLASS 

 
SMACNA 
LEAKAGE 

CLASS 

 
 

VELOCITY 

 4"  4" Pos.* A 3 4000 fpm or 
less 

 3"  3" Pos. or Neg. A 3 4000 fpm or 
less  

 2"  2" Pos. or Neg. A 6 2500 fpm or 
less 

 1"  1" Pos. or Neg.  A 6 2500 fpm or 
less 

½"  ½" Pos. or Neg.  A  6 2000 fpm or 
less 

*for negative pressures over 3" w.g., refer to SMACNA Round and Rectangular Industrial 
Duct Construction Standards for joint and intermediate reinforcement requirements.  

a. Unless otherwise specified or shown on the drawings, the following pressure 
classifications shall be used for the types of ductwork listed below: 
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1) 4" Class: All supply ductwork from discharge of air units to inlets of supply 
diffusers and/or variable air volume units. 

2) 3" Class: All exhaust and system return ductwork. Supply ductwork after the 
variable air volume units. 

3) 2" Class: All other ductwork. 
7. Sealing Requirements for Class A, Leakage Class 3 & 6 Galvanized, Non-Welded 

Aluminum or Non-Welded Stainless Steel Ductwork: 
a. Transverse Joints 

1) During assembly seal all flanged transverse joints with sealing tape of 
quality equal to Hardcast Inc. 1902-FR.  Corners shall be sealed as 
described by SMACNA and when applicable per manufacturer's published 
procedures.  After sealant has cured, seal entire joint with Hardcast Inc. 
RTA-50 adhesive on to Hardcast Inc. DT tape or approved equal. 

2) Seal all non-flanged transverse joints with Hardcast Inc. RTA-50 adhesive 
on to Hardcast Inc. DT tape or approved equal. 

b. Longitudinal Seams 
1) Seal all longitudinal seams during ductwork fabrication with Hardcast Inc.   

Cold Seal 1001 or approved equal.   
c. Joints and Ductwall Penetrations 

1) Seal all duct joints at takeoffs, access doors, damper bearing penetrations, 
flexible duct connections etc., with Hardcast Inc. Versa Grip 102 or 
approved equal. 

2) Note, access doors and damper rod penetrations shall be equipped with 
proper hardware for sealing. 

8. Support 
a. Space hangers as required by SMACNA (8 ft max) for horizontal duct on 8 ft. 

centers, unless concentrated loadings require closer spacing. 
b. Support vertical duct on each floor or slab it penetrates. 
c. Supports for ductwork and equipment shall be galvanized unless specified 

otherwise.  
9. Connections 

a. Connect inlets and outlets of air handling units and fans to ductwork with flexible 
connections unless fan has vibration isolator mounts inside unit with flexible 
connections and no external vibration isolators.  Exception:  Do not use flex on life 
safety smoke exhaust fans. 

b. Indoors, flexible connections shall be neoprene coated fibrous glass fire retardant 
fabric, by Ventfabrics, or Durodyne.  Outdoors, flexible connections shall be 
Dupont hypalon coated fibrous glass fire, weather, and UV resistant by Ventfabrics 
or Durodyne. 

c. Secure flexible connections tightly to air handlers with metal bands.  Bands shall 
be same material as duct construction. 

d. Connections from trunk to branch ducts shall be as detailed on Drawings. 
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10.  Construction 
a. No sharp metal edges shall extend into air streams. 
b. Install drive slips on air leaving side of duct with sheet metal screws on 6" centers. 
c. Spin in collars shall NOT be used for branch connections in 3" or higher pressure 

class ductwork. 
11. Joints 

a. Longitudinal lock seams shall be double locked and flattened to make tight joints. 
b. Make transverse joints, field connections, collar attachments and flexible 

connections to ducts and equipment with sheet metal screws or bolts and nuts.  Do 
not use rivets and staples. 

12. Prefabricated Transverse Duct Joints 
a. Transverse joints in galvanized sheet metal ductwork may be made with 

galvanized gasketed frame and angle duct joint system by Ductmate, TDF, TDC or 
approved equal.  Angles shall be at least 20 gauge.  Prefabricated transverse duct 
joints shall not be used for duct 16 GA. and heavier, nor for duct 23 GA. or lighter. 

b. Secure angles to duct with screws (using clutched arbor) or spot welds spaced as 
recommended by manufacturer for duct pressure class. 

13. Elbows and Bends 
a. Elbows and bends for rectangular ducts shall have centerline radius of 1-1/2 times 

duct width wherever possible.  Elbows for grease exhaust and fume hood exhaust 
shall be full radius. Vanes or mitered duct are not allowed. 

b. Where centerline radius is less than 1-1/2 times duct width (on supply, return and 
exhaust ductwork), elbows shall be radius throat (square throat allowed when 
turning around column or other close objects) with radius heel.  For elbows whose 
width is greater than 48 inches and/or where shown on plans, provide splitter 
vanes.   Install vanes in accordance with SMACNA.  Where multiple elbows are 
separated by less than ten duct diameters use splitter (full length) vanes. 

c. For round ductwork provide stamped elbows, with centerline radii equal to 1-1/2 
times duct diameter, or gored elbows as follows: 

Elbow Angle No. of Gores 
0° - 36°  2 
37° - 72° 3 
73° - 90° 5 

d. Elbows for flat oval ducts shall have centerline radii equal to 1 1/2 times duct 
diameter in plane of bend, or gored elbows with gores as specified for round ducts. 

14. Access Panels/Doors 
a. Provide proper pressure and leakage rated, gasketed, duct mounted access 

panels/doors for the following items with minimum sizes, as indicated.  Access 
doors shall be of double wall construction   doors in insulated ducts shall be 
insulated.  Gauges of door materials, no. of hinges, no. and type of door locks shall 
be as required by the SMACNA Duct Construction Standards.  Hinged doors are 
not acceptable, screwed or bolted access panels are not acceptable.  Doors shall be 
chained to frame with a minimum length of 6" to prevent loss of door.  For seal 
Class A, access doors shall be leakage rated, neoprene gasketed UL 94 HF1 listed, 
DUCTMATE "sandwich" or approved equal.  Door metal shall be the same as the 
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attached duct material.  For grease and high temperature ducts, door assembly shall 
be rated for 2300°F.  The minimum sizes are: 
1) Fire dampers   12" x 12", or larger. 
2) Combination Fire/Smoke dampers   12" x 12", or larger. 
3) Smoke dampers   6" x 6" minimum. 
4) Automatic control dampers   6" x 6" minimum. 
5) Manual volume dampers 2 sq. ft. and larger   6" x 6" minimum. 
6) Inlet side to all coils   12" x 12", or larger. 
7) Suction and discharge sides of inline fans   24" x 24" minimum. 
8) At additional locations indicated on drawings, or specified elsewhere   12" x 

12" minimum. 
b. Generally access doors are not shown on the drawings, but shall be provided in 

accordance with the above. 
15. Extractors shall have adjusting rod and locknut on outside of duct. 
16. Connections to roof fans: 

a. Shall be at least 22 ga. galvanized steel soldered watertight. 
b. Solder side seams at least 12" up from bottom. 
c. Provide suitable dielectric gaskets to join dissimilar materials.  

17. Plenums and connections to louvers: 
a. Shall be 18 ga. minimum cross broken and properly reinforced with galvanized 

angle irons to SMACNA requirements. 
b. Shall have bottom and corner seams soldered watertight at least 12" up from 

bottom. 
c. Shall have neoprene gaskets or other non corrosible material to make connections 

to louvers watertight. 
d. Shall pitch connection back towards the louver.  Provide half coupling drain 

connection at bottom of plenum unless noted otherwise.  Pipe drain to nearest floor 
drain. 

e. Shall have unused portions of louvers blocked-off with sheet metal; sealed air  and 
water tight;  insulated with 2" thick 6 lb. density rigid or board insulation. 

18. Duct Pressure Tests 
a. Pressure test all duct classes after takeoffs and wall penetrations are in place and 

before applying exterior insulation.  Correct any leaks. 
b. Pressure and leak test 100% of all duct work with a pressure class of 3” or higher 

as specified in paragraph 2.20.B.6.a.  Duct shall be constructed so there is no joint 
or structural failure at the test pressure.  
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19. Duct Leakage Tests 
a. Leak testing method shall be performed as outlined in the SMACNA HVAC Air 

Duct Leakage Test Manual.  As specified in paragraph 2.20.B.6 & a, utilize 
Sealing Requirements for Class A and Leakage Class 6 for all ductwork. Provide 
orifice assembly including straightening vanes, orifice plate mounted in straight 
tube with properly located pressure taps, and U tube manometer or other device as 
specified by SMACNA.  Orifice assembly shall be calibrated accurately and shall 
come with calibration curve.  Leakage classes shall be as previously specified.  
Submit leak test report (per SMACNA format) for Designer review.  Drawings of 
ductwork tested shall also be submitted with report, indicating presence of 
takeoffs, wall penetrations, joints, etc. 

20. Materials 
a. Sheet metal ducts shall be constructed of hot dipped galvanized sheet metal with 

G90 Commercial coating according to ASTM 527 unless specified otherwise. 
b. Stainless steel (SS) ductwork shall be 18 gauge for kitchen hoods; and as required 

by SMACNA for other ducts.  Materials shall be 316/No. 4 finish for exposed 
duct, 304/No. 1 finish for concealed ducts.  Joints and seams shall be welded as 
required by SMACNA Guidelines for Welding Sheetmetal. 

c. Aluminum ductwork shall be Alclad 3003 1414 or alloy 5052 H32, for exhaust fan 
No. 2 duct system.  Thickness as required by the SMACNA duct construction 
standards with Alloy 6061 bracing angles, and Pittsburgh lock longitudinal corner 
and double side seaming. 

d. Flexible Ductwork 
1) Flexible ductwork, connecting to uninsulated or unlined duct, shall be 

polyester core with corrosion resistant helical wire reinforcing.  The 
polyester core shall be minimum two ply and shall have a minimum 
thickness of 0.0017".  Flex duct shall be U.L. rated for 6" W.C. positive 
pressure, 2" W.C. negative pressure with a maximum velocity of 4000 FPM.  
Flexduct must be listed as a Class 1 Connector according to UL 181 and 
shall meet the requirements of NFPA 90A   maximum ASTM E 84 fire 
hazard rating shall be 25 flame spread, 50 fuel contributed and 50 smoke 
developed.  Uninsulated flexible duct shall be equivalent to Wiremold, Type 
WB, or Flexmaster Types 2 and 4 (not type 9). 

2)  Flexible duct connected to insulated or lined duct shall also be insulated and 
shall be equivalent to Wiremold Type WK or Flexmaster Types 2 or 4 (not 
type 9), with 1 1/2", 3/4 lb. density fiberglass insulation and an aluminized 
reinforced vapor barrier. 

3) Submittals shall include data on no. of polyester plies and minimum 
thickness of polyester core, in addition to other data listed above required to 
ensure that submitted product meets the requirements of these 
specifications. 

4) If flexduct other than the model numbers of the vendors listed above is 
submitted, a sample of the flex shall be submitted to the Designer.  The 
Designer shall have sole discretion in determining whether the submitted 
flex is equivalent to that of the named vendors above. 

5) Unless otherwise indicated, flexible duct shall not exceed 5'-0" long. 
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C. 2" and Lower Pressure Class Ductwork, Rectangular: 
1. Ducts wider than 19" with more than 10 square feet of unbraced panel shall be beaded or 

cross broken. 
2. Internal stiffening struts shall only be used upon prior written approval of the Designer. 
3. Make changes in duct size with tapered connections as required by SMACNA.  Changes 

shall NOT exceed 30°from line of air flow.  Take off to the diffusers shall be 45° leading 
edge type or Bellmouth type. 

4. Transverse joints shall be TDF/TDC or slip joints; use flat or standing seam according to 
SMACNA.  Where duct size requires standing seam but space restrictions dictate flat 
seam, notify Designer prior to fabrication. 

D. 2" and Lower Pressure Class Ductwork, Round: 
1. Joints 

a. Longitudinal joints shall be spiral seam, butt welded, lap and seam welded, or 
ACME lock grooved seam.  Snap lock seams shall be used on ½" w.g. pressure 
class duct only. 

b. Transverse joints shall be beaded sleeve joint or other approved joints listed in 
SMACNA.  Use three or more sheet metal screws at 15" uniform intervals along 
circumference of joints. 

2. Branch fittings shall be conical tee (Buckley or equal) or combination tee as shown in 
SMACNA. 

E. 3" and 4" Pressure Class Ductwork   Rectangular 
1. Joints 

a. Joints shall be prefabricated type by TDC, TDF or Ductmate.  See Prefabricated 
Joints paragraph for specific requirements. 

2. Duct reinforcement spacing and type shall comply with SMACNA. 
3. Ductwork on both sides of transitions shall be run in same horizontal axis. 
4. Diverging section slope shall be 1 1/2" per foot or less if possible. 
5. Contraction section slope shall not exceed 7" per foot. 
6. Takeoffs shall be 45° leading edge type except that Bellmouths (Buckley or equal) may 

be used for takeoffs to terminal boxes if the distance between the box and point of takeoff 
is less than 8 ft. 

7. Ducts with an aspect ratio greater than 3:1 shall be minimum of 18 gauge unless a thicker 
gauge is required by SMACNA. 

F. 3" and 4" Pressure Class Ductwork, Flat Oval, Single Wall 
1. Joints 

a. Ducts shall have spiral lock seams or longitudinal seams.  Seams and joints in 
fittings shall be continuously welded.  If coating is damaged during welding, repair 
joints to prevent corrosion. 

b. Transverse joints shall be slip or flanged. 

G. 3" and 4" Pressure Class Ductwork, Round, Single Wall 
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1. Joints 
a. Longitudinal seams shall be lock spiral, lock longitudinal or butt welded 

longitudinal.  
b. Transverse joints shall be slip joints.  Draw band joints shall be used on 

longitudinal seam duct only.  Loose flange Vanstone joints may be used on ducts 
over 36" in diameter. 

c. Seams and joints in fittings shall be continuously welded.  If coating is damaged 
during welding, repair joints to prevent corrosion. 

2. Branch fittings shall be conical tee or combination tee as detailed in SMACNA. 

H. Flexible Rigid Duct 
1. Flexible ductwork shall be Flexmaster Triple Lock Buck Duct Flexible Air Duct 

(insulated) as manufactured by Buckley Associates or equal (617 878 5000).  Flexible 
duct, non insulated, shall be Underwriters Laboratory Listed UL 181 Class 0 air duct and 
constructed in accordance with NFPA Standards 90A and 90B.  It shall have a 
smoke/flame spread rating of 50/25. 

2. Duct shall be made from a tape of dead soft aluminum sheet, spiral wound into a tube and 
spiral corrugated to provide strength and stability.  The joint shall consist of a triple lock 
mechanically performed without the use of adhesives to make a durable airtight seam.  A 
double lock is not acceptable. 

3. Flexible duct connected to insulated or lined duct shall also be insulated.  Flexmaster 
insulated flex shall have a gray Fire Retardant Polyethylene outer jacket with a ½ lb. 
density, 1 1/2" thick fiberglass insulation blanket, factory wrapped.  Flexible Duct, 
insulated, shall be Underwriters Laboratory Listed and constructed in accordance with 
NFPA standards 90A and 90B.  It shall have a smoke/flame spread rating of 50/25. 

4. The flexible duct shall be supported as required. 
5. Flexible duct work shall be rated at 12" positive pressure.  Duct from 3 to 16" shall have 

a negative pressure of 12", 8" for duct work 18 and 20. 
6. All flexible duct shall be individually cartoned and labeled for delivery to the job site for 

maximum protection. 
7. Submittals shall include data on minimum thickness of aluminum core, in addition to 

other data listed above, required to ensure that submitted product meets the requirements 
of these specifications. 

8. Provide sealing compound for installation.  See further paragraphs in this specification 
and details for other installation requirements. 

I. Volume Dampers 
1. Provide Young Regulator manual adjustable rectangular opposed blade dampers for duct 

heights less than 12" with factory installed locking hand quadrants extended 2" for all 
dampers installed in externally insulated duct: 
a. On each supply, return and general exhaust duct take off. 
b. At each take off to register, grille or diffuser (not all are shown on Drawing). 

2. Dampers are manufactured approximately 5/16" smaller in width and 1/8" smaller in 
height than size of duct in which they are installed; e.g., nominal damper size is 24" x 
10"; actual size is approximately 23 11/16" x 9 7/8". 
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3. Damper frame shall be constructed of #6063 extruded aluminum reinforced channel with 
minimum thickness of .050".  Opposed damper blades shall be #6063 extruded aluminum 
with minimum thickness of .050" and shall include reinforcing ribs.  Each blade shall be 
supported in the damper frame by individual Teflon axle bearings, and shall be driven by 
stainless steel connecting slide linkage controlled by 3/8" square steel control shaft. 

4. Note:  All required volume dampers may not be indicated on drawings but dampers shall 
be provided as necessary for systems balancing. 

5. Dampers 12" and larger in height shall be opposed multi blade equal to Greenheck, 
Nailor, or Vent Products. 

6. Where dampers are inaccessible, use Young Regulator locking type ceiling regulators and 
miter gear or worm gear for all horizontal dampers.  Bearing coupling for bottom duct 
control may be used for shaft on vertical blade dampers.  The 3/8" rod between ceiling 
regulator and damper shall be provided by contractor. 

7. Damper blades shall be two gauges heavier than adjoining ductwork, and shall be riveted 
to supporting rods.  Hem over edges parallel to rods. 

8. Brackets shall be galvanized metal, secured to ductwork with sheet metal screw with 
locking quadrant arms (see seal class section for additional requirements).  Provide 2" 
handle extension for all dampers on externally insulated ductwork. 

9. Note:  All required volume dampers may not be indicated on Drawings but dampers shall 
be provided as necessary for system balancing. 

J. Automatic Dampers:  Install automatic dampers furnished under Automatic Temperature 
Control Paragraph of this Section, as shown on Drawings, and as specified.   Provide sealed 
wall penetrations for Seal Class A ductwork. 

K. Locker Room Exhaust or Return Ductwork 
1. Ductwork shall be aluminum, of types as detailed in this specification above and 

constructed in accordance with SMACNA except that Seal Class shall be "A" regardless 
of duct pressure rating. 

L. Branch Duct Take off Fittings 
1. Contractor shall provide Buckley Bellmouth Take offs at all branch duct locations. 
2. Bellmouth Fitting shall be Model BMD with damper.  In areas where sufficient duct 

height is not available, the contractor shall provide the Buckley Mini mouth fitting, 
Model M BMD with damper or the flat oval Bellmouth, Model FOBMD with damper. 

3. Bellmouths shall be constructed of heavy duty galvanized steel.  Bellmouths shall include 
an air tight Neoprene gasket to ensure a tight fitting with minimal leakage. Pre drilled 
holes shall be provided for quick mounting.  Bellmouth shall be as manufactured by 
Buckley Associates or equal (617 878 5000). 

4. Standard damper hardware to be constructed of 26 gauge galvanized material with a 
quadrant damper and tight fitting gasketing to ensure minimal leakage at damper pivot 
points. 

5. Optional heavy duty hardware shall be provided at locations of higher static pressure 
where shown on the drawings. 

6. Ninety degree take offs are not permitted on this project.. 
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2.19          DUCTWORK ACCESSORIES 

A. Dampers: 
1. Low Pressure Manual Dampers:  Provide dampers of single blade type or multiblade 

type, constructed in accordance with SMACNA "HVAC Duct construction Standards". 
2. Automatic Control Dampers:  Refer to Division-23 section "Automatic Temperature 

Control" for control dampers; not work of this section. 
3. Backdraft Relief Dampers:  Provide dampers with parallel blades, counterbalanced and 

factory-set to relieve at .05" static pressure.  Construct blades of 16-ga. aluminum, 
provide 1/2" diameter ball bearings, 1/2" diameter steel axles spaced on 9" centers.  
Construct from 2" x 1/2" x 1/8" steel channel for face areas 25 sq. ft. and under: 4" x 1-
1/4" x 16 ga. channel for face areas over 25 sq. ft. Provide galvanized steel finish on 
frame with aluminum touch-up.  Provide felted or rubber trim to assure tight, leak-proof 
seal when closed. 

4. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide dampers of one of the 
following: 
a. Air Balance, Inc. 
b. Airguarde Corp. 
c. American Warming & Ventilating, Inc. 
d. Arrow Louver and Damper; Div. of Arrow United Industries, Inc. 
e. Louvers & Dampers, Inc. 
f. Penn Ventilator Co. 
g. Ruskin Mfg. Co. 
h. Or equal 

B. Fire Dampers: 
1. Fire Dampers:  Provide fire dampers, of types and sizes indicated.  Construct casings of 

11-ga. galvanized steel.  Provide fusible link rated at 160 to 165 degrees F (71 to 74 
degrees C) unless otherwise indicated. Provide owner with a spare fusible link for each 
damper. Provide out of air stream type damper in open position and with positive lock in 
closed position, and with the following additional features: 
a. Damper Blade Assembly:  Curtain type. 
b. Blade Material:  Steel, match casing. 
c. Blade Material:  Stainless steel. 

2. Motor-Driven Fire/Smoke Dampers:  Provide line voltage motor-driven fire/smoke 
dampers in types and sizes indicated on drawings, with casing constructed of 11-ga. 
galvanized steel with bonded red acrylic enamel finish, fusible link 160 to 165 degrees F 
(71 to 74 degrees C), unless otherwise indicated, and curtain type stainless steel 
interlocking blades, with electric motor equipped with instant closure clutch, stainless 
steel cable damper blade linkage, motor mounting bracket, and 32" long wire leads for 
connecting to smoke detector, and with the following construction features: 
a. Unit Assembly:  Motor mounted outside air stream. 

3. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide fire dampers of one of 
the following: 
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a. Air Balance, Inc. 
b. American Warming & Ventilating, Inc. 
c. Arrow Louver and Damper; Div. of Arrow United industries, Inc. 
d. Louvers & Dampers, Inc. 
e. Penn Ventilator Co. 
f. Phillips-Aires 
g. Ruskin Mfg. Co. 
h. Or equal 

C. Turning Vanes: 
1. Manufactured Turning Vanes:  Provide double thickness airfoil turning vanes constructed 

of 1-1/2" wide curved blades set at 3/4" o.c., supported with bars perpendicular to blades 
set at 2" o.c, and set into side strips suitable for mounting in ductwork. 

2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide turning banes of one of 
the following: 
a. Aero Dyne Co. 
b. Airsan Corp. 
c. Anemostat Products Div.; Dynamics Corp. of America. 
d. Barber-Colman Co. 
e. Duro Dyne Corp. 
f. Environmental Elements Corp.; Subs, Koppers Co., Inc. 
g. Hart & Cooley Mfg. Co. 
h. Register & Grille Mfg. Co., Inc. 
i. Souther, Inc. 
j. Or equal 

D. Duct Hardware: 
1. General:  Provide duct hardware, manufactured by one manufacturer for all items on 

project, for the following: 
a. Test Holes:  Provide in ductwork at fan inlet and outlet, and elsewhere as 

indicated, duct test holes, consisting of slot and cover, for instrument tests. 
b. Quandrant Locks:  Provide for each damper, quadrant lock device on one end of 

shaft; and end bearing plate on other end for damper lengths over 12".  Provide 
extended quadrant locks and end extended bearing plates for externally insulated 
ductwork. 

2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements.  Provide duct hardware of one 
of the following: 
a. Ventbabrics, Inc. 
b. Young Regulator Co. 
c. Or equal 
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E. Duct Access Doors: 
1. General:  Provide duct access doors of a size as required to service and maintain device in 

duct.  Provide on (1) access door at each control damper, humidifier, coil, fire damper, 
and any device that requires attention. 

2. Construction: Construct of same or greater gauge as ductwork served, provide insulted 
doors for insulated ductwork.  Provide flush frames for uninsulated ductwork, extended 
frames for externally insulated duct.  Provide one side hinged, other side with one handle-
type latch for doors 12" high and smaller, 2 handle-type latches for larger doors. 

3. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide duct access doors of 
one of the following: 
a. Air Balance, Inc. 
b. Duro Dyne Corp. 
c. Register & Grille Mfg. Co., Inc. 
d. Ruskin Mfg. Co. 
e. Ventfabrics, Inc. 
f. Zurn Industries, Inc.; Air Systems Div. 
g. Or equal 

F. Flexible Connectors: 
1. General: Provide flexible duct connections wherever ductwork connects to vibration 

isolated equipment.  Construct flexible connections of neoprene-coated flameproof fabric 
crimped into duct flanges for attachment to duct and equipment.  Make airtight joint.  
Provide adequate joint flexibility to allow for thermal, axial, transverse, and torsional 
movement, and also capable of absorbing vibration of connected equipment. 

2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide flexible connections of 
one of the following: 
a. American/Elgen Co.; Energy Div. 
b. Duro Dyne Corp. 
c. Flexaust (The) Co. 
d. Ventfabrics, Inc. 
e. Or equal 

2.20          ACCESS DOORS 

A. Furnish Access Doors for access to all concealed control valves, motor operated dampers, fire 
doors, and to all other concealed parts of the HVAC System that require accessibility for the 
proper operation and maintenance of the system.  These doors shall be installed under the 
appropriate SECTION of the Specifications as determined by the surface upon which the panels 
are mounted. 

B. All Access Doors shall be located in a workmanlike manner in closets, storage rooms, and/or 
other non-public areas, positioned so that the valve or part can be easily reached, and the size 
shall be sufficient for this purpose (minimum size 12" x 16"). Furnish Access Doors for each 
pipe space to permit thorough inspection of same. When access doors are required in corridors, 
lobbies, or other habitable areas, they shall be located as directed by the Architect. 
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C. Access doors shall be prime painted and completed with cylinder lock and two (2) keys as 
manufactured by Acudor, Inland Steel Products Company "Milcor", or Walsh-Hannon-
Gladwin, Inc., "Way Loctor". Type shall be as follows: 
1. Acoustical Tile Ceiling Acudor AT-5020 
2. G.W.B. Surfaces  Acudor DW-5040 
3. Masonry Construction Acudor UF-5000 
4. Fire Rated Construction Acudor FB-5060 

D. Access Door Shop Drawings shall be submitted to the Architect for approval. 

2.21          FIRESTOPPING AND SEALANTS 

A. General 
1. All firestop products and systems shall be designed and installed so that the basic sealing 

system will allow the full restoration of the thermal and fire resistance properties of the 
barrier being penetrated with minimal repair if penetrants are subsequently removed.  For 
applications where combustible penetrants are involved, i.e. insulated and plastic pipe, a 
suitable intumescent material must be used. 

2. This section specifically addresses pipe, duct, cable, and wiring penetrations of fire wall 
firestops and smoke stops for all bearing and non-bearing walls and floors assemblies. 

B. References 
1. American Society For Testing and Materials Standards (ASTM): 

a. ASTM E 814:  Standard Test method For Fire Tests of Through-Penetration 
Firestops 

b. ASTM E84:  Standard Test Method For Surface Burning Characteristics of 
Building Materials 

2. Underwriters Laboratories Inc.: 
3. UL 1479 Fire Tests of Through-Penetration Firestops 

1) UL 723 Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials 
b. UL Fire Resistance Directory: 

1) Through Penetration Firestop Device (XHJI) 
2) Fire Resistive Ratings (BXUV) 
3) Through Penetration Firestop Systems (XHEZ) 
4) Fill, Void, or Cavity Material (XHHW) 

C. Definitions 
1. Firestopping:  The use of a material or combination of materials in a fire-rated structure 

(wall or floor) where it has been breached, so as to restore the integrity of the fire rating 
on that wall or floor. 

2. System:  The use of a specific firestop material or combination of materials in 
conjunction with a specific wall or floor construction type and a specific penetrant(s), 
constitutes a "System". 

3. Barrier:  Any bearing or non-bearing wall or floor that has an hourly fire and smoke 
rating. 
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4. Through-Penetration:  Any penetration of a fire-rated wall or floor that completely 
breaches the barrier. 

5. Membrane-Penetration:  Any penetration in a fire-rated wall that breaches only one side 
of the barrier. 

6. Construction Gaps:  Any gap, joint, or opening, whether static or dynamic, where the top 
of a wall may met a floor; wall to wall applications, edge to edge floor configurations; 
floor to exterior wall; or any linear breach in a rated barrier.  Where movement is 
required, the firestopping system must comply with UL2079 for dynamic joints. 

D. Quality Assurance 
1. Firestopping systems (materials and design): 

a. Shall conform to both Flame (F) and Temperature (T) ratings as required by local 
building codes and as tested by nationally accepted test agencies per ASTM E814 
or UL 1479 fire tests in a configuration that is representative of field conditions. 

b. The F rating must be a minimum of one (10 hour but not less than the fire 
resistance rating of the assembly being penetrated.  T rating when required by code 
authority shall be based on measurement of the temperature rise on penetrating 
item(s).  the fire test shall be conducted with a minimum positive pressure 
differential of 0.01 inches of water column. 

c. For joints, must be tested to UL2079 with movement capabilities equal to those of 
the anticipated conditions. 

2. Firestopping materials and systems must be capable of closing or filling through openings 
created by 1) the burning or melting of combustible pipes, cable jacketing, or pipe 
insulation materials, or 2) deflection of sheet metal due to thermal expansion (electrical & 
mechanical duct work). 

3. Firestopping material shall be asbestos and lead free and shall not incorporate nor require 
the use of hazardous solvents. 

4. Firestopping sealants must be flexible, allowing for normal pipe movement. 
5. Firestopping materials shall not shrink upon drying as evidenced by cracking or pulling 

back from contact surfaces. 
6. Firestopping materials shall be moisture resistant, and may not dissolve in water after 

curing. 
7. All firestopping materials shall be manufactured by one manufacturer (to the maximum 

extent possible). 
8. Installation of firestopping systems shall be performed by a contractor (or contractors) 

trained or approved by the firestop manufacturer. 
9. Material used shall be in accordance with the manufacturer's written installation 

instructions. 

E. Materials 
1. Intumescent Firestop Sealants and Caulks: 

a. STI SpecSeal S100 and S500 Sealant 
b. 3M Fire Barrier Caulk CP25WB+ 

2. Latex Firestop Sealant: 
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a. STI SpecSeal LC150 Sealant 
3. Silicone Firestop Sealants and Caulks: 

a. STI SpecSeal Pensil 100 and 300 
b. 3M Fire Barrier Silicone Sealants 

4. Firestop Putty: 
a. STI SpecSeal Firestop Putty Bars and Pads 
b. 3M Fire Barrier Moldable Putty 

5. Firestop Collars: 
a. STI SpecSeal Firestop Collars 
b. 3M Fire Barrier PPD's 

6. Wrap Strips: 
a. SpecSeal Wrap Strip 
b. 3M Fire Barrier FS195 Wrap Strip 

7. 2-Part Silicone Firestop Foam: 
a. STI SpecSeal Pensil 200 
b. 3M Fire Barrier 2001 Silicone Foam 

8. Firestop Mortar: 
a. STI SpecSeal Mortar 

9. Composite Board: 
a. 3M Barrier Sheet Material 

10. Accessories: 
a. Forming/Damming Materials:  Mineral Fiberboard or other type as per 

manufacturer recommendation. 

2.22          AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROLS: 

A. Basic Components and Systems: 
1. General:  Provide control products in sizes and capacities indicated, consisting of 

dampers, thermostats, clocks, sensors, controllers, and other components as required for 
completed installation.  Except as otherwise indicated, provide manufacturer’s standard 
materials and components as published in their product information, designed and 
constructed as recommended by manufacturer and as required for application indicated.  
All equipment and systems shall be installed by factory trained contractors with the 
following functional and construction features. 
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2. The building automation system shall be based on a Niagara open protocol BacNet 
system infrastructure that integrates diverse systems and devices (regardless of 
manufacturer, communication standard ie Lon, Modbus or software) into a unified 
platform that can be read and written to and easily managed in real time using a standard 
Web browser. Systems not developed on a Niagara BacNet protocol are unacceptable.  
The building automation system shall not require licensing fees and shall be licensed 
indefinitely to the Owner for use at the project site. ATC manufacturer shall provide 
written confirmation that installing ATC Contractor is an authorized dealer and service 
provider. The ATC system provided must be capable of being serviced by three or more 
local authorized vendors/contractors.  

3. Provide all required control wiring including CAT6 Ethernet wiring for any controllers 
requiring Ethernet connectivity.  Terminate Ethernet cable in MDF and IDF closets on 
patch panels proceed under Technology Section 270000. 

4. Install an open-protocol (BACNet) energy management system (EMS) to monitor and 
trend the energy consumed by the following systems throughout the school: 
a. HVAC systems 

5. The ATC control and building EMS system shall have the following attributes with 
characteristics and performance as specified within this Specification section, related 
Electrical and Plumbing section specifications and the Control Diagram drawings: 
a. Sensors as follows: 

1) Indication and trending of damper and valve commanded positions. 
b. Points matrix – including all hardwired input and output devices connected to the 

automation system, all set points, upper and lower control limits. 
c. Trend capabilities – including a trend point list and preprogrammed sample of 

point (performed by controls contractor), sample rate, storage interval, upload 
interval, custom trend abilities, alarms, and automated trend data review and 
notification (automated diagnostics). 

d. System architecture – capable of allowing sampling of these points to facilitate 
building commissioning and diagnostics without significantly affecting system 
performance. 

e. Data storage system – with adequate capacity to record trend data for use by 
building operators.  Data export requirements must facilitate user-friendly data 
access and manipulation. 

f. Operator interface – designed for remote/web access, monitoring requirements, 
trend-log reporting and diagnosing building problems through a user-friendly 
interface.  This includes providing a visual (non text based) operations and 
reporting interface to facilitate rapid system assessment that utilizes color-coding, 
diagrams of floor plans and graphing capabilities. 

g. The remote access shall use a web browser only and not require a VPN with 
remote desktop application.  

6. Electric Wiring:  All electric wiring and wiring connections, either line voltage or low 
voltage, from the emergency electric panels to the ATC panels, and from the ATC related 
panels to the individual control devices i.e. rooftop units, exhaust fans, boilers, chillers, 
valves, and dampers required for the installation of the control system, as herein specified 
shall be provided by the control contractor unless specifically shown on the electrical 
drawings or called for in the electrical specifications. 
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a. The wiring installation shall be in accordance with National and Local Codes and 
with the Electrical portion of these specifications.  All wiring shall be run 
concealed wherever possible.  Exposed wiring in occupied areas shall be run in 
raceways.  Raceways shall be Wiremold 200 series with all elbows, raceways, 
covers, mounting stops, box extensions and wiring for a complete and neat 
installation. All wiring located in mechanical spaces, boiler rooms, and fan rooms  
shall be installed in metal conduit 

b. All wiring above ceilings, in boiler rooms, and all mechanical spaces shall follow 
routing of piping and where not possible shall be in conduit.  All exposed wire 
shall be bundled and wire tied and shall be supported to adjacent piping.  Draped 
and free floating wire will not be allowed. 

c. All terminations of wire at control devices shall be looped and supported 
adequately. 

d. All wiring shall comply with the requirements of the electrical section of the 
specification. 

7. All appliances, controllers, and servers provided shall include the licenses for full, 
bidirectional (import & export) support for BACnet/IP and BACnet/MS/TP. These 
drivers shall be installed, tested, and commissioned to permit BACnet communications at 
the IP and MS/TP levels.  

8. BACnet MS/TP shall be used as the communications protocol between the network 
controllers and the field controllers.  All objects in the field controllers shall be exposed 
as BACnet objects and accessible through network controllers.   

9. The controls contractor shall provide, install and configure fully licensed copies of all 
necessary EMS manufacturers’ software and tools to engineer, develop, configure, 
program, and test control sequences in the network controllers and in the field controllers, 
and user interface screens and graphics in the network controllers and system server as 
provided on this project.  The controls contractor shall provide full documentation and 
backup file copies of all system, controller, and user interface configuration, 
programming, screens, user interface screens and graphics.  With the software tools and 
backup files, it will be possible for the owner or any trained person or company 
contracted by the owner to make any changes they deem necessary to the system, to the 
controllers, and/or to the user interface, without having to use the original controls 
contractor.   

B. Controls Systems Wiring 
1. All conduit raceways, wiring, accessories and wiring connections required for the 

installation of the Controls Systems shall be provided by the Controls Contractor except 
as shown on the Electrical Drawings.  All wiring shall comply with the requirements of 
applicable portions of the Electrical Section 26 00 00 and all local and national electric 
codes and the requirements of the AHJ. 

2. All Controls Systems wiring materials and installation methods shall comply with the 
original equipment manufacturer recommendations and standards. 

3. The sizing type and provision of cable, conduit, cable trays and raceways shall be the 
design responsibility of the Controls Contractor. 

4. Class 2 Wiring 
a. All Class 2 (24VAC or less) wiring shall be installed in conduit unless otherwise 

specified. 
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b. Conduit is not required for Class 2 wiring in concealed accessible locations.  Class 
2 wiring not installed in conduit shall be supported every 5ft. from the building 
structure utilizing metal hangers designed for this application.  Wiring shall be 
installed parallel to the building structural lines. 

5. Class 2 signal wiring and 24VAC power may be run in the same conduit.  Power wiring 
120VAC and greater shall not share the same conduit with Class 2 signal wiring. 

6. Perform circuit tests using qualified personnel only.  Provide necessary instruments and 
equipment to demonstrate that: 
a. All circuits are continuous and free from short circuits and grounds. 
b. All circuits are free from unspecified grounds; that resistance to ground of all 

circuits is no less than 50 megaohms. 
c. All circuits are free from induced voltages. 

7. Provide complete testing for all cables and wiring.  Provide all equipment, tools, and 
personnel as necessary to conduct these tests. 

8. Provide for complete grounding of all signal and communication cables, panels and 
equipment so as to ensure integrity of Controls Systems operation.  Ground cabling and 
conduit at panel terminations.  Do not create ground loops. 

C. Line Voltage Power Sources 
1. 120-volt AC circuits for the Controls Systems shall be taken by the Controls Contractor 

from electrical emergency panelboards and circuit breakers as designated on the electrical 
drawings. 

2. Circuits used for the Controls Systems shall be dedicated to these Controls Systems and 
shall not be used for any other services. 

3. Controls DDC terminal unit controllers may use 120-volt AC power from motor power 
circuits. 

D. Controls Systems Raceways 
1. All wiring shall be installed in conduit or raceway except as noted elsewhere in the 

Specification.  Minimum conduit size 3/4 in. 
2. Where it is not possible to conceal raceways in finished locations, surface raceway 

(Wiremold) may be used as approved by the Architect. 
3. All conduits and raceways shall be installed level, plumb, at right angles to the building 

lines and shall follow the contours of the supporting surface. 
4. UL/ULC Listed Flexible Metal Conduit shall be used for vibration isolation and shall be 

limited to 3 ft. in length when terminating to vibrating equipment.  Flexible Metal 
Conduit may be used within partition walls and for final connection to equipment. 

E. Penetrations 
1. Firestopping for all penetrations used by dedicated Controls Systems conduits and 

raceways shall be by other trades. 
2. All openings in fire proofed or fire stopped components shall be closed by other trades 

using approved fire resistive sealant. 
3. All wiring passing through penetrations, including walls, shall be in sleeves, conduit or 

enclosed raceway. 
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4. No penetrations through building structural elements, slabs, ceilings and walls shall be 
made before receipt of written approval from the Architect. 

F. Controls Systems Identification Standards 
1. Node Identification:  All nodes shall be identified by a permanent label fastened to the 

outside of the enclosure.  Labels shall be suitable for the node environmental location. 
2. Cable shall be labeled at every termination with cross-referencing to record 

documentation. 
3. Raceway Identification:  Exposed covers to junction and pull boxes of the FMS raceways 

shall be identified at primary points. 
4. Wire Identification:  All low and line voltage wiring shall be identified by a number, as 

referenced to the associated shop and record drawing, at each termination. 
5. Wires and cabling shall not be spliced between terminations.  Cable shields shall be 

single end grounded – typically at the panel end outside the panel. 
6. Suggested color coding, for use at the Contractors option, are: 

a. Analog Input Cable   Yellow 
b. Analog Output Cable   Tan 
c. Binary Input Cable   Orange 
d. Binary Output Cable   Violet 
e. 24 VAC Cable    Gray 
f. General Purpose Cable   Natural 
g. Tier 1 Comm Cable   Purple 
h. Other Tier Comm Cable   Blue 
i. Ethernet cable    Blue  

7. Provide permanent identification labels at all valve and damper actuators to indicate open 
and closed positions. 

G. Field Panel And Device Installations And Locations 
1. The Controls Systems panels, enclosures and cabinets shall be located as coordinated 

with the Architect at an elevation of not less than 2 ft. from the bottom edge of the panel 
to the finished floor.  Each cabinet shall be anchored per the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. 

2. All field devices shall be installed per the manufacturer recommendation and in 
accessible locations as coordinated with the Architect. 

3. Panels to be located in damp areas or areas subject to condensation shall be mounted with 
wall standoffs. 

4. Conduit configurations entering or leaving panels and devices shall be such as to 
preclude condensation traps. 
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H. Networking Communications 
1. The design of the EMS shall network operator workstations and stand-alone DDC 

Controllers. The network architecture shall consist of multiple levels for communication 
efficiency, a building-wide (Management Level Network) Ethernet network based on 
TCP/IP protocol, high performance peer-to-peer building level network(s) and DDC 
Controller floor level local area networks with access being totally transparent to the user 
when accessing data or developing control programs. 

2. System shall communicate with a BACnet network over Ethernet or BACnet/IP 
(according to Annex J).  The intent is to use the system provided under this contract to 
communicate with control systems and/or devices provided by other vendors.  A PICS 
must be provided describing the BACnet, ANSI/ASHRAE 135-95, implementation.  The 
product shall be Network Application Engine level 1 controllers with field equipment 
controller for level 2 controllers no substitutions. Minimum system functionality must 
include monitoring, commanding, and alarming for daily operator functions from a 
common workstation. 
a. System shall have the capability to be an OPC Client and Server for dynamic 

communication with OPC Clients or Servers over an Ethernet network.  At a 
minimum, the following must be supported: 
1) Data Access 1.0 (96), 1.0A (97) and 2.0 (11/98) 
2) Alarms & Events 1.0 (1/99) 

3. Network Switches 
a. Provide HP ProCurve 2910 al series 2910-48G al 48 ports network switch 

Brocade, Cisco or equal in MDF/IDF rooms as required. 
4. Ethernet Wiring 

a. Ethernet wiring shall be CAT6 UTP cable plenum rated.  CAT6 UTP cables shall 
conform to ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B1, B2, B3 Commercial Building 
Telecommunications Cabling Standard (latest amendment and including all 
applicable addenda) and ISO/IEC 11801 (International) Generic Cabling for 
Customer Premises standard (latest amendment and including all applicable 
addenda). 

5. Building Data Network: 
a. All operator devices either network resident shall have the ability to access all 

point status and application report data or execute control functions for any and all 
other devices via the network.  No hardware or software limits shall be imposed on 
the number of devices with global access to the network data at any time. 

b. The network shall support a minimum of 100 DDC controllers and PC 
workstations 

c. The system shall support integration of third party systems (fire alarm, security, 
lighting, PLC, chiller, boiler) via panel mounted open protocol processor. This 
processor shall exchange data between the two systems for interprocess control. 
All exchange points shall have full system functionality as specified herein for 
hardwired points. 

d. Field panels must be capable of integration with open standards including Modbus, 
BACnet, and Lonworks as well as with third party devices via existing vendor 
protocols. 
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e. The Building Network shall use the TCP/IP over Ethernet.  All devices must: 
1) Auto-sense 10/100/1000 Mbps networks. 
2) IP Address will be assigned by Owner’s IT staff. 
3) DNS and Gateway IP address will be provided by Owner’s IT staff. A 

VLAN will be setup by Owner’s IT staff.  
4) Allow access using Telnet. 

6. Internet access 
a. Web Based Operator Interface 

1) The BAS shall provide a web based graphical interface that allows users to 
access the BAS data via the Internet.  The interface shall use HTML based 
ASP pages to send and receive data from the BAS to a web browser. 

2) All information exchanged over Internet shall be encrypted and secure via 
SSL.   

3) Access to the web interface will be password protected.  A users rights and 
privileges to points and graphics will be the same as those assigned at the 
BAS workstation.   An option will exist to only allow users “read” access 
via the web browser, while maintaining “command” privileges via the BAS 
workstation. 

4) Commissioning of the Web interface shall not require modification or 
creation of HTML or ASP pages.  All graphics available at the BAS 
graphical workstation shall be available to users via a web browser. 

5) The web-based interface shall provide the following functionality to users, 
based on their access and privilege rights: 
a) Logon Screen – allows the user to enter their user name, password 

and Domain name for logging into the web server. 
b) Alarm Display – a display of current BAS alarms to which the user 

has access will be displayed.  Users will be able to acknowledge and 
erase active alarms, and link to additional alarm information 
including alarm messages, and informational and memo text.  Any 
alarm acknowledgements initiated through the web interface will be 
written to the BAS central workstation activity log. 

c) Graphic Display – Display of system graphics, including animated 
motion, available in the BAS workstation will be available for 
viewing over the web browser.  Software that requires creation of 
dedicated “web” graphics in order to display them via the browser 
interface will not be acceptable.   A graphic selector list will allow 
users to select any graphics to which they have access.  Graphic 
displays will automatically refresh with the latest change of values.  
Users will have the ability to command and override points from the 
graphic display as determined by their user accounts rights. 

d) Point details – users will have access to point detail information 
including operational status, operational priority, physical address, 
and alarm limits, for point objects to which they have access rights. 
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e) Point Commanding – users will be able to override and command 
points they have access to via the web browser interface.  Any 
commands or overrides initiated via the web browser interface will be 
written to the BAS central workstation activity log. 

7. The web server licensing options will allow concurrent access by 10 browser 
connections. 

8. Internet connections, ISP services, as well as necessary firewalls or proxy servers shall be 
provided by the Owner as required to support the web access feature.             

I. DDC Controller Floor Level 2 Network 
1. This level communication shall support a family of application specific controllers and 

shall communicate with the network through DDC Controllers for transmission of global 
data. 

J. DDC & HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers 
1. The DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall reside on the Building 

Level Network. 
2. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall use the same programming 

language and tools. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers which require 
different programming language or tools on a network are not acceptable. 

3. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers which do not meet the functions 
specified are not acceptable. 

K. DDC Controller 
1. DDC Controllers shall be a 16-bit stand-alone, multi-tasking, multi-user, real-time digital 

control processors consisting of modular hardware with plug-in enclosed processors, 
communication controllers, power supplies and input/output point modules.  Controller 
size shall be sufficient to fully meet the requirements of this specification and the 
attached point I/O schedule.  Each controller shall support a minimum of three Floor 
Level Application Specific Controller Device Networks. 

2. Each DDC Controller shall have 72 Megabytes of memory to support its own operating 
system and databases, including: 
a. Control processes 
b. Energy management applications 
c. Alarm management applications including custom alarm messages for each level 

alarm for each point in the system. 
d. Historical/trend data for points specified 
e. Maintenance support applications 
f. Custom processes 
g. Operator I/O 
h. Dial-up communications 
i. Manual override monitoring 

3. Each DDC Controller shall support firmware upgrades without the need to replace 
hardware. 
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4. Provide all processors, power supplies and communication controllers so that the 
implementation of a point only requires the addition of the appropriate point input/output 
termination module and wiring. 

5. DDC Controllers shall provide a RS-232C serial data communication ports for operation 
of operator I/O devices such as industry standard printers, operator terminals, modems 
and portable laptop operator's terminals.  DDC Controllers shall allow temporary use of 
portable devices without interrupting the normal operation of permanently connected 
modems, printers or terminals. 

6. As indicated in the point I/O schedule, the operator shall have the ability to manually 
override automatic or centrally executed commands at the DDC Controller via local, 
point discrete, on-board hand/off/auto operator override switches for digital control type 
points and gradual switches for analog control type points.  
a. Switches shall be mounted either within the DDC Controllers key-accessed 

enclosure, or externally mounted with each switch keyed to prevent unauthorized 
overrides. 

b. DDC Controllers shall monitor the status of all overrides and inform the operator 
that automatic control has been inhibited.  DDC Controllers shall also collect 
override activity information for reports. 

7. DDC Controllers shall provide local LED status indication for each digital input and 
output for constant, up-to-date verification of all point conditions without the need for an 
operator I/O device.  Graduated intensity LEDs or analog indication of value shall also be 
provided for each analog output.  Status indication shall be visible without opening the 
panel door. 

8. Each DDC Controller shall continuously perform self-diagnostics, communication 
diagnosis and diagnosis of all panel components.  The DDC Controller shall provide both 
local and remote annunciation of any detected component failures, low battery conditions 
or repeated failure to establish communication. 

9. Isolation shall be provided at all peer-to-peer network terminations, as well as all field 
point terminations to suppress induced voltage transients consistent with: 
a. RF-Conducted Immunity (RFCI) per ENV 50141 (IEC 1000-4-6) at 3 V 
b. Electro Static Discharge (ESD) Immunity per EN 61000-4-2 (IEC 1000-4-2) at 8 

kV air discharge, 4 kV contact 
c. Electrical Fast Transient (EFT) per EN 61000-4-4 (IEC 1000-4-4) at 500 V signal, 

1 kV power 
d. Output Circuit Transients per UL 864 (2,400V, 10A, 1.2 Joule max) 
e. Isolation shall be provided at all peer-to-peer panel's AC input terminals to 

suppress induced voltage transients consistent with: 
1) IEEE Standard 587-1980 
2) UL 864 Supply Line Transients 
3) Voltage Sags, Surge, and Dropout per EN 61000-4-11 (EN 1000-4-11) 

10. In the event of the loss of normal power, there shall be an orderly shutdown of all DDC 
Controllers to prevent the loss of database or operating system software.  Non-volatile 
memory shall be incorporated for all critical controller configuration data and battery 
backup shall be provided to support the real-time clock and all volatile memory for a 
minimum of 60 days. 
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a. Upon restoration of normal power, the DDC Controller shall automatically resume 
full operation without manual intervention. 

b. Should DDC Controller memory be lost for any reason, the user shall have the 
capability of reloading the DDC Controller via the local RS-232C port, via 
telephone line dial-in or from a network workstation PC. 

11. Provide a separate DDC Controller for each AHU or other HVAC system as indicated in 
Section 3.02.  It is intended that each unique system be provided with its own point 
resident DDC Controller. 

L. HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers 
1. HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall be a 12-bit stand-alone, multi-tasking, 

multi-user, real-time digital control processors consisting of modular hardware with 
plug-in enclosed processors.  

2. Each HVAC Mechanical Controller shall have 72 Megabytes of memory to support its 
own operating system and databases, including: 
a. Control processes 
b. Energy management applications 
c. Alarm management applications including custom alarm messages for each level 

alarm for each point in the system. 
d. Historical/trend data for points specified 
e. Maintenance support applications 
f. Custom processes 
g. Operator I/O 
h. Remote communications 

3. HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall provide a RS-232C serial data 
communication port for operation of operator I/O devices such as industry standard 
printers, operator terminals, modems and portable laptop operator's terminals.   

4. HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall provide local LED status indication for 
each digital input and output for constant, up-to-date verification of all point conditions 
without the need for an operator I/O device.  

5. Each HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller shall continuously perform 
self-diagnostics, communication diagnosis and diagnosis of all components.  The HVAC 
Mechanical Equipment Controller shall provide both local and remote annunciation of 
any detected component failures, low battery conditions or repeated failure to establish 
communication. 

6. In the event of the loss of normal power, there shall be an orderly shutdown of all HVAC 
Mechanical Equipment Controllers to prevent the loss of database or operating system 
software.  Non-volatile memory shall be incorporated for all critical controller 
configuration data and battery backup shall be provided to support the real-time clock 
and all volatile memory for a minimum of 72 hours. 
a. Upon restoration of normal power, the HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller 

shall automatically resume full operation without manual intervention. 
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b. Should HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller memory be lost for any reason, 
the user shall have the capability of reloading the HVAC Mechanical Equipment 
Controller via the local RS-232C port, via telephone line dial-in or from a network 
workstation PC. 

M. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller Resident Software Features 
1. General: 

a. The software programs specified in this Section shall be provided as an integral 
part of DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers and shall not be 
dependent upon any higher level computer for execution. 

b. All points shall be identified by up to 30 character point name and 16 character 
point descriptor. The same names shall be used at the PC workstation. 

c. All digital points shall have user defined two-state status indication (descriptors 
with minimum of eight characters allowed per state (i.e. summer/winter). 

2. Control Software Description: 
a. The DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall have the ability to 

perform the following pre-tested control algorithms: 
1) Two-position control 
2) Proportional control 
3) Proportional plus integral control 
4) Proportional, integral, plus derivative control 
5) Automatic tuning of control loops 

3. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall provide the following energy 
management routines for the purpose of optimizing energy consumption while 
maintaining occupant comfort. 
a. Start-Stop Time Optimization (SSTO) shall automatically be coordinated with 

event scheduling.  The SSTO program shall start HVAC equipment at the latest 
possible time that will allow the equipment to achieve the desired zone condition 
by time of occupancy. The SSTO program shall also shut down HVAC equipment 
at the earliest possible time before the end of the occupancy period, and still 
maintain desired comfort conditions.  
1) The SSTO program shall operate in both the heating and cooling seasons. 

a) It shall be possible to apply the SSTO program to individual fan 
systems. 

b) The SSTO program shall operate on both outside weather conditions 
as well as inside zone conditions and empirical factors. 

2) The SSTO program shall meet the local code requirements for minimum 
outside air while the building is occupied. 

b. Event Scheduling: Provide a comprehensive menu driven program to automatically 
start and stop designated points or groups of points according to a stored time. 
1) It shall be possible to individually command a point or group of points. 
2) For points assigned to one common load group, it shall be possible to assign 

variable time delays between each successive start or stop within that group. 
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3) The operator shall be able to define the following information: 
a) Time, day 
b) Commands such as on, off, auto, and so forth. 
c) Time delays between successive commands. 
d) There shall be provisions for manual overriding of each schedule by 

an appropriate operator. 
4) It shall be possible to schedule events up to one year in advance. 

a) Scheduling shall be calendar based. 
b) Holidays shall allow for different schedules. 
c) Automatic Daylight Savings Time Switchover: The system shall 

provide automatic time adjustment for switching to/from Daylight 
Savings Time. 

d) Night setback control: The system shall provide the ability to 
automatically adjust setpoints for night control. 

4. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall be able to execute custom, 
job-specific processes defined by the user, to automatically perform calculations and 
special control routines. 
a. A single process shall be able to incorporate measured or calculated data from any 

and all other DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers on the network.   
In addition, a single process shall be able to issue commands to points in any and 
all other DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers on the network. 
Database shall support 30 character, English language point names, structured for 
searching and logs. 

b. Processes shall be able to generate operator messages and advisories to operator 
I/O devices.  A process shall be able to directly send a message to a specified 
device or cause the execution of a dial-up connection to a remote device such as a 
printer or pager. 

c. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller shall provide a HELP function 
key, providing enhanced context sensitive on-line help with task orientated 
information from the user manual. 

d. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller shall be capable of comment 
lines for sequence of operation explanation. 

5. Alarm management shall be provided to monitor and direct alarm information to operator 
devices.  Each DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller shall perform 
distributed, independent alarm analysis and filtering to minimize operator interruptions 
due to non-critical alarms, minimize network traffic and prevent alarms from being lost.  
At no time shall the DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers ability to report 
alarms be affected by either operator or activity at a PC workstation, local I/O device or 
communications with other panels on the network. 
a. All alarm or point change reports shall include the point's English language 

description and the time and date of occurrence. 
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b. The user shall be able to define the specific system reaction for each point.  Alarms 
shall be prioritized to minimize nuisance reporting and to speed operator response 
to critical alarms.  A minimum of six priority levels shall be provided for each 
point.  Point priority levels shall be combined with user definable destination 
categories (PC, printer, DDC Controller) to provide full flexibility in defining the 
handling of system alarms. Each DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment 
Controller shall automatically inhibit the reporting of selected alarms during 
system shutdown and start-up.  Users shall have the ability to manually inhibit 
alarm reporting for each point.  

c. Alarm reports and messages will be directed to a user-defined list of operator 
devices or PCs based on time (after hours destinations) or based on priority. 

d. In addition to the point's descriptor and the time and date, the user shall be able to 
print, display or store a 200 character alarm message to more fully describe the 
alarm condition or direct operator response. 

e. In dial-up applications, operator-selected alarms shall initiate a call to a remote 
operator device.  

6. A variety of historical data collection utilities shall be provided to manually or 
automatically sample, store and display system data for points as specified in the I/O 
summary. 
a. Any point, physical or calculated may be designated for trending.  Any point, 

regardless of physical location in the network, may be collected and stored in each 
DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers point group.  Two methods 
of collection shall be allowed:  either by a pre-defined time interval or upon a 
pre-defined change of value.  Sample intervals of l minute to seven days shall be 
provided.  Each DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller shall have a 
dedicated RAM-based buffer for trend data and shall be capable of storing a 
sufficient number of data samples.  All trend data shall be available for transfer to 
a Workstation without manual intervention. 

b. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall also provide high 
resolution sampling capability for verification of control loop performance.  
Operator-initiated automatic and manual loop tuning algorithms shall be provided 
for operator-selected PID control loops as identified in the point I/O summary.  
1) Loop tuning shall be capable of being initiated either locally at the DDC and 

HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller, from a network workstation or 
remotely using dial-in modems. For all loop tuning functions, access shall 
be limited to authorized personnel through password protection. 

7. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall be capable of automatically 
accumulating and storing run-time hours for digital input and output points and 
automatically sample, calculate and store consumption totals for analog and digital pulse 
input type points, as specified in the point I/O schedule. 
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8. The peer to peer network shall allow the DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment 
Controllers to access any data from or send control commands and alarm reports directly 
to any other DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller or combination of 
controllers on the network without dependence upon a central or intermediate processing 
device. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall send alarm reports to 
multiple workstations without dependence upon a central or intermediate processing 
device. The peer to peer network shall also allow any DDC and HVAC Mechanical 
Equipment Controller to access, edit, modify, add, delete, back up, and restore all system 
point database and all programs. 

9. The network shall allow the DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers to 
assign a minimum of 50 passwords access and control priorities to each point 
individually. The logon password (at any PC workstation or portable operator terminal) 
shall enable the operator to monitor, adjust and control the points that the operator is 
authorized for. All other points shall not be displayed on the PC workstation or portable 
terminal (e.g. all base building and all tenant points shall be accessible to any base 
building operators, but only tenant points shall be accessible to tenant building operators). 
Passwords and priorities for every point shall be fully programmable and adjustable. 

N. Floor Level Network Application Specific Controllers (FEC) 
1. Each DDC Controller shall be able to extend its performance and capacity through the 

use of remote application specific controllers (FECs) through Floor Level LAN Device 
Networks. 

2. Each FEC shall operate as a stand-alone controller capable of performing its specified 
control responsibilities independently of other controllers in the network. Each FEC shall 
be a microprocessor-based, multi-tasking, real-time digital control processor.  Each FEC 
shall be capable of control of the terminal device independent of the manufacturer of the 
terminal device. 

O. Local User Display 
1. Where specified in the sequence of operation or points list, the controllers on the peer to 

peer building level network shall have a display and keypad for local interface.  A keypad 
shall be provided for interrogating and commanding points in the controller. 

2. The display shall use the same security password and access rights for points in the 
display as is used in the associated controller. 

3. The LCD display shall be a minimum of a 2 line 40 character display. 
4. The LCD display shall include the full point name, value (numeric, digital or state text), 
5. point priority and alarm status on one screen. 
6. The LCD shall dynamically update the value, priority, and alarm status for the point 

being displayed. 
7. The display shall be mounted either on the door of the enclosure or remote from the 

controller. 
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P. Personal Computer Operator Workstation Hardware 
1. Personal computer operator workstations shall be provided for command entry, 

information management, system monitor, alarm management and database management 
functions.  All real-time control functions shall be resident in the DDC Controllers to 
facilitate greater distribution, fault tolerance and reliability of the building automation 
control. 
a. Provide workstation(s):  Manufactured by Dell, HP, Toshiba or equal. 
b. Workstation shall consist of a personal computer with minimum 8.0GB RAM, 

hard drive with 1 TB available space, video card capable of supporting 1024 × 768 
resolution with a minimum of 32 Bit color (Windows 10), DVD-ROM Drive, 
mouse and 101-key enhanced keyboard.  Personal computer shall be a Windows 
10 or 11 Professional PC and shall include a minimum latest generation Intel Core 
i7 3.40 GHz processor. 

c. The PC monitor shall support a minimum display resolution of no less than 1900 X 
1280 pixels and shall be minimum 19 in. LCD display. Separate controls shall be 
provided for color, contrasts and brightness.  The screen shall be non-reflective. 

d. Also provide separate file server with available storage capacity to accommodate 
trending 15 min. interval of each control point for a period of one year for data 
archives, minimum 1 TB capacity. 

2. Provide an HP LaserJet Pro 400 Color M451dn, Cannon, Brother or equal printer at each 
workstation location or on the network (Ethernet) for recording alarms, operator 
transactions and systems reports.   

3. Alarm Display shall list the alarms with highest priority at the top of the display.  The 
alarm display shall provide selector buttons for display of the associated point graphic 
and message.  The alarm display shall provide a mechanism for the operator to sort 
alarms. 

4. Intranet/Internet access 
a. Web Based Operator Interface 

1) The BAS shall provide a web based graphical interface that allows users to 
access the BAS data via the Internet, extranet, or Intranet.  The interface 
shall use HTML based ASP pages to send and receive data from the BAS to 
a web browser. 

2) A web server computer will be supplied.  The web server shall support 
browser access via Microsoft Internet Explorer 9.0 (or higher), or Navigator 
Netscape 6.0 (or higher). 

3) All information exchanged over Internet shall be optionally encrypted and 
secure via SSL (provided by Owner).   

4) Access to the web interface may be password protected.  A users rights and 
privileges to points and graphics will be the same as those assigned at the 
BAS workstation.   An option will exist to only allow users “read” access 
via the web browser, while maintaining “command” privileges via the BAS 
workstation. 

5) Commissioning of the Web interface shall not require modification or 
creation of HTML or ASP pages.  All graphics available at the BAS 
graphical workstation shall be available to users via a web browser. 
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6) The web-based interface shall provide the following functionality to users, 
based on their access and privilege rights: 
a) Logon Screen – allows the user to enter their user name, password 

and Domain name for logging into the web server. 
b) Alarm Display – a display of current BAS alarms to which the user 

has access will be displayed.  Users will be able to acknowledge and 
erase active alarms, and link to additional alarm information 
including alarm messages, and informational and memo text.  Any 
alarm acknowledgements initiated through the web interface will be 
written to the BAS central workstation activity log. 

c) Graphic Display – Display of system graphics, including animated 
motion, available in the BAS workstation will be available for 
viewing over the web browser.  Software that requires creation of 
dedicated “web” graphics in order to display them via the browser 
interface will not be acceptable.   A graphic selector list will allow 
users to select any graphics to which they have access.  Graphic 
displays will automatically refresh with the latest change of values.  
Users will have the ability to command and override points from the 
graphic display as determined by their user accounts rights. 

d) Point details – users will have access to point detail information 
including operational status, operational priority, physical address, 
and alarm limits, for point objects to which they have access rights. 

e) Point Commanding – users will be able to override and command 
points they have access to via the web browser interface.  Any 
commands or overrides initiated via the web browser interface will be 
written to the BAS central workstation activity log. 

7) The web server licensing options will allow concurrent access by a 
minimum of 10 browser connections. 

8) Internet connections, ISP services, as well as necessary firewalls or proxy 
servers shall be provided by the Owner as required to support the web 
access feature.                          

Q. Workstation Operator Interface 
1. Basic Interface Description 

a. Operator workstation interface software shall minimize operator training through 
the use of user-friendly and interactive graphical applications, 30-character English 
language point identification, on-line help, and industry standard Windows 
application software.  Interface software shall simultaneously communicate with 
existing system and share data between the dedicated, modem autodial, and 
Ethernet-connected building level networks. The software shall provide, as a 
minimum, the following functionality: 
1) Real-time graphical viewing and control of the BAS environment 
2) Reporting 
3) Scheduling and override of building operations 
4) Collection and analysis of historical data 
5) Point database editing, storage and downloading of controller databases. 
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6) Utility for combining points into logical Point Groups.  The Point Groups 
shall then be manipulated in Graphics, trend graphs and reports in order to 
streamline the navigation and usability of the system. 

7) Alarm reporting, routing, messaging, and acknowledgment 
8) “Collapsible tree,” dynamic system architecture diagram application: 

a) Showing the real-time status and definition details of all workstations 
and devices on a management level network 

b) Showing the real-time status and definition details of all DDC and 
HVAC Mechanical Controllers at the building level  

c) Showing the status and definition details of all field-level application 
controllers 

9) Definition and construction of dynamic color graphic displays. 
10) Online, context-sensitive help, including an index, glossary of terms, and the 

capability to search help via keyword or phrase. 
11) On-screen access to User Documentation, via online help or PDF-format 

electronic file. 
12) Automatic database backup at the workstation for database changes initiated 

at DDC Controller operator interface terminals. 
b. Provide a graphical user interface that shall minimize the use of keyboard through 

the use of a mouse or similar pointing device, with a "point and click" approach to 
menu selection and a “drag and drop” approach to inter-application navigation.  
Selection of applications within the workstation software shall be via a graphical 
toolbar menu – the application toolbar menu shall have the option to be located in 
a docked position on any of the four sides of the visible desktop space on the 
workstation display monitor, and the option to automatically hide itself from the 
visible monitor workspace when not being actively manipulated by the user. 

c. The software shall provide a multi-tasking type environment that allows the user to 
run several applications simultaneously.  BAS software shall run on a Windows 7 
Professional bit operating system.  System database parameters shall be stored 
within an object-oriented database, which is compliant with the Open Database 
Connectivity (ODBC) or Structured Query Language (SQL) standards. Standard 
Windows applications shall run simultaneously with the BAS software. The mouse 
or Alt-Tab keys shall be used to quickly select and switch between multiple 
applications. The operator shall be able to work in Microsoft Word, Excel, and 
other Windows based software packages, while concurrently annunciating on-line 
BAS alarms and monitoring information 
1) Provide functionality such that any of the following may be performed 

simultaneously on-line, and in any combination, via adjustable user-sized 
windows. Operator shall be able to drag and drop information between the 
following applications, reducing the number of steps to perform a desired 
function (e.g., Click on a point on the alarm screen and drag it to the 
dynamic trend graph application to initiate a dynamic trend on the desired 
point): 
a) Dynamic color graphics application 
b) Alarm management application 
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c) Scheduling application 
d) Dynamic trend graph data plotter application 
e) Dynamic system architecture diagram application 
f) Control Program and Point database editing applications 
g) Reporting applications 

2) Report and alarm printing shall be accomplished via Windows Print 
Manager, allowing use of network printers. 

d. Operator-specific password access protection shall be provided to allow the 
administrator/manager to limit users’ workstation control, display and data base 
manipulation capabilities as deemed appropriate for each user, based upon an 
assigned password. Operator privileges shall "follow" the operator to any 
workstation logged onto (up to 999 user accounts shall be supported).  The 
administrator/manager shall be able to grant discrete levels of access and 
privileges, per user, for each point, graphic, report, schedule, and BAS workstation 
application.  And each BAS workstation user account shall use a Windows 10 user 
account as a foundation. 

e. Dynamic Color Graphics application shall include the following: 
1) Must include graphic editing and modifying capabilities 
2) A library of standard control application graphics and symbols must be 

included 
3) Must be able to command points directly off graphics application 
4) Graphic display shall include the ability to depict real-time point values 

dynamically with animation, picture/frame control, symbol association, or 
dynamic informational text-blocks. 

5) Navigation through various graphic screens shall be optionally achieved 
through a hierarchical “tree” structure 

6) Graphics viewing shall include zoom capabilities 
7) Graphics shall automatically display the HAND status of points that have 

been overridden by a field HAND switch, for points that have been designed 
to provide a field HAND override capability. 

8) Advanced linking within the Graphics application shall provide the ability to 
navigate to outside documents (e.g., .doc, .pdf, .xls), internet web addresses, 
e-mail, external programs, and other workstation applications, directly from 
the Graphics application window with a mouse-click on a customizable link 
symbol. 

f. Reports shall be generated on demand or via pre-defined schedule, and directed to 
CRT displays, printers or file.  As a minimum, the system shall allow the user to 
easily obtain the following types of reports: 
1) A general listing of all or selected points in the network 
2) List of all points currently in alarm  
3) List of all points currently in override status  
4) List of all disabled points  
5) List of all points currently locked out  
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6) List of user accounts and access levels 
7) List all weekly schedules and events 
8) List of holiday programming  
9) List of control limits and deadbands 
10) Custom reports from 3rd party software 
11) System diagnostic reports including, list of DDC panels on line and 

communicating, status of all DDC terminal unit device points 
12) List of programs 
13) List of point definitions 
14) List of logical point groups 
15) List of alarm strategy definitions 
16) List of DDC Control panels 
17) Point totalization report 
18) Point Trend data listings 
19) Initial Values report 
20) User activity report 

g. Scheduling and override 
h. Provide a calendar type format for simplification of time and date scheduling and 

overrides of building operations.  Schedule definitions reside in the PC 
workstation, DDC Controller, and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller to 
ensure time equipment scheduling when PC is off-line -- PC is not required to 
execute time scheduling. Provide override access through menu selection, 
graphical mouse action or function key.  Provide the following capabilities as a 
minimum: 
1) Weekly schedules 
2) Zone schedules 
3) Event schedules – an event consists of logical combinations of equipment 

and/or zones 
4) Report schedules  
5) Ability to schedule for a minimum of up to 365 days in advance 
6) Additionally, the scheduling application shall: 

a) Provide filtering capabilities of schedules, based on name, time, 
frequency, and schedule type (event, zone, report) 

b) Provide sorting capabilities of schedules, based on name, time and 
type of schedule (zone, event, report) 

c) Provide searching capabilities of schedules based on name – with 
wildcarding options 
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i. Collection and Analysis of Historical Data 
1) Provide trending capabilities that allow the user to easily monitor and 

preserve records of system activity over an extended period of time.  Any 
system point may be trended automatically at time-based intervals (up to 
four time-based definitions per point) or change of value, both of which 
shall be user-definable.  Trend data shall be collected stored on hard disk for 
future diagnostics and reporting.  Automatic Trend collection may be 
scheduled at regular intervals through the same scheduling interface as used 
for scheduling of zones, events, and reports.  Additionally, trend data may 
be archived to network drives or removable disk media for future retrieval. 

2) Trend data reports shall be provided to allow the user to view all trended 
point data.  Reports may be customized to include individual points or 
predefined groups of selected points. Provide additional functionality to 
allow predefined groups of up to 250 trended points to be easily transferred 
on-line to Microsoft Excel.  DDC contractor shall provide custom designed 
spreadsheet reports for use by the owner to track energy usage and cost, 
equipment run times, equipment efficiency, and/or building environmental 
conditions.  DDC contractor shall provide setup of custom reports including 
creation of data format templates for monthly or weekly reports. 

j. The ATC contractor shall provide an additional 40 hours of ATC/BMS system 
programming time to assist the owner/engineer with customized programming of 
the ATC/BMS system due to any changes and/or modifications. 

2. Dynamic Color Graphic Displays 
a. Create color graphic floor plan displays and system schematics for each piece of 

mechanical equipment, including air handling units and hot water boiler systems, 
and room level terminal units, shall be provided by the BAS contractor as indicated 
in the point I/O schedule of this specification to optimize system performance, 
analysis and speed alarm recognition. 

b. The operator interface shall allow users to access the various system schematics 
and floor plans via a graphical penetration scheme, menu selection, point alarm 
association, or text-based commands.  Graphics software shall permit the 
importing of Autocad or scanned pictures for use in the system. 

c. Dynamic temperature values, humidity values, flow values and status indication 
shall be shown in their actual respective locations within the system schematics or 
graphic floor plan displays, and shall automatically update to represent current 
conditions without operator intervention and without pre-defined screen refresh 
rates.  
1) Provide the user the ability to display real-time point values by animated 

motion or custom picture control visual representation.  Animation shall 
depict movement of mechanical equipment, or air or fluid flow.  Picture 
Control shall depict various positions in relation to assigned point values or 
ranges.  A library (set) of animation and picture control symbols shall be 
included within the workstation software’s graphics application.  Animation 
shall reflect, ON or OFF conditions, and shall also be optionally 
configurable for up to five rates of animation speed. 
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2) Sizable analog bars shall be available for monitor and control of analog 
values; high and low alarm limit settings shall be displayed on the analog 
scale. The user shall be able to "click and drag" the pointer to change the 
setpoint. 

3) Provide the user the ability to display blocks of point data by defined point 
groups; alarm conditions shall be displayed by flashing point blocks. 

4) Equipment state or values can be changed by clicking on the associated 
point block or graphic symbol and selecting the new state (on/off) or 
setpoint. 

5) State text for digital points can be user-defined up to eight characters. 
d. Colors shall be used to indicate status and change as the status of the equipment 

changes.  The state colors shall be user definable. 
e. Advanced linking within the Graphics application shall provide the ability to 

navigate to outside documents (e.g., .doc, .pdf, .xls), internet web addresses, e-
mail, external programs, and other workstation applications, directly from the 
Graphics application window with a mouse-click on a customizable link symbol. 

f. The windowing environment of the PC operator workstation shall allow the user to 
simultaneously view several applications at a time to analyze total building 
operation or to allow the display of a graphic associated with an alarm to be 
viewed without interrupting work in progress. 

g. Off the shelf graphic software, html web-based graphic software shall be provided 
to allow the user to add, modify or delete system graphic background displays. 

h. A clipart library of HVAC application and automation symbols shall be provided 
including fans, valves, motors, chillers, AHU systems, standard ductwork 
diagrams. The user shall have the ability to add custom symbols to the clipart 
library.  The clipart library shall include a minimum of 400 application symbols.  
In addition, a library consisting of a minimum of 700 graphic background 
templates shall be provided. 

i. The Graphics application shall include a set of standard Terminal Equipment 
controller application-specific background graphic templates.  Templates shall 
provide the automatic display of a selected Terminal Equipment controller’s 
control values and parameters, without the need to create separate and individual 
graphic files for each controller. 

3. System Configuration & Definition 
a. A “Collapsible tree,” dynamic system architecture diagram/display application of 

the site-specific BAS architecture showing status of controllers, PC workstations 
and networks shall be provided.  This application shall include the ability to add 
and configure workstations, DDC Controllers or HVAC Mechanical Equipment 
controllers, as well as 3rd-party integrated components.  Symbols/Icons 
representing the system architecture components shall be user-configurable and 
customizable, and a library of customized icons representing 3rd-party integration 
solutions shall be included.  This application shall also include the functionality for 
real-time display, configuration and diagnostics of dial-up modems to DDC 
Controllers. 
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b. Network wide control strategies shall not be restricted to a single DDC Controller 
or HVAC Mechanical Equipment controller, but shall be able to include data from 
any and all other network panels to allow the development of Global control 
strategies. 

c. Provide automatic backup and restore of all DDC controller and HVAC 
Mechanical Equipment controller databases on the workstation hard disk.  In 
addition, all database changes shall be performed while the workstation is on-line 
without disrupting other system operations.  Changes shall be automatically 
recorded and downloaded to the appropriate DDC Controller or HVAC 
Mechanical Equipment Controller.  Changes made at the user-interface of DDC 
Controllers or HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall be automatically 
uploaded to the workstation, ensuring system continuity. 

d. System configuration, programming, editing, graphics generation shall be 
performed on-line. If programming and system back-up must be done with the PC 
workstation off-line, the BAS contractor shall provide at least 2 operator 
workstations. 

e. Point database configuration shall be available to the user within a dedicated point 
database editor application included in the workstation software.  The editor shall 
allow the user to create, view existing, modify, copy, and delete points from the 
database.  The point editor shall also allow the user to configure the alarm 
management strategy for each point.  The editor shall provide the option for editing 
the point database in an online or offline mode with the DDC Controllers. 
1) The workstation software shall also provide the capability to perform bulk 

modification of point definition attributes to a single or multiple user-
selected points.  This function shall allow the user to choose the properties 
to copy from a selected point to another point or set of points.  The 
selectable attributes shall include, but are not limited to, Alarm management 
definitions and Trend definitions. 

4. Alarm Management  
a. Alarm Routing shall allow the user to send alarm notification to selected printers 

or workstation location(s) based on time of day, alarm severity, or point type. 
b. Alarm Notification shall be presented to each workstation in a tabular format 

application, and shall include the following information for each alarm point:  
name, value, alarm time and date, alarm status, priority, acknowledgement 
information, and alarm count.  Each alarm point or priority shall have the ability to 
sound a discrete audible notification. 

c. Alarm Display shall have the ability to list and sort the alarms based on alarm 
status, point name, ascending or descending alarm time. 

d. Directly from the Alarm Display, the user shall have the ability to acknowledge, 
silence the alarm sound, print, or erase each alarm.  The interface shall also have 
the option to inhibit the erasing of active acknowledged alarms, until they have 
returned to normal status.  The user shall also have the ability to command, launch 
an associated graphic or trended graphical plot, or run a report on a selected alarm 
point directly on the Alarm Display. 
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e. Each alarm point shall have a direct link from the Alarm Display to further user-
defined point informational data.  The user shall have the ability to also associate 
real-time electronic annotations or notes to each alarm. 

f. Alarm messages shall be customizable for each point, or each alarm priority level, 
to display detailed instructions to the user regarding actions to take in the event of 
an alarm.  Alarm messages shall also have the optional ability to individually 
enunciate on the workstation display via a separate pop-up window, automatically 
being generated as the associated alarm condition occurs. 

g. Alarm Display application shall allow workstation operators to send and receive 
real-time messages to each other, for purposes of coordinating Alarm and BAS 
system management. 

h. Remote notification of messages 
1) Workstation shall be configured to send out messages to numeric pagers, 

alphanumeric pagers, phones (via text to speech technology), SMS (Simple 
Messaging Service, text messaging) Devices, and email accounts based on a 
point’s alarm condition. 

2) There shall be no limit to the number of points that can be configured for 
remote notification of alarm conditions and no limit on the number of 
remote devices which can receive messages from the system. 

3) On a per point basis, system shall be configurable to send messages to an 
individual or group and shall be configurable to send different messages to 
different remote devices based on alarm message priority level. 

4) Remote devices may be scheduled as to when they receive messages from 
the system to account for operators’ work schedules. 

5) System must be configurable to send messages to an escalation list so that if 
the first device does not respond, the message is sent on to the next device 
after a configurable time has elapsed. 

6) Message detail shall be configurable on a per user basis. 
7) During a “flood” of alarms, remote notification messages shall have the 

ability to optimize several alarms into an individual remote notification 
message. 

8) Workstation shall have the ability to send manual messages allowing an 
operator to type in a message to be sent immediately. 

9) Workstation shall have a feature to send a heartbeat message to periodically 
notify users that they have communication with the system. 

R. Field Devices 
1. Provide instrumentation as required for monitoring, control or optimization functions.   
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2. Room Temperature Sensors  
a. Areas shall be provided with digital room sensors for temperature and shall have 

LCD display, day / night override button, and setpoint slide adjustment.  The 
setpoint slide adjustment can be software limited by the automation system to limit 
the amount of room adjustment.  Public areas such as corridors, entry areas, 
vestibules, restrooms shall have chrome cover plate temperature sensors without 
adjustment or occupied/unoccupied capability.  All temperature sensors shall be 
BACnet compatible network type. 

Temperature monitoring range       +20/120 deg. F -13 deg. to 49 deg. C) 

Output signal                
Changing resistance 

Accuracy at Calibration point                        +0.5 deg. F (+/- 0.3 deg. C) 

Set Point and Display Range   55 deg. to 95 deg. F (13 deg. to 35 deg. C) 
3. Liquid immersion temperature: 

a. Temperature monitoring range   +30/250 deg. F (-1 deg. /121 deg. C) 
b. Output signal         Changing resistance 
c. Accuracy at Calibration point +0.5 deg. F (+/-0.3 deg. C) 

4. Duct (single point) temperature: 
a. Temperature monitoring range  +20/120 deg. F (-7 deg. /49 deg. C) 
b. Output signal      Changing resistance 
c. Accuracy at Calibration point   +0.5 deg. F (+/-0.3 deg. C) 

5. Duct Average temperature: 
a. Temperature monitoring range  +20 deg.+120 deg.F(-7 deg./+49 deg. C) 
b. Output signal                     4 – 20 mA DC 
c. Accuracy at Calibration point      +0.5 deg. F (+03 deg. C) 
d. Sensor Probe Length            25 ft. L (7.3m) 

6. Outside air temperature: 
a. Temperature monitoring range     -58deg.+122deg.F(-50deg.Cto 50deg.C) 
b. Output signal                                  4 – 20 mA DC 
c. Accuracy at Calibration point             +0.5 deg. F (+/-0.3 deg. C) 

7. Liquid Differential Pressure Transmitter 
a. Ranges                            0-5/30 in. H20 

       0-25/150 in. H20 
     0-125/750 in. H20 

b. Output                                                                             4 – 20 mA DC 
c. Calibration Adjustments Zero and span 
d. Accuracy                                                                 +-0.2 percent of span 
e. Linearity                                                                +-0.1 percent of span 
f. Hysteresis                                                           +-0.05 percent of span 
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8. Differential pressure: 
a. Unit for fluid flow proof shall be Penn P74. 
b. Range       8 to 70 psi 
c. Differential                     3 psi 
d. Maximum differential pressure                                                    200 psi 
e. Maximum pressure     325 psi 
f. Unit for air flow settings. 
g. Set point ranges:       0.5 in. WG to 1.0 in. W     (124.4 to 248.8 Pa) 

 1.0 in. WG to 12.0 in. WG  (248.8 to 497.6 Pa) 
9. Static pressure sensor: 

a. Range   0 to .5 in.WG (0 to 124.4 Pa) 
  0 to 1 in. WG  (0 to 248.8 Pa) 
    0 to 2 in. WG  (0 to 497.7 Pa) 

    0 to 5” in.WG  (0 to 1.2 kPa 
   0 to 10” WG (0 to 2.5 kPa) 

b. Output Signal  4 – 20 mA VDC 
c. Combined static error 0.5 percent full range 

d. Operating Temperature -40 deg. to 175 deg. F (-40 deg. C to 79.5 deg. 
C) 

10. Air Pressure Sensor: 
a. Range: 

 0 to 0.1 in. water (0 to 24.9 Pa) 
  0 to 0.25 in. water (0 to 63.2 Pa) 

 0 to 0.5 in. water (0 to 124.5 Pa) 
 0 to 1.0 in. water (o to 249 Pa) 
 0 to 2.0 in water 90 to 498 Pa) 
 0 to 5.0 in. water (0 to 1.25 kPa) 
 0 to 10.0 in. water (0 to 2.49 kPa) 

b. Output signal 4 to 20 mA 
Accuracy  +1.0 percent of full scale 

11. Humidity Sensors: All room/zone humidity sensors shall be BACnet compatible 
network type. 
a. Range 0 to 100 percent RH 
b. Sensing Element Bulk Polymer 
c. Output Signal 

 4 – 20 mA DC 
d. Accuracy At 77 deg. F (25 deg. C) + 2 percent RH 

12. Humidistat: 
a. Range 0 to 100 percent RH 
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b. Sensing Element Bulk Polymer 
c. Output Signal 4 – 20 mA DC 
d. Accuracy At 77 deg. F(25 deg. C) + 2 percent RH 

13. Insertion Flow Meters (Equal to Onicon F-5300) 
a. Sensing Method Impedance Sensing 
b. Accuracy + 2 percent of Actual Reading 
c. Maximum Operating Pressure 400 PSI 
d. Output Signal 4 – 20 mA 
e. Bi-directional where required. 

14. Pressure to Current Transducer 
a. Range 3 to 15 psig (21 to 103 kPa) or 

 3 to 30 psig (21 to 207 kPa) 
b. Output signal 4 – 20 mA 
c. Accuracy + 1 percent of full scale (+ 0.3 psig) 

15. Carbon Dioxide Sensor :  All room/zone CO2 & duct mounted sensors shall be BACnet 
compatible network type and shall have a minimum 5 year calibration period. 
a. Range 0 to 1500 ppm 
b. Accuracy 20+ ppm 

16. Control Valves (all control valves shall have electric actuators with position feedback to 
provide confirmation of valve position). 
a. Electric Control 

1) Rangeability  40:1 
2) Flow Characteristics Modified. Equal percentage 

3) Control Action Normal open for hot water and normal closed 
for cooling 

4) Medium   Steam, water, glycol 
5) Body Type   Screwed ends 2 in. and smaller, flanged 

    Valves 2½ in. and larger 
6) Body Material  Bronze 
7) Body Trim   Bronze 
8) Stem   Stainless Steel 
9) Actuator   0-10 VDC, 4-20 MA or 2 position 

24 VAC/120VAC – Modulating for all hot water 
and chilled water valves with a GPM value of 1 
or above, 2 position valves for all GPM’s under 
1. 

b. All automatic temperature control valves in water lines shall be provided with 
Characterized throttling plugs and shall be sized for minimum 25 percent of the 
system pressure drop or three psi, whichever is less. 
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1) Positive positioning relays shall be provided on pneumatic control when 
required to provide sufficient power for sequencing. 

2) Two position valves shall be line size.  
17. Damper Actuators 

a. Electric control shall be direct coupled actuators with position feedback to BMS. 
b. Damper actuators shall be Brushless DC Motor Technology with stall protection, 

bi-directional, fail safe spring return, all metal housing, manual override, 
independently adjustable dual auxiliary switch. 
1) The actuator assembly shall include the necessary hardware and proper 

mounting and connection to a standard ½ in. diameter shaft or damper blade. 
c. Actuators shall be designed for mounting directly to the damper shaft without the 

need for connecting linkages. 
d. All actuators having more than 100 lb-in torque output shall have a self-centering 

damper shaft clamp that guarantees concentric alignment of the actuator’s output 
coupling with the damper shaft.  The self-centering clamp shall have a pair of 
opposed “v” shaped toothed cradles; each having two rows of teeth to maximize 
holding strength.  A single clamping bolt shall simultaneously drive both cradles 
into contact with the damper shaft. 

e. All actuators having more than a 100 lb-in torque output shall accept a 1 in. 
diameter shaft directly, without the need for auxiliary adapters. 

f. All actuators shall be designed and manufactured by Belimo or approved equal 
using ISO900 registered procedures, and shall be Listed under Standards UL873 
and CSA22.2 No. 24-93 l. 

S. Miscellaneous Devices 
1. Thermostats (Stand-alone electric type - only where specified or indicated on drawings) 

a. Room thermostats shall be of the gradual acting type with adjustable sensitivity. 
b. They shall have a bi-metal sensing element capable of responding to a temperature 

change of one-tenth of one degree. (Provide all thermostats with limit stops to limit 
adjustments as required.) 

c. Thermostats shall be arranged for either horizontal or vertical mounting. 
d. In the vertical position thermostat shall fit on a mullion of movable partitions 

without overlap. 
e. Mount the thermostat covers with tamper-proof socket head screws. 

2. Freezestats: 
a. Install freezestats on each coil that mixes outside and return air (air handling units, 

fan coils, unit ventilators) and provide protection for every square foot of coil 
surface area with one linear foot of element per square foot of coil. 
1) Upon detection of low temperature, the freezestats shall stop the associated 

supply fans and return the automatic dampers to their normal position close 
outside air dampers and open coil valve for full flow.  Provide manual reset. 

3. Firestats: 
a. Provide manual reset, fixed temperature line voltage type with a bi-metal actuated 

switch. 
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1) Switch shall have adequate rating for required load. 
4. Current Sensing Relay: 

a. Provide solid-state, adjustable, current operated relay.  Provide a relay which 
changes switch contact state in response to an adjustable set point value of current 
in the monitored A/C circuit. 

b. Adjust the relay switch point so that the relay responds to motor operation under 
load as an “on” state and so that the relay responds to an unloaded running motor 
as an “off” state.  A motor with a broken belt is considered an unloaded motor. 

c. Provide for status device for all fans and pumps. 

T. Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide an automatic temperature 
control and building management system of one of the following: 
1. Johnson Controls 
2. Honeywell 
3. Sneider Electric 
4. Delta Controls  
5. Or equal 

U. SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS:  Refer to Control drawings for sequence of operations.  

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1          ATTIC STOCK 

A. Rooftop Units 
1. Four additional complete extra sets of pre and final filters for each RTU/ ERV/ HV/ AHU 

for attic stock.  All these filters indicated above including the four sets of attic stock are 
additional to those provided for flush out and indoor air quality requirements per LEED 
requirements.  

2. Provide one spare set of belts for each belt-driven air handling unit.  
3. Obtain receipt from Owner that attic stock provided. 

B. Power and Gravity Ventilators 
1. Furnish to Owner, with receipt, one spare set of belts for each belt driven power 

ventilator 

C. Ductwork Accessories 
1. Furnish extra fusible links to owner, one link for every 10 installed of each temperature 

range; obtain receipt. 

3.2          INSTALLATION OF VALVES 

A. Examine valve interior through the end ports, for cleanliness, freedom from foreign matter and 
corrosion. Remove special packing materials, such as blocks used which prevents disc 
movement during shipping and handling. 
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B. Actuate valve through an open-close and close-open cycle.  Examine functionally significant 
features, such as guides and seats made accessible by such actuation.  Following examination, 
return the valve closure member to the position in which it was shipped. 

C. Examine threads on both the valve and the mating pipe for form (out-of-round or local 
indentation) and cleanliness. 

D. Examine mating flange faces for conditions which might cause leakage.  Check bolting for 
proper size, length, and material.  Check gasket material for proper size and material, and for 
freedom from defects and damage. 

E. Prior to valve installation, examine the piping for cleanliness, freedom from foreign materials, 
and proper alignment. 

F. Selection of Valve Ends (Pipe Connections):  Except as otherwise indicated, select valves with 
the following ends or types of pipe/tube connections: 
1. Copper Tube 2" and smaller (Heating Hot Water and Low Pressure Steam): Solder ends. 
2. Steel Pipe Sizes 2" and smaller:  Threaded or grooved-end. 
3. Steel Pipes Sizes 2-1/2" and larger:  Grooved-end or welded. 

G. Valve Installation: 
1. Locate valves for easy access and provide separate support where necessary. 
2. Install valves and unions for each fixture and item of equipment in a manner to allow 

equipment removal without system shut-down.  Unions are not required on flanged 
devices. 

3. Install valves in horizontal piping with the stem at or above the center of the pipe. 
4. Installation of Check Valves:  Install for proper direction of flow as follows: 

a. Swing Check Valves:  Install in horizontal position with hinge pin level. 
b. Wafer Check Valves:  Install between 2 flanges in horizontal or vertical position. 
c. Lift Check Valves:  Install in piping line with stem upright and plumb. 

H. Threaded Connections: 
1. Note the internal length of threads in valve ends, and proximity of valve internal seat or 

wall, to determine how far pipe should be threaded into valve. 
2. Align threads at point of assembly. 
3. Apply appropriate tape or thread compound to the external pipe threads (except where 

dry seal threading is specified). 
4. Assemble joint wrench tight.  Wrench on valve shall be on the valve end into which the 

pipe is being threaded. 

I. Flanged Connections: 
1. Align flanges surfaces parallel. 
2. Assemble joints by sequencing bolt tightening to make initial contact of flanges and 

gaskets as flat and parallel as possible.  Use suitable lubricants on bolt threads.  Tighten 
bolts gradually and uniformly using a torque wrench. 
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J. Grooved Connections: 
1. Installation shall be in accordance with the latest published instructions from the 

manufacturer. 

K. Field Quality Control: 
1. Testing:  After piping systems have been tested and put into service, but before final 

adjusting and balancing, inspect each valve for leaks.  Adjust or replace packing to stop 
leaks; replace valve if leak persists. 

L. Adjusting and Cleaning: 
1. Cleaning:  Clean mill scale, grease, and protective coatings from exterior of valves and 

prepare to receive painting or insulation. 

3.3          INSTALLATION OF METERS AND GAUGES 

A. Installation of Temperature Gauges: 
1. General:  Install temperature gauges in vertical upright position, and tilted so as to be 

easily read by observer standing on floor. 
2. Temperature Gauge Connector Plugs:  Install in piping tee where indicated, located on 

pipe at most readable position.  Secure Cap. 

B. Installation of Pressure Gauges: 
1. General:  Install pressure gauges in piping tee with pressure gauge located on pipe at 

most readable position. 
2. Pressure Gauge Cocks:  Install in piping tee with snubber.  Install siphon for steam 

pressure gauges. 

C. Installation of Flow Measuring Fittings: 
1. General:  Install flow measure fittings in piping systems located in accessible locations. 

D. Adjusting and Cleaning: 
1. Adjusting:  Adjust faces of meters and gauges to proper angle for best visibility. 
2. Cleaning:  Clean windows of meters and gauges and factory-finished surfaces.  Replace 

cracked or broken windows, repair any scratched or marred surfaces with manufacturer's 
touch-up paint. 

3.4          INSTALLATION OF HANGERS & ATTACHMENTS 

A. Examine areas and conditions under which supports and anchors are to be installed.  Do not 
proceed with work until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected in manner acceptable to 
Installer. 

B. Proceed with installation of hangers, supports and anchors only after required building 
structural work has been completed in areas where the work is to be installed.  Correct 
inadequacies including (but not limited to) proper placement of inserts, anchors, and other 
building structural attachments. 
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C. Prior to installation of hangers, supports, anchors, and associated work, Installer shall meet at 
project site with Contractor, installer of each component of associated work, inspection and 
testing agency representatives (if any), installers of other work requiring coordination with work 
of this section and Architect/Engineer for purposes of reviewing material selections and 
procedures to be followed in performing the work in compliance with requirements specified. 

D. Install building attachments at required locations within concrete or on structural steel for 
proper piping support.  Space attachments within maximum piping span length indicated in 
MSS SP-69.  Install additional concentrated loads, including valves, flanges, guides, strainers, 
expansion joints, and at changes in direction of piping.  Install concrete inserts before concrete 
is placed; fasten insert securely to forms.  Where concrete with compressive strength less than 
2500 psi is indicated, install reinforcing bars through the openings at the tops of inserts. 

E. Install hangers, supports, clamps, and attachments to support piping properly from building 
structure; comply with MSS SP-69.  Arrange for grouping of parallel runs of horizontal piping 
to be supported together on trapeze type hangers where possible.  Install supports with 
maximum spacings complying with MSS SP-69.  Where piping of various sizes is to be 
supported together by trapeze hangers, space hangers for smallest pipe size or install 
intermediate supports for smaller diameter pipe.  Do not use wire or perforated metal to support 
piping, and do not support piping from other piping.  
1. Install hangers and supports complete with necessary inserts, bolts, rods, nuts, washers, 

and other accessories.  Except as otherwise indicated for exposed continuous pipe runs, 
install hangers and supports of same type and style as installed for adjacent similar 
piping. 

2. Prevent electrolysis in support of copper tubing by the use of hangers and supports which 
are copper plated, or by other recognized industry methods. 

3. Install hangers and supports to allow controlled movement of piping systems and to 
permit freedom of movement between pipe anchors, and to facilitate action of expansion 
joints, expansion loops, expansion bends, and similar units. 

4. Load Distribution:  Install hangers and supports so that piping live and dead loading and 
stresses from movement will not be transmitted to connected equipment. 

5. Pipe Slopes:  Install hangers and supports to provide indicated pipe slopes, and so that 
maximum pipe deflections allowed by ANSI B31 Pressure Piping Codes are not 
exceeded. 

6. Insulated Piping:  Comply with the following installation requirements: 
a. Clamps:  Attach clamps, including spacers (if any), to piping with clamps 

projecting through insulation; do not exceed pipe stresses allowed by ANSI B31. 
b. Shields: For pipe sizes up to and including 4” provide heavy gauge shield at each 

hanger point. 
c. Saddles:  For all pipe sizes over 4” provide saddle at each hanger point. 

Completely fill void in saddle with loose insulation.   

F. Install anchors at proper locations to prevent stresses from exceeding those permitted by ANSI 
B31, and to prevent transfer for loading and stresses to connected equipment. 

G. Fabricate and install anchor by welding steel shapes, plates, and bars to piping and to structure.  
Comply with ANSI B31 and with AWS standards. 
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H. Where expansion compensators are indicated, install anchors in accordance with expansion unit 
manufacturer's written instructions, to limit movement of piping and forces to maximums 
recommended by manufacturer for each unit. 

I. Anchor Spacings:  Where not otherwise indicated, install anchors at ends of principal pipe-runs, 
at intermediate points in pipe-runs between expansion loops and bends.  Make provisions for 
preset of anchors as required to accommodate both expansion and contraction of piping. 

J. Provide concrete housekeeping bases for all floor-mounted equipment.  Size bases to extend 
minimum of 4" beyond equipment base in any direction; and 4" above finished floor elevation.  
Construct of reinforced concrete, roughen floor slab beneath base for bond, and provide steel 
rod anchors between floor and base.  Locate anchor bolts using equipment manufacturer's 
templates.  Chamfer top and edge corners. 

K. Provide structural steel stands to support equipment not floor mounted or hung from structure.  
Construct of structural steel members or steel pipe and fittings.  Provide factory-fabricated tank 
saddles for tanks mounted on steel stands. 

L. Adjusting and Cleaning: 
1. Hanger Adjustment:  Adjust hangers so as to distribute loads equally on attachments. 
2. Support Adjustment:  Provide grout under supports so as to bring piping and equipment 

to proper level and elevations. 
3. Cleaning:  Clean factory-finished surfaces.  Repair any marred or scratched surfaces with 

manufacturer's touch-up paint. 

3.5          INSTALLATION OF MECHANICAL IDENTIFICATION 

A. Coordination:  Where identification is to be applied to surfaces which require insulation, 
painting or other covering or finish, including valve tags in finished mechanical spaces, install 
identification after completion of covering and painting.  Install identification prior to 
installation of acoustical ceilings and similar removable concealment.  

B. General:  Install pipe markers of the following type on each system indicated to receive 
identification, and include arrows to show normal direction of flow: 
1. Plastic pipe markers, with application system as indicated. Install on pipe insulation 

segment where required for hot non-insulated pipes. 

C. Locate pipe markers and color bands as follows wherever piping is in or above occupied spaces 
or corridors, machine rooms, accessible maintenance spaces (shafts, tunnels, plenums) and 
exterior non-concealed locations.   
1. Near each valve and control device. 
2. Near each branch, excluding short take-offs for fixtures and terminal units; mark each 

pipe at branch, where there could be question of flow pattern.  
3. Near locations where pipes pass through walls or floors/ceilings, or enter non-accessible 

enclosures.  
4. At access doors, manholes and similar access points which permit view of concealed 

piping. 
5. Near major equipment items and other points of origination and termination. 
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6. Spaced intermediately at maximum spacing of 50' along each piping run, except reduce 
spacing to 25' in congested areas of piping and equipment. 

7. On piping above removable acoustical ceilings. 

D. Valve Identification: 
1. General:  Provide valve tag on every valve, cock, and control device in each piping 

system; exclude check valves, valves within factory-fabricated equipment units, HVAC 
terminal devices and similar rough-in connections of end-use fixtures and units.  List 
each tagged valve in valve schedule for each piping system. 

2. Mount valve schedule frames and schedules in machine rooms where indicated or, if not 
otherwise indicated, where directed by Architect/Engineer. 

E. Mechanical Equipment Identification: 
1. General:  Install engraved plastic laminate sign or plastic equipment marker on or near 

each major item of mechanical equipment and each operational device, as specified 
herein if not otherwise specified for each item or device. 

2. Lettering Size:  Minimum 1/4" high lettering for name of unit where viewing distance is 
less than 2' - 0", 1\2" high for distances up to 6' - 0", and proportionately larger lettering 
for greater distances.  Provide secondary lettering of 2/3 to 3/4 of size of the principal 
lettering. 

F. Adjusting and Cleaning: 
1. Adjusting:  Relocate any mechanical identification device which has become visually 

blocked by work of this division or other divisions. 
2. Cleaning:  Clean face of identification devices, and glass frames of valve charts. 

3.6          INSTALLATION OF MECHANICAL INSULATION 

A. Installation of Piping Insulation: 
1. Insulation Omitted:  Omit insulation on hot piping within radiation enclosures or unit 

cabinets; on cold piping within unit cabinets provided piping is located over drain pan; on 
heating piping beyond control valve, located within heated space; on condensate piping 
between steam trap and union; and on unions, flanges, strainers, flexible connections, and 
expansion joints.  (Couplings in mechanical grooved systems will be insulated.) 

2. General:  Install insulation products in accordance with manufacturer's written 
instructions, and in accordance with recognized industry practices to ensure that 
insulation serves its intended purpose. 

3. Install insulation on pipe systems subsequent to installation of heat tracing, painting, 
testing, and acceptance tests. 

4. Install insulation materials with smooth and even surfaces.  Insulate each continuous run 
of piping with full-length units of insulation, with a single cut piece to complete run.  Do 
not use cut pieces or scraps abutting each other. 

5. Clean and dry pipe surfaces prior to insulating.  Butt installation joints firmly together to 
ensure a complete and tight fit over surfaces to be covered. 

6. Maintain integrity of vapor-barrier jackets on pipe insulation, and protect to prevent 
puncture or other damage. 
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7. Cover valves, fittings and similar items in each piping system with equivalent thickness 
and composition of insulation as applied to adjoining pipe run.  Install factory molded, 
precut or job fabricated units (at Installer's option) except where specific form or type is 
indicated. 

8. Extend piping insulation without interruption through walls, floors and similar piping 
penetrations, except where otherwise indicated. 

9. Butt pipe insulation against pipe hanger insulation inserts.  For hot pipes, apply 3" wide 
vapor barrier tape or band over the butt joints.  For cold piping apply wet coat of vapor 
barrier lap cement on butt joints and seal joints with 3" wide vapor barrier tape or band. 

B. Installation of Ductwork Insulation: 
1. General:  Install insulation products in accordance with manufacturer's written 

instructions, and in accordance with recognized industry practices to ensure that 
insulation serves its indented purpose. 

2. Install insulation materials with smooth and even surfaces. 
3. Clean and dry ductwork prior to insulating.  Butt insulation joints firmly together to 

ensure complete and tight fit over surfaces to be covered. 
4. Maintain integrity of vapor-barrier on ductwork insulation, and protect it to prevent 

puncture and other damage. 
5. Extend ductwork insulation without interruption through walls, floors and similar 

ductwork penetrations, except where otherwise indicated. 
6. Lined Ductwork:  Except as otherwise indicated, omit insulation on ductwork where 

internal insulation or sound absorbing linings have been installed. 

C. Protection and Replacement: 
1. Replace damaged insulation which cannot be repaired satisfactorily, including units with 

vapor barrier damage and moisture saturated units. 
2. Protection; Insulation Installer shall advise Contractor of required protection for 

insulation work during remainder of construction period, to avoid damage and 
deterioration. 

3.7          INSTALLATION OF HYDRONIC PIPING AND ACCESSORIES 

A. Piping Installations: 
1. Locations and Arrangements:  Drawings indicate the general location and arrangement of 

piping systems.  Locations and arrangements of piping take into consideration pipe sizing 
and friction loss, expansion, pump sizing, and other design consideration.  So far as 
practical, install piping as indicated. 

2. Install piping at a uniform grade of 1 in. in 40 ft. upward in the direction of flow. 
3. Make reductions in pipe sizes using eccentric reducer fitting installed with the level side 

up. 
4. Install branch connections to mains using Tee fittings in main with take-off out the 

bottom, except for up-freed risers which shall have take-off out the top of the main line. 
5. Install unions in pipes 2 in. and smaller, adjacent to each valve, at final connections of 

each piece of equipment, and elsewhere as indicated.  Unions are not required on flanged 
devices. 
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6. Install flanges on valves, apparatus, and equipment having 2-1/2 in. and larger 
connections. 

7. Install strainers on the supply side of each control valve, pressure reducing valve, 
pressure regulating valve, solenoid valve, inline pump, and elsewhere as indicated.  
Install nipple and ball valve in blow down connection of strainers 2 in. and larger. 

8. Anchor piping to ensure proper direction of expansion and contraction.  Expansion loops 
and joints are indicated on the Drawings. 

9. Install pipe sleeves at all wall and floor penetrations. 
10. Install escutcheons at all exposed pipe wall penetrations. 
11. Provide Dielectric couplings at all dissimilar piping/valve connections. 

B. Pipe Applications: 
1. Copper Tubing:  Use Type L, drawn copper tubing with wrought copper fittings and 

solder joints for 2 in. and smaller, above ground, within building.  Use Type K, annealed 
temper copper tubing for 2 in. and smaller without joints, below ground or within slabs.  
Mechanical fittings (crimp or flair) are not permitted. 

2. Steel Pipe:  Use steel pipe with threaded joints and fittings for 2 in. and smaller, and with 
welded joints for 2-1/2 in. and larger. 

3. Steel Pipe:  Use mechanical grooved end steel pipe and mechanical couplings and 
fittings. 

C. Grooved Pipe Ends and Fittings: 
1. Roll Groove pipe ends in accordance with the latest published instructions from 

manufacturer of grooved couplings. 
2. Assemble joints with coupling and gasket, lubricant, and bolts.  Cut or roll grooves in 

ends of pipe based on pipe and coupling manufacturer's written instructions for pipe wall 
thickness.  All grooved system components shall be of same manufacturer. Use grooved-
end fittings and rigid or flexible, where required, grooved-end-pipe couplings.  The 
gasket style and elastomeric material (grade) shall be verified as suitable for the intended 
service as specified.  Gaskets shall be molded and produced by the grooved coupling 
manufacturer.  Grooved end shall be clean and free from indentations, projections, and 
roll marks in the area from pipe end to groove.   

3. Training  
a. The grooved coupling manufacturer’s (the “manufacturer”) factory trained 

representative shall provide on-site training for contractor’s field personnel in the 
use of grooving tools, application of groove, and installation of groove joints 
products.   

b. IACET/Training:  A factory trained manufacturer’s representative (direct 
employee) shall provide on-site training of contractor’s field personnel in the use 
of grooving tools, application of groove, and product installation in compliance 
with the following: 
1) Manufacture must be accredited by the International Association for 

Continuing Education and Training (IACET).  
2) IACET Accredited Provider status demonstrates that the manufacture 

complies with the ANSI/IACET standard, which is recognized 
internationally as a standard of excellence in instructional practices.  
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4. Inspection 
a. A manufacturer’s factory trained representative shall periodically visit the job  site 

and review the installation for best practices.  The installing Contractor shall 
correct any identified deficiencies.   

b. The grooved fittings manufacturer’s product that has been examined and has not 
met the visual inspection criteria for proper installation must be corrected and re-
examined by Inspection Services prior to the completion of the project.  Any 
Victaulic product that has not been corrected or was not examined will not be 
considered as part of the successful completion of Inspection Services.  

5. Application 
a. Upon completion of the manufacturer’s inspection of the installation and any 

identified corrections, the manufacturer may provide the Owner or purchaser with 
a limited warranty on manufacturer’s products.  

D. Valve Applications: 
1. General Duty Valve Applications:  The Drawings indicate valve types to be used.  Where 

specific valve types are not indicated the following requirements apply: 
a. Shut-Off Duty:  Use gate, and ball, valves. 
b. Throttling Duty:  Use globe, ball, and plug valves. 

2. Install drain valves at low points in mains, risers, branch lines, and elsewhere as required 
for system drainage. 

3. Install pump discharge valves with stem in upward position; allow clearance above stem 
for check mechanism removal. 

4. Install safety relief valve on hot water generators, and elsewhere as required by ASME 
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.  Pipe discharge to floor without valves.  Comply with 
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section VIII, Division 1 for installation 
requirements. 

5. Install pressure reducing valves on hot water generators, and elsewhere as required to 
regulate system pressure. 

6. Install isolation valves in all branch supply take-offs from piping mains which serve more 
than two terminal heating or cooling units.  Provide balancing valve with positive shut off 
in all return branch take-offs which serve more than two terminal heating or cooling 
units.  Provide isolation valves in floor supply main piping lines and balancing valves 
with positive shut-off in all floor return main piping take-offs. 

E. Hydronic Specialties Installation: 
1. Install automatic air vents at high points in the system, heat transfer coils, and elsewhere 

as required for system air venting.  Install air vents with cocks such that vents can be 
removed without draining system. 

2. Install combination separator/strainer in pump suction lines.  Run piping to compression 
tank with 1/4 in. per foot (two percent) upward slope towards tank.  Install blowdown 
piping with gate valve; extend to nearest drain. 

3. Install pump suction diffusers on pump suction inlet, adjust foot support to carry weight 
of suction piping.  Install nipple and ball valve in blowdown connection. 
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F. Adjusting and Cleaning: 
1. Clean and flush hydronic piping systems.  Remove, clean, and replace strainer screens.  

After cleaning and flushing hydronic piping system, but before balancing, remove 
disposable fine mesh strainers in pump suction diffusers. 

2. Chemical Treatment:  Provide a water analysis prepared by the chemical treatment 
supplier to determine the type and level of chemicals required for prevention of scale and 
corrosion.  Perform initial treatment after completion of system testing. 

3.8          INSTALLATION OF TERMINAL HEATING UNITS (HYDRONIC) 

A. Vibration Control and Seismic Restraint:  Refer to section 230548 and drawing VS-1 for the 
appropriate support of each piece of HVAC equipment noted as requiring such. The vibration 
control and seismic restraint manufacturer shall recommend the correct connection and device 
as outlined in section 230548 and drawing VS-1. 

B. Installation of Finned Tube Radiation:  (Hydronic) 

1. General:  Install finned tube radiation as indicated, and in accordance with manufacturer's 
installation instructions. 

2. Locate finned tube radiation as indicated, run cover wall-to-wall unless otherwise 
indicated.  Provide butt caps, splice joints, "Z" bends etc. for a complete installation. 

3. Install access panels centered in front of each shutoff valve, balancing cock, steam trap, 
or temperature control valve. 

C. Installation of Horizontal Unit Heaters:  (Hydronic) 

1. General:  Install unit heaters as indicated, and in accordance with manufacturer's 
installation instructions. 

2. Uncrate units and inspect for damage.  Verify that nameplate data corresponds with unit 
designation. 

3. Hang units from building substrate, not from piping.  Mount as high as possible to 
maintain greatest headroom possible unless otherwise indicated. 

4. Support units with rod-type hangers anchored to building substrate. 
5. Install piping as indicated. 
6. Protect units with protective covers during balance of construction. 

D. Installation of Radiant Panels & Radiation Wall Units: 

1. Install components level and plumb. Maintain sufficient clearance for normal services, 
maintenance, or in accordance with construction drawings. 

2. Complete installation and startup checks according to manufacturer’s written instructions 
and perform the following: 
a. Verify that controls and control enclosure are accessible. 
b. Verify that control connections are complete to control valves as needed. 
c. Verify that any identification tags are visible. 
d. Verify that controls respond to inputs as specified. 
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3. Connections 
a. Piping installation requirements are specified in other Division 23 Sections. 

Drawings indicated general arrangement of piping, fittings, and specialties.  
b. Install piping adjacent to radiant panels to allow for service and maintenance. 
c. In addition to Division 23 Section “Hydronic Piping”, connect copper tubing to 

supply with shut-off valve, strainer, control valve, and union or flange, and return 
pipe with balancing valve and union or flange. 

4. Field Quality Control 
a. Perform the following field tests and inspections and prepare test reports: 

1) Leak Test: After installation, fill water tubes and test for leaks. Repair leaks 
and retest until no leaks exist. 

2) Operational Test: After electrical circuitry has been energized, start units to 
conform to proper unit operation. 

3) Test and adjust controls and safeties. Replace damaged and malfunctioning 
controls and equipment. 

b. Manufacturer’s Field Service: Engage a factory-authorized service representative 
to inspect, test, and adjust field assembled components and equipment installation, 
including connections, and to assist in field testing. Report any findings in writing. 

c. Remove and replace malfunctioning units and retest as specified above. 

5. Cleaning and Protection 
a. Clean all visible surfaces of equipment; touch up as required. 
b. Protect all units before, during and after installation. Damaged materials due to 

improper protection shall be cause for rejection. 

6. Construction Phase Services 
a. Manufacturer or factory-authorized representative shall visit the site regularly 

during the installation process to ensure proper means and methods are being 
employed. Bid shall include the cost of a minimum of two (2) such visits. 

b. Manufacturer or factory-authorized representative shall provide start-up and 
training services to owners/staff to adjust, operate, and maintain radiant panels. 

E. Installation of Cabinet Unit Heaters (Hydronic): 

1. General:  Install cabinet heaters as indicated, and in accordance with manufacturer's 
installation instructions. 

2. Coordinate with other trades to assure correct recess size for recessed units. 
3. Install piping as indicated. 
4. Protect units with protective covers during balance of construction. 

F. Installation of Fan-Coil Units:  (Hydronic/Vertical Upright) 

1. General:  Install fan-coil units as indicated, and in accordance with manufacturer's 
installation instructions. 

2. Coordinate with other trades to assure correct recess size for recessed units. 
3. Install piping as indicated. 
4. Protect units with protective covers during balance of construction. 
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G. Adjusting and Cleaning: 

1. General:  After construction is completed, including painting, clean unit exposed 
surfaces, vacuum clean terminal coils and inside of cabinets. 

2. Retouch any marred or scratched surfaces of factory-finished cabinets, using finish 
materials furnished by manufacturer. 

3. Install new filter units for terminals requiring same. 

3.9          INSTALLATION OF DUCTLESS COOLING UNIT SYSTEMS 

A. Vibration Control and Seismic Restraint:  Refer to section 23 05 48 and drawing VS-1 for the 
appropriate support of each piece of HVAC equipment noted as requiring such. The vibration 
control and seismic restraint manufacturer shall recommend the correct connection and device 
as outlined in section 23 05 48 and drawing VS-1.   

B. General: 

1. Verify all dimensions by field measurements.  Verify roof structure, mounting supports, 
wall structure, and membrane installations are completed to the proper point to allow 
installation of wall mounted and roof mounted units.  Examine rough-in for refrigerant 
piping systems to verify actual locations of piping connections prior to installation.  Do 
not proceed until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

2. Install equipment in accordance with manufacturer’s installation instructions.  Install 
units plumb and level, firmly anchored in locations indicated, and maintain 
manufacturer's recommended clearances. 

C. Field Quality Control: 

1. Provide the services, to include a written report, of a factory authorized service 
representative to examine the field assembly of the components, installation, and piping 
and electrical connections. 

2. Charge systems with refrigerant and oil, and test for leaks. Repair leaks and replace lost 
refrigerant and oil. 

D. Demonstration: 

1. Provide the services of a factory authorized service representative to provide start-up 
service and to demonstrate and train the Owner's maintenance personnel as specified 
below. 

2. Start-up service:  Place units into operation and adjust controls and safeties.  Replace 
Damaged Or Malfunctioning Components And Controls. 

E. Training: 

1. Train the Owner's maintenance personnel on start-up and shut-down procedures, 
troubleshooting procedures, and servicing and preventative maintenance schedules and 
procedures.   

2. Schedule training with Owner through the Architect/Engineer with at least seven days 
prior notice. 
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3.10          INSTALLATION OF POWER AND GRAVITY VENTILATORS 

A. Vibration Control and Seismic Restraint:  Refer to section 230548 and drawing VS-1 for the 
appropriate support of each piece of HVAC equipment noted as requiring such. The vibration 
control and seismic restraint manufacturer shall recommend the correct connection and device 
as outlined in section 230548 and drawing VS-1. 

B. General:  Except as otherwise indicated or specified, install ventilators in accordance with 
manufacturer's installation instructions and recognized industry practices to insure that products 
serve the intended function. 

C. Coordinate ventilator work with work of roofing, walls and ceilings, as necessary for proper 
interfacing. 

D. Ductwork:  Connect ducts to ventilators in accordance with manufacturer's installation 
instruction, and details on drawings. 

E. Roof Curbs:  Furnish roof curbs to roofing Installer for installation. 

F. Electrical Wiring:  Install electrical devices furnished by manufacturer but not specified to be 
factory-mounted.  Furnish copy of manufacturer's wiring diagram submittal to Electrical 
Installer. 

1. Verify that electrical wiring installation is in accordance with manufacturer's submittal 
and installation requirements of Division-26 sections.  Verify proper rotation direction of 
fan wheels.  Do not proceed with equipment start-up until wiring installation is 
acceptable to equipment installer. 

G. Remove shipping bolts and temporary supports within ventilators.  Adjust dampers for free 
operation. 

H. Testing:  After installation of ventilators has been completed, test each ventilator to demonstrate 
proper operation of unit at performance requirements specified. When possible, field correct 
malfunctioning units, then retest to demonstrate compliance.  Replace units which cannot be 
satisfactorily corrected. 

I. Cleaning:  Clean factory-finished surface.  Repair any marred or scratched surfaces with 
manufacturer's touch-up paint. 

J. General:  Furnish to Owner, with receipt, one spare set of belts for each belt driven power 
ventilator. 

3.11          INSTALLATION OF EXTRUDED ALUMINUM RAIN RESISTANT WALL LOUVERS 

A. HVAC Contractor is responsible for installation of Louvers in accordance with the following: 

1. Examination 
a. Inspect areas to receive louvers.  Notify the Architect of conditions that would 

adversely affect the installation or subsequent utilization of the louvers.  Do not 
proceed with installation until unsatisfactory conditions are corrected. 
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b. Notify Architect of unsatisfactory preparation before proceeding. 

2. Preparation 
a. Clean opening thoroughly prior to installation. 
b. Prepare surfaces using the methods recommended by the manufacturer for 

achieving the best result for the substrate under the project conditions. 

3. Installation 
a. Install louvers at locations indicated on the drawings and in accordance with 

manufacturer's instructions. 
b. Install louvers plumb, level, in plane of wall, and in alignment with adjacent work. 
c. Install joint sealants as specified in Section 079200. 

4. Cleaning 
a. Clean louver surfaces in accordance with manufacturer's instructions. 
b. Touch-up, repair or replace damaged products before Substantial Completion. 

3.12          INSTALLATION OF DUCT MOUNTED HOT WATER COIL 

A. Vibration Control and Seismic Restraint:  Refer to Section 230548 and Drawing VS-1 for the 
appropriate support of each piece of HVAC equipment noted as requiring such. The vibration 
control and seismic restraint manufacturer shall recommend the correct connection and device 
as outlined in Section 230548 and Drawing VS-1. 

B. General:  Install unit heaters as indicated, and in accordance with manufacturer's installation 
instructions.  

C. Uncrate units and inspect for damage.  Verify that nameplate data corresponds with unit 
designation.  

D. Hang units from building substrate, not from piping.  Mount as high as possible to maintain 
greatest headroom possible unless otherwise indicated.  

E. Support units with rod-type hangers anchored to building substrate.  

F. Install piping as indicated.  

G. Protect units with protective covers during balance of construction. 

H. Adjusting & Cleaning: 

1. General:  After construction is completed, including painting, clean unit exposed 
surfaces, vacuum clean terminal coils and inside of cabinets. 

2. Retouch any marred or scratched surfaces of factory-finished cabinets, using finish 
materials furnished by manufacturer. 
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I. HVAC subcontractor shall own Replacement of construction filters with balancing filters during 
the balancing operations.  Replace balancing filters with new filters immediately prior to 
occupancy. Also provide four additional complete extra sets of pre and final filters for attic 
stock. All these filters indicated above including the four sets of attic stock are additional to 
those provided for flush out and indoor air quality requirements per LEED  requirements. 
Obtain receipt from Owner that new filters have been installed at substantial completion and 
attic stock provided. 

3.13          INSTALLATION OF VARIABLE AIR VOLUME BOXES 

A. VIBRATION CONTROL AND SEISMIC RESTRAINT:  Refer to section 23 05 48 and 
drawing VS-1 for the appropriate support of each piece of HVAC equipment noted as requiring 
such. The vibration control and seismic restraint manufacturer shall recommend the correct 
connection and device as outlined in section 23 05 48 and drawing VS-1.    

B. General:  Install variable air volume boxes as indicated, and in accordance with manufacturer's 
installation instructions. 

C. Location:  Install each unit level and accurately in position indicated in relation to other work; 
and maintain sufficient clearance for normal service and maintenance, but in no case less than 
that recommended by manufacturer. 

D. Install all transformers within junction boxes and maintain three foot clearance in front per the 
electrical code. This will allow the VAV control box to only utilize low voltage wiring and not 
be susceptible to the three foot clearance requirement by the electrical code.   

E. Report: 

1. Format:  Report forms shall be those standard forms prepared by the referenced standard 
for each respective item and system to be tested, adjusted, and balanced.  Bind report 
forms complete with schematic systems diagrams and other data in reinforced, vinyl, 
three-ring binders.  Provide binding edge labels with the project identification and a title 
descriptive of the contents.  Divide the contents of the binder into the below listed 
divisions, separated by divider tabs: 
a. General Information and Summary. 
b. Air Systems. 
c. Hydronic heating and cooling systems. 
d. Temperature Control Systems. 

2. Contents:  Provide the following minimum information, forms and data: 
a. General Information and Summary:  Inside cover sheet to identify testing, 

adjusting, and balancing agency, Contractor, Owner, Architect, Engineer, and 
Project.  Include addresses, and contact names and telephone numbers.  Also 
include a certification sheet containing the seal and name address, telephone 
number, and signature of the Certified Test and Balance Engineer.  Include in this 
division a listing of the instrumentation used for the procedures along with the 
proof of calibration. 
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b. The remainder of the report shall contain the appropriate forms containing as a 
minimum, the information indicated on the standard report forms prepared by the 
AABC for each respective item and system.   

c. Submit proof that all required instrumentation has been calibrated to tolerances 
specified in the referenced standards, within a period of six months prior to starting 
the project. 

F. Quality Assurance: 

1. An independent testing, adjusting, and balancing agency certified by the AABC or NEBB 
as a Test and Balance Engineer in those testing and balancing disciplines required for this 
project. 

2. Codes and Standards: 
a. AABC:  "National Standards For Total System Balance". 
b. ASHRAE:  ASHRAE Handbook, 1984 Systems Volume, Chapter 37, Testing, 

Adjusting, and Balancing. 
c. NEBB (National Environmental Balancing Bureau: "Procedural Standards for 

Testing, Adjusting and Balancing of Environmental Systems" (Latest Edition) 

3. Pre-Balancing Conference:  Prior to beginning of the testing, adjusting, and balancing 
procedures, schedule and conduct a conference with the Architect/Engineer and 
Mechanical Contractor.  The objective of the conference is final coordination and 
verification of system operation and readiness for testing, adjusting, and balancing. 

4. System Operation:  Systems shall be fully operational prior to beginning procedures.  All 
new automatic temperature controls shall be fully operational.  Test, adjust and balance 
the air systems before refrigerant systems.  Test, adjust and balance air conditioning 
systems during summer season, and heating systems during winter season, including at 
least a period of operation at outside conditions within 5° F. wet bulb temperature of 
maximum summer design condition, and within 10°F. dry bulb temperature of minimum 
winter design condition.  Take final temperature reading during seasonal operation. 

G. Preliminary Procedures: 

1. Air Systems: 
a. Obtain drawings and become thoroughly acquainted with the systems.  
b. Compare drawings to installed equipment and field installations. 
c. Walk the system from the system air handling equipment to terminal units to 

determine variations in installation. 
d. Check filters for cleanliness. 
e. Check all dampers (volume and fire) for correct and locked position, and 

temperature control for completeness of installation before starting fans. 
f. Prepare report test sheets for both fans and outlets.  Obtain manufacturer's outlet 

factors and recommended procedures for testing.  Prepare a summation of required 
outlet volumes to permit a cross check with required fan volumes. 

g. Determine best locations in main and branch ductwork for most accurate duct 
traverses.  Traverses shall be performed in each supply and return duct main and 
sub-mains for each AHU and return air fan. 

h. Place outlet dampers in the full open position. 
i. Prepare schematic diagrams of system "as-built" ductwork and piping layouts to 

facilitate reporting. 
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j. Verify lubrication of all motors and bearings. 
k. Check fan belt tension. 
l. Check fan rotation. 

2. Hydronic Systems: 
a. Open valves to full open position.  Close coil bypass valves. 
b. Remove and clean all strainers. 
c. Examine hydronic systems and determine if water has been treated and cleaned. 
d. Check pump rotation. 
e. Check expansion tanks to verify noted air pressure and that the system is 

completely full of water. 
f. Check air vents at high points of system and determine if all are installed and 

operating freely. 
g. Set temperature controls so all coils are calling for full flow. 
h. Check operation of automatic bypass valves. 
i. Check and set operating temperatures of chillers, boilers, and heat exchangers to 

design requirements. 
j. Verify lubrication of all motors and bearings. 

3. Measurements: 
a. Provide all required instrumentation to obtain proper measurements, calibrated to 

the tolerance specified in the referenced standards.  Instruments shall be properly 
maintained and protected against damage. 

b. Provide instruments meeting the specifications of the referenced standards. 
c. Use only those instruments which have the maximum field measuring accuracy 

and are best suited to the function being measured. 
d. Apply instrument as recommended by the manufacturer. 
e. Use instruments with minimum scale and maximum subdivisions and with scaled 

ranges proper for the value being measured. 
f. When averaging values, take a sufficient quantity of readings which will result in a 

repeatability error of less than 5%.  When measuring a single point, repeat readings 
until 2 consecutive identical values are obtained. 

g. Take all reading with the eye at the level of the indicated value to prevent parallax. 
h. Use pulsation dampeners where necessary to eliminate error involved in estimating 

average of rapidly fluctuation readings. 
i. Take measurements in the system where best suited to the task. 

H. Performing Commissioning, Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing: 

1. Test, adjust and balance all noted systems according to SMACNA standards and as 
follows: 
a. Perform testing and balancing procedures on each system identified, in accordance 

with the detailed procedures outlined in the referenced standards. 
b. Cut insulation and ductwork for installation of test probes to the minimum extent 

necessary to allow adequate performance of procedures. 
c. Patch insulation, ductwork, and housings, using materials identical to those 

removed. 
d. Seal ducts and test for and repair leaks. 
e. Seal insulation to re-establish integrity of the vapor barrier. 
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f. Mark equipment settings, including damper control positions, valve indicators, fan 
speed control levers, and similar controls and devices, to show final settings.  Mark 
with paint or other suitable, permanent identification materials. 

g. Retest, adjust and balance system subsequent to significant system modifications, 
and resubmit test results. 

2. System Deficiencies: 
a. The Balancing Contractor shall advise the Mechanical Contractor and the Engineer 

of all system deficiencies in writing.  Report all motors not running, missing 
dampers, inoperative valves and controls, lack of access, etc. 

b. Upon completion of system deficiencies, Balancing Contractor shall balance and 
record data. 

c. Any re-balancing required to meet the desired CFM or modified CFM due to 
system modifications or owner changes shall be provided at no additional costs to 
the project/owner.   

d. The Balancing Sub-subcontractor shall provide the necessary sheave and belt 
changes to motors and fans as required to achieve the desired CFM at no additional 
costs to the project/owner. 

 

3.14          INSTALLATION OF COMMERCIAL GAS-OIL BOILER    

A. General: Install boilers in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions, in 
accordance with State and Local Code requirements.  Install units plumb and level, to tolerance 
of 1/8" in 10' - 0" in both directions.  Maintain manufacturer's recommended clearances around 
and over boilers. 

B. Support: Install boilers on existing 4" thick concrete pad 

C. Erection: Field assemble boiler sections in proper sequence and with sealing between each 
section.  Assemble boiler trim shipped loose, or unassembled for shipment purposes.  Follow 
manufacturer's installation instructions. 

D. Electrical Work: Install electrical devices furnished by manufacturer but not specified to be 
factory mounted.  Furnish copy of manufacturer's wiring diagram submittal to Electrical 
Installer. 
1. Verify that electrical work installation is in accordance with manufacturer's submittal and 

installation requirements of Division 26 sections.  Do not proceed with equipment start-
up until electrical work is acceptable to equipment Installer. 

E. Oil Piping: Disconnect & re-connect oil piping to boiler, full size of inlet to burner, provide 
shutoff valve and union with sufficient clearance for burner removal and service. 

F. Hot Water Piping: Connect supply, return, and blowdown boiler tappings as indicated, with 
shutoff valve and union or flange at each connection. 

G. Regulator Vents: Provide ¾” vent from each main and pilot regulator. Each vent shall terminate 
outdoors per code requirements. 

H. Breeching: Connect breeching to boiler outlet, full size of outlet.  Route as indicated. 
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I. Flush and clean cast iron boilers upon completion of installation, in accordance with 
manufacturer's start-up instructions. 

J. Hydrostatically test assembled boiler and piping in accordance with applicable sections of 
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. 

K. Arrange with National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors for inspection of boiler 
piping, observation of hydrostatic testing, and for certification of completed boiler units.Start-up 
cast iron boilers, in accordance with manufacturer's start-up instructions, and in presence of 
boiler manufacturer's start up representative.  Test controls, and demonstrate compliance with 
requirements.  Adjust burner for maximum burning efficiency.  Replace damaged or 
malfunctioning controls and equipment. 

L. Owner's Instructions:  Provide services of manufacturer's technical representative for 4-hour day 
to instruct Owner's personnel in operation and maintenance of cast iron boilers. 
1. Schedule training with Owner, provide at least 7-day notice to Contractor and Engineer 

of training date. 

3.15          INSTALLATION OF HVAC PUMPS 

A. General:  Install HVAC pumps where indicated, in accordance with manufacturer's published 
installation instructions, complying with recognized practices to ensure that HVAC pumps 
comply with requirements and serve intended purposes. 

B. Access:  Provide access space around HVAC pumps for service as indicated, but in no case less 
than that recommended by manufacturer. 

C. Electrical Wiring:  Install electrical devices furnished by manufacturer but not specified to be 
factory-mounted.  Furnish copy of manufacturer's wiring diagram submittal to Electrical 
Installer. 
1. Verify that electrical wiring installation is in accordance with manufacturer's submittal 

and installation requirements of Division 26 00 00 sections.  Do not proceed with 
equipment start-up until wiring installation is acceptable to equipment installer. 

D. Adjusting and Cleaning: 
1. Alignment:  Check alignment, and where necessary, realign shafts of motors and pumps 

within recommended tolerances by manufacturer, and in presence of manufacturer's 
service representative. 

2. Start-Up:  Lubricate pumps before start-up.  Start-up in accordance with manufacturer's 
instructions. 

3. Cleaning:  Clean factory-finished surfaces.  Repair any marred or scratched surfaces with 
manufacturer's touch-up paint. 

3.16          INSTALLATION OF PACKAGED ROOFTOP UNITS  

A. General:  Install rooftop units in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions.  
Install units plumb and level, firmly anchored in location indicated, and maintain 
manufacturer's recommended clearances. 
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B. Support:  Contractor shall coordinate installation with the roofing contractor, and shall install 
and secure roof curb to roof structure, per details on the drawings and in accordance with 
National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA) installation recommendations and shop 
drawings.  Install and secure rooftop units on curbs and coordinate roof penetrations and 
flashing. 

C. Access:  Provide access space around air handling units for service as indicated, but in no 
case less than that recommended by manufacturer. 

D. Duct Connections:   Provide ductwork, accessories, and flexible connections as indicated. 

E. Grounding:  Provide positive equipment ground for air-handling unit components. 

F. Provide two complete extra sets of filters for each air handling unit.  Install new filters at 
completion of air handling system work, and after completion of testing, adjusting, and 
balancing work.  Obtain receipt from Owner that new filters have been installed. 

G. Provide one spare set of belts for each belt-driven air handling unit, obtain receipt from 
Owner that belts have been received. 

H. Electrical Connections:  Refer to electrical sections for final connections to equipment and 
installation of loose shipped electrical components. 

I. Start-Up Services: 
1. Provide the services of a factory-authorized service representative to start-up rooftop 

units, in accordance with manufacturer's written start-up instructions.  Test controls and 
demonstrate compliance with requirements.  Replace damaged or malfunctioning controls 
and equipment. 

J. Operating and Maintenance Training: 
1. Provide services of manufacturer's service representative (minimum 8 hrs.) to instruct 

Owner's personnel in operation and maintenance of rooftop units. Training shall include 
start-up and shut-down, servicing and preventative maintenance schedule and procedures, 
and trouble-shooting procedures plus procedures for obtaining repair parts and technical 
assistance.   

2. Schedule training with Owner, provide at least 7-day prior notice to the 
Architect/Engineer. 

K. Provide two cases of spare filters for each rooftop unit, both final filters and pre-filters for the 
energy recovery wheel.  Obtain receipt from Owner that stock of spare filters has been 
received. 

L. Provide two complete extra sets of filters for each air handling unit.  Install new filters at 
completion of air handling system work, and prior to testing, adjusting, and balancing work.  
Obtain receipt from Owner that new filters have been installed.  

M. Provide one spare set of belts for each belt-driven air handling unit, obtain receipt from 
Owner that belts have been received.  
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3.17          INSTALLATION OF AIR-TO-AIR ENERGY RECOVERY VENTILATOR 

A. EXAMINATION 
1. Prior to start of installation, examine area and conditions to verify correct location for 

compliance with installation tolerances and other conditions affecting unit performance. 
See unit IOM. 

2. Examine roughing-in of plumbing, electrical and HVAC services to verify actual location 
and compliance with unit requirements. See unit IOM. 

3. Proceed with installation only after all unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. 

B. INSTALLATION 
1. Installation shall be accomplished in accordance with these written specifications, project 

drawings, manufacturer’s installation instructions as documented in manufacturer’s IOM, 
Best Practices and all applicable building codes. 

2. Install unit with clearances for service and maintenance. 

C. CONNECTIONS 
1. ERV’s are to be installed per manufacturers’ guidelines and industry Best Practices shall 

be incorporated, and duct connections are to conform to use material, weight, thickness, 
gauge, construction, and installation methods as outlined in the SMACNA publications 
below, and Division 23 of this document, and are to be made subject to the installation 
requirements shown above. 
a. HVAC Duct Construction Standards, Metal and Flexible, 3rd Edition, 2005 
b. HVAC Air Duct Leakage Test Manual, 2nd Edition, 2012 
c. HVAC Systems - Duct Design, 4th Edition, 2006 
d. Rectangular Industrial Duct Construction Standard, 2nd Edition, 2004 
e. Round Industrial Duct Construction Standards, 2nd Edition, 1999 
f. Thermoplastic Duct (PVC) Construction Manual, 2nd Edition, 1995 

2. Electrical installation requirements are specified in Division 26 of this document. 

D. FIELD QUALITY CONTROL 
1. Contractor to inspect field assembled components and equipment installation, to include 

electrical and piping connections. Report results to Architect/Engineer in writing. 
Inspection must include a complete startup checklist to include (as a minimum) the 
following: Completed Start-Up Checklists as found in manufacturer’s IOM. Insert any 
other requirements here. 

E. START-UP SERVICE 
1. Contractor to perform startup service. Clean entire unit, comb coil fins as necessary, and 

install clean filters. Measure and record electrical values for voltage and amperage. Refer 
to Division 23 “Testing, Adjusting and Balancing” and comply with provisions therein. 

F. DEMONSTRATION AND TRAINING 
1. Contractor to train owner’s maintenance personnel to adjust, operate and maintain the 

entire Make-Up Air unit. Refer to Division 01 Section Closeout Procedures and 
Demonstration and Training. 
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3.18          INSTALLATION OF METAL DUCTWORK 

A. Installation of Metal Ductwork: 
1. General:  Assemble and install ductwork in accordance with recognized industry 

practices which will achieve air-tight (5% leakage for systems rated 3" and under; 1% for 
systems rated over 3") and noiseless (no objectionable noise) systems, capable of 
performing each indicated service.  Install each run with minimum number of joints.  
Align ductwork accurately with internal surface smooth.  Support ducts rigidly with 
suitable ties, braces, hangers and anchors of type which will hold ducts true-to-shape and 
to prevent buckling.  Support vertical ducts at every floor. 

2. Sealing:  All ductwork joints and seams shall be sealed with flexible duct sealer to assure 
an airtight installation.  

3. Penetrations:  Where ducts pass through interior partitions and exterior walls, and are 
exposed to view, conceal space between construction opening and duct or duct insulation 
with sheet metal flanges of same gauge as duct.  Overlap opening on 4 sides by at least 1-
1/2".  Fasten to duct and substrate. 
a. Where ducts pass through fire-rated floors, walls, or partitions, provide 

firestopping between duct and substrate. 
4. Coordination:  Coordinate duct installation with installation of accessories, dampers, coil 

frames, equipment, controls and other associated work of ductwork system. 
5. Installation:  Install metal ductwork in accordance with "SMACNA HVAC Duct 

Construction Standards". 

B. Installation of Duct Liners: 
1. General:  Install duct liners in accordance with SMACNA "HVAC Duct Construction 

Standards". 

C. Installation of Flexible Ducts: 
1. Maximum Length:  For any duct run using flexible ductwork, do not exceed 4'-0" 

extended length. 
2. Installation:  Install in accordance with Section II of SMACNA's, "HVAC Duct 

Construction Standards, Metal and Flexible". 

D. Equipment Connections: 
1. General:  Connect metal ductwork to equipment as indicated, provide flexible connection 

for each ductwork connection to equipment mounted on vibration isolators, and/or 
equipment containing rotating machinery.   

E. Adjusting and Cleaning: 
1. Clean ductwork internally, unit by unit as it is installed, of dust and debris.  Clean 

external surfaces of foreign substances which might cause corrosive deterioration of 
metal or, where ductwork is to be painted, might interfere with painting or cause paint 
deterioration. 

2. Strip protective paper from stainless ductwork surfaces, and repair finish wherever it has 
been damaged. 
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3. Temporary Closure:  At ends of ducts which are not connected to equipment or air 
distribution devices at time of ductwork installation, provide temporary closure of 
polyethylene film or other covering which will prevent entrance of dust and debris until 
final connections are to be completed. 

4. Balancing:  Refer to Division 23 section "Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing" for air 
distribution balancing of metal ductwork.  Seal any leaks in ductwork that become 
apparent in balancing process. 

3.19          INSTALLATION OF DUCTWORK ACCESSORIES 

A. Install ductwork accessories in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions, with 
applicable portions of details of construction as shown in SMACNA standards, and in 
accordance with recognized industry practices to ensure that products serve intended function. 

B. Install turning vanes in square or rectangular 90 degree elbows in supply, return, and exhaust air 
systems, and elsewhere as indicated. 

C. Install splitter damper with adjusting rod in each supply branch.  Install according to detail on 
drawings. 

D. Install access doors to open against system air pressure, with latches operable from either side, 
except outside only where duct is too small for person to enter. 

E. Operate installed ductwork accessories to demonstrate compliance with requirements.  Test for 
air leakage while system is operating. Repair or replace faulty accessories, as required to obtain 
proper operation and leakproof performance. 

F. Adjusting:  Adjust ductwork accessories for proper settings, install fusible links in fire dampers 
and adjust for proper action. 

G. Cleaning:  Clean factory-finished surfaces.  Repair any marred or scratched surfaces with 
manufacturer's touch-up paint. 

H. Furnish extra fusible links to owner, one link for every 10 installed of each temperature range; 
obtain receipt. 

3.20          INSTALLATION OF ACCESS DOORS 

A. General:  Install access doors in accordance with manufacturer’s written instructions and in 
accordance with recognized industry practices to insure that products serve intended function. 

B. All access doors shall be located in a workmanlike manner in closets, storage rooms, and/or 
other non-public areas, positioned so that the item or part can be easily reached, and the size 
shall be sufficient for this purpose (minimum size 12” x 16”).  Furnish access doors to permit 
thorough inspection.  When access doors are required in corridors, lobbies, or other habitable 
areas, they shall be located as directed by the Architect. 
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3.21          INSTALLATION OF FIRESTOPPING AND SEALANTS 

A. Examination 
1. Examine the areas and conditions where firestops are to be installed and notify the 

architect of conditions detrimental to the proper and timely completion of the work.  Do 
not proceed with work until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected by the 
contractor in a manner acceptable to the architect and in accordance with Section 07 84 
13. 

2. Verify that environmental conditions are safe and suitable for installation of firestop 
products. 

3. Verify that all pipe, conduit, cable, and other items which penetrate fire-rated 
construction have been permanently installed prior to installation of firestops.  

B. Installation 
1. General: 

a. Installation of firestops shall be performed b an applicator/installer qualified and 
trained by the manufacturer.  Installation shall be performed in strict accordance 
with manufacturer's detailed installation procedures. 

b. Apply firestops in accordance with fire test reports, fire resistance requirements, 
acceptable sample installations, and manufacturer's recommendations. 

c. Unless specified and approved, all in conjunction with through-penetrants shall 
remain intact and undamaged and may not be removed. 

d. Seal holes and penetrations to ensure an effective smoke seal. 
e. In areas of high traffic, protect firestopping materials from damage.  If the opening 

is large, install firestopping materials from damage.  If the opening is large, install 
firestopping materials capable of supporting the weight of a human. 

f. Insulation types specified in other sections shall not be installed in lieu of 
firestopping material specified herein. 

g. All combustible penetrants (e.g. non-metallic pipes or insulated metallic pipes) 
shall be firestopped using products and systems tested in a configuration 
representative of the field condition. 

2. Dam Construction:  When required to properly contain firestopping materials within 
openings, damming or packing materials may be utilized.  Combustible damming 
material must be removed after appropriate curing.  Noncombustible damming materials 
may be left as a permanent component of the firestop system. 

C. Field Quality Control 
1. Prepare and install Firestopping system in accordance with manufacturer's printed 

instructions and recommendations. 
2. Follow safety procedures recommended in the Material Safety Data Sheets. 
3. Finish surfaces of firestopping which are to remain exposed in the completed work to a 

uniform and level condition. 
4. All areas of work must be accessible until inspection by the applicable Code Authorities. 
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5. Correct unacceptable firestops and provide additional inspection to verify compliance 
with this specification. 

6. Cleaning 
7. Remove spilled and excess materials adjacent to firestopping without damaging adjacent 

surfaces. 
8. Leave finished work in neat, clean condition with no evidence of spill overs or damage to 

adjacent surfaces. 

3.22          INSTALLATION OF AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROLS  

A. Inspection: 
1. Examine areas and conditions under which electric/electronic control systems are to be 

installed. Do not proceed with work until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected 
in manner acceptable to Installer. 

B. Installation of Control Systems: 
1. General:  Install systems and materials in accordance with manufacturer's instructions, 

roughing-in drawings and details shown on drawings. 
2. Control Wiring:  Install control wiring, without splices between terminal points, color-

coded.  Install in neat workmanlike manner, securely fastened.  Install in accordance with 
National Electrical Code. 
a. Install circuits over 25-volt with color-coded No. 12 wire in electric metallic 

tubing. 
b. Install circuits under 25-volt with color-code No. 18 wire with 0.031" high 

temperature 105° F. (41° C) plastic insulation on each conductor and plastic sheath 
over all. 

c. Install electronic circuits with color-coded No. 22 wire with 0.023" polyethylene 
insulation on each conductor with plastic-jacketed copper shield over all. 

d. Install low voltage circuits, located in concrete slabs and masonry walls, or 
exposed in occupied areas, in electrical conduit. 

e. Power sources from lighting circuits and wall outlets shall not be used to power 
DDC controllers. 

3. Controllers and safety devices: 
a. All safety devices such as freezestats, duct mounted heat detectors, smoke 

detectors, etc., shall be hard wired to shut down the fans independently.  Provide 
audible alarm with silence switch as well as DDC indication. 

b. Humidifier controls shall be hard wired through fan proof flow differential switch 
and starter auxiliary contacts to disable humidifier system on fan shutdown. 
Provide DDC indication. 

c. All supply, return and exhaust fans shall be provided with pressure differential 
switches. Current sensing devices, starter axillary contacts, and relay contacts are 
unacceptable proof of fan operation.   

d. Primary and standby pumps shall be selectable through the DDC control system. 
Provide local pilot light to indicate selected pump as well as alarm and silence 
switch for failed pump. Provide differential pressure switch to prove flow. 
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C. Adjusting and Cleaning: 
1. Start-Up:  Start-up, test, and adjust pneumatic control systems in presence of 

manufacturer's authorized representative.  Demonstrate compliance with requirements.  
Replace damaged or malfunctioning controls and equipment. 

2. Cleaning:  Clean factory-finished surfaces.  Repair any marred or scratched surfaces with 
manufacturer's touch-up paint. 

3. Final Adjustment:  After completion of installation, adjust thermostats, control valves, 
motor and similar equipment provided as work of this section. 
a. Final adjustment shall be performed by specially trained personnel in direct 

employ of manufacturer of primary temperature control system. 

D. Closeout Procedures: 
1. Owner's Instructions:  Provide services of manufacturer's technical representative for one 

8-hour day to instruct Owner's personnel in operation and maintenance of control 
systems, and 40 hours of onsite instruction on running and basic troubleshooting of DDC 
control system. 

2. Validation:  The automatic temperature control  contractor shall completely check out, 
calibrate and test all connected hardware and software to insure that the system performs 
in accordance with the approved specifications and sequence of operation submitted. 
a. Witnessed validation demonstration shall consist of: 

1) Execute digital and analog commands in English and graphic mode. 
2) Demonstrate all specified diagnostics. 
3) Demonstrate scan, update, and alarm responsiveness. 

3. Training: 
a. All training shall be by the automatic temperature control contractor and shall 

utilize specified manuals and as-build documentation. 
b. Operator training shall include: 

1) Sequence of Operation review. 
2) Sign on-Sign off. 
3) Modifying warning limits, alarm limits and start-stop times. 
4) System initialization. 
5) Use of Portable Operators Terminal. 
6) Troubleshooting of sensors (determining bad sensors). 
7) Point disable/enable. 
8) Software review of Sequence of Operation programs. 
9) Modification of control programs. 
10) Add/Delete/Modify data points. 
11) Use of diagnostics. 
12) Review of initialization. 

c. Training shall be for Owner-designated personnel at the subject site, and shall be 
scheduled by the Owner with two week notice. 
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E. Adjusting and Cleaning: 
1. Start-up: Start-up, test, and adjust electric control systems in presence of manufacturer's 

authorized representative.  Demonstrate compliance with requirements. Replace damaged 
or malfunctioning controls and equipment. 

2. Cleaning: Clean factory finished surfaces. Repair any marred or scratched surfaces with 
manufacturer's touch-up paint. 

3. Final Adjustment: After completion of installation, adjust thermostats, control valves, 
motors and similar equipment provided as work of this section. 
a. Final adjustment shall be performed by specially trained personnel in direct 

employ of manufacturer of primary temperature control system. 

F. Closeout Procedures: 
1. Owner's Instructions: Provide services of manufacturer's technical representative for one 

8-hour day to instruct Owner's personnel in operation and maintenance of control 
systems. 
a. Schedule instruction with Owner; provide at least 7-day notice to Contractor and 

Engineer of training. 

3.23          TESTING, ADJUSTING, BALANCING, AND COMMISSIONING 

A. Requirements: 
1. Requirements include verification of HVAC system operation, measurement of all 

system capacity, and establishment of the quantities of the mechanical systems as 
required to meet specifications, and recording and reporting the results. 

2. Commission, test, adjust and balance the following mechanical systems: 
a. Supply air systems. 
b. Return air systems. 
c. Exhaust air systems. 
d. Outside air systems. 
e. Hydronic heating systems. 
f. Verify temperature control system operation. 

3. Do not include: 
a. Testing boilers and pressure vessels for compliance with safety code. 
b. Installation of adjusting and balancing devices.  If devices must be added to 

achieve proper adjusting and balancing.  Contact Mechanical Contractor and the 
Engineer for direction. 

B. Report: 
1. Format:  Report forms shall be those standard forms prepared by the referenced standard 

for each respective item and system to be tested, adjusted, and balanced.  Bind report 
forms complete with schematic systems diagrams and other data in reinforced, vinyl, 
three-ring binders.  Provide binding edge labels with the project identification and a title 
descriptive of the contents.  Divide the contents of the binder into the below listed 
divisions, separated by divider tabs: 
a. General Information and Summary. 
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b. Air Systems. 
c. Hydronic heating and cooling systems. 
d. Temperature Control Systems. 

2. Contents:  Provide the following minimum information, forms and data: 
a. General Information and Summary:  Inside cover sheet to identify testing, 

adjusting, and balancing agency, Contractor, Owner, Architect, Engineer, and 
Project.  Include addresses, and contact names and telephone numbers.  Also 
include a certification sheet containing the seal and name address, telephone 
number, and signature of the Certified Test and Balance Engineer.  Include in this 
division a listing of the instrumentation used for the procedures along with the 
proof of calibration. 

b. The remainder of the report shall contain the appropriate forms containing as a 
minimum, the information indicated on the standard report forms prepared by the 
AABC for each respective item and system.   

c. Submit proof that all required instrumentation has been calibrated to tolerances 
specified in the referenced standards, within a period of six months prior to starting 
the project. 

C. Quality Assurance: 
1. An independent testing, adjusting, and balancing agency certified by the AABC or NEBB 

as a Test and Balance Engineer in those testing and balancing disciplines required for this 
project. 

2. Codes and Standards: 
a. AABC:  "National Standards For Total System Balance". 
b. ASHRAE:  ASHRAE Handbook, 1984 Systems Volume, Chapter 37, Testing, 

Adjusting, and Balancing. 
c. NEBB (National Environmental Balancing Bureau: "Procedural Standards for 

Testing, Adjusting and Balancing of Environmental Systems" (Latest Edition) 
3. Pre-Balancing Conference:  Prior to beginning of the testing, adjusting, and balancing 

procedures, schedule and conduct a conference with the Architect/Engineer and 
Mechanical Contractor.  The objective of the conference is final coordination and 
verification of system operation and readiness for testing, adjusting, and balancing. 

4. System Operation:  Systems shall be fully operational prior to beginning procedures.  All 
new automatic temperature controls shall be fully operational.  Test, adjust and balance 
the air systems before refrigerant systems.  Test, adjust and balance air conditioning 
systems during summer season, and heating systems during winter season, including at 
least a period of operation at outside conditions within 5° F. wet bulb temperature of 
maximum summer design condition, and within 10°F. dry bulb temperature of minimum 
winter design condition.  Take final temperature reading during seasonal operation. 

D. Preliminary Procedures: 
1. Air Systems: 

a. Obtain drawings and become thoroughly acquainted with the systems.  
b. Compare drawings to installed equipment and field installations. 
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c. Walk the system from the system air handling equipment to terminal units to 
determine variations in installation. 

d. Check filters for cleanliness. 
e. Check all dampers (volume and fire) for correct and locked position, and 

temperature control for completeness of installation before starting fans. 
f. Prepare report test sheets for both fans and outlets.  Obtain manufacturer's outlet 

factors and recommended procedures for testing.  Prepare a summation of required 
outlet volumes to permit a cross check with required fan volumes. 

g. Determine best locations in main and branch ductwork for most accurate duct 
traverses.  Traverses shall be performed in each supply and return duct main and 
sub-mains for each AHU and return air fan. 

h. Place outlet dampers in the full open position. 
i. Prepare schematic diagrams of system "as-built" ductwork and piping layouts to 

facilitate reporting. 
j. Verify lubrication of all motors and bearings. 
k. Check fan belt tension. 
l. Check fan rotation. 

2. Hydronic Systems: 
a. Open valves to full open position.  Close coil bypass valves. 
b. Remove and clean all strainers. 
c. Examine hydronic systems and determine if water has been treated and cleaned. 
d. Check pump rotation. 
e. Check expansion tanks to verify noted air pressure and that the system is 

completely full of water. 
f. Check air vents at high points of system and determine if all are installed and 

operating freely. 
g. Set temperature controls so all coils are calling for full flow. 
h. Check operation of automatic bypass valves. 
i. Check and set operating temperatures of chillers, boilers, and heat exchangers to 

design requirements. 
j. Verify lubrication of all motors and bearings. 

3. Measurements: 
a. Provide all required instrumentation to obtain proper measurements, calibrated to 

the tolerance specified in the referenced standards.  Instruments shall be properly 
maintained and protected against damage. 

b. Provide instruments meeting the specifications of the referenced standards. 
c. Use only those instruments which have the maximum field measuring accuracy 

and are best suited to the function being measured. 
d. Apply instrument as recommended by the manufacturer. 
e. Use instruments with minimum scale and maximum subdivisions and with scaled 

ranges proper for the value being measured. 
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f. When averaging values, take a sufficient quantity of readings which will result in a 
repeatability error of less than 5%.  When measuring a single point, repeat readings 
until 2 consecutive identical values are obtained. 

g. Take all reading with the eye at the level of the indicated value to prevent parallax. 
h. Use pulsation dampeners where necessary to eliminate error involved in estimating 

average of rapidly fluctuation readings. 
i. Take measurements in the system where best suited to the task. 

E. Performing Commissioning, Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing: 
1. Test, adjust and balance all noted systems according to SMACNA standards and as 

follows: 
a. Perform testing and balancing procedures on each system identified, in accordance 

with the detailed procedures outlined in the referenced standards. 
b. Cut insulation and ductwork for installation of test probes to the minimum extent 

necessary to allow adequate performance of procedures. 
c. Patch insulation, ductwork, and housings, using materials identical to those 

removed. 
d. Seal ducts and test for and repair leaks. 
e. Seal insulation to re-establish integrity of the vapor barrier. 
f. Mark equipment settings, including damper control positions, valve indicators, fan 

speed control levers, and similar controls and devices, to show final settings.  Mark 
with paint or other suitable, permanent identification materials. 

g. Retest, adjust and balance system subsequent to significant system modifications, 
and resubmit test results. 

2. System Deficiencies: 
a. The Balancing Contractor shall advise the Mechanical Contractor and the Engineer 

of all system deficiencies in writing.  Report all motors not running, missing 
dampers, inoperative valves and controls, lack of access, etc. 

b. Upon completion of system deficiencies, Balancing Contractor shall balance and 
record data. 

e. Any re-balancing required to meet the desired CFM or modified CFM due to 
system modifications or owner changes shall be provided at no additional costs to 
the project/owner.   

f. The Balancing Sub-subcontractor shall provide the necessary sheave and belt 
changes to motors and fans as required to achieve the desired CFM at no additional 
costs to the project/owner. 

END OF SECTION 
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SECTION 260000 ELECTRICAL

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1          RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawing and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 
Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.2          DESCRIPTION OF WORK

A. Work described herein shall be interpreted as work to be done by the Electrical Sub Contractor.  
Work to be performed by other trades will be referenced to a particular contractor.

B. Where the contract drawings conflict with themselves or specifications. The contractor shall carry 
higher quantity or quality.

C. Provide all labor, materials, tools, and equipment, including scaffolding, to complete the 
installation of the electrical system.  Install, equip, adjust, and put into operation the respective 
portions of the installation specified, and so interconnect various items or sections of work in 
order to form a complete and operating whole.  Systems may be referenced in singular or plural 
terms, also refer to drawings to confirm quantities.  The work shall consist of, but shall not 
necessarily be limited to the following:

1. Disconnect and reconnect existing rooftop equipment, exhaust fans, receptacles, and light 
fixtures.

2. All raceway systems, including boxes, couplings, and fittings.
3. All branch circuit wiring systems, including wiring devices, plates, etc.
4. Connections for all new equipment, including mechanical, plumbing, and the like.
5. All testing of equipment installed.
6. Drilling, coring, and cutting of holes (where the largest dimension thereof does not exceed 

12 inches) for electrical conduit systems, and equipment.
7. Any other item of work hereinafter specified or indicated on electrical drawings.
8. Systems Identification.
9. Scaffolding, Rigging, and Staging required for all Electrical Work.
10. Fire stopping for penetrations shall be performed by Electrical Contractor. Refer to 

Architectural Drawings for fire rated surfaces. 
11. Provide Vibration Control and Seismic Restraints for all Electrical Systems conforming to 

the requirements of Rhode Island State Code.
12. Phasing and demolition.
13. Sealing of all penetrations through walls, slabs, partitions, which are not fire rated.
14. Temporary Lighting and Power
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1.3          DEFINITIONS

A. Most terms used within the documents are industry standard.  Certain words or phrases shall be 
understood to have specific meanings as follows:

1. Provide:  Furnish and install completely connected up and in operable condition.
2. Furnish:  Purchase and deliver to a specific location within the building or site.
3. Install:  With respect to equipment furnished by others, install means to receive, unpack, 

move into position, mount and connect, including removal of packaging materials.
4. Conduit:  Raceways of the metallic type which are not flexible.  Specific types as specified.
5. Connect:  To wire up, including all branch circuitry, control and disconnection devices so 

item is complete and ready for operation.
6. Subject to Mechanical Damage:  Equipment and raceways installed exposed and less than 

eight feet above finished floor in mechanical rooms or other areas where heavy equipment 
may be in use or moved.

7. Finish Space:  Any space where public/students have access including but not limited to 
corridors, classrooms, offices, toilets, cafeteria, gym, and auditorium.

1.4          RELATED WORK

A. The following related work is to be performed under designated sections.

1. Payment for energy for temporary light and power shall be made by the Owner.
2. Cutting and patching will be by respective sections of the trade responsible for the surface 

on which the penetration occurs.  Cutting and patching shall be in accordance with Division 
01 requirements.

3. Automated Temperature Control: Section 230010-Heating, Ventilating, and Air 
Conditioning.

1.5          CONTRACT COST BREAKDOWN

A. Submit a breakdown of contract price to aid Architect in determining value of work installed as 
job progresses.

1.6          INSPECTION OF SITE

A. Electrical bidders will be permitted to inspect site.  Failure to inspect existing conditions or to 
fully understand work which is required shall not excuse Electrical Subcontractor from his 
obligations to supply and install work in accordance with specifications and the drawings and 
under all site conditions as they exist.

1.7          COOPERATION

A. Work shall be carried on under usual construction conditions, in conjunction with other 
contractors work.  Cooperate with other contractors, coordinate work and proceed in a manner as 
not to delay progress.
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B. Before proceeding, examine all construction drawings and consult other contractors to coordinate 
installation and avoid interference.

C. In case of dispute, the Architect will render a decision in accordance with General and 
Supplementary General Conditions.

1.8          CODES, ORDINANCES, AND PERMITS

A. Codes and Ordinances:

1. All material and work provided shall be in accordance with all applicable codes including 
the following codes and standards as most recently amended.
State of Rhode Island Building Code
National Electric Code, 2023 Edition
State Department of Public Safety
NFPA 101 "Life Safety Code"
NFPA Standards
Standards of the Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
Energy Conservation Code
City of East Providence  

2. Where contract documents indicate more stringent requirements than codes, the contract 
documents shall take precedence.

B. Permits:  Be responsible for filing documents, and securing of inspection and approvals.  Permit 
fees shall be paid by Electrical Sub-contractor. Refer to INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS.  

1.9          SUBMITTALS

A. Refer to Supplementary General Conditions for information relative to submission of shop 
drawings.  No equipment shall be installed prior to approval.

B. Notwithstanding any restrictions upon contractor proposed substitutions, should apparatus or 
materials be permitted by Architect to be substituted for those specified for good cause, and such 
substitution necessitates changes in or additional connections, piping, supports, or construction, 
same shall be provided.  Assume cost and entire responsibility thereof.

C. Submit the following samples:
1. Items as may be requested.

D. Refer to Section 01 33 00 – SUBMITTAL PROCEDURES.

1.10          GUARANTEE

A. Keep work in repair without expense to Owner as far as concerns defects in workmanship or 
materials for a period of not less than one year from date of substantial completion.
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1.11          ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A. In general, and unless specifically indicated otherwise, all building service, heating, ventilating, 
air conditioning, and plumbing equipment shall be of the following characteristics:

1. Motors up to and including 1/3 HP shall be suitable for 120 volts, one phase operation.
2. Motors larger than 1/3 HP shall be suitable for 208 volts, three-phase operation. 

1.12          TEMPORARY ELECTRICAL SUPPORT FACILITIES

A. Refer to Section 01 50 00 – CONSTRUCTION TEMPORARY FACILITIES AND CONTROLS.

B. Provide own field office and/or storage facilities which shall be located as directed by the 
Architect. Provide all tools, equipment, ladders, and temporary construction required for 
execution of the work.

C. All scaffolding, ladders, and other temporary construction shall be rigidly built in accordance 
with all local and state requirements, and shall be removed upon completion.

1.13          INSPECTIONS AND TESTS

A. Inspection:  If inspection of materials installed shows defects, such defective work, materials, 
and/or equipment shall be replaced and inspection and tests repeated.

B. Tests:  Make reasonable tests and prove integrity of work and leave electrical installation in 
correct adjustment and ready to operate.  All panels shall have phases balanced as near as 
practical. A consistent phase orientation shall be adhered to at all terminations.

1.14          INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY & SECURITY SYSTEM PROVISIONS

A. Electrical Contractor shall work closely with the I.T. Sub-Sub Contractor and the Owner’s 
Security System Contractor to assure a first class installation.  Coordinate all back boxes and 
conduits required prior to installation. In general, the electrical contractor shall provide conduits 
from (I.T. & Security equipment) outlets to accessible ceiling spaces.

B. Responsibilities of the Electrical Contractor:  The Electrical Contractor shall be responsible for 
furnishing and installing all related system provisions including, but not limited to:  power, cable 
trays, conduits with bushings, conduit stubs with bushings, j-hooks every 5 ft. along cable paths, 
sleeves with bushings, backboxes, plaster rings, pull strings, bonding, and grounding, Specialty 
backboxes will be furnished by I.T. Sub-Sub Contractor and Owner’s Vendor and installed under 
Section 26 00 00.
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C. Responsibilities of the Electrical Contractor: The Electrical Contractor shall be responsible for 
furnishing and installing all related building preparation including, but not limited to: outlet boxes 
with plaster rings, 120 volt, power, surface raceways, conduits with bushings, conduit stubs with 
bushings, sleeves with bushings (all conduits, stubs, sleeves, etc. shall be brought to an accessible 
ceiling of the same  floor), backboxes, plaster rings, pull strings,  j-hooks (every 5 feet along main 
paths to communications closets), bonding, grounding, core drilling, cutting, environmental seals, 
seismic supports, etc., for a completely operational system, as specified. Special backboxes 
furnished by Owners security vendor and Communications System Contractors, shall be installed 
by Electrical Contractor.
1. The Electrical Contractor shall be responsible for furnishing and installing: conduits from 

each door strike, latch, mag lock, door contact, electric closures, card reader, etc. to an 
accessible ceiling space.  Provide power and fire alarm interface at each power supply, 
door controller requiring same.   

D. Responsibilities of the Communications System Contractor: The Communications System 
Contractor will be responsible for furnishing, installing, wiring, programming, troubleshooting, 
training and warranty service of all cabling, terminal equipment, headend equipment, as specified 
in Section 27 00 00 for a completely operational system. 

E. Responsibilities of the Integrated Electronic Security Systems (IESS) Contractor also referred to 
as Owner’s Security Vendor will be responsible for furnishing, installing, wiring, programming, 
trouble shooting, training, and warranty service of all cabling, terminal equipment, and head-end 
equipment for a completely operational system.

F. The work shall be so performed so that the progress of the entire building construction, including 
all other trades, shall not be delayed and not interfered with.  Materials and apparatus shall be 
installed as fast as conditions of the building will permit and must be installed promptly when 
and as directed.

G. Responsibilities of the Communications System Contractor: The Communications System 
Contractor will be responsible for furnishing, installing, wiring, programming, troubleshooting, 
training and warranty service of all cabling, terminal equipment, headend equipment, as specified 
in Section 27 00 00 for a completely operational system. 

H. Responsibilities of the Integrated Electronic Security Systems (IESS) Contractor will be 
responsible for furnishing, installing, wiring, programming, trouble shooting, training, and 
warranty service of all cabling, terminal equipment, and head-end equipment for a completely 
operational system.

I. Keep fully informed as to the shape, size and position of all openings required for all apparatus 
and give information in advance to build openings into the work.

J. All distribution systems which require pitch or slope such as plumbing drains, steam and 
condensate piping shall have the right of way over those which do not.  Confer with other trades 
as to the location of pipes, ducts, lights and apparatus and install work to avoid interferences.

K. Coordinate exact locations and roughing in dimensions of all work before installation and make 
all final connections as required.  Any changes required to avoid interference or to provide 
adequate clearances for Code and maintenance requirements shall be made at no additional costs.
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L. Structural elements of the project shall not be relocated, altered or changed to accommodate the 
work without written authorization from the Architect.

M. Work that is installed before coordination with other trades, or that causes interference with the 
work of other trades shall be changed to correct condition.

N. Obtain a complete set of Project Drawings and Specifications for coordination and to determine 
the full scope of work.

O. Attend project coordination meetings to coordinate work of this Section, work of other trades and 
project and phasing retain a complete set of Project Drawings and Specifications for coordination 
and to determine the full scope of work.

1.15          RECORD DRAWINGS

A. Refer to Section 017700 - PROJECT CLOSEOUT, One set shall be maintained at site and which 
shall be accurate, clear, and complete showing actual location of all equipment as installed.  
Record drawings shall be updated at least monthly.  Record drawings shall show outlet from 
which homeruns are taken, and location of all junction boxes and access panels.  These drawings 
shall be available to Architect/Engineer field representative.

B. Any addenda sketches and supplementary drawings issued during course of construction shall be 
attached to drawings.

C. At completion, submit an accurate checked set of drawings.

D. After approval of these drawings, photo reproductions of original tracings shall be revised to 
incorporate changes, including addenda sketches and supplementary drawings.  These "as-built" 
photo reproductions shall be certified as correct and delivered to the Architect along with an 
AutoCAD CD of the revised drawings.

1.16          OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS

A. Operating Instructions:  Refer to Section 017823 - OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE DATA, 
Furnish operating instructions to Owner's designated representative with respect to operations, 
functions and maintenance procedures for equipment and systems installed.  Cost of such 
instruction up to a full three days of Electrical Subcontractor's time shall be included in contract.  
Cost of providing a manufacturer's representative at site for instructional purposes shall also be 
included.

B. Maintenance Manuals:

1. At completion of the project, provide three hard copies and one electronic copy (refer to 
Section 017823) of complete manuals containing the following:
a. Complete shop drawings of equipment.
b. Operation description of systems.
c. Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of suppliers of systems.
d. Vendors' P.O. numbers for equipment installed.
e. Preventive maintenance instructions for systems.
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f. Spare parts list of system components.

2. All information shall be in three binders and one electronic copy.  

1.17          PHASING, DEMOLITION AND MAINTAINING EXISTING SERVICES

A. During the execution of the work, required relocation, rerouting, etc., of existing equipment and 
systems in the existing building areas where new work is to be installed or new connections are 
scheduled to be made, shall be performed by the Electrical Sub-contractor, as required by job 
conditions and as determined by the Architect in the field, to facilitate the installation of the new 
system, while demolition, relocation work or new tie-ins will be performed.  Outages required for 
construction purposes shall be scheduled for the shortest practical periods of time, in coordination 
with the Owner’s designated representative, for specified, mutually agreeable periods of time, 
after each of which the interruption shall cease and the service shall be restored.  This procedure 
shall be repeated to suit the Owner’s working schedule, as many times as required until all work 
is complete.  Any outages of service shall be approved by the Owner, prior to commencing the 
work.  No outages or shutdowns of service shall occur without the written authorization of the 
Owner prior to commencing the work.  Give notice of any scheduled shutdowns, a minimum of 
two weeks in advance.  Owner shall make their best effort to meet this request without adversely 
affecting the electric service to the existing building.  

B. Prior to any deactivation and relocation or demolition work, consult the drawings and arrange a 
conference with the Owner’s representative in the field to inspect each of the items to be 
deactivated, removed or relocated.  Care shall be taken to protect all equipment designated to be 
relocated and reused or to remain in operation and be integrated with the new systems.

C. Where existing outlets are to be reused and are cut off by the remodeling, they shall be 
reconnected to existing circuits as required by field conditions.  Where existing outlets, speakers, 
clocks, etc. are to be abandoned, they shall be removed and blank plates installed.  Each bidder 
shall, before submitting his bid, visit the site and make a thorough examination of the conditions 
in the existing building in order to determine the extent of the work to be done.

D. All deactivation, relocation and temporary tie-ins of electrical systems and equipment shall be 
provided by the Electrical Subcontractor.  All demolition and removal of electrical systems and 
equipment designated to be demolished shall be by the Electrical Subcontractor.  Disconnect and 
drop to floor all demolished electrical materials for removal by General Contractor.  All hazardous 
electrical materials PCB lighting ballasts, fluorescent lamps, etc.)shall be legally disposed by the 
General Contractor.

E. The Owner reserves the right to inspect the material scheduled for removal and salvage any items 
he deems usable as spare parts.

F. Phasing

1. The Electrical Subcontractor shall construct the project in phases as directed by the 
Architect to suit the project progress schedule, as well as the completion date of the project.
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1.18          RETURN AIR PLENUM

A. All wiring for areas above suspended ceilings shall be UL Listed plenum rated cable or wiring 
shall be installed in conduit.

1.19          STAGING AND SCAFFOLDING

A. Unless otherwise specified, each sub-contractor shall provide all lifts and man-lifts, and furnish, 
erect and maintain in safe condition, all staging and scaffolding as specified under Section 01 50 
00 Temporary Facilities and Controls, as needed for proper execution of the work of this Section. 
Staging and scaffolding shall be of adequate design, erected and removed by experienced stage 
builders having all accident prevention devices required by Federal, state and local laws.

1.20          EXAMINATION OF SITE AND DOCUMENTS

A. Bidders are expected to examine and to be thoroughly familiar with all contract documents and 
with the conditions under which work will be carried out.  There will be a Pre-Bid Site 
Conference.  It is the responsibility of each Bidders to visit the site for the Fire Station if she or 
her choses to inspect it prior to submitting their Bid.  The Awarding Authority (Owner) will not 
be responsible for errors, omissions and/or charges for extra work arising from General 
Contractor's or Filed Subcontractor's failure to familiarize themselves with the Contract 
Documents or existing conditions. By submitting a bid, the Bidder agrees and warrants that he 
has had the opportunity to examine the site and the Contract Documents, that he is familiar with 
the conditions and requirements of both and where they require, in any part of the work a given 
result to be produced, that the Contract Documents are adequate and that he will produce the 
required results.

1.21          TEMPORARY LIGHT AND POWER

A. Refer to Section 01 50 00 for Construction Temporary Facilities and Controls.

1.22          ENERGY REBATE PROGRAM

A. This project has been designed to incorporate equipment approved for energy rebate such as 
fixtures, performance lighting.  Meet with Utility Company prior to lighting shop drawing 
submittal to ascertain that submittal meets program guidelines.  Fixtures shall be DLC listed or 
equivalent. Assist Owner and Engineer in effort to obtain utility rebates the Owner is eligible for. 
Equivalent lighting fixtures which meet DLC shall require lighting vendor to submit shop 
drawings to utility company for approval.  It is the intent of this project to Qualify for incentives 
which requires an additional 30 days of reported kWh saved and six months of lighting energy 
use data as reported by the system post-installation.    
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1          GENERAL

A. Product specifications are written in such a manner so as to specify what materials may be used 
in a particular location or application and therefore do not indicate what is not acceptable or 
suitable for a particular location or application.  As an example:  non-metallic sheathed cable is 
not specified; therefore, it is not acceptable.

B. For purpose of establishing a standard of quality and not for purpose of limiting competition, the 
basis of this Specification is upon specified models and types of equipment and materials, as 
manufactured by specified manufacturers.

C. In all cases, standard cataloged materials and systems have been selected.  Materials such as 
lighting fixtures specially manufactured for this particular project and not part of a manufacturers' 
standard product line will not be acceptable.  In the case of systems, the system components shall 
be from a single source regularly engaged in supplying such systems.  A proposed system made 
up of a collection of various manufacturers' products will be unacceptable.

D. Where Specifications list manufacturers' names and/or "as approved" or "equal approved by 
Architect", other manufacturers' equipment will be considered if equipment meets Specification 
requirements and has all features of the specified items as are considered essential by Architect.

E. All material shall be new and shall be UL listed.

2.2          RACEWAYS AND FITTINGS

A. Raceways - General:

1. No raceway shall be used smaller than 3/4 in. diameter and shall have no more than four  
90 deg. bends in any one run, and where necessary, pull boxes shall be provided.  Only 
rigid metal conduit or intermediate metal conduit is allowed for slab work.  Cable systems, 
if allowed to be used by other sections of this specification, shall not be used exposed or in 
slabs, whether listed by "UL" for such use or not.

2. Rigid metal conduit conforming to, and installed in accordance with, Article 344 shall be 
heavy wall zinc coated steel conforming to American Standard Specification C80-1 and 
may be used for service work, exterior work, slab work, and below grade level slab, wet 
locations, and in penthouse for drops down to equipment from elevations below eight feet 
and also where raceway may be subject to mechanical damage.

3. Intermediate metal conduit conforming to, and installed in accordance with, Article 342, 
may be used for all applications where rigid metal conduit is allowed by these 
specifications.

4. Electrical Metallic Tubing (EMT), conforming to, and installed in accordance with, Article 
358 shall be zinc coated steel, conforming to industry standards, may be used in masonry 
block walls, stud partitions, above furred ceilings, where exposed but not subject to 
mechanical damage in unfinished spaces, and may be used for fire alarm work where 
concealed or exposed in unfinished spaces.
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5. Flexible metal conduit shall be used for final connections to recessed lighting fixtures from 
above ceiling junction boxes and for final flexible connections to motors and other rotating 
or vibrating equipment.  Liquid tight flexible metal conduit shall be used for the above 
connections which are located in moist locations.  Moist locations shall include mechanical 
rooms, penthouses and exterior locations with mechanical equipment.  All flexible 
connections shall include an insulated grounding conductor.

6. Acceptable manufacturers:  
Pittsburgh Standard Conduit Company
Republic Steel and Tube
Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company
Carlon
Or equal.

7. Fittings:
a. Provide insulated bushings on all raceways 1 inch diameter or larger.
b. Manufacturer's standard fittings shall be used for raceway supports.
c. Expansion Fittings:  Expansion fittings shall be used where structural and concrete 

expansion joints occur and shall include a ground strap.
d. Couplings for rigid metal and intermediate metal conduit shall be threaded type.
e. Threadless fittings for EMT shall be watertight compression type or set-screw type 

(dry-locations). All fittings shall be concrete tight.  No diecast fittings allowed 
except for raceways larger than 1 inch diameter.

f. Cable supports in vertical raceways shall be of the split wedge type.  Armored cable 
supports for vertical runs to be of wire mesh basket design.

g. Wall entrance seals shall be equal to O.Z. Gedney type "WSK".
h. Couplings, elbows and other fittings used with rigid nonmetallic conduit shall be of 

the solvent cemented type to secure a waterproof installation.
i. Acceptable manufacturers:  

O.Z.
Crouse Hinds
Appleton
EFCOR
Steel City
Or equal 

B. Outlets, Pull and Junction Boxes:

1. Outlets:
a. Each outlet in wiring or raceway systems shall be provided with an outlet box to suit 

conditions encountered.  Boxes installed in normally wet locations or surface 
mounted shall be of the cast-metal type having hubs.  Concealed boxes shall be 
cadmium plated or zinc coated sheet metal type.  Old work boxes with Madison 
clamps not allowed in new construction.  Thru the wall boxes are not permitted.

b. Each box shall have sufficient volume to accommodate number of conductors in 
accordance with requirements of Code.  Boxes shall not be less than 1-1/2 in. deep 
unless shallower boxes are required by structural conditions and are specifically 
approved by Architect.  Ceiling and bracket outlet boxes shall not be less than 4 in. 
octagonal except that smaller boxes may be used where required by particular fixture 
to be installed.  Flush or recessed fixtures shall be provided with separate junction 
boxes when required by fixture terminal temperature requirements.  Switch and 
receptacle boxes shall be 4 in. square or of comparable volume. 
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c. Far side box supports shall be Caddy J-1A.
d. Acceptable manufacturers:

Appleton
Crouse Hinds
Steel City
RACO
Or equal 

2. Pull and Junction Boxes:  Where indicated on drawings, and where necessary to terminate, 
tap off, or redirect multiple raceway runs or to facilitate conductor installation, furnish, and 
install appropriately designed boxes.  Boxes shall be fabricated from code gauge steel 
assembled with corrosion resistant machine screws.  Box size shall be as required by Code.
Boxes in moist or wet areas shall be galvanized type.  Boxes larger than 4-11/16 inches 
square shall have hinged covers.  Boxes larger than 12 inches in one dimension will be 
allowed to have screw fastened covers, if a hinged cover would not be capable of being 
opened a full 90 degrees due to installation location.
a. Acceptable Manufacturers:

Brasch
Hoffman
Keystone
Lee Products Co.
McKinstry Inc.
Eldon Inc.
Or equal

2.3          CONDUCTORS

A. All conductors shall be a minimum size of #12 AWG except for control wiring and fire alarm 
wiring where #14 AWG may be used.  For all exit sign circuits, normal/emergency and/or 
emergency only circuits, exterior lighting circuits, and also where distance from panelboard to 
first outlet exceeds 100 ft. at 120 volts and 150 ft. at 277 volts, #10 AWG shall be minimum size 
wire allowed.  All feeder and branch circuit conductors shall be color coded as follows:
1. 208Y/120V Phase A Black
2. 208Y/120V Phase BRed
3. 208Y/120V Phase CBlue
4. Grounded Conductor 120/208 White
5. Equipment Ground 120/208 Green

B. All conductors not installed in accordance with color scheme shall be replaced.  All conductors 
larger than #6 AWG must be identified with colored tape.

C. Connections throughout the entire job shall be made with solderless type devices.

1. For #10 AWG and smaller:  spring type.
2. For #8 AWG and larger:  circumferential compression type.
3. Acceptable manufacturers:

3M "Scotchlock"
IDEAL "Wingnut"
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BURNDY
MAC
Or equal 

4. Any splices made up in ground mounted pull boxes shall be resin cast waterproof type or 
waterproof pressure type.

D. Conductors shall be copper, soft drawn, and annealed of 98 percent conductivity.  Conductors 
larger than #10 AWG shall be stranded; #10 AWG and smaller shall be solid.  Conductors shall 
be insulated for 600 volts and be of following types:

1. All conductors shall have heat/moisture resistant thermoplastic insulation type 
THHN/THWN (75 degrees C) except as follows:
a. In sizes #1 AWG and larger:  Crosslinked polyethylene insulation type XHHW (75 

degrees C – 90 degrees C) may be used.
b. Fire alarm system conductors shall be #14 AWG, type THHN, solid.  Color coding 

of fire alarm conductors shall be in accordance with fire codes.
c. Fixture whips #16AWG type "SF".

E. Stranded conductors for all wiring systems except fire alarm will be allowed if installed and 
terminated as specified under Execution Section.

F. Mineral-Insulated Metal-Sheathed Fire-Resistive Cables (Type MI) - Cables shall consist of a 
factory assembly of one or more solid copper conductors insulated with highly-compressed 
magnesium oxide and enclosed in a seamless, liquid-and-gas-tight continuous copper sheath.  
Cables shall be rated for 600 volts and less.  Cables shall comply with Article 332 of the National 
Electrical Code.  Cables shall be classified by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. as having a 2-hour 
fire resistive rating.  Cable terminations shall be made with UL listed mineral-insulated cable 
fittings.  

G. Type MC cable may be used for branch circuits and fire alarm system above ceilings and in 
hollow spaces where concealed and allowed by code and not subject to damage if installed and 
terminated as specified under Execution Section.  Armor to be galvanized steel and shall be UL 
listed for 2 hour fire wall penetration.  Fire Alarm MC Cable armor shall be red.  Lightweight 
steel metal clad cable is acceptable. 

H. Acceptable manufacturers:
AFC Cable Systems
American Wire & Cable
Cerro
Cornish
Cresent
General Cable
Okonite
Or equal 
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2.4          SLEEVES, INSERTS, AND OPENINGS

A. Sleeves:  Provide sleeves of proper sizes for all openings required in concrete floors and walls.  
Sleeves passing through floors shall be set with top of sleeve 1 in. above finished floor. Core 
drilling will also be acceptable if in accordance with any structural standards.  Any unsleeved 
openings shall be waterproofed.

B. Inserts:  Provide inserts or other anchoring devices in concrete and masonry construction as 
required to support raceways and equipment.

C. Openings:  Where an opening is required in concrete slabs to allow passage of a multitude of 
raceways, give adequate notice to General Contractor so he may box out opening in form work.

D. Any openings through fire rated surfaces shall be closed off with fireproofing materials providing 
the same rating as the surface penetrated.
Acceptable Manufacturers:
Specified Technologies Inc.
Thomas & Betts
International Protective Coatings Corp.
3M Fire Protection Products
Dow Corning
Or equal 

2.5          PANELBOARDS

A. Panelboards shall be dead front, door in door safety type equipped with single or multi pole circuit 
breakers suitable for 120/208 volt, 3 phase, 4 wire operation.

B. Buses shall be copper.  Panelboards shall have a circuit directory card mounted in a frame with 
plastic cover on inside of door.  Panelboards to have a copper ground bus with terminals for each 
circuit.  Panelboards serving isolated ground receptacles shall have a separate ground bus for 
terminations of the isolated grounds.  The isolated ground bus shall be mounted to the panel tub 
via non conducting means with a separate grounding conductor run to the normal panel ground 
bus.  Provide oversize lugs for any termination requiring same due to oversize conductors. Provide 
200 percent neutral buses on 120/208 volt panelboards as indicated on plans.

C. Cabinets shall be minimum of 20 inches wide and be made of code gauge steel.  Surface type 
shall be ordered without knockouts.

D. Trims shall be made of code gauge steel, surface or flush as indicated. Panelboards shall be keyed 
alike. Trims shall be provided with full length piano hinge on one side, and secured to tub with 
sufficient quantity of latches opposite the hinge side to allow trim to fit flush with tub and when 
released, allow full access to wiring gutters. Inner door shall allow access to circuit breakers only.
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E. Panelboards shall be of the following types with minimum circuit breaker frame sizes listed 
below.  Refer to schedules for larger circuit breaker frame sizes due to fault current availability.
1. 120/208 volt, three phase, four wire.  Symmetrical interrupting capacity 42,000 AIC.

Style
Westinghouse type PRL-1 BAB Breakers

(bolt-on)

Square D type NQOD QOB Breakers
(bolt-on)

Siemens type CDP 7 BQ Breakers
(bolt on)

General Electric Type AQ HHQB Breakers
(bolt-on)

2. Distribution Panels:
a. Where scheduled as circuit breaker type, symmetrical interrupting capacity 42,000 

AIC and UL service entrance rated. 
Westinghouse type PRL 3 FD Breakers
Square D I Line type       FA Breakers
Siemens SPP           FXD6 Breakers
General Electrical Spectra THED Breakers

F. Panelboards and distribution panels shall be of same manufacturer.   Refer to drawings where 
higher interrupting ratings are required.

G. Provide electrical metering and voltage protection system equal to Square D, Westinghouse IQ 
Data Plus or Siemens 4700 Series at main breaker.
1. Main service entrance device shall be an insulated-case circuit breaker (ICCB): Rating as 

shown on drawings, 100 percent rated, sealed circuit breaker with interrupting capacity 
rating to meet available fault current.

2. Fixed circuit-breaker mounting.
3. Two-step, stored-energy closing.
4. Microprocessor-based trip unit with interchangeable rating plug, trip indicators, and the 

following field-adjustable settings:
5. Instantaneous trip.
6. Long- and short-time time pick-up and time delay adjustments.
7. Ground-fault pickup level, time delay, and I2t response.
8. Safety features: Phase loss protection.
9. Provide maintenance mode arc flash reduction feature on main circuit breaker.

H. Switchboard feeder protective devices shall be molded case circuit breakers. The circuit breakers 
200 amperes and larger shall be with a solid-state trip, all other circuit breakers shall be of 
thermal-magnetic type. Breakers shall be built, tested, and labeled in accordance with UL 489.

I. Molded-Case Circuit Breaker (MCCB):  Comply with UL 489, with interrupting capacity to meet 
available fault currents.
1. Thermal-Magnetic Circuit Breakers:  Inverse time-current element for low-level overloads, 

and instantaneous magnetic trip element for short circuits.  
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2. Adjustable Instantaneous-Trip Circuit Breakers:  Magnetic trip element with front-
mounted, field-adjustable trip setting.

3. Electronic trip circuit breakers with field-replaceable rating plug and the following field-
adjustable settings:

4. Instantaneous trip.
5. Long- and short-time pickup levels.
6. Long- and short-time time adjustments.
7. Ground-fault pickup level, time delay, and I2t response.
8. Molded-Case Circuit-Breaker (MCCB) Features and Accessories:
9. Standard frame sizes, trip ratings, and number of poles.
10. Lugs: Suitable for number, size, trip ratings, and conductor material.
11. Application Listing: Type HACR for heating, air conditioning and refrigeration equipment 

power feeders.
12. Shunt Trip:  120-V trip coil energized from separate circuit, where shown on the drawings.

J. Branch Devices shall be standard molded case circuit breakers, current limiting circuit breakers, 
or other devices as scheduled.  Branch devices shall be mounted in panelboard type construction.  
Provide electronic trip breakers with adjustable settings for all breakers 200 amp and larger. 

K. Include space and provisions for utility company metering.  Refer to electric service section of 
this Division.

2.6          ELECTRICAL POWER EQUIPMENT

A. Motor Controls - Manual and Magnetic:

1. Individually-mounted magnetic starters shall be NEMA rated across-the-line type with 
thermal overload on each phase, single-speed, two-speed, or reduced voltage start as 
indicated.

2. Motor Starters shall be furnished by Electrical Sub-contractor unless part of package 
mechanical equipment such as rooftop units.

3. Starters shall be of maintained contact type, of size and type required for particular motor 
horsepower and voltage.  Minimum size starter to be size 1 FVNR, unless noted otherwise.
a. Starters shall have OL reset button, green push-to-test type pilot light to indicate 

"ON", and "HAND-OFF-AUTO" switch in cover.
b. Starters to have 120 volt control transformers with fused output being provided for 

those units operating on 277/480 volt system.
c. Provide Class 20 fixed heater overloads with auto/manual reset.
d. Provide four sets of auxiliary contacts of convertible type N.O. to N.C. for each 

starter.
e. Motor starters shall have NEMA I enclosures.  Those in wet locations shall be 

NEMA 3R.
f. Acceptable Manufacturers:

Westinghouse/Culter-Hammer
Square D/Groupe Schneider
Siemens
Allen Bradley
GE
Or equal.
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4. Manual motor starters shall have pilot lights and shall be furnished with thermal overloads 
on each phase.

B. Motors:  Each motor shall have disconnect switch and starter provided under this section.  Starters 
which are a part of "factory assembled" control panel will be provided under section supplying 
equipment to be controlled but connected under this section.

1. Provide motor terminal boxes for each motor not furnished with same.

C. Disconnect Switches:

1. Disconnect (safety) switches shall conform to industrial standards of NEMA, be UL listed 
and shall be heavy duty type, quick-make, quick-break type with interlocking cover 
mechanism and provisions for padlocking switch handle in "OFF" position.  Three pole 
toggle switches are not acceptable as substitute for disconnect switches.

2. Disconnect switches shall be of fused or unfused type as indicated with number of 
disconnecting poles indicated.  The grounded conductor shall not be switched.  Switches 
for use with current limiting fuses shall be rejection type and those used in conjunction 
with motors shall be horsepower rated.  Provide oversize termination lugs if required by 
conductor size.

3. Enclosures shall be of proper NEMA type for intended location and shall be phosphate 
coated or equivalent code gauge galvanized sheet steel with ANSI #24 dark gray baked 
enamel finish.

4. Acceptable Manufacturers:
Westinghouse/Culter-Hammer
Square D/Groupe Schneider
Siemens
Allen Bradley
Or equal.

D. Fuses:

1. Provide a complete set of fuses for each item of fusible type equipment.  Fusible equipment 
furnished by other contractors will be complete with fuses, unless noted otherwise on 
Electrical Drawings.

2. Turn over to authorized representative of Owner upon completion a spare set of fuses of 
each different type and ampere rating installed.  These spares shall be bound with twine 
and tagged.  

3. Secondary system fuses, rated at 600 volts or less, shall be UL listed and constructed in 
conformance with the applicable standards set forth by NEMA and ANSI.  All fuses of a 
particular class shall be of same manufacturer.

4. All fuses in distribution panelboards and switchboards shall be class "L" above 600 
amperes and class "RK1" for 600 amperes and below.

5. Acceptable Manufacturers:
Bussmann, Division of McGraw
Gould/Shawmut
GEC-ALSTHOM
Or equal
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2.7          LIGHTING FIXTURES

A. General
1. Submit the following in accordance with project submittal procedures:

a. Catalog Data: Submit catalog data describing luminaires, lamps, and ballasts. 
Include data substantiating that materials comply with specified requirements.  
Arrange data for luminaires in the order of fixture designation.

b. Performance Curves/Data:
1) Submit certified photometric data for each type of luminaire.
2) Submit light level calculations when requested by Engineer in accordance 

with IESNA standards to support proposed fixtures are of equal performance 
to the specified products (applies to all fixture types in all spaces).

c. Drawings:  Submit shop drawings for non-standard luminaires.
d. Warranty:  Submit warranties for luminaires and for electronic ballasts.
e. Warranty for all lighting fixtures shall be a minimum of 5 years.

2. All lamps, ballasts, led sources, drivers, and controls shall meet the latest utility company 
incentive requirements. Refer to the latest program requirements documentation and 
coordinate with the utility company to ensure compliance.

B. Quality Assurance
1. Comply with the National Electrical Code (NEC) and the Rhode Island Building Code 

(RIBC) for components and installation.
2. Provide luminaires listed and labeled by a nationally recognized testing laboratory (NRTL) 

for the application, installation condition, and the environments in which installed.
3. Use manufacturers that are experienced in manufacturing luminaires, lamps and ballasts 

similar to those indicated for this Project and have a record of successful in-service 
performance.

4. Coordinate luminaires, mounting hardware and trim with the ceiling system.

C. LED Assemblies
1. LED luminaires shall conform to UL 1598 and to UL 8250 – Safety Standard for Light-

Emitting Diode (LED) Light Sources for Use in Lighting Products. 
2. Products shall be lead and mercury free.
3. Photometric characteristics shall be established using IESNA LM-79-08, IESNA 

Approved Method for the Electrical and Photometric Measurement of Solid-State Lighting 
Products. 

4. Color characteristics of LED luminaires shall be as follows in accordance with ANSI 
C78.377 – Specifications for the Chromaticity of Solid State Lighting Products. 

5. LED and driver cooling system shall be passive and shall resist the buildup of debris. 
6. LED luminaire output after 50,000 hours of operation shall be not less than 70 percent of 

the initial lumen output when determined in accordance with IESNA LM-80-08 – IESNA 
approved Method for Measuring Lumen Maintenance of LED Lighting Sources.

7. LED source package electrical characteristics:
a. Supply voltage: 120 V, 208 V, 240 V, 277 V, or 480 V as indicated on the Drawings. 

Provide step-down transformers if required to match driver input voltage rating.
b. Total harmonic distortion (current): Not more than 10 percent
c. Power factor: Not less than 90 percent
d. RF interference: Meet FCC 47 CFR Part 15/18
e. Transient protection: IEEE C62.41 Class A.
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D. Interior General: 
1. Furnish interior luminaries that comply with requirements specified below, indicated on 

the Drawings, to meet conditions of installation.
2. Metal parts shall be free from burrs and sharp corners and edges.
3. Metal components shall be formed and supported to prevent sagging and warping.
4. Steel parts shall be finished with manufacturer's standard finish applied over a corrosion-

resistant primer.  Finish shall be free from runs, streaks, stains, holidays or defects. 
5. Doors and frames shall be smooth operating and free from light leakage under operating 

conditions.  Relamping shall be possible without the use of tools.  Doors, frames, lenses 
and diffusers shall be designed to prevent accidental falling during relamping and when 
secured in the operating position.

6. Luminaires shall have minimum reflecting surface reflectance as follows unless specified 
otherwise on the Drawings:
a. White Surfaces:  85 percent
b. Specular Surfaces:  83 percent
c. Diffusing Specular Surfaces:  75 percent

7. Lenses, diffusers, covers and globes shall be 100 percent virgin acrylic unless specified 
otherwise on the Drawings.  Lenses shall have 0.125 inches minimum thickness.  Lenses 
for fluorescent troffers shall be injection molded.

8. Luminaires shall conform to UL 1598 - Luminaires. Provide product with damp location 
listing or wet location listing per installation location.

E. Interior Accessories
1. Provide stud supports, mounting brackets, frames, plaster rings and other accessories 

required for luminaire installation.
2. Furnish hangers as specified below and by conditions of installation:

a. Stem hangers shall be made of 1/2-inch steel tubing with 45 degrees swivel ball 
hanger fitting and ceiling canopy. Finish the same as the luminaire.

b. Rod hangers shall be made of 1/4 inch threaded zinc-plated steel rod.
c. For HID luminaires provide hook hangers that are integrated assemblies matched to 

the luminaire and line voltage; equip with threaded attachment, power cord and 
locking type plug. Provide a safety chain or cable for each luminaire that will attach 
to the building structure, the ballast housing, and to the reflector/diffuser assembly.

3. Use NRTL-listed T-bar safety clips for lay-in fluorescent luminaires.
4. Where indicated on the Drawings or where lamp breakage is detrimental, such as above 

food counters, provide open fluorescent luminaires with:
a. Self-locking sockets or lamp retainers, two per lamp, and
b. Clear polycarbonate protective lamp sleeves with end caps over each lamp. Sleeve 

shall have a light transmission of 95 percent and shall be rated for the thermal profile 
of the lamp and ballast.

F. Interior Installation
1. Install interior lighting system in accordance with the NEC, manufacturer's installation 

instructions, approved shop drawings, and NECA National Electrical Installation 
Standards.

2. Have the manufacturer’s installation instructions available at the Project site.
3. Mounting heights specified or indicated on the Drawings are to the bottom of the luminaire 

for ceiling-mounted fixtures and to the center of the luminaire for wall-mounted fixtures.
4. Where the ceiling forms the protective membrane of a fire resistive assembly, install 

protective coverings over luminaires in accordance with NRTL requirements.
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5. Install slack safety wires as described below for luminaires in or on suspended ceilings.
a. Wire shall be minimum 12 gage galvanized soft annealed steel wire conforming to 

ASTM A641.
b. Attach wire to the building structure directly above the attachment point on the box 

or luminaire; make trapezes of framing channel material to span obstacles
c. Secure wire(s) at each end with not less than three tight turns in 1-1/2 inches.

6. Support pendant-mounted or cable-supported luminaires directly from the structure above 
using a 9 gage wire or an approved alternate support without using the ceiling suspension 
system for direct support. 
a. Install seismic restraints for pendant-mounted and cable-supported luminaires. 
b. Pendants, rods, cables, or chains 4 ft or longer shall be braced to prevent swaying 

using three cables at 120 degrees separation.
7. Connect luminaires in suspended ceilings using 6 ft. lengths of flexible wiring method 

arranged accommodate not lea than 4 inches of differential seismic movement in any 
direction.

G. Interior Quality Control
1. Make electrical connections, clean interiors and exteriors of luminaires, install lamps, 

energize and test luminaires, inspect interior lighting system, and deliver spare parts in 
accordance with manufacturer's instructions and NECA National Electrical Installation 
Standards:

2. Test electronic dimming ballasts for full range dimming capability.
a. Burn-in dimmer controlled fluorescent lamps at full output for not less than 100 

hours before dimming.
b. Check for visually detectable flicker over the full dimming range. 

3. Prior to turnover to Owner, replace lamps that were installed and used during construction 
if more than 15 percent of their rated lamp life has been used.

H. Exterior - General
1. Furnish exterior luminaires that comply with requirements specified in this Section and in 

the luminaire schedule on the Drawings.
2. Luminaire photometric characteristics shall be based on IESNA approved methods for 

photometric measurements performed by a recognized photometric laboratory. 
3. Luminaire housing shall be primarily metal. 

a. Metal parts shall be free from burrs and sharp corners and edges.
b. Sheet metal components shall be fabricated from corrosion-resistant aluminum, 

formed and supported to prevent sagging and warping.
c. Exposed fasteners shall be stainless steel.

4. Doors and frames shall be smooth operating and free from light leakage under operating 
conditions. 
a. Relamping shall be possible without the use of special tools. 
b. Doors, frames, lenses and diffusers shall be designed to prevent accidental falling 

during relamping and when secured in the operating position. 
c. Door shall be removable for cleaning or replacing lens.  

5. Luminaires shall have minimum reflecting surface reflectance as follows unless scheduled 
otherwise:
a. White surfaces: 85 percent
b. Specular surfaces: 83 percent
c. Diffusing specular surfaces: 75 percent
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6. Provide lenses, diffusers, covers and globes as scheduled on the Drawings fabricated from 
materials that are UV stabilized to be resistant to yellowing and other changes due to aging 
or exposure to heat and ultraviolet radiation.

7. Doors shall have resilient gaskets that are heat-resistant and aging-resistant to seal and 
cushion lens and refractor.

I. Exterior Installation
1. Install products in accordance with manufacturer's instructions, NECA/IESNA 501, and 

approved shop drawings.
2. Install surface mounted luminaires directly to an outlet box which is supported from 

structure.
3. Install lamps in luminaires in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

2.8          ELECTRICAL SYSTEM CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS

A. Provide a complete power system consisting of branch circuits, motor disconnect switches, 
pushbutton stations, motor starters, and other devices to connect up and leave in operating 
condition each piece of electrically operated equipment provided either under this section or other 
Divisions.

B. All control wiring, not indicated in the electrical specifications or not shown on electrical 
drawings, will be provided by Temperature Control Subcontractor.

2.9          GROUNDING SYSTEM

A. All equipment and systems shall be grounded.  Refer especially to NEC Section 250 Requiring 
Connections to Building Steel, Foundation, Water Service, and Interior Piping.

B. The grounded conductor shall be supplemented by an equipment grounding system.

C. The equipment grounding system shall be installed so all conductive items in close proximity to 
electrical circuits operate continuously at ground potential and provide a low impedance path for 
ground fault currents.

D. Grounding conductors shall be so installed as to permit shortest and most direct path to ground.

E. Maximum measured resistance to ground of 5.0 ohms shall not be exceeded.  Ground separately 
derived systems (dry type transformers) in accordance with Article 250-26 by grounding neutral 
to transformer ground lug and providing insulated grounding electrode conductor to nearest 
effectively grounded building steel or, if unavailable, to nearest available effectively grounded 
metal water pipe.

F. Equipment grounding conductors and straps shall be sized in compliance with Code Table 250.

G. Grounding conductors shall be insulated with green color.  Grounding conductors for use on 
isolated ground receptacles shall be green with trace color to differentiate between normal ground 
conductors.
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H. Branch circuits shall consist of phase, grounded and grounding conductor installed in common 
metallic raceway.  The raceway system may not serve as the grounding conductor only.  All 
circuits shall have a separate insulated grounding conductor installed.  Any flexible cable system 
or non-metallic raceway system shall have an insulated grounding conductor.  Any cable system 
for use on isolated ground circuits shall have both an isolated ground conductor as well as an 
equipment ground conductor, both of which shall be insulated.

I. Each electrical expansion fitting shall be furnished with a bonding jumper.  Provide grounding 
bushings and ground connections for all raceways terminating below equipment where there is 
no metal-to-metal continuity.

J. Continuity between all metallic and non-metallic raceway systems and equipment shall be 
maintained.

2.10          SEALS

A. Water Tight Seals

1. Conduits entering from the exterior or below grade shall have water tight fittings on the 
outside and on the inside of the conduit.

B. Fittings on the outside of the conduit shall be O-Z Gedney type FSK or approved equal.  Provide 
type WSK if penetration is within two feet of the high water table.  Provide grounding attachment.

C. Fittings on the inside of the conduit shall be O-Z Gedney type CSBI or approved equal.  Provide 
type CSBG if penetration is within two feet of the high water table.  Provide a blank fitting to seal 
spare or empty conduits.

D. O-Z Gedney type CSM fitting may be used when sealing within a sleeve or cored hole.

1. Submit on seals to be used.

E. Environmental Seals

1. Provide seals on raceways exposed to widely different temperatures, as in refrigerating or 
cold storage areas.  Install seal to prevent circulation of air from warmer to colder sections 
through the raceway.

F. Hazardous Area Seals

1. Provide explosion proof seals as required by the Electric Code.

G. Smoke and Fire Stopping Seals

1. Provide a seal around raceways or cables penetrating full height walls (slab to slab), floors 
or ventilation or air handling ducts so that the spread of fire or products of combustion shall 
not be substantially increased. 
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2. Penetrations through fire-resistant-rated walls, partitions, floors or ceilings shall be 
firestopped using approved methods and NRTL listed products to maintain the fire 
resistance rating. 

3. Fire stopping in sleeves or in areas that may require the addition or modification of installed 
cables or raceways shall be a soft, pliable, non-hardening fire stop putty.  Putty shall be 
water resistant and intumescent.  Provide for all sleeves and raceways.

4. Firestopping in locations not likely to require frequent modification shall be NRTL listed 
putty, caulk or mortar to meet the required fire resistant rating.

5. Box penetrations into a fire rated wall or shaft shall have a fire stopping pad installed on 
the back of the box. 

6. Firestopping of cable trays or busways through walls shall be with a non-hardening putty 
or with seal bags.

7. Firestopping materials shall be NRTL listed to UL 1479 (ASTM E814).  Installation 
methods shall conform to a UL firestopping system.  Submit specifications and installation 
drawings for the type of material to be used.  Firestopping materials shall be as 
manufactured by 3M, International Protective Coatings Corp., RayChem or approved 
equal.

2.11          ACCESS PANELS

A. Provide access panels for access to concealed junction boxes and to other concealed parts of 
system that require accessibility for operation and maintenance.  In general, electrical work shall 
be laid out so access panels are not required.

B. Access panels shall be located in a workmanlike manner in closets, storage rooms, and/or other 
non-public areas, positioned so that junction can be easily reached and size shall be sufficient for 
purpose (minimum size 12 in. x 12 in.).  Access panels shall be prime painted and equipped with 
screwdriver operated cam locks. 

C. Access panels once coordinated with the architect and the G.C. shall be furnished by this trade 
contractor to the G.C. for installation.  Coordinate all locations so that the finish trades can locate 
the rough openings appropriately. 

D. Furnish Access panels in compliance with Section 08 31 00.

E. Furnish access panel shop drawings.

2.12          CIRCUIT BREAKERS IN EXISTING PANELS

A. Type.  Provide molded case circuit breaker combination starter type
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B. Circuit Breakers
1. Provide circuit breaker combination starters with single/three pole magnetic only motor 

circuit protectors specifically designed for motor circuit protection in accordance with 
NEC.

2. Provide branch feeder circuit breakers of three pole thermal magnetic molded case type 
with frame size and trip ratings as specified, and having minimum interrupting capacity of 
10,000 amperes rms symmetrical or higher required.

C. Mounting
1. Provide units mounted on unit support pan or in bucket type housing.
2. Provide units of either tilt and lift-out or drawout type utilizing rails in order that 

rearrangement of relocation of individual units can be readily accomplished.

2.13          LIGHTING CONTROL DEVICES

A. RELATED DOCUMENTS
1. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary 

Conditions and Division 01 Specification Sections, apply to this Section. 

B.  SUMMARY
1. Section Includes:

a. Wall Box Occupancy Sensors
b. Ceiling Occupancy Sensors
c. Daylight Sensors
d. Low Voltage Wall Stations
e. Load Control Relays

C.  DEFINITIONS
1. BAS: Building-Automation System
2. FC: Footcandles
3. LED: Light-Emitting Diode. 
4. PIR: Passive Infrared. 
5. VAC: Volts, Alternating Current
6. VDC: Volts, Direct Current

D.  SUBMITTALS
1. Submit under provisions of Section 01 30 00 – Administrative Requirements. 
2. Product Data: 

a. Bill of Materials: Complete list of parts required to provide a complete and 
functioning Lighting Control System. 

b. Manufacturer’s Data Sheets: Data Sheets are to provide information on item 
function, features, and dimensions. 

c. Shop and Wiring Drawings
1) Submit typical wiring diagrams for all components including, but not limited 

to, wall box occupancy sensors, ceiling mounted occupancy sensors, daylight 
sensors, load control relays, and low-voltage wall stations.

2) Show installation locations and details for occupancy sensors, daylight 
sensors, load control relays, and low-voltage wall stations.

d. Warranty: Provide copy of applicable device warranty. 
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3. Coordination:
a. Coordinate layout and installation of ceiling-mounted devices with other 

construction that penetrates ceilings or is supported by them, including luminaires, 
HVAC equipment, smoke detectors, fire-suppression system, and partition 
assemblies.

E.  WARRANTIES
1. Manufacturer’s Warranty: Manufacturer and Installer agree to repair or replace lighting 

control devices that fail(s) in material or workmanship within specified warranty period.  
a. Failures include any faulty operation of lighting control device(s).
b. Warranty Period: Five (5) years from date of Substantial Completion. 

F. Acceptable MANUFACTURERS
1. Manufacturer Qualifications:  Manufacturer of Lighting Control System listed in this 

Section must be comparable to Basis of Design and equal system must meet operational 
requirements.
a. SENSORWORX (Basis of Design)

2. Quality Assurance: All control devices shall be visually inspected by an individual to be 
free of defects and tested for proper device functionality.  

G. WALL BOX OCCUPANCY SENSORS
1. General: Provide wall box occupancy sensor for stand-alone control of lighting load in 

areas shown on Drawings. 
2. System Components: Occupancy sensor lighting control shall include, but not be limited 

to, all required sensors, relays, power supplies, and low-voltage or line-voltage wiring.
3. Sensor Requirements: 

a. Sensor unit to be self-contained in impact resistant plastic, suitable for mounting in 
a standard switch box. 

b. Sensor shall be less than one (1) inch deep into the switch box in order to provide 
maximum space for wire connections. 

c. Sensor shall have interchangeable face colors that can be field changed without 
removing the unit from wall box or rewiring.

d. Sensor unit shall be available with the following powered methods:
1) Line voltage, 120VAC or 277VAC, supplied by utility through a local circuit.
2) Low voltage, 12-24VDC, supplied by power supply or power pack.

e. Sensor unit (Line voltage version) is rated for 800 Watts @ 120VAC and 1200 Watts 
@ 277VAC. Low voltage version is to be wired to a self-contained powerpack. 

f. Sensor unit accommodates neutral (3-wire) and no neutral (2-wire) installation. Unit 
meets NEC 404.2© & 404.22 guideless regarding powering over ground & current 
leakage. 

g. Sensor unit shall have interchangeable line and load wires.
h. Sensor unit shall contain a passive infrared detector and an optional on-board 

microphone in dual technology models. Sensor unit requires a passive infrared 
detection event to activate lights and will maintain occupied state dependant on 
continued passive infrared detection or, when dual technology is present, acoustic 
detection of occupants by the microphone.
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i. Sensor unit shall have an option of an integrated photocell for ambient light sensing. 
The functional mode of this photo sensor shall be initial inhibit only; i.e. if enough 
ambient light is sensed for a duration of five (5) minutes, unit will prevent the lights 
from automatically turning on. Sensor unit shall have an auto-setpoint option or a 
manual setpoint from 2.5fc to 99fc. 

j. Sensor unit shall have several programable modes of operation: 
1) Occupancy Mode 
2) Vacancy Mode
3) Automatic On with Exit Time
4) Override Off Mode
5) Disable Switch Mode
6) Presentation Mode

k. Sensor unit settings shall be adjustable without removing wall plate cover or unit 
from wall box. 

l. Sensor unit shall have multiple colors of LED indicator light for the following: 
1) Detection of occupancy, either passive infrared or acoustic detection.
2) Response to programming push button.
3) Indication of function current setting when queried.
4) Error code sequence.  

m. Sensor unit shall be available with the ability to control additional line-voltage loads 
via companion “sidecar” switches located in a common multi-gang wall box.  All 
sidecars shall receive detection signal from the primary sensor unit. Sidecar units 
can operate with the same or different operational modes, time delays, and detection 
types as the primary sensor unit. 

n. Sensor unit shall have a multi-sensor option available with the low-voltage models. 
This allows multiple sensors (wall-box or ceiling mounted) and/or switches to 
control a single load together with combined coverage.

o. Sensor unit shall have an operating temperature from 32°F to 122°F (0°C to 50°C) 
standard, and down to -40°F/C with an optional conformal coating.

p. Sensor shall be UL Listed, RoHS Compliant, and BAA Compliant. 
q. Full electronic and mechanical assembly of sensors shall be in the USA. 

H. CEILING OCCUPANCY SENSORS
1. General: Provide a complete and operable occupancy sensor lighting control system in 

areas shown on Drawings. 
2. System Components: Occupancy sensor lighting control shall include, but not be limited 

to, all required sensors, relays, power supplies, and low-voltage or line-voltage wiring. 
3. Sensor Requirements: 

a. Sensors shall contain a passive infrared detector and an optional on-board 
microphone in dual technology models. Sensor unit requires a passive infrared 
detection event to activate lights and will maintain occupied state dependant on 
continued passive infrared detection or, when dual technology is present, acoustic 
detection of occupants by the microphone.

b. Sensors shall be available with the following powered methods:
1) Low voltage, 12-24VDC, supplied by power supply or power pack.
2) Line voltage, 120VAC or 277VAC, supplied by utility through a local circuit.

c. Sensor shall have an optional integral photocell with three different modes of 
operation available: 
1) Daylight Harvesting (0-10V Dimming to maintain the target light level).
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2) ON/OFF Photocell Control (Lights switched OFF if ambient level surpasses 
the threshold and back ON if level drops).

3) Inhibit Only Photocell Control (Lighting is held OFF if sufficient ambient 
light level is present upon initial occupancy). 

d. Sensor housing shall be impact resistant plastic. 
e. Sensors shall have adjustable time delay increment settings from 30 seconds to 30 

minutes (default 10 minutes), that is easily accessible to the user. 
f. Sensors have been designed to fail to the ON condition for predictable internal 

failure conditions. 
g. Sensor shall have multiple colors of LED indicator light for the following: 

1) Detection of occupancy, either passive infrared or acoustic detection.
2) Response to programming push button.
3) Indication of function current setting when queried.
4) Error code sequence.  

h. Sensors shall have the ability to be wired in parallel to provide detection coverage 
of large areas beyond the range of a single unit. All joined sensors must time out 
(i.e. register unoccupied) before the lights will turn OFF.   

i. Sensor shall be available with an isolated low voltage relay for providing interfaces. 
Relay shall communicate occupancy status to BAS, HVAC system, or any other 
system requiring a contact closure style status signal. Relay logic shall be 
programmable.

j. Sensors shall be available with the following lens options:
1) Ceiling-Mounted (lenses can be swapped in field, if necessary, without need 

for any tools): 
a) 360° field of view for small motion (8 to 12 feet above finished floor).
b) 360° field of view for large motion (8 to 15 feet above finished floor).
c) 360° field of view for high bay application (15 to 40 feet above finished 

floor).
2) Wall-Mounted

a) 120° field of view for corner mount application. 
b) 45° field of view for hallway application.

k. Sensors shall have an operating temperature from 32°F to 122°F (0°C to 50°C) 
standard, and down to -40°F/C with an optional conformal coating.

l. Sensor shall be UL Listed, RoHS Compliant, and BAA Compliant. 
m. Full electronic and mechanical assembly of sensors shall be in the USA. 

I.  DAYLIGHT SENSORS
1. General: Provide a complete and operable daylight sensor system in areas shown on 

Drawings. 
2. System Components: Daylight sensor lighting control shall include, but not be limited to, 

all required sensors, relays, power supplies, and low-voltage or line-voltage wiring.
3. Sensor Requirements: 

a. Sensors shall be self-contained, photo-electric detectors which shall provide 
detection of ambient light level in a given area. 

b. Sensors shall be available with the following powered methods:
1) Low voltage, 12-24VDC, supplied by power supply or power pack.
2) Line voltage, 120VAC or 277VAC, supplied by utility through a local circuit.

c. Sensor housing shall be impact resistant plastic. 
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d. Setpoint: The minimum overall light level that shall be maintained in a space by the 
sensor is referred to as the Setpoint. 
1) Sensor shall have manually adjustable setpoint from 2.5fc to 100fc. 
2) Sensor shall have an auto-setpoint method which shall automatically 

determine setpoint in a given area based on the controlled and uncontrolled 
light sources. 

e. Sensor shall have the following operational modes: 
1) Daylight Harvesting to Low Trim
2) Daylight Harvesting to Off (requires power pack)
3) Photocell Override (On/Off)
4) Initial Inhibit Only (Hold Off)

f. Sensor with Daylight Harvesting option restricts the manual dimming range by a 
wall dimmer station to a maximum level that equals the setpoint down to the low-
trim and/or off position. Sensor will ignore any attempt to raise the lighting above 
the setpoint with any wall dimmer station. 

g. Sensor shall have multiple colors of LED indicator light for the following: 
1) Notification of upcoming transition to On or Off 
2) Indication of ambient level of lighting being sufficient
3) Response to programming push button
4) Indication of function current setting when queried 

h. Sensor shall have an operating temperature from 32°F to 122°F (0°C to 50°C) 
standard, and down to -40°F/C with an optional conformal coating.

i. Sensor shall be UL Listed, RoHS Compliant, and BAA Compliant. 
j. Full electronic and mechanical assembly of sensors shall be in the USA. 

J. LOW VOLTAGE WALL STATIONS
1. General: Provide low voltage wall stations as required in areas shown on Drawings. These 

devices are to function seamlessly with other control devices.
2. System Components: Low Voltage Wall Station shall include, but not be limited to, all 

required sensors, relays, power supplies, and low-voltage wiring.
3. Wall Station Requirements: 

a. Station shall be capable of switching and/or dimming the lighting load with a 
momentary pulse length of 250msec.

b. Station shall have multiple colors of LED indicator light for the following: 
1) Location of switch when lighting load is Off 
2) Relay status
3) Response to programming push button
4) Indication of function current setting when queried 
5) Current dimming level with five (5) stacked LEDs displayed to the user 

(dimming station only)  
c. Station shall be capable of Multiway Switching with all connected stations indicate 

the same state. Manual dimming control shall be available at one (1) location. 
d. Station shall have an operating temperature from 32°F to 122°F (0°C to 50°C) 

standard, and down to -40°F/C with an optional conformal coating.
e. Station shall be UL Listed, RoHS Compliant, and BAA Compliant. 
f. Full electronic and mechanical assembly of sensors shall be in the USA. 
g. Dimming Station:

1) Station shall have High-End and Low-End Trim settings:
a) High End Trim enables energy saving task tuning by setting a 

maximum level (100%-50%) to which users are allowed to raise lights.
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b) Low-End Trim enables minimum user level of dimmer to be 
customized.

2) Station shall have Turn On/Turn Off Dimming Operation (when used with a 
load controller and an occupancy sensor):
a) Turns On lighting to last user level or can be programmed to a pre-set 

level (100%, 50%, or custom).
b) Lighting can turn Off lighting by switching Off power (by opening 

relay) or dimming below electronic Off Level.
c) Lighting can also be held at low-end trim level during unoccupied/off 

state.
3) Station shall have adjustable Fade On and Fade Off Times; 

a) Adjustable time interval for level to ramp up to Turn On Level is 0.75 
sec, 1.5 sec, 3 sec, 5 sec, or 15 sec.

b) Adjustable time interval for level to ramp down to Off is 0.75 sec, 1.5 
sec, 3 sec, 5 sec, or 15 sec.

4) Station shall have selectable Dimming Curves, which define how the dimmer 
unit adjusts its voltage output in response to button commands: 
a) Linear (default)
b) Logarithmic 
c) Square Log

K. LOAD CONTROL RELAYS
1. General: Provide a complete and operable load control relay system to be used in 

conjunction with occupancy sensors, daylight sensors, and wall stations in areas shown on 
Drawings.

2. System Components: Load Control Relays shall include, but not be limited to, all required 
sensors, wall stations, power supplies, and low-voltage or line-voltage wiring.

3. System Requirements: 
a. Load Control Relay shall have an operating voltage of 120VAC or 277VAC.
b. Load Control Relay shall have a Class 2 Output Rating of at least 18VDC, 150mA 

with 80mA dedicated to powering connected devices. Voltage will be higher when 
a reduced low voltage load is connected.

c. Load Control Relay shall be capable of switching the following loads: 
1) 20A @ 120VAC – General Purpose Plug Load
2) 20A @120/277 VAC – General Purpose, Tungsten, Magnetic Ballast
3) 16A @ 120/277 VAC – Electronic Ballast, LED Driver

d. Load Control Relay shall have the following options to be ordered: 
1) PowerPack with Single Relay with 150mA Supply
2) PowerPack as Secondary Relay
3) Power Supply (No Relay) with 150mA Supply

e. Load Control Relay housing shall be impact-resistant plastic.
f. Load Control Relay shall have snaps integrated into the chase nipple to enable quick 

mounting to a junction box via a standard knockout.
g. Load Control Relay shall have an optional snap-on low voltage wiring chamber for 

concealing low voltage wire connections. 
h. Load Control Relay shall have multiple colors of LED indicator light for the 

following: 
1) Indication of normal or other-than-normal operation
2) Response to programming push button
3) Indication of function current setting when queried
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4) Indication of successful or unsuccessful push button programming 
i. Load Control Relay shall have optional 0-10 Volt Stepped Dimming for Partial Off 

or Partial On Operation. 
j. Load Control Relay shall have optional Auxiliary Switch Input wires for Manual 

On, Hold On, or Hold Off Operation. 
k. Load Control Relay shall have a relay status output signal to keep all connected wall 

station indicator LEDs operating in unison. 
l. Load Control Relay shall have the following operational modes:

1) Auto On / Auto Off (Occupancy Mode)
2) Manual On / Auto Off (Vacancy Mode) – requires Low Voltage Wall 

Station(s) 
3) Override On for Logic High or Logic Low
4) Override Off for Logic High or Logic Low 

m. Load Control Relay shall have an operating temperature from 32°F to 122°F (0°C 
to 50°C) standard, and down to -40°F/C with an optional conformal coating. 

n. Load Control Relay shall be UL Listed, Plenum Rated (UL2043), RoHS Compliant, 
and BAA Compliant.

o. Full electronic and mechanical assembly of load control relay shall be in the USA. 

L. INSTALLATION
1. Coordinate layout and installation of ceiling-mounted devices with other constructions that 

is supported by and/or penetrates the ceiling, including luminaires, smoke detectors, 
HVAC equipment, and fire-suppression systems. 

2. Install and aim sensors to achieve not less than 90 percent coverage of indicated areas. Do 
not exceed coverage dimensions as specified by the manufacturer. Allow six (6) feet of 
cable slack for sensor location adjustment. 

M.  IDENTIFICATION 
1. Identification: Refer to Section 26 05 53, “Identification of Electrical Systems”, for specific 

identification requirements, including, but not limited to, identification of circuits and 
luminaires, labelling, nameplates, and applicable painting. 

N.  WIRING
1. Wiring Method: Comply with Section 26 05 19 “Low-Voltage Electrical Power 

Conductors and Cables”. 
2. Size conductors according to lighting control device manufacturer’s written instructions, 

unless otherwise indicated. 

O.  FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
1. Field Testing: Perform the following field tests and inspections and prepare test reports:

a. After installing all sensors, load controllers, and wall stations, and after electrical 
circuity has been energized, adjust and test for compliance with requirements. 

b. Operational Test: Verify operation of each lighting control device and confirm the 
time delay duration. 

2. Demonstration: Upon completion of testing and adjustment, the Contractor shall 
demonstrate operation of the system to representatives of the Owner and Engineer.

3. Training: The Contractors shall instruct the Owner's personnel in proper maintenance, 
adjustment, and operation of the occupancy sensor lighting controls.
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2.14          VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVES (VFD’S)

A. The variable frequency drives (VFD's) shall be solid state, with a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) 
output waveform (VVI, six-step, and current source drives are not acceptable).  The VFD package 
as specified herein shall be enclosed in a NEMA 1 enclosure, completely assembled and tested 
by the manufacturer.  The VFD shall employ a full wave rectifier (to prevent input line notching), 
DC Line Reactor, capacitors, and Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBT's) as the output 
switching device (SCR's, GTO's and Darlington transistors are not acceptable).  The drive 
efficiency shall be 97 percent or better at full speed and full load.  Fundamental power factor shall 
be 0.98 at all speeds and loads.

B. Specifications at 208 volts:
1. Input VAC +/-10 percent, 3 phase, 48-63Hz.  Output 0 - Input Voltage, 3 phase, 0 to 500 

Hz for drives up to 75 HP; 0 to 120 Hz for drives over 75 HP.  Operation above 60 Hz. 
shall require programming changes to prevent inadvertent high speed operation.  
Environmental operating conditions:  0 to 40 C @ 3 kllz switching frequency, 0 to 3300 ft. 
above sea level, less than 95 percent humidity, non-condensing.  Units shall be UL, CUL 
and CA approved.

C. All VFD's shall have the following standard features:
1. All VFD's shall have the same customer interface, including digital display, keypad and 

customer connections; regardless of horsepower rating.  The keypad is to be used for local 
control, for stepping through the displays and menus.

2. The VFD shall give the user the option of either (1) displaying a fault, (2) running at a 
programmable preset speed, (3) hold the VFD speed based on the last reference revised, or 
(4) cause a Warning to be issued, if the input reference (4-20mA or 2-10V) is lost; as 
selected by the user.  The VFD shall provide a programmable relay output for customer 
use to indicate the loss of reference condition.

3. The VFD's shall utilize plain English digital display (code numbers and letters are not 
acceptable).  The digital display shall be a 40-character (2 line X 20 characters/line) LCD 
display.  The LCD shall be backlit to provide easy viewing in any angle.  All set-up 
parameters, indications, faults, warnings and other information must be displayed in words 
to allow the user to understand what is being displayed without the use of a manual or 
cross-reference table.

4. The VFD's shall utilize pre-programmed application macro's specifically designed to 
facilitate start-up.  The Application Macros shall provide one command to reprogram all 
parameters and customer interfaces for a particular application to reduce programming 
time.

5. The VFD shall have the ability to automatically restart after an overcurrent, overvoltage, 
or loss of input signal protective trip.  The number of restart attempts, trial time, and time 
between reset attempts shall be programmable.  If the time between reset attempts is greater 
than zero, the time remaining until reset occurs shall count down on the display to warn an 
operator that a restart will occur.

6. The VFD shall be capable of starting into a rotating load (forward or reverse) and accelerate 
or decelerate to setpoint without safety tripping or component damage (flying start).

7. The VFD shall be equipped with an automatic extended power loss ride-through circuit 
which will utilize the inertia of the load to keep the drive powered.  Minimum power loss 
ride-through shall be one-cycle, based on full load and not inertia.  Removing power from 
the motor is not an acceptable method of increasing power loss ride-through.

8. The customer terminal strip shall be isolated from the line ground.
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9. Prewired three-position Hand-Off-Auto switch and speed potentiometer.  When in "Hand", 
the VFD will be started, and the speed will be controlled from the speed potentiometer.  
When in "Off", the VFD will be stopped.  When in "Auto", the VFD will start via an 
external contact closure, and its speed will be controlled via an external speed reference.

10. The drive shall employ three current limit circuits to provide trip free operation:
11. The Slow Current Regulation limit circuit shall be adjustable to 125 percent (minimum) of 

the VFD's variable torque current rating.  This adjustment shall be made via the keypad, 
and shall be displayed in actual amps, and not as percent of full load.  The Rapid Current 
Regulation limit shall be adjustable to 170 percent (minimum) of the VFD's variable torque 
current rating.  The Current Switch-off limit shall be fixed at 255 percent (minimum, 
instantaneous) of the VFD's variable torque current rating.  The overload rating of the drive 
shall be 110 percent of its variable torque current rating for one minute every ten minutes, 
and 140 percent of its variable torque current rating for two seconds every 15 seconds, 
input line fuses standard in the drive enclosure.  VFD shall have a DC Line Reactor to 
reduce the harmonics to the power line and to increase the fundamental power factor.

12. The VFD shall be optimized for a three kHz carrier frequency to reduce motor noise and 
provide high system efficiency.  The carrier frequency shall be adjustable by the start-up 
engineer in ACH 501 units.  The VFD shall have a manual speed potentiometer in addition 
to using the keypad as a means of controlling speed manually.

D. All VFD's to have the following adjustments:
1. Five programmable critical frequency lockout ranges to prevent the VFD from 

continuously operating at an unstable speed.
2. PI Setpoint controller shall be standard in the drive, allowing a pressure or flow signal to 

be connected to the VFD, using the microprocessor in the VFD for the closed loop control.
3. Two programmable analog inputs shall accept a current or voltage signal for speed 

reference or for reference and actual (feedback) signals for PI controller.  Analog inputs 
shall include a filter; programmable from 0.01 to 10 seconds to remove any oscillation in 
the input signal.  The minimum and maximum values (gain and offset) shall be adjustable 
within the range of 0-20 MA and 0-10 Volts.  Additionally, the reference must be able to 
be scaled so that maximum reference can represent a frequency less than 60 Hz, without 
lowering the drive maximum frequency below 60 Hz.

4. Six programmable digital inputs for maximum flexibility in interfacing with external 
devices.  One digital input is to be utilized as a customer safety connection point for fire, 
freeze, and smoke interlocks (Enable).  Upon remote, customer reset (reclosure of 
interlock) drive is to resume normal operation.

E. The following operating information displays shall be standard on the VFD digital display.  The 
display shall be in complete English words (alpha-numeric codes are not acceptable):

Output Frequency
Motor Speed (RPM, Percent, or Engineering units)
Motor Current
Calculated Motor Torque
Calculated Motor Power
DC Bus Voltage
Output Voltage
Heatsink Temperature
Analog Input Values
Keypad Reference Values
Elapsed Time Meter
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kWh meter

F. Speed Command Input shall be via:
1. Keypad.
2. Two Analog inputs, each capable of accepting a 0-20mA, 4-20mA, 0-10V, 2-10V signal.  

Input shall be isolated form ground, and programmable via the keypad for different uses.
3. Floating point input shall accept a three-wire input from a Dwyer photohelic (or equivalent 

type) instrument.

G. Accessories to be furnished and mounted by the drive manufacturer.
1. Customer Interlock Terminal Strip-provide a separate terminal strip for connection of 

freeze, fire, smoke contacts, and external start command.  All external interlocks and 
start/stop contacts shall remain fully functional whether the drive is in hand, Auto or 
Bypass.

2. All wires to be individually numbered at both ends for ease of troubleshooting.
3. Door interlocked thermal magnetic circuit breaker which will disconnect all input power 

from the drive and all internally mounted options.  The disconnect handle shall be thru-the-
door type, and be padlockable in the "Off" position.

4. Manual transfer to line power via contactors.  Include motor thermal overload and fuse or 
circuit breaker protection while in bypass operation.  A three position selector switch to 
control the bypass contactor and the drive output contactor is to be mounted on the 
enclosure door.  When in the "Normal" mode, the bypass contactor is open and the drive 
output contactor is closed.  In the "Test" position both contactors are open, and in the 
"Bypass" position, the drive output contactor is open, and the bypass contactor is closed.  
The drive output contactor shall also open when a stop command is given, isolating the 
motor from the drive.  Start/stop signals and safety interlocks will work in drive and bypass 
modes.

5. Pilot lights shall be provided for indication of "Normal" operation, "Bypass" operation, and 
"External Fault".  All pilot lights shall be push-to-test type.

6. Service contactor (drive input contactor) which provides the ability to service the drive 
(electrically isolate the drive while in bypass operation without having to remove power 
from the motor).  The service contactor shall open when the drive is switched to bypass, 
and also be controlled by a switch which is mounted inside the drive enclosure so that its 
access is limited to service personnel only.

7. A class 20 bimetallic thermal motor overload relay shall be provided to protect the motor 
in bypass.

H. Compliance to IEEE - 519
1. The VFD manufacturer shall provide calculations specified to this installation showing that 

the Total harmonic Distortion for the VFD's, reflected into the electrical distribution system 
is limited to the level defined by IEEE - 519 (latest edition) for general systems.  Harmonic 
analysis shall be included with VFD submittal for approval by the engineer.

2. The VFD manufacturer shall conduct on site harmonic measurements before and after start 
up of the VFD's.  Results of the measurements, showing harmonic contribution of the 
VFD's, shall be provided to the engineer one month after start up.

3. Three phase A. C. input line reactors shall be provided as a minimum, with all VFD's.  The 
line reactors are to provide attenuation of line side voltage transients, thus preventing 
overload trips or other unnecessary V.F.D. shutdown, and provide a reduction in harmonic 
distortion.
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4. Line reactors shall have the following requirements:
a. Three (3) percent line impedance (line side of drive).
b. 150 percent continuous current rating for one minute.
c. Saturation rating no less than 2.5 times the continuous current rating.
d. U.L. recognized.

I. General:  Install variable frequency drives where indicated, in accordance with manufacturer's 
published installation instructions, complying with recognized practices to ensure that variable 
frequency drives comply with requirements and serve intended purposes.

J. Access:  Provide access space around control panels for service as indicated, but in no case less 
than that recommended by manufacturer.

K. Support:  Install drive control panels on walls where indicated on drawings.  Provide necessary 
Unistrut and structural steel to provide adequate support.

L. Electrical Wiring:  Install electrical devices furnished by manufacturer but not specified to be 
factory-mounted.  Furnish copy of manufacturer's wiring diagram submittal to Electrical Installer.
1. Verify that electrical wiring installation is in accordance with manufacturer's submittal and 

installation requirements of Division 26 sections.  Do not proceed with equipment start-up 
until wiring installation is acceptable to equipment installer.

M. Start-Up
1. Certified factory start-up shall be provided for each drive by a factory authorized service 

center.  A certified start-up form shall be filled out for each drive with a copy provided to 
the owner, and a copy kept on file at the manufacturer.

N. Adjusting and Cleaning:
1. Alignment:  Check compatibility of control panel to motor and where necessary, adjust 

frequency and provide necessary filters to assure noise free operation of motors.  Verify 
response from control panel to motor to assure turn down ratio specified and that static 
pressure signals are being received and that drives are controlling as specified and within 
recommended tolerances by manufacturer.  Provide start-up report prepared by 
manufacturer’s representative to assure operation is as specified.

2. Cleaning:  Clean factory-finished surfaces.  Repair any marred or scratched surfaces with 
manufacturer's touch-up paint.

O. Acceptable Manufacturers:
1. Square D
2. Allen – Bradley
3. ABB
4. Siemens
5. Or Equal

2.15         FLOOR OUTLETS (FLUSH TYPE)

A. Section includes flush floor boxes equal to Wiremold RFB Series.  Provide appropriate floor box 
model that meets the intent of what is shown on the drawings. 
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B. Quality Assurance
1. Electrical Raceways and Components:  Comply with requirements of applicable local 

codes, NEC, UL, and NEMA Standards pertaining to raceways and components.  Listed 
and labeled in accordance with NFPA 70, Article 100.

C. Floor Boxes
1. RFB4 and RFB4-4DB Series Floor Boxes:  Manufactured from stamped steel and approved 

for use on above grade floors. The box shall be 12-3/4 in. L x 10 in. W x 3-7/16 in. H 
[324mm x 254mm x 87mm]. Provide the box with four (4) independent wiring 
compartments that allow capacity for up to four duplex receptacles, communication and/or 
audio/video services. The RFB4 Series Box shall permit tunneling from end power 
compartment to end power compartment. The RFB4-4DB Series Box shall permit 
tunneling from adjacent or opposite compartments. Two (2) of the four (4) compartments 
shall have a minimum wiring capacity of 16.4 cu in [269cu cm], one (1) compartment shall 
have a minimum capacity of 32.3 cu in [529cu cm], and one (1) compartment shall have a 
minimum capacity of 50 cu in [820cu cm]. Four (4) compartments shall have a minimum 
of two (2) inches of space behind the device plates.  The box shall include the following 
number of conduit knockouts: one (1) 1/2-inch [12.7mm], three (3) 1-inch [25mm], six (6) 
3/4-inch [19.1mm], and six (6) 1-1/4-inch [32mm]. The box shall be fully adjustable, 
providing a maximum of 1-7/8-inch [47.7mm] pre-pour adjustment, and a maximum of 
3/4-inch [19.1mm] after-pour adjustment. The box shall include a series of device 
mounting plates that will accept both duplex power devices as well as plates that will 
accommodate Ortronics® workstation connectivity outlets and modular adapters, Legrand 
AVIP audio/video device plates, and other open system devices.

2. RFB4-CI-1 and RFB4-CI-NA Series Floor Boxes:  Manufactured from cast-iron and 
approved for use on grade and above grade floors. The box shall be 14-1/2 in. L x 11-7/8 
in. W x 3-7/16 in. H [368mm x 302mm x 87mm]. Provide the box with four (4) independent 
wiring compartments that allow capacity for up to four duplex receptacles and/or 
communication services. The box shall permit tunneling from adjacent or opposite 
compartments. Two of the four compartments shall have a minimum wiring capacity of 27 
cu in [443cu cm], and two  compartments shall have a minimum wiring capacity of 36 cu 
in [590cu cm]. Four compartments shall have a minimum of two (2) inches of space behind 
the device plates.  The box shall include the following number of conduit hubs: four 1-inch 
[25mm] and four 1-1/4-inch [32mm]. The box shall be fully adjustable, providing a 
maximum of 1-7/8-inch [48mm] pre-pour adjustment, and a maximum of 3/4-inch 
[19.1mm] after-pour adjustment.  The box shall include a series of device mounting plates 
that will accept both duplex power devices as well as plates that will accommodate 
Ortronics® workstation connectivity outlets and modular adapters, Legrand AVIP 
audio/video device plates, and other open system devices.

3. RFB4-SS Series Floor Boxes:  Manufactured from stamped-steel and approved for use on 
above grade floors. The box shall be 13-5/8 in. L x 10 in. W x 2-7/16 in. H [346mm x 
254mm x 62mm]. Provide the box with four (4) independent wiring compartments that 
allow capacity for up to four duplex receptacles, communication and/or audio/video 
services. The box shall permit feed through tunneling from adjacent compartments. Two 
of the four compartments shall have a minimum wiring capacity of 15.7 cu in [257cu cm] 
and two compartments shall have a minimum wiring capacity of 31.2 cu in [511cu cm]. 
Four compartments shall have a minimum of two (2) inches of space behind the device 
plates.  The box shall contain the following number of conduit knockouts: two 1/2-inch 
[12.7mm], six 3/4-inch [19.1mm], and eight 1-inch [25mm]. The box shall be fully 
adjustable, providing a maximum of 1-7/8-inch [48mm] pre-pour adjustment, and a 
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maximum of 3/4-inch [19.1mm] after-pour adjustment.  The box shall include a series of 
device mounting plates that will accept both duplex power devices as well as plates that 
will accommodate Ortronics® workstation connectivity outlets and modular adapters, 
Legrand AVIP audio/video device plates, and other open system devices.

4. RFB4E Series Floor Boxes:  Manufactured from stamped steel and approved for use on 
above grade floors. The box shall be 13-1/8 in. L x 13-1/8 in. W x 4-1/16 in. H [333mm x 
333mm x 103mm]. Provide the box with four (4) independent wiring compartments that 
allow capacity for up to four duplex receptacles, communication and/or audio/video 
services. The box shall permit feed through removable barriers from adjacent 
compartments. Four compartments shall have a minimum wiring capacity of 75 cu in 
[1230cu cm].  Four compartments shall have a minimum of 3-1/2 inches of space behind 
the device plates.  The box shall contain the following number of conduit knockouts: six 
3/4-inch [19.1mm], 10 1-inch [25mm], and eight 1-1/4-inch [32mm]. The box shall have 
two removable knockout plates that can be replaced with a 2-inch trade size conduit hub 
(2HUB).  The box shall be fully adjustable, providing a maximum of 2-inch [35mm] pre-
pour adjustment, and a maximum of 3/4-inch [19.1mm] after-pour adjustment. The box 
shall include a series of device mounting plates that will accept both duplex power devices 
as well as plates that will accommodate Ortronics workstation connectivity outlets and 
modular adapters, Legrand AVIP audio/video device plates, and other open system 
devices.

5. RFB4E-OG Series Floor Boxes:  Manufactured from stamped steel and painted with a 
fusion-bonded epoxy designed for use on metal reinforcement bar and related accessories 
before encapsulation in concrete, and approved for use on grade and above grade floors. 
The box shall be 13-1/8 in. L x 13-1/8 in. W x 4-1/16 in. H [333mm x 333mm x 103mm]. 
Provide the box with four independent wiring compartments that allow capacity for up to 
four duplex receptacles, communication and/or audio/video services. The box shall permit 
feed through removable barriers from adjacent compartments. Four compartments shall 
have a minimum wiring capacity of 75 cu in [1230cu cm].  Four  compartments shall have 
a minimum of 3-1/2 inches of space behind the device plates.  The box shall contain the 
following number of conduit knockouts: six 3/4-inch [19.1mm], 10 1-inch [25mm], and 
eight 1-1/4-inch [32mm]. The box shall have two removable knockout plates that can be 
replaced with a 2-inch trade size conduit hub (2HUB).  The box shall be fully adjustable, 
providing a maximum of 2-inch [35mm] pre-pour adjustment, and a maximum of 3/4-inch 
[19.1mm] after-pour adjustment. The box shall include a series of device mounting plates 
that will accept both duplex power devices as well as plates that will accommodate 
Ortronics workstation connectivity outlets and modular adapters, Legrand AVIP 
audio/video device plates, and other open system devices.

6. RFB6 Series Floor Boxes:  Manufactured from stamped steel and approved for use on 
above grade floors. The box shall be 13-1/8 in. L x 12-1/2 in. W x 3-1/4 in. H [333mm x 
317mm x 83mm]. Provide the box with six independent wiring compartments that allow 
capacity for up to six duplex receptacles, communication and/or audio/video services. The 
box shall permit feed through tunneling from adjacent compartments. Two of the 
sixcompartments shall have a minimum wiring capacity of 23 cu in [376cu cm] and four  
compartments shall have a minimum wiring capacity of 52cu in [850cu cm].  Four of the 
six compartments shall have a minimum of 3-1/4 inches of space behind the device plates 
and two of the six) compartments shall have a minimum of 2-3/8 inches of space behind 
the device plates.  The box shall contain the following number of conduit knockouts: twelve 
3/4-inch [19.1mm], four (4) 1-inch [25mm], and twelve 1-1/4-inch [32mm]. The box shall 
be fully adjustable, providing a maximum of 1-3/8-inch [35mm] pre-pour adjustment, and 
a maximum of 3/4-inch [19.1mm] after-pour adjustment. The box shall include a series of 
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device mounting plates that will accept both duplex power devices as well as plates that 
will accommodate Ortronics workstation connectivity outlets and modular adapters, 
Legrand AVIP audio/video device plates, and other open system devices.

7. FB6-OG Series Floor Boxes:  Manufactured from stamped steel and painted with a fusion-
bonded epoxy designed for use on metal reinforcement bar and related accessories before 
encapsulation in concrete, and approved for use on grade and above grade floors. The box 
shall be 13-1/8 in. L x 12-1/2 in. W x 3-1/4 in. H [333mm x 317mm x 83mm]. Provide the 
box with six independent wiring compartments that allow capacity for up to six duplex 
receptacles, communication and/or audio/video services. The box shall permit feed through 
tunneling from adjacent compartments. Two of the six compartments shall have a 
minimum wiring capacity of 23 cu in [376cu cm] and four compartments shall have a 
minimum wiring capacity of 52cu in [850cu cm].  Four  of the six compartments shall have 
a minimum of 3-1/4 inches of space behind the device plates and two of the six 
compartments shall have a minimum of 2-3/8 inches of space behind the device plates.  
The box shall contain the following number of conduit knockouts: twelve 3/4-inch 
[19.1mm], four 1-inch [25mm], and twelve 1-1/4-inch [32mm]. The box shall be fully 
adjustable, providing a maximum of 1-3/8-inch [35mm] pre-pour adjustment, and a 
maximum of 3/4-inch [19.1mm] after-pour adjustment. 
The box shall include a series of device mounting plates that will accept both duplex power 
devices as well as plates that will accommodate Ortronics workstation connectivity outlets 
and modular adapters, Legrand AVIP audio/video device plates, and other open system 
devices.

8. RFB6E Series Floor Boxes:  Manufactured from stamped steel and approved for use on 
above grade floors. The box shall be 13-1/8 in. L x 12-1/2 in. W x 4 in. H [333mm x 317mm 
x 102mm]. Provide the box with six independent wiring compartments that allow capacity 
for up to six duplex receptacles, communication and/or audio/video services. The box shall 
permit feed through tunneling from adjacent compartments through 1-1/4-inch grommet 
openings. Two of the six compartments shall have a minimum wiring capacity of 23 cu in 
[376cu cm] and four compartments shall have a minimum wiring capacity of 52cu in 
[850cu cm].  Four of the six compartments shall have a minimum of 3-1/4 inches of space 
behind the device plates and two of the six compartments shall have a minimum of 2-3/8 
inches of space behind the device plates.  The box shall contain the following number of 
conduit knockouts: twelve 3/4-inch [19.1mm], four 1-inch [25mm], and twelve 1-1/4-inch 
[32mm]. The box shall be fully adjustable, providing a maximum of 1-3/8-inch [35mm] 
pre-pour adjustment, and a maximum of 3/4-inch [19.1mm] after-pour adjustment. The box 
shall include a series of device mounting plates that will accept both duplex power devices 
as well as plates that will accommodate Ortronics workstation connectivity outlets and 
modular adapters, Legrand AVIP audio/video device plates, and other open system 
devices.

9. RFB6E-OG Series Floor Boxes:  Manufactured from stamped steel and painted with a 
fusion-bonded epoxy designed for use on metal reinforcement bar and related accessories 
before encapsulation in concrete, and approved for use on grade and above grade floors. 
The box shall be 13-1/8 in. L x 12-1/2 in. W x 4 in. H [333mm x 317mm x 102mm]. 
Provide the box with six (6) independent wiring compartments that allow capacity for up 
to six duplex receptacles, communication and/or audio/video services. The box shall permit 
feed through tunneling from adjacent compartments. Two of the six compartments shall 
have a minimum wiring capacity of 23 cu in [376cu cm] and four compartments shall have 
a minimum wiring capacity of 52cu in [850cu cm].  Four of the six compartments shall 
have a minimum of 3-1/4 inches of space behind the device plates, and two f the six 
ompartments shall have a minimum of 2-3/8 inches of space behind the device plates.  The 
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box shall contain the following number of conduit knockouts: twelve 3/4-inch [19.1mm], 
four (4) 1-inch [25mm], and twelve 1-1/4-inch [32mm]. The box shall be fully adjustable, 
providing a maximum of 1-3/8-inch [35mm] pre-pour adjustment, and a maximum of 3/4-
inch [19.1mm] after-pour adjustment. 
The box shall include a series of device mounting plates that will accept both duplex power 
devices as well as plates that will accommodate Ortronics workstation connectivity outlets 
and modular adapters, Legrand AVIP audio/video device plates, and other open system 
devices.

D. Activation Covers
1. FloorPort FPCT, FPBT, and FPFFT Series Covers:  Manufactured of die-cast aluminum 

or die-cast zinc, and available in brushed aluminum finish and powder-coated paint finishes 
(black, gray, bronze, nickel and brass). Activation covers shall be available in flanged and 
flangeless versions. Covers shall be available with options for tile or carpet inserts, or flush 
covers.  The cover’s hinge shall allow for the cover to open 180 degrees.  The furniture 
feed covers shall come equipped with one 1-inch trade size screw plug opening and one 
combination 1-1/4-inch and 2-inch trade size screw plug.
a. Flanged covers shall be 7-3/4 in. L x 6-9/16 in. W [197mm x 167mm].
b. Flangeless covers shall be 6-3/4 in. L x 5-9/16 in. W [171mm x 142mm].

2. 6CT, 6CTC, 6CFFTC, 8CTC, and 8CT Series Covers:  Manufactured of die-cast aluminum 
alloy and available in powder-coated gray, black, brass, nickel or bronze finish. The covers 
shall be available in carpet and tile versions. Provide covers with two gaskets (one for 
carpet and one for tile) to go under the trim flange to maintain scrub water tightness. The 
activation cover for the 8CTC and 8CT series shall be 9-1/4-inch [235mm] in diameter. 
The activation cover for the 6CT and 6CTC series shall be 7-1/4-inch [184mm] in diameter 
and the activation cover for the 6CFFTC series shall be 7-3/4-inch [197mm] in diameter.  
The carpet covers shall be surface mounted and the tile covers shall be flush with the 
finished floor covering. The covers shall have spring loaded slides to allow cables to egress 
out of the unit and maintain as small an egress opening as possible.

3. The covers shall have been evaluated by UL to meet the applicable U.S. and Canadian 
safety standards for scrub water exclusion when used on tile, terrazzo, wood, and carpet 
covered floors.

E. Communication Modules Mounting Accessories
1. The floor box manufacturer shall provide a complete line of faceplates and bezels to 

facilitate mounting of UTP, STP (150 ohm), fiber optic, coaxial, and communication 
devices. The box shall provide a series of device mounting plates that will accommodate 
Ortronics workstation connectivity outlets and modular adapters, and other open system 
devices.

F. Installation
1. Strictly comply with manufacturer's installation instructions and recommendations and 

approved shop drawings.  Coordinate installation with adjacent work to ensure proper 
clearances and to prevent electrical hazards.

2. Mechanical Security:  Raceway systems shall be mechanically continuous and connected 
to all electrical outlets, boxes, device mounting brackets, and cabinets, in accordance with 
manufacturer’s installation sheets.

3. Accessories:  Provide accessories as required for a complete installation, including 
insulated bushings and inserts where required by manufacturer.
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4. Unused Openings:  Close unused box openings using manufacturer's recommended 
accessories.

5. Provide a minimum concrete pour depth of 3-7/16-inch [87mm] plus 1/16-inch [1.6mm] 
above the top of the box for the RFB4, RFB4-4DB, RFB2, and the RFB2-OG Series Boxes; 
2-7/16-inch [62mm] plus 1/16-inch [1.6mm] for the RFB4-SS and RFB2-SS Series Boxes; 
and 3-7/16-inch [87mm] plus 13/16-inch [21mm] above the top of the box for the RFB4-
CI-1, RFB6, and RFB6-OG Series Boxes; and 4-1/16-inch [103mm] above the top of the 
RFB4E and RFB4E-OG Series Boxes; and 4-inch [102mm] above the top of the RFB6E 
and RFB6E-OG Series Boxes. Provide the box with four (4) locations to accommodate 
leveling for pre-concrete pour adjustment and include four (4) leveling screws for the pre-
pour adjustment.

G. Poke-Through Assemblies:
1. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the 

following:
a. Hubbell.
b. Pass & Seymour. 
c. Thomas & Betts Corporation.
d. Wiremold 
e. Or equal 

2. Poke-Thru Assembly
a. Floor Fitting 

1) The floor fitting shall consist of an insert and an activation cover. Floor fitting 
shall accommodate power and communications services in a single unit. Floor 
fitting shall have one ¾ in. trade size channel for power and one 2” trade size 
channel for communication cabling. Floor fitting shall consist of intumescent 
fire stop material to maintain the fire rating of the floor slab and UL Listed 
with a fire rating of 1, 1½, & 2 hours in an unprotected reinforced concrete 
floor or a 1 or 2 hour rating in floors employing steel floor units and concrete 
topping. The floor fitting shall be suitable in concrete floor thicknesses of 2.5 
in. or greater. The insert shall have 12 installation barbs that will hold the 
poke-thru device in the floor slab without additional fasteners.

b. Insert Body 
1) The insert body shall allow the devices to be recessed 3.5-inches, or 2.25-

inches with the use of 1 ¼ in. supplied stand-offs. There shall be complete 
separation of channels allowing for individual separation of power and 
communications services. There shall be one channel arranged such that 
communication cables can be conduit protected and connected with a 2-inch 
trade size openings to accept both rigid and flexible conduit connectors. The 
inserts shall consist of multiple compartments that allow for up to 2 duplex 
receptacles that can be wired in configurations including standard receptacles, 
isolated ground or up to 12 communication ports.

c. Activation Cover/ Flange Assembly 
1) Activation covers and Flange shall be manufactured of die-cast aluminum 

alloy and be capable of being plated in brushed brass, satin nickel, and bronze 
finish, lacquer coated brushed aluminum or powder-coated in , black, finishes. 
Flange shall be suitable for either carpet, tile, terrazzo and wood covered 
floors. Flange shall include a gasket adhered to the top inside surface to 
maintain scrub water tightness with sub plates. Flange shall include a gasket 
for assembly against the floor to maintain scrub water tightness. Cover 
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assembly shall provide a single hinged access doors that rotate 180 degrees 
flush with flange and incorporate foam gaskets to maintain scrub water 
tightness by preventing water, dirt, and debris from entering the power and 
communication compartment. Cover assembly shall feature cable access 
doors which secure to the underside of the closed cover that allow each cable 
access door to be opened and closed independently 

d. Communication Modules Mounting Accessories 
1) The poke-through manufacture shall have available modular inserts to 

facilitate mounting UTP (including Category 5, 5e, 6, 6a), STP, fiber optic, 
coaxial, and data/communications devices. The S1R6 series shall 
accommodate Extron MAAP or Extron AAP adapter plates. Where indicated 
provide connectivity outlets and modular inserts by Hubbell or approved 
equal.

H. FURNITURE FEED POKE-THRU DEVICES
1. Poke-Through Assemblies:

a. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one 
of the following:
1) Hubbell.
2) Pass & Seymour. 
3) Thomas & Betts Corporation.
4) Wiremold 
5) Or equal 

2. Classification and Use:  Furniture feed poke-thru devices shall have been examined and 
tested by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. to meet UL514A and/or UL514C and Canadian 
Standard C22.2, No. 18-98 and bear the U.S. and Canadian UL Listing Mark.  Furniture 
poke-thru devices shall also have been tested by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. and 
Classified for fire resistance and bear the U.S. and Canadian UL Classification Mark.  
Poke-thru devices are approved for use in recessed and flush floor construction and meet 
and exceed the UL scrub water exclusion test.
a. Devices shall be classified for use in 1-, 1-1/2-, or 2-hour rated, unprotected 

reinforced concrete floors and 1-, 1-1/2-, or 2-hour rated floors employing 
unprotected steel floor units and concrete toppings (D900 Series designs), or 
concrete floors with suspended ceilings.  Fire resistive designs with suspended 
ceilings shall have provisions for accessibility in the ceiling below the poke-thru 
fittings.

b. These devices are not suitable for wet or damp locations, or other areas subject to 
saturation with water or other liquids such as commercial kitchens.

c. Floor boxes shall be suitable for use in air handling spaces in accordance with 
Section 300-22(c) of the National Electrical Code.

3. MATERIALS
a. RC7AFFTC Flush Furniture Feed Poke-Thru Assembly for power:  Consists of an 

insert and activation cover.  Overall poke-thru assembly length shall be 16-1/2 in. 
[419mm].
1) Insert:  Insert body shall have the necessary channels to provide complete 

separation of power and communication services.  There shall be one 3/4-inch 
trade size channel for power and two 1/2-inch trade size channels for 
communication cabling.  The channels shall be arranged such that 
communication cables can be conduit protected and connected to the insert 
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body using a die-cast zinc conduit connector with two 1/2-inch trade size 
threaded openings to accept both rigid and flexible conduit connections.
a) The body will consist of an intumescent fire stop material to maintain 

the fire rating of the floor slab.  The intumescent material will be held 
securely in place in the insert body and shall not have to be adjusted to 
maintain the fire rating of the unit and the floor slab.  Insert shall have 
a spring-steel retaining ring that will hold the poke-thru device in the 
floor slab without additional fasteners.  The poke-thru insert shall also 
consist of one 3/4-inch trade size conduit stub and one 1-1/2-inch trade 
size conduit stub that are connected to the insert body.  There shall also 
be a 24.5 cu in [402ml] stamped steel junction box for wire splices and 
connections.  The stamped steel junction box shall also contain the 
necessary means to electrically ground the poke-thru assembly.

2) Activation Cover:  The activation cover shall provide three conduit openings 
to feed modular furniture applications and provide a flush appearance.  The 
activation cover trim flange shall be one-piece and be manufactured of forged 
aluminum alloy and be capable of being powder coated or plated.  Coated 
finish is to be textured, two-stage epoxy paint in gray or black.  Activation 
cover trim flange shall also be available in a solid brass forging and a die cast 
brushed aluminum finish.  Aluminum and brass finish shall be a brushed 
finish with a lacquer sealant.  The activation cover shall be seven inches 
[178mm] in diameter.  A gasket is attached to the underside of the trim flange 
assembly to maintain scrub water tightness by preventing water, dirt, and dust 
from entering the power and communication compartments.
a) The activation cover insert shall provide one 3/4-inch NPSM threaded 

opening for power and two 1/2-inch NPSM threaded openings for 
communication to feed modular furniture workstations.  Each 
activation cover shall also be supplied with one 3/4-inch trade size and 
two 1/2-inch trade size threaded conduit connectors and one (/4-inch 
trade size and one 3/4-inch trade size and two 1/2-inch trade size 
conduit closure plugs.

b. RC9AM2TC Furniture Feed Poke-Thru Assembly for data:  Consists of an insert 
and activation cover.  Overall poke-thru assembly length shall be 10 inches 
[254mm].
1) Insert:  There shall be one 2-inch trade size channel for all power or all 

communication cabling.  The body will also consist of an intumescent fire 
stop material to maintain the fire rating of the floor slab.  The intumescent 
material will be held securely in place in the insert body and shall not have to 
be adjusted to maintain the fire rating of the unit and the floor slab.  Insert 
shall have a spring-steel retaining ring that will hold the poke-thru device in 
the floor slab without additional fasteners.

2) Activation Cover:  The activation cover shall be manufactured of aluminum 
die-cast alloy and consist of a trim flange and a hexagonal service head.  The 
activation cover shall be capable of being powder coated or plated.  Finish 
shall be textured, two-stage epoxy paint available in a gray or black finish.  A 
gasket is attached to the underside of the activation cover trim flange to 
maintain scrub water tightness.  Trim flange shall have a combination 1-1/4 
in. - 2 in. trade size conduit opening and closure plugs.  The trim flange shall 
be seven inches [178mm] in diameter.  All power connections must be made 
in a junction box below (not supplied).
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I. Cleaning and Protection
1. Clean exposed surfaces using non-abrasive materials and methods recommended by 

manufacturer.
2. Protect boxes and fittings until acceptance.

2.16          WIRING DEVICES

A. Manufacturers:
1. Manufacturers' Names:  Shortened versions (shown in parentheses) of the following 

manufacturers' names are used in other Part 2 articles:
a. Cooper Wiring Devices. 
b. Hubbell.
c. Leviton.
d. Pass & Seymour.

B. Straight Blade Receptacles:
1. Duplex Receptacles: Comply with NEMA WD 1, NEMA WD 6 configuration NEMA5-

20R, UL 498 and FS W-C-596. Specification grade industrial series, straight-blade, 2 pole 
3 wire grounding type, back and side wired, nylon face, rated for 120 volts, 20 amperes. 
Hubbell No.5362 or equal. Hubbell No.5362WR or equal for weather-resistant listed 
receptacles. Receptacles that are controlled by an automatic control device shall be marked 
per NEC with the international power symbol.  Provide as indicated on the drawings with 
one controlled face and split circuit hot tab equal to Hubbell BR20C1 series. 

2. Ground fault interrupter (GFI) receptacles:  Duplex receptacles conforming to UL 943, 
specification grade heavy duty, feed-through type, rated for 120 volt, 20 amperes, NEMA 
5-20R, GFI Class "A" with a sensitivity to leakage 5 milliamps, weather-resistant and 
tamper-resistant listed. Hubbell No. GF20LA or equal. 

3. Transient-Voltage Surge-Suppressor (TVSS) Receptacles:  Duplex type, NEMA 5-20R 
configuration, with integral transient-voltage surge protection in a minimum of 3 modes:  
line-to-ground, line-to-neutral, and neutral-to-ground; listed as complying with UL 1449. 
Hubbell HBL5362SA or equal.

4. Tamper-Resistant Convenience Receptacles, 125 V, 20 A:  Specification grade, straight-
blade, 2 pole 3 wire grounding type, back and side wired. Comply with NEMA WD 1, 
NEMA WD 6 configuration 5-20R, and UL 498. Listed as tamper-resistant with “T” 
marking. Hubbell BR20TR or equal. 

5. Isolated-Ground, Duplex Convenience Receptacles, 125 V, 20 A:  Comply with 
NEMA WD 1, NEMA WD 6 configuration 5-20R, and UL 498.  Straight blade; equipment 
grounding contacts connected only to the green grounding screw terminal of the device, 
with inherent electrical isolation from mounting strap. Hubbell CR 5253IG or equal. 

6. Duplex Receptacles with Integral USB jacks, 125 V, 20 A:  Specification grade, straight-
blade, 2 pole 3 wire grounding type, back and side wired. Comply with NEMA WD 1, 
NEMA WD 6 configuration 5-20R, and UL 498.   “USB” marking indicates USB 
receptacle duplex grounding type NEMA 5-20R equal to Hubbell MX20X2 or equal

C. Exterior Outlets with Lockable Covers:
1. Provide exterior outlets with lockable covers at all exterior outlet locations. Provide GFCI 

Circuit Breakers on all branch circuits.  Provide in-use weatherproof locking covers.

D. Snap Switches:
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1. Comply with NEMA WD 1 and UL 20.
2. Switches, heavy duty, side wired, 120/277V, 20A:
3. Products:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide one of the following:

a. Cooper; 2221 (single pole), 2222 (two pole), 2223 (three way).
b. Hubbell; C1221 (single pole), C1222 (two pole), C1223 (three way).
c. Leviton; 1221-2 (single pole), 1222-2 (two pole), 1223-2 (three way).
d. Pass & Seymour; 20AC1 (single pole), 20AC2 (two pole), 20AC3 (three way).

E. Securely fasten wiring devices in place, plumb, level, and true to finished lines and surfaces. 

F. Device Plates:  Do not use oversized or extra-deep plates.  Repair wall finishes and remount outlet 
boxes when standard device plates do not fit flush or do not cover rough wall opening.

G. Provide gaskets on all wiring device plates where devices are on walls separating conditioned and 
non-conditioned spaces and exterior walls.

H. Composition material of wiring devices to be nylon with ivory finish. Outlets intended for 
computer use shall be grey finish, outlets on emergency shall be red finish.

I. Wall Plates:
1. Single and combination types to match corresponding wiring devices.

a. Plate-Securing Screws:  Metal with head color to match plate finish.
b. Material for Finished Spaces:  Satin-finished Type 302 stainless steel.
c. Material for Unfinished Spaces:  Galvanized steel. 
d. Material for Damp Locations:  Cast aluminum with spring-loaded lift cover, and 

listed and labeled for use in "wet locations."
2. Wet-Location, Weatherproof Cover Plates:  NEMA 250, complying with type 3R weather-

resistant, die-cast aluminum. 

J. Finishes:
1. Color:  Wiring device catalog numbers as specified do not designate device color.

a. Wiring Devices Connected to Normal Power System:  As selected by Architect, 
unless otherwise indicated or required by referenced Electrical Code or device 
listing.

b. Wiring Devices Connected to Uninterrupted Power System (UPS):  Red.
c. Isolated-Ground Receptacles: Orange. 

2.17         FIRE ALARM AND DETECTION SYSTEM (EXTENSION OF EXISTING)

A. Scope:

1. Provide extension of existing fire alarm system as required and  indicated on drawings.  
Provide all necessary power supplies, relays and addressable cards for work indicated on 
drawings.  

2. Basic System Functional Operation:

3. When a fire alarm condition is detected and reported by one of the system initiating devices 
or appliances, the following functions shall immediately occur:
a. The FACP alarm LED on the FACP shall flash.
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b. A local piezo-electric signal in the FACP control panel shall sound.
c. The 80-character LCD display on the local FACP node and on the intelligent 

network display shall indicate all information associated with the fire alarm 
condition, including the type of alarm point, and its location within the protected 
premises. 

d. Printing and history storage equipment shall log the information associated with the 
fire alarm control panel condition, along with the time and date of occurrence.

e. All system output programs assigned via control-by-event interlock programming to 
be activated by the particular point in alarm shall be executed, and the associated 
system outputs (alarm notification appliances and/or relays) shall be activated on 
either local outputs or points located on other network nodes.

f. Program system to reflect new devices. 
g. Test system so that alarm transmits to campus police and fire department 

simultaneously. 

4. Software Modifications:
a. Provide the services of a factory trained and authorized technician to perform all 

system software modifications, upgrades or changes.  
b. Provide all hardware, software, programming tools and documentation necessary to 

modify the fire alarm network on site. Modification includes addition and deletion 
of devices, circuits, zones and changes to system operation and custom label changes 
for devices or zones. The system structure and software shall place no limit on the 
type or extent of software modifications on-site. Modification of software shall not 
require power-down of the system or loss of system fire protection while 
modifications are being made.

c. Certifications:
d. Together with the shop drawing submittal, submit a certification from the major 

equipment manufacturer indicating that the proposed supervisor of installation and 
the proposed performer of contract maintenance is an authorized representative of 
the major equipment manufacturer and trained on network applications. Include 
names and addresses in the certification.

B. Applicable Publications:

The publications listed below form a part of this specification. The publications are 
referenced in text by the basic designation only.

1. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) - USA:
No. 72 National Fire Alarm Code
No. 70 National Electric Code
No. 101 Life Safety Code

2. Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL) - USA:
No. 50 Cabinets and Boxes
No. 268 Smoke Detectors for Fire

Protective Signaling Systems
No. 864 Control Units for Fire Protective

Signaling Systems
No. 268A Smoke Detectors for Duct Applications
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No. 521 Heat Detectors for Fire Protective
Signaling Systems

No. 228 Door Closers-Holders for
Fire Protective Signaling Systems

No. 464 Audible Signaling Appliances
No. 38 Manually Actuated Signaling Boxes
No. 346 Waterflow Indicators for

Fire Protective Signaling Systems
No. 1481 Power supplies for Fire

Protective Signaling Systems
No. 1076 Control Units for Burglar Alarm

Proprietary Protective Signaling Systems
No. 1971 Visual Notification Appliances

3. Local and State Building Codes:

4. All requirements of the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ).

C. Approvals:

1. The system must have proper listing and/or approval from the following nationally 
recognized agencies:

UL Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
FM Factory Mutual
MEA Material Equipment Acceptance (NYC)
CSFM California State Fire Marshal

D. Conduit and Wire:

1. Conduit:
a. Conduit shall be in accordance with the National Electrical Code (NEC), local and 

state requirements.
b. Where exposed, all wiring shall be installed in conduit or raceway. Conduit fill shall 

not exceed 40 percent of interior cross sectional area where three or more cables are 
contained within a single conduit.

c. Cable must be separated from any open conductors of power, or Class 1 circuits, and 
shall not be placed in any conduit, junction box or raceway containing these 
conductors, per NEC Article 760-29.

d. Wiring for 24 volt control, alarm notification, emergency communication and 
similar power-limited auxiliary functions may be run in the same conduit as 
initiating and signaling line circuits. All circuits shall be provided with transient 
suppression devices and the system shall be designed to permit simultaneous 
operation of all circuits without interference or loss of signals.

e. Conduit shall not enter any FACP, or any other remotely mounted control panel 
equipment or backboxes, except where conduit entry is specified by the FACP 
manufacturer.

f. Conduit shall be 3/4 inch (19.1 mm) minimum.
g. MC Fire Alarm Control Cable with red armor may be used for fire alarm where 

concealed and allowed by code. 
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2. Wire:
a. All fire alarm system wiring must be new, unless specified herein.
b. Wiring shall be in accordance with local, state and national codes (e.g., NEC Article 

760) and as recommended by the manufacturer of the fire alarm system. Number 
and size of conductors shall be as recommended by the fire alarm system 
manufacturer, but not less than 16 AWG (1.02 mm) for initiating device circuits and 
signaling line circuits, and 14 AWG (1.32 mm) for notification appliance circuits. 

c. All wire and cable shall be listed and/or approved by a recognized testing agency for 
use with a protective signaling system.

d. Wiring used for the SLC multiplex communication loop shall be twisted and 
shielded unless specifically accepted by the fire alarm equipment manufacturer.

e. All field wiring shall be completely supervised.

3. Initiating circuits shall be arranged to serve like categories (manual, smoke, waterflow). 
Mixed category circuitry shall not be permitted except on signaling line circuits connected 
to intelligent reporting devices.

E. Intelligent Photoelectric Smoke Detector:

1. The detectors shall use the photoelectric (light-scattering) principal to measure smoke 
density and shall, on command from the control panel, send data to the panel representing 
the analog level of smoke density.  Smoke detector shall be compatible with existing FACP 
model #4098-9714 with #4098-9792 base. 

F. Two Wire Detector Monitor Module:

1. Addressable monitor modules shall be provided to connect one supervised IDC zone of 
conventional 2-wire smoke detectors or alarm initiating devices (any N.O. dry contact 
device).

2. The two-wire monitor module shall mount in a 4-inch square, 2-1/8 inch deep electrical 
box or with an optional surface backbox.

3. The IDC zone may be wired for Class A or B (Style D or Style B) operation. An LED shall 
be provided that shall flash under normal conditions, indicating that the monitor module is 
operational and in regular communication with the control panel.

G. Addressable Control Module:

1. Addressable control modules shall be provided to supervise and control the operation of 
one conventional NACs of compatible, 24 VDC powered, polarized audio/visual 
notification appliances. For fan shutdown and other auxiliary control functions, the control 
module may be set to operate as a dry contract relay.

2. The control module shall mount in a standard 4-inch square, 2-1/8 inch deep electrical box, 
or to a surface mounted backbox.
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3. The control module NAC may be wired for Style Z or Style Y (Class A/B) with up to 1 
amp of inductive A/V signal, or 2 amps of resistive A/V signal operation, or as a dry contact 
(Form-C) relay. The relay coil shall be magnetically latched to reduce wiring connection 
requirements, and to insure that 100% of all auxiliary relay or NACs may be energized at 
the same time on the same pair of wires.

4. Audio/visual power shall be provided by a separate supervised power loop from the main 
fire alarm control panel or from a supervised, UL listed remote power supply.

5. The control module shall be suitable for pilot duty applications and rated for a minimum 
of .6 amps at 30 VDC.

H. Isolator Module:

1. Isolator modules shall be provided to automatically isolate wire-to-wire short circuits on 
an SLC loop. The isolator module shall limit the number of modules or detectors that may 
be rendered inoperative by a short circuit fault on the SLC Loop. At least one isolator 
module shall be provided for each floor or protected zone of the building.

2. If a wire-to-wire short occurs, the isolator module shall automatically open-circuit 
(disconnect) the SLC loop. When the short circuit condition is corrected, the isolator 
module shall automatically reconnect the isolated section.

3. The isolator module shall not require any address-setting, and its operations shall be totally 
automatic. It shall not be necessary to replace or reset an isolator module after its normal 
operation.

4. The isolator module shall mount in a standard 4-inch deep electrical box or in a surface 
mounted backbox. It shall provide a single LED that shall flash to indicate that the isolator 
is operational and shall illuminate steadily to indicate that a short circuit condition has been 
detected and isolated.

I. Intelligent Photoelectric Smoke Detector:
1. The detectors shall use the photoelectric (light-scattering) principal to measure smoke 

density and shall, on command from the control panel, send data to the panel representing 
the analog level of smoke density.

J. Batteries and External Charger:

1. Battery:
a. Batteries shall be 12 volt, Gell-Cell type.
b. The battery shall have sufficient capacity to power the fire alarm system for not less 

than 60 hours plus 10 minutes of alarm upon a normal AC power failure.
c. The batteries are to be completely maintenance free. No liquids are required. Fluid 

level checks for refilling, spills and leakage shall not be required.

K. Field Quality Control

1. Manufacturer's Field Services: Provide services of a factory-authorized service 
representative to supervise the field assembly and connection of components and the 
pretesting, testing, and adjustment of the system.
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2. Service personnel shall be qualified and experienced in the inspection, testing, and 
maintenance of fire alarm systems.  Examples of qualified personnel shall be permitted to 
include, but shall not be limited to, individuals with the following qualifications:
a. Factory trained and certified.
b. National Institute for Certification in Engineering Technologies (NICET) fire alarm 

certified.
c. International Municipal Signal Association (IMSA) fire alarm certified.
d. Certified by a state or local authority.
e. Trained and qualified personnel employed by an organization listed by a national 

testing laboratory for the servicing of fire alarm systems.

3. Pretesting: Determine, through pretesting, the conformance of the system to the 
requirements of the Drawings and Specifications. Correct deficiencies observed in 
pretesting. Replace malfunctioning or damaged items with new and retest until satisfactory 
performance and conditions are achieved.  

4. Final Test Notice: Provide a 10-day minimum notice in writing when the system is ready 
for final acceptance testing.

5. Minimum System Tests: Test the system according to the procedures outlined in NFPA 72. 

6. Retesting: Correct deficiencies indicated by tests and completely retest work affected by 
such deficiencies. Verify by the system test that the total system meets the Specifications 
and complies with applicable standards.

7. Report of Tests and Inspections: Provide a written record of inspections, tests, and detailed 
test results in the form of a test log. 

8. Final Test, Certificate of Completion, and Certificate of Occupancy:
a. Test the entire system as required by the Authority Having Jurisdiction in order to 

obtain a certificate of occupancy. 

9. Provide 2 hours of Owner training. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1          WORK COORDINATION AND JOB OPERATIONS

A. Equipment shall not be installed in congested and possible problem areas without first 
coordinating installation of same with other trades.  Relocate  electrical equipment installed in 
congested or problem areas should it interfere with the proper installation of equipment to be 
installed by other trades.
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B. Particular attention shall be directed to coordination of lighting fixtures and other electrically 
operated equipment requiring access which is to be installed in ceiling areas.  Coordinate with 
other trades, the elevations of equipment in hung ceiling areas to insure adequate space for 
installation of recessed fixtures before said equipment is installed.  Conflicts in mounting heights 
and clearances above hung ceilings for installation of recessed lighting fixtures or other 
electrically operated equipment requiring access shall be brought to the attention of Architect for 
a decision prior to equipment installation.

C. Furnish to General Contractor and other Subcontractors information relative to portions of 
electrical installation that will affect other trades sufficiently in advance so that they may plan 
their work and installation.

D. Obtain from other trades information relative to electrical work which he, the Electrical 
Subcontractor, is to execute in conjunction with installation of other trades' equipment.

3.2          DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS

A. Drawings:

1. Drawings showing layout of electrical systems indicate approximate location of raceways, 
outlets, and apparatus.  Runs of feeders and branch circuits are schematic and are not 
intended to show exact routing.  Final determination as to routing shall be governed by 
structural conditions and as indicated on the approved coordination Drawings.

B. Specifications:

1. Specifications supplement Drawings and provide specifics pertaining to methods and 
material to be used.

3.3          IDENTIFICATION

A. Equipment shall be marked for ease of identification as follows.

1. Provide screw-on nameplates on switchboards, panelboards, F.A. terminal cabinets, 
starters, and disconnect switches.  Nameplates to be of black phenolic with white 
engraving.  For starters and disconnect switches lettering shall be minimum of 1/4 in. high.  
Nameplates on panelboards shall have the following information.
a. Line 1 - Panel designation in 1/2 in. high letters.
b. Line 2 - Utilization voltage in 3/8 in. high letters.
c. Line 3 - Distribution source "Fed from      " in 1/4 in. high letters.

2. Neatly typed directory cards listing circuit designations shall be fastened inside the cover 
of panelboards.  Spare circuits shall be penciled.

3. Color coding schedules.  If there is more than a single system voltage, different voltages 
shall have separate color codes, as previously specified.  A copy of the color code schedule 
shall be affixed to each secondary switchboard and distribution panel and shall be of the 
phenolic nameplate type as previously specified.  A typewritten color code schedule shall 
also be affixed, under plastic, inside each panelboard door.
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4. Outlet boxes both concealed and exposed shall be identified as to panel origination and 
circuit number by means of fibre pen on the inside of coverplate.

5. All conductors in boxes larger than standard outlet boxes, in all wireways, trench headers, 
etc. shall be grouped logically and be identified.

6. Grounding conductors and neutrals shall be labeled in panels, wireways, etc. as to circuits 
associated with.

3.4          PROTECTION AND CLEANUP

A. Protection:

1. Materials and equipment shall be suitably stored and protected from weather.
2. During progress of work, pipe and equipment openings shall be temporarily closed so as 

to prevent obstruction and damage.
3. Be responsible for maintenance and protection of material and equipment until final 

acceptance.

B. Cleanup:

1. Keep job site free from accumulation of waste material and rubbish.  Remove all rubbish, 
construction equipment, and surplus materials from site and leave premises in a clean 
condition.

2. At completion, equipment with factory finished surfaces shall be cleaned and damaged 
spots touched up with the same type paint applied at factory.

3. Particular attention is called to Section 110-12(c) of the NEC, which requires that internal 
parts of electrical equipment not be contaminated by construction operations.

3.5          SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

A. Provide proper guards, signage, and other necessary construction required for prevention of 
accidents and to insure safety of life and property.  Remove any temporary safety precautions at 
completion.

3.6          MOUNTING HEIGHTS

A. All electrical equipment shall be mounted at the following heights unless noted or detailed 
otherwise on Drawings.  Notes on architectural Drawings shall supersede those noted below or 
detailed on the electrical Drawings.  If mounting height of an electrical component is 
questionable, obtain clarification from Architect before installation.
1. Duplex convenience outlets, microphone outlets, and telephone outlets - 18 inches.
2. Light switches, pushbutton stations, HOA switches, and all other toggle or control switches 

for the operation of heating, ventilating, and air conditioning, plumbing, and general 
service - 48 inches.

3. Fire alarm pull stations - 48 inches.
4. Fire alarm audio visual signals - 80 inches or 6 inches below ceiling, whichever is lower.
5. Panelboards for lighting, power, telephone, and other auxiliary systems - 78 in. to top.
6. Equipment located in lobbies shall be located as detailed on architectural Drawings or as 

directed by Architect.
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7. All receptacles, light switches, fire alarm signals, and clocks sharing a common location 
shall be symmetrically arranged.

8. Exterior and interior wall brackets shall be as detailed on architectural Drawings or as 
directed by Architect.

B. Mounting heights given are from finished floor to centerline.  In the case of a raised floor, surface 
of raised floor is the finished floor.

3.7          WORKMANSHIP AND INSTALLATION METHODS

A. Work shall be installed in first-class manner consistent with best current trade practices.  
Equipment shall be securely installed plumb and/or level.  Flush-mounted outlet boxes shall have 
front edge flush with finished wall surface.  No electrical equipment shall be supported by work 
of other trades.  Cable systems shall be supported and not draped over ducts and piping or laid on 
ceiling suspension members. Lighting fixtures shall be installed to agree with Architects reflected 
ceiling plans.

B. Supports:

1. Support work in accordance with best industry practice and by use of standard fittings.
2. In general, walls and partitions will not be suitable for supporting weight of panelboards, 

dry type transformers and the like.  Provide supporting frames or racks extending from 
floor slab to structure above.

3. Provide supporting frames or racks for equipment, intended for vertical surface mounting 
in free standing position where no walls exist.

4. Supporting frames or racks shall be of standard angle, standard channel or specialty support 
system steel members, rigidly bolted or welded together and adequately braced to form a 
substantial structure.  Racks shall be of ample size to assure a workmanlike arrangement 
of equipment.

5. Provide 3/4 in. thick painted plywood mounting surfaces in all electric and telephone areas 
and for all equipment on free standing racks.  All plywood shall be fire retardant and 
painted both sides and edges with 2 coats of white paint.

6. No work for exposed installations in damp locations shall be mounted directly on any 
building surface.  In such locations, flat bar members or spacers shall be used to create a 
minimum of 1/4 in. air space between building surfaces and work.

7. Nothing (including outlet, pull and junction boxes and fittings) shall depend on electric 
raceways or cables for support.  All outlet, pull, and junction boxes shall be independently 
supported.

8. Nothing shall rest on, or depend for support on, suspended ceiling or its mounting 
members.

9. Where support members must of necessity penetrate air ducts, provide airtight sealing 
provisions which allow for a relative movement between the support members and the duct 
walls.

10. Provide channel sills or skids for leveling and support of all floor mounted electrical 
equipment.

11. Where permitted loading is exceeded by direct application of electrical equipment to a slab 
or deck, provide proper dunnage as required to distribute the weight in a safe manner.

12. Support metallic raceways by either running within steel frame or hung from the building 
frame.  Anything hung from building frame shall be attached with metallic fasteners.
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C. Fastenings:

1. Fasten electric work to building structure in accordance with the best industry practice.
2. Where weight applied to attachment points is 100 pounds or less, fasten to building 

elements of:
a. Wood -- with wood screws.
b. Concrete and solid masonry -- with bolts and expansion shields.
c. Hollow construction -- with toggle bolts.
d. Solid metal -- with machine screws in tapped holes or with welded studs.

3. Where weight applied to attachment points exceeds 100 pounds, fasten as follows:
a. At field poured concrete slabs, provide inserts with 18 in. minimum length 

slip-through steel rods, set transverse to reinforcing steel.
b. Where building is steel framed, utilize suitable auxiliary channel or angle iron 

bridging between structural steel elements to establish fastening points.  Bridging 
members shall be suitably welded or clamped to building steel.  Provide threaded 
rods or bolts to attach to bridging members.

4. Floor mounted equipment shall not be held in place solely by its own dead weight.  Provide 
floor anchor fastenings.  Floor mounted equipment over 72 inches in height shall also be 
braced to nearest wall or overhead structural elements.

5. For items which are shown as being mounted at locations where fastenings to the building 
construction element above is not possible, provide suitable auxiliary channel or angle iron 
bridging to building structural elements.

6. Fastenings for metallic raceways using the fastening as support shall be of the metallic 
type.  Fastenings to hold raceways or cables in place may be via tyraps.

D. General Raceway Installation:
1. Install the various types of raceways in permitted locations as previously specified.  All 

raceways shall be run concealed.  Consult Architect for instruction for raceways which 
must be exposed in public spaces.

2. Raceways for normal-emergency or emergency only wiring cannot contain other 
conductors.

3. Raceways shall be properly aligned, grouped, and supported in accordance with code.  
Exposed raceways shall be installed at right angles to or parallel with structural members.  
Concealed raceways may take most direct route between outlets.

4. Raceways run on trapeze hangers shall be secured to the trapeze.
5. Raceways shall be continuous and shall enter and be secured to all boxes in such a manner 

that each system shall be electrically continuous from service to all outlets.  Provide 
grounding bushings and bonding jumpers where raceways attach to painted enclosures or 
terminate below equipment.

6. Where raceways enter boxes, cabinets, tap boxes, other than those having threaded hubs, a 
standard locknut shall be used on the outside and locknut and bushing on the inside.

7. Where raceways terminate below equipment and there is no direct metal to metal 
continuity, provide grounding bushings on raceways and interconnect with equipment 
grounding conductor.

8. All empty raceways shall be provided with a pull wire.
9. All raceway sleeves, stub-ups, or stub-outs, where not connected to a box or cabinet, shall 

be terminated with a bushing.
10. All raceway joints shall be made up tight and no running threads will be permitted.
11. Where raceways are cut, the inside edge shall be reamed smooth to prevent injury to 

conductors.
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12. All vertical raceways passing through floor slabs shall be supported.
13. Raceways shall not be installed in concrete slabs above grade or below waterproofed slabs.
14. Electric raceways and/or sleeves passing through floors or walls shall be of such size and 

in such location as not to impair strength of construction.  Where raceways alter structural 
strength or the installation is questionable, the structural engineer shall be contacted for 
approval.

15. Raceways shall not run directly above or below heat producing apparatus such as boilers, 
nor shall raceways run parallel within 6 inches of heated pipes.  Raceways crossing heated 
pipes shall maintain at least a 1 inch space from them.

16. Raceways shall be installed in such a manner as to prevent collection of trapped 
condensates, and all runs shall be arranged to drain.

17. Raceways passing between refrigerated and non-refrigerated spaces and those penetrating 
enclosures with air movement shall be provided with seals.

18. Raceways feeding fire and jockey pumps shall be rigid metal conduit either run below slab 
or inside 2 hour rated enclosure.  Final connections to motors shall be liquidtite flexible 
conduit.

19. Where two alternate wiring methods interconnect such as EMT to flexible metal conduit, 
an outlet box shall be provided.

20. All empty raceways entering building and all sleeves or core drilled openings through 
floors shall be sealed.

21. Rigid non-metallic raceways where allowed and run as a ductbank encased in concrete 
shall be installed with plastic spacers to ensure a separation of 3 inches between raceways. 

22. Elbows and extensions of rigid non-metallic raceway systems which penetrate slabs shall 
be rigid or intermediate metal conduit.

23. Raceways used for transformer connections shall be flexible type and shall contain a 
grounding conductor.

24. Raceways entering building through foundation wall into a basement area shall be provided 
with wall entrance seals or with other acceptable waterproofing method.

E. General Outlet Box Installation:

1. Boxes shall be set flush with finish surface and provided with proper type extension rings 
or plaster covers.  Thru the wall boxes are not permitted.  Check device or fixture to be 
mounted to box to ensure box orientation is proper.

2. In addition to boxes shown, install additional boxes where needed to prevent damage to 
cables and wires during pulling-in operation.

3. Remove knockouts only as required and plug unused openings.
4. Where required for horizontal and vertical alignment of boxes in stud partitions, bar 

hangers spanning two studs shall be used.  Device boxes for insertion type receptacles shall 
be provided with far side box supports where there are less than two entering nonflexible 
raceways, and where bar rangers are not provided.

5. Boxes flush mounted in fire rated partitions and on opposite sides of the partition shall be 
separated by a distance of 24 inches in accordance with UL listing for the box.

6. Locations of outlets indicated on Drawings are approximate.  For items exposed to view, 
refer to architectural Drawings and coordinate locations with masonry joints, panel joints, 
ceiling grids, structural members, etc.

7. In case of conflict with standard mounting heights and device alignment, consult Architect 
prior to roughing.

8. Check all door swings on architectural Drawings to ensure lighting switches are installed 
on strike side of door.
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9. The right to make any reasonable change in location of outlets prior to roughing is reserved 
by Architect.  "Reasonable change" shall be interpreted as movement within 10 feet of 
location shown.

10. Obtain dimensioned plan from Architect for floor outlets.
11. Outlet boxes for use where surface metal raceways are allowed shall be of a type 

specifically designed to be used with such surface metal raceway systems.
12. Outlet boxes shall not line up back to back in partition walls.

F. Conductor Installation:

1. No conductors shall be pulled into individual raceways until such raceway system is 
complete and free of debris.  No harmful lubricants shall be used to ease pulling.

2. All conductors shall be wired so that grounded conductor is unbroken; switches in all cases 
being connected in ungrounded conductor.

3. Connections throughout the entire job shall be made with solderless type devices of 
approved design satisfactory to Inspector of Wires.

4. All taps and splices shall be insulated equal to that of conductor insulation.
5. All conductors of each feeder in pull boxes etc. shall be grouped, tied together, supported, 

and identified.
6. All conductors in panelboards and other wiring enclosures shall be neatly formed and 

grouped.
7. All conductors of emergency only and/or normal/emergency shall be run in separate 

raceway systems to final outlet box.
8. Provide support for conductors in vertical raceways in accordance with Article 300-19.
9. Strip insulation from conductors with approved tools and only of sufficient length for 

proper termination.  Cutting of conductor stranding is unacceptable.
10. Taps from paralleled conductors shall be of a type which tap each conductor, such as 

ILSCO "PTA" series.
11. Grounding conductors are to be identified as to associated power circuits.

G. Type MC Cable Installation:

1. Where cable is permitted under the products section, the installation of same shall be done 
in accordance with code and the following: 
a. Cable shall be supported in accordance with code.  Tie wire is not an acceptable 

means of support.  Horizontally run cable supports such as Caddy WMX-6, and 
clamps on vertical runs such as Caddy CJ6 shall be used.  Where cables are 
supported by the structure and only need securing in place, then ty-raps will also be 
acceptable.  Ty-raps are not acceptable as a means of support.  All fittings, hangers, 
and clamps for support and termination of cables shall be of types specifically 
designed for use with cable, i.e., romex connectors not acceptable.

b. Armor of cable shall be removed with rotary cutter device equal to roto-split by 
Seatek Co., not with hacksaw.

c. Use split "insuliner" sleeves at terminations.
d. Any cable system used in conjunction with isolated ground circuits shall have both 

an isolated ground conductor and an equipment ground conductor.
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H. Stranded Conductor Installation:

1. If Contractor selects stranded conductors for #10 AWG and smaller, terminate such 
conductors as follows:
a. No stranded conductor may be terminated under a screwhead.  Provide insulated 

terminal lugs for all screw connections equal to Thomas & Betts "STA-KON" type 
RC with forked tongue and turned up toes.  Installation of lugs shall be done with 
compression tool such as T&B WT-145C which prevents opening of tool until full 
compression action is completed.

b. Backwired wiring devices shall be of clamp type; screw tightened.  Force fit 
connections not allowed.

2. Stranded conductors will not be allowed for fire alarm work.

I. Accessibility:
1. Electrical equipment requiring service or manual operation shall be accessible.
2. Work switches for equipment within accessible hung ceiling spaces, such as fan powered 

terminal boxes, shall be located at terminal box, and so located so as to be accessible.

J. Vibration Elimination:  All equipment connections to rotating equipment or equipment capable 
of vibration shall be made up by flexible raceways.

K. Wiring Device Gaskets:  Provide wiring device gaskets at coverplates where device is mounted 
in wall separating conditioned and non-conditioned spaces.

3.8          BRANCH CIRCUITS

A. Provide all branch circuit wiring and outlets for a complete and operating system.  The system 
shall consist of insulated conductors connected to the panelboards and run in raceways or as cable 
systems if permitted under products section, as required to the final outlet and shall include outlet 
boxes, supports, fittings, receptacles, plates, fuses, etc.

B. Physical arrangement of branch circuit wiring shall correspond to circuit numbering on Drawings.  
Combining of circuits and raceways will be allowed up to a 3 phase, 4 wire circuit in a single 
raceway, unless shared neutrals are not allowed by other sections of this Division, or are indicated 
as separate neutrals on the Drawings.  Any combination of homeruns such as this, however, shall 
be indicated on record Drawings.  Combining of conductors and raceways for tenant fitup work 
is allowed only for fitup boxes in accordance with details on Drawings.  When a common 
grounded conductor is used for more than one circuit, the arrangement shall be such that a 
receptacle, fixture, or other device may be removed or disconnected without disconnecting the 
grounded conductor for other circuits.  Ground fault circuit breakers and isolated ground outlets 
shall be wired with separate neutrals and separate grounding conductors per circuit.  A consistent 
phase orientation shall be adhered to throughout project at terminations.

C. Circuits feeding three phase equipment shall not be combined into common raceways, unless 
specifically indicated.

D. All wiring in panelboards and cabinets shall be neatly formed and grouped.
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3.9          FIREPROOFING AND WATERPROOFING

A. Fireproof and waterproof all openings in slabs and walls.

3.10          CUTTING AND PATCHING

A. All cutting of surfaces, including core drilling of walls and slabs, shall be done by Electrical Sub-
contractor.  

B. Patching shall be provided by Electrical Sub-contractor.

3.11          DEMOLITION, REMOVAL AND RELOCATION WORK

A. The Electrical Subcontractor shall be responsible for disconnection and removal of existing 
electrical equipment and wiring from ceiling and walls as indicated and placed on the floor by 
this section. The General Contractor shall remove from the floor and dispose.  Refer to drawings 
for extent of work.  Field confirm existing equipment scheduled to remain and reefed when 
interrupted by equipment removal. 

3.12          STORAGE AND INSTALLATION OF EQUIPMENT

A. The electrical subcontractor shall store and install electrical equipment and wiring listed for dry 
locations only within the building.

3.13          FIRESTOP SYSTEMS

A. General: Install firestop systems at all new and existing fire-rated construction where penetrated 
by the Work of this Section. 

B. Refer to Section 078400 - Firestopping, for all installation requirements for maintaining integrity 
of fire-rated construction at penetrations.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 270000 TECHNOLOGY

PART 1  - GENERAL

1.1          RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. The Contractor, Subcontractors, and/or suppliers providing goods and services referenced in or 
related to this Section shall also be bound by the Related Documents identified in Division 01 
Section “Summary.”

1.2          QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Sustainable Goals:  The Architect has designed the project to meet the Owner’s sustainable goals.  
Products and systems have been specified which meet certain third-party evaluations or have 
particular VOC and source requirements.  Evaluation of products proposed for substitution will 
be evaluated based on the Owner’s sustainable goals and other criteria included in Division 01.  
The Contractor is encouraged to use sustainable construction practices, means and methods.  
Unless specifically stated in a specification section, no sustainable design documentation is 
required of the Contractor.

B. The systems integrator must provide (as part of the submittal process) a list of at least five (5) 
projects (provide the following information for each project: name, address, contact person, title 
of contact person, telephone number of contact person) of similar installations of equal cost and 
technical scope, size and nature and demonstrate that these projects where; furnished with persons 
on their payroll whom were authorized, certified, experienced and qualified to provide, install, 
program, troubleshoot, train, warrant and service these projects, in their entirety, satisfactorily.

1.3          COOPERATION AND COORDINATION WITH OTHER TRADES

A. The work shall be so performed that the progress of the entire building construction, including all 
other trades, shall not be delayed and not interfered with.  Materials and apparatus shall be 
installed as fast as conditions of the building will permit. 

B. These are the Responsibilities, Cooperation and Coordination requirements between other trades 
related to SECTION 27 00 00 TECHNOLOGY.
1. This section shall be furnish/installed as follows by a firm/company that is a qualified 

systems contractor. The Electrical Subcontractor shall be responsible for properly 
preparing the project for installation by systems contractor, as specified.

2. Electrical Subcontractor responsibilities shall include: 
a. The Electrical Subcontractor shall be responsible for furnishing and installing all 

related building preparation including, but not limited to: outlet boxes with plaster 
rings, floor boxes, poke through devices, pathways, power, cableways, cable tray, 
cable protection, wiremold, surface raceways, cable supports, conduits with 
bushings, conduit stubs with bushings, sleeves with bushings (all conduits, stubs, 
sleeves, J-Hooks, shall be brought to an accessible ceiling or accessible area below 
floor), pull strings,  bonding, grounding, core drilling, cutting, patching, fireproofing 
of penetration & openings, environmental seals, smoke and fire stopping seals 
including all conduits, raceways, sleeves, slots, where cables pass from one location 
to another, seismic supports, supplementary steel and channels, for a completely 
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operational system, as specified. The Electrical Contractor is responsible for 
installing all required sleeves for a complete installation whether they are shown or 
not on the floor plans the routing of cables is determined by the Architecture and no 
Ethernet cable can exceed 90m or max distance rating of CAT6 or CAT6A cable 
use.  The Electrical Subcontractor shall also accept delivery and properly store & 
secure all equipment and materials required by the systems contractor. The Electrical 
Subcontractor shall install all specialized backboxes (microphone, amplifier,) and 
any exterior antennas furnished by Systems Contractor.

b. The Electrical Subcontractor shall provide cable tray over each rack and cabinet to 
facilitate a neat and orderly installation of cables and to secure the top of the racks 
to the structure.  Cables shall drop straight down to equipment racks.  Cable trays 
shall be secured at both ends to the structure and connected together for a complete 
contiguous installation.  Utilize proper supports to support the cable tray to the 
building structure as well as the equipment rack and cabinet.  Submit mounting 
supports for approval before installation.

Electrical Contractor shall provide 120VAC duplex 20amp dedicated circuits at 
each termination panel or backboard, twist lock 20amp dedicated circuit in cable 
tray over each rack, and 220VAC twist-lock 20amp over each server cabinet in 
the system. Provide all work related building preparation, including, but not 
limited to providing/terminating 120/220VAC power connection to and for 
equipment.

c. The Electrical Subcontractor shall also accept delivery and properly store and secure 
all equipment and materials required by the systems Technology Contractor.

d. This entire section: The Electrical Subcontractor shall read this section in its entirety 
and shall provide all requirements of the Electrical Subcontractor as detailed in this 
section.

e. Electrical Subcontractor shall provide 4" square backboxes for all Single-gang and 
Dual-gang outlet faceplates. Electrical Subcontractor shall provide single- gang and 
dual-gang plaster rings for the specified Single-gang and Dual-gang outlet 
faceplates.

f. Removal and re-installation of new and/or existing ceiling tiles as required
g. Grounding

1) All technology equipment racks & cabinets shall be bonded to the Ground 
Bus with #6 ground conductor.
a) Connect the ladder rack to the ground with a #6 ground conductor
b) Provide 18” Grounding Bus mounted on plywood backboards

h. All devices that require specialty/custom boxes (i.e. speakers, clocks, microphone, 
amplifier, etc..), and all exterior antennas for the System shall be furnished by the 
Technology Contractor and installed by the Electrical Contractor.

i. Floor boxes and poke-through devices shall be provided by the Electrical Contractor.
j. Provide blank stainless-steel faceplates for applicable backboxes.
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3. Systems Contractor responsibilities for this section shall be: 
a. Systems contractor shall be responsible for providing, installing, programming, 

troubleshooting, training and warranty service of all cabling, terminal equipment, 
headend equipment specified in this section for a completely operational system. 
The systems contractor shall furnish all specialized backboxes (speaker, 
microphone, amplifier) and all exterior antennas to the Electrical Subcontractor for 
their installation.

b. Keep fully informed as to the shape, size and position of all openings required for 
all apparatus and give information in advance to build openings into the work. The 
electrical subcontractor shall furnish and set in place all sleeves, pockets, supports 
and incidentals.

c. All distribution systems which require pitch or slope such as plumbing drains, steam 
and condensate piping shall have the right of way over those which do not.  Confer 
with other trades as to the location of pipes, ducts, lights and apparatus and install 
work to avoid interferences.

d. Coordinate exact locations and roughing in dimensions of all work before 
installation and make all final connections.  Any changes required to avoid 
interferences or to provide adequate clearances for Code and maintenance 
requirements shall be made at no additional costs.

e. Structural elements of the project shall not be relocated, altered or changed to 
accommodate the work without written authorization from the Architect.

f. Work that is installed before coordination with other trades or that causes 
interference with the work of other trades shall be changed to correct condition.

g. Obtain a complete set of Project Drawings and Specifications for coordination and 
to determine the full scope of work.

h. Attend project coordination meetings to coordinate work of this section, work of 
other trades and project and phasing requirements.

4. General Contractor Responsibilities, Cooperation and Coordination Between Trades
a. Coordinate all work between Technology Contractor and all other trades as required 

for completely operational systems
b. Interface with public utilities telephone service (DEMARC) shall be arranged by the 

Owner’s service provider, and coordinated with the Technology Contractor.
5. Voice Communications Contractor Responsibilities and Coordination Between Trades

a. Interface between the Public-Address System and the Telephone System for 
telephone code authorized access to intercom system, zone paging, all-call paging 
and other features as specified. 
1) Telephone Contractor shall provide cabling to support 4-port interfaces 

between both systems and proper interface to the telephone systems.
b. Technology Contractor shall provide proper interface/programming to the public-

address system and other features as specified.

1.4          SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data for all materials specified and shown on drawings to be installed.
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B. Submittal Format
1. Provide a Submittal Bill of Materials Index/Equipment List, with column headings that 

clearly identify the information requested herein for every item submitted. 
a. Each and every specification sheet submitted shall include a page number in the 

lower outside corner of the sheet. Double-sided specification sheets shall be 
identified by two (2) separate page numbers.

b. On each and every specification sheet submitted, indicate the applicable part 
numbers (s) on the sheet (s) by one of the following methods:
1) Circling the applicable part number (s)
2) Putting an arrow next to the applicable part number (s)
3) The Submittal Bill of Materials Index/Equipment List column headings shall 

identify the following minimum information. Submittals must be submitted 
using the following “headings” in the order indicated from left-to-right on the 
Bill of Materials Index/Equipment List: 

4) All Bill of Material items shall be listed in the Bill of Material 
Index/Equipment List.
a) Bill of Material Index/Equipment List shall be in the SAME ORDER 

AS THEY APPEAR IN THE SPECIFICATION, starting from the 
beginning of the specification.

b) Provide reviewing authority with an electronic file/copy of the Bill of 
Material Index/Equipment List.

5) “Specification Paragraph #”, reference specification paragraph/line 
number/location, that identifies each individual item, for every item specified 
and submitted. 
a) Example of paragraph/line number/location:  2.13, B., 7., c., 4), e)  

Power Supply 
6)  “Description” of each item
7) Manufacturer’s “Name” for each item
8) Manufacturer’s “Model #” for each item
9) “Quantity” of each item being provided for reference use.
10) Submittal Page Number(s) of specification sheet(s) for each item

2. Any submittal that does not include a submittal Bill of Materials, and provides a minimum 
of the information requested herein, shall be rejected without further review and returned 
to the applicable parties.

C. Submit supporting hardware for this system as part of the work for approval prior to installation.

D. Product Data:  Include complete sets of indexed cut sheets, in quantity as dictated by the project, 
of all major pieces of equipment and materials being supplied.  Arrange these sheets in the order 
the equipment appears in the Specification.  Clearly highlight information showing compliance 
with this and/or all applicable Specifications.  In the event that the manufacturer or 
representatives’ cut sheet contains more than one item, clearly indicate which items of the cut 
sheet are intended for installation. 
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E. Shop Drawings:  Submit a set of complete Shop Drawings, by system, showing equipment to be 
installed.  Include system configuration block diagrams of all equipment, indicating equipment 
type and model numbers.  Show each and every component, system and subsystem, as well as all 
proposed connections between system components, and proposed layouts of equipment racks for 
the entire system.  
1. System Labeling Schedules:  Electronic copy of labeling schedules, in software and format 

selected by Owner.
2. Cabling administration drawings and printouts.
3. Wiring diagrams to show typical wiring schematics including the cross-connects.
4. Cross-connects.  Detail mounting assemblies, and show elevations and physical 

relationship between the installed components.
5. Cross-connects and patch panels. Detail mounting assemblies and show elevations and 

physical relationship between the installed components.
6. Cable tray layout showing cable tray route to scale with relationship between the tray and 

adjacent structural, electrical and mechanical elements.

F. Quality Assurance Submittals:  
1. Provide manufacturer’s certification that Installer is qualified to install systems specified.  

Include a written statement signed by the Installer attesting that they have been in business 
for at least five years in the installation and servicing of systems specified.  Include the 
names of at least five clients for whom similar Work as specified has been performed in 
the past three years; list the individual responsible for the day-to-day operation of the 
system along with their current telephone number and address.

2. Provide names, qualifications, and certifications of installation personnel including 
Communication Systems Installer's site Supervisor/Foreman who shall be in charge of, and 
responsible for, all activities at the job site for the duration of the Project.  The job 
Supervisor/Foreman shall not be changed during the project without notification and 
approval from the Owner. 

3. Complete warranty information including sample Registration Certificate.
4. Technical Diagrams and Drawings:

a. Simplified single line block diagrams showing the interconnection of all equipment 
and functional relationships.  Show all equipment, patch panels, cables and jacks, 
whether connected or not.  The intent of these diagrams is to provide sufficient clear 
and complete information that a technician of average skill may efficiently 
troubleshoot and service the system, even if unfamiliar with the installation.

b. Provide "As Built" architectural quality plan Drawings at 1/8 inch = 1 ft-0 in. scale. 
Provide an electronic copy of the “As Built” drawings on CD(s).

c. All technical diagrams and drawings shall be mounted on the wall behind a clear 
plastic cover for protection.  There shall be 1 set of the above drawings and diagrams 
provided per equipment room, this includes both the MDF Room and all IDFs.
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1.5          TELEPHONE/DATA SYSTEM

A. General:
1. All telecommunication and data system interconnecting wiring, terminal blocks, 

connections, terminations, shall be furnished and installed by a licensed and certified 
installer.

2. The Electrical Subcontractor (E.C.) shall furnish and install all raceways, and outlet boxes 
as indicated on the drawings, including pull wires for all empty raceways and all access 
panels.  General contractor will furnish and install all backboards (3/4 inch thick by 78 in. 
high) which shall be mounted at the MDF room and each IDF room.

3. General Requirements:
a. Applicable Standards: 

1) Materials and equipment shall be installed in accordance with the most 
current versions of the National Electrical Code, local codes, safety codes, 
ANSI, ASTM, EIA, TIA, BISCI, IEEE, UL, NFPA.  
a) The following industry standards are the basis for the structured cabling 

system described in this document.
i ANSI/TIA/EIA
ii TIA/EIA-568-B Commercial Building 

Telecommunications Cabling Standard
iii TIA/EIA-568-B.1 General Requirements
iv TIA/EIA-568-B.2 Balanced Twisted Pair Cabling 

Components Standard
v TIA/EIA-568-B.3 Optical Fiber Cabling Components 

Standard
vi TIA/EIA - 942 Telecommunications Infrastructure for 

Data Centers
vii TIA/EIA-569-A Commercial Building Standard for 

Telecommunications Pathway and 
Spaces

viii TIA/EIA-606-A Administration Standard for the 
Telecommunications Infrastructure of 
Commercial Buildings

ix J-STD-607-A Commercial Building 
Grounding/Bonding Requirements NFPA

x NFPA 70 National Electric Code (NEC) ISO/IEC
xi ISO 11801 Generic Cabling for Customer Premises
xii EIA/TIA-TSB 67. Telecommunications Systems Bulletin, 

Additional Transmission Specifications 
for Unshielded Twisted-Pair Cabling 
Systems"

xiii EIA/TIA-455-61.  "FOTP-61, Measurement of Fiber or 
Cable Attenuation Using An OTDR".  

xiv IEEE 802.3 "Carrier Sense Multiple Access With 
Collision Detection".  
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xv ATM Forum Standard for 155 Mb/s ATM over 
Category 6 (AF-PHY-0015.000,   9/94)

xvi BISCI: Telecommunications Distribution 
Methods and LAN Design Manual

xvii IEEE-802:  Standards for Local Area Networking
xviii UL Performance Levels 

Certification Program
xix ANSI-IEEE-C2:  National Electrical Safety Code (NESC)
xx ANSI/NFPA-101:  Life Safety Code
xxi State of Rhode Island Electric Code 

b. Exposed wiring is not acceptable in any occupied space.
c. Contractor is responsible for strict adherence to Rhode Island electrical codes, and 

all other applicable codes.
d. The contractor is responsible for obtaining municipal permits and inspections as 

mandated by law.
e. All exposed cabling shall be run in raceway or conduit. 
f. All penetrations in station raceway shall have rubber or equivalent grommets to 

prevent cable cuts on trough edges.
g. Raceway shall be of sufficient size to accommodate all wiring.  Fill density not to 

exceed 40 percent, unless otherwise noted.  It is the responsibility of the bidder to 
determine the size needed based upon the floor plans provided.  A minimum size of 
¾ in. conduit shall be adhered to.

h. All raceways shall be attached to the building structure using screws and anchors.  
i. The I.T. sub-contractor is responsible for all aspects of MDF & IDF construction.  

Refer to drawings for configuration of each IDF and MDF.
j. All cabling at the MDF and IDFs shall be neatly bundled and dressed to the 

termination blocks.  All appropriate cable management materials (slotted duct, D 
rings) should be utilized for this purpose.  All wiring at IDF cabinets shall be 
installed concealed. 

k. All labeling of cables shall be 6 in. back from the termination with machine 
generated labels, hand written labels are not permitted.

l. All cable pulls in conduit, raceway, innerduct, shall have pull string left in place for 
future use.

m. Color code identification of cables must be maintained throughout all splices.
n. All station cabling shall be clearly and legibly labeled at both the faceplate end and 

the IDF/MDF termination blocks.  In addition to labeling both the inside of the 
faceplates and IDF/MDF termination blocks, the cable jacket shall be labeled six 
inches back from the terminations on both ends. Labeling shall be machine 
generated.

o. Labeling of the outside of the jack with identification numbers shall be made using 
a Panduit LS8 handheld label machine or equal. Samples shall be provided to 
Engineer for approval prior to installation.
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p. In order to qualify for installation of the data communications system, Contractor 
must possess the required license classification, a performance history, experience 
in the installation and termination of optical fiber cable systems, and proof of time 
in business.  Contractor must be trained and certified for the communications cable 
and hardware which it installs, and must furnish proof of certification.

q. License Classification: Contractor must possess a valid state Contractor's License.

1.6          DEFINITIONS

A. Main Cross Connect (MC): The MC is the location, within a building or complex of buildings, 
where the entire telecommunications system originates.  It may include: the physical location, 
enclosure, wire and cable management hardware, termination hardware, distribution hardware, 
and patching and equipment racks. 

B. Horizontal Cross Connect (HC): The HC is the location in a building where a transition between 
the backbone or vertical riser system and the horizontal distribution system occurs. 

C. “Provide”:  Furnish and install, complete and ready for intended use

1.7          SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

A. The data communications system shall consist of four components, active switch equipment, an 
optical fiber backbone, a copper twisted-pair backbone, and twisted pair copper work station 
cabling. 

B. The audio visual systems shall consist of wiring, jacks, amplification equipment, control 
equipment, and head end video equipment.

1.8          SCOPE OF WORK

A. The work under this section includes providing of all material, labor, equipment and supplies and 
the performance of all operations to provide a complete working Integrated Instructional 
Technology Network System indicated by the Drawings and details and as specified herein.  
Where the Drawings, Specifications, Codes, Regulations, Laws, or the requirements of the local 
Authority conflict, provide the higher quality and higher quantity indicated or required and follow 
the strictest requirement.  In general, the work includes, but is not limited to, the following:
1. Cabling for Sound and Clock per manufacturers requirements.
2. Equipment Racks and Cabinets.
3. Relay Brackets.
4. Terminations.
5. Protection of all work.
6. Record Drawings and Documentation.
7. Staging.
8. Telephone and data cabling.
9. Data network racks, patch panels, and patch cables.
10. Network fiber optic back  bone cabling and patch panels.
11. Operation and Maintenance Instructions and Manuals for the section’s work.
12. Nameplates, Labels and Tags.
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13. Testing and certification.
14. Coordination with manufacturers, other trades and Owner.   
15. CATV wiring, amps and splitters.
16. Sound, Public Address and Intercom.

a. Integrated Sound, System Computer and Software.
b. Telephone System Integration Requirements.
c. Ceiling / Wall Mounted Speaker Assemblies.
d. Bell/Class Change Signaling System.
e. Public Address System.
f. Controls, Amplifiers, and Terminal Equipment.
g. Power Supplies.
h. Battery Backup for System Programming.
i. Program Distribution System.
j. Accessories.

B. Provide and maintain in safe adequate condition all staging and scaffolding required for the proper 
execution of the work of this section.

C. Coordinate work with that of all other trades affecting or affected by work of this section.  
Cooperate with such trades to assure the steady progress of all work under the Contract.

1.9          PROTECTION OF WORK AND PROPERTY

A. Be responsible for the care and protection of all work included under this section until it has been 
tested and accepted.

B. Protect all equipment and materials from damage from all causes including theft.  All materials 
and equipment damaged or stolen shall be replaced with equal material or equipment at the option 
of the Architect and Owner.

C. Materials and equipment stored for this project shall be protected and maintained according to 
the manufacturer's recommendations and requirements and according to the applicable 
requirements of NFPA 70B.

D. Protect all equipment, outlets and openings with temporary plugs, caps and covers.  Protect work 
and materials of other trades from damage that might be caused by work or workmen and make 
good any damage caused.

E. Use caution to avoid damage to existing work, and to prevent harm to personnel working in all 
areas.

F. Observe all safety precautions and requirements for the construction.

G. When open-flame or spark producing tools such as blower torches, welding equipment, are 
required in the process of executing the work, the General Contractor shall be notified not less 
than twenty four hours in advance of the time that the work is to begin and the location where the 
work is to be performed.  Provide, where necessary, fire protective covering and maintain a 
constant non-working fire watch where work is being performed and until it is completed.
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H. The General Contractor and the Installer are responsible for initiating, maintaining, and 
supervising all safety precautions and requirements during construction.

1.10          SEQUENCING AND SCHEDULING

A. Coordinate the work of this section with the respective trades responsible for installing interface 
work, and ensure that the work performed hereunder is acceptable to such trades for the 
installation of their work.

B. Continuity of all services shall be maintained in all areas which will be occupied or temporarily 
relocated during the construction period.  If an interruption of service becomes necessary, such 
shall be scheduled in advance, made only upon consent of the Owner and at a time outside normal 
working hours as the Owner shall designate.

C. Refer to the overall scheduling of the work of the project.  Schedule work, process Submittal and 
order materials and equipment to conform to this schedule and install work to not delay nor 
interfere with the progress of the project.

D. Inform Architect immediately of any delays or potential delays.  Furnish manufacturer's letter to 
verify order date, equipment delays, expected shipment date, order number, and potential 
remedies to speed up delivery.  Any costs to speed up delivery shall be implemented at no cost to 
the project if the equipment or material was not ordered as soon as possible after Contract award 
or within the time frames indicated with the Submittal.

E. Include premium time required to comply with the project scheduling and phasing.

F. Be aware of, and plan for, project scheduling and phasing.  Provide for complete continuous 
operation of all systems.  Coordinate scheduling and phasing with the Architect, Owner, other 
Trades, and the General Contractor.

1.11          WARRANTY

A. Voice and Data Cabling Warranty:  The products that shall best support the needs of the project, 
and provide the highest level of system performance over the life of the facility, shall be a voice 
and data cabling system that is made up of system components designed, manufactured and 
installed as a total system solution.  This requirement also applies to data patch cords specified in 
this section; e.g. Ortronics patch cords shall be used with Ortronics jacks and patch panels. 

B. Provide a Manufacturer's Extended Product Warranty that covers product defects for all passive 
components of the Voice and Data Cabling System.  Passive components are defined as those 
exhibiting no gain or contributing no energy to the Data Cabling System and include but are not 
limited to cabling, connectors, outlets, patch panels, patch cords, racks as outlined in PART 2 of 
this Specification.
1. The following shall be covered by the Manufacturer's Extended Product Warranty:

a. All passive components that comprise the Voice and Data Cabling System will be 
free from manufacturing defects in material of workmanship under normal and 
proper use.
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b. All passive components that comprise the Voice and Data Cabling System shall 
exceed the specifications of ANSI/TIA/EIA 568B series, and exceed ISO/IEC 11801 
standards, including all subsequent changes to these standards that are in effect at 
the time of bidding, and shall meet or exceed the performance specifications as 
outlined in PART 2 of this Specification.

c. The installation shall exceed the insertion and return loss, attenuation and near end 
crosstalk (NEXT) requirements of ANSI/TIA/EIA 568B series and the ISO/IEC 
11801 standards for cabling links/channel configurations specified in these 
standards including all subsequent changes to these standards that are in effect at the 
time of bidding.

d. Each Voice and Data Channel shall be capable of delivering data at 1.2 Gbps 
between active network electronics.  A Data Channel is comprised of all passive 
components including cabling, connectors, patch panel port, and patch cords, with 
up to a total of 4 connections between Owner's network electronics (not in the 
contract).

2. Upon successful completion of the Voice and Data Cabling System installation by the 
Communication Systems Installer, and subsequent inspection by an authorized 
representative of the Manufacturer of the passive components, the Owner shall be provided 
with Registration Certificate, from the Manufacturer, registering the Installation.

3. Duration of Warranty:  The warranty shall run for 20 years from the Date of Substantial 
Completion of the Project, unless the Registration Certificate is issued by the Manufacturer 
at a later date, in which case the warranty shall run for 20 years from the date that the 
Registration Certificate is issued.

4. The Extended Product Warranty is applicable to the Voice and Data Cabling System 
passive components at the original site of installation.  Under the Extended Product 
Warranty, the Manufacturer of the passive components shall either repair or replace the 
defective product(s) at the Manufacturers cost.  This includes the replacement or repair cost 
of defective materials and the cost of labor to repair or replace any and all defective 
products.

5. The Communication Systems Installer shall be able to provide a Manufacturer's warranty 
that the Voice and Data Cabling System shall be free from failures which prevent operation 
of the specific applications for which the original Voice and Data Cabling System was 
designed to support, including but not limited to: 10Base-T; 100Base-T; 52/155 Mbps 
ATM; 622Mbps 64-CAP ATM; 1000Base-T Gigabit Ethernet.

1.12          MAINTENANCE

A. Provide installers maintenance contract quote, upon request, for a period equal to warranty.

B. Upon receipt of notice from the Owner of failure of any part of the systems during the warranty 
period, the affected parts shall be replaced.  Any equipment requiring excessive service consisting 
of more than two unscheduled service calls, shall be considered defective and shall be replaced.

C. Response times to warranty issues shall differ according to the level of the problem.
1. A problem is considered to be corrected when the system and its components operate 

according to specified requirements.
2. Warranty work shall be performed according to the procedures of the Owner, its staff and 

tenants and their normal operations.
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1.13          SEISMIC REQUIREMENTS

A. Equipment and work shall meet the restraint requirements for a Seismic Zone - 2 location 
including installation and connections of material and equipment to the building structure.

1.14          FUNCTION AND OPERATION 

A. The intended function of the data communications cable system is to transmit data signals from a 
central location to several individual data outlet locations.  Upon completion of the work outlined 
in this specification, the system shall be capable of transmitting data signals at a rate of 1000 
Mbps. 

B. Work station cable, from the HC to the work area, shall be installed in accordance with EIA/TIA-
568-A specified installation practices, EIA/TIA TSB 67 recommended installation practices, 
manufacturer specified installation practices, and shall be capable of transmitting a signal at 1000 
Mbps with acceptable attenuation and cross-talk measurements.  The entire work station cable 
system, including wiring blocks, cable, and telecommunications outlets shall be tested for 
Category 6 compliance.

1.15          EXTRA MATERIALS

A. Furnish extra materials that match products installed and that are packaged with protective 
covering for storage and identified with labels describing contents.
1. Connecting Blocks:  One of each type.
2. UTP 4-pair Station Cable: 1,000 feet.
3. UTP Backbone Cable:  300 feet.
4. Patch-Panel Units:  One of each type.
5. Device Plate:  10 of each type.
6. Patch Cables:  80 – Color and length to be determined.

PART 2  - PRODUCTS

2.1          GENERAL 

A. Throughout Part 2, material quantities are given. These quantities are given for reference purposes 
only. It is the responsibility of the Contractor to provide appropriate quantities of materials to 
provide a complete, functional system.  

B. Equipment shall be installed in accordance with Technology drawings. General installation 
provisions are as follows: 
1. Equipment Racks: Equipment racks shall be assembled and mounted in locations shown in 

the Drawings and as described herein. Each rack shall be assembled in accordance with the 
manufacturer's instructions and recommendations. Each rack shall be mounted such that 
the side rails are plumb. Each rack shall be affixed to the building structure at each of the 
mounting holes provided.  Attachment shall be by 1/2 in. X 1-1/4 in. lag bolts. A 3/8 in. 
pilot hole shall be drilled for each lag bolt. Each bolt shall be tightened to the extent that it 
holds the mounting hardware firmly, but not so tight as to distort the hardware or strip the 
threads. 
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Equipment racks are to be co-located with the quadplex power outlets to allow for easy 
connection of racked equipment to the power system of the school. 

2. Wiring Blocks and Wire Management Components: Where required, wiring blocks and 
wire management components shall be mounted to the plywood backboard.  Wiring blocks 
and wire management shall be mounted in accordance with the attached drawings. Each 
device shall be mounted such that its horizontal dimension is level. In cases where more 
than one device is mounted, they shall be aligned vertically.  Each device shall be affixed 
to the plywood backboard by means of screws suitable for fastening to plywood.  A 
minimum of four (4) of the mounting holes provided shall be utilized for fastening. Screws 
shall be tightened to the extent that they hold the device snug to the backboard, but not so 
tight as to distort or damage the device. Wiring blocks shall be terminated in accordance 
with the manufacturer's instructions and recommendations. Installation of accessories shall 
also be conducted in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions and 
recommendations.  

2.2          COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT ROOM FITTINGS

A. Summary:

Section Includes:
1. Telecommunications mounting elements.
2. Pathways
3. Telecommunications equipment racks and cabinets
4. Grounding.

B. Coordination:  Coordinate layout and installation of communications equipment with Owner's 
telecommunications and LAN equipment and service suppliers.  Coordinate service entrance 
arrangement with local exchange carrier.
1. Meet jointly with telecommunications and LAN equipment suppliers, local exchange 

carrier representatives, and Owner to exchange information and agree on details of 
equipment arrangements and installation interfaces.

2. Record agreements reached in meetings and distribute them to other participants.
3. Adjust arrangements and locations of distribution frames, cross-connects, and patch panels 

in equipment rooms to accommodate and optimize arrangement and space requirements of 
telephone switch and LAN equipment.

4. Adjust arrangements and locations of equipment with distribution frames, cross-connects, 
and patch panels of cabling systems of other communications, electronic safety and 
security, and related systems that share space in the equipment room.

5. Coordinate location of power raceways and receptacles with locations of communications 
equipment requiring electrical power to operate.

C. Pathways:
1. General Requirements:  Comply with TIA/EIA-569-A.
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2. Cable Support:  NRTL labeled.  Cable support brackets shall be designed to prevent 
degradation of cable performance and pinch points that could damage cable.  Cable tie slots 
fasten cable ties to brackets.
a. Comply with NFPA 70 and UL 2043 for fire-resistant and low-smoke-producing 

characteristics.
b. Support brackets with cable tie slots for fastening cable ties to brackets.
c. Lacing bars, spools, J-hooks, and D-rings.
d. Straps and other devices.

D. Equipment Frames (Racks)
1. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, manufacturers offering products 

that may be incorporated into the Work include, but are not limited to, the following:
a. APC
b. Cooper B-Line, Inc.
c. Hubbell Premise Wiring.
d. Panduit
e. Or equal

2. General Frame Requirements:
a. Distribution Frames:  Freestanding and wall-mounting, modular-steel units designed 

for telecommunications terminal support and coordinated with dimensions of units 
to be supported.

b. Module Dimension:  Width compatible with EIA 310 standard, 19-inch panel 
mounting.

c. Finish:  Manufacturer's standard, baked-polyester powder coat.
3. Floor-Mounted Racks:  Modular-type, four-post quick rail, aluminum construction.

a. Vertical and horizontal cable management channels, top and bottom cable troughs, 
grounding lug, and two power strips.

b. Baked-polyester powder coat finish.
4. Equipment Cabinets:

a. 42RU, 24 in. W x 42 in. D.
b. Steel construction.
c. Treated to resist corrosion.
d. Perforated front and rear doors.
e. Lockable front and rear doors.
f. Louvered side panels.
g. Cable access provisions top and bottom.
h. Grounding lug.
i. Rack-mounted, 250-cfm fan.
j. 19 in. Dual slide rack mount monitor keyboard drawer (provide two)
k. Power strip (two).
l. All cabinets keyed alike.
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m. Regulatory approvals: EIA-310-D
n. Warranty: 5-years
o. Standards: UL 60950

5. Cable Management for Equipment Frames:
a. Metal, with integral wire retaining fingers.
b. Baked-polyester powder coat finish.
c. Vertical cable management panels shall have front and rear channels, with covers.
d. Provide horizontal crossover cable manager at the top of each relay rack, with a 

minimum height of two rack units each.
6. Power Strips:  Comply with UL 1363.

a. Rack mounting.
b. Receptacles: Six 20-A, 120-V ac, NEMA WD 6, Configuration 5-20R receptacles 

for each power strip. Provide two in each rack.
c. LED indicator lights for power and protection status.
d. LED indicator lights for reverse polarity and open outlet ground.
e. Circuit Breaker and Thermal Fusing:  When protection is lost, circuit opens and 

cannot be reset.
f. Cord connected with 15-foot line cord.
g. Rocker-type on-off switch, illuminated when in on position.
h. Peak Single-Impulse Surge Current Rating:  33 kA per phase.
i. Protection modes shall be line to neutral, line to ground, and neutral to ground.  

UL 1449 clamping voltage for all 3 modes shall be not more than 330 V.

E. Grounding:
1. Comply with requirements in 260000 Section "Grounding and Bonding for Electrical 

Systems." for grounding conductors and connectors.
2. Telecommunications Main Bus Bar:

a. Connectors:  Mechanical type, cast silicon bronze, solderless exothermic-type wire 
terminals, and long-barrel, two-bolt connection to ground bus bar.

b. Ground Bus Bar:  Copper, minimum 1/4 inch thick by 4 inches wide with 9/32-inch 
holes spaced 1-1/8 inches apart.

c. Stand-Off Insulators:  Comply with UL 891 for use in switchboards, 600 V.  Lexan 
or PVC, impulse tested at 5000 V.

d. Comply with ANSI-J-STD-607-A.

F. Labeling:
1. Comply with TIA/EIA-606-A and UL 969 for a system of labeling materials, including 

label stocks, laminating adhesives, and inks used by label printers.
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2.3          FIBER OPTIC CABLE:

A. Fiber:  The following cable specifications shall also be met by the cable manufacturer for fiber 
optic cable:
1. Attenuation:  The LightSystem cable as noted in Tables 1 and 3 and LightSystem PlusTM 

as noted in Tables 2 and 4 cable shall perform in accordance with the attenuation limits 
when tested per ANSI/EIA/TIA-455-46, -53, -61 or -78 (as applicable).

2. Bandwidth:  LightSystem as noted in Table 1 cable and LightSystem PlusTM cable as 
noted in Table 2 shall perform in accordance with the bandwidth limits when tested per 
ANSI/EIA/TIA-455-51 or ISO/IEC 793-1-C2A

3. Transmission distance:  The protocol pertinent to the transmission distance noted in Table 
1 for LightSystem and Table 2 for LightSystem PlusTM cable is Gigabit Ethernet per 
IEEE 802.3z. 

4. Zero Dispersion Wavelength and Slope:  LightSystem cable shall perform as noted in 
Table 3 and LightSystem Plus cable as noted in Table 4 in accordance with the Zero 
Dispersion wavelength and slope limits when tested per ANSI/EIA/TIA-455-168, -169, or 
-175 (as applicable).

5. Fiber 50/125 m Multimode Optical fiber cables shall be manufactured by one of the 
following:
a. Belden
b. Berk-Tek
c. Commscope
d. General Cable
e. Mohawk
f. Or equal
g. Be a minimum of twelve strands of 50/125 m multimode optical fiber for horizontal 

cabling.
h. Be appropriate for the environment in which it is installed.

6. Fiber equipment cords shall:
a. Be available in standard lengths of 1, 3, and 5 meters, custom lengths shall also be 

available, and shall meet or exceed standards as defined in ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-A 
and ISO/IEC 11801.

b. Utilize duplex fiber cable that is 50/125 micron multimode, OFNR riser grade, and 
meets the requirements of UL 1666.

c. Utilize cable where the attenuation shall not exceed 3.5 dB/km @ 850 nm 
wavelength or 1.0 dB/km @ 1300 nm.

d. Have a cable jacket color for 50/125 in gray.
e. The connectors shall be SC or ST in accordance with TIA/EIA-568-A and must 

include a ceramic ferrule.
f. Have ST connectors with a metal coupling nut.
g. Have a minimum return loss of 20 dB (25 dB typical) at both 850 nm & 1300 nm.
h. Be made by an ISO 9001 and 14001 Certified Manufacturer.
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i. Be UL 1666 approved.
j. Siemon Company FJ Series Fiber Jumpers Recommended Category 6:

7. Coordinate fiber patch cords with Owner prior to release.  Provide SC to LC, ST to LC, or 
any combination of the two.  Provide one per fiber port.

8. Warning Tags: At each location where the fiber cable is exposed to human intrusion, it 
shall be marked with warning tags. These tags shall be yellow or orange in color, and shall 
contain the warning: "CAUTION FIBER OPTIC CABLE". The text shall be permanent, 
black, block characters, and at least 3/16 in. high. A warning tag shall be permanently 
affixed to each exposed cable or bundle of cables, at intervals of not more than five feet. 
Any section of exposed cable which is less than five feet in length shall have at least one 
warning tag affixed to it.

9. T-Bar Suspended Ceilings: Copper station cabling may be run outside of conduits and 
above T-Bar suspended ceilings when available, at the option of the installer. Cables 
installed in this fashion are to be run horizontally in bundles and tied down neatly, well 
clear of any light fixtures or other electrical appliances that may affect data transmissions.

B. Optical fiber Interconnect Equipment: Interconnect equipment may be mounted either on the 
plywood backboard or in the equipment racks, depending on the particular application. When 
mounted on the backboard, the horizontal dimension shall be level.  A minimum of four of the 
mounting holes provided shall be utilized for fastening. Screws shall be tightened to the extent 
that they hold the device snug to the backboard, but not so tight as to distort or damage the device. 
Interconnect equipment mounted in racks shall be affixed to the rack by at least four screws. The 
screws shall be of the correct size and thread configuration for the holes in the rack. They shall 
be tightened to the extent that they hold the equipment firmly to the rack, without distorting the 
equipment or stripping the threads.  All optical fiber interconnect devices shall be assembled and 
installed in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions and recommendations. All large 
openings into wall mounted cabinets shall be covered by a grommet.

2.4          UTP CABLE (BACKBONE)

A. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the 
following:
1. Belden CDT Inc.; Electronics Division.
2. CommScope
3. Mohawk; a division of Belden CDT.
4. Molex
5. Superior Essex Inc.
6. Or equal

B. Description: Multi-pair Backbone Cable: Category 5e, 100-ohm, 25-pair UTP binder groups 
covered with a gray thermoplastic jacket.  
1. Comply with ICEA S-90-661 for mechanical properties.
2. Comply with TIA/EIA-568-B.1 for performance specifications.
3. Comply with TIA/EIA-568-B.2, Category 5e.
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4. Listed and labeled by an NRTL acceptable to authorities having jurisdiction as complying 
with UL 444 and NFPA 70 for the following types:
a. Communications:  Type CMP, complying with NFPA 262.

C. Multi-pair backbone cables:  Provide copper backbone cable that meets or exceeds the following 
specifications:
1. Electrical Specifications:

   Maximum DC Resistance 28.6 /1,000 ft (9.4 /100m)
   Maximum DC Resistance Unbalanced 5 percent
   Maximum Capacitance Unbalanced (pair 

to ground)
1,000 pF/1000 ft. (328 pF/m)

   Mutual Capacitance @ 1kHz 18 nF/1000 ft (5.9 nF/100 m), max.

2. Attenuation (dB/100 m  [328 ft.]):

Frequency Attenuation (Max.)
  1.00   MHz 2.3 dB
  4.00   MHz 4.9 dB
10.00   MHz 8.5 dB
16.00   MHz 12 dB

3. Worst Pair Near-End Crosstalk (NEXT) dB/100 m [328 ft]:

Frequency Pair-To-Pair NEXT (Max.)
  1.0 MHz 13.8 dB
  4.0 MHz 11.2 dB
  10.0 MHz 10.2 dB
  16.0 MHz 9.2 dB

2.5          FIBER INNERDUCT 

A. DESCRIPTION: From the MDF to each IDF, segments of optical fiber innerduct shall be 
installed. 
1. Quantities Required: Innerduct runs do not have to be continuous throughout, breaks are 

expected at the pull boxes. Contractor is responsible for determination of actual lengths of 
innerduct required. Enough innerduct shall be provided and installed to extend from the 
fiber service loop in the MDF to the fiber service loop in each IDF. If the route passes 
through a pull box, the segments of innerduct shall extend twelve inches into the pull box. 
If the route passes through an enroute HC, each segment of innerduct shall extend at least 
twelve inches beyond the end of the service conduit.

B. INSTALLATION: Fiber innerduct shall be installed in accordance with manufacturer’s 
instructions and industry standards. Within the equipment rooms, the innerduct shall extend from 
the end of conduit to four feet above the floor and shall be affixed to the backboard by means of 
clamps designed for that purpose. Care shall be taken to avoid kinking the innerduct or applying 
excessive tension during the installation process.  
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2.6          FIBER DISTRIBUTION

A. DESCRIPTION: From the MDF to each IDF a continuous segment of fiber cable shall be 
provided. 
1. Product: 12 strands multi-mode 50/125 UM OM3 laser optimized and 6 strands single-

mode 8.3/125 UM.
2. Quantities Required: The contractor is responsible for determination of actual segment 

lengths. Actual quantities will be determined by the routing established by the electrical 
engineer.  

3. Required Accessories and Quantities: 
a. Kit of Parts:  Sufficient quantities to block and buffer both ends of each cable 

segment.  
b. Sealant: Sealant sufficient quantities to block each end of each cable segment.  

B. INSTALLATION: Installation shall be conducted following guidelines established by the product 
manufacturer and industry standards.  
1. Fiber Optic Cable: During installation of the optical fiber cable segments into the conduit 

system, special care shall be taken to avoid damage to the cable.  While under pulling 
tension, the cable shall not be bent into a curve with a radius of less than 20 times the cable 
diameter. Pulling tension shall not exceed manufacturer's recommended maximum tensile 
load. Contractor shall utilize a winch with tension control or a "break-away" link designed 
to break away at or below the recommended maximum tension.

C. The optical fiber cable shall be routed through the existing conduit and onto the appropriate HC 
backboard. Routing on the backboard shall be straight and plumb. A minimum ten foot service 
loop shall be provided at each terminal location. Refer to Drawings for cable configuration.  

2.7          WORK STATION CABLE 

A. DESCRIPTION: From each MDF or IDF, 4-pair enhanced Category 6A cables shall be routed to 
each work station (data outlets). 
1. Product:  

a. Copper 4-pair UTP:
1) UTP cables shall:

a) Be manufactured by one of the following:
i Hitatchi Cable Manchester
ii Berk-Tek
iii Commscope
iv General Cable
v Mohawk
vi Or equal
vii Be 100  4-pair, category 6A cable.
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2. Required Accessories and Quantities (Hard Wall Locations): 
a. Work Station: shall be metal with ivory or white finish (refer to drawings), Single 

Gang, Single Port Face plate. Using Panduit CMB**-X blank modules to fill unused 
ports. Refer to drawings for two, three, and four gang configurations.  Modules shall 
be CJ688TP** – color to be selected by engineer.

3. Work Area Equipment Cords:  The Work Area Equipment Cords shall meet or exceed the 
following criteria:
a. Modular Equipment Cords: Category 6A cable

4. Category 6A, modular equipment cords shall:
a. Be round, and consist of eight insulated 24 AWG, stranded copper conductors, 

arranged in four color-coded twisted-pairs within a flame-retardant jacket.
b. Be equipped with modular 8-position (RJ45 style) plugs on both ends, wired 

straight-through with standards compliant wiring.
5. Use modular plugs which exceed FCC CFR 47 part 68 subpart F and IEC 60603-7 

specifications, and have 50 microinches minimum of gold plating over nickel contacts.
6. Be resistant to corrosion from humidity, extreme temperatures, and airborne contaminants.
7. Utilize cable that exhibit power sum NEXT performance.

a. Be available in several colors with or without color strain relief boots featuring a 
snagless design.

b. Provide one 10 foot cord per data jack shown on drawings.
c. Be made by an ISO 9001 and 14001 Certified Manufacturer. 
d. Electrical Specifications:
e. DC resistance per lead: 9.38  / 100 m maximum.
f. Input impedance without averaging: 100  + 15 percent from 1 to 100 MHz.
g. 100 percent transmission tested with laboratory grade network analyzers for proper 

performance up to 1000 MHz.  Vendor shall guarantee cords are compatible with 
category 6 links/3A links.

8. UL VERIFIED (or equivalent) for TIA/EIA proposed category 6/6A electrical 
performance.

9. UL LISTED 1863.
10. All information outlets for 100  22-26 AWG copper cable shall:

a. Be available in black, white, gray, ivory and light ivory.
b. Accommodate a minimum of two 8-position / 8-conductor modular jacks.
c. Utilize compliant pin technology 110 style insulation displacement connectors 

which allows the use of a 4-pair impact tool.
d. Allow for a minimum of 200 re-terminations without signal degradation below 

standards compliance limit.
e. Be constructed of high impact, flame-retardant thermoplastic.
f. Be available in a screened version for 100  ScTP cable.
g. Be made by an ISO 9001 and 14001 Certified Manufacturer.
h. Electrical Specifications:
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i. ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B1, B2, B3 and ISO/IEC 11801 proposed category 6A 
compliant.

j. The following requirements shall also be met (NEXT Loss and FEXT tested in both 
Differential and Common Mode):

Parameters Performance Performance @ 100 MHz *
NEXT Loss + 3.0 dB 43.0 dB
FEXT + 3.0 dB 43.0 dB **
Insertion Loss (Attenuation) + 40 percent .24 dB
Return Loss + 6 dB 20 dB 
LCL 40 dB (1-100 MHz) **

B. INSTALLATION: Installation shall be conducted in accordance with guidelines established the 
manufacturer and industry standards. Wall Plates shall be mounted such that their vertical 
dimension is plumb. Each wall plate shall be labeled with its respective work station number.  
Each modular mounting frame shall be labeled with its respective work station number.

C. Technical Requirements: Horizontal cabling:  the horizontal subsystem is the portion of the 
telecommunications cabling system that extends from the work area telecommunications 
outlet/connector to the horizontal cross-connect in the Telecommunications room/closet.  It 
consists of the telecommunications outlet/connector, the horizontal cables, optional consolidation 
point, and that portion of the cross-connect in the telecommunications room/closet serving the 
horizontal cable.  
1. Cable Types:  All UTP and fiber optic cables shall conform to the following standards:

a. ANSI/TIA-568C.0 Generic Telecommunications Cabling for Customer 
Premises

b. ANSI/TIA-568C.1 Commercial Building Telecommunications Cabling
c. ANSI/TIA-568C.2 Balance Twisted Pair Telecommunications Cabling
d. ANSI/TIA-568C.3 Optical Fiber Cabling and Components Standard
e. Including all applicable addenda) and ISO/IEC 11801 (International) Generic 

Cabling for Customer Premises standard (latest amendment and including all 
applicable addenda).

f. Input Bonded-Pair Non-bonded Pair
Impedance
100 + 12 1-20 MHz -----

100 + 15 20-250 MHz 1-100 MHz

100 + 20 250-350 MHz -----

100 + 22 350-625 MHz 100-200 MHz

100 + 32 ----- 200-625 MHz
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g. Copper:  The following cable specifications shall also be met by the cable 
manufacturer for 4-pair UTP, premium category 6 cables:
1) Attenuation:  Qualified Cables shall exhibit worst case attenuation less than 

the values derived using the equations shown in the chart below from 1 MHz 
to the highest referenced frequency value.  Worst case qualified cable 
attenuation performance for selected frequency points of interest is also 
provided.

Attenuation Limits Table
System 6SM

Frequency Range 1-350 MHz
Worst Case

f
ff 0.20+.017+82.1 

MHzFrequency 
Points of 
Interest

100
200
300

19.8 dB
  29  dB
35.3 dB

h. Near End Crosstalk (NEXT) Loss:
1) Qualified Cables shall exhibit worst case NEXT Loss greater than the values 

derived using the equations shown in the chart below from 1 MHz to the 
highest referenced frequency value. Worst case qualified cable NEXT Loss 
performance for selected frequency points of interest is also provided.

i. Power Sum Near-End Crosstalk (PSNEXT) Loss:
1) Qualified Cables shall exhibit worst case PSNEXT Loss greater than the 

values derived using the equations shown in the chart below from 1 MHz to 
the highest referenced frequency value. Worst case qualified cable PSNEXT 
Loss performance for selected frequency points of interest is also provided.

PSNEXT Loss Limits Table
System 6SM

Frequency Range 1-350 MHz
Worst Case PSNEXT Loss )

0.772
15log(-74 f



MHzFrequency 
Points of 
Interest

100
200
300

42.3 dB
37.8 dB
35.1 dB

NEXT Loss Limits Table
System 6SM

Frequency Range 1-350 MHz
Worst Case Cable NEXT 
Loss

)
0.772

15log(-76 f


MHzFrequency 
Points of 
Interest 100

200
300

44.3 dB
39.8 dB
37.1 dB
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j. Equal Level Far-End Crosstalk (ELFEXT):
1) Qualified Cables shall exhibit worst case ELFEXT greater than the values 

derived using the equations shown in the chart below from 1 MHz to the 
highest referenced frequency value.  Worst case qualified cable ELFEXT 
performance for selected frequency points of interest is also provided.

ELFEXT Limits Table
System 6SM

Frequency Range 1-350 MHz
Worst Case ELFEXT )

0.772
20log(-70 f



MHzFrequency Points 
of Interest 100

200
300

27.8 dB
22.7 dB
18.2 dB

k. Power Sum Equal Level Far-End Crosstalk (PSELFEXT):
1) Qualified Cables shall exhibit worst case PSELFEXT Loss greater than the 

values derived using the equations shown in the chart below from 1 MHz to 
the highest referenced frequency value. Worst case qualified cable 
PSELFEXT performance for selected frequency points of interest is also 
provided.

PSELFEXT Loss Limits Table
System 6SM

Frequency Range 1-350 MHz
Worst Case PSELFEXT )

0.772
20log(-67 f



MHzFrequency Points 
of Interest 100

200
300

24.8 dB
18.7 dB
15.2 dB

l. Return Loss:
1) Qualified Cables shall exhibit worst case Return Loss greater than the values 

derived using the equations shown in the chart below from 1 MHz to the 
highest referenced frequency value. Worst case qualified cable Return Loss 
performance for selected frequency points of interest is also provided.

Return Loss Limits Table
System 6SM

Frequency Range 1-350 MHz
Frequency 
(MHz)

Return Loss 
(dB)

Worst Case Return Loss

 f <10
10  f < 20
20  f  300

21 +4log(f)dB
25 dB
25 –7log(f/20)
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MHzFrequency Points of 
Interest 100

200
300

20.1 dB
 18 dB
16.8 dB

m. Propagation Delay (ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-A-1):
1) Qualified Cables shall exhibit worst case Propagation Delay less than the 

values derived using the equations shown in the chart below from 1 MHz to 
the highest referenced frequency value. Worst case qualified cable 
Propagation Delay performance for selected frequency points of interest is 
also provided.

Propagation Delay Limits Table
System 6SM

Frequency Range 1-350 MHz
Worst Case Propagation 
Delay MHzf

36476

MHzFrequency Points 
of Interest 100

200
300

480 ns
479 ns
478 ns

n. Delay Skew (ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-A-1):
1) Qualified Cables shall exhibit worst case Delay Skew less than the values 

specified in the chart below per 100 m from 1 MHz to the highest referenced 
frequency value.

Delay Skew Limits Table
System 6SM

Frequency Range 1-350 MHz
MHzWorst Case Delay 

Skew 100
200
300

25 ns
25 ns
25 ns

o. Longitudinal Conversion Loss (LCL):
1) For all categories of 100  unshielded and screened cables, the worst case 

calculated LCL for any pair in a 100 m cable shall not be less than 35 dB, 
from 1 MHz to the highest referenced frequency for each performance 
category.  LCL measurements shall be performed in accordance with ITU-T 
Recommendation O.9 (November, 1988) or equivalent.  Calculated LCL 
performance shall be determined by subtracting the test balun loss correction 
factor (as specified by the balun manufacturer) from the measured value at all 
frequencies.
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LCL Limits Table
System 6SM

Frequency Range 1-350 MHz
MHzWorst Case Delay 

Skew 100
200
300

35 dB
35 dB*
35 dB

p. Longitudinal Transfer Conversion Loss (LCTL):
1) For all categories of 100  unshielded and screened cables, the worst case 

calculated LCTL for any pair in a 100 m cable shall not be less than 35 dB, 
from 1 MHz to the highest referenced frequency for each performance 
category.  LCTL measurements shall be performed in accordance with ITU-
T Recommendation O.9 (November, 1988) or equivalent.  Calculated LCL 
performance shall be determined by subtracting the test balun loss correction 
factor (as specified by the balun manufacturer) from the measured value at all 
frequencies.

LCTL Limits Table
System 6SM

Frequency Range 1-350 MHz
MHzWorst Case 

Delay Skew 100
200
300

35 dB
35 dB*
35 dB*

q. Attenuation to Crosstalk Ratio (ACR):
1) Using “pair-to-pair NEXT Loss”, all Qualified Cables shall exhibit worst case 

ACR performance for the specified frequency range shown in the following 
table. 

ACR Limits Table
System 6SM

Frequency Range 1-350 MHz
MHzWorst Case 

ACR 1-80
80-100
1-100
100-300

24.1 dB
24.1 dB
24.1 dB
    .5 dB

PSACR Limits Table
System 6SM

Frequency Range 1-350 MHz
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MHzWorst Case 
PSACR 1-80

80-100
1-100
100-300

22.1 dB
22.1 dB
22.1 dB
-1.5 dB

r. Transfer Impedance:
1) Surface Transfer Impedance is specified for ScTP cables and is determined 

by the formula below in m/m where f = frequency.  All qualified ScTP 
cables shall have a margin greater than or equal to the values specified in the 
following table. 

354437 fffTcable 

Transfer Impedance Limits Table
Margin 1-100 MHz System 6SM
Transfer Impedance 10  percent

2.8          MAIN DISTRIBUTION FACILITY (MDF)

A. DESCRIPTION: The equipment shall be installed in accordance with Drawings.  
1. Products and Quantities: 

a. Equipment Rack: - As specified. 
b. Fiber Interconnect: Panduit FRME24 rack mount fiber optic enclosure or equal. 

Supply and install as many as necessary to service all fiber strands entering the MDF.
c. Modular Patch Panels: Panduit angled patch panel or equal: 48-port patch panel 

wired Category 6A Patch Panel. One port for each workstation served from the MDF 
with a minimum of 12 spare ports are required. If the number of workstation cables, 
plus required spare count 12 is greater than 48, then a second 48-port patch panel is 
required.  Supply and install as many patch panels in the MDF as necessary to 
service all workstation cables plus the required spare count.  Patch panel jack colors 
shall be as follows: Colors shall be red for voice, yellow for data, greed for wireless 
access points, blue for security.

d. Patch Cables: The length shall vary between 3 ft. and 15 ft. and shall be determined 
by the owner.  Colors shall be red for voice, yellow for data, greed for wireless access 
points, blue for security.  Patch cables shall have snagless (double sharkfin style – 
refer to detail on drawings) molded boot.  

2. Required Accessories and Quantities: 
a. Adapter Panels: Panduit FAP6WEIDSC – 6 Port Duplex Multimode LC Adapter 

Panels.  
b. Fiber Jumpers: Panduit F6D3-3M3Y, 3 meter, Duplex, 50 micron OM4, LC to 

duplex LC Fiber Jumper or equal.  
c. Cable Management: Panduit WMPH2E Front/Rear cable manager or Panduit 

WMPLS Low Profile Cable Manager or equal.  
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d. Cable Management Rings and Strain Relief: Panduit WMBV1 21 in. x5 in. Vertical 
Manager Ring, Panduit WMBV2 2 in. x5 in. Vertical Manager Ring and/or Panduit 
WMSRC1 or WMSRC2 strain relief clips. Provide and install sufficient quantities 
to conform to the attached Drawings.  

B. INSTALLATION: Installation shall be conducted in accordance with manufacturer's 
recommendations, industry standards, and this specification.  Installation includes complete 
assembly and mounting of the fiber interconnect equipment, dressing the fiber and copper cables, 
complete assembly and mounting of the equipment rack, and mounting of the wiring blocks.  
Equipment shall be mounted in accordance with attached Drawings.  

2.9          INTERMEDIATE DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES

A. DESCRIPTION: The equipment shall be installed in accordance with Drawings.  
1. Products and Quantities: 

a. Equipment Rack: - As specified. 
b. Fiber Interconnect: Panduit FRME24 rack mount fiber optic enclosure or equal. 

Supply and install as many as necessary to service all fiber strands entering the IDF.
c. Modular Patch Panels: Modular Patch Panels: Panduit angled patch panel or equal: 

48-port patch panel wired Category 6A Patch Panel. One port for each workstation 
served from the MDF with a minimum of 12 spare ports are required. If the number 
of workstation cables, plus required spare count 12 is greater than 48, then a second 
48-port patch panel is required.  Supply and install as many patch panels in the MDF 
as necessary to service all workstation cables plus the required spare count.  Patch 
panel jack colors shall be as follows: Colors shall be red for voice, yellow for data, 
greed for wireless access points, blue for security.

d. Patch Cables: The length shall vary between 3 ft. and 15 ft. and shall be determined 
by the owner.  Colors shall be red for voice, yellow for data, greed for wireless access 
points, blue for security.  Patch cables shall have snagless (double sharkfin style – 
refer to detail on drawings) molded boot.  

e. Required Accessories and Quantities: 
f. Adapter Panels: Panduit FAP6WEIDSC – 6 Port Duplex Multimode LC Adapter 

Panels.  
g. Fiber Jumpers: Panduit F6D3-3M3Y, 3 meter, Duplex, 50 micron OM4, LC to 

duplex LC Fiber Jumper or equal.  
h. Cable Management: Panduit WMPH2E Front/Rear cable manager or Panduit 

WMPLS Low Profile Cable Manager or equal.  
i. Cable Management Rings and Strain Relief: Panduit WMBV1 21 in. x5 in. Vertical 

Manager Ring, Panduit WMBV2 2 in. x5 in. Vertical Manager Ring and/or Panduit 
WMSRC1 or WMSRC2 strain relief clips. Provide and install sufficient quantities 
to conform to the attached Drawings.  

B. INSTALLATION: Installation shall be conducted in accordance with manufacturer's 
recommendations, industry standards, and this specification. Installation includes complete 
assembly and mounting of the fiber interconnect equipment, dressing the fiber and copper cables, 
complete assembly and mounting of the equipment rack, and mounting of the wiring blocks.  
Equipment shall be mounted in accordance with Drawings.
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2.10          TESTING AND DOCUMENTATION 

A. Testing Agency:  Engage a qualified testing agency to perform tests and inspections.

B. Perform tests and inspections.

C. Tests and Inspections:
1. Visually inspect UTP jacket materials for NRTL certification markings.  Inspect cabling 

terminations in communications equipment rooms for compliance with color-coding for 
pin assignments, and inspect cabling connections for compliance with TIA/EIA-568-B.1.

2. Visually confirm Category 5e marking of outlets, cover plates, outlet/connectors, and patch 
panels.

3. Visually inspect cable placement, cable termination, grounding and bonding, equipment 
and patch cords, and labeling of all components.

4. Test UTP copper cabling for DC loop resistance, shorts, opens, intermittent faults, and 
polarity between conductors.  Test operation of shorting bars in connection blocks.  Test 
cables after termination but not cross-connection.
a. Provide test instruments that meet or exceed applicable requirements in TIA/EIA-

568-B.2.  Perform tests with a tester that complies with performance requirements 
in "Test Instruments (Normative)" Annex, complying with measurement accuracy 
specified in "Measurement Accuracy (Informative)" Annex.  Use only test cords and 
adapters that are qualified by test equipment manufacturer for channel or link test 
configuration.

5. Multi-pair Voice Riser Tests:
a. Test each pair of multi-pair voice riser cables for proper polarity; no reversals; no 

transpositions; continuity; no shorts; no AC voltages; no DC voltages; no opens; and 
proper numbering at each termination.

b. Bring cables and/or pairs not meeting the requirements of the standard into full 
compliance, at no additional cost to the Owner.

c. Document cable testing in accordance with Submittals Article.  Provide a table of 
test results in a 3-ring binder submitted with the as-built Drawings.

6. Category 6A Data, and Voice UTP Cable Testing:
a. Test voice and data jack in each Outlet for Category 6 ANSI/TIA/EIA 568B series 

compliance, using a Certified Level III testing instrument.  Tests shall verify both 
the integrity of all conductors and correctness of the termination sequence.  Tests 
shall also include length, mutual capacitance, characteristic impedance, attenuation 
and near-end and far-end crosstalk.  Testing shall be performed between modular 
jacks at the Outlets and the modular jacks at the patch panel field.

b. The Communication Systems Installer shall bring cables and/or pairs not meeting 
the requirements of the standard into full compliance, at no additional cost to the 
Owner.

c. Document cable testing in accordance with Submittals Article.  Provide a table of 
test results in a 3-ring binder submitted with the as-built Drawings.
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7. Fiber Optic Cable Testing:
a. Test all fibers in the completed end-to-end system.  Testing shall consist of a bi-

directional end to end OTDR trace, or a bi-directional end to end power meter test 
performed per ANSI/TIA/EIA 455 53A.  The system loss measurement shall be 
provided at 850 and 1310 nanometers.

b. Pre-installation cable testing: Test all fiber optic cable prior to the installation of the 
cable.  Assume all liability for the replacement of the cable should it be found 
defective after the installation.  

c. Loss Budget:  Fiber links shall have a Maximum Loss of: 
d. Maximum Loss = (allowable loss per km) (km of fiber in link) + (.4dB)(number of 

connectors) Note: A mated connector-to-connector interface is defined as a Single 
connector.

e. Loss numbers for the installed link shall be calculated by taking the sum of the bi-
directional measurements and dividing that sum by two.  Any link not meeting the 
requirements of the Maximum Loss shall be brought into compliance at no 
additional charge to the Owner. 

f. Prepare a certification report listing the test results and both the calculated and 
measure loss for each fiber.  Submit this report with the test results as called for in 
the Submittals Article.

g. Bring cables and/or strands not meeting the requirements of the standard into full 
compliance.

D. Final Verification Tests:  Perform verification tests for UTP systems after the complete 
communications cabling and workstation outlet/connectors are installed.
1. Voice Tests:  These tests assume that dial tone service has been installed.  Connect to the 

network interface device at the demarcation point.  Go off-hook and listen and receive a 
dial tone.  If a test number is available, make and receive a local, long distance, and digital 
subscription line telephone call.

E. Document data for each measurement.  Print data for submittals in a summary report that is 
formatted similar to Table 10.1 in BICSI TDMM, or transferred from the instrument to the 
computer, saved as text files, and printed and submitted.

F. Remove and replace cabling where test results indicate that they do not comply with specified 
requirements.

G. End-to-end cabling will be considered defective if it does not pass tests and inspections.

H. Prepare test and inspection reports.

2.11          INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

A. GENERAL INFORMATION
1. The work described by this section includes the furnishing of all components, materials, 

equipment, installation and technical labor and the performance of all operations necessary 
for the complete installation of an IP based Bell, PA and Unified Mass Communication 
system in operating condition as indicated on the drawings and/or specification herein.
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2. All materials, equipment and apparatus provided shall be new and of the latest design or 
model offered for sale by the manufacturer.

3. The system vendor shall contact the Network Operations, Telecommunications Branches, 
and VoIP administrator of the district to arrange for system programming, configuration, 
interface, and testing. 

4. The speaker output level of all areas shall meet the requirements of The Owner. Volume 
level changes shall be made to the Owner’s satisfaction.

B. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
1. Components of the Unified Mass Communication System (UMCS) shall provide a 

complete network system solution including fully functioning Intercom System (IC), 
Public Address System (PAS), and Emergency Notification System (ENS). 

2. System shall include software from a single developer for complete control and monitoring 
of the system for a fully supported system. 

3. System shall be digital and operate over the facility's Local Area Network (LAN) and Wide 
Area Network (WAN), with survivability/redundancy as shown on contract documents

4. System control software shall be capable of being configured for High Availability Multi-
Server Deployments. 

5. System shall be capable of being configured and controlled remotely via Owner provided 
connectivity.

6. System shall include General Purpose Input and Output (GPIO) trigger points for 
interfacing with other systems including Emergency and Security Systems to provide event 
driven system configuration scenarios.

7. System shall be capable of connecting to existing common area PAS, providing interface 
points from the LAN based system to existing analog systems.

8. Administration office IP Administrative Display Phone, IP Administrative Communication 
Console, or IP Master Paging Station shall be a PoE device attached to the school network.

9. Each classroom shall be a zone on the system capable of individual intercom use or as part 
of a zone group or all call group during PAS use.

10. Classroom IP endpoint device shall be a PoE+ device attached to the school network. 
11. Classroom shall be capable of initiating an intercom call and an emergency call of different 

priority levels with full duplex operation from IP endpoint to network phone, IP 
Administrative Display Phone, IP Master Paging Station or network phone, IP 
Administrative Display Phone, IP Master Paging Station to IP endpoint operation. 

12. System shall comply to ADA title II entities (State and local governments) and title III 
entities (businesses and nonprofit organizations that serve the public) communicate 
effectively with people who have communication disabilities. The goal is to ensure that 
communication with people with these disabilities is equally effective as communication 
with people without disabilities. 

13. Common areas, including but not limited to hallways, cafeterias, gymnasiums, and 
auditoriums shall be provided with PAS coverage from the system for general and 
emergency announcements.

14. System shall provide multicast or hybrid unicast/multicast for configuration of LAN and 
WAN using standard Ethernet protocols. 
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15. System shall be capable of operation with multiple telephone system manufacturers and 
mobile phone applications (iOS, Android) as directed by the Owner’s Representative.

16. System shall be capable of 911 call monitoring as directed by the Owner’s Representative. 
17. System shall be capable of initiating an intruder on campus alert as directed by the Owner’s 

Representative.
18. System shall be capable of initiating a school-wide or district-wide lockdown as directed 

by the Owner’s Representative.
19. System shall provide mobile phone on/off premise Response/Confirmation request as 

directed by the Owner’s Representative. 
20. System shall be capable of operation with Two-Way Police/Security Radios as directed by 

the Owner’s Representative.  
21. System shall provide opening tones for announcements sent to IP endpoints equipped with 

speakers, and scrolling text messages sent to IP endpoints equipped with visual displays. 
22. System shall be Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) compliant to provide automated 

warning notifications for subscription alerts such as Weather and Amber alerts as directed 
by the Owner’s Representative. 

23. All common area loudspeakers shall operate on a 70-volt distributed system. The 
loudspeakers shall be grouped in modular zones allowing maximum flexibility for paging 
area assignment.  

24. Software and operating system shall be provided and connected to Owner’s LAN using 
system servers as directed in Contract documents.

C. SYSTEM OPERATION REQUIREMENTS
1. The following functional capabilities are required for the Mass Communication System:

a. System operation shall allow administrator to define user privileges, define 
loudspeaker zones, pre-recorded messages, bell schedules, bell designations, event 
logs, background music streams, system configuration and IP endpoint status. 

b. Manages dynamic requests for live, delayed and prerecorded messages (simple and 
assembled), record and playback of ad hoc messages, text-to-speech, mute actions 
(by zone or zone group) and two-way full duplex intercom connections.

c. Announcements and messages shall be initiated by contact closures, telephone call 
platforms, IP Administration Communication Console, IP Administrative Display 
Phone, IP Master Paging, Station mobile phone application (iOS, Android), tablets, 
computers using desktop clients and/or Microsoft Teams, using standard Ethernet 
protocols.

d. Includes a built-in comprehensive message/bell scheduling system that allows the 
creation of schedule profiles that can be applied to specific days of the week or date 
ranges. Multiple profiles can be applied simultaneously. 

e. Any authorized administrator shall be able to call from outside the school into any 
classroom, zone, or entire school directly via the school district supplied network-
based call platform or mobile phone application (iOS, Android). This shall allow 
remote monitoring, call-in annunciation, and two-way conversation from outside the 
facility as well as paging into the system. (Compliance with NEMA Standard SB-
40 for emergency communications in K-12 Schools).
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f. System shall interface with third party systems by IP endpoint device built-in logic 
inputs (2) and relay output (1) and/or balanced line level audio input (1) and 
balanced line level audio output (1) for connection to third party systems.  

g. System shall support a minimum of 100 message priority levels.
h. System shall allow any authorized administrator to initiate an intruder on campus 

and school-wide and/or district-wide lockdown emergency notification via the 
school district supplied network-based call platform, IP Administration 
Communication Console, IP Administrative Display Phone, IP Master Paging, 
mobile phone application (iOS, Android), Microsoft Teams, or button touch. 

i. System operation shall allow for user defined visual color notification scheme for 
each messaging priority level. Supported IP visual endpoint devices shall 
automatically change its default background color to user defined normal, warning 
and emergency notifications.

j. System shall provide classroom occupants the ability to confirm they have heard and 
executed the required instructions for any emergency announcement. Confirmation 
shall be achieved utilizing existing classroom network desktop phone, mobile phone 
application (iOS, Android), desktop client web console, email or Microsoft Teams. 
The authorized administrator can view real-time classroom status, either safely 
secured or non-secured via mobile phone application (iOS, Android) or web console 
user interface whether on-site or remote.  Authorized administrator shall be able to 
initiate two-way communication, without a pre-announcement tone, to the 
classroom. 

k. System shall provide 911 call monitoring to alert authorized administrators of when 
911 is dialed in the school buildings to assist with the incident and guide law 
enforcement or security officers. System control software can also record calls to 
provide additional context for what type of situation is taking place. 

l. System shall provide supervision and logging for all associated IP endpoint devices 
on the network with built-in email/SMS notification and SNMP capabilities and 
Active Failover. 

m. System shall provide interface to digital signage for visual paging and ADA 
compliance requirements.

n. System shall provide interface to Two-Way Police/Security Radios for alerting law 
enforcement or security officers of an emergency. 

o. System shall provide full duplex intercom (hands free) sessions so that during an 
emergency event, the user can speak freely in the event they physically may not be 
able to work a push to talk feature

p. System shall manage thousands of audio and visual output zones over local or wide 
area networks utilizing industry standard IP-based protocols to eliminate distance 
limitations. 

q. System shall allow push notifications to an unlimited number of IP endpoints using 
VoIP (Voice Over Internet Protocol) network architecture.

r. IP endpoints shall use IEEE 802.3 standard PoE implementation so they can be used 
with any IEEE 802.3at (PoE+) 10/100Base-T switch.

s. System shall be Cisco IVT (Interoperability Verifications Test) certified ensuring 
quality integration with Cisco products while not adversely affecting Cisco product 
operation.
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D. RELATED DOCUMENTS
1. See Section 270000 "Communication" for additional requirements, and Ethernet cabling 

requirements and standards.

E. QUALIFICATIONS
1. Authorized Distributor for product supplied. Authorized Distributor Letter from 

manufacturer required upon request of specifying authority.
2. Applicable state and local licenses

F. SYSTEM CONTROL SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
1. The following functional capabilities are required for the System Control Software (SCS):

a. The System Control Software shall be one of Singlewire’s Notification 
Applications, InformaCast Advanced, or InformaCast Fusion based on system 
requirements. 

b. SCS shall manage audio announcements and visual messages using dynamically 
routed data on a standard OSI Ethernet network. 
1) Audio announcements shall support dynamic requests for live and delayed 

audio announcements, pre-recorded and scheduled messages, actions, defined 
events, and two-way full duplex intercom connections. 

2) SCS shall support dynamic requests for intruder on campus and school-wide 
and/or district-wide lockdown emergency audio and/or visual notifications.

3) SCS shall support a minimum of 100 audio and visual message priority levels.
4) Visual messaging shall include text and user defined priority messaging color 

style profile to automictically change the default background color of 
supported visual displays including Visual IP endpoints, supported network 
connected desktop phones, desktop notification clients, digital signage and 
mobile phone application. 

5) SCS shall include an integral interface for Microsoft Teams, Twitter, and 
Cisco Webex Calling. 

6) SCS shall include an integral interface for RSS feeds, IPAWS, and Common 
Alerting Protocol (CAP).

7) Audio Announcements and visual messages shall be initiated via web 
console, Microsoft Teams, mobile phone application (iOS, Android), contact 
closures, IP Administration Communication Console, IP Administrative 
Display Phone, IP Master Paging and network connected desktop phones.

8) SCS shall include an integral interface to answer intercom call-ins registered 
at IP Administration Communication Console, IP Administrative Display 
Phone, IP Master Paging.

9) SCS shall include an integral interface for IP Administration Communication 
Console, IP Administrative Display Phone, IP Master Paging and connected 
phone to selectively monitor audio from any talkback IP endpoint during an 
emergency

10) SCS shall manage the on/off premise Response/Confirmation request via 
mobile phone application. 

11) SCS shall include an internally hosted web console for sending notifications, 
configuration and monitoring.
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c. SCS shall include internal support for IP endpoint logic inputs and relay output.
1) IP endpoint logic inputs shall activate intercom request and/or preconfigured 

notification.
2) IP endpoint relay output shall be activated by the SCS user defined priority 

messaging profile.  
d. SCS shall include an integral interface for operation of multiple telephone system 

platforms. 
1) Unified Communication / VoIP supported call platforms shall be Cisco, 8x8, 

Fortinet, Jive, Zoom Phone and Ringcentral. 
2) SIP based call platforms shall interface via SIP trunking. 
3) Call platform interface shall support standard G.711 and G.722 Codecs, and 

RTP protocols. 
4) Network connected phones shall provide for both direct dial zone paging 

access as well as voice prompted actions for announcements and messages, 
and answer internal intercom call-ins. 

5) SCS shall support 911 call monitoring for support Cisco and Jive.
e. SCS shall include an integral interface for Motorola Two-Way Police/Security 

Radios.
f. SCS shall include an integral interface for Shooter Detection Systems, and 

PatriotOne Technologies Shot detection system. 
g. SCS shall supervise all associated IP endpoint devices, report system abnormalities, 

and log faults. 
h. Developer:  Singlewire InformaCast Advanced or InformaCast Fusion or approved 

equal
2. IP-addressable Zone Paging Module

a. Zone paging module shall connect multiple speakers for district all page, all page, 
zone paging, bells, audio events and, emergency notification.

b. Zone Paging Modules shall be rack and wall mountable.
c. Zone Paging modules shall be able to belong to one or more of 100 independent 

zones for live paging, bells, pre-recorded audio and emergency notification
d. As a minimum the following zones shall be provided:

1) Outside speakers only
2) Inside speakers only (All Call)
3) Gymnasium
4) Dining Commons
5) Gymnasium
6) Media Center
7) Fitness room
8) Weight room
9) Auditorium 
10) Admin spaces only
11) Outdoor loading dock area speakers
12) All call inside and outside speakers
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G. IP AUDIO/VISUAL ENDPOINT REQUIREMENTS
1. Equipment and Material:

a. Critical Communication System Controller Server
1) Provide a directory and management server with the following specifications.  
2) (2) Quad Core XEON E5640 2.66 GHZ or better
3) Microsoft Windows Server 2012.
4) 16 GB RAM.
5) 500 GB of storage for the operating system, ACS applications, and Microsoft 

SQL Server 2008.
6) Standard SVGA Video Card
7) 1280x1024 or higher screen resolution
8) 10/100/1000 Ethernet Network Interface Card
9) DVD ROM Drive
10) Four (4) USB ports

b. Provide Dell R310 series or approved equal.  Provide rack mount style.
c. Server Software

1) The software has the ability to sync system time to the Atomic Clock Signal 
or to the school’s or districts network time server

2) The software will provide a web-browser to deliver district wide emergency 
paging, pre-recorded messages and tones from any authorized computer in 
the facility or the district. The software must be capable of automatically 
notifying district personnel via the WAN of an alarm condition.

3) The software can automatically broadcast page emergency instructions via 
associated system hardware throughout an entire district when an alarm (e.g. 
lockdown, lockout, security, fire) is initiated via the web-based interface. The 
emergency instructions are preprogrammed and require no user intervention. 
The system provides redundant alarm annunciation over intercom/paging 
speakers and is not meant to replace primary fire alarm or security systems.

4) The software can be installed in cloud, virtual or physical server 
environments.

5) The web-based user interface supports secure HTTP browsing.
6) The server software supports encryption to ensure secure access.
7) The software shall support any combination of VoIP Telecenter Campus 

Controllers and Telecenter Page Modules for a minimum of 1000 facilities.
8) The software shall support a minimum of 50,000 IP Speaker modules, district 

wide.
2. Equipment Racks 

a. All equipment racks shall provide 44 spaces (77 in.) minimum for mounted system 
equipment.

b. All equipment racks shall be multi-rack format (“gangable”) style, bolted together, 
and open cavity.

c. All equipment racks will be provided with lockable rear doors.
d. Equipment rack(s) shall be located in climate-controlled areas/rooms as shown on 

drawings.
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e. All head-end, distribution, and source equipment, including data and power, shall be 
located in racks configured as approved by the Engineer.

f. Rack mounted equipment shall be accessible from front and rear.
g. All unused rack spaces will be covered with appropriate blank/vent panels

3. Dedicated Integrated Networked Electronic Communication And Clock Network Core 
And Edge Poe Network Switch
a. Manufactures: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of 

the following 
1) Cisco Systems (Proprietary)

b. Provide dedicated network switch equipment to support the transmission of public 
address and clock system data with the following functions 
1) Provide the core switch with fiber GBIC cards as required to support each 

IDF 
2) Provide each edge switch with a minimum of one fiber GBIC card 
3) RJ-45 10/100/1000Base-T Auto Sensing/Auto negotiating LAN 
4) Connectivity Media: Category 6 Twisted Pair 10/100/1000Base-T 
5) Data Transfer Rate: 10Mbps Ethernet, 100MBPS Fast Ethernet, 1Gbps 

Gigabit Ethernet 
6) I/O Expansion: Expansion Slots: (2 Total) SFP (mini-GBIC) 
7) Performance:  48Gbps Bandwith
8) Network & Communication:  Layer Support: 2
9) Management & Protocols: SNMP v1, v2, v2c, v3; IEEE 802.1p QoS; IEEE 

802.1Q, VLAN; Syslog; RMON 
10) Memory: 3Mb Buffer Memory   
11) Input Voltage: 100 V AC to 240 V AC Power Supply Universal 
12) Power Cord
13) Rack-Mount Kit 

c. Provide an Interface to owners’ LAN as required. 
4. Suspended Ceiling Mounted IP Endpoint with Speaker and Microphone

a. 1’ x 2’ suspended ceiling mount IP endpoint with speaker. IP endpoint audio system 
shall fit in suspended ceiling grid using half a standard 2’ x 2’ ceiling tile space.

b. The PoE+ indoor 1’ x 2’ suspended ceiling mount IP endpoint audio system shall 
include factory assembled speaker, IP addressable PCB amplifier/control, steel perf 
grille, metal enclosure and integrated microphone.
1) The speaker shall be an 8" coaxial driver with low-frequency reproducer cone 

that shall be a full 8" (203mm) in diameter and the high frequency reproducer 
cone that shall be 3" (76mm) in diameter. The woofer shall have a 10oz. 
(260g) ceramic magnet and the tweeter shall have a 2.35oz. (67g) ceramic 
magnet. The two reproducer sections shall be coupled through a built-in 
crossover network.  
The crossover frequency shall be factory configured at 2800Hz. The speaker 
dispersion shall be 105° and frequency response range shall be 70Hz – 
15.5kHz, (±5dB). Sensitivity shall be 98dB at 1-watt/1 meter. Voice coil 
impedance shall be 8Ω. Low frequency voice coil diameter shall be 1" 
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(25mm) and operate in a magnet field of at least 10,600 gauss. The maximum 
depth of the speaker shall not exceed 2-7⁄8" (73mm).

2) The amplifier/control board shall receive announcements and messages using 
dynamically routed data on a standard Ethernet network. It shall include a 
single-channel class D topology amplifier with primary and secondary 
outputs capable of producing 25-watts RMS when using an IEEE 802.3at 
compatible PoE+ switch or 24VDC local power supply.  Interconnect shall be 
via female RJ-45 connector mounted to the PCB.
The amplifier/control board shall include two (2) logic inputs, one (1) relay 
output, one (1) auxiliary balanced line level audio input and one (1) balanced 
line level audio output.  The auxiliary line level input shall include an auto 
mute function that is activated when a broadcast is sensed from the control 
application.  
The amplifier/control board shall include a Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
for SIP configuration. The SIP implementation shall support standards G.711, 
G.722 and RTP protocols.  The GUI shall configure and manage logic inputs, 
relay outputs, and auxiliary audio input. 

3) The unit shall incorporate an integrated microphone to allow full duplex 
talkback communication functionality based upon chosen software platform.

4) All control functionality shall be determined via software. It shall be 
compatible with Singlewire’s InformaCast® software platforms and SIP 
standalone operation. The PoE+ Indoor 1’ x 2’ suspended ceiling mount IP 
endpoint audio system overall dimensions shall be 11.94" (303mm) x 23.67" 
(601mm) x 5.06" (128mm).  Finish shall be neutral white electrostatic powder 
coat micro perforated grille. 

c. Manufacturer: AtlasIED IP-12SYSM or approved equal.
5. Hard-lid Ceiling or Wall Mounted IP Endpoint with Speaker and Microphone:

a. Indoor wall/ceiling mount IP endpoint with speaker and microphone. IP endpoint 
audio system shall mount flush in gypsum ceiling or either surface or flush mount 
on walls with an enclosure.

b. The PoE+ indoor IP endpoint audio system shall include factory assembled speaker, 
IP addressable PCB amplifier/control, plastic baffle, and integrated microphone.
1) The speaker shall be an 8" coaxial driver with low-frequency reproducer cone 

that shall be a full 8" (203mm) in diameter and the high frequency reproducer 
cone that shall be 3" (76mm) in diameter. The woofer shall have a 10oz. 
(260g) ceramic magnet and the tweeter shall have a 2.35oz. (67g) ceramic 
magnet. The two reproducer sections shall be coupled through a built-in 
crossover network.  
The crossover frequency shall be factory configured at 2800Hz. The speaker 
dispersion shall be 105° and frequency response range shall be 70Hz – 
15.5kHz, (±5dB). Sensitivity shall be 98dB at 1-watt/1 meter. Voice coil 
impedance shall be 8Ω. Low frequency voice coil diameter shall be 1" 
(25mm) and operate in a magnet field of at least 10,600 gauss. The maximum 
depth of the speaker shall not exceed 2-7⁄8" (73mm).
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2) The amplifier/control board shall receive announcements and messages using 
dynamically routed data on a standard Ethernet network. It shall include a 
single-channel class D topology amplifier with primary and secondary 
outputs capable of producing 25-watts RMS when using an IEEE 802.3at 
compatible PoE+ switch or 24VDC local power supply.  Interconnect shall be 
via female RJ-45 connector mounted to the PCB.
The amplifier/control board shall include two (2) logic inputs, one (1) relay 
output, one (1) auxiliary balanced line level audio input and one (1) balanced 
line level audio output.  The auxiliary line level input shall include an auto 
mute function that is activated when a broadcast is sensed from the control 
application.  
The amplifier/control board shall include a Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
for SIP configuration. The SIP implementation shall support standards G.711, 
G.722 and RTP protocols.  The GUI shall configure and manage logic inputs, 
relay outputs, and auxiliary audio input. 

3) The unit shall incorporate an integrated microphone to allow full duplex 
talkback communication functionality based upon chosen software platform. 
All control functionality shall be determined via software. It shall be 
compatible with Singlewire’s InformaCast® software platforms and SIP 
standalone operation. The PoE+ indoor IP endpoint audio system overall 
dimensions shall be 14.37" (365mm) x 12.87" (327mm) x 3.42" (86.99mm).  
Finish shall be neutral white electrostatic powder coat micro perforated grille 
with plastic trim ring. 

c. Manufacturer: AtlasIED IP-SM or approved equal.
d. Optional Mounting Hardware Shall Include:

1) Flush Mount Enclosure: AtlasIED IP-FEST-S
2) Surface Mount Enclosure: AtlasIED IP-SEST-SD
3) Angled Wall Mount Enclosure: AtlasIED IP-SEA-SD
4) Tile Bridge: IP-STB
5) Tile Bridge with Enclosure: IP-STBE

6. Hard-lid Ceiling or Wall Mounted IP Endpoint with Speaker, Microphone and Analog 
Transformer & Switch:
a. Indoor wall or ceiling mount IP endpoint with speaker, microphone, and analog 

transformer with switch. IP endpoint audio system shall mount flush in gypsum 
ceiling or either surface or flush mount on walls with an enclosure.

b. The PoE+ indoor IP endpoint audio system shall include factory assembled speaker, 
25V/70.7V transformer & switch, IP addressable PCB amplifier/control, plastic 
baffle, and integrated microphone.
1) The speaker shall be an 8" coaxial driver with low-frequency reproducer cone 

that shall be a full 8" (203mm) in diameter and the high frequency reproducer 
cone that shall be 3" (76mm) in diameter. The woofer shall have a 10oz. 
(260g) ceramic magnet and the tweeter shall have a 2.35oz. (67g) ceramic 
magnet. The two reproducer sections shall be coupled through a built-in 
crossover network.  
The crossover frequency shall be factory configured at 2800Hz. The speaker 
dispersion shall be 105° and frequency response range shall be 70Hz – 
15.5kHz, (±5dB). Sensitivity shall be 98dB at 1-watt/1 meter. Voice coil 
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impedance shall be 8Ω. Low frequency voice coil diameter shall be 1" 
(25mm) and operate in a magnet field of at least 10,600 gauss. The maximum 
depth of the speaker shall not exceed 2-7⁄8" (73mm).

The unit shall incorporate an integrated interconnect for simultaneous 
25V/70.7V analog headend and network notification appliance connectivity. 
Operating modes shall be selected by front mount switch to accommodate 
audio source selection during modernization phase.

2) The amplifier/control board shall receive announcements and messages using 
dynamically routed data on a standard Ethernet network. It shall include a 
single-channel class D topology amplifier with primary and secondary 
outputs capable of producing 25-watts RMS when using an IEEE 802.3at 
compatible PoE+ switch or 24VDC local power supply.  Interconnect shall be 
via female RJ-45 connector mounted to the PCB.
The amplifier/control board shall include two (2) logic inputs, one (1) relay 
output, one (1) auxiliary balanced line level audio input and one (1) balanced 
line level audio output.  The auxiliary line level input shall include an auto 
mute function that is activated when a broadcast is sensed from the control 
application. 
The amplifier/control board shall include a Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
for SIP configuration. The SIP implementation shall support standards G.711, 
G.722 and RTP protocols.  The GUI shall configure and manage logic inputs, 
relay outputs, and auxiliary audio input.

3) The unit shall incorporate an integrated microphone to allow full duplex 
talkback communication functionality based upon chosen software platform.

4) All control functionality shall be determined via software. It shall be 
compatible with Singlewire’s InformaCast® software platforms and SIP 
standalone operation. The PoE+ indoor IP endpoint audio system overall 
dimensions shall be 14.37" (365mm) x 12.87" (327mm) x 3.42" (86.99mm).  
Finish shall be neutral white electrostatic powder coat micro perforated grille 
with plastic trim ring. 

c. Manufacturer: AtlasIED IP-SM-72 or approved equal.
d. Optional Mounting Hardware Shall Include:

1) Flush Mount Enclosure: AtlasIED IP-FEST-S
2) Surface Mount Enclosure: AtlasIED IP-SEST-SD
3) Angled Wall Mount Enclosure: AtlasIED IP-SEA-SD
4) Tile Bridge: IP-STB
5) Tile Bridge with Enclosure: IP-STBE

7. Hard-lid Ceiling or Wall Mounted IP Endpoint with Speaker and Microphone:
a. Indoor wall/ceiling mount IP endpoint with speaker and microphone. IP endpoint 

audio system shall mount flush in gypsum ceiling or either surface or flush mount 
on walls with an enclosure.
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b. The PoE+ indoor IP endpoint audio system shall include factory assembled speaker, 
IP addressable PCB amplifier/control, metal baffle, and integrated microphone.
1) The speaker shall be an 8" coaxial driver with low-frequency reproducer cone 

that shall be a full 8" (203mm) in diameter and the high frequency reproducer 
cone that shall be 3" (76mm) in diameter. The woofer shall have a 10oz. 
(260g) ceramic magnet and the tweeter shall have a 2.35oz. (67g) ceramic 
magnet. The two reproducer sections shall be coupled through a built-in 
crossover network.  
The crossover frequency shall be factory configured at 2800Hz. The speaker 
dispersion shall be 105° and frequency response range shall be 70Hz – 
15.5kHz, (±5dB). Sensitivity shall be 98dB at 1-watt/1 meter. Voice coil 
impedance shall be 8Ω. Low frequency voice coil diameter shall be 1" 
(25mm) and operate in a magnet field of at least 10,600 gauss. The maximum 
depth of the speaker shall not exceed 2-7⁄8" (73mm).

2) The amplifier/control board shall receive announcements and messages using 
dynamically routed data on a standard Ethernet network. It shall include a 
single-channel class D topology amplifier with primary and secondary 
outputs capable of producing 25-watts RMS when using an IEEE 802.3at 
compatible PoE+ switch or 24VDC local power supply.  Interconnect shall be 
via female RJ-45 connector mounted to the PCB.
The amplifier/control board shall include two (2) logic inputs, one (1) relay 
output, one (1) auxiliary balanced line level audio input and one (1) balanced 
line level audio output.  The auxiliary line level input shall include an auto 
mute function that is activated when a broadcast is sensed from the control 
application.  
The amplifier/control board shall include a Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
for SIP configuration. The SIP implementation shall support standards G.711, 
G.722 and RTP protocols.  The GUI shall configure and manage logic inputs, 
relay outputs, and auxiliary audio input.

3) The unit shall incorporate an integrated microphone to allow full duplex 
talkback communication functionality based upon chosen software platform.

4) All control functionality shall be determined via software. It shall be 
compatible with Singlewire’s InformaCast® software platforms and SIP 
standalone operation. The PoE+ indoor IP endpoint audio system overall 
dimensions shall be 11.5" (292mm) x 11.5" (292mm) x 2.84" (72.14mm).  
Finish shall be neutral white electrostatic powder coat metal baffle. 

c. Manufacturer: AtlasIED IP-8SM or approved equal.
d. Optional Mounting Hardware Shall Include:

1) Flush Mount Enclosure: AtlasIED IP-FEST-S
2) Surface Mount Enclosure: AtlasIED IP-SEST-S
3) Angled Wall Mount Enclosure: AtlasIED IP-SEA-S
4) Tile Bridge: IP-STB
5) Tile Bridge with Enclosure: IP-STBE

8. Exterior Wall Mounted IP Endpoint with High- Output Horn:
a. Vandal proof, weather resistant, wall mount IP endpoint with high- output horn.
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b. The PoE+ vandal-proof outdoor IP endpoint audio system shall include factory 
assembled horn, IP addressable PCB amplifier/control, and cast aluminum alloy 
baffle.
1) The horn shall be a double re-entrant type with a 3.8" high-output 

compression driver mounted within s weather-resistant housing. The 
impedance shall be 8Ω with a voice coil diameter of 1.25" (31.75mm). 
Frequency response shall be 600-14,000 Hz (nominal), 700-5500 Hz (± 5dB). 
Sound pressure level shall be 114dB (15W/1m), 104dB (1W/1m), and max 
peak output at 1W/1m shall be 120dB SPL. Sound dispersion angle shall be 
95 ̊. The Horn dimensions shall be diameter 5-5⁄8" x D 3-7⁄16" x diameter 
flange 6-15⁄16".

2) The amplifier/control board shall receive announcements and messages using 
dynamically routed data on a standard Ethernet network. It shall include a 
single-channel class D topology amplifier with primary and secondary 
outputs capable of producing 25-watts RMS when using an IEEE 802.3at 
compatible PoE+ switch or 24VDC local power supply.  Interconnect shall be 
via female RJ-45 connector mounted to the PCB.
The amplifier/control board shall include two (2) logic inputs, one (1) relay 
output, one (1) auxiliary balanced line level audio input and one (1) balanced 
line level audio output.  The auxiliary line level input shall include an auto 
mute function that is activated when a broadcast is sensed from the control 
application.  
The amplifier/control board shall include a Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
for SIP configuration. The SIP implementation shall support standards G.711, 
G.722 and RTP protocols.  The GUI shall configure and manage logic inputs, 
relay outputs, and auxiliary audio input.

3) All control functionality shall be determined via software. It shall be 
compatible with Singlewire’s InformaCast® software platforms and SIP 
standalone operation. The PoE+ outdoor IP endpoint audio system overall 
dimensions shall be 10.75" (273mm) x 10.75" (273mm) x 4.49" (114mm).  
The vandal-proof grill shall be cast from self-aging aluminum alloy with a 
tensile strength of 44,000 P.S.I. with a textured white epoxy finish and 
fastened to enclosure with supplied security screws. 

c. Manufacturer: AtlasIED IP-HVP or approved equal.
d. Optional Mounting Hardware Shall Include:

1) Flush Mount Enclosure: AtlasIED IP-FEST-IH
2) Surface Mount Enclosure: AtlasIED IP-SEST-IH
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H. IP – TO – ANALOG GATEWAY REQUIRMENTS
1.  IP to Analog Gateway with Integrated Amplifier:

a. The PoE+ zone controller shall be an IP-to-Analog network gateway with balanced 
line level outputs allow for connection to analog power amplifiers or 3rd party 
audio systems. The unit shall incorporate an 8Ω, 70.7V amplified output to drive 
analog speaker zones. It shall include two (2) general purpose inputs and one (1) 
relay output. The unit shall incorporate a line level and microphone input.
1) The amplifier/control board shall receive announcements and messages using 

dynamically routed data on a standard Ethernet network. It shall include a 
single-channel class D topology amplifier with primary and secondary 
outputs capable of producing 25-watts RMS when using an IEEE 802.3at 
compatible PoE+ switch or 24VDC local power supply.  Interconnect shall be 
via female RJ-45 connector mounted to the PCB.
The amplifier/control board shall include two (2) general purpose inputs, one 
(1) relay output, one (1) auxiliary unbalanced line level audio input and one 
(1) balanced mic level input.  The auxiliary line level input shall include an 
auto mute function that is activated when a broadcast is sensed from the 
control application.  
The amplifier/control board shall include a Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
for SIP configuration. The SIP implementation shall support standards G.711, 
G.722 and RTP protocols.  The GUI shall configure and manage logic inputs, 
relay outputs, and auxiliary audio input. 

2) All control functionality shall be determined via software. It shall be 
compatible with Singlewire’s InformaCast® software platforms and SIP 
standalone operation. The IP-to-Analog network gateway overall dimensions 
shall be 1.72" (44mm) x 8.5" (216mm) x 8.85" (224.8mm). Finish shall be 
neutral black electrostatic powder coat.

b. Manufacturer: AtlasIED IP-ZCM or approved equal.
c. Optional Single or Dual Zone with Mounting Hardware Shall Include:

1) Single Zone with Rack Mount Kit: AtlasIED IP-ZCM1RMK
2) Two Zone with Rack Mount Kit: AtlasIED IP-ZCM2RMK
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I. IP ADMINISTRATIVE COMMUNICATION CONSOLE / IP MASTER PAGING STATION / 
IP ADMINISTRATIVE DISPLAY PHONE REQUIREMENTS
1. IP Console with Gooseneck Mic and Handset: (Provide two in General Office)

a. The PoE Voice over IP (VOIP) communication Administrative Control Console 
(subsequently referred to as Console) shall be a programmable 10.1" diagonal 
capacitive touch technology color screen interface with a 1280x480 resolution. 
1) The Console shall provide 112 programmable virtual Direct Station Selection 

(DSS) keys and allow for a custom color and naming scheme for each key. 
Each of the Console’s programmable 112 virtual DSS keys shall be capable 
of matching Singlewire's InformaCast® Fusion Command Center button 
architecture. 
The Console’s 10.1" diagonal capacitive touch technology color screen 
interface shall allow the operator to launch Singlewire's InformaCast® Fusion 
programed color-coded critical alerts, manual bells, pre-recorded, scheduled 
events, and two-way communication. 
When there are no active calls, the display shall show the Console name and 
dial number. If a time server is connected to the network, the display shall 
also show the time and date. 

2) The Console shall have a gooseneck microphone and built-in speaker that 
supports hands-free wideband audio (HD Audio) for maximum intelligibility, 
as well as a corded handset. 
The Console’s’ gooseneck microphone, built-in speaker and graphical user 
interface shall allow the operator to select any or all zones for live day-to-day 
announcements or a single zone for two-way communication. The Console 
shall also allow the operator to select a single zone and use the handset for 
private intercom sessions. 

3) The Console shall be equipped with an internal Gigabit Ethernet switch and 
include 1 RJ45 port for IEEE 802.3 10/100/1000 Base-T Ethernet network 
connection and 1 RJ45 port for IEEE 802.3 10/100/1000 Base-T Ethernet co-
located PC connection. The Console shall allow connectivity to a 2.4GHz 
(802.11 b/g/n) and 5GHz (802.11 a/n/ac) Wi-Fi access-point infrastructure as 
an alternative to wired Ethernet. 
The Console shall be PoE IEEE Power over Ethernet class 4 and compatible 
with both IEEE 802.3af and 802.3at switch blades and support Link Layer 
Discovery Protocol - Power over Ethernet (LLDP-PoE).

4) The Console shall support telephony integration and be compatible with most 
major call platforms. 
The Console shall be capable of registering as a SIP phone directly to a SIP 
Server, VoIP Communications Manager, or call service including on-premise 
and hosted infrastructure call platforms and supports 20 SIP lines for making 
calls to external and internal phones, two-way intercom, monitoring, and 
broadcasting. 
The Console SIP implementation shall support standards G.711 a-law and u-
law, G.722 and SIP2.0 over UDP, TCP, TLS, and RTP protocols 
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5) The Console shall provide Bluetooth 5.0 Enhanced Data Rate (EDR) Class 
1 technology support for Hands-Free Profile (HFP) untethered headset 
connections and voice communications. 

6) The AtlasIED IP-CONSOLE-GH shall natively register with Singlewire's 
InformaCast® notification application or register as a SIP phone with 
AtlasIED’s GCK to serve as the systems network Administrative Display 
Phone or Master Paging Station. 

7) The Console shall be Molded of Dark Grey Polycarbonate Acrylonitrile 
Butadiene Styrene (ABS) Textured Plastic. It shall offer the ability to mount 
flat on top of a surface, or free- standing on a desktop using included 
adjustable stand with 40 and 50 degree angles. The overall dimensions shall 
be 12.71" x 11.85" x 2.80" (323 x 301 x 71mm). 

b. Manufacturer: AtlasIED IP-CONSOLE-GH.

J. OTHER EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
1. Provide other equipment as necessary to connect non-IP speakers to create a single system.

a. Analog Power Amplifier: AtlasIED PA60G
b. Analog Speakers: AtlasIED SD72W

K. SPEAKER CABLE AND JACKS:
1. Analog Speaker Cable: Plenum rated, 18AWG, 70V speaker cable.
2. UTP Speaker Cable: Cable shall match horizontal UTP cable called out in Division 27 

Section "Work Station Cable".
3. Termination Jack: Surface mounted jack shall match ‘biscuit’ jack and modular connector 

called out in Division 27 Section "Work Station Cable”.
4. Patch Cable: Cable assembly shall match the patch cord called out in Division 27 Section 

"Main Distribution Facility". 

L. INSTALLATION
1. General

a. Execute work in accordance with state and local codes, regulations, and ordinances.
b. Install work neatly, plumb, and square and in a manner consistent with standard 

industry practice. Coordinate on-site installation with the Owner and carefully 
protect work from dust, paint and moisture as dictated by Owner requirements. The 
Contractor will be fully responsible for protection of his work during the 
construction phase up until final acceptance by the Owner.

c. Install equipment according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Provide any 
hardware, adaptors, brackets, rack mount kits or other accessories recommended by 
manufacturer for correct assembly and installation.
1) Secure equipment firmly in place, including speakers, shelves, cables, etc.
2) All supports, mounts, fasteners, attachments, and attachment points shall 

support their loads with a safety factor of at least 5:1 for static loads.
3) Do not impose the weight of equipment or fixtures on supports provided for 

other systems.
4) Any suspended equipment or associated hardware must be certified by the 

manufacturer for overhead suspension.
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5) The Contractor is responsible for means and methods in the design, 
fabrication, installation and certification of any supports, mounts, shelves, 
fasteners and attachments.

d. Locate overhead ceiling-mounted speakers as shown on drawings, with minor 
changes not to exceed 12” in any direction for hard ceiling or one (1) tile space for 
drop ceiling spaces.
1) Mount and adjust as needed to securely support speaker assembly.
2) Speaker back boxes shall be completely filled with fiberglass insulation or as 

recommended by the manufacturer.
3) Seal cone speakers to their enclosures to prevent air passing from one side of 

the speaker to the other.
e. Finishes for any exposed work such as plates, shelves, panels, speakers, etc. shall be 

approved by the Owner.
f. Coordinate cover plates with field conditions. Size and install cover plates as 

necessary to hide joints between back boxes and surrounding wall. Where cover 
plates are not fitted with connectors, provide grommeted holes in size and quantity 
required. Do not allow cable to leave or enter boxes without cover plates installed.

g. Mount all equipment in telecommunications rooms on the T-series drawings.  
Coordinate equipment installation with other trades and other equipment in rooms.

2. Cabling Practice
a. Execute all cabling in strict adherence to the National Electrical Code, applicable 

local building codes and standard industry practices.
b. Do not splice cabling anywhere along the entire length of the run. 
c. Make sure cables are fully insulated from each other and from the raceway for the 

entire length of the run.
d. Do not pull cable through any enclosure where a change of raceway alignment or 

direction occurs. Do not bend cables to less than radius recommended by 
manufacturer.

e. Replace the entire length of the run of any cable that is damaged or abraded during 
installation. There are no acceptable methods of repairing damaged or abraded 
cabling.

f. Use cable pulling lubricants and pulling tensions as recommended by the 
manufacturer.

g. Use grommets around cut-outs and knockouts where conduit or chase nipples are not 
installed.

h. Do not use tape-based or glue-based cable anchors.
i. Provide ample service loops at harness breakouts and at plates, panels and 

equipment. Loops should be sufficient to allow removal of plates, panels and 
equipment for service and inspection.

j. Utilize permanent strain relief for any cable with an outside diameter of 1-inch or 
greater.
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3. Dress non-UTP cables as follows:
a. Cover the end of the overall jacket with a 1-inch (minimum) length of transparent 

heat-shrink tubing. Cut unused insulated conductors 2-inches (minimum) past the 
heat-shrink, fold back over jacket and secure with cable-tie. Cut unused shield/drain 
wires 2-inches (minimum) past the heat- shrink.

b. Cover shield/drain wires with heat-shrink tubing extending back to the overall 
jacket. Extend tubing 1/4-inch past the end of unused cables, fold back over jacket 
and secure with cable-tie.

c. For each solder-type connection, cover the bare wire and solder connection with 
heat-shrink tubing.

4. Labeling
a. Clearly, consistently, logically, and permanently mark cables, connectors, and 

electronics and other equipment.
b. For backboard/shelf-mounted equipment, use engraved Lamacoid labels with white 

1/8” (minimum) high lettering on black background.
c. Where multiple pieces of equipment reside in the same group, clearly and logically 

label each indicating to which room, channel, receptacle location, etc. they 
correspond.

d. Permanently label cables at each end, including intra-room connections. Labels shall 
be covered by the same, transparent heat-shrink tubing covering the end of the 
overall jacket. Alternatively, computer generated labels of the type which include a 
clear protective wrap may be used.

e. Contractor’s name shall appear no more than once within a given equipment room. 
The Contractor’s name shall not appear on wall plates, emergency phones or 
speakers.

5. Test Equipment
a. The Contractor shall furnish all test and computer equipment required for all testing 

and adjustments as well as any site visits by the Consultant.
6. Test and Measurements:

a. Required audio system tests and measurements:
1) Impedance measurements of all speaker lines at 50hz, 500Hz, and 5KHz with 

speakers installed and operating in their specified configuration.
2) Polarity testing of all speaker lines.
3) Overall hum & noise testing of each audio reinforcement system. Perform 

sweep frequency testing of speakers to check for rattles, buzzing, and/or 
functional problems. Sweeps shall not exceed the manufacturers rated 
bandwidth or one-quarter rated power for the device under test.

4) Verification testing to ensure that systems are free from spurious oscillation, 
Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) or Electromagnetic Interference (EMI).

5) Tests for audible clicks or pops caused by normal operation.
7. Instruction

a. Contractor shall provide a qualified individual to provide a minimum of eight (8) 
hours of instruction to the Owner regarding the design, features and proper operation 
of the systems.
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8. Final Cleaning
a. At completion of work, remove all rubbish, tools, scaffolding, and surplus materials 

from the site. Site shall meet Owner’s requirements for cleanliness.
b. At completion of work, thoroughly vacuum floors and flat surfaces such as shelves, 

counters and windowsills in the areas affected by the work.
c. Coordinate removal or storage of packing materials with the Owner. Contractor shall 

remove all packing materials from the site unless otherwise directed.
d. In the event the Contractor fails to perform final cleaning, Owner may do so and 

charge any associated costs back to the Contractor.
9. Project Close-Out

a. Punch list:
1) Once notice of Substantial Completion is received, the Consultant shall visit 

the site to review the work, and shall prepare a punch list of items determined 
to be incomplete, deficient or otherwise not in compliance with the intent of 
the Contract Documents.
a) During the review of the work, if the Consultant finds that the known 

exceptions/deviations list provided by the Contractor was insufficiently 
thorough, that the work is not substantially complete, or that 
deficiencies in the work are excessive, the Consultant will cease review 
and inform the Contractor that the work is not substantially complete. 
The Contractor shall be responsible for fees incurred by the Consultant 
for this partial review.

2) The Contractor shall perform corrective action for each item noted in the 
punch list. When complete, the Contractor shall submit the original punch list 
with each item initialed attesting to the fact that the item was corrected.
a) If necessary, the Consultant will perform a subsequent review after 

receipt of the Contractor initialed punch list.
3) Should additional reviews beyond the original punch list review be required 

of the Consultant due to the Contractor’s failure to correct all incomplete, 
deficient, or non-compliant work, the Contractor shall be responsible for fees 
incurred by the Consultant for the additional reviews.

4) Provide Operating & Maintenance (O&M) Manuals per the requirements of 
Part 1 – General: Operating & Maintenance (O&M) Manuals.

10. FOLLOW UP
a. After the system(s) and facility have been placed in operation and are in use by the 

Owner, provide technical assistance for the first two weeks of operation on a standby 
basis for troubleshooting, education, and problem solving.

M. SUBMITTALS:
1. Product data for each component.
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2. Shop Drawings:  Prior to proceeding with the work:  Provide detailed equipment 
assemblies and indicate dimensions, weights, required clearances, method of field 
assembly, components, and location of each field connection, and a complete schedule of 
all equipment and materials with associated manufacturers cuts sheets which are to be used.
a. Wiring Diagrams:  Detail wiring for power, signal, and control systems and 

differentiate between manufacturer-installed and field-installed wiring.  Identify 
terminals to facilitate installation, operation, and maintenance.  Include a single-line 
diagram showing cabling interconnection of components and levels throughout 
system and impedances.

b. Artwork drawings and lists indicating proposed nameplate nomenclature and 
arrangements for control panels and plug panels prior to fabrication reflecting 
equipment used.

c. Each drawing shall have a descriptive title and all sub-parts of each drawing shall 
be labeled.  All drawings shall have the name and locations of the project, Systems 
Contractor’s name in the title block.

d. Details and descriptions of any other aspect of the system, which must differ from 
the contract documents due to field conditions or equipment, furnished.

3. FCC Approval:  The system shall be approved for direct interconnection to the telephone 
utility under Part 68 of FCC rules and regulations.  Systems, which are not FCC approved 
or utilize an intermediary device for connection, will not be considered.  Provide the FCC 
registration number of the system being proposed as part of the submittal process.

4. Product Certificates:  Signed by manufacturers of equipment certifying that products 
furnished comply with specified requirements.

5. Installer Certificates:  Signed by manufacturer certifying that installers comply with 
requirements at time of bid.

6. Manufacturer Certificates:  Signed by manufacturers certifying that they comply with 
requirements.

7. Field Test Reports:  Indicate and interpret test results for compliance with performance 
requirements.  Include record of final matching transformer-tap settings, and signal ground-
resistance measurement certified by Installer.

8. Maintenance Data:  For equipment to be included in maintenance manuals specified in 
Division 01.
a. Record of Owners equipment-programming option decisions.
b. All instructions necessary for proper operation and manufacturer’s instructions.
c. “Proof of Performance” information.
d. Manufacturer’s maintenance information.
e. Copies of non-proprietary computer programs and system set up disks documenting 

all programmable features of the installed system.
9. Record Drawings: Prior to final acceptance, provide three (3) complete sets of drawings 

indicating all cable numbers and construction details in accordance with the actual system 
installation.  Revise all shop drawings to represent actual installation conditions.  These 
Record Drawings will be used during “Final Acceptance Testing”.
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10. System Training:  Submit the following information describing the training programs and 
system trainers as outlined in paragraph 1.6 of this specification and in accordance with 
Division 01 specifications.
a. Include with the submittal a preliminary staff development training program in 

outline form for review and approval by the owner’s representative. 
b. Include with the submittal a current copy of the trainer’s certification from the 

manufacturer that certifies and identifies the trainer(s) who are eligible to provide 
training and support for the project.

c. Include with the submittal a current copy of trainer’s need’s assessment form which 
will be reviewed with the owner’s designated representative for the system’s 
preliminary system programming and configuration.

d. Include with the submittal copies of all documentation used to identify for the owner 
those participants attending and completing the training programs.

11. A copy of the manufacturer’s standard statement of warranty proving all equipment 
provided for the school communications  network is covered with the required five-year 
warranty shall be included with the project submittal.  This statement of warranty shall be 
provided on the manufacturer’s stationary.

N. EXTRA MATERIALS:
1. Furnish extra materials and match product installed and that are packaged with protective 

covering for storage and identified with labels describing contents.   
a. Two-Way Ceiling Speakers: Four 
b. One-Way Ceiling Speakers: Four
c. Horn-Type Loud Speakers: Two  
d. Ip audio

2.12          MISCELLANEOUS CABLING SYSTEM 

A. Provide and terminate all speaker, clock, microphone, antenna, cabling per manufacturer’s 
recommendations for a completely operational system as specified.

B. Sound/Speaker cabling shall be home run and looped directly to applicable headend termination 
board, as specified. All cable runs shall be free from in-line splices. Insulate all cable shields (at 
field device end) from field grounds by cutting and taping shields.
1. Classroom speakers, office speakers, conference room speakers, work room speakers, 

exterior horn speakers and others areas that have only one (1) public address speaker shall 
each be individually home run, without splices, back to their respective sound or master 
clock headend. Provide 22 AWG solid shielded speaker cables.

2. Hallways and other areas that have multiple speakers, may have a maximum of eight (8) 
speakers per speaker loop home run, without splices, back to their respective sound 
headend. Provide 18 AWG stranded speaker cables.

3. Horn Speakers areas that have multiple speakers, may have a maximum of four (4) speakers 
per speaker loop home run, without splices, back to their respective sound headend. 
Provide 18 AWG stranded speaker cables.
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C. Roof mounted Antenna, provide a RG-6U coax cable between the roof mounted antenna location 
and the AM/FM tuner location.
1. Cables shall be left coiled in backbox with minimum of 48 in. slack.

PART 3  - EXECUTION

3.1          GENERAL

A. Do not install equipment and materials which have not been reviewed by the Architect.  
Equipment and materials which are installed without the Architect's review or without complying 
to comments issued with the review shall be removed from the project when so instructed by the 
Architect.  No payment will be made for unapproved or removal if it is ordered removed.  The 
Installer shall be responsible for any ancillary costs incurred because of its removal and the 
installation of the correct equipment and materials.

B. Obtain detailed information on installation requirements from the manufacturers of all equipment 
to be furnished, installed or provided.  At the start of construction, check all Contract Documents, 
including all Drawings and all sections of the specifications for equipment requiring electrical 
connections and service and verify electrical characteristics of equipment prior to roughing.

C. Equipment and systems shall not be installed without first coordinating the location and 
installation of equipment and systems with the General Contractor and all other Trades.

D. Any and all material installed or work performed in violation of above requirements shall be re-
adjusted and corrected by the Installer without charge.

E. Refer to all Drawings associated with the project, prior to the installation or roughing-in of the 
electrical outlets, conduit and equipment, to determine the exact location of all outlets.

F. After installation, equipment shall be protected to prevent damage during the construction period.  
Openings in conduits and boxes shall be closed to prevent the entrance of foreign materials.

G. Home runs indicated are not to be combined or reduced without written consent from the 
Architect.

H. All connections to equipment shall be made in accordance with the approved submittal and setting 
drawings.

I. Delivery, Storage and Handling:
1. Deliver, store, protect and handle products in accordance with recommended practices 

listed in Manufacturer's Installation and Maintenance Manuals.
2. Deliver equipment in individual shipping splits for ease of handling, mount on shipping 

skids and wrap for protection.
3. Inspect and report concealed damage to carrier within specified time.
4. Store in a clean, dry space.  Maintain factory protection or cover with heavy canvas or 

plastic to keep out dirt, water, construction debris, and traffic.  Heat enclosures to prevent 
condensation.  Meet the requirements and recommendations of NFPA 70B and the 
Manufacturer.  Location shall be protected to prevent moisture from entering enclosures 
and material.
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5. Handle in accordance with NEMA and the Manufacturer's recommendations and 
instructions to avoid damaging equipment, installed devices and finish.

6. The equipment shall be kept upright at all times.  When equipment has to be tilted for ease 
of passage through restricted areas during transportation, the Manufacturer shall be 
required to brace the equipment suitably to insure that the tilting does not impair the 
functional integrity of the equipment.

J. Site Observation:
1. Site observation visits will be performed randomly during the project by the Architect.  

Reports will be generated noting observations.  Deficiencies noted on the site visit reports 
shall be corrected.  All work shall comply with the Contract Documents, applicable Codes, 
regulations and local Authorities whether or not a particular deficiency has been noted in 
a site visit report.

2. Be responsible to notify the Architect ten working days prior to closing in work behind 
walls, raised access floors, ceilings, so that installed work can be observed prior to being 
concealed.

3. Areas shall stay accessible until deficiencies are corrected and accepted.  Notify the 
Architect when all deficiencies are corrected.  Return reports with items indicated as 
corrected prior to re-observation by the Architect.

K. Project Open House:
1. If the Owner elects to have an open house at the end of the project, provide assistance to 

the Owner.  Cooperate and provide manpower to operate and demonstrate systems during 
the open house as requested by the Owner.

3.2          EQUIPMENT RACKS, CABINETS AND BRACKETS

A. Securely mount equipment racks, cabinets and wall mounted relay brackets to the building 
structure.  Proper supports such as 3/8 in. lag screws and expansion anchors shall be used.  Proper 
quantity of supports shall be utilized.  Drywall screws and other types of supports not specifically 
approved to support equipment are specifically prohibited.  Submit mounting supports for 
approval before installation.

B. Position racks, cabinets, and wall mounted relay brackets in order to have minimum 3 foot 
clearance for easy access.  Equipment racks, cabinets and relay brackets mounted on or against 
walls shall have 3 foot clearance in front of deepest component.  Free standing equipment racks 
and cabinets shall have 3 foot clearance in front and rear of deepest components.  Provide 3 foot 
clearance between free standing equipment racks or cabinets and any other obstruction to allow 
access from front to rear of rack or cabinet for maintenance.

C. The Electrical Contractor shall provide cable tray over each rack and cabinet to facilitate a neat 
and orderly installation of cables and to secure the top of the racks to the structure.  Cables shall 
drop straight down to equipment racks.  Cable trays shall be secured at both ends to the structure 
and connected together for a complete contiguous installation.  Utilize proper supports to support 
the cable tray to the building structure as well as the equipment rack and cabinet.  Submit 
mounting supports for approval before installation.
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D. Cable Management: All cables shall enter the wiring closet to within the equipment racks and/or 
brackets.  Secure the bundle(s) to the rack strain relief and wire management behind the patch 
panels and cross connect block panels.  Install horizontal and side-mounted vertical cable 
management panels and brackets for routing and management of patch cables.  Maintain EIA/TIA 
and BICSI standards on bundling, supporting and bend radii.

E. Once the cabling system has been installed and terminated, install all active components and surge 
protected power strips into the racks, cabinets and wall mounted relay brackets.

F. Surge Protected Outlet Strips: Mount UPS and surge protected outlet strips per Manufacturer's 
directions.  Refer to details on the Drawings for mounting location.

3.3          TERMINATIONS

A. All copper conductors of every cable shall be completely terminated at both ends.

3.4          CABLE PATHWAYS

A. Install cables in pathways provided by the Electrical Subcontractor or required under execution 
part of this section.

B. Provide all equipment and cabling for a complete installed operating system.  In general, 
pathways, outlet boxes and grounding are provided by the Electrical Subcontractor. 

C. All pathways provided under this section shall comply with fill capacities as per Code, EIA/TIA 
569 and BICSI.

D. Cable bending radius shall not be less than minimum required by EIA/TIA and BICSI.

E. Cabling installed concealed shall be supported from the building structure (e.g. cable trays, J-
Hooks).

F. Cables shall be installed no closer than 12 inches (305mm) to electrical equipment and wiring.  
When cables are required to cross power wiring, they shall only do so perpendicular to the power 
wiring. Telecommunications cabling and power wiring shall only cross each other at minimal 
number of times and only due to building design limitations.

G. Clearances: Clearances between cabling and other building systems listed by EIA/TIA 569 and 
BICSI shall be maintained throughout the building.

H. All cables shall be installed in a neat and workman-like manner.  Cables shall be installed parallel 
and perpendicular to building elements.

I. Provide expansion fittings and adequate cable slack at all building expansion joints.

J. Fire/smoke seal all conduits, raceways, sleeves, and slots where cables pass from one location to 
another.
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3.5          SEALING OF PENETRATIONS AND OPENINGS

A. Environmental Seals
1. Provide seals on raceways exposed to widely different temperatures, as in refrigerated or 

cold storage areas.  Install seal to prevent circulation of air from warmer to colder sections 
through the raceway.

2. Provide seals under device plates for outlets on walls between conditioned and non-
conditioned spaces.

3. Provide outlet plate gasket seals at all work area outlets on interior and exterior walls.

3.6          SEISMIC SUPPORTS, SUPPLEMENTARY STEEL AND CHANNELS

A. Provide all supports, supplementary steel and channels required for the proper Seismic 
installation, mounting and support of all work installed under this section.

B. All supports, supplementary steel and channels shall be furnished, installed and secured with all 
fittings, support rods and appurtenances required for a complete support or mounting system.

C. Supplementary steel and channels shall be firmly connected to the building construction in a 
manner approved by the Architect prior to the installation of same.  Submit to the Architect, via 
the General Contractor, the locations proposed for using supplementary steel and channels for the 
support of equipment, fixtures and raceways.  The submittal shall indicate the mounting methods, 
size and details of the supports, channels and steel; it shall indicate also that weight which the 
supports, channels and supplementary steel is to carry.

D. The type and size of the supporting channels and supplementary steel shall be of sufficient 
strength and size for seismic restraint and to allow only a minimum deflection in conformance 
with the channel and supplementary steel manufacturer's requirements for loading.

E. All supplementary steel and channels shall be installed in a neat and workmanlike manner parallel 
to the walls, floor and ceiling construction.  All turns shall be made with 90 degrees and 45 
degrees fittings to suit the construction and installation conditions.

F. All supplementary steel, channels, supports, and fittings, shall be Underwriters' Laboratories, 
Incorporated, approved, be galvanized steel and be manufactured by Steel City, Unistrut, Power-
Strut, T. J. Cope, Chalfant or approved equal.

G. Provide supports to meet the required Seismic rating as indicated under "Part One" of this 
Specification.

H. Provide beam clamps with set screws (C-clamp type).

I. Work under this section shall be held in place by seismic rated methods.

J. Supporting from the roof decking will not be acceptable.

K. Provide expansion anchors on masonry units or brick work.  Power actuated supports will not be 
accepted.

L. Provide stainless steel or corrosion resistant supports in corrosive areas on wet or damp areas.
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M. Support work from the building structure, independent of suspended ceilings, roof deck or other 
trades work.  Where duct work, pipes, pipe racks, type of building construction materials or 
structural framing members provide obstruction or difficult support means, hanger rods shall be 
used in association with horizontal sections of steel support channels, in an approved manner.

N. All work shall be installed in a rigid and satisfactory manner and shall be supported by bar hangers 
in frame construction or shall be fastened directly with wood screws on wood, bolts with 
expansion shields on concrete or brick toggle bolts on hollow masonry units, and machine screws 
or welded threaded studs on metal.  Threaded studs of the proper type and holding capacity driven 
in by a power charge and provided with lock washers and nuts are acceptable for mounting of 
equipment on solid concrete walls or slabs.

O. Obtain written permission from the General Contractor allowing use of power activated charges.  
Use only properly trained and licensed operators.

P. Do not use power charge driven supports for any work that is to be hung from a horizontal surface 
without written permission from the Architect.

Q. Preset inserts of the proper type and holding capacity shall be used in overhead slab construction 
wherever possible.

R. Provide lateral supports for work to prevent excessive movement during a seismic event using 
rods, braces or galvanized or stainless steel cables.

S. Pendants, supports or hanging rods longer than 12 inches (300mm) shall be laterally braced.

T. Where installed in damp, wet and areas requiring wash down, all surface mounted panels, boxes, 
junction boxes, and conduit shall be supported by spacers to provide a clearance between wall 
and equipment.

3.7          IDENTIFICATION

A. Identify system components, wiring, and cabling complying with TIA/EIA-606-A.  Comply with 
requirements for identification specified in Section 260000 "Identification for Electrical 
Systems."
1. Confirm labeling scheme with the Owner prior to final labeling.
2. Color-code cross-connect fields and apply colors to voice and data service backboards, 

connections, covers, and labels.

B. Using cable management system software specified in Part 2, develop Cabling Administration 
Drawings for system identification, testing, and management.  Use unique, alphanumeric 
designation for each cable and label cable, jacks, connectors, and terminals to which it connects 
with same designation.  At completion, cable and asset management software shall reflect as-built 
conditions.

C. Cable Schedule:  Install in a prominent location in each equipment room and wiring closet.  List 
incoming and outgoing cables and their designations, origins, and destinations.  Protect with rigid 
frame and clear plastic cover.  Furnish an electronic copy of final comprehensive schedules for 
Project.
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D. Cabling Administration Drawings:  Show building floor plans with cabling administration-point 
labeling.  Identify labeling convention and show labels for telecommunications closets, backbone 
pathways and cables, entrance pathways and cables, terminal hardware and positions, horizontal 
cables, work areas and workstation terminal positions, grounding buses and pathways, and 
equipment grounding conductors.  Follow convention of TIA/EIA-606-A.  Furnish electronic 
record of all drawings, in software and format selected by Owner.

E. Cable and Wire Identification:
1. Label each cable within 4 inches of each termination and tap, where it is accessible in a 

cabinet or junction or outlet box, and elsewhere as indicated.
2. Each wire connected to building-mounted devices is not required to be numbered at device 

if color of wire is consistent with associated wire connected and numbered within panel or 
cabinet.

3. Exposed Cables and Cables in Cable Trays and Wire Troughs:  Label each cable at intervals 
not exceeding 15 feet.

4. Label each terminal strip and screw terminal in each cabinet, rack, or panel.
a. Individually number wiring conductors connected to terminal strips and identify 

each cable or wiring group being extended from a panel or cabinet to a building-
mounted device with name and number of particular device as shown.

b. Label each unit and field within distribution racks and frames.
5. Identification within Connector Fields in Equipment Rooms and Wiring Closets:  Label 

each connector and each discrete unit of cable-terminating and connecting hardware.  
Where similar jacks and plugs are used for both voice and data communication cabling, 
use a different color for jacks and plugs of each service.

F. Provide preprinted or computer-printed type labels with printing area and font color that contrasts 
with cable jacket color but still complies with requirements in TIA/EIA 606-A, for the following:
1. Cable Labels:  Use flexible vinyl or polyester that flexes as cables are bent.

3.8          CABLE SUPPORTS

A. Provide strain relief hardware for backbone cables at each floor level as they pass from one floor 
to the next.

B. Provide hook and loop (Velcro) cable wraps at all panels, equipment racks and cabinets.  Cable 
ties are specifically prohibited.

C. Cable ties for horizontal cables shall be secured with minimum required compression in order to 
secure the cables properly without impeding the signal transmission rating (geometry) of the 
cable.  Hook and loop (Velcro) cable wraps may be used in lieu of cable ties for copper cables 
only.  Cable-ties are specifically prohibited for fiber optic cables.

D. When pathways are not provided or specified, provide J-Hook supports from the building 
structure for cable runs to the cable drop location.  Maximum distance between supports shall be 
five feet depending on the structural elements of the building.  Maximum number of cables per 
support shall be thirty.  Provide additional supports when cable quantities exceed thirty and to 
maintain required bending radius of cables.  Cables installed exposed or in areas subject to abuse 
(below 10 feet (3m) above finished floor) or in accessible areas shall be installed in conduit.
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E. All cables shall be supported directly from building structure.  Under no circumstance shall cable 
be installed using cross bracing, plumbing/sprinkler pipes, ceiling systems or any other system 
that is not a specifically approved method to independently support cables.  Cables shall not be 
allowed to rest on ceiling tiles, duct work, and piping.  Supports shall be provided in order for 
cables to avoid contact with any other building system.  Bundle cables in groups by Room.

3.9          CABLE PROTECTION

A. Provide bushings in all metal studs and the like where cables will pass through.  Bushings shall 
be of two piece construction with one piece inserted through the opening and the second piece 
locking it into place.  Single piece bushings with locking tabs or friction fit are specifically 
prohibited.

B. Cables to be installed in existing enclosed open bays or furred spaces where conduit stubs are not 
provided shall be protected from chafing or any damage.  The Installer shall verify that the 
warranty shall not be violated before installing any cabling in these locations.

C. Provide cutting, coring, sleeves and bushings and seal at all penetrations.

D. Fiber optic backbone cables shall be installed in inner duct.

E. Cables damaged during installation shall not be repaired.  They shall be completely replaced with 
new cable.

3.10          INSTALLATION

A. All cabling shall be installed in conduit where indicated on plans, or shall be installed open using 
other methods, approved by architect, such as J-Hooks.
1. Install wiring, per manufacturers recommendations. Use UL listed plenum cable in 

environmental air spaces including plenum ceilings. 

B. All wiring shall be new and concealed in pipe where exposed.

C. All conduits and raceways shall have pull strings remaining after cable is pulled.

D. Impedance and Level Matching: 

E. Carefully match input and output impedances and signal levels at signal interfaces. Provide 
matching networks where required.

F. Control Circuit Wiring: 
1. Install control circuits in accordance with NFPA 70 and as indicated.  Provide number of 

conductors as recommended by system manufacturer to provide control functions indicated 
or specified.

2. Make installation in strict accordance with approved manufacturer's drawings and 
instructions.

3. The Installer shall provide necessary transient protection on the AC power feed, all station 
lines leaving or entering the building, and all central office trunks.  All protection shall be 
as recommended by the equipment supplier and referenced to earth ground.
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G. Weatherproofing: 
1. Provide weatherproof enclosures for items to be mounted outdoors or exposed to weather.

H. Typical Layouts and requirements of the specified systems:
1. Typical layout:

a. Equipment racks and cabinets
b. Backbone cabling
c. Headend equipment

2. Typical layout of telecommunications equipment racks and cabinets.
a. Each equipment rack and cabinet shall contain the following equipment:

1) Fiber optic patch panel
2) Fiber optic cable management
3) Surge protector power strip
4) Patch panels - Horizontal distribution
5) Horizontal distribution cable management
6) Vertical cable management
7) Patch cords

b. Provide space for the installation of network electronics equipment in the equipment 
racks.

c. Furnish and install horizontal cable management between each patch panel (fiber 
optics, Hub distribution, Horizontal distribution, and telephone distribution).

d. Furnish and install horizontal distribution patch panels in each wire center with 
sufficient ports to terminate all modular jacks shown on the drawings plus twenty 
percent spares.  The exact number of modular jacks and horizontal distribution patch 
panels shall be obtained from the drawings.

e. Furnish and install all equipment racks and cabinets required to support the 
aforementioned equipment.

f. The MDF room shall contain fiber optic patch panel quantities which correspond to 
the total number of fiber optic patch panels located in the IDF rooms.

g. Grounding bars shall be installed under Section 260000.  Furnish and install the 
required grounding to ensure that all of the aforementioned equipment is grounded 
and bonded.

3. Headend
a. The headend consists of connecting hardware for the following:

1) Video System
2) Sound System
3) Paging System
4) Master Clock System

b. Final terminations from IDC cross connect block panels to telephone equipment and 
PBX by -Telephone Company and Equipment Installer.  Coordinate with Telephone 
Company and Equipment Installer for final terminations.

c. Final terminations from the IDC cross connect block panels to the headend 
equipment shall be provided by the headend equipment installer.
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d. Coordinate with the headend equipment installer and the electrical contractor for:
1) The installation of all the IDC cross connect block panels at the headend 

equipment.  Installation shall be neat in appearance.
2) The final terminations at the headend.

3.11          TRAINING

A. As a minimum, training sessions shall consist of the following:
1. General project information and review shall be by the General Foreman or Superintendent 

of the Trade.
2. Specific system training shall be by a Factory Trained Representative.
3. Provide a complete review of the project and systems including, but not limited to, the 

following:
a. In a classroom environment review each Record Drawing (use of typicals is 

acceptable).
b. Note equipment layouts, locations and control points.
c. Review each system.
d. Review system design operation and philosophy.
e. Review alarms and necessary responses.
f. Review standard troubleshooting techniques for each system.
g. Review areas served by equipment.
h. Identify color codes used.
i. Review features and special functions.
j. Review maintenance requirements.
k. Review operation and maintenance manuals.
l. Respond to questions (record questions and answers).

4. After classroom training, walk the entire project, review each equipment room and typical 
locations.  Explain equipment and proper operation.

B. During the instruction period the Owner and Maintenance Manual shall be used and explained.

C. The Owner and Maintenance Manual material shall be bound in 3-ring binders and indexed.  On 
the edge of the binder provide a clear see-through plastic holder with a typed card indicating the 
Project name, the Architect's name, the installer's name and the Volume number (e.g., Vol.  No. 
1 of 2).

D. Provide name, address and telephone number of the manufacturer's representative and Service 
Company for all items supplied so that the source of replacement parts and service can be readily 
obtained.
1. Include copies of manufacturers and installer's warranties and maintenance contracts and 

performance bonds properly executed and signed by an authorized representative.
2. Include copies of all test reports and certifications.
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3.12          ACCEPTANCE DEMONSTRATIONS

A. Systems installed under this Section shall be demonstrated to the Owner and Architect.  
Demonstrations are in addition to necessary testing and training sessions.  Notify all parties at 
least 7 days prior to the scheduled demonstration.  Schedule demonstrations, in cooperation with 
and at times convenient to all parties, so as to not disturb ongoing activities.

B. Systems shall be tested prior to the demonstrations and each system shall be fully operational and 
tested prior to arranging the Acceptance Demonstration.  Final payments will be withheld until a 
satisfactory demonstration is provided for all systems indicated or requested.

C. If the demonstration is not totally complete, performing all functions, features and connections or 
interfaces with other systems, or if there is a failure during the demonstration, additional 
demonstrations shall be arranged.  Provide and pay for all costs, labor and expenses incurred for 
all attendees for each additional demonstration required for acceptance and demonstration of 
complete system operation.

D. Demonstrations shall be scheduled in ample time to complete all activities prior to final 
acceptance and Owner occupancy.  Demonstrations shall take place at least 30 days prior to the 
scheduled project completion date and 30 days prior to owner’s use and occupancy.

E. As a minimum, provide demonstrations for systems indicated under "Work Included" under Part 
One of the Specifications.  Provide demonstrations of additional systems as requested by the 
Owner, or Architect.

3.13          PROJECT OWNER COORDINATION

A. Prior to Substantial Completion of the project and in ample time to address and resolve any 
coordination issues, request and arrange meetings between the Owner, Owner's Vendors and 
Consultants, Architect and General Contractor to discuss the Scope of Work for each system 
being provided and the interface required for a fully functional and operational system upon 
project completion. Initial meetings shall be scheduled three months prior to the scheduled 
Substantial Completion date or as soon as Submittals are submitted and reviewed for projects 
with shorter schedules.

B. At these meetings the required interface with the Owner shall be reviewed, requests for 
information required to complete programming or for coordination shall be presented and system 
operation and philosophy shall be discussed.

C. Additional meetings shall be held as requested by any party so that all issues are resolved and 
with the goal and intent being that all systems are fully operational and functional upon project 
Substantial Completion and that the responsibility for all components required is clearly 
established.

3.14          CLEANING UP

A. Upon completion of all work, and testing, thoroughly inspect all exposed portions of the 
installation and completely remove all exposed labels, markings, and foreign material.

B. The interior of all boxes and cabinets shall be left clean; exposed surfaces shall be cleaned and 
plated surfaces polished.

C. Repair damage to finish surfaces resulting from work under this section.
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D. Remove material and equipment from areas of work and storage areas.

E. All equipment shall be clean from dirt, dust, and fingerprints prior to final acceptance.

F. Touch up all damaged pre-finished equipment using materials and methods recommended by the 
Manufacturer.

3.15          PROJECT CLOSEOUT

A. Provide close out submittals as specified herein and in SECTION 017700 - CLOSEOUT 
PROCEDURES including the following close out submittals.
1. Operation and Maintenance Manuals
2. Record Drawings.
3. Test Reports.
4. Extra Materials.

B. Obtain written receipts of acceptance close out submittals submitted.  Receipts shall specifically 
detail what is being delivered (description, quantity and specification section) and shall be dated 
and signed by firm delivering materials and by the Owner's Representative.

C. Telecommunications:
1. Provide record drawings indicating actual cable routing and cable terminations and all 

required identifiers.  Provide copy mounted in each telecommunications closet and the 
main cross connect.

2. All sketches, drawings, and charts herein are for the purpose of providing for specifications 
in a simplified format.  Errors and omissions in such does not relive the Contractor of the 
responsibility for providing a fully complete, secure and properly operating integrated 
instructional technology network system suitable for the intended use.  Bidders must obtain 
a complete set of Project Drawings and Specifications to determine the full scope of work.  
In case of conflict the Project Drawings and Specifications shall prevail.

D. Construction Waste Management

E. Comply with Division 01 requirements for construction waste management and recycling.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 311000 SITE PREPARATION

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1        GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

A. Attention is directed to the CONTRACT and GENERAL CONDITIONS and all Sections 
within DIVISION 1 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, which are hereby made a part of this 
Section of the Specifications.

1.2        DESCRIPTION OF WORK

A. Provide all labor, materials, equipment, services and accessories necessary to furnish and install 
the work of this Section, complete and functional, as indicated in the Contract Documents and 
as specified herein.

B. The principal work of this Section includes, but may not be limited to, the following:

1. Removal of existing pavements, curbs, sidewalks, steps, signage and posts, fencing and 
all other site improvements that interfere with construction as indicated on the drawings.  
Pavement shall be properly disposed of at an off-site landfill.

2. Installation and relocation of construction fencing during construction.

1.3        RELATED WORK

A. Carefully examine all of the Contract Document for requirements which affect the work of this 
Section.  Other specifications which directly relate to the work of this Section include, but are 
not limited to, the following:

1. Section 312000 – EARTH MOVING
2. Section 321216 – ASPHALT PAVING

PART 2 - PRODUCTS - NOT APPLICABLE

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1        PERFORMANCE

A. Any existing abandoned/unused foundation members, cesspools, septic tanks, or similar 
subsurface facilities encountered within the project area are to be destroyed and removed in 
their entirety.

3.2        UTILITIES

A. Locate, identify, disconnect, and seal or cap off utilities indicated to be removed.

1. Arrange with utility companies to shut off indicated utilities.  The Contractor is 
responsible for coordinating and scheduling with the authorities having jurisdiction the 
removal and/or abandonment of existing utilities as required to complete the work.
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B. Existing Utilities:  Do not interrupt utilities serving facilities occupied by the Owner’s 
Representative or others unless permitted under the following conditions and then only after 
arranging to provide temporary utility services according to requirements indicated:

1. Notify the Owner’s Representative not less than two days in advance of proposed utility 
interruptions.

2. Do not proceed with utility interruptions without the Owner’s Representative’s written 
permission.

C. Utility pipes designated to be abandoned in place shall be plugged at their ends with watertight 
brick masonry or cement mortar with a minimum thickness of 8 inches. 

D. Utility pipes designated to be removed shall consist of the complete removal and disposal of the 
entire length of pipe and backfill and compaction of the void with ordinary borrow.  When the 
void is within the footprint of the new building, gravel borrow shall be used to backfill the void.

E. Utility structures designated to be abandoned in place shall have their cast iron castings 
removed and disposed, inlet and outlet pipes plugged, the bottom of the structures shall be 
broken, the void of the structure shall be backfilled and compacted with ordinary borrow, and 
the top of the structure shall be removed so that it is at least 36 inches below finished grade.

F. Utility structures designated to be removed shall consist of the removal and disposal of cast iron 
castings, plugging of inlet and outlet pipes, removal of the structure, and backfill and 
compaction of the void with ordinary borrow.  When the void is within the footprint of the new 
building, gravel borrow shall be used to backfill the void.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 31 20 00 EARTH MOVING

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1     RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Attention is directed to the CONTRACT and GENERAL CONDITIONS and all Sections within
DIVISION 1 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, which are hereby made a part of this Section of
the Specifications.

1.2    SUMMARY

A. This Section includes the following:

1. Site excavating, grading, filling, backfilling, compacting, and preparing sub-grades to the
lines and grades shown herein or as  indicated on the Drawings for the entire project
(whichever is deeper) including but not limited to: foundations, footings, slab-on-grade
components, site utility lines and structures, walks, and pavements.

2. Excavating all types of materials to limits indicated or required, including soil, rock, and
other materials for new, below-grade construction and other site improvements as shown
on the Drawings. All organic soil, existing fill, and other deleterious matter should be
entirely removed from within the proposed areas of excavation. All topsoil, subsoil, organic
material, root balls, and other deleterious material shall be entirely removed.

3. Compacted structural fill where indicated on the Drawings or where required below
building areas.

4. Processed aggregate for pavements and other improvements.
5. Crushed Stone and porous fill for pavements, under building slabs and footings.
6. General fill for establishing project sub-grades under paved areas and where shown on the

Drawings.
7. Excavation of rock and/or boulders, including replacement with suitable earthwork

materials.
8. Removal of encountered unsatisfactory soils, including lawful off-site disposal and

replacement with suitable earthwork fill material.
9. Securing trenching permit
10. Protecting existing buildings, utilities, roads, pavements, lawns, plantings and other

improvements from damage due to construction.
11. Excavation & Backfill within the building for all underground Plumbing, subsoil drainage,

conduits, and the like.
12. Excavation for any new subsurface equipment, structure, footing, slab, or light pole base

or any other excavation which is required to accomplish the Work described in the
Drawings or Specifications.

1.3     RELATED WORK

A. Carefully examine all of the Contract Documents for requirements that affect the work of this
Section.  Other specifications that directly relate to the work of this section include, but are not
limited to, the following:

1. Section 003100 – Available Project Information
2. Section 220000 – Plumbing
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3. Section 260000 – Electrical
4. Section 311000 – Site Preparation
5. Section 312500 – Erosion and Sedimentation Controls
6. Section 321216 – Asphalt Paving
7. Section 330000 – Site Utilities

B. Excavation shall comprise and include the satisfactory removal and disposal of all materials 
encountered within the lines and grades shown in the drawings and in the specifications regardless 
of the nature of the materials, and shall be understood to include but not limited to, earth, topsoil, 
subsoil, hardpan, fill, foundations, pavements, curbs, piping, footings, bricks, concrete, 
abandoned drainage and utility structures, debris, and materials classified as unsuitable 
materials.  All excavations and associated backfill within the lines and grades shown in the 
drawings and in the specifications, except in rock as defined below, shall be included in the base 
bid.

1.4           SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS

A. Protect all pipe lines, sewers, drains, poles, wiring, and the like that interfere in any way with the 
work whether or not they are specifically shown on the Drawings.  Notify the proper authorities 
that items are protected, supported, and/or relocated as necessary to adjust them to the new work.

B. Verify inverts and locations of all existing utilities having a direct bearing on the work of this 
Section prior to installation of any work of this Section.  Transmit the above information to the 
Architect who shall make any alterations to the Contract Drawings as required by the existing 
conditions.

C. No extra compensation will be made for compliance with the above.

D. Notify public utilities companies, in writing, at least 72 hours before excavating in accordance 
with the provision of the Rhode Island General Laws, § 39-1.2-5 in order to prevent accidental 
damage.

1.5           INTERPRETATION OF SITE CONDITIONS

A. During the course of construction, all interpretations of soil conditions, classification of materials 
and soil suitability, determine acceptability of methods and soil suitability, determining 
acceptability of methods and equipment to carry out the intent of the Specifications, shall be made 
by the Architect and/or Soils Laboratory.  The decision of the Architect shall be final and binding 
on the Contractor.

B. This project is Unclassified – 

1. Unclassified excavation shall comprise and include the satisfactory removal and disposal 
of all materials encountered within the lines and grades shown in the drawings and in the 
specifications regardless of the nature of the materials, and shall be understood to include 
but not limited to, earth, topsoil, subsoil, hardpan, fill, foundations, pavements, curbs, 
piping, footings, bricks, concrete, abandoned drainage and utility structures, debris, and 
materials classified as unsuitable materials.  All excavations and associated backfill within 
the lines and grades shown in the drawings and in the specifications, except in rock as 
defined below, shall be included in the base bid.
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2. The Contractor will be paid for excavations beyond the lines and grades shown in the 
drawings and specifications using the Unit Prices found under Division 01 “Unit Prices” 
and following the method of measurement and verification of quantities as defined in this 
specification.

1.6           DEFINITIONS

A. Backfill:  Soil materials used to fill an excavation.

1. Initial Backfill:  Backfill placed beside and over pipe in a trench, including haunches to 
support sides of pipe.

2. Final Backfill:  Backfill placed over initial backfill to fill a trench.

B. Base Course:  Layer placed between the subbase course and proposed improvements.

C. Bedding Course:  Layer placed over the excavated subgrade in a trench before laying pipe.

D. Borrow:  Satisfactory soil or earthwork products imported from off-site for use as fill or backfill.

E. Excavation:  Removal of material encountered above subgrade elevations.

1. Additional Excavation:  Excavation below subgrade elevations as directed by Architect.  
Additional excavation and replacement material will be paid for according to Contract 
provisions for changes in the Work.

2. Mass Excavation:  Excavations more than 8 feet in width and pits more than 30 feet in 
either length or width.

3. Unauthorized Excavation:  Excavation below subgrade elevations or beyond indicated 
dimensions without direction by Architect.  Unauthorized excavation, as well as remedial 
work directed by Architect, shall be without additional compensation.

F. Fill:  Soil materials used to raise existing grades.

G. Mass Rock or Earth: Excavated material that is greater than 8’ in both length and width.

H. Rock:  Excavated rock material in beds, ledges, unstratified masses, and conglomerate deposits 
that cannot be removed by rock excavating equipment equivalent to the following in size and 
performance ratings, without systematic drilling, ram hammering, ripping, or blasting, when 
permitted:

1. Excavation of Footings, Trenches, and Pits:  Late-model, track-mounted hydraulic 
excavator; Caterpillar 330 or equal, equipped with a 42-inch wide, short-tip-radius rock 
bucket.

2. Mass Excavation:  Late-model, track-mounted loader; Caterpillar 963C or equal; or Late-
model, track-mounted hydraulic excavator; Caterpillar 330 or equal, equipped with a 42-
inch wide, short-tip-radius rock bucket.

I. Boulder: An excavated, individual rock fragment or natural stone with a volume of less than 1 c.y 
in trenches and less than 3 c.y. in mass earth excavations.  All boulders exceeding these definitions 
shall be classified as “rock” and shall fall within “mass” or “trench” subcategory based on 
definitions in this section.  Material classified as “Rock” and excavated and paid for shall not be 
eligible to be classified as “boulder” for additional payment purposes.  All excavated boulder 
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material, to be disposed of on-site, or processed for re-use on-site, is not eligible for compensation 
under allowance and is part of base bid.  

J. Structures:  Buildings, footings, foundations, retaining walls, slabs, tanks, curbs, mechanical and 
electrical appurtenances, or other man-made stationary features constructed above or below the 
ground surface.

K. Subbase Course:  Layer placed between the subgrade and base course for pavement or other site 
improvements.

L. Subgrade:  Surface or elevation remaining after completing excavation, or top surface of a fill or 
backfill immediately below subbase, drainage fill, or topsoil materials.

M. Trench Rock or Earth: An excavation of any length where the width is less than twice the depth 
and where the shortest distance between the excavation sides does not exceed eight (8') feet.  All 
other excavations shall be defined as open excavations.

N. Utilities include on-site underground pipes, conduits, ducts, and cables, as well as underground 
services within buildings.

O. SSHB: “Standard Specifications for Highways and Bridges”, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 
Massachusetts Highway Department, 1988 edition, including all supplements to date. 

P. Unsatisfactory/Unsuitable Soils:  Any material generated, excavated and/or collected by earth 
moving activities or other contract work that does not meet any of the product specifications 
contained in contract documents.

1.7           SUBMITTALS

A. General: Submit the following according to the Conditions of the Contract and Division 1 
Specifications Sections.

B. Product Data:  For the following:

1. Each type of plastic warning tape.
2. Separation fabric.

C. Samples:  For the following:

1. 50-lb samples, sealed in airtight containers, of each proposed soil material from on-site or 
borrow sources, for Owner’s independent laboratory testing agency. Samples shall be 
delivered to the site seven (7) calendar days in advance or time planned on incorporating 
them into the work.  The owner’s testing lab will confirm submitted test results and 
compaction curve data. Submit the name of each material supplier and specific type and 
source of each material.  Any change in source throughout the job requires approval of the 
Architect and the Geotechnical Engineer

2. 5-lb sample to Architect’s office for visual conformance confirmation.
3. 12-by-12-inch sample of drainage fabric.
4. 12-by-12-inch sample of separation fabric.
5. 4-foot strip of each type of warning tape.
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D. Material Test Reports:  From an approved qualified testing agency indicating and interpreting test 
results for compliance of the following with requirements indicated:

1. Complete mechanical/sieve analysis classification according to SSHB and ASTM D 2487 
for every 400 cubic yards of on-site or borrow soil material proposed for fill and backfill. 
Washed sieve shall be performed for 200 sieve on all materials.

2. Laboratory compaction curve according to ASTM D 1557 for each on-site or borrow soil 
material proposed for fill and backfill.

3. Report of actual unconfined compressive strength and/or results of bearing tests of each 
stratum tested.

4. Test sampling shall conform to the requirements of ASTM D-75, and ASTM D-3665. 

E. All installation of materials prior to testing and/or review and response by Architect is at 
Contractor’s risk.

F. Submit a dewatering plan for review by the Geotechnical Engineer at least two weeks before the 
start of construction.

G. Submit a temporary earth support system layout and design at least two weeks before the start of 
construction.

1.8           QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Comply with applicable requirements of NFPA 495, "Explosive Materials Code" and SSHB, 
Section 120 and State Fire Codes. 

B. The Owner may retain the services of a Geotechnical Engineer to periodically observe the 
earthwork operations including observing the subgrade of footings, slabs, parking lots, and 
roadways.

C. Geotechnical Testing Agency Qualifications:  An independent testing agency qualified according 
to ASTM E 329 to conduct soil materials and rock-definition testing, as documented according 
to ASTM D 3740 and ASTM E 548.

D. Testing:  Compaction tests will be required by the Owner and will be paid for by the Owner.  No 
specific testing schedule has been established at this time.  If tests indicate that density 
requirements have not been achieved, the Contractor shall continue compacting.

All retesting in these areas shall be paid for by the Contractor.  See Division 1, Section “Quality 
Control Services”.  The contractor is required to compensate testing laboratory, directly, for all 
material test reports.

E. Density and Compaction Testing:  The Contractor is responsible for scheduling compaction tests 
and to allow adequate time for the proper execution of said tests.

F. Protect all benchmarks, monuments, and property boundary pins.  Replace if destroyed by 
Contractor’s operations.

G. The presence of the independent testing and inspection firm and/or the Geotechnical Engineer 
does not include supervision or direction of the actual work of the Contractor, his employees or 
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agents.  Neither the presence of the independent testing and inspection firm and/or the 
Geotechnical Engineer, nor any observations and testing performed by them, nor failure to give 
notice of defects shall excuse the Contractor from defects discovered in his work.

H. Costs related to retesting due to unacceptable quality of work and failures discovered by testing 
shall be paid for by the Contractor at no additional expense to Owner.

1.9           PROJECT CONDITIONS

A. Existing Utilities:  Do not interrupt utilities serving facilities occupied by Owner or others unless 
permitted in writing by Architect and then only after arranging to provide temporary utility 
services according to requirements indicated.  Note that school operations must be maintained 
throughout construction.

1. Notify Architect not less than two days in advance of proposed utility interruptions.
2. Do not proceed with utility interruptions without Architect's written permission.
3. Contact utility-locator service for area where Project is located before excavating.

B. Demolish and completely remove from site existing underground utilities indicated to be 
removed.  Coordinate with utility companies to shut off services if lines are active. Contact 
Digsafe (811) prior to any earthwork or demolition operations.

C. Contractor is responsible to properly obtain a trenching permit per 520 CMR 14.00 from 
appropriate local or state agency.  

1.10           UNIT PRICES

A. Rock Measurement:  Volume of rock actually removed, measured in original position, but not to 
exceed the following: 

1. 12 inches outside of concrete forms at footings.  
2. 6 inches outside of minimum required dimensions of concrete cast against grade.
3. The outside dimensions of concrete walls indicated to be cast against rock without forms 

or exterior waterproofing treatments.
4. 12 inches outside width and bottom of drainage structures,   including catch basins and 

manholes.  
5. Pavements:  bottom elevation of the specified subbase course.  
6. 6 inches beneath pipe in trenches, and 24 inches wider than inside diameter of the pipe.  
7. Planting Areas: 48” below proposed finish elevations area as specified for typical planting 

installation.  
8. Lawn Areas: 18” below indicated finish grades.  

B. Boulder Measurement:  Volume of all boulders excavated and slated for removal from site.  
Individual boulders to be measured by method mutually agreed upon by the Contractor and 
Owner.

C. Limits and measurements do not represent dimensions of excavation requirements mandated by 
safety and other regulatory agencies.  Rock required to be removed to conform to safety 
regulations will not be measured for payment.  

1.11           COORDINATION
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A. Prior to start of earthwork, the Contractor shall arrange an onsite meeting with the Architect, 
Engineer, the Geotechnical Engineer, and the independent testing firm for the purpose of 
establishing the Contractor's schedule of operations, and scheduling observation and testing 
procedures and requirements

B. As construction proceeds, the Contractor shall be responsible for notifying the Geotechnical 
Engineer and the independent testing firm prior to the start of earthwork operations requiring 
observation and/or testing.

C. The work of this Section shall be coordinated with that of other trades affecting, or affected by, 
this work, as necessary to ensure the steady progress of all work of the Contract.

1.12           SUBSURFACE SOIL DATA

A. Contractor may, at his own expense, conduct additional subsurface testing as required for his own 
information after approval by the Owner.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1           MATERIALS

A. General:  Provide borrow soil materials when sufficient satisfactory soil materials are not 
available from excavations.

B. Fill material shall be free from frost/ice and snow, rocks with a diameter greater than 2/3 of the 
loose lift thickness as specified herein, and foreign matter, such as construction debris, asphalt, 
trash, wood, roots, leaves, sod, and organic matter.  All fill material shall be maintained by the 
contractor at suitable moisture contents for proper placement and compaction as specified herein.

C. Offsite pulverized pavement and crushed concrete are not acceptable for fill material.  

D. Obtain off-site material as herein specified consisting of clean granular material from off-site 
Borrow Pits as approved by the Soils Laboratory prior to trucking to the site.

1. Maintain borrow source material in a clean condition, uncontaminated by organic soils or 
other deleterious materials.  If borrow material from the cut sectors is stockpiled, such 
stockpiles shall be suitable protected, drained, and maintained to insure full availability of 
the materials.

2. Material weighing less than 100 lbs. per cubic foot (maximum laboratory dry weight) is 
not acceptable as fill material.  Placed material shall be free of all objectionable material 
such as leaves, grass, and roots.

2.2           PROCESSED GRAVEL FOR SUB-BASE
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A. Processed gravel for sub-base, where called for on the Drawings and Specifications shall be from 
off-site sources and shall conform to the following gradation requirements of RIDOT M.01.09, 
Table 1, Column 1:

Sieve Size % finer of weight

3" 60-100
1/2" 50-85
3/8” 45-80
No. 4 40-75
No. 40 0-45
No. 200 0-10

2.3           GENERAL FILL (ORDINARY FILL)

A. Ordinary Fill should have a plasticity index of less than 6, and should meet the gradation 
requirements shown below. Ordinary Fill should be compacted in maximum 9-inch loose lifts to 
at least 95 percent of the Modified Proctor maximum dry density (ASTM D1557), with moisture 
contents within ±2 percentage points of optimum moisture content and conform to the following 
gradation:

Sieve Size % finer by weight
6 Inch 100
1 Inch 50-100
No. 4 20-100
No. 20 10-70
No. 60 5-45
No. 200 0-20

2.4           PERVIOUS FILL

A. Wherever pervious (granular) fill is called for in the Drawings or Specifications, the material shall 
be brought from off-site sources and shall be free of ice, snow, sod, rubbish, or other deleterious 
material and conform to the following gradation:

Sieve Size % finer by weight

3 Inch 100
No. 4 30-100
No. 200 0-8

2.5           STRUCTURAL FILL

A. The Structural Fill should have a plasticity index of less than 6, and should meet the gradation 
requirements shown below. Structural Fill should be compacted in maximum 9-inch loose lifts to 
at least 95 percent of the Modified Proctor maximum dry density (ASTM D1557), with moisture 
contents within ±2 percentage points of optimum moisture content.

B. Fill placed within buildings and within an area extending 5 feet beyond the limits of buildings, 
including within utility trenches inside buildings, shall consist of Structural Fill.
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C. Structural Fill for fill and backfill within building areas (under footings and slabs) and adjacent 
to foundation walls except where other materials are specified or detailed.  Materials shall be 
clean bank-run or processed gravel free from recycled material, foreign substances (bricks, 
concrete, asphalt, etc), frozen material, lumps of clay, loam or vegetable matter, be obtained from 
a single source and shall meet the following grain size gradation:

Sieve Size % finer by weight
3 Inch 100
1-1/2 Inch 80-100
½ Inch 50-100
No. 4 30-85
No. 20 15-60
No. 60 5-35
No. 200* 0-10

*0-5% Under sidewalks.

2.6           DENSE GRADED CRUSHED STONE FOR SUBBASE

A. Dense graded Crushed Stone for subbase shall be imported material conforming to the following 
gradation requirements.  This material shall be used as an alternate to Processed Gravel for 
Subbase in the top 12 inches immediately beneath paved areas.  

Sieve Size % finer of weight

2" 100
1-1/2" 70-100
3/4” 50-85
No. 4 30-55
No. 50 8-24
No. 200 3-10

B. Crushed concrete cannot be used as Dense Graded Crushed Stone for Subbase.

2.7           CRUSHED STONE

A. Where designated on the Drawings and Specifications as crushed stone, the material shall consist 
of processed stone and shall conform to the following gradations:
1.    1-1/2” to 2” Crushed Stone:

Sieve Size % finer of weight
1-1/2" to 2” 100
1-1/4" 85-100
3/4” 10-40
1/2" 0-8
No. 200 <1
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2. 3/4” Crushed Stone:
Sieve Size % finer of weight
1” 100
3/4” 90-100
1/2" 10-50
3/8” 0-20
No. 4 0-5

2.8           WASHED STONE

A. Crushed stone not to exceed 3”.

2.9           SAND FILL

A. To be used as bedding and backfill.  It shall be hard, durable sand free from ice, snow, roots, sod 
and other deleterious matter conforming to the material and gradation requirements.  The Sand 
Fill shall be used as backfilling material around banks of pipes.  The Sand Fill shall be graded 
within the following limits:

Sieve Size % finer of weight
3/8” 100
No. 200 0-10

2.10           GEOTEXTILES

A. Separation Geotextile:  Woven geotextile fabric, manufactured for separation applications, made 
from polyolefins or polyesters; complying with AASHTO M 288 and the following, measured 
per test methods referenced:
1. Survivability:  Class 1; AASHTO M 288.
2. Elongation: 15% maximum; ASTM D 4632
3. Grab Tensile Strength:  315 lbs; ASTM D 4632.
4. Trapezoidal Tear Strength:  120 lbs; ASTM D 4533.
5. Puncture Strength:  1,000 lbs; ASTM D 6241.
6. Apparent Opening Size:  No. 40 sieve, maximum; ASTM D 4751.
7. Permittivity:  0.05 sec-1 minimum; ASTM D 4491.
8. UV Stability:  70% after 500 hours' exposure; ASTM D 4355.

2.11           UNSUITABLE SOILS

A.  Unsuitable material shall be material having at least one of the following properties:   
1. Material with a maximum unit dry weight per cubic foot less than 100 lbs., as determined by 

ASTM D1557. 
2. Material containing greater than 3% organic matter by weight, topsoil, organic silt, peat, 

construction debris, roots and stumps.  
3. Material which has a Liquid Limit greater than 55 when tested in accordance with ASTM D 

4318.  
4. Materials that do not meet one of the gradation specifications in this section.  
5. Material classified as unsuitable by the Geotechnical Engineer.
6. Unsuitable material shall be disposed of off-site as directed by the Architect.
7. Materials that are unstable as a result of inadequate construction dewatering, excessive 

subgrade disturbance, or other means and methods used by the Contractor are not considered 
unsuitable materials.
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8. Onsite processed material that is not well graded and that exhibits honeycombing during 
placement and compaction.

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1           ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS

A. Prior to commencement of any work, provide the Architect with detailed drawings, reports, etc., 
as required to adequately define proposed methods to protect the environment of the project and 
the surrounding area in accordance with local, state, and federal regulations and as herein 
described.  Conform to the Order of Conditions.

B. All proposed drainage systems, as shown on the project plans, or which may be required during 
the course of the work, shall be maintained functional at all times.  The exposed areas of subgrade 
in both cut and fill sectors shall be graded to positively drain.  In impounded surface water areas, 
no additional fill material shall be placed.  Failure to maintain positive drainage of the subgrade 
shall be adequate cause for the Architect to order temporary suspension of the work.

C. Provide and maintain, for the entire course of the operations of the project, erosion and silt control 
measures to prevent the intrusion of any silt, oil, chemical, or other pollutants to any downstream 
drainage way, conduit, stream, etc., or abutting property beyond the project limit lines.  In the 
event of failure to comply, the Contractor assumes the cost of all damages resultant there from.

D. Provide for the control of dust to the satisfaction of the Architect.  

3.2           REFERENCE POINTS

A. Locate and maintain bench marks, monuments, and other reference points.  If destroyed or 
disturbed, place as directed by the Architect and/or local and state authorities.

3.3           EQUIPMENT

A. All Earth Work under this Section shall be performed with earth moving equipment capable of 
efficiently completing the scope of the work and subject to the approval of the Soils Laboratory 
and/or the Architect.

3.4           MOISTURE CONTROL (All Soils)

A. Uniformly moisten or aerate subgrade and each subsequent fill or backfill layer before 
compaction to within 2 percent of optimum moisture content.

B. Do not place backfill or fill material on surfaces that are muddy, frozen, or contain frost or ice.

C. Remove and replace, or scarify and air-dry, all soil material that exceeds optimum moisture 
content by 2 percent and is too wet to compact to specified dry unit weight.
1. Stockpile or spread and dry removed wet satisfactory soil material.
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D. The Contractor is alerted that the nature of native materials at this site is such that they are 
sensitive to moisture.  On-site materials are difficult to handle and compact and are easily 
disturbed when wet.  The Contractor shall plan and conduct his excavation and filling operations 
considering the nature of the on-site materials.

3.5           PROTECTION OF SUBGRADE

A. The Contractor shall employ special measures as herein specified and/or as directed in the field 
by the Architect to avoid disturbing the strength of the natural subgrade in an approved manner 
shall be made during the course of the construction.

B. Provide and operate pumps or other equipment as necessary, to keep excavation free from water 
at all times, until succeeding operations are begun.

C. As original ground surface is worked and fill is added, daily provisions shall be made for drainage 
of surface water away from the exposed subgrade.

D. No heavy equipment shall be allowed to travel over wet areas of the subgrade.  Notify the 
Architect if trafficking by equipment not under control of this Section occurs.

E. Properly compact layers of subgrade fill as soon as they are placed.

F. As soon as subgrade or general fill is placed, compacted, and approved by the Soil Laboratory, 
place and compact the granular fill sub-grade material.

3.6           TEMPORARY SHEETING, SHORING & BRACING

A. The Contractor shall provide shoring systems adequately anchored and braced to resist earth and 
hydrostatic pressures at locations as needed to support excavations during construction.  The 
sheeting/shoring systems shall be designed by a Massachusetts Professional Engineer.

B. Shop drawings and calculations shall be submitted for review and approval prior to start of any 
work for temporary excavation support.  All shop drawings, details & calculations submitted shall 
bear the Professional Engineer stamp of the Engineer responsible for the design. 

C. The General Contractor shall install, maintain and monitor (1 day before and each day excavation 
is open) 3 (minimum) settlement monitoring points on the building footing or foundation wall.  
Location of monitoring points to be determined by shoring design engineer. 

D. The Contractor shall locate required bracing to clear all permanent Work.

E. Bracing which must be relocated shall be installed prior to the removal of original bracing.

F. The Contractor shall remove shoring and bracing in stages to avoid disturbances to adjacent and 
underlying soils and damage to structures, pavements, facilities and utilities.  The contractor shall 
repair or replace adjacent work damaged or displayed through the installation or removal of 
sharing and bracing work.
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3.7           FILLING AND COMPACTION

A. Fill shall not be placed upon frozen subgrade within building limits or below pavements where 
raise in grade is less than 3 feet.  Overnight frost, not more than 2 inches thick, shall be broken 
up by cleats or crawler or other acceptable means prior to placing fill.

B. The following are minimum procedures to be utilized in the placing and compaction of all fill.  
The final compaction methods shall be subject to the approval of the Soils Laboratory.  Critical 
areas are defined as all fill below building limit lines and the upper most 12 inches of subgrade 
under parking lot, bank-run gravel under paving, and base course under paving.  Less critical 
areas are those under landscaped areas and below 12 inches under the paved areas.

1. Compaction Method:  Hand operated vibratory plate or light roller (in confined areas only)

Maximum Stone Size: 2"

Maximum Loose Lift Thickness:  Critical areas - 4", less critical areas - 6"
Minimum # of Passes:  Critical Areas – 4, less critical areas - 4

2. Compaction Method:  Hand operated vibratory drum rollers weighing at least 1000#, or 
light crawler tractor (in confined areas only)

Maximum Stone Size:  4"

Maximum Loose Lift Thickness:  Critical Areas - 6", less critical areas - 8"
Minimum # of Passes:  Critical areas – 4, less critical areas - 4

3. Compaction Method:  Loaded 10-wheel dump truck

Maximum Stone Size:  6"

Maximum Loose Lift Thickness:  Critical Areas - 10", less critical areas - 10"
Minimum # of Passes:  Critical areas – 4, less critical areas - 4

4. Compaction Method:  Heavy crawler tractor (Cat D8 minimum)

Maximum Stone Size:  8"

Maximum Loose Lift Thickness:  Critical areas - 12", less critical areas - 12"
Minimum # of Passes:  Critical areas – 4, less critical areas - 2

5. Compaction Method:  Light vibratory drum roller min. wt. @ drum:  3000#; min. dynamic 
force:  10,000#

Maximum Stone Size:  6"

Maximum Loose Lift Thickness:  Critical areas - 12", less critical areas - 12"
Minimum # of Passes:  Critical areas - 4, less critical areas - 2.

C. The following compaction requirements shall apply, in each case expressed as percentage of 
maximum dry density achieved by laboratory ASTM Modified Proctor Method D1557:
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Below Foundations 95%

Top 12" of subgrade underlying 95%
granular fill below pavement

Below floor slabs, but above 95%
foundation

Deeper than 12" from top of 95%
subgrade underlying gravel
below pavement

Landscaping areas 90%

D. The moisture content of placed material shall not deviate from the optimum by more than 2 
percent.  Moisture content of any material which displays pronounced deformation under 
construction equipment shall not exceed the optimum.  Drying of wet soil shall be expedited by 
the use of plows, discs, harrows, or other approved methods.  If additional water is required, it 
should be uniformly distributed through the use of approved water wagons and shall be 
thoroughly incorporated into the material by means of discs or other suitable mixing equipment.  
Care shall be taken to avoid trapping water within the fill.

E. The fill and borrow areas should be maintained in a freely draining conditions at all times.  Proper 
drainage shall be provided for any water or springs which may be encountered.

F. Frozen fill shall not be placed nor shall any acceptable fill be placed on frozen or snow covered 
surface except as outlined in (D) above.

3.8           SUBGRADE PREPARATION

A. After the subgrade is compacted to the specified requirements, the subgrade shall be fine graded 
to within 1/10 of a foot of the required elevations.  Proof roll the entire subgrade in the presence 
of the Soils Laboratory.

B. Any suspect areas revealed by proof rolling shall be investigated by backhoe excavation.  
Deficiencies shall be corrected as directed by the Soils Laboratory.

3.9           GRANULAR FILL

A. Immediately upon completion of subgrade under areas to be paved and after approval by Soils 
Laboratory, place, compact, and grade the granular fill as specified to within 1 inch of the required 
elevations as shown on the plans.

B. At the time the site is ready for pavement base material, place additional granular fill as required 
to meet the elevations shown.

C. Take precautions to protect granular fill during subsequent operations so as to keep it clean and 
free draining and segregated from other deleterious materials.

3.10           EXCAVATION
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A. Unclassified excavation shall comprise and include the satisfactory excavation, removal, and 
disposal of all materials encountered within the lines and grades shown in the Drawings or limits 
specified herein, whichever is deeper, regardless of the nature of the materials, and shall be 
understood to include, but not be limited to, earth, topsoil, subsoil, hardpan, fill, foundations, 
pavements, curbs, piping, railroad track and ties, cobblestones, footings, bricks, concrete, 
abandoned drainage and utility structures, debris, and materials classified as unsuitable materials. 
All excavation and replacement, if applicable, with structural fill material within the lines and 
grades shown in the Drawings or the limits specified herein, whichever is deeper, will be 
considered and bid as unclassified and shall be included in the Contractor's lump sum (i.e., shall 
not be paid for using Unit Prices).

B. Excavate properly to provide sufficient work space to permit the placing, inspection, and 
completion of the work embraced in the completion of the Project.  Excavations shall be made to 
elevations and dimensions indicated on the drawings, and shall include the removal of unusable 
earth and debris.  All pumping, drainage, bailing, and shoring where such is required, shall be 
included.

C. All space beneath foundations, resulting from unauthorized excavations or from slides or cave-
ins shall be refilled with approved concrete and foundations shall be laid at the excavated level as 
directed, or other methods acceptable to the Soils Laboratory.

D. After completion and approval of the subgrade within the building area, excavate for footings and 
foundations carrying all excavations so that all bearing area will be either on virgin soil or on 
controlled compacted fill.

E. Excavated materials not required or not suitable for backfilling and rough grading, and debris, 
shall be removed from the site at no additional cost to the Owner.

3.11           UNAUTHORIZED EXCAVATION

A. Fill unauthorized excavation under foundations or wall footings by extending bottom elevation 
of concrete foundation or footing to excavation bottom, without altering top elevation.  Lean 
concrete fill may be used when approved by Architect.
1. Fill unauthorized excavations under other construction or utility pipe as directed by 

Architect.

3.12           BACKFILLING 

A. Backfill as soon as permanent work has been completed and walls have attained sufficient set and 
strength.

B. Except where otherwise specified, backfilling shall be done with granular fill and done promptly 
so as to protect the foundation from frost.  Place backfill in layers as noted.  Compact before 
placing succeeding layer.  When sheeting, bracing, or shoring is removed, fill voids.

C. Exercise extreme care in backfilling against newly placed walls.  Walls with fill on one side shall 
be properly supported laterally, either with the designed structure or by temporary means.  Walls 
with fill on both sides shall have fill placed in alternate layers on each side of the wall.  Place no 
more than one (1) foot at a time, compacted each list as herein specified.

3.13           EXCAVATION AND BACKFILLING FOR UTILITIES
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A. Excavate and backfill for all underground utilities and structures.

B. Utilities shall not be laid directly on ledge or boulders or remains of old foundation or structure.  
This material shall be removed to a minimum of 6 inches below the utilities and backfilled and 
compacted as hereinafter specified.

C. In general, the width of trenches shall be kept to a minimum and in the case of piping shall not 
exceed the sum of the pipe o.d. plus 2' - 0" to at least 12 inches above the pipe.  Trench walls may 
be cut back from 12 inches above the pipe to subgrade.

D. Excavation shall be carried to 6 inches below utility or structure and to the required line or grade. 
Machine excavation will be permitted.  Immediately upon excavation of trench in the case of 
piping or excavation for manholes or other structures, place and compact 6 inches of 3/4" inch 
processed stone as herein specified in paragraph 2.06 at the proper line and grade, digging bell 
holes to insure bearing throughout the pipe barrel in the case of piping.

E. Backfilling within the area of the utility work shall be carried to the lines and levels required for 
the grades shown on the drawings and as specified.  Backfilling shall not be started until 
conditions have been inspected and approved by the Architect, nor any fill placed until structural 
members involved have sufficient strength to withstand the pressure to be imposed.

F. Fill material shall be as detailed on the drawings, placed in the dry horizontal layers and approved 
of each layer shall be obtained from the Soils Laboratory before proceeding with the next.  Each 
layer shall be compacted to 95% of maximum dry density and at a water content equal to optimum 
water content plus-or-minus 2%.  The maximum dry density and optimum water content shall be 
determined by the Soils Laboratory.

G. Backfill trenches only after pipe has been inspected, tested, and locations of pipes and 
appurtenances have been recorded.  Backfill by hand around pipe and for a depth of 2 feet above 
the pipe and tamp firmly in lifts not exceeding 6 inches in thickness, taking care not to disturb the 
pipe.  Compact the remainder of the backfill, in maximum 9-inch layers, thoroughly with a 
rammer of suitable weight, or approved mechanical tampers to a minimum relative density of 
95%.  Trenches shall not be left open overnight.

H. Backfill material for utility structure shall be placed symmetrically on all sides, in 9-inch layers.  
Each layer shall be compacted with mechanical or hand tampers to a minimum relative density 
of 95%.  Excavated areas for structures shall not be left open overnight.

I. With prior approval of the Architect, the water line may be partially backfilled leaving all joints 
exposed prior to testing.  As the entire is backfilled furnish and install plastic tracer line labeled 
"Water main" approximately 18" below finished grade.

3.14           GRAVEL BASE COURSE FOR PAVEMENTS

A. Furnish, place, compact, and fine grade the gravel base for all pavement, to the thicknesses shown 
on the plans and to the satisfaction of the Soils Laboratory.

B. Finished grading of base course shall be evenly graded, sloped to drain, and within 1/10 foot 
tolerance of required final grade.

3.15           BASE FOR SLABS ON GRADE
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A. Furnish, place, compact, and fine grade the crushed stone base for all slabs on grade to the 
thickness shown on the plans.

3.16           LOCATION OF POROUS FILL (CRUSHED STONE)

A. At the slab on ground level - a 6” minimum layer between the structural fill and the vapor retarder 
which is located directly under the interior slabs on grade as indicated on the Structural Drawings.

B. At bottom of footing in cut locations – a 6” minimum layer beneath the bottom of footing 
elevation.

3.17           PROTECTION

A. Protecting Graded Areas: The contractor is cautioned that the onsite soils are high in fines and 
will be susceptible to disturbance when wet and will be frost susceptible. 

B. Protect newly graded areas from traffic, softening, freezing, and erosion.  Keep free of trash and 
debris.

C. Work area shall be protected from surface runoff flowing from areas upslope of the site.  The 
contractor shall divert such runoff so as it does not interfere with earthwork operations.

D. Repair and reestablish grades to specified tolerances where completed or partially completed 
surfaces become eroded, rutted, settled, or where they lose compaction due to subsequent 
construction operations or weather conditions.
1. Scarify or remove and replace soil material to depth as directed by the Architect; reshape 

and re-compact at optimum moisture content to the required density.

E. Settling: Where settling occurs during the Project correction period, remove finished surfacing, 
backfill with additional approved material, compact, and reconstruct surfacing. 
1. Restore appearance, quality, and condition of finished surfacing to match adjacent work, 

and eliminate evidence of restoration to the greatest extent possible.

3.18           DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS AND WASTE MATERIALS

A. Disposal:  Remove waste material, including trash, and debris, and legally dispose of it off 
Owner's property. Surplus satisfactory soil and unsatisfactory soil shall be legally disposed of off 
Owner’s property.

END OF SECTION 31 20 00
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SECTION 312500 EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1          GENERAL PROVISIONS

A. Attention is directed to the Contract and General Conditions and all Sections within Division 1 – GENERAL 
REQUIREMENTS, which are hereby made a part of this Section of the Specifications.

B. Examine all other Sections of the Specifications for requirements that affect work of this Section whether or not such 
work is specifically mentioned in this Section.

C. Coordinate work with that of all other trades affecting or affected by work of this Section.  Cooperate with such 
trades to assure the steady progress of all work under the Contract.

1.2          DESCRIPTION OF WORK

A. Work Included: Provide labor, materials and equipment necessary to complete the work of this Section, including, 
but not limited to, the following:

1. The work to be performed is shown on the Drawings listed on the contract form.  The work shall be 
performed in accordance with City of East Providence Specifications, Rhode Island Soil Erosion and 
Sediment Control Handbook and Rhode Island Department of Transportation Standard Specifications for 
Road & Bridge Construction (RIDOT Specifications), Latest Edition.  Said documents are by reference made 
a part of the contract.

2. Furnish and install all slope protection, sedimentation and erosion control measures as necessary to retain all 
erosion and sediments within the construction area, as shown on the Drawings and/or as specified herein, 
including, but not limited to:
a. Provide and maintain straw wattles and erosion control silt fence for control of soil runoff on 

exposed slopes, drainage structures and temporary stockpiles.    
b. Cleaning of adjacent roadway surfaces of all accumulated sediment and debris as required or a 

minimum of once per week.
c. Erosion Control Blankets (ECB) on all required slopes.
d. Temporary seeding and lawn stabilization of disturbed areas.
e. Dust control. 
f. Provide and maintain sediment control bags at all existing catch basins and curb inlets. 

B. The following Related Work is specified under the designated Sections:

1. Section 312000 – EARTH MOVING
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1.3          QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Material Standards and Standards of Workmanship:  Equal to state and local town requirements.

B. Requirements specified and noted on drawings are minimum.  Provide additional measures as required by the local, 
State or Federal authorities as a result of Contractor’s specific scheduling and Work sequencing, or weather 
conditions at no additional cost to the Owner.

C. Qualifications:  Engaged firm shall be able to demonstrate experience in the installation of the erosion and 
sedimentation controls described in the Contract Documents.

1.4          SUBMITTALS

A. Product data for the following:

1. Straw Wattles
2. Sediment control bags.
3. Fertilizers, seed.
4. Limestone.
5. Chemical preservatives and controls – also confirm that each of the materials proposed to be applied are 

permitted within the State of Rhode Island and the City of Providence.

1.5          DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A. Seed, Fertilizer and Lime:  Deliver in original sealed, labeled, and undamaged containers, showing weights, analysis, 
and name of manufacturer.

B. Protect materials from deterioration during delivery and while stored at site.

1.6          COORDINATION AND SCHEDULING

A. General:   Sow lawn seed and install all stabilization measures as soon as possible in accordance with the 
Contractor’s schedule.

B. Weather Limitations:  Proceed with lawn development only when existing and forecast weather conditions are 
suitable for work.

1.7          MAINTENANCE

A. Begin maintenance of stabilized areas immediately after each area is stabilized and continue until project is accepted.

B. Maintain and establish all disturbed areas by watering, fertilizing, weeding, mowing, trimming, replanting, and other 
operations.  Roll, regrade, and replant bare or eroded areas and remulch to produce a uniformly smooth lawn.

1. Replant bare areas.
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2. Add new mulch and tackifier in areas where mulch has been disturbed by wind or maintenance operations 
sufficiently to nullify its purpose.  Anchor as required to prevent displacement.

1.8          JOB CONDITIONS

A. Existing Conditions:  The contractor shall examine all work that the work of this Section is contingent upon, and 
report any deficiencies to the Architect.  Commencement of the work will be construed to mean complete acceptance 
by the Contractor of the preparatory work of others.  No adjustment will be made for discrepancies brought to the 
Architect’s attention after work has begun.

B. Protection of Adjacent Lands:

1. The Contractor shall be totally responsible for protection of any lands or properties as may be subject to any 
effect or by-product of his demolition/construction effort.  Special care shall be taken to avoid erosion of fill 
or cut slopes onto adjacent properties or downstream siltation of diversion of existing surface drainage.  Any 
damage is to be corrected immediately.

2. Erosions control measures in the locations shown and as detailed and described in the Contract Documents 
shall be considered minimum requirements and the Contractor shall take whatever other erosion and 
sedimentation controls steps necessary to accommodate his particular construction procedures.

C. Schedule Procedure:

1. Erosion control construction shall be done prior to the commencement of demolition, site preparation or 
earthwork operations.  The initial method outlined herein is intended to route all practicable surface water 
from the excavation area into erosion control facilities.  The Contractor shall install any additional protective 
measures as may be required to control siltation from the site.

2. The following sequence of construction shall be followed:  Revisions shall be only with the approval of the 
Architect and the responsible municipal governing agency.
a. Place sedimentation control measures along the limit of work, at catch basins and drainage curb inlets 

as shown on the Drawings, and where directed by the Architect.
b. Proceed with construction of the remaining items of work in accordance with the approved project 

sequence and schedule.  The contractor shall be responsible for maintaining the integrity of all 
sediment and erosion control measures for the duration of the Contract.

c. Clean and maintain all sedimentation control components to achieve the intended purpose of both 
temporary and permanent erosion and sediment control facilities.
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1          EROSION-CONTROL MATERIALS

A. Compost Wattles

1. Compost wattles shall consist of compost consisting of 25%-100% organic matter with a pH of 5.0-8.5, a 
moisture content less than 60% and 99% passing a 2” sieve and 30% to 50% passing a 3/8” sieve inside of a 
biodegradable sock/netting. Compost wattles shall measure at least twelve (12) inches in diameter.

2. Stakes for wattles shall be one of the following materials. Lengths shall be approximately two feet (2').
a.   Wood stakes of sound hardwood, one inch by one inch (1" x 1") in size.
b.   Steel reinforcing bars of at least No. 4 size.

B. Temporary Mulch:  Straw hydromulch or other approved product.

C. Fiber Mesh:  Biodegradable twisted jute or spun-coir mesh, 0.92 lb. Per sq. yd. (0.5 kg per sq. m) minimum, with 50 
to 65 percent open area.  Include manufacturer’s recommended steel wire staples, 6 inches (150mm) long.

2.2          CRUSHED STONE:  CONFORM TO RI DOT, M.01.09 TYPE II

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1          MAINTENANCE

A. Maintain basins and Erosion control devices by restaking and replacing as required.  Remove buildup of silt as 
necessary or as directed by the Architect.  Maintain operations until all lawn/planted areas are stabilized and all 
paving is completed.

3.2          DUST CONTROL

A. Dust Control:  Contractor shall furnish and apply water and/or calcium chloride to reduce dust nuisance and hazard 
within project limits per the requirements of Rhode Island Department of Transporation Standard Specifications for 
Road and Bridge Construction, latest edition, Section 907.  Contractor shall submit a Health and Safety Plan 
including measures to be taken for dust control.
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3.3          CLEAN UP

A. Upon stabilization of all disturbed areas and the completing of construction activity, remove all erosion control 
devices including stone construction entrances and restore surrounding areas to acceptable conditions.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 321216 ASPHALT PAVING

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1           GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

A. Attention is directed to the CONTRACT and GENERAL CONDITIONS and all Sections within
DIVISION 1 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, which are hereby made a part of this Section of
the Specifications.

1.2           DESCRIPTION OF WORK

A. The work to be performed is shown on the Drawings listed on the contract form.  The work shall
be performed in accordance with the East Providence Department of Public Works
Specifications, and Rhode Island Department of Transportation Standard Specifications for
Road & Bridge Construction (RIDOT Specifications), Latest Edition.  Said documents are by
reference made a part of the contract.

B. The Work to be performed under this Section shall include furnishing all labor, materials and
equipment required to do all the Bituminous Concrete Paving and related work as shown on the
Drawings or herein specified.  The Work shall further include all appurtenant items not
specifically shown or itemized but which are implied or required to complete the Work in
accordance with the reasonable intent of the Contract Documents.

C. The principal work of this Section includes, but may not be limited to the following:

1. New Bituminous Concrete Paving for Walks, Parking Areas, and other areas as shown.
2. Paving to consist of a two (2) course hot placed and compacted pavement of mineral

aggregate, mineral filler, and bituminous material, to the various depths and cross
sections shown on the documents.

3. Fine grading of the gravel base course.

1.3           RELATED WORK

A. Carefully examine all of the Contract Documents for requirements that affect the work of this
Section.  Other specifications that directly relate to the work of this section include, but are not
limited to, the following:

1. Section 312000 – EARTH MOVING

1.4           QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. The following Specifications and all related items and methods shall the Rhode Island
Department of Transportation Standard Specifications for Road & Bridge Construction (RIDOT
Specifications), Latest Edition.  Method of payment part of each Section is deleted and shall not
be included.
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1.5           ADA AND STATE OF RHODE ISLAND GOVERNOR’S COMMISION ON DISABILITIES 
(GCD) COMPLIANCE

A. Special attention is to be given to compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
and the requirements of the State of Rhode Island Governor's Commission on Disabilities 
(GCD)
1. All walkways shall be graded to a 4.5 percent running slope, with a maximum allowed 

running slope of 5 percent.
2. The cross slope (perpendicular to travel) for all walkways and paths shall be constructed 

at 1.5 percent with a maximum cross slope of 2 percent.
3. The slope of all ramps and side slopes of handicap curb cuts shall be constructed at 7.5 

percent, with a maximum of 8.3 percent. Ramps shall be constructed to a maximum slope 
of 8.3 percent.

4. Accessible parking spaces and loading zones shall be level with a surface slope not 
exceeding 2 percent in all directions.

5. A 5 ft. minimum level (1.9 percent max pitch) area shall be provided at all flush 
entrances to buildings. Puddling of water at the entrances shall not be allowed.

6. The Contractor shall assume that all grades in pedestrian paths of travel shall be 
verified/checked with a 2 ft. electronic “Smart Level”.

B. The above requirements shall supersede the grades shown on the plans. If these requirements 
cannot be met with the grades shown on the plans, the Designer shall be notified immediately 
for direction.

C. Areas installed which do not meet the above requirements shall be removed and replaced at the 
Contractor’s expense.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1           GRAVEL SUB-BASE

A. Material for aggregate subbase shall be a graded, granular, non-frost susceptible, free-draining 
material, consisting of either durable stone and coarse sand or of blast furnace slag, practically 
free from loam and clay, and which can be readily compacted to form a stable foundation.

B. Material for aggregate base shall conform to RIDOT Standard Specifications and EARTH 
MOVING specification.

2.2           DENSE GRADED CRUSHED STONE FOR SUB-BASE

A. Material for aggregate subbase shall consist of crusher-run coarse aggregates of crushed stone 
or gravel and fine aggregates of natural sand or stone screenings uniformly premixed and placed 
on the subgrade or subbase in close conformity with the lines and grades shown on the 
Drawings.

B. Material shall conform to RIDOT Standard Specifications Section and EARTH MOVING 
specification.
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2.3           RECLAIMED BASE COURSE

A. The work shall consist of scarifying and pulverizing the in-place pavement and underlying 
material, mixing and/or blending the materials, and spreading and compacting resultants 
mixture to the lines and grades shown on the plans and details.

B. All scarified and pulverized material shall pass the 3-inch sieve. Material for blending shall 
conform to RIDOT Standard Specification and EARTH MOVING specification.

2.4           GRAVEL BASE COURSE

A. Material for aggregate base course shall be a graded, granular, non-frost susceptible, free- 
draining material, consisting of either durable stone and coarse sand or of blast furnace slag, 
practically free from loam and clay, and which can be readily compacted to form a stable 
foundation. Material for aggregate base shall conform to RIDOT Standard Specification and 
EARTH MOVING specification.

2.5           BITUMINOUS CONCRETE

A. Bituminous concrete shall be a standard plant-mixed, hot-laid paving material for road work, 
consisting of clean, mineral aggregate, mineral filler (if required), and bituminous material 
conforming to RIDOT Standard Specifications Section Bituminous Concrete.

B. Reclaimed asphalt pavement (RAP) shall be used at the Contractor’s option, unless otherwise 
indicated, provided that the end product is in conformance with the designated job-mix formula. 
The use of RAP shall be permitted for base, binder, or dense binder courses only. RAP shall 
comply with RIDOT Standard Specifications.

C. Job-mix formula shall comply with Table A Mixes, as specified in RIDOT Standard 
Specifications.

D. Base, or bottom course, paving for roadways and parking lots shall have maximum aggregate 
size passing 2 in. sieve and bitumen content of 4.5 percent (plus or minus 1/2 percent by 
weight).

E. Binder course paving for roadways and parking lots shall have maximum aggregate size passing 
1 in. sieve and bitumen content of five percent (plus or minus 1/2 percent by weight).

F. Top, or wearing course, paving for roadways and parking lots shall have maximum aggregate 
size passing 5/8 in. sieve and bitumen content of 6.5 percent (plus or minus 1/2 percent by 
weight).

G. Surface, or wearing course, paving for sidewalks shall conform to composition for “Dense 
Mix.”

2.6           AGGREGATE

A. Coarse Aggregate: Clean, crushed rock consisting of the angular fragments obtained by 
breaking and crushing shattered natural rock, free from a detrimental quantity of thin or 
elongated pieces, free from dirt or other objectionable materials, and complying with ASTM 
D692 and RIDOT Standard Specifications Section Borrow and Aggregates.
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B. Fine Aggregate: Sharp-edged, natural sand, sand prepared from stone, or combinations thereof 
complying with ASTM D1073 and RIDOT Standard Fine Aggregate.

C. Filler: Portland Cement, limestone dust, hydrated lime, stone float, or stone dust complying 
with ASTM D242 and RIDOT Standard Specifications.

2.7           BITUMINOUS MATERIALS

A. Bituminous material for tack coat shall be one of the following:

1. Cut-back asphalt (rapid-curing type) conforming to AASHTO M81, Grade RC-70.
2. Emulsified asphalt (rapid-setting type) conforming to AASHTO M140, Grade RS-1.

B. Bitumen shall be a rapid-setting type emulsified asphalt conforming to AASHTO M140, Grade 
RS-1.

C. Bituminous crack sealer shall be a hot-applied bituminous sealer conforming to Fed. Spec. SS- 
S-1401C.

D. For any bituminous mixture containing RAP, the Contractor shall submit, in addition to the Job- 
Mix formula, the amount and type of asphalt modifier to be added to the mixture to restore the 
asphalt properties of the RAP to a level that is reasonably consistent with the requirements for 
new asphalt.

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1           PAVEMENT FOUNDATION CONDITIONS

A. Subgrade materials and preparation are specified in Section 312000.  Gravel base material, 
thickness, and compaction is detailed on the Drawings.  Fine grading is specified herein.

3.2           ESTABLISHMENT OF GRADES

A. Establish grade stakes from the Contract Drawings Site Grading Plan.  The grade stakes shall be 
set to desired section and elevation and due allowances shall be made for existing 
improvements, proper drainage and adjoining property rights.

3.3           PROTECTION OF WORK BY OTHERS

A. Protect all work previously installed such as manholes, catch basins, sewer cleanouts, lighting 
posts, bases, curbs, sidewalks, etc.  Repair any damage to this work caused by work of this 
Section.

3.4           PAVEMENT TRIMMING

A. Only sawcutting (without overcuts) shall be allowed as a means of creating the final 
(permanent) edge between existing and new hot-mix asphalt.  All overcuts shall be filled with 
bituminous joint sealer.  The standard cutback for all permanent pavement patches shall be 24" 
beyond the original pavement cuts made to perform the Contractor's work.
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3.5           PAVEMENT APPLICATION

A. The gravel base course shall be fine graded in accordance with the Drawings and the maximum 
allowable deviation shall be 1/2 inch in ten (10) feet.  Spread additional screening into any area 
showing segregation and roll into the surface until all voids in the base course have been 
completely filled.  Rolling of the entire base shall be performed in the presence of the Soils 
Laboratory.

B. The bituminous prime coat shall be applied to the base course at the rate of 0.05 gallons per 
square yard.  The base course shall be relatively dry at the time the primer is applied.  The 
prime coat shall be allowed to cure for a minimum of twenty-four (24) hours.

C. Bituminous concrete shall be installed to the minimum thickness as specified.  The compacted 
thickness shall be equal to or greater than the thickness specified.  No skin patching will be 
accepted.  Compaction of the bituminous concrete shall be equal to 97% of that obtained in the 
Laboratory.  Bituminous concrete shall be rolled with a ten-ton roller as soon after placing as is 
practical.

D. Provide a slope for drainage as indicated on the Drawings. Slope to catch basins as provided.

E. The surface of the finished pavement shall be free of roller depressions.  When tested with 
water, the surface shall not contain any irregularities which will impede water flow.

F. Bituminous concrete paving shall abut concrete curbs and walls making a smooth, even, clean 
joint as indicated on the Drawings.

3.6           FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

A. As directed by the Architect, the Owner will furnish the services of a testing laboratory to 
perform compaction and thickness testing.  All testing is to be performed in accordance with 
ASTM or AASHO recommended procedures.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 321723 PAVEMENT MARKING

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1         GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

A. Attention is directed to the CONTRACT and GENERAL CONDITIONS and all Sections
within DIVISION 1 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, which are hereby made a part of this
Section of the Specifications.

1.2         WORK INCLUDED

A. Provide all additional equipment and materials not otherwise specified, and do all work
necessary for pavement marking, as indicated on the Drawings including but not limited to
parking space striping, painted parking islands, fire lane markings, handicap parking symbols,
loading areas, stop lines, painted crosswalks, and painted lettering.

1.3         RELATED WORK UNDER OTHER SECTIONS

A. Carefully examine all of the Contract Documents for requirements which affect the work of
this Section.  Other Specifications which directly relate to the work of this Section include, but
are not limited to, the following:

1. Section 321216 – ASPHALT PAVING

1.4         REFERENCES

A. Work shall conform to codes and standards of the following:

1. Rhode Island Department of Transportation Standard Specifications for Road & Bridge
Construction (RIDOT Specifications), Latest Edition.

1.5         TRAFFIC CONTROL

A. Place traffic cones along newly painted lines to control traffic and prevent damage to newly
painted surfaces. Remove when paint has dried fully.

B. Painting equipment shall be marked with large warning signs indicating slow moving painting
equipment in operation.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1         PAVEMENT STRIPING

A. Materials for pavement markings shall conform to RIDOT Specification M17.02 – Waterborne
Pavement Markings.
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B. Paint shall be in sealed containers that plainly show the designated name, formula or 
specification number, batch number, color, date of manufacture, manufacturer’s name, 
formulation number and directions, all of which shall be plainly legible at time of use.

C. Paint shall be homogeneous, easily mixed to smooth consistency, and shall show no hard 
settlement or other objectionable characteristics during a storage period of six months.

2.2         MARKING EQUIPMENT

A. Machines, tools and equipment used in the application of pavement markings shall conform to 
RIDOT Specifications Section T20 – Pavement Markings and shall be approved and 
maintained in satisfactory operating condition.

B. Push-type machines of a type commonly used for application of paint to pavement surfaces 
shall be acceptable for marking roadway and parking areas. Applicator machine shall have the 
necessary paint tanks and spraying nozzles, and shall be capable of applying paint uniformly at 
coverage specified. Hand-operated spray guns shall be provided for use in areas where push-
type machines cannot be used.

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1         SURFACE PREPARATION

A. New pavement surfaces shall be allowed to cure for a period of not less than 48 hours before 
application of marking materials.

B. Dust, dirt, and other granular surface deposits shall be removed by sweeping, blowing with 
compressed air, rinsing with water, or a combination of these methods, as required. Rubber 
deposits, surface laitance, existing paint markings, and other coatings adhering to the pavement 
shall be completely removed using scrapers, wire brushes, sandblasting, approved chemicals, 
or mechanical abrasion, as directed.

3.2         PAVEMENT MARKING

A. Marking materials shall be applied to clean, dry surfaces in accordance with the requirements 
of RIDOT Specifications Section T20 – Pavement Markings.

B. Paint shall be applied pneumatically with approved equipment.

C. Pavement marking materials shall be applied evenly to the pavement surface to be coated at a 
rate specified by the manufacturer.

D. Edges of markings shall be sharply outlined.

E. Maximum drying time requirements of the paint manufacturer shall be enforced to prevent 
undue softening of bitumen, and pickup, displacement or discoloration by vehicle tires.

F. If markings require more drying time than stated by the paint manufacturer, painting operations 
shall be discontinued until cause of the slow drying is determined and corrected.
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3.3         PROTECTION OF MARKINGS

A. Markings shall remain protected until the paint has dried.

END OF SECTION
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SECTION 323000 SITE IMPROVEMENTS

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1      GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

A. Attention is directed to the CONTRACT and GENERAL CONDITIONS and all Sections 
within DIVISION 1 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, which are hereby made a part of this 
Section of the Specifications.

1.2      DESCRIPTION OF WORK

A. Work Included:  Providing and installing all site improvements shown on the Drawings and as 
specified herein, including:

1. Project Signage and Posts
2. Steel Bollards
3. Player Benches
4. Native Stone Walls
5. Bike Racks
6. Flagpoles
7. Native Boulder Embankments
8. Ornamental Benches
9. Baseball Equipment
10. Collapsible Bollards
11. Timber Ampitheatre Seating

1.3      RELATED WORK DESCRIBED ELSEWHERE

A. Carefully examine all of the Contract Document for requirements which affect the work of this 
Section.  Other specifications which directly relate to the work of this Section include, but are 
not limited to, the following:

1. Section 099000– PAINTING
2. Section 033000 – CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE  
3. Section 312000 – EARTH MOVING
4. Section 321216 – ASPHALT PAVING
5. Section 321313 – CONCRETE PAVING
6. Section 321600 – CURBS 
7. Section 329200 – TURF & GRASSES

1.4      SUBMITTALS

A. Shop Drawings:  Contractor shall provide fully dimensioned shop drawings and manufacturer's 
technical literature for all improvements and confirm fabrication, reinforcing, and anchoring 
systems for approval.
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PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.1      METAL BOLLARDS

A. Schedule 40 galvanized seamless pipe including concrete core and schedule 40 galvanized steel 
dome welded to pipe and ground smooth.  Install as per detail.

B. Bollards shall be tightly fitted with a high density polyethylene post guard similar to Standard 
Bumper Post by Stor-Quip Systems, Inc., Bollardgard by Innoplast, Post Guard by Encore 
Commercial Products, Inc., or approved equal.  

2.2      CONCRETE

A. 4,000 psi as specified in Sections 033000.

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1      JOB CONDITIONS

A. Confirm completion of pavements and other improvements are properly sequenced prior to 
installation of specified improvements.

3.2      BOLLARDS: 

A. Fabricate and finish bollards as detailed.  Install bollards where and as detailed.  Hold bollards 
at a constant alignment.

3.3      PROTECTION/CLEAN UP

A. Protect:  until acceptance of the project.  Replace or refinish the surfaces if damaged prior to 
acceptance.

B. Clean up all debris from installation procedures.

END OF SECTION 32300
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	220000 PLUMBING
	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1           RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawing and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2           DESCRIPTION OF WORK
	A. Provide all labor, materials, equipment, services and accessories necessary to furnish and install the work of this Section, complete and functional, as indicated in the Contract Documents and as specified herein.
	B. The work covered by this Section of the Specifications includes the furnishing of all labor and materials and in performing all operations in connection with the installation of the Plumbing Work.
	C. Without limiting the generality thereof, the work to be performed under this Section includes:
	1. Complete Sanitary, Waste & Vent System to points of new connection inside building and/or as shown on the drawings.
	2. Storm drainage to points of new connection inside the building.
	3. Domestic Cold, Hot, and Hot Water Re-circulation System.
	4. Natural Gas System.
	5. Shop compressed Air System
	6. Insulation.
	7. Domestic Water Heating Equipment.
	8. Fixtures and Equipment
	9. Connection to Equipment Furnished by Others
	10. Flushing, Sterilization, and Tests
	11. Furnishing of Access Panels
	12. The work is to be phased.  The Plumbing Subcontractor shall construct the project in phases as directed by the General Contractor to suit the Project progress schedule, as well as the completion dates of the various phases and the overall project....
	13. Drilling, Coring and Cutting & Patching of holes and openings where the largest dimension thereof does not exceed 16 inches for Plumbing Piping and Equipment.
	14. Demolition of existing Plumbing Equipment and Disconnecting, Capping, and otherwise making inactive, all existing Plumbing Services in the various areas where Demolition and Removal Work is required; and removing, relocating, and reinstalling exis...
	15. Provide and maintain temporary water service as directed by General Contractor.  General Contractor to pay for all water use.
	16. Scaffolding, Rigging, and Staging required for all Plumbing Work.  Comply with Division 1 requirements.
	17. Provide Seismic Restraints for all Plumbing Systems conforming to the requirements of Section 230548 which Section is herein incorporated by reference.  Seismic restraints are required on all new systems whether in new or existing building.
	18. Preparation of Co-ordination Drawings.
	19. Smoke and Firestopping Seals and sealing of all wall and floor penetrations as detailed on the drawings.  Refer to Section 078400 which defines the firestopping materials and methods.
	20. When open-flame or spark producing tools such as blower torches, welding equipment, and the like are required in the process of executing the work, the General Contractor shall be notified not less than twenty four hours in advance of the time tha...


	1.3           RELATED WORK
	A. The following Related Work will be performed under the designated Sections:
	1. Cutting and Patching beyond 1.2          C.13 above:  SECTION 010450 - CUTTING AND PATCHING
	2. Electric Power Wiring:  SECTION 260000 - ELECTRICAL
	3. HVAC Equipment: SECTION 230000 - HVAC
	4. Excavation and Backfill: DIVISION 31 - EARTHWORK
	5. Finish Painting: SECTION 099000 - PAINTING
	6. Installation of Access Panels:  SECTION describing material in which panel is installed.
	7. Toilet Room Accessories:  SECTION 108000 - TOILET ACCESSORIES
	8. Temporary Facilities:  SECTION 015000 - TEMPORARY FACILITIES


	1.4           CODES, ORDINANCES, AND PERMITS
	A. Perform all work in accordance with the requirements of the City of East Providence Building Department, Rhode Island State Plumbing and Fuel Gas Codes, D.E.P., A.D.A., NFPA, The Architectural Barrier Code, and applicable State and Federal Laws. Gi...
	B. Obtain all permits, inspections, and approvals, from the governing authorities and pay all fees and include cost in the bid.
	C. Owner will pay all related Gas Utility Company back charges.

	1.5           DISCREPANCIES IN DOCUMENTS
	A. Where Drawings or Specifications conflict or are unclear, advise Designer in writing before Award of Contract.  Otherwise, Designer's interpretation of Contract Documents shall be final, and no additional compensation shall be permitted due to disc...
	B. Where Drawings or Specifications do not coincide with manufacturers' recommendations, or with applicable codes and standards, alert Designer in writing before installation.  Otherwise, make changes in installed work as Designer requires within Cont...
	C. If the required material, installation, or work can be interpreted differently from drawing to drawing, or between drawings and specs, this contractor shall provide that material, installation, or work which is of the higher standard.
	D. It is the intent of these contract documents to have the contractor provide systems and components that are fully complete and operational and fully suitable for the intended use.  There may be situations in the documents where insufficient informa...
	E. In cases covered by the paragraph above, where the contractor believes he needs engineering guidance, he shall submit a sketch identifying his proposed solution and the Designer shall review, note if necessary, and approve the sketch.

	1.6           MODIFICATIONS IN LAYOUT
	A. HVAC, Plumbing, and Electrical Drawings are diagrammatic.  They indicate general arrangements of mechanical and electrical systems and other work.  They do not show all offsets required for coordination nor do they show the exact routings and locat...
	B. In all spaces, prior to installation of visible material and equipment, including access panels, review Architectural Drawings for exact locations and where not definitely indicated, request information from Designer.
	C. Check Contract Drawings as well as Shop Drawings of all subcontractors to verify and coordinate spaces in which work of this Section will be installed.
	D. Maintain maximum headroom at all locations.  All piping and associated components to be as tight to underside of structure as possible.
	E. Make reasonable modifications in layout and components needed to prevent conflict with work of other trades and to coordinate according to Paragraphs A, B, C, D above.  Systems shall be run in a rectilinear fashion.
	F. Where conflicts or potential conflicts exist and engineering guidance is desired, submit sketch of proposed resolution to Designer for review and approval.

	1.7           SHOP DRAWING AND MATERIAL SCHEDULES
	A. Refer to SECTION 013000 - SUBMITTALS for submittal of Shop Drawings.  If apparatus or materials are substituted for those specified, and such substitution necessitates changes in or additional connections, piping, supports or construction, same sha...
	B. Fabrication of any material or performing of any work prior to the final approval of the Submittals will be entirely at the risk of the Subcontractor.  The Subcontractor is responsible for furnishing and installing materials called for in the Contr...
	C. Submit Shop Drawings for the following materials and equipment.
	1. Valves, Piping, couplings and Fittings
	2. Fixtures, Drains and Equipment including Supports
	3. Access Panels and Covers
	4. Insulation
	5. Drains, and Hydro Mechanical Specialties
	6. Hose Bibs
	7. Hangers, Anchors, Guides, and Supports including Seismic Restraints
	8. Cleanouts
	9. Piping Identification System
	10. Water Heating Equipment


	1.8           COORDINATION DRAWINGS
	A. Before materials are purchased or Work is begun, prepare and submit to the Architect, Coordination Drawings showing the size and location of all equipment and piping lines relevant to the complete system.  Ensure that these Drawings are compatible ...
	B. Coordination Drawings are for the Contractor's and the Architect's use during Construction and shall not be construed as replacing any Shop or Record Drawings required elsewhere in these Contract Documents.
	C. Detailed procedures for Coordination Drawings are contained in DIVISION 01 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS of these Contract Documents.

	1.9           RECORD DRAWINGS
	A. General: Refer to DIVISION 01 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS for general requirements for maintaining as-built drawings and submitting final reproducible record documents.
	B. The General Contractor will provide two sets of Drawings to the Plumbing Subcontractor, one set of which shall be maintained at the site and which shall, at all times, be accurate, clear, and complete, showing the actual locations of all equipment ...
	C. Provide electronic AutoCAD drawings to indicate revisions to piping size and location both exterior and interior; including locations of valves and other equipment requiring periodic maintenance or repair; actual equipment locations, dimensioned fr...
	D. Include in the Record Drawings any addenda, sketches, and supplementary Drawings issued during the course of construction.
	E. Non-availability of Record Drawings or inaccuracies therein will postpone the final inspection until they are available.
	F. All valves shown on these Drawings shall be numbered with numbers corresponding to those on the valve charts.
	G. All costs related to the foregoing requirements shall be paid by the Plumbing Subcontractor.

	1.10           OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS
	A. Provide operating instructions to the Owner's designated representative with respect to operation functions and maintenance procedures for all equipment and systems installed.  At the completion of the project, turn over to the Architect four (4) c...
	1. Complete Shop Drawings of all equipment.
	2. Operation description for all systems.
	3. Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of all suppliers of the system.
	4. Preventative maintenance instructions for all systems.
	5. Spare parts lists of all system components.
	6. Valve tag chart.
	7. Provide USB Drive with electronic copies of Items 1-6 above.

	B. Provide USB Drive recording of operation and maintenance training sessions and include as part of O & M Manual submittal.  Training session video recording and USB Drives shall be performed by a professional videographer. Provide indexed table of c...
	C. Both O&M's and training Videos shall be saved on BMS server and provide a Control page weblink to O&Ms and Training videos.

	1.11           GUARANTEE
	A. Refer to Division 1 of the Contract.  Guarantee all work under this Section free from defects in workmanship and materials for a period of one (1) year from the date of final acceptance of the building, as set forth in the Contract.  Replace any su...

	1.12           DRAWINGS
	A. All work shown on the Drawings is intended to be approximately correct to scale, but shall be taken in a sense as diagrammatic.  Sizes of pipes and general method of running them are shown, but it is not intended to show every offset and fitting.  ...
	B. All floor drains installed on this project shall be equipped with trap primers.  The trap primer and piping is not shown on the drawings and shall be located in the field by the Contractor as dictated by field piping conditions.
	C. The Plumbing Drawings and Specifications are intended to supplement each other so that any details shown on the Drawings and not mentioned in the Specifications, or vice-versa, shall be executed the same as if mentioned in the Specifications and sh...
	D. Refer to the Architectural, Structural, and other Mechanical and Electrical Drawings, which indicate the construction in which this Work shall be installed.  Locations shown on the plans shall be checked against the general and detailed Drawings of...

	1.13           VALVE TAGS, NAMEPLATES, AND CHARTS
	A. All valves on pipes of every description shall have neat circular brass valve tags at least 1-1/2 in. in diameter attached with brass hook to each valve stem.  Stamp on these valve tags, in letters as large as practical, the number of the valve and...
	B. Nameplates, catalog numbers, and rating identifications shall be securely attached to Electrical and Mechanical equipment with screws or rivets.  Adhesives or cements will not be permitted.

	1.14           PIPE MARKER IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
	A. Mark all piping installed under this Section and at all Access Panels with a marking system in basic colors conforming to those specified in ANSI/ASME A-13.1.  Markings shall indicate pipe content and direction of flow.  Markers shall be applied at...
	B. Markers shall be vinyl snap-around pipe type system.  Adhesive markings are not acceptable.
	C. Clearly mark potable and non-potable water system with 4 inch wide colored bands, with arrow for direction of flow, every twenty-five (25) feet on center on all piping installed whether it is concealed or exposed and also on both sides of floor and...

	1.15           SANITARY, WASTE, VENT AND STORM SYSTEMS
	A. Furnish and install complete Sanitary, Waste, Vent and Storm Drainage Systems (all hereinafter called Drainage Systems) to convey wastes from all Soil and Waste Stacks, Fixtures, Equipment and Roof Drains as indicated and/or described in these Plan...
	B. All horizontal Drainage Systems Piping within the building, 3 in. and smaller, shall be pitched at least 1/4 in. per ft. in the direction of flow. Drainage Piping 4 in. and larger shall be pitched at least 1/8 in. per ft.  Make changes in direction...
	C. Furnish and install all cleanouts indicated on the Drawings and/or where required in Drainage Pipes regardless of size so that the distance between cleanouts does not exceed 45 ft. o.c.  Cleanouts shall be installed at the base of all risers and at...
	D. Refer to drawings for termination points, which generally are connection to existing piping.

	1.16           DOMESTIC WATER SYSTEMS (POTABLE & NON-POTABLE)
	A. Furnish, install, sterilize, and test in accordance with the documents and the Plumbing Code, complete Domestic Cold, Hot, and Hot Water Recirculating Systems including all piping, valves, low point drains, shock absorbers, hangers, insulation, bac...
	B. In general, piping shall pitch upward in the direction of flow with each branch and riser separately valved and with 1/2 in. hose end drain on the outlet side of the valve and at all low points in the system.  Install shutoff valves for each batter...
	C. Install shock absorbers on hot and cold water piping to each fixture.  Provide shock absorbers at all quick closing valves and as shown on the Drawings and/or specified.
	D. Install a 1/2 inch hose bibb in each toilet room provided with a floor drain.  The hose bibb shall be installed under a lavatory.

	1.17           COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEM
	A. Furnish and install a complete compressed air system as shown on the drawings and herein specified including all valves, piping, fittings, outlets and any incidentals to make a complete and operable system.
	B. This work includes furnishing and installing the air outlets as detailed on drawings.
	C. Piping shall be run straight and true and shall be rigidly supported from the building construction.  All turns and offsets shall be made with fittings as specified elsewhere.  Bending of pipe shall not be permitted in this installation.

	1.18           EMERGENCY TEMPERED WATER SUPPLY
	A. Furnish, Install, Sterilize and Test utilizing the same materials, methods, etc. as specified above in 1.16.  A tempered water supply to service all emergency showers and eye wash units.  This piping shall be hung and insulated the same as above.  ...

	1.19           FUEL GAS SYSTEM
	A. Furnish and install a complete Natural Gas Supply System including pipe, fittings, valves, connections to all gas fired equipment requiring gas, and all accessories and incidentals as indicated or specified.  Installation shall be made in accordanc...
	B. All horizontal Gas Piping shall be pitched not less than 1/4 in. in 15 ft. to prevent traps.  Pitch piping to risers.  Install an 8 in. long sediment leg at the base of all risers. All changes in direction shall be made with plugged tees for cleani...
	C. Where interior gas vented appliances are provided provide a battery powered, carbon monoxide detector adjacent to the appliance.
	D. Provide seismic restraints for all gas piping per requirements of the Mass. Building Code.  Refer also to Section 230548.
	E. Plumbing Sub-Contractor shall furnish and install all gas vents for all knockdown regulators whether furnished by this Section, HVAC, or any other Section.

	1.20           EQUIPMENT FURNISHED BY OTHERS
	A. Miscellaneous items, including but not necessarily limited to the following, shall be furnished and set by others as specified in other SECTIONS of the Documents.
	1. Dishwashers
	2. Kitchen Equipment

	B. Verify the extent of the connection requirements from the General, Architectural, and Mechanical Plans and Specifications and be responsible for: Setting in place, all such sinks and furnishing and installing trim and roughing including, but not li...
	C. The Plumbing Subcontractor shall be responsible in making final connections to all equipment furnished by others, to ascertain complete cross-connection prevention compliance, and to furnish and install vacuum breaker and backflow preventers which ...
	D. All sinks are intended to be "Accessible" and all drain outlets on all sinks and lavatories where furnished by the Plumbing Subcontractor or the other SECTIONS shall have an off-set drain. Set all roughing tight to wall in all cases to comply with ...

	1.21           DEMOLITION
	A. When and as directed by the General Contractor perform all demolition work.
	B. All hangers, valves, piping, pumps, fixtures, controllers, and other miscellaneous equipment and materials in the existing building not specifically designated for reuse in the documents shall remain the property of the Owner.
	C. Remove as indicated existing Plumbing piping, fixtures, and equipment including all hangers and supports and disconnect all Plumbing connections to equipment to be removed under other Sections of the Specifications.  Clean, recondition, and relocat...
	1. Carefully remove shower and toilet room fixtures and trim and deliver in good condition to an on-site location designated by the Architect.  The Owner will review all the fixtures and trim and select the items to be kept and the items to be dispose...
	2. In cases where main piping is to remain, remove all existing piping to fixtures being removed and cap said piping back to riser or main.  All caps or plugs to be installed shall be of like material as pipe being capped or plugged.
	3. All piping, valves, hangers, and fittings shall be removed from ceiling and walls as indicated and placed on the floor by this Section.  The General Contractor shall remove from the floor and dispose.
	4. Any disputes between this Subcontractor and other Contractors or Subcontractors relative to the responsibility for removal of equipment shall be referred to the Architect for decision.  The Architect's decision shall be firm and binding and to whom...


	1.22           PAINTING
	A. All interior exposed piping is to be painted and all painting, except as noted, will be done by the Painting Subcontractor.  All uncovered piping and hangers shall be thoroughly cleaned of rust, oil, and other containments by the Plumbing Subcontra...
	B. Painting for pipe markings shall be done under this Section.

	1.23           HOISTING EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY
	A. Unless otherwise specified, all hoisting and rigging equipment and machinery required for the proper and expeditious prosecution and progress of the Work of this Section shall be furnished, installed, operated and maintained in safe condition by ea...

	1.24           STAGING AND SCAFFOLDING
	A. Unless otherwise specified, each sub-contractor shall provide all lifts and man-lifts, and furnish, erect and maintain in safe condition, all staging and scaffolding as specified under Section 015000 Temporary Facilities and Controls, as needed for...

	1.25           BREAKDOWN
	A. Submit a breakdown of the contract price to aid the Architect in determining the value of the work installed as the job progresses.
	B. No requisition will be approved until the breakdown is delivered to the Architect.

	1.26           VISIT TO SITE
	A. Prior to submitting a Bid, visit the site of work and become familiar with existing conditions.  Any assumptions made are at this Subcontractor's expense.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1           GENERAL
	A. All materials and equipment furnished under this SECTION shall be new, unused, first quality of a manufacturer of established reputation. Each valve, fitting, section of pipe, and piece of equipment supplied to project shall have cast or indelibly ...

	2.2           PIPE AND FITTINGS
	A. Pipe and fittings shall conform to the latest A.S.A., A.S.T.M., C.A., and F.S. standards.
	B. All piping installed under this SECTION shall be in accordance with the following:
	C. Fittings for underground Drainage Piping shall be service weight bell and spigot pattern C.I. soil pipe fittings. Above ground shall be no hub C.I. soil pipe fittings, Rhode Island Standard.
	D. Fittings for sweat drainage piping and force main piping shall be cast bronze or wrought copper of recessed drainage pattern.
	E. Fittings for Type 'L' hard tempered copper tubing for potable and non-potable water piping 2-1/2 inch in size and smaller shall be copper press fittings.
	1. Acceptable Manufacturers:
	a. Viega North America,
	b. Elkhart Products Corporation
	c. Victaulic
	d. Or equal

	2. Material:
	a. ASTM B88 and ANSI/ASME B16.22.  O-rings for copper press fittings shall be EPDM.

	3. Installation of copper press fittings and installation are to be made in strict accordance with the manufacturers installation instructions.  All tubing is to be reamed prior to the installation of the fitting.  The tubing shall be fully inserted i...

	F. Fittings for polyethylene compressed air shall be injected molded, socket fusion joints with same wall thickness and pressure rating as the pipe, as manufactured by Asahi/America, Inc. or equal.
	G. Fittings for gas piping 2-inch and smaller shall be threaded malleable iron gas pattern fittings for screwed pipe.  All elevated pressure gas piping regardless of size and low pressure gas piping 2 ½ inch in size and larger shall be welded and shal...

	2.3           JOINTS
	A. Joints for underground cast iron bell and spigot soil pipe shall be made up with resilient gaskets. Above ground shall be made up of heavy duty – 4 band stainless steel  clamps, and gaskets.  Couplings shall be in compliance with CISPI 310 and shal...
	B. Copper water tubing and fittings shall be assembled with press or grooved fittings depending on pipe size.
	C. Grooved Joint Lubricants: Lubricate gasket in accordance with the manufacturer’s published instructions with lubricant approved for the gasket elastomer and fluid media.
	D. Copper waste and vent tubing and force main tubing with sweat fittings shall be assembled with lead free solder, Silverbrite, Oatey, Harris, or equal, and a non-corrosive flux recommended by the manufacturer.
	E. Joints between copper waste/vent tubing and cast iron shall be made with cast iron threaded fittings and copper thread by sweat fittings.
	F. Joints between copper tubing and ductile iron water pipe or at flanged joints to tanks shall be made with a combination iron and brass flange with composition gasket and iron bolts.
	G. Joints at water heaters or other tanks having threaded connections shall be made up with dielectric unions.
	H. Joints between floor or wall flanges and fixtures shall be made with one-piece special molded neoprene gaskets which shall be furnished by the fixture manufacturer.
	I. Threaded pipe joints including plastics shall be made up with teflon tape.
	J. Joints on screwed gas piping shall be made up with thread compound on male threads only. Welded joints shall be made up by certified welders. All joints on piping 2-1/2 in. and larger, and on emergency generator exhaust regardless of size shall be ...

	2.4           VALVES
	A. Furnish and install valves where indicated on the Drawings or where specified and located so that they may be operated, repaired, or replaced with a minimum effort and repacked under pressure.
	B. The following list of valves is intended only as a guide for type and quality. Valves shall be as manufactured by Apollo, Milwaukee, Nibco, Elkhart, Watts, Victaulic, or approved equal.

	2.5           INSULATION
	A. Insulation for all water piping and all horizontal roof leaders whether concealed or exposed shall be 1 in. thick, heavy density, preformed snap-on insulation equal to Johns Manville Micro-Lok HP, 850 degrees snap-on system.  Insulation for cold wa...
	B. Valves, fittings, and the underside of roof drain bodies shall be insulated with pre-formed fiberglass fitting insulation cut from dense fiberglass blanket and covered with pre-molded P.V.C. fitting covers.  P.V.C. covers shall overlap the adjoinin...
	C. All insulation shall have self-sealing type, all service jacket (ASJ-SSL) factory applied.  At all exposed piping, cover jacket with continuous P.V.C. jacket.
	D. Sealers, solvents, tapes, and adhesives, and mastics used in conjunction with the installation of insulation under this Section shall possess the maximum possible fire safe qualities available and shall be NFPA approved.
	E. Covering shall be applied over clean and dry surfaces. No covering shall be applied until after the approval of all pressure and leakage tests.
	F. Insulation shall be as manufactured by Johns Manville, Inc., Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corporation SSL II-ASJ, or Knauf Insulation 1000.  Insulation shall be applied by skilled insulation mechanics in a first class manner.

	2.6           TRAPS
	A. Furnish and install traps with cleanouts on all fixtures and equipment requiring connection to the sanitary system of the same size and material as the pipe on which they occur.  Traps installed on threaded pipe shall be recessed drainage pattern.

	2.7           DRAIN VALVES
	A. It shall be possible to drain the water from all sections of the Potable and Non-Potable Hot and Cold Water Piping.  Furnish and install 1/2 in. x 3/4 in. hose end ball valves with cap and chain. (see 2.04 for model no.)

	2.8           SHOCK ABSORBERS
	A. Furnish and install, where shown on Drawings and where required to prevent water hammer, Zurn Manufacturing Company model 1260-XL lead free shock absorbers, or equal, as manufactured by J.R. Smith Manufacturing Company, Watts Manufacturing Company,...
	B. Installation of absorbers shall be as per manufacturer's recommendations.

	2.9           PIPING ACCESSORIES
	A. Trap primer connections are required on all floor drains to maintain trap seal.  The requirement for trap primer connections shall include all floor drains in the kitchen including trough drains furnished by others.  Trap primers shall be Precision...

	2.10           HOSE BIBB
	A. Hose bibb shall be T & S Brass or equal model #B-720 modified, chrome plated, 3/4 in. hose end, integral stop, vacuum breaker, modified with lock shield and loose tee handle.
	B. Hose bibbs shall be manufactured by T&S Brass, Speakman, Chicago, or equal.

	2.11           CLEANOUTS
	A. Cleanout plugs on the Sanitary System shall be of heavy cast brass of the screwed type. Plugs shall be full size up to and including 4 inch.
	B. For piping running under floor slab, cleanouts shall be brought up to just under the floor slab level. Furnish and install access cover for all floor-type cleanouts, Zurn ZN-1400 Series with scoriated nickel bronze or by Watts, J.R. Smith, or equal.

	2.12           ACCESS DOORS
	A. Furnish Access Doors for access to all concealed control valves, cleanouts, valves, expansion joints, and to all other concealed parts of the Plumbing System that require accessibility for the proper operation and maintenance of the system.  These ...
	B. All Access Doors shall be located in a workmanlike manner in closets, storage rooms, and/or other non-public areas, positioned so that the valve or part can be easily reached, and the size shall be sufficient for this purpose (minimum size 12 in. x...
	C. Refer to Section 083100 - Access Doors and Frames, for all product requirements for furnishing access panels.
	D. Coordinate locations and schedule with the work of trades involved with construction in which access panels will be installed.
	E. Access Door Shop Drawings shall be submitted to the Architect for approval.
	F. All access panels shall be provided with cylinder lock and key, and shall be keyed alike. Coordinate keying with other trades.

	2.13           SUPPLEMENTARY STEEL, CHANNEL, AND SUPPORTS
	A. Furnish and install all supplementary steel, channels, and supports required for the proper installation, mounting, and support of all equipment.
	B. Supplementary Steel and Channels shall be firmly connected to building construction in a manner approved by the Architect.
	C. The type and size of the Supporting Channels and Supplementary Steel shall be determined by the Plumbing Subcontractor and shall be sufficient strength and size to allow only a minimum deflection in conformance with the manufacturer's requirements ...
	D. All Supplementary Steel and Channel shall be installed in a neat and workmanlike manner parallel to the walls, floor, and ceiling construction. All turns shall be made with 90 deg. fittings, as necessary to suit the construction and installation co...

	2.14           HANGERS, ANCHORS, GUIDES, AND PIERS
	A. All piping shall be supported from the Building Structure by means of approved hangers and supports. Piping shall be supported to maintain required grading and pitching of lines, to prevent vibration, and to secure piping in place, and shall be so ...
	B. Hangers shall not be installed directly into the roof deck.  Provide supplementary steel per paragraph 2.13 above as required to support piping from structure.
	C. The spacing for hangers for horizontal piping shall be in accordance with the following:
	1. Cast Iron Soil Pipe: 5 ft.-0 in. at the hubs for 5 ft. lengths. For 10 ft. lengths, use one (1) hanger at the hub and one (1) at midpoint of the length.  Install cast iron pipe in accordance with CISPI Handbook - latest edition.
	2. Copper Tubing: 6 ft.-0 in. o.c. for 1-1/4 in. and smaller, and 10 ft.-0 in. o.c. for  1-1/2 in. and larger.
	3. Steel Pipe: 10 ft.-0 in. o.c. for 1-1/2 in. and over; 8 ft. - 0 in. for 1-1/4 in.; 6 ft. – 0 in. for 1 in. and smaller.

	D. Hanger rod diameter shall be as follows:
	E. Vertical lines shall be adequately supported at their bases by a suitable hanger placed in the horizontal line near the riser and at every 10 ft. interval.
	F. All Hangers shall be adjustable Clevis Hanger.  Hanger rods shall have machine threads.  Malleable iron brackets of approved type shall be used along the walls.  All Hangers for copper tubing shall be copper plated except where pipe is insulated, i...
	G. Piping shall not be hung from the hangers of other trades.
	H. Provide seismic restraints for all piping per requirements of the State Building Code and Section 230548.  All gas piping shall be seismically restrained.
	I. Hangers shall be manufactured by Grinnell, Carpenter and Paterson, Fee and Mason, or equal.
	J. Wire and strap hangers will not be permitted in this installation.
	K. Install a 14 gauge metal pipe shield between pipe insulation and all pipe hangers.  Hangers shall be sized so that the pipe insulation passes through the hanger and is supported on the shield.

	2.15           DRAINS
	A. Furnish and install all floor drains and roof drains where shown on the Drawings.
	B. All floor drains in flooring systems without waterproofing membranes shall have galvanized iron clamping rings with 6-pound lead flashing to bond 9 in. in all directions.  All drains shall be checked with Architect's Drawings to determine depth of ...
	C. All floor drains installed on this project shall be fitted with Automatic Trap Primer Connections. Field determine appropriate location for Trap Primer valve and drain piping.
	D. Drain Schedule:
	1. Type "A" – (General) Zurn #ZN-415-5BZ-P dura coated cast iron body with bottom outlet, combination invertible membrane clamp, adjustable collar, seepage slots, type BZ polished nickel bronze, light-duty, leveling strainer, trap primer connection.

	E. Drains shall be of one manufacturer, by Zurn, J.R. Smith, Watts, or equal.
	F. In bathrooms, coordinate all floor drain locations in field with Architect.  Floor drains shall be set at an elevation/grade to allow for floor drainage from all directions.  Drain locations shall not conflict with toilet partition walls.

	2.16           PLUMBING FIXTURES
	A. Furnish and install all fixtures and equipment, including supports, connections, fittings, and any incidentals, to make a complete installation in accordance with the Drawings and as specified.
	B. The Architect shall be final judge as to whether fixtures and trim fulfill the requirements of the Specifications and as to whether they are of suitable quality.
	C. All fixtures requiring hot and cold water shall have the cold water faucet on the right hand side of the fixture and the hot water faucet on the left hand side of the fixture.
	D. Escutcheons shall be furnished and installed on all supplies and traps. Escutcheons shall be one (1) piece chrome plated brass with set screws.
	E. All fixtures shall have the manufacturer's guaranteed label or trademark indicating first quality.  All acid resisting enameled ware shall bear the manufacturer's symbol signifying acid resisting material.
	F. Unless otherwise specified, faucets and all exposed fittings shall be chromium plated.
	G. All supply pipes shall run in a reasonable straight vertical line from the stops to faucets. Traps shall be installed perpendicular to walls.
	H. Vitreous china and acid resisting enameled fixtures shall be of one manufacturer by Sloan, American Standard, Toto, or equal.  Trim shall be Symmons, Speakman, Chicago, T & S Brass, or equal.  Flush valves shall be Sloan, Toto, Zurn, or equal. Wate...
	I. Note:  All fixtures and fittings shall be vandal proof mounted, unless specifically noted otherwise.
	J. Carefully coordinate roughing for flush valves so that the dimension from top of fixture to C-L of flush valve is a minimum of 6 in..
	K. Fixture Schedule:
	1. P-1 Water Closet:
	2. P-1A Water Closet:
	3. P-2 Urinal, Accessible:
	4. P-3 Wall Hung Lavatory, Accessible (Public):
	5. P-3A Countertop Lavatory, Accessible (Staff):
	6. P-4 Shower:
	Symmons 3501-CYL-B-MB-1.5-TRM, Dia shower trim, include S261Temptrol pressure balancing shower valve, factory pre-set temperature limit stops, integral service stops with 1.5 GPM flow shower head with arm and flange.
	7. P-5 Emergency Shower/Eye Wash:
	8. P-6 Sink, Accessible:
	9.  P-7 Sink, Accessible:
	Elkay LRAD-221955 single bowl, 22 in. x 19 in., self-rimming countertop mounted 5 1/2 in. deep, 18 ga. type 304 stainless steel sink with rear center drain outlet; three (3) hole punched faucet ledge.
	Chicago model 201-AE35ABCP, deck mounted faucet, deck faucet with 8 in. swing gooseneck spout, 2-3/8 inch blade handles, vandal resistant 1.5 GPM aerator.
	Elkay LKAD-35 crumb cup strainer with 1-1/2 in. offset tailpiece and stainless steel ground seat stopper.
	1-1/2 in. x 2 in. chrome plated P-trap with cleanout, waste outlet with escutcheon.
	Pair of 1/2 in. x 3/8 in. supplies with stops and escutcheons.
	10. P-4 Electric Water Cooler with Bottle Filler, Accessible:


	2.17           BACKFLOW PREVENTERS
	A. Backflow preventers shall be reduced pressure type furnished complete with shutoff valves, Rhode Island Approved. Backflow preventers 2-1/2 inch and smaller shall be Watts #LF009-QT-S.  Backflow preventers 3 inch and larger shall be Watts 957-QT.  ...
	B. Mount backflow preventer 3 ft.(+/-) above finished floor.  Provide indirect waste funnel and run pipe to an air gapped discharge at sink or floor drain.  Furnish a spare parts kit and parts list mounted in the vicinity of the device.
	C. Prior to the installation of devices in the name of the Owner file for, pay for, and obtain all required permits and approvals for cross connection control devices from the Authority having Jurisdiction.
	D. Backflow preventers shall be of one manufacturer, by Watts, Wilkins, Beeco, or equal.

	2.18           UNION AND NIPPLES
	A. All connections between copper tubing and galvanized piping or between copper tubing and all tanks (such as water heaters, chillers, and similar equipment) shall be made with dielectric unions and nipples.
	B. All connection to Water Heaters, Meters, Pumps, and other equipment requiring maintenance or alteration shall be made up with unions.  Unions on brass piping, 2 in. and smaller, shall be brass composition "E" in strict accordance with Federal Speci...
	C. All close and shoulder nipples shall be corresponding materials as the pipe and shall be extra heavy.

	2.19           CONDENSATE NEUTRALIZING TUBES
	A. Contractor shall furnish and install condensate neutralizing tubes for new boilers condensate drains and flue pipe condensate drains.
	B. Neutralizer tubes shall be as manufactured by JJM Boiler Works, Neutra-Safe, Fireside Condensate Neutralizers, or approved equal, and sized according to input rating of each piece of equipment.
	C. The boiler/water heater and flue condensate drains shall not be combined,  Provide separate neutralizing tubes for boiler/water heater and flue condensates.  All piping shall be per manufacturer's piping diagrams and directions.  Secure neutralizin...

	2.20           INSTANTANEOUS ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS
	A. Furnish and install electric instantaneous water heaters at locations shown.
	B. Water heaters shall meet the thermal efficiency and standby heat loss requirements of ASHRAE 90.1 – 2010. Water heater rated for energy star certification for commercial applications.
	C. Heaters to be installed level and plumb in accordance with manufactures written instructions and referenced standards.
	D. Water heaters to be manufactured by EEMAX, Chronomite, Stiebel-Eltron, or approved equal.

	2.21           CARBON MONOXIDE DETECTORS
	A. Where interior gas vented appliances are provided provide a battery powered, carbon monoxide detector adjacent to the appliance.
	B. Detector shall be installed per manufacturer’s installation requirements.
	C. Detector shall be manufactured as follows or approved equal:
	1. Defender CA6100
	2. Kidde Model C3010
	3. First Alert CO910


	2.22           COMPRESSED AIR REGULATORS
	A. At all compressed air connections, furnish and install “Parker-Watts” model C105-04BLWJDWR, 1/2" combination air filter and pressure regulator. Install quick connect at outlet. Manufacturers shall be Parker- Watts, Ingersoll Rand, Control Air or ap...

	2.23           FIRESTOP SYSTEMS
	A. General: Provide firestopping at all new fire-rated construction where penetrated by the Work of this Section.
	B. Refer to Section 078400 - Firestopping, for all product requirements for maintaining integrity of fire-rated construction at penetrations.

	2.24           SCAFFOLDS AND STAGING
	A. General: Trade Contractors shall obtain required permits for, and provide scaffolds, staging, and other similar raised platforms, required to access their Work as specified in Section 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities and Controls and herein.
	1. Scaffolding and staging required for use by this Trade Contractor pursuant to requirements of Section 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities and Controls shall be furnished, erected, maintained in a safe condition, and dismantled when no longer required, ...
	2. Each Trade Contractor is responsible to provide, maintain and remove at dismantling, all tarpaulins and similar protective measures necessary to cover scaffolding for inclement weather conditions other than those required to be provided, maintained...
	3. General Contractor is responsible to provide enclosures required for temporary heat; refer to Section 01 50 00 - Temporary Facilities and Controls.
	a. Furnishing portable ladders and mobile platforms of all required heights, which may be necessary to perform the work of this trade, are the responsibility of this Trade Contractor.



	2.25           HOISTING MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
	A. All hoisting equipment, rigging equipment, crane services and lift machinery required for the work by this Trade Contractor shall be furnished, installed, operated and maintained in safe conditions by this Trade Contractor, as referenced under Sect...


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1           WORKMANSHIP AND INSTALLATION METHODS
	A. All work shall be installed in a first-class manner consistent with the best current practices.  All materials shall be securely installed plumb and/or level, and all flush mounted equipment shall have front edge flush with finished wall surface.
	B. All piping shall be installed true to line and grade in the case of underground piping.  All piping above ceilings or exposed shall be grouped together, be parallel to each other, and be either parallel or perpendicular to the structure. Utilize ga...
	C. Training:
	1. Train the Owner's maintenance personnel on troubleshooting procedures, and servicing and preventative maintenance schedules and procedures.
	2. Schedule training with Owner through the Architect with at least 7 days prior notice.


	3.2           WORK COORDINATION AND JOB OPERATIONS
	A. The equipment shall not be installed in congested and possible problem areas without first coordinating the installation of same.
	B. Particular attention shall be directed to the coordination of piping and other equipment installed in the ceiling areas. Coordinate the elevations of all piping in hung ceiling areas to insure adequate space for the installation of recessed lightin...
	C. Furnish to the General Contractor, and all other Subcontractors, all information relative to the portion of the Plumbing installation that will affect them, sufficiently in advance so that they may plan their work and installation accordingly.
	D. In case of failure to give proper information as indicated above sufficiently in advance, pay for all back-charges for the modification, renovation, and relocation of any portion of the work already performed.
	E. Obtain from the other trades, all information relative to the Plumbing Work to be executed in conjunction with the installation of their respective equipment.

	3.3           CUTTING AND CORE DRILLING
	A. Perform all cutting and core drilling operations that are outlined in Part 1 of this SECTION. Throughout the performance of the cutting and coring work, ensure that the structural integrity of the walls, floors, overhead structure, and other struct...
	B. Cut all masonry and concrete with an approved diamond blade concrete saw in a neat straight direction, perpendicular to the plane of the wall or floor.
	C. Use a core drilling process which produces clean, sharp edges and the minimum hole size which will accommodate the size of pipe sleeve specified. Submit procedures for cutting thru existing steel beams to Architect for review.
	D. The patching of holes shall be performed by Plumbing Sub-contractor utilizing methods outlined for the finish trade involved.  Holes shall be patched to the satisfaction of the Architect.

	3.4           CLEANING AND PROTECTION
	A. Protect all materials and equipment during shipment and so as to prevent damage. Water closets, lavatories, and sinks shall be boarded over and all other fixtures shall be protected with pasted on paper. Post notice prohibiting the use of the fixtu...
	B. Keep the premises reasonably clean at all times and remove rubbish caused by the Plumbing Work as directed by the Architect.
	C. Upon completion of this work, clean all fixtures and equipment installed herein and replace damaged parts.  Failure to fulfill this obligation will result in back-charges for correction of the defective work.

	3.5           SLEEVES, INSERTS, AND ESCUTCHEONS
	A. All piping passing through slabs, floors, walls, partitions, foundation walls and grade beams, shall be sleeved and all such sleeves shall be furnished and installed by the Plumbing Subcontractor as detailed on the Drawings and herein specified. Se...
	B. All pipes passing through floor, whether slab-on grade or above grade levels, shall be sleeved with sleeve extending 1 in. above floor. This includes all piping in toilet room pipe space, stairwells, closets, partitions and pre-cast planks.
	C. All sleeves shall be Schedule 40 galvanized steel and shall be reamed. There shall be a minimum of 1 in. annular space between the sleeve and pipe provide greater clearance where seismic requirements dictate. Sleeves on insulated pipe shall be larg...
	D. The space between sleeve and pipe in all cases shall be filled with a U.L./F.M. approved caulking compound. This includes pipes concealed in chases and/or partitions.
	E. Inserts where required shall be furnished and set by the Plumbing Subcontractor and where necessary may be drilled or power driven and shall be sized such that the insert will not exceed a depth of penetration of 1 in. into concrete.
	F. Escutcheons:  All exposed pipe, uncovered, passing through walls or floors or ceilings shall be fitted with C.P. brass spun or split type escutcheons with approved clamping device for holding in position.  Floor escutcheons shall be deep enough to ...

	3.6           TESTING
	A. Test all Work in the presence of the Architect and/or Engineer and as required by Local Codes.
	B. After Soil, Storm, Waste, and Vent Piping is in place and before being buried or furred in, plug lower ends and fill the system with water up to the top of stacks. Piping is to be left tight under these conditions and water lever shall be maintaine...
	C. Test all water piping by applying a hydrostatic pressure of 150 PSIG using a pump for this purpose. Make sure that all lines are properly plugged or capped and that air has been vented before applying pressure which shall remain constant without pu...
	D. Test gas piping per State Gas Code.
	E. Any leaks in joints or evidence of defective pipe on fittings disclosed by test shall be immediately corrected by replacing defective parts with new joints or materials.  No makeshift repair effected by caulking threaded pipe with lead wool, applic...
	F. Provide testing report for all systems tested.

	3.7           CHLORINATION
	A. Upon completion of the Plumbing Work, thoroughly chlorinate the entire domestic water system before putting same in service. Chlorinate all work in the presence of the Architect and/or Engineer. The chlorinating agent shall be as a solution of sodi...
	B. After the sterilization agent has been applied for 24 hours, pay for an independent testing agency to test for residual chlorine and for presence of bacteria. A residual of not more than 5 PPM shall be required in all parts of the line.
	C. If test show 5 PPM or greater of residual chlorine, flush out system until all traces of the chemical used are removed.
	D. Provide testing report from independent testing agency.

	3.8           INSTALLATION OF FIRESTOP SYSTEMS
	A. General: Install firestop systems at all fire-rated construction where penetrated by the Work of this Section.
	B. Refer to Section 078400 - Firestopping, for all installation requirements for maintaining integrity of fire-rated construction at penetrations.

	3.9           SEISMIC RESTRAINTS
	A. The independent engineer responsible for design of seismic restraints shall visit the project upon completion of the work to certify the installation is consistent with the approved shop drawings.  The certification shall be submitted to the Archit...

	3.10           SYSTEM SHUTDOWNS
	A. Coordinate shutdowns of existing systems with the Owner and submit a written request at least ten working days in advance.  Minimize system shut downs as much as possible.  Submit a list of all affected areas, the proposed work to be performed, and...
	B. Provide temporary services to maintain active system during extended shut-downs as required for demolition and construction phasing.



	230000 HVAC SPEC
	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1           RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawing and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2           DESCRIPTION OF WORK
	A. General:
	1. The work described herein shall be interpreted as work to be done by the HVAC Subcontractor.  Work to be performed by other trades will always be specifically referenced to that trade.
	2. Furnish all staging, rigging, temporary support, labor, materials, and perform all operations in connection with the installation of the HVAC work.
	3. The building is to be commissioned and this contractor shall provide all labor required to fully test and demonstrate that all systems operate as designed.

	B. Without limiting the generality thereof, the work to be performed under this Section includes:
	1. Heating Hot Water Piping System with Insulation, Hangers, Valves, etc.
	2. Rooftop Units
	3. Ductwork With Insulation, Hanger, Damper, etc.
	4. Pumps, Accessories, and Equipment insulation
	5. Direct digital automatic temperature controls.
	6. Testing, Adjusting & Balancing of all Ducted and Piped Systems and Equipment
	7. Equipment Nameplates
	8. Factory Tests


	1.3           DEFINITIONS
	A. Most terms used within the documents are industry standard.  Certain words or phrases shall be understood to have specific meanings as follows:
	B. Provide:  Furnish and install completely connected up and in operable condition, ready for the intended use.
	C. Furnish:  Purchase and deliver to a specific location within the building or site, ready for unloading, unpacking, assembly, installation, and similar operations.
	D. Install:  With respect to equipment furnished by others, install means to receive, unpack, move into position, mount and connect, including removal of packaging materials.
	E. Conduit:  Raceways of the metallic type which are not flexible.  Specific types as specified.
	F. Connect:  To wire up, including all branch circuitry, control and disconnection devices so item is complete and ready for operation.
	G. Subject to Mechanical Damage:  Equipment and raceways installed exposed and less than eight feet above finished floor in mechanical rooms or other areas where heavy equipment may be in use or moved.

	1.4           RELATED WORK
	A. Cutting beyond the requirements as stated herein, and patching of all openings regardless of size, is specified in the respective Sections of the trade responsible for furnishing and installing similar new materials.
	B. For temporary controls refer to Section 01 50 00 – TEMPORARY FACILITIES AND CONTROLS.
	C. For flashing of vents through roof and setting of roof curbs and flashing of such, refer to Section 07 62 00 – SHEET METAL FLASHING AND TRIM and Section 07 00 02 Roofing and Flashing.
	D. For excavation and backfill of below grade mechanical and related systems refer to Division 31.
	E. For open web steel joists refer to Division 05 – Metals.
	F. For firestopping referenced in this Section refer to Section 07 84 13 – PENETRATION FIRESTOPPING for products and installation requirements.
	G. For finished painting of mechanical systems not called for in this Section refer to Section 09 91 00 – PAINTING and Section 09 00 04 – PAINTING FILED SUB-BID REQUIREMENTS.
	H. For interior concrete work relating to this Section refer to Section 03 30 00 – CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE.
	I. For exterior concrete work relating to this Section refer to Section 03 30 00 - CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE.
	J. Section 01 91 13 – GENERAL COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS.
	K. Furnish access panels and doors for installation in walls, ceiling and floors at locations to permit access for adjustment, removal, replacement and servicing of all concealed equipment, valves, volume dampers, materials, etc. installed under this ...
	L. Access panels will be installed under this Section of the related trades of the finished surfaces in which they are located.
	M. Access panels shall be located in closets, storage rooms and/or other non-public areas if possible, positioned so that the equipment can be easily reached, and the size shall be sufficient for this purpose (min. 16” x 16”).  When access panels are ...
	N. Access panels shall be per Division 08 spec for products and installation requirements. Required fire resistance of walls and ceilings shall be maintained.

	1.5            PRODUCTS FURNISHED, BUT NOT INSTALLED UNDER THIS SECTION
	A. Furnish pipe sleeves for placement into formwork by the General Contractor, Refer to Section 03 30 00.

	1.6           CODES, ORDINANCES, AND PERMITS
	A. Perform all work in accordance with the requirements of the Town of Hudson Building Department, State of Massachusetts Building Code, and applicable State and Federal Laws.  Give all requisite notices, file all requisite plans, and obtain all permi...
	B. Refer to GENERAL CONDITIONS for local connection and permit fees and information regarding Utility Company back charges.
	C. Codes, laws and standards provide a basis for the minimum installation criteria acceptable.  The drawings and specifications illustrate the scope required for this project, which may exceed minimum codes, laws and standards.
	D. Give all notices, file all plans, obtain all permits and licenses, and obtain all necessary approvals from authorities having jurisdiction.  No work shall be covered before examination and approval by the Owner’s Representative, inspectors, and aut...

	1.7           PHASING
	A. The mechanical subcontractor shall construct the subject project in phases as directed by the Architect to suit the project progress schedule, as well as the completion date of the project.
	B. For additional information related to phasing, review the General Conditions and Supplementary Conditions and the Architectural drawings.

	1.8           QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Codes and Standards:
	1. HI Compliance:  Design, manufacture, and install HVAC pumps in accordance with HI Hydraulic Institute Standards".
	2. UL Compliance:  Design, manufacture, and install HVAC pumps in accordance with UL 779 "Motor Operated Water Pumps".
	3. ANSI Standards:  Comply with ANSI A13.1 for pipe, valve, and equipment identification.
	4. I=B=R Compliance:  Provide boilers that have been tested and rated in accordance with Institute of Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers (I=B=R) "Testing and Rating Standard for Cast Iron and Steel Heating Boiler", and bear I=B=R emblem on nameplate af...
	5. ASME Compliance:  Construct boilers in accordance with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section IV "Heating Boilers".
	6. UL and NEMA Compliance:  Provide boiler ancillary electrical components, which have been listed and labeled UL, and comply with NEMA Standards.
	7. FM Compliance:  Provide control devices and control sequences in accordance with requirements of Factory Mutual System (FM).
	8. IRI Compliance:  Provided control devices and control sequences in accordance with requirements of Industrial Risk Insurance (IRI).
	9. AMCA Compliance:  Test and rate air handling units in accordance with AMCA standards.
	10. AGA Compliance:  Provide gas controls and devices in accordance with American Gas Associates.
	11. ARI Compliance:  Test and rate air handling units in accordance with ARI 430 "Standard for Central-Station Air Handling Units", display certification symbol on units of certified models.
	12. ASHRAE Compliance:  Construct and install refrigerant coils in accordance with ASHRAE 15 "Safety Code for Mechanical Refrigeration".
	13. NFPA Compliance:  Provide air handling unit internal insulation having flame spread rating not over 25 and smoke developed rating no higher than 50; and complying with NFPA 90A "Standard for the Installation of Air Conditioning and Ventilating Sys...
	14. UL and NEMA Compliance:  Provide electrical components required as part of air handling units, which have been listed and labeled by UL and comply with NEMA standards.
	15. NEC Compliance:  Comply with National Electrical Code (NFPA 70) as applicable to installation and electrical connections of ancillary electrical components of air handling units. MSS Standard Practices:  Comply with the following standards for val...
	16. MSS SP-45:  Bypass and Drain Connection Standard
	17. MSS SP-67:  Butterfly Valves
	18. MSS SP-70:  Cast Iron Gate Valves, Flanged and Threaded Ends
	19. MSS SP-71:  Cast Iron Swing Check Valves, Flanged
	20. MSS SP-72:  Ball Valves with Flanged or Butt-Welding Ends for General Service
	21. MSS SP-78:  Cast Iron Plug Valves, Flanged and Threaded Ends
	22. MSS SP-80:  Bronze Gate, Glove Angle and Check Valves
	23. MSS SP-84:  Steel Valves - Socket Welding and Threaded Ends
	24. MSS SP-85:  Cast Iron Globe and Angle Valves, Flanged with Threaded Ends
	25. MSS SP-92:  MSS Valve User Guide

	B. Automatic Temperature Control Contractor Qualifications:  Firms specializing in installation of Automatic Temperature control system for not less than 5 years.
	1. Codes and Standards:
	a. Electrical Standards:  Provide electrical components of control systems which have been UL-listed and labeled, and comply with NEMA standards.
	b. NEMA Compliance:  Comply with NEMA standards pertaining to components and devices for control systems.
	c. NFPA Compliance:  Comply with NFPA 90A "Standard for the Installation of Air Conditioning and Ventilating Systems" where applicable to controls and control sequences.



	1.9           DEMOLITION
	A. Where existing heating equipment (i.e. coils, fans, radiation, pumps etc.) are called to be removed, it shall include all associated piping, valves, wiring, controls, hangers, associated ductwork, and all associated appurtenances.
	B. Where existing piping (i.e. water, steam, condensate, drain etc.) and ductwork are called to be removed, it shall include all associated hangers, insulation, valves, controls, dampers and all associated appurtenances.
	C. This Sub-contractor shall disconnect, lower to floor, and stack near-by all noted mechanical systems being removed. The General Contractor shall remove from the building and dispose of in a legal manner.

	1.10           DISCREPANCIES IN DOCUMENTS
	A. Where Drawings or Specifications conflict or are unclear, advise Architect in writing before Award of Contract.  Otherwise, Architect’s interpretation of Contract Documents shall be final, and no additional compensation shall be permitted.
	B. Where Drawings or Specifications do not coincide with manufacturer’s recommendations, or with applicable codes and standards, alert Architect in writing before installation.
	C. Of the required material, installation, or work can be interpreted differently from drawing to drawing, for between drawings and specs, this contractor shall provide that material, installation, or work which is of the more stringent.
	D. It is the intent of these contract documents to have the contractor provide systems and components that are fully complete and operational and fully suitable for the intended use.  There may be situations in the documents where insufficient informa...

	1.11           CONTRACT DRAWINGS
	A. All work shown on the Drawings is intended to be approximately correct to scale, but shall be taken in a sense as diagrammatic.  Sizes of ductwork and pipes and general method of running them are shown, but it is not intended to show every offset a...
	B. The HVAC Drawings and Specifications are intended to supplement each other so that any details shown on the Drawings and not mentioned in the Specifications, or vice-versa, shall be executed the same as if mentioned in the Specifications and shown ...
	C. Refer to the Architectural, Structural, Plumbing, Mechanical and Electrical Drawings which indicate the construction in which this work shall be installed.  Locations shown on the plans shall be checked against the general and detailed Drawings of ...

	1.12           COORDINATION DRAWINGS
	A. Before materials are purchased or work is begun, the respective Subcontractor shall prepare and submit to the Architect Coordination Drawings showing the size, elevation and location of his equipment, fixtures, ductwork, conduit, and piping lines r...
	B. Coordination drawings are for the Contractor's and the Architect's use during construction and shall not be construed as replacing any shop or record drawings required elsewhere in the Contract Drawings.
	C. All coordination drawings shall be prepared in a large enough scale to accurately identify work of each trade and in addition to each sub-contractors systems, shall also show architectural floor plan, reflected ceiling plan, and structural framing ...
	D. The coordination drawing shall be started by the sheet metal sub-contractor and after applying all ductwork, the drawing shall be submitted for ductwork approval by the engineer.  After approval, the drawing shall be circulated to the remaining sub...
	E. During coordination drawing preparation the sub-contractors shall meet periodically to discuss overall coordination of all sub systems, and shall adjust their systems accordingly. When all drawings are complete the general contractor shall submit t...
	F. Areas of conflict that cannot be resolved between the sub-contractor must be flagged on the drawings with adequate information to assist the architect and engineer in resolving noted issues.
	G. Refer to DIVISION 01 – GENERAL REQUIREMENTS of these Contract Documents for additional procedures relative to the preparation of Coordination Drawings.
	H. Any additional time required to draw and/or re-draw coordination drawings due to conflicts shall be completed at no additional cost to the Owner and/or Project.

	1.13           ACCESSIBILITY
	A. Install equipment and materials to provide required access for servicing and maintenance.  Coordinate the final location of concealed equipment and devices requiring access with final location of required access panels and doors.  Allow ample space...
	B. Extend all grease fittings to an accessible location.

	1.14           ROUGH IN
	A. Verify final locations for rough-ins with field measurements and with the requirements of the actual equipment to be connected.
	B. This Sub-contractor shall disconnect, lower to floor, and stack near-by all noted mechanical systems being removed. The General Contractor shall remove from the building and dispose of in a legal manner.

	1.15           NOTIFICATION OF RELATED TRADES
	A. Notify all other trades responsible for installing chases, inserts, sleeves, anchors, louvers, etc. when ready for such installation and for final checking immediately before concrete is placed.  Cooperate with such trades to obtain proper installa...
	B. Leave openings in walls for pipes, ducts, etc. for mechanical and electrical work as shown on Drawings or required by layout of mechanical or electrical systems.

	1.16           MECHANICAL INSTALLATIONS
	A. Coordinate mechanical equipment and materials installation with other building components.
	B. Verify all dimensions by field measurements.
	C. Arrange for chases, slots, and openings in other building components to allow for mechanical installations.
	D. Coordinate the installation of required supporting devices and sleeves to be set in poured in place concrete and other structural components, as they are constructed.
	E. Sequence, coordinate, and integrate installations of mechanical materials and equipment for efficient flow of the work.  Give particular attention to large equipment requiring positioning prior to closing-in the building.
	F. Coordinate the cutting and patching of building components to accommodate the installation of mechanical equipment and materials.
	G. Where mounting heights are not detailed or dimensioned, install mechanical services and overhead equipment to provide the maximum headroom possible.
	H. Install mechanical equipment to facilitate maintenance and repair or replacement of equipment components.  As much as practical, connect equipment for ease of disconnecting, with minimum of interference with other installations.
	I. Coordinate connection of mechanical system with overhead utilities and services.  Comply with requirements of governing regulations, franchised service companies, and controlling agencies. Provide required connection for each service.

	1.17           CUTTING AND PATCHING
	A. Drilling, coring, and cutting of new and existing structures (through walls, floors, ceiling, etc.) where the largest dimension does not exceed 12" shall be by this Contractor.
	B. Throughout the performance of the cutting and coring work, ensure that the structural integrity of the existing walls, floors, overhead structure, and other structural components, which are to remain, is maintained until permanent work is installed...
	C. No additional compensation will be authorized for cutting and patching work that is necessitated by ill-timed, defective, or non-conforming installations.
	D. Patching of surfaces shall be by the trade responsible for the surface penetrated.

	1.18           SUBMITTALS
	A. Refer to SECTION 01 33 00 – SUBMITTAL PROCEDURESfor submittal definitions, requirements, and procedures.  The following paragraphs supplement the requirements of Section 01 33 00.
	B. Submittal of Shop Drawings, product data, and samples will be accepted only when submitted by the General Contractor.  Data submitted by Sub-contractors and material suppliers directly to the Architect/Engineer will not be processed.  Submittals wi...
	C. Provide submittals for the following equipment:
	1. Valves
	2. Meters and Gauges
	3. Hangers and Attachments
	4. Mechanical Identification
	5. Mechanical Insulation
	6. Hydronic Piping
	7. HVAC Pumps
	8. Rooftop Units
	9. Metal Ductwork
	10. Automatic Temperature Controls
	11. Air and Water Testing and Balancing

	D. If a Shop Drawing is not accepted after two submissions, a third submission from the same manufacturer will not be considered.
	E. Check Shop Drawings and other submittals to assure compliance with contract documents before submittal to A/E.
	F. Review of Shop Drawings is final and no further changes shall be considered without written application.  Shop Drawings review does not apply to quantities, nor relieve this Contractor of his responsibility for furnishing materials or performing hi...

	1.19            SUBSTITUTIONS
	A. Refer to, SECTION 01 60 00 – PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS for requirements in requesting substitutions.  The following paragraphs supplement the requirements of Section 01 60 00.
	B. If materials or equipment are substituted for specified items that alter the systems shown or its physical characteristics, or which have different operating characteristics, clearly note the alterations or difference and call it to the attention o...
	C. Any modifications to the design, as a result of approving a substitution, shall be the responsibility of this contractor.  Any additional cost to this contractor or any other contractor, directly or indirectly, as a result of such substitutions, sh...

	1.20           PRODUCT LISTING
	A. Prepare listing of major mechanical equipment and materials for the project.
	B. Provide all necessary information.
	C. Submit to the A/E through the General Contractor, within twenty (20) days of signing contract, this listing indicating all equipment and manufacturers, as a part of the submittal requirement.  If the product list is not submitted, it will be the re...
	D. When two or more items of same material or equipment are required they shall be of the same manufacturer.  Product manufacturer uniformity does not apply to raw materials, bulk materials, pipe, tube, fittings (except flanged and grooved types), she...
	E. Provide products, which are compatible within systems and other connected items.

	1.21           NAMEPLATE DATA
	A. Provide permanent operational data nameplate on each item of power operated mechanical equipment, indicating manufacturer, product name, mode, number, serial number, capacity, operating, and power characteristics labels of tested compliances, and s...

	1.22           DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING
	A. Refer to Section General Conditions for delivery, storage, and handling of equipment.  The following paragraphs supplement the requirements of Section General Conditions.
	B. Deliver products to project properly identified with names, model numbers, types, grades, compliance labels, and similar information needed for distinct identifications; adequately packaged and protected to prevent damage during shipment, storage, ...
	C. Store equipment and materials off-site.  Protect stored equipment and materials from damage.
	D. Coordinate deliveries of mechanical materials and equipment to minimize construction site congestion.  Limit each shipment of materials and equipment to the items and quantities needed for the smooth and efficient flow of installations.

	1.23           RECORD DOCUMENTS
	A. Refer to Section 01 78 39 – PROJECT RECORD DOCUMENTS for requirements for record documents.  The following paragraphs supplement the above.
	B. Provide electronic drawings in PDF and AutoCad 2014 or newer format. Modify electronic Drawings to indicate revisions to piping and ductwork, size and location both exterior and interior; including locations of coils, dampers and other control devi...

	1.24           OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE DATA
	A. Refer to Section 01 78 23 – OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE DATA for procedures and requirements for preparation and submittal of maintenance manuals.  The following paragraphs supplement the requirements of Section 01 78 23.
	B. In addition to the information required by Section 01 78 23 for maintenance data, include the following information:
	1. Description of function, normal operating characteristics and limitations, performance curves, engineering data and tests, and complete nomenclature and commercial numbers of all replaceable parts.
	2. Manufacturer's printed operating procedures to include start-up, break-in, routine and normal operating instructions; regulation, control, stopping, shut-down, and emergency instructions; and user summer and winter operating instructions.
	3. Maintenance procedures for routine preventative maintenance and trouble-shooting; disassembly, repair, and reassembly; aligning and adjusting instructions.
	4. Servicing instructions and lubrication charts and schedules.
	5. Provide DVD recording of operation and maintenance training sessions and include as part of O & M Manual submittal.  Provide indexed table of contents for DVD recording.
	6. ATC Drawings/Submittal of As-Built conditions including building CAT6 wiring, field devices, controllers, etc. for a complete as built condition.


	1.25           WARRANTIES
	A. The contractor shall provide a one (1) year minimum warrantee on all product (unless otherwise stated in the product specification for a specific product) and labor for work under this section.
	B. Refer to Section General Conditions and Section 01 77 00 CLOSEOUT PROCEDURES for additional procedures and submittal requirements for warranties.
	C. In addition to the one year warranty period against component and/or workmanship defects, the 40 hours of training and the 40 hours of extra programming as it relates to the control system and as indicated in section 23 00 00 paragraph 2.15 & 3.15,...

	1.26           COMMISSIONING
	A. Where indicated in the equipment or commissioning specifications, engage a factory-authorized service representative, to perform startup service as per functional test sheets and requirements of Section 01 91 13 – GENERAL COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS.
	B. Complete installation and startup checks and functional tests according to Section 01 91 13 – GENERAL COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS and manufacturers written instructions.
	C. Operational Test:  After electrical system has been energized, start units to confirm proper unit operation.  Rectify malfunctions, replace defective parts with new one and repeat the start up procedure.
	D. Verify that equipment is installed and commissioned as per requirements of Section 01 91 13 – GENERAL COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS and manufacturer’s written instructions/requirements.

	1.27           TRADE RESPONSIBILITY FOR INTERCONNECTIONS MATRIX
	1. Division 22 00 00 and Division 23 00 00 (ATC) Contractors shall fully coordinate all airflow damper and hydronic valves sizes and quantities.
	2. Smoke Damper and VAV Box power wiring shall be provided by Division 26 00 00 to junction box locations shown on electrical drawings; Division 23 00 00 (ATC) Contractor shall provide final power wiring from junction box to end device location.
	3. Division 26 00 00 Contractor shall provide all line-voltage power wiring required for meters; Division 23 00 00 (ATC) Contractor shall provide all low-voltage power wiring required for meters.
	4. Division 26 00 00 shall provide power at main DDC Panel. Division 23 00 00 (ATC) shall provide power to all other DDC Panels.
	5. VFDs at exhaust fan are not provided by Division 26 00 00 if exhausts are specified and/or scheduled with ECM motors.

	1.28           HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
	A. The HVAC Sub-contractor shall be responsible for removing and legally disposing of any and all hazardous waste associated with HVAC systems, including but not limited to:
	1. All chemical treatment used in flushing out HVAC piping systems.
	2. Un-used excess material such as adhesives used in ductwork and piping installations.
	3. Refrigerant in all AC systems.
	4. Propylene Glycol (where applicable)
	5. Items specifically noted on drawings.


	1.29           HOISTING EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY
	A. Unless otherwise specified, all hoisting and rigging equipment and machinery required for the proper and expeditious prosecution and progress of the Work of this Section shall be furnished, installed, operated and maintained in safe condition by ea...

	1.30           STAGING AND SCAFFOLDING
	A. Unless otherwise specified, each sub-contractor shall provide all lifts and man-lifts, and furnish, erect and maintain in safe condition, all staging and scaffolding as specified under Section 015000 Temporary Facilities and Controls and Section 00...


	PART 2 -   PRODUCTS
	2.1           ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT (Refer to SECTION 019113 – GENERAL COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS for additional contract requirements)
	A. Pursuant to Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 141, a Massachusetts Licensed electrician shall install all low voltage wiring required by this section.
	B. General:  The following are basic requirements for simple or common motors.  For special motors, more detailed and specific requirements are specified in the individual equipment specifications.
	1. All motors for all mechanical equipment shall be NEMA premium efficiency matching the following and all motors associated with variable frequencies drives shall be inverted duty motor with Aegis bearing protection rings:
	1 1800 85.5 percent
	1.5 1800 86.5 percent
	2 1800 86.5 percent
	3 1800 89.5 percent
	5 1800 89.5 percent
	7.5 1800 91.0 percent
	10 1800 91.7 percent
	15 1800 93.0 percent
	20 1800 93.0 percent
	25 1800 93.6 percent
	30 1800 94.1 percent
	40 1800 94.1 percent
	50 1800 94.5 percent

	2. Torque characteristics shall be sufficient to satisfactorily accelerate the driven loads.
	3. Motor sizes shall be large enough so that the driven load will not require the motor to operate in the service factor range.
	4. Temperature Rating:  Rated for 40 degrees C. environment with maximum 50 degrees C temperature rise for continuous duty at full load (Class F Insulation).  All ratings shall be for inverter duty applications.
	5. Starting Capability:  Frequency of starts as indicated by automatic control system and not less than five evenly time spaced starts per hour for manually controlled motors.
	6. Service Factor:  1.15 for poly-phase motors and 1.35 for single phase motors.
	7. Motor Construction:  NEMA Standard MG 1, general purpose, continuous duty, Design "B", except "C" where required for high starting torque.
	8. Frames:  NEMA Standard No. 48 or 54; use driven equipment manufacturer's standards to suit specific application.
	9.  Bearings:
	a. Ball or roller bearings with inner and outer shaft seals.
	b. Re-greasable, except permanently sealed where motor is normally inaccessible for regular maintenance.
	c. Designed to resist thrust loading where belt drivers or other drives produce lateral or axial thrust in motor.
	d. For fractional horsepower, light duty motors, sleeve type bearings are permitted.

	10. Enclosure Type:
	a. Open drip-proof motors for indoor use where satisfactorily housed or remotely located during operation.
	b. Guarded drip-proof motors where exposed to contact by employees or building occupants.
	c. Weather protected Type I for outdoor use, Type II where not housed.

	11. Overload Protection:  Built-in thermal overload protection and, where indicated, internal sensing device suitable for signaling and stopping motor at starter.
	12. Noise Rating:  "Quiet".
	13. Efficiency:  "Premium Efficient" motors shall have a minimum efficiency as scheduled in accordance with IEEE Standard 112, test method B.  If efficiency not specified, motors shall have a higher efficiency than "average standard industry motors", ...
	14. Nameplate: Indicate the full identification of manufacturer, ratings, characteristics, construction, special features and similar information.
	15. Provide AEGIS magnetic bearing protection ring for all inverter rated motors that are controlled by variable speed drives.  The bearing protection ring shall channel harmful shaft voltages to ground to protect bearing races from pitting.

	C. Starters, Electrical Devices, And Wiring:  (Provided By The HVAC Subcontractor For Each Packaged Piece Of HVAC Equipment Requiring Such):
	1. Motor Starter Characteristics:
	a. Enclosures:  NEMA 1, general purpose enclosures with padlock ears, except in wet locations shall be NEMA 3R with conduit hubs, or units in hazardous locations which shall have NEC proper class and division.
	b. Type and size of starter shall be as recommended by motor manufacturer and the driven equipment manufacturer for applicable protection and start-up condition.

	2. Manual Switches shall have:
	a. Pilot lights and extra position for multi-speed motors.
	b. Overload Protection:  Melting alloy type thermal overload relays.

	3. Magnetic Starters:
	a. Maintained contact push buttons and pilot lights, properly arranged for single speed or multi-speed operation as indicated.
	b. Trip-free thermal overload relays, each phase.
	c. Interlocks, pneumatic switches and similar devices as required for co-ordination with control requirements of Division 23 Controls Sections.
	d. Built-in 120 volts control circuit transformer, fused from line side, where service exceeds 240 volts.
	e. Externally operated manual reset.
	f. Under-voltage release or protection.

	4. Capacitors:
	a. Individual unit cells.
	b. All welded steel housing.
	c. Each capacitor internally fused.
	d. Non-flammable synthetic liquid impregnant.
	e. Craft tissue insulation.
	f. Aluminum foil electrodes.
	g. KVAR size shall be as required to correct motor power factor to 90 percent or better and shall be installed on all motors one horsepower and larger, that have an uncorrected power factor of less than 85 percent at rated load.

	5. Disconnect Switches:
	a. Fusible Switches:  Fused, each phase; general duty; horsepower rated; non-teasible quick-make, quick-break mechanism; dead front line side shield; solderless lugs suitable for copper or aluminum conductors; spring reinforced fuse clips; electro sil...
	b. Non-fusible Switches:  For equipment two horsepower and smaller, shall be horsepower rated; toggle switch type; quantity of poles and voltage rating as indicated.  For equipment larger than two horsepower, switches shall be the same as fusible type.



	2.2           VALVES
	A. General:
	1. Comply with ASME B31.9 for building services piping, and ASME B31.1 for power piping.
	2. Valves shall have rising stem, or rising outside screw and yoke stems; except, non-rising stem valves may be used where headroom prevents full extension of rising stems.
	3. Pressure and temperature ratings shall be as required to suit system pressures and temperatures.
	4. Unless otherwise indicated, provide valves of same size as upstream pipe size. Automatic control valves shall be sized by the ATC Contractor and shall not exceed a 3 PSI drop.
	5. Provide the following special operator features:
	a. Handwheels fastened to valve stem, for valves other than quarter turn, by brass nut on a square-topped stem.
	b. Lever handle on quarter-turn valves 6" and smaller, except for plug valves.  Provide one wrench for every 10 plug valves, and one year’s supply of recommended lubricant and sealant.
	c. Chain-wheel operators for valves 2-1/2" and larger installed 72" or higher above finished floor elevation.  Extend chains to an elevation of 5'-0" above finished floor elevation.
	d. Gear drive operators on quarter-turn valves 8" and larger.

	6. Where insulation is indicated or specified, provide extended stems arranged to receive insulation.
	7. Bypass and drain connections shall comply with MSS SP-45.
	8. End connections shall be as specified in the individual valves specifications.
	a. Threads:  Comply with ANSI B2.1.
	b. Flanges:  Comply with ANSI B16.1 for cast iron ANSI B16.5 for steel, and ANSI B16.24 for bronze valves.

	9. Solder-Joint:  Comply with ANSI B16.18.
	Caution:  Where soldered end connection are used, use solder having a melting point below 840( F. for gate, globe, and check valves; below 421( F. for ball valves.

	B. Gate Valves:
	1. Gate Valves (Heating Hot Water) - 2" and smaller:  MSS SP-80; Class 150, body and union bonnet of ASTM B 62 cast bronze, threaded ends, solid disc, bronze alloy stem with less than 6% zinc content, brass packing gland, "Teflon" impregnated packing,...
	2. Gate Valves (Heating Hot Water) 2-1/2" and larger:  MSS SP-70; Class 125 iron body, bronze mounted, with body and bonnet conforming to ASTM A 126 Class B, flanged ends, and "Teflon" impregnated packing and two-piece backing gland assembly.

	C.  Ball Valves:
	1. Ball Valves (Heating Hot Water) 1" and smaller:  Rated for 150 psi saturated steam pressure, 600 psi WOG pressure, 2-piece construction, bronze body conforming to ASTM B 62, standard (or regular) port, chrome-plated brass ball, replaceable "Teflon"...
	2. Ball Valves (Heating Hot Water) 1-1/4" to 2":  Rated for 150 psi saturated steam pressure, 600 psi WOG pressure; 3-piece construction, bronze body conforming to ASTM B 62, conventional port, chrome-plated brass ball, replaceable
	"Teflon" or "TFE" seats and seals, blowout proof stem, and vinyl-covered steel handle.  Provide threaded ends for heating hot water, soldered for chilled.


	D. Plug Valves:
	1. Plug Valves - 2" and smaller:  150 psi WOG, bronze body, straightaway pattern, square head, threaded ends.
	2. Plug Valves - 2-1/2" and larger:  MSS SP-78; 175 psi, lubricated plug type, semi-steel body, single gland, wrench operated, flanged ends.

	E. Globe Valves:
	1. Globe Valves (Heating Hot  Water) - 2" and smaller:  MSS Sp-80; Class 150, body and union bonnet of ASTM B 62 cast bronze, threaded ends, brass or replaceable composition disc, bronze alloy stem with less than 6% zinc content, brass packing gland, ...
	2. Globe Valves (Heating Hot Water) - 2-1/2" and larger:  MSS SP-85; Class 125 iron body and bolted bonnet conforming to ASTM A 126, Class B; outside screw and yoke, bronze mounted, flanged ends, and "Teflon" impregnated packing and two-piece backing ...

	F. Butterfly Valves:
	1. Butterfly Valves (Heating Hot Water) - 2-1/2" and larger:  MSS SP-67; 200 psi, cast iron body conforming to ASTM A 126, Class B.  Valves shall have field replaceable EPDM sleeve, with aluminum bronze disc, stainless steel, and EPDM 0-ring stem seal...

	G. Check Valves:
	1. Swing Check Valves (Heating Hot Water) - 2" and smaller:  MSS SP-80; Class 150, cast bronze body and cap, conforming to ASTM B 62, horizontal swing, with a Teflon disc, and having threaded ends.  Valve shall be capable of being repaired while the v...
	2. Swing Check Valves (Heating Hot Water) - 2-1/2" and larger:  MSS SP-71; Class 125 (Class 175 FM approved for fire protection piping systems), cast iron body and bolted cap conforming to ASTM A 126, Class B; horizontal swing, with a bronze disc or c...
	3. Wafer Check Valves (Heating Hot Water) - (Non-Slam):  Class 250, cast iron body, replaceable lapped bronze seat, lapped and balanced twin bronze flappers and stainless steel trim.  Valve shall be designed to open and close at approximately one foot...
	4. Lift Check Valves - 2" and smaller: Class 125, cast bronze body and cap conforming to ASTM B 62, horizontal, lift type valve, bronze disc and threaded ends.  Valve shall be capable of being refitted and ground while the valve remains in the line.


	2.3            METERS AND GAUGES
	A. Glass Thermometers:
	1. General:  Provide glass thermometers of materials, capacities, and ranges indicated, designed and constructed for use in service indicated.
	2. Case:  Die cast aluminum finished in baked epoxy enamel, glass front, spring secured, 9" long.
	3. Adjustable Joint:  Die cast aluminum, finished to match case, 180( adjustment in vertical plane, 360( adjustment in horizontal plane, with locking device.
	4. Tube and Capillary:  Blue Spirit filled, magnifying lens, 1% scale range accuracy, shock mounted.
	5. Scale:  Satin faced, non-reflective aluminum, permanently etched markings.
	6. Stem:  Copper-plated steel, or brass, for separable socket, length to suit installation.
	7. Range:  Conform to the following:
	a. Hot Water:  30( - 240( F. with 5( F. scale.

	8. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide glass thermometers of one of the following:
	a. Ernst Gage Co.
	b. Marshalltown Instruments, Inc.
	c. Trerice (H.O.) Co.
	d. Weis Instruments, Inc.
	e. Or equal


	B. Thermometer Wells:
	1. General:  Provide thermometer wells constructed of brass or stainless steel, pressure rated to match piping system design pressure.  Provide 2" extension for insulated piping.  Provide cap nut with chain fastened permanently to thermometer well.
	2. Manufacturer:  Same as thermometers.

	C. Pressure Gauges:
	1. General:  Provide pressure gauges of materials, capacities, and ranges indicated, designed and constructed for use in service indicated.
	2. Type:  General use, 1% accuracy, ANSI B40.1 grade A, phosphor bronze bourdon type, bottom connection.
	3. Case:  Drawn steel or brass, glass lens, 4-1/2" diameter.
	4. Connector:  Brass with 1/4" male NPT.  Provide protective siphon when used for steam service.
	5. Scale:  White coated aluminum, with permanently etched markings.
	6. Range:  Conform to the following:
	a. Water: 0 - 100 psi.

	50 - 300 psi.
	7. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide pressure gauges of one of the following:
	a. Ametek/U.S. Gauge.
	b. Marsh Instrument Co., Unit of General Signal.
	c. Marshalltown Instruments, Inc.
	d. Trerice (H.O.) Co.
	e. Weiss Instruments, Inc.
	f. Or equal


	D. Pressure Gauge Cocks:
	1. General: Provide pressure gauge cocks between pressure gauges and gauge tees on piping systems.  Construct gauge cock of brass with 1/4" female NPT on each end, and "T" handle brass plug.
	2. Siphon:  1/4" straight coil constructed of brass tubing with 1/4" male NPT on each end.
	3. Snubber:  1/4" brass bushing with corrosion resistant porous metal disc, through which pressure fluid is filtered.  Select disc material for fluid served and pressure rating.
	4. Manufacturer:  Same as for pressure gauges.

	E. Annular Element Flow Meters and Fittings:
	1. General:  Provide as indicated, flow metering elements constructed of brass and stainless steel, equipped with readout valves to facilitate connecting of differential pressure meter to flow meter.  Equip each readout valve with integral shut-off va...
	2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide flow meters of one of the following:
	a. Preso Industries Corp.
	b. Meriam Instrument.
	c. Dieterich Standard Corp.
	d. Or equal


	F. Calibrated Balance Valves:
	1. General:  Provide as indicated, calibrated balance valves equipped with readout valves to facilitate connecting of differential pressure meter to balance valves.  Equip each readout valve with integral EPT check valve designed to minimize system fl...
	2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide calibrated balance valves of one of the following:
	a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div.
	b. Taco, Inc.
	c. Armstrong Pumps Inc.
	d. Or equal



	2.4           HANGERS AND ATTACHMENTS
	A. Horizontal-Piping Hangers and Supports:
	1. General:  Except as otherwise indicated, provide factory-fabricated horizontal piping hangers and supports complying with MSS SP-58, of one of the following MSS types listed, selected by Installer to suit horizontal-piping systems, in accordance wi...
	a. Adjustable Steel Clevises Hangers:  MSS Type 1.
	b. Steel Pipe Clamps:  MSS Type 4.
	c. Pipe Slides and Slide Plates:  MSS Type 35, including one of the following plate types:
	1) Plate:  Unguided type.
	2) Plate:  Guided type.
	3) Plate:  Hold-down clamp type.

	d. Pipe Saddle Supports:  MSS Type 36, including steel pipe base-support and cast-iron floor flange.
	e. Pipe Stanchion Saddles:  MSS Tube 37, including steel pip base support and cast-iron floor flange.
	f. Adjustable Pipe Saddle Supports:  MSS Type 38, including steelpipe base support and cast-iron floor flange.
	g. Single Pipe Rolls:  MSS Type 41.
	h. Adjustable Roller Hangers:  MSS Type 43.
	i. Pipe Roll Stands:  MSS Type 44.
	j. Pipe Rolls and Plates:  MSS Type 45.
	k. Adjustable Pipe Roll Stands:  MSS Type 46.

	2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide hangers and supports of one of the following:
	a. Carpenter and Patterson, Inc.
	b. Corner & Lada Co., Inc.
	c. Elcen Metal Products Co.
	d. Fee & Mason Mfg. Co.; Div. Figgie International
	e. ITT Grinnel Corp.
	f. Or equal


	B. Vertical-Piping Clamps:
	1. General:  Except as otherwise indicated, provide factory-fabricated vertical-piping clamps, complying with MSS SP-58, of one of the following types listed, selected by Installer to suit vertical piping systems, in accordance with MSS SP-69 and manu...
	a. Two-Bolt Riser Clamps:  MSS Type 8.
	b. Four-Bolt Riser Clamps:  MSS Type 42.

	2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide hangers and supports of one of the following:
	a. Carpenter and Patterson, Inc.
	b. Corner & Lada Co., Inc.
	c. Elcen Metal Products Co.
	d. Fee & Mason Mfg. Co.; Div. Figgie International
	e. ITT Grinnel Corp.
	f. Or equal


	C. Hanger-Rod Attachments:
	1. General:  Except as otherwise indicated, provide factory-fabricated hanger-rod attachments complying with MSS SP-58, of one of the following MSS types listed, selected by Installer to suit horizontal-pipe hangers and building attachments, in accord...
	a. Steel Turnbuckles:  MSS Type 13.
	b. Swivel Turnbuckles:  MSS Type 15.
	c. Malleable Iron Sockets:  MSS Type 16.

	2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide hangers and supports of one of the following:
	a. Carpenter and Patterson, Inc.
	b. Corner & Lada Co., Inc.
	c. Elcen Metal Products Co.
	d. Fee & Mason Mfg. Co.; Div. Figgie International
	e. ITT Grinnel Corp.
	f. Or equal


	D.  Building Attachments:
	1. General:  Except as otherwise indicate, provide factory-fabricated building attachments complying with MSS SP-58, of one of the following MSS types listed, selected by Installer to suit building substrate conditions, in accordance with MSS SP-69 an...
	a. Concrete Inserts:  MSS Type 18.
	b. Top Beam C-Clamp:  MSS Type 19.
	c. Side Beam or Channel Clamps:  MSS Type 20.
	d. Center Beam Clamps:  MSS Type 21.
	e. Welded Beam Attachments:  MSS Type 22.
	f. C-Clamps:  MSS Type 23.
	g. Top Beam Clamps:  MSS Type 25.
	h. Side Beam Clamps:  MSS Type 27.
	i. Steel Beam Clamps W/Eye Nut:  MSS Type 28.
	j. Linked Steel Clamps W/Eye Nut:  MSS Type 29.
	k. Malleable Beam Clamps:  MSS Type 30.
	l. Steel Brackets:  One of the following for indicated loading:
	1) Light Duty:  MSS Type 31.
	2) Medium Duty:  MSS Type 32.
	3) Heavy Duty:  MSS Type 33.

	m. Side Beam Brackets:  MSS Type 34.
	n. Plate Lugs:  MSS Type 57.
	o. Horizontal Travelers: MSS Type 58.
	p. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide hangers and supports of one of the following:
	1) Carpenter and Patterson, Inc.
	2) Corner & Lada Co., Inc.
	3) Elcen Metal Products Co.
	4) Fee & Mason Mfg. Co.; Div. Figgie International
	5) ITT Grinnel Corp.
	6) Or equal



	E. Saddles and Shields:
	1. General:  Except as otherwise indicated, provide saddles or shields under piping hangers and supports, factory-fabricated, for all insulated piping.  Size saddles and shields for exact fit to mate with pipe insulation.
	2. Protection Saddles:  MSS Type 39; fill interior voids with segments of insulation matching adjoining insulation.
	3. Protection Shields:  MSS Type 40; of length recommended by manufacturer to prevent crushing of insulation.
	4. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide thermal hanger shields of one of the following:
	a. Elcen Metal Products Co.
	b. Pipe Shields, Inc.
	c. Carpenter Patterson, Inc.
	d. ITT Grinnel Corp.
	e. Or equal


	F. Miscellaneous Materials:
	1. Metal Framing:  Provide products complying with NEMA STD ML 1.
	2. Steel Plates, Shapes, and Bars:  Provide products complying with ASTM A 36.
	3. Cement Grout:  Portland cement (ASTM C 150, Type I or Type III) and clean uniformly graded, natural sand (ASTM C 404, Size No. 2).  Mix at a ratio of 1.0 part cement to 3.0 parts sand, by volume, with minimum amount of water required for placement ...
	4. Heavy Duty Steel Trapezes:  Fabricate from steel shapes selected for loads required; weld steel in accordance with AWS standards.
	5. Pipe Guides:  Provide factory-fabricated guides, of cast semi-steel or heavy fabricated steel, consisting of bolted two-section uter cylinder and base with two-section guiding spider bolted tight to pipe.  Size guide and spiders to clear pipe and i...


	2.5           MECHANICAL IDENTIFICATION
	A. Plastic Pipe Markers:
	1. Snap-On Type:  Provide manufacturer's standard pre-printed, semi-rigid snap-on, color-coded pipe markers, complying with ANSI A13.1
	2. Pressure-Sensitive Type:  Provide manufacturer's standard pre-printed, permanent adhesive, color-coded, pressure-sensitive vinyl pipe markers, complying with ANSI A13.1
	3. Insulation:  Furnish 1 in. thick molded fiberglass insulation with jacket for each plastic pipe marker to be installed on uninsulated pipes subjected to fluid temperatures of 125 degrees F (52 degrees C) or greater.  Cut length to extend 2 in. beyo...
	4. Small Pipes:  For external diameters less than 6 in. (including insulation if any), provide full-band pipe markers, extending 360 degrees around pipe at each location, fastened by one of the following methods:
	a. Snap-on application of pre-tensioned semi-rigid plastic pipe marker.
	b. Adhesive lap joint in pipe marker overlap.
	c. Laminated or bonded application of pipe marker to pipe (or insulation).
	d. Taped to pipe (or insulation) with color-coded plastic adhesive tape, not less than 3/4 in. wide; full circle at both ends of pipe marker, tape lapped 1-1/2 in.


	B. Application:  Provide pipe labels for the following piping system:
	1. Heating Hot water supply and return.
	2. Refrigerant liquid and suction.
	3. Condensate drain.

	C. Valve Tags:
	1. Brass Valve Tags:  Provide 19-gage polished brass valve tags with stamp-engraved piping system abbreviation in 1/4 in. high letters and sequenced valve numbers 1/2 in. high, and with 5/32 in.  hole for fastener.
	a. Provide 1-1/2 in. diameter tags, except as otherwise indicated.
	b. Provide size and shape as specified or scheduled for each piping system.
	c. Fill tag engraving with black enamel.

	2. Valve Tag Fasteners:  Provide manufacturer's standard solid brass chain (wire link or beaded type), or solid brass S-hooks of the sizes required for proper attachment of tags to valves, and manufactured specifically for that purpose.

	D. Valve Schedule Frames:
	1. General:  For each page of valve schedule, provide glazed display frame, with screws for removable mounting on masonry walls.  Provide frames of finished hardwood or extruded aluminum, with SSB-grade sheet glass.

	E. Plastic Equipment Markers:
	1. General:  Provide manufacturer's standard laminated plastic, color-coded equipment markers. Conform to the following color code:
	a. Green:  Cooling equipment and components.
	b. Yellow:  Heating equipment and components.
	c. Yellow/Green:  Combination cooling and heating equipment and components.
	d. Blue:  Equipment and components that do not meet any of the above criteria.

	2. Nomenclature:  Include the following, matching terminology on schedules as closely as possible:
	a. Equipment label “ID” from schedules.
	b. Design capacity from schedules.

	3. Size:  Provide approximate 2-1/2 in. x 6 in. markers for each piece of equipment.
	4. Application:  Provide equipment labels for the following equipment:
	a. Boilers
	b. Pumps
	c. Expansion Tanks
	d. Rooftop Units (RTU)
	e. Indoor Air Handling Units (AHU)
	f. Exhaust Fans
	g. Air Cooled Condensing Units
	h. Terminal Heating Units GAS/HW/ELEC equipped with fans
	i. Ductless Cooling Unit Systems (locate on inside panel)
	j. Glycol Feeder
	k. Air Seperator
	l. Variable Air Volume Boxes (VAV)
	m. Heat Recovery Unit (located on inside panel)


	F. Ductwork Labels:
	1. Provide painted stencils or standard laminated plastic, color coded labels for the following systems:
	a. Supply Ductwork
	b. Return Ductwork
	c. Exhaust Ductwork
	d. Hazardous Exhaust
	e. Outside Air Ductwork



	2.6           MECHANICAL INSULATION
	A. Piping Insulation Materials:
	1. Glass Wool Piping Insulation:
	a. Manufacturers:
	1) Knauf Insulation; Earthwool 1000  Pipe Insulation with ECOSE Technology
	2) Knauf Insulation; Earthwool Redi-Klad 1000  Pipe Insulation with ECOSE Technology
	3) Or similar as manufactured by Johns Manville, Manson, or Owens Corning
	a) UL/ULC Classified per UL 723 or FHC 25/50 per ASTM E 84; EPD Certified by UL  Environment; Living Building Challenge – Declare Red List Free for unjacketed Earthwool  Pipe and composite Redi-Klad Pipe; meeting ASTM C 547, Type IV (1000  F.) or Type...


	b. Vapor Retarder Jacket: ASJ+/SSL+ conforming to ASTM C 1136 Type I,II, III, IV, &VIII secured with self-sealing longitudinal laps and matching butt strips.
	c. Redi-Klad Jacket: VentureClad 5-ply weather and abuse resistant with self-sealing lap.  Zero permeability per ASTM E 96-05; puncture resistance 35.4 kg (189.3 N) per    ASTM D 1000; tear strength 4.3 lb (19.4 N) per ASTM D 624; thickness 14.5 mils ...

	2. Flexible Unicellular Piping Insulation:  ASTM C 534, Type as required.
	a. Type I - tubular; Type II - sheet.  For use between -40 degrees F and 200 degrees F.

	3. Encase pipe fittings insulation with one-piece pre-molded PVC fitting covers, fastened as per manufacturer's recommendations.
	4. Encase straight pipe insulation, where exposed in occupied areas, using Redi-Klad Pipe Insulation or cover “standard” insulation with one piece 20-mil thick PVC Jacketing.  Fasten and seal as per manufacturer's recommendations.
	5. Encase exterior piping insulation using Redi-Klad Pipe Insulation or cover “standard” insulation with aluminum jacket with weather-proof construction.
	6. Staples, Bands, Wires and Cement:  As recommended by insulation manufacturer for applications indicated.
	7. Adhesives, Sealants and Protective Finishes:  As recommended by insulation manufacturer for applications indicated.

	B. Piping Insulation Application and Thickness:
	1. Application: Cold Piping (40 Degrees F to Ambient):
	a. Insulate the following cold HVAC piping systems:
	1) Air conditioner condensate drain piping.
	2) Refrigerant liquid and suction piping.

	b. Insulate piping system specified above with the following type and thickness of insulation:
	1) Glass Wool:  1-1/2 in. thick for all pipe sizes.
	2) Flexible Unicellular:  (Refrigerant piping only) 1 in. thick.


	2. Application: Hot HVAC Piping (to 200 Degrees F)
	a. Insulate the following hot HVAC piping systems
	1) HVAC hot water supply and return piping.
	2) Hot gas refrigerant piping.

	b. Insulate each piping system specified above with the following type and thickness of insulation:
	1) Glass Wool: 1-1/2 in. thick for pipe sizes up to and including 1-1/4 in, 2 in. thick for all 1-1/2 in. pipe and larger.
	2) Flexible Unicellular:  (Refrigerant piping only) 1 in. thick.



	C. Insulation on Piping Exposed to Weather:  Protect outdoor insulation from weather by installing Redi-Klad Pipe Insulation or adding an outdoor protective finish aluminum jacketing installed to “standard” insulation as recommended by the manufacture...
	D. Ductwork and Equipment Insulation Materials:
	1. Glass Wool Manufacturers:
	a. Knauf Insulation
	b. Or similar as manufactured by CertainTeed, Johns Manville, Manson or Owens Corning

	2. Rigid Glass Wool Ductwork Insulation (R-12):  UL/ULC Classified unfaced,  ASJ+, ASJ and FSK; FHC 25/50 per ASTM E 84 for PSK only; meeting ASTM C 612, Type IA and IB; rigid.   Verified to be formaldehyde free by UL Environment.
	3.  Flexible Glass Wool Ductwork Insulation  (R-6): UL/ULC Classified; meeting ASTM C 553 Types I, II and III; ASTM C 1136 Type II and ASTM C 1290. UL GREENGUARD Gold Certified; Verified to be formaldehyde free by UL Environment; does not contain poly...
	4. Jackets for Ductwork Insulation:  ASTM C 1136 Type II, with vapor barrier.
	5. Ductwork Insulation Accessories:  Provide staples, bands, wire, tape, anchors, corner angles and  similar accessories as recommended by insulation manufacturer for applications indicated.
	6. Ductwork Insulation Compounds:  Provide cements, adhesives, coatings, sealers, protective finishes and similar compounds as recommended by insulation manufacturer for applications indicated.

	E. Ductwork Insulation Application and Thickness:
	1. Application: Ventilation and AC System Ductwork:
	a. Insulate the following ductwork:
	1) Outdoor air ductwork.
	2) HVAC supply ductwork between HVAC unit discharge and room terminal outlet.
	3) Insulate neck, bells and plenums of supply diffusers.
	4) HVAC return ductwork between room terminal inlet and HVAC unit inlet.
	5) HVAC plenums and unit housing not pre-insulated at factory or lined.
	6) Exhaust ductwork between in-line exhaust fan or HVAC unit outlet to point of exit in building.
	7) Combustion air ducts associated with boilers.

	b. Insulate each ductwork system specified above with the following type and thickness of insulation:
	1) Rigid Glass Wool: In machine rooms, fan rooms, and mechanical spaces insulate all supply air, return air, exhaust air and outside air ductwork with 3 in. thick rigid (minimum R-12).  All exposed ductwork in occupied areas shall be internally insula...
	2) Flexible Glass Wool: 2” in thickness (minimum R-6).
	3) All outside air ductwork shall be 3 in. rigid (R-12).
	4) All exterior ductwork insulation shall be 3” rigid (minimum R-13) and shall be covered with weather and ultraviolet resistant duct insulation wrap as manufactured by Polyguard Alumaguard All-Weather Cool Wrap, FlexClad Ideal Seal 777, or equal.


	2. Equipment Insulation Materials:
	a. Rigid Glass Wool Equipment Insulation (R-12):  UL/ULC Classified; unfaced, ASJ+, ASJ and FSK; FHC 25/50 for PSK only; meeting ASTM C 612, Type IA and IB : rigid. Verified by UL Environment to be formaldehyde free.
	b.  Flexible Glass Wool Equipment Insulation  (R-6):  UL/ULC Classified; meeting ASTM C 553 Types I, II and III; ASTM C 1136 Type II and ASTM C 1290. UL GREENGUARD Gold Certified; Verified to be formaldehyde free by UL Environment; does not contain po...
	c. Flexible Unicellular Equipment Insulation:  ASTM C 534, Type as required.
	d. Jacketing material for Equipment Insulation:  Provide pre-sized glass cloth jacketing material, not less than 7.8 ounces per square yard, Laminated Self-Adhesive Water and Weather Seal jacketing or metal jacket at Installer's option, except as othe...
	e. Equipment Insulation Compounds; Provide adhesives, cements, sealers, mastics and protective finishes as recommended by insulation manufacturer for applications indicated.
	f. Equipment Insulation Accessories:  Provide staples, bands, wire, wire netting, tape, corner angles, anchors and stud pins as recommended by insulation manufacturer for applications indicated.



	2.7           HYDRONIC PIPING AND ACCESSORIES
	A. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide piping system products from one of the following:
	1. Grooved Mechanical Joint Pipe, Fittings and Couplings:
	a. Victaulic Company of America.
	b. Anvil Gruvlok
	c. Grinnell
	d. Or equal

	2. Pump Discharge Valves (Triple-Duty Valve):
	a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div.
	b. Amtrol, Inc.
	c. Armstrong Pumps, Inc.
	d. Taco, Inc.
	e. Victaulic (Tri-Service Assembly)
	f. Or equal

	3. Safety Relief Valves:
	a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div.
	b. Amtrol, Inc.
	c. Spirax Sarco.
	d. Watts Regulator Co.
	e. Or equal

	4. Pressure Reducing Valves:
	a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div.
	b. Amtrol, Inc.
	c. Armstrong Pumps, Inc.
	d. Taco, Inc.
	e. Or equal

	5. Air Vents (Automatic):
	a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div.
	b. Armstrong Machine Works.
	c. Hoffman Specialty ITT; Fludi Handling Div.
	d. Spirax Sarco.
	e. Or equal

	6. Air Separators:
	a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div.
	b. Amtrol, Inc.
	c. Armstrong Pumps, Inc.
	d. Taco, Inc.
	e. Or equal

	7. Diaphragm-Type Compression Tanks:
	a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div.
	b. Amtrol, Inc.
	c. Armstrong Pumps, Inc.
	d. Or equal

	8. Pump Suction Diffusers:
	a. Bell & Gossett ITT; Fluid Handling Div.
	b. Amtrol, Inc.
	c. Armstrong Pumps, Inc.
	d. Taco, Inc.
	e. Victaulic (style 731-D / W731-D)
	f. Or equal

	9. Chemical Feeder:
	a. Dearborn USA.
	b. Vulcan Laboratories, Subsidiary of Clow Corp.
	c. York-Shipley, Inc.
	d. Or equal

	10. Basket Strainers:
	a. Crane Co.
	b. Metraflex Co.
	c. Spirax Sarco.
	d. Victaulic Company of America. (732/W732/730/W730)
	e. Or equal


	B. PIPE AND TUBING MATERIALS
	1. Copper Tubing:  ASTM grade B 88, Type L hard drawn temper copper tubing.
	2. Copper Tubing:  ASMT grade B 88, Type K, annealed copper tubing.
	3. Steel Pipe:  ASTM A-53 grade B, Schedule 40, seamless, black steel pipe, beveled ends.
	4. CPVC Plastic Pipe:  ASTM D 2846, Chlorinated Poly (Vinyl Chloride) (CPVC) pipe.

	C. FITTINGS
	1. Cast-Iron Threaded Fittings:  ANSI B16.4, Class 125, standard pattern, for threaded joints.  Threads shall conform to ANSI B2.1.
	2. Malleable-Iron Threaded Fittings:  ANSI B16.3, Class 150, standard pattern, for threaded joints. Threads shall conform to ANSI B2.1.
	3. Steel Fittings:  ASTM A 234, seamless or welded, for welded joints.
	4. Grooved Mechanical Fittings:  ASTM A 106, or ASTM A 53/A53M, Type F, E or S, Grade B fabricated steel, or ASTM A 234, Grade WPB forged steel fittings with grooves or shoulders designed to accept grooved end couplings.
	5. Grooved Rigid Mechanical Couplings:  Consist of a two- piece ductile iron housing per ASTM A536, a synthetic rubber gasket of a central cavity pressure-responsive design; with nuts, bolts, locking pin, locking toggle, or lugs to secure grooved pipe...
	a. Rigid Couplings:
	1) Housings 12” and smaller cast with offsetting angled-pattern bolt pads to provide visual confirmation upon metal-to-metal pad contact with no torque requirement. Victaulic Style 107H and Style 07 or equal. Designs that permit spaces at bolt pads or...
	2) Housings 14” and larger cast with wedge-shaped groove profile, lead-in chamfer and flat pad design for metal-to-metal pad contact. Victaulic Style W07 or equal.

	b. Flexible Couplings:
	1) Use in locations where vibration attenuation and stress relief are required. Victaulic Style 177, 77 or W77 or equal. Three flexible couplings may be used in lieu of each flexible connector for vibration attenuation. Couplings shall be placed in cl...

	c. Flange Adapters:  Ductile iron housing, flat face, for use with grooved end pipe and fittings, for mating directly with ANSI Class 125, 150, and 300 flanges.  Victaulic Style 741, 743 or W741 or equal.

	6. Wrought-Copper Fittings:  ANSI B16.22, streamlined pattern.
	7. CPVC Plastic Fittings:  ASTM D 2846, Chlorinated Poly Vinyl Chloride (CPVC) socket-type fittings and solvent for solvent cemented joints.
	8. Cast-Iron Threaded Flanges:  ANSI B16.1, Class 125; raised ground face, bolt holes spot faced.
	9. Cast Bronze Flanges:  ANSI B16.24, Class  150; raised ground face, bolt holes spot faced.
	10. Steel Flanges and Flanged Fittings:  ANSI B16.5, including bolts, nuts, and gaskets of the following material group, end connection and facing:
	a. Material Group:  1.1.
	b. End Connections:  Butt Welding.
	c. Facings:  Raised face.

	11. Solder Filler Metals:  ASTM B 32, 50-50, Tin-Lead, for condenser water, chilled water, and make-up water and drain piping.
	12. Solder Filler Metals:  ASTM B 32, 95-5 Tin-Antimony, for heating hot water and low pressure steam piping.
	13. Brazing Filler Metals:  AWS  A5.8.
	14. Gasket Material:  EPDM Thickness, material, and type suitable for fluid to be handled, and design temperatures and pressures.
	15. Flexible Connectors:  Stainless steel bellows with woven flexible bronze wire reinforcing protective jacket; minimum 150 psig working pressure, maximum 250( F. operating temperature.  Connectors shall have flanged, grooved or threaded end connecti...
	a. Three (3) flexible couplings may be used in lieu of each flexible connector for vibration attenuation. Couplings shall be placed in close proximity to the vibrating source in accordance with published guidelines.


	D. PIPE SLEEVES AND ESCUTCHEONS
	1. General: Provide schedule 40 black steel or 18 gage galvanized pipe sleeve large enough to accept pipe along with specified  pipe insulation at each point where pipe penetrates a wall or floor. Sleeve shall be large enough to allow for free movemen...

	E. SPECIAL DUTY VALVES
	1. General:  General duty valves (i.e., gate, check, ball, and butterfly valves) are specified in Division 23 Section "Valves" Special duty valves are specified in this Article by their generic name; refer to the drawings for specific applications of ...
	2.  Pump Discharge Valves (Triple-Duty Valve):  175 PSIG working pressure, 300( F. maximum operating temperature, cast-iron body, bronze disc and seat, stainless steel stem and spring, and "Teflon" packing.  Valves shall have flanged connections and s...
	a. In grooved installations, Tri-Service Assemblies may be used in lieu of Triple-Duty Valves.  Straight pattern, (300-psi) pressure rating, combination shut-off, throttling, and non-slam check service in one unit.  Victaulic Vic®-300 MasterSeal™ or e...

	3. Pressure Reducing Valves:  Diaphragm operated, cast-iron or brass body valve, with low inlet pressure check valve, inlet strainer removable without system shut-down, and non-corrosive valve seat and stem.  Select valve size, capacity, and operating...
	4. Safety Relief Valves:  125 psig working pressure and 250( F. maximum operating temperature:  designed, manufactured, tested, and labeled in accordance with the requirements of Section IV of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.  Valve body shal...
	5. Combined Pressure/Temperature Relief Valves:  Diaphragm operated, cast-iron or brass body valve, with low inlet pressure check valve, inlet strainer removable without system shut-down, and non-corrosive valve seat and stem.  Select valve size, capa...

	F. HYDRONIC SPECIALTIES:
	1. Automatic Air Vent:  Designed to vent automatically with float principle; bronze body and nonferrous internal parts; 150 psig working pressure, 240( F. operating temperature; and having 1/4" discharge connection and 1/2" inlet connection.
	2. Diaphragm-Type Compression Tanks:  Size and number as indicated; construct of welded carbon steel for 125 psig working pressure, 375( F. maximum operating temperature.  Separate air charge from flexible diaphragm securely sealed into tank.  Provide...
	3. Pump Suction Diffusers:  Cast-iron or ductile iron body, with threaded connections for 2" and smaller, flanged or grooved connections for 2-1/2" and larger; 175 psig working pressure, 300( F. maximum operating temperature for flanged and 300 psig w...
	a. Inlet vanes with length 2-1/2 times pump suction diameter or greater.
	b. Cylinder strainer with 3/16" diameter openings with total free area equal to or greater than 5 times cross-sectional area of pump suction, designed to withstand pressure differential equal to pump shutoff head.
	c. Disposable fine mesh strainer to fit over cylinder strainer.
	d. Permanent magnet, located in flow stream, removable for cleaning.
	e. Adjustable foot support, designed to carry weight of suction piping.
	f. Blowdown tapping in bottom; gage tapping in side.

	4. Chemical Feeder:  (Provide one (1) for each piping system).  Bypass type chemical feeders of 5 gallon capacity, welded steel construction; 125 psig working pressure; complete with fill funnel and inlet, outlet, and drain valves.
	5. Chemical Treatment
	a. Furnish the necessary apparatus to provide water treatment to the hot water piping systems as well as the boilers as furnished by New England Systems and Supply, Inc., GE Betz Water Technologies, or other fully capable water treatment organization ...
	b. A contract agreement satisfactory in form and substance shall be executed between this HVAC subcontractor and water treatment company to furnish supervisory service to assure the use of the proper chemical treatment thereof. The water treatment com...
	1) Supervise the cleaning and flushing of all systems and the initial introduction of water treatment chemicals.
	2) Furnish all required chemicals for the cleaning and proper initial treatment of all systems hereinafter described, together with all necessary testing equipment and reagents for field analysis of the water.
	3) Submit a written report of test results of the field analyses to the Engineer when the systems are cleaned and treated with corrosion inhibitors.  Submit certificate of completion for all systems indicating that all treatment systems are properly f...

	c. The hot water piping systems shall be cleaned with sufficient chemicals to ensure the removal of all cutting oil, compound, etc.  These chemicals shall not be harmful to the various materials of the systems.  The treatment company representative sh...
	d. Hot water systems shall be treated with sufficient amounts of the proper chemicals to conform to the Dianodic method for corrosion protection.  Take various samples of water to assure proper level of chemical treatment.
	e. Each boiler shall be treated with sufficient amounts of the proper chemicals to provide positive protection against corrosion, scale formation and carry over.
	f. At the end of the first year of the contract agreement, the chemical treatment company shall provide to the owner and copy to Architect, a log of type, quantity and dosage of treatment and test results of treatment performed through the first year.
	g. Following the first year of service, chemical treatment company shall provide recommended maintenance and treatment schedule to owner and a copy to architect for testing and treating the water.  This schedule shall be posted in the boiler room alon...
	h. Upon completion of first year of service, the chemical treatment company shall instruct the owner to the owner’s responsibility to test and treat water or to contract with chemical treatment company to perform testing and treatment services.

	6. Y-Pattern Strainers:  Cast-iron body (ASTM A 126, Class B), flanged ends for 2-1/2" and larger, threaded connections for 2" and smaller, bolted cover, perforated Type 304 stainless steel basket, bottom drain connections; 125 psig working pressure.
	7. Basket Strainers:  High tensile cast-iron body (ASTM A 126, Class B), flanged end connections, bolted cover, perforated Type 304 stainless steel basket, bottom drain connections; 125 psig working pressure.
	8. Grooved-End Strainers:
	a. Y-Pattern:  Ductile iron body ASTM A536, grooved ends for 2” and larger, coupled cover, perforated Type 304 stainless steel basket, bottom drain, 300 psig working pressure.
	b. T-Pattern:  Ductile iron body ASTM A536, grooved ends for 2” and larger, coupled or T-bolt hinged cover, perforated 304 stainless steel basket, bottom drain, up to 750 psig working pressure.

	9. Grooved-End Expansion for Steel Piping 2” and   larger (Water Service):
	a. 2” Through 6”: Packless, gasketed, slip-type expansion joint with grooved end telescoping body for installation with Victaulic Style 107 or 07 rigid couplings.  Provides axial end movement to 3”, designed for water services up to 230 F and working ...
	b. 2” Through 24”:  Combination of short nipples and Victaulic Style 177 or 77 flexible couplings joined in tandem for increased expansion.  Joint movement and expansion capabilities dependent on number of couplings/nipples used in the joint.  Pressur...
	c. Expansion Loops:  Pipe bends and loops in grooved piping systems shall consist of (8) Victaulic Style 177, 77 or W77 flexible couplings, (4) Victaulic 90  elbows, and (3) grooved end pipe spools provided in water systems to +250 F in accordance wit...
	d. Expansion Joints: Provide pipe expansion joints at all building expansion joints. Utilize a seismic expansion fitting similar to Metra-Flex, Metra Loop Grooved ends or equal. The expansion fitting shall provide absorbtion in the lateral offset and ...

	10.  Glycol/Make-up Pump -  Provide a packaged automatic glycol solution make up unit consisting of a base, polyethylene reservoir with removable lid and visible solution level scale in gallons, y-stainers, isolation valves, fill pump with a minimum c...
	11. AIR and DIRT SEPARATORS - Air and dirt removal device shall be constructed of steel. It shall be designed, fabricated and stamped per ASME Section VIII Division 1 with a maximum working pressure of 125 psi at 270 F. Manufacturer shall be holder of...


	2.8           TERMINAL HEATING UNITS (HYDRONIC)
	A. Unit Heaters: (Horizontal Type)
	1. General:  Provide horizontal unit heaters in locations as indicated, and of capacities, style, and having accessories as scheduled.
	2. Construction:
	a. Casings:  Construct of steel, phosphatized inside and out, and painted finish with baked enamel.  Color by architect.  Provide adjustable face air diffuser.
	b. Fans:  Construct of aluminum and factory-balance. Design so motor and fan assembly is removable through fan outlet panel.
	c. Coils:  Construct of plate-type aluminum fins, mechanically bonded to copper tubes.  Design coil for use in steam or hot water applications.
	d. Motors:  Provide totally enclosed motors, with built-in overload protection, having electrical characteristics as scheduled.

	3. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide horizontal unit heaters of one of the following:
	a. Airtherm Mfg. Co.
	b. Rittling
	c. Modine Mfg.  Co.
	d. Trane (The) Co.
	e. Or equal


	B. Unit Heaters:  (Cabinet Type)
	1. General:  Provide cabinet unit heaters having cabinet sizes and in locations as indicated, and of capacities, style, and having accessories as scheduled.  Include in basic unit chassis, coil, fanboard, fan wheels, housings, motor, and insulation.
	2. Construction:
	a. Chassis:  Galvanized steel wrap-ground structural frame with edges flanged.
	b. Insulation:  Faced, heavy density glass fiber.
	c. Cabinet:  14-ga removable front panel, 16-ga top and side panels. Insulate front panel over entire coil section.  Provide access door on coil connection side.  Clean cabinet parts, bonderize, phosphatize, and factory finished with baked enamel.  Co...
	d. Water Coils:  Construct of 5/8" seamless copper tubes mechanically bonded to configurated aluminum fins.  Design for 300 psi and leak test at 300 psi under water.  Provide same end connections for supply and return.
	e. Fans:  Provide centrifugal, forward curved double width fan wheels constructed of non-corrosive, molded, fiberglass reinforced thermo-plastic material.  Construct fan scrolls of galvanized steel.
	f. Motors:  Provide shaded pole motors with integral thermal over-load protection, and motor cords for plug-in to junction box in unit.  Provide three speed switch on fan motor.
	g. Filters:  Provide 1" thick throwaway type filters in fiberboard frames.

	3. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide cabinet heaters of one of the following:
	a. McQuay Inc.
	b. Rittling
	c. Trane (The) Co.
	d. Young Radiator Co.
	e. Or equal


	C. Hydronic Radiant Heating Ceiling Panels
	1. Radiant ceiling panels to include aluminum activation, copper meander, steel cassette and supported steel cross channels.  Panels to weigh no more than 2.5 lb/ft2 when operating.
	2. Panel Surface: All panels to have solid smooth panel face.
	3. Heating capacity shall be tested and certified by manufacturer in accordance with DIN 14037 or ASHRAE 138-2013.
	4. Radiant ceiling panel surface to be coated with highly emissive powder coat paint for optimal radiative properties. Color to be selected by architect.
	5. Panel connections shall be ½‘‘.
	6. Factory installed 1‘‘ insulation.  Ship loose insulation is not acceptable.
	7. Copper piping shall be single tube with no solder connections.
	8. Copper meander to be supplied with same end,  opposite end or 2X meader connections based on drawings.
	9. Radiant panels shall be 2-pipe.
	10. Radiant ceiling panels to be supplied for grid installation.  Mounting brackets and installation hardware to be supplied by manufacturer.
	11. Panel lengths and widths per drawings.
	12. Flexible hoses to be supplied with panels for connections to surrounding panels and distribution system.  Panel connection by means by brazing or press is not acceptable.
	13. Radiant ceiling panels shall be shipped with an adhesive film protective coating on each individual element on the visual side.
	14. Radiant ceiling manufacturer to supply 5 year warranty from date of shipment.
	15. Panels shall be crated for shipment.
	16. Connections
	a. Piping installation requirements are specified in other Division 23 Sections. Drawings indicated general arrangement of piping, fittings, and specialties.
	b. Install piping adjacent to radiant panels to allow for service and maintenance.
	c. In addition to Division 23 Section “Hydronic Piping”, connect copper tubing to supply with shut-off valve, strainer, control valve, and union or flange, and to return with balancing valve and union or flange.

	17. Manufacturers: subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the following:
	a. Zehnder
	b. TWA
	c. Messana
	d. Or equal



	2.9           DUCTLESS COOLING UNITS
	A. Evaporator:
	1. General:  The unit shall be factory assembled, wired and tested.  Contained within the unit shall be all factory wiring and internal piping, control circuit board, and fan motor.  The unit in conjunction with the wired, wall mounted controller shal...
	2. Cabinet:  The casing shall be ABS plastic factory finish.  Cabinet shall be designed for suspension mounting and horizontal operation.  The rear cabinet panel shall have provisions for a field installed filtered outside air intake connection.
	3. Fan:  The evaporator fan shall have three high performance, double inlet, forward curve sirocco fans driven by a single motor.  The fans shall be statically and dynamically balanced and run on a motor with permanently lubricated bearings.  The indo...
	4. Vane:  There shall be a motorized horizontal vane to automatically direct air flow in a horizontal and downward direction for uniform air distribution.  The horizontal vane shall provide a choice of five vertical airflow patterns selected by remote...
	5. Filter:  Return and outside air shall be filtered by means of an easily removable washable filter.
	6.  Coil:  The evaporator coil shall be of nonferrous construction with pre-coated aluminum strake fins on copper tubing.  The multi-angled heat exchanger shall have a modified fin shape that reduces air resistance for a smoother, quieter airflow.  Al...
	7. Control:  The control system shall consist of two microprocessors, one on each indoor and outdoor unit, interconnected by a single non-polar two-wire cable.  Field wiring shall run directly from the indoor unit to the wall mounted controller with n...

	B. Condensing:
	1. General:  The outdoor unit shall be equipped with a control board that inferfaces with the indoor unit to perform all necessary operation functions.  The outdoor unit shall be capable of operating at 0 deg. F, (-18 deg. C) ambient temperature witho...
	2. Cabinet:  The casing shall be constructed from galvanized steel plate, coated with a finished with an electrostatically applied, thermally fused acrylic or polyester powder coating for corrosion protection and have a factory finish.  The fan grille...
	3. Fan:  The fan motor shall be of aerodynamic design for quiet operation, and the fan motor bearings shall be permanently lubricated.  The outdoor unit shall have horizontal discharge airflow.  The fan shall be mounted in front of the coil, pulling a...
	4. Coil:  The L shaped condenser coil shall be of copper tubing with flat aluminum fins to reduce debris build up.  The coil shall be protected with an integral metal guard.  Refrigerant flow from the condenser shall be controlled by means of linear e...
	5. Compressor:  The compressor shall be a scroll compressor with variable speed inverter technology.  The compressor shall be driven by inverter circuit to control compressor speed.  The compressor speed shall dynamically vary to match the room load f...
	6. Electrical:  The electrical power of the unit shall be as indicated on the drawings.  The outdoor unit shall be controlled by the microprocessor located in the indoor unit.  The control signal between the indoor unit and the outdoor unit shall be p...

	C. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide ductless split systems of one of the following:
	1. Mitsubishi
	2. Hitachi
	3. Toshiba
	4. Or equal


	2.10           POWER AND GRAVITY VENTILATORS
	A. General:  Except as otherwise indicated, provide standard prefabricated power and gravity ventilator units of type and size indicated, modified to comply with requirements, and for complete installation.
	B. Refer to Section 23 09 23 - Automatic Temperature Controls for control sequence.
	C. Roof Fans (EF)
	1. Type:  Centrifugal fan, direct or belt driven as scheduled.  Provide aluminum, or galvanized steel, weatherproof housings as scheduled.  Provide square base to suit roof curb.  Provide permanent split-capacitor type motor for direct driven fans; ca...
	2. Electrical:  Provide factory-wired non-fusible type disconnect switch at motor in fan housing.  Provide thermal overload protection in fan motor.  Provide conduit chase within unit for electrical connection. Provide shaft grounding ring similar to ...
	3. Bird Screens:  Provide removable bird screens, 1/2 in. mesh, 16-ga. aluminum or brass wire.
	4. Motor Operated Dampers:  Provide louvered dampers with linkage below curb base (maximum of 6 in.).
	5. For garage exhaust fans units bear AMCA label for sound and airflow performance, and shall be UL listed for smoke exhaust application.
	6. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide centrifugal roof ventilators of one of the following:
	a. Carnes Co., Div. of Wehr Corp.
	b. Cook Co., Loren.
	c. Greenheck Fan Corp.
	d. Penn Ventilator Co., Inc.
	e. Power Line Fans; Div. of Torin Corp.
	f. Swartwout Industries Inc.
	g. Or Equal.


	D.  Centrifugal In-Line Fans (EF)
	1. General:  Fans shall be of the centrifugal belt or direct driven in-line type.  Units shall bear AMCA label.
	2. Fan Housing:  Shall be of the square design constructed of heavy gauge galvanized steel and shall include square duct mounting collars.  Unit shall include two removable access panels located perpendicular to the motor mounting panel.  The access p...
	3. Fan Wheel:  Shall be centrifugal backward inclined, constructed of aluminum and shall include a wheel cone carefully matched to the inlet cone for precise running tolerances.  Wheels shall be statically and dynamically balanced.
	4. Motors:  Shall be heavy duty ball bearing type, carefully matched to the fan load and furnished at the specified voltage, phase, and enclosure.  Motors and drives shall be mounted out of the airstream.  Motors shall be readily accessible for mainte...
	5. Shafts and Drives:  Precision ground and polished fan shafts shall be mounted in permanently sealed, lubricated pillow block ball bearings.  Bearings shall be selected for a minimum (L50) life in excess of 200,000 hours at maximum cataloged operati...
	6. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide centrifugal in-line fans of one of the following:
	a. Greenheck Fan Corp.
	b. Carnes CO., Div. of Wehr Corp.
	c. Cook Co., Loren.
	d. Penn Ventilator Co., Inc.
	e. Power Line Fans; Div. of Torin Corp.
	f. Or Equal.



	2.11           EXTRUDED ALUMINUM RAIN RESISTANT WALL LOUVERS
	A. Air Construction Requirements
	1. Louvers shall be model EHH as manufactured by Greenheck, or an approved equal. Louver frame shall be channel style with 0.081 inch extruded aluminum wall thickness. Louver blades shall be horizontal stationary style located on approximate 2 inch ce...

	B.  Performance Requirements
	1. Louvers shall be AMCA Licensed when tested in accordance with AMCA 500-L Air Performance and Water Penetration test procedures. Free area for size 48 inch x 48 inch louver shall not be less than 6.72 square feet (42%). Airflow resistance at 1000 fe...
	2. Louvers shall be designed and manufactured to withstand a minimum 25 pound per square foot wind load.

	C. Provide the following Manufacturer’s Options:
	1. Clear Anodize (204-R1 Class II, or 215-R1 Class I)
	2. Clip angles
	3. 0.5 inch x 0.047 inch square stainless steel wire cloth bird screen

	D. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide louvers of one of the following:
	1. Greenheck
	2. Ruskin
	3. Carnes
	4. Or equal


	2.12           DUCT MOUNTED HOT WATER COIL
	A. Design Pressures and Temperatures
	1. Coil shall be designed to withstand the following maximum operating pressures and temperatures:
	a. Water Coils - 250 psig / 300  F


	B. Fins
	1. Coils shall be plate fin type construction providing uniform support for all coil tubes. Coils are to be manufactured with die-formed aluminum or copper fins with self spacing collars which completely cover the entire tube surface.
	a. Thickness - 0.0060" +/- 5% unless specified otherwise Tube Holes:
	b. 0.625 diameter spaced 1.5 inch equilaterally
	c. 0.500 diameter spaced 1.25 inch equilaterally
	d. 0.375 diameter spaced 1.0 inch equilaterally fins/inch 0.625 diameter coils 6 through 14 fins / inch
	e. 0.500 diameter coils 6 through 16 fins / inch
	f. 0.375 diameter coils 10 through 20 fins / inch All fins have a tolerance of +/- 4%


	C.  Tubing
	1. Tubing and Return Bends - Standard pressure - constructed from UNS12200 seamless copper conforming to ASTM B75, ASTM B251, and ASTM B743.
	2. Copper Tube Temper - Light annealed with a maximum grain size of 0.040 mm and a maximum hardness of Rockwell 65 on the 15T scale.
	3. Tube Expansion - Mechanically expanded to form an interference fit with the fin collars without decreasing tube wall thickness.
	4. Minimum Thickness:
	a. 0.016 inch for 0.500 and 0.375 inch tubing
	b. 0.020 inch for 0.625 inch tubing unless specified otherwise


	D. Casing (Endplates and Side Plates)
	1. Shall be made from one of the following materials:
	a. Copper 0.093 inch thick meeting ASTM B152
	b. 16 or 14 Gauge, stainless steel meeting ASTM A240
	c. 16 or 14 Gauge, G90 Galvanized steel meeting ASTM A653

	2. Sheet metal breaks - Bent to 90  +/- 2  unless specified otherwise Formed tube collars are designed so that the expansion surface is 0.100" and the ends are re-flared to prevent raw metal edge from contacting copper tubes.

	E. Testing Requirements
	1. Coils shall be submerged in water and tested with dry nitrogen.
	a. Water Coils are tested to 450 psig


	F. Headers
	1. Headers shall be constructed from UNS 12200 seamless copper conforming to ASTM B75, ASTM B88 and ASTM B251.
	2. Water Coil Headers - Equipped with optional factory installed manual air vents and drains placed at the highest and lowest points.
	3. End caps (1.625" and larger) - Die formed and installed on the inside diameter of the header such that the landed surface area is three times the header wall thickness.
	4. End caps (Less than 1.625) - Flat copper sheet stock circle sheared, stamped or punched to header diameter and installed on the header ends.

	G. Connections
	1. Male Pipe Thread (MPT) and constructed from red brass conforming to ASTM B43 or schedule 40 steel.
	2. Male Pipe thread (MPT) or Female pipe thread (FPT) and constructed from copper
	3. Sweat Connection constructed from UNS 12200 seamless copper conforming to ASTM B75 and ASTM B251

	H.  Brazing
	1. High temperature filler metals shall be used for all brazed joints. Filler metal will contain at least 5% silver.

	I. Certification
	1. Acceptable coils are to have AHRI Standard 410 certification and bear the AHRI symbol. Non-certified coils or coils outside AHRI's rating range will be considered if the manufacturer is a current member of the AHRI air-cooling and air-heating coils...
	2. Acceptable coils are to be Intertek Recognized Components, and are eligible to bear the ETL Listed Mark.

	J. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide heating coils of one of the following:
	1. Greenheck
	2. Multitherm
	3. Rothmann
	4. Or equal


	2.13           VARIABLE AIR VOLUME BOX (VAV)
	A. General:  Provide factory-fabricated and tested air terminals as shown on drawings, selected with performance characteristics which match or exceed those indicated on schedule.
	B. Casings:  Construct of die-cast aluminum or sheet metal of the following minimum thicknesses:

	Steel         Aluminum
	1. Upstream Pressure Side:           22-ga.        0.032 in.
	2. Downstream Pressure Side;        22-ga.        0.025 in.
	3. Provide hanger brackets for attachment of supports.
	4. Linings:  Line inside surfaces of casings with lining material meeting ASTM Standard C1071 to provide acoustic performance, thermal insulation, and to prevent condensation on outside surfaces of casing. Provide minimum thickness of 1 in.  Secure li...
	a. Cover liner surfaces and edges with perforated metal.

	5. Leakage:  Construct casings such that when subjected to 0.5-in w.g. pressure for low pressure units, and 3.0-in w.g. pressure for high pressure units, total leakage does not exceed 4 percent of specified air flow capacity with outlets sealed and in...
	C.  Air Dampers:  Construct of materials that cannot corrode, do not require lubrication, nor require periodic servicing.  Provide maximum volume dampers, pressure independent that are calibrated in cfm, factory-adjusted, and marked for specified air ...
	D. Controls:  Provide controls accurate to 1.5 deg. F(0.8 deg. C) and adjustable from 65 deg. F (22 deg. C) to 85 deg. F (29 deg. C).
	1. ATC Contractor to provide and field install DDC controls, compatible with automatic temperature control system specified in other Division-23 sections. All testing and commissioning shall be completed in field.

	E. Identification:  Provide label on each unit indicating Unit Number, cfm range, cfm factory-setting, and calibration curve (if required).
	F. Silencer:
	1. Silencer section shall consist of a three foot 22ga solid metal casing, 22ga perforated liners, and absorptive acoustic fiberglass liner.
	2. Acceptable methods of silencer construction shall be button lock, Pittsburgh lock, and welds. In situations where these methods are not feasible, rivets can be used. Screws or other mechanical fasteners on the silencer will not be acceptable.
	3. The silencer noses and perforated liners shall be rigidly fastened to the casing of the silencer on both the top and bottom.
	4. The silencer section acoustic media shall be shot free inorganic glass fiber with long, resilient fibers, bonded with thermosetting resin, and contain 50 percent recycled media. Glass fiber shall be packed with a minimum 10 percent compression to e...
	a. Flame Spread Classification: 25
	b. Smoke Development Rating: 50

	5. Silencer shall be Price model SUDQ.

	G. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide variable air volume boxes of one of the following:
	1. Trane
	2. Price
	3. Titus Products Div.
	4. Or equal


	2.14           COMMERCIAL GAS-OIL BOILER
	A. General:  Boiler shall be furnished complete with an insulated metal jacket; Cast iron smoke hood with integral 14 gauge aluminized steel damper; Pressure tight front and rear flame observation ports with covers; Steel angle floor rails; Cast iron ...
	B. Construction:  Boiler shall be a cast iron sectional unit of the wet base type designed for pressure firing and it shall be constructed and tested for 15 PSI maximum steam working pressure (determined by application) in accordance with the A.S.M.E....
	C. Jacket:  Insulating metal jacket shall consist of 20 gauge steel panels fitted with 1 ½ Lb./Cu. Ft. density fiber glass insulation glued to the inside of the panels.  Jacket panels shall be finished with paint baked on and shall be arranged with sl...
	D. Manufacturer’s Warranty
	1. Units that do not carry a standard published warranty of ten or more years are not acceptable to this project.  Job specific warranties are not acceptable unless executed by an authorized officer of the manufacturer under seal and submitted five (5...

	E. Boiler trim:
	1. All electrical components to be of high quality and bear the U.L. label.
	a. Water boiler(s) controls furnished:
	1) Combination low temperature limit (operating) and manual reset high temperature limit control.
	2) Low temperature limit set according to system design. High temperature limit set at least 20F higher than the low limit (240F is the maximum allowable water temperature).
	3) Combination pressure-temperature gauge with dial clearly marked and easy to read.
	4) ASME certified pressure relief valve, set to relieve at 30 PSIG. Optional relief valves available up to and including maximum allowable pressure. Side outlet discharge type; contractor to pipe outlet to floor drain or near floor, avoiding any area ...

	b. Low water cut-off:
	1) Boiler(s) to be furnished with U.L. labeled low water cut-off with ASME working pressure rating equal to the ASME rating of the relief valve.
	2) Do not use quick-connect fittings on boiler(s).
	3) Install cut-off according to manufacturer’s instructions.
	4) Locate so burner shuts down if boiler water level falls below allowable safe waterline



	F. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirement, provide forced draft boilers of one of the following:
	1. Smith (The H.B.) Co., Inc.
	2. Weil-McLain, A Marley Co.
	3. Peerless


	2.15           PUMPS
	A. General:  Provide factory-tested pumps, thoroughly cleaned, and painted with one coat of machinery enamel prior to shipment.  Type, size, and capacity of each pump is listed in pump schedule.  Provide pumps of same type by same manufacturer.
	B. In-Line Circulator Pumps:
	1. General:  Provide in-line circulator pumps where indicated, and of capacities as scheduled.
	2. Type:  Horizontal mount, vertical split case, oil-lubricated, designed for 125 psi working pressure, and 225( F. (107( C) continuous water temperature.
	3. Body:  Cast-iron, with suction and discharge gauge tappings.
	4. Shaft:  Hardened alloy steel.
	5. Bearings:  Oil-lubricated bronze journal bearings.
	6. Seal:  Mechanical, with carbon seal ring and ceramic seat.
	7. Motor:  Non-overloading at any point on pump curve, open, drip-proof, oil-lubricated journal bearings, resilient mounted construction, built-in thermal overload protection on single phase motors.
	8. Couplings:  Self-aligning, flexible coupling.
	9. Impeller:  Enclosed type hydraulically and dynamically balanced, and keyed to shaft.
	10. Install pumps on channel steel support stands with vibration isolators. Refer to pump piping drawing details for valve and accessory requirements.
	11. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide in-line circulator pumps of one of the following:
	a. Bell & Gosset ITT; Fluid Handling Div.
	b. Armstrong Pumps, Inc.
	c. Taco, Inc.
	d. Or equal


	C. Frame-Mounted End Suction Pumps:
	1. General:  Provide frame-mounted end suction pumps where indicated, and of capacities and having characteristics as scheduled.
	2. Type:  Horizontal mount, single stage, vertical split case, flexible coupling, base mounted, designed for 175 psi working pressure.
	3. Casing:  Cast iron, 125 psi ANSI flanges, tappings for gage and drain connections.
	4. Shaft:  Steel with replaceable shaft sleeve.  Provide shaft grounding rings similar to Aegis or equal.
	5. Bearing:  Regreasable ball bearings.
	6. Seal:  Mechanical, with carbon seal ring and ceramic seat.
	7. Motor:  Open, dripproof, regreasable ball bearings under motor, motor shall be premium efficiency inverted duty type. Provide AEGIS magnetic bearing protection ring for inverter rated motors that are controlled by variable speed drives.  The bearin...
	8. Impeller:  Enclosed type, hydraulically and dynamically balanced keyed to shaft and secured with locking screw.
	9. Baseplate:  Structural steel with welded cross members, and open grouting area.
	10. Coupling:  Flexible, capable of absorbing torsional vibration, equipped with coupling guard.
	11. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide frame-mounted end suction pumps of one of the following:
	a. Bell & Gosset ITT; Fluid Handling Div.
	b. Armstrong Pumps, Inc.
	c. TACO
	d. Or Equal.



	2.16           PACKAGED ROOFTOP UNITS
	A. SECTION INCLUDES
	1. Packaged rooftop unit.
	2. Heat exchanger.
	3. Refrigeration components.
	4. Unit operating controls.
	5. Roof curb.
	6. Electrical power connections.
	7. Operation and maintenance service.

	B. PRODUCTS FURNISHED BUT NOT INSTALLED UNDER THIS SECTION
	1. Section 15952 - Controls and Instrumentation: Installation and wiring of thermostats and other control components.
	2. Section 16180 - Equipment Wiring Systems: Electrical connection of equipment.

	C. RELATED SECTIONS
	1. Section - General Provisions
	2. Section - Mechanical Identification
	3. Section - Testing and Balancing
	4. Section - Vibration Isolation
	5. Section - Ductwork Insulation.
	6. Section - Controls and Instrumentation.
	7. Section - Equipment Wiring Systems.

	D. REFERENCES
	1. ANSI/NFPA 90A - Installation of Air Conditioning and Ventilation Systems.
	2. AHRI 340 / 360 - Unitary Air-Conditioning Equipment.
	3. ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1 - Energy Standard for New Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings.
	4. California Administrative Code - Title 24

	E. SUBMITTALS
	1. Submit drawings indicating components, dimensions, weights and loadings, required clearances, and location and size of field connections.
	2. Submit product data indicating rated capacities, weights, accessories, service clearances and electrical requirements.
	3. Submit manufacturer's installation instructions.

	F. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE DATA
	1. Submit operation and maintenance data.
	2. Include manufacturer's descriptive literature, start-up and operating instructions, installation instructions, and maintenance procedures.

	G. HANDLING
	1. Comply with manufacturer's installation instructions for rigging, unloading, and transporting units.
	2. Protect units from physical damage.  Leave factory shipping covers in place until installation.

	H. WARRANTY
	1. Provide a full parts, labor and refrigerant warranty for one year from start-up or 18 months from shipment, whichever occurs first
	2. 5 Year Compressor Parts Warranty Option

	I. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
	1. When cULus is selected, unit shall conform to cULus for construction of packaged air conditioner and shall have cULus label affixed to rooftop package.
	a. In the event the unit is not cULus approved, the manufacturer shall, at his expense, provide for a field inspection by a cULus representative to verify conformance to cULus standards. If necessary, contractor shall perform required modifications to...

	2. Gas-fired heating rooftop units shall conform to ANSI Z21.47/Canadian Standards Association (CAN/CSA-2.3) for construction of packaged air conditioner.
	a. In the event the unit is not CSA approved, the manufacturer must, at his expense, provide for a field inspection by a CSA representative to verify conformance to CSA standards. If necessary, contractor shall perform modifications to the unit to com...

	3. Gas-fired heating rooftop units shall conform to UL 795/Canadian Standards Association (CAN/CSA-3.2) for construction of packaged air conditioner.
	a. In the event the unit is not CSA approved, the manufacturer must, at his expense, provide for a field inspection by a CSA representative to verify conformance to CSA standards. If necessary, contractor shall perform modifications to the unit to com...


	J. SUMMARY
	1. The contractor shall furnish and install packaged rooftop air conditioning unit(s) as shown and as scheduled on the contract documents. The unit(s) shall be installed in accordance with this specification and perform at the conditions specified, sc...

	K. MANUFACTURERS
	1. GENERAL
	a. Manufacturer of packaged unitary rooftop products shall have had a minimum of five years successful experience in the manufacture and service support of the rooftop packages specified herein. Manufacturers with less than five years’ experience in t...

	2. APPROVED MANUFACTURERS
	a. Base bid shall be Trane packaged rooftop air conditioning units with approved alternate being Daikin or JCI. Alternates must still comply with the performance and features as specified herein and as indicated on the design documents. Job will be aw...

	3. Units shall be specifically designed for outdoor rooftop installation on a roof curb and be completely factory assembled and tested, piped, internally wired, fully charged with R-454B compressor oil, factory run tested and shipped in one piece. Uni...
	4. All units shall be UL listed to US and Canadian Safety Standards. Cooling capacity shall be rated in accordance with AHRI Standard 360. All units shall have decals and tags to aid in service and indicate caution areas. Electrical diagrams shall be ...

	L.  Casing
	1. Exterior panels shall be zinc-coated, galvanized steel painted with a slate gray air-dry finish durable enough to withstand a minimum of 672 hours consecutive salt spray application in accordance with standard ASTM B117. Screws shall be zinc-plus-z...
	2. Heavy gauge steel hinged access panels with tiebacks to secure door in open position shall provide access to filters and heating sections. Refrigeration components, supply air fan and compressor shall be accessible through removable panels as stand...
	3. Unit base shall be watertight with heavy gauge formed load-bearing members, formed recess and curb overhang. Unit lifting lugs shall accept chains or cables for rigging. Lifting lugs shall also serve as unit tie down points.

	M. Refrigeration System
	1. The scroll compressor shall be industrial grade, direct drive 3600 RPM maximum speed scroll type. The motor shall be suction gas-cooled hermetic design. Compressor shall have centrifugal oil pump with dirt separator, oil sight glass, and oil chargi...

	N. Power Supplies
	O. Ambient Control
	1. Variable speed condenser motors shall be provided to allow the unit to operate down to 0 F.

	P. Corrosion Protected Condenser Coil
	1. Protection on the all aluminum, microchannel condenser coil shall consist of a corrosion resistant coating that shall withstand ASTM B117 Salt Spray test for 6,000 hours and ASTM G85 A2 Cyclic Acidified Salt Fog test for 2,400 hours. This coating s...

	Q. Hot Gas Bypass
	1. Electronic Hot Gas Bypass valve piping and controls shall all be included on circuit 1 to allow operation at low airflow, avoiding coil frosting and damage to compressor. When suction pressure falls below valve adjustable setpoint, the valve shall ...

	R. Evaporator Coil Drain Pan
	1. Drain pan shall be double sloping galvanized steel and promote runoff of standing water from condensation inside the unit.
	2. Two drain pipes shall be installed through the base channel on each side of the unit. Drain pipe connection shall be installed through the side of the unit and connector size is 1.25 NPTI.

	S. Air-Cooled Condenser Coil
	1. Condenser coils shall have all aluminum microchannel coils. All coils shall be leak tested at the factory to ensure pressure integrity. The condenser coil shall be pressure tested to 650 psig. Subcooling circuit(s) shall be provided as standard.

	T. Air-Cooled Condenser Fans and Motors
	1. All condenser fans shall be vertical discharge, direct drive fans, statically balanced, with aluminum blades and zinc plated steel hubs. Condenser fan motors shall be three-phase motors with permanently lubricated ball bearings, built-in current an...

	U. Supply Fan
	1. Supply fan motors shall be open drip-proof. All supply fans shall be dynamically balanced in factory. Supply fan shall be test run in unit and shall reach rated rpm. All 60 Hz supply fan motors shall meet the Energy Independence Security Act of 200...
	2. Supply fans shall have two double-inlet, forward-curved fans mounted on a common shaft with fixed sheave drive. Fans shall be factory-tested to reach rated rpm before the fan shaft passes through first critical speed. Fan shaft shall be mounted on ...
	3. Optional extended grease lines shall allow greasing of bearings from unit filter section. Fan motor and fan assembly shall be mounted on common base to allow consistent belt tension with no relative motion between fan and motor shafts. Entire assem...

	V. Variable Air Volume Discharge Temperature Control with Variable Frequency Drives
	1. Option shall provide all necessary controls to operate a VAV rooftop from the discharge air temperature, including discharge air microprocessor controller and discharge air sensor.
	2. The microprocessor controller shall coordinate the economizer control and the stages of cooling with discharge air temperature reset capabilities. Option shall include factory installed and tested VFDs to provide supply fan motor speed modulation.
	3. VFD shall receive 0-10 VDC from the unit microprocessor based upon supply static pressure and causes the drive to accelerate or decelerate as required to maintain the supply static pressure setpoint. Optional bypass control shall provide full nomin...

	W.  Electrical
	1. Unit shall be completely factory wired with necessary control and contactor pressure lugs or terminal block for power wiring. Units shall provide an option for a non-fused disconnect with external handle for safety.
	2. A standard SCCR of 5,000 amps shall be applied to the unit enclosure.
	3. Motors shall have internal bearing protection for use with VFDs to provide a conductive discharge path away from the motor bearings to ground. Bearing Protection Rings shall be circumferential rings with conductive micro fibers which provide the pa...
	4. Phase monitor shall protect 3-phase equipment from phase loss, phase reversal and phase imbalance. Any fault condition shall produce a Failure Indicator LED and send the unit into an auto stop condition. cULus approved.
	5. An external handle mounted on the control box door shall be provided to disconnect unit power with the control box door closed for safety.

	X. Electronic Unit Controller
	1. The electronic unit controller shall be an application-specific, programmable controller that is factory installed and designed to control packaged HVAC equipment. A 7” user interface features a touch-sensitive color screen that provides facility m...
	2. The electronic unit controller shall support standard BACnet communication protocol through a RS485, two-wire communication link or BACnet/IP.

	Y. Filters
	1. Filter options shall mount integral within unit and be accessible by hinged access panels.
	2. Shall provide a complete set of two-inch thick filter racks, without the filter media to accommodate applications which require field supplied filters.
	3. High Efficiency Throwaway Option, MERV 8 pre-filter, shall be two-inch high efficiency media filters with average dust spot efficiency of 25-35 percent and an average arrestance in excess of 90 percent when tested in accordance with ASHRAE 5276.

	Z. Relief Air
	1. Relief air options shall include no relief, barometric relief, 100 percent modulating exhaust fan with direct space building pressurization control. Exhaust motors shall be open drip-proof fan cooled. All 60 Hz motors meet the Energy Independence a...
	2. Gravity dampers shall open to relieve positive pressure in the return air section of the rooftop. Barometric relief dampers shall relieve building over pressurization, when that over pressurization is great enough to overcome the return duct pressu...
	3.  Two, double-inlet, forward-curved fans shall be mounted on a common shaft with fixed sheave drive. All fans shall be dynamically balanced and tested in factory before being installed in unit. Exhaust fan shall be test run as part of unit final run...
	4. Extended grease lines shall be provided to allow greasing of bearings from unit filter section. Fan motor and assembly shall be mounted on common base to allow consistent belt tension with no relative motion between fan and motor shafts. Entire ass...
	5. A differential pressure control system, (StatitracTM), shall use a differential pressure transducer to compare indoor building pressure to outdoor ambient atmospheric pressure. The FC exhaust fan shall be turned on when required to lower building s...
	6. Relief dampers at unit outlet shall modulate relief airflow in response to OA damper position.

	AA. Outside Air
	1. Outside air options: 0-100 percent fully modulating economizer.
	2. Economizer option shall be operated through the primary temperature controls to automatically utilize outside air for “free” cooling. Automatically modulated return and outside air dampers shall maintain proper temperature in the conditioned space....
	3. Minimum position control shall be standard and adjustable at the user interface or through the building management system. A spring return motor shall ensure closure of OA dampers during unit shutdown or power interruption. Mechanical cooling shall...
	4. Low leak dampers shall be provided with gasketing added to the damper blades and rolled stainless steel jamb seals to the sides of the damper assembly. Low leak economizer dampers shall have a leakage rate of 1 percent based on testing data complet...
	5. Economizer return and outside air dampers shall be provided with horizontal airfoil blades and spring-return actuators. The economizer shall have a functional life of 60,000 opening and closing cycles. Dampers shall be AMCA 511 Class 1A certified w...
	6. Two enthalpy sensors shall be provided to compare total heat content of the indoor air and outdoor air to determine the most efficient air source when economizing.
	7. An outdoor enthalpy sensor shall be provided to compare the total heat content of outdoor air to a locally adjustable setpoint. The setpoint shall be programmed at the user interface to determine if the outdoor enthalpy condition is suitable for ec...
	8.  An outdoor temperature sensor shall be included for comparing the outdoor dry bulb temperature to a locally adjustable temperature setpoint. The setpoint shall be programmed at the user interface to determine if outdoor air temperature is suitable...
	9. An outdoor and return air temperature sensor is used to compare the dry bulb temperature of the outside air to the return air temperature to determine if it is suitable to economize.

	BB. Hot Water Heating Option
	1. Hot water coils shall be Type 5W and factory mounted in the rooftop unit to provide complete drainage of coil. Hot water modulating valve with actuator shall be provided.

	CC. Isolators
	1. Supply and relief/return fan (if applicable) assemblies shall be isolated with two-inch nominal deflection to reduce transmission of vibrations.

	DD. Service
	1. Hinged access doors shall provide easy access to supply fan, filters, exhaust/return fan, and the heating section. Double wall construction with dual density insulation sandwiched between heavy gauge galvanized steel panels for strength and durabil...
	2. A 15A, 115V Ground Fault Interrupter convenience outlet shall be factory installed. It shall be wired and powered from a factory mounted transformer. Unit-mounted, non-fused disconnect with external handle shall be furnished with factory powered ou...
	3. Lines shall allow greasing of supply and relief fan bearings through the filter access door.

	EE. Roof curb.
	1. Unit shall fit on existing roof curb without a curb adapter


	2.17           AIR-TO-AIR ENERGY RECOVERY VENTILATOR
	A. SUMMARY
	1. This section includes Air-to-Air Energy Recovery Ventilators for indoor installation.
	2. Within this document, these units may be referred to as Energy Recovery Ventilator (ERV) for brevity.

	B. RELATED
	1. Drawing and general provisions of the contract, including General Requirements Division 01, Division 23, Division 23 Specifications Sections, and common work requirements for HVAC apply to work specified in this section.
	a. Section 23 09 00: Controls and Instrumentation


	C. SUBMITTALS
	1. Product data: For each type or model of Energy Recovery Ventilator, include the following:
	a. Unit performance data for both Supply Air and Exhaust Air, with system operating conditions indicated.
	b. Enthalpy plate performance data for both summer and winter operation.
	c. Motor ratings and unit electrical characteristics.
	d. Dimensioned drawings for each type of installation, showing isometric and plan views, to include location of attached ductwork and service clearance requirements.
	e. Estimated gross weight of each installed unit.
	f. Filter types, quantities, and sizes
	g. Installation, Operating and Maintenance manual (IOM) for each model.

	2. LEED Submittals:
	a. Provide data for prerequisite E01: Documentation indicating that units comply with ASHRAE 62.1-2010, Section 5 - "Systems and Equipment".

	3. Shop Drawings: For air-to-air energy recovery ventilators, include plans, elevations, sections, details, and attachments to other work.
	a. Detail equipment assemblies and indicate dimensions, weights, loads, required clearances, method of field assembly, components, and location and size of each field connection.
	b. Wiring Diagrams: For power, signal, and control wiring.

	4. Operation and maintenance data for air-to-air energy recovery ventilator

	D. QUALITY ASSURANCE
	1. Source Limitations: Obtain Air-to-Air Energy Recovery Ventilator with all appurtenant components or accessories from a single manufacturer.
	2. For the actual fabrication, installation, and testing of work under this section, use only thoroughly trained and experienced workers completely familiar with the items required and with the manufacturer's current recommended methods of installation.
	3. The ERV core shall be warranted to be free of manufacturing defects and to retain its functional characteristics, under circumstances of normal use, for a period of ten (10) years from the date of purchase. The balance-of-unit shall be warranted to...
	4. Manufacturer shall be able to provide evidence of independent testing of the core by Underwriters Laboratory (UL), verifying a maximum flame spread index (FSI) of 25 and a maximum smoke developed index (SDI) of 50 thereby meeting NFPA90A and NFPA 9...
	5. Certifications:
	a. The energy recovery cores used in these products shall be third party Certified by AHRI under its Standard 1060 for Energy Recovery Ventilators. AHRI published certifications shall confirm manufacturer’s published performance for airflow, static pr...
	b. Entire unit shall be listed under UL 1812 Standard for Ducted Air to Air Heat Exchangers and comply with CSA Standard 22.2.

	6. Every unit to be factory tested prior to shipping: Motor Dielectric Voltage-Withstand Bench Test, Unit Dielectric Voltage-Withstand Test, Continuity of Internal Control Circuits Test, Unit Amperage Test

	E.  COORDINATION
	1. Coordinate size and location of all building penetrations required for installation of each Energy Recovery Ventilator and associated electrical systems.
	2. Coordinate sequencing of construction for associated plumbing, HVAC, electrical supply.

	F. MANUFACTURERS
	1. Available Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with specifications contained within this document, manufacturers offering products that may be incorporated into the work include, but are not limited to:
	a. RenewAire

	2. Manufacturer should be in business for minimum 10 years manufacturing energy recovery ventilators.

	G. MANUFACTURED UNITS
	1. Air-to-Air Energy Recovery Ventilators shall be fully assembled at the factory and consist of a fixed-plate cross-flow heat exchanger with no moving parts, an insulated single wall G90 galvanized 20-gauge steel cabinet, motorized supply air damper,...

	H. CABINET
	1. Materials: Formed single wall insulated metal cabinet, fabricated to permit access to internal components for maintenance.
	2. Outside casing: 20 gauge, galvanized (G90) steel meeting ASTM A653 for components that do not receive a painted finish.
	3. Access doors shall be hinged with airtight closed cell foam gaskets. Door pressure taps, with captive plugs, shall be provided for cross-core pressure measurement allowing for accurate airflow measurement.
	4. Cabinet Insulation: Case walls and doors shall be fully insulated with 1 inch, expanded polystyrene foam insulation faced with a cleanable foil face on all exposed surfaces.
	5. Enthalpy core: Energy recovery core shall be of the total enthalpy type, capable of transferring both sensible and latent energy between airstreams. Latent energy transfer shall be accomplished by direct water vapor transfer from one airstream to t...
	6. Control center / connections: Energy Recovery Ventilator shall have an electrical control center where all high and low voltage connections are made. Control center shall be constructed to permit single-point high voltage power supply connections t...
	7.  Passive Frost Control: The ERV core shall perform without condensing or frosting under normal operating conditions (defined as outside temperatures above -10ºF and inside relative humidity below 40%). Occasional more extreme conditions shall not a...
	8. Motorized Isolation Damper(s): Exhaust Air motorized and Supply Air motorized damper(s) of an AMCA Class I low leakage type shall be factory installed.

	I. BLOWER SECTION
	1. Blower section construction, Supply Air and Exhaust Air: Blower assemblies consist of 208-230V 1 Phase 60 HZ, ECM motor, and a direct driven backward-curved blower.
	2. Blower assemblies: Shall be statically and dynamically balanced and designed for continuous operation at maximum rated fan speed and horsepower.

	J. MOTORS
	1. Blower motors shall be Premium Efficiency, EISA compliant for energy efficiency. The blower motors shall be totally enclosed (TEFC) and shall be supplied with factory installed motor starters.

	K. UNIT CONTROLS
	1. Fan control: Terminal strip for EC motors.
	2. Sensors: Dirty filter monitor for both airstreams.
	3. Factory-installed microprocessor controller and sensors, Premium ERV controls that:
	a. Comply with requirements in Division 23 Section "Sequence of Operations for HVAC Controls"
	b. Has factory-installed hardware and software to enable the building automation interface via BACnet to monitor, control, and display status and alarms
	c. The microprocessor controller shall be capable of operating at temperatures between -20F to 160F
	d. The microprocessor controller shall be a DIN rail mounting type
	e. Factory-installed microprocessor controller shall come with backlit display that allows menu-driven display for navigation and control of unit
	f. The microprocessor controller shall have the ability to communicate with the BMS via Modbus RTU/TCP and BACnet MSTP/IP
	g.  The microprocessor controller shall have integrated ethernet interface and a web server for displaying unit parameters
	h. The microprocessor shall have near field communication (NFC) capability for android devices
	i. The microprocessor controller shall have an internal programmable time clock that will allow the user to add up to different occupancy schedules and add holidays
	j. The microprocessor control shall be capable of integral diagnostics
	k. The microprocessor control shall be capable of IP or SI unit display
	l. The microprocessor controller shall have a battery powered clock
	m. The microprocessor controller shall at a minimum offer the ability for three modes of determining occupancy: a dry contact, the internal time clock or the BMS
	n. A remote user terminal to allow for remote monitoring and adjustment of parameters, allowing ease of control access without going outdoors or into the mechanical room if desired by the user
	o. The microprocessor controller shall have at a minimum (10) universal inputs/outputs (AI, DI, AO) and have (6) six relay outputs (DO)
	p. The microprocessor controller shall have an integrated fieldbus port
	q. The microprocessor controller shall have the capability for I/O expansion
	r. The microprocessor controller shall have a micro USB port to load the application program, the unit parameters, saving logs, etc.
	s. The sensors that will be required for control are:
	1) (2) Temperature sensor for fresh air and exhaust air
	2) (2) Temperature and humidity sensor for outside air, return air
	3) (2) Differential pressure sensors for filter alarms
	4) [(2) Differential pressure sensors for measuring pressure drop across energy recovery core and for determining airflow in both airstreams]
	5) (2) Adjustable current switches
	6) [Field-installed duct or room IAQ sensor]
	7) [Field-installed duct or room CO2 sensor]
	8) [Field-installed duct static sensor]
	9) [Field-installed room pressurization sensor]

	t. The microprocessor controller shall have the capability to monitor the unit conditions for alarm conditions. Upon detecting an alarm, the microprocessor controller shall have the capability to record the alarm description, time, date, available tem...
	1) Outside air temperature sensor alarm
	2) Outside air humidity sensor alarm
	3) Return air temperature sensor alarm
	4) Return air humidity sensor alarm
	5) Fresh air sensor alarm
	6) Exhaust air sensor alarm
	7) Dirty filter alarm
	8) Supply and exhaust air proving alarm

	u. Display the following on the face of microprocessor controller:
	1) Unit on
	2) [Heating status]
	3) Outdoor air temperature
	4) Outdoor air humidity
	5) Return air temperature
	6) Return air humidity
	7) Supply air temperature
	8) Unit on/off
	9) Fan on/off
	10) Damper status
	11) Alarm digital display

	v. The microprocessor controller shall have factory pre-programmed multiple operating sequences for control of the ERV. Factory default settings shall be fully adjustable in the field. Available factory pre-programmed sequences on operations are:

	4. SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS
	a. DDC CONTROLLER:
	1) Controller with integral LCD readout for changing set points and monitoring unit operation.
	2) Provided with required sensors and programming.
	3) Factory programmed, mounted, and tested.
	4) Integral USB and Ethernet ports for updating programs and retrieving log files.

	b. BMS INTERFACE:
	1) [BACnet MS/TP]
	2) [GENERAL OPERATION

	c. POWER UP:
	1) When the unit main disconnect is closed a delay of 10 seconds (adjustable) occurs for the controller to come online.

	d. ERV UNIT START COMMAND:
	1) An input signal is required to enable the unit operation. The unit will be commanded on by:
	a) [Digital input]
	b) [BMS command]

	2) All types of input that are enabled must be true before the unit will start.
	a) The exhaust fan starts after a 3 second delay (adjustable). The exhaust fan will not start until the damper actuator end switch closes.
	b) The supply fan starts after a 6 second delay (adjustable).  The supply fan will not start until the damper actuator end switch closes.
	c) The supply fan, exhaust fan, [economizer], [heating] are controlled based on the chosen unit operating modes and air conditions.


	e. ERV UNIT STOP COMMAND (OR DE-ENERGIZED):
	1) The unit can then be commanded off by:
	a) [Digital input]
	b) [BMS command]

	2) Supply fan and exhaust fan are de-energized.
	3) All dampers are unpowered and spring return to their default position after a 10 second delay (adjustable).

	f. SUPPLY FAN OPERATION:
	1) [The supply fan will operate at a constant speed.]
	2) The unit will attempt to start the supply fan when the supply fan delay timer expires. When the supply fan starts the supply fan adjustable current switch should close and remain closed until the fan is turned off.

	g. SUPPLY FAN STATUS:
	1) Once the supply fan current switch closes [heating] operation is allowed.  After a delay of 90 seconds (adjustable) from supply fan start signal, if the supply fan current switch is still open the supply fan alarm should be set to true and [heating...

	h. FIXED FAN SPEED OPTION:
	1) The analog voltage command to the supply fan ECM can be set from the unit controller display [or by the BMS]. The adjustable range of 0% to 100% correspond to the minimum and maximum fan operating speed. This supply fan operation mode can be used t...

	i. EXHAUST FAN OPERATION:
	1) [The exhaust fan will operate at a constant speed.]
	2) The unit will attempt to start the exhaust fan when the exhaust fan delay timer expires. When the exhaust fan starts the exhaust fan adjustable current switch should close and remain closed until the fan is turned off.

	j. EXHAUST FAN STATUS:
	1) After a delay of 90 seconds (adjustable) from exhaust fan start signal, if exhaust fan current switch is still open the exhaust fan alarm should be set to true. The exhaust fan status shall be set to true only when the exhaust fan output is on and ...

	k. FIXED FAN SPEED OPTION:
	1) The analog voltage command to the exhaust fan ECM can be set from the unit controller display [or provided by the BMS]. The adjustable range of 0% to 100% correspond to the minimum and maximum fan operating speed (0 VDC minimum to 10 VDC maximum, a...

	l. HEATING OPERATION:
	1) Heating will be locked out if the outdoor air temperature is above 70 degrees (adjustable). The temperature set point can be configured as constant (adjustable) or can be reset by the outside air temperature. Heating will be controlled using the su...

	m.  CONSTANT TEMPERATURE OPTION:
	1) The controller will stage the heaters or adjust the 0 to 10 VDC analog output to the heating device to maintain the air temperature at a set point. The air temperature set point is entered and adjusted from the unit controller display [or provided ...

	n. RESET AIR TEMPERATURE OPTION:
	1) The controller will adjust the 0 to 10 VDC analog output to the heating device to maintain the air temperature at a set point. The air temperature set point is calculated based on the outdoor air temperature. The air set point is adjusted between t...



	L. FILTER SECTION
	1. ERV shall have 2" thick [MERV 8] disposable pleated filters located in the outdoor air and exhaust airstreams. All filters shall be accessible from the exterior of the unit.


	2.18           METAL DUCTWORK
	A. Reference Standards: Material, construction and installation shall meet requirements of most recent editions of the following standards and references, except for more stringent requirements specified or shown on Drawings:


	Standard      As Applicable To:
	SMACNA HVAC Duct    Sheet Metal Ductwork;
	Construction Standards    Duct Liners; Adhesives;
	Metal and Flexible     Fasteners; Flexible Ductwork.
	SMACNA HVAC Air Duct Leakage   Duct Leakage Testing
	Test Manual
	SMACNA Fibrous Glass Duct   Fibrous Glass Ductwork; Tapes
	Construction Standards
	SMACNA Thermaoplastic Duct (PVC)  PVC Ductwork
	Construction Manual
	ADC and TIMA Flexible Duct   Flexible Ductwork
	Performance Standards
	NFPA 96      Kitchen Hood Exhaust Ductwork
	NFPA 45      Laboratories using chemicals
	SMACNA Guidelines for Welding   Welded Galvanized, Black Iron
	Sheet Metal      and Stainless Steel Ductwork
	B. General
	1. Provide supporting and hanging devices necessary to attach entire HVAC system including ductwork and equipment, and to prevent vibration.
	2. Provide vertical and horizontal supports as required by codes to meet minimum applicable earthquake resistance standards.
	3. Ductwork shall be free from vibration under all conditions of operation. Dimensions shown on Drawings for lined ductwork are net inside dimensions.  Increase ductwork to accommodate lining requirements.
	4. Pipe or conduit crossing duct:
	a. No pipe, conduit, hanger, Architectural element nor structural member shall pass through duct without Designer’s written approval.
	b. Where it is impossible to reroute pipe or conduit and when written approval has been obtained, increase duct size to maintain constant cross sectional area at point of interference.  Provide streamlined enclosure for pipe or conduit, as illustrated...

	5. When making offsets and transformations necessary to accommodate structural conditions, preserve full cross sectional area of ductwork shown on Drawings.
	6. Ductwork shall have pressure velocity classifications as follow:
	a. Unless otherwise specified or shown on the drawings, the following pressure classifications shall be used for the types of ductwork listed below:
	1) 4" Class: All supply ductwork from discharge of air units to inlets of supply diffusers and/or variable air volume units.
	2) 3" Class: All exhaust and system return ductwork. Supply ductwork after the variable air volume units.
	3) 2" Class: All other ductwork.


	7. Sealing Requirements for Class A, Leakage Class 3 & 6 Galvanized, Non-Welded Aluminum or Non-Welded Stainless Steel Ductwork:
	a. Transverse Joints
	1) During assembly seal all flanged transverse joints with sealing tape of quality equal to Hardcast Inc. 1902-FR.  Corners shall be sealed as described by SMACNA and when applicable per manufacturer's published procedures.  After sealant has cured, s...
	2) Seal all non-flanged transverse joints with Hardcast Inc. RTA-50 adhesive on to Hardcast Inc. DT tape or approved equal.

	b. Longitudinal Seams
	1) Seal all longitudinal seams during ductwork fabrication with Hardcast Inc.   Cold Seal 1001 or approved equal.

	c. Joints and Ductwall Penetrations
	1) Seal all duct joints at takeoffs, access doors, damper bearing penetrations, flexible duct connections etc., with Hardcast Inc. Versa Grip 102 or approved equal.
	2) Note, access doors and damper rod penetrations shall be equipped with proper hardware for sealing.


	8. Support
	a. Space hangers as required by SMACNA (8 ft max) for horizontal duct on 8 ft. centers, unless concentrated loadings require closer spacing.
	b. Support vertical duct on each floor or slab it penetrates.
	c. Supports for ductwork and equipment shall be galvanized unless specified otherwise.

	9. Connections
	a. Connect inlets and outlets of air handling units and fans to ductwork with flexible connections unless fan has vibration isolator mounts inside unit with flexible connections and no external vibration isolators.  Exception:  Do not use flex on life...
	b. Indoors, flexible connections shall be neoprene coated fibrous glass fire retardant fabric, by Ventfabrics, or Durodyne.  Outdoors, flexible connections shall be Dupont hypalon coated fibrous glass fire, weather, and UV resistant by Ventfabrics or ...
	c. Secure flexible connections tightly to air handlers with metal bands.  Bands shall be same material as duct construction.
	d. Connections from trunk to branch ducts shall be as detailed on Drawings.

	10.   Construction
	a. No sharp metal edges shall extend into air streams.
	b. Install drive slips on air leaving side of duct with sheet metal screws on 6" centers.
	c. Spin in collars shall NOT be used for branch connections in 3" or higher pressure class ductwork.

	11. Joints
	a. Longitudinal lock seams shall be double locked and flattened to make tight joints.
	b. Make transverse joints, field connections, collar attachments and flexible connections to ducts and equipment with sheet metal screws or bolts and nuts.  Do not use rivets and staples.

	12. Prefabricated Transverse Duct Joints
	a. Transverse joints in galvanized sheet metal ductwork may be made with galvanized gasketed frame and angle duct joint system by Ductmate, TDF, TDC or approved equal.  Angles shall be at least 20 gauge.  Prefabricated transverse duct joints shall not...
	b. Secure angles to duct with screws (using clutched arbor) or spot welds spaced as recommended by manufacturer for duct pressure class.

	13. Elbows and Bends
	a. Elbows and bends for rectangular ducts shall have centerline radius of 1-1/2 times duct width wherever possible.  Elbows for grease exhaust and fume hood exhaust shall be full radius. Vanes or mitered duct are not allowed.
	b. Where centerline radius is less than 1-1/2 times duct width (on supply, return and exhaust ductwork), elbows shall be radius throat (square throat allowed when turning around column or other close objects) with radius heel.  For elbows whose width ...
	c. For round ductwork provide stamped elbows, with centerline radii equal to 1-1/2 times duct diameter, or gored elbows as follows:



	*for negative pressures over 3" w.g., refer to SMACNA Round and Rectangular Industrial Duct Construction Standards for joint and intermediate reinforcement requirements. 
	Elbow Angle No. of Gores
	0  - 36   2
	37  - 72  3
	73  - 90  5
	d. Elbows for flat oval ducts shall have centerline radii equal to 1 1/2 times duct diameter in plane of bend, or gored elbows with gores as specified for round ducts.
	14. Access Panels/Doors
	a. Provide proper pressure and leakage rated, gasketed, duct mounted access panels/doors for the following items with minimum sizes, as indicated.  Access doors shall be of double wall construction   doors in insulated ducts shall be insulated.  Gauge...
	1) Fire dampers   12" x 12", or larger.
	2) Combination Fire/Smoke dampers   12" x 12", or larger.
	3) Smoke dampers   6" x 6" minimum.
	4) Automatic control dampers   6" x 6" minimum.
	5) Manual volume dampers 2 sq. ft. and larger   6" x 6" minimum.
	6) Inlet side to all coils   12" x 12", or larger.
	7) Suction and discharge sides of inline fans   24" x 24" minimum.
	8) At additional locations indicated on drawings, or specified elsewhere   12" x 12" minimum.

	b. Generally access doors are not shown on the drawings, but shall be provided in accordance with the above.

	15. Extractors shall have adjusting rod and locknut on outside of duct.
	16. Connections to roof fans:
	a. Shall be at least 22 ga. galvanized steel soldered watertight.
	b. Solder side seams at least 12" up from bottom.
	c. Provide suitable dielectric gaskets to join dissimilar materials.

	17. Plenums and connections to louvers:
	a. Shall be 18 ga. minimum cross broken and properly reinforced with galvanized angle irons to SMACNA requirements.
	b. Shall have bottom and corner seams soldered watertight at least 12" up from bottom.
	c. Shall have neoprene gaskets or other non corrosible material to make connections to louvers watertight.
	d. Shall pitch connection back towards the louver.  Provide half coupling drain connection at bottom of plenum unless noted otherwise.  Pipe drain to nearest floor drain.
	e. Shall have unused portions of louvers blocked-off with sheet metal; sealed air  and water tight;  insulated with 2" thick 6 lb. density rigid or board insulation.

	18. Duct Pressure Tests
	a. Pressure test all duct classes after takeoffs and wall penetrations are in place and before applying exterior insulation.  Correct any leaks.
	b. Pressure and leak test 100% of all duct work with a pressure class of 3” or higher as specified in paragraph 2.20.B.6.a.  Duct shall be constructed so there is no joint or structural failure at the test pressure.

	19.  Duct Leakage Tests
	a. Leak testing method shall be performed as outlined in the SMACNA HVAC Air Duct Leakage Test Manual.  As specified in paragraph 2.20.B.6 & a, utilize Sealing Requirements for Class A and Leakage Class 6 for all ductwork. Provide orifice assembly inc...

	20. Materials
	a. Sheet metal ducts shall be constructed of hot dipped galvanized sheet metal with G90 Commercial coating according to ASTM 527 unless specified otherwise.
	b. Stainless steel (SS) ductwork shall be 18 gauge for kitchen hoods; and as required by SMACNA for other ducts.  Materials shall be 316/No. 4 finish for exposed duct, 304/No. 1 finish for concealed ducts.  Joints and seams shall be welded as required...
	c. Aluminum ductwork shall be Alclad 3003 1414 or alloy 5052 H32, for exhaust fan No. 2 duct system.  Thickness as required by the SMACNA duct construction standards with Alloy 6061 bracing angles, and Pittsburgh lock longitudinal corner and double si...
	d. Flexible Ductwork
	1) Flexible ductwork, connecting to uninsulated or unlined duct, shall be polyester core with corrosion resistant helical wire reinforcing.  The polyester core shall be minimum two ply and shall have a minimum thickness of 0.0017".  Flex duct shall be...
	2)  Flexible duct connected to insulated or lined duct shall also be insulated and shall be equivalent to Wiremold Type WK or Flexmaster Types 2 or 4 (not type 9), with 1 1/2", 3/4 lb. density fiberglass insulation and an aluminized reinforced vapor b...
	3) Submittals shall include data on no. of polyester plies and minimum thickness of polyester core, in addition to other data listed above required to ensure that submitted product meets the requirements of these specifications.
	4) If flexduct other than the model numbers of the vendors listed above is submitted, a sample of the flex shall be submitted to the Designer.  The Designer shall have sole discretion in determining whether the submitted flex is equivalent to that of ...
	5) Unless otherwise indicated, flexible duct shall not exceed 5'-0" long.


	C. 2" and Lower Pressure Class Ductwork, Rectangular:
	1. Ducts wider than 19" with more than 10 square feet of unbraced panel shall be beaded or cross broken.
	2. Internal stiffening struts shall only be used upon prior written approval of the Designer.
	3. Make changes in duct size with tapered connections as required by SMACNA.  Changes shall NOT exceed 30 from line of air flow.  Take off to the diffusers shall be 45  leading edge type or Bellmouth type.
	4. Transverse joints shall be TDF/TDC or slip joints; use flat or standing seam according to SMACNA.  Where duct size requires standing seam but space restrictions dictate flat seam, notify Designer prior to fabrication.

	D. 2" and Lower Pressure Class Ductwork, Round:
	1. Joints
	a. Longitudinal joints shall be spiral seam, butt welded, lap and seam welded, or ACME lock grooved seam.  Snap lock seams shall be used on ½" w.g. pressure class duct only.
	b. Transverse joints shall be beaded sleeve joint or other approved joints listed in SMACNA.  Use three or more sheet metal screws at 15" uniform intervals along circumference of joints.

	2. Branch fittings shall be conical tee (Buckley or equal) or combination tee as shown in SMACNA.

	E. 3" and 4" Pressure Class Ductwork   Rectangular
	1. Joints
	a. Joints shall be prefabricated type by TDC, TDF or Ductmate.  See Prefabricated Joints paragraph for specific requirements.

	2. Duct reinforcement spacing and type shall comply with SMACNA.
	3. Ductwork on both sides of transitions shall be run in same horizontal axis.
	4. Diverging section slope shall be 1 1/2" per foot or less if possible.
	5. Contraction section slope shall not exceed 7" per foot.
	6. Takeoffs shall be 45  leading edge type except that Bellmouths (Buckley or equal) may be used for takeoffs to terminal boxes if the distance between the box and point of takeoff is less than 8 ft.
	7. Ducts with an aspect ratio greater than 3:1 shall be minimum of 18 gauge unless a thicker gauge is required by SMACNA.

	F. 3" and 4" Pressure Class Ductwork, Flat Oval, Single Wall
	1. Joints
	a. Ducts shall have spiral lock seams or longitudinal seams.  Seams and joints in fittings shall be continuously welded.  If coating is damaged during welding, repair joints to prevent corrosion.
	b. Transverse joints shall be slip or flanged.


	G. 3" and 4" Pressure Class Ductwork, Round, Single Wall
	1. Joints
	a. Longitudinal seams shall be lock spiral, lock longitudinal or butt welded longitudinal.
	b. Transverse joints shall be slip joints.  Draw band joints shall be used on longitudinal seam duct only.  Loose flange Vanstone joints may be used on ducts over 36" in diameter.
	c. Seams and joints in fittings shall be continuously welded.  If coating is damaged during welding, repair joints to prevent corrosion.

	2. Branch fittings shall be conical tee or combination tee as detailed in SMACNA.

	H. Flexible Rigid Duct
	1. Flexible ductwork shall be Flexmaster Triple Lock Buck Duct Flexible Air Duct (insulated) as manufactured by Buckley Associates or equal (617 878 5000).  Flexible duct, non insulated, shall be Underwriters Laboratory Listed UL 181 Class 0 air duct ...
	2. Duct shall be made from a tape of dead soft aluminum sheet, spiral wound into a tube and spiral corrugated to provide strength and stability.  The joint shall consist of a triple lock mechanically performed without the use of adhesives to make a du...
	3. Flexible duct connected to insulated or lined duct shall also be insulated.  Flexmaster insulated flex shall have a gray Fire Retardant Polyethylene outer jacket with a ½ lb. density, 1 1/2" thick fiberglass insulation blanket, factory wrapped.  Fl...
	4. The flexible duct shall be supported as required.
	5. Flexible duct work shall be rated at 12" positive pressure.  Duct from 3 to 16" shall have a negative pressure of 12", 8" for duct work 18 and 20.
	6. All flexible duct shall be individually cartoned and labeled for delivery to the job site for maximum protection.
	7. Submittals shall include data on minimum thickness of aluminum core, in addition to other data listed above, required to ensure that submitted product meets the requirements of these specifications.
	8. Provide sealing compound for installation.  See further paragraphs in this specification and details for other installation requirements.

	I. Volume Dampers
	1. Provide Young Regulator manual adjustable rectangular opposed blade dampers for duct heights less than 12" with factory installed locking hand quadrants extended 2" for all dampers installed in externally insulated duct:
	a. On each supply, return and general exhaust duct take off.
	b. At each take off to register, grille or diffuser (not all are shown on Drawing).

	2. Dampers are manufactured approximately 5/16" smaller in width and 1/8" smaller in height than size of duct in which they are installed; e.g., nominal damper size is 24" x 10"; actual size is approximately 23 11/16" x 9 7/8".
	3. Damper frame shall be constructed of #6063 extruded aluminum reinforced channel with minimum thickness of .050".  Opposed damper blades shall be #6063 extruded aluminum with minimum thickness of .050" and shall include reinforcing ribs.  Each blade...
	4. Note:  All required volume dampers may not be indicated on drawings but dampers shall be provided as necessary for systems balancing.
	5. Dampers 12" and larger in height shall be opposed multi blade equal to Greenheck, Nailor, or Vent Products.
	6. Where dampers are inaccessible, use Young Regulator locking type ceiling regulators and miter gear or worm gear for all horizontal dampers.  Bearing coupling for bottom duct control may be used for shaft on vertical blade dampers.  The 3/8" rod bet...
	7. Damper blades shall be two gauges heavier than adjoining ductwork, and shall be riveted to supporting rods.  Hem over edges parallel to rods.
	8. Brackets shall be galvanized metal, secured to ductwork with sheet metal screw with locking quadrant arms (see seal class section for additional requirements).  Provide 2" handle extension for all dampers on externally insulated ductwork.
	9. Note:  All required volume dampers may not be indicated on Drawings but dampers shall be provided as necessary for system balancing.

	J. Automatic Dampers:  Install automatic dampers furnished under Automatic Temperature Control Paragraph of this Section, as shown on Drawings, and as specified.   Provide sealed wall penetrations for Seal Class A ductwork.
	K. Locker Room Exhaust or Return Ductwork
	1. Ductwork shall be aluminum, of types as detailed in this specification above and constructed in accordance with SMACNA except that Seal Class shall be "A" regardless of duct pressure rating.

	L. Branch Duct Take off Fittings
	1. Contractor shall provide Buckley Bellmouth Take offs at all branch duct locations.
	2. Bellmouth Fitting shall be Model BMD with damper.  In areas where sufficient duct height is not available, the contractor shall provide the Buckley Mini mouth fitting, Model M BMD with damper or the flat oval Bellmouth, Model FOBMD with damper.
	3. Bellmouths shall be constructed of heavy duty galvanized steel.  Bellmouths shall include an air tight Neoprene gasket to ensure a tight fitting with minimal leakage. Pre drilled holes shall be provided for quick mounting.  Bellmouth shall be as ma...
	4. Standard damper hardware to be constructed of 26 gauge galvanized material with a quadrant damper and tight fitting gasketing to ensure minimal leakage at damper pivot points.
	5. Optional heavy duty hardware shall be provided at locations of higher static pressure where shown on the drawings.
	6. Ninety degree take offs are not permitted on this project..

	2.19            DUCTWORK ACCESSORIES
	A. Dampers:
	1. Low Pressure Manual Dampers:  Provide dampers of single blade type or multiblade type, constructed in accordance with SMACNA "HVAC Duct construction Standards".
	2. Automatic Control Dampers:  Refer to Division-23 section "Automatic Temperature Control" for control dampers; not work of this section.
	3. Backdraft Relief Dampers:  Provide dampers with parallel blades, counterbalanced and factory-set to relieve at .05" static pressure.  Construct blades of 16-ga. aluminum, provide 1/2" diameter ball bearings, 1/2" diameter steel axles spaced on 9" c...
	4. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide dampers of one of the following:
	a. Air Balance, Inc.
	b. Airguarde Corp.
	c. American Warming & Ventilating, Inc.
	d. Arrow Louver and Damper; Div. of Arrow United Industries, Inc.
	e. Louvers & Dampers, Inc.
	f. Penn Ventilator Co.
	g. Ruskin Mfg. Co.
	h. Or equal


	B. Fire Dampers:
	1. Fire Dampers:  Provide fire dampers, of types and sizes indicated.  Construct casings of 11-ga. galvanized steel.  Provide fusible link rated at 160 to 165 degrees F (71 to 74 degrees C) unless otherwise indicated. Provide owner with a spare fusibl...
	a. Damper Blade Assembly:  Curtain type.
	b. Blade Material:  Steel, match casing.
	c. Blade Material:  Stainless steel.

	2. Motor-Driven Fire/Smoke Dampers:  Provide line voltage motor-driven fire/smoke dampers in types and sizes indicated on drawings, with casing constructed of 11-ga. galvanized steel with bonded red acrylic enamel finish, fusible link 160 to 165 degre...
	a. Unit Assembly:  Motor mounted outside air stream.

	3. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide fire dampers of one of the following:
	a. Air Balance, Inc.
	b. American Warming & Ventilating, Inc.
	c. Arrow Louver and Damper; Div. of Arrow United industries, Inc.
	d. Louvers & Dampers, Inc.
	e. Penn Ventilator Co.
	f. Phillips-Aires
	g. Ruskin Mfg. Co.
	h. Or equal


	C. Turning Vanes:
	1. Manufactured Turning Vanes:  Provide double thickness airfoil turning vanes constructed of 1-1/2" wide curved blades set at 3/4" o.c., supported with bars perpendicular to blades set at 2" o.c, and set into side strips suitable for mounting in duct...
	2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide turning banes of one of the following:
	a. Aero Dyne Co.
	b. Airsan Corp.
	c. Anemostat Products Div.; Dynamics Corp. of America.
	d. Barber-Colman Co.
	e. Duro Dyne Corp.
	f. Environmental Elements Corp.; Subs, Koppers Co., Inc.
	g. Hart & Cooley Mfg. Co.
	h. Register & Grille Mfg. Co., Inc.
	i. Souther, Inc.
	j. Or equal


	D. Duct Hardware:
	1. General:  Provide duct hardware, manufactured by one manufacturer for all items on project, for the following:
	a. Test Holes:  Provide in ductwork at fan inlet and outlet, and elsewhere as indicated, duct test holes, consisting of slot and cover, for instrument tests.
	b. Quandrant Locks:  Provide for each damper, quadrant lock device on one end of shaft; and end bearing plate on other end for damper lengths over 12".  Provide extended quadrant locks and end extended bearing plates for externally insulated ductwork.

	2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements.  Provide duct hardware of one of the following:
	a. Ventbabrics, Inc.
	b. Young Regulator Co.
	c. Or equal


	E.  Duct Access Doors:
	1. General:  Provide duct access doors of a size as required to service and maintain device in duct.  Provide on (1) access door at each control damper, humidifier, coil, fire damper, and any device that requires attention.
	2. Construction: Construct of same or greater gauge as ductwork served, provide insulted doors for insulated ductwork.  Provide flush frames for uninsulated ductwork, extended frames for externally insulated duct.  Provide one side hinged, other side ...
	3. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide duct access doors of one of the following:
	a. Air Balance, Inc.
	b. Duro Dyne Corp.
	c. Register & Grille Mfg. Co., Inc.
	d. Ruskin Mfg. Co.
	e. Ventfabrics, Inc.
	f. Zurn Industries, Inc.; Air Systems Div.
	g. Or equal


	F. Flexible Connectors:
	1. General: Provide flexible duct connections wherever ductwork connects to vibration isolated equipment.  Construct flexible connections of neoprene-coated flameproof fabric crimped into duct flanges for attachment to duct and equipment.  Make airtig...
	2. Manufacturer:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide flexible connections of one of the following:
	a. American/Elgen Co.; Energy Div.
	b. Duro Dyne Corp.
	c. Flexaust (The) Co.
	d. Ventfabrics, Inc.
	e. Or equal



	2.20           ACCESS DOORS
	A. Furnish Access Doors for access to all concealed control valves, motor operated dampers, fire doors, and to all other concealed parts of the HVAC System that require accessibility for the proper operation and maintenance of the system.  These doors...
	B. All Access Doors shall be located in a workmanlike manner in closets, storage rooms, and/or other non-public areas, positioned so that the valve or part can be easily reached, and the size shall be sufficient for this purpose (minimum size 12" x 16...
	C. Access doors shall be prime painted and completed with cylinder lock and two (2) keys as manufactured by Acudor, Inland Steel Products Company "Milcor", or Walsh-Hannon-Gladwin, Inc., "Way Loctor". Type shall be as follows:
	1. Acoustical Tile Ceiling Acudor AT-5020
	2. G.W.B. Surfaces  Acudor DW-5040
	3. Masonry Construction Acudor UF-5000
	4. Fire Rated Construction Acudor FB-5060

	D. Access Door Shop Drawings shall be submitted to the Architect for approval.

	2.21           FIRESTOPPING AND SEALANTS
	A. General
	1. All firestop products and systems shall be designed and installed so that the basic sealing system will allow the full restoration of the thermal and fire resistance properties of the barrier being penetrated with minimal repair if penetrants are s...
	2. This section specifically addresses pipe, duct, cable, and wiring penetrations of fire wall firestops and smoke stops for all bearing and non-bearing walls and floors assemblies.

	B. References
	1. American Society For Testing and Materials Standards (ASTM):
	a. ASTM E 814:  Standard Test method For Fire Tests of Through-Penetration Firestops
	b. ASTM E84:  Standard Test Method For Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials

	2. Underwriters Laboratories Inc.:
	3. UL 1479 Fire Tests of Through-Penetration Firestops
	1) UL 723 Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials
	b. UL Fire Resistance Directory:
	1) Through Penetration Firestop Device (XHJI)
	2) Fire Resistive Ratings (BXUV)
	3) Through Penetration Firestop Systems (XHEZ)
	4) Fill, Void, or Cavity Material (XHHW)



	C. Definitions
	1. Firestopping:  The use of a material or combination of materials in a fire-rated structure (wall or floor) where it has been breached, so as to restore the integrity of the fire rating on that wall or floor.
	2. System:  The use of a specific firestop material or combination of materials in conjunction with a specific wall or floor construction type and a specific penetrant(s), constitutes a "System".
	3. Barrier:  Any bearing or non-bearing wall or floor that has an hourly fire and smoke rating.
	4. Through-Penetration:  Any penetration of a fire-rated wall or floor that completely breaches the barrier.
	5. Membrane-Penetration:  Any penetration in a fire-rated wall that breaches only one side of the barrier.
	6. Construction Gaps:  Any gap, joint, or opening, whether static or dynamic, where the top of a wall may met a floor; wall to wall applications, edge to edge floor configurations; floor to exterior wall; or any linear breach in a rated barrier.  Wher...

	D. Quality Assurance
	1. Firestopping systems (materials and design):
	a. Shall conform to both Flame (F) and Temperature (T) ratings as required by local building codes and as tested by nationally accepted test agencies per ASTM E814 or UL 1479 fire tests in a configuration that is representative of field conditions.
	b. The F rating must be a minimum of one (10 hour but not less than the fire resistance rating of the assembly being penetrated.  T rating when required by code authority shall be based on measurement of the temperature rise on penetrating item(s).  t...
	c. For joints, must be tested to UL2079 with movement capabilities equal to those of the anticipated conditions.

	2. Firestopping materials and systems must be capable of closing or filling through openings created by 1) the burning or melting of combustible pipes, cable jacketing, or pipe insulation materials, or 2) deflection of sheet metal due to thermal expan...
	3. Firestopping material shall be asbestos and lead free and shall not incorporate nor require the use of hazardous solvents.
	4. Firestopping sealants must be flexible, allowing for normal pipe movement.
	5. Firestopping materials shall not shrink upon drying as evidenced by cracking or pulling back from contact surfaces.
	6. Firestopping materials shall be moisture resistant, and may not dissolve in water after curing.
	7. All firestopping materials shall be manufactured by one manufacturer (to the maximum extent possible).
	8. Installation of firestopping systems shall be performed by a contractor (or contractors) trained or approved by the firestop manufacturer.
	9. Material used shall be in accordance with the manufacturer's written installation instructions.

	E. Materials
	1. Intumescent Firestop Sealants and Caulks:
	a. STI SpecSeal S100 and S500 Sealant
	b. 3M Fire Barrier Caulk CP25WB+

	2. Latex Firestop Sealant:
	a. STI SpecSeal LC150 Sealant

	3. Silicone Firestop Sealants and Caulks:
	a. STI SpecSeal Pensil 100 and 300
	b. 3M Fire Barrier Silicone Sealants

	4. Firestop Putty:
	a. STI SpecSeal Firestop Putty Bars and Pads
	b. 3M Fire Barrier Moldable Putty

	5. Firestop Collars:
	a. STI SpecSeal Firestop Collars
	b. 3M Fire Barrier PPD's

	6. Wrap Strips:
	a. SpecSeal Wrap Strip
	b. 3M Fire Barrier FS195 Wrap Strip

	7. 2-Part Silicone Firestop Foam:
	a. STI SpecSeal Pensil 200
	b. 3M Fire Barrier 2001 Silicone Foam

	8. Firestop Mortar:
	a. STI SpecSeal Mortar

	9. Composite Board:
	a. 3M Barrier Sheet Material

	10. Accessories:
	a. Forming/Damming Materials:  Mineral Fiberboard or other type as per manufacturer recommendation.



	2.22           AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROLS:
	A. Basic Components and Systems:
	1. General:  Provide control products in sizes and capacities indicated, consisting of dampers, thermostats, clocks, sensors, controllers, and other components as required for completed installation.  Except as otherwise indicated, provide manufacture...
	2.  The building automation system shall be based on a Niagara open protocol BacNet system infrastructure that integrates diverse systems and devices (regardless of manufacturer, communication standard ie Lon, Modbus or software) into a unified platfo...
	3. Provide all required control wiring including CAT6 Ethernet wiring for any controllers requiring Ethernet connectivity.  Terminate Ethernet cable in MDF and IDF closets on patch panels proceed under Technology Section 270000.
	4. Install an open-protocol (BACNet) energy management system (EMS) to monitor and trend the energy consumed by the following systems throughout the school:
	a. HVAC systems

	5. The ATC control and building EMS system shall have the following attributes with characteristics and performance as specified within this Specification section, related Electrical and Plumbing section specifications and the Control Diagram drawings:
	a. Sensors as follows:
	1) Indication and trending of damper and valve commanded positions.

	b. Points matrix – including all hardwired input and output devices connected to the automation system, all set points, upper and lower control limits.
	c. Trend capabilities – including a trend point list and preprogrammed sample of point (performed by controls contractor), sample rate, storage interval, upload interval, custom trend abilities, alarms, and automated trend data review and notification...
	d. System architecture – capable of allowing sampling of these points to facilitate building commissioning and diagnostics without significantly affecting system performance.
	e. Data storage system – with adequate capacity to record trend data for use by building operators.  Data export requirements must facilitate user-friendly data access and manipulation.
	f. Operator interface – designed for remote/web access, monitoring requirements, trend-log reporting and diagnosing building problems through a user-friendly interface.  This includes providing a visual (non text based) operations and reporting interf...
	g. The remote access shall use a web browser only and not require a VPN with remote desktop application.

	6. Electric Wiring:  All electric wiring and wiring connections, either line voltage or low voltage, from the emergency electric panels to the ATC panels, and from the ATC related panels to the individual control devices i.e. rooftop units, exhaust fa...
	a. The wiring installation shall be in accordance with National and Local Codes and with the Electrical portion of these specifications.  All wiring shall be run concealed wherever possible.  Exposed wiring in occupied areas shall be run in raceways. ...
	b. All wiring above ceilings, in boiler rooms, and all mechanical spaces shall follow routing of piping and where not possible shall be in conduit.  All exposed wire shall be bundled and wire tied and shall be supported to adjacent piping.  Draped and...
	c. All terminations of wire at control devices shall be looped and supported adequately.
	d. All wiring shall comply with the requirements of the electrical section of the specification.

	7. All appliances, controllers, and servers provided shall include the licenses for full, bidirectional (import & export) support for BACnet/IP and BACnet/MS/TP. These drivers shall be installed, tested, and commissioned to permit BACnet communication...
	8. BACnet MS/TP shall be used as the communications protocol between the network controllers and the field controllers.  All objects in the field controllers shall be exposed as BACnet objects and accessible through network controllers.
	9. The controls contractor shall provide, install and configure fully licensed copies of all necessary EMS manufacturers’ software and tools to engineer, develop, configure, program, and test control sequences in the network controllers and in the fie...

	B. Controls Systems Wiring
	1. All conduit raceways, wiring, accessories and wiring connections required for the installation of the Controls Systems shall be provided by the Controls Contractor except as shown on the Electrical Drawings.  All wiring shall comply with the requir...
	2. All Controls Systems wiring materials and installation methods shall comply with the original equipment manufacturer recommendations and standards.
	3. The sizing type and provision of cable, conduit, cable trays and raceways shall be the design responsibility of the Controls Contractor.
	4. Class 2 Wiring
	a. All Class 2 (24VAC or less) wiring shall be installed in conduit unless otherwise specified.
	b. Conduit is not required for Class 2 wiring in concealed accessible locations.  Class 2 wiring not installed in conduit shall be supported every 5ft. from the building structure utilizing metal hangers designed for this application.  Wiring shall be...

	5. Class 2 signal wiring and 24VAC power may be run in the same conduit.  Power wiring 120VAC and greater shall not share the same conduit with Class 2 signal wiring.
	6. Perform circuit tests using qualified personnel only.  Provide necessary instruments and equipment to demonstrate that:
	a. All circuits are continuous and free from short circuits and grounds.
	b. All circuits are free from unspecified grounds; that resistance to ground of all circuits is no less than 50 megaohms.
	c. All circuits are free from induced voltages.

	7. Provide complete testing for all cables and wiring.  Provide all equipment, tools, and personnel as necessary to conduct these tests.
	8. Provide for complete grounding of all signal and communication cables, panels and equipment so as to ensure integrity of Controls Systems operation.  Ground cabling and conduit at panel terminations.  Do not create ground loops.

	C. Line Voltage Power Sources
	1. 120-volt AC circuits for the Controls Systems shall be taken by the Controls Contractor from electrical emergency panelboards and circuit breakers as designated on the electrical drawings.
	2. Circuits used for the Controls Systems shall be dedicated to these Controls Systems and shall not be used for any other services.
	3. Controls DDC terminal unit controllers may use 120-volt AC power from motor power circuits.

	D. Controls Systems Raceways
	1. All wiring shall be installed in conduit or raceway except as noted elsewhere in the Specification.  Minimum conduit size 3/4 in.
	2. Where it is not possible to conceal raceways in finished locations, surface raceway (Wiremold) may be used as approved by the Architect.
	3. All conduits and raceways shall be installed level, plumb, at right angles to the building lines and shall follow the contours of the supporting surface.
	4. UL/ULC Listed Flexible Metal Conduit shall be used for vibration isolation and shall be limited to 3 ft. in length when terminating to vibrating equipment.  Flexible Metal Conduit may be used within partition walls and for final connection to equip...

	E. Penetrations
	1. Firestopping for all penetrations used by dedicated Controls Systems conduits and raceways shall be by other trades.
	2. All openings in fire proofed or fire stopped components shall be closed by other trades using approved fire resistive sealant.
	3. All wiring passing through penetrations, including walls, shall be in sleeves, conduit or enclosed raceway.
	4. No penetrations through building structural elements, slabs, ceilings and walls shall be made before receipt of written approval from the Architect.

	F. Controls Systems Identification Standards
	1. Node Identification:  All nodes shall be identified by a permanent label fastened to the outside of the enclosure.  Labels shall be suitable for the node environmental location.
	2. Cable shall be labeled at every termination with cross-referencing to record documentation.
	3. Raceway Identification:  Exposed covers to junction and pull boxes of the FMS raceways shall be identified at primary points.
	4. Wire Identification:  All low and line voltage wiring shall be identified by a number, as referenced to the associated shop and record drawing, at each termination.
	5. Wires and cabling shall not be spliced between terminations.  Cable shields shall be single end grounded – typically at the panel end outside the panel.
	6. Suggested color coding, for use at the Contractors option, are:
	a. Analog Input Cable   Yellow
	b. Analog Output Cable   Tan
	c. Binary Input Cable   Orange
	d. Binary Output Cable   Violet
	e. 24 VAC Cable    Gray
	f. General Purpose Cable   Natural
	g. Tier 1 Comm Cable   Purple
	h. Other Tier Comm Cable   Blue
	i. Ethernet cable    Blue

	7. Provide permanent identification labels at all valve and damper actuators to indicate open and closed positions.

	G. Field Panel And Device Installations And Locations
	1. The Controls Systems panels, enclosures and cabinets shall be located as coordinated with the Architect at an elevation of not less than 2 ft. from the bottom edge of the panel to the finished floor.  Each cabinet shall be anchored per the manufact...
	2. All field devices shall be installed per the manufacturer recommendation and in accessible locations as coordinated with the Architect.
	3. Panels to be located in damp areas or areas subject to condensation shall be mounted with wall standoffs.
	4. Conduit configurations entering or leaving panels and devices shall be such as to preclude condensation traps.

	H.  Networking Communications
	1. The design of the EMS shall network operator workstations and stand-alone DDC Controllers. The network architecture shall consist of multiple levels for communication efficiency, a building-wide (Management Level Network) Ethernet network based on ...
	2. System shall communicate with a BACnet network over Ethernet or BACnet/IP (according to Annex J).  The intent is to use the system provided under this contract to communicate with control systems and/or devices provided by other vendors.  A PICS mu...
	a. System shall have the capability to be an OPC Client and Server for dynamic communication with OPC Clients or Servers over an Ethernet network.  At a minimum, the following must be supported:
	1) Data Access 1.0 (96), 1.0A (97) and 2.0 (11/98)
	2) Alarms & Events 1.0 (1/99)


	3. Network Switches
	a. Provide HP ProCurve 2910 al series 2910-48G al 48 ports network switch Brocade, Cisco or equal in MDF/IDF rooms as required.

	4. Ethernet Wiring
	a. Ethernet wiring shall be CAT6 UTP cable plenum rated.  CAT6 UTP cables shall conform to ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B1, B2, B3 Commercial Building Telecommunications Cabling Standard (latest amendment and including all applicable addenda) and ISO/IEC 11801 (I...

	5. Building Data Network:
	a. All operator devices either network resident shall have the ability to access all point status and application report data or execute control functions for any and all other devices via the network.  No hardware or software limits shall be imposed ...
	b. The network shall support a minimum of 100 DDC controllers and PC workstations
	c. The system shall support integration of third party systems (fire alarm, security, lighting, PLC, chiller, boiler) via panel mounted open protocol processor. This processor shall exchange data between the two systems for interprocess control. All e...
	d. Field panels must be capable of integration with open standards including Modbus, BACnet, and Lonworks as well as with third party devices via existing vendor protocols.
	e. The Building Network shall use the TCP/IP over Ethernet.  All devices must:
	1) Auto-sense 10/100/1000 Mbps networks.
	2) IP Address will be assigned by Owner’s IT staff.
	3) DNS and Gateway IP address will be provided by Owner’s IT staff. A VLAN will be setup by Owner’s IT staff.
	4) Allow access using Telnet.


	6. Internet access
	a. Web Based Operator Interface
	1) The BAS shall provide a web based graphical interface that allows users to access the BAS data via the Internet.  The interface shall use HTML based ASP pages to send and receive data from the BAS to a web browser.
	2) All information exchanged over Internet shall be encrypted and secure via SSL.
	3) Access to the web interface will be password protected.  A users rights and privileges to points and graphics will be the same as those assigned at the BAS workstation.   An option will exist to only allow users “read” access via the web browser, w...
	4) Commissioning of the Web interface shall not require modification or creation of HTML or ASP pages.  All graphics available at the BAS graphical workstation shall be available to users via a web browser.
	5) The web-based interface shall provide the following functionality to users, based on their access and privilege rights:
	a) Logon Screen – allows the user to enter their user name, password and Domain name for logging into the web server.
	b) Alarm Display – a display of current BAS alarms to which the user has access will be displayed.  Users will be able to acknowledge and erase active alarms, and link to additional alarm information including alarm messages, and informational and mem...
	c) Graphic Display – Display of system graphics, including animated motion, available in the BAS workstation will be available for viewing over the web browser.  Software that requires creation of dedicated “web” graphics in order to display them via ...
	d) Point details – users will have access to point detail information including operational status, operational priority, physical address, and alarm limits, for point objects to which they have access rights.
	e)  Point Commanding – users will be able to override and command points they have access to via the web browser interface.  Any commands or overrides initiated via the web browser interface will be written to the BAS central workstation activity log.



	7. The web server licensing options will allow concurrent access by 10 browser connections.
	8. Internet connections, ISP services, as well as necessary firewalls or proxy servers shall be provided by the Owner as required to support the web access feature.

	I. DDC Controller Floor Level 2 Network
	1. This level communication shall support a family of application specific controllers and shall communicate with the network through DDC Controllers for transmission of global data.

	J. DDC & HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers
	1. The DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall reside on the Building Level Network.
	2. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall use the same programming language and tools. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers which require different programming language or tools on a network are not acceptable.
	3. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers which do not meet the functions specified are not acceptable.

	K. DDC Controller
	1. DDC Controllers shall be a 16-bit stand-alone, multi-tasking, multi-user, real-time digital control processors consisting of modular hardware with plug-in enclosed processors, communication controllers, power supplies and input/output point modules...
	2. Each DDC Controller shall have 72 Megabytes of memory to support its own operating system and databases, including:
	a. Control processes
	b. Energy management applications
	c. Alarm management applications including custom alarm messages for each level alarm for each point in the system.
	d. Historical/trend data for points specified
	e. Maintenance support applications
	f. Custom processes
	g. Operator I/O
	h. Dial-up communications
	i. Manual override monitoring

	3. Each DDC Controller shall support firmware upgrades without the need to replace hardware.
	4. Provide all processors, power supplies and communication controllers so that the implementation of a point only requires the addition of the appropriate point input/output termination module and wiring.
	5. DDC Controllers shall provide a RS-232C serial data communication ports for operation of operator I/O devices such as industry standard printers, operator terminals, modems and portable laptop operator's terminals.  DDC Controllers shall allow temp...
	6. As indicated in the point I/O schedule, the operator shall have the ability to manually override automatic or centrally executed commands at the DDC Controller via local, point discrete, on-board hand/off/auto operator override switches for digital...
	a. Switches shall be mounted either within the DDC Controllers key-accessed enclosure, or externally mounted with each switch keyed to prevent unauthorized overrides.
	b. DDC Controllers shall monitor the status of all overrides and inform the operator that automatic control has been inhibited.  DDC Controllers shall also collect override activity information for reports.

	7. DDC Controllers shall provide local LED status indication for each digital input and output for constant, up-to-date verification of all point conditions without the need for an operator I/O device.  Graduated intensity LEDs or analog indication of...
	8. Each DDC Controller shall continuously perform self-diagnostics, communication diagnosis and diagnosis of all panel components.  The DDC Controller shall provide both local and remote annunciation of any detected component failures, low battery con...
	9. Isolation shall be provided at all peer-to-peer network terminations, as well as all field point terminations to suppress induced voltage transients consistent with:
	a. RF-Conducted Immunity (RFCI) per ENV 50141 (IEC 1000-4-6) at 3 V
	b. Electro Static Discharge (ESD) Immunity per EN 61000-4-2 (IEC 1000-4-2) at 8 kV air discharge, 4 kV contact
	c. Electrical Fast Transient (EFT) per EN 61000-4-4 (IEC 1000-4-4) at 500 V signal, 1 kV power
	d. Output Circuit Transients per UL 864 (2,400V, 10A, 1.2 Joule max)
	e. Isolation shall be provided at all peer-to-peer panel's AC input terminals to suppress induced voltage transients consistent with:
	1) IEEE Standard 587-1980
	2) UL 864 Supply Line Transients
	3) Voltage Sags, Surge, and Dropout per EN 61000-4-11 (EN 1000-4-11)


	10. In the event of the loss of normal power, there shall be an orderly shutdown of all DDC Controllers to prevent the loss of database or operating system software.  Non-volatile memory shall be incorporated for all critical controller configuration ...
	a. Upon restoration of normal power, the DDC Controller shall automatically resume full operation without manual intervention.
	b. Should DDC Controller memory be lost for any reason, the user shall have the capability of reloading the DDC Controller via the local RS-232C port, via telephone line dial-in or from a network workstation PC.

	11. Provide a separate DDC Controller for each AHU or other HVAC system as indicated in Section 3.02.  It is intended that each unique system be provided with its own point resident DDC Controller.

	L. HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers
	1. HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall be a 12-bit stand-alone, multi-tasking, multi-user, real-time digital control processors consisting of modular hardware with plug-in enclosed processors.
	2. Each HVAC Mechanical Controller shall have 72 Megabytes of memory to support its own operating system and databases, including:
	a. Control processes
	b. Energy management applications
	c. Alarm management applications including custom alarm messages for each level alarm for each point in the system.
	d. Historical/trend data for points specified
	e. Maintenance support applications
	f. Custom processes
	g. Operator I/O
	h. Remote communications

	3. HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall provide a RS-232C serial data communication port for operation of operator I/O devices such as industry standard printers, operator terminals, modems and portable laptop operator's terminals.
	4. HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall provide local LED status indication for each digital input and output for constant, up-to-date verification of all point conditions without the need for an operator I/O device.
	5. Each HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller shall continuously perform self-diagnostics, communication diagnosis and diagnosis of all components.  The HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller shall provide both local and remote annunciation of any detect...
	6. In the event of the loss of normal power, there shall be an orderly shutdown of all HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers to prevent the loss of database or operating system software.  Non-volatile memory shall be incorporated for all critical cont...
	a. Upon restoration of normal power, the HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller shall automatically resume full operation without manual intervention.
	b.  Should HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller memory be lost for any reason, the user shall have the capability of reloading the HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller via the local RS-232C port, via telephone line dial-in or from a network workstatio...


	M. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller Resident Software Features
	1. General:
	a. The software programs specified in this Section shall be provided as an integral part of DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers and shall not be dependent upon any higher level computer for execution.
	b. All points shall be identified by up to 30 character point name and 16 character point descriptor. The same names shall be used at the PC workstation.
	c. All digital points shall have user defined two-state status indication (descriptors with minimum of eight characters allowed per state (i.e. summer/winter).

	2. Control Software Description:
	a. The DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall have the ability to perform the following pre-tested control algorithms:
	1) Two-position control
	2) Proportional control
	3) Proportional plus integral control
	4) Proportional, integral, plus derivative control
	5) Automatic tuning of control loops


	3. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall provide the following energy management routines for the purpose of optimizing energy consumption while maintaining occupant comfort.
	a. Start-Stop Time Optimization (SSTO) shall automatically be coordinated with event scheduling.  The SSTO program shall start HVAC equipment at the latest possible time that will allow the equipment to achieve the desired zone condition by time of oc...
	1) The SSTO program shall operate in both the heating and cooling seasons.
	a) It shall be possible to apply the SSTO program to individual fan systems.
	b) The SSTO program shall operate on both outside weather conditions as well as inside zone conditions and empirical factors.

	2) The SSTO program shall meet the local code requirements for minimum outside air while the building is occupied.

	b. Event Scheduling: Provide a comprehensive menu driven program to automatically start and stop designated points or groups of points according to a stored time.
	1) It shall be possible to individually command a point or group of points.
	2) For points assigned to one common load group, it shall be possible to assign variable time delays between each successive start or stop within that group.
	3) The operator shall be able to define the following information:
	a) Time, day
	b) Commands such as on, off, auto, and so forth.
	c) Time delays between successive commands.
	d) There shall be provisions for manual overriding of each schedule by an appropriate operator.

	4) It shall be possible to schedule events up to one year in advance.
	a) Scheduling shall be calendar based.
	b) Holidays shall allow for different schedules.
	c) Automatic Daylight Savings Time Switchover: The system shall provide automatic time adjustment for switching to/from Daylight Savings Time.
	d) Night setback control: The system shall provide the ability to automatically adjust setpoints for night control.



	4. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall be able to execute custom, job-specific processes defined by the user, to automatically perform calculations and special control routines.
	a. A single process shall be able to incorporate measured or calculated data from any and all other DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers on the network.   In addition, a single process shall be able to issue commands to points in any and all ...
	b. Processes shall be able to generate operator messages and advisories to operator I/O devices.  A process shall be able to directly send a message to a specified device or cause the execution of a dial-up connection to a remote device such as a prin...
	c. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller shall provide a HELP function key, providing enhanced context sensitive on-line help with task orientated information from the user manual.
	d. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller shall be capable of comment lines for sequence of operation explanation.

	5. Alarm management shall be provided to monitor and direct alarm information to operator devices.  Each DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller shall perform distributed, independent alarm analysis and filtering to minimize operator interruption...
	a. All alarm or point change reports shall include the point's English language description and the time and date of occurrence.
	b.  The user shall be able to define the specific system reaction for each point.  Alarms shall be prioritized to minimize nuisance reporting and to speed operator response to critical alarms.  A minimum of six priority levels shall be provided for ea...
	c. Alarm reports and messages will be directed to a user-defined list of operator devices or PCs based on time (after hours destinations) or based on priority.
	d. In addition to the point's descriptor and the time and date, the user shall be able to print, display or store a 200 character alarm message to more fully describe the alarm condition or direct operator response.
	e. In dial-up applications, operator-selected alarms shall initiate a call to a remote operator device.

	6. A variety of historical data collection utilities shall be provided to manually or automatically sample, store and display system data for points as specified in the I/O summary.
	a. Any point, physical or calculated may be designated for trending.  Any point, regardless of physical location in the network, may be collected and stored in each DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers point group.  Two methods of collection ...
	b. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall also provide high resolution sampling capability for verification of control loop performance.  Operator-initiated automatic and manual loop tuning algorithms shall be provided for operator-select...
	1) Loop tuning shall be capable of being initiated either locally at the DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller, from a network workstation or remotely using dial-in modems. For all loop tuning functions, access shall be limited to authorized pe...


	7. DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers shall be capable of automatically accumulating and storing run-time hours for digital input and output points and automatically sample, calculate and store consumption totals for analog and digital puls...
	8.  The peer to peer network shall allow the DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers to access any data from or send control commands and alarm reports directly to any other DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller or combination of controll...
	9. The network shall allow the DDC and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controllers to assign a minimum of 50 passwords access and control priorities to each point individually. The logon password (at any PC workstation or portable operator terminal) shall e...

	N. Floor Level Network Application Specific Controllers (FEC)
	1. Each DDC Controller shall be able to extend its performance and capacity through the use of remote application specific controllers (FECs) through Floor Level LAN Device Networks.
	2. Each FEC shall operate as a stand-alone controller capable of performing its specified control responsibilities independently of other controllers in the network. Each FEC shall be a microprocessor-based, multi-tasking, real-time digital control pr...

	O. Local User Display
	1. Where specified in the sequence of operation or points list, the controllers on the peer to peer building level network shall have a display and keypad for local interface.  A keypad shall be provided for interrogating and commanding points in the ...
	2. The display shall use the same security password and access rights for points in the display as is used in the associated controller.
	3. The LCD display shall be a minimum of a 2 line 40 character display.
	4. The LCD display shall include the full point name, value (numeric, digital or state text),
	5. point priority and alarm status on one screen.
	6. The LCD shall dynamically update the value, priority, and alarm status for the point being displayed.
	7. The display shall be mounted either on the door of the enclosure or remote from the controller.

	P.  Personal Computer Operator Workstation Hardware
	1. Personal computer operator workstations shall be provided for command entry, information management, system monitor, alarm management and database management functions.  All real-time control functions shall be resident in the DDC Controllers to fa...
	a. Provide workstation(s):  Manufactured by Dell, HP, Toshiba or equal.
	b. Workstation shall consist of a personal computer with minimum 8.0GB RAM, hard drive with 1 TB available space, video card capable of supporting 1024 × 768 resolution with a minimum of 32 Bit color (Windows 10), DVD-ROM Drive, mouse and 101-key enha...
	c. The PC monitor shall support a minimum display resolution of no less than 1900 X 1280 pixels and shall be minimum 19 in. LCD display. Separate controls shall be provided for color, contrasts and brightness.  The screen shall be non-reflective.
	d. Also provide separate file server with available storage capacity to accommodate trending 15 min. interval of each control point for a period of one year for data archives, minimum 1 TB capacity.

	2. Provide an HP LaserJet Pro 400 Color M451dn, Cannon, Brother or equal printer at each workstation location or on the network (Ethernet) for recording alarms, operator transactions and systems reports.
	3. Alarm Display shall list the alarms with highest priority at the top of the display.  The alarm display shall provide selector buttons for display of the associated point graphic and message.  The alarm display shall provide a mechanism for the ope...
	4. Intranet/Internet access
	a. Web Based Operator Interface
	1) The BAS shall provide a web based graphical interface that allows users to access the BAS data via the Internet, extranet, or Intranet.  The interface shall use HTML based ASP pages to send and receive data from the BAS to a web browser.
	2) A web server computer will be supplied.  The web server shall support browser access via Microsoft Internet Explorer 9.0 (or higher), or Navigator Netscape 6.0 (or higher).
	3) All information exchanged over Internet shall be optionally encrypted and secure via SSL (provided by Owner).
	4) Access to the web interface may be password protected.  A users rights and privileges to points and graphics will be the same as those assigned at the BAS workstation.   An option will exist to only allow users “read” access via the web browser, wh...
	5) Commissioning of the Web interface shall not require modification or creation of HTML or ASP pages.  All graphics available at the BAS graphical workstation shall be available to users via a web browser.
	6) The web-based interface shall provide the following functionality to users, based on their access and privilege rights:
	a) Logon Screen – allows the user to enter their user name, password and Domain name for logging into the web server.
	b) Alarm Display – a display of current BAS alarms to which the user has access will be displayed.  Users will be able to acknowledge and erase active alarms, and link to additional alarm information including alarm messages, and informational and mem...
	c) Graphic Display – Display of system graphics, including animated motion, available in the BAS workstation will be available for viewing over the web browser.  Software that requires creation of dedicated “web” graphics in order to display them via ...
	d) Point details – users will have access to point detail information including operational status, operational priority, physical address, and alarm limits, for point objects to which they have access rights.
	e) Point Commanding – users will be able to override and command points they have access to via the web browser interface.  Any commands or overrides initiated via the web browser interface will be written to the BAS central workstation activity log.

	7) The web server licensing options will allow concurrent access by a minimum of 10 browser connections.
	8) Internet connections, ISP services, as well as necessary firewalls or proxy servers shall be provided by the Owner as required to support the web access feature.



	Q. Workstation Operator Interface
	1. Basic Interface Description
	a. Operator workstation interface software shall minimize operator training through the use of user-friendly and interactive graphical applications, 30-character English language point identification, on-line help, and industry standard Windows applic...
	1) Real-time graphical viewing and control of the BAS environment
	2) Reporting
	3) Scheduling and override of building operations
	4) Collection and analysis of historical data
	5) Point database editing, storage and downloading of controller databases.
	6) Utility for combining points into logical Point Groups.  The Point Groups shall then be manipulated in Graphics, trend graphs and reports in order to streamline the navigation and usability of the system.
	7) Alarm reporting, routing, messaging, and acknowledgment
	8) “Collapsible tree,” dynamic system architecture diagram application:
	a) Showing the real-time status and definition details of all workstations and devices on a management level network
	b) Showing the real-time status and definition details of all DDC and HVAC Mechanical Controllers at the building level
	c) Showing the status and definition details of all field-level application controllers

	9) Definition and construction of dynamic color graphic displays.
	10) Online, context-sensitive help, including an index, glossary of terms, and the capability to search help via keyword or phrase.
	11) On-screen access to User Documentation, via online help or PDF-format electronic file.
	12) Automatic database backup at the workstation for database changes initiated at DDC Controller operator interface terminals.

	b. Provide a graphical user interface that shall minimize the use of keyboard through the use of a mouse or similar pointing device, with a "point and click" approach to menu selection and a “drag and drop” approach to inter-application navigation.  S...
	c. The software shall provide a multi-tasking type environment that allows the user to run several applications simultaneously.  BAS software shall run on a Windows 7 Professional bit operating system.  System database parameters shall be stored withi...
	1) Provide functionality such that any of the following may be performed simultaneously on-line, and in any combination, via adjustable user-sized windows. Operator shall be able to drag and drop information between the following applications, reducin...
	a) Dynamic color graphics application
	b) Alarm management application
	c) Scheduling application
	d) Dynamic trend graph data plotter application
	e) Dynamic system architecture diagram application
	f) Control Program and Point database editing applications
	g) Reporting applications

	2) Report and alarm printing shall be accomplished via Windows Print Manager, allowing use of network printers.

	d. Operator-specific password access protection shall be provided to allow the administrator/manager to limit users’ workstation control, display and data base manipulation capabilities as deemed appropriate for each user, based upon an assigned passw...
	e. Dynamic Color Graphics application shall include the following:
	1) Must include graphic editing and modifying capabilities
	2) A library of standard control application graphics and symbols must be included
	3) Must be able to command points directly off graphics application
	4) Graphic display shall include the ability to depict real-time point values dynamically with animation, picture/frame control, symbol association, or dynamic informational text-blocks.
	5) Navigation through various graphic screens shall be optionally achieved through a hierarchical “tree” structure
	6) Graphics viewing shall include zoom capabilities
	7) Graphics shall automatically display the HAND status of points that have been overridden by a field HAND switch, for points that have been designed to provide a field HAND override capability.
	8) Advanced linking within the Graphics application shall provide the ability to navigate to outside documents (e.g., .doc, .pdf, .xls), internet web addresses, e-mail, external programs, and other workstation applications, directly from the Graphics ...

	f. Reports shall be generated on demand or via pre-defined schedule, and directed to CRT displays, printers or file.  As a minimum, the system shall allow the user to easily obtain the following types of reports:
	1) A general listing of all or selected points in the network
	2) List of all points currently in alarm
	3) List of all points currently in override status
	4) List of all disabled points
	5) List of all points currently locked out
	6) List of user accounts and access levels
	7) List all weekly schedules and events
	8) List of holiday programming
	9) List of control limits and deadbands
	10) Custom reports from 3rd party software
	11) System diagnostic reports including, list of DDC panels on line and communicating, status of all DDC terminal unit device points
	12) List of programs
	13) List of point definitions
	14) List of logical point groups
	15) List of alarm strategy definitions
	16) List of DDC Control panels
	17) Point totalization report
	18) Point Trend data listings
	19) Initial Values report
	20) User activity report

	g. Scheduling and override
	h. Provide a calendar type format for simplification of time and date scheduling and overrides of building operations.  Schedule definitions reside in the PC workstation, DDC Controller, and HVAC Mechanical Equipment Controller to ensure time equipmen...
	1) Weekly schedules
	2) Zone schedules
	3) Event schedules – an event consists of logical combinations of equipment and/or zones
	4) Report schedules
	5) Ability to schedule for a minimum of up to 365 days in advance
	6) Additionally, the scheduling application shall:
	a) Provide filtering capabilities of schedules, based on name, time, frequency, and schedule type (event, zone, report)
	b) Provide sorting capabilities of schedules, based on name, time and type of schedule (zone, event, report)
	c) Provide searching capabilities of schedules based on name – with wildcarding options


	i.  Collection and Analysis of Historical Data
	1) Provide trending capabilities that allow the user to easily monitor and preserve records of system activity over an extended period of time.  Any system point may be trended automatically at time-based intervals (up to four time-based definitions p...
	2) Trend data reports shall be provided to allow the user to view all trended point data.  Reports may be customized to include individual points or predefined groups of selected points. Provide additional functionality to allow predefined groups of u...

	j. The ATC contractor shall provide an additional 40 hours of ATC/BMS system programming time to assist the owner/engineer with customized programming of the ATC/BMS system due to any changes and/or modifications.

	2. Dynamic Color Graphic Displays
	a. Create color graphic floor plan displays and system schematics for each piece of mechanical equipment, including air handling units and hot water boiler systems, and room level terminal units, shall be provided by the BAS contractor as indicated in...
	b. The operator interface shall allow users to access the various system schematics and floor plans via a graphical penetration scheme, menu selection, point alarm association, or text-based commands.  Graphics software shall permit the importing of A...
	c. Dynamic temperature values, humidity values, flow values and status indication shall be shown in their actual respective locations within the system schematics or graphic floor plan displays, and shall automatically update to represent current cond...
	1) Provide the user the ability to display real-time point values by animated motion or custom picture control visual representation.  Animation shall depict movement of mechanical equipment, or air or fluid flow.  Picture Control shall depict various...
	2)  Sizable analog bars shall be available for monitor and control of analog values; high and low alarm limit settings shall be displayed on the analog scale. The user shall be able to "click and drag" the pointer to change the setpoint.
	3) Provide the user the ability to display blocks of point data by defined point groups; alarm conditions shall be displayed by flashing point blocks.
	4) Equipment state or values can be changed by clicking on the associated point block or graphic symbol and selecting the new state (on/off) or setpoint.
	5) State text for digital points can be user-defined up to eight characters.

	d. Colors shall be used to indicate status and change as the status of the equipment changes.  The state colors shall be user definable.
	e. Advanced linking within the Graphics application shall provide the ability to navigate to outside documents (e.g., .doc, .pdf, .xls), internet web addresses, e-mail, external programs, and other workstation applications, directly from the Graphics ...
	f. The windowing environment of the PC operator workstation shall allow the user to simultaneously view several applications at a time to analyze total building operation or to allow the display of a graphic associated with an alarm to be viewed witho...
	g. Off the shelf graphic software, html web-based graphic software shall be provided to allow the user to add, modify or delete system graphic background displays.
	h. A clipart library of HVAC application and automation symbols shall be provided including fans, valves, motors, chillers, AHU systems, standard ductwork diagrams. The user shall have the ability to add custom symbols to the clipart library.  The cli...
	i. The Graphics application shall include a set of standard Terminal Equipment controller application-specific background graphic templates.  Templates shall provide the automatic display of a selected Terminal Equipment controller’s control values an...

	3. System Configuration & Definition
	a. A “Collapsible tree,” dynamic system architecture diagram/display application of the site-specific BAS architecture showing status of controllers, PC workstations and networks shall be provided.  This application shall include the ability to add an...
	b.  Network wide control strategies shall not be restricted to a single DDC Controller or HVAC Mechanical Equipment controller, but shall be able to include data from any and all other network panels to allow the development of Global control strategies.
	c. Provide automatic backup and restore of all DDC controller and HVAC Mechanical Equipment controller databases on the workstation hard disk.  In addition, all database changes shall be performed while the workstation is on-line without disrupting ot...
	d. System configuration, programming, editing, graphics generation shall be performed on-line. If programming and system back-up must be done with the PC workstation off-line, the BAS contractor shall provide at least 2 operator workstations.
	e. Point database configuration shall be available to the user within a dedicated point database editor application included in the workstation software.  The editor shall allow the user to create, view existing, modify, copy, and delete points from t...
	1) The workstation software shall also provide the capability to perform bulk modification of point definition attributes to a single or multiple user-selected points.  This function shall allow the user to choose the properties to copy from a selecte...


	4. Alarm Management
	a. Alarm Routing shall allow the user to send alarm notification to selected printers or workstation location(s) based on time of day, alarm severity, or point type.
	b. Alarm Notification shall be presented to each workstation in a tabular format application, and shall include the following information for each alarm point:  name, value, alarm time and date, alarm status, priority, acknowledgement information, and...
	c. Alarm Display shall have the ability to list and sort the alarms based on alarm status, point name, ascending or descending alarm time.
	d. Directly from the Alarm Display, the user shall have the ability to acknowledge, silence the alarm sound, print, or erase each alarm.  The interface shall also have the option to inhibit the erasing of active acknowledged alarms, until they have re...
	e. Each alarm point shall have a direct link from the Alarm Display to further user-defined point informational data.  The user shall have the ability to also associate real-time electronic annotations or notes to each alarm.
	f. Alarm messages shall be customizable for each point, or each alarm priority level, to display detailed instructions to the user regarding actions to take in the event of an alarm.  Alarm messages shall also have the optional ability to individually...
	g. Alarm Display application shall allow workstation operators to send and receive real-time messages to each other, for purposes of coordinating Alarm and BAS system management.
	h. Remote notification of messages
	1) Workstation shall be configured to send out messages to numeric pagers, alphanumeric pagers, phones (via text to speech technology), SMS (Simple Messaging Service, text messaging) Devices, and email accounts based on a point’s alarm condition.
	2) There shall be no limit to the number of points that can be configured for remote notification of alarm conditions and no limit on the number of remote devices which can receive messages from the system.
	3) On a per point basis, system shall be configurable to send messages to an individual or group and shall be configurable to send different messages to different remote devices based on alarm message priority level.
	4) Remote devices may be scheduled as to when they receive messages from the system to account for operators’ work schedules.
	5) System must be configurable to send messages to an escalation list so that if the first device does not respond, the message is sent on to the next device after a configurable time has elapsed.
	6) Message detail shall be configurable on a per user basis.
	7) During a “flood” of alarms, remote notification messages shall have the ability to optimize several alarms into an individual remote notification message.
	8) Workstation shall have the ability to send manual messages allowing an operator to type in a message to be sent immediately.
	9) Workstation shall have a feature to send a heartbeat message to periodically notify users that they have communication with the system.



	R. Field Devices
	1. Provide instrumentation as required for monitoring, control or optimization functions.
	2.  Room Temperature Sensors
	a. Areas shall be provided with digital room sensors for temperature and shall have LCD display, day / night override button, and setpoint slide adjustment.  The setpoint slide adjustment can be software limited by the automation system to limit the a...
	Temperature monitoring range       +20/120 deg. F -13 deg. to 49 deg. C)
	Output signal                Changing resistance
	Accuracy at Calibration point                        +0.5 deg. F (+/- 0.3 deg. C)
	Set Point and Display Range   55 deg. to 95 deg. F (13 deg. to 35 deg. C)

	3. Liquid immersion temperature:
	a. Temperature monitoring range   +30/250 deg. F (-1 deg. /121 deg. C)
	b. Output signal         Changing resistance
	c. Accuracy at Calibration point +0.5 deg. F (+/-0.3 deg. C)

	4. Duct (single point) temperature:
	a. Temperature monitoring range  +20/120 deg. F (-7 deg. /49 deg. C)
	b. Output signal      Changing resistance
	c. Accuracy at Calibration point   +0.5 deg. F (+/-0.3 deg. C)

	5. Duct Average temperature:
	a. Temperature monitoring range  +20 deg.+120 deg.F(-7 deg./+49 deg. C)
	b. Output signal                     4 – 20 mA DC
	c. Accuracy at Calibration point      +0.5 deg. F (+03 deg. C)
	d. Sensor Probe Length            25 ft. L (7.3m)

	6. Outside air temperature:
	a. Temperature monitoring range     -58deg.+122deg.F(-50deg.Cto 50deg.C)
	b. Output signal                                  4 – 20 mA DC
	c. Accuracy at Calibration point             +0.5 deg. F (+/-0.3 deg. C)

	7. Liquid Differential Pressure Transmitter
	a. Ranges                            0-5/30 in. H20
	0-25/150 in. H20
	0-125/750 in. H20
	b. Output                                                                             4 – 20 mA DC
	c. Calibration Adjustments Zero and span
	d. Accuracy                                                                 +-0.2 percent of span
	e. Linearity                                                                +-0.1 percent of span
	f. Hysteresis                                                           +-0.05 percent of span

	8. Differential pressure:
	a. Unit for fluid flow proof shall be Penn P74.
	b. Range       8 to 70 psi
	c. Differential                     3 psi
	d. Maximum differential pressure                                                    200 psi
	e. Maximum pressure     325 psi
	f. Unit for air flow settings.
	g. Set point ranges:       0.5 in. WG to 1.0 in. W     (124.4 to 248.8 Pa)
	1.0 in. WG to 12.0 in. WG  (248.8 to 497.6 Pa)

	9. Static pressure sensor:
	a. Range   0 to .5 in.WG (0 to 124.4 Pa)
	0 to 1 in. WG  (0 to 248.8 Pa)
	0 to 2 in. WG  (0 to 497.7 Pa)
	0 to 5” in.WG  (0 to 1.2 kPa
	0 to 10” WG (0 to 2.5 kPa)
	b. Output Signal  4 – 20 mA VDC
	c. Combined static error 0.5 percent full range
	d. Operating Temperature -40 deg. to 175 deg. F (-40 deg. C to 79.5 deg. C)

	10. Air Pressure Sensor:
	a. Range:  0 to 0.1 in. water (0 to 24.9 Pa)
	0 to 0.25 in. water (0 to 63.2 Pa)
	0 to 0.5 in. water (0 to 124.5 Pa)
	0 to 1.0 in. water (o to 249 Pa)
	0 to 2.0 in water 90 to 498 Pa)
	0 to 5.0 in. water (0 to 1.25 kPa)
	0 to 10.0 in. water (0 to 2.49 kPa)
	b. Output signal 4 to 20 mA
	Accuracy  +1.0 percent of full scale

	11. Humidity Sensors: All room/zone humidity sensors shall be BACnet compatible network type.
	a. Range 0 to 100 percent RH
	b. Sensing Element Bulk Polymer
	c. Output Signal  4 – 20 mA DC
	d. Accuracy At 77 deg. F (25 deg. C) + 2 percent RH

	12. Humidistat:
	a. Range 0 to 100 percent RH
	b. Sensing Element Bulk Polymer
	c. Output Signal 4 – 20 mA DC
	d. Accuracy At 77 deg. F(25 deg. C) + 2 percent RH

	13. Insertion Flow Meters (Equal to Onicon F-5300)
	a. Sensing Method Impedance Sensing
	b. Accuracy + 2 percent of Actual Reading
	c. Maximum Operating Pressure 400 PSI
	d. Output Signal 4 – 20 mA
	e. Bi-directional where required.

	14. Pressure to Current Transducer
	a. Range 3 to 15 psig (21 to 103 kPa) or
	3 to 30 psig (21 to 207 kPa)
	b. Output signal 4 – 20 mA
	c. Accuracy + 1 percent of full scale (+ 0.3 psig)

	15. Carbon Dioxide Sensor :  All room/zone CO2 & duct mounted sensors shall be BACnet compatible network type and shall have a minimum 5 year calibration period.
	a. Range 0 to 1500 ppm
	b. Accuracy 20+ ppm

	16. Control Valves (all control valves shall have electric actuators with position feedback to provide confirmation of valve position).
	a. Electric Control
	1) Rangeability  40:1
	2) Flow Characteristics Modified. Equal percentage
	3) Control Action Normal open for hot water and normal closed for cooling
	4) Medium   Steam, water, glycol
	5) Body Type   Screwed ends 2 in. and smaller, flanged
	Valves 2½ in. and larger
	6) Body Material  Bronze
	7) Body Trim   Bronze
	8) Stem   Stainless Steel
	9) Actuator   0-10 VDC, 4-20 MA or 2 position
	24 VAC/120VAC – Modulating for all hot water and chilled water valves with a GPM value of 1 or above, 2 position valves for all GPM’s under 1.

	b. All automatic temperature control valves in water lines shall be provided with Characterized throttling plugs and shall be sized for minimum 25 percent of the system pressure drop or three psi, whichever is less.
	1) Positive positioning relays shall be provided on pneumatic control when required to provide sufficient power for sequencing.
	2) Two position valves shall be line size.


	17. Damper Actuators
	a. Electric control shall be direct coupled actuators with position feedback to BMS.
	b. Damper actuators shall be Brushless DC Motor Technology with stall protection, bi-directional, fail safe spring return, all metal housing, manual override, independently adjustable dual auxiliary switch.
	1) The actuator assembly shall include the necessary hardware and proper mounting and connection to a standard ½ in. diameter shaft or damper blade.

	c. Actuators shall be designed for mounting directly to the damper shaft without the need for connecting linkages.
	d. All actuators having more than 100 lb-in torque output shall have a self-centering damper shaft clamp that guarantees concentric alignment of the actuator’s output coupling with the damper shaft.  The self-centering clamp shall have a pair of oppos...
	e. All actuators having more than a 100 lb-in torque output shall accept a 1 in. diameter shaft directly, without the need for auxiliary adapters.
	f. All actuators shall be designed and manufactured by Belimo or approved equal using ISO900 registered procedures, and shall be Listed under Standards UL873 and CSA22.2 No. 24-93 l.


	S. Miscellaneous Devices
	1. Thermostats (Stand-alone electric type - only where specified or indicated on drawings)
	a. Room thermostats shall be of the gradual acting type with adjustable sensitivity.
	b. They shall have a bi-metal sensing element capable of responding to a temperature change of one-tenth of one degree. (Provide all thermostats with limit stops to limit adjustments as required.)
	c. Thermostats shall be arranged for either horizontal or vertical mounting.
	d. In the vertical position thermostat shall fit on a mullion of movable partitions without overlap.
	e. Mount the thermostat covers with tamper-proof socket head screws.

	2. Freezestats:
	a. Install freezestats on each coil that mixes outside and return air (air handling units, fan coils, unit ventilators) and provide protection for every square foot of coil surface area with one linear foot of element per square foot of coil.
	1) Upon detection of low temperature, the freezestats shall stop the associated supply fans and return the automatic dampers to their normal position close outside air dampers and open coil valve for full flow.  Provide manual reset.


	3. Firestats:
	a. Provide manual reset, fixed temperature line voltage type with a bi-metal actuated switch.
	1) Switch shall have adequate rating for required load.


	4. Current Sensing Relay:
	a. Provide solid-state, adjustable, current operated relay.  Provide a relay which changes switch contact state in response to an adjustable set point value of current in the monitored A/C circuit.
	b. Adjust the relay switch point so that the relay responds to motor operation under load as an “on” state and so that the relay responds to an unloaded running motor as an “off” state.  A motor with a broken belt is considered an unloaded motor.
	c. Provide for status device for all fans and pumps.


	T. Manufacturers: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide an automatic temperature control and building management system of one of the following:
	1. Johnson Controls
	2. Honeywell
	3. Sneider Electric
	4. Delta Controls
	5. Or equal

	U. SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS:  Refer to Control drawings for sequence of operations.


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1           ATTIC STOCK
	A. Rooftop Units
	1. Four additional complete extra sets of pre and final filters for each RTU/ ERV/ HV/ AHU for attic stock.  All these filters indicated above including the four sets of attic stock are additional to those provided for flush out and indoor air quality...
	2. Provide one spare set of belts for each belt-driven air handling unit.
	3. Obtain receipt from Owner that attic stock provided.

	B. Power and Gravity Ventilators
	1. Furnish to Owner, with receipt, one spare set of belts for each belt driven power ventilator

	C. Ductwork Accessories
	1. Furnish extra fusible links to owner, one link for every 10 installed of each temperature range; obtain receipt.


	3.2           INSTALLATION OF VALVES
	A. Examine valve interior through the end ports, for cleanliness, freedom from foreign matter and corrosion. Remove special packing materials, such as blocks used which prevents disc movement during shipping and handling.
	B. Actuate valve through an open-close and close-open cycle.  Examine functionally significant features, such as guides and seats made accessible by such actuation.  Following examination, return the valve closure member to the position in which it wa...
	C. Examine threads on both the valve and the mating pipe for form (out-of-round or local indentation) and cleanliness.
	D. Examine mating flange faces for conditions which might cause leakage.  Check bolting for proper size, length, and material.  Check gasket material for proper size and material, and for freedom from defects and damage.
	E. Prior to valve installation, examine the piping for cleanliness, freedom from foreign materials, and proper alignment.
	F. Selection of Valve Ends (Pipe Connections):  Except as otherwise indicated, select valves with the following ends or types of pipe/tube connections:
	1. Copper Tube 2" and smaller (Heating Hot Water and Low Pressure Steam): Solder ends.
	2. Steel Pipe Sizes 2" and smaller:  Threaded or grooved-end.
	3. Steel Pipes Sizes 2-1/2" and larger:  Grooved-end or welded.

	G. Valve Installation:
	1. Locate valves for easy access and provide separate support where necessary.
	2. Install valves and unions for each fixture and item of equipment in a manner to allow equipment removal without system shut-down.  Unions are not required on flanged devices.
	3. Install valves in horizontal piping with the stem at or above the center of the pipe.
	4. Installation of Check Valves:  Install for proper direction of flow as follows:
	a. Swing Check Valves:  Install in horizontal position with hinge pin level.
	b. Wafer Check Valves:  Install between 2 flanges in horizontal or vertical position.
	c. Lift Check Valves:  Install in piping line with stem upright and plumb.


	H. Threaded Connections:
	1. Note the internal length of threads in valve ends, and proximity of valve internal seat or wall, to determine how far pipe should be threaded into valve.
	2. Align threads at point of assembly.
	3. Apply appropriate tape or thread compound to the external pipe threads (except where dry seal threading is specified).
	4. Assemble joint wrench tight.  Wrench on valve shall be on the valve end into which the pipe is being threaded.

	I. Flanged Connections:
	1. Align flanges surfaces parallel.
	2. Assemble joints by sequencing bolt tightening to make initial contact of flanges and gaskets as flat and parallel as possible.  Use suitable lubricants on bolt threads.  Tighten bolts gradually and uniformly using a torque wrench.

	J.  Grooved Connections:
	1. Installation shall be in accordance with the latest published instructions from the manufacturer.

	K. Field Quality Control:
	1. Testing:  After piping systems have been tested and put into service, but before final adjusting and balancing, inspect each valve for leaks.  Adjust or replace packing to stop leaks; replace valve if leak persists.

	L. Adjusting and Cleaning:
	1. Cleaning:  Clean mill scale, grease, and protective coatings from exterior of valves and prepare to receive painting or insulation.


	3.3           INSTALLATION OF METERS AND GAUGES
	A. Installation of Temperature Gauges:
	1. General:  Install temperature gauges in vertical upright position, and tilted so as to be easily read by observer standing on floor.
	2. Temperature Gauge Connector Plugs:  Install in piping tee where indicated, located on pipe at most readable position.  Secure Cap.

	B. Installation of Pressure Gauges:
	1. General:  Install pressure gauges in piping tee with pressure gauge located on pipe at most readable position.
	2. Pressure Gauge Cocks:  Install in piping tee with snubber.  Install siphon for steam pressure gauges.

	C. Installation of Flow Measuring Fittings:
	1. General:  Install flow measure fittings in piping systems located in accessible locations.

	D. Adjusting and Cleaning:
	1. Adjusting:  Adjust faces of meters and gauges to proper angle for best visibility.
	2. Cleaning:  Clean windows of meters and gauges and factory-finished surfaces.  Replace cracked or broken windows, repair any scratched or marred surfaces with manufacturer's touch-up paint.


	3.4           INSTALLATION OF HANGERS & ATTACHMENTS
	A. Examine areas and conditions under which supports and anchors are to be installed.  Do not proceed with work until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected in manner acceptable to Installer.
	B. Proceed with installation of hangers, supports and anchors only after required building structural work has been completed in areas where the work is to be installed.  Correct inadequacies including (but not limited to) proper placement of inserts,...
	C. Prior to installation of hangers, supports, anchors, and associated work, Installer shall meet at project site with Contractor, installer of each component of associated work, inspection and testing agency representatives (if any), installers of ot...
	D. Install building attachments at required locations within concrete or on structural steel for proper piping support.  Space attachments within maximum piping span length indicated in MSS SP-69.  Install additional concentrated loads, including valv...
	E. Install hangers, supports, clamps, and attachments to support piping properly from building structure; comply with MSS SP-69.  Arrange for grouping of parallel runs of horizontal piping to be supported together on trapeze type hangers where possibl...
	1. Install hangers and supports complete with necessary inserts, bolts, rods, nuts, washers, and other accessories.  Except as otherwise indicated for exposed continuous pipe runs, install hangers and supports of same type and style as installed for a...
	2. Prevent electrolysis in support of copper tubing by the use of hangers and supports which are copper plated, or by other recognized industry methods.
	3. Install hangers and supports to allow controlled movement of piping systems and to permit freedom of movement between pipe anchors, and to facilitate action of expansion joints, expansion loops, expansion bends, and similar units.
	4. Load Distribution:  Install hangers and supports so that piping live and dead loading and stresses from movement will not be transmitted to connected equipment.
	5. Pipe Slopes:  Install hangers and supports to provide indicated pipe slopes, and so that maximum pipe deflections allowed by ANSI B31 Pressure Piping Codes are not exceeded.
	6. Insulated Piping:  Comply with the following installation requirements:
	a. Clamps:  Attach clamps, including spacers (if any), to piping with clamps projecting through insulation; do not exceed pipe stresses allowed by ANSI B31.
	b. Shields: For pipe sizes up to and including 4” provide heavy gauge shield at each hanger point.
	c. Saddles:  For all pipe sizes over 4” provide saddle at each hanger point. Completely fill void in saddle with loose insulation.


	F. Install anchors at proper locations to prevent stresses from exceeding those permitted by ANSI B31, and to prevent transfer for loading and stresses to connected equipment.
	G. Fabricate and install anchor by welding steel shapes, plates, and bars to piping and to structure.  Comply with ANSI B31 and with AWS standards.
	H. Where expansion compensators are indicated, install anchors in accordance with expansion unit manufacturer's written instructions, to limit movement of piping and forces to maximums recommended by manufacturer for each unit.
	I. Anchor Spacings:  Where not otherwise indicated, install anchors at ends of principal pipe-runs, at intermediate points in pipe-runs between expansion loops and bends.  Make provisions for preset of anchors as required to accommodate both expansion...
	J. Provide concrete housekeeping bases for all floor-mounted equipment.  Size bases to extend minimum of 4" beyond equipment base in any direction; and 4" above finished floor elevation.  Construct of reinforced concrete, roughen floor slab beneath ba...
	K. Provide structural steel stands to support equipment not floor mounted or hung from structure.  Construct of structural steel members or steel pipe and fittings.  Provide factory-fabricated tank saddles for tanks mounted on steel stands.
	L. Adjusting and Cleaning:
	1. Hanger Adjustment:  Adjust hangers so as to distribute loads equally on attachments.
	2. Support Adjustment:  Provide grout under supports so as to bring piping and equipment to proper level and elevations.
	3. Cleaning:  Clean factory-finished surfaces.  Repair any marred or scratched surfaces with manufacturer's touch-up paint.


	3.5           INSTALLATION OF MECHANICAL IDENTIFICATION
	A. Coordination:  Where identification is to be applied to surfaces which require insulation, painting or other covering or finish, including valve tags in finished mechanical spaces, install identification after completion of covering and painting.  ...
	B. General:  Install pipe markers of the following type on each system indicated to receive identification, and include arrows to show normal direction of flow:
	1. Plastic pipe markers, with application system as indicated. Install on pipe insulation segment where required for hot non-insulated pipes.

	C. Locate pipe markers and color bands as follows wherever piping is in or above occupied spaces or corridors, machine rooms, accessible maintenance spaces (shafts, tunnels, plenums) and exterior non-concealed locations.
	1. Near each valve and control device.
	2. Near each branch, excluding short take-offs for fixtures and terminal units; mark each pipe at branch, where there could be question of flow pattern.
	3. Near locations where pipes pass through walls or floors/ceilings, or enter non-accessible enclosures.
	4. At access doors, manholes and similar access points which permit view of concealed piping.
	5. Near major equipment items and other points of origination and termination.
	6. Spaced intermediately at maximum spacing of 50' along each piping run, except reduce spacing to 25' in congested areas of piping and equipment.
	7. On piping above removable acoustical ceilings.

	D. Valve Identification:
	1. General:  Provide valve tag on every valve, cock, and control device in each piping system; exclude check valves, valves within factory-fabricated equipment units, HVAC terminal devices and similar rough-in connections of end-use fixtures and units...
	2. Mount valve schedule frames and schedules in machine rooms where indicated or, if not otherwise indicated, where directed by Architect/Engineer.

	E. Mechanical Equipment Identification:
	1. General:  Install engraved plastic laminate sign or plastic equipment marker on or near each major item of mechanical equipment and each operational device, as specified herein if not otherwise specified for each item or device.
	2. Lettering Size:  Minimum 1/4" high lettering for name of unit where viewing distance is less than 2' - 0", 1\2" high for distances up to 6' - 0", and proportionately larger lettering for greater distances.  Provide secondary lettering of 2/3 to 3/4...

	F. Adjusting and Cleaning:
	1. Adjusting:  Relocate any mechanical identification device which has become visually blocked by work of this division or other divisions.
	2. Cleaning:  Clean face of identification devices, and glass frames of valve charts.


	3.6           INSTALLATION OF MECHANICAL INSULATION
	A. Installation of Piping Insulation:
	1. Insulation Omitted:  Omit insulation on hot piping within radiation enclosures or unit cabinets; on cold piping within unit cabinets provided piping is located over drain pan; on heating piping beyond control valve, located within heated space; on ...
	2. General:  Install insulation products in accordance with manufacturer's written instructions, and in accordance with recognized industry practices to ensure that insulation serves its intended purpose.
	3. Install insulation on pipe systems subsequent to installation of heat tracing, painting, testing, and acceptance tests.
	4. Install insulation materials with smooth and even surfaces.  Insulate each continuous run of piping with full-length units of insulation, with a single cut piece to complete run.  Do not use cut pieces or scraps abutting each other.
	5. Clean and dry pipe surfaces prior to insulating.  Butt installation joints firmly together to ensure a complete and tight fit over surfaces to be covered.
	6. Maintain integrity of vapor-barrier jackets on pipe insulation, and protect to prevent puncture or other damage.
	7. Cover valves, fittings and similar items in each piping system with equivalent thickness and composition of insulation as applied to adjoining pipe run.  Install factory molded, precut or job fabricated units (at Installer's option) except where sp...
	8. Extend piping insulation without interruption through walls, floors and similar piping penetrations, except where otherwise indicated.
	9. Butt pipe insulation against pipe hanger insulation inserts.  For hot pipes, apply 3" wide vapor barrier tape or band over the butt joints.  For cold piping apply wet coat of vapor barrier lap cement on butt joints and seal joints with 3" wide vapo...

	B. Installation of Ductwork Insulation:
	1. General:  Install insulation products in accordance with manufacturer's written instructions, and in accordance with recognized industry practices to ensure that insulation serves its indented purpose.
	2. Install insulation materials with smooth and even surfaces.
	3. Clean and dry ductwork prior to insulating.  Butt insulation joints firmly together to ensure complete and tight fit over surfaces to be covered.
	4. Maintain integrity of vapor-barrier on ductwork insulation, and protect it to prevent puncture and other damage.
	5. Extend ductwork insulation without interruption through walls, floors and similar ductwork penetrations, except where otherwise indicated.
	6. Lined Ductwork:  Except as otherwise indicated, omit insulation on ductwork where internal insulation or sound absorbing linings have been installed.

	C. Protection and Replacement:
	1. Replace damaged insulation which cannot be repaired satisfactorily, including units with vapor barrier damage and moisture saturated units.
	2. Protection; Insulation Installer shall advise Contractor of required protection for insulation work during remainder of construction period, to avoid damage and deterioration.


	3.7           INSTALLATION OF HYDRONIC PIPING AND ACCESSORIES
	A. Piping Installations:
	1. Locations and Arrangements:  Drawings indicate the general location and arrangement of piping systems.  Locations and arrangements of piping take into consideration pipe sizing and friction loss, expansion, pump sizing, and other design considerati...
	2. Install piping at a uniform grade of 1 in. in 40 ft. upward in the direction of flow.
	3. Make reductions in pipe sizes using eccentric reducer fitting installed with the level side up.
	4. Install branch connections to mains using Tee fittings in main with take-off out the bottom, except for up-freed risers which shall have take-off out the top of the main line.
	5. Install unions in pipes 2 in. and smaller, adjacent to each valve, at final connections of each piece of equipment, and elsewhere as indicated.  Unions are not required on flanged devices.
	6. Install flanges on valves, apparatus, and equipment having 2-1/2 in. and larger connections.
	7. Install strainers on the supply side of each control valve, pressure reducing valve, pressure regulating valve, solenoid valve, inline pump, and elsewhere as indicated.  Install nipple and ball valve in blow down connection of strainers 2 in. and l...
	8. Anchor piping to ensure proper direction of expansion and contraction.  Expansion loops and joints are indicated on the Drawings.
	9. Install pipe sleeves at all wall and floor penetrations.
	10. Install escutcheons at all exposed pipe wall penetrations.
	11. Provide Dielectric couplings at all dissimilar piping/valve connections.

	B. Pipe Applications:
	1. Copper Tubing:  Use Type L, drawn copper tubing with wrought copper fittings and solder joints for 2 in. and smaller, above ground, within building.  Use Type K, annealed temper copper tubing for 2 in. and smaller without joints, below ground or wi...
	2. Steel Pipe:  Use steel pipe with threaded joints and fittings for 2 in. and smaller, and with welded joints for 2-1/2 in. and larger.
	3. Steel Pipe:  Use mechanical grooved end steel pipe and mechanical couplings and fittings.

	C. Grooved Pipe Ends and Fittings:
	1. Roll Groove pipe ends in accordance with the latest published instructions from manufacturer of grooved couplings.
	2. Assemble joints with coupling and gasket, lubricant, and bolts.  Cut or roll grooves in ends of pipe based on pipe and coupling manufacturer's written instructions for pipe wall thickness.  All grooved system components shall be of same manufacture...
	3. Training
	a. The grooved coupling manufacturer’s (the “manufacturer”) factory trained representative shall provide on-site training for contractor’s field personnel in the use of grooving tools, application of groove, and installation of groove joints products.
	b. IACET/Training:  A factory trained manufacturer’s representative (direct employee) shall provide on-site training of contractor’s field personnel in the use of grooving tools, application of groove, and product installation in compliance with the f...
	1) Manufacture must be accredited by the International Association for Continuing Education and Training (IACET).
	2) IACET Accredited Provider status demonstrates that the manufacture complies with the ANSI/IACET standard, which is recognized internationally as a standard of excellence in instructional practices.


	4. Inspection
	a. A manufacturer’s factory trained representative shall periodically visit the job  site and review the installation for best practices.  The installing Contractor shall correct any identified deficiencies.
	b. The grooved fittings manufacturer’s product that has been examined and has not met the visual inspection criteria for proper installation must be corrected and re-examined by Inspection Services prior to the completion of the project.  Any Victauli...

	5. Application
	a. Upon completion of the manufacturer’s inspection of the installation and any identified corrections, the manufacturer may provide the Owner or purchaser with a limited warranty on manufacturer’s products.


	D. Valve Applications:
	1. General Duty Valve Applications:  The Drawings indicate valve types to be used.  Where specific valve types are not indicated the following requirements apply:
	a. Shut-Off Duty:  Use gate, and ball, valves.
	b. Throttling Duty:  Use globe, ball, and plug valves.

	2. Install drain valves at low points in mains, risers, branch lines, and elsewhere as required for system drainage.
	3. Install pump discharge valves with stem in upward position; allow clearance above stem for check mechanism removal.
	4. Install safety relief valve on hot water generators, and elsewhere as required by ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.  Pipe discharge to floor without valves.  Comply with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section VIII, Division 1 for installa...
	5. Install pressure reducing valves on hot water generators, and elsewhere as required to regulate system pressure.
	6. Install isolation valves in all branch supply take-offs from piping mains which serve more than two terminal heating or cooling units.  Provide balancing valve with positive shut off in all return branch take-offs which serve more than two terminal...

	E. Hydronic Specialties Installation:
	1. Install automatic air vents at high points in the system, heat transfer coils, and elsewhere as required for system air venting.  Install air vents with cocks such that vents can be removed without draining system.
	2. Install combination separator/strainer in pump suction lines.  Run piping to compression tank with 1/4 in. per foot (two percent) upward slope towards tank.  Install blowdown piping with gate valve; extend to nearest drain.
	3. Install pump suction diffusers on pump suction inlet, adjust foot support to carry weight of suction piping.  Install nipple and ball valve in blowdown connection.

	F.  Adjusting and Cleaning:
	1. Clean and flush hydronic piping systems.  Remove, clean, and replace strainer screens.  After cleaning and flushing hydronic piping system, but before balancing, remove disposable fine mesh strainers in pump suction diffusers.
	2. Chemical Treatment:  Provide a water analysis prepared by the chemical treatment supplier to determine the type and level of chemicals required for prevention of scale and corrosion.  Perform initial treatment after completion of system testing.


	3.8           INSTALLATION OF TERMINAL HEATING UNITS (HYDRONIC)
	A. Vibration Control and Seismic Restraint:  Refer to section 230548 and drawing VS-1 for the appropriate support of each piece of HVAC equipment noted as requiring such. The vibration control and seismic restraint manufacturer shall recommend the cor...
	B. Installation of Finned Tube Radiation:  (Hydronic)
	1. General:  Install finned tube radiation as indicated, and in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions.
	2. Locate finned tube radiation as indicated, run cover wall-to-wall unless otherwise indicated.  Provide butt caps, splice joints, "Z" bends etc. for a complete installation.
	3. Install access panels centered in front of each shutoff valve, balancing cock, steam trap, or temperature control valve.

	C. Installation of Horizontal Unit Heaters:  (Hydronic)
	1. General:  Install unit heaters as indicated, and in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions.
	2. Uncrate units and inspect for damage.  Verify that nameplate data corresponds with unit designation.
	3. Hang units from building substrate, not from piping.  Mount as high as possible to maintain greatest headroom possible unless otherwise indicated.
	4. Support units with rod-type hangers anchored to building substrate.
	5. Install piping as indicated.
	6. Protect units with protective covers during balance of construction.

	D. Installation of Radiant Panels & Radiation Wall Units:
	1. Install components level and plumb. Maintain sufficient clearance for normal services, maintenance, or in accordance with construction drawings.
	2. Complete installation and startup checks according to manufacturer’s written instructions and perform the following:
	a. Verify that controls and control enclosure are accessible.
	b. Verify that control connections are complete to control valves as needed.
	c. Verify that any identification tags are visible.
	d. Verify that controls respond to inputs as specified.

	3.  Connections
	a. Piping installation requirements are specified in other Division 23 Sections. Drawings indicated general arrangement of piping, fittings, and specialties.
	b. Install piping adjacent to radiant panels to allow for service and maintenance.
	c. In addition to Division 23 Section “Hydronic Piping”, connect copper tubing to supply with shut-off valve, strainer, control valve, and union or flange, and return pipe with balancing valve and union or flange.

	4. Field Quality Control
	a. Perform the following field tests and inspections and prepare test reports:
	1) Leak Test: After installation, fill water tubes and test for leaks. Repair leaks and retest until no leaks exist.
	2) Operational Test: After electrical circuitry has been energized, start units to conform to proper unit operation.
	3) Test and adjust controls and safeties. Replace damaged and malfunctioning controls and equipment.

	b. Manufacturer’s Field Service: Engage a factory-authorized service representative to inspect, test, and adjust field assembled components and equipment installation, including connections, and to assist in field testing. Report any findings in writing.
	c. Remove and replace malfunctioning units and retest as specified above.

	5. Cleaning and Protection
	a. Clean all visible surfaces of equipment; touch up as required.
	b. Protect all units before, during and after installation. Damaged materials due to improper protection shall be cause for rejection.

	6. Construction Phase Services
	a. Manufacturer or factory-authorized representative shall visit the site regularly during the installation process to ensure proper means and methods are being employed. Bid shall include the cost of a minimum of two (2) such visits.
	b. Manufacturer or factory-authorized representative shall provide start-up and training services to owners/staff to adjust, operate, and maintain radiant panels.


	E. Installation of Cabinet Unit Heaters (Hydronic):
	1. General:  Install cabinet heaters as indicated, and in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions.
	2. Coordinate with other trades to assure correct recess size for recessed units.
	3. Install piping as indicated.
	4. Protect units with protective covers during balance of construction.

	F. Installation of Fan-Coil Units:  (Hydronic/Vertical Upright)
	1. General:  Install fan-coil units as indicated, and in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions.
	2. Coordinate with other trades to assure correct recess size for recessed units.
	3. Install piping as indicated.
	4. Protect units with protective covers during balance of construction.

	G. Adjusting and Cleaning:
	1. General:  After construction is completed, including painting, clean unit exposed surfaces, vacuum clean terminal coils and inside of cabinets.
	2. Retouch any marred or scratched surfaces of factory-finished cabinets, using finish materials furnished by manufacturer.
	3. Install new filter units for terminals requiring same.


	3.9           INSTALLATION OF DUCTLESS COOLING UNIT SYSTEMS
	A. Vibration Control and Seismic Restraint:  Refer to section 23 05 48 and drawing VS-1 for the appropriate support of each piece of HVAC equipment noted as requiring such. The vibration control and seismic restraint manufacturer shall recommend the c...
	B. General:
	1. Verify all dimensions by field measurements.  Verify roof structure, mounting supports, wall structure, and membrane installations are completed to the proper point to allow installation of wall mounted and roof mounted units.  Examine rough-in for...
	2. Install equipment in accordance with manufacturer’s installation instructions.  Install units plumb and level, firmly anchored in locations indicated, and maintain manufacturer's recommended clearances.

	C. Field Quality Control:
	1. Provide the services, to include a written report, of a factory authorized service representative to examine the field assembly of the components, installation, and piping and electrical connections.
	2. Charge systems with refrigerant and oil, and test for leaks. Repair leaks and replace lost refrigerant and oil.

	D. Demonstration:
	1. Provide the services of a factory authorized service representative to provide start-up service and to demonstrate and train the Owner's maintenance personnel as specified below.
	2. Start-up service:  Place units into operation and adjust controls and safeties.  Replace Damaged Or Malfunctioning Components And Controls.

	E. Training:
	1. Train the Owner's maintenance personnel on start-up and shut-down procedures, troubleshooting procedures, and servicing and preventative maintenance schedules and procedures.
	2. Schedule training with Owner through the Architect/Engineer with at least seven days prior notice.


	3.10            INSTALLATION OF POWER AND GRAVITY VENTILATORS
	A. Vibration Control and Seismic Restraint:  Refer to section 230548 and drawing VS-1 for the appropriate support of each piece of HVAC equipment noted as requiring such. The vibration control and seismic restraint manufacturer shall recommend the cor...
	B. General:  Except as otherwise indicated or specified, install ventilators in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions and recognized industry practices to insure that products serve the intended function.
	C. Coordinate ventilator work with work of roofing, walls and ceilings, as necessary for proper interfacing.
	D. Ductwork:  Connect ducts to ventilators in accordance with manufacturer's installation instruction, and details on drawings.
	E. Roof Curbs:  Furnish roof curbs to roofing Installer for installation.
	F. Electrical Wiring:  Install electrical devices furnished by manufacturer but not specified to be factory-mounted.  Furnish copy of manufacturer's wiring diagram submittal to Electrical Installer.
	1. Verify that electrical wiring installation is in accordance with manufacturer's submittal and installation requirements of Division-26 sections.  Verify proper rotation direction of fan wheels.  Do not proceed with equipment start-up until wiring i...

	G. Remove shipping bolts and temporary supports within ventilators.  Adjust dampers for free operation.
	H. Testing:  After installation of ventilators has been completed, test each ventilator to demonstrate proper operation of unit at performance requirements specified. When possible, field correct malfunctioning units, then retest to demonstrate compli...
	I. Cleaning:  Clean factory-finished surface.  Repair any marred or scratched surfaces with manufacturer's touch-up paint.
	J. General:  Furnish to Owner, with receipt, one spare set of belts for each belt driven power ventilator.

	3.11           INSTALLATION OF EXTRUDED ALUMINUM RAIN RESISTANT WALL LOUVERS
	A. HVAC Contractor is responsible for installation of Louvers in accordance with the following:
	1. Examination
	a. Inspect areas to receive louvers.  Notify the Architect of conditions that would adversely affect the installation or subsequent utilization of the louvers.  Do not proceed with installation until unsatisfactory conditions are corrected.
	b. Notify Architect of unsatisfactory preparation before proceeding.

	2. Preparation
	a. Clean opening thoroughly prior to installation.
	b. Prepare surfaces using the methods recommended by the manufacturer for achieving the best result for the substrate under the project conditions.

	3. Installation
	a. Install louvers at locations indicated on the drawings and in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.
	b. Install louvers plumb, level, in plane of wall, and in alignment with adjacent work.
	c. Install joint sealants as specified in Section 079200.

	4. Cleaning
	a. Clean louver surfaces in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.
	b. Touch-up, repair or replace damaged products before Substantial Completion.



	3.12           INSTALLATION OF DUCT MOUNTED HOT WATER COIL
	A. Vibration Control and Seismic Restraint:  Refer to Section 230548 and Drawing VS-1 for the appropriate support of each piece of HVAC equipment noted as requiring such. The vibration control and seismic restraint manufacturer shall recommend the cor...
	B. General:  Install unit heaters as indicated, and in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions.
	C. Uncrate units and inspect for damage.  Verify that nameplate data corresponds with unit designation.
	D. Hang units from building substrate, not from piping.  Mount as high as possible to maintain greatest headroom possible unless otherwise indicated.
	E. Support units with rod-type hangers anchored to building substrate.
	F. Install piping as indicated.
	G. Protect units with protective covers during balance of construction.
	H. Adjusting & Cleaning:
	1. General:  After construction is completed, including painting, clean unit exposed surfaces, vacuum clean terminal coils and inside of cabinets.
	2. Retouch any marred or scratched surfaces of factory-finished cabinets, using finish materials furnished by manufacturer.

	I.  HVAC subcontractor shall own Replacement of construction filters with balancing filters during the balancing operations.  Replace balancing filters with new filters immediately prior to occupancy. Also provide four additional complete extra sets o...

	3.13           INSTALLATION OF VARIABLE AIR VOLUME BOXES
	A. VIBRATION CONTROL AND SEISMIC RESTRAINT:  Refer to section 23 05 48 and drawing VS-1 for the appropriate support of each piece of HVAC equipment noted as requiring such. The vibration control and seismic restraint manufacturer shall recommend the c...
	B. General:  Install variable air volume boxes as indicated, and in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions.
	C. Location:  Install each unit level and accurately in position indicated in relation to other work; and maintain sufficient clearance for normal service and maintenance, but in no case less than that recommended by manufacturer.
	D. Install all transformers within junction boxes and maintain three foot clearance in front per the electrical code. This will allow the VAV control box to only utilize low voltage wiring and not be susceptible to the three foot clearance requirement...
	E. Report:
	1. Format:  Report forms shall be those standard forms prepared by the referenced standard for each respective item and system to be tested, adjusted, and balanced.  Bind report forms complete with schematic systems diagrams and other data in reinforc...
	a. General Information and Summary.
	b. Air Systems.
	c. Hydronic heating and cooling systems.
	d. Temperature Control Systems.

	2. Contents:  Provide the following minimum information, forms and data:
	a. General Information and Summary:  Inside cover sheet to identify testing, adjusting, and balancing agency, Contractor, Owner, Architect, Engineer, and Project.  Include addresses, and contact names and telephone numbers.  Also include a certificati...
	b. The remainder of the report shall contain the appropriate forms containing as a minimum, the information indicated on the standard report forms prepared by the AABC for each respective item and system.
	c. Submit proof that all required instrumentation has been calibrated to tolerances specified in the referenced standards, within a period of six months prior to starting the project.


	F. Quality Assurance:
	1. An independent testing, adjusting, and balancing agency certified by the AABC or NEBB as a Test and Balance Engineer in those testing and balancing disciplines required for this project.
	2. Codes and Standards:
	a. AABC:  "National Standards For Total System Balance".
	b. ASHRAE:  ASHRAE Handbook, 1984 Systems Volume, Chapter 37, Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing.
	c. NEBB (National Environmental Balancing Bureau: "Procedural Standards for Testing, Adjusting and Balancing of Environmental Systems" (Latest Edition)

	3. Pre-Balancing Conference:  Prior to beginning of the testing, adjusting, and balancing procedures, schedule and conduct a conference with the Architect/Engineer and Mechanical Contractor.  The objective of the conference is final coordination and v...
	4. System Operation:  Systems shall be fully operational prior to beginning procedures.  All new automatic temperature controls shall be fully operational.  Test, adjust and balance the air systems before refrigerant systems.  Test, adjust and balance...

	G. Preliminary Procedures:
	1. Air Systems:
	a. Obtain drawings and become thoroughly acquainted with the systems.
	b. Compare drawings to installed equipment and field installations.
	c. Walk the system from the system air handling equipment to terminal units to determine variations in installation.
	d. Check filters for cleanliness.
	e. Check all dampers (volume and fire) for correct and locked position, and temperature control for completeness of installation before starting fans.
	f. Prepare report test sheets for both fans and outlets.  Obtain manufacturer's outlet factors and recommended procedures for testing.  Prepare a summation of required outlet volumes to permit a cross check with required fan volumes.
	g. Determine best locations in main and branch ductwork for most accurate duct traverses.  Traverses shall be performed in each supply and return duct main and sub-mains for each AHU and return air fan.
	h. Place outlet dampers in the full open position.
	i. Prepare schematic diagrams of system "as-built" ductwork and piping layouts to facilitate reporting.
	j. Verify lubrication of all motors and bearings.
	k. Check fan belt tension.
	l. Check fan rotation.

	2. Hydronic Systems:
	a. Open valves to full open position.  Close coil bypass valves.
	b. Remove and clean all strainers.
	c. Examine hydronic systems and determine if water has been treated and cleaned.
	d. Check pump rotation.
	e. Check expansion tanks to verify noted air pressure and that the system is completely full of water.
	f. Check air vents at high points of system and determine if all are installed and operating freely.
	g. Set temperature controls so all coils are calling for full flow.
	h. Check operation of automatic bypass valves.
	i. Check and set operating temperatures of chillers, boilers, and heat exchangers to design requirements.
	j. Verify lubrication of all motors and bearings.

	3. Measurements:
	a. Provide all required instrumentation to obtain proper measurements, calibrated to the tolerance specified in the referenced standards.  Instruments shall be properly maintained and protected against damage.
	b. Provide instruments meeting the specifications of the referenced standards.
	c. Use only those instruments which have the maximum field measuring accuracy and are best suited to the function being measured.
	d. Apply instrument as recommended by the manufacturer.
	e. Use instruments with minimum scale and maximum subdivisions and with scaled ranges proper for the value being measured.
	f. When averaging values, take a sufficient quantity of readings which will result in a repeatability error of less than 5%.  When measuring a single point, repeat readings until 2 consecutive identical values are obtained.
	g. Take all reading with the eye at the level of the indicated value to prevent parallax.
	h. Use pulsation dampeners where necessary to eliminate error involved in estimating average of rapidly fluctuation readings.
	i. Take measurements in the system where best suited to the task.


	H. Performing Commissioning, Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing:
	1. Test, adjust and balance all noted systems according to SMACNA standards and as follows:
	a. Perform testing and balancing procedures on each system identified, in accordance with the detailed procedures outlined in the referenced standards.
	b. Cut insulation and ductwork for installation of test probes to the minimum extent necessary to allow adequate performance of procedures.
	c. Patch insulation, ductwork, and housings, using materials identical to those removed.
	d. Seal ducts and test for and repair leaks.
	e. Seal insulation to re-establish integrity of the vapor barrier.
	f. Mark equipment settings, including damper control positions, valve indicators, fan speed control levers, and similar controls and devices, to show final settings.  Mark with paint or other suitable, permanent identification materials.
	g. Retest, adjust and balance system subsequent to significant system modifications, and resubmit test results.

	2. System Deficiencies:
	a. The Balancing Contractor shall advise the Mechanical Contractor and the Engineer of all system deficiencies in writing.  Report all motors not running, missing dampers, inoperative valves and controls, lack of access, etc.
	b. Upon completion of system deficiencies, Balancing Contractor shall balance and record data.
	c. Any re-balancing required to meet the desired CFM or modified CFM due to system modifications or owner changes shall be provided at no additional costs to the project/owner.
	d. The Balancing Sub-subcontractor shall provide the necessary sheave and belt changes to motors and fans as required to achieve the desired CFM at no additional costs to the project/owner.



	3.14           INSTALLATION OF COMMERCIAL GAS-OIL BOILER
	A. General: Install boilers in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions, in accordance with State and Local Code requirements.  Install units plumb and level, to tolerance of 1/8" in 10' - 0" in both directions.  Maintain manufacturer'...
	B. Support: Install boilers on existing 4" thick concrete pad
	C. Erection: Field assemble boiler sections in proper sequence and with sealing between each section.  Assemble boiler trim shipped loose, or unassembled for shipment purposes.  Follow manufacturer's installation instructions.
	D. Electrical Work: Install electrical devices furnished by manufacturer but not specified to be factory mounted.  Furnish copy of manufacturer's wiring diagram submittal to Electrical Installer.
	1. Verify that electrical work installation is in accordance with manufacturer's submittal and installation requirements of Division 26 sections.  Do not proceed with equipment start-up until electrical work is acceptable to equipment Installer.

	E. Oil Piping: Disconnect & re-connect oil piping to boiler, full size of inlet to burner, provide shutoff valve and union with sufficient clearance for burner removal and service.
	F. Hot Water Piping: Connect supply, return, and blowdown boiler tappings as indicated, with shutoff valve and union or flange at each connection.
	G. Regulator Vents: Provide ¾” vent from each main and pilot regulator. Each vent shall terminate outdoors per code requirements.
	H. Breeching: Connect breeching to boiler outlet, full size of outlet.  Route as indicated.
	I. Flush and clean cast iron boilers upon completion of installation, in accordance with manufacturer's start-up instructions.
	J. Hydrostatically test assembled boiler and piping in accordance with applicable sections of ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.
	K. Arrange with National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors for inspection of boiler piping, observation of hydrostatic testing, and for certification of completed boiler units.Start-up cast iron boilers, in accordance with manufacturer's ...
	L. Owner's Instructions:  Provide services of manufacturer's technical representative for 4-hour day to instruct Owner's personnel in operation and maintenance of cast iron boilers.
	1. Schedule training with Owner, provide at least 7-day notice to Contractor and Engineer of training date.


	3.15           INSTALLATION OF HVAC PUMPS
	A. General:  Install HVAC pumps where indicated, in accordance with manufacturer's published installation instructions, complying with recognized practices to ensure that HVAC pumps comply with requirements and serve intended purposes.
	B. Access:  Provide access space around HVAC pumps for service as indicated, but in no case less than that recommended by manufacturer.
	C. Electrical Wiring:  Install electrical devices furnished by manufacturer but not specified to be factory-mounted.  Furnish copy of manufacturer's wiring diagram submittal to Electrical Installer.
	1. Verify that electrical wiring installation is in accordance with manufacturer's submittal and installation requirements of Division 26 00 00 sections.  Do not proceed with equipment start-up until wiring installation is acceptable to equipment inst...

	D. Adjusting and Cleaning:
	1. Alignment:  Check alignment, and where necessary, realign shafts of motors and pumps within recommended tolerances by manufacturer, and in presence of manufacturer's service representative.
	2. Start-Up:  Lubricate pumps before start-up.  Start-up in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.
	3. Cleaning:  Clean factory-finished surfaces.  Repair any marred or scratched surfaces with manufacturer's touch-up paint.


	3.16           INSTALLATION OF PACKAGED ROOFTOP UNITS
	A. General:  Install rooftop units in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions.  Install units plumb and level, firmly anchored in location indicated, and maintain manufacturer's recommended clearances.
	B. Support:  Contractor shall coordinate installation with the roofing contractor, and shall install and secure roof curb to roof structure, per details on the drawings and in accordance with National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA) installatio...
	C. Access:  Provide access space around air handling units for service as indicated, but in no case less than that recommended by manufacturer.
	D. Duct Connections:   Provide ductwork, accessories, and flexible connections as indicated.
	E. Grounding:  Provide positive equipment ground for air-handling unit components.
	F. Provide two complete extra sets of filters for each air handling unit.  Install new filters at completion of air handling system work, and after completion of testing, adjusting, and balancing work.  Obtain receipt from Owner that new filters have ...
	G. Provide one spare set of belts for each belt-driven air handling unit, obtain receipt from Owner that belts have been received.
	H. Electrical Connections:  Refer to electrical sections for final connections to equipment and installation of loose shipped electrical components.
	I. Start-Up Services:
	1. Provide the services of a factory-authorized service representative to start-up rooftop units, in accordance with manufacturer's written start-up instructions.  Test controls and demonstrate compliance with requirements.  Replace damaged or malfunc...

	J. Operating and Maintenance Training:
	1. Provide services of manufacturer's service representative (minimum 8 hrs.) to instruct Owner's personnel in operation and maintenance of rooftop units. Training shall include start-up and shut-down, servicing and preventative maintenance schedule a...
	2. Schedule training with Owner, provide at least 7-day prior notice to the Architect/Engineer.

	K. Provide two cases of spare filters for each rooftop unit, both final filters and pre-filters for the energy recovery wheel.  Obtain receipt from Owner that stock of spare filters has been received.
	L. Provide two complete extra sets of filters for each air handling unit.  Install new filters at completion of air handling system work, and prior to testing, adjusting, and balancing work.  Obtain receipt from Owner that new filters have been instal...
	M. Provide one spare set of belts for each belt-driven air handling unit, obtain receipt from Owner that belts have been received.

	3.17            INSTALLATION OF AIR-TO-AIR ENERGY RECOVERY VENTILATOR
	A. EXAMINATION
	1. Prior to start of installation, examine area and conditions to verify correct location for compliance with installation tolerances and other conditions affecting unit performance. See unit IOM.
	2. Examine roughing-in of plumbing, electrical and HVAC services to verify actual location and compliance with unit requirements. See unit IOM.
	3. Proceed with installation only after all unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected.

	B. INSTALLATION
	1. Installation shall be accomplished in accordance with these written specifications, project drawings, manufacturer’s installation instructions as documented in manufacturer’s IOM, Best Practices and all applicable building codes.
	2. Install unit with clearances for service and maintenance.

	C. CONNECTIONS
	1. ERV’s are to be installed per manufacturers’ guidelines and industry Best Practices shall be incorporated, and duct connections are to conform to use material, weight, thickness, gauge, construction, and installation methods as outlined in the SMAC...
	a. HVAC Duct Construction Standards, Metal and Flexible, 3rd Edition, 2005
	b. HVAC Air Duct Leakage Test Manual, 2nd Edition, 2012
	c. HVAC Systems - Duct Design, 4th Edition, 2006
	d. Rectangular Industrial Duct Construction Standard, 2nd Edition, 2004
	e. Round Industrial Duct Construction Standards, 2nd Edition, 1999
	f. Thermoplastic Duct (PVC) Construction Manual, 2nd Edition, 1995

	2. Electrical installation requirements are specified in Division 26 of this document.

	D. FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
	1. Contractor to inspect field assembled components and equipment installation, to include electrical and piping connections. Report results to Architect/Engineer in writing. Inspection must include a complete startup checklist to include (as a minimu...

	E. START-UP SERVICE
	1. Contractor to perform startup service. Clean entire unit, comb coil fins as necessary, and install clean filters. Measure and record electrical values for voltage and amperage. Refer to Division 23 “Testing, Adjusting and Balancing” and comply with...

	F. DEMONSTRATION AND TRAINING
	1. Contractor to train owner’s maintenance personnel to adjust, operate and maintain the entire Make-Up Air unit. Refer to Division 01 Section Closeout Procedures and Demonstration and Training.


	3.18            INSTALLATION OF METAL DUCTWORK
	A. Installation of Metal Ductwork:
	1. General:  Assemble and install ductwork in accordance with recognized industry practices which will achieve air-tight (5% leakage for systems rated 3" and under; 1% for systems rated over 3") and noiseless (no objectionable noise) systems, capable ...
	2. Sealing:  All ductwork joints and seams shall be sealed with flexible duct sealer to assure an airtight installation.
	3. Penetrations:  Where ducts pass through interior partitions and exterior walls, and are exposed to view, conceal space between construction opening and duct or duct insulation with sheet metal flanges of same gauge as duct.  Overlap opening on 4 si...
	a. Where ducts pass through fire-rated floors, walls, or partitions, provide firestopping between duct and substrate.

	4. Coordination:  Coordinate duct installation with installation of accessories, dampers, coil frames, equipment, controls and other associated work of ductwork system.
	5. Installation:  Install metal ductwork in accordance with "SMACNA HVAC Duct Construction Standards".

	B. Installation of Duct Liners:
	1. General:  Install duct liners in accordance with SMACNA "HVAC Duct Construction Standards".

	C. Installation of Flexible Ducts:
	1. Maximum Length:  For any duct run using flexible ductwork, do not exceed 4'-0" extended length.
	2. Installation:  Install in accordance with Section II of SMACNA's, "HVAC Duct Construction Standards, Metal and Flexible".

	D. Equipment Connections:
	1. General:  Connect metal ductwork to equipment as indicated, provide flexible connection for each ductwork connection to equipment mounted on vibration isolators, and/or equipment containing rotating machinery.

	E. Adjusting and Cleaning:
	1. Clean ductwork internally, unit by unit as it is installed, of dust and debris.  Clean external surfaces of foreign substances which might cause corrosive deterioration of metal or, where ductwork is to be painted, might interfere with painting or ...
	2. Strip protective paper from stainless ductwork surfaces, and repair finish wherever it has been damaged.
	3. Temporary Closure:  At ends of ducts which are not connected to equipment or air distribution devices at time of ductwork installation, provide temporary closure of polyethylene film or other covering which will prevent entrance of dust and debris ...
	4. Balancing:  Refer to Division 23 section "Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing" for air distribution balancing of metal ductwork.  Seal any leaks in ductwork that become apparent in balancing process.


	3.19           INSTALLATION OF DUCTWORK ACCESSORIES
	A. Install ductwork accessories in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions, with applicable portions of details of construction as shown in SMACNA standards, and in accordance with recognized industry practices to ensure that products...
	B. Install turning vanes in square or rectangular 90 degree elbows in supply, return, and exhaust air systems, and elsewhere as indicated.
	C. Install splitter damper with adjusting rod in each supply branch.  Install according to detail on drawings.
	D. Install access doors to open against system air pressure, with latches operable from either side, except outside only where duct is too small for person to enter.
	E. Operate installed ductwork accessories to demonstrate compliance with requirements.  Test for air leakage while system is operating. Repair or replace faulty accessories, as required to obtain proper operation and leakproof performance.
	F. Adjusting:  Adjust ductwork accessories for proper settings, install fusible links in fire dampers and adjust for proper action.
	G. Cleaning:  Clean factory-finished surfaces.  Repair any marred or scratched surfaces with manufacturer's touch-up paint.
	H. Furnish extra fusible links to owner, one link for every 10 installed of each temperature range; obtain receipt.

	3.20           INSTALLATION OF ACCESS DOORS
	A. General:  Install access doors in accordance with manufacturer’s written instructions and in accordance with recognized industry practices to insure that products serve intended function.
	B. All access doors shall be located in a workmanlike manner in closets, storage rooms, and/or other non-public areas, positioned so that the item or part can be easily reached, and the size shall be sufficient for this purpose (minimum size 12” x 16”...

	3.21            INSTALLATION OF FIRESTOPPING AND SEALANTS
	A. Examination
	1. Examine the areas and conditions where firestops are to be installed and notify the architect of conditions detrimental to the proper and timely completion of the work.  Do not proceed with work until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected b...
	2. Verify that environmental conditions are safe and suitable for installation of firestop products.
	3. Verify that all pipe, conduit, cable, and other items which penetrate fire-rated construction have been permanently installed prior to installation of firestops.

	B. Installation
	1. General:
	a. Installation of firestops shall be performed b an applicator/installer qualified and trained by the manufacturer.  Installation shall be performed in strict accordance with manufacturer's detailed installation procedures.
	b. Apply firestops in accordance with fire test reports, fire resistance requirements, acceptable sample installations, and manufacturer's recommendations.
	c. Unless specified and approved, all in conjunction with through-penetrants shall remain intact and undamaged and may not be removed.
	d. Seal holes and penetrations to ensure an effective smoke seal.
	e. In areas of high traffic, protect firestopping materials from damage.  If the opening is large, install firestopping materials from damage.  If the opening is large, install firestopping materials capable of supporting the weight of a human.
	f. Insulation types specified in other sections shall not be installed in lieu of firestopping material specified herein.
	g. All combustible penetrants (e.g. non-metallic pipes or insulated metallic pipes) shall be firestopped using products and systems tested in a configuration representative of the field condition.

	2. Dam Construction:  When required to properly contain firestopping materials within openings, damming or packing materials may be utilized.  Combustible damming material must be removed after appropriate curing.  Noncombustible damming materials may...

	C. Field Quality Control
	1. Prepare and install Firestopping system in accordance with manufacturer's printed instructions and recommendations.
	2. Follow safety procedures recommended in the Material Safety Data Sheets.
	3. Finish surfaces of firestopping which are to remain exposed in the completed work to a uniform and level condition.
	4. All areas of work must be accessible until inspection by the applicable Code Authorities.
	5. Correct unacceptable firestops and provide additional inspection to verify compliance with this specification.
	6. Cleaning
	7. Remove spilled and excess materials adjacent to firestopping without damaging adjacent surfaces.
	8. Leave finished work in neat, clean condition with no evidence of spill overs or damage to adjacent surfaces.


	3.22           INSTALLATION OF AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROLS
	A. Inspection:
	1. Examine areas and conditions under which electric/electronic control systems are to be installed. Do not proceed with work until unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected in manner acceptable to Installer.

	B. Installation of Control Systems:
	1. General:  Install systems and materials in accordance with manufacturer's instructions, roughing-in drawings and details shown on drawings.
	2. Control Wiring:  Install control wiring, without splices between terminal points, color-coded.  Install in neat workmanlike manner, securely fastened.  Install in accordance with National Electrical Code.
	a. Install circuits over 25-volt with color-coded No. 12 wire in electric metallic tubing.
	b. Install circuits under 25-volt with color-code No. 18 wire with 0.031" high temperature 105( F. (41( C) plastic insulation on each conductor and plastic sheath over all.
	c. Install electronic circuits with color-coded No. 22 wire with 0.023" polyethylene insulation on each conductor with plastic-jacketed copper shield over all.
	d. Install low voltage circuits, located in concrete slabs and masonry walls, or exposed in occupied areas, in electrical conduit.
	e. Power sources from lighting circuits and wall outlets shall not be used to power DDC controllers.

	3. Controllers and safety devices:
	a. All safety devices such as freezestats, duct mounted heat detectors, smoke detectors, etc., shall be hard wired to shut down the fans independently.  Provide audible alarm with silence switch as well as DDC indication.
	b. Humidifier controls shall be hard wired through fan proof flow differential switch and starter auxiliary contacts to disable humidifier system on fan shutdown. Provide DDC indication.
	c. All supply, return and exhaust fans shall be provided with pressure differential switches. Current sensing devices, starter axillary contacts, and relay contacts are unacceptable proof of fan operation.
	d. Primary and standby pumps shall be selectable through the DDC control system. Provide local pilot light to indicate selected pump as well as alarm and silence switch for failed pump. Provide differential pressure switch to prove flow.


	C. Adjusting and Cleaning:
	1. Start-Up:  Start-up, test, and adjust pneumatic control systems in presence of manufacturer's authorized representative.  Demonstrate compliance with requirements.  Replace damaged or malfunctioning controls and equipment.
	2. Cleaning:  Clean factory-finished surfaces.  Repair any marred or scratched surfaces with manufacturer's touch-up paint.
	3. Final Adjustment:  After completion of installation, adjust thermostats, control valves, motor and similar equipment provided as work of this section.
	a. Final adjustment shall be performed by specially trained personnel in direct employ of manufacturer of primary temperature control system.


	D. Closeout Procedures:
	1. Owner's Instructions:  Provide services of manufacturer's technical representative for one 8-hour day to instruct Owner's personnel in operation and maintenance of control systems, and 40 hours of onsite instruction on running and basic troubleshoo...
	2. Validation:  The automatic temperature control  contractor shall completely check out, calibrate and test all connected hardware and software to insure that the system performs in accordance with the approved specifications and sequence of operatio...
	a. Witnessed validation demonstration shall consist of:
	1) Execute digital and analog commands in English and graphic mode.
	2) Demonstrate all specified diagnostics.
	3) Demonstrate scan, update, and alarm responsiveness.


	3. Training:
	a. All training shall be by the automatic temperature control contractor and shall utilize specified manuals and as-build documentation.
	b. Operator training shall include:
	1) Sequence of Operation review.
	2) Sign on-Sign off.
	3) Modifying warning limits, alarm limits and start-stop times.
	4) System initialization.
	5) Use of Portable Operators Terminal.
	6) Troubleshooting of sensors (determining bad sensors).
	7) Point disable/enable.
	8) Software review of Sequence of Operation programs.
	9) Modification of control programs.
	10) Add/Delete/Modify data points.
	11) Use of diagnostics.
	12) Review of initialization.

	c. Training shall be for Owner-designated personnel at the subject site, and shall be scheduled by the Owner with two week notice.


	E. Adjusting and Cleaning:
	1. Start-up: Start-up, test, and adjust electric control systems in presence of manufacturer's authorized representative.  Demonstrate compliance with requirements. Replace damaged or malfunctioning controls and equipment.
	2. Cleaning: Clean factory finished surfaces. Repair any marred or scratched surfaces with manufacturer's touch-up paint.
	3. Final Adjustment: After completion of installation, adjust thermostats, control valves, motors and similar equipment provided as work of this section.
	a. Final adjustment shall be performed by specially trained personnel in direct employ of manufacturer of primary temperature control system.


	F. Closeout Procedures:
	1. Owner's Instructions: Provide services of manufacturer's technical representative for one 8-hour day to instruct Owner's personnel in operation and maintenance of control systems.
	a. Schedule instruction with Owner; provide at least 7-day notice to Contractor and Engineer of training.



	3.23           TESTING, ADJUSTING, BALANCING, AND COMMISSIONING
	A. Requirements:
	1. Requirements include verification of HVAC system operation, measurement of all system capacity, and establishment of the quantities of the mechanical systems as required to meet specifications, and recording and reporting the results.
	2. Commission, test, adjust and balance the following mechanical systems:
	a. Supply air systems.
	b. Return air systems.
	c. Exhaust air systems.
	d. Outside air systems.
	e. Hydronic heating systems.
	f. Verify temperature control system operation.

	3. Do not include:
	a. Testing boilers and pressure vessels for compliance with safety code.
	b. Installation of adjusting and balancing devices.  If devices must be added to achieve proper adjusting and balancing.  Contact Mechanical Contractor and the Engineer for direction.


	B. Report:
	1. Format:  Report forms shall be those standard forms prepared by the referenced standard for each respective item and system to be tested, adjusted, and balanced.  Bind report forms complete with schematic systems diagrams and other data in reinforc...
	a. General Information and Summary.
	b. Air Systems.
	c. Hydronic heating and cooling systems.
	d. Temperature Control Systems.

	2. Contents:  Provide the following minimum information, forms and data:
	a. General Information and Summary:  Inside cover sheet to identify testing, adjusting, and balancing agency, Contractor, Owner, Architect, Engineer, and Project.  Include addresses, and contact names and telephone numbers.  Also include a certificati...
	b. The remainder of the report shall contain the appropriate forms containing as a minimum, the information indicated on the standard report forms prepared by the AABC for each respective item and system.
	c. Submit proof that all required instrumentation has been calibrated to tolerances specified in the referenced standards, within a period of six months prior to starting the project.


	C. Quality Assurance:
	1. An independent testing, adjusting, and balancing agency certified by the AABC or NEBB as a Test and Balance Engineer in those testing and balancing disciplines required for this project.
	2. Codes and Standards:
	a. AABC:  "National Standards For Total System Balance".
	b. ASHRAE:  ASHRAE Handbook, 1984 Systems Volume, Chapter 37, Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing.
	c. NEBB (National Environmental Balancing Bureau: "Procedural Standards for Testing, Adjusting and Balancing of Environmental Systems" (Latest Edition)

	3. Pre-Balancing Conference:  Prior to beginning of the testing, adjusting, and balancing procedures, schedule and conduct a conference with the Architect/Engineer and Mechanical Contractor.  The objective of the conference is final coordination and v...
	4. System Operation:  Systems shall be fully operational prior to beginning procedures.  All new automatic temperature controls shall be fully operational.  Test, adjust and balance the air systems before refrigerant systems.  Test, adjust and balance...

	D. Preliminary Procedures:
	1. Air Systems:
	a. Obtain drawings and become thoroughly acquainted with the systems.
	b. Compare drawings to installed equipment and field installations.
	c. Walk the system from the system air handling equipment to terminal units to determine variations in installation.
	d. Check filters for cleanliness.
	e. Check all dampers (volume and fire) for correct and locked position, and temperature control for completeness of installation before starting fans.
	f. Prepare report test sheets for both fans and outlets.  Obtain manufacturer's outlet factors and recommended procedures for testing.  Prepare a summation of required outlet volumes to permit a cross check with required fan volumes.
	g. Determine best locations in main and branch ductwork for most accurate duct traverses.  Traverses shall be performed in each supply and return duct main and sub-mains for each AHU and return air fan.
	h. Place outlet dampers in the full open position.
	i. Prepare schematic diagrams of system "as-built" ductwork and piping layouts to facilitate reporting.
	j. Verify lubrication of all motors and bearings.
	k. Check fan belt tension.
	l. Check fan rotation.

	2. Hydronic Systems:
	a. Open valves to full open position.  Close coil bypass valves.
	b. Remove and clean all strainers.
	c. Examine hydronic systems and determine if water has been treated and cleaned.
	d. Check pump rotation.
	e. Check expansion tanks to verify noted air pressure and that the system is completely full of water.
	f. Check air vents at high points of system and determine if all are installed and operating freely.
	g. Set temperature controls so all coils are calling for full flow.
	h. Check operation of automatic bypass valves.
	i. Check and set operating temperatures of chillers, boilers, and heat exchangers to design requirements.
	j. Verify lubrication of all motors and bearings.

	3. Measurements:
	a. Provide all required instrumentation to obtain proper measurements, calibrated to the tolerance specified in the referenced standards.  Instruments shall be properly maintained and protected against damage.
	b. Provide instruments meeting the specifications of the referenced standards.
	c. Use only those instruments which have the maximum field measuring accuracy and are best suited to the function being measured.
	d. Apply instrument as recommended by the manufacturer.
	e. Use instruments with minimum scale and maximum subdivisions and with scaled ranges proper for the value being measured.
	f. When averaging values, take a sufficient quantity of readings which will result in a repeatability error of less than 5%.  When measuring a single point, repeat readings until 2 consecutive identical values are obtained.
	g. Take all reading with the eye at the level of the indicated value to prevent parallax.
	h. Use pulsation dampeners where necessary to eliminate error involved in estimating average of rapidly fluctuation readings.
	i. Take measurements in the system where best suited to the task.


	E. Performing Commissioning, Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing:
	1. Test, adjust and balance all noted systems according to SMACNA standards and as follows:
	a. Perform testing and balancing procedures on each system identified, in accordance with the detailed procedures outlined in the referenced standards.
	b. Cut insulation and ductwork for installation of test probes to the minimum extent necessary to allow adequate performance of procedures.
	c. Patch insulation, ductwork, and housings, using materials identical to those removed.
	d. Seal ducts and test for and repair leaks.
	e. Seal insulation to re-establish integrity of the vapor barrier.
	f. Mark equipment settings, including damper control positions, valve indicators, fan speed control levers, and similar controls and devices, to show final settings.  Mark with paint or other suitable, permanent identification materials.
	g. Retest, adjust and balance system subsequent to significant system modifications, and resubmit test results.

	2. System Deficiencies:
	a. The Balancing Contractor shall advise the Mechanical Contractor and the Engineer of all system deficiencies in writing.  Report all motors not running, missing dampers, inoperative valves and controls, lack of access, etc.
	b. Upon completion of system deficiencies, Balancing Contractor shall balance and record data.
	e. Any re-balancing required to meet the desired CFM or modified CFM due to system modifications or owner changes shall be provided at no additional costs to the project/owner.
	f. The Balancing Sub-subcontractor shall provide the necessary sheave and belt changes to motors and fans as required to achieve the desired CFM at no additional costs to the project/owner.





	260000 ELECTRICAL
	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1           RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Drawing and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

	1.2           DESCRIPTION OF WORK
	A. Work described herein shall be interpreted as work to be done by the Electrical Sub Contractor.  Work to be performed by other trades will be referenced to a particular contractor.
	B. Where the contract drawings conflict with themselves or specifications. The contractor shall carry higher quantity or quality.
	C. Provide all labor, materials, tools, and equipment, including scaffolding, to complete the installation of the electrical system.  Install, equip, adjust, and put into operation the respective portions of the installation specified, and so interconnect various items or sections of work in order to form a complete and operating whole.  Systems may be referenced in singular or plural terms, also refer to drawings to confirm quantities.  The work shall consist of, but shall not necessarily be limited to the following:

	1.3           DEFINITIONS
	A. Most terms used within the documents are industry standard.  Certain words or phrases shall be understood to have specific meanings as follows:

	1.4           RELATED WORK
	A. The following related work is to be performed under designated sections.

	1.5           CONTRACT COST BREAKDOWN
	A. Submit a breakdown of contract price to aid Architect in determining value of work installed as job progresses.

	1.6           INSPECTION OF SITE
	A. Electrical bidders will be permitted to inspect site.  Failure to inspect existing conditions or to fully understand work which is required shall not excuse Electrical Subcontractor from his obligations to supply and install work in accordance with specifications and the drawings and under all site conditions as they exist.

	1.7           COOPERATION
	A. Work shall be carried on under usual construction conditions, in conjunction with other contractors work.  Cooperate with other contractors, coordinate work and proceed in a manner as not to delay progress.
	B. Before proceeding, examine all construction drawings and consult other contractors to coordinate installation and avoid interference.
	C. In case of dispute, the Architect will render a decision in accordance with General and Supplementary General Conditions.

	1.8           CODES, ORDINANCES, AND PERMITS
	A. Codes and Ordinances:
	B. Permits:  Be responsible for filing documents, and securing of inspection and approvals.  Permit fees shall be paid by Electrical Sub-contractor. Refer to INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS.

	1.9           SUBMITTALS
	A. Refer to Supplementary General Conditions for information relative to submission of shop drawings.  No equipment shall be installed prior to approval.
	B. Notwithstanding any restrictions upon contractor proposed substitutions, should apparatus or materials be permitted by Architect to be substituted for those specified for good cause, and such substitution necessitates changes in or additional connections, piping, supports, or construction, same shall be provided.  Assume cost and entire responsibility thereof.
	C. Submit the following samples:
	D. Refer to Section 01 33 00 – SUBMITTAL PROCEDURES.

	1.10           GUARANTEE
	A. Keep work in repair without expense to Owner as far as concerns defects in workmanship or materials for a period of not less than one year from date of substantial completion.

	1.11           ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
	A. In general, and unless specifically indicated otherwise, all building service, heating, ventilating, air conditioning, and plumbing equipment shall be of the following characteristics:

	1.12           TEMPORARY ELECTRICAL SUPPORT FACILITIES
	A. Refer to Section 01 50 00 – CONSTRUCTION TEMPORARY FACILITIES AND CONTROLS.
	B. Provide own field office and/or storage facilities which shall be located as directed by the Architect. Provide all tools, equipment, ladders, and temporary construction required for execution of the work.
	C. All scaffolding, ladders, and other temporary construction shall be rigidly built in accordance with all local and state requirements, and shall be removed upon completion.

	1.13           INSPECTIONS AND TESTS
	A. Inspection:  If inspection of materials installed shows defects, such defective work, materials, and/or equipment shall be replaced and inspection and tests repeated.
	B. Tests:  Make reasonable tests and prove integrity of work and leave electrical installation in correct adjustment and ready to operate.  All panels shall have phases balanced as near as practical. A consistent phase orientation shall be adhered to at all terminations.

	1.14           INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY & SECURITY SYSTEM PROVISIONS
	A. Electrical Contractor shall work closely with the I.T. Sub-Sub Contractor and the Owner’s Security System Contractor to assure a first class installation.  Coordinate all back boxes and conduits required prior to installation. In general, the electrical contractor shall provide conduits from (I.T. & Security equipment) outlets to accessible ceiling spaces.
	B. Responsibilities of the Electrical Contractor:  The Electrical Contractor shall be responsible for furnishing and installing all related system provisions including, but not limited to:  power, cable trays, conduits with bushings, conduit stubs with bushings, j-hooks every 5 ft. along cable paths, sleeves with bushings, backboxes, plaster rings, pull strings, bonding, and grounding, Specialty backboxes will be furnished by I.T. Sub-Sub Contractor and Owner’s Vendor and installed under Section 26 00 00.
	C. Responsibilities of the Electrical Contractor: The Electrical Contractor shall be responsible for furnishing and installing all related building preparation including, but not limited to: outlet boxes with plaster rings, 120 volt, power, surface raceways, conduits with bushings, conduit stubs with bushings, sleeves with bushings (all conduits, stubs, sleeves, etc. shall be brought to an accessible ceiling of the same  floor), backboxes, plaster rings, pull strings,  j-hooks (every 5 feet along main paths to communications closets), bonding, grounding, core drilling, cutting, environmental seals, seismic supports, etc., for a completely operational system, as specified. Special backboxes furnished by Owners security vendor and Communications System Contractors, shall be installed by Electrical Contractor.
	D. Responsibilities of the Communications System Contractor: The Communications System Contractor will be responsible for furnishing, installing, wiring, programming, troubleshooting, training and warranty service of all cabling, terminal equipment, headend equipment, as specified in Section 27 00 00 for a completely operational system.
	E. Responsibilities of the Integrated Electronic Security Systems (IESS) Contractor also referred to as Owner’s Security Vendor will be responsible for furnishing, installing, wiring, programming, trouble shooting, training, and warranty service of all cabling, terminal equipment, and head-end equipment for a completely operational system.
	F. The work shall be so performed so that the progress of the entire building construction, including all other trades, shall not be delayed and not interfered with.  Materials and apparatus shall be installed as fast as conditions of the building will permit and must be installed promptly when and as directed.
	G. Responsibilities of the Communications System Contractor: The Communications System Contractor will be responsible for furnishing, installing, wiring, programming, troubleshooting, training and warranty service of all cabling, terminal equipment, headend equipment, as specified in Section 27 00 00 for a completely operational system.
	H. Responsibilities of the Integrated Electronic Security Systems (IESS) Contractor will be responsible for furnishing, installing, wiring, programming, trouble shooting, training, and warranty service of all cabling, terminal equipment, and head-end equipment for a completely operational system.
	I. Keep fully informed as to the shape, size and position of all openings required for all apparatus and give information in advance to build openings into the work.
	J. All distribution systems which require pitch or slope such as plumbing drains, steam and condensate piping shall have the right of way over those which do not.  Confer with other trades as to the location of pipes, ducts, lights and apparatus and install work to avoid interferences.
	K. Coordinate exact locations and roughing in dimensions of all work before installation and make all final connections as required.  Any changes required to avoid interference or to provide adequate clearances for Code and maintenance requirements shall be made at no additional costs.
	L. Structural elements of the project shall not be relocated, altered or changed to accommodate the work without written authorization from the Architect.
	M. Work that is installed before coordination with other trades, or that causes interference with the work of other trades shall be changed to correct condition.
	N. Obtain a complete set of Project Drawings and Specifications for coordination and to determine the full scope of work.
	O. Attend project coordination meetings to coordinate work of this Section, work of other trades and project and phasing retain a complete set of Project Drawings and Specifications for coordination and to determine the full scope of work.

	1.15           RECORD DRAWINGS
	A. Refer to Section 017700 - PROJECT CLOSEOUT, One set shall be maintained at site and which shall be accurate, clear, and complete showing actual location of all equipment as installed.  Record drawings shall be updated at least monthly.  Record drawings shall show outlet from which homeruns are taken, and location of all junction boxes and access panels.  These drawings shall be available to Architect/Engineer field representative.
	B. Any addenda sketches and supplementary drawings issued during course of construction shall be attached to drawings.
	C. At completion, submit an accurate checked set of drawings.
	D. After approval of these drawings, photo reproductions of original tracings shall be revised to incorporate changes, including addenda sketches and supplementary drawings.  These "as�built" photo reproductions shall be certified as correct and delivered to the Architect along with an AutoCAD CD of the revised drawings.

	1.16           OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS
	A. Operating Instructions:  Refer to Section 017823 - OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE DATA, Furnish operating instructions to Owner's designated representative with respect to operations, functions and maintenance procedures for equipment and systems installed.  Cost of such instruction up to a full three days of Electrical Subcontractor's time shall be included in contract.  Cost of providing a manufacturer's representative at site for instructional purposes shall also be included.
	B. Maintenance Manuals:

	1.17           PHASING, DEMOLITION AND MAINTAINING EXISTING SERVICES
	A. During the execution of the work, required relocation, rerouting, etc., of existing equipment and systems in the existing building areas where new work is to be installed or new connections are scheduled to be made, shall be performed by the Electrical Sub-contractor, as required by job conditions and as determined by the Architect in the field, to facilitate the installation of the new system, while demolition, relocation work or new tie-ins will be performed.  Outages required for construction purposes shall be scheduled for the shortest practical periods of time, in coordination with the Owner’s designated representative, for specified, mutually agreeable periods of time, after each of which the interruption shall cease and the service shall be restored.  This procedure shall be repeated to suit the Owner’s working schedule, as many times as required until all work is complete.  Any outages of service shall be approved by the Owner, prior to commencing the work.  No outages or shutdowns of service shall occur without the written authorization of the Owner prior to commencing the work.  Give notice of any scheduled shutdowns, a minimum of two weeks in advance.  Owner shall make their best effort to meet this request without adversely affecting the electric service to the existing building.
	B. Prior to any deactivation and relocation or demolition work, consult the drawings and arrange a conference with the Owner’s representative in the field to inspect each of the items to be deactivated, removed or relocated.  Care shall be taken to protect all equipment designated to be relocated and reused or to remain in operation and be integrated with the new systems.
	C. Where existing outlets are to be reused and are cut off by the remodeling, they shall be reconnected to existing circuits as required by field conditions.  Where existing outlets, speakers, clocks, etc. are to be abandoned, they shall be removed and blank plates installed.  Each bidder shall, before submitting his bid, visit the site and make a thorough examination of the conditions in the existing building in order to determine the extent of the work to be done.
	D. All deactivation, relocation and temporary tie-ins of electrical systems and equipment shall be provided by the Electrical Subcontractor.  All demolition and removal of electrical systems and equipment designated to be demolished shall be by the Electrical Subcontractor.  Disconnect and drop to floor all demolished electrical materials for removal by General Contractor.  All hazardous electrical materials PCB lighting ballasts, fluorescent lamps, etc.)shall be legally disposed by the General Contractor.
	E. The Owner reserves the right to inspect the material scheduled for removal and salvage any items he deems usable as spare parts.
	F. Phasing

	1.18           RETURN AIR PLENUM
	A. All wiring for areas above suspended ceilings shall be UL Listed plenum rated cable or wiring shall be installed in conduit.

	1.19           STAGING AND SCAFFOLDING
	A. Unless otherwise specified, each sub-contractor shall provide all lifts and man-lifts, and furnish, erect and maintain in safe condition, all staging and scaffolding as specified under Section 01 50 00 Temporary Facilities and Controls, as needed for proper execution of the work of this Section. Staging and scaffolding shall be of adequate design, erected and removed by experienced stage builders having all accident prevention devices required by Federal, state and local laws.

	1.20           EXAMINATION OF SITE AND DOCUMENTS
	A. Bidders are expected to examine and to be thoroughly familiar with all contract documents and with the conditions under which work will be carried out.  There will be a Pre-Bid Site Conference.  It is the responsibility of each Bidders to visit the site for the Fire Station if she or her choses to inspect it prior to submitting their Bid.  The Awarding Authority (Owner) will not be responsible for errors, omissions and/or charges for extra work arising from General Contractor's or Filed Subcontractor's failure to familiarize themselves with the Contract Documents or existing conditions. By submitting a bid, the Bidder agrees and warrants that he has had the opportunity to examine the site and the Contract Documents, that he is familiar with the conditions and requirements of both and where they require, in any part of the work a given result to be produced, that the Contract Documents are adequate and that he will produce the required results.

	1.21           TEMPORARY LIGHT AND POWER
	A. Refer to Section 01 50 00 for Construction Temporary Facilities and Controls.

	1.22           ENERGY REBATE PROGRAM
	A. This project has been designed to incorporate equipment approved for energy rebate such as fixtures, performance lighting.  Meet with Utility Company prior to lighting shop drawing submittal to ascertain that submittal meets program guidelines.  Fixtures shall be DLC listed or equivalent. Assist Owner and Engineer in effort to obtain utility rebates the Owner is eligible for. Equivalent lighting fixtures which meet DLC shall require lighting vendor to submit shop drawings to utility company for approval.  It is the intent of this project to Qualify for incentives which requires an additional 30 days of reported kWh saved and six months of lighting energy use data as reported by the system post-installation.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1           GENERAL
	A. Product specifications are written in such a manner so as to specify what materials may be used in a particular location or application and therefore do not indicate what is not acceptable or suitable for a particular location or application.  As an example:  non�metallic sheathed cable is not specified; therefore, it is not acceptable.
	B. For purpose of establishing a standard of quality and not for purpose of limiting competition, the basis of this Specification is upon specified models and types of equipment and materials, as manufactured by specified manufacturers.
	C. In all cases, standard cataloged materials and systems have been selected.  Materials such as lighting fixtures specially manufactured for this particular project and not part of a manufacturers' standard product line will not be acceptable.  In the case of systems, the system components shall be from a single source regularly engaged in supplying such systems.  A proposed system made up of a collection of various manufacturers' products will be unacceptable.
	D. Where Specifications list manufacturers' names and/or "as approved" or "equal approved by Architect", other manufacturers' equipment will be considered if equipment meets Specification requirements and has all features of the specified items as are considered essential by Architect.
	E. All material shall be new and shall be UL listed.

	2.2           RACEWAYS AND FITTINGS
	A. Raceways � General:
	B. Outlets, Pull and Junction Boxes:

	2.3           CONDUCTORS
	A. All conductors shall be a minimum size of #12 AWG except for control wiring and fire alarm wiring where #14 AWG may be used.  For all exit sign circuits, normal/emergency and/or emergency only circuits, exterior lighting circuits, and also where distance from panelboard to first outlet exceeds 100 ft. at 120 volts and 150 ft. at 277 volts, #10 AWG shall be minimum size wire allowed.  All feeder and branch circuit conductors shall be color coded as follows:
	B. All conductors not installed in accordance with color scheme shall be replaced.  All conductors larger than #6 AWG must be identified with colored tape.
	C. Connections throughout the entire job shall be made with solderless type devices.
	D. Conductors shall be copper, soft drawn, and annealed of 98 percent conductivity.  Conductors larger than #10 AWG shall be stranded; #10 AWG and smaller shall be solid.  Conductors shall be insulated for 600 volts and be of following types:
	E. Stranded conductors for all wiring systems except fire alarm will be allowed if installed and terminated as specified under Execution Section.
	F. Mineral�Insulated Metal�Sheathed Fire�Resistive Cables (Type MI) � Cables shall consist of a factory assembly of one or more solid copper conductors insulated with highly�compressed magnesium oxide and enclosed in a seamless, liquid�and�gas�tight continuous copper sheath.  Cables shall be rated for 600 volts and less.  Cables shall comply with Article 332 of the National Electrical Code.  Cables shall be classified by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. as having a 2�hour fire resistive rating.  Cable terminations shall be made with UL listed mineral�insulated cable fittings.
	G. Type MC cable may be used for branch circuits and fire alarm system above ceilings and in hollow spaces where concealed and allowed by code and not subject to damage if installed and terminated as specified under Execution Section.  Armor to be galvanized steel and shall be UL listed for 2 hour fire wall penetration.  Fire Alarm MC Cable armor shall be red.  Lightweight steel metal clad cable is acceptable.
	H. Acceptable manufacturers:

	2.4           SLEEVES, INSERTS, AND OPENINGS
	A. Sleeves:  Provide sleeves of proper sizes for all openings required in concrete floors and walls.  Sleeves passing through floors shall be set with top of sleeve 1 in. above finished floor. Core drilling will also be acceptable if in accordance with any structural standards.  Any unsleeved openings shall be waterproofed.
	B. Inserts:  Provide inserts or other anchoring devices in concrete and masonry construction as required to support raceways and equipment.
	C. Openings:  Where an opening is required in concrete slabs to allow passage of a multitude of raceways, give adequate notice to General Contractor so he may box out opening in form work.
	D. Any openings through fire rated surfaces shall be closed off with fireproofing materials providing the same rating as the surface penetrated.

	2.5           PANELBOARDS
	A. Panelboards shall be dead front, door in door safety type equipped with single or multi pole circuit breakers suitable for 120/208 volt, 3 phase, 4 wire operation.
	B. Buses shall be copper.  Panelboards shall have a circuit directory card mounted in a frame with plastic cover on inside of door.  Panelboards to have a copper ground bus with terminals for each circuit.  Panelboards serving isolated ground receptacles shall have a separate ground bus for terminations of the isolated grounds.  The isolated ground bus shall be mounted to the panel tub via non conducting means with a separate grounding conductor run to the normal panel ground bus.  Provide oversize lugs for any termination requiring same due to oversize conductors. Provide 200 percent neutral buses on 120/208 volt panelboards as indicated on plans.
	C. Cabinets shall be minimum of 20 inches wide and be made of code gauge steel.  Surface type shall be ordered without knockouts.
	D. Trims shall be made of code gauge steel, surface or flush as indicated. Panelboards shall be keyed alike. Trims shall be provided with full length piano hinge on one side, and secured to tub with sufficient quantity of latches opposite the hinge side to allow trim to fit flush with tub and when released, allow full access to wiring gutters. Inner door shall allow access to circuit breakers only.
	E. Panelboards shall be of the following types with minimum circuit breaker frame sizes listed below.  Refer to schedules for larger circuit breaker frame sizes due to fault current availability.
	F. Panelboards and distribution panels shall be of same manufacturer.   Refer to drawings where higher interrupting ratings are required.
	G. Provide electrical metering and voltage protection system equal to Square D, Westinghouse IQ Data Plus or Siemens 4700 Series at main breaker.
	H. Switchboard feeder protective devices shall be molded case circuit breakers. The circuit breakers 200 amperes and larger shall be with a solid-state trip, all other circuit breakers shall be of thermal-magnetic type. Breakers shall be built, tested, and labeled in accordance with UL 489.
	I. Molded-Case Circuit Breaker (MCCB):  Comply with UL 489, with interrupting capacity to meet available fault currents.
	J. Branch Devices shall be standard molded case circuit breakers, current limiting circuit breakers, or other devices as scheduled.  Branch devices shall be mounted in panelboard type construction.  Provide electronic trip breakers with adjustable settings for all breakers 200 amp and larger.
	K. Include space and provisions for utility company metering.  Refer to electric service section of this Division.

	2.6           ELECTRICAL POWER EQUIPMENT
	A. Motor Controls � Manual and Magnetic:
	B. Motors:  Each motor shall have disconnect switch and starter provided under this section.  Starters which are a part of "factory assembled" control panel will be provided under section supplying equipment to be controlled but connected under this section.
	C. Disconnect Switches:
	D. Fuses:

	2.7           LIGHTING FIXTURES
	A. General
	B. Quality Assurance
	C. LED Assemblies
	D. Interior General:
	E. Interior Accessories
	F. Interior Installation
	G. Interior Quality Control
	H. Exterior - General
	I. Exterior Installation

	2.8           ELECTRICAL SYSTEM CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS
	A. Provide a complete power system consisting of branch circuits, motor disconnect switches, pushbutton stations, motor starters, and other devices to connect up and leave in operating condition each piece of electrically operated equipment provided either under this section or other Divisions.
	B. All control wiring, not indicated in the electrical specifications or not shown on electrical drawings, will be provided by Temperature Control Subcontractor.

	2.9           GROUNDING SYSTEM
	A. All equipment and systems shall be grounded.  Refer especially to NEC Section 250 Requiring Connections to Building Steel, Foundation, Water Service, and Interior Piping.
	B. The grounded conductor shall be supplemented by an equipment grounding system.
	C. The equipment grounding system shall be installed so all conductive items in close proximity to electrical circuits operate continuously at ground potential and provide a low impedance path for ground fault currents.
	D. Grounding conductors shall be so installed as to permit shortest and most direct path to ground.
	E. Maximum measured resistance to ground of 5.0 ohms shall not be exceeded.  Ground separately derived systems (dry type transformers) in accordance with Article 250�26 by grounding neutral to transformer ground lug and providing insulated grounding electrode conductor to nearest effectively grounded building steel or, if unavailable, to nearest available effectively grounded metal water pipe.
	F. Equipment grounding conductors and straps shall be sized in compliance with Code Table 250.
	G. Grounding conductors shall be insulated with green color.  Grounding conductors for use on isolated ground receptacles shall be green with trace color to differentiate between normal ground conductors.
	H. Branch circuits shall consist of phase, grounded and grounding conductor installed in common metallic raceway.  The raceway system may not serve as the grounding conductor only.  All circuits shall have a separate insulated grounding conductor installed.  Any flexible cable system or non�metallic raceway system shall have an insulated grounding conductor.  Any cable system for use on isolated ground circuits shall have both an isolated ground conductor as well as an equipment ground conductor, both of which shall be insulated.
	I. Each electrical expansion fitting shall be furnished with a bonding jumper.  Provide grounding bushings and ground connections for all raceways terminating below equipment where there is no metal�to�metal continuity.
	J. Continuity between all metallic and non�metallic raceway systems and equipment shall be maintained.

	2.10           SEALS
	A. Water Tight Seals
	B. Fittings on the outside of the conduit shall be O-Z Gedney type FSK or approved equal.  Provide type WSK if penetration is within two feet of the high water table.  Provide grounding attachment.
	C. Fittings on the inside of the conduit shall be O-Z Gedney type CSBI or approved equal.  Provide type CSBG if penetration is within two feet of the high water table.  Provide a blank fitting to seal spare or empty conduits.
	D. O-Z Gedney type CSM fitting may be used when sealing within a sleeve or cored hole.
	E. Environmental Seals
	F. Hazardous Area Seals
	G. Smoke and Fire Stopping Seals

	2.11           ACCESS PANELS
	A. Provide access panels for access to concealed junction boxes and to other concealed parts of system that require accessibility for operation and maintenance.  In general, electrical work shall be laid out so access panels are not required.
	B. Access panels shall be located in a workmanlike manner in closets, storage rooms, and/or other non�public areas, positioned so that junction can be easily reached and size shall be sufficient for purpose (minimum size 12 in. x 12 in.).  Access panels shall be prime painted and equipped with screwdriver operated cam locks.
	C. Access panels once coordinated with the architect and the G.C. shall be furnished by this trade contractor to the G.C. for installation.  Coordinate all locations so that the finish trades can locate the rough openings appropriately.
	D. Furnish Access panels in compliance with Section 08 31 00.
	E. Furnish access panel shop drawings.

	2.12           CIRCUIT BREAKERS IN EXISTING PANELS
	A. Type.  Provide molded case circuit breaker combination starter type
	B. Circuit Breakers
	C. Mounting

	2.13           LIGHTING CONTROL DEVICES
	A. RELATED DOCUMENTS
	B. SUMMARY
	C. DEFINITIONS
	D. SUBMITTALS
	E. WARRANTIES
	F. Acceptable Manufacturers
	G. WALL BOX OCCUPANCY SENSORS
	H. CEILING OCCUPANCY SENSORS
	I. DAYLIGHT SENSORS
	J. LOW VOLTAGE WALL STATIONS
	K. LOAD CONTROL RELAYS
	L. INSTALLATION
	M. IDENTIFICATION
	N. WIRING
	O. FIELD QUALITY CONTROL

	2.14           VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVES (VFD’S)
	A. The variable frequency drives (VFD's) shall be solid state, with a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) output waveform (VVI, six-step, and current source drives are not acceptable).  The VFD package as specified herein shall be enclosed in a NEMA 1 enclosure, completely assembled and tested by the manufacturer.  The VFD shall employ a full wave rectifier (to prevent input line notching), DC Line Reactor, capacitors, and Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBT's) as the output switching device (SCR's, GTO's and Darlington transistors are not acceptable).  The drive efficiency shall be 97 percent or better at full speed and full load.  Fundamental power factor shall be 0.98 at all speeds and loads.
	B. Specifications at 208 volts:
	C. All VFD's shall have the following standard features:
	D. All VFD's to have the following adjustments:
	E. The following operating information displays shall be standard on the VFD digital display.  The display shall be in complete English words (alpha-numeric codes are not acceptable):
	F. Speed Command Input shall be via:
	G. Accessories to be furnished and mounted by the drive manufacturer.
	H. Compliance to IEEE - 519
	I. General:  Install variable frequency drives where indicated, in accordance with manufacturer's published installation instructions, complying with recognized practices to ensure that variable frequency drives comply with requirements and serve intended purposes.
	J. Access:  Provide access space around control panels for service as indicated, but in no case less than that recommended by manufacturer.
	K. Support:  Install drive control panels on walls where indicated on drawings.  Provide necessary Unistrut and structural steel to provide adequate support.
	L. Electrical Wiring:  Install electrical devices furnished by manufacturer but not specified to be factory-mounted.  Furnish copy of manufacturer's wiring diagram submittal to Electrical Installer.
	M. Start-Up
	N. Adjusting and Cleaning:
	O. Acceptable Manufacturers:

	2.15          FLOOR OUTLETS (FLUSH TYPE)
	A. Section includes flush floor boxes equal to Wiremold RFB Series.  Provide appropriate floor box model that meets the intent of what is shown on the drawings.
	B. Quality Assurance
	C. Floor Boxes
	D. Activation Covers
	E. Communication Modules Mounting Accessories
	F. Installation
	G. Poke-Through Assemblies:
	H. FURNITURE FEED POKE-THRU DEVICES
	I. Cleaning and Protection

	2.16           WIRING DEVICES
	A. Manufacturers:
	B. Straight Blade Receptacles:
	C. Exterior Outlets with Lockable Covers:
	D. Snap Switches:
	E. Securely fasten wiring devices in place, plumb, level, and true to finished lines and surfaces.
	F. Device Plates:  Do not use oversized or extra-deep plates.  Repair wall finishes and remount outlet boxes when standard device plates do not fit flush or do not cover rough wall opening.
	G. Provide gaskets on all wiring device plates where devices are on walls separating conditioned and non�conditioned spaces and exterior walls.
	H. Composition material of wiring devices to be nylon with ivory finish. Outlets intended for computer use shall be grey finish, outlets on emergency shall be red finish.
	I. Wall Plates:
	J. Finishes:

	2.17          FIRE ALARM AND DETECTION SYSTEM (EXTENSION OF EXISTING)
	A. Scope:
	B. Applicable Publications:
	The publications listed below form a part of this specification. The publications are referenced in text by the basic designation only.
	C. Approvals:
	D. Conduit and Wire:
	E. Intelligent Photoelectric Smoke Detector:
	F. Two Wire Detector Monitor Module:
	G. Addressable Control Module:
	H. Isolator Module:
	I. Intelligent Photoelectric Smoke Detector:
	J. Batteries and External Charger:
	K. Field Quality Control


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1           WORK COORDINATION AND JOB OPERATIONS
	A. Equipment shall not be installed in congested and possible problem areas without first coordinating installation of same with other trades.  Relocate  electrical equipment installed in congested or problem areas should it interfere with the proper installation of equipment to be installed by other trades.
	B. Particular attention shall be directed to coordination of lighting fixtures and other electrically operated equipment requiring access which is to be installed in ceiling areas.  Coordinate with other trades, the elevations of equipment in hung ceiling areas to insure adequate space for installation of recessed fixtures before said equipment is installed.  Conflicts in mounting heights and clearances above hung ceilings for installation of recessed lighting fixtures or other electrically operated equipment requiring access shall be brought to the attention of Architect for a decision prior to equipment installation.
	C. Furnish to General Contractor and other Subcontractors information relative to portions of electrical installation that will affect other trades sufficiently in advance so that they may plan their work and installation.
	D. Obtain from other trades information relative to electrical work which he, the Electrical Subcontractor, is to execute in conjunction with installation of other trades' equipment.

	3.2           DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS
	A. Drawings:
	B. Specifications:

	3.3           IDENTIFICATION
	A. Equipment shall be marked for ease of identification as follows.

	3.4           PROTECTION AND CLEANUP
	A. Protection:
	B. Cleanup:

	3.5           SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
	A. Provide proper guards, signage, and other necessary construction required for prevention of accidents and to insure safety of life and property.  Remove any temporary safety precautions at completion.

	3.6           MOUNTING HEIGHTS
	A. All electrical equipment shall be mounted at the following heights unless noted or detailed otherwise on Drawings.  Notes on architectural Drawings shall supersede those noted below or detailed on the electrical Drawings.  If mounting height of an electrical component is questionable, obtain clarification from Architect before installation.
	B. Mounting heights given are from finished floor to centerline.  In the case of a raised floor, surface of raised floor is the finished floor.

	3.7           WORKMANSHIP AND INSTALLATION METHODS
	A. Work shall be installed in first�class manner consistent with best current trade practices.  Equipment shall be securely installed plumb and/or level.  Flush�mounted outlet boxes shall have front edge flush with finished wall surface.  No electrical equipment shall be supported by work of other trades.  Cable systems shall be supported and not draped over ducts and piping or laid on ceiling suspension members. Lighting fixtures shall be installed to agree with Architects reflected ceiling plans.
	B. Supports:
	C. Fastenings:
	D. General Raceway Installation:
	E. General Outlet Box Installation:
	F. Conductor Installation:
	G. Type MC Cable Installation:
	H. Stranded Conductor Installation:
	I. Accessibility:
	J. Vibration Elimination:  All equipment connections to rotating equipment or equipment capable of vibration shall be made up by flexible raceways.
	K. Wiring Device Gaskets:  Provide wiring device gaskets at coverplates where device is mounted in wall separating conditioned and non�conditioned spaces.

	3.8           BRANCH CIRCUITS
	A. Provide all branch circuit wiring and outlets for a complete and operating system.  The system shall consist of insulated conductors connected to the panelboards and run in raceways or as cable systems if permitted under products section, as required to the final outlet and shall include outlet boxes, supports, fittings, receptacles, plates, fuses, etc.
	B. Physical arrangement of branch circuit wiring shall correspond to circuit numbering on Drawings.  Combining of circuits and raceways will be allowed up to a 3 phase, 4 wire circuit in a single raceway, unless shared neutrals are not allowed by other sections of this Division, or are indicated as separate neutrals on the Drawings.  Any combination of homeruns such as this, however, shall be indicated on record Drawings.  Combining of conductors and raceways for tenant fitup work is allowed only for fitup boxes in accordance with details on Drawings.  When a common grounded conductor is used for more than one circuit, the arrangement shall be such that a receptacle, fixture, or other device may be removed or disconnected without disconnecting the grounded conductor for other circuits.  Ground fault circuit breakers and isolated ground outlets shall be wired with separate neutrals and separate grounding conductors per circuit.  A consistent phase orientation shall be adhered to throughout project at terminations.
	C. Circuits feeding three phase equipment shall not be combined into common raceways, unless specifically indicated.
	D. All wiring in panelboards and cabinets shall be neatly formed and grouped.

	3.9           FIREPROOFING AND WATERPROOFING
	A. Fireproof and waterproof all openings in slabs and walls.

	3.10           CUTTING AND PATCHING
	A. All cutting of surfaces, including core drilling of walls and slabs, shall be done by Electrical Sub-contractor.
	B. Patching shall be provided by Electrical Sub-contractor.

	3.11           DEMOLITION, REMOVAL AND RELOCATION WORK
	A. The Electrical Subcontractor shall be responsible for disconnection and removal of existing electrical equipment and wiring from ceiling and walls as indicated and placed on the floor by this section. The General Contractor shall remove from the floor and dispose.  Refer to drawings for extent of work.  Field confirm existing equipment scheduled to remain and reefed when interrupted by equipment removal.

	3.12           STORAGE AND INSTALLATION OF EQUIPMENT
	A. The electrical subcontractor shall store and install electrical equipment and wiring listed for dry locations only within the building.

	3.13           FIRESTOP SYSTEMS
	A. General: Install firestop systems at all new and existing fire-rated construction where penetrated by the Work of this Section.
	B. Refer to Section 078400 - Firestopping, for all installation requirements for maintaining integrity of fire-rated construction at penetrations.

	END OF SECTION
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	SECTION 270000 TECHNOLOGY
	PART 1  -  GENERAL
	1.1           RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. The Contractor, Subcontractors, and/or suppliers providing goods and services referenced in or related to this Section shall also be bound by the Related Documents identified in Division 01 Section “Summary.”

	1.2           QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Sustainable Goals:  The Architect has designed the project to meet the Owner’s sustainable goals.  Products and systems have been specified which meet certain third-party evaluations or have particular VOC and source requirements.  Evaluation of products proposed for substitution will be evaluated based on the Owner’s sustainable goals and other criteria included in Division 01.  The Contractor is encouraged to use sustainable construction practices, means and methods.  Unless specifically stated in a specification section, no sustainable design documentation is required of the Contractor.
	B. The systems integrator must provide (as part of the submittal process) a list of at least five (5) projects (provide the following information for each project: name, address, contact person, title of contact person, telephone number of contact person) of similar installations of equal cost and technical scope, size and nature and demonstrate that these projects where; furnished with persons on their payroll whom were authorized, certified, experienced and qualified to provide, install, program, troubleshoot, train, warrant and service these projects, in their entirety, satisfactorily.

	1.3           COOPERATION AND COORDINATION WITH OTHER TRADES
	A. The work shall be so performed that the progress of the entire building construction, including all other trades, shall not be delayed and not interfered with.  Materials and apparatus shall be installed as fast as conditions of the building will permit.
	B. These are the Responsibilities, Cooperation and Coordination requirements between other trades related to SECTION 27 00 00 TECHNOLOGY.

	1.4           SUBMITTALS
	A. Product Data for all materials specified and shown on drawings to be installed.
	B. Submittal Format
	C. Submit supporting hardware for this system as part of the work for approval prior to installation.
	D. Product Data:  Include complete sets of indexed cut sheets, in quantity as dictated by the project, of all major pieces of equipment and materials being supplied.  Arrange these sheets in the order the equipment appears in the Specification.  Clearly highlight information showing compliance with this and/or all applicable Specifications.  In the event that the manufacturer or representatives’ cut sheet contains more than one item, clearly indicate which items of the cut sheet are intended for installation.
	E. Shop Drawings:  Submit a set of complete Shop Drawings, by system, showing equipment to be installed.  Include system configuration block diagrams of all equipment, indicating equipment type and model numbers.  Show each and every component, system and subsystem, as well as all proposed connections between system components, and proposed layouts of equipment racks for the entire system.
	F. Quality Assurance Submittals:

	1.5           TELEPHONE/DATA SYSTEM
	A. General:

	1.6           DEFINITIONS
	A. Main Cross Connect (MC): The MC is the location, within a building or complex of buildings, where the entire telecommunications system originates.  It may include: the physical location, enclosure, wire and cable management hardware, termination hardware, distribution hardware, and patching and equipment racks.
	B. Horizontal Cross Connect (HC): The HC is the location in a building where a transition between the backbone or vertical riser system and the horizontal distribution system occurs.
	C. “Provide”:  Furnish and install, complete and ready for intended use

	1.7           SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
	A. The data communications system shall consist of four components, active switch equipment, an optical fiber backbone, a copper twisted-pair backbone, and twisted pair copper work station cabling.
	B. The audio visual systems shall consist of wiring, jacks, amplification equipment, control equipment, and head end video equipment.

	1.8           SCOPE OF WORK
	A. The work under this section includes providing of all material, labor, equipment and supplies and the performance of all operations to provide a complete working Integrated Instructional Technology Network System indicated by the Drawings and details and as specified herein.  Where the Drawings, Specifications, Codes, Regulations, Laws, or the requirements of the local Authority conflict, provide the higher quality and higher quantity indicated or required and follow the strictest requirement.  In general, the work includes, but is not limited to, the following:
	B. Provide and maintain in safe adequate condition all staging and scaffolding required for the proper execution of the work of this section.
	C. Coordinate work with that of all other trades affecting or affected by work of this section.  Cooperate with such trades to assure the steady progress of all work under the Contract.

	1.9           PROTECTION OF WORK AND PROPERTY
	A. Be responsible for the care and protection of all work included under this section until it has been tested and accepted.
	B. Protect all equipment and materials from damage from all causes including theft.  All materials and equipment damaged or stolen shall be replaced with equal material or equipment at the option of the Architect and Owner.
	C. Materials and equipment stored for this project shall be protected and maintained according to the manufacturer's recommendations and requirements and according to the applicable requirements of NFPA 70B.
	D. Protect all equipment, outlets and openings with temporary plugs, caps and covers.  Protect work and materials of other trades from damage that might be caused by work or workmen and make good any damage caused.
	E. Use caution to avoid damage to existing work, and to prevent harm to personnel working in all areas.
	F. Observe all safety precautions and requirements for the construction.
	G. When open-flame or spark producing tools such as blower torches, welding equipment, are required in the process of executing the work, the General Contractor shall be notified not less than twenty four hours in advance of the time that the work is to begin and the location where the work is to be performed.  Provide, where necessary, fire protective covering and maintain a constant non-working fire watch where work is being performed and until it is completed.
	H. The General Contractor and the Installer are responsible for initiating, maintaining, and supervising all safety precautions and requirements during construction.

	1.10           SEQUENCING AND SCHEDULING
	A. Coordinate the work of this section with the respective trades responsible for installing interface work, and ensure that the work performed hereunder is acceptable to such trades for the installation of their work.
	B. Continuity of all services shall be maintained in all areas which will be occupied or temporarily relocated during the construction period.  If an interruption of service becomes necessary, such shall be scheduled in advance, made only upon consent of the Owner and at a time outside normal working hours as the Owner shall designate.
	C. Refer to the overall scheduling of the work of the project.  Schedule work, process Submittal and order materials and equipment to conform to this schedule and install work to not delay nor interfere with the progress of the project.
	D. Inform Architect immediately of any delays or potential delays.  Furnish manufacturer's letter to verify order date, equipment delays, expected shipment date, order number, and potential remedies to speed up delivery.  Any costs to speed up delivery shall be implemented at no cost to the project if the equipment or material was not ordered as soon as possible after Contract award or within the time frames indicated with the Submittal.
	E. Include premium time required to comply with the project scheduling and phasing.
	F. Be aware of, and plan for, project scheduling and phasing.  Provide for complete continuous operation of all systems.  Coordinate scheduling and phasing with the Architect, Owner, other Trades, and the General Contractor.

	1.11           WARRANTY
	A. Voice and Data Cabling Warranty:  The products that shall best support the needs of the project, and provide the highest level of system performance over the life of the facility, shall be a voice and data cabling system that is made up of system components designed, manufactured and installed as a total system solution.  This requirement also applies to data patch cords specified in this section; e.g. Ortronics patch cords shall be used with Ortronics jacks and patch panels.
	B. Provide a Manufacturer's Extended Product Warranty that covers product defects for all passive components of the Voice and Data Cabling System.  Passive components are defined as those exhibiting no gain or contributing no energy to the Data Cabling System and include but are not limited to cabling, connectors, outlets, patch panels, patch cords, racks as outlined in PART 2 of this Specification.

	1.12           MAINTENANCE
	A. Provide installers maintenance contract quote, upon request, for a period equal to warranty.
	B. Upon receipt of notice from the Owner of failure of any part of the systems during the warranty period, the affected parts shall be replaced.  Any equipment requiring excessive service consisting of more than two unscheduled service calls, shall be considered defective and shall be replaced.
	C. Response times to warranty issues shall differ according to the level of the problem.

	1.13           SEISMIC REQUIREMENTS
	A. Equipment and work shall meet the restraint requirements for a Seismic Zone - 2 location including installation and connections of material and equipment to the building structure.

	1.14           FUNCTION AND OPERATION
	A. The intended function of the data communications cable system is to transmit data signals from a central location to several individual data outlet locations.  Upon completion of the work outlined in this specification, the system shall be capable of transmitting data signals at a rate of 1000 Mbps.
	B. Work station cable, from the HC to the work area, shall be installed in accordance with EIA/TIA-568-A specified installation practices, EIA/TIA TSB 67 recommended installation practices, manufacturer specified installation practices, and shall be capable of transmitting a signal at 1000 Mbps with acceptable attenuation and cross-talk measurements.  The entire work station cable system, including wiring blocks, cable, and telecommunications outlets shall be tested for Category 6 compliance.

	1.15           EXTRA MATERIALS
	A. Furnish extra materials that match products installed and that are packaged with protective covering for storage and identified with labels describing contents.


	PART 2  -  PRODUCTS
	2.1           GENERAL
	A. Throughout Part 2, material quantities are given. These quantities are given for reference purposes only. It is the responsibility of the Contractor to provide appropriate quantities of materials to provide a complete, functional system.
	B. Equipment shall be installed in accordance with Technology drawings. General installation provisions are as follows:

	2.2           COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT ROOM FITTINGS
	A. Summary:
	Section Includes:
	B. Coordination:  Coordinate layout and installation of communications equipment with Owner's telecommunications and LAN equipment and service suppliers.  Coordinate service entrance arrangement with local exchange carrier.
	C. Pathways:
	D. Equipment Frames (Racks)
	E. Grounding:
	F. Labeling:

	2.3           FIBER OPTIC CABLE:
	A. Fiber:  The following cable specifications shall also be met by the cable manufacturer for fiber optic cable:
	B. Optical fiber Interconnect Equipment: Interconnect equipment may be mounted either on the plywood backboard or in the equipment racks, depending on the particular application. When mounted on the backboard, the horizontal dimension shall be level.  A minimum of four of the mounting holes provided shall be utilized for fastening. Screws shall be tightened to the extent that they hold the device snug to the backboard, but not so tight as to distort or damage the device. Interconnect equipment mounted in racks shall be affixed to the rack by at least four screws. The screws shall be of the correct size and thread configuration for the holes in the rack. They shall be tightened to the extent that they hold the equipment firmly to the rack, without distorting the equipment or stripping the threads.  All optical fiber interconnect devices shall be assembled and installed in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions and recommendations. All large openings into wall mounted cabinets shall be covered by a grommet.

	2.4           UTP CABLE (BACKBONE)
	A. Manufacturers:  Subject to compliance with requirements, provide products by one of the following:
	B. Description: Multi-pair Backbone Cable: Category 5e, 100-ohm, 25-pair UTP binder groups covered with a gray thermoplastic jacket.
	C. Multi-pair backbone cables:  Provide copper backbone cable that meets or exceeds the following specifications:

	2.5           FIBER INNERDUCT
	A. DESCRIPTION: From the MDF to each IDF, segments of optical fiber innerduct shall be installed.
	B. INSTALLATION: Fiber innerduct shall be installed in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions and industry standards. Within the equipment rooms, the innerduct shall extend from the end of conduit to four feet above the floor and shall be affixed to the backboard by means of clamps designed for that purpose. Care shall be taken to avoid kinking the innerduct or applying excessive tension during the installation process.

	2.6           FIBER DISTRIBUTION
	A. DESCRIPTION: From the MDF to each IDF a continuous segment of fiber cable shall be provided.
	B. INSTALLATION: Installation shall be conducted following guidelines established by the product manufacturer and industry standards.
	C. The optical fiber cable shall be routed through the existing conduit and onto the appropriate HC backboard. Routing on the backboard shall be straight and plumb. A minimum ten foot service loop shall be provided at each terminal location. Refer to Drawings for cable configuration.

	2.7           WORK STATION CABLE
	A. DESCRIPTION: From each MDF or IDF, 4-pair enhanced Category 6A cables shall be routed to each work station (data outlets).
	B. INSTALLATION: Installation shall be conducted in accordance with guidelines established the manufacturer and industry standards. Wall Plates shall be mounted such that their vertical dimension is plumb. Each wall plate shall be labeled with its respective work station number.  Each modular mounting frame shall be labeled with its respective work station number.
	C. Technical Requirements: Horizontal cabling:  the horizontal subsystem is the portion of the telecommunications cabling system that extends from the work area telecommunications outlet/connector to the horizontal cross-connect in the Telecommunications room/closet.  It consists of the telecommunications outlet/connector, the horizontal cables, optional consolidation point, and that portion of the cross-connect in the telecommunications room/closet serving the horizontal cable.

	2.8           MAIN DISTRIBUTION FACILITY (MDF)
	A. DESCRIPTION: The equipment shall be installed in accordance with Drawings.
	B. INSTALLATION: Installation shall be conducted in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations, industry standards, and this specification.  Installation includes complete assembly and mounting of the fiber interconnect equipment, dressing the fiber and copper cables, complete assembly and mounting of the equipment rack, and mounting of the wiring blocks.  Equipment shall be mounted in accordance with attached Drawings.

	2.9           INTERMEDIATE DISTRIBUTION FACILITIES
	A. DESCRIPTION: The equipment shall be installed in accordance with Drawings.
	B. INSTALLATION: Installation shall be conducted in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations, industry standards, and this specification. Installation includes complete assembly and mounting of the fiber interconnect equipment, dressing the fiber and copper cables, complete assembly and mounting of the equipment rack, and mounting of the wiring blocks.  Equipment shall be mounted in accordance with Drawings.

	2.10           TESTING AND DOCUMENTATION
	A. Testing Agency:  Engage a qualified testing agency to perform tests and inspections.
	B. Perform tests and inspections.
	C. Tests and Inspections:
	D. Final Verification Tests:  Perform verification tests for UTP systems after the complete communications cabling and workstation outlet/connectors are installed.
	E. Document data for each measurement.  Print data for submittals in a summary report that is formatted similar to Table 10.1 in BICSI TDMM, or transferred from the instrument to the computer, saved as text files, and printed and submitted.
	F. Remove and replace cabling where test results indicate that they do not comply with specified requirements.
	G. End-to-end cabling will be considered defective if it does not pass tests and inspections.
	H. Prepare test and inspection reports.

	2.11           INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
	A. GENERAL INFORMATION
	B. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
	C. SYSTEM OPERATION REQUIREMENTS
	D. RELATED DOCUMENTS
	E. QUALIFICATIONS
	F. SYSTEM CONTROL SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
	G. IP AUDIO/VISUAL ENDPOINT REQUIREMENTS
	H. IP – TO – ANALOG GATEWAY REQUIRMENTS
	I. IP ADMINISTRATIVE COMMUNICATION CONSOLE / IP MASTER PAGING STATION / IP ADMINISTRATIVE DISPLAY PHONE REQUIREMENTS
	J. OTHER EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
	K. SPEAKER CABLE AND JACKS:
	L. INSTALLATION
	M. SUBMITTALS:
	N. EXTRA MATERIALS:

	2.12           MISCELLANEOUS CABLING SYSTEM
	A. Provide and terminate all speaker, clock, microphone, antenna, cabling per manufacturer’s recommendations for a completely operational system as specified.
	B. Sound/Speaker cabling shall be home run and looped directly to applicable headend termination board, as specified. All cable runs shall be free from in-line splices. Insulate all cable shields (at field device end) from field grounds by cutting and taping shields.
	C. Roof mounted Antenna, provide a RG-6U coax cable between the roof mounted antenna location and the AM/FM tuner location.


	PART 3  -  EXECUTION
	3.1           GENERAL
	A. Do not install equipment and materials which have not been reviewed by the Architect.  Equipment and materials which are installed without the Architect's review or without complying to comments issued with the review shall be removed from the project when so instructed by the Architect.  No payment will be made for unapproved or removal if it is ordered removed.  The Installer shall be responsible for any ancillary costs incurred because of its removal and the installation of the correct equipment and materials.
	B. Obtain detailed information on installation requirements from the manufacturers of all equipment to be furnished, installed or provided.  At the start of construction, check all Contract Documents, including all Drawings and all sections of the specifications for equipment requiring electrical connections and service and verify electrical characteristics of equipment prior to roughing.
	C. Equipment and systems shall not be installed without first coordinating the location and installation of equipment and systems with the General Contractor and all other Trades.
	D. Any and all material installed or work performed in violation of above requirements shall be re-adjusted and corrected by the Installer without charge.
	E. Refer to all Drawings associated with the project, prior to the installation or roughing-in of the electrical outlets, conduit and equipment, to determine the exact location of all outlets.
	F. After installation, equipment shall be protected to prevent damage during the construction period.  Openings in conduits and boxes shall be closed to prevent the entrance of foreign materials.
	G. Home runs indicated are not to be combined or reduced without written consent from the Architect.
	H. All connections to equipment shall be made in accordance with the approved submittal and setting drawings.
	I. Delivery, Storage and Handling:
	J. Site Observation:
	K. Project Open House:

	3.2           EQUIPMENT RACKS, CABINETS AND BRACKETS
	A. Securely mount equipment racks, cabinets and wall mounted relay brackets to the building structure.  Proper supports such as 3/8 in. lag screws and expansion anchors shall be used.  Proper quantity of supports shall be utilized.  Drywall screws and other types of supports not specifically approved to support equipment are specifically prohibited.  Submit mounting supports for approval before installation.
	B. Position racks, cabinets, and wall mounted relay brackets in order to have minimum 3 foot clearance for easy access.  Equipment racks, cabinets and relay brackets mounted on or against walls shall have 3 foot clearance in front of deepest component.  Free standing equipment racks and cabinets shall have 3 foot clearance in front and rear of deepest components.  Provide 3 foot clearance between free standing equipment racks or cabinets and any other obstruction to allow access from front to rear of rack or cabinet for maintenance.
	C. The Electrical Contractor shall provide cable tray over each rack and cabinet to facilitate a neat and orderly installation of cables and to secure the top of the racks to the structure.  Cables shall drop straight down to equipment racks.  Cable trays shall be secured at both ends to the structure and connected together for a complete contiguous installation.  Utilize proper supports to support the cable tray to the building structure as well as the equipment rack and cabinet.  Submit mounting supports for approval before installation.
	D. Cable Management: All cables shall enter the wiring closet to within the equipment racks and/or brackets.  Secure the bundle(s) to the rack strain relief and wire management behind the patch panels and cross connect block panels.  Install horizontal and side-mounted vertical cable management panels and brackets for routing and management of patch cables.  Maintain EIA/TIA and BICSI standards on bundling, supporting and bend radii.
	E. Once the cabling system has been installed and terminated, install all active components and surge protected power strips into the racks, cabinets and wall mounted relay brackets.
	F. Surge Protected Outlet Strips: Mount UPS and surge protected outlet strips per Manufacturer's directions.  Refer to details on the Drawings for mounting location.

	3.3           TERMINATIONS
	A. All copper conductors of every cable shall be completely terminated at both ends.

	3.4           CABLE PATHWAYS
	A. Install cables in pathways provided by the Electrical Subcontractor or required under execution part of this section.
	B. Provide all equipment and cabling for a complete installed operating system.  In general, pathways, outlet boxes and grounding are provided by the Electrical Subcontractor.
	C. All pathways provided under this section shall comply with fill capacities as per Code, EIA/TIA 569 and BICSI.
	D. Cable bending radius shall not be less than minimum required by EIA/TIA and BICSI.
	E. Cabling installed concealed shall be supported from the building structure (e.g. cable trays, J-Hooks).
	F. Cables shall be installed no closer than 12 inches (305mm) to electrical equipment and wiring.  When cables are required to cross power wiring, they shall only do so perpendicular to the power wiring. Telecommunications cabling and power wiring shall only cross each other at minimal number of times and only due to building design limitations.
	G. Clearances: Clearances between cabling and other building systems listed by EIA/TIA 569 and BICSI shall be maintained throughout the building.
	H. All cables shall be installed in a neat and workman-like manner.  Cables shall be installed parallel and perpendicular to building elements.
	I. Provide expansion fittings and adequate cable slack at all building expansion joints.
	J. Fire/smoke seal all conduits, raceways, sleeves, and slots where cables pass from one location to another.

	3.5           SEALING OF PENETRATIONS AND OPENINGS
	A. Environmental Seals

	3.6           SEISMIC SUPPORTS, SUPPLEMENTARY STEEL AND CHANNELS
	A. Provide all supports, supplementary steel and channels required for the proper Seismic installation, mounting and support of all work installed under this section.
	B. All supports, supplementary steel and channels shall be furnished, installed and secured with all fittings, support rods and appurtenances required for a complete support or mounting system.
	C. Supplementary steel and channels shall be firmly connected to the building construction in a manner approved by the Architect prior to the installation of same.  Submit to the Architect, via the General Contractor, the locations proposed for using supplementary steel and channels for the support of equipment, fixtures and raceways.  The submittal shall indicate the mounting methods, size and details of the supports, channels and steel; it shall indicate also that weight which the supports, channels and supplementary steel is to carry.
	D. The type and size of the supporting channels and supplementary steel shall be of sufficient strength and size for seismic restraint and to allow only a minimum deflection in conformance with the channel and supplementary steel manufacturer's requirements for loading.
	E. All supplementary steel and channels shall be installed in a neat and workmanlike manner parallel to the walls, floor and ceiling construction.  All turns shall be made with 90 degrees and 45 degrees fittings to suit the construction and installation conditions.
	F. All supplementary steel, channels, supports, and fittings, shall be Underwriters' Laboratories, Incorporated, approved, be galvanized steel and be manufactured by Steel City, Unistrut, Power-Strut, T. J. Cope, Chalfant or approved equal.
	G. Provide supports to meet the required Seismic rating as indicated under "Part One" of this Specification.
	H. Provide beam clamps with set screws (C-clamp type).
	I. Work under this section shall be held in place by seismic rated methods.
	J. Supporting from the roof decking will not be acceptable.
	K. Provide expansion anchors on masonry units or brick work.  Power actuated supports will not be accepted.
	L. Provide stainless steel or corrosion resistant supports in corrosive areas on wet or damp areas.
	M. Support work from the building structure, independent of suspended ceilings, roof deck or other trades work.  Where duct work, pipes, pipe racks, type of building construction materials or structural framing members provide obstruction or difficult support means, hanger rods shall be used in association with horizontal sections of steel support channels, in an approved manner.
	N. All work shall be installed in a rigid and satisfactory manner and shall be supported by bar hangers in frame construction or shall be fastened directly with wood screws on wood, bolts with expansion shields on concrete or brick toggle bolts on hollow masonry units, and machine screws or welded threaded studs on metal.  Threaded studs of the proper type and holding capacity driven in by a power charge and provided with lock washers and nuts are acceptable for mounting of equipment on solid concrete walls or slabs.
	O. Obtain written permission from the General Contractor allowing use of power activated charges.  Use only properly trained and licensed operators.
	P. Do not use power charge driven supports for any work that is to be hung from a horizontal surface without written permission from the Architect.
	Q. Preset inserts of the proper type and holding capacity shall be used in overhead slab construction wherever possible.
	R. Provide lateral supports for work to prevent excessive movement during a seismic event using rods, braces or galvanized or stainless steel cables.
	S. Pendants, supports or hanging rods longer than 12 inches (300mm) shall be laterally braced.
	T. Where installed in damp, wet and areas requiring wash down, all surface mounted panels, boxes, junction boxes, and conduit shall be supported by spacers to provide a clearance between wall and equipment.

	3.7           IDENTIFICATION
	A. Identify system components, wiring, and cabling complying with TIA/EIA-606-A.  Comply with requirements for identification specified in Section 260000 "Identification for Electrical Systems."
	B. Using cable management system software specified in Part 2, develop Cabling Administration Drawings for system identification, testing, and management.  Use unique, alphanumeric designation for each cable and label cable, jacks, connectors, and terminals to which it connects with same designation.  At completion, cable and asset management software shall reflect as-built conditions.
	C. Cable Schedule:  Install in a prominent location in each equipment room and wiring closet.  List incoming and outgoing cables and their designations, origins, and destinations.  Protect with rigid frame and clear plastic cover.  Furnish an electronic copy of final comprehensive schedules for Project.
	D. Cabling Administration Drawings:  Show building floor plans with cabling administration-point labeling.  Identify labeling convention and show labels for telecommunications closets, backbone pathways and cables, entrance pathways and cables, terminal hardware and positions, horizontal cables, work areas and workstation terminal positions, grounding buses and pathways, and equipment grounding conductors.  Follow convention of TIA/EIA-606-A.  Furnish electronic record of all drawings, in software and format selected by Owner.
	E. Cable and Wire Identification:
	F. Provide preprinted or computer-printed type labels with printing area and font color that contrasts with cable jacket color but still complies with requirements in TIA/EIA 606-A, for the following:

	3.8           CABLE SUPPORTS
	A. Provide strain relief hardware for backbone cables at each floor level as they pass from one floor to the next.
	B. Provide hook and loop (Velcro) cable wraps at all panels, equipment racks and cabinets.  Cable ties are specifically prohibited.
	C. Cable ties for horizontal cables shall be secured with minimum required compression in order to secure the cables properly without impeding the signal transmission rating (geometry) of the cable.  Hook and loop (Velcro) cable wraps may be used in lieu of cable ties for copper cables only.  Cable-ties are specifically prohibited for fiber optic cables.
	D. When pathways are not provided or specified, provide J-Hook supports from the building structure for cable runs to the cable drop location.  Maximum distance between supports shall be five feet depending on the structural elements of the building.  Maximum number of cables per support shall be thirty.  Provide additional supports when cable quantities exceed thirty and to maintain required bending radius of cables.  Cables installed exposed or in areas subject to abuse (below 10 feet (3m) above finished floor) or in accessible areas shall be installed in conduit.
	E. All cables shall be supported directly from building structure.  Under no circumstance shall cable be installed using cross bracing, plumbing/sprinkler pipes, ceiling systems or any other system that is not a specifically approved method to independently support cables.  Cables shall not be allowed to rest on ceiling tiles, duct work, and piping.  Supports shall be provided in order for cables to avoid contact with any other building system.  Bundle cables in groups by Room.

	3.9           CABLE PROTECTION
	A. Provide bushings in all metal studs and the like where cables will pass through.  Bushings shall be of two piece construction with one piece inserted through the opening and the second piece locking it into place.  Single piece bushings with locking tabs or friction fit are specifically prohibited.
	B. Cables to be installed in existing enclosed open bays or furred spaces where conduit stubs are not provided shall be protected from chafing or any damage.  The Installer shall verify that the warranty shall not be violated before installing any cabling in these locations.
	C. Provide cutting, coring, sleeves and bushings and seal at all penetrations.
	D. Fiber optic backbone cables shall be installed in inner duct.
	E. Cables damaged during installation shall not be repaired.  They shall be completely replaced with new cable.

	3.10           INSTALLATION
	A. All cabling shall be installed in conduit where indicated on plans, or shall be installed open using other methods, approved by architect, such as J-Hooks.
	B. All wiring shall be new and concealed in pipe where exposed.
	C. All conduits and raceways shall have pull strings remaining after cable is pulled.
	D. Impedance and Level Matching:
	E. Carefully match input and output impedances and signal levels at signal interfaces. Provide matching networks where required.
	F. Control Circuit Wiring:
	G. Weatherproofing:
	H. Typical Layouts and requirements of the specified systems:

	3.11           TRAINING
	A. As a minimum, training sessions shall consist of the following:
	B. During the instruction period the Owner and Maintenance Manual shall be used and explained.
	C. The Owner and Maintenance Manual material shall be bound in 3-ring binders and indexed.  On the edge of the binder provide a clear see-through plastic holder with a typed card indicating the Project name, the Architect's name, the installer's name and the Volume number (e.g., Vol.  No. 1 of 2).
	D. Provide name, address and telephone number of the manufacturer's representative and Service Company for all items supplied so that the source of replacement parts and service can be readily obtained.

	3.12           ACCEPTANCE DEMONSTRATIONS
	A. Systems installed under this Section shall be demonstrated to the Owner and Architect.  Demonstrations are in addition to necessary testing and training sessions.  Notify all parties at least 7 days prior to the scheduled demonstration.  Schedule demonstrations, in cooperation with and at times convenient to all parties, so as to not disturb ongoing activities.
	B. Systems shall be tested prior to the demonstrations and each system shall be fully operational and tested prior to arranging the Acceptance Demonstration.  Final payments will be withheld until a satisfactory demonstration is provided for all systems indicated or requested.
	C. If the demonstration is not totally complete, performing all functions, features and connections or interfaces with other systems, or if there is a failure during the demonstration, additional demonstrations shall be arranged.  Provide and pay for all costs, labor and expenses incurred for all attendees for each additional demonstration required for acceptance and demonstration of complete system operation.
	D. Demonstrations shall be scheduled in ample time to complete all activities prior to final acceptance and Owner occupancy.  Demonstrations shall take place at least 30 days prior to the scheduled project completion date and 30 days prior to owner’s use and occupancy.
	E. As a minimum, provide demonstrations for systems indicated under "Work Included" under Part One of the Specifications.  Provide demonstrations of additional systems as requested by the Owner, or Architect.

	3.13           PROJECT OWNER COORDINATION
	A. Prior to Substantial Completion of the project and in ample time to address and resolve any coordination issues, request and arrange meetings between the Owner, Owner's Vendors and Consultants, Architect and General Contractor to discuss the Scope of Work for each system being provided and the interface required for a fully functional and operational system upon project completion. Initial meetings shall be scheduled three months prior to the scheduled Substantial Completion date or as soon as Submittals are submitted and reviewed for projects with shorter schedules.
	B. At these meetings the required interface with the Owner shall be reviewed, requests for information required to complete programming or for coordination shall be presented and system operation and philosophy shall be discussed.
	C. Additional meetings shall be held as requested by any party so that all issues are resolved and with the goal and intent being that all systems are fully operational and functional upon project Substantial Completion and that the responsibility for all components required is clearly established.

	3.14           CLEANING UP
	A. Upon completion of all work, and testing, thoroughly inspect all exposed portions of the installation and completely remove all exposed labels, markings, and foreign material.
	B. The interior of all boxes and cabinets shall be left clean; exposed surfaces shall be cleaned and plated surfaces polished.
	C. Repair damage to finish surfaces resulting from work under this section.
	D. Remove material and equipment from areas of work and storage areas.
	E. All equipment shall be clean from dirt, dust, and fingerprints prior to final acceptance.
	F. Touch up all damaged pre-finished equipment using materials and methods recommended by the Manufacturer.

	3.15           PROJECT CLOSEOUT
	A. Provide close out submittals as specified herein and in SECTION 017700 - CLOSEOUT PROCEDURES including the following close out submittals.
	B. Obtain written receipts of acceptance close out submittals submitted.  Receipts shall specifically detail what is being delivered (description, quantity and specification section) and shall be dated and signed by firm delivering materials and by the Owner's Representative.
	C. Telecommunications:
	D. Construction Waste Management
	E. Comply with Division 01 requirements for construction waste management and recycling.



	311000 - Site Prep
	312000 - Earth Moving
	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1            RELATED DOCUMENTS
	A. Attention is directed to the CONTRACT and GENERAL CONDITIONS and all Sections within DIVISION 1 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, which are hereby made a part of this Section of the Specifications.

	1.2            SUMMARY
	A. This Section includes the following:

	1.3            RELATED WORK
	A. Carefully examine all of the Contract Documents for requirements that affect the work of this Section.  Other specifications that directly relate to the work of this section include, but are not limited to, the following:
	B. Excavation shall comprise and include the satisfactory removal and disposal of all materials encountered within the lines and grades shown in the drawings and in the specifications regardless of the nature of the materials, and shall be understood to include but not limited to, earth, topsoil, subsoil, hardpan, fill, foundations, pavements, curbs, piping, footings, bricks, concrete, abandoned drainage and utility structures, debris, and materials classified as unsuitable materials.  All excavations and associated backfill within the lines and grades shown in the drawings and in the specifications, except in rock as defined below, shall be included in the base bid.

	1.4            SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
	A. Protect all pipe lines, sewers, drains, poles, wiring, and the like that interfere in any way with the work whether or not they are specifically shown on the Drawings.  Notify the proper authorities that items are protected, supported, and/or relocated as necessary to adjust them to the new work.
	B. Verify inverts and locations of all existing utilities having a direct bearing on the work of this Section prior to installation of any work of this Section.  Transmit the above information to the Architect who shall make any alterations to the Contract Drawings as required by the existing conditions.
	C. No extra compensation will be made for compliance with the above.
	D. Notify public utilities companies, in writing, at least 72 hours before excavating in accordance with the provision of the Rhode Island General Laws, § 39-1.2-5 in order to prevent accidental damage.

	1.5            INTERPRETATION OF SITE CONDITIONS
	A. During the course of construction, all interpretations of soil conditions, classification of materials and soil suitability, determine acceptability of methods and soil suitability, determining acceptability of methods and equipment to carry out the intent of the Specifications, shall be made by the Architect and/or Soils Laboratory.  The decision of the Architect shall be final and binding on the Contractor.
	B. This project is Unclassified –

	1.6            DEFINITIONS
	A. Backfill:  Soil materials used to fill an excavation.
	B. Base Course:  Layer placed between the subbase course and proposed improvements.
	C. Bedding Course:  Layer placed over the excavated subgrade in a trench before laying pipe.
	D. Borrow:  Satisfactory soil or earthwork products imported from off-site for use as fill or backfill.
	E. Excavation:  Removal of material encountered above subgrade elevations.
	F. Fill:  Soil materials used to raise existing grades.
	G. Mass Rock or Earth: Excavated material that is greater than 8’ in both length and width.
	H. Rock:  Excavated rock material in beds, ledges, unstratified masses, and conglomerate deposits that cannot be removed by rock excavating equipment equivalent to the following in size and performance ratings, without systematic drilling, ram hammering, ripping, or blasting, when permitted:
	I. Boulder: An excavated, individual rock fragment or natural stone with a volume of less than 1 c.y in trenches and less than 3 c.y. in mass earth excavations.  All boulders exceeding these definitions shall be classified as “rock” and shall fall within “mass” or “trench” subcategory based on definitions in this section.  Material classified as “Rock” and excavated and paid for shall not be eligible to be classified as “boulder” for additional payment purposes.  All excavated boulder material, to be disposed of on-site, or processed for re-use on-site, is not eligible for compensation under allowance and is part of base bid.
	J. Structures:  Buildings, footings, foundations, retaining walls, slabs, tanks, curbs, mechanical and electrical appurtenances, or other man-made stationary features constructed above or below the ground surface.
	K. Subbase Course:  Layer placed between the subgrade and base course for pavement or other site improvements.
	L. Subgrade:  Surface or elevation remaining after completing excavation, or top surface of a fill or backfill immediately below subbase, drainage fill, or topsoil materials.
	M. Trench Rock or Earth: An excavation of any length where the width is less than twice the depth and where the shortest distance between the excavation sides does not exceed eight (8') feet.  All other excavations shall be defined as open excavations.
	N. Utilities include on-site underground pipes, conduits, ducts, and cables, as well as underground services within buildings.
	O. SSHB: “Standard Specifications for Highways and Bridges”, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Massachusetts Highway Department, 1988 edition, including all supplements to date.
	P. Unsatisfactory/Unsuitable Soils:  Any material generated, excavated and/or collected by earth moving activities or other contract work that does not meet any of the product specifications contained in contract documents.

	1.7            SUBMITTALS
	A. General: Submit the following according to the Conditions of the Contract and Division 1 Specifications Sections.
	B. Product Data:  For the following:
	C. Samples:  For the following:
	D. Material Test Reports:  From an approved qualified testing agency indicating and interpreting test results for compliance of the following with requirements indicated:
	E. All installation of materials prior to testing and/or review and response by Architect is at Contractor’s risk.
	F. Submit a dewatering plan for review by the Geotechnical Engineer at least two weeks before the start of construction.
	G. Submit a temporary earth support system layout and design at least two weeks before the start of construction.

	1.8            QUALITY ASSURANCE
	A. Comply with applicable requirements of NFPA 495, "Explosive Materials Code" and SSHB, Section 120 and State Fire Codes.
	B. The Owner may retain the services of a Geotechnical Engineer to periodically observe the earthwork operations including observing the subgrade of footings, slabs, parking lots, and roadways.
	C. Geotechnical Testing Agency Qualifications:  An independent testing agency qualified according to ASTM E 329 to conduct soil materials and rock-definition testing, as documented according to ASTM D 3740 and ASTM E 548.
	D. Testing:  Compaction tests will be required by the Owner and will be paid for by the Owner.  No specific testing schedule has been established at this time.  If tests indicate that density requirements have not been achieved, the Contractor shall continue compacting.
	All retesting in these areas shall be paid for by the Contractor.  See Division 1, Section “Quality Control Services”.  The contractor is required to compensate testing laboratory, directly, for all material test reports.
	E. Density and Compaction Testing:  The Contractor is responsible for scheduling compaction tests and to allow adequate time for the proper execution of said tests.
	F. Protect all benchmarks, monuments, and property boundary pins.  Replace if destroyed by Contractor’s operations.
	G. The presence of the independent testing and inspection firm and/or the Geotechnical Engineer does not include supervision or direction of the actual work of the Contractor, his employees or agents.  Neither the presence of the independent testing and inspection firm and/or the Geotechnical Engineer, nor any observations and testing performed by them, nor failure to give notice of defects shall excuse the Contractor from defects discovered in his work.
	H. Costs related to retesting due to unacceptable quality of work and failures discovered by testing shall be paid for by the Contractor at no additional expense to Owner.

	1.9            PROJECT CONDITIONS
	A. Existing Utilities:  Do not interrupt utilities serving facilities occupied by Owner or others unless permitted in writing by Architect and then only after arranging to provide temporary utility services according to requirements indicated.  Note that school operations must be maintained throughout construction.
	B. Demolish and completely remove from site existing underground utilities indicated to be removed.  Coordinate with utility companies to shut off services if lines are active. Contact Digsafe (811) prior to any earthwork or demolition operations.
	C. Contractor is responsible to properly obtain a trenching permit per 520 CMR 14.00 from appropriate local or state agency.

	1.10            UNIT PRICES
	A. Rock Measurement:  Volume of rock actually removed, measured in original position, but not to exceed the following:

	1.11            COORDINATION
	A. Prior to start of earthwork, the Contractor shall arrange an onsite meeting with the Architect, Engineer, the Geotechnical Engineer, and the independent testing firm for the purpose of establishing the Contractor's schedule of operations, and scheduling observation and testing procedures and requirements
	B. As construction proceeds, the Contractor shall be responsible for notifying the Geotechnical Engineer and the independent testing firm prior to the start of earthwork operations requiring observation and/or testing.
	C. The work of this Section shall be coordinated with that of other trades affecting, or affected by, this work, as necessary to ensure the steady progress of all work of the Contract.

	1.12            SUBSURFACE SOIL DATA
	A. Contractor may, at his own expense, conduct additional subsurface testing as required for his own information after approval by the Owner.


	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1            MATERIALS
	A. General:  Provide borrow soil materials when sufficient satisfactory soil materials are not available from excavations.
	B. Fill material shall be free from frost/ice and snow, rocks with a diameter greater than 2/3 of the loose lift thickness as specified herein, and foreign matter, such as construction debris, asphalt, trash, wood, roots, leaves, sod, and organic matter.  All fill material shall be maintained by the contractor at suitable moisture contents for proper placement and compaction as specified herein.
	C. Offsite pulverized pavement and crushed concrete are not acceptable for fill material.
	D. Obtain off-site material as herein specified consisting of clean granular material from off-site Borrow Pits as approved by the Soils Laboratory prior to trucking to the site.

	2.2            PROCESSED GRAVEL FOR SUB-BASE
	A. Processed gravel for sub-base, where called for on the Drawings and Specifications shall be from off-site sources and shall conform to the following gradation requirements of RIDOT M.01.09, Table 1, Column 1:

	2.3            GENERAL FILL (ORDINARY FILL)
	A. Ordinary Fill should have a plasticity index of less than 6, and should meet the gradation requirements shown below. Ordinary Fill should be compacted in maximum 9-inch loose lifts to at least 95 percent of the Modified Proctor maximum dry density (ASTM D1557), with moisture contents within ±2 percentage points of optimum moisture content and conform to the following gradation:

	2.4            PERVIOUS FILL
	A. Wherever pervious (granular) fill is called for in the Drawings or Specifications, the material shall be brought from off-site sources and shall be free of ice, snow, sod, rubbish, or other deleterious material and conform to the following gradation:

	2.5            STRUCTURAL FILL
	A. The Structural Fill should have a plasticity index of less than 6, and should meet the gradation requirements shown below. Structural Fill should be compacted in maximum 9-inch loose lifts to at least 95 percent of the Modified Proctor maximum dry density (ASTM D1557), with moisture contents within ±2 percentage points of optimum moisture content.
	B. Fill placed within buildings and within an area extending 5 feet beyond the limits of buildings, including within utility trenches inside buildings, shall consist of Structural Fill.
	C. Structural Fill for fill and backfill within building areas (under footings and slabs) and adjacent to foundation walls except where other materials are specified or detailed.  Materials shall be clean bank-run or processed gravel free from recycled material, foreign substances (bricks, concrete, asphalt, etc), frozen material, lumps of clay, loam or vegetable matter, be obtained from a single source and shall meet the following grain size gradation:

	2.6            DENSE GRADED CRUSHED STONE FOR SUBBASE
	A. Dense graded Crushed Stone for subbase shall be imported material conforming to the following gradation requirements.  This material shall be used as an alternate to Processed Gravel for Subbase in the top 12 inches immediately beneath paved areas.
	B. Crushed concrete cannot be used as Dense Graded Crushed Stone for Subbase.

	2.7            CRUSHED STONE
	A. Where designated on the Drawings and Specifications as crushed stone, the material shall consist of processed stone and shall conform to the following gradations:

	2.8            WASHED STONE
	A. Crushed stone not to exceed 3”.

	2.9            SAND FILL
	A. To be used as bedding and backfill.  It shall be hard, durable sand free from ice, snow, roots, sod and other deleterious matter conforming to the material and gradation requirements.  The Sand Fill shall be used as backfilling material around banks of pipes.  The Sand Fill shall be graded within the following limits:

	2.10            GEOTEXTILES
	A. Separation Geotextile:  Woven geotextile fabric, manufactured for separation applications, made from polyolefins or polyesters; complying with AASHTO M 288 and the following, measured per test methods referenced:

	2.11            UNSUITABLE SOILS
	A. Unsuitable material shall be material having at least one of the following properties:


	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1            ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
	A. Prior to commencement of any work, provide the Architect with detailed drawings, reports, etc., as required to adequately define proposed methods to protect the environment of the project and the surrounding area in accordance with local, state, and federal regulations and as herein described.  Conform to the Order of Conditions.
	B. All proposed drainage systems, as shown on the project plans, or which may be required during the course of the work, shall be maintained functional at all times.  The exposed areas of subgrade in both cut and fill sectors shall be graded to positively drain.  In impounded surface water areas, no additional fill material shall be placed.  Failure to maintain positive drainage of the subgrade shall be adequate cause for the Architect to order temporary suspension of the work.
	C. Provide and maintain, for the entire course of the operations of the project, erosion and silt control measures to prevent the intrusion of any silt, oil, chemical, or other pollutants to any downstream drainage way, conduit, stream, etc., or abutting property beyond the project limit lines.  In the event of failure to comply, the Contractor assumes the cost of all damages resultant there from.
	D. Provide for the control of dust to the satisfaction of the Architect.

	3.2            REFERENCE POINTS
	A. Locate and maintain bench marks, monuments, and other reference points.  If destroyed or disturbed, place as directed by the Architect and/or local and state authorities.

	3.3            EQUIPMENT
	A. All Earth Work under this Section shall be performed with earth moving equipment capable of efficiently completing the scope of the work and subject to the approval of the Soils Laboratory and/or the Architect.

	3.4            MOISTURE CONTROL (All Soils)
	A. Uniformly moisten or aerate subgrade and each subsequent fill or backfill layer before compaction to within 2 percent of optimum moisture content.
	B. Do not place backfill or fill material on surfaces that are muddy, frozen, or contain frost or ice.
	C. Remove and replace, or scarify and air-dry, all soil material that exceeds optimum moisture content by 2 percent and is too wet to compact to specified dry unit weight.
	D. The Contractor is alerted that the nature of native materials at this site is such that they are sensitive to moisture.  On-site materials are difficult to handle and compact and are easily disturbed when wet.  The Contractor shall plan and conduct his excavation and filling operations considering the nature of the on-site materials.

	3.5            PROTECTION OF SUBGRADE
	A. The Contractor shall employ special measures as herein specified and/or as directed in the field by the Architect to avoid disturbing the strength of the natural subgrade in an approved manner shall be made during the course of the construction.
	B. Provide and operate pumps or other equipment as necessary, to keep excavation free from water at all times, until succeeding operations are begun.
	C. As original ground surface is worked and fill is added, daily provisions shall be made for drainage of surface water away from the exposed subgrade.
	D. No heavy equipment shall be allowed to travel over wet areas of the subgrade.  Notify the Architect if trafficking by equipment not under control of this Section occurs.
	E. Properly compact layers of subgrade fill as soon as they are placed.
	F. As soon as subgrade or general fill is placed, compacted, and approved by the Soil Laboratory, place and compact the granular fill sub-grade material.

	3.6            TEMPORARY SHEETING, SHORING & BRACING
	A. The Contractor shall provide shoring systems adequately anchored and braced to resist earth and hydrostatic pressures at locations as needed to support excavations during construction.  The sheeting/shoring systems shall be designed by a Massachusetts Professional Engineer.
	B. Shop drawings and calculations shall be submitted for review and approval prior to start of any work for temporary excavation support.  All shop drawings, details & calculations submitted shall bear the Professional Engineer stamp of the Engineer responsible for the design.
	C. The General Contractor shall install, maintain and monitor (1 day before and each day excavation is open) 3 (minimum) settlement monitoring points on the building footing or foundation wall.  Location of monitoring points to be determined by shoring design engineer.
	D. The Contractor shall locate required bracing to clear all permanent Work.
	E. Bracing which must be relocated shall be installed prior to the removal of original bracing.
	F. The Contractor shall remove shoring and bracing in stages to avoid disturbances to adjacent and underlying soils and damage to structures, pavements, facilities and utilities.  The contractor shall repair or replace adjacent work damaged or displayed through the installation or removal of sharing and bracing work.

	3.7            FILLING AND COMPACTION
	A. Fill shall not be placed upon frozen subgrade within building limits or below pavements where raise in grade is less than 3 feet.  Overnight frost, not more than 2 inches thick, shall be broken up by cleats or crawler or other acceptable means prior to placing fill.
	B. The following are minimum procedures to be utilized in the placing and compaction of all fill.  The final compaction methods shall be subject to the approval of the Soils Laboratory.  Critical areas are defined as all fill below building limit lines and the upper most 12 inches of subgrade under parking lot, bank-run gravel under paving, and base course under paving.  Less critical areas are those under landscaped areas and below 12 inches under the paved areas.
	C. The following compaction requirements shall apply, in each case expressed as percentage of maximum dry density achieved by laboratory ASTM Modified Proctor Method D1557:
	D. The moisture content of placed material shall not deviate from the optimum by more than 2 percent.  Moisture content of any material which displays pronounced deformation under construction equipment shall not exceed the optimum.  Drying of wet soil shall be expedited by the use of plows, discs, harrows, or other approved methods.  If additional water is required, it should be uniformly distributed through the use of approved water wagons and shall be thoroughly incorporated into the material by means of discs or other suitable mixing equipment.  Care shall be taken to avoid trapping water within the fill.
	E. The fill and borrow areas should be maintained in a freely draining conditions at all times.  Proper drainage shall be provided for any water or springs which may be encountered.
	F. Frozen fill shall not be placed nor shall any acceptable fill be placed on frozen or snow covered surface except as outlined in (D) above.

	3.8            SUBGRADE PREPARATION
	A. After the subgrade is compacted to the specified requirements, the subgrade shall be fine graded to within 1/10 of a foot of the required elevations.  Proof roll the entire subgrade in the presence of the Soils Laboratory.
	B. Any suspect areas revealed by proof rolling shall be investigated by backhoe excavation.  Deficiencies shall be corrected as directed by the Soils Laboratory.

	3.9            GRANULAR FILL
	A. Immediately upon completion of subgrade under areas to be paved and after approval by Soils Laboratory, place, compact, and grade the granular fill as specified to within 1 inch of the required elevations as shown on the plans.
	B. At the time the site is ready for pavement base material, place additional granular fill as required to meet the elevations shown.
	C. Take precautions to protect granular fill during subsequent operations so as to keep it clean and free draining and segregated from other deleterious materials.

	3.10            EXCAVATION
	A. Unclassified excavation shall comprise and include the satisfactory excavation, removal, and disposal of all materials encountered within the lines and grades shown in the Drawings or limits specified herein, whichever is deeper, regardless of the nature of the materials, and shall be understood to include, but not be limited to, earth, topsoil, subsoil, hardpan, fill, foundations, pavements, curbs, piping, railroad track and ties, cobblestones, footings, bricks, concrete, abandoned drainage and utility structures, debris, and materials classified as unsuitable materials. All excavation and replacement, if applicable, with structural fill material within the lines and grades shown in the Drawings or the limits specified herein, whichever is deeper, will be considered and bid as unclassified and shall be included in the Contractor's lump sum (i.e., shall not be paid for using Unit Prices).
	B. Excavate properly to provide sufficient work space to permit the placing, inspection, and completion of the work embraced in the completion of the Project.  Excavations shall be made to elevations and dimensions indicated on the drawings, and shall include the removal of unusable earth and debris.  All pumping, drainage, bailing, and shoring where such is required, shall be included.
	C. All space beneath foundations, resulting from unauthorized excavations or from slides or cave-ins shall be refilled with approved concrete and foundations shall be laid at the excavated level as directed, or other methods acceptable to the Soils Laboratory.
	D. After completion and approval of the subgrade within the building area, excavate for footings and foundations carrying all excavations so that all bearing area will be either on virgin soil or on controlled compacted fill.
	E. Excavated materials not required or not suitable for backfilling and rough grading, and debris, shall be removed from the site at no additional cost to the Owner.

	3.11            UNAUTHORIZED EXCAVATION
	A. Fill unauthorized excavation under foundations or wall footings by extending bottom elevation of concrete foundation or footing to excavation bottom, without altering top elevation.  Lean concrete fill may be used when approved by Architect.

	3.12            BACKFILLING
	A. Backfill as soon as permanent work has been completed and walls have attained sufficient set and strength.
	B. Except where otherwise specified, backfilling shall be done with granular fill and done promptly so as to protect the foundation from frost.  Place backfill in layers as noted.  Compact before placing succeeding layer.  When sheeting, bracing, or shoring is removed, fill voids.
	C. Exercise extreme care in backfilling against newly placed walls.  Walls with fill on one side shall be properly supported laterally, either with the designed structure or by temporary means.  Walls with fill on both sides shall have fill placed in alternate layers on each side of the wall.  Place no more than one (1) foot at a time, compacted each list as herein specified.

	3.13            EXCAVATION AND BACKFILLING FOR UTILITIES
	A. Excavate and backfill for all underground utilities and structures.
	B. Utilities shall not be laid directly on ledge or boulders or remains of old foundation or structure.  This material shall be removed to a minimum of 6 inches below the utilities and backfilled and compacted as hereinafter specified.
	C. In general, the width of trenches shall be kept to a minimum and in the case of piping shall not exceed the sum of the pipe o.d. plus 2' - 0" to at least 12 inches above the pipe.  Trench walls may be cut back from 12 inches above the pipe to subgrade.
	D. Excavation shall be carried to 6 inches below utility or structure and to the required line or grade. Machine excavation will be permitted.  Immediately upon excavation of trench in the case of piping or excavation for manholes or other structures, place and compact 6 inches of 3/4" inch processed stone as herein specified in paragraph 2.06 at the proper line and grade, digging bell holes to insure bearing throughout the pipe barrel in the case of piping.
	E. Backfilling within the area of the utility work shall be carried to the lines and levels required for the grades shown on the drawings and as specified.  Backfilling shall not be started until conditions have been inspected and approved by the Architect, nor any fill placed until structural members involved have sufficient strength to withstand the pressure to be imposed.
	F. Fill material shall be as detailed on the drawings, placed in the dry horizontal layers and approved of each layer shall be obtained from the Soils Laboratory before proceeding with the next.  Each layer shall be compacted to 95% of maximum dry density and at a water content equal to optimum water content plus-or-minus 2%.  The maximum dry density and optimum water content shall be determined by the Soils Laboratory.
	G. Backfill trenches only after pipe has been inspected, tested, and locations of pipes and appurtenances have been recorded.  Backfill by hand around pipe and for a depth of 2 feet above the pipe and tamp firmly in lifts not exceeding 6 inches in thickness, taking care not to disturb the pipe.  Compact the remainder of the backfill, in maximum 9-inch layers, thoroughly with a rammer of suitable weight, or approved mechanical tampers to a minimum relative density of 95%.  Trenches shall not be left open overnight.
	H. Backfill material for utility structure shall be placed symmetrically on all sides, in 9-inch layers.  Each layer shall be compacted with mechanical or hand tampers to a minimum relative density of 95%.  Excavated areas for structures shall not be left open overnight.
	I. With prior approval of the Architect, the water line may be partially backfilled leaving all joints exposed prior to testing.  As the entire is backfilled furnish and install plastic tracer line labeled "Water main" approximately 18" below finished grade.

	3.14            GRAVEL BASE COURSE FOR PAVEMENTS
	A. Furnish, place, compact, and fine grade the gravel base for all pavement, to the thicknesses shown on the plans and to the satisfaction of the Soils Laboratory.
	B. Finished grading of base course shall be evenly graded, sloped to drain, and within 1/10 foot tolerance of required final grade.

	3.15            BASE FOR SLABS ON GRADE
	A. Furnish, place, compact, and fine grade the crushed stone base for all slabs on grade to the thickness shown on the plans.

	3.16            LOCATION OF POROUS FILL (CRUSHED STONE)
	A. At the slab on ground level - a 6” minimum layer between the structural fill and the vapor retarder which is located directly under the interior slabs on grade as indicated on the Structural Drawings.
	B. At bottom of footing in cut locations – a 6” minimum layer beneath the bottom of footing elevation.

	3.17            PROTECTION
	A. Protecting Graded Areas: The contractor is cautioned that the onsite soils are high in fines and will be susceptible to disturbance when wet and will be frost susceptible.
	B. Protect newly graded areas from traffic, softening, freezing, and erosion.  Keep free of trash and debris.
	C. Work area shall be protected from surface runoff flowing from areas upslope of the site.  The contractor shall divert such runoff so as it does not interfere with earthwork operations.
	D. Repair and reestablish grades to specified tolerances where completed or partially completed surfaces become eroded, rutted, settled, or where they lose compaction due to subsequent construction operations or weather conditions.
	E. Settling: Where settling occurs during the Project correction period, remove finished surfacing, backfill with additional approved material, compact, and reconstruct surfacing.

	3.18            DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS AND WASTE MATERIALS
	A. Disposal:  Remove waste material, including trash, and debris, and legally dispose of it off Owner's property. Surplus satisfactory soil and unsatisfactory soil shall be legally disposed of off Owner’s property.
	END OF SECTION 31 20 00



	312500 - Erosion Control
	321216 - Asphalt Paving
	SECTION 321216 ASPHALT PAVING
	A. Attention is directed to the CONTRACT and GENERAL CONDITIONS and all Sections within DIVISION 1 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, which are hereby made a part of this Section of the Specifications.


	321723 - Pavement Markings
	SECTION 321723  PAVEMENT MARKING
	PART 1 -  GENERAL
	1.1          GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
	A. Attention is directed to the CONTRACT and GENERAL CONDITIONS and all Sections within DIVISION 1 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, which are hereby made a part of this Section of the Specifications.

	1.2          WORK INCLUDED
	A. Provide all additional equipment and materials not otherwise specified, and do all work necessary for pavement marking, as indicated on the Drawings including but not limited to parking space striping, painted parking islands, fire lane markings, handicap parking symbols, loading areas, stop lines, painted crosswalks, and painted lettering.
	1.3          RELATED WORK UNDER OTHER SECTIONS
	A. Carefully examine all of the Contract Documents for requirements which affect the work of this Section.  Other Specifications which directly relate to the work of this Section include, but are not limited to, the following:
	1. Section 321216 – ASPHALT PAVING
	1.4          REFERENCES
	A. Work shall conform to codes and standards of the following:
	1. Rhode Island Department of Transportation Standard Specifications for Road & Bridge Construction (RIDOT Specifications), Latest Edition.
	1.5          TRAFFIC CONTROL
	A. Place traffic cones along newly painted lines to control traffic and prevent damage to newly painted surfaces. Remove when paint has dried fully.
	B. Painting equipment shall be marked with large warning signs indicating slow moving painting equipment in operation.
	PART 2 -  PRODUCTS
	2.1          PAVEMENT STRIPING
	A. Materials for pavement markings shall conform to RIDOT Specification M17.02 – Waterborne Pavement Markings.
	B. Paint shall be in sealed containers that plainly show the designated name, formula or specification number, batch number, color, date of manufacture, manufacturer’s name, formulation number and directions, all of which shall be plainly legible at time of use.
	C. Paint shall be homogeneous, easily mixed to smooth consistency, and shall show no hard settlement or other objectionable characteristics during a storage period of six months.
	2.2          MARKING EQUIPMENT
	A. Machines, tools and equipment used in the application of pavement markings shall conform to RIDOT Specifications Section T20 – Pavement Markings and shall be approved and maintained in satisfactory operating condition.
	B. Push-type machines of a type commonly used for application of paint to pavement surfaces shall be acceptable for marking roadway and parking areas. Applicator machine shall have the necessary paint tanks and spraying nozzles, and shall be capable of applying paint uniformly at coverage specified. Hand-operated spray guns shall be provided for use in areas where push-type machines cannot be used.
	PART 3 -  EXECUTION
	3.1          SURFACE PREPARATION
	A. New pavement surfaces shall be allowed to cure for a period of not less than 48 hours before application of marking materials.
	B. Dust, dirt, and other granular surface deposits shall be removed by sweeping, blowing with compressed air, rinsing with water, or a combination of these methods, as required. Rubber deposits, surface laitance, existing paint markings, and other coatings adhering to the pavement shall be completely removed using scrapers, wire brushes, sandblasting, approved chemicals, or mechanical abrasion, as directed.
	3.2          PAVEMENT MARKING
	A. Marking materials shall be applied to clean, dry surfaces in accordance with the requirements of RIDOT Specifications Section T20 – Pavement Markings.
	B. Paint shall be applied pneumatically with approved equipment.
	C. Pavement marking materials shall be applied evenly to the pavement surface to be coated at a rate specified by the manufacturer.
	D. Edges of markings shall be sharply outlined.
	E. Maximum drying time requirements of the paint manufacturer shall be enforced to prevent undue softening of bitumen, and pickup, displacement or discoloration by vehicle tires.
	F. If markings require more drying time than stated by the paint manufacturer, painting operations shall be discontinued until cause of the slow drying is determined and corrected.
	3.3          PROTECTION OF MARKINGS
	A. Markings shall remain protected until the paint has dried.


	323000 - Site Improvements
	A. Attention is directed to the CONTRACT and GENERAL CONDITIONS and all Sections within DIVISION 1 - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, which are hereby made a part of this Section of the Specifications.


